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Foreword

After working for more than four decades in the field of laser science, I am delighted
that Springer-Verlag has devoted one of the first volumes of the new Springer Handbook series to lasers and optics. The exhilarating pace of technological advances in
our field is still accelerating, and lasers and optical techniques are becoming ever
more indispensible as enabling tools in almost any field of science or technology.
Since no single physicist, engineer, or graduate student can be an expert in all the important subfields of optical science, a concise, balanced, and timely compilation of
basic principles, key applications, and recent advances, written by leading experts,
will make a most valuable desk reference. The chosen readable style and attractive,
well-illustrated layout is even inviting to casual studying and browsing. I know that I
will keep my Springer Handbook of Lasers and Optics close at hand, despite the infinite amount of information (and misinformation) that is readily accessible via the
Internet.
Munich, February 2007

Theodor W. Hänsch

Prof. Theodor W. Hänsch
Nobel Laureate in Physics 2005
Department of Physics
Ludwig-MaximiliansUniversität (LMU)
Munich, Germany
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Preface

It is often said that the 21st century is the century of the photon. In fact, optical
methods, materials, and components have reached an advanced state of sophistication
hitherto unknown. Optical techniques, particularly those based on lasers, not only find
applications in the classical fields of physics and engineering but have expanded into
many other disciplines such as medicine, the life sciences, chemistry and environmental
research, to mention only a few examples. Nevertheless, progress in optics, photonic
materials and coherent light sources continues at a rapid pace: new laser materials
are being developed; novel concepts such as optics far beyond the diffraction limit,
or nanooptics, are being explored; and coherent light sources generate wavelengths in
ranges not previously accessible.
In view of the pronounced interdisciplinary nature of optics, the Springer Handbook
of Lasers and Optics is designed as a readable desk reference book to provide fast, upto-date, comprehensive, and authoritative coverage of the field. The handbook chapters
are grouped into four parts covering basic principles and materials; fabrication and
properties of optical components; coherent and incoherent light sources; and, finally,
selected applications and special fields such as terahertz photonics, X-ray optics and
holography.
I hope that all readers will find this Springer Handbook useful and will enjoy using it.
Kassel, February 2007

Frank Träger

Prof. Frank Träger
Universität Kassel
Experimentalphysik I
Germany
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1. The Properties of Light

The mystery of light has formed the core of creation stories in every culture, and attracted the
earnest attentions of philosophers since at least
the fifth century BCE. Their questions have ranged
from how and what we see, to the interaction of
light with material bodies, and finally to the nature of light itself. This chapter begins with a brief
intellectual history of light from ancient Greece
to the end of the 19th century. After introducing
the physical parameterization of light in terms of
standard units, three concepts of light are introduced: light as a wave, light as a quantum particle,
and light as a quantum field. After highlighting
the distinctive characteristics of light beams from
various sources – thermal radiation, luminescence from atoms and molecules, and synchrotron
light sources – the distinctive physical characteristics of light beams are examined in some detail.
The chapter concludes with a survey of the statistical and quantum-mechanical properties of
light beams. In the appropriate limits, this treatment not only recovers the classical description
of light waves and the semiclassical view of light
as a stream of quanta, but also forms a consistent description of quantum phenomena – such
as interference phenomena generated by single
photons – that have no classical analogs.
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1.1 Introduction and Historical Sketch
1.1.1 From the Greeks and Romans
to Johannes Kepler
The history of optics from the fifth century BCE until the
early 17th century CE can be read as a single, prolonged
attempt to elucidate, first qualitatively and then quantitatively, the nature of light as it is revealed through the
phenomena of propagation, reflection and refraction.
The earliest known theories about the nature of light
originated with Empedocles of Agrigentum (fifth century BCE) and his contemporary, Leucippus. To the
latter is attributed the notion that external objects are
enveloped by eidola, “a kind of shadow or some material simulacrum which envelopes the bodies, quivers
on the surface and can detach itself from them” in order to convey to the soul “the shape, the colors and all
the other qualities of the bodies from which they emanate” [1.1]. A century later, Plato and his academy
characterized light as a variant of elemental fire and theorized that seeing results from a conjunction of a ray
emitted by the object seen and a “visual ray,” emitted by
the seeing eye [1.2]. This picture was contentious from
the start: Plato’s pupil Aristotle fumed that “to say, as the
Ancients did, that colors are emissions and that this is
how we see, is absurd” [1.1]. Nevertheless, the emission
theory was debated well into the 16th century.
Another of Plato’s pupils, the mathematician Euclid, wrote treatises on optics and catoptrics that were
still being translated seven centuries later. Euclid’s work
is distinguished from that of his predecessors by conclusions deduced from postulates; in the Optics, he adduces
a model of ray optics that can be translated into recognizable principles of geometrical optics including the
law of reflection from a plane surface; the concept of
a near point for the eye; and the focusing of light by concave surfaces [1.3]. The Roman philosopher Lucretius
(early first century BCE) gave to the world in his De Rerum Natura the most detailed ancient understanding of
not only the geometry of light propagation, but also the
effects of intensity on the observer.
Two other ancient texts – by Hero (first century CE)
and Ptolemy (second century CE), both of Alexandria
– are important historically. Hero postulated the law
of reflection in a form strikingly similar to that which
emerged much later as Fermat’s principle of least time.
Heros’s countryman Ptolemy produced a text on optics
distinguished by its use of axiomatics coupled to experimental studies of reflection from curved surfaces and an
attempt at developing a law of refraction. The data on

refraction are remarkably accurate, [1.4] and his attempt
to provide a mathematical model, though unsuccessful,
nevertheless stamps the work as modern.
Building on the philosophical foundation laid by
Aristotle, medieval opticians focused primarily on the
phenomenon of refraction and made important predictions about the nature of light [1.1]. The ninth-century
Baghdad philosopher Abu Hsuf Yaqub Ibn Is-haz
(Alkindi) improved on the concept of the visual ray by
requiring that it should have a physiological effect on the
eye. In De Aspectibus, he mounted the first serious attack, supported by observations, on the theory of light as
a stream of simulacra. Abu Ali al-Hasan ibn al-Haitham
– known widely by his Latin name, Alhazen – published
The Book of Optics (De aspectibus, or On Vision) in the
11th century CE. This text was translated into Latin and
used until the early 17th century. His diagrams of the human visual apparatus correct some, though not all, the
errors made by Galen, who worked only from dissections of animals. Because Alhazen understood how the
eye lens refracted incoming rays of light, he was able
to show that every point on the surface of an object in
the visual field of the eye maps onto a point on the optic nerve to make a faithful, small-scale image of the
object.
By the beginning of the 12th century, western European scholars had in their possession both the works of
the Greeks and those of the Muslim scholars. These centuries see a working out of the contradictions inherent
in these competing views by late-medieval thinkers in
England, France and Italy, [1.5] including Robert Grosseteste and Roger Bacon who were unwilling to accept
the dogmatism of the Scholastics. In particular, they saw
the phenomenology of the rainbow as a key to the understanding of refraction and reflection. The origin of
the rainbow was correctly explained for the first time by
Theodoric of Freiburg in the 15th century.

1.1.2 From Descartes to Newton
By the time of Johannes Kepler’s death in the mid-17th
century, the concept of light as a geometrical ray emanating from an object and collected by the eye was
firmly established, and the emphasis shifted to theoretical questions about the mechanisms of refraction
and reflection that could only be answered by understanding the properties of light. Moreover, there was
increasing emphasis from the mid-17th century onward
on carefully controlled experimentation, not simply ob-
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optical instruments such as telescopes, microscopes and
eventually spectrometers [1.10].

1.1.3 Newton and Huygens
The early part of the 18th century saw the rise of the two
competing theories about the nature of light that were
to dominate the next century and a half. These are embodied in the lives and work of the two principals: Isaac
Newton (1642–1728) and Christiaan Huygens (1629–
1695).
The dispersion of light in a prism was known well
before the young Isaac Newton “procured . . . a prism
with which to try the celebrated phenomenon of colors.”
Newton’s experimentum crucis was designed to show
that white light could be decomposed into constituent
colors that were dispersed according to a corpuscular
model [1.11]. However, Newton’s Opticks, when published in 1710, was a curious admixture of projectile or
corpuscular ideas and crude wave theories. Newton believed in the ether as a required medium to support the
projectiles, and expected that the ether would undulate as
light corpuscles passed through it. However, he was convinced on the basis of the corpuscular model that light
traveled faster in material media, an assumption that
would not be conclusively disproved until Foucault’s
experiments in 1850.
Challenges to Newton’s corpuscular theory came
from kinematical theories that viewed light as one or
another kind of vibrational motion: a vibratory motion
supported by an ether (Hooke, 1665); or a propagating pulse-like disturbance in the ether (Huygens,
1690) [1.12]. Leonhard Euler explained refraction at an
interface based on the vibrational theory, arguing that
dispersion resulted from a variation of vibrational motion with color [1.13]. In Germany at least, Euler was
seen as the originator of a wave model that could replace
Newton’s corpuscular theory. In France, Huygens developed a geometrical construction of secondary wavelets
to trace the propagation of a wave in time, laying a conceptual foundation for early 19th-century experiments in
interference and diffraction that ultimately undermined
the corpuscular hypothesis.

1.1.4 The 19th Century:
The Triumph of the Wave Picture
By the last quarter of the 18th century, it was clear
that Newton’s corpuscular theory could not match the
experimentally measured velocity of light in materials;
moreover, experiments by Malus and Arago had shown
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servation. Harmonized with mathematical models, this
experimental philosophy proved to be the way to establish scientific knowledge of light on the strongest
foundation [1.6].
René Descartes and the Cartesian thinkers who followed his lead, built a science of light and optics as
part of a more general mathematical theory of physics,
with his Dioptrics and the Discourses [1.7]. The Cartesian theory is distinguished by the concept of light as
a vibration in a diaphanous medium that transmits the
undulations from object to eye, a tendency to motion
in particles of the embedding medium. Robert Hooke,
Thomas Hobbes and Christiaan Huygens were likewise committed to vibrational theories of light. The first
experimental evidence of what would eventually be convincing evidence for the wave theory of light came in
1658 with the publication of Grimaldi’s first memoir on
diffraction.
Pierre Fermat (1601–1665) solved one of the problems that the Dioptrics had treated badly, and did so
in a way that was characteristic of what Newton would
later call “mathematical philosophy.” Fermat’s simple
idea was based on the rectilinear propagation of light,
and the postulate that light travels less rapidly in a dense,
material medium than in air. From this, he hypothesized
that a light ray always follows that path that allows it to
travel a given trajectory in the shortest time. It is possible to derive Snell’s law of refraction from this principle
of least time [1.8].
Fermat based his theory on the assumption that the
speed of light was finite, and that it was slower in
material bodies than in air or vacuum – clearly contradicting Descartes, who believed the speed of light to
be infinite. The Cartesian postulate was disproved when
Cassini (in 1675) and Ole Römer (a year later), measured the time it took light to pass across the earth’s
orbit based on observation of the transit time of Jupiter:
about 11 minutes. The surveyors – Cassini in Paris and
Jean Richer in Guyana – were measuring the Earth’s
orbit. Christiaan Huygens, court astronomer to Louis
XIV, proposed a figure of 12, 000 earth diameters for
the orbital diameter, and thereby arrived in his Treatise
on Light at an estimate of 2.3 × 108 m/s, within 20%
of the currently accepted value and very close to the
value calculated by Newton [1.9]. Grimaldi (1658) had
discovered the phenomenon of diffraction, the explanation of which led in time to the ascendance of the wave
theory. Progress in the science of light during this period was also aided immensely by the development of
the differential and integral calculus and by the invention of high-quality clear glass for lenses, prisms and
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that light has a new property, which came to be called
polarization, that does not fit within the corpuscular
picture at all. The earliest systematic studies of polarization phenomena associated with the propagation of light
waves are due to Étienne Malus in 1808, in response
to a prize competition offered by the Paris Academy for
a mathematical description of the phenomenon of double
refraction in Iceland spar (calcite). Malus’s discoveries
led to the recognition that light is a transverse electromagnetic wave, in which the electric and magnetic fields
are perpendicular to each other and to the direction of
propagation. Malus, using his ingenious refractometer,
demonstrated in 1807 that the phenomenon of double refraction could be explained mathematically by Huygens’
construction. Fresnel, a dozen years later, was to win the
prize competition for his theory of diffraction, even anticipating the objection of Poisson that light diffracted
around a tiny opaque object would produce a bright spot
in the middle of the geometrical shadow – to be known
afterwards as Poisson’s spot [1.4]. Moreover, increasingly powerful mathematical descriptions [1.14] were
applied to the phenomena of interference and diffraction
studied experimentally by Thomas Young, the London
polymath, and Fresnel. It was at last becoming clear
that light constituted a qualitatively new kind of wave
in which the vibrations were transverse to the direction
of propagation of the light [1.15]. Indeed, the transverse
character of the vibrations was first suggested by Young
in a letter to Arago in 1812, thus hinting that Young
was already reinterpreting his interference experiments
in a way that differed sharply from previous thinking
based on analogies with acoustic waves [1.16].
At virtually the same time, Biot and Savart, Ampère
and Faraday were generating the experimental underpinnings for the eventual unification of optics and

electromagnetism. Galvani’s experiments on the stimulus of what was then called animal electricity had shifted
attention from electrostatics, the major preoccupation of
the eighteenth century, to time-dependent phenomena
associated with electricity. However, it was Alessandro
Volta who successfully showed that this phenomenon
was not due to some vital magnetic force, but that it was
no different from ordinary magnetism. While electrophysiology continued to be of major interest to biologists
and students of medicine, it was thereafter studied by
physicists primarily in relation to other electromagnetic phenomena. Oersted, by showing the deflection
of a compass placed next to a current-carrying wire,
demonstrated the interconnection of electrical and magnetic phenomena. And Faraday, in 1845, showed that
the polarization of light could be rotated by applying
a strong magnetic field to a medium through which the
light was propagating.
Thus the stage was set for the grand synthesis of
classical electromagnetic theory. The first step was the
publication of James Clerk Maxwell’s theory of electromagnetism in 1869. Maxwell’s theoretical prediction
of electromagnetic radiation was verified experimentally by Heinrich Hertz in 1888 with the discovery of
Hertzian waves in what now would be called the radiofrequency range of the spectrum. The classical theory
of the electron developed by H. A. Lorentz would be
the next step in the creation of a 19th-century theory
of everything. The only clouds on the horizon were the
unsolved problems of black-body radiation and the photoelectric effect, problems whose solutions would lead
to the development of quantum physics and the evolution of a new view of light based on its dual character as
wave and particle, and later of its accommodation into
a fully quantum-mechanical field theory.

1.2 Parameterization of Light
The properties of light are parameterized in similar ways
in both the classical (wave) and semiclassical (photon)
pictures of light. The fundamental physical properties of
an electromagnetic wave are its wavelength λ, frequency
ν and polarization state; alternatively, the first two of
these properties may be stated in the form of a wave
number k = 2πλ and angular frequency ω = 2πν. The
photon model associates with individual light quanta
a particle-like photon energy E photon = ω and momentum pphoton = k, where h = 2π is Planck’s constant.
Photons are also associated with a helicity (photon spin)
of ±1 that can be related to wave polarization.

The properties of light have been defined by international commissions in four kinds of units now
in general use, depending on what properties are to
be emphasized: radiometric units, based on the physical units, such as energy, and power, are used to
describe the properties of electromagnetic waves or
photons; photometric units, which refer to the properties of light as discerned by the human eye; photon
units analogous to radiometric units that are normalized
to photon energy; and spectral units that parameterize
light in terms of its properties at specific frequencies or
wavelength.
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The electromagnetic spectrum extends over an enormous range of frequencies and wavelengths, from
low-frequency radio wavelength vibrations to extremely
high-energy, short-wavelength nuclear gamma radiation. Figure 1.1 shows a typical classification scheme,
relating wavelengths, frequencies, wave numbers and
photon energies to the common designations of spectral
regions of interest in optics, extending from the vacuum
ultraviolet through the far-infrared. Some of the units
employed match the Système International (SI) convention, others are habitually used in specialized science or
technology communities.
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Fig. 1.1 Chart showing the wavelengths, frequencies, wave numbers

1.2.2 Radiometric Units
Radiometric units measure the properties of light in
terms of physical units of energy and power, without reference to wavelength, and are therefore the
most fundamental of the parameters used to describe
light [1.19, 20]. The fundamental radiometric units are:
radiance, a vector L whose magnitude is the power passing through a surface of unit area into a unit solid angle
about the normal to the surface; irradiance, again a vector
E, defined as the total power per unit spectral interval passing through a surface of unit area. As shown
in Fig. 1.2, the magnitude of the radiance and irradiance depends on the shape of the surface over which
one integrates, that is, over the projected area A⊥ as
well as the solid angle dΩ into which light is emitted
and the perpendicular area of the detector. The definition of spectral interval is not uniform; depending on
the resolution or the parameterization desired, it might
be given in Å, nm, cm−1 (not the same as 1/cm), or
Hz, as here. To convert any radiometric unit X to the
corresponding spectral radiometric unit X ν , recall that
X = X ν dν for values of the frequency lying between ν
and ν + dν.

and photon energies of electromagnetic radiation of interest in optics.
(After [1.17])

terminology and symbols as the radiometric units, but
with a subscript V for visual.
The four fundamental photometric quantities, listed
in Table 1.2, are: luminous intensity, the amount of
light emitted by a source; luminous flux, the quantity
of light transmitted in a given direction; illuminance,
the measure of light falling on a surface; and luminance, which measures the brightness of a surface
Direction
of viewing
Radiating
surface A

Ap

è
è

Normal
r

Projected
surface A cos è

1.2.3 Photometric Units
Photometry refers to the measurement of light as it is
perceived by the human eye; thus these units pertain
principally to light with wavelengths of 380–760 nm. In
astronomy, photometry also refers to the measurement
of apparent magnitudes of celestial objects. Since these
quantities depend on the spectral amplitude of light, it
is not possible to convert photometric values directly
into energy values. The photometric units use the same

Fig. 1.2 Geometry used to define radiometric units of radiance and irradiance in terms of emitting area, detecting
area and solid angle of emission. The projected surface
area in a given angular direction Θ is A⊥ = A cos Θ, while
the solid angle in radiometric units is determined by the
projected detector area A p perpendicular to the viewing
direction, dΩ = Ap /r 2 . (After [1.18])
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Table 1.1 Radiometric units
Radiant energy
Radiant energy density
Radiant flux (power)
Radiant exitance
Irradiance
Radiant intensity
Radiance

Symbol

SI unit

Definition

Qe
we
Φe
Me
Ee
Ie
Le

J=Ws
J/m−3
W
W m−2
W m−2
W sr−1
W m −2 sr−1

–
we =  dQ e / dV 
Φe =  dQ e / dt
Me =  dΦe / dA
E e =  dQ e / dt
Ie =  dΦe / dΩ
L e = Ie /∆A ≡  d2 Φe / dΩ · dA

Table 1.2 Photometric units
Luminous energy
Luminous energy density
Luminous intensity
Luminous power
Luminous exitance
Illuminance
Luminance (Apostilb)

Symbol

SI unit

Photometric unit

Definition

QV
WV
IV
ΦV
MV
EV
LV

J=W s
J / m3
W sr−1
W
W m−2
Wsr−1
W m−2 sr−1

lm s (talbot)
lm s/m3
lm sr−1 = candela (cd)
lm (lumen)
lm m−2
lux (lx) = lm m−2
asb = 1/π cd/m2

—
wV = dQ V / dV
IV = dΦV / dΩ
ΦV = dQ V / dt
MV = dΦV / dA
E V = dΦV / dA
L V = d2 ΦV / dA · dΩ

considered as a light source. The standard source, or
international standard candle, is defined as the intensity of a black-body radiator with an area of 1/60 cm2
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Fig. 1.3 The standard CIE luminous efficacy curve for the human

eye, used as the basis for converting between photometric and
radiometric units

heated to the melting point of platinum. Two auxiliary quantities, luminous energy and luminous energy
density, correspond to the analogous radiometric units.
The photometric units carry a subscript V for visual, to
distinguish them from their radiometric counterparts;
the overbar in the table below signifies an averaged
quantity.
The Commission Internationale de l’Eclairage (CIE)
has developed a standard luminous efficacy curve for
the human eye, with respect to which the photometric units are referred (Fig. 1.3). The lumen is defined
such that the peak of the photopic (light-adapted) vision spectrum of an average eye has a luminous efficacy
of 683 lm/W.

1.2.4 Photon and Spectral Units
In the photon picture, there is a different set of descriptive quantities normalized to photon energy or photon
number, as shown in Table 1.3. The overbarred quantities denote an average over photon wavelengths as well
as over area and solid angle.
In some cases – for example, when discussing the
spectral brightness of laser or synchrotron sources –
it is useful to distinguish physical quantities by their
frequency ν. For example, in most cases involving
spectroscopy or materials processing with lasers, the
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Photon number
Photon density
Photon flux (power)
Photon irradiance
Photon intensity
Photon radiance

Symbol

SI unit

Definition

n̄
wn
Φn
En
In
Ln

Number
Number m−3
Number s−1
Number s−1 m−2
Number s−1 sr−1
Number s−1 m−2 sr−1

n̄ = Q v / ω̄
wn = dn̄/ dV
Φn = dn̄/ dt
E n = dΦn / dA
In = dΦn / dΩ
L n = d2 Φn / dA · dΩ

Symbol

SI unit

Definition

Qν
wν
Φν
Mν
Eν
Iν
Lν

J Hz−1 = W s Hz−1
J Hz−1 m −3
W Hz−1
W m−2 Hz−1
W m−2 Hz−1
W sr−1 Hz−1
W m−2 sr−1 Hz−1

–
wν = dQ ν / dV
Φν = dQ ν / dt
Mν = dΦν dA
E ν = dQ ν / dt
Iν = dΦν / dΩ
L ν = d2 Φν / dΩ · dA

Table 1.4 Spectral radiometric units
Spectral radiant energy
Spectral radiant energy density
Spectral radiant flux (power)
Spectral radiant exitance
Spectral irradiance
Spectral radiant intensity
Spectral radiance

quantity of interest is not simply the intensity or radiance, but the intensity or radiance available within
a certain spectral bandwidth that defines the effective
region of laser-materials interaction, in other words, the
spectral brilliance. In Table 1.4, the overbarred quan-

tities indicate averages over time, space or solid angle,
but not over frequency. To convert any radiometric unit
X to the corresponding spectral radiometric unit X ν , recall that X = X ν dν for values of the frequency lying
between ν and ν + dν.

1.3 Physical Models of Light
By the end of the 19th century, it was generally accepted
that the battle between the corpuscular (or emission)
and wave theories of light had been resolved in favor of
the latter. However, experimental developments – and
the inability of classical electrodynamics and statistical
mechanics to account for either the photoelectric effect or the shape of the black-body spectrum – drove
Planck, Einstein and de Broglie to develop a semiclassical theory of the light quantum (eventually christened
the “photon” by G. N. Lewis [1.21]). The picture of light
as a quantum field emerged in the second half of the 20th
century as it became experimentally possible to investigate phenomena associated both with small numbers
of photons, statistically distinct ensembles of photons,
and correlations between photons emitted in atomic cascades. We now consider the basic concepts underlying
the classical, semiclassical and quantum models of light.

1.3.1 The Electromagnetic Wave Picture
Maxwell’s classical theory of electromagnetism [1.22]
is based on: Gauss’s law, a mathematical relationship governing the spatial properties of vector fields
with or without sources; Faraday’s law of magnetic
induction; and Ampère’s law linking currents with
spatial variations in magnetic field. Maxwell’s recognition of the displacement current – the induced current
due to time-varying electromagnetic fields – made
it possible finally to establish the static and dynamical relationships between the electric field E (the
force per unit charge) and magnetic induction B (the
force per unit current). Together with the constitutive relations for the electric displacement and the
magnetic field, Maxwell’s four equations, given below
in differential and integral form, govern all classical
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electromagnetic phenomena including electromagnetic
waves.

volume

∇·B=0,

∇ · BdV = 0 ,

E α (r, t) =

loop

β

1
Bα − (Mα + . . .) ,
µ0

∞

(1.1)

where ρ is the charge density and Q the enclosed charge. The constitutive relations electric
displacement vector D and for magnetic field H
are


 ∂ (2)
Q αβ + . . . ,
Dα = ε0 E α + Pα −
∂xβ
Hα =

(1.3)

The solutions to this equation include near-field or staticfield terms that decrease as 1/r 3 , an intermediate-range
oscillatory field that exists in the so-called induction
zone, and the propagating-wave terms whose amplitude
decreases as 1/r.
A time-dependent scalar field satisfying the wave
equation in a source-free region may be decomposed
into Fourier components at angular frequencies ωi , i =
0, 1, 2, 3, . . . that satisfy a Helmholtz wave equation, as
follows:

volume

surface

n2 ∂2 E
=0,
c2 ∂t 2
2
2
n ∂ B
∇2 B − 2 2 = 0 ,
c ∂t
c2 = (ε0 µ0 )−1 .

∇2 E −

∇ · D ≡ ∇ · (ε0 E + 4πε0 P) = ρ ,

Q
∇ · D dV =
,
ε0

∂B
,
∇×E=−
∂t


∂
B · ds ,
(∇ × E) · dS = −
∂t
open surface
loop


∂D
,
∇×H = J+
∂t


 
∂D
J+
· ds
(∇ × H) · dS =
∂t

magnetic susceptibility µ0

(1.2)

where the terms in parentheses represent the contributions of dielectric and magnetic materials to the electric
field (e.g., linear polarization Pα , quadrupole contri(2)
butions Q αβ , and so on) and the magnetic induction
(e.g., the bulk magnetization Mα ). The dielectric function and the magnetic susceptibilities are properties
of materials, and vanish in vacuum. Further information on the constitutive relations, including their
relativistic forms, may be found in textbooks [1.23,
24]
The second term in Ampère’s law – the last of the
four Maxwell equations – was deduced by James Clerk
Maxwell from the asymmetry between the electric and
magnetic fields that would exist if this displacement
current were omitted. The last two of these equations
can be combined using the vector identity ∇ × (∇ × V)
= ∇(∇ · V) − ∇ 2 V to yield a wave equation that describes the propagation of transverse electromagnetic
waves in a medium with a dielectric function ε = n 2 and

E α (r, ωi ) e−iωi t dωi ,

−∞



⇒ ∇ 2 + ki2 E α (r, ωi ) = 0 ,
ki2 =

ωi2
.
c2

(1.4)

The Maxwell equations are generally presented in terms
of the force fields E and B. However, it is often more
convenient to represent electromagnetic waves in terms
of vector and scalar potentials; this is particularly true
for making the transition between the classical and quantum field pictures. Given the two homogeneous Maxwell
equations, we can define a vector potential that is related to the electric field, the electric potential and the
magnetic induction. Furthermore, because the magnetic
induction remains unchanged by the addition of the gradient of a scalar function, we have an additional degree
of freedom, the choice of gauge, which, in this case, is
conveniently chosen to be the so-called Lorentz gauge:
B=∇×A,
∂A
E+
= −∇Φ ,
∂t
1 ∂Φ
∇ · A+ 2
=0.
c ∂t

(1.5)

With this choice of gauge, the inhomogeneous Maxwell
equations can be decoupled to form a pair of inhomogeneous wave equations in the potentials, in which the
sources of the wave fields are the charge and current
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1 ∂2Φ
ρ
=−
2
2
ε0
c ∂t
2A
1
∂
∇ 2 A − 2 2 = −µ0 J .
c ∂t
∇ 2Φ −

(1.6)

The other common gauge is the Coulomb or transverse
gauge, which is so named because the source term is
only the transverse component of the current density J.
The radiation fields are determined by the vector potential alone; the Coulomb potential contributes only to the
near field. However, although it will not be discussed
further here, the optical near field has assumed significant importance as a probe of nanoscale phenomena
now that there are optical techniques for sampling it and
coupling it to far-field radiation that can be transported
and observed [1.25, 26].
The ratio of electric to magnetic field amplitudes
derivable from the Maxwell equations for a plane wave
is |E(r, t)| = c|B(r, t)|; in fact, it turns out that this is
a general property of electromagnetic waves. This means
that for almost all practical purposes in describing the
properties of electromagnetic waves, it is safe to focus
on the electric field alone.
For most purposes, three traveling-wave solutions of
the scalar wave equation are sufficient to encompass the
most common phenomena of wave optics: the spherical wave typical of light emanating from a point source;
the plane wave that is the asymptotic form of the wavefront of a spherical wave at large distances from the
source; and the Gaussian beam that describes light emitted by a laser source that is constrained in two spatial
dimensions by the laser resonator.
Spherical Wave
The scalar solution for electromagnetic radiation emitted
from a point source, in spherical coordinates, takes the
form of a spherical wave
  (1) (1)
(2) (2)
Alm h l (kr) + Alm
h l (kr)
E (r, ω) =
l,m

× Ylm (ϑ, ϕ) eiωt ,
(i)

(1.7)

where h l (kr), i = 1, 2 are the Hankel functions of
the first and second kind, Ylm (ϑ, ϕ) are the spherical
(i)
harmonics, and the coefficients Alm , i = 1, 2 are determined by the boundary conditions. Since the electric
field in general is a vector, the general solution is significantly more complex but systematic presentations may
be readily found elsewhere [1.24].

Plane Wave
The simplest possible solution to Maxwell’s equations
is the plane wave, in which the phase fronts are infinite
planar surfaces perpendicular to the direction of propagation. In Cartesian coordinates, assuming that the wave
propagates in the z-direction, the plane wave for the
Fourier component with frequency ω is described by the
equation

E (r, t) = E0 (x, y) exp [i (kz z − ωt)] .

(1.8)

The plane wave is a convenient approximation to a small
segment of an electromagnetic wave far from a point
source where the spherical wavefronts have a very large
radius of curvature.
Gaussian Beam
The beam of light emitted by a laser has properties that
are determined by the geometry of the optical resonator
for the laser, and for a cylindrically symmetric beam
propagating in the z-direction is described by a function
of the form [1.23]:


r2
,
E (r) = E 0 (r, z) exp − 2
w (z)
2

λz
w2 (z) = w20 1 +
,
πw20
√
m


2r
1
2r 2
E 0 (r, z) =
L lm
w (z) w (z)
w2 (z)


kr 2
imϕ
,
× e exp i Φ (z) +
2R (z)
(1.9)
−1

Φ (z) = − (2l + m + 1) tan


z 2R
R (z) = z 1 + 2 ,
z



z − z0
zR


,

πw20
.
(1.10)
λ
Here the functions L lm (r, z) are the generalized Laguerre
polynomials, a complete orthogonal set of functions. The
indices {l, m} represent different spatial modes of the
Gaussian beam; for most laser experiments, one tries
very hard to have a beam in the fundamental Gaussian mode, in which {l = 0, m = 0}. The quantity w0
is frequently called the beam waist, and represents the
minimum focal spot size that will be reached at some
point along the propagation axis. The intensity falls off
zR =
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exponentially from the central maximum, and the rate at
which that happens is governed by the beam waist at the
given z coordinate. At that point, the wavefront is planar
and perpendicular to the axis of propagation. The behavior of a Gaussian beam is often specified by the Rayleigh
range z R (or the confocal beam parameter b = 2z R ) and
the divergence angle Θ, shown schematically in Fig. 1.4;
these are given respectively by
2πw20
,
λ
2λ
Θ=
πw0
b=

(1.11)

Wave Packets
Although all of these solutions to the Maxwell equations
are monochromatic waves, in fact light beams often are
mixtures of waves of differing frequencies. This comes
about because of the spread in wavelengths of whitelight sources, the natural line width of even spectrally
pure atomic sources, the broadening mechanisms (e.g.,
Doppler broadening) typical of many atomic or molecular light sources, and because of mode hopping from
one frequency to another in laser sources. Mathematically, of course, this fact causes no difficulties because
of the superposition principle for harmonic functions.
The term wave packet refers to such a superposition
of waves of many different modes. This should not
be confused with the so-called wave-packet model of
the photon found in many elementary texts; this model,
usually presented as a way of thinking about wave–
particle duality, presents a number of philosophical and
pedagogical problems [1.27].
For coherent sources, there is an additional constraint on pulse duration and bandwidth, rather like
the indeterminacy principle in quantum mechanics and

w (z)

b
Ö2w0

w0
È

z

E0 /e

Fig. 1.4 Schematic of the spatial profile of a Gaussian beam

near a beam waist, showing the Rayleigh range or confocal
beam parameter and the divergence angle Θ. The envelope
of the beam represents the point at which the field has
decreased to 1/ e of its maximum value on the beam axis

sometimes derived from it. This constraint says that, for
a source with duration ∆τ, the spectral bandwidth satisfies the condition ∆τ · ∆ν ≥ 1, where ν is the frequency.
Hence, light that comes from continuous-wave coherent
sources can have extremely narrow bandwidths (i. e.,
high spectral purity). The best achieved so far is a bandwidth of order 1 kHz. On the other hand, the shortest
laser pulses made to date, with durations of 4 fs, have
spectral bandwidths of 200 nm or more.

1.3.2 The Semiclassical Picture:
Light Quanta
The theory of light quanta developed by Planck and
Einstein explained the salient characteristics of blackbody radiation spectra in a semiclassical picture that
quantized the allowable frequencies of radiation, but
otherwise treated electromagnetic radiation in terms of
classical fields [1.28]. This picture was incorporated into
the quantum theory developed by Schrödinger, Heisenberg and especially Dirac; importantly, it avoided the
troublesome mathematical divergences that occurred in
a quantum-mechanical treatment of electromagnetic radiation. It eventually turned out, as noted by Heitler
in a classic text, that these difficulties were primarily of
a formal mathematical character [1.29] that was resolved
in the modern version of quantum electrodynamics by
Dyson, Feynman, Schwinger and Tomonaga [1.30]
The spectrum of radiation from a body at thermal
equilibrium at a temperature T , when modeled on the
basis of classical theory, produced a catastrophic divergence of the predicted radiated intensity at ultraviolet
wavelengths. Planck solved this problem by treating the
radiation field as a collection of simple harmonic oscillators in the cavity (Hohlraumstrahlung), and then taking
a new approach to calculating the density of modes
based on Boltzmann statistics [1.31]. Since the radiation field must satisfy Maxwell’s wave equation, the
three components of the electric field must satisfy the
equations
E x (r, t) = E x (t) cos(k x x) sin(k y y) sin(kz z) ,
k x = πνx L , νx = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . .
E y (r, t) = E x (t) sin(k x x) cos(k y y) sin(kz z) ,
k y = πν y L , ν y = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . .
E z (r, t) = E x (t) sin(k x x) sin(k y y) cos(kz z) ,
kz = πνz L , νz = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . .
(1.12)
Any possible radiation field must be expressible as a sum
of these cavity modes; the spatial quantization here is
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k2 dk
π2
ω2 dω
⇒ ρω dω = 2 3 .
π c
ρk dk =

(1.13)

For a system of harmonic oscillators in thermal equilibrium, the probability that an oscillator is excited into the
nth mode is given by the Boltzmann probability
exp(−E n /kB T )
Pn = 
exp(−E m /kB T )
m

=

exp[−(n + 1/2) ω/kB T ]
m

exp[−(m + 1/2) ω/kB T ]
m=0

=

exp(−n ω/kB T )
,
m

exp(−m ω/kB T )

(1.14)

m=0

where is Planck’s constant. From this, with the substitution U ≡ exp(− ω/kB T ) the average occupation
number of a cavity radiation mode for one polarization
direction is calculated to be


n =
m Pm = (1 − U)
mU m
m

m

∂  m
= (1 − U) U
U
∂U m
=

1
.
exp ( ω/kB T )

(1.15)

This distribution function correctly reproduced the extant spectral measurements on black-body radiators, as
well as the empirically derived Wien displacement law,
which gave the shift in the measured maximum intensity
as a function of wavelength.
The energy density per unit angular frequency in
a Hohlraum or cavity radiator is directly proportional to
the irradiance (or intensity) of the radiation, and is found
by multiplying the density of radiation modes (1.13) by
the energy per quantum times the average occupation
number:
U(ω) dω = ωρω n dω
=

ω3
1
dω .
π 2 c3 exp ( ω/kB T ) − 1

(1.16)

1.3.3 Light as a Quantum Field
Neither Planck’s explanation of black-body radiation
nor Einstein’s theory of the photoelectric effect required
one to think of light as a quantum object. In their
semiclassical approach, light was treated as a classical electromagnetic wave and only the interaction with
matter (e.g., in absorption or emission) was described
in terms of quanta. However, working from experimental data of Kocher and Commins, [1.32], Clauser
showed that polarization correlations of photons emitted
in cascaded atomic transitions could not be accounted
for by a semiclassical theory [1.33]. This turned out to
be only one instance of what now is understood to be
generally true: higher-order photon correlations, singlephoton experiments, photon entanglement and photon
squeezing cannot be properly described without a fully
quantum-mechanical theory of the radiation field.
Such a theory requires, first of all, a prescription for
converting the field variables E and B of classical radiation theory into a quantum mechanical operators [1.34].
This is accomplished by introducing the vector potential
A in the Coulomb gauge, satisfying the conditions
B=∇×A,
E = −∇φ ,
∇·A=0.

(1.17)

In free space, the vector potential satisfies the same wave
equation that is satisfied by the electric and magnetic
fields. For traveling waves subject to periodic boundary conditions, the vector potential can be expanded in
a Fourier series. The vector potentials associated with
the kth frequency mode of the radiation field can be expressed in terms of generalized position and momentum
variables, Q k and Pk , associated with the kth oscillatory
mode, as follows
1
1
Ak =
(ωk Q k + iPk ) εk
2
4πε0 ωk V
1
1
A∗k =
(ωk Q k − iPk ) εk ⇒
2
4πε0 ωk V
 

1
ε0 Ek2 + µ−1
Bk2 dV
Ē k =
0
2
cavity


1 2
Pk + ω2k Q 2k ,
=
(1.18)
2
where the overbar indicates spatial and temporal averages. Thus the quantum-mechanical description of light
associates with each mode of the radiation field an oscillator with a frequency ωk , and likewise associates
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the consequence of the boundary conditions at the cavity
walls applied to the Maxwell equations. The density of
modes is readily calculated to be

1.3 Physical Models of Light
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the quantum canonical coordinates with the electric and
magnetic fields.
The quantized radiation field is obtained by converting the dynamical variables {Q k , Pk } into corresponding
operators {q̂k , p̂k }, and inserting these operators into the
appropriate Hamiltonian for the field. The Hamiltonian
operator for a harmonic oscillator of mass m=1 (in some
natural units) is Ĥ = ( p̂2 + ω2 q̂ 2 ); the operators obey
the commutation relation [q̂, p̂] = i .
It turns out to be useful to work not with these artificial coordinates and momenta, but with the so-called
creation and annihilation operators for the oscillators,
which are defined, together with their commutator, as
follows:



1 1/2 
â =
ωq̂ + i p̂ ,
2ω



1 1/2 
†
â =
ωq̂ − i p̂ ,
2ω

â, â† = 1 .
(1.19)
With these definitions, the harmonic-oscillator Hamiltonian for the radiation field turns out to be

1 2
p̂ + ω2 q̂ 2
Ĥ =
2
 
2
ω
1 2
â − â†
i
=
2
2
 
2
â − â†
+ω2
2ω


†
(1.20)
= ω â â + 1/2 .
A particularly important combination of these operators
is the number operator given by n̂ = â† â. Rewriting the
Hamiltonian and the corresponding eigenvalue equation
for the radiation field in terms of the annihilation and
creation operators, we have


1
Ĥ = ω â† â +
2


1
⇒
≡ ω n̂ +
2



1
|n
|n .
|n
= ω n+
Ĥ
= En
2

(1.21)

As expected, the vacuum – the state with no quanta (n =
0) – still has an associated zero-point energy. The field
operators corresponding to the number states are found
by substituting the annihilation and creation operators
into the expressions for the vector potentials and the
electromagnetic fields; the operator for the electric field,
for example, is found to be [1.34]


ωk 1/2
Ê k = i
2ε0 V

× ε̂k âk exp (−iωk t + ik · r)

− â† exp (iωk t − ik · r) ,
(1.22)
where ε̂k is a unit polarization vector corresponding
to the wave-vector mode k and the distance vector r
has its usual meaning. This provides the required correspondence between the classical electromagnetic vector
fields and the field operators needed for quantum field
theory.
In this quantum-mechanical model, the photon is
not treated as a classical particle with definite energy,
momentum and helicity, but as a quantum excitation associated with the normal modes of the electromagnetic
field, specified by a wavevector k and the polarization ε.
Localization of the photon – in essence, defining a wave
packet comprising photons – is achieved by introducing a linear superposition of one-photon Fock states
|1, k, ε (states with a well-defined number of photons),
rather like any other quantum-mechanical superposition
of states


|ψ = C
exp − (k − k0 )2 /2σ 2
k

× exp [−ik · r0 ] |1, k, ε ,

(1.23)

where C is a normalization constant. This wave function
may be regarded as the quantum-mechanical analog of
the classical wave packet described earlier.

1.4 Thermal and Nonthermal Light Sources
The early papers on light quanta by Planck and Einstein
implicitly assumed that it was possible to treat light as
a classical electromagnetic wave, while treating matter
quantum mechanically. This approach was successful in

providing a theoretical understanding of many important
phenomena, including the spectrum of black-body radiation, spontaneous emission, stimulated absorption and
stimulated emission, resonance fluorescence, the photo-
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T = 5500 K

800

where m e is the mass of the electron. This classical
lifetime turns out to be of the order of nanoseconds,
typical for the lifetimes of many atomic transitions in the
visible as calculated from quantum theory and measured
using modern spectroscopic techniques.
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Fig. 1.5 Calculated spectrum of black-body radiators at

several different temperatures based on (1.16)
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t = 40 ns
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electric effect, the Lamb shift and vacuum polarization.
In this context, it is useful to note the different characteristics of light from thermal, nonthermal (or luminescent)
and particle-beam sources.
Both thermal and nonthermal light originate from
atomic or molecular transitions from higher- to lowerenergy states, conventionally labeled as a transition from
state 2 to state 1. In the semiclassical picture, these
transitions are the outcome of a quantum process that
may either be spontaneous or stimulated; the transition
rates are described by the Einstein A and B coefficients:
1
A2→1 = ,
τ
π 2 c3
π 2 c3
,
A2→1 =
B2→1 =
3
ω
ω3 τ

E 02
(ω − ω0 )2 + γ 2

, γ ≡ 1/τ .
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t = 160 ns
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2500
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2000

t = 200 ns
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(1.24)

where τ is the mean lifetime of a given species. Because
of the quantum-mechanical indeterminacy in the mean
lifetime at which an atom or molecule will decay, there
is a corresponding uncertainty in the distribution of frequencies that is described by the Lorentzian line-shape
function of (1.45)
|E (ω)|2 =

t = 80 ns

(1.25)

The Lorentzian line shape is also predicted for a driven
classical harmonic oscillator with natural frequency ω0 .
However, in this case the lifetime is not determined by

1000

t = 240 ns

500

t = 280 ns

0

260

265

270

275

280

285

290

295

t = 300 ns

Wavelength (nm)

Fig. 1.6 Time-lapse spectra of a laser-produced plasma generated

by Nd : YAG laser irradiation of silicon at a fluence of 13.1 J/cm2 .
At early times, one observes only the black-body radiation of the
large volume of material ablated from the surface; note that the
peak of the black-body radiation curve shifts to the red with time,
indicating a decrease in temperature. At later times, the spectra
exhibit the luminescence lines from atomic transitions in silicon
superimposed on a gradually disappearing black-body background.
(After [1.35])
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the properties of individual atoms, as it would be in quantum theory; instead, it is given by a classical radiative
lifetime function defined by


τ = 6πε0 m e c2 /e2 ω2 ,
(1.26)

u (ë) (kJ/nm)

600
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1.4.1 Thermal Light
Thermal or chaotic light sources are represented by the
idealized black-body radiator, a large ensemble of emitters in thermal equilibrium with each other and with their
Flux (Photons /s mrad into 0.1 % bandwidth)
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10+14
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10
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electron beam current of
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2.8978 × 10−6
,
(1.27)
T
where T is the absolute temperature in Kelvin. This law
can be derived by substituting in (1.16) and finding its
extreme value in the usual way.
The areal power density radiated through a small
aperture in an enclosure containing radiation in thermodynamic equilibrium at a temperature T is given by the
Stefan-Boltzmann law. This law was discovered empirically by Josef Stefan in 1879, and postulated on the basis
of thermodynamics by Ludwig Boltzmann in 1884. This
law states that the radiated power per unit area is
λmax =

P(T )
≡ E(T ) = σ T 4 ,
A
π 2 kB4
= 5.67 × 10−8 W/(m2 K4 ) . (1.28)
σ=
60 h 3 c2
This relationship requires that one integrate the radiated
power for an ensemble of atoms over all wavelengths,
again beginning with the Planck distribution. This integral can be carried out with the aid of (1.25) by a change
of variables x = ω/kB T to yield the required result:
c
E(T ) =
4

∞
0

=

ω3
dω
π 2 c3 exp ( ω/kB T ) − 1


kB T

4 ∞

4π 2 c2
0

10+11
10+10

x 4 dx
∝ T4 .
ex − 1

(1.29)

1.4.2 Luminescence Light

10+9
10+8
104

surroundings. The intensity spectrum of a black body
calculated from (1.16) is shown in Fig. 1.5 for several
different temperature. The Planck distribution formula in
(1.16) yields two important empirical relations between
the spectral and thermodynamic properties of blackbody radiation laws. The peak wavelength of black-body
spectra is described by Wien’s displacement law, which
shows a shift in the wavelength λmax at which the distribution function is a maximum proportional to the inverse
temperature

102

1

10+2

10+4

Photon energy (keV)

Fig. 1.7a,b Spectral distribution of light from various synchrotron
light sources identified in the caption. (a) Measured photon flux
from the synchrotron light sources. (b) Measured spectral brilliance
of several synchrotron sources. (After [1.36])

Electromagnetic radiation emitted by excited atoms
and molecules not in thermal equilibrium with their
surroundings typically exhibits much narrower spectra
than black-body radiation, and is called luminescence. The excitation could come from any number
of energy sources: energetic electrons (cathodoluminescence), light (photoluminescence), applied electric
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1.4.3 Light from Synchrotron Radiation
In recent years, accelerator-driven light sources have
assumed an important place in both science and technology. Sources such as synchrotron storage rings [1.36,37]

and free-electron lasers [1.38, 39] generate light by
bending relativistic electron beams either with dipole
magnets or in insertion devices called undulators or
wigglers. From such sources, extremely broad spectra
can be generated that range from X-rays to the infrared
region of the spectrum, with spectral brightnesses far
exceeding those of any thermal source. The temporal
and spatial characteristics of such radiation are not related to atomic or molecular properties, but instead to
the particular characteristics of the associated electron
accelerators or bending magnets. Bending magnets produce relatively narrow-band but incoherent radiation,
and wavelength selectivity is achieved by the use of
monochromators. Undulators and wigglers produce coherent beams of extremely high spectral brightness. In
free-electron lasers, a quasi-monochromatic spectrum
is produced by placing the wiggler inside an optical
resonator.
The spectral profile of light from synchrotron
sources follows a universal curve derived from the classical theory of radiation by electrons moving on the arc
of a circle. This distribution is quite unlike that of blackbody radiation. This is illustrated in Fig. 1.7a, where the
measured photon flux from a number of synchrotron
sources is compared for constant electron current. The
spectral brilliance of some of the same sources is shown
in Fig. 1.7b, illustrating the point that this quantity can be
highly variable even for sources that have similar photon
flux. Besides its broad spectral distribution, synchrotron
light produced by wigglers and undulators (insertion
devices) can have a high degree of spectral coherence.

1.5 Physical Properties of Light
This section outlines the measurable physical properties of light associated with both the wave and photon
pictures. These include intensity or irradiance, velocity
of propagation, polarization, energy, power and momentum transport. These properties underlie the radiometric,
photometric and spectral characterizations of light presented in Sect. 1.2.

1.5.1 Intensity
Almost all measurements of the effects of light interacting with matter depend either on energy incident per unit
volume, energy incident per unit area (fluence), power
per unit area (intensity or irradiance), or a combination
of these quantities. The time-averaged intensity or irradiance of an harmonic electromagnetic wave described

by an electric field vector E(r, t) ≡ E0 (r) e±iωt is
T
1
I (r) = cε0 |E (r, t)|2 dt
T
 0
 cε
0
|E 0 (r)|2 .
(1.30)
= cε0 |E (r, t)|2 =
2
In the photon picture, the analog of the intensity is
the areal number density of photons per unit time,
or photon flux; it is related to the energy density by
I(ω) = cU(ω)/4, thus
cU (ω)
4
ω3
1
.
=
4π 2 c2 exp ( ω/kB T ) − 1

I (ω) =

(1.31)
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fields (electroluminescence), sound waves (sonoluminescence), or chemical reactions (chemiluminescence).
Light produced in this way exhibits a spectrum that is
indicative both of its natural frequency and line width,
and also characteristic of its environment. For example, impurity atoms in a solid, or excited atoms in
a gas-discharge tube at moderate pressure, will exhibit
line widths that convolute the natural (Lorentzian) line
width with the Gaussian profile due to homogeneous
or inhomogeneous broadening by the local electronic
environment to produce the Voigt profile of (1.52).
It is also possible for light sources to produce thermal and nonthermal light simultaneously from coupled
equilibrium and nonequilibrium processes. Light produced by high-intensity laser irradiation of materials,
for example, often has this characteristic. Figure 1.6
shows the spectrum of light emitted by a laser-produced
plasma that at later times shows narrow luminescence
lines riding on a broader, gradually decreasing blackbody background. In this case, the luminescence has
the characteristics of radiation from individual atoms
(with a line shape that convolutes the natural line width,
Doppler and pressure broadening) and black-body radiation (due to hot ablated material in local thermodynamic
equilibrium).

1.5 Physical Properties of Light
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The fluence is the integral of the intensity over a suitable
time interval; in the case of laser beams, this interval is
often simply the duration of the laser pulse.

1.5.2 Velocity of Propagation
Two different concepts of velocity are associated with
the idea of electromagnetic radiation. Phase velocity
refers to the propagation of points with the same phase
on a wavefront, while group velocity generally refers
to the propagation velocity of energy or information in
a wave packet. The phase velocity for a wave of frequency ν and vacuum wavelength λ in a medium with
an index of refraction n is
λ
ω
c
⇒ ω = vp kn .
vp = = ν =
(1.32)
n
n
kn
While this velocity represents the movement of the phase
fronts, it is not the speed at which energy or information propagates; that requires some interaction with the
oscillations that make up the wave. The group velocity
vg is conventionally defined in terms of these quantities
and the index of refraction of the medium in which the
wave propagates as


c
k dn
dω
=
1−
dk
n
n dk


k dn
= vp 1 −
.
(1.33)
n dk
Evidently in a medium with constant index of refraction, the phase velocity and group velocities are equal,
while in a medium which exhibits normal dispersion
( dn/ dk > 0) the group velocity is at most equal to the
phase velocity. However, in the case of anomalous dispersion ( dn/ dk < 0), the group velocity may actually
exceed the speed of light in vacuum c; in such cases, it is
always possible to demonstrate that the group velocity is
not the speed at which information or energy propagates.
This is the case, for example, in hollow waveguides
witha cut-off frequency ω0 , in which the dispersion is

k = ω2 − ω20 c, and also on the blue side, of many
atomic resonances.

1.5.3 Polarization
The polarization of a light wave is widely used as
a marker and diagnostic in various spectroscopic techniques, [1.40] especially in laser spectroscopy, [1.41]
and is conventionally described by three formalisms: the
Mueller calculus, the Jones calculus, and the Poincaré
sphere.

The Mueller calculus is based on a scheme first given
by G. G. Stokes for measuring the polarization observables of a light beam; it uses four-component vectors
to describe the measured intensities (all real numbers),
and 4 × 4 matrices to describe the interaction of the light
with various polarizing elements or materials. The Jones
calculus is somewhat simpler computationally because
it uses only two-component vectors and 2 × 2 matrices
to calculate the polarization in a light beam; however,
the parameters in the Jones vectors are complex. The
Stokes vectors do not, however, constitute the basis of
a linear vector space, while the Jones vectors do. The
Poincaré sphere method is based, not on a numerical
parameterization of polarized light, but on a mathematical way of relating different polarization forms to points
on a sphere; transformations from one polarization form
to another are embodied by rotations of the sphere. It
is a useful qualitative construct, particularly in making
experimental judgments where phase retardation effects
rather than changes of intensity are involved. Various
states of polarization are illustrated schematically in
Fig. 1.8. The matrices that represent the operation of material polarizers such as wave-plates and phase retarders
on Jones or Mueller vectors can be found in most optics
textbooks.
The Jones Calculus
Consider a light wave propagating in the z-direction,
so that the electric field has components only in the
x–y-plane. In the previous notation, the electric field is
then

E = E 0x exp [i (kz − ωt + φx )] x̂

 
+ E 0y exp i kz − ωt + φ y ŷ .
y

y
á

x

(1.34)

y
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Fig. 1.8 Schematic representation of linear, right-hand circular and elliptical states of polarization. The propagation
direction is taken to be the z-axis of a Cartesian coordinate
system. The various polarization states are characterized by
differing relative values of electric-field amplitudes E x and
E y and of the phase shifts Φx and Φ y
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E = exp [i (kz − ωt)]

E 0x eiφx
E 0y eiφ y

≡ exp [i (kz − ωt)] J .

(1.35)

The column vector, omitting the z and t dependence
is called the full Jones vector J (or in some circles,
the Maxwell column) of the light wave. The use of the
same symbol as the electric current density rarely causes
problems in optics, where electrical currents are usually
negligible.
Because the Jones vectors are the bases of a vector
space, it is easy to calculate the action of a polarizing device on light having a given polarization state
by simple matrix multiplication. For example, consider
linearly polarized light with the polarization making
equal 45◦ angles with the x- and y-axes of a quarterwave plate (QWP). The action of the QWP, which
introduces a quarter-wave phase delay between x- and
y-components of the electric field, is represented by the
matrix (M)QWP . As shown below, the outgoing light
beam is right-circularly polarized.
Eout = (M)QWP (J)in



= exp [i (kz − ωt)]

≡ exp [i (kz − ωt)]




1 0
0 i
E 0x
eiπ/2 E 0y

ferential ∆ satisfies −π ≤ ∆ = φ y − φx ≤ π; and rcp/lcp
refers to right-/left-circularly polarized light. The derivation of the relationships in the second column vector
above is complicated, but may be found in a variety of
sources [1.40]. An important advantage of the Mueller
calculus is the fact that this formalism is able to describe
unpolarized or partially polarized light, by taking time
averages in time over the Stokes parameters [1.43]. For
unpolarized light, only I is nonvanishing, and for partially polarized light, the remaining Stokes parameters
must satisfy 0 < (Q 2 +U 2 + V 2 ) < I. On the other hand,
for a completely polarized beam, (Q 2 + U 2 + V 2 ) = I,
so that the points (Q,U,V ) lying on a unit sphere represent well-defined polarization states.
The Poincaré Sphere
In general, the polarization of a light wave is described
by an ellipse, which can be characterized by the angle α
describing the inclination of the ellipse with respect to
a polar axis and by its ellipticity ε. These quantities can
be related to the Stokes parameters by

S1 ≡ Q/I = cos (2ε) cos (2α) ,
S2 ≡ U/I = cos (2ε) sin (2α) ,
S3 ≡ V/I = sin (2ε) .

With these definitions, any desired polarization state
can be represented as a point or collection of points
on a sphere, as shown in Fig. 1.9 [1.44]. States of constant ellipticity are represented by the locus of points

E 0x
E 0y

(1.36)

N

Mueller Matrices
The Mueller calculus for describing the polarization of
a light beam is based on a measurement scheme for
polarization developed by Stokes [1.42] The columnvector representation of the Stokes parameterization is
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2E 0x E 0y sin ∆
The Stokes parameter I is the total intensity; the quantity
Iφ is the intensity measured at the angle φ; the phase dif-
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Fig. 1.9 Schematic representation of polarization states on

the surface of the Poincaré sphere
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Factoring out the time and z dependence, and writing the
x- and y-components of the electric field as a column
vector, we have

1.5 Physical Properties of Light
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on circles parallel to the equatorial plane; the equatorial plane itself is the locus of points representing linear
polarization. States of circularly polarized light are represented by the poles. Unpolarized light is represented
by the points constituting the surface of the sphere, while
partially polarized light would be represented by a subset of points on the surface clustered around a particular
point representing the highest degree of polarization.
Photon Spin and Polarization
In classical electromagnetic theory, the polarization of
a light wave is determined by the transverse character of
vibrations in the electromagnetic field. In the quantum
theory of the photon, it becomes necessary to endow
the photon with a property of angular momentum just as
one does for the electron, but it is also necessary that this
concept should be consistent with the wave description
of polarization. The photon is a boson and has unit spin;
since the photon is massless, it does not have orbital
angular momentum, but only its intrinsic spin s = 1.
A spin-1 particle can have possible spin projections +1,
0 and −1 with respect to some given axis; however, since
light waves are transverse, the 0-component is ruled out.
From quantum electrodynamics, it is known that
photons with helicities of ±1 are related to left- and
right-handed circular polarization states. The basis helicity states of the photon can be represented as column
vectors assuming that the quantization axis is the direction of propagation:
 
 
0
1
|s = 1 ≡ |+ =
.
, |s = −1 ≡ |− =
1
0
(1.39)

Taking the quantization axis to be the z-axis, as well
as the direction of light-wave propagation, we construct
linearly polarized light in the x- and y-directions from
these basis states as follows:
1
|ex  = √ (|+ + |−) ,
2

1
e y = √ (|+ − |−) .
(1.40)
2
Once this correspondence is established, the overall polarization of an ensemble of photons, as in a light beam,
can be treated in the same way that other ensembles of
quantum particles are treated in the density-matrix formalism [1.45]. Suppose we have a beam of photons that
is a mixture of two beams, prepared independently in
polarization states characterized by the state vectors and
ea , and eb with intensities Ia and Ib , respectively. If we

use the vectors of (1.39) as the basis states, then the state
vectors characterizing the polarization are, respectively,
(a)
|ea  = c(a)
+ |+ + c− |− ,
(b)
|eb  = c(b)
+ |+ + c− |− .

(1.41)

This seemingly quite abstract expression corresponds
directly to the Stokes parameters defined for a classical light beam, using the standard projection-operator
formalism of quantum mechanics. The normalized density matrix for this system of two beams in two possible
states is
ρ = Ia |ea  ea | + Ib |eb  eb |


+1|+1 +1|−1
=
−1|+1 −1|−1


ρ+1,+1 ρ+1,−1
.
≡
ρ−1,+1 ρ−1,−1

(1.42)

Now consider, for example, the Stokes parameter V ,
which is defined to be the difference of the right- and
left-circular polarized intensities Ircp − Ilcp . From the
definition of the photon helicity, it is clear that V and the
density matrix elements are related by IV = −(ρ1,−1
+ρ−1,1 ). Following the same approach for the other
Stokes parameters, it is found that


I
1 + U −V + iQ
ρ=
,
(1.43)
2 −V − iQ 1 − U
thus clearly exhibiting the link between the classical
and quantum descriptions of the polarization of the light
wave and/or photons. Not surprisingly, it is the Stokes
parameters – the classical observables – that also turn
up in the quantum-mechanical treatment.

1.5.4 Energy and Power Transport
In general, the energy density in a region of free space
occupied by electric and magnetic fields E and B is
given by


1 B2
u=
+ ε0 E 2
2 µ0

 2
ε0
B
2
+E
=
2 ε0 µ0


ε0 2 2
c B + E2 .
=
(1.44)
2
In material media, this energy density would be modified
by replacing the vacuum values of the dielectric permittivity and magnetic permeability by their values in the
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E y = E 0y cos (kz − ωt + φ) ,
Bx = −B0x cos (kz − ωt + φ) .

(1.45)

The time-dependent volumetric energy density associated with this wave is therefore given by

ε0  2 2
2
cos2 (kz − ωt + φ) . (1.46)
c B0x + E 0y
u=
2
This equation exhibits explicitly the wave-like transport of energy associated with the existence of the
electromagnetic wave.
The total energy and power associated with the radiation field can be calculated by introducing the hypothesis
that the energy in the field is related to the classical
average field energy by

1
Ufield =
ε0 |Eω (r, t)|2 dV
2
cavity

= (n + 1/2) ω .

(1.47)

1.5.5 Momentum Transport: The Poynting
Theorem and Light Pressure
The momentum and radiation pressure exerted by a light
beam can be developed from the definition of energy
contained in the beam. The total energy U delivered by
a light beam in a time ∆t is related to the change in radiative momentum transferred and the radiation pressure
prad by:
U = u Ac∆t
U
⇒ ∆ prad = = u A∆t
c
∆ prad
= uA
⇒ Frad =
∆t
Frad
=u.
(1.48)
⇒ Prad =
A
The flow of energy and momentum carried by electromagnetic waves is described by Poynting’s theorem
for a vector S = E × B/µ0 with units of energy/(time
× area). With this definition, the energy density of the
electromagnetic field U and the momentum density
g = ε0 E × B satisfy
∂U
= −∇ · S
∂t
∂g
←
→(M)
= −ρE − T
· n̂
(1.49)
∂t

←
→
where ρE is the Lorentz force per unit volume, T (M) is
the Maxwell stress tensor and the unit vector n̂ is directed
along the outward normal to the surface bounding the
relevant volume. In vacuum, the energy and
 momentum
densities are equal apart from a factor 1 c; in material
media the situation is much more complicated [1.23].
Planck’s quantum hypothesis asserts that the energy of a light quantum is related to the angular
frequency of an electromagnetic wave ω by E = ω,
where ≡ h 2π, with h being Planck’s constant 6.67 ×
of a light quantum
10−34 J s. Similarly, the momentum

can be expressed as p = h λ = k. A similar relationship for the momentum of a material particle, of course,
was famously postulated by de Broglie and has been verified in experiments with electrons and other quantum
particles.

1.5.6 Spectral Line Shape
One of the most important physical characteristics of
a stream of light is its spectral line shape, which gives the
probability density of intensity or irradiance as a function of wavelength or frequency. The line shape is also
a unique signature of the source from which the light
emanates.
The line shape of a thermal or chaotic source is that
of the black-body spectrum described by the Planck irradiance function, (1.16). The position of the peak in
that spectrum is characteristic of the temperature, while
its overall form is governed by the Bose–Einstein distribution, the second factor in (1.16). The shape of this
function is illustrated in Fig. 1.7a for several temperatures. The shifting position of the peak wavelength
at each temperature follows Wien’s displacement law
(Sect. 1.4.1).
Light from electronic transitions between energy
levels E 2 and E 1 in an ensemble of non-interacting
atoms (as, for example, in a dilute gas) has a resonance
or Lorentzian line shape having the normalized form
γ
(1.50)
L (ω; ω0 , γ ) = 
,
π (ω − ω0 )2 + γ 2
where F0 is an appropriately normalized field amplitude,
ω is the angular frequency of the light, ω0 = (E 2 − E 1 )/
is the frequency at the centroid of the line, and γ is called
the natural line width. The natural line width γ is related
to the intrinsic lifetime of the atom τ0 by γ = 1/2τ0 .
Should those same atoms be in an environment in
which the spectrum of light from the atoms is broadened
because of, say, collisions or the Doppler effect, the line
shape typically has a Gaussian intensity distribution. Its
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material, namely, ε and µ. If we now consider a plane
electromagnetic wave traveling in the z-direction for the
sake of definiteness, the electric and magnetic fields are
given respectively by
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Fig. 1.10a–c Spectral characteristics of light from various sources. (a) Comparison of spectral line shapes from

40

isolated atoms or molecules (Lorentzian), collisionally
broadened sources (Gaussian) and from sources exhibiting
both characteristics (Voigt profile). (b) Vibrationalrotational spectrum of HBr molecules, illustrating the
band-like structure of radiation from even quite simple
molecules. (After [1.46]). (c) Spectrum of light from a GaAs
semiconductor laser as a function of driving current, showing the narrowing of the spectrum as the lasing threshold is
exceeded. (After [1.47])
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normalized form is



1
(ω − ω0 )2
, (1.51)
G (ω; ω0 , σ) = √ exp −
2σ 2
σ π

where the angular frequencies have the same meaning
as before and σ is the variance of the line-shape. For
Doppler broadening of an atom with!mass m 0 at a temperature T , the variance is σ = ω0 kB T/m 0 c2 , where
kB is Boltzmann’s constant. When the atomic emitters
all experience the same broadening mechanism, the line
shape is said to be homogeneously broadened; when
the broadening mechanism differs within the ensemble,
such as when the emitting atoms occupy different kinds
of lattice sites in a solid, the emission line is said to be
inhomogeneously broadened.
In most realistic situations, of course, the broadening
of atomic or molecular lines arises from a combination of Lorentzian and Gaussian mechanisms. In this
case, the line shape assumes the so-called Voigt profile,
which is the convolution of the Gaussian and Lorentzian

functions:
V (ω, ω0 ; σ, γ )
∞

 

G ω , ω0 ; σ L ω , ω0 ; γ dω
=
−∞



1
ω − ω0 + iγ
,
= √ Re erf
√
σ 2π
σ 2

(1.52)

where erf is the complex error function. The contrasting
line shapes are illustrated in Fig. 1.10a; notice the greater
amplitude of the Gaussian function far from the line
center frequency ω0 .
Light emission from molecules may arise from electronic, vibrational and/or rotational transitions, and this
produces complex spectra in which the individual spectral lines are similar to those of atoms, but which appear
in groups or bands of lines with rather regular spacings.
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(1.53)

where B is the rotational constant of the molecule, J
is the rotational quantum number, and ωv is the angular frequency of the vibrational transition. In practice,
molecular spectra are complicated by anharmonicities,
changes in rotational constants induced by stretching
and so on; these issues are treated in a multitude of
specialized monographs [1.48].
Coherent light from laser sources exhibits another
characteristic line-shape phenomenon, the narrowing of
the emission line as laser action begins. This line narrowing, illustrated in Fig. 1.10c, is due to the higher
emission probability – and hence preferential amplification – of wavelengths near the line center. However,
depending on the mechanism of line broadening, the narrowing effect may actually be reversed as amplification
enters the saturation regime.

1.5.7 Optical Coherence
The coherence phenomena associated with fundamental
properties of light can be divided into spatial and temporal coherence [1.49]. The former refers to the effects
on electromagnetic radiation emitted by sources of finite size, the latter to radiation emitted by sources with
finite bandwidth.
A beam of light is said to be spatially coherent when
the phase difference between points on the wavefront
remains constant in time, even if the phase fluctuates
randomly at any given point. Thus an extended source
comprising an ensemble of randomly fluctuating point
sources can produce spatially coherent light if the interference fringes from nearby point sources accidentally
overlap. For example, starlight of wavelength λ is coherent over a spot of diameter dcoh given by
dcoh = 0.16

λ
λR
= 0.16 ,
ρ
ϑ

(1.54)

where the stellar diameter is ρ, the distance to the point
of observation is R, and ϑ is the angle that the star
subtends at the point of observation. The coherence area
associated with this diameter is Acoh = π(dcoh /2)2 .
A light beam in which phase differences between
points on the wavefront remain constant in time is said
to be temporally coherent. Given the Fourier-transform
relationship between time and frequency, this also implies that a temporally coherent beam has a high degree
of spectral purity. If a light source emits a beam with frequencies ranging from ν to ν + δν, hence with a spectral
bandwidth of δν, the extreme frequencies in the beam
will lose temporal synchronization in a comparatively
short time, called the coherence time, given by
τcoh =

1
.
2πδν

(1.55)

The coherence length associated with this coherence
time is simply lcoh = cτcoh . The coherence volume for
a source with given coherence properties is then Vcoh
= Acoh lcoh .
The physical process giving rise to light emission largely determines the coherence of a source. In
a thermal source, such as a gas-discharge lamp or an
incandescent bulb, light is produced by microscopic
or even atomic sources emitting spontaneously, hence
at random times relative to one another. Wave packets
from different emission events are essentially uncorrelated, and the degree of temporal and spatial coherence
is low, though not zero [1.50]. In a laser source, on the
other hand, the light is produced by stimulated emission and the degree of coherence is high; however,
since temporally and spatially independent transverse
and longitudinal modes can coexist simultaneously, only
single-mode lasers can achieve the highest degree of
temporal coherence.
The coherence of a light source can be quantitatively
characterized by interferometry [1.51]. For example, in
a two-slit interference experiment (Young’s experiment),
slits separated by a distance d and illuminated by
monochromatic light of wavelength λ will produce intensity maxima and minima on a screen at a distance
L, separated by a distance ∆y = λL/d. The contrast
between maxima and minima can be characterized by
the fringe visibility defined in terms of the measured
intensities:
V=

Imax − Imin
.
Imax + Imin

(1.56)

An important development in the last half century has
been the recognition that coherence and polarization
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An example is shown in Fig. 1.10b for the diatomic molecule HBr. The spacing of the lines is determined by the
selection rules for transitions between rotational or vibrational energy levels. In this example, the spacing is
approximately given by
⎧
⎪
ωv − 2BJ ,
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨ J = 1, 2, 3, . . . (P branch)
∆E (v, J) =
,
⎪
⎪
⎪
ωv + 2B(J + 1) ,
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩
J = 0, 1, 2, . . . (R branch)
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are inextricably intertwined [1.52]. This convergence
has made it possible to develop deep and detailed
connections between the classical and quantum theories of light. It has also resulted in the discovery
that single-point descriptions of polarization – such
as those provided by the Jones or Mueller calculus –
are inadequate to explain experimental observations of
changes in polarization that occur during propagation,
even in empty space [1.53, 54]. These discoveries have
led to the development of a generalized coherence matrix in a vector electromagnetic theory that correctly
describes these interrelated coherence and polariza-

tion phenomena. The form of this hermitian coherence
matrix is similar to the matrices found in the Jones
calculus:
&
&
E x (r, t) E ∗x (r, t) E x (r, t) E ∗y (r, t)
J= & ∗
,
&
E x (r, t) E (r, t) E y (r, t) E ∗y (r, t)
¯
tr(J) = I.

(1.57)

However, in this case, the elements of the coherence
matrix are not simply complex scalars, as in the Jones
matrices, but components of the generalized coherence
tensors.

1.6 Statistical Properties of Light
The foregoing discussions are based on models either
involving light rays or single photons with well-defined
properties of wavelength and frequency, polarization,
momentum and energy. However, all real light sources
fluctuate in frequency and polarization, and a full treatment of the properties of light requires an accounting
for this statistical character through probability density functions, correlation functions and such standard
statistical measures as the variance.
The next paragraphs present a statistical characterization of thermal (sometimes called chaotic) or
black-body sources, coherent sources (such as lasers)
and nonclassical light sources. More detailed treatments are available in many recent textbooks and review
articles.

1.6.1 Probability Density
as a Function of Intensity
Consider a beam of unpolarized light from a thermal
source, in a coordinate system defined such that the beam
propagates in the z-direction. Such a beam comprises
an equal mixture of x- and y-polarized components,
with random amplitude and phase, each of which can be
shown to obey a Rayleigh probability distribution given
by [1.55].


2
Ix
,
p (I x ) = exp −2
I¯
I¯ 

  2
Iy
p I y = exp −2
,
(1.58)
I¯
I¯
¯
where the average intensity
√ I is related to the standard
¯ 2. The joint density function
deviation σI by σI = I/
of the two independent random variables I x and I y is

found from a standard theorem of probability theory to
be equal to
2
p (I) =
I¯

I
0





I −ξ
ξ
exp −2
dξ
exp −2
I¯
I¯

 2


2
I
=
.
I exp −2
I¯
I¯

(1.59)

A plot of this function is shown in Fig. 1.11; the physical
interpretation of this is that the probability has a maximum value of 0.5, while the integral under the curves, as
with all probability functions has the value 1. Applying
the same general analysis, the probability distribution
for light with varying degrees of polarization P from
a thermal source is given by:


1
2I
exp −
pI (I) =
P I¯
(1 + P) I¯


2I
.
− exp
(1.60)
(1 − P) I¯
It is instructive to compare this distribution function to that of light from a laser source. The laser is
proverbially a source of highly organized light, but its
statistical character changes dramatically depending on
whether the laser is operated below, near or well above
the threshold for laser oscillation [1.56]. For a laser in
the steady state, Mandel and Wolf show that the probability density p (I) as a function of intensity can be
written as [1.57]
1
p (I) = C exp − (I − a)2 ,
4

(1.61)
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Fig. 1.11 Probability density p(I ) for light with varying degrees of polarization from a thermal or chaotic source,
calculated from (1.58) and (1.59)

where a is a pump parameter and C is a normalization constant. Below threshold, a < 0 and the thermal or
chaotic output of the laser follows Bose–Einstein statistics; the probability density falls off exponentially. At
threshold, a = 0 and the probability density has the form
of a half-Gaussian cut off at I = 0. Above threshold,
a > 0, and the probability density more nearly resembles the Gaussian distribution characteristic of coherent
oscillators; far above threshold it is the closest we can
make to a completely coherent source. The probability densities for these several cases are illustrated in
Fig. 1.12.

1.6.2 Statistical Correlation Functions
A particularly useful set of statistical measures are the
correlation functions between either classical field variables or quantum field operators. The first-order classical
and quantum-mechanical correlation functions are identical in form, and are given by
E ∗ (r1 t1 ) E (r2 t2 )
g(1) (r1 t1 , r2 t2 ) ≡ &
1/2 ,
|E (r1 t1 )|2 |E (r2 t2 )|2
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Fig. 1.12 Probability densities p(I ) for a laser as a function
of various pump parameters, as described above

the field operators defined in (1.62) replacing the classical field variables. The significance of the function
g(1) (r1 t1 , r2 t2 ) is that it falls in the interval between 0
and 1, with 1 representing coherent light, 0 incoherent
or chaotic light, and intermediate values representing
varying degrees of partially coherent light. The results
that follow from the first-order coherence properties of
light, such as the results of Young’s experiment, are
identical regardless of whether one chooses the classical
or quantum-mechanical description. This follows from
the fact that 0 ≤ |g(1) | ≤ 1. Experimentally this is tantamount to saying that the same kinds of interference
phenomena are observed classically as well as quantum
mechanically.
On the other hand, the second-order coherence function leads to quite different and unanticipated differences
between the quantum and classical cases. The secondorder coherence for quantum fields is defined by analogy
with the classical quantities, and is
g(2) (r1 t1 , r2 t2 ; r2 t2 , r1 t1 )
& −
E (r1 t1 ) E − (r2 t2 ) E + (r2 t2 ) E + (r1 t1 )
&
.
≡ & −
E (r1 t1 ) E + (r2 t2 ) E − (r2 t2 ) E + (r1 t1 )

(1.62)

(1.63)

where {r1 t1 , r2 t2 } are the space–time variables that
define the two electromagnetic fields. The quantummechanical expression is constructed analogously, with

The classical version of this equation is generated by replacing operators with the corresponding classical fields, whereupon one finds that the
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classical second-order correlation function satisfies
1 ≤ g(2) (0) ≤ ∞, g(2) (τ) ≤ g(2) (0). To see what this implies, consider a simple model for a thermal source such
as an atomic discharge lamp, with Doppler-broadened
lines and a Gaussian line shape. Its second-order correlation function turns out to be

(1.64)
g(2) (τ) = 1 + exp −(τ/τcoll )2 ,
where τcoll is the mean time between collisions. For perfectly coherent light, it is also easy to show that (1.54)
implies g(2) (τ) = 1 for all values of τ. Figure 1.13 illustrates the differences between the two correlation
functions; an experimental verification of this comparison for a discharge lamp and a laser was first published
in 1966 [1.58].
In addition to these rather straightforward examples, however, there is also a range of values for
which 0 ≤ g(2) (0) < 1, g(2) (0) < g(2) (τ) that corresponds
to quantum-mechanical second-order coherence phenomena that have no equivalent in the classical realm,
most commonly for photon streams with small, welldefined photon number [1.59].

1.6.3 Number Distribution Functions
of Light Sources
Another way of classifying the statistical properties of
light beams is by comparing the number distribution
functions of photons impinging on a detector, and comparing the variance in those distributions for different
light sources.
The statistical distribution of photon numbers arriving at a detector depends on the source of the light.
We can generally distinguish thermal light, in which the
process producing the photons is random, and coherent
light, when it is not. A coherent light field can be viewed
as one which is the closest thing to a perfectly classical state attainable in the quantum realm; such states
are readily achieved in lasers, as seen in the previous
section [1.60]. If the arrival and detection of photons
in a stream are independent events, the probability distribution p(n) for n photons is given by the Poissonian
distribution, with mean n̄ and standard deviation σn2 is
given by
n̄ n e−n̄ 2
, σn = n̄ .
(1.65)
n!
In other words, for a Poisson distribution, the mean
photon number equals the variance.
Chaotic light, on the other hand, has a distribution function that can be described as super-Poissonian,
p (n) =

g(2) (ô)
3
2.5
2

g(2) for chaotic source
g(2) for coherent source

1.5
1
0.5
0

1
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2
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4
ô/ôcoll

Fig. 1.13 Second-order correlation functions g(2) (τ/τcoll )

for perfectly coherent light and chaotic light from
a Doppler-broadened atomic discharge lamp

which is derivable from the Bose–Einstein or Planck
distribution of photons in thermal equilibrium with their
surroundings. That distribution function is readily shown
Probability density
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0.1
Sub-Poisson
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Super-Poisson
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Fig. 1.14 Probability density as a function of mean pho-

ton number n̄ for Poissonian (coherent), sub-Poissonian
(nonclassical) and super-Poissonian (chaotic) light sources
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1
p (n) =
n̄ + 1



n̄
n̄ + 1

n



∝ e−

ω/kB T

n

,

1
.
(1.66)
e ω/kB T − 1
The variance for the Bose–Einstein distribution is
σn2 = n̄ + n̄ 2 , which is always greater than it is for a Poissonian distribution. Interestingly, another characteristic
of this thermal light is that the signal-to-noise ratio is
always less than 1, so that thermal light cannot be used
to transmit digital information. The difference between
the two cases is illustrated in Fig. 1.14.
In the case of nonclassical light, on the other hand,
there are states in which σn2 < n̄ as shown in Figure 1.14;
squeezed states of light (discussed in more detail below)
are an example.
n̄ =

A single-parameter way of characterizing the statistical characteristics of the various light sources is the
Mandel Q-parameter, defined by
  
   &
2
2
n̂
n̂ − n̂
&
= &
−1 .
Q≡
(1.67)
n̂
n̂
Evidently, the case of chaotic or thermal light corresponds to Q > 0, coherent light to Q = 0, and
sub-Poissonian light when 0 > Q > −1. Nonclassical
light can be created in a number of different ways;
some examples are fluorescence emitted by a single ion in an electromagnetic trap, [1.61] fluorescence
from trapped atoms [1.62] and semiconductor quantum dots, [1.63, 64] and essentially arbitrary photon
streams generated through cavity quantum electrodynamics [1.65–67].

1.7 Characteristics and Applications of Nonclassical Light
Although the application of classical light – whether
viewed in the electromagnetic wave or photon (semiclassical) models – are now ubiquitous, and the stuff of
undergraduate textbooks, the study of nonclassical light,
in the quantum-field model, is still an intensely active
field of research. In this section, we describe in greater
detail some of the characteristics of nonclassical light
and consider one of its many interesting applications.

1.7.1 Bunched Light
A particularly interesting statistical property of light is
the arrival-time distribution of photons coming from the
various sources described previously [1.68, 69]. It was
experimentally observed a long time ago that light coming from thermal sources tends to be bunched, that is,
the probability of a second hit on a detector immediately after one photon is detected is enhanced over the
chances of a random detection event [1.70]. In contrast,
the arrival-time distribution of photons from a coherent
source is random, in keeping with the Poissonian nature
of the emission process from a laser. Finally, however,
there are light sources that generate arrival-time distributions exhibiting anti-bunching, with photons being
detected at regular intervals. This anti-bunching phenomenon was first detected in fluorescence from sodium
atoms [1.71], and has since been observed in quantum
dots [1.72], atom [1.62] and ion traps, and even in atom
lasers [1.73]. The transition between bunching and anti-

bunching behavior has also been observed [1.74, 75].
However, there is apparently no connection between
sub-Poissonian statistics and anti-bunching, [1.76] so
that the underlying physics of the two statistical properties may well likewise be different.

1.7.2 Squeezed Light
In a classical wave, the phase and amplitude are independent variables. In quantum mechanics, however, these
quantities are coupled through the uncertainty principle
applied to the operators that define the quantum fields.
Squeezed states are states of minimum uncertainty in
which one or the other variable – number density or
phase – is reduced below the Poissonian level [1.77–79]
The origin of these states can be understood quantitatively by rewriting (1.22) as follows:


ωk 1/2
Ê k = i
2ε0 V


× ε̂k q̂k cos (k · r − ωk t) − p̂k sin (k · r − ωk t) ,
(1.68)

where the operators or canonical variables {q̂k , p̂k } are
the quadrature amplitudes into which the electromagnetic field operator can be decomposed. These operators
satisfy the standard indeterminacy relationship for the
canonical variables in quantum mechanics. It follows,
therefore, that while the product of their fluctuations
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Fig. 1.15a–c Relationships between the various quadrature
states for light that is (a) quadrature squeezed in the vacuum
state; (b) number-squeezed; and (c) phase-squeezed

must satisfy (∆q̂k )2 (∆ p̂k )2  ≥ 1, it is possible to generate coherent light in which the fluctuations in one
variable are decreased at the expense of the other.
It is conventional to redefine the complex electric
field operator in (1.60) to make so-called dimensionless
field quadratures X 1 and X 2 , as follows:


ε0 V 1/2
X̂ 1 (t) ≡
Ê k0 sin (ωt)
4 ω
 1/2
q̂k (t) ,
=
2ω


ε0 V 1/2
Ê k0 cos (ωt)
X̂ 2 (t) ≡
4 ω
 1/2
p̂k (t) .
(1.69)
=
2ω
In this formalism, it is evident that the field quadratures
obey the same indeterminacy relations as the quantum
harmonic oscillator. Both the vacuum state and coherent
states have minimum uncertainties, and moreover, the
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Fig. 1.16 Schematic of an experiment demonstrating photon entan-

glement by correlations at a distance ([1.80]). The details of the
experiment are described in the text

1
.
2

(1.70)

However, the indeterminacy relation requires only that
the product of the uncertainties be a minimum. Hence,
it is possible to imagine and to construct minimumuncertainty states in which the uncertainty in one field
quadrature is reduced at the cost of increasing the uncertainty in the other quadrature [1.81]. Coherent light
with such properties is said to be quadrature squeezed;
the properties of such states are explored in detail
in [1.57].
Another kind of coherent light is formed from the
so-called number states of the electromagnetic field.
These states, first used to describe optical correlations
by Glauber [1.82–84] and Sudarshan [1.85], can in
fact exhibit the properties of light that is number- or
amplitude-squeezed. Additionally, of course, it is possible to squeeze the conjugate phase variable of the
number states. Figure 1.15 illustrates the different relationships of the quadratures in the various kinds of
squeezed light.

1.7.3 Entangled Light
In 1935, Einstein, Podolsky and Rosen (EPR) published
their observation that for entangled states (Schrödinger’s
terminology [1.86]), quantum mechanics predicted that
measurements on objects far apart could show a correlation. How then, argued Einstein, was it possible for
quantum mechanics to be a complete, causal description
of reality if the local results of a measurement could be
influenced by quantum correlations at a large distance?
Three decades later, J. S. Bell transformed this philosophical question into an experimentally testable issue
by demonstrating that the quantum-mechanical predictions for a pair of interacting spin-1/2 particles were
not consistent with the predictions of EPR for a system
based on the idea of strict local causality [1.87, 88]
In the event, it turned out to be easier to test these
predictions using spin-1 photons instead of spin-1/2
particles, following procedures suggested by Clauser
and Shimony [1.89]. Experiments by Aspect [1.90] and
later by Zeilinger et al. [1.80] showed conclusively that
photons emitted from a single source violated Bell’s inequality, and were thus entangled by correlations at a
distance of precisely the kind that EPR argued were
impossible.
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400 m, a distance that precludes semiclassical correlations by virtue of the use of ultrashort light pulses and
random switching of the preferred orientation of the
polarization analyzers.
The results appear to clearly demonstrate that quantum correlations at large distance are one of the novel
realities of quantum physics. They also have applications in quantum cryptography [1.91, 92] and quantum
teleportation [1.93, 94].

1.8 Summary
The properties of light at this point in the history of optical science are as varied as the multiple ways in which
light can now be generated and detected. The kinds
of sources that can generate light range from classical thermal (chaotic) sources and coherent sources such
as lasers, wigglers and undulators – and most recently
to nonclassical sources generated by exquisite control
of light-emission processes at the single-quantum level.
While the statistical properties of light governed by firstorder correlations are virtually indistinguishable for both
classical and quantum light sources, the second-order
correlations reveal distinctive differences, particularly
in the statistical properties of the light generated by
these different sources. The wide-ranging impact of
these studies, underlined by the recent award of a Nobel prize for the theory of quantum coherence, suggests
not only that the field has reached the stature of a major part of physics, but that it has grown measurably
in importance and is likely to continue to do so in the
future.
From a review written for the World Year of Physics
in 2005 [1.95], one finds that two of the three celebrated
papers in Einstein’s annus mirabilis had deep intellec-

tual connections with questions about the properties of
light. The paper on special relativity was derived from
a profoundly insightful critique of the classical theory
of electromagnetic radiation [1.96]. In the second paper, Einstein literally solidified the concept of the light
quantum (later christened the photon), which Planck had
regarded as a mere heuristic, a mathematical device for
saving appearances [1.97]. Einstein did so by showing
from the Planck distribution that the entropy of cavity
radiation has the same volumetric dependence as the
entropy of an ideal gas – and therefore, he inferred, it
was appropriate to treat light quanta as particles. But
Einstein was also profoundly critical of the quantum
physics of his time, even though, or perhaps because,
his own interpretation of quantum phenomena – as in
the EPR paradox – turned out not to be commensurate with experimental reality [1.98]. Nevertheless, and
notwithstanding his objections, perhaps Einstein would
also find it amusing that contemporary studies of both
classical and quantum optics continue to generate informed criticism and new, exciting interpretations of
the quantum physics whose foundations he helped to
lay.
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This chapter shall discuss the basics and the applications of geometrical optical methods in modern
optics. Geometrical optics has a long tradition and
some ideas are many centuries old. Nevertheless, the invention of modern personal computers
which can perform several million floating-point
operations in a second also revolutionized the
methods of geometrical optics and so several analytical methods lost importance whereas numerical
methods such as ray tracing became very important. Therefore, the emphasis in this chapter is
also on modern numerical methods such as ray
tracing and some other systematic methods such
as the paraxial matrix theory.
We will start with a section showing the transition from wave optics to geometrical optics and
the resulting limitations of the validity of geometrical optics. Then, the paraxial matrix theory will
be used to introduce the traditional parameters
such as the focal length and the principal points
of an imaging optical system. Also, an extension
of the paraxial matrix theory to optical systems
with non-centered elements will be briefly discussed. After a section about stops and pupils the
next section will treat ray tracing and several extensions to analyze imaging and non-imaging
optical systems. A section about aberrations of optical systems will give a more vivid insight into
this matter than a systematic treatment. At the
end a section about the most important optical
instruments generally described with geometrical optics will be given. These are the achromatic
lens, the camera, the human eye, the telescope,
and the microscope.
For more information about the basics of
geometrical optics we refer to text books such
as [2.1–8].
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Part A 2.1

2.1 The Basics and Limitations of Geometrical Optics
2.1.1 The Eikonal Equation
Geometrical optics is normally deﬁned to be the limiting
case of wave optics for very small wavelengths λ → 0.
In fact it is well-known that electromagnetic waves with
a large wavelength λ such as radio waves cannot generally be treated with geometrical optical methods. X-rays
and gamma radiation on the other hand propagate nearly
like rays. They can generally be described quite well
with geometrical optical methods provided the size of
the optical elements (especially stops) is at least several
hundred wavelengths. The accuracy of a geometrical
optical calculation increases if the size of the optical
element increases compared to the wavelength of the
light used.
The basic equations of geometrical optics [2.1, 7]
are derived directly from the Maxwell equations. The
restriction here is that only linear and isotropic materials are considered. Additionally, the electric charge
density ρ is assumed to be zero.
In this case the four Maxwell equations are
(see Sects. 1.3, 3.1.1):
∂ B(r, t)
∇ × E(r, t) = −
,
∂t
∂ D (r, t)
+ j(r, t) ,
∇ × H(r, t) =
∂t
∇ · B(r, t) = 0 ,
∇ · D(r, t) = 0 ,

(2.1)
(2.2)
(2.3)
(2.4)

where the following quantities of the electromagnetic
ﬁeld are involved: electric vector E, magnetic vector H,
electric displacement D, magnetic induction B and electric current density j. The arguments illustrate that all
quantities are in the general case functions of the spatial
coordinates x, y, z with position vector r = (x, y, z) and
of the time t. The so called nabla operator
⎛∂⎞
∇

⎜ ∂x
∂ ⎟
= ⎝ ∂y
⎠
∂
∂z

(2.5)

is used and the symbol “×” indicates the vector product
of two vectors whereas “·” indicates the scalar product
of two vectors.
The material equations in the case of linear and
isotropic materials link the electromagnetic quantities
with each other:
D(r, t) = (r)0 E(r, t) ,
B(r, t) = µ(r)µ0 H(r, t) ,
j(r, t) = σ(r)E(r, t) .

(2.6)
(2.7)
(2.8)

The function  is the dielectric function, µ is the magnetic permeability and σ is the speciﬁc conductivity. The
constants 0 and µ0 are the dielectric constant of vacuum
and the magnetic permeability of vacuum, respectively.
A quite general approach for stationary monochromatic
waves is used to describe the electric and the magnetic
ﬁeld
E(r, t) = e(r) eik0 L(r) e−iωt ,

(2.9)

H(r, t) = h(r) eik0 L(r) e−iωt .

(2.10)

The real function L is the optical path length and the
vectors e and h are in the general case complex-valued to
be able to represent all polarization states. The surfaces
with constant optical path length L are the wave fronts,
and the term Φ(r) = k0 L(r) is the phase of the wave;
e and h are slowly varying functions of the position r
whereas the term exp(ik0 L) varies rapidly because the
constant k0 is deﬁned as k0 = 2π/λ with the vacuum
wavelength λ. The angular frequency ω of the wave is
linked to λ by ω = 2πc/λ = ck0 , where c is the speed of
light in vacuum.
By applying these equations to the Maxwell equations the so called time-independent Maxwell equations
result:


∇ × e(r) eik0 L(r) = iωµ(r)µ0 h(r)


∇ × h(r) e

ik0 L(r)



· eik0 L(r) ,

(2.11)

= [−iω(r)0 + σ(r)]
· e(r) eik0 L(r) ,

(2.12)
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∇ · µ(r)µ0 h(r) eik0 L(r) = 0 ,


∇ · (r)0 e(r) eik0 L(r) = 0 .

(2.14)

= ∇ eik0 L(r) × e(r) + eik0 L(r) ∇ × e(r)
= [ik0 ∇L(r) × e(r) + ∇ × e(r)] eik0 L(r) ,


∇ × h(r) eik0 L(r)

(2.16)

= [ik0 ∇L(r) × h(r) + ∇ × h(r)] eik0 L(r) .

(2.17)

So, (2.11) and (2.12) give:
∇L(r) × e(r) − cµ(r)µ0 h(r)
i
= ∇ × e(r) ,
(2.18)
k0
∇L(r) × h(r) + c(r)0 e(r)
i
=
(2.19)
[∇ × h(r) − σ(r)e(r)] .
k0
For the limiting case λ → 0, i. e. k0 → ∞, the right sides
of both equations become zero
(2.20)
(2.21)

Now, (2.20) is inserted into (2.21) and the calculus for
a double vector product is applied
1
∇L(r) × [∇L(r) × e(r)] + c(r)0 e(r) = 0
cµ(r)µ0
⇒ [∇L(r) · e(r)] ∇L(r)
= 1/c2

(2.22)

Here, µ0 0
and µ
are used, where n is the
refractive index of the material.
Equation (2.21) shows that the scalar product ∇L · e
is zero and the ﬁnal result is the well-known eikonal
equation
[∇L(r)]2 = n 2 (r) .

= n2

(2.23)

L= const.

Fig. 2.1 Optical ray: the trajectory which is perpendicular
to the surfaces of equal optical path length L

This is the basic equation of geometrical optics which
provides e.g. the basis for the concept of optical rays.
A ray is deﬁned as that trajectory which is always perpendicular to the wave fronts, which are the surfaces
of equal optical path length L (Fig. 2.1). Therefore,
a ray points in the direction of ∇L. Equation (2.23)
has the name eikonal equation because the optical path
length L is for historical reasons sometimes called the
eikonal [2.1].

2.1.2 The Orthogonality Condition
of Geometrical Optics
Equations (2.20) and (2.21) can be solved for e and h:
1
∇L(r) × e(r) ,
cµ(r)µ0
1
e(r) = −
∇L(r) × h(r) .
c(r)0

h(r) =

(2.24)
(2.25)

This shows on the one hand that h is perpendicular to e
as well as ∇L and on the other hand that e is perpendicular to h as well as ∇L. Therefore, in the limiting
case λ → 0 ∇L, e and h have to form an orthogonal
triad of vectors. This conﬁrms the well-known fact that
electromagnetic waves are transversal waves.
At the end of the last section a light ray has been
deﬁned as being parallel to ∇L and in Sect. 2.4 the
important method of ray tracing will be explained.
An extended method of ray tracing is polarization ray
tracing where the polarization state of a ray which locally represents a wave is transported along with each
ray [2.10, 11]. Using the results of this section it is clear
that the vector e, which indicates the polarization (and
amplitude) of the ray, has to be perpendicular to the ray
direction ∇L.

2.1.3 The Ray Equation
A surface with constant values L is a surface of equal
optical path length. Now, a ray is deﬁned as that trajectory starting from a certain point in space which is
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Using the rules of the nabla calculus the left-hand sides
of (2.11) and (2.12) can be transformed to


∇ × e(r) eik0 L(r)

− [∇L(r)]2 e(r) + n 2 (r)e(r) = 0 .

35

(2.13)

Equation (2.13) is not independent of (2.11) because it is
well known that the quantity ∇ · (∇ × f ) of an arbitrary
vector function f is always zero [2.9]. Therefore, if
(2.11) is fulﬁlled, (2.13) will also be fulﬁlled. In the
case of nonconducting materials, i. e. σ = 0, the same is
valid for the relation between (2.12) and (2.14). In the
more general case σ = 0, (2.12) and (2.14) require that


∇ · σ(r)e(r) eik0 L(r) = 0 .
(2.15)

∇L(r) × e(r) − cµ(r)µ0 h(r) = 0 ,
∇L(r) × h(r) + c(r)0 e(r) = 0 .
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perpendicular to the surfaces of equal optical path length.
Therefore, ∇L points in the direction of the ray. We use
the arc length s along the curve that is deﬁned by the ray
(Fig. 2.2). Then, if r describes now the position vector
of a point on the ray, dr/ds is a unit vector which is tangential to the ray curve and the eikonal equation (2.23)
delivers:
∇L = n

dr
ds

(2.26)

Here and in the following L and n are not explicitly indicated as functions of the position to tighten the notation.
From (2.26) a differential equation for the ray can be derived by again using (2.23) and the deﬁnition of d∇L/ds
as being the directional derivative of ∇L along dr/ ds:
dr
d
n
ds
ds

⇒

dr
d
n
ds
ds

d
dr
∇L =
· ∇(∇L)
ds
ds
1
1
= ∇L · ∇(∇L) =
∇(∇L)2
n
2n
1
∇n 2 = ∇n ,
=
2n

=

= ∇n .

(2.27)

This is the differential equation for a ray in a general
inhomogeneous isotropic and linear substance. Such materials where the refractive index is a function of the
position are often called graded index (GRIN) materials. In this case the solution of the differential equation
may be a quite complex curve.
However, the most important case is that n is independent of the position, i. e. the ray propagates in

dr/ds

r(s)

0

Fig. 2.2 A curved light ray in a general (inhomogeneous)
material. r(s) is the position vector of a point on the ray,
where s is the arc length along the curve and O is the origin
of the coordinate system. Then, the vector dr/ ds is a unit
vector tangential to the ray

a homogeneous material. Then, a simple differential
equation for the ray is obtained:
d2r
=0.
ds2

(2.28)

The solution of this equation is a straight line. So, the
ray equation in homogeneous materials is
r = sa + p

(2.29)

with constant vectors a and p. This means that light rays
propagate rectilinearly in a homogeneous and isotropic
material if the eikonal equation is valid. Moreover, a has
to be a unit vector, i. e. |a| = 1, because s is the geometrical path length along the ray. So, for the distance
between two points P1 and P2 with position vectors r1
and r2 we have (s2 > s1 ):
|r2 − r1 | = (s2 − s1 ) |a| = s2 − s1 ⇒ |a| = 1 .
The limitations of the validity of the eikonal equation
will be investigated in the next section.

2.1.4 Limitations of the Eikonal Equation
Besides using directly the Maxwell equations the eikonal
equation can also be derived from the wave equation
and, in the case of a monochromatic wave, from the
Helmholtz equation. This will be done in the following
for a homogeneous, isotropic and linear dielectric material, i. e. where n is constant and σ = 0. Moreover, it is
assumed that the scalar case is valid, i. e. that polarization effects can be neglected and only one component
u(r) of the electric or magnetic vector has to be considered. In this limiting case it is easier to start directly with
the scalar Helmholtz equation (Sect. 3.1.5) than to start
as in Sect. 2.1.1 with the Maxwell equations and then to
make the transition to the scalar case.
The scalar Helmholtz equation is:


∇ · ∇ + (nk0 )2 u(r) = 0 .
(2.30)
Analogously to (2.9) or (2.10) the following approach
for u is used
u(r) = A(r) eik0 L(r) ,

(2.31)

where the amplitude A and the optical path length L
are both real functions of the position and A varies only
slowly with the position.
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∇

=

2
∇A
+ ik0 ∇L u
A


A (∇ A)2
−
+
+ ik0 L u
A
A2

∇

∇

∇

=

A
− k02 (∇L)2
A

∇ A · ∇L
+ ik0 L u .
+2ik0
A
∇

∇

Here, := ∇ · ∇ is the Laplace operator or Laplacian.
So, by inserting the expression for u into the Helmholtz
equation and dividing it by u the result is
∇

∇

A
∇ A · ∇L
− k02 (∇L)2 + n 2 k02 + 2ik0
A
A
+ ik0 L = 0 .

(2.32)

∇

Since A, L, k0 and n are all real quantities the real and
the imaginary part of (2.32) can be simply separated and
both have to be zero.
To obtain the eikonal equation only the real part is
considered:
A
− k02 (∇L)2 + n 2 k02 = 0 ,
A
1 A
⇒ (∇L)2 = n 2 + 2
.
(2.33)
k0 A
  
=: γ
∇

∇

In the limiting case λ → 0 ⇒ k0 → ∞ the term γ can
be neglected and again the eikonal equation (2.23) is
obtained
(∇L)2 = n 2 .
But (2.33) shows that the eikonal equation can also be
fulﬁlled for a ﬁnite value of λ with good approximation
as long as the term γ is much smaller than 1, because
the order of magnitude of n 2 is typically between 1
(vacuum) and 12 (silicon for infrared light). Therefore,
the condition is:
∇

γ 1 ⇒

A
λ2
1.
2
4π A

(2.34)

A = u0 ⇒

A=0 ⇒ γ =0,

L = na · r ⇒ ∇L = na ⇒ (∇L)2 = n 2 .
Of course, a plane wave is also a solution of the Maxwell
equations.
A second example is a spherical wave, which is a solution of the scalar Helmholtz equation but not of the
Maxwell equations themselves because the orthogonality conditions (2.24) and (2.25) cannot be fulﬁlled for
a spherical wave in the whole of space. Nevertheless,
a spherical wave u(r) = u 0 exp(ink0 r)/r with r = |r|
is a very important approximation in many cases and
a dipole radiation behaves in the far ﬁeld in a plane perpendicular to the dipole axis like a spherical wave. For
the spherical wave we obtain:
u0
r
A=
⇒ A = u0∇ · − 3
r
r
3u 0 3u 0 r · r
=− 3 +
=0 ⇒ γ =0,
r
r5
r
L = nr ⇒ ∇L = n ⇒ (∇L)2 = n 2 .
r
Here, the coordinate system has been chosen in such
a way that the center of curvature of the spherical wave
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∇A
+ ik0 ∇L u ,
A

∇A
+ ik0 ∇L u
u = ∇·
A
=

∇

∇u = ∇ A eik0 L = eik0 L ∇ A + ik0 A eik0 L ∇L

This is fulﬁlled with good approximation if A is a slowly
varying function of the position, i. e. if the relative curvature of A over the distance of a wavelength is very
small. If the term γ is not very small the right-hand side
of (2.33) depends on the position (because A depends
generally on r) even though n is constant. Formally
this is equivalent to an eikonal equation with positiondependent refractive index n so that light rays would
formally be bent in regions of a rapidly changing amplitude, as e.g. in the focus. Therefore, the results of
ray-tracing calculations (Sect. 2.4), which assume rectilinear rays in a homogeneous material, are not correct
in the neighborhood of the focus where the amplitude
changes rapidly. If aberrations are present the variation
of the amplitude in the focal region will be less severe
and the accuracy of geometrical optical calculations improves with increasing aberrations. In practice, a rule of
thumb is that the focal region of an aberrated wave calculated with ray tracing approximates the actual focus very
well if the result of the ray-tracing calculation gives a focus that has several times the size of the corresponding
diffraction limited focus (Airy disc), which can easily
be estimated (Sect. 3.4, PSF (point spread function)).
There are also scalar waves which fulﬁll exactly the
eikonal equation so that the term γ is exactly zero. One
example is a plane wave with u(r) = u 0 exp(ink0 a · r).
a is a constant unit vector in the direction of propagation
and u 0 is also a constant. So, we have
∇

Then, by omitting the arguments of the functions we
can write
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is at the origin. Of course, it is quite straightforward to
formulate the spherical wave with an arbitrary center of
curvature r0 by replacing r with |r − r0 |.
So, plane waves and spherical waves, which are very
important in geometrical optics, fulﬁll both the eikonal
equation (2.23) not only in the limiting case λ → 0 but
also for ﬁnite wavelengths λ.

2.1.5 Energy Conservation
in Geometrical Optics
The imaginary part of (2.32) gives information about the
intensity of the amount of transported light:
∇A
=0.
(2.35)
A
Since the intensity I of a light wave is proportional to
the square of the amplitude A2 the following equality
holds:
 
∇ A2
2A∇ A
∇A
∇I
=
.
=
=2
I
A
A2
A2
Therefore, (2.35) delivers
L + 2∇L ·

I L + ∇L · ∇I = 0
or
∇ · (I∇L) = 0 .

(2.36)

Now, the integral theorem of Gauss can be applied


∇ · (I∇L) dV = I∇L · dS = 0 ,
(2.37)
V

the mantle surface. Therefore, on the mantle surface the
vectors ∇L (ray direction) and dS (surface normal) are
perpendicular to each other and therefore ∇L · dS = 0.
At the two face surfaces of the light tube (refractive index
n) with surface vectors dS1 and dS2 , which are assumed
to have an inﬁnitesimally small size, the electromagnetic
power ﬂux P1 and P2 are given by
Pj =

∇
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S

where the left integral symbolizes a volume integral over
a volume V and the right integral a surface integral over
the closed surface S which conﬁnes the volume V .
A light tube (Fig. 2.3) is a tube-like entity (simple
forms are e.g. a cylinder or a cone) where light rays form

Ij
|∇L j · dS j | ;
n

Using (2.37) the result is

I∇L · dS = 0 = I1 ∇L 1 · dS1 + I2 ∇L 2 · dS2 .
(2.38)

S

Hereby, the surface normals dS1 or dS2 always point
out of the closed surface S and therefore ∇L 1 · dS1
and ∇L 2 · dS2 have opposite algebraic signs. In total, the power ﬂux P1 = −I1 ∇L 1 · dS1 /n which enters
the light tube at the left is equal to the power ﬂux
P2 = I2 ∇L 2 · dS2 /n which leaves the light tube at the
right: P1 = P2 . This means that the energy is conserved
and we can formulate the following lemma: In the scope
of geometrical optics the electromagnetic power (energy) is transported along the light rays and the total
light power is conserved in a light tube if no light is
absorbed.

2.1.6 Law of Refraction
Let us consider the interface between two materials with
refractive index n 1 on one side and n 2 on the other. This
interface is assumed to be replaced by a very thin layer
in which the refractive index varies quite rapidly but
continuously from n 1 to n 2 . An inﬁnitesimally small
rectangular closed loop C is then constructed at the interface in such a way that two of the edges of the loop are
parallel to the interface and the other two edges are parallel to the surface normal N (|N| = 1) of the interface

dS2

a1

n2
t

Fig. 2.3 Scheme of a light tube which is bounded by a bundle of rays

N
θ1

n1

dS1

j ∈ {1, 2} .

θ2

a2

Fig. 2.4 The parameters used in deriving Snell’s law
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S

C

where the left integral is a surface integral over the
inﬁnitesimally small rectangular surface S which is
bounded by the closed loop C. The right integral is a line
integral over the closed loop C.
If now the length of the side lines of the loop C
parallel to N tends to zero the line integral is
0 = lt · (n 2 a2 − n 1 a1 )
(2.40)
with l being the length of a side line of the loop parallel to the interface and t being a unit vector parallel to
the interface. Another unit vector b is deﬁned as being
perpendicular to both N and t and therefore also perpendicular to the surface S. This means that N, t and b
form an orthogonal triad of unit vectors with t = b × N
and therefore it holds that
(b × N) · (n 2 a2 − n 1 a1 ) = 0 ,
⇒ [N × (n 2 a2 − n 1 a1 )] · b = 0 .
But the rectangular integration area can be rotated about
N serving as axis. Therefore, the direction of b can be
chosen arbitrarily as long as it is perpendicular to N.
By fulﬁlling the upper equation for an arbitrary vector b
we obtain the following equation, which is the vectorial
formulation of the law of refraction,
N × (n 2 a2 − n 1 a1 ) = 0 .
(2.41)
This means that n 2 a2 − n 1 a1 is parallel to N (or
n 2 a2 − n 1 a1 = 0 what is only possible for the trivial

case n 1 = n 2 ) and therefore all three vectors a1 , a2 and
N have to lie in the same plane. This means particularly
that the refracted ray with direction vector a2 lies in the
plane of incidence formed by N and a1 .
By deﬁning the acute angles θ j between the rays
a j ( j ∈ {1, 2}) and the surface normal N (Fig. 2.4) the
modulus of (2.41) results in:
n 1 sin θ1 = n 2 sin θ2 .
(2.42)
This is the well-known Snell’s law.
If n 2 is bigger than n 1 there is always a solution θ2
for a given angle θ1 . But, if n 2 is smaller than n 1 there
is the so-called critical angle of total internal reﬂection
θ1,critical for which the refracted ray grazes parallel to
the interface, i. e. θ2 = π/2:
n 1 sin θ1,critical = n 2 sin θ2 = n 2
n2
⇒ θ1,critical = arcsin
.
(2.43)
n1
For angles θ1 > θ1,critical there exists no refracted ray because the sine function sin θ2 cannot be larger than 1.
Then, all light is reﬂected at the interface and only
a reﬂected ray exists.

2.1.7 Law of Reflection
If a plane wave enters the interface between two materials there is, as well as a refracted wave, a reﬂected wave
and in the case of total internal reﬂection there is only
a reﬂected wave. A ray represents locally a plane wave
and the law of reﬂection is formally obtained from (2.41)
by setting n 2 = n 1 . Of course, the algebraic signs of the
scalar products N · a1 and N · a2 have to be different in
order to obtain a reﬂected ray whereas they have to be
identical to obtain a refracted ray. This will be discussed
later in Sect. 2.4 by ﬁnding explicit solutions of (2.41).
After having now discussed the basics of geometrical optics the next section will treat the paraxial ray
tracing through an optical system by using a matrix
theory [2.12–15].

2.2 Paraxial Geometrical Optics
2.2.1 Paraxial Rays
in Homogeneous Materials
Some Basic Definitions
In a homogeneous material the refractive index n is constant and therefore, according to the ray equation (2.29),

a ray propagates rectilinear. This means that a ray is
deﬁnitely described by the position vector p of one
point on the ray and the ray direction vector a. So,
six scalar parameters (each vector with three components) are necessary. In principle one component of a
is redundant (apart from the algebraic sign of this com-
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where N points from material 2 to material 1 (Fig. 2.4).
Since the direction vectors a of the light rays can be expressed as the gradient of a scalar function (2.26) the
following identity is valid:
dr
= ∇ × ∇L = 0 .
(2.39)
∇× n
ds
The ray direction vector is written in the following as
a = dr/ ds.
Using the integral theorem of Stokes equation (2.39)
delivers


∇ × (na) · dS = na · dr = 0 ,

2.2 Paraxial Geometrical Optics
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ponent) because a is a unit vector (a2x + a2y + az2 = 1).
Another component can be saved if a reference plane
is deﬁned, e.g. the x–y plane at z = 0. Then, the xand y-components of the point of intersection of the ray
with this plane are sufﬁcient. However, in the case of
non-paraxial ray tracing (Sect. 2.4) all components of
the two vectors p and a are stored and used since not
all rays start in the same plane and the algebraic sign
of each component of a is needed. Moreover, it is often
more efﬁcient to store a redundant parameter instead of
calculating it from other parameters.
Most convenient optical systems consist of a sequence of rotationally symmetric centered refractive and
reﬂective components. The rotation axis is called the
optical axis of the system. For a simple lens with two
spherical surfaces the optical axis is deﬁned by the two
centers of curvature C1 and C2 of the spherical surfaces
(Fig. 2.5). Using (2.41) it has been shown that a refracted
ray (and also a reﬂected ray) remains in the plane of incidence. Therefore, it is useful to deﬁne the meridional
plane, which is a plane containing an object point P and
the optical axis (Fig. 2.6). All rays which come from the
object point P and lie in the meridional plane are called
meridional rays. A plane perpendicular to the meridional
plane which contains a special reference ray, mostly the
chief ray (Sect. 2.3), is called the sagittal plane and rays
lying in it are called sagittal rays. In this section only
meridional rays are discussed and moreover only socalled paraxial rays are considered. Paraxial rays are
rays which fulﬁll the following conditions:

C2

Optical
axis
C1

Fig. 2.5 The optical axis of a lens

Object
point P

Meridional
plane

Optical axis

Fig. 2.6 The meridional plane of an optical system

•
•

The distance x of the ray from the optical axis is
small compared to the focal length of each optical
element of the system.
The angle ϕ between the optical axis and the ray is
small, i. e. ϕ  1. The same has to be valid for other
angles, e.g. for the refraction angles at a lens.

For the angles this means that the following approximations have to be valid:
sin ϕ ≈ tan ϕ ≈ ϕ ,

cos ϕ ≈ 1 .

The most important optical systems consist of optical
elements (refractive, reﬂective or diffractive elements)
which are embedded into piecewise homogeneous materials. Therefore, ray tracing (in the paraxial as well as
non-paraxial case) through an optical system consists
of the alternating sequence of propagation in a homogeneous material and refraction (or reﬂection or
diffraction) at an element.
Optical Imaging
At this point some words on the term optical imaging
have to be said. An object point which is either illuminated by external light or self-illuminating emits a ray
fan, i. e. in geometrical optics an object point is the
source of a ray fan. On the other side an image point is
the drain of a ray fan and in the ideal case all rays of
the fan should intersect each other in the image point
(Fig. 2.7a). Therefore, the image point can be deﬁned in
the ideal case by the point of intersection of only two
rays. However, this is only useful in the case of paraxial
ray tracing where all aberrations of the optical system
are neglected. If the aberrations of an optical system also
have to be taken into account, non-paraxial ray tracing
(Sect. 2.4), also simply called ray tracing, has to be used.
Then, there are several deﬁnitions of an image point because there is in general no longer a single point of
intersection of all rays of the ray fan coming from the
object point (Fig. 2.7b). The lateral deviation of the actual point of intersection of a ray with the image plane
from the ideal image point is called ray aberration.
A more advanced deﬁnition of optical imaging has of
course to take into account interference effects between
the different rays coming from the object point since
the image point is a multiple-beam interference phenomenon. A typical example where the simple ray-based
model fails would be an ideal spherical wave where
a half-wave plate is introduced in half of the aperture
(Fig. 2.7c). Then, the ray directions are unchanged and
an ideal point of intersection of all rays exists, i. e. there
are no ray aberrations. But, the image point would be
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Ideal lens

x'
Object point
φ

b)

Fig. 2.8 Scheme showing the parameters of paraxial ray

Real lens

tracing for the transfer between two parallel planes with
distance d

Object point

Aberrated
image point
(ray
aberrations)

c)

d

Ideal lens
λ/2 plate

Object point

Aberrated
image point
(wave
aberrations)

Fig. 2.7a–c Schematic display of three different situations
in optical imaging: (a) ideal imaging, (b) image point show-

ing ray aberrations (and of course also wave aberrations),
(c) image point showing no ray aberrations but nevertheless

wave aberrations

massively disturbed because there is destructive interference in the center of the image point due to the
different optical path lengths of the rays. Therefore,
a more advanced ray-based model additionally calculates the optical path length along each ray. The deviation
in the optical path length of a ray from the ideal optical
path length is called wave aberration.
However, in this section we will treat the very simple
model of paraxial ray tracing, which takes into account
neither ray aberrations nor wave aberrations. Aberrations will be taken into account in Sect. 2.4 when we
consider non-paraxial ray tracing.

A Note on the Validity
of the Paraxial Approximation
The approximation of sin ϕ by ϕ means that the next
term of the Taylor series −ϕ3 /6 and all higher order
terms are neglected. In the case of tan ϕ the next term
of the Taylor series which is neglected is +ϕ3 /3. So,
the equivalence of sin ϕ and tan ϕ is only valid if the
difference of both third-order terms ϕ3 /2 is so small that
it can be neglected. This is the case if the alternation of
the optical path length from the object point to the image
point by neglecting this term is smaller than the Rayleigh
criterion of λ/4, where λ is again the wavelength. In the
case of two rays with an optical path difference of λ/4
the phase difference is ∆Φ = π/2, i. e. the rays are in
phase quadrature and the intensities have to be added
because the interference term cos(∆Φ) is then zero. If
the optical path difference is λ/2 the phase difference
is ∆Φ = π and the amplitudes of both rays cancel each
other (if the amplitudes have equal modulus). Then, the
image point is strongly aberrated. So, the validity of the
Rayleigh criterion is useful to deﬁne the limitations of
the paraxial approximation.
In practice, the paraxial theory is quite important
because it allows the deﬁnition of such important parameters as the focus, the focal length or the principal points
of a lens or optical system. An optical designer [2.16–19]
will always ﬁrst design an optical system by using the
paraxial matrix theory (or another paraxial method) so
that the paraxial parameters are right. Afterwards he
will try to optimize the non-paraxial parameters using
ray tracing in order to correct aberrations of the system.
Definition of a Paraxial Ray
In the paraxial theory only rays in the meridional
plane, which is here deﬁned as the x–z-plane, are regarded. Then, the y-component of the ray direction
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vector a and the y-component of the starting point p
of the ray are both zero: a y = 0 and p y = 0. We deﬁne for the x-component of the ray direction vector
ax = sin ϕ ≈ tan ϕ ≈ ϕ. The z-component of the ray direction vector in the paraxial approximation is then
az = cos ϕ ≈ 1. Therefore, a meridional paraxial ray at
a certain z-position z can be described by the angle ϕ
with the optical axis and the ray height x, which is indeed the x-component px of the starting point p of the
ray. The z-component pz of a ray is noted in the paraxial
matrix theory externally because in many cases several
rays starting at the same z-position z = pz but having
different values x and ϕ are considered.
So, in total a paraxial ray is described by x and ϕ.
Since matrix methods play an important role in optics [2.12, 13] these two parameters are noted as the
components of a vector
 
x
ϕ
so that the optical operations which we will discuss now
can be represented as 2 × 2 matrices.
Transfer Equation
The paraxial ray tracing between two planes with a separation d and which are perpendicular to the optical axis
is one of the basic operations. Here, only the lines of intersection of these two planes with the meridional plane
are regarded (Fig. 2.8), even though later we will use the
term planes slightly incorrectly. The ray parameters in
the ﬁrst plane shall be x and ϕ and those in the second
plane x  and ϕ . Then, the transfer from the ﬁrst plane to
the second plane with distance d is done by (Fig. 2.8):

  
x
x + ϕd
.
=
(2.44)
ϕ
ϕ

This means that ray directions are not changed during the
propagation of paraxial rays in a homogeneous material.
Equation (2.44) can also be written by using a two times

n

n'

two matrix [2.12–15]:
 
 
  
1 d
x
x
x
=
= MT
.
ϕ
0 1
ϕ
ϕ

(2.45)

The matrix MT is called the paraxial transfer matrix in
a homogeneous material.

2.2.2 Refraction in the Paraxial Case
Paraxial Law of Refraction
The law of refraction connects the angle i between the
incident ray and the surface normal with the angle i  between the refracted ray and the surface normal (Fig. 2.9).
The law of refraction (2.42) in the paraxial formulation
is

ni = n  i 

(2.46)

n

where n and are the refractive indices of the two homogeneous materials in front of the surface and behind
the surface, respectively.
Refraction at a Plane Surface
A paraxial ray with parameters x and ϕ hits a plane surface which is perpendicular to the optical axis (Fig. 2.9).
The refractive index is n in front of the surface and n 
behind the surface. Then, the ray height x remains unchanged and only the ray parameter ϕ changes according
to the paraxial law of refraction (2.46):
  
 
 
1 0
x
x
x
= MR
(2.47)
=
0 nn
ϕ
ϕ
ϕ

The matrix MR is the paraxial matrix for refraction at
a plane surface.
Refraction at a Plane Parallel Plate
The plane parallel plate is the simplest case for
a sequence of several surfaces and can be used to demonstrate the principle of tracing paraxial rays through an
optical system by using the paraxial matrix theory. It is
well known that the order of two matrices A and B is
very important if two matrices have to be multiplied, i. e.

AB = BA .
i'
i

Fig. 2.9 Paraxial refraction at a (locally) plane surface

Therefore, the matrix for the ﬁrst operation has to be
positioned immediately to the left of the vector (x, ϕ)
of the paraxial ray that has to be traced through the
system. The matrix of the next operation then has to
be multiplied from the left side and so on for all other
matrices. Using the notations of Fig. 2.10 the parameters
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Here, n is the refractive index left of the plane parallel
plate and n  is the refractive index right to the plane
parallel plate.
In total the parameters x  and ϕ of a paraxial ray
immediately behind the plane parallel plate are obtained
from the parameters x and ϕ of the incident ray immediately in front of the plane parallel plate by multiplying
them by the matrix MP of a plane parallel plate
  
 
 
1 d nnP
x
x
x
= MP
.
=
(2.48)

n
ϕ
ϕ
ϕ
0 n
The most important practical case is a plane parallel
plate in air (n = n  = 1). Then it holds that
  
 
1 ndP
x
x
.
=
(2.49)

ϕ
ϕ
0 1
This means that the matrix of a plane parallel plate is
identical to the transfer matrix in a homogeneous material on substitution of the transfer distance d in the

n

n'

np

φ> 0
x> 0
x <0

1 0
0 n–n
P

1 d
0 1

1 0
0 n–nP'

Fig. 2.10 Application of the paraxial matrix theory at

a plane-parallel plate. The order of the multiplication of
the matrices has to be reverse since the ﬁrst matrix has to
be directly left of the paraxial ray vector and the second
matrix left of the ﬁrst matrix, and so on

Optical axis
φ< 0
R> 0

R< 0

Fig. 2.11 Sign conventions in the paraxial matrix theory

homogeneous material by the term d/n P . A lateral ray
shift ∆x = xwithout plate − xwith plate results at a plane parallel plate with thickness d compared to the propagation
in air by a distance d
∆x = x + ϕd − x + ϕ

d
nP

= ϕd

nP − 1
.
nP

For normal glass with n P ≈ 1.5 the lateral ray shift is
∆x = ϕd/3. This effect is used in optical systems to introduce a lateral shift where the size of the shift increases
with the ray angle ϕ. So, in practice the plane parallel
plate is tilted by an angle ϕ with respect to the optical
axis of the system to introduce such a lateral shift. However, a plane parallel plate can also introduce aberrations
if the incident wave is not a plane wave. Therefore, the
introduction of a lateral shift by using a plane parallel
plate has to be used with care.
Some Notes on Sign Conventions
Up to now no sign conventions have been made for the
paraxial matrix theory. This will be included now and is
illustrated graphically in Fig. 2.11.

•
•
•
•

d
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•
•

Ray angles ϕ are positive if the acute angle between the optical axis and the ray is mathematically
positive.
Refraction angles are all treated as positive angles.
All angles are acute angles.
Light rays always travel from left to right for positive propagation distances d. A negative propagation
distance d means that the light is traveling from right
to left and is only used for virtual rays.
Ray heights x are upwards positive.
Radii of curvature R are positive if the center of
curvature is right of the vertex of the surface.

Refraction at a Spherical Surface
A spherical surface with radius of curvature R and refractive indices n in front of and n  behind the surface
is hit by a paraxial ray with parameters x and ϕ. In the
paraxial approximation the ray height x at the point of

Part A 2.2

of the paraxial ray on the right side of a plane parallel
plate with thickness d and refractive index n P are:


 
  
1 0
1 0
1 d
x
x
=
n
nP

0
0
0 1
ϕ
ϕ

n
 n 
  P
1 0
1 d
x
=
0 nnP
0 nnP
ϕ

 
1 d nnP
x
.
=
ϕ
0 nn
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n

the spherical surface is, in the paraxial approximation,
deﬁned as
x
x
⇒ α= .
sin α =
R
R
Together, these results allow one to express the ray angle ϕ of the refracted paraxial ray as a function of the
parameters of the incident ray and the spherical surface

n'
i
i'
x

φ

φ'

α
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(φ' < 0)

R

n
n − n x
.
ϕ−
(2.50)

n
n R
The ray height x itself remains constant in the case of
refraction. Therefore, the matrix MS for refraction at
a spherical surface is deﬁned as
  
 
 
1
0
x
x
x
= MS
.
(2.51)
=

n
− nn−n
ϕ
ϕ
ϕ
R
n
ϕ =

Fig. 2.12 Parameters for refraction at a spherical surface

intersection of the ray with the spherical surface is the
same as in the vertex plane since the radius of curvature R is assumed to be large compared to x. According
to Fig. 2.12 and the paraxial law of refraction (2.46) the
following relations are valid:
ϕ + α = i  ,
ϕ+α = i

⇒

ϕ = i  − α =

n  i  = ni .

n'

dO

PO

•

n
(ϕ + α) − α ,
n

Additionally, the angle α between the optical axis and the
line connecting the center of curvature of the spherical
surface and the point of intersection of the ray with
n

The validity of the sign conventions can be shown by
regarding some concrete cases:

•

For ϕ = 0, n  > n > 1 and R > 0 (convex surface)
a positive ray height x of the incident ray results
in a negative ray angle ϕ of the refracted ray.
This means that the convex spherical surface with
lower refractive index on the left side has a positive
refractive power and focuses a plane wave.
For ϕ = 0, n  > n > 1 and R < 0 (concave surface)
the angle ϕ of the refracted ray is positive if the
ray height x of the incident ray is also positive. This
means that two rays would only intersect virtually
in front of the lens. Therefore, a concave spherical
surface with a lower refractive index on the left-hand
side has a negative focal power.

2.2.3 The Cardinal Points of an Optical
System

xO
F

N

U
φ

N'

U'

F'

φ

xI
f

f'

dI

PI

Fig. 2.13 Cardinal points of an optical system: F and F are the foci
in the object space and the image space, respectively. N and N are
the nodal points in the object and image space and U and U are the
unit or principal points in the object and image space

An optical imaging system has several cardinal points
[2.1, 3], and by knowing these values the paraxial properties of the optical system are determined deﬁnitely.
The cardinal points are the principal points, the nodal
points and the focal points and they are all situated on
the optical axis. In order to deﬁne them some additional
deﬁnitions have to be made.
The cardinal points will be calculated in this section
for a general optical system using the paraxial matrix
theory [2.6]. At the end of this section the cardinal points
of the simplest optical system, a refracting spherical
surface, will be calculated explicitly to demonstrate the
method.
Assume a general optical imaging system such as
that symbolized in Fig. 2.13. An object point PO with

Geometrical Optics

According to our sign convention the lateral magniﬁcation in Fig. 2.13 is negative since xO is positive and xI
negative.
The Principal Points
The principal plane U or unit plane in the object space
is the plane perpendicular to the optical axis that has the
property that an object point in this principal plane is
imaged to a point in the principal plane U of the image
space with a lateral magniﬁcation β = +1. The points
of intersection of the principal planes in the object and
image space with the optical axis are called the principal
or unit points U and U , respectively. So, U is the image
of U.
An important practical property of the principal
planes following from this deﬁnition is that a ray which
intersects the principal plane U in the object space at
a height x is transferred to the principal plane U of the
image space at the same height (Fig. 2.13). This property is e.g. used to construct the path of a paraxial ray
graphically.
The Nodal Points
The second cardinal points of an optical system are the
nodal points N (in the object space) and N (in the image space). A ray in the object space which intersects
the optical axis in the nodal point N at an angle ϕ intersects the optical axis in the image space in the nodal
point N at the same angle ϕ = ϕ. Therefore, the angular
magniﬁcation γ deﬁned as

γ :=

ϕ
ϕ

(2.53)

is γ = 1 for rays going through the nodal points. Additionally, since this has to be valid for arbitrary angles ϕ,
the nodal point N is the image of the nodal point N.
The Focal Points
The focal points F (in the object space) and F (in the
image space), also called principal foci or foci for short,

have the following properties. A ray starting from the
focus F in the object space is transformed into a ray
parallel to the optical axis in the image space. Vice versa,
a ray which is parallel to the optical axis in the object
space intersects the focus F in the image space. The
planes perpendicular to the optical axis which intersect
the optical axis in the focal points are called the focal
planes. The distance between the principal point U and
the focus F is called the focal length f in the object
space and the distance between the principal point U
and the focal point F is called the focal length f  in the
image space. In geometrical optics the sign convention
for the focal length is usually that it is positive if the
focus is right of the principal point. In Fig. 2.13 this
means e.g. that the focal length f in the object space is
negative whereas the focal length f  in the image space
is positive.
A more general property of the focal planes is that
rays starting from a point with object height xO in the
focal plane of the object space form in the image space
a bundle of parallel rays making an angle ϕ = −xO / f 
with the optical axis. The relation for ϕ can be easily
understood by the fact that a ray starting from the object
point parallel to the optical axis is transferred at the
principal planes from U to U with the same height xO
and then passes, after a distance f  , the focal point F in
the image space. The negative sign has to be taken due
to the sign convention.
Calculation of the Cardinal Points of a General
Optical System
Assume that we have a general optical system that
is formed by an arbitrary combination of refracting
spherical and plane surfaces which are all situated on
a common optical axis (Fig. 2.14). Then, the system can
be described by a 2 × 2 matrix M which is the product
of a sequence of matrices MT , MR and MS (or further
matrices for other optical elements). The matrix


A B
= MS,m · MT,m−1 · MS,m−1 · . . .
M=
C D

· MT,2 · MS,2 · MT,1 · MS,1

(2.54)

describes the propagation of a ray from a plane immediately in front of the vertex of the ﬁrst surface (surface 1)
to a plane immediately behind the vertex of the last surface (surface m). Here, only matrices MS of refractive
spherical surfaces are taken because a plane surface with
matrix MR can be represented as a spherical surface with
radius of curvature R = ∞. Additionally, behind each
surface (apart from the last surface) the transfer to the
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a lateral distance xO from the optical axis, which is
called the object height, is imaged by the optical system
to an image point PI with lateral distance xI , called the
image height. The refractive indices are n in the object
space and n  in the image space.
The lateral magniﬁcation β of an imaging system is
deﬁned as the ratio of the image height xI to the object
height xO :
xI
.
(2.52)
β :=
xO

2.2 Paraxial Geometrical Optics
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relation
MS,1

n= n1

MS,2

n'1 =n2
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F

N
dN

n'2

MS,m – 1 MS,m

n'm– 1 n'm – 1 =nm


n i = n i−1

n' =n'm

N'

F'
dN'

dF

dF'
dU

dU'

Fig. 2.14 Distances between the cardinal points in the object space

and the vertex of the ﬁrst surface (quantities without apostrophe)
and the vertex of the last surface and the cardinal points in the image
space (quantities marked by an apostrophe) of a general optical
 are negative
system consisting of refractive surfaces. dU and dU


 are again
in the scheme, dF and dF are positive and dN and dN


negative. n and n are the refractive indices in front of and behind
the whole system, whereas n i and n i are the refractive indices in
front of and behind the single refracting surface number i

next surface is described by using a matrix MT,i . In the
special case of a thin lens (which does not exist in reality but which is an important idealization in geometrical
optics) the propagation distance can just be set to zero
so that the transfer matrix is identical to the unit matrix.
The restriction to spherical surfaces is not stringent
because in paraxial optics an aspheric surface is identical to a spherical surface if the radius of curvature of the
aspheric surface at the vertex is identical to the radius
of curvature of the spherical surface. From a mathematical point of view the determination of the radius
of curvature in the paraxial regime just means that in
both cases the parabolic terms are taken. Moreover, also
cylindrical surfaces can be calculated with this method
if the radius of curvature in the selected x–z-plane is
taken. For a plane which contains the cylinder axis the
cylindrical surface behaves like a plane surface whereas
the cylindrical surface behaves like a spherical surface
if the cylinder axis is perpendicular to the considered
x–z-plane.
A ray starts in front of the optical system in a material
with refractive index n := n 1 and ends behind the system
in a material with refractive index n  := n m (Fig. 2.14).
n i and n i with i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , m} are the refractive indices
in front of and behind each refracting surface, which is
described by the matrix MS,i . Of course, there is the

for i ∈ {2, 3, . . . , m} .

(2.55)

Now, a matrix M  is calculated which describes the
propagation of a ray from a plane P through the optical system to a plane P  . The plane P is a distance
d from the vertex of the ﬁrst surface of the optical system, whereas the vertex of the last surface is a distance
d  from the plane P  . Using the paraxial sign conventions d is positive if P is in front of (i. e. left of) the
ﬁrst surface. Similar d  is positive if P  is behind (i. e.
right of) the last surface. It is very important to remember that d is measured from the plane P to the vertex of
the ﬁrst surface whereas d  is measured from the vertex
of the last surface to the plane P  . For these quantities
the usual sign conventions are valid, i. e. they are positive if the propagation is from left to right and negative
if the propagation is in the opposite direction.
By using equation (2.45) the matrix M  is:


A B 

M =
= MT MMT
C  D




1 d
A B
1 d
=
0 1
C D
0 1



A + Cd Ad + B + Cdd  + Dd 
=
. (2.56)
C
Cd + D
Principal Points. To calculate the principal planes U

and U of the system the deﬁnition is used. If P is
identical to the principal plane U and P  is identical
to U an object point in P has to be imaged to P 
with lateral magniﬁcation β = +1. Imaging means that
all rays with arbitrary ray angles ϕ starting from the
object point with height x have the same height x  in P  ,
independent of ϕ. Since the relation

  
  
A x + B  ϕ
x
A B 
x
=
=
(2.57)
ϕ
C  x + D ϕ
ϕ
C  D
holds, this means that the matrix element B  has to be
zero in order to have imaging between the planes P
and P  . Therefore, we have as a ﬁrst condition
B  = Ad + B + Cdd  + Dd  = 0 .

(2.58)

The second condition β = 1 means, by using B  = 0,


x  = A x + B  ϕ = A + Cd  x = x ,
1− A

⇒ A + Cd  = 1 ⇒ dU
.
(2.59)
 =
C

Geometrical Optics

Nodal Points. If P contains the nodal point N and P 

contains the nodal point N the conditions for the ray
parameters are x = x  = 0 and ϕ = ϕ. Using (2.57) this
gives:








0=x = A x+B ϕ= B ϕ
⇒ B  = Ad + B + Cdd  + Dd  = 0 ,
ϕ  = C  x + D ϕ = D ϕ = ϕ
⇒ D = Cd + D = 1 .

ϕ  = C  x + D ϕ = D ϕ = 0
D
.
C

f = dU − dF =
=

AD − BC
C

D
AD
D
(A − 1) − B + =
−B.
C
C
C
(2.66)

The focus F in the image space can be calculated analogously. There, rays parallel to the optical axis (i. e. ϕ = 0)
in front of the optical system in an arbitrary plane P ,
e.g. at d = 0, have to focus in the image space in the focus F at x  = 0. If F is in the plane P  , the distance
dF  := d  between the vertex of the last surface of the
optical system and the focus F is, by using (2.57),
x  = A x + B  ϕ = A x = 0
⇒ A = A + Cd  = 0 ⇒ dF  = −

(2.65)

A
.
C

(2.67)

Analogously, the focal length f  , which is positive if F
is to the right of U , can be calculated by
1
1
A 1− A
−
=− ⇒C=−  .
C
C
C
f
(2.68)

(2.62)

Focal Points and Focal Lengths. For the calculation of
the focus F in the object space it is assumed that F is
in the plane P . Then, all rays starting from the height
x = 0 have to be in the image space rays parallel to the
optical axis, i. e. ϕ = 0. Since this has to be valid in all
planes in the image space the distance d  in (2.56) is
set to zero. So, the condition for the distance dF := d
between the focus F and the vertex of the ﬁrst surface of
the optical system is

⇒ D = Cd + D = 0 ⇒ dF = −

The focal length f is deﬁned as the distance between
the principal point U and the focus F, where the sign
convention in geometrical optics is that f is positive if
F is right of U. Therefore, by using the sign conventions
for dU and dF it is:


f  = dF  − dU
 =−

Then, the distances dN := d between the nodal point N
and the vertex of the ﬁrst surface of the optical system
 := d  between the vertex of the
on the one hand and dN

last surface of the optical system and the nodal point N
on the other hand are:
1− D
dN =
,
(2.63)
C
A

(D − 1) − B .
dN
(2.64)
 =
C
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Now, the concrete meaning of the matrix coefﬁcient C
as the negative reciprocal value of the focal length f  in
the image space becomes clear.
By summarizing (2.59), (2.60), (2.63–2.65) and
(2.67) the distances dU , dN and dF between the cardinal points in the object space and the vertex of the ﬁrst
surface of the optical system as well as the distances
 , d  and d  between the vertex of the last surface of
dU

N
F
the optical system and the cardinal points in the image
space are:
D
(A − 1) − B ,
C
1− D
,
dN =
C
D
dF = − ,
C
1− A

dU =
,
C
A

(D − 1) − B ,
dN
 =
C
A
dF  = − .
C
dU =

(2.69)
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 := d  (Fig. 2.14) to indicate
Here, we use the name dU

that it is the distance from the vertex of the last surface
of the optical system to the principal point U . From
the ﬁrst condition we then obtain the distance dU := d
between the principal point U and the vertex of the ﬁrst
surface
1− A
B  = Ad + B + (1 − A)d + D
=0,
C
D
(2.60)
⇒ dU = (A − 1) − B .
C
It has to be mentioned that, in the case of optical imaging, the coefﬁcient A of the matrix M  has a concrete
meaning. It is:
x
x  = A x ⇒ β = = A
(2.61)
x
Therefore, the coefﬁcient A is identical to the lateral
magniﬁcation β deﬁned by (2.52).

2.2 Paraxial Geometrical Optics
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Also, the focal lengths can now be expressed as functions
of the coefﬁcients A, B, C and D of the matrix M by
summarizing (2.66) and (2.68):
det(M)
AD − BC
=
C
C
1

f =−
C
f=

Part A 2.2

(2.70)

Relation Between the Focal Lengths
in the Object and Image Spaces
There is a very interesting relation between the focal
length f in the object space and the focal length f  in
the image space. To derive it the ratio f  / f is calculated
by using (2.66) and (2.68):

−1/C
1
1
f
=
=−
=−
f
(AD − BC)/C
AD − BC
det(M)
(2.71)

Here, the determinant det(M) of the matrix M, deﬁned
by (2.54), has been used.
According to the calculus of linear algebra the determinant of the product of several matrices is equal to the
product of the determinants of these matrices. Therefore,
it holds that
det(M) = det(MS,m ) · det(MT,m−1 )
· det(MS,m−1 ) · . . . · det(MT,1 )
· det(MS,1 ) .

(2.72)



1 di
⇒ det(MT,i ) = 1 ,
(2.73)
MT,i =
0 1


1
0
ni
⇒ det(MS,i ) =  . (2.74)
MS,i =
n i −n i n i
− n R n
ni
Again, n i and n i

i

Here, relation (2.55) for the refractive indices of neighboring surfaces has been used.
Therefore, the ratio of the focal length f  and f is,
according to (2.71),
1
n
f
=−
=−
f
det(M )
n

or

f
f
=− .

n
n

i

are the refractive indices in front of and
behind the respective surface; di is the distance between
surface i and i + 1 (i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , m − 1}); and Ri is the
radius of curvature of surface i.
Now, we deﬁne again the refractive index in front
of the ﬁrst surface as n := n 1 and the refractive index
behind the last surface of the optical system as n  := n m .
Since the determinants of the transfer matrices MT,i are

(2.76)

The Cardinal Points of an Optical System
with Identical Surrounding Refractive Indices
An interesting special case is when the refractive indices n in front of the ﬁrst surface of the optical system
and n  behind the last surface of the optical system are
identical: n = n  . Then the determinant of the matrix M
is, according to equation (2.75), det(M ) = 1. Therefore,
the focal lengths in the object and image spaces have,
due to (2.76), equal absolute value but different signs
(due to the sign conventions of geometrical optics):

f =−f .

So, we have ﬁrst to calculate the determinants of the two
elementary matrices of (2.45) and (2.51):

i

one the determinant of M is:
m
m


n m+1−i
det(M ) =
det(M S,m+1−i ) =
n
i=1
i=1 m+1−i
n m n m−1
n2 n1
=  · 
·...·  · 
n m n m−1
n2 n1
n m−1 n m−2
n n
n
=
· 
· . . . · 1 ·  =  . (2.75)

n
n m−1
n2 n1
n

(2.77)

A second quite interesting property of an optical system with identical refractive indices in front of the ﬁrst
surface and behind the last surface is that the principal
points and the nodal points coincide. This can easily be
derived from (2.59), (2.60), (2.63) and (2.64) by using
det(M ) = AD − BC = 1:
AD − D − BC
D
(A − 1) − B =
C
C
1− D
= dN
=
C

dU =

(2.78)

and
AD − A − BC
A
(D − 1) − B =
C
C
1− A

= dU .
=
C


dN
 =

(2.79)

The Cardinal Points
of a Spherical Refracting Surface
The simplest optical imaging system is a single spherical
refracting surface. As an application of (2.69) and (2.70)

Geometrical Optics

Then, according to (2.69), the result is:
D
(A − 1) − B = 0 ,
C
1− D
dN =
= −R ,
C
nR
D
,
dF = − = 
C
n −n
1− A

dU
=0,
 =
C
A

(D − 1) − B = R ,
dN
 =
C
n R
A
.
dF  = − = 
C
n −n
dU =

positions, i. e. F is right of the vertex of the surface
and F is left of it.
Similar the focal lengths are calculated using (2.70):
det(M )
nR
AD − BC
=
=− 
f=
C
C
n −n
n R
1
.
f =− = 
(2.82)
C
n −n
Since the principal points coincide with the vertex of the
surface, the focal length f is of course identical to −dF
and the focal length f  is f  = dF  . The general equation
(2.76) f  /n  = − f/n is of course also valid.

2.2.4 The Imaging Equations
of Geometrical Optics

(2.81)

This means (Fig. 2.15):
1. Both principal points coincide with the vertex of the
 = 0).
spherical surface (dU = dU

2. Both nodal points coincide with the center of cur = R). To
vature of the spherical surface (−dN = dN

understand this, the sign conventions have to be noticed: dN is positive if the vertex of the surface is
 is positive if the
right to the nodal point N, but dN

vertex of the surface is left to the nodal point N .
3. For a convex surface (R > 0) and n  > n the surface
has a positive optical power and the focus F is in
front of the surface and F behind the surface. For
a concave surface (R < 0) but still n  > n the surface
has a negative optical power and the foci change their

The Lens Equation
On page 46 it has already been shown what imaging
means. A point PO lying in the plane P a distance d
in front of the vertex of the ﬁrst surface of an optical
system with matrix M (2.54) is imaged onto a point PI
in a plane P  a distance d  from the vertex of the last
surface of the system. This is only the case if the matrix
n

n'

Optical
system
dO

PO
d

d'
d'F'

dF

xO
F

U
dU

Z

U'

F'

d'U'

Z'

xI
f

f'

n'

n

dI
F

U, U'

N,N'

F'

R
f

f'

Fig. 2.15 Cardinal points and parameters of a spherical re-

fracting surface. (The position of F and F is drawn for the
example n = 1 and n  = 1.8)
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the cardinal points of a spherical refracting surface shall
be determined.
In this special case the matrix M is, according to
(2.51),




1
0
A B
:= MS =
M=
.
(2.80)

n
− nn−n
C D
R
n

2.2 Paraxial Geometrical Optics

PI

Fig. 2.16 Parameters for explaining the imaging of an object point
PO to an image point PI by a general optical system. The optical
system is characterized by the vertices of the ﬁrst and last surface
and its cardinal points (without nodal points). The sign conventions
mentioned in the text mean for the classical geometrical optical
parameters: xO > 0, xI < 0, dO < 0, dI > 0, Z < 0, Z  > 0, f < 0,
f  > 0. But for the other parameters, which are only used in the
paraxial matrix theory, we have: d > 0, d  > 0, dF > 0, dF  > 0,
 <0
dU < 0, dU
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element B  of the matrix M  (2.56), which describes the
complete ray propagation from P to P  , is zero:
B  = Ad + B + Cdd  + Dd  = 0 .

(2.83)

Part A 2.2

Then, all rays starting from the object point PO intersect
in the image point PI . The distance from the object point
to the principal plane U in the object space will be named
dO and the distance from the principal plane U in the
image space to the image point PI will be dI (Fig. 2.16).
According to the sign conventions of geometrical optics
dO is positive if the object point is right of U (i. e. dO
is negative in Fig. 2.16) and dI is positive if the image
point is also right of U (i. e. dI is positive in Fig. 2.16).
Then, the relations between d, dO and dU (the distance between U and the vertex of the ﬁrst surface) on
 (the distance between
the one hand and d  , dI and dU

the vertex of the last surface and U ) on the other hand
are:
dO = dU − d ,

dI = d  − dU
 .

(2.84)
(2.85)

Here, the different sign conventions for dO (dI ) and dU
 ) and d (d  ) are taken into account. By substituting
(dU

(2.84) and (2.85) into (2.83) the following equation is
obtained:



A (dU − dO ) + B + C (dU − dO ) dI + dU




(2.86)
+ D dI + dU
 =0.
 as
By using (2.59) and (2.60) to express dU and dU

functions of the matrix elements A, B, C, D of M and
some calculations the result is:

D
A
(A − 1) − B − dO + B
C



D
+ C
(A − 1) − B − dO + D
C
1− A
× dI +
C
AD
(A − 1) − AB − AdO + B
=
C
1− A
+ (AD − BC − CdO ) dI +
C
= −AdO + B + ADdI − BCdI − CdO dI
− B − (1 − A)dO
= (AD − BC) dI − CdO dI − dO
= det(M )dI − CdO dI − dO = 0 .
(2.87)

The determinant of M is, according to (2.75),
det(M ) = n/n  , where n is the refractive index in the
object space and n  is the refractive index in the image
space. Additionally, according to (2.68) it is C = −1/ f  ,
where f  is the focal length in the image space. So, the
ﬁnal result is:
dO −

n
dO dI
dI =
n
f

or

dO dI
dO dI
−  =
. (2.88)
n
n
n f

An equivalent formulation of this equation is the wellknown imaging equation of geometrical optics, which
is often called the lens equation although it is valid for
quite complex optical imaging systems:
n
n
n
n
−
=  =− .
dI dO
f
f

(2.89)

At the right side of equation (2.89), (2.76) has been used.
If the refractive indices n and n  are identical the
equation is
1
1
1
−
= .
dI dO
f

(2.90)

As deﬁned above, the object distance dO and the image
distance dI are measured in the lens equation relative to
the principal planes.
Newton Equation
Another formulation of the imaging equation is the Newton equation where the object distance and the image
distance are measured relative to the focal points. Therefore, we deﬁne the distance between the focal point F
in the object space and the object point PO as Z. Analogous, Z  is the distance from the focal point F in the
image space to the image point PI . Both quantities are
again positive if the object/image point is right of the
focus F/F . In Fig. 2.16 Z is negative and Z  positive.
From this ﬁgure, using the sign conventions and (2.84)
and (2.85), it is clear that the following relations are
valid:

Z = dF − d = dF + dO − dU
⇒ dO = Z + dU − dF = Z + f ,

(2.91)



Z  = d  − dF  = dI + dU
 − dF




⇒ dI = Z − dU + dF = Z + f  ,

(2.92)

where (2.66) and (2.68) have been used.
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Substituting these equations into the lens equation
(2.88) and using (2.76) gives
Z + f 
Z+ f
(Z + f )(Z  + f  )
−
=
⇒

n
n
n f

n

n'

xO
U

U'

f

Z

F'
f'

Z'
xI

and ﬁnally
PI

This is the well-known Newton equation for the imaging
of an object point into an image point. The advantage of
the Newton equation is its quite simple and symmetric
form, which does not explicitly depend on n and n  .
Of course, the dependence on the refractive indices in
the object and image spaces is hidden in the ratio of f
and f  .
Relation Between Lateral
and Longitudinal Magnification
The Newton equation can also be easily explained by
looking at Fig. 2.17. Due to the similar triangles the
following relations are valid in the object space and the
image space where the signs have to be noticed:

−xI
xO
xI
Z
=
⇒
β
=
=
−
⇒ Z Z = f f  .
Z
f
xO
f
(2.94)

Here, the lateral magniﬁcation β deﬁned by (2.52) has
been used.
The longitudinal magniﬁcation is deﬁned as dZ / dZ,
i. e. the ratio of the axial (longitudinal) shift of the image
plane to an axial shift of the object plane. According
to the Newton equation (2.93) and the relation (2.76)
between f and f  it holds that
dZ
f f
f f
n
⇒
=− 2 =
Z
dZ
n
Z

Fig. 2.17 Graphical explanation of the Newton equation.

The distances drawn have the following signs due to our
sign conventions: dO < 0, dI > 0, Z < 0, Z  > 0, f < 0,
f  > 0, xO > 0, xI < 0

2.2.5 The Thin Lens
A quite important element in the paraxial theory is a socalled thin lens [2.2–4, 20]. This means that the transfer
from the ﬁrst to the second surface is neglected (the
thickness d1 of the lens is assumed to be zero) and
a paraxial ray that intersects the ﬁrst surface at a ray
height of x also has, immediately behind the second
surface, the same ray height x  :
x = x .

xO
xI
xI
f
=
⇒ β=
=−
−Z
f
xO
Z

Z =

dI

(2.93)

f
Z

2

=

n 2
β .
n

The refractive indices are n = n 1 in front of the ﬁrst
surface, n L := n 1 = n 2 between the two surfaces and
n  = n 2 behind the second surface. The radii of curvature
of the spherical surfaces are R1 for the ﬁrst surface and
R2 for the second surface (see Fig. 2.18). The thin lens,
as deﬁned here, does of course not exist in reality but
n = n1 nL: = n2 = n'1

n' = n'2
R1

R2

d1 = 0

(2.95)

This means that the longitudinal magniﬁcation is proportional to the square of the lateral magniﬁcation.

Fig. 2.18 Parameters of a thin lens
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it is a good approximation for lenses which are thin
compared to their focal length.
The matrix ML0 of a thin lens is obtained from (2.54)
using m = 2 and d1 = 0 (⇒ MT,1 is the unit matrix)
by multiplying the two matrices MS,1 and MS,2 for
refraction at the two spherical surfaces in the correct
order



1
0
1
0
ML0 = MS,2 MS,1 =

n
L nL
− nn−n
− nnLL−n
R
n
R1 n L
2


1
0
(2.96)
.
=

n L −n n
L
− nn−n
 R − n R
n
2
1
In the following the important case when the external materials of the lens are identical, i. e. n  = n, is
considered. Then, the matrix is


1
0
ML0 =
n L −n
L
− n−n
n R2 − n R1 1

=

1

− n Ln−n

1
R1

−

1
R2


0
1
(2.97)

1
1
−
R1 R2

.

(2.98)

Here, the focal length f  of a thin lens in the image
space has been deﬁned according to (2.70) and the focal length f in the object space is of course f = − f  .
 = 0) it can be seen that the
By using (2.69) (dU = dU

principal points U and U’ of the thin lens coincide with
the vertices of the two surfaces, which themselves coincide. Of course, the nodal points also coincide with
the vertices because the nodal points coincide with the
principal points due to n = n  .
In total the ray parameters x  , ϕ immediately behind
the thin lens are connected to the ray parameters x, ϕ in
front of the lens by

the focal length f  is negative and this means that rays
that were originally parallel to the optical axis would
intersect in a so-called virtual focus in front of the lens.
Of course, a virtual focus has its name because there is in
reality no focus at this position in front of the lens but the
rays behind the lens seem to come from this virtual focus.
There are several different types of lenses depending
on their radii of curvature (see Fig. 2.19):

•
•

•

biconvex: R1 > 0 and R2 < 0,
plane–convex: R1 > 0 and R2 = ∞ (or R1 = ∞,
R2 < 0)
convex–concave (meniscus lens): R1 > 0 and R2 > 0
(or both negative)
plane–concave: R1 < 0 and R2 = ∞ (or R1 = ∞,
R2 > 0)
biconcave: R1 < 0 and R2 > 0.

These lenses have different focal powers. For the case
n L > n (e.g. for a lens made of glass which is used
in air) biconvex and plane–convex lenses have generally positive focal lengths, i. e. they are positive lenses.
On the other side, biconcave and plane–concave lenses
have negative focal lengths, i. e. they are negative lenses.
Meniscus lenses can be either positive (if the convex
surface has the smaller radius of curvature) or negative
(if the convex surface has the larger radius of curvature). Pay attention to the fact that in the case n L < n
(which can be realized e.g. by a hollow lens made of
thin plastic which is ﬁlled with air and used in water)
the properties of the different types of lenses are reversed. In this case a biconvex lens has e.g. a negative
focal length.

2.2.6 The Thick Lens

x = x ,
ϕ = ϕ −

Convex-concave
Biconcave
Plane-concave

Fig. 2.19 Different types of lenses

•

with
nL − n
1
=
f
n

Plane-convex

•




1 0
⇒ ML0 =
− f1 1

Biconvex

(2.99)

x
.
f

(2.100)

For a lens with a positive focal power the focal length f 
is also positive and the rays intersect behind the lens
in a real focus. For a lens with a negative focal power

In the case of a thick lens the ray transfer through the
thickness d := d1 between the two spherical surfaces is
taken into account (see Fig. 2.20). Of course, the radii of
curvature of the two spherical surfaces are still assumed
to be so large that the point of intersection of a paraxial
ray with the surface is in the same plane as the vertex of
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nL: =n2 =n'1 n' =n'2
dUU'

R2
R1

f
d:=d1

dU

the surface. The matrix MLd of a thick lens is the product
of three single matrices: matrix MS,1 for refraction at
the ﬁrst spherical surface with radius of curvature R1 ,
matrix MT,1 for the transfer between the two surfaces
by the distance d and matrix MS,2 for the refraction at
the second spherical surface with the radius of curvature
R2 . The refractive indices in front of, in, and behind the
lens are n = n 1 , n L := n 1 = n 2 and n  = n 2 , respectively.
Then the matrix MLd of a thick lens is:

=
=

0



1 d

1

0





n
L nL
− nn−n
− nnLL−n
0 1
R
n
R1 n L
2



n
1
0
1 − nnLL−n
R1 d n L d


L
− nn−n
R
2

nL
n

− nnL −n
R1

1 − nnLL−n
R1 d
(n  −n L )(n L −n)
n  −n L
n
n  R2 + n L n  R1 R2 d n 



=

1

−

− nnLL−n
R1

n
nL d

···

1 − nnLL−n
R1 d

⎟
⎟
⎟
1 + n L −n d ⎠

is the focal length of the thick lens in the image space
f =

nn L R1 R2
. (2.103)
(n L − n) [n L (R2 − R1 ) + (n L − n)d]

Because n = n  , the focal length f in the object space is
f = − f  and the nodal points and the principal points
coincide. So, it is now necessary to calculate the positions of the principal points U and U’ (Fig. 2.21). By
using (2.69) one obtains

−

n
nL d
n(n  −n L )
n L n  R2 d



 ···

nL − n d
1
1
+
−
R1 R2
n L R1 R2


⎞

are both negative in the ﬁgure due to our sign convention

=

n
nL

In the most important case of identical external materials
n  = n, (2.101) reduces to

⎜
⎜ nL − n
=⎜
⎜−
n
⎝



Fig. 2.21 The principal planes of a thick lens. Notice that dU and dU


dU =

(2.101)

MLd
⎛

F'

f'

d

Fig. 2.20 Parameters of a thick lens

MLd


S2

d'U'

=−1/ f 

=

dU
 =

AD − D − BC
1− D
D
(A − 1) − B =
=
C
C
C
− nnLL−n
d
R2
− n Ln−n

1
R1

−

1
R2

+ n Ln−n
L

d
R1 R2

ndR1
,
n L (R2 − R1 ) + (n L − n) d
1− A
=
C
− n Ln−n

=−

n L −n
n L R1 d

1
R1

−

1
R2

+ n Ln−n
L

ndR2
.
n L (R2 − R1 ) + (n L − n) d

d
R1 R2

(2.104)

The distance dUU between the two principal planes,
which is positive if U is right of U, is:

dUU = d + dU + dU


= d 1−

n(R2 − R1 )
.
n L (R2 − R1 ) + (n L − n)d
(2.105)

(2.102)

n L R2

The matrix element C in the ﬁrst column of the second
row is, according to (2.70), deﬁned as −1/ f  , where f 

A Thick Lens in Air
Since the special case of a thick lens in air (n = 1) is the
most important in practice, (2.102) for 1/ f  , (2.104) for
 and (2.105) for d  shall be repeated for
dU and dU

UU
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this case:
1
= (n L − 1)
f

1
1
nL − 1 d
−
+
R1 R2
n L R1 R2


,

R

dR1
,
n L (R2 − R1 ) + (n L − 1) d
dR2
,
=−
n L (R2 − R1 ) + (n L − 1) d
R2 − R1
= d 1−
n L (R2 − R1 ) + (n L − 1)d

dU =
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dU


dUU

(2.107)
d
(2.108)

.

In the following, three important cases of thick lenses in
air will be described to illustrate the optical parameters
of lenses.
Special Cases of Thick Lenses in Air
Ball Lens. For a ball lens with radius of curvature

R > 0 and refractive index n L the lens parameters are
(Fig. 2.22)
R2 = −R ,

Fig. 2.23 The meniscus of Hoegh

The Meniscus Lens of Hoegh. For the meniscus lens of
(2.109)

R1 = R ,

R

d

(2.106)

d = 2R .

This means, according to (2.106–2.109), for the parameters in air
1
2(n L − 1)
nL R
,
=
⇒ f =
f
Rn L
2(n L − 1)
dU = −R ,

dU
 = −R ,
dUU = 0 .
(2.110)
This means that the principal points coincide and are at
the center of curvature of the ball lens. For the special
case n L = 2 the focal length would be equal to the radius
of curvature f  = R so that the focus in the image space
would be on the backside of the sphere. For n L < 2 (e.g.
nearly all glasses) the focus is outside of the sphere,
whereas for n L > 2 (e.g. a silicon ball lens illuminated
with infrared light) the focus would be inside the sphere.

Hoegh (Fig. 2.23) with refractive index n L and thickness
d the two radii of curvature are identical, i. e. R1 = R2 =
R. Then, (2.106–2.109) deliver:
(n L − 1)2 d
1
=
,
f
n L R2
dU =

R
,
nL − 1


dU
 =−

R
,
nL − 1

dUU = d .

(2.111)

A thin meniscus with identical radii of curvature would
have no optical effect. Contrary to this the thick meniscus
of Hoegh has a positive optical power. At least one of
the principal points is always outside of the lens and
their separation is identical to the thickness of the lens
(Fig. 2.23).
Plane–Convex or Plane–Concave Lenses. We assume

now that the ﬁrst surface of the thick lens with refractive
index n L and thickness d is curved (either convex, i. e.

,

R

d
d

Fig. 2.22 Parameters of a ball lens

Fig. 2.24 Principal planes of a plane–convex or plane–
concave lens
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R1 > 0, or concave) and the second is plane (R2 = ∞).
Equations (2.106–2.109) are in this case (Fig. 2.24):
nL − 1
1
=
,
f
R1


dU
 =−

d
,
nL
1
nL

dUU = d 1 −

=

(n L − 1)d
.
nL

(2.112)

This means that the ﬁrst principal point coincides with
the vertex of the curved surface. Moreover, the focal
length of a lens with one plane surface is calculated
like the focal length of a thin lens. This is not astonishing since the plane–convex/plane–concave lens can be
interpreted as a combination of a thin lens with focal
length f  and a plane parallel plate with thickness d and
refractive index n L . This can easily be shown by calculating the matrix M = MP ML0 and comparing it with
MLd of (2.102) for R2 = ∞.

2.2.7 Reflecting Optical Surfaces
Up to now only refracting surfaces have been treated,
which form lenses and complete objectives. But there
are of course also reﬂecting surfaces which are e.g. very
important in astronomical telescopes [2.21] or which
will be very important in the near future for optical
lithography systems [2.22] in the extreme ultraviolet
(EUV) at a wavelength of 13 nm. However, a reﬂecting surface can easily be included in a paraxial design
by calculating its paraxial 2 × 2 matrix and including it
instead of the surface of a refracting surface in (2.54).
We will see that the determinant of the matrix of a reﬂecting surface is one so that our general discussions

concerning the relation between the focal lengths f and
f  are valid.
A Plane Reflecting Surface
The reﬂection at a plane surface, which is perpendicular
to the optical axis, is shown in Fig. 2.25. The law of
reﬂection means that the angle i  of the reﬂected ray
with the surface normal is identical to the angle i of
the incident ray, i. e. i = i  . In the paraxial theory it
is common practice not to take the reﬂected ray since
then the light would travel from right to left. Instead,
the unfolded ray path is taken, which is obtained by
mirroring the reﬂected ray at the reﬂecting surface. By
doing this the dashed ray in Fig. 2.25 is obtained and
there is no change of the paraxial ray parameters x and
ϕ. So, the paraxial ray matrix MRP of a reﬂecting plane
surface is just the unit matrix:
 
1 0
.
(2.113)
MRP =
0 1

Its determinant is of course one.
A Spherical Reflecting Surface
The reﬂection at a spherical surface is treated analogously to the case of a plane surface and is shown for
a convex mirror in Fig. 2.26. The ray that is reﬂected at
the spherical surface is mirrored at a plane which goes
through the vertex of the surface and is perpendicular to
the optical axis. So, the dashed ray in Fig. 2.26 results.
All angles in Fig. 2.26 are positive so that the following

Real reflected ray

Ray of the mirrored,
unfolded ray path

i'
i
φ

φ'

x
α
R

φ'

i'
i
x =x'
φ

Mirror plane

Fig. 2.25 Reﬂection at a plane surface
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Fig. 2.26 Reﬂection at a spherical surface
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relations are valid:
i=
α + i =
i=
α=

⎫
ϕ+α ⎪
⎪
⎪
⎬
x
ϕ
⇒ ϕ = ϕ + 2α = ϕ + 2 .

⎪
R
i
⎪
⎪
⎭
x/R

Part A 2.2

(2.114)

Since the ray height x remains constant during reﬂection
the paraxial ray matrix MRS is


1 0
.
MRS = 2
(2.115)
R 1
Again the determinant is one.
The matrix (2.115) is also valid for a concave mirror.
There, the radius of curvature R is negative so that the
angle ϕ is smaller than the angle ϕ for a positive ray
height x. This is just the effect of a concave mirror with
a positive optical power.
As an exercise the cardinal points of a spherical
mirror shall be calculated by using (2.69) and (2.70):
D
dU = (A − 1) − B = 0 ,
C
1− D
dN =
=0,
C
Ray of mirrored path

R
D
=− ,
C
2
1− A

dU =
=0,
C
A

(D − 1) − B = 0 ,
dN
 =
C
R
A
dF  = − = − ,
C
2
det(M )
R
AD − BC
=
= ,
f=
C
C
2
R
1

f =− =− .
(2.116)
C
2
So, the principal points U, U and the nodal points N,
N all coincide with the vertex of the spherical mirror
(Fig. 2.27). The focus F in the object space is at half the
distance between the center of curvature of the spherical surface and the vertex. On the other side, the focus
F in the image space would coincide with F for the
real reﬂected ray. But since the unfolded ray path with
the mirrored ray is taken the focus Fmirrored is also mirrored at the principal plane through the vertex that is
perpendicular to the optical axis. The focal length is of
course half the radius of curvature and a convex mirror
has a negative optical power whereas a concave mirror
has a positive optical power.
If an optical system containing refractive and reﬂective surfaces has to be analyzed so that the same
lens is e.g. passed twice or more it is necessary, on the
way back, to change the order of surfaces and refractive
indices and also the signs of the radii of curvature.
dF = −

2.2.8 Extension of the Paraxial Matrix
Theory to 3 × 3 Matrices
U, U'
F'mirrored
R/2

F, F'

N, N'
R/2

R
Mirror plane
= Principal plane

Fig. 2.27 Cardinal points of a convex mirror. A ray coming

from the left parallel to the optical axis has to go into the
image space (virtually) through the focus Fmirrored . Fmirrored
is the focus of the unfolded ray path, which is mirrored at
the vertex plane. The real reﬂected ray would virtually go
through the focus F’ which then coincides with F

The paraxial 2 × 2 matrix theory can only be used as
long as all elements are centered around the optical axis
and symmetric with respect to the optical axis. A tilted
refractive plane surface or a diffraction grating, which
both introduce a global tilt of all rays, can e.g. not be
included in the 2 × 2 matrix theory. But there is an extension of this method by using 3 × 3 matrices [2.15]. This
will be described in the following.
Paraxial Ray Tracing at a Diffraction Grating
A ray representing a plane wave with wavelength λ
which hits a diffraction grating with a period Λ is
diffracted according to the well-known grating equation
[2.1] (Fig. 2.28):
λ
(2.117)
sin ϕ = sin ϕ + m .
Λ
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form

m=1
m=0
Λ

φ'
m=–1

amplitude grating with period Λ. Three different diffraction
orders m are shown

Here, the integer m is the diffraction order of the grating and, depending on the type of the grating, there may
be only one efﬁcient order (e.g. for blazed gratings or
volume holograms) or many orders with non-vanishing
efﬁciency (e.g. for binary phase elements or amplitude
gratings) [2.23–25]. In the case of many diffraction
orders each order has to be calculated separately. The angles ϕ and ϕ are the angles of the incident and diffracted
ray, respectively.
In the paraxial approximation the sine of the angles
is replaced by the angle itself so that the grating equation
is
ϕ = ϕ + m

λ
.
Λ

(2.118)

Together with the equation for the ray height x (x  = x),
which does not change in the case of diffraction at a grating, there are two equations relating the ray parameters
before and after diffraction at the grating. However, it is
no longer possible to write these two equations in a pure
2 × 2 matrix notation since it would be

     
0
x
x
1 0
.
+
=
(2.119)
mλ/Λ
ϕ
0 1
ϕ
So, a constant additive vector at the end would be
necessary and the calculation of one 2 × 2 matrix for
a complete optical system containing one or more
diffraction gratings and several other optical elements
would be impossible. However, there is a possibility to
change this by using 3 × 3 matrices instead of 2 × 2 matrices and a paraxial ray vector with three components
instead of two, where the third component is always 1.
The 3 × 3 matrices and the paraxial ray vectors are of the

⎛

where M is the normal paraxial 2 × 2 matrix with coefﬁcients A, B, C and D. The coefﬁcients ∆x and ∆ϕ are
constant values which symbolize a lateral shift or a tilt
which is exerted on the incident paraxial ray by the element. To obtain the 3 × 3 matrix appendant to a pure
paraxial 2 × 2 matrix the coefﬁcients ∆x and ∆ϕ just
have to be set to zero.
The solution of our original example to deﬁne the
paraxial 3 × 3 matrix MG,3×3 of a (non-tilted) diffraction
grating is now quite easy:
⎛
⎞
1 0 0
⎜
λ⎟ .
(2.121)
MG,3×3 = ⎝0 1 m Λ
⎠
0 0

1

Tilted Refractive Plane Surface
A refractive plane surface shall have a normal vector that
is tilted by a small angle α with respect to the optical
axis. The surface with refractive indices n in front of and
n  behind the surface is hit by a paraxial ray with ray
parameters x and ϕ (Fig. 2.29). Since, the tilt angle α
has to be small and the ray heights x also, the variation
of the z-coordinates at the points of intersection of the
tilted surface and rays with different heights x can be
n

n'

i
α
φ'

i'

α

x

i
φ

Fig. 2.29 The refraction at a tilted plane surface with tilt

angle α
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Fig. 2.28 The diffraction at a grating symbolized here as an

⎞
⎛ ⎞
⎛ ⎞
B ∆x
x
x
⎟
⎜ ⎟
⎜ ⎟
D ∆ϕ⎠ ⇒ ⎝ϕ ⎠ = M3×3 ⎝ϕ⎠
0 1
1
1
   ⎞
x
∆x
+
⎜M
⎟
=⎝
(2.120)
ϕ
∆ϕ ⎠ ,
1
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A
⎜
M3×3 = ⎝C
0
⎛

φ

Grating
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neglected:
∆z = x tan α ≈ xα ≈ 0 ,

(2.122)

Part A 2.2

i. e. it is of second order and only ﬁrst-order terms are
taken into account in the paraxial approximation.
Additionally, the ray height x remains constant for
refraction. The ray angles, tilt angles and refraction
angles depend on each other through the following
equations:
⎫
ϕ = i  + α ⎪
⎬
n
n
⇒ ϕ =  i + α =  (ϕ − α) + α
ϕ = i +α
⎪
n
n
⎭
ni = n  i 
n − n
n
α . (2.123)
= ϕ+
n
n
So, the 3 × 3 matrix MR,α,3×3 for refraction at a tilted
plane surface is
⎛
⎞
1 0
0

⎜
⎟
(2.124)
MR,α,3×3 = ⎝0 nn n n−n
 α⎠ .
0 0

1

As an application and to see how the matrix of a complete
system is determined the matrix of a thin prism will be
calculated in the next paragraph.
Thin Prism
A thin prism consists of two tilted refractive surfaces
and we assume that the prism is made of a material with
refractive index n  and the refractive index outside of the
prism is n at both sides. Since the prism is assumed to be
thin the propagation between the two refractive surfaces
is neglected and the total matrix MPrism,3×3 of the prism
is obtained by just multiplying the 3 × 3 matrices of the

single surfaces. The tilt angles of the two surfaces are
α1 and α2 so that we have
MPrism,3×3 = MR,α2 ,3×3 MR,α1 ,3×3
⎛
⎞⎛
1 0
0
1 0


⎜
⎟⎜ n
= ⎝0 nn n−n
n α2 ⎠ ⎝0 n 
0 0
1
0 0
⎞
⎛
1 0
0

⎟
⎜
= ⎝0 1 n n−n (α1 − α2 )⎠ .
0 0
1

⎞

0

⎟
n  −n
n  α1 ⎠
1
(2.125)

By deﬁning the prism angle γ := α1 − α2 the total deﬂection angle δ of a thin prism with prism angle γ is
δ = (n  − n)γ /n. For the most important case of a thin
prism in air (n = 1) it is δ = (n  − 1)γ .
The Transformation Matrices
The matrix of a tilted plane surface or other tilted and
also laterally shifted surfaces can be calculated quite formally by introducing the paraxial transformation matrix
between two coordinate systems. The ﬁrst coordinate
system with axes x and z will be named the global coordinate system. The second coordinate system with axes
x  and z  is called the local coordinate system because,
in this coordinate system, the surface will have a simple

x'
Paraxial ray
x

φ'
φ
z'

x'
∆φ
γ

z'
x

δ
∆x

z
n

n'

n

Fig. 2.30 The refraction at a thin prism with prism angle γ .
The incident ray is deﬂected by an angle δ

Fig. 2.31 Transformation between two relatively tilted and
shifted coordinate systems. The local x  –z  -coordinate
system is laterally shifted with respect to the global x–
z-coordinate system by a distance ∆x and tilted by an
angle ∆ϕ
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x  = (x − ∆x) cos(∆ϕ) ≈ x − ∆x ,
(2.126)
z  = (x − ∆x) sin(∆ϕ) ≈ (x − ∆x) ∆ϕ ≈ 0 ,
(2.127)


ϕ = ϕ − ∆ϕ .

(2.128)

Here, the paraxial approximations are used and since
∆x, ∆ϕ, x and ϕ are all paraxial (i. e. small) quantities,
only terms of ﬁrst order are taken into account whereas
terms of second order such as (x − ∆x)∆ϕ are set to
zero. So, the z  -coordinate remains zero if the ray has
a global coordinate z = 0, what is always the case by
choosing the global coordinate system accordingly.
Therefore, the matrix MG→L,3×3 for the transformation of a paraxial ray from the global coordinate system
to a local coordinate system is
⎛
⎞
1 0 −∆x
⎜
⎟
MG→L,3×3 = ⎝0 1 −∆ϕ⎠ .
(2.129)
0 0

1

Vice versa, the matrix ML→G,3×3 for the transformation
of a paraxial ray from the local coordinate system to
the global coordinate system is the inverse matrix to
MG→L,3×3 :
⎛
⎞
1 0 ∆x
⎜
⎟
−1
= ⎝0 1 ∆ϕ⎠ . (2.130)
ML→G,3×3 = MG→L,3×3
0 0 1
It is also important to notice that in the paraxial approximation with small shifts ∆x and small angles ∆ϕ the
order of shifting and tilting is arbitrary whereas this is
not the case for ﬁnite quantities. Mathematically, this
can be proved by calculating that the two matrices for
a pure shift (i. e. ∆ϕ = 0) and for a pure tilt (i. e. ∆x = 0)
permute:
⎛
⎞⎛
⎞ ⎛
⎞
1 0 ∆x
1 0 0
1 0 ∆x
⎜
⎟⎜
⎟ ⎜
⎟
⎝0 1 0 ⎠ ⎝0 1 ∆ϕ⎠ = ⎝0 1 ∆ϕ⎠
0 0 1
0 0 1
0 0 1
⎛
⎞⎛
⎞
1 0 0
1 0 ∆x
⎜
⎟⎜
⎟
(2.131)
= ⎝0 1 ∆ϕ⎠ ⎝0 1 0 ⎠ .
0 0 1
0 0 1

This means, that in the paraxial approximation it is identical if the coordinate system is ﬁrst tilted and afterwards
shifted or if it is ﬁrst shifted and then tilted. So, we can
use one matrix for the whole transformation without
taking care of the order of the single transformations.
As an application of the transformation matrices the
3 × 3 matrix for refraction at a tilted and laterally shifted
spherical surface with a radius of curvature R shall be
calculated. The refractive indices are again n in front of
the surface and n  behind it. The vertex of the spherical surface is laterally shifted by a distance ∆x with
respect to the optical axis (global coordinate system)
and the surface is rotated around an axis perpendicular
to the meridional plane by an angle ∆ϕ. The local coordinate system is of course that system in which the
surface is neither tilted nor rotated. Then, a ray in the local coordinate system can be calculated by multiplying
the incident ray (in the global coordinate system) by the
transformation matrix MG→L,3×3 . In the local coordinate
system, the ray is multiplied by the matrix of a normal non-tilted and non-shifted spherical surface MS,3×3 .
Afterwards, the ray in the local coordinate system is
transformed back into the global system by multiplying
it with ML→G,3×3 . So, the matrix MS,∆x,∆ϕ,3×3 for refraction at a tilted and shifted spherical surface in the
global coordinate system is just the product of the three
matrices:
MS,∆x,∆ϕ,3×3 = ML→G,3×3 MS,3×3 MG→L,3×3
⎛
⎞⎛
⎞⎛
⎞
1
0 0
1 0 ∆x
1 0 −∆x
⎜
⎟⎜ 
⎟⎜
⎟
n
= ⎝0 1 ∆ϕ⎠ ⎝− nn−n
R
n  0⎠ ⎝0 1 −∆ϕ⎠
0 0 1
0 0 1
0
0 1
⎞
⎛
⎞⎛
1
0
−∆x
1 0 ∆x
⎟
⎜
⎟⎜ 
n n  −n
n
= ⎝0 1 ∆ϕ⎠ ⎝− nn−n
R
n  n  R ∆x − n  ∆ϕ⎠
0 0 1
0
0
1
⎞
⎛
1
0
0
⎟
⎜ 
n n  −n
n  −n
(2.132)
.
= ⎝− nn−n
∆x
+
R
n n R
n  ∆ϕ⎠
0

0

1

The result shows that the ray height x remains, as expected, unchanged by refraction at the surface (x  = x)
and that there is for the ray angle ϕ , besides the usual
term of a spherical surface, an additional term which
does not depend on the angle of incidence but on the
shift ∆x and the tilt ∆ϕ. It can also be seen that this additional term is zero if the condition ∆x/R = −∆ϕ is
fulﬁlled. This is the well-known fact that a lateral shift
of a spherical surface can be compensated by tilting it.
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form, i. e. it is non-tilted and non-shifted in this local coordinate system. The local coordinate system is obtained
from the global one by shifting a copy laterally in the
x-direction by the small distance ∆x and rotating it by
an angle ∆ϕ (Fig. 2.31). So, a paraxial ray with ray parameters (x, ϕ) in the global coordinate system has ray
parameters (x  , ϕ ) in the local coordinate system and
the following relations are valid

2.2 Paraxial Geometrical Optics
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A special case is R → ∞ so that the spherical surface becomes a plane surface. In this case the matrix of
(2.132) becomes
⎛
⎞
1 0
0

R→∞ ⎜
⎟
MS,∆x,∆ϕ,3×3 ⇒ ⎝0 nn n n−n
 ∆ϕ⎠ = MR,∆ϕ,3×3 .

Part A 2.3

0 0

This is of course the same result for the matrix MR,α,3×3
for refraction at a tilted plane surface with ∆ϕ = α as
that obtained in (2.124), which we derived directly from
Fig. 2.29.

1
(2.133)

2.3 Stops and Pupils
In the preceding section about paraxial optics only rays
and object points in the neighborhood of the optical
axis were considered. So, in the paraxial calculations
stops have no inﬂuence. But this changes dramatically
for the case of non-paraxial optics. There, stops are
quite important optical elements which determine the
light-gathering power of an optical system, its resolution, the amount of aberrations, its ﬁeld and so on. In
the following only some elementary deﬁnitions about
stops and pupils can be given. For more information we
refer to the literature [2.1, 3, 8, 20]. There are two especially important stops, the aperture stop and the ﬁeld
stop.

2.3.1 The Aperture Stop
Assume ﬁrst of all a light-emitting object point which
radiates in all directions. Then, the aperture stop is
that physical stop which limits the cross-section of the
image-forming pencil of rays. To determine the aperture
stop the size and position of the images of all stops (e.g.
lens apertures or real stops) in the system by that part
of the system which precedes the respective stop have
to be calculated. To do this the paraxial matrix theory of
the last section can, for example, be used. If the distance
of the image of stop i from the object point is li and
the diameter of the stop image is di , then the aperture
angle ϕi which can pass that stop is
tan ϕi =

di
.
2li

(2.134)

The aperture stop is now that stop number i that provides
the minimum value ϕO of ϕi . The image of the aperture
stop made by that part of the optical system which precedes the aperture stop is called the entrance pupil and
the image of the aperture stop made by that part of the
optical system which follows the aperture stop is called
the exit pupil. The full aperture angle 2ϕO is called the

angular aperture on the object side and the corresponding quantity 2ϕI on the image side is called the angular
aperture on the image side. ϕI can be determined by calculating the diameter dI of the exit pupil and the distance
lI between the exit pupil and the image point and using
again an equation like (2.134), replacing di with dI and
li with lI .
If the aperture stop is in front of the optical system
the aperture stop and the entrance pupil will be identical.
On the contrary, if the aperture stop is behind the whole
optical system the aperture stop and the exit pupil are
identical. In the general case, where the aperture stop is
somewhere in the optical system the entrance pupil and
the exit pupil can also be somewhere and they can be real
or virtual images of the aperture stop. If an optical system
consists of only one (thin) single lens the aperture stop,
entrance pupil and exit pupil are of course all identical to
the aperture of the lens itself. Another interesting case
is e.g. an optical system where the aperture stop is in
the back focal plane of the preceding part of the optical
system. Then the entrance pupil is at inﬁnity and the
system is called telecentric on the object side. In this case
all chief rays on the object side (see later in this section)
are parallel to the optical axis. Similarly, if the aperture
stop is in the front focal plane of the part of the optical
system which follows the aperture stop the exit pupil
will be at inﬁnity and the system is called telecentric
on the image side. Optical systems which are telecentric
on both sides are quite important in optical metrology
because in this case object points in different object
planes have the same lateral magniﬁcation because the
chief rays in the object and image spaces are both parallel
to the optical axis. Therefore, the measured size of the
object will be correct in a given image plane even though
the object may be out of the object plane that is imaged
sharply.
A quite important quantity to characterize an optical
system is the numerical aperture NA. The numerical
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aperture NAO on the object side is deﬁned as
NAO = n O sin ϕO

(2.135)

and the numerical aperture NAI on the image side is
NAI = n I sin ϕI ,

(2.136)

xI n I sin ϕI = xO n O sin ϕO

(2.138)

which is the usual formulation of the sine condition [2.1].
For the paraxial case this invariant reduces to the Smith–
Helmholtz invariant:
xI n I ϕI = xO n O ϕO

(2.139)

The numerical aperture determines how much light the
optical system can gather from the object. It also determines (in the case of no aberrations) the resolution of the
system due to diffraction. We will see in Sect. 2.5.3 that
many aberrations depend on the numerical aperture. The
position of the aperture stop in an optical system also
inﬂuences the aberrations [2.26].
Another quite important deﬁnition of geometrical
optics is the so-called chief ray or principal ray. This
is that ray coming from the object point (which can of
course be off-axis) which passes through the center of
the aperture stop. Since the entrance pupil and the exit

pupil are both images of the aperture stop the chief ray
also passes through the centers of the entrance pupil and
exit pupil. If there are strong aberrations in the system
this may not be exactly the case for object points which
are strongly off-axis.

2.3.2 The Field Stop
The second quite important stop is the ﬁeld stop, which
limits the diameter of the object ﬁeld which can be imaged by an optical system. To ﬁnd the ﬁeld stop we
calculate again the images of all stops by that part of
the optical system which precedes the respective stop.
Let us assume that the image of stop number i has again
a diameter di and that the distance between the image of
the stop and the entrance pupil of the system is L i . The
ﬁeld stop is then that stop which has the smallest value
φO of all values φi with
tan φi =

di
2L i

(2.140)

The value 2φO is called the ﬁeld angle. The image of
the ﬁeld stop by that part of the optical system which
precedes the ﬁeld stop is called the entrance window
and the image by that part of the optical system which
follows the ﬁeld stop is called the exit window.
If the line connecting an (off-axis) object point and
the center of the entrance pupil is blocked by the entrance
window the chief ray cannot pass the ﬁeld stop and
so this object point cannot be imaged in most cases.
However, there are cases where other rays coming from
the object point can pass anyway and then there is no
sharp border of the object ﬁeld but the outer parts of the
object ﬁeld are imaged with lower intensity. This effect
is called vignetting.

2.4 Ray Tracing
It has been shown in Sect. 2.1.3 that light can be
described by rays as long as the approximation of geometrical optics is valid. The propagation of such rays
through an optical system is a very important tool to
develop optical systems and to calculate their expected
quality. The propagation of light rays through an optical
system is called ray tracing [2.27, 28] and it is the basic
tool of optical design, i. e. the design and optimization
of optical systems concerning their imaging quality or
other properties (e.g. tolerance of a system against misalignments or fabrication errors of components). In this
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section the principle of ray tracing and some applications will be described. There is of course no room to
discuss the basics of optical design itself. For this we
refer to the literature [2.16–19].

2.4.1 Principle
According to (2.29) a light ray propagates rectilinearly
in a homogeneous and isotropic material. At an interface to another material the ray is partially refracted and
partially reﬂected depending on the properties of the in-

Part A 2.4

where n O and n I are the refractive indices in the object
and image space, respectively. It is an elementary property of optical imaging systems that NAO and NAI are
connected by the lateral magniﬁcation β (2.52) of the
optical system if the sine condition is fulﬁlled
NAO
NAI =
.
(2.137)
β
In fact, by replacing β by the ratio xI /xO of the image
size and the object size this equation can be written as

2.4 Ray Tracing
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5

is the analysis of illumination systems with incoherent light. This will be discussed in Sect. 2.4.8 about
non-sequential ray tracing.
A precondition for ray tracing is that the optical
system is known very well. It is not sufﬁcient to know
some paraxial parameters but it is necessary to know the
following data of the surfaces as well as the materials:

0

•

x-axis (mm)
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•
–5

•
0

10

20

z-axis (mm)

Fig. 2.32 Propagation of some light rays in a typical mi-

croscopic objective (NA = 0.4, magniﬁcation 20×, focal
length f  = 11.5 mm) calculated with our internal software
RAYTRACE. In this case the microscopic objective is used
in the reverse order, i. e. to focus light

terface. If a material is inhomogeneous (e.g. in GRIN
lenses or in air ﬁlms with different temperatures) the
light ray is curved during the propagation and the path
of the ray has to be calculated by solving (2.27), in most
cases numerically [2.29, 30]. However, in this section
it is assumed that the optical system consists of different homogeneous materials which are separated by
refracting or reﬂecting interfaces.
Ray tracing means that the path of a bundle of rays,
which are e.g. emitted by an object point or form a plane
wave (i. e. object point with inﬁnite distance), is determined in an optical system (see Fig. 2.32 for tracing
rays through an microscopic objective). In the approximation of geometrical optics the calculation is exact
and no other approximations, such as e.g. paraxial approximations, are made. Since ray tracing can be easily
automated with the help of computers it is nowadays
the most important tool for designing lenses, telescopes
and complete optical systems [2.16–19]. For complex
optical systems it is even today with the help of modern computers not possible to replace ray tracing by
pure wave-optical methods. Moreover, for most macroscopic optical systems, ray tracing in combination with
wave-optical evaluation methods like the calculation of
the point spread function [2.18], assuming that only
the exit pupil of the system introduces diffraction, is
a sufﬁciently accurate method to analyze imaging systems. Another quite modern application of ray tracing

•
•

Type of the surface, e.g. plane, spherical, parabolic,
cylindrical, toric or other aspheric surface.
Characteristic data of the surface itself, e.g. the radius of curvature in the case of a spherical surface
or the aspheric coefﬁcients in the case of an aspheric
surface.
Shape and size of the boundary of the surface, e.g.
circular with a certain radius, rectangular with two
side lengths or annular with an interior and an outer
radius.
Position and orientation of the surface in all three
directions of space.
Refractive indices of all materials and their dependence on wavelength.

The tracing of a given ray through an optical system has
the following structure:
1. Determine the point of intersection of the ray with
the following optical surface. If there is no point of
intersection or if the hit surface is absorbing mark
the ray as invalid and ﬁnish the tracing of this ray.
Depending on the type of ray tracing it may also be
necessary in this case to leave the ray unchanged and
to go to step 4. If there is a point of intersection go
to step 2.
2. Calculate the surface normal in the point of intersection.
3. Apply the law of refraction or reﬂection (or another law e.g. in the case of diffractive optical
elements [2.31, 32]). Then, the new direction of the
deﬂected ray is known and the point of intersection
with the surface is the new starting point of the ray.
4. If there is another surface in the optical system go
back to step 1 or, if not, then ﬁnish the tracing of this
ray.
In the case of step 1 the following surface can either be
the physically next surface of the optical system which
will really be hit by the ray (i. e. non-sequential ray
tracing) or just the next surface in the computer list
of surfaces where the order of the surfaces has been
determined by the user (i. e. sequential ray tracing).
In the next sections the mathematical realization of
the different steps of ray tracing will be described.
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2.4.2 Mathematical Description of a Ray

r = p + sa .

(2.141)

The scalar parameter s is the arc length of the ray, i. e. in
this case of rectilinear rays it is just the distance between
r and p. The virtual part of the ray is described by s < 0
whereas that part where there is really light has s ≥ 0. In
practice, there is also a maximum value smax if the ray
hits a surface where it is deﬂected.

2.4.3 Determination of the Point
of Intersection with a Surface

(2.142)

Concrete examples will be given later. By combining
(2.141) and (2.142) the determination of the point of
intersection is mathematically equivalent to the determination of the roots of a function G with the variable s
G(s0 ) := F( p + s0 a) = 0 .

Plane Surface
A plane surface can be described by the position vector C
of a point on the surface (typically this point is in the
center of the plane surface) and by the surface normal nz
(see Fig. 2.34). Then, each point r of the surface fulﬁlls

F(r) = (r − C) · nz = 0 .

The determination of the point of intersection of a light
ray described by (2.141) with a surface requires of course
a mathematical description of a surface. It is well known
from mathematics that a surface can be described in an
implicit form with a function F fulﬁlling
F(r) = 0 .

In many cases there can be several roots of G and it is
also necessary to check whether the point of intersection
is in the valid part of the surface, which is in practice
limited by a boundary. Then, that root with the smallest
positive value of s0 lying in the valid part of the surface
has to be taken. These queries can be quite complex in
a computer program.
For general aspheric surfaces the solution of (2.143)
will only be possible numerically, but for some simple cases the analytic solutions will be given in the
following.

(2.143)

After having determined the value s0 at the root of G
the position vector r0 of the point of intersection itself
is obtained by applying s0 to (2.141).
s

(2.144)

The solution of (2.143) in this case is
( p − C) · nz + s0 a · nz = 0
(C − p) · nz
⇒ s0 =
.
a · nz

(2.145)

In the case a · nz = 0 there is no deﬁnite point of intersection with the surface.
Of course, (2.144) describes an unlimited surface
whereas the surfaces of an optical system are limited.
Therefore, it has to be checked whether the point of
intersection is in the valid area of the surface.
For a circular surface with radius R and center C this
means e.g. that the point of intersection r0 has to fulﬁll
the condition |r0 − C| ≤ R.
For a rectangular surface a second vector nx
(with nx · nz = 0 and |nx | = 1) along one of the sides
(the vector n y along the second side is then just

a

nz

r
p
r

C
O

Fig. 2.33 Mathematical representation of a light ray as

a straight line. O symbolizes the origin of the coordinate
system

O

Fig. 2.34 Mathematical description of a plane surface
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A light ray (in a homogeneous material) can be described
mathematically as a straight line with a starting point p
and a direction vector a parallel to the ray (see Fig. 2.33).
Here, a is a unit vector, i. e. |a| = 1. According to (2.29)
an arbitrary point on the ray with position vector r is
described by

2.4 Ray Tracing
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n y := nz × nx ) and the side lengths l x and l y of the rectangle have to be deﬁned, additionally. Then, it has to
be checked whether the conditions |(r0 − C) · nx | ≤ l x /2
and (r0 − C) · n y ≤ l y /2 are fulﬁlled.

Part A 2.4

Spherical Surface
A sphere whose center of curvature has position vector
C and whose radius is R is described by

F(r) = |r − C| − R = 0 .
2

2

(2.146)

Therefore, (2.143) results in a quadratic equation for s0 :
s02 + 2s0 ( p − C) · a + | p − C|2 − R2 = 0 .
The two solutions are
s01,2 = (C − p) · a
!
± [(C − p) · a]2 − |C − p|2 + R2 , (2.147)
where the superscript 1, 2 is an index marking the two
solutions. Depending on the argument of the square root
there exist no (if the argument is negative), one (if the
argument is zero) or two (if the argument is positive)
solutions.
After having determined the points of intersection
with the full sphere it has to be checked whether the
points of intersection are in the valid part of the spherical surface. To do this an additional vector nz (|nz | = 1)
along the local optical axis and the lateral diameter D of
the surface have to be deﬁned (Fig. 2.35). The radius of
curvature R is positive if the vector nz points from the
vertex to the center of curvature. In Fig. 2.35 R is, for example, positive. By using some trigonometric relations

R
r

it is easy to see that the condition
"
D2
(C − r0 ) · nz
≥ 1− 2
R
4R
has to be fulﬁlled by the point of intersection r0 if it lies
on the valid spherical surface.
General Surface z = f (x‚y)
There are many important surfaces in optics, e.g. aspheric surfaces, which are described by a function f
and the equation z = f (x, y). The implicit formulation
with the function F is then

F(r) = z − f (x, y) = 0 ,

(2.148)

with r = (x, y, z).
For a general function f the points of intersection of
such a surface with a ray cannot be calculated analytically. But there are numerical methods such as Newton’s
method combined with bracketing [2.33] to determine
the roots of (2.143) where F of (2.148) is used.
An important case is e.g. the description of rotationally symmetric aspheric surfaces with their axis of
rotation along z by using the function [2.18]:
z = f (x, y) = f (h) =
+

i max
$

ai h i

ch 2
#
1 + 1 − (K + 1)c2 h 2
(2.149)

i=1

#
with h = x 2 + y2 ; c = 1/R is the curvature of the conical part of the surface with the conic constant K (K < −1
for a hyperboloid, K = −1 for a paraboloid and K > −1
for ellipsoids, with the special case K = 0 for a sphere).
ai are aspheric coefﬁcients describing a polynomial of h.
In most cases, only coefﬁcients with even integers i ≥ 4
are used and i max is in most cases less than or equal to
ten. But in modern aspheric surfaces there may also be
odd terms of i and i max > 10.

nz

D
C

O

Fig. 2.35 Mathematical representation of a spherical sur-

face (solid line) which is part of a full sphere (dashed plus
solid line). O symbolizes the origin of the coordinate system

Coordinate Transformation
In many cases there is a quite simple description of a surface in a local coordinate system [e.g. the description
of a rotationally symmetric aspheric surface by using
(2.149)] and it would not be useful to ﬁnd the implicit
function F in the global coordinate system if the surface
is e.g. tilted. In these cases it is more useful to transform
the ray parameters p and a from the global coordinate
system to the local system. Then, ﬁnding the point of
intersection with the surface and the refraction or reﬂection (or “diffraction” if the element is a diffractive
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ny
nx

2.4.4 Calculation of the Optical Path Length

C

O

Fig. 2.36 Parameters for transforming a vector p deﬁned in
a global coordinate system to a vector p deﬁned in a local
coordinate system. O symbolizes the origin of the global
coordinate system

optical element) are done in the local coordinate system. Afterwards, the new ray is transformed back into
the global coordinate system.
Assume that the origin of the local coordinate system has the position vector C in the global coordinate
system and the three unit vectors along the coordinate axes of the local system are nx , n y and nz in
the global system (Fig. 2.36). To transform between the
position vector p = ( px , p y , pz ) in the global system
and p = ( px , py , pz ) in the local system one has the
equations:
p = C + px nx + py n y + pz nz

(2.150)

and
px = ( p − C) · nx ,
py = ( p − C) · n y ,
pz = ( p − C) · nz .

L = L 0 + ns0 .

(2.154)

If the optical path length on another point r = p + sa on
the ray has to be calculated this is done by just replacing
s0 in equation (2.154) by s.

2.4.5 Determination of the Surface Normal
If the function F of the implicit representation of the
surface is known the surface normal N at the point of
intersection is deﬁned as the normalized gradient of F
at the point of intersection r0
∇F
.
(2.155)
|∇F|
Some examples of surface normals are given in the
following.
N=

Plane Surface
According to (2.144), one has
(2.151)

For the ray direction vector with coordinates
a = (ax , ay , az ) in the local system and a = (ax , a y , az )
in the global system the analogous equations are valid
(but with C = 0 because direction vectors are measured
from the origin of the respective coordinate system and
can be shifted arbitrarily):
a = ax nx + ay n y + az nz

The optical path length L along a ray at the point of intersection with the next surface is calculated by adding to
the original optical path length L 0 at the starting point p
of the ray the distance s0 between the starting point of
the ray and the point of intersection with the next surface multiplied by the refractive index n of the material
in which the ray propagates. Therefore, the optical path
length is

F(r) = (r − C) · nz = 0 ⇒ N = nz .

(2.156)

Spherical Surface
A spherical surface is described by (2.146):

F(r) = |r − C|2 − R2 = 0 ,
r0 − C
.
⇒N=
|r0 − C|

(2.157)

(2.152)

General Surface z = f (x,y)

and
ax = a · nx ,
ay = a · n y ,
az = a · nz .

(2.153)

F(r) = z − f (x, y) = 0 ,
(− f x , − f y , 1)
,
⇒N= !
1 + f x2 + f y2

(2.158)
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Of course it would also be possible to write the coordinate transformation using 3 × 3 matrices with the vectors
nx , n y and nz as column or row vectors, but we prefer
the vector notation here.

nz
p'
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where f x := ∂ f/∂x and f y := ∂ f/∂y are the partial
derivatives of f at the point of intersection r0 with the
surface.

2.4.6 Law of Refraction
Part A 2.4

For ray tracing a vectorial formulation of the law of
refraction is necessary. In (2.41) an implicit formulation
of the law of refraction (and also of the law of reﬂection)
was given
N × (n 2 a2 − n 1 a1 ) = 0 ,
where n 1 and n 2 are the refractive indices of the two
materials and a1 and a2 are the unit direction vectors of
the incident and refracted ray, respectively (Fig. 2.37).
N is the local surface normal at the point of intersection
of the incident ray with the surface.
A solution of this equation can be found by the
following steps:
n1
a2 − a1 × N = 0 .
n2
This means that the term in round brackets has to be
parallel to N or itself zero. The later case is only possible
for n 1 = n 2 so that, for n 1 = n 2 , we have
n1
a2 = a1 + γ N
n2
with a real value γ . Taking the square of both sides yields
(as a1 , a2 and N are all unit vectors, i. e. |a1 | = |a2 | =
|N| = 1)
n1
n2
and therefore
1=

γ1,2 = −

2

+ γ 2 + 2γ

n1
a1 · N
n2

"

n1

(2.159)

The vector term in front of the square root is parallel
to the surface (the scalar product with N is zero). This
means that the sign in front of the square root decides
whether the component of a2 along N is parallel or
antiparallel to N. Since the ray is refracted the sign of
the component of a1 along N has to be equal to the sign
of the component of a2 along N:
sign (a1 · N) = sign (a2 · N) ,

(2.160)

where the sign function is +1 for a positive argument
and −1 for a negative argument.
Therefore, (2.159) can be written independently of
the relative direction of N with respect to a1 as
n1
n1
a2 = a1 −
(a1 · N) N + sign (a1 · N)
n2
n2
"
&
n1 2 %
1 − (a1 · N)2 N
(2.161)
× 1−
n2
So, this equation allows the calculation of the direction
vector a2 of the refracted ray if the incident ray (direction vector a1 ), the local surface normal N and the two
refractive indices n 1 and n 2 are known.

2.4.7 Law of Reflection
2%

&
1 − (a1 · N)2 .

n1
n1
a1 · N ± 1 −
n2
n2

In total the result is:
n1
n1
a2 = a1 −
(a1 · N) N
n2
n2
"
&
n1 2 %
± 1−
1 − (a1 · N)2 N .
n2

The law of reﬂection is also formally described by (2.41)
and therefore also by (2.159). But, in the case of reﬂection, ﬁrst of all the refractive indices are identical for
the incident and the reﬂected ray, i. e. n 1 = n 2 , and sec-

n2

a2
N

a2

N

a1
a1

Fig. 2.37 Parameters for refraction of a ray at a surface

Fig. 2.38 Parameters for the reﬂection of a ray at a surface
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2.4.8 Non-Sequential Ray Tracing and
Other Types of Ray Tracing
The normal mode in most ray-tracing computer programs is so-called sequential ray tracing, i. e. the user
deﬁnes the order in which the different surfaces of the
optical system are passed by a ray. But this method is
e.g. not useful for the analysis of illumination systems
where the path of a ray and the order of surfaces can
be different for each ray. The stability analysis of laser
resonators [2.14, 15] is also quite exhausting with the sequential mode because the user knows the order of the
surfaces but not how many times they will be hit by a ray.
Of course, a stable resonator will be crossed by a light
ray with an inﬁnite number of cycles. But for unstable
resonators there is a ﬁnite number of cycles before the
ray leaves the resonator.
Therefore, non-sequential ray tracing is used in these
cases. In this, the computer automatically calculates the

next surface that is physically hit by each ray. This is
done, for example, by calculating the points of intersection of the ray with all surfaces and taking the surface
with the smallest positive distance s0 . If there is no
point of intersection with s0 > 0 the ray does not hit
any surface of the system. Of course, non-sequential ray
tracing is quite expensive in terms of computing time
and therefore is normally only used if really necessary.
Another speciality of non-sequential ray tracing is
that a ray can be split at a surface into a refracted and
a reﬂected ray (and in the case of diffractive optical
elements also into more than two rays representing the
different diffraction orders). Each ray is then recursively
traced through the optical system.
Some interesting modern optical systems such as
Shack–Hartmann wavefront sensors [2.36] or beam homogenizers [2.37] use microlens arrays in combination
with macroscopic optics. These array systems can also
be analyzed with sequential or non-sequential ray tracing to obtain a ﬁrst insight [2.38, 39]. Of course, one
has to be careful in these cases because diffraction and
interference effects (for coherent or partially coherent
illumination) cannot be neglected in several cases [2.40].
Sophisticated modern computer programs for sequential or non-sequential ray tracing implement in
addition polarization ray tracing [2.10, 11]. In this, the
local polarization state of each ray is taken into account
and, for example, the split of the local power transported
by each ray to the refracted and reﬂected ray for refraction/reﬂection at a surface is calculated according to the
Fresnel equations [2.1].
A third type of ray tracing is so-called differential ray
tracing or generalized ray tracing [2.28, 35, 41]. In this
case, each ray is assumed to represent a local wave front
with two principal curvatures and two principal directions. These parameters are then traced in addition to the
normal ray parameters for each ray during propagation
through the optical system. This allows, for example, the
calculation of the local astigmatism of the wave front belonging to the ray by just tracing one ray. It also allows
the calculation of the change of local intensity of the
wave during the propagation.

2.5 Aberrations
Whereas in the paraxial case the imaging quality of an
optical system is ideal there are in practice aberrations
of an optical system which deteriorate its imaging quality [2.1,6,8,26,42]. To explain the nature of aberrations,

see Fig. 2.39. At the exit pupil of an optical system there
is a real wave front (solid line), i. e. the surface of equal
optical path length, which intersects the exit pupil on
the optical axis and which has its paraxial focus at the
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ond the component of a2 along N has the opposite sign
to the component of a1 along N (Fig. 2.38). This means
that the other sign in front of the square root has to be
taken and (2.159) results in
a2 = a1 − (a1 · N) N − sign (a1 · N)
!
× (a1 · N)2 N = a1 − 2 (a1 · N) N . (2.162)
It is easy to prove that this equation correctly describes
the reﬂection of a ray at a surface because all three vectors lie in a common plane (linearly dependent vectors)
and the angle of incidence is equal to the angle of the
reﬂected ray. The later can be seen by calculating the
modulus of the cross product of (2.162) with N. Third,
a2 really describes a reﬂected ray since twice the component of a1 along N is subtracted from a1 to obtain
a2 .
Besides refraction and reﬂection there is also a third
quite important law for deﬂecting a ray at a surface,
the vectorial local grating equation, which is used for
ray tracing on holographic and more general diffractive
optical elements. But for this equation and its solution
we refer to the literature [2.31, 32, 34, 35].
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Fig. 2.39 Explanation of the wave aberrations W and the
ray aberrations ∆x, ∆y. The solid curve is the real wave
front and the dashed curve the ideal spherical wave front.
The solid rays are rays starting from the real wave front
whereas the dashed rays are rays starting from the ideal
spherical wave front. P is the (paraxial) focus of the wave
front

point P, which lies in the focal plane of the system.
However, there are deviations between an ideal spherical wave front (dashed line) with its center of curvature
at P and the real wave front in the non-paraxial region.
So, a ray starting at the point (x  , y ) of the exit pupil has
an optical path length difference between the real wave
front and the ideal spherical wave front, which is called
the wave aberration W(x  , y ). Additionally, a ray with
aberrations does not intersect the focal plane at the focus P but at a point with lateral displacements ∆x and
∆y in the x- and y-directions. These lateral deviations
from the paraxial focus P are called the ray aberrations.
Of course, the wave aberrations and ray aberrations are
not independent of each other [2.43] and with good approximation the ray aberrations are proportional to the
partial derivatives of the wave aberrations with respect
to x  and y .

2.5.1 Calculation of the Wave Aberrations
The wave aberrations can be calculated by ray tracing.
To do this a sphere which intersects the exit pupil on
the optical axis and which has the (paraxial) focus P
as its center of curvature is deﬁned. Then, the optical
path lengths L(x  , y ) of the points of intersection of this

Fig. 2.40 Wave aberrations for the on-axis point of the mi-

croscopic objective of Fig. 2.32 (NA = 0.4, magniﬁcation
20×, focal length f  = 11.5 mm). The reference sphere is
around the best focus of the wave aberrations. The focused
spot is diffraction-limited since the peak-to-valley value is
just 0.1 wavelengths (for a wavelength of 587.6 nm)

reference sphere with rays starting at the exit pupil at
the points (x  , y ) are calculated by using (2.147) and
(2.154). The optical path length L(0, 0) of the chief ray
is subtracted from the optical path length values of all
other rays, resulting in the wave aberrations W(x  , y ):
W(x  , y ) = L(x  , y ) − L(0, 0) .

(2.163)

So, the wave aberrations are known for a grid of rays,
i. e. the points (x  , y ) in the exit pupil.
In some cases it is useful not to take the paraxial
focus for P but the so-called best focus. This is the point
where either the wave aberrations or the ray aberrations
have their smallest mean value (Fig. 2.40). So, in fact
there are two different deﬁnitions of the best focus. If
there is, for example, ﬁeld curvature the best focus will
not be in the focal plane but on a sphere which intersects
the optical axis in the focal plane.

2.5.2 Ray Aberrations
and the Spot Diagram
Ray aberrations can also be calculated by ray tracing.
These aberrations are just the lateral deviations ∆x and
∆y between the focus P itself (which can be the paraxial
focus or the best focus) and the points of intersection of
the rays with a plane through the focus P. The surface
normal of this plane is assumed to be nz (in most cases
nz will be parallel to the optical axis) and the focus P has
the position vector P. Additionally, the two unit vectors
nx and n y lying in this plane and deﬁning the local x- and
y-axis are known (nx , n y and nz form an orthogonal triad
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Fig. 2.41 Spot diagram for the on-axis point of the micro-

scopic objective of Fig. 2.32 with NA = 0.4, magniﬁcation
20×, focal length f  = 11.5 mm. Since the numerical aperture of the lens used to focus the light is NA = 0.4 on
the image side and the wavelength is λ = 587.6 nm the
diffraction-limited Airy disc would have a diameter of
1.22λ/NA = 1.8 µm, i. e. larger than the ray aberrations.
So, as in Fig. 2.40, it can also be seen from the ray aberrations that the on-axis spot of this lens is diffraction-limited

of unit vectors). Then, a ray number i with starting point
pi and direction vector ai has its point of intersection ri
with the plane according to (2.141) and (2.145) at
(P − pi ) · nz
ai .
ai · nz

(2.164)

The ray aberrations are then deﬁned as:
∆x = (ri − P) · nx ,
∆y = (ri − P) · n y .

(2.165)
(2.166)

A quite demonstrative representation of the ray aberrations is a spot diagram. There, the points of intersection
of the rays with a plane are graphically displayed by
just drawing them as points (Fig. 2.41). This means that
the spot diagram is a graphical representation of the ray
aberrations (∆x, ∆y). Sometimes it is useful to determine the spot diagram not only in a plane through the
focus but also in other planes to track the focusing of the
rays.

In classical aberration theory [2.1,3] the primary aberration terms of Seidel (fourth-order wave aberration terms
or third-order ray aberration terms) play an important
role. The different terms are: spherical aberration, coma,
astigmatism, curvature of ﬁeld and distortion. Whereas
the ﬁrst three terms are point aberrations, i. e. aberrations that generate a blurred image point, the last
two terms just cause a shift of the image point relative to the ideal paraxial image point but the image
point itself would be sharp. There is not time in this
chapter to go into details and to give a mathematical derivation so that only some facts will be stated
for the different aberration terms. The distance of the
object point from the optical axis will be called the object height rO in the following whereas the distance
of a ray from the optical axis in the exit pupil will
be called rA (from aperture height). For lenses with
a small numerical aperture the maximum value rA is
proportional to the numerical aperture NA of the image
forming pencil of rays. Therefore, in the following the
numerical aperture NA and the object height rO will be
used to describe the functionality of the different Seidel
terms.
Spherical Aberration
Spherical aberration is the only classical aberration that
also occurs for object points on the optical axis of a rotationally symmetric optical system, i. e. for rO = 0.
Spherical aberration of a normal single lens causes rays
with a large height rA in the exit pupil of the lens to be
refracted more strongly, so that they intersect the optical
axis in front of the paraxial focus. In general optical systems the off-axis rays can also intersect the optical axis
behind the paraxial focus. A typical property of spherical aberration is that it increases with the fourth power
of the numerical aperture NA of the ray pencil forming
the image point:

spherical aberration ∝ (NA)4

(2.167)

As already mentioned above the spherical aberration is
independent of the object height rO .
Coma
Coma is an aberration which occurs only for off-axis
points (of a rotationally symmetric optical system), i. e.
rO = 0. The name coma is caused by the deformation of
the image point, which looks like the coma of a comet.
The coma depends on the third power of the numerical
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aperture and linearly on the image height
coma ∝ rO (NA)3 .

(2.168)

Part A 2.5

This is the reason why coma especially occurs for large
numerical apertures whereas astigmatism dominates for
small numerical apertures and large object heights (see
the next paragraph).
Coma can, for example, be generated in the microscopic objective of Fig. 2.32 by a lateral shift of the ﬁrst
lens. A shift of 0.1 mm results in the aberrations shown
in Fig. 2.42, which are dominated by coma although the
spherical aberration of the original lens is still present.
Astigmatism
Astigmatism means that rays of the meridional plane and
of the sagittal plane focus in different planes perpendicular to the optical axis. So, the geometrical shape of the
image point is in general an ellipse. In two special planes,
called the meridional and sagittal focal planes, the ellipses degenerate into two focal lines. The focal lines
are perpendicular to each other. Between the meridional
and the sagittal focal plane there is another plane where
the shape of the image point is a circle, but of course
this circle is extended whereas an ideal image point in
geometrical optics would be a mathematical point. The
astigmatism of an optical system is proportional to the
square of the numerical aperture and the square of the
object height:

astigmatism ∝ rO2 (NA)2 .

(2.169)
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Fig. 2.42 Wave aberrations for the on-axis object point
of the misadjusted microscopic objective of Fig. 2.32
(NA = 0.4, magniﬁcation 20×, focal length f  = 11.5 mm)
by shifting the ﬁrst lens laterally by 0.1 mm. The image
point which is then no more on-axis shows mainly coma but
of course mixed with the spherical aberration of Fig. 2.40
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Fig. 2.43 Wave aberrations for an off-axis object point of
the microscopic objective of Fig. 2.32 (NA = 0.4, magniﬁcation 20×, focal length f  = 11.5 mm). The image point
shows in this case mainly astigmatism but of course mixed
with the spherical aberration of Fig. 2.40. There is nearly
no coma because the well-adjusted microscopic objective
fulﬁlls the sine condition

As mentioned above, this functionality is the reason
that astigmatism also occurs for quite narrow pencils
of rays. If there are cylindrical or toric surfaces in an
optical system, astigmatism also occurs on the optical
axis, whereas in the usual case of rotationally symmetric optical systems astigmatism occurs only for off-axis
points.
If we again take the microscopic objective of
Fig. 2.32 but now with an off-axis object point (object
height 15 mm, resulting image height 0.74 mm because
of curvature of the ﬁeld) the resulting aberrations are
mainly astigmatism, showing the typical saddle shape.
Of course, the spherical aberration which is present onaxis remains, so that in fact the resulting aberrations
represented in Fig. 2.43 are a mixture of astigmatism
with a peak-to-valley value of about one wavelength and
spherical aberration of 0.1 wavelength. Nearly no coma
appears for off-axis points because a microscopic objective fulﬁlls the sine condition (2.138), which guarantees
that object points in the neighborhood of the optical axis
are imaged without coma.
Curvature of Field
As mentioned above the curvature of ﬁeld is not a point
aberration but a ﬁeld aberration, i. e. the image point
can be sharp but the position of the image point
is shifted relative to the ideal paraxial value. In the
case of the curvature of the ﬁeld the image points
are situated on a spherical surface and, in connection
with astigmatism, there are even two different spheres
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Fig. 2.44 Curvature of ﬁeld: ray-tracing picture of the im-

age points of different ﬁeld points of the microscopic
objective of Fig. 2.32 (NA = 0.4, magniﬁcation 20×, focal
length f  = 11.5 mm) which is used in the reverse order,
i. e. to build an image with reduced size. It can be seen
that the image points are situated on a curve (dotted curve)
which is in fact part of a sphere. Note that the scaling is
quite different for the x- and z-axes to see the effect of the
curvature of the ﬁeld

for rays in the meridional plane and in the sagittal
plane.
Figure 2.44 shows the curvature of the ﬁeld in the
image plane of the microscopic objective of Fig. 2.32.
For the off-axis points the best focus of the image
points is behind the focal plane (light is coming, as
usual, from the left). Of course, the off-axis points
also show astigmatism so that the image points are
blurred.
Distortion
The last Seidel term is distortion, which is also a ﬁeld
aberration and not a point aberration. Distortion means
that the lateral magniﬁcation for imaging is not a constant for all off-axis points but depends to some extent on
the object height rO . The result is that each straight line
in the object plane that does not pass through the optical
axis is curved in the image plane. A regular grid like that
in Fig. 2.45b is either pincushion-distorted (Fig. 2.45a)
or barrel-distorted (Fig. 2.45c).
The Zernike Polynomials
A quite important method to calculate the different
terms of the wave aberrations of an optical system

is to ﬁt the so-called Zernike polynomials [2.1, 44,
45] to it. The wave aberration data for this procedure can either be theoretically determined, e.g. by
ray tracing, or experimentally determined, e.g. by
interferometry.
The condition for using Zernike polynomials is that
the aperture of the optical system is circular because the
Zernike polynomials are only orthogonal on the unit
circle. There, they build a complete set of orthogonal polynomials and some of the terms correspond to
the classical Seidel terms for the point aberrations, i. e.
spherical aberration, coma and astigmatism. Besides this
there are other terms such as trefoil or tetrafoil that result,
for example, if the optical elements are stressed by ﬁxing
them at three or four points. It has to be emphasized that
there are no terms corresponding to the Seidel terms of
curvature of ﬁeld and distortion since the Zernike polynomials can only represent point aberrations and not
ﬁeld aberrations.

2.5.4 Chromatic Aberrations
Up to now it was implicitly assumed that only light of
one wavelength is considered and the presented aberrations were all monochromatic aberrations. Besides this,
there are so-called chromatic aberrations, which are a result of the dispersion of a material, i. e. the dependence
of the refractive index of a material on the wavelength
(or, if there are diffractive optical elements in the system, the dispersion results from the strong dependence
of the grating equation on the wavelength). Dispersion
changes the paraxial parameters such as the focal length
of a lens. For a thin lens with refractive index n in air
we have for example (2.98):
1
= (n − 1)
f

1
1
−
R1 R2

.

(2.170)
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Fig. 2.45a–c Effect of distortion. The regular grid of (b) in the object
plane is either distorted in the image plane to a pincushion shape (a)
or a barrel shape (c). In (a) the lateral magniﬁcation increases with
increasing object height whereas it decreases in (c)
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If now n depends on the wavelength λ we have
d
dλ

1
f

=−
=

d f  / dλ
f 2

=

dn
dλ

dn/ dλ 1
.
n −1 f 

1
1
−
R1 R2

=

nd − 1
nF − nC

n(λd = 587.6 nm)
.
n(λF = 486.1 nm) − n(λC = 656.3 nm)
(2.173)

(2.171)
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By replacing the differentials by ﬁnite differences we
can write, to a good approximation,
∆f 
∆n
.
=−

f
n −1

Vd =

(2.172)

To characterize the dispersion of a material the so-called
Abbe number Vd is used; it is deﬁned as

So, we have to a good approximation:
1
f  (λC = 656.3 nm) − f  (λF = 486.1 nm)
=
.

f (λd = 587.6 nm)
Vd
(2.174)

For glasses with normal dispersion the Abbe number
is a positive constant that has a small value for materials with high dispersion (e.g. materials like SF10) and
a large value for materials with small dispersion (like e.g.
BK7). The positive sign indicates that the focal length
of a lens increases with increasing wavelength.

2.6 Some Important Optical Instruments
In this section some important optical instruments such
as the achromatic lens, the camera, the human eye, the
telescope and the microscope will be discussed. However, this will be done in some cases quite brieﬂy because
there are many text books on geometrical optics which
treat these subjects quite amply [2.3, 5, 8].

2.6.1 The Achromatic Lens
In paragraph 2.5.4 the chromatic aberrations of a single lens, i. e. the dependence of the focal length on the
wavelength, were treated. An achromatic lens should
have, in the ideal case, no chromatic aberrations. However, in practice the most important achromatic lens is an
achromatic doublet consisting of two cemented lenses,
for which the focal length can be identical for only two
different wavelengths. So, in technical optics the term
achromatic lens normally means a lens where the focal
length is identical for two different wavelengths. For applications in the visible range these two wavelengths are
commonly λF = 486.1 nm (blue line of atomic hydrogen) and λC = 656.3 nm (red line of atomic hydrogen),
which are near the edge of the visible range. A lens
where the focal length is identical for three wavelengths
is called an apochromatic lens.
To understand the principle of the achromatic correction of a lens doublet the paraxial matrix M of
a combination of two thin lenses (paraxial matrices M1
and M2 ) situated in air with a zero separation is calculated. Of course, this is a simpliﬁcation because in

practice no thin lens really exists and, if the principal
points of thick lenses are taken as reference elements,
the distance between two lenses will normally be different from zero. But nevertheless, the calculation with
two zero-distant thin lenses explains the principle and,
according to equation (2.97), the result is



1 0
1 0
M = M2 M1 =
− f1 1
− f1 1
2
1

1
0
,
=
(2.175)
− f1 − f1 1
1

2

where the focal lengths of the two thin lenses are f 1
and f 2 . Therefore, the focal length f  of the combination
of these two lenses is
1
1
1
= +  ;
f
f1
f2

(2.176)

that is, the optical powers of the single lenses are just
added.
The refractive index of the ﬁrst lens is n 1 and that of
the second lens is n 2 , and both are situated in air. The
optical powers 1/ f i (i ∈ {1, 2}) of refractive thin lenses
are then, according to (2.98),
1
1
1
= [n i (λ) − 1]
−
fi (λ)
Ri,1 Ri,2
=: [n i (λ) − 1] Ci ,

(2.177)
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1
1
1
1
+ 
= 
+ 
f 1 (λF )
f 2 (λF )
f 1 (λC )
f 2 (λC )
⇒ [n 1 (λF ) − 1] C1 + [n 2 (λF ) − 1] C2
= [n 1 (λC ) − 1] C1 + [n 2 (λC ) − 1] C2 ,
⇒ [n 1 (λF ) − n 1 (λC )] C1
= − [n 2 (λF ) − n 2 (λC )] C2 .
By using (2.177) again the terms C1 and C2 can
be expressed using the refractive indices at an intermediate wavelength between λF and λC , in our case
λd = 587.6 nm (the yellow line of helium), and the focal
lengths at this wavelength, and the result is:
n 2 (λF ) − n 2 (λC )
n 1 (λF ) − n 1 (λC )
=−
[n 1 (λd ) − 1] f 1 (λd )
[n 2 (λd ) − 1] f 2 (λd )
⇒ V1,d f 1 (λd ) = −V2,d f 2 (λd ) .
(2.178)
Here, the Abbe numbers Vi,d (i ∈ {1, 2}) of the materials
with refractive indices n i are deﬁned by (2.173).
Since the Abbe number of a refractive material is always positive one of the refractive thin lenses has to be
a negative lens and one a positive lens to fulﬁll (2.178).
However, if one of the two thin lenses is not a refractive
but a diffractive lens it formally has a constant negative
Abbe number Vd = −3.453 ([2.23], Chap. 10). So, in the
case of a so-called hybrid achromatic lens, which consists of a refractive and a diffractive lens, both lenses will
have the same sign of optical powers, and so a positive
hybrid achromatic lens consists of two positive single
lenses: a refractive lens with a high optical power and
a high Abbe number and a diffractive lens with a small
optical power and a negative Abbe number with small
modulus.
However, a positive purely refractive achromatic
lens consists of a positive lens with high optical power
and high Abbe number (made of a crown glass such as
BK7) and a negative lens with smaller optical power and
smaller Abbe number (made of a highly dispersive ﬂint
glass such as SF10), so that in total a positive optical
power results.
In our mathematical description only the case of two
thin lenses with zero separation is treated. But it is no

problem to use the paraxial matrix theory to calculate
the matrix of a real achromatic doublet consisting of two
cemented lenses, i. e. three refractive spherical surfaces
with ﬁnite distances embedding two different materials.
However, in this case not only the focal length will depend on the wavelength but also to some degree the
position of the principal planes. So, the position of the
focus itself can vary a little, although the focal length is
identical for the two selected wavelengths λF and λC .
In practice, refractive achromatic doublets that can
be bought do not only correct the chromatic errors but
also fulﬁll the sine condition (2.138). This is possible
because there are three surfaces with different radii of
curvature, whereas to fulﬁll the paraxial properties only
two of these three parameters are determined.
Examples of Designing Achromatic Doublets
In this paragraph the paraxial properties of different
achromatic doublets will be calculated and compared
with those of single refractive lenses. It will be assumed
as above that the two lenses of the achromatic doublet are
thin lenses with zero distance between the two lenses.
This is of course a simpliﬁcation, but nevertheless it is
a good approximation for most cases.
Due to (2.178) the focal lengths f 1 (λd ) and f 2 (λd )
of the two lenses of the achromatic doublet at the
wavelength λd = 587.6 nm have to fulﬁll the condition:

V1,d f 1 (λd ) = −V2,d f 2 (λd ) ,
f  (λd ) or
f 1 (λd ) = − V2,d
1,d 2
V

⇒

f 2 (λd ) = − V1,d
f  (λd ) .
2,d 1
V

Here, V1,d and V2,d are the Abbe numbers of the materials of the two lenses. Additionally, the focal length f 
of the achromatic doublet can be calculated according
to (2.176) by
1
1
1
= +  .

f
f1
f2
By combining both equations the focal lengths of the
two single lenses can be expressed as functions of the
focal length of the achromatic doublet:
V1,d − V2,d 
f (λd ) ,
V1,d
V2,d − V1,d 
f 2 (λd ) =
f (λd ) .
V2,d
f 1 (λd ) =

(2.179)

A refractive achromatic doublet made of BK7 and SF10
has, for example, Abbe numbers of V1,d = 64.17 (BK7)
and V2,d = 28.41 (SF10). Therefore, the focal lengths of
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where the term Ci depends only on the two radii of
curvature Ri,1 and Ri,2 of the thin lenses and is independent of the wavelength λ, whereas the refractive index
n i depends on the wavelength.
For an achromatic lens the optical powers at the two
wavelengths λF and λC (or for two other wavelengths
depending on the application) have to be identical. By
using (2.176) and (2.177) this means:

2.6 Some Important Optical Instruments
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the two single lenses are in this case, due to (2.179),
Lens made of BK7 :
Lens made of SF10 :

f 1 (λd ) = 0.557 f  (λd ) ,
f 2 (λd ) = −1.259 f  (λd ) .
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So, the second lens, made of the highly dispersive material SF10, is a negative lens if the achromatic doublet
itself is a positive lens.
As mentioned previously a diffractive lens (DOE)
can be described by a negative and material-independent
Abbe number Vd = −3.453. Therefore, in the following
the focal lengths of the two single lenses of a hybrid
achromatic doublet made of one refractive lens and one
DOE shall be considered. First, the refractive lens with
focal length f 1 is made of BK7 and the second lens
with focal length f 2 is a DOE. According to equations
(2.179) the focal lengths are:
Lens made of BK7 :
DOE :

f 1 (λd ) = 1.054 f  (λd ) ,
f 2 (λd ) = 19.588 f  (λd ) .

So, as mentioned previously, both lenses are positive
lenses if the achromatic doublet has a positive optical
power. Of course, most of the optical power is delivered
by the refractive lens.
A second hybrid achromatic doublet can be made,
for example, by taking a refractive lens made of SF10
and a DOE:
Lens made of SF10 :
DOE :

1.001

f 1 (λd ) = 1.122 f  (λd ) ,
f 2 (λd ) = 9.230 f  (λd ) .

The remaining chromatic aberrations of an achromatic
doublet, i. e. the variation of the focal length with the
wavelength of the illuminating light, can be calculated
by using (2.176). In this equation the optical power of
a refractive lens as function of the wavelength is calculated by (2.177) and the optical power of a diffractive
lens as a function of the wavelength is [2.23]
1
λ
=: Cλ .
=


f DOE
(λ) λd f DOE
(λd )


Here, C = 1/[λd f DOE
(λd )] is a constant value which

depends on the focal length f DOE
(λd ) of the DOE at the
wavelength λd = 587.6 nm. So, the optical power of the
DOE increases linearly with wavelength. This is easy
to explain because, due to the paraxial grating equation
(2.118), the angle of the diffracted light also increases
linearly with the wavelength.
The chromatic aberrations for the different types of
achromatic doublets are shown in Fig. 2.46. The chromatic aberrations of a single refractive lens (made of
either BK7 or SF10) compared to that of a refractive achromatic doublet (made of BK7 and SF10) are
shown in Fig. 2.47. The result is that the best correction
of the chromatic aberrations is made by the refractive
achromatic doublet. However, the hybrid achromatic
doublet made of a BK7 lens and a DOE also has
quite small chromatic aberrations. Nevertheless, all
types of achromatic doublets (purely refractive or hybrid) have lower chromatic aberrations than a single
refractive lens and of course much lower chromatic aberrations than a single DOE, which is not shown in the
ﬁgures.

f '/f 'd
Refractive
achromat
(BK7 + SF10)

1

f '/f 'd
Lens (SF10)

1.01

Lens (BK7)

0.999

Hybrid
achromat
(BK7 + DOE)

0.998

Achromatic
doublet
(BK7+ SF10)

1

0.99
0.997
0.996

Hybrid
achromat
(SF10 + DOE)

500

550

Fig. 2.46 The focal length

600
650
Wavelength λ (nm)

f

of different achromatic doublets (a refractive achromatic doublet made of BK7 and
SF10, a hybrid achromatic doublet made of BK7 and
a diffractive lens (DOE) and a hybrid achromatic doublet
made of SF10 and a DOE) as a function of the wavelength
λ normalized by the focal length f d at λd = 587.6 nm

0.98
500

550

600
650
Wavelength λ (nm)

Fig. 2.47 The focal length f  of two single lenses (one
made of BK7 and the other made of SF10) and a refractive
achromatic doublet (made of BK7 and SF10) as a function
of the wavelength λ normalized by the focal length f d at
λd = 587.6 nm
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2.6.2 The Camera

x ≈ϕ f .

(2.180)

The moon has, for example, an angular extension of
about half a degree if observed from the earth so that its
image on a standard camera would be just x = 0.44 mm.
This is the reason why the moon on a photo made with
a miniature camera with a ﬁlm size of 24 mm × 36 mm
is really small and details cannot be detected. However,
this can be changed by using a telescope (Sect. 2.6.4) in
front of the camera, which changes the angular extension
ϕ of the object. In astronomical cameras the eyepiece of
the telescope is commonly omitted and the detector is
positioned directly in the focal plane of the objective lens
Photosensitive
device
Diaphragm

or mirror, which has a large focal length f  and which
serves as the camera lens. Nevertheless, such a device is
still called an astronomical telescope.
The Depth of Field
In geometrical optics an ideal camera lens (without aberrations) images one object plane very sharply onto the
photosensitive image plane. But in reality each image
point is imperfect for two reasons: ﬁrstly, due to the
wave nature of light, it is not an ideal mathematical
point but an airy disc, and secondly the resolution of
the detector is in many cases smaller than the maximum
possible resolution given by the wave nature of light.
Object points in other planes than the ideal object plane
are imaged to planes in front of or behind the detector
plane (Fig. 2.49). Therefore, in the detector plane they
will form small image discs, and if the diameter of the
image discs is smaller than the pixel size p of the detector these other planes will also be imaged without loss of
resolution onto the detector, which limits the resolution.
The ideal object plane, which is imaged very sharply
onto the detector, has object distance dO while the detector plane has image distance dI (where dO < 0 and
dI > 0 for a real image in a camera). An object plane
that is nearer the camera lens than |dO | and where the
light rays of the object points form small discs in the
detector plane with a diameter of exactly p is the nearest object plane which is imaged onto the detector with
the maximum resolution, given by the pixel distance p.
Its object distance is called dO,N (index “N” for “near”)
and its image distance is called dI,N (Fig. 2.49). Similarly, that object plane a larger distance than |dO | from
the lens where the rays coming from the object points
also form discs in the detector plane with a diameter
p is the farthest object plane which is imaged with the
maximum resolution given by the detector. It has object

Lens
Ideal object plane

Detector plane
dO,N

dI,N

D
dO

Fig. 2.48 Principle of a camera. The distance from the object to the lens of the camera compared to the focal length
of the lens is in the presented case so large that the object
can be assumed to be at inﬁnite distance
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One of the simplest optical instruments is the camera [2.1, 8]. Of course, modern cameras are highly
sophisticated technical instruments with complex wideangle or zoom lenses. However, the basic principle of
each camera (see Fig. 2.48) is that a lens forms a real
inverted picture of an object on a photosensitive surface, which can be a photographic ﬁlm or an electronic
detector such as a charge-coupled device (CCD) chip.
Additionally, each camera has a diaphragm near the lens.
The standard camera objective of a miniature camera
has a focal length of f  = 50 mm so that each object at
a distance of several meters can be assumed to be at an
inﬁnite distance and the object distance dO in the lens
equation (2.89) can be assumed to be dO → −∞. Then,
the image is practically formed in the focal plane of the
lens, i. e. dI ≈ f  . So, the size x of the image of an object
is determined by the angular extension ϕ of the object
by

2.6 Some Important Optical Instruments

dO,F

p
dI

dI,F

Fig. 2.49 Calculation of the depth of ﬁeld for the case of a camera
with a thin lens
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distance dO,F and corresponding image distance dI,F (the
index F indicates “far”).
The depth of ﬁeld is now deﬁned as the axial extension of the object space between the near object plane
and the far object plane, which are both just imaged
with the maximum resolution of the detector. The depth
of ﬁeld depends of course on the diameter D of the aperture stop and on the resolution of the detector, i. e. the
pixel distance p. We assume in the following that we
have a thin ideal lens with a focal length f  on the image side and that the aperture stop is directly in the plane
of the lens. Then, the aperture stop is also the entrance
pupil and the exit pupil. An important quantity is the so
called F number, f #, of the lens which is deﬁned as the
ratio of the focal length f  of the lens and the diameter D
of the entrance pupil
f#=

f
.
D

(2.181)

If the image is formed in the focal plane, as is nearly
the case for a camera imaging a distant object, and if the
diameter D is small compared to the focal length f  the F
number and the numerical aperture on the image side deﬁned by (2.136) are connected to a good approximation
by:
NAI = n I sin ϕI ≈ n I

D
1
.
= nI

2f
2f#

(2.182)

Here, ϕI is the half aperture angle of the light cone
on the image side and n I is the refractive index on
the image side. In most cases there will be air on the
image side, i. e. n I = 1. But for some camera-like systems such as the human eye n I will be different from 1
(Sect. 2.6.3).
According to the lens equation (2.89), where n O and
n I are the refractive indices on the object and image side,
respectively, we have three equations for the different
object and image distances:

Additionally, according to the theorem on intersecting
lines, we have two additional equations (Fig. 2.49):
D
p
p
=
⇒ dI,N − dI = dI,N ,
dI,N
dI,N − dI
D
p
p
D
=
⇒ dI − dI,F = dI,F .
dI,F
dI − dI,F
D

(2.186)
(2.187)

By putting (2.183) and (2.184) in (2.186) and solving
for dO,N the result is
dO,N =
=

n O f  dO

n O f − Dp (n O f  + n I dO )
dO
.
p
1 − D 1 + nnOI dfO

(2.188)

In the same way by combining (2.183), (2.185) and
(2.187) the result for dO,F is
dO,F =
=

n O f  dO

n O f + Dp (n O f  + n I dO )
dO
.
p
1 + D 1 + nnOI dfO

(2.189)

It is common practice in photography to use the lateral
magniﬁcation β, which was deﬁned by (2.52) as the ratio
of the image height xI and the object height xO . For a lens
which fulﬁlls the sine condition (2.138) the principal
planes are in reality principal spheres which are centered
around the object and the image point, respectively. The
same is valid for the entrance and exit pupil [2.3]. Then,
using (2.138), the lateral magniﬁcation can be expressed
as
xI
n O sin ϕO
n O D/(2dO ) n O dI
=
β=
=
=
.
xO
n I sin ϕI
n I D/(2dI )
n I dO
(2.190)

By multiplying (2.183) with dO /n O it holds:
n I dO
n I dO
1
n I dO
−1 =
⇒ = 1+
.

n O dI
nO f
β
nO f 

(2.191)

So, (2.188) and (2.189) can be expressed by
nI nO
nI
−
=  ⇒ dI =
dI dO
f

n I f  dO
n O f  + n I dO

, (2.183)

nO
nI
n I f  dO,N
nI
−
=  ⇒ dI,N =
,
dI,N dO,N
f
n O f  + n I dO,N
(2.184)

nO
nI
nI
−
=  ⇒ dI,F =
dI,F dO,F
f

n I f  dO,F
n O f  + n I dO,F

.
(2.185)

dO
dO
,
p =
1 − Dβ
1 − pf fβ#
dO
dO
dO,F =
.
p =
1 + Dβ
1 + p f #

dO,N =

(2.192)

(2.193)

f β

In the last step, the F number, f #, deﬁned by (2.181) is
used.
In the case of a camera the focal length f  is positive and the lateral magniﬁcation β is always negative
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since a real image is formed, i. e. β < 0. So, there is the
interesting special case that the denominator of (2.193)
can be zero:

space. By using (2.192) and (2.193) the result is
∆d = dO,N − dO,F = 2dO

=2
.

(2.194)

On the right-hand side, (2.191) was used and solved for
dO . So, if the camera is focused to the critical object
distance dO,C given by (2.194) it holds that |dO,F | →
∞ and all objects which are farther from the camera
lens than |dO,N | = |dO,C |/2 (this follows from (2.192))
will be imaged onto the detector with the maximum
resolution, i. e. the image will look sharp. Of course, if
the modulus |dO | of the actual object distance is larger
than the modulus of the critical value |dO,C | given by
(2.194), dO,F will formally be positive. This means that
a virtual object behind the lens with distance dO,F , which
can be produced by some auxiliary optics, can also be
imaged sharp onto the detector. In fact, this still means
that all real objects farther from the lens than |dO,N | will
be imaged sharp onto the detector.
If we have for example a camera with f  = 50 mm,
a minimum F number f # = 2.8, n O = n I = 1, and a pixel
distance p = 11 µm (typical for a CCD chip) the critical object distance dO,C of (2.194) is dO,C = − 81.2 m.
Therefore, all objects at a distance of more than
|dO,N | = |dO,C |/2 = 40.6 m from the camera will be
imaged sharply if the camera is focused to dO,C . If
the F number is f # = 16 all objects with a distance
of more than 7.1 m will be imaged sharp for a focusing distance of |dO,C | = 14.3 m. However, for larger F
numbers the wave nature of light begins to limit the resolution because the radius rdiff of a diffraction limited spot
will be rdiff = 0.61λ/NA≈ 1.22λ f # = 10.7 µm ≈ p for
a wavelength λ = 550 nm and f # = 16.
Of course, a larger F number means that the light
intensity on the detector decreases because the light intensity on the detector is proportional to the effective
area π D2 /4 of the light gathering lens and therefore
proportional to 1/ f #2 = D2 / f  2 . So, a larger F number
means that the exposure time has to be increased proportional to f #2 . All these facts are well-known from
photography.
If dO,F has a ﬁnite value, e.g. if the camera is focused
on a near object, it is useful to calculate the axial extension ∆d = dO,N − dO,F of the sharply imaged object
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nO
pf#
nI

1
β

1−

−1
pf#
f β

pf#
f β

1−
1
β
2

.

pf#
f β

2

(2.195)

In the last step (2.191) has been used to express the object
distance dO by the lateral magniﬁcation β because these
two quantities are of course coupled to each other.
Again, we see in (2.195) the limiting case that the
denominator can approach zero [if (2.194) is fulﬁlled]
and that therefore the depth of ﬁeld has an inﬁnite range.
But, for near objects (for example |dO | ≤ 1 m) we normally have the case that f  |β|
p f #. Then, ∆d has
ﬁrst of all a ﬁnite positive value and second there is
a quite good approximation which is often used for the
photography of near objects [2.8]
∆d = 2
≈2

nO
pf#
nI

1
β

1−

−1
pf#
f β

1
β
2

nO
nO
1−β
1
1
−1
=2
pf#
pf# 2 .
nI
β
β
nI
β
(2.196)

As an example we take again a common electronic
camera with f  = 50 mm, p = 11 µm and n O = n I = 1.
The F number is assumed to be f # = 10 and the object is at dO = −1 m. Then, the lateral magniﬁcation
is, according to (2.191), β = −0.05263. The extension
of the depth of ﬁeld ∆d is according to the exact
(2.195) ∆d = 83.75 mm and according to the approximate (2.196) ∆d = 83.60 mm. So, the error of the
approximate equation is about 0.2% and the depth of
ﬁeld has an extension of about 8.4 cm, i. e. objects with
an axial extension in this range (for a medium object
distance |dO | = 1 m) will be imaged without loss of
resolution onto the detector.

2.6.3 The Human Eye
The human eye is based on the principle of a camera
that builds an inverted real image of the surroundings on
the retina [2.1,8]. However, the actual structure and performance of the human eye is quite complex [2.46–48]
so that only the most important features of the normal
emmetropic eye can be discussed in this section.
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p
p
1+
=0⇒β=−
Dβ
D
D
nO f 
1+
⇒ dO,C = −
nI
p
f
nO f 
1+
=−
nI
pf#
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The optical power of the eye is delivered by the
cornea and the deformable crystalline lens (Fig. 2.50).
The main part of the optical power is delivered by the
cornea with about 43 diopters because at the ﬁrst surface
the difference between the refractive indices of air and
the cornea (1.376) is quite high. The crystalline lens,
with a refractive index between 1.386 in the outer parts
and 1.406 in the core, is immersed on one side in the
aqueous humour and on the other side in the vitreous
body, both of which have a refractive index of 1.336.
Therefore, the lens has about 19 diopters in the case of
distant vision. The resulting total optical power of the
eye is, due to the ﬁnite distance between the cornea and
the crystalline lens, about 59 diopters for distant vision.
The accommodation of the eye for near objects, which
is performed by the crystalline lens, can vary between
about 14 diopters in young age and nearly 0 diopters
above 50 years of age because the crystalline lens loses
its ﬂexibility with increasing age. Since the normal distance for reading is about 25–30 cm an accommodation
of less than 3–4 diopters has to be corrected by wearing
eyeglasses for reading.
The photosensitive surface of the eye is the curved
retina and the diaphragm of the eye is the iris, which
can change its diameter between about 2 mm and 8 mm
to control the irradiance on the retina depending on the
intensity of the illuminating light. The effective focal
length of the eye, which, as mentioned above, is an
immersion system, is f  /n  ≈ 1/(59 diopters) ≈ 17 mm
(n  = 1.336 is the refractive index of the vitreous body
between the eye lens and the retina). The so-called least
distance of distinct vision of a normal adult eye is about
25 cm, which requires an accommodation of 4 diopters.
The angular resolution ∆ϕ of a normal eye is about
1’ (one arc min) and, under optimal conditions, it can
achieve 30”. The later corresponds to a distance of ∆x =
∆ϕ f  /n  = 2.5 µm on the retina. So, the light-sensitive
cells (cones) in the fovea (about 200 µm in diameter),
which is the central part of the retina, have to be about
2.5 µm or less in diameter and distance. In the fovea there
are mainly color-sensitive cones whereas in the outer
parts the rods, which are more sensitive to light but which
cannot distinct between different colors, dominate.
It is interesting to note that a human eye with normal vision is a nearly diffraction-limited optical system
for a diameter of the pupil of up to 3 mm (the diameter for sharpest vision). This can be seen because
in this case the radius r of the airy disc which limits the resolution according to the Rayleigh criterion
(see Sect. 3.4.2) is about r = 0.61λ/NA = 3.8 µm for
a wavelength of λ = 0.55 µm and a numerical aperture
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Fig. 2.50 Ray tracing of an eye model as used in ophthalmology. Here, the crystalline lens consists of a nucleus with
higher refractive index (1.406) and a cortex with lower refractive index (1.386). The ﬁrst surface of the cornea and
all surfaces of the crystalline lens are aspheric surfaces. It
can be seen that the foci show aberrations for this large
pupil (iris) diameter. The drawn off-axis point with quite
high aberrations is of course far out of the fovea so that it
is only used in the eye to detect motions and not to image
an object

NA ≈ 1.5 mm/17 mm ≈ 0.088. So, the aforementioned
value ∆x = 2.5 µm for the smallest resolvable distance
on the retina is even slightly smaller than the distance r
given by the Rayleigh criterion due to diffraction, which
assumes that a drop of 26 percent in irradiance can be
detected. The reason is that the Rayleigh criterion is
slightly arbitrary and, under optimal conditions, the eye
can also detect smaller drops in irradiance between two
adjacent points. For larger diameters of the pupil than
3–4 mm spherical aberration and chromatic aberrations
of the eye reduce the resolution. Therefore, at night or
in badly illuminated rooms the resolution of the eye is
reduced and all tasks which need a high resolution, for
example reading, are more difﬁcult or impossible if the
irradiance on the retina is too low even for the largest
pupil diameter.

2.6.4 The Telescope
One of the most important optical instruments is the
telescope [2.1, 3, 8]. It has well-known applications in
terrestrial and astronomical observations [2.21]. But
there are at least as important applications in optics to
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d = f 1 − f 2 = f 1 + f 2 .

a)

1

1'

2

2

So, the coefﬁcient C of the ABCD-matrix M, which
is according to (2.68) the negative value of the optical
power, is zero and therefore the focal length of the telescope is inﬁnity. Such a system with zero optical power
is called an afocal system. So, a telescope can also be
deﬁned to be an afocal optical system where the trivial
case that all lenses themselves have zero optical power,
i. e. 1/ f 1 = 1/ f 2 = 0, is excluded.
Telescope as a Beam Expander
and Imaging System for Far-Distant Objects
An important property of an afocal system is that it
transforms a collimated bundle of rays into another
collimated bundle of rays. The application as a beam
expander for a collimated beam or as an imaging system
for far-distant objects can easily be seen from (2.198)
by taking two parallel rays with paraxial ray parameters
(x1 , ϕ1 ) and (x2 , ϕ2 ) (ϕ2 = ϕ1 ) in front of the telescope.
The paraxial ray parameters (x1 , ϕ1 ) and (x2 , ϕ2 ) of the

2'

–f2 = f2'
F1' = F2
f1'

b)

1

1'

2'

2

F1' = F2
f2

(2.197)

The paraxial matrix M of the telescope from the objectsided principal plane U1 of the ﬁrst lens to the imagesided principal plane U2 of the second lens is




1 0
1 0
1 d
M=
− f1 1
− f1 1
0 1
2
1
⎛
⎞
1 − fd
d
1
⎠
=⎝ 1
− f  − f1 + f df  1 − fd
2
1 2
2
⎛ f1
⎞


2
− f  f1 + f2
⎠.
=⎝ 1
(2.198)
f
0
− f 1
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expand or compress a collimated (laser) beam, to ﬁlter
spatial frequencies in an optical system, to transport an
intermediate optical image to another plane, and so on.
A telescope consists in principle of two lenses or
two other focusing optical elements such as spherical or
aspheric mirrors. Here, to demonstrate the principle we
assume that it consists of two lenses with focal lengths f 1
and f 2 and a distance d between the two lenses. In order
to have a telescope the image-sided focus F1 of the ﬁrst
lens and the object-sided focus F2 of the second lens
have to coincide (Fig. 2.51). Additionally, we assume
that the two lenses are situated in air, so that we have
f 2 = − f 2 for the image-and object-sided focal length.
So, by taking into account the sign conventions for the
focal lengths the condition for the distance between the
two lenses of a telescope is

2.6 Some Important Optical Instruments

f1'

Fig. 2.51a,b Principle set ups of an astronomical telescope
(a) and a Galilean telescope (b)

rays behind the telescope are then:
⎞ 
  ⎛ f2 
− f  f 1 + f 2
xi
⎠ xi
=⎝ 1
f 1
ϕi
ϕi
0
− f
2
⎞
⎛ f
− f2 xi + ( f 1 + f 2 )ϕi
⎠
=⎝ 1
f
− f1 ϕi

(2.199)

2

with i ∈ {1, 2}.
The angular magniﬁcation γ , deﬁned by equation
(2.53), i. e. the ratio of the angle ϕ := ϕ1 = ϕ2 between
the bundle of rays and the optical axis behind the afocal
system to the angle ϕi := ϕ1 = ϕ2 in front of the system,
in the paraxial case is
γ=

f
ϕ
= − 1 .
ϕ
f2

(2.200)

So, the angular magniﬁcation, which determines the size
of the image of a far-distant object, only depends on the
ratio of the focal lengths of the two lenses.
The beam-expanding property can be seen by calculating the distance ∆x between two parallel rays
(ϕ2 = ϕ1 ) in front of the telescope and the distance ∆x 
behind the telescope:
∆x  = x2 − x1 = −

f 2
f
(x2 − x1 ) = − 2 ∆x (2.201)

f1
f1
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So, the beam expanding ratio ∆x  /∆x is the reciprocal
of the angular magniﬁcation.
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Imaging Property of a Telescope for Finite
Distant Objects
Although a telescope has zero optical power it images an
object from one plane to another plane. This can be seen
by calculating the paraxial matrix M  from an object
plane with a distance d1 to the principal plane U1 of the
ﬁrst lens (keep in mind that, contrary to the normal sign
conventions of paraxial optics, in the paraxial matrix
theory d1 is positive if the object plane is in front of
U1 and negative if it is behind U1 ) to an image plane
at a distance d2 behind the principal plane U2 of the
second lens (d2 is positive if the image plane is real and
behind U2 and negative if it is a virtual image plane
in front of U2 ). Figure 2.52 shows the parameters to
calculate M  :
⎞

 ⎛ f 2 


f
+
f
−

2
1 d2 ⎝ f1 1
1
d
1

⎠
M =
f
0 1
0 1
0
− f 1
2
⎞
⎛ f
f
f
− f 2 f 1 + f 2 − d1 f 2 − d2 f1
1
2⎠ .
(2.202)
=⎝ 1
f
0
− f1
2

In the case of imaging, the parameter B of the matrix
has to be zero. So, the condition for the distances d1 and
d2 is
f
f
f 1 + f 2 − d1 2 − d2 1 = 0 ,
f1
f2
⇒ d2 = f 2 +

( f 2 )2
( f 2 )2
−
d
.
1
f 1
( f 1 )2

(2.203)

As mentioned before, the image is real if d2 is positive
and it is virtual for a negative value d2 . So, a real image
1

1'

2

d1

–f2 = f2'
F1' = F2

Object
plane

2'

f1'

d2

Image
plane

Fig. 2.52 Parameters to calculate the paraxial matrix M  for imaging

of an object point to an image point with the help of a telescope

of a real object point (i. e. d1 ≥ 0) means
d2 ≥ 0 ⇒ f 1 +

f 1 2
1
1
≥ d1 ≥ 0 ⇒  +  ≥ 0 .

f2
f1
f2
(2.204)

It can easily be seen that the Galilean telescope (see next
paragraph) cannot deliver a real image of a real object
point whereas the astronomical telescope delivers real
images as long as 0 ≤ d1 ≤ f 1 + f 1 2 / f 2 .
A quite interesting property of a telescopic imaging
system is the lateral magniﬁcation β [see (2.52)]. It is,
according to equation (2.202) for the imaging case, i. e.
matrix element B = 0, equal to the matrix element A:
β=

f
x
= − 2 .
x
f1

(2.205)

So, the lateral magniﬁcation of the telescopic system
depends only on the focal lengths of the two lenses
and is independent of the axial position of the object
point. If we additionally place the aperture stop into the
focal plane of the ﬁrst lens (only for the astronomical
telescope) the telescopic imaging system is telecentric
(see also page 60).
A very important system is the so-called 4 f -system
with f := f 1 = f 2 > 0. Then we have, with the help of
(2.203),
d2 = f + f − d1

⇒

d1 + d2 = 2 f .

(2.206)

This means that the sum of the two distances d1 and d2
is always 2 f and in total the distance from the object
plane to the image plane is 4 f (in the case of thin lenses
where the thickness of the lenses can be neglected compared to 4 f ) because the length of the telescope has to
be added. This also means that, for a 4 f -system, the
shift of the image plane is equal to the shift of the object
plane and, therefore, the telescope itself can, for example, be shifted relative to the object and image plane
without changing the imaging situation. Of course, in the
non-paraxial realm aberrations will change the imaging
quality if the telescope of a 4 f -system is moved because the aberrations depend on the actual position of
the telescope relative to the object and image plane.
The Astronomical and the Galilean Telescope
There are two different types of telescopes (Fig. 2.51).
The astronomical telescope (also called a Kepler telescope) and the Galilean telescope (also called a Dutch
telescope).
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Astronomical Telescope. The astronomical telescope
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(Fig. 2.51a or Fig. 2.53) consists of two positive lenses
so that the ﬁrst lens (called the objective) forms a real image of a far-distant object near the focal plane (or exactly
in the focal plane for an object with inﬁnite distance).
Then, the second lens (called the eyepiece) also forms
an inﬁnite-distant image but with an increased or decreased angular magniﬁcation. Since the focal lengths
f 1 and f 2 are both positive the angular magniﬁcation
γ is, according to (2.200), γ = − f 1 / f 2 < 0. Therefore,
the image is upside down so that an astronomical telescope without additional optics to reverse the image is
not practical for terrestrial inspections. However, for
astronomical purposes or for image transfers in optical systems this is no disadvantage. Additionally, the
advantage of the astronomical telescope is that the entrance pupil coincides with the objective in the case of
imaging inﬁnite-distant objects. This means that the exit
pupil, which is the image of the objective formed by
the eyepiece, is typically near the focal plane of the
eyepiece if f 1
f 2 , which is necessary to obtain an image with angular magniﬁcation |γ | 1. Therefore, the
pupil of the eye can be positioned at the exit pupil of
the telescope and all light rays with the same off-axis
angle (i. e. from the same inﬁnite-distant object point)
entering the telescope contribute to the image on the
retina of the eye. Another advantage of the astronomical telescope is, as mentioned previously, that it can
deliver a telecentric real image of objects with a ﬁnite
distance.
It is quite interesting to think a little bit more about
the position of the aperture stop and the ﬁeld stop
for the two cases of imaging inﬁnite-distant objects
or ﬁnite-distant objects (Fig. 2.53). As mentioned, the
aperture stop for the imaging of inﬁnite-distant objects
(Fig. 2.53a) is the aperture of the ﬁrst lens. The ﬁeld
stop lies in this case in the back focal plane of the ﬁrst
lens. For the case of imaging of ﬁnite-distant objects
(Fig. 2.53b) the situation is different and it is useful to
put the aperture stop in the back focal plane of the ﬁrst
lens to have a well-deﬁned numerical aperture for all
object points which are not too far away from the optical axis. Then, the aperture of the ﬁrst lens can act
as the ﬁeld stop. Of course, in this case the ﬁeld stop
has no sharp rim because parts of the light cone of
points with a similar distance from the optical axis than
the radius of the ﬁrst lens can pass the system if the
aperture stop is large enough. In this case a kind of vignetting occurs. So, an additional stop directly in the
object or image plane serving as a ﬁeld stop would be
desirable.
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Vignetted
image point

b)

Aperture
stop
Field
stop

Fig. 2.53a,b The aperture stop and the ﬁeld stop for the imaging of
(a) inﬁnite-distant objects or (b) ﬁnite-distant objects (here shown

for the case that the object plane is in the front focal plane of the
ﬁrst lens) with the help of an astronomical telescope

For astronomical observations most modern telescopes use mirrors as focusing elements instead of
lenses [2.21]. There are telescopes with a primary mirror with a diameter of D = 8 m. From wave optics it
is well known that two (inﬁnite-distant) object points
can just be resolved by an aberration-free telescope with
a diameter D of the primary mirror and a wavelength λ
of the observed light if their angular separation is larger
or equal to ∆ϕ with
∆ϕ = k

λ
,
D

(2.207)

where k is a constant of approximately k = 1 (for
a full circular aperture it is k = 1.22). The exact value
of k depends on the actual design of the instrument
because a reﬂective telescope has in many cases an
annular or more complicated aperture because the secondary mirror and the mounting shadow the central and
other parts of the primary mirror. So, a telescope with
a large-diameter primary mirror has of course an increased light-gathering power and an increased angular
resolution.
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Galilean Telescope. The Galilean telescope (Fig. 2.51b)
consists of a positive lens (the objective) with the focal
length f 1 > 0 and a negative lens (the eyepiece) with
focal length f 2 < 0 or f 2 = − f 2 > 0 and | f 2 | < | f 1 |.
Of course, the telescope can also be rotated by 180◦
so that it reduces the angular magniﬁcation. But, in the
following we assume that f 1 > 0 and f 2 < 0. The total
length of the Galilean telescope is only | f 1 | − | f 2 | (for
thin lenses) compared to | f 1 | + | f 2 | for the astronomical
telescope (we use here the absolute values of the focal
lengths although f 1 is always positive and only f 2 has
a different sign for an astronomical and a Galilean telescope). Another advantage of the Galilean telescope is
that the angular magniﬁcation γ is, according to (2.200)
positive, γ = − f 1 / f 2 > 0. Therefore, the image is upright and can be directly used for terrestrial inspections.
However, a disadvantage of the Galilean telescope is that
the image of the objective made by the second lens is
between the two lenses. Therefore, the exit pupil of the
Galilean telescope is not accessible for the eye and the
pupil of the eye works itself as the aperture stop of the
complete system whereas the diameter of the objective
limits the ﬁeld. So, Galilean telescopes have a limited
ﬁeld of view and only small magniﬁcations of two to
ﬁve are useful. Another disadvantage is that the Galilean
telescope cannot deliver a real image of a real object. So,
a Galilean telescope cannot be used to transport a real
intermediate image to another plane in an optical system.
However, the compact overall length and the positive angular magniﬁcation provide applications for
a Galilean telescope as a beam expander or terrestrial
telescope like a lorgnette.

to obtain at the distance |dI | = dS a magniﬁed virtual
image of an object that has itself a smaller separation
|dO | from the eye than the standard distance dS . The
image at a distance dI from the image-sided principal
plane of the lens with focal length f  has to fulﬁll the
imaging equation (2.89) whereby the refractive index
on the image side has to be n  = 1 because the human
eye is normally used in air and only in this case delivers
a sharp image. Then, the imaging equation is
n
1
1
−
= .
dI dO
f

(2.208)

Here, n is the refractive index on the object side, which is
often 1 (object in air) but sometimes also larger than 1 if
the object is in immersion (for example in water or oil).
Due to the sign conventions of geometrical optics dO is
negative since the object is in front of the lens. The image
distance dI is also negative for a virtual image. Then, the
lateral magniﬁcation β of the image is, according to
(2.52), (2.208) and Fig. 2.54,
β=

xI
ϕI dI
dI
dI
dS
=
=n
= 1−  = 1+  .
xO
ϕO dO
dO
f
f
(2.209)

Here, we use that, in the paraxial case, the angles ϕI
and ϕO have to fulﬁll the condition n  ϕI = nϕO , where
n  = 1 is valid in our case. Additionally, it is used that
the virtual image is at the standard distance for distinct
The Magnifier

2.6.5 The Microscope

dI
xI

The last important optical instrument that will be discussed here is the microscope [2.1, 3, 8]. Whereas, the
telescope, especially an astronomical telescope, is used
to achieve an angular magniﬁcation of distant objects,
a microscope is used to obtain a magniﬁed image of
a very small near object.
The Magnifier
If somebody wants to see details of a small object he
brings the object as close to the eye as possible since
then the image of the object on the retina of the eye is as
large as possible. However, a typical human eye can only
form a sharp image of an object at a smallest distance
of about dS = 25 cm, which is the standard distance for
distinct vision. So, it is obvious that a positive lens, called
a magniﬁer, directly in front of the eye can be used

φI = φO

dO
xO

F

Fig. 2.54 The principle of a magniﬁer. A thin lens is used
and it is assumed that the refractive indices in the object
and image space are both equal so that ϕI = ϕO

Geometrical Optics

The Two-Stage Microscope
There is of course a limitation to the lateral magniﬁcation
achievable by using a magniﬁer because the object has to
be very close to the magniﬁer and therefore also to the
eye to achieve large lateral magniﬁcations. Therefore,
microscopes have been invented that make a magniﬁcation of the object in two stages (Fig. 2.55). First,
a magniﬁed real image of the object with magniﬁcation
βobjective is formed by using a lens with a small focal
length, called the objective. This real image is of course
inverted. Then, a magniﬁer, called the eyepiece, with
a (mostly) larger focal length is used to form a magniﬁed virtual image of the intermediate real image, where
the virtual image is at the standard distance of distinct
vision of the eye. The lateral magniﬁcation for this second operation is βeyepiece . This means, that the lateral
magniﬁcations of both operations are multiplied and the
total lateral magniﬁcation of the microscope βmicroscope
is

βmicroscope = βobjective βeyepiece .

(2.210)

In practice, the objective of a microscope is a quite complex lens consisting of many single lenses to correct the
aberrations (especially spherical aberration, coma and
chromatic aberrations) of the objective and to guarantee
a large ﬁeld of view [2.8]. Moreover, modern microscope objectives are corrected for inﬁnity. This means
that their aberrations are only corrected if the object is
exactly in the object-sided focal plane. Therefore, the
image would be at inﬁnite distance and an additional
lens (called the tubus lens) with a ﬁxed focal length (the
so-called tubus length, which is often 160 mm) must be
used to get the real image with the magniﬁcation imprinted on the objective. For biological investigations,
where the object is often covered by a thin coverslip,
the spherical aberrations, which result from a high-NA
spherical wave passing through a plane-parallel plate,
also have to be corrected.
Another very important parameter of the objective is
its numerical aperture NA (2.135). It determines on the
one hand the light-gathering power of the objective and
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vision so that the image distance dI , which is negative,
is replaced by −dS , where dS is the absolute value of the
standard distance for distinct vision.
If the lens has, for example, a focal length of
f  = 5 cm a lateral magniﬁcation of β = 1 + 25/5 = 6 is
obtained. In order to have a large ﬁeld of view without
aberrations and especially without chromatic aberrations
the magniﬁer itself is in practice not a single lens but an
achromatic combination of different single lenses.

2.6 Some Important Optical Instruments

F2

Virtual image

Fig. 2.55 The principle of a microscope illustrated by using
thin lenses. The objective forms a real magniﬁed intermediate image of the object, which is then transformed by the
eyepiece into a virtual further-magniﬁed image. The distance of this virtual image from the eyepiece and the eye,
which is directly behind the eyepiece, has to be the standard
distance of distinct vision

on the other the resolution which is possible. From wave
optics we know that the smallest distance ∆x between
two points which can be resolved by a microscope is
∆x = k

λ
,
NA

(2.211)

where λ is the wavelength of the used light and k is
a constant (typically about 0.5) that depends on the illumination conditions (coherence) and the exact aperture
shape of the objective (mostly circular).
If the image of a microscope has to be on a camera
chip (for example a CCD chip) a real image has to be
made on the camera chip. Therefore, the eyepiece, which
produces a virtual image, cannot be used and indeed it is
sufﬁcient just to bring the CCD chip to the position of the
real image of the objective (plus the tubus lens). A typical
magniﬁcation of a high-NA objective in air with, for example, |β| = 50 is sufﬁcient if a CCD chip with a typical
pixel size of 11 µm is used. This would mean that a structure size of 0.22 µm on the object is magniﬁed to the size
of a pixel of the CCD chip. However, due to (2.211),
0.22 µm is approximately the resolution of an objective
with NA< 1 and a wavelength in the visible spectral
range. By bringing an immersion oil between the object
and the objective, which has to be a special immersion
objective, the NA can be increased up to about 1.4. So,
the resolution can be increased accordingly. Another
possibility is of course to reduce the wavelength. Modern microscopes for the inspection of integrated circuits
use ultraviolet light with a wavelength of 248 nm.
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can be performed very easily if some approximations of paraxial optics are valid. The formulae for
this are treated in the last section of this chapter.
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Part A 3

The quest to understand the nature of light is
centuries old and today there can be at least
three answers to the single question of what
light is depending on the experiment used to
investigate light’s nature: (i) light consists of
rays that propagate, e.g., rectilinear in homogeneous media, (ii) light is an electromagnetic
wave, (iii) light consists of small portions of energy, or so-called photons. The first property will
be treated in the chapter about geometrical optics, which can be interpreted as a special case
of wave optics for very small wavelengths. On
the other hand, the interpretation as photons
is unexplainable with wave optics and, above
all, contradictory to wave optics. Only the theory
of quantum mechanics and quantum field theory can simultaneously explain light as photons
and electromagnetic waves. The field of optics
treating this subject is generally called quantum
optics.
In this chapter about wave optics the electromagnetic property of light is treated and the
basic equations describing all relevant electromagnetic phenomena are Maxwell’s equations.
Starting with the Maxwell equations, the wave
equation and the Helmholtz equation will be derived. Here, we will try to make a tradeoff between
theoretical exactness and a practical approach.
For an exact analysis see, e.g., [3.1]. After this,
some basic properties of light waves like polarization, interference, and diffraction will be
described. The propagation of coherent scalar
waves is especially important in optics. Therefore, the section about diffraction will treat several
propagation methods like the method of the angular spectrum of plane waves, which can be easily
implemented on a computer, or the well-known
diffraction integrals of Fresnel–Kirchhoff as well
as Fresnel and Fraunhofer. In modern physics and
engineering, lasers are very important and therefore the propagation of a coherent laser beam
is of special interest. A good approximation for
a laser beam is a Hermite–Gaussian mode and
the propagation of a fundamental Gaussian beam
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3.1 Maxwell’s Equations and the Wave Equation
The sources of the electric displacement D are the
electric charges with density ρ.

3.1.1 The Maxwell Equations
Part A 3.1

The well known Maxwell equations regarding electrodynamics [3.1] are the basis for our considerations and will
be presented here in international SI units. The following
physical quantities are used:

•
•
•
•
•
•

E: electric (field) vector, unit [E] = 1 V/m
D: electric displacement, unit [D] = 1 A s/m2
H: magnetic (field) vector, unit [H] = 1 A/m
B: magnetic induction, unit [B] = 1 V s/m2 = 1 T
j: electric current density, unit [ j] = 1 A/m2
ρ: electric charge density, unit [ρ] = 1 A s/m3

All quantities can be functions of the spatial coordinates
with position vector r = (x, y, z) and time t. In the following, this explicit functionality is mostly omitted in
the equations if it is clear from the context.
The Maxwell equations are formulated in differential
form by using the so-called nabla operator
⎛ ⎞
∂
⎜ ∂x ⎟
⎜ ⎟
⎜∂ ⎟
⎟
(3.1)
∇ := ⎜
⎜ ∂y ⎟ .
⎜ ⎟
⎝∂ ⎠
∂z
The four Maxwell equations and the physical interpretation are
∂ B (r, t)
∇ × E (r, t) = −
.
(3.2)
∂t
The vortices of the electric field E are caused by temporal variations of the magnetic induction B.
∂ D (r, t)
+ j (r, t) .
(3.3)
∇ × H (r, t) =
∂t
The vortices of the magnetic field H are either caused
by an electric current with density j or by temporal
variations of the electric displacement D. The quantity
∂ D/∂t is called the electric displacement current.
∇ · D (r, t) = ρ (r, t)

(3.4)

∇ · B (r, t) = 0

(3.5)

The magnetic field (induction) is solenoidal, i. e., there
exist no “magnetic charges”.
The Continuity Equation
From (3.3) and (3.4) the conservation of the electric
charge can be obtained by using the mathematical identity ∇ · (∇ × H) = 0,

∂ρ
+∇ · j = 0 .
∂t

(3.6)

This equation is called the continuity equation of electrodynamics because it is analogous to the continuity
equation of hydrodynamics. By integrating over a volume V with a closed surface A and applying Gauss’
theorem the following equation is obtained:



∂ρ
dV = − ∇ · j dV = − j · dA .
(3.7)
∂t
V

V

A

Note that the integral V f dV always indicates a volume integral of a scalar function f over the volume V ,
whereas the symbol A a · dA always indicates a surface integral of the vector function a over the closed
surface A, which borders the volume V . The vector dA
always points outwards from the closed surface.
Therefore, the left side of (3.7) is the temporal variation of the total electric charge Q in the volume V and
the right-hand side of (3.7) is the net electric current Inet
(i. e., the current of positive charges flowing out of the
surface plus the current of negative charges flowing in
the surface minus the current of positive charges flowing
in the surface minus the current of negative charges flowing out of the surface), which flows through the closed
surface A
∂Q
= −Inet .
∂t

(3.8)
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If the net current Inet is positive the total charge in the
volume decreases during time, i. e., it becomes “more
negative.”
Energy Conservation in Electrodynamics
From (3.2) and (3.3) a law of energy conservation
of electrodynamics can be deduced by calculating the
scalar product of E with (3.3) minus the scalar product
of H with (3.2):

∇ · S = ∇ · (E × H)
= − [E · (∇ × H) − H · (∇ × E)] .
The quantity S
S= E× H

(3.9)

is called the Poynting vector and has the physical unit
of an intensity: [S] = 1 V A/m2 = 1 W/m2 , i. e., power
per surface area. The Poynting vector arises due to the
property of a cross product of two vectors perpendicular
to both the electric and magnetic vector. Its absolute
value describes the flow of energy per unit area and unit
time through a surface perpendicular to the Poynting
vector. It therefore describes the energy transport of the
electromagnetic field.
The sources of S are connected with temporal variations of the electric displacement, or of the magnetic
induction, or with explicit electric currents.
∂B
∂D
+ E· j + H·
.
∇ · S= − E·
(3.10)
∂t
∂t
In the next section it will be shown for the special case
of an isotropic dielectric material that this equation can
be interpreted as an equation of energy conservation.

where ε is the dielectric function of the material and
µ the magnetic permeability. Both are functions of
the position r. The dielectric constant of the vacuum
ε0 = 8.8542 × 10−12 A s V−1 m−1 and the magnetic permeability of the vacuum µ0 = 4π × 10−7 V s A−1 m−1
are related to the speed of light in a vacuum c by:
1
c= √
ε0 µ0

(3.13)

with c = 2.99792458 × 108 m/s. In fact, the light speed
in a vacuum is defined in the SI system as a fundamental
constant of nature to exactly this value so that the basic
unit of length (1 m) can be connected with the basic unit
of time (1 s). The magnetic permeability of the vacuum
is also defined in order to connect the basic SI unit of the
electric current (1 A) with the mechanical basic SI units
of mass (1 kg), length (1 m) and time (1 s). So, only the
dielectric constant of the vacuum has to be determined
by experiment, whereas c and µ0 are defined constants
in the SI system.
In dielectrics, by using (3.11) and (3.12), (3.10) is
reduced to the following equation
∇ · S = − ε0 εE ·

∂E
∂H
+ µ0 µH ·
∂t
∂t

1∂
(3.14)
(ε0 εE · E + µ0 µH · H) .
2 ∂t
By integrating both sides of (3.14) over a volume V ,
which is bounded by a closed surface A (see Fig. 3.1),
=−

dA

S

Surface area A

Volume V

Energy Conservation in the Special Case
of Isotropic Dielectric Materials
In Sect. 3.1.3 we will see that isotropic dielectric materials are described with the following equations. The
charge density and the electric currents are both zero

ρ = 0,

j =0.

(3.11)

Additionally, there are the following linear interrelations
between the electric and magnetic quantities
D (r, t) = ε0 ε (r) E (r, t) ,
B (r, t) = µ0 µ (r) H (r, t) ,

(3.12)
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Fig. 3.1 Illustration of the quantities used for applying
Gauss’ theorem. The surface A need not be the surface
of a sphere with volume V , but can be an arbitrary closed
surface. The small dotted vector symbolizes the infinitesimal surface vector dA, whereas the other vectors represent
the vector field of the local Poynting vectors S at a fixed
time
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E · (∇ × H) − H · (∇ × E)
∂D
∂B
= E·
+ E· j + H·
.
∂t
∂t
According to the rules of calculating using a nabla
operator, the following equation is obtained:
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Gauss’ theorem can be applied:


Pnet := S· dA = ∇ · SdV
V

1 ∂
−
=
(ε0 εE · E + µ0 µH · H) dV
2 ∂t
V

∂
1
1
=−
ε0 εE · E + µ0 µH · H dV
∂t
2
2
V

∂
w dV .
(3.15)
=−
∂t



A
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V

The integral V ∇ · S dV symbolizes the volume integral of ∇ · S over the volume V , whereas the integral
A S· dA symbolizes the surface integral of the Poynting
vector over the closed surface A. The vector dA in the
integral always points outwards in the case of a closed
surface. Therefore, Pnet is equal to the net amount of the
electromagnetic power (difference between the power
flowing out of the closed surface and the power flowing
in the closed surface), which flows through the closed
surface. So, a positive value of Pnet indicates that more
energy flows out of the surface than into the system.
Since the right-hand side of (3.15) must therefore also
have the physical unit of power (unit 1 W = 1 J/s), it is
clear that the quantity
w :=

1
(ε0 εE · E + µ0 µH · H) = we + wm
2

(3.16)

is the energy density of the electromagnetic field in
isotropic dielectric materials having the unit 1 J/m3 . The
first term,
1
we = ε0 εE · E
2

(3.17)

is the electric energy density and the second term,
1
wm = µ0 µH · H
2

(3.18)

is the magnetic energy density. The negative sign on the
right-hand side of (3.15) just indicates that the amount
of energy in the volume decreases over time if the net
amount of power Pnet flowing through the surface is positive, because this means that in total energy flows out
of the closed surface. If the net electromagnetic power
flow through the surface is zero, i. e., Pnet = 0, the total
amount of electromagnetic energy V w dV in the volume is constant. This again shows that it is useful to
interpret w as an energy density.

The Wave Equation in Homogeneous Dielectrics
In this section the behavior of light in homogeneous
dielectric materials will be discussed. In homogeneous
materials the dielectric function ε and the magnetic permeability µ are both constants. A special case is the vacuum, where both constants are equal to 1 (ε = 1, µ = 1).
The conclusion that electromagnetic waves can also exist in a vacuum without any matter was one of the most
important discoveries in physics in the 19th century.
In homogeneous dielectrics the Maxwell equations
(3.2–3.5) can be simplified by using (3.11) and (3.12)
with ε and µ being constant

∂ H (r, t)
,
∂t
∂ E (r, t)
,
∇ × H (r, t) = ε0 ε
∂t
∇ · E (r, t) = 0 ,
∇ · H (r, t) = 0 .
∇ × E (r, t) = −µ0 µ

(3.19)
(3.20)
(3.21)
(3.22)

These equations are completely symmetrical to a simultaneous replacement of E with H and ε0 ε with −µ0 µ.
In the following, the vector identity
∇ × (∇ × E) = ∇ (∇ · E) − (∇ · ∇) E
= ∇ (∇ · E) − ∆E

(3.23)

must be used. Thereby, the Laplacian operator
∆ = ∂ 2 /∂x 2 + ∂ 2 /∂y2 + ∂ 2 /∂z 2 has to be applied to each
component of E!
Equation (3.19) together with (3.21) then results in
∇ × (∇ × E) = −∆E = −µ0 µ∇ ×

∂H
∂t

∂
(3.24)
(∇ × H) .
∂t
Using (3.20) the wave equation for the electric vector in
a homogeneous dielectric is obtained
= −µ0 µ

∂E
∂t
∂2 E
⇒ ∆E − ε0 µ0 εµ 2 = 0 .
∂t
By using (3.13) this is usually written as
−∆E = − µ0 µ

∂
∂t

ε0 ε

(3.25)

n2 ∂2 E
=0.
(3.26)
c2 ∂t 2
The refractive index n of a homogeneous dielectric is
defined as
√
n = εµ .
(3.27)
∆E −
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Because of the symmetry in E and H of the Maxwell
equations (3.19–3.22) in homogeneous dielectrics, the
same equation also holds for the magnetic vector
∆H −

n2 ∂2 H
=0.
c2 ∂t 2

3.1 Maxwell’s Equations and the Wave Equation

t = t0 +∆t

t = t0

(3.28)
v∆ t
e

Plane Waves in Homogeneous Dielectrics
By defining the so-called phase velocity
c
v=
(3.29)
n
a solution of (3.26) or (3.28) is
r

(3.30)
(3.31)
O

This can be seen by using
u := e · r ∓ vt = ex x + e y y + ez z ∓ vt
e2x + e2y + e2z

so that it holds
∆E =

∂2
∂x 2

=1

+

∂y2

+

∂2
∂z 2

(3.32)

⎞
Ex
⎜
⎟
⎝ Ey ⎠
Ez


 ∂ 2 f (u) ∂ 2 f (u)
= e2x + e2y + e2z
=
,
∂u 2
∂u 2
∂2 E
∂ 2 f (u)
= v2
,
2
∂t
∂u 2
and thus the same is valid for H in (3.31). The quantity
nu has the physical unit of a path and the first term ne · r
is called the optical path difference OPDbecause it is
the product of the geometrical path and the refractive
index n.
A solution of type (3.30) or (3.31) is called a plane
wave because for the following reason. The value of E
remains constant for a constant argument u = u 0 defined
by (3.32). The same is valid for H. Now, if we consider
e.g., u = u 0 = 0 and take the negative sign in (3.32) we
obtain:
u=0

⇒

e · r = vt .

e · r = vt0

Fig. 3.2 The plane surfaces of constant optical path in the

⎛
∂2

Part A 3.1

E(r, t) = f (e · r ∓ vt) ,
H(r, t) = g(e · r ∓ vt) .

with
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case of a plane wave. O is the origin of the coordinate system
and the dashed lines indicate the planes at two different
times for the fixed value u = 0

unit vector e is perpendicular to the planes and points in
the direction of propagation if the negative sign is used
in (3.32) (as done here and in the following) and points
in the opposite direction if the positive sign is used.
The Orthogonality Condition for Plane Waves
in Homogeneous Dielectrics
The Maxwell equations (3.19–3.22) do not allow all
orientations of the electric and magnetic vector relative
to the propagation direction e of a plane wave. Equations
(3.30) and (3.32) deliver

∂f
∂E
= ∓v
∂t
∂u
and
∂ fy
∂ fz
∂E z ∂E y
−
=
ey −
ez
∂y
∂z
∂u
∂u
∂f
∂f
.
= e×
⇒ ∇ × E = e×
∂u x
∂u

(∇ × E)x =

(3.33)

The geometrical path at time t = 0 must then also be
zero and this means that the plane then passes through
the origin of the coordinate system. For a fixed value of
t0 , (3.33) describes a plane surface in space (see Fig. 3.2)
at a distance vt0 from the origin. At the time t0 + ∆t it
again describes a plane surface parallel to the plane at
t = 0 but with a distance v(t0 + ∆t) from the origin. The

An analogous expression is valid for H.
Therefore, the Maxwell equations (3.19) and (3.20)
deliver
∂f
∂g
= ±µ0 µv
,
∂u
∂u
∂g
∂f
= ∓ε0 εv
.
e×
∂u
∂u

e×

(3.34)
(3.35)
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These equations can be integrated with respect to the
variable u and by setting the integration constant to zero
and using (3.13), (3.27) and (3.29) the result is

µ0 µ
E= f =∓
e× H ,
(3.36)
ε0 ε

ε0 ε
e× E .
H=g=±
(3.37)
µ0 µ
These two equations show that E is perpendicular to e
and H and that H is perpendicular to e and E. This can
only be the case if e, E and H form an orthogonal triad
of vectors. Therefore, a plane wave in a homogeneous
dielectric is always a transversal wave.

Part A 3.1

The Poynting Vector of a Plane Wave
In this section, the physical interpretation of the Poynting
vector will be illustrated for plane waves. The Poynting
vector defined in (3.9) is parallel to e


µ0 µ
ε0 ε
e× H × ±
e× E
S= E× H = ∓
ε0 ε
µ0 µ
= − [(e × H) · E] e + [(e × H) · e] E .
(3.38)

The second scalar product is zero so that only the first
term remains. By using (3.36) this finally results in

ε0 ε
S = − [(e × H) · E] e = ±
(E · E) e . (3.39)
µ0 µ
This means that the energy transport is along the direction of propagation of the plane wave and that the
absolute value of the Poynting vector, i. e., the intensity
of the light wave, is proportional to |E|2 .
By using the vector identity (a × b) · c = − (a × c) · b
and (3.37) we can also write
S = − [(e × H) · E] e = [(e × E) · H] e

µ0 µ
=±
(3.40)
(H · H) e .
ε0 ε
This means that the absolute value of the Poynting vector is also proportional to |H|2 and that the following
equality holds:


µ0 µ
ε0 ε
|H|2 =
|E|2
ε0 ε
µ0 µ
⇒

µ0 µ |H| = ε0 ε |E| .
2

2

(3.41)

Comparing this with (3.16), (3.17) and (3.18) for the
energy density of the electromagnetic field we have for
a plane wave in a homogeneous dielectric
1
we = wm = w
2
(3.42)
⇒ w = ε0 ε |E|2 = µ0 µ |H|2 .

By again using (3.13), (3.27) and (3.29) the equations
(3.39) and (3.40) can be transformed to
S = ±vµ0 µ |H|2 e = ±vε0 ε |E|2 e = ±vwe .
(3.43)

This means that the absolute value of the Poynting
vector is, in a homogeneous dielectric, the product of the
energy density (energy per volume) of the electromagnetic field and the phase velocity of light. This confirms
the interpretation of the Poynting vector as being the
vector of the electromagnetic wave transporting the energy of the electromagnetic field with the phase velocity
of light. Figure 3.3 illustrates this. In the infinitesimal
time interval dt the light covers the infinitesimal distance
dz = v dt. We assume that the distance dz is so small
that the local energy density w of the electromagnetic
field is constant in the volume dV = A dz, whereby A
is the area of a small surface perpendicular to the Poynting vector. Therefore, all the energy dW = w dV that is
contained in the infinitesimal volume dV passes the surface area A in the time dt and we have, for the intensity I
(electromagnetic power per area),
I=

dW
w dV
wA v dt
=
=
= wv = |S| . (3.44)
A dt
A dt
A dt

This is exactly the absolute value of the Poynting vector S. The light intensity on a surface, which is not
perpendicular to the direction of the Poynting vector is
calculated by the equation
I = S· N ,

(3.45)

where N is a local unit vector perpendicular to the
surface.

dz

A
S

Fig. 3.3 Illustration of the Poynting vector S as transporting
the energy of the electromagnetic field. A is the area of the
circular surface
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E (r, t) = E0 cos
= E0 cos
H (r, t) = H0 cos

2πn
u
λ


2πn
(e · r − vt) ,
λ

(3.46)

2πn
u
λ


2πn
= H0 cos
(e · r − vt) .
λ

wave. Therefore the two following equations are valid
cT = λ ⇒ c = λν ,
2π
2π
c=
= 2πν = ω .
λ
T

(3.49)
(3.50)

Additionally, we introduce the wave vector k, which is
defined by
k=

2πn
e.
λ

(3.51)

Then (3.46) and (3.47) for E and H can be written
as
E (r, t) = E0 cos (k · r − ωt) ,
H (r, t) = H0 cos (k · r − ωt) .

(3.52)
(3.53)

Because of the orthogonality condition k (or e, which
is parallel to k), E0 and H0 have to form an orthogonal triad. This can be explicitly seen in this case
by using Maxwell’s first equation (3.19) in a homogeneous dielectric and the mathematical rules for the nabla
operator
∇ × E = ∇ × [E0 cos (k · r − ωt)]
= [∇ cos (k · r − ωt)] × E0

(3.47)

Here, we have introduced the value λ, which has the
physical unit of a length so that the argument of the
cosine function has no physical unit. Its meaning will
soon become clear.
The characteristic property of a time-harmonic wave
is that it has, for a fixed point r, periodically the same
value after a certain time interval. The smallest time
interval for which this is the case is called period T :


2πn
E (r, t + T ) = E0 cos
[e · r − v (t + T )]
λ

2πn
= E0 cos
(e · r − vt) = E (r, t)
λ
2πn
⇒
vT = 2π
λ
λ
or cT = λ .
⇒ vT =
(3.48)
n
Therefore, λ/n is the distance the light covers in the
material in the period T and is called the wavelength
of the harmonic wave in the material. The quantity λ
itself is the wavelength in a vacuum. The reciprocal
of T is called the frequency ν of the wave and the term
2πν = 2π/T is called the angular frequency ω of the
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= −k × E0 sin (k · r − ωt) ,
∂H
= −ωµ0 µH0 sin (k · r − ωt) ;
∂t
ωµ0 µH0 = k × E0
1
λ
k × E0 =
k × E0
H0 =
ωµ0 µ
2πcµ0 µ

ε0 ε
e × E0 . (3.54)
=
µ0 µ

−µ0 µ
⇒
⇒

In the last step (3.50), (3.13) and (3.27) are used and
the geometrical interpretation of the result is that H0
is perpendicular to both e and E0 . The third Maxwell
equation (3.21) delivers
∇ · E = ∇ · [E0 cos (k · r − ωt)]
= E0 · [∇ cos (k · r − ωt)]
= −E0 · k sin (k · r − ωt) = 0 ;
⇒ E0 · k = 0 .

(3.55)

This also means that k (or e) and E0 are perpendicular to each other. The two other Maxwell equations
(3.20) and (3.22) are automatically fulfilled because of
the symmetry in E and H.
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A Time-Harmonic Plane Wave
Up to now a plane wave was defined with (3.30) and
(3.31) to be E(r, t) = f (u) and H(r, t) = g(u). The argument u is defined by (3.32) to be u = e · r − vt. This
means that all points with position vector r at a fixed
point t in time lie on a plane surface for a constant
value u. Additionally, we saw that e, E and H have to
form an orthogonal triad of vectors (3.36, 3.37). But the
concrete form of the functions f and g can be quite
arbitrary to fulfill these conditions. A wave which is
very important in optics because of its simple form is
a time-harmonic wave. Furthermore, it should be linearly polarized, i. e., the direction of the electric and
magnetic vector are both constant. A linearly polarized time-harmonic plane wave is represented by the
equations:

3.1 Maxwell’s Equations and the Wave Equation
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3.1.2 The Complex Representation
of Time-Harmonic Waves

Part A 3.1

In paragraph “A Time harmonic Plane Wave” of
Sect. 3.1.1 a linearly polarized time-harmonic plane
wave is expressed with real cosine functions for the
electric and the magnetic vector. Because E and H are
observable physical quantities, they must, of course, be
expressed by real functions. The fact that usual detectors
are not fast enough to detect the electric and magnetic
vector of light waves directly does not matter here. Nevertheless, the calculation with a complex exponential
function is more convenient than the calculation with
real cosine or sine functions. Now, the Maxwell equations (3.2–3.5) are linear. Therefore, if the functions E1 ,
D1 , H1 , B1 , j1 and ρ1 on the one hand and E2 , D2 ,
H2 , B2 , j2 and ρ2 on the other are both solutions of the
Maxwell equations, then a linear combination of these
functions is also a solution:
∂ B1
∇ × E1 = −
,
∂t
∂ D1
+ j1 ,
∇ × H1 =
∂t
∇ · D1 = ρ1 ,
∇ · B1 = 0 ,
∂ B2
,
∇ × E2 = −
∂t
∂ D2
+ j2 ,
∇ × H2 =
∂t
∇ · D2 = ρ2 ,
∇ · B2 = 0 ;
⇒

z 2 (x) = a2 (x) + ib2 (x)
Re (z 1 + z 2 ) = Re (z 1 ) + Re (z 2 )
Re (z 1 − z 2 ) = Re (z 1 ) − Re (z 2 )
⇒

Re

d
Re (z 1 )
dx


z 1 dx =

(3.62)

Re (z 1 ) dx

(3.58)
(3.59)

=

a1 a2 + b1 b2
a1
Re (z 1 )
,
=
=
2
2
a
Re (z 2 )
a2 + b2
2
(3.63)

So, if the Poynting vector or products of the electric
or magnetic vectors have to be calculated it is not allowed
to just take the complex functions. Nevertheless, there
are some useful applications of the complex notation.
As we mentioned before, the frequency of a light wave
is so high that no usual detector can directly measure the
vibrations. For a typical wavelength of visible light of
500 nm the frequency of a wave in vacuum is determined
according to (3.49)

(3.60)

(3.61)

z1
z2

Re (z 1 z 1 ) = a12 − b21 = a12 + b21 = |z 1 |2 .

ν=
 ∗
eix + eix
eix + e−ix
=
.
2
2

=

Re (z 1 z 2 ) = a1 a2 − b1 b2 = a1 a2 = Re (z 1 ) Re (z 2 ) ,

where α and β are arbitrary real or complex constants.
The Euler equation delivers:

cos x =



dz 1
dx

Here, f is an arbitrary real function or constant. Only if
two complex functions have to be multiplied or divided,
or the absolute value has to be built, do we have to be
careful:

(3.57)

or

Re

Re ( fz 1 ) = f Re (z 1 )

∂ (αB1 + β B2 )
,
(3.56)
∂t
∂ (αD1 + β D2 )
+ α j1 + β j2 ,
∇ × (αH1 + β H2 ) =
∂t

eix = cos x + i sin x

z 1 (x) = a1 (x) + ib1 (x)

Re

∇ × (αE1 + β E2 ) = −

∇ · (αD1 + β D2 ) = αρ1 + βρ2 ,
∇ · (αB1 + β B2 ) = 0 ,

Due to the linearity of the Maxwell equations it is obvious that if a function containing a cosine function is
a solution of the Maxwell equations the replacement of
the cosine function by a complex exponential function
will then also be a solution. Therefore, it is quite normal
that waves are expressed by using a complex function
although only the real part of this function represents
the real physical quantity. The addition, subtraction, integration and differentiation of such a complex function
is also a linear operation, so that we can in the end build
the real part and have the real solution:

⇒

c
2.998 × 108 m s−1
=
= 5.996 × 1014 s−1 ,
λ
5.0 × 10−7 m
T=

1
= 1.668 × 10−15 s = 1.668 fs .
ν
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A x , A y , A z , Φx , Φ y and Φz are all real functions that
depend only on the position r. Additionally, A x , A y and
A z , which are called the components of the amplitude,
are slowly varying functions of the position. On the other
hand, the exponential terms with the components of the
phase Φx , Φ y and Φz are rapidly varying functions of
the position. The components of the complex vector Ê(r)
are often called the complex amplitudes of the electric
vector of the wave.
Equation (3.39) gives the relation between the Poynting vector and the electric vector in a homogeneous
dielectric

ε0 ε
S=
(E · E) e .
µ0 µ
Now, the time average S̄ of the absolute value of the
Poynting vector, i. e., the intensity, which is really measured by a common detector, will be calculated for the
general time-harmonic wave. Therefore, we have to integrate the absolute value S of the Poynting vector over
one period T and divide it by T
1
S̄ (r) :=
T

T
|S (r, t)| dt

=

ε0 ε 1
µ0 µ T

T
E (r, t) · E (r, t) dt .
0

Using (3.64) for a general time-harmonic wave and
(3.13) we obtain
ε0 c
S̄ =
T



ε
µ

T
0



A2x cos2 (Φx − ωt)
+ A2y cos2 (Φ y − ωt)


+ A2z cos2 (Φz − ωt) dt


ε ε0 c  2
A x + A2y + A2z .
=
µ 2

(3.65)

(3.66)

But, if we calculate directly the square of the absolute
value of the time-independent vector Ê we also obtain
! !2
! !
(3.67)
! Ê! = Ê · Ê∗ = A2x + A2y + A2z .
By combining equations (3.66) and (3.67) we finally
obtain

!2  ε ε c
"
#∗
ε ε0 c !!
!
0
Ê (r) · Ê (r) .
S̄ (r) =
! Ê (r)! =
µ 2
µ 2
(3.68)

Therefore, the complex representation of time-harmonic
waves allows a fast calculation of the time average of the
Poynting vector, i. e., of the intensity of the light wave.

3.1.3 Material Equations
In the last two sections we often concentrated on the
electromagnetic field in an isotropic and homogeneous
dielectric material where the Maxwell equations are
simplified to (3.19–3.22). In other materials the general Maxwell equations (3.2–3.5) have to be used and
more complex interrelations between the electric displacement and the electric vector on one hand and the
magnetic induction and the magnetic vector on the other
have to be found. Since the atomic distances are small
compared to the wavelength of light, a macroscopic description with smooth functions is possible. To calculate
the influence of the material, first of all the interrelations
between D and E as well as B and H are considered in
vacuum. These equations in a vacuum are obtained from
(3.12) for the case µ = ε = 1. Then, additional terms are
added to the equations in a vacuum. The electric polarization P and the magnetization M are introduced
by:
D (r, t) = ε0 E (r, t) + P (r, t) ,
B (r, t) = µ0 H (r, t) + M (r, t) .

0
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(3.69)
(3.70)

The atomic theory goes far beyond our scope. But in
a macroscopic theory the effect of the atoms (i. e., mainly

Part A 3.1

So, the period is just a little bit more than a femtosecond.
This means that in most cases only the time average of
the light intensity over many periods is measured.
A general time-harmonic wave with the angular
frequency ω has the representation
⎞
⎛
A x (r) cos [Φx (r) − ωt]
⎜

⎟
⎟
E (r, t) = ⎜
⎝ A y (r) cos Φ y (r) − ωt ⎠
Az (r) cos [Φz (r) − ωt]
⎧⎛
⎞⎫
iΦx (r) − iωt ⎪
⎪
A
e
(r)
x
⎪
⎪
⎨⎜
⎟⎬
−
iωt
iΦ
(r)
⎜
⎟
y
= Re ⎝ A y (r) e
⎠⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩
⎭
A z (r) eiΦz (r) − iωt
⎧
⎛
⎞⎫
iΦx (r) ⎪
⎪
A
e
(r)
x
⎪
⎪
⎨
⎜
⎟⎬
−iωt
iΦ
(r)
⎜
⎟
y
= Re e
⎝ A y (r) e
⎠⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩
⎭
A z (r) eiΦz (r)

(3.64)
=: Re e−iωt Ê (r) .

3.1 Maxwell’s Equations and the Wave Equation
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the electrons of the atoms) on the electric polarization is
that it is a function of the electric vector. In the same way
the magnetization is a function of the magnetic vector.
The most general equations are

Pi (r, t) = P0 (r, t) + ε0

3
$

(1)

ηij (r, t) E j (r, t)

j=1
3
3 $
$

+

(2)

ηijk (r, t) E j (r, t) E k (r, t)

j=1 k=1

Part A 3.1

3 $
3
3 $
$
(3)
ηijkl (r, t)E j (r, t)E k(r, t)El(r, t)+. . . ,
+
j=1 k=1 l=1

(3.71)

Mi (r, t) = M0 (r, t) + µ0

3
$

(1)

χij (r, t) H j (r, t)

j=1
3
3 $
$

+

(2)

χijk (r, t) H j (r, t) Hk (r, t)

j=1 k=1
3 $
3
3 $
$
(3)
χijkl (r, t)H j (r, t)Hk (r, t)Hl (r, t)+. . . .
+
j=1 k=1 l=1

(3.72)

Here, the lower indices running from 1 to 3 indicate the
components of the respective electromagnetic vectors,
e.g., E 1 := E x , E 2 := E y and E 3 := E z . The tensor func(1)
(2)
tions ηij , ηijk and so on describe the influence of the
electric vector on the electric polarization and the same
(1)
(2)
is valid for the tensor functions χij , χijk and so on in
the magnetic case. The tensor functions are defined here
(1)
(1)
in such a way that ηij and χij have no physical unit
and are pure numbers. Nevertheless, the tensor functions
of higher degree have different physical units. The ten(1) (2)
sors ηij , ηijk and so on are called the tensors of dielectric
(1)
(2)
susceptibility. The tensors χij , χijk and so on are called
the tensors of magnetic susceptibility. In (3.71) a bias
P0 for the polarization is also assumed and the same
is made for the magnetization. In our general material
equations, the different terms can depend on the position
r as well as on the time t. But in most cases the material
functions will not depend explicitly on the time t.
Additionally, there have to be equations for the current density j and the charge density ρ. In optics the
most important materials are either dielectrics or metals
(e.g., for mirrors). In both cases we can assume ρ = 0.
For the current density we can in most cases take the

equation:
j = σE .

(3.73)

The conductivity σ indicates how good an electric current is conducted in a material and has the physical unit
[σ] = 1 A V−1 m−1 . For ideal dielectric materials σ is
zero so that we obtain j = 0. In this case the material does not absorb light. For metals, σ is, of course, not
zero and for an ideal conductor it would become infinity,
so that all light would be absorbed or reflected at once.
There are also anisotropic absorbing materials like special crystals where σ is not a scalar but a tensor [3.1].
But this is out of our present scope.
Discussion of the General
Equations
%3 Material
(1)
Polarization. The term
j=1 ηij E j in (3.71) is re-

sponsible for linear responses of the electric polarization
on the electric vector and is the most important effect.
The following terms and the bias term are responsible
for so-called nonlinear effects and are subject to nonlinear optics [3.2] (e.g., second-harmonic generation or
self-focusing effects). In the following, the bias and all
tensors with upper index (2) and more of the dielectric
(2) (3)
susceptibility ηijk , ηijkl , . . . will be set to zero because
only linear optics will be treated in this chapter. In “normal” materials like different glass types the linear case
is the normal case. Only if the absolute value of the electric vector of the electromagnetic field is in the range of
the atomic electric field nonlinear effects occur in these
materials.
An estimation of the electric fields in atoms and in
a light wave is helpful. In a typical atom the electric
field on an outer electron can be estimated by applying
Coulomb’s law and assuming an effective charge of the
nucleus of one elementary charge and a distance of the
electron of r = 10−10 m
e
E = |E| =
,
4πε0r 2
r = 10−10 m, e = 1.6022 × 10−19 A s ,
ε0 = 8.8542 × 10−12 As V−1 m−1
⇒

E ≈ 1.4 × 1011 V m−1 .

(3.74)

The electric field oscillates very rapidly in a light
wave. Therefore, to estimate the electric field in a light
wave (here in a vacuum) the amplitude | Ê| of the
modulus of the time-independent complex-valued electric field is calculated. This can be done by using
(3.68) for the relation between the time average S̄
of the modulus of the Poynting vector and the modulus of the time-independent complex-valued electric
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field. Here, the values are calculated in a vacuum
(ε = µ = 1):
&
! !
2 S̄
cε0 !! !!2
! !
⇒ ! Ê ! =
.
(3.75)
S̄ =
! Ê !
2
cε0
The result for the electric field of the light on a sunny
day is:
! !
! !
S̄ ≈ 1 kW/m2 ⇒ ! Ê ! ≈ 868 V/m .
In the focused spot of a medium-power continuous wave
(cw) laser beam we have e.g.,

This shows that in normal materials and with “normal”
light intensities the electric field of a light wave is quite
small compared to the electric field of the atoms. Therefore, the electrons are only moved a little bit and this
results normally in a linear response of the dielectric
function to the exciting electric field of the light wave.
Of course, there are also so-called nonlinear materials
which show for smaller electric fields nonlinear effects.
In addition, ultrashort pulsed lasers, e.g., so-called femtosecond lasers, can achieve much higher intensities in
their focus so that electric fields, which are comparable
to or higher than the electric field in atoms, result. Then
the response is, of course, nonlinear.
Magnetization. In practice, there are nearly no materials relevant to optics that show nonlinear magnetic
(2)
effects, so that χijk and all higher order tensors are zero.
In fact, most optically interesting materials are not magnetic at all, so that the remaining tensor of the magnetic
(1)
susceptibility χij is also zero. In some materials the
(1)
magnetic susceptibility χij is not zero but it can be
written as a scalar constant χ multiplied by a 3 × 3 unit
matrix. χ is a negative constant for diamagnetic materials or a positive constant for paramagnetic materials.
The magnetic permeability µ of the material, which
is a pure real number without a physical unit, is then
defined as

µ := 1 + χ .

(3.76)

Then we have, due to (3.70) and (3.72)
B = µµ0 H .

(3.77)

This equation, which is also used in (3.12) will be used
in the rest of this chapter and in many cases µ will really
be a constant that does not depend on the position r.
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Specialization to the Equations of Linear
and Nonmagnetic Materials
For linear materials, only the tensor of lowest degree of
(1)
the dielectric susceptibility ηij is different from zero. It
can be expressed as a matrix

⎛ (1) (1) (1) ⎞
η η η
⎜ 11 12 13 ⎟
⎜ (1) (1) (1) ⎟
⎜η21 η22 η23 ⎟ .
⎝
⎠
(1) (1) (1)
η31 η32 η33

(3.78)

The dielectric tensor is defined as
⎛
⎞ ⎛
⎞
(1)
(1)
(1)
ε11 ε12 ε13
η13
1 + η11 η12
⎜
⎟ ⎜
(1)
(1) ⎟
⎝ ε21 ε22 ε23 ⎠ := ⎝ η(1)
1 + η22 η23 ⎠ .
21
(1)
(1)
(1)
ε31 ε32 ε33
η31
η32 1 + η33
(3.79)

Using (3.69) and (3.71) the relation between the dielectric displacement and the electric vector is
⎞
⎛
⎞⎛
⎞
ε11 ε12 ε13
Ex
Dx
⎟
⎜
⎟⎜
⎟
⎜
⎝ D y ⎠ = ε0 ⎝ ε21 ε22 ε23 ⎠ ⎝ E y ⎠ .
Dz
ε31 ε32 ε33
Ez
⎛

(3.80)

In anisotropic materials like noncubic crystals or originally isotropic materials that are subject to mechanical
stresses, the dielectric tensor has this general matrix
form and the effects that occur are e.g., birefringence
[3.1,3]. It can be shown that the dielectric tensor is symmetric, i. e., εij = ε ji . But the treatment of anisotropic
materials is out of the scope of this chapter so that we will
have in the following only isotropic materials. Then the
dielectric tensor reduces to a scalar ε times a unit matrix
whereby ε is in general a function of the position r.
Material Equations for Linear
and Isotropic Materials
If the material is isotropic the dielectric tensor and all
other material quantities are scalars times a unit matrix.
Due to (3.80) and (3.77) we have, in this case, the wellknown relations between the electric displacement and
the electric vector on one hand and between the magnetic
induction and the magnetic vector on the other, which
we also used in (3.12):

D (r, t) = ε0 ε (r) E (r, t) ,
B (r, t) = µ0 µ (r) H (r, t) ,

(3.81)
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S̄ = 1 W/µm2 = 1012 W/m2
! !
! !
⇒ ! Ê ! ≈ 2.74 × 107 V/m .

3.1 Maxwell’s Equations and the Wave Equation
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where ε(r), µ(r) means that the material functions will in
general depend on the position. An explicit dependence
on time is most often not the case so it is omitted here.
Additionally, we assume that the charge density is
zero and
(3.73) is valid
ρ=0,
j (r, t) = σ (r) E (r, t) .

(3.82)
(3.83)

Part A 3.1

If ε, µ and σ are constant, i. e., independent of the
position, the material is called homogeneous.
Due to the dispersion theory, which will not be
treated here, the material functions will, in general, depend on the frequency of the stimulating electric or
magnetic fields. Therefore, the Fourier components of
the electric and magnetic field have to be calculated and
treated separately. The electric vector and the electric
displacement are written as Fourier integrals, i. e., as a
superposition of time-harmonic waves with the angular
frequency ω:
1
E (r, t) = √
2π
1
D (r, t) = √
2π

+∞
−∞
+∞

Ẽ (r, ω) e−iωt dω ,
D̃ (r, ω) e−iωt dω .

(3.84)

−∞

The magnetic vector and the magnetic induction are
treated in the same way so that we can omit this. If the
function E is given Ẽ is calculated by
1
Ẽ (r, ω) = √
2π

+∞

E (r, t) eiωt dt .

(3.85)

Since E is a real function the complex Fourier components have to fulfill the condition

The Maxwell equations (3.2–3.5) contain the five vector fields E, D, H, B and j and the scalar field ρ.
These quantities are related to each other by the material equations. Here, only the case of isotropic, linear
and uncharged (ρ = 0) materials will be treated. Additionally, all material parameters like ε, µ and σ will
be independent of the time t, but functions of the position r (and the frequency or wavelength of the light). In
the following the explicit dependence of the functions
on r and t will be omitted, but there are the following
functionalities: E (r, t), H (r, t), µ (r), ε (r), σ (r).
Using (3.81) and (3.83) for this case results in the
following specialized Maxwell equations
∂H
,
∂t
∂E
+σE ,
∇ × H = ε0 ε
∂t
∇ · (εE) = 0 ,
∇ · (µH) = 0 .
∇ × E = −µ0 µ

(3.88)
(3.89)
(3.90)
(3.91)

These equations contain, for given material functions ε,
µ and σ, only the electric and the magnetic vector. To
eliminate the magnetic vector the cross product of the
nabla operator with (3.88) is taken
∇ × (∇ × E) = −µ0 ∇ × µ

∂H
∂t

(3.92)

∂
∂H
.
(∇ × H) − µ0 (∇µ) ×
∂t
∂t

By using (3.88), (3.89) and the nabla operator calculus
for a double cross product, this results in

(3.86)

The same is valid for the electric displacement, the
magnetic vector and the magnetic induction.
In total, the material equations can be written for
isotropic and linear materials with the Fourier components of the four electromagnetic vector quantities:
D̃ (r, ω) = ε0 ε (r, ω) Ẽ (r, ω)
B̃ (r, ω) = µ0 µ (r, ω) H̃ (r, ω) .

3.1.4 The Wave Equations

= −µ0 µ

−∞

Ẽ (r, −ω) = Ẽ∗ (r, ω) .

is equivalent to just deal with time-harmonic waves
of a certain angular frequency ω, where the quantities
ε and µ are functions of ω.

(3.87)

In the following the tilde on the different quantities
will mostly be omitted to simplify the notation. This

∂2 E
∂E
− µ0 µσ
∂t
∂t 2
+ [∇ (ln µ)] × (∇ × E) . (3.93)

∇ (∇ · E) − ∆E = − ε0 µ0 εµ

Here, ∆ = ∇ · ∇ is the Laplacian operator, which has to
be applied on each component of E. Equation (3.90) can
be used to eliminate the term ∇ · E from (3.93)
∇ · (εE) = E · ∇ε + ε∇ · E = 0 ;
1
⇒ ∇ · E = − E · ∇ε = −E · ∇ (ln ε) .
ε

Wave Optics

So, (3.93) gives the final so-called wave equation for the
electric vector E
εµ ∂ 2 E
∂E
− µ0 µσ
∂t
c2 ∂t 2
(3.94)
+ [∇ (ln µ)] × (∇ × E) = 0 .

∆E + ∇ [E · ∇ (ln ε)] −

Additionally, (3.13) was used to replace ε0 µ0 by 1/c2 .
An analogue equation for the magnetic vector can
be found using (3.88), (3.89) and (3.91):
∇ × (∇ × H) = ∇ (∇ · H) −∆H
' () *

3.1 Maxwell’s Equations and the Wave Equation

Wave Equations for Pure Dielectrics
If the material is a pure dielectric the conductivity σ,
which is responsible for absorption is zero. Then (3.94)
and (3.96) reduce to:

εµ ∂ 2 E
c2 ∂t 2
+ [∇ (ln µ)] × (∇ × E) = 0 ,

(3.97)

εµ ∂ 2 H
∆H+∇ [H · ∇ (ln µ)] − 2
c ∂t 2
+ [∇ (ln ε)] × (∇ × H) = 0 .

(3.98)

∆E+∇ [E · ∇ (ln ε)] −

Here, the equations are really symmetrical for a replacement of E with H and ε with µ. In practice, there are,
of course, no materials that are completely transparent to light. But in the visible or infrared region most
glasses can be assumed with a good approximation to
be dielectrics.

∂2 H
+ ε0 (∇ε)
∂t 2
∂H
∂E
− µ0 µσ
+ (∇σ) × E .
×
∂t
∂t

= −ε0 µ0 εµ

(3.95)

Using (3.89) again, this equation can be resolved with
respect to ∂ E/∂t:
∂E
+σE
∂t
1
∂E
=
(∇ × H − σ E) .
∂t
ε0 ε

∇ × H = ε0 ε
⇒

Then, ∂ E/∂t can be eliminated in (3.95) resulting in:
∆H + ∇ [H · ∇ (ln µ)] −

εµ ∂ 2 H
c2 ∂t 2

∂H
+ [∇ (ln ε)] × (∇ × H)
∂t
+ [∇σ − σ∇ (ln ε)] × E = 0 .

− µ0 µσ

Wave Equations for Homogeneous Materials
The second interesting special case is for homogeneous
materials. Here, ε, µ and σ are constants that do not
depend on r and their gradients are zero. In this case
(3.94) and (3.96) reduce to

εµ ∂ 2 E
∂E
=0,
− µ0 µσ
2
2
∂t
c ∂t
εµ ∂ 2 H
∂H
=0.
∆H − 2
− µ0 µσ
2
∂t
c ∂t
∆E −

(3.99)
(3.100)

These equations are symmetrical to a replacement of E
with H. In practice, homogeneous materials are the most
important case because all conventional lenses (with the
exception of graded index lenses, or GRIN lenses) are
made of homogeneous glasses or at least of glasses with
a very small inhomogeneity.

3.1.5 The Helmholtz Equations
(3.96)

Unfortunately, it is not possible to completely eliminate the electric vector from this wave equation of the
magnetic field.
Equations (3.94) and (3.96) are nearly symmetrical
for a replacement of E with H and ε with µ. Only the
terms containing the conductivity σ are not symmetrical.
Nevertheless, there are two important special cases that
provide symmetries of the wave equations of the electric
and magnetic vector.

Assume a time-harmonic wave with angular frequency ω
represented in its complex notation (3.64):
E (r, t) = Ê (r) e−iωt ,
H (r, t) = Ĥ (r) e−iωt .

(3.101)
(3.102)

As long as linear operations are made using this complex
representation is permitted. The partial derivatives with
respect to t can be calculated directly where again the

Part A 3.1

=−H·∇(ln µ)

= −∇ [H · ∇ (ln µ)] − ∆H
∂E
+ ∇ × (σ E)
= ε0 ∇ × ε
∂t
∂E
∂E
+ ε0 (∇ε) ×
= ε0 ε∇ ×
∂t
∂t
+ σ∇ × E + (∇σ) × E
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functionalities are omitted in our notation:
∂E
∂t
∂H
∂t
∂2 E
∂t 2
∂2 H
∂t 2

simple form
εµ
Ê + iωµ0 µσ Ê = 0 ,
c2
εµ
∆ Ĥ + ω2 2 Ĥ + iωµ0 µσ Ĥ = 0 .
c
∆ Ê + ω2

= −iω Êe−iωt ,
= −iω Ĥe−iωt ,
= −ω2 Êe−iωt ,
= −ω2 Ĥe−iωt .
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These equations can be used in the wave equations (3.94)
and (3.96) for linear and isotropic materials. The result
is
"
#
εµ
∆ Ê + ∇ Ê · ∇ (ln ε) + ω2 2 Ê + iωµ0 µσ Ê
c


+ [∇ (ln µ)] × ∇ × Ê = 0 ,
(3.103)
"
#
εµ
∆ Ĥ + ∇ Ĥ · ∇ (ln µ) + ω2 2 Ĥ + iωµ0 µσ Ĥ
c


+[∇ (ln ε)] × ∇ × Ĥ + [∇σ − σ∇ (ln ε)] × Ê = 0 .
(3.104)

These two time-independent equations are called the
Helmholtz equations for the electric and the magnetic
vector. Since only the position-dependent complex electric and magnetic vectors Ê and Ĥ are used, only
time-averaged quantities can be calculated using the
Helmholtz equations. Again two special cases are of
interest.
Helmholtz Equations for Pure Dielectrics
For pure dielectric materials the conductivity is zero
(σ = 0). In this case (3.103) and (3.104) result in
"
#
εµ
∆ Ê + ∇ Ê · ∇ (ln ε) + ω2 2 Ê
c


+ [∇ (ln µ)] × ∇ × Ê = 0 ,
(3.105)
"
#
εµ
∆ Ĥ + ∇ Ĥ · ∇ (ln µ) + ω2 2 Ĥ
c


+ [∇ (ln ε)] × ∇ × Ĥ = 0 .
(3.106)

Again, both equations are symmetric with regards to
a replacement of Ê with Ĥ and ε with µ.
Helmholtz Equations
for Homogeneous Materials
For homogeneous materials the gradients of ε, µ and σ
are zero. In this case (3.103) and (3.104) obtain a quite

(3.107)
(3.108)

Both equations are completely symmetric in Ê and Ĥ.
The angular frequency ω is defined as 2πν and the frequency ν and the wavelength in vacuum λ are connected
by (3.49): νλ = c. Therefore, (3.107) and (3.108) can be
written as


∆ + k̂2 Ê = 0 ,
(3.109)


∆ + k̂2 Ĥ = 0 ,
(3.110)
with
εµ
+ iωµ0 µσ
c2
λ
2π 2
εµ + i
µσ =
λ
2πcε0

k̂2 = ω2
=

2π n̂
λ

2

.
(3.111)

Here, the refractive index n̂ is defined as
n̂ 2 = εµ + i

λ
µσ .
2πcε0

(3.112)

This means that n̂ is a complex number if the conductivity σ is not zero. Therefore, the real part n and the
imaginary part n I of n̂ can be calculated:
n̂ = n + in I
⇒
⇒

⇒

n̂ 2 = n 2 − n 2I + 2inn I ; (3.113)
λ
n 2 − n 2I = εµ and 2nn I =
µσ ,
2πcε0
2
λ
µσ ,
n 2I =
4πcε0 n

2
λ
µσ = 0 .
n 4 − εµn 2 −
4πcε0
+

,
2 2 2
,
, εµ + ε2 µ2 + λ µ2 2σ 2
4π c ε0
⇒ n=
;
(3.114)
2
+
,
λ
2
,
nI =
µσ ,
.

2 2 2
4πcε0 εµ + ε2 µ2 + λ µ2 2σ 2

⇒

4π c ε0

(3.115)

Only the positive solution of the two solutions of the
quadratic equation with the variable n 2 is taken since
n should be a real number and additionally only the
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positive square root of n 2 is taken since n should be
a positive real number. For a pure dielectric (σ = 0) the
imaginary part vanishes and the refractive index is a real
number like it was defined in (3.27):
√
σ = 0 ⇒ n̂ = n = εµ
(3.116)
A Simple Solution of the Helmholtz Equation
in a Homogeneous Material
A simple solution of (3.109) is, e.g., a linearly polarized
plane wave propagating in the z direction
(3.117)

Here, Ê0 is a constant vector and its modulus represents the amplitude of the electric vector at z = 0. If n̂
is complex the effective position-dependent amplitude
decreases exponentially
n̂ = n + in I

⇒

Ê = Ê0 e−2πn I z/λ ei2πnz/λ .
(3.118)

So, the extinction of a wave can be formally included
in the notation of a wave using complex exponential
terms by just assuming a complex refractive index. The
real part of this complex refractive index is responsible
for the “normal” refractive properties and the imaginary
part is responsible for absorption. For metals, n I can be
larger than one so that the wave can enter the metal for
only a fraction of a wavelength before the electric (and
magnetic) vector vanishes.
Instead of using the imaginary part n I of the refractive index the so-called absorption coefficient α is often
used. It is defined by
α :=

4π
nI
λ

⇒

Ê = Ê0 e−αz/2 ei2πnz/λ .
(3.119)

After having propagated a distance z = 1/α the electric
energy density of the wave, which is proportional to
| Ê|2 , decreases to 1/e of its starting value.
Whereas α is, according to our definition, always
positive in lossy materials there are also active gain media, e.g., in lasers, which have a negative coefficient α.
Then α is not an absorption but an amplification or gain
coefficient.
Inhomogeneous Plane Waves
The solution of the Helmholtz equation (3.109) in a homogeneous but lossy material defined by (3.118) is
the simplest form of a so-called inhomogeneous plane
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wave [3.1, 4]. The general inhomogeneous plane wave
is obtained from (3.109) by the approach
Ê = Ê0 eik̂ · r = Ê0 e−g · r eik · r
⇒

−k̂ · k̂ + k̂2 = 0 ,

(3.120)

where k̂ = k + ig is a constant but complex wave vector
with the real part k and the imaginary part g. In the
general case, Ê0 is also a constant but complex electric
vector so that all polarization states can be represented
(Sect. 3.2.3).
By using the (3.111), (3.113) and (3.119) the complex quantity k̂ is defined as
k̂ =

2π
α
2π
2πn
n̂ =
+i
(3.121)
(n + in I ) =
λ
λ
λ
2
2
2
2
2πnα
4π n
α
+i
.
⇒ k̂2 =
−
4
λ
λ2

This means that the two vectors k and g have to fulfill
the conditions
k̂ · k̂ = (k + ig) · (k + ig)
= |k|2 − |g|2 + 2ig · k
= k̂2
=

2πnα
4π 2 n 2 α2
+i
.
−
4
λ
λ2

(3.122)

A separation of the real and imaginary part gives
4π 2 n 2 α2
− ,
4
λ2
πnα
.
g·k =
λ

|k|2 − |g|2 =

(3.123)
(3.124)

So, the projection of the vector g onto the vector k has to
fulfill the second equation. An important and interesting
case is that of a lossless material, i. e., α = 0. Then g
and k have to be perpendicular to each other meaning that
the planes of constant phase, which are perpendicular
to k, and the planes of constant amplitude, which are
perpendicular to g, are also perpendicular to each other.
Inhomogeneous plane waves do not exist in the
whole space because the amplitude decreases exponentially along the direction of g, but on the other side it
increases exponentially for the direction antiparallel to
g and would tend to infinity. Therefore, only the halfspace with the exponentially decreasing part can exist
in the real world, whereas in the other direction there

Part A 3.1

Ê = Ê0 eik̂z = Ê0 ei2π n̂z/λ .

3.1 Maxwell’s Equations and the Wave Equation
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has to be a limit. An example of an inhomogeneous
plane wave is an evanescent wave in the case of total
internal reflection at an interface between two dielectric materials with different refractive indices. There,
a plane wave propagating in the material with higher refractive index with an angle of incidence at the interface
of more than the critical angle of total internal reflection is reflected. Besides the reflected wave, however,
there exists an evanescent wave in the material with the

lower refractive index. Its vector k is parallel to the interface between the two materials, while its amplitude
decreases exponentially with increasing distance from
the interface. The evanescent wave transports no energy
into the material with the lower refractive index, but the
total energy is in the reflected wave.
In the following sections some basic properties of
light waves will be described. For more information see
textbooks on optics such as e.g., [3.1, 5–11].

3.2 Polarization
Part A 3.2

In Sect. 3.1.1 it is shown that a so-called linearly polarized plane wave is a solution of Maxwell’s equations.
There, the electric vector has a well-defined direction
which remains constant during the propagation of the
wave. There are other solutions of Maxwell’s equations
where the direction of the electric vector does not remain
constant during the propagation, but nevertheless, it has
at a certain point and at a certain time a well-defined
direction. All these solutions are called polarized light.
Contrary to this, light that is emitted by an electric
bulb is unpolarized. This means that there are many light
waves with stochastically distributed phase relations to
each other, i. e., incoherent light, and where the polarization varies in time. So, these light waves are added
incoherently and there is no preferred direction of the
electric vector. In practice, light is often partially polarized, i. e., some of the light is unpolarized and the other is
polarized. Natural sun light on the earth is, e.g., partially
polarized because of the influence of the atmosphere to
the originally unpolarized light of the sun.
Here, only the case of a fully polarized plane wave in
a homogeneous dielectric material will be investigated.
In the paragraph “The Orthogonality Condition for Plane
Waves in Homogeneous Dielectrics” it is shown that the
electric vector E and the magnetic vector H of a plane
wave in a homogeneous and isotropic linear material are
always perpendicular to each other and both are perpendicular to the direction of propagation e of the plane
wave. Therefore, for a given direction of propagation e
it is sufficient to consider only the electric vector. The
magnetic vector is then automatically defined by (3.37)

ε0 ε
H=±
e× E .
µ0 µ
The electric vector E has to fulfill the wave equation (3.99) with σ = 0
n2 ∂2 E
∆E − 2 2 = 0 .
c ∂t

Without loss of generality, the direction of propagation
will be parallel to the z-axis, i. e., e = (0, 0, 1). Because
of the orthogonality relation E can then only have a x
and a y component. A quite general plane wave solution
of the wave equation is in this case
⎛

⎞
E x (z, t)
⎜
⎟
E (z, t) = ⎝ E y (z, t) ⎠
E z (z, t)
⎛
⎞
A x cos (kz − ωt + δx )
⎟

⎜
= ⎝ A y cos kz − ωt + δ y ⎠ .
0

(3.125)

Here, k = 2πn/λ = ωn/c (3.50) is the modulus of the
wave vector k = 2πne/λ. It holds A x ≥ 0 and A y ≥ 0.
By applying a trigonometric theorem, introducing the
parameter α := kz − ωt + δx and the phase difference
δ := δ y − δx this equation can be written as
.

E x (α)
E y (α)

/

.
=
.
=

A x cos α
A y cos (α + δ)

/

A x cos α
A y cos α cos δ − A y sin α sin δ

/
.

(3.126)

This equation is the parametric representation of an
ellipse, which is formed by the apex of the twodimensional vector (E x , E y ) in the xy-plane for different
values of the parameter α. Unfortunately, in general, the
principal axes of this ellipse will be rotated with respect
to the x-axis and y-axis. Therefore, a transformation has
to be done to calculate the principal axes of this ellipse
with lengths 2a and 2b. To do this, the following quantity is calculated where the argument α of E x and E y is
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omitted in the notation
Ex
Ax

2

+

Ey
Ay

2

−2

Ex E y
cos δ
Ax A y

− 2 cos α cos δ (cos α cos δ − sin α sin δ)
= cos2 α + (cos α cos δ − sin α sin δ)

So, the equation of the rotated ellipse in the coordinate
system (x, y) indexed by terms in E 2x , E 2y and E x E y is

× (− cos α cos δ − sin α sin δ)


= cos2 α 1 − cos2 δ + sin2 α sin2 δ = sin2 δ;
+

E 2x

2

Ey
A y sin δ

Ex E y
cos δ = 1 .
−2
A x A y sin2 δ

(3.127)

This is the implicit representation of an ellipse that is rotated with respect to the x- and y-axis (see Fig. 3.4). On
the other side an ellipse with the half-axes a and b parallel to the coordinate axes x and y and the coordinates
of the electric vector E x and E y are written as
. /2
Ey
Ex 2
+
=1.
(3.128)
a
b
This equation is transformed into a coordinate system
with axes x and y whereby the system (x , y ) is rotated
by an angle ϕ relative to the system (x, y) by applying

cos2 ϕ sin2 ϕ
+ 2
a2
b
+ E 2y

Part A 3.2

⇒

2

sin2 ϕ cos2 ϕ
+
a2
b2

+ E x E y sin (2ϕ)

1
1
− 2
2
a
b

=1.

In the last step the trigonometric equality sin(2ϕ) =
2 sin ϕ cos ϕ is used.
By comparing this equation with (3.127) the coefficients of the terms in E 2x , E 2y and E x E y have to be equal
to calculate the rotation angle ϕ and the principal axes.
This results in three equations
cos2 ϕ sin2 ϕ
1
+ 2 = 2 2 ,
a2
b
A x sin δ
sin2 ϕ cos2 ϕ
1
+
= 2 2 ,
a2
b2
A y sin δ

y

y'

sin (2ϕ)

x'

Ay
b

a

ϕ
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the well-known rotation matrix to the coordinates
/ .
/.
/
.
cos ϕ sin ϕ
Ex
Ex
=
Ey
Ey
− sin ϕ cos ϕ
/
.
E x cos ϕ + E y sin ϕ
.
=
−E x sin ϕ + E y cos ϕ

= cos2 α + (cos α cos δ − sin α sin δ)2

Ex
A x sin δ

3.2 Polarization

x

1
1
−
a2 b2

= −2

cos δ
.
A x A y sin2 δ

By (1) adding the second equation to the first equation and (2) subtracting the second equation from the
first equation and applying the trigonometric equation
cos(2ϕ) = cos2 ϕ − sin2 ϕ two new equations are obtained and written together with the old third equation
1
1
1
+
=
a2 b2
sin2 δ

Ax

Fig. 3.4 The polarization ellipse on which the apex of the

electric vector moves if the time t or the coordinate z
changes

1
1
cos (2ϕ) 2 − 2
a
b
sin (2ϕ)

1
1
− 2
2
a
b

1
=
sin2 δ
= −2

.
.

1
1
+ 2
A2x
Ay
1
1
− 2
2
Ax
Ay

cos δ
.
A x A y sin2 δ

/
,
/
,
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Division of the third equation by the second equation
gives the tangent of twice the rotation angle ϕ of the
ellipse
−2 cos δ

tan (2ϕ) =

Ax A y

1
A2x

−

=
1
A2y

−2A x A y cos δ
.
A2y − A2x

Using a trigonometric relation and (3.129) it holds that
+
,
2
,
A2x A2y cos2 δ
1
= 1 + tan2 (2ϕ) = ,
1+4
2
cos (2ϕ)
A2y − A2x


2

(3.129)
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So, the rotation angle ϕ can be calculated from the
known variables A x , A y and δ. There is a null of the
denominator for the case A x = A y . Then the argument
of the tangent is 2ϕ = ±π/2, i. e., ϕ = ±π/4. Only if
the numerator is also zero, i. e., cos δ = 0 and therefore δ = (2n + 1)π/2, the angle ϕ is not defined. In this
case, the ellipse is degenerated into a circle as we will
see later and then the rotation angle is, of course, not
defined. It should also be mentioned that the rotation
angle ϕ is only defined between −π/4 and π/4 and
therefore 2ϕ between −π/2 and π/2 so that the arctangent function is well defined. This is sufficient because
first, a rotation of an ellipse by π (= 180 degrees) does
not change anything. And second, the principal axes
of the ellipse can be chosen in such a way that either a is the large axis or b. So, the rotation angle ϕ
has to be defined only in an interval of the length π/2,
i. e., [−π/4; π/4].
After having calculated ϕ, the half-axes a and b of
the polarization ellipse can also be calculated using the
first two of the above equations
(i)

(ii)

.

/
1
1
+ 2 ,
A2x
Ay
.
/
1
1
1
1
1
−
=
− 2 ;
a2 b2
cos (2ϕ) sin2 δ A2x
Ay

1
1
1
+
=
a2 b2
sin2 δ

(i) + (ii) ⇒
1
=
2 sin2 δ

0

1
a2
1
1
1
+ 2+
2
Ax
A y cos (2ϕ)

.

1
1
− 2
2
Ax
Ay

1
=
2 sin2 δ

0

1
b2
1
1
1
+ 2−
A2x
A y cos (2ϕ)

.

1
1
− 2
A2x
Ay

Remember that 2ϕ is only defined between −π/2 and
π/2 so that cos(2ϕ) ≥ 0. Defining the value s by
3
s=

+1 if A2y − A2x ≥ 0
,
−1 if A2y − A2x < 0

(3.132)

the reciprocal values of the squares of the half-axes can
be explicitly written as
1
1
=
a2
2A2x A2y sin2 δ
0
1


2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
× A y + A x + s A y − A x + 4A x A y cos δ ,
(3.133)

1
1
=
2
2
b
2A x A2y sin2 δ
0
1


2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
× A y + A x − s A y − A x + 4A x A y cos δ .
(3.134)

Now it is easy to calculate the ratio of the squares of the
half-axes, whereby the equality cos2 δ − 1 = − sin2 δ is
used

/1
,

(3.130)

(i) − (ii) ⇒

=

A2y − A2x + 4A2x A2y cos2 δ
!
!
.
! 2
!
!A y − A2x !

/1
.

(3.131)

b2
a2

A2y +

A2x + s



A2y + A2x

2

− 4A2x A2y sin2 δ

=


2
A2y + A2x − s A2y + A2x − 4A2x A2y sin2 δ
&
A2 A2
1 + s 1 − 4 sin2 δ  x y 2

=

&
1 − s 1 − 4 sin2 δ 

A2y +A2x
A2x A2y
A2y +A2x

.
2

(3.135)
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So, for given parameters A x , A y and δ the half-axes a and
b of the ellipse can be calculated by (3.133) and (3.134).
The rotation angle can be calculated by (3.129) and
the ratio of the half-axes by (3.135). There are several
interesting special cases of polarization states and these
will be discussed in the following.

3.2.1 Different States of Polarization

or A x = 0 or A y = 0 .

(3.136)

The two cases A x = 0 or A y = 0 are obvious because
in this case there is only an x or a y component of the
electric vector. If both components are different from
zero there is nevertheless linear polarization if the phase
difference δ between the two components of the electric
vector is δ = 0 or δ = π.
Circular Polarization
If the apex of the electric vector moves on a circle, the
polarization state is called circular polarization. This
means that both half-axes have to be equal: a = b. Using
(3.135) this requires

Ax A y
b2
= 1 ⇒ 2 sin δ 2
= ±1 .
a2
A y + A2x
Since | sin δ| ≤ 1 this requires (A x and A y are both
positive)

(3.138)

So, the two different signs of the phase difference
δ correspond to different directions of rotation of
the apex of the electric vector. These two cases are
called right-handed circular polarization (δ = π/2) and
left-handed circular polarization (δ = −π/2). The definition of right-handed and left-handed is not always
identical in textbooks so that we use the definition
of [3.1].
Elliptic Polarization
The general polarization state is, of course, the so-called
elliptic polarization. In this case the apex of the electric vector moves on an ellipse if the time t or the
position z is changed. This state is the case if neither
δ = 0 or δ = π nor δ = ±π/2. Also if δ = ±π/2 the light
is elliptically polarized if A x = A y . There, we have to
again distinguish between right-handed and left-handed
elliptic polarization.

3.2.2 The Poincaré Sphere
A method to visualize the different states of polarization is the so-called Poincaré sphere, which was
introduced by H. Poincaré in 1892. By using (3.126) as
the definition of the electric field, the so-called Stokes
parameters of a plane monochromatic wave can be
defined [3.1]
s0 := A2x + A2y ,
s2 := 2A x A y cos δ ,
s3 := 2A x A y sin δ .

This condition can only be fulfilled for the case A x = A y
and then there is the additional condition sin δ = ±1.
Finally, the conditions for circular polarization are
±π
.
Ax = A y ∧ δ =
2

Using the original (3.125) this means for the electric
vector
/
/ .
.
A x cos (kz − ωt + δx )
E x (z, t)


=
E y (z, t)
A x cos kz − ωt + δx ± π2
/
.
A x cos (kz − ωt + δx )
.
=
∓A x sin (kz − ωt + δx )

s1 := A2x − A2y ,

Ax A y
1
≥ ⇒ 2A x A y ≥ A2x + A2y
2
2
2
A y + Ax
2

⇒ 0 ≥ Ax − A y .

(3.139)

It is obvious that the four quantities are connected by
the relation
s12 + s22 + s33 = A4x + A4y − 2A2x A2y + 4A2x A2y

(3.137)
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= A4x + A4y + 2A2x A2y = s02 .

(3.140)
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Linear Polarization
An important and quite simple polarization state is the
case of linear polarization. In this case the polarization
ellipse degenerates to a line and the apex of the electric
vector just oscillates on a line. This is the case if either
the numerator or the denominator of (3.135) is zero so
that a or b is zero. This means
+
,
,
A2x A2y
2δ
1−,
1
−
4
sin

2 = 0 ⇒ sin δ = 0
A2y + A2x

3.2 Polarization
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Right-handed circular
polarization

3.2.3 Complex Representation
of a Polarized Wave

S3

S2

Part A 3.2

Linear
polarization
S1
Left-handed circular
polarization

Fig. 3.5 The Poincaré sphere and the visualization of the

different states of polarization

So, only three of the parameters are independent and the
parameter s0 is proportional to the intensity of the wave.
If s1 , s2 and s3 are now used as the cartesian coordinates
of a point in space, all allowed combinations will be
situated according to (3.140) on a sphere with radius s0 .
The radius s0 is proportional to the intensity of the wave
and the sphere is called the Poincaré sphere (Fig. 3.5).
The different polarization states correspond to different positions on the Poincaré sphere. For linearly
polarized light it is, e.g., either A x = 0 or A y = 0 or
δ = 0 or δ = π. In all four cases the parameter s3 will
be zero. This means that points lying in the equatorial
plane of the Poincaré sphere represent linear polarization. Another interesting case is circular polarization.
In this case the conditions are according to (3.137):
A x = A y and δ = ±π/2. Therefore, s1 and s2 are both
zero and circular polarization corresponds to the poles
of the Poincaré sphere. At the north pole (s1 = s2 = 0
and s3 = s0 ) the light is right-handed circularly polarized
(δ = π/2). At the south pole (s1 = s2 = 0 and s3 = −s0 )
the light is left-handed circularly polarized (δ = −π/2).
All other states of polarization (elliptic polarization)
correspond to points somewhere else on the Poincaré
sphere. In the upper hemisphere of the Poincaré sphere
(s3 > 0) the light is always right-handed polarized and
in the lower hemisphere (s3 < 0) the light is left-handed
polarized.

In (3.125) the electric vector is expressed as a real quantity. As we have seen in other sections it is in many cases
useful to take a complex notation, where only the real
part has a physical meaning
⎞
⎛
E x (z, t)
⎟
⎜
E (z, t) = ⎝ E y (z, t) ⎠
E z (z, t)
⎛
⎞
A x cos (kz − ωt + δx )
⎟

⎜
= ⎝ A y cos kz − ωt + δ y ⎠
0
⎞
⎤
⎡⎛
A x eiδx
⎟
⎥
⎢⎜
= Re ⎣⎝ A y eiδ y ⎠ eikz e−iωt ⎦
0


= Re Âeikz e−iωt .
(3.141)
In this case the vector Â is a constant but complex vector in order to represent all possible states
of polarization. With a real vector only a linear
polarization state could be represented. The complex notation has the advantage that it is quite
easy to calculate the time average of the intensity.
According to (3.68) the time average of the intensity I is proportional to the square of the absolute
value of the time-independent complex electric vector Ê:
Ê (z) = Âeikz ⇒ I ∝ Ê · Ê∗ = A2x + A2y . (3.142)
Therefore, it is clear that a detector sensitive only to
the intensity of a light wave cannot distinguish between
different polarization states.

3.2.4 Simple Polarizing Optical Elements
and the Jones Calculus
There are, of course, optical elements that influence the
polarization state like polarizers, quarter-wave plates,
half-wave plates and many others. Here, only the basic idea of their effects can be discussed. For more
information about the treatment of polarizing optical
elements see, e.g., [3.12–14]. In this section only fully
polarized light is treated. This can be produced from natural unpolarized light with the help of a polarizer. In the
following the word polarizer is always used for a po-
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This vector is called the Jones vector.
Now each polarizing optical element can be represented by a 2 × 2 matrix, the Jones matrix. The resulting
Jones vector of the light that has passed such a polarizing
optical element is calculated by multiplying the Jones
vector of the incident light with the Jones matrix. Several polarizing optical elements can be passed by simply
multiplying the Jones matrices of these elements.
Polarizer
A polarizer is, e.g., a device that produces linearly polarized light from an arbitrary polarization state. If the
polarizer passes only light polarized in x direction its
Jones matrix is
/
.
1 0
.
Px =
(3.144)
0 0

Similarly Jones matrices of polarizers in other directions
(y direction, 45◦ or −45◦ ) can be represented by
/
/
.
.
1 1 1
0 0
;
; P45◦ =
Py =
2 1 1
0 1
/
.
1
1 −1
P−45◦ =
.
(3.145)
2 −1 1
As an example consider a plane wave linearly polarized
in the x direction, which first passes a polarizer in the
x direction and then in the direction 45◦ . The resulting
vector is:
/.
/.
/
.
1 1 1
E0
1 0
Jfinal =
2 1 1
0 0
0
/.
/
.
.
/
1 1 1
1 E0
E0
=
=
.
2 1 1
2 E0
0
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Of course, the first polarizer in the x direction has no
effect and the second polarizer selects the component
of the electric vector in the 45◦ direction. The resulting
intensity of the wave is then proportional to |Jfinal |2 =
E 02 /2, i. e., half of the intensity is absorbed. Another
well-known effect is the combination of two crossed
polarizers (e.g., in the x and y directions). Their matrix
is, of course,
.
/.
/ .
/
0 0
1 0
0 0
Pcrossed = Py Px =
=
.
0 1
0 0
0 0
This means that no light passes this combination. Only
if other polarizing elements are between the two crossed
polarizers can light pass. If, e.g., a polarizer with direction 45◦ is inserted between the two crossed polarizers
light can pass this combination if it originally has a component in the x direction. The resulting light will, of
course, only have a y component:
Pcrossed+45◦ = Py P45◦ Px
/
/.
/ .
.
1 0
0 0 1 1 1
=
0 0
0 1 2 1 1
.
/
1 0 0
=
.
2 1 0
Though this is a well-known example it is nevertheless
a typical example that polarizing optical elements can
produce quite astonishing results by inserting additional
elements.
Quarter-Wave Plate
Another elementary polarizing optical element is
a quarter-wave plate (λ/4-plate), which consists of
a birefringent material. If the axes of the material
are correctly oriented the refractive index for light
polarized in x direction is, e.g., different from the refractive index for polarized light in y direction. The
resulting effect is a phase difference between the two
components of the Jones vector of π/2. The Jones matrix for a higher phase velocity in the y direction is,
e.g.,
/
.
1 0
iπ/4
.
Pλ/4 = e
(3.146)
0 i

This means that linearly polarized light with components
in only the x or y direction remains linearly polarized
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larization filter whereas other polarizing elements are
simply called polarizing elements or polarizing optical
elements. The case of partially polarized light will not
be treated.
A quite useful algorithm for the treatment of fully
polarized light is the so-called Jones calculus, which was
invented by Jones [3.15]. If we again have a plane wave
propagating in the z direction the polarization state can
be described by a two-dimensional vector J in the x and
y direction containing the x and y components of the
vector Â of (3.141):
/
. / .
A x eiδx
Jx
=
.
(3.143)
J=
Jy
A y eiδ y
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and the intensity is unchanged (in practice some light
is, of course, absorbed). But for light that is linearly
polarized and has equal components in the x and y direction (i. e., linearly polarized with a direction of 45◦ )
the resulting polarization state is circularly polarized
light
/
.
.
/
1
1 0
E0
iπ/4
Jfinal = e
√
0 i
2 E0
.
/
1
E0
= √ eiπ/4
.
iE
2
0

Part A 3.3

Again, the intensity of the light is unchanged, only the
polarization state has changed. Linearly polarized incident light with other directions of polarization will result
in elliptically polarized light.
Half-Wave Plate
A third interesting case is when the circularly polarized
light passes an identical quarter-wave plate a second

time. Then the Jones vector is
1
Jfinal = eiπ/4 1 0 √ eiπ/4
0 i
2

E0
iE 0

1
E0
.
= √ eiπ/2
−E 0
2
The result is again linearly polarized light, but with a rotation of the direction of polarization of 90◦ . The effect
of two identical quarter-wave plates is, of course, the
effect of a half-wave plate (λ/2-plate). So, a half-wave
plate rotates the direction of polarization of linearly polarized light by 90◦ if the incident light is polarized in the
45◦ direction. If the incident light is polarized in the x or
y direction nothing happens. The matrix of a half-wave
plate is
Pλ/2 = eiπ/4
= eiπ/2

1 0
0 i
1 0
0 −1

eiπ/4
.

1 0
0 i
(3.147)

3.3 Interference
Interference is the property of all types of waves to form
characteristic stationary variations of the intensity by the
superposition of two or more waves. Of course, in the
case of light some conditions have to be fulfilled because
with natural light from the sun or light from a bulb it
is quite difficult to get interference effects. On the other
hand it is no problem to obtain interference effects with
the help of a laser. In fact, the condition is that the light
has to be coherent or at least partially coherent[3.16].
There are complete books about interference effects and
the application of these optical effects in the field of
interferometry [3.17–20]. So, in this section only the
basic ideas can be treated.

3.3.1 Interference of Two Plane Waves
First, the interference of two monochromatic plane
waves in a homogeneous and isotropic material will
be treated. The two plane waves with the angular frequency ω are propagating in the direction of their
wave vectors k1 and k2 . The corresponding unit vectors in the direction of propagation are e1 = k1 /|k1 | and
e2 = k2 /|k2 |. Their polarization state shall be arbitrary.
In Sect. 3.2 we investigated the different polarization
states and used the fact that for one plane wave the
coordinate system can be chosen so conveniently that

the direction of propagation is in the z direction and
the electric vector can only have x and y components
because of the orthogonality condition. For two plane
waves, which are not propagating parallel, a more generalized description has to be found. Therefore, the unit
vector e⊥ , which is perpendicular to the plane formed
by the two propagation vectors e1 and e2 is defined as
e⊥ :=

e1 × e2
.
|e1 × e2 |

(3.148)

Only for the case that e1 and e2 are parallel or antiparallel, i. e., e2 = ±e1 , e⊥ is not defined and we define in this
case e1 := (0, 0, 1) and e⊥ = (0, 1, 0). But in the following, it is sufficient to assume that e⊥ is well defined via
(3.148) or otherwise. So, for each wave we can define
a unit vector e,1 or e,2 , which lies in the plane defined
by the directions of propagation of the two waves but
perpendicular to the respective propagation vector
e,1 := e⊥ × e1 ,
e,2 := e⊥ × e2 .

(3.149)
(3.150)

Now, each plane wave will only have components
along e⊥ and the respective vector e,1 or e,2 . The
components along e⊥ are called transversal electric
(TE) components. The components along e,1 or e,2
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are called transversal magnetic (TM) components, because in this case the corresponding component of
the magnetic vector is perpendicular to the plane of
propagation.
Therefore, using a generalization of (3.141) the electric vectors of both plane waves can be represented
as:

"
E1 (r, t) = Re A,1 eiδ,1 e,1 + A⊥,1 eiδ⊥,1 e⊥
#
× eik1 · r e−iωt
"

#
= Re Â,1 + Â⊥,1 eik1 · r e−iωt ,

(3.152)

The quantities with a hat are complex, the others are real.
Using this representation the orthogonality condition for
electromagnetic waves is automatically fulfilled. The
magnetic vector is not explicitly noted here because it is
automatically defined by (3.37). Moreover, the interaction of an electromagnetic wave with matter is normally
due to an electric field. Therefore, the electric vector is
used in our calculation.
The interference of these two plane waves just means
that the electric vectors have to be added. Since this is
a linear operation and we are, in the end, only interested
in the time average of the intensity it is sufficient to add
the time-independent complex electric vectors Ê1 and
Ê2 . The resulting electric vector Ê1+2 is


Ê1+2 = Ê1 + Ê2 = Â,1 + Â⊥,1 eik1 · r (3.153)


+ Â,2 + Â⊥,2 eik2 · r .
The intensity of a plane wave measured on a surface perpendicular to the direction of propagation is, according
2
to (3.68),
√ proportional to | Ê| . The proportionality factor is ε/µ ε0 c/2. The intensity of the plane wave on
a plane surface that is not perpendicular to the direction
of the energy flow is decreased by the cosine of the angle of incidence. In the following, the plane on which
we define the intensity of our interference pattern is perpendicular to the effective direction of the energy flow,
i. e., perpendicular to k1 + k2 if the two waves are not
antiparallel or perpendicular to k1 if k1 = −k2 . The co-

sine factors are then identical for both waves and the
intensity I1+2 and the square of the modulus of the resulting electric vector | Ê1+2 |2 are really proportional to
each other with a constant of proportionality a. So, for
the interference pattern the following holds true:
!
!2
!
!
∗
! Ê1+2 ! = Ê1+2 · Ê1+2

"
= Â,1 + Â⊥,1 eik1 · r

#

+ Â,2 + Â⊥,2 eik2 · r

"
× Â∗,1 + Â∗⊥,1 e−ik1 · r

#

+ Â∗,2 + Â∗⊥,2 e−ik2 · r
= Â,1 · Â∗,1 + Â⊥,1 · Â∗⊥,1
+ Â,2 · Â∗,2 + Â⊥,2 · Â∗⊥,2


+ Â,1 · Â∗,2 + Â⊥,1 · Â∗⊥,2
× ei (k1 − k2 ) · r


+ Â∗,1 · Â,2 + Â∗⊥,1 · Â⊥,2
× e−i (k1 − k2 ) · r .

(3.154)

All other terms vanish because of the orthogonality of
the respective vectors. To evaluate this equation further,
the scalar product of e,1 and e,2 has to be calculated.
It is
e,1 · e,2 = (e⊥ × e1 ) · (e⊥ × e2 )
= [e1 × (e⊥ × e2 )] · e⊥
= [(e1 · e2 ) e⊥ − (e1 · e⊥ ) e2 ] · e⊥
= e1 · e2 .

(3.155)

This relation is, of course, obvious and we can use it
to evaluate the interference pattern. To abbreviate the
notation the phase differences between the two waves
are defined as δ := δ,1 − δ,2 and δ⊥ := δ⊥,1 − δ⊥,2
!
!2
!
!
! Ê1+2 ! = A2,1 + A2⊥,1 + A2,2 + A2⊥,2
"
+ A,1 A,2 eiδ (e1 · e2 )
#
+ A⊥,1 A⊥,2 eiδ⊥ ei (k1 − k2 ) · r
"
+ A,1 A,2 e−iδ (e1 · e2 )
#
+ A⊥,1 A⊥,2 e−iδ⊥ e−i (k1 − k2 ) · r
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(3.151)


"
E2 (r, t) = Re A,2 eiδ,2 e,2 + A⊥,2 eiδ⊥,2 e⊥
#
× eik2 · r e−iωt

#
"
= Re Â,2 + Â⊥,2 eik2 · r e−iωt .
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= A2,1 + A2,2 + 2A,1 A,2 (e1 · e2 )


× cos (k1 − k2 ) · r + δ

Λ
G = k1 – k2

+ A2⊥,1 + A2⊥,2 + 2A⊥,1 A⊥,2
× cos [(k1 − k2 ) · r + δ⊥ ] .

k1
(3.156)
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The two terms that depend on the parameters of both
waves and are functions of the position are called interference terms. These interference terms distinguish the
superposition of coherent waves and incoherent waves.
In the case of incoherent waves the interference terms
vanish and the resulting intensity is just the sum of the
single intensities of both waves.
It can be seen that the interference pattern resolves
into terms that depend only on TM components and
those that depend only on TE components. Since both are
perpendicular to each other, the intensities of both waves
can also be divided into the sum of a “TM intensity” and
a “TE intensity”


I1 = a A2,1 + A2⊥,1 = I,1 + I⊥,1 ,


(3.157)
I2 = a A2,2 + A2⊥,2 = I,2 + I⊥,2 .
Here, the constant of proportionality a is used, which
was explained above. Then, the intensity of the interference pattern is
I1+2 = I,1 + I,2
:


+ 2 I,1 I,2 (e1 · e2 ) cos (k1 − k2 ) · r + δ
+ I⊥,1 + I⊥,2
:
+ 2 I⊥,1 I⊥,2 cos [(k1 − k2 ) · r + δ⊥ ] . (3.158)
The Grating Period and the Fringe Period
Equation (3.158) shows that the surfaces of constant
intensity are plane surfaces with

(k1 − k2 ) · r = constant .

(3.159)

The planes are perpendicular to the so-called grating
vector G (Fig. 3.6) with
G = k1 − k2 .

k2

(3.160)

Since the cosine function is periodic the distance
between the two neighboring planes of equal intensity is
called the grating period Λ of the interference pattern.
It can be calculated by taking a point r1 on the first
plane and a point r2 on the neighboring second plane,
so that the vector ∆r := r2 − r1 is parallel to G and

ϕ

ϕ/ 2

λ /n

Fig. 3.6 Interference of two plane waves. The solid lines indicate the planes of constant phase of the two plane waves at
a fixed time having the distance λ/n, respectively, whereas
the dashed lines indicate the interference planes with constant intensity having a distance Λ. The planes themselves
are perpendicular to the drawing plane

simultaneously perpendicular to the planes. Its modulus
is the grating period
cos [(k1 − k2 ) · r2 ] = cos [(k1 − k2 ) · r1 ] ;
⇒ (k1 − k2 ) · r2 = (k1 − k2 ) · r1 + 2π
⇒ G · ∆r = |G| |∆r| = 2π
2π
λ
2π
⇒ Λ = |∆r| =
=
= 2πn
.
|G|
|e
n
− e2 |
|e
|
−
e
1
1
2
λ
(3.161)

Here, n is the refractive index of the material in which
the waves propagate and λ = 2πc/ω would be the wavelength in vacuum. So, the grating period is infinity if both
waves are propagating parallel, i. e., e1 = e2 , and the
smallest grating period can be obtained if both waves
are propagating antiparallel, i. e., e1 = −e2 . Then the
grating period Λmin is
λ
Λmin =
.
2n
In the general case the grating period can be expressed
by using the angle ϕ between the two wave vectors
(Fig. 3.6)
:
|e1 − e2 | = (e1 − e2 ) · (e1 − e2 )
:
= 2 − 2e1 · e2
λ
.
⇒Λ= √
(3.162)
n 2 (1 − cos ϕ)
This can√
also be seen in Fig. 3.6 using the trigonometric
identity 2(1 − cos ϕ) = 2 sin(ϕ/2).
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(3.163)

In analogy to (3.161) the result is
2π
2π
p= ! ! =
,
!G  ! |G − (G · N) N|

(3.164)

where N is a unit vector perpendicular to the detector
plane. By defining the two angles of incidence β1 and
β2 of the plane waves onto the detector plane as
cos β1 := e1 · N;

cos β2 := e2 · N;

the fringe period p can be written as:
2π
2π
p= :
=:
2
2
|G| − (G · N)2
[G − (G · N) N]
2π
=:
|k1 − k2 |2 − [(k1 − k2 ) · N]2
λ
= 2
n 2 (1 − cos ϕ) − (cos β1 − cos β2 )2
or
2π
Λ
p= :
=√
2
2
1
−
cos2 α
|G| − (G · N)
λ
Λ
= √
=
.
sin α n 2 (1 − cos ϕ) sin α
(3.165)

In the last equation the angle α between the grating
vector G and the surface normal N, i. e., the angle α
between the grating planes and the detector plane, is
defined as cos α = (G · N)/|G|. From (3.165) it can be
seen that the fringe period is infinity if the grating planes
are parallel to the detector plane and that the fringe
period is minimal if the grating planes are perpendicular
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to the detector plane, i. e., if G is parallel to the detector
plane. Then the fringe period p is equal to the grating
period Λ.

3.3.2 Interference Effects for Plane Waves
with Different Polarization States
In the calculation of the grating period and the fringe
period we assumed that the interference terms in (3.158)
are different from zero so that interference occurs. But,
this is not always the case as we will now discuss.
A quite interesting quantity in interferometry is the
visibility V of the interference fringes. It is defined as
V :=

Imax − Imin
,
Imax + Imin

(3.166)

where Imax is the maximum intensity and Imin the minimum intensity at a point in the interference pattern when
the phase (i. e., the argument of the cosine function) of
the interference terms is varied in a range of 2π. For the
interference of plane waves the maximum and minimum
intensity can also be taken at different points because
the intensity of the two single waves is then independent of the position. The visibility can vary between 0
for Imin = Imax , i. e., no interference occurs, and 1 for
Imin = 0.
Linearly Polarized Plane Waves
For the case of linearly polarized plane waves the phase
constants of each wave δ,1 and δ⊥,1 on the one hand
and δ,2 and δ⊥,2 on the other are equal or differ only
by π. There are, in fact, effectively two different cases:

δ,1 = δ⊥,1 ∧ δ,2 = δ⊥,2
δ,1 = δ⊥,1 + π ∧ δ,2 = δ⊥,2 + π

;

δ⊥ = δ⊥,1 − δ⊥,2
⇒ = δ,1 − δ,2 = δ
=: δ and s := +1
;
δ,1 = δ⊥,1 + π ∧ δ,2 = δ⊥,2
δ,1 = δ⊥,1 ∧ δ,2 = δ⊥,2 + π
δ⊥ = δ⊥,1 − δ⊥,2
⇒ δ,1 − δ,2 ∓ π = δ ∓ π
=: δ ∓ π and s := −1

(3.167)

(3.168)

The parameter s characterizes the different cases and is
either +1 or −1. Then the intensity of the interference
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What is really observed are the lines of intersection
of the planes of constant intensity with a detector plane.
The resulting lines are called the interference fringes. In
the case of the interference of two plane waves the interference fringes are straight, parallel and equidistant
lines with the distance p, called the period of the fringes.
Only in the case when the grating vector G is parallel
to the detector plane is the fringe period p equal to the
grating period Λ. In the general case, only the component of the grating vector parallel to the detector plane
has to be used to calculate the fringe period. This relation can be easily seen by taking the plane with z = 0
as detector plane. Then the fringes in the xy-plane are
described in analogy to (3.159) by




kx,1 − kx,2 x+ ky,1 − ky,2 y = G  · r = constant .
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pattern (see (3.158)) can be expressed as

a)

I1+2 = I,1 + I,2
:
+ 2 I,1 I,2 cos ϕ cos [(k1 − k2 ) · r + δ]
+ I⊥,1 + I⊥,2
:
+ 2s I⊥,1 I⊥,2 cos [(k1 − k2 ) · r + δ] . (3.169)
Here, the angle ϕ between the directions of propagation
of the two waves is used. So, there are several interesting
special cases of (3.169):

•
Part A 3.3

Both waves have only TE components, i. e., I,1 =
I,2 = 0, I⊥,1 = 0 and I⊥,2 = 0. Then, we obtain
ITE,TE = I⊥,1 + I⊥,2
:
+ 2s I⊥,1 I⊥,2 cos [(k1 − k2 ) · r + δ] .

•

If the intensities of both waves are equal the visibility
is 1.
One wave has only a TE component, i. e., I,1 = 0
and I⊥,1 = 0, and the other wave has only a TM
component, i. e., I,2 = 0 and I⊥,2 = 0. Then the interference terms vanish and the intensity is constant
ITE,TM = I⊥,1 + I,2 = constant .

•

(3.172)

This just means that orthogonally polarized waves
cannot interfere.
Both waves have only TM components, i. e., I⊥,1 =
I⊥,2 = 0, I,1 = 0 and I,2 = 0. Then, we obtain
ITM,TM = I,1 + I,2
:
+2 I,1 I,2 cos ϕ cos [(k1 − k2 ) · r +δ] .
(3.173)

The visibility VTM,TM is in this case:
:
2 I,1 I,2 cos ϕ
.
VTM,TM =
I,1 + I,2

e⊥

e⊥

Fig. 3.7a,b The different possibilities for the interference
of linearly polarized waves. (a) s = +1, i. e., the two electric vectors are oscillating in the same quadrant; (b) s = −1,

i. e. the two electric vectors are oscillating in different quadrants. The dashed line indicates the plane in which the wave
vectors of both waves are situated

(3.170)

This is the well-known interference equation that is
also used for scalar waves where an arbitrary component of the electric vector, but for a small angle
ϕ between the two wave vectors of the waves, is
regarded. In this case the visibility VTE,TE (defined
with (3.166)) of the interference pattern is
:
2 I⊥,1 I⊥,2
VTE,TE =
.
(3.171)
I⊥,1 + I⊥,2

b)

•

So, the visibility is always smaller than 1 and
the interference term vanishes if both waves are
propagating perpendicular to each other, i. e., e1 ·
e2 = cos ϕ = 0. For the case I,1 = I,2 , where the
visibility is 1 in the TE polarized case, the visibility
in the TM polarized case is VTM,TM = cos ϕ. Only
for small angles between the directions of propagation of the two plane waves the visibility is high. Of
course, for small angles there is in fact no real difference between TE- and TM-polarized light and for
ϕ = 0 or ϕ = π the difference between TE and TM
exists no longer.
TE and TM components of both waves are present.
Then the value of the constant s is important. For
s = +1 the interference terms have identical signs
and add. But for s = −1 the interference terms have
different signs and cancel each other out if
:

I,1 I,2 cos ϕ =

I⊥,1 I⊥,2 .

(3.175)

The meaning of this is that for s = −1 the electric
vectors of both waves are oscillating in different
quadrants. If the above equation is fulfilled they
are again perpendicular to each other and cannot
interfere. This is explained in Fig. 3.7.
Circularly Polarized Plane Waves
Circularly polarized plane waves exist according to
(3.137) only if

1
I1 ;
2
1
I,2 = I⊥,2 = I2 ;
2
I,1 = I⊥,1 =

(3.174)

:

π
,
2
π
δ,2 − δ⊥,2 = ± .
2
δ,1 − δ⊥,1 = ±
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Then, the intensity of the interference pattern is determined according to (3.158)
:
1
I1 + I2 + 2 I1 I2
I1+2 =
2


× cos ϕ cos (k1 − k2 ) · r + δ
:
1
+
I1 + I2 + 2 I1 I2
2

+ cos [(k1 − k2 ) · r + δ⊥ ] .

(3.176)

and (3.176) reduces to
:
I↑↓ = I1 + I2 + I1 I2



× (cos ϕ − 1) cos (k1 − k2 ) · r + δ .
(3.179)

The visibility (3.166) is
√
I1 I2 (1 − cos ϕ)
.
(3.180)
V↑↓ =
I1 + I2
So, for different chirality the behavior is reverse
to that of equal chirality. Waves that are propagating parallel (ϕ = 0) and have different chirality
cannot interfere, whereas waves that are propagating antiparallel (ϕ = π) and have different chirality
interfere very well.

Now, we have to differentiate between several cases:

•

Both waves have the same chirality, i. e., either
δ,1 − δ⊥,1 = π/2 and δ,2 − δ⊥,2 = π/2 or δ,1 −
δ⊥,1 = −π/2 and δ,2 − δ⊥,2 = −π/2. Then, the
phase differences are
δ = δ,1 − δ,2 ;

δ⊥ = δ⊥,1 − δ⊥,2 = δ =: δ

and (3.176) reduces to
:
I↑↑ = I1 + I2 + I1 I2



× (cos ϕ + 1) cos (k1 − k2 ) · r + δ .
(3.177)

•

The visibility (3.166) is
√
I1 I2 (cos ϕ + 1)
V↑↑ =
.
(3.178)
I1 + I2
For small angles ϕ between the directions of propagation of the two waves the intensity is identical to
the interference pattern of two linearly TE-polarized
waves and the visibility can reach 1 for equal intensities in both waves. If both waves are propagating
perpendicular to each other the interference term
has only half the size and the visibility is for equal
intensities only 1/2. If the angle ϕ is larger than
π/2 and approaches π the interference term and the
visibility vanish. This means that waves propagating antiparallel and with the same chirality cannot
interfere.
Both waves have different chirality, i. e., either
δ,1 − δ⊥,1 = π/2 and δ,2 − δ⊥,2 = −π/2 or δ,1 −
δ⊥,1 = −π/2 and δ,2 − δ⊥,2 = π/2. Then, the phase
differences are
δ = δ,1 − δ,2 =: δ;
δ⊥ = δ⊥,1 − δ⊥,2 = δ ± π = δ ± π
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The Application of Two-Beam Interference
for an Electron Accelerator
A quite interesting modern application of the interference of two waves is the laser-driven electron accelerator
[3.21],[3.22]. This accelerator can in principle also be
used for any other charged particle whereby the efficiency increases if the velocity of the particle is nearly
identical to the speed of light. So, heavy particles need
a lot of kinetic energy (at best a multiple of their rest energy m 0 c2 ) if they shall be accelerated by laser light with
a good efficiency. Here, only the basic principle can be
discussed.
Figure 3.8 shows two interfering waves both with
linear TM polarization, equal amplitudes and a phase
E1

Ez = E1+ E2
E2

x

E1
k2
θ
z

2θ

k1
E2

Fig. 3.8 The interference of two linearly polarized waves

with TM polarization and π phase difference results in
a longitudinal component Ez of the electric field
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× cos [(k1 − k2 ) · r + δ⊥ ]
:
= I1 + I2 + I1 I2



× cos ϕ cos (k1 − k2 ) · r + δ
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difference of π on points along the z-axis. First of all,
we assume that the waves are plane. The z-axis bisects
the angle 2θ between the wave vectors k1 and k2 of both
waves so that θ is the angle between the z-axis and one
of the wave vectors. Then, the electric vectors E1 and
E2 are oriented as indicated and the components perpendicular to the z-axis, i. e., parallel to the x-axis, cancel
each other. The magnetic vectors of both waves, which
are perpendicular to the drawing plane, i. e., parallel to
the y-axis, also cancel each other out on points along
the z-axis because they are antiparallel. However, due
to the configuration of the two interfering waves there
is a resulting longitudinal component Ez of the electric vector for points on the z-axis. From a mathematical
point of view, we have for the electric vectors using the
coordinate system of Fig. 3.8
E1 (x, z, t)
"
#⎞
⎛
E 0 cos θ cos 2π
λ (−x sin θ + z cos θ) − ωt
⎟
⎜
⎟
=⎜
0
⎝
"
# ⎠,
E 0 sin θ cos 2π
λ (−x sin θ + z cos θ) − ωt
E2 (x, z, t)
"
#⎞
⎛
−E 0 cos θ cos 2π
λ (x sin θ + z cos θ) − ωt
⎜
⎟
⎟
=⎜
0
⎝
"
# ⎠;
E 0 sin θ cos 2π
λ (x sin θ + z cos θ) − ωt
⇒ Ez (x = 0, z, t)
= E1 (x = 0, z, t) + E2 (x = 0, z, t)
⎞
⎛
0
⎟
⎜
0
=⎝
⎠.


2π
2E 0 sin θ cos λ z cos θ − ωt =: E z (0, z, t)
(3.181)

Here, E 0 is the maximum amplitude of the electric vector
of one of the two interfering waves (E 0 = max |E1 | =
max |E2 |), λ is the wavelength of the waves and ω is
their angular frequency. So, we see that along the z-axis
with x = 0 there exists only a component of the electric
field parallel to the z-axis and by using the relations
λν = c and ω = 2πν = 2πc/λ (ν is the frequency) for
our waves, which are situated in a vacuum, we obtain
E z (x = 0, z, t)
= 2E 0 sin θ cos 2π

cos θ
c
z
−t
λ
c


.

(3.182)

Now, a relativistic electron, i. e., the speed v of the electron should be nearly the speed of light c, travels along
the z-axis from left to right. It should pass the regarded
point at that time where E z = −2E 0 sin θ. Then, the electron will be maximally accelerated along the z-axis due
to its negative electric charge. But, the interference maximum with E z = −2E 0 sin θ seems to propagate along
the z-axis with the phase velocity c/cos θ, which is faster
than the speed of light for θ > 0. Of course, this is in
no contradiction to special relativity because no information nor energy is transported with this speed. So,
for a small angle θ the relativistic electron with v ≈ c
(but nevertheless v < c) travels a certain distance nearly
in phase with the accelerating electric field before it
comes out of phase because of c/cos θ > c > v. The distance after which the electron is out of phase can also
be calculated very easily. The electron travels in the
laboratory framework in the time interval t, a distance
z = vt, i. e., t = z/v. The velocity v can be assumed to
be constant during the acceleration process because it
should be nearly the speed of light and therefore it does
not change considerably although the electron may gain
a lot of kinetic energy. By introducing this into (3.182)
the argument Φ of the cosine function as a function of
the position z on the z-axis is:
Φ(z) = 2π

c
cos θ
c
z
− t = 2π z
λ
c
λ

cos θ 1
−
c
v

.

(3.183)

If the phase Φ of the electric field, which affects the
electron changes by ±π, the electric field that first accelerated the electron will now slow it down. So, the
distance ∆z on the z-axis between being accelerated
and decelerated by the electric field is
c
∆Φ = 2π ∆z
λ

cos θ 1
−
c
v

= ±π ⇒ ∆z = ±

λ
.
2 (cos θ − c/v)

(3.184)

For v ≈ c the longest distance for being in phase would
be achieved by θ = 0. But then, the accelerating electric field itself would be zero because of the factor
sin θ in (3.182). So, in practice, a tradeoff has to be
found between a big value sin θ and another big value
cos θ. Additionally, the velocity of the electron (or other
charged particle) should be nearly the speed of light.
However, we see that for the interference of two
infinitely extended plane waves the electron would be
accelerated and slowed down periodically. But, we can
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3.3.3 Interference of Arbitrary Scalar Waves
The interference phenomena are, of course, not restricted
to plane waves but can occur for arbitrary waves. Since
for arbitrary waves the polarization can change locally
we will neglect the polarization in this section and
concentrate on so-called scalar waves.
Some Notes on Scalar Waves
In the case of scalar waves only one Cartesian component of the electric (or magnetic) vector is regarded and
the complete polarization state is neglected. Nevertheless, for two linearly polarized interfering waves, which
are both TE polarized, the result of the scalar calculation
is identical to the exact result. Since the orthogonality
condition is neglected for scalar waves the result of the
scalar wave equation is not automatically a solution of
the Maxwell equations.
A scalar wave, which is often used in optics, is
a spherical wave with its center of curvature at the point
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r0 with the complex amplitude
u (r) = a

eik |r − r0 |
|r − r0 |

(3.185)

and the modulus of the wave vector k = 2πn/λ, which
is also called a wave number. a is a constant. It should
be mentioned that a spherical wave is a solution of the
scalar Helmholtz equation of homogeneous materials
(Sect. 3.1.5), where only one component of the electric
or magnetic vector is regarded. But, a spherical wave is
not a solution of the Maxwell equations itself because
this would violate the orthogonality conditions of an
electromagnetic wave. But, in the far field and in the
plane perpendicular to its dipole axis, a dipole radiation
is a good approximation for a spherical wave.
Here, the scalar complex amplitude u was introduced, which can stand, apart from a constant of
proportionality, for one component of the electric or
magnetic vector. Again, the intensity of this scalar wave
is at least proportional to the square of the modulus of u
and in the following we just define for scalar waves
I := uu ∗ .

(3.186)

A general scalar wave can be described by
u (r) = A (r) eiΦ (r) .

(3.187)

In this case, A is a real function, which changes only
slowly with the position r, where Φ is also a real function but the complex exponential factor exp(iΦ) varies
rapidly with the position r.
The Interference Equation for Scalar Waves
By using two general scalar waves (3.187)

u 1 (r) = A1 (r) eiΦ1 (r) ,

u 2 (r) = A2 (r) eiΦ2 (r)

instead of using plane waves in (3.158) or (3.170) the
interference equation of scalar waves is obtained by
:
I1+2 = I1 + I2 + 2 I1 I2 cos Φ
(3.188)
with I1 = A21 , I2 = A22 and Φ = Φ1 − Φ2 . In some cases
it is more convenient to write this equation as
I1+2 = I0 (1 + V cos Φ) .

(3.189)

Here, I0 = I1 + I2 is defined as the resulting intensity for
incoherent light, where only the intensities of the single
waves have to be added. The visibility V is defined in
(3.166) and is here
√
√
Imax − Imin
2 I1 I2
2 I1 I2
V=
=
=
.
(3.190)
Imax + Imin
I1 + I2
I0
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replace the plane waves by focused laser beams, i. e.,
Gaussian beams (Sect. 3.5), so that the region with a high
electric field has a quite limited length smaller than ∆z.
The beam waist of each laser beam should be at the
crossing point of the two Gaussian beams on the z-axis
to achieve a high amplitude of the electric vector. Then,
the electric field amplitude E 0 is not constant along
the z-axis but decreases outside of the beam waist like
a Gaussian curve. So, it is possible to achieve a net acceleration of the electron if it is harmonized with the
phase of the electric field of the laser beams when it
crosses the beam waist. If the electron is not harmonized with the phase of the laser beams it can also be
slowed down. The concrete calculation in the case of
Gaussian beams is, of course, a little bit more complex than with plane waves because the wave vector
and therefore the direction of the electric vector changes
locally in the case of a Gaussian beam. By using ultrashort and focused laser pulses the resulting electric
field in the beam waist, which accelerates the electron
can be as high as 1 GV/m or higher. Of course, the acceleration distance is only as long as the beam waist,
i. e., several µm for a strongly focused laser beam. So,
some keV of kinetic energy can be gained by the electron. But, by repeating many acceleration devices in
series (and, of course, harmonized in phase) the effective acceleration distance can be increased so that
the laser-driven electron accelerator may become an
alternative to conventional particle accelerators in the
future.
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For general scalar waves the fringe period in the
detector plane with coordinates (x, y) is not constant but
will vary. But at a point (x, y) in the neighborhood of
a fixed point (x0 , y0 ) the phase function Φ can be written
as a Taylor expansion neglecting all terms of second and
higher order:
/ .
/
.
∂Φ(x0 ,y0 )
x − x0
∂x
Φ (x, y) ≈ Φ (x0 , y0 ) + ∂Φ(x0 ,y0 ) ·
y − y0
∂y
= Φ (x0 , y0 ) + ∇⊥ Φ (x0 , y0 ) · ∆r .
(3.191)
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Here, the two-dimensional nabla operator ∇⊥ is introduced. The local fringe period p is defined as the distance
between two fringes, i. e., the distance where the phase
function increases or decreases by 2π taken along a path
parallel to the local phase gradient. Therefore, we have
for the vector ∆r pointing from one fringe to the next
neighboring fringe at the position (x0 , y0 )
∇⊥ Φ
⇒ ∇⊥ Φ · ∆r = p|∇⊥ Φ| = 2π;
|∇⊥ Φ|
2π
2π
=
⇒ p=
.
(3.192)
|∇⊥ Φ|
 ∂Φ 2  ∂Φ 2
+
∂x
∂y

∆r = p

All quantities have to be calculated at the point (x0 , y0 ).
By comparing this equation with (3.164) it is clear that
the component G  of the grating vector in the xy-plane
is defined by
⎛ ∂Φ ⎞
⎜
G = ⎜
⎝

∂x
∂Φ
∂y

⎟
⎟.
⎠

(3.193)

0
The grating vector G itself is defined as
⎛ ∂Φ ⎞
⎜
G = ∇Φ = ⎜
⎝

∂x
∂Φ
∂y
∂Φ
∂z

⎟
⎟,
⎠

(3.194)

with Φ defined as a function of (x, y, z).
The local fringe frequency ν is defined as the reciprocal of the local fringe period

 ∂Φ 2  ∂Φ 2
+ ∂y
∂x
1
ν= =
(3.195)
p
2π
and describes the number of fringes per length unit. If
the fringe frequency is too high the interference pattern

cannot be resolved in practice since common detector
arrays like a CCD camera only have a limited number
of pixels per length unit and integrate the light intensity
over the area of one pixel.
Interference of Scalar Spherical
and Plane Waves
The interference of two plane waves is investigated in
detail in the last section for general polarization states.
Simple examples of the interference of two scalar waves
are the interference of a spherical wave and a plane wave
or the interference of two spherical waves. In principle,
the general statements to the effects of different polarization states also hold for spherical waves as long as the
numerical aperture is not too high. So, the investigation
of scalar waves is not really a restriction.
Two spherical waves with the wavelength λ and the
corresponding wave number k = 2πn/λ having their
center of curvature at the points r1 = (x1 , y1 , z 1 ) and
r2 = (x2 , y2 , z 2 ) have the complex amplitude functions

eik |r − r1 |
,
|r − r1 |
eik |r − r2 |
u 2 (r) = a2
.
|r − r2 |
u 1 (r) = a1

In the following, only the interference pattern in the
xy-plane at z = 0 in an area centered around the origin
of the coordinate system at x = y = z = 0 is evaluated.
Additionally, the distances |ri | (i = 1, 2) of the centers
of curvature of both spherical waves from the origin of
the coordinate system shall
: be large compared to the
maximum distance |r| = x 2 + y2 of the origin of the
coordinate system from a point lying in the evaluated
aperture of the interference pattern. Then the amplitude
of the spherical waves can be assumed to be constant
because of
|ri |  |r| ⇒
:
|r − ri | = (r − ri ) · (r − ri )
2
= |ri |2 + |r|2 − 2 |ri | |r| cos α ≈ |ri | .
Here, α is the angle between the two vectors
r and ri . Therefore, the two spherical waves are written
as
u (r) = A eik |r − r1 | ,
1

1

u 2 (r) = A2 eik |r − r2 |
with constant amplitudes A1 = a1 /|r1 | and A2 =
a2 /|r2 |. The arguments of the complex exponential func-
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tions can, of course, not be replaced by the constant
terms |ri | because these are very fast oscillating functions. Then, the intensity I1+2 of the interference pattern
is, according to (3.188),
:
I1+2 (x, y) = I1 + I2 + 2 I1 I2 cos Φ (x, y)
with I1 = A21 ; I2 = A22
and

(3.196)

The square roots
√ can be developed into a Taylor series
according to 1 + x ≈ 1 + x/2 − x 2 /8 for x  1. Since
|ri |  |r|, the most important terms are
&
x 2 + y2 − 2xxi − 2yyi
|ri | 1 +
|ri |2
≈ |ri | +
−

x 2 + y2 xxi + yyi
−
|ri |
2 |ri |
 2
2
x + y2 − 2xxi − 2yyi

.
(3.197)
8 |ri |3
The last term can be neglected for
 2
2
x + y2 − 2xxi − 2yyi
k
1
8 |ri |3
2
 2
x + y2 − 2xxi − 2yyi
λ
.

(3.198)
⇒
2πn
8 |ri |3
By using spherical coordinates ri , ϑi , ϕi for ri , where ri
is the distance from the origin, ϑi is the polar angle and
ϕi is the azimuthal angle,
xi = ri cos ϕi sin ϑi ,
yi = ri sin ϕi sin ϑi ,
z i = ri cos ϑi ,

(3.199)
(3.200)
(3.201)

the condition for neglecting the last term is
 2
2

 2
x + y2
x + y2 (x cos ϕi + y sin ϕi ) sin ϑi
−
ri2
4ri3
+

λ
(x cos ϕi + y sin ϕi )2 sin2 ϑi
.

ri
πn

(3.202)
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If this condition is fulfilled for both spherical waves the
phase function of the interference pattern can be written
as

πn 1
1  2
x + y2
Φ (x, y) ≈ δ +
−
λ r1 r2
2πn
−
(cos ϕ1 sin ϑ1 − cos ϕ2 sin ϑ2 ) x
λ
2πn
−
(sin ϕ1 sin ϑ1 − sin ϕ2 sin ϑ2 ) y .
λ
(3.203)

The phase constant δ is defined as δ = 2πn(r1 − r2 )/λ.
The term dependent on x 2 + y2 is called defocus
and is proportional to the difference of the curvatures
of both spherical waves. The linear terms in x and y are
called tilts and are only present if the centers of curvature
of the two spherical waves and the origin do not lie on
a common line. In the interferometric testing of spherical
surfaces or in the measurement of the wave aberrations
of lenses there often appears defocus and tilts due to an
axial (⇒ defocus) or lateral (⇒ tilts) misalignment of
the test object. Then the coefficients of these terms are
determined by a least-squares fit of the function


Φmisalign = a + bx + cy + d x 2 + y2
(3.204)
to the measured phase function Φmeasured . Afterwards,
the phase function Φreduced , which is freed from misalignment aberrations is calculated by
Φreduced = Φmeasured − Φmisalign

(3.205)

using the fitted coefficients a, b, c and d. The phase function Φreduced then only contains the desired wave aberrations or the desired surface deviations from the ideal
surface plus systematic errors of the experimental setup.
A special case of (3.203) is that one of the waves
is a plane wave. Without loss of generality the second
wave shall be plane. This means that the parameter r2 is
infinity. Then (3.203) reduces to:

πn  2
x + y2
Φ (x, y) ≈ δ +
λr1

2πn 
cos ϕ1 sin ϑ1 − ex,2 x
−
λ

2πn 
−
sin ϕ1 sin ϑ1 − e y,2 y ,
(3.206)
λ
where ex,2 := cos ϕ2 sin ϑ2 and e y,2 := sin ϕ2 sin ϑ2 are
the x and y components of the unit vector e2 = k2 /|k2 |
parallel to the wave vector k2 of the plane wave. Of
course, the phase constant δ, which is only defined modulus 2π, is therefore not infinity, but has a certain value
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Φ (x, y) = k (|r − r1 | − |r − r2 |)
&
.
x 2 + y2 − 2xx1 − 2yy1
= k |r1 | 1 +
|r1 |2
&
/
x 2 + y2 − 2xx2 − 2yy2
.
− |r2 | 1 +
|r2 |2
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that depends on r1 and the phase offset of the plane wave
at (x = 0, y = 0, z = 0). In the case of the interference of
a spherical and a plane wave the defocus term is directly
proportional to the curvature of the spherical wave. The
tilt terms again depend on both waves but for the case
that either the spherical wave has its center of curvature
at x = y = 0 (⇒ sin ϑ1 = 0) or the plane wave is perpendicular to the xy-plane (⇒ ex,2 = e y,2 = 0) the tilt
terms depend only on the parameters of one wave.

Part A 3.3

Two Examples of Interference Patterns
Assume that we have two interfering monochromatic
waves with a wavelength λ = 0.5 µm. Additionally, we
know that the first of the waves is a plane wave that
propagates parallel to the optical axis, which is defined
to be parallel to the surface normal of the detector and to
intersect the detector in its center. So, the parameters of
the first wave in (3.203) are r1 → ∞, ϑ1 = 0 and ϕ1 = 0
y(mm)
0.4

and the phase function Φ of the interference pattern
depends only on the parameters of the second wave
 2π
π  2
x + y2 +
Φ (x, y) ≈ δ −
cos ϕ2 sin ϑ2 x
λr2
λ
2π
sin ϕ2 sin ϑ2 y .
(3.207)
+
λ
The refractive index n has been set to 1 because the
measurements should be made in air.
Let us now assume that we detect the interference
pattern, which is displayed in Fig. 3.9. Such an interference pattern is often called an interferogram. In this
case it has straight, parallel and equidistant fringes parallel to the y-axis. Therefore, the second wave also has
to be a plane wave (r2 → ∞), which can be described
by the two angles ϕ2 and ϑ2 . The interference pattern
only changes along the x-axis and there the period p
is 0.2 mm. Therefore, the phase function Φ has to be
of the form Φ(x, y) = ax with a = 2π/ p = 10π/mm.
Comparing this with (3.207) results in
2π
2π
cos ϕ2 sin ϑ2 x +
sin ϕ2 sin ϑ2 y = ax;
λ
λ
aλ
= 0.0025 .
⇒ δ = 0 ∧ ϕ2 = 0 ∧ sin ϑ2 =
2π

δ+

0.2
0

(3.208)

–0.2

By looking at the intensity pattern it can also be
seen that the visibility has the maximum value of
V = (Imax − Imin )/(Imax + Imin ) = (2 − 0)/(2 + 0) = 1.
Therefore, the second plane wave has the same intensity
as the first wave.
In a second (simulated) measurement the interferogram of Fig. 3.10 is obtained. It can be estimated that
the local fringe frequency increases linearly with the
distance from the center and that we therefore have
a defocus term with a quadratic phase function. No
linear phase function is present and therefore the tilt
angle ϑ2 of the second wave has to be zero. A more
detailed evaluation of the intensity pattern using the
interference equation (3.188) confirms the estimation
that the phase function is Φ(x, y) = b(x 2 + y2 ) with
b = 20π/mm2 . Additionally, it can be seen that the
visibility is V = (1.28 − 0.72)/(1.28 + 0.72) = 0.28.
Using (3.207) to calculate the radius of curvature r2
of the second wave results in



π  2
x + y2 = b x 2 + y2
Φ(x, y) = −
λr2
π
= 100 mm .
(3.209)
⇒ |r2 | =
bλ
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Fig. 3.9 Example of an interference pattern (interfero-

gram) with straight, parallel and equidistant fringes. Top:
(simulated) camera picture as also seen directly with the
eye. Bottom: section through the intensity function
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This means that the intensity of the second wave is either about 50 times higher than that of the first wave or
about 50 times smaller. Which one of these two values
is valid can be determined by measuring first the intensity I1 of the first wave alone and then the intensity of
the interference pattern and therefore also I1 + I2 . The
example also shows that the visibility decreases quite
slowly if the intensity difference factor α increases. This
is the reason why, e.g., a scattered spherical wave of
a dust particle, which has quite a small intensity compared to the intensity of the illuminating coherent wave,
produces in many cases quite high-contrast fringes that
disturb the measurement.
These two examples are, of course, quite simple and
can be evaluated manually. However, already in the second example it can be seen that it is not so easy to decide
whether it is really a pure defocus term or mixed with
some other terms. Therefore, in practice, an automated
evaluation of the interference pattern has to be made
[3.20]. One step to this is the phase shifting technique
which will be discussed briefly on page 121.

–0.2

0

0.2

0.4
x (mm)

Fig. 3.10 Example of an interference pattern showing a de-

focus term with a low contrast. Top: (simulated) camera
picture as also seen directly with the eye. Bottom: section
through the intensity function

The sign of r2 cannot be detected in this case where only
one interferogram without a carrier frequency is known.
This is quite clear because the cosine function is an even
function and so cos Φ = cos(−Φ).
By using (3.190) and the approach I2 = αI1 the
coefficient α can be calculated using the visibility V
√
2 α
V=
1+α
2
⇒ α = 2 −1±
V

&
2
−1
V2

3

2

−1 =

49
.
0.02
(3.210)

The basic principle of an interferometer is that an incident wave is divided into two waves, which can then
interfere with each other. In most interferometers, like,
e.g., a Michelson or a Mach–Zehnder interferometer,
there exists a so-called reference arm and an object arm.
The object arm often contains an object to be tested that
changes the object wave. Together with the unchanged
wave of the reference arm the interference pattern is
formed and carries information about the test object.
Nevertheless, there are also interferometers, like, e.g.,
shearing interferometers, which do not have an object
and a reference arm but two copies of an object wave
that interfere.
The applications of interferometers are the measurement of surface deviations or aberrations of optical
elements and wavefront characterization. Another application is the high-precision length measurement. In
the following, the principles of the most important
two-beam interferometers with monochromatic light are
described. Other types of interferometers, which are not
treated here, are interferometers with two or more wavelengths and so-called white-light interferometers with
a broad spectrum of wavelengths. Additionally, there
are multiple beam interferometers where three or more
light beams interfere, e.g., a Fabry–Perot interferometer. For more information about interferometry we refer
to [3.17–20, 23–28].
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Michelson Interferometer
One of the simplest interferometers is the Michelson
interferometer (Fig. 3.11). A plane wave is divided by
a beam splitter into two plane waves. One of these plane
waves hits the reference mirror and the other hits the object mirror. Both waves are then reflected back and each
wave is again divided into two plane waves. Therefore,
the Michelson interferometer has two exits, where one is
identical to the entrance so that only the other can really
be used. If the beam splitter is exactly oriented at 45◦ relative to the incoming plane wave and both mirrors are exactly perpendicular to the plane waves the wave vectors
k1 and k2 of the two plane waves at the exit are parallel,
i. e., k1 = k2 . Then, according to (3.170), which is also
valid for scalar waves, the intensity in the whole space
behind the exit, e.g., in the detector plane, which shall be
perpendicular to the z-axis, depends only on the phase
difference δ, which is constant over the whole exit pupil:
:
I1+2 = I1 + I2 + 2 I1 I2 cos [(k1 − k2 ) · r + δ]
:
(3.211)
= I1 + I2 + 2 I1 I2 cos δ .

In this case one speaks of fluffed out fringes because no
interference fringes are present. Depending on the optical path difference δ between object and reference arm
the intensity can have a maximum or a minimum. If the
object mirror is axially shifted the intensity on the detector changes periodically and one period corresponds
to an axial shift ∆z of half a wavelength in the material with refractive index n, in which the light propagates
(normally air), because of the double pass arrangement
λ
.
(3.212)
∆z =
2n
If the beam splitter or one of the mirrors are tilted,
there are interference fringes on the detector. An axial

shift of the object mirror then causes a lateral movement of the fringes. Again, the fringes move by one
period if the axial shift is λ/(2n). A typical application
of a Michelson interferometer is the length measurement whereby the relative shift of the object mirror can
be measured.
There are several variations of the Michelson interferometer. One is a Twyman–Green interferometer,
where a lens is placed in the object arm and instead of
using a plane object mirror a spherical mirror is used.
In the case of the ideal adjustment of the interferometer
the focus of the lens and the center of curvature of the
spherical mirror have to coincide. If the quality of either
the lens or the spherical mirror (and of all other components of the interferometer) is known, the resulting
interference pattern can be used to determine the errors
of the other component.
Mach–Zehnder Interferometer
Another very important interferometer is a Mach–
Zehnder interferometer (Fig. 3.12). There the light of an
incoming plane wave is again divided by a beam splitter
into two waves. Then the transmitted plane wave is reflected at the upper mirror and passes the second beam
splitter or is reflected at it. The plane wave reflected at
the first beam splitter is reflected at the lower mirror and
can pass an optional transmissive object to be tested.
At the second beam splitter this wave can be transmitted or reflected. So, the Mach–Zehnder interferometer
has two exits, which can both be used. Similarly to the
case of the Michelson interferometer there are fluffed
out fringes if all mirrors and beam splitters are oriented
by exactly 45◦ relative to the incoming plane wave. If
one of the mirrors or beam splitters is tilted there are
fringes on the detector.
Beam
splitter 1

Exit

Entrance

Reference arm

Mirror 2
(reference
arm)

Entrance
Beam
splitter
Mirror 1
(object arm)

Fig. 3.11 Basic principle of a Michelson interferometer

Exit 1
Object

Beam
splitter 2
Exit 2

Fig. 3.12 Basic principle of a Mach–Zehnder interferometer
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Shearing Interferometer
An interesting interferometer that needs no external reference arm is a shearing interferometer. There, by some
means, a copy of the object wave is generated, which
is either laterally or radially sheared [3.19, 29]. Here,
only the case of lateral shearing will be discussed. The
coordinate system is chosen in such a way that the shearing is along the x-axis by a distance ∆x. Then, the
phases of the two copies are Φ1 (x, y) = Φo (x + ∆x, y)
and Φ2 (x, y) = Φo (x, y), whereby Φo is the phase of the
object wave itself. The phase difference Φ, which appears in the interference term of the interference (3.188),
is then

Φ(x, y) = Φ1 (x, y) − Φ2 (x, y)

≈ ∆x

∂Φo (x, y)
.
∂x

The approximation of taking the first partial derivative at
the point (x, y) is valid for small shearing distances ∆x.
The shearing interferometer can be similarly evaluated
as other interferometers with phase shifting techniques
and phase unwrapping, whereby a continuous function
for Φ ≈ ∆x∂Φo /∂x results. To obtain the phase Φo of
the wavefront itself a kind of integration has to be made
[3.19], [3.30]. To obtain an unambiguous wavefront both
partial derivatives of Φo in the x and y directions have to
be determined before the integration can be performed.
Phase-Shifting Interferometry
A typical technique to extract the object phase from
the measured intensity values is phase-shifting interferometry [3.25, 31]. There, the reference mirror (or the
object) is axially shifted by a well-known small distance
and at least three different intensity distributions with
different but well-known reference phases have to be
observed, whereby there are also other possibilities to
shift the phase [3.32]. By shifting the reference phase
by δφ, which is a well-defined integer multiple m of π/2
(m)
the intensity of the interference pattern I1+2 changes
according to (3.188) as
:
(m)
I1+2 = I1 + I2 + 2 I1 I2 cos (Φ + δφ)

:
π
. (3.214)
= I1 + I2 + 2 I1 I2 cos Φ + m
2
Three measurements with different reference phases are
in principle enough because (3.214) contains the three
unknowns I1 , I2 and the desired phase Φ. It is quite
simple to combine the three measured intensity distri(0)
(1)
(2)
butions I1+2 , I1+2 and I1+2 with different values m in
order to calculate Φ:
:
(0)
I1+2 = I1 + I2 + 2 I1 I2 cos Φ ,

:
π
(1)
I1+2 = I1 + I2 + 2 I1 I2 cos Φ +
2
:
= I1 + I2 − 2 I1 I2 sin Φ ,
:
(2)
I1+2 = I1 + I2 + 2 I1 I2 cos (Φ + π)
:
= I1 + I2 − 2 I1 I2 cos Φ;
(0)

(2)

⇒ I1+2 + I1+2 = 2 (I1 + I2 ) ,
:
(0)
(2)
I1+2 − I1+2 = 4 I1 I2 cos Φ,
:
(0)
(2)
(1)
I1+2 + I1+2 − 2I1+2 = 4 I1 I2 sin Φ,
(0)

⇒ tan Φ =

= Φo (x + ∆x, y) − Φo (x, y)
(3.213)
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(2)

(1)

I1+2 + I1+2 − 2I1+2
(0)

(2)

I1+2 − I1+2

.

(3.215)

However, this simple phase shifting algorithm with only
three measurements is quite sensitive to phase shifting
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A Mach–Zehnder interferometer can be used to detect inhomogeneities of an optional object in the object
arm. A special type is, e.g., an interferometer where
the object is a tube filled with gas. By changing the
pressure or the temperature in the tube the refractive
index n is changed. Then the optical path difference between the object and the reference arm also changes
and the fringes move or, in the case of fluffed out
fringes, the overall intensity changes. So, the dependence of the refractive index of the gas on the pressure
and temperature can be measured. In another type of
Mach–Zehnder interferometer the object is a combination of a well-known lens and a lens to be tested,
which together form a telescope. Using phase shifting
interferometry (see later) by shifting one of the mirrors
the errors of the lens to be tested can be determined.
Of course, in practice there are always so-called adjustment errors that have to be eliminated from the
measurement results and there are also systematic errors of the other components in the setup. Additionally,
a very important fact is that the object to be tested has
to be imaged onto the detector using auxiliary optics.
Then, it is possible to say that the measured errors
correspond to errors of the object at a certain point.
This is, of course, also valid for the Twyman–Green interferometer and all other interferometers used for the
measurement of an optical object with a limited depth.
In an interferometer for the measurement of refractive
index changes where the object is very long, it is not
possible to image the complete object sharply onto the
detector.
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errors, i. e., if the phase shifts are not integer multiples
of π/2. If more measurements are made, the correction
of phase shifting errors is possible [3.20, 26, 31].
A principal problem of two beam interferometry
is that the phase values obtained with a phase shifting algorithm, like, e.g., with (3.215), are only defined
modulo 2π. (Note: The arctangent function itself is
only unambiguously defined between −π/2 and +π/2.
But by evaluating the signs of the numerator and
denominator of (3.215) the phase Φ can be unambiguously calculated between −π and +π.) Therefore,
so-called phase unwrapping algorithms [3.20] have to
be used in order to obtain a continuous phase profile
of, e.g., the surface deviations or wave aberrations of
a lens.
Some Ideas on the Energy Conservation
in Interferometers
Here, some principal ideas to the conservation of energy
in an interferometer shall be given because the laws of
energy conservation have to be fulfilled everywhere in
optics.
Let us consider, e.g., the Mach–Zehnder interferometer of Fig. 3.12. We assume that each beam splitter
has a splitting ratio of 1:1, i. e., half of the light power
is transmitted and half is reflected. So, if the intensity of the incoming plane wave is I0 at the entrance,
the intensities of the transmitted and reflected plane
waves are each I0 /2. The two mirrors are assumed
to reflect all light without losses and diffraction effects at apertures are also neglected because we use
plane waves. So, at the second beam splitter each of the
plane waves is again divided into two waves with equal
intensity, i. e., each of the four waves now has the intensity I0 /4. At exit 1, two of these waves interfere and
we assume that the phase difference Φ between these
two waves shall be zero or an integer number times
2π. Then, the resulting intensity I1+2 is, according to
(3.188),

:
I1+2 = I1 + I2 + 2 I1 I2 cos Φ
&
I2
I0 I0
= + + 2 0 = I0 .
4
4
16

odd-numbered multiple of π
&
I2
I0 I0
I1+2 = + + 2 0 cos Φ
4
4
16
= 0 ⇒ Φ = (2m + 1) π

(3.217)

with an integer number m. So, if we take the basic solution Φ = π this requires that the phase shift between the
transmitted and the reflected wave at each beam splitter
is half of this value, i. e., π/2. Then, the law of energy
conservation is fulfilled. To explain this further consider
Fig. 3.12 regarded.
The phase differences between the two waves interfering at exits 1 and 2, respectively, due to the
geometrical path are identical for both exits. The same
is valid for reflections at the mirrors because each wave
is exactly reflected once at a mirror. So, there has
to be a phase shift between a reflected and a transmitted wave at a beam splitter in order to fulfill the
law of energy conservation. The two waves that interfere at exit 1 (symmetrical exit) are each reflected
one time a a beam splitter and transmitted one time
by a beam splitter. So, the assumed phase shifts of
π/2 due to a reflection at a beam splitter cancel
out each other because the phase difference between
both interfering waves is taken. But, at the exit 2
(antisymmetric exit) the first wave is transmitted by
both beam splitters and the other wave is reflected
at both beam splitters. Therefore, the phase difference between the two interfering waves is in this
case
π
Φ = Φ+2 = Φ +π .
(3.218)
2
This guarantees that the sum of the intensities I1+2 +
I1+2 at both exits is equal to the intensity at the entrance:
&
⎞
⎛
2
I
I
I
0
0
I1+2 + I1+2 = ⎝ + + 2 0 cos Φ ⎠
4
4
16
&
⎞
I02
I
I
0
0
+⎝ + +2
cos Φ ⎠
4
4
16
⎛

(3.216)

This, however, means that all of the incoming light power
has to be at exit 1. Therefore, the intensity I1+2 at exit 2
has to automatically be zero. Since the intensities of the
two single waves, which interfere at exit 2 are also I0 /4,
this is only possible if the phase difference Φ is an

=

I0
I0
(1 + cos Φ) + (1 − cos Φ) = I0 .
2
2
(3.219)

So, the energy is conserved if the phase shift of a wave,
which is reflected at a beam splitter, is π/2 compared to
the phase of the transmitted wave.
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dicular to the z-axis) to another parallel plane in the
distance z 0 in a homogeneous and isotropic material
with the refractive index n. The only approximation here
is that u is assumed to be a scalar function. But, since
a plane wave can easily be defined by taking into account
polarization (Sect. 3.2) an extension of this formalism is
possible, but will not be treated here.
According to (3.52) a scalar plane wave
u(r) = u 0 eik · r

(3.220)

fulfills the Helmholtz equation (3.109), which is written
for scalar waves as


∇ 2 + k2 u (x, y, z) = 0 .
(3.221)
The condition for the modulus |k| = k of the wave vector
is
2
2πn
.
(3.222)
|k| = k2x + k2y + k2z =
λ
According to the linearity of the Helmholtz equation a sum of plane waves with different directions
of propagation is also a solution of the Helmholtz
equation and in the limit a continuous spectrum of
plane waves is a solution (Fig. 3.13). There, the integration has to be done over two angles or more
exactly over two components of the wave vector.
The third component is then automatically defined
by (3.222) as long as only plane waves propagating in the positive z direction are taken into account,
which will be the case here. Since the complex
amplitude is always regarded in a plane perpendicular to the z-axis, the two components of the wave

3.4.1 The Angular Spectrum of Plane Waves
The knowledge of the angular spectrum of plane waves
allows the exact propagation of a complex amplitude
function u from one plane (which is chosen perpen-

Fig. 3.13 Arbitrary scalar wave as superposition of plane

waves
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Up to now we have mostly investigated the propagation
of plane waves and other waves that are not affected by
any limiting apertures. A plane wave has, e.g., an infinite spatial extension and therefore it does not exist in
the real world. Nevertheless, if the diameter of the limiting aperture is very large compared to the wavelength
of the light, a plane wave can be a quite good approximation if the propagation distance is not very large. But
also in this case there are disturbances at the rim of the
wave which are called diffraction effects. In this section
diffraction theory will mostly be treated for scalar waves
and only at the end of this section will the influence of
polarization effects on the electric energy density in the
focal region of a lens be treated [3.33, 34]. In contrast to
most textbooks on optics like [3.1, 35], we will not start
historically with the Huygens–Fresnel principle or with
the integral theorem of Helmholtz and Kirchhoff, but
with the angular spectrum of plane waves. Only Kirchhoff’s boundary conditions will be used, i. e., a wave
that is incident on an absorbing screen with a hole
will be undisturbed in the area of the hole and completely absorbed in the other parts of the screen. Starting
from the angular spectrum of plane waves the Fresnel–
Kirchhoff diffraction integral will be derived and it will
be shown that both formulations are nearly equivalent
[3.36–38]. The approximations of Fresnel diffraction
and Fraunhofer diffraction will be discussed afterwards.
A quite interesting application of Fraunhofer diffraction
is, e.g., the calculation of the intensity distribution in
the focal region of a lens [3.1, 39]. Afterwards, some
ideas to the numerical implementation of scalar diffraction formula are given [3.38]. At the end of this section
we will briefly reflect on the combination of polarization and diffraction by using the superposition of plane
waves taking into account their polarization states. This
is used to calculate the influence of polarization effects to the electric energy density in the focal region
of a lens.
There are many modern applications of diffraction
and interference effects in optical holography [3.40–
43] and computer-generated diffractive optics [3.44–50].
But, there is no space to cover these fields in this chapter
and we refer therefore to the literature.
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vector used for the integration will be the x and
y components. To obtain a symmetrical formulation
the vector ν of the spatial frequencies is introduced
by
⎛ ⎞
νx
1
⎜ ⎟
ν=
k = ⎝ ν y ⎠ with
2π
νz
2
n
(3.223)
|ν| = νx2 + ν2y + νz2 = .
λ
The complex amplitude u(r) of a wave can
then be written as a superposition of plane
waves
+∞ +∞


ũ νx , ν y e2πiν · r dνx dν y . (3.224)
u(r) =
−∞ −∞

The integration takes into account arbitrary spatial
frequencies νx and ν y so that later the mathematical formalism of the Fourier transformation
[3.51, 52] can be used. To fulfill (3.222) the z
component of the vector of the spatial frequencies is defined by the x and y components since
we allow only waves propagating in the positive
z direction
&
n2
− νx2 − ν2y .
(3.225)
νz =
λ2
Nevertheless, the square root only delivers a real solution for a positive argument. Therefore, two cases have
to be distinguished
&
n2
2πiz
− νx2 − ν2y
2
n
λ2
νx2 + ν2y ≤ 2 ⇒ e2πiνz z = e
,
λ
&

to (3.224) it holds that
u 0 (x, y, 0)

+∞ +∞


ũ 0 νx , ν y , 0 e2πi(νx x + ν y y) dνx dν y ,
=
−∞ −∞

where ũ 0 (νx , ν y , 0) is the Fourier transform of u 0 in the
plane at z = 0 and can be calculated using the Fourier
relation


ũ 0 νx , ν y , 0
(3.229)
=

+∞ +∞
u 0 (x, y, 0)e−2πi(νx x + ν y y) dx dy .

−∞ −∞

Since ũ 0 is now known the complex amplitude u in
another parallel plane at z = z 0 can be calculated with
(3.224) and (3.225):
u(x, y, z 0 )
=

+∞ +∞




ũ 0 νx , ν y , 0 e2πi νx x + ν y y

−∞ −∞

× e2πiνz z 0 dνx dν y ;
⇒ u(x, y, z 0 )

(3.227)

where in both cases the result of the square root
is a real number. The second case corresponds
to an exponentially decreasing amplitude and so
the waves with such high spatial frequencies propagate only along very small distances z of the
range of some wavelengths and are called evanescent
waves.
If the complex amplitude u 0 of a wave is known in
a plane and the coordinate system is chosen such that this
plane is perpendicular to the z-axis at z = 0 according

(3.230)

+∞ +∞


=
ũ 0 νx , ν y , 0
−∞ −∞

(3.226)

n2
−2πz νx2 + ν2y − 2
2
n
λ ,
νx2 + ν2y > 2 ⇒ e2πiνz z = e
λ

(3.228)

&

λ2 
nz 0
1 − 2 νx2 + ν2y
2πi
λ
n
×e


× e2πi νx x + ν y y dνx dν y .

(3.231)

So, this is an inverse Fourier transformation where the
function


ũ νx , ν y , z 0
&

nz 0
λ2  2
2

 2πi λ 1 − n 2 νx + ν y
= ũ ν , ν , 0 e
0

x

y

(3.232)

has to be Fourier transformed. In total, by using a Fourier
transformation (3.229), multiplying ũ 0 with the propagation factor exp(2πiνz z 0 ), and applying an inverse
Fourier transformation ((3.231) for both operations) the
complex amplitude in a plane parallel to the original
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plane in the distance z 0 can be calculated. Hereby, it
must be taken into account that according to (3.226)
and (3.227) the propagation factor exp(2πiνz z 0 ) can either be a pure phase factor (for νx2 + ν2y ≤ n 2 /λ2 ) or an
exponentially decreasing real term.
The propagation factor is also known as the transfer
function of free space H
&

nz 0
λ2 
2πi
1 − 2 νx2 + ν2y


λ
n
H ν ,ν ,z = e
.
x

y

u(x, y, z 0 ) =

+∞ +∞


ũ 0 νx , ν y , 0

−∞ −∞

(3.233)

=−

1
2π

+∞ +∞


 
ũ 0 νx , ν y , 0 H νx , ν y , z 0
u(x, y, z 0 ) =

(3.234)

3.4.2 The Equivalence of the Rayleigh–
Sommerfeld Diffraction Formula
and the Angular Spectrum
of Plane Waves
According to the convolution theorem of Fourier mathematics, (3.234) can be written as a convolution of two
functions, whereby these two functions are the inverse
Fourier transforms of ũ 0 and H. The inverse Fourier
transform of ũ 0 is, due to (3.228), the complex amplitude distribution u 0 at z = 0. The other term is not so
obvious. But in [3.36] and [3.37] it is shown that the
following relation is valid
&

nz
λ2 
0
+∞ +∞ 2πi
1 − 2 νx2 + ν2y
λ
n
e


× e2πi νx x + ν y y dνx dν y
⎛
nr ⎞
.
/
2πi
ikr
λ ⎟
e
1
∂
1 ∂ ⎜
e
⎜
⎟=−
=−
⎠
2π ∂z 0 ⎝ r
2π ∂z 0
r

−∞ −∞

&


λ2 
ikz 0 1 − 2 νx2 + ν2y
n
×e


× e2πi νx x + ν y y dνx dν y

+∞ +∞


1
u 0 x , y , 0 ik −
l

−∞ −∞

×

z 0 eikl
dx dy
l l

(3.236)

with
l :=

2
(x − x )2 + (y − y )2 + z 20 .

(3.237)

The right-hand side of (3.236) is known as the general Rayleigh–Sommerfeld diffraction formula. So, the
complex amplitude u(x, y, z 0 ) can either be expressed as
a superposition of plane waves or as a convolution of the
original complex amplitude u 0 (x, y, 0) with a spherical
Huygens wavelet h of the form
h (x, y, z 0 ) = −

1
2π

ik −

1
r

z 0 eikr
,
r r

(3.238)

which is the inverse Fourier transform of the transfer
function of free space H; h is also called the impulse
response since it results if the stimulating complex
amplitude u 0 (x, y, 0) has the form of a δ function.
Equation (3.236) is a mathematical expression of the
Huygens–Fresnel principle. The term z 0 /l is the cosine obliquity factor. By using (3.236) and (3.238) the
complex amplitude can be written as
u(x, y, z 0 )

(3.239)

+∞ +∞


 
=
u 0 x , y , 0 h x − x , y − y , z 0 dx dy ,
−∞ −∞

=−

1
2π

whereby r :=

ik −
2

1
r

z 0 eikr
,
r r

x 2 + y2 + z 20 and k := 2πn/λ.

(3.235)

i. e., as a convolution of the original complex amplitude
u 0 in the first plane and the impulse response h.
In most cases the term r is much larger than the
wavelength in the medium λ/n. Then the relation k 
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Then, (3.231) can be written as



× e2πi νx x + ν y y dνx dν y .
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So, in total (3.231) can be written as

0

−∞ −∞
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1/r is valid and the impulse response of (3.238) can be
written as
1
1 z 0 eikr
h (x, y, z 0 ) = −
ik −
2π
r r r
n z 0 eikr
.
(3.240)
λ r r
Then (3.236) results in the more familiar but less general
Rayleigh–Sommerfeld diffraction formula
≈ −i

u(x, y, z 0 )

Part A 3.4

≈ −i

n
λ

+∞ +∞

 z 0 eikl
dx dy . (3.241)
u0 x , y , 0
l l

−∞ −∞

In the case that the complex amplitude u 0 is different
from zero inside an aperture A and zero outside of
the aperture A (3.241) is also known as the Fresnel–
Kirchhoff diffraction integral [3.1]. Then, the effective
integration is not carried out from minus infinity to plus
infinity but on the area of the aperture A.
It has to be mentioned that (3.236) can also be written in a similar form that does not explicitly assume that
the original complex amplitude, which is now named
u 0 (r ) has to be known in a plane and that the complex amplitude u(r), which has to be calculated, is also
defined in a plane. The generalization is

 
1
1
ik −
u (r) = −
u0 r
2π
l
A

N · (r − r ) eikl
dS .
(3.242)
l
l
Here, r = (x , y , z ) defines an arbitrary point on
a curved surface (the aperture A) where the original
complex amplitude u 0 is defined and r = (x, y, z) is an
arbitrary point on the second curved surface on which the
complex amplitude u has to be calculated. Additionally,
N is a unit vector perpendicular to the aperture A at the
point r . The integration is done over the aperture A and
the integration element dS indicates a two-dimensional
integration. Additionally, the distance l is then defined
by:
2
(3.243)
l := |r − r |2 .
×

Nevertheless, in the following we will always assume
that both complex amplitudes u 0 and u are defined
in parallel planes. This allows, as we will see in the
next section, that approximate integrals like the Fresnel
diffraction integral can be numerically calculated using
the efficient fast Fourier transformation.

3.4.3 The Fresnel and the Fraunhofer
Diffraction Integral
In the following, we always assume that the plane aperture A on which the integration of the diffraction integral
is carried out is limited and has a maximum diameter
of D. There is no other restriction on the form of the
aperture, which can be circular, rectangular or irregularly formed. The parameter D is therefore the diameter
of a circle, which contains the aperture and which is
centered around the z-axis. Again, we have the complex
amplitude u 0 (x , y , 0) in a first plane at z = 0, which
is zero outside of the aperture. Additionally, the distance z 0 of the second plane to the first parallel plane is
much larger than the diameter D of the aperture A, i. e.,
D  z0 .
Then, the distance l (see (3.237)) of a point P =
(x , y , 0) in the first plane and a point P = (x, y, z 0 ) in
the second plane can be written as (Fig. 3.14)
2
(x − x )2 + (y − y )2 + z 20
2
= x 2 + y2 + z 20 + x 2 + y 2 − 2xx − 2yy
&
2
x 2 + y 2 − 2xx − 2yy
2
2
2
= x + y + z0 1 +
.
x 2 + y2 + z 20

l=

(3.244)

We define the term l0 as
l0 :=

2

x 2 + y2 + z 20  D ⇒

D
1.
l0

(3.245)

Because of x ≤ D/2, y ≤ D/2 and (3.245) all terms on
the order of x 3/l03 , y 3/l03 and higher can be neglected.
Then l can be approximated by the first terms of its
y

y'

P
x'

l0

P'

D

x

l
z

z0

Fig. 3.14 Coordinate systems used in the calculation of the

different diffraction integrals
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Taylor expansion:
&
x 2 + y 2 − 2xx − 2yy
l = l0 1 +
l02
⎛

k

−

x 2 + y 2 − 2xx − 2yy

2 ⎞
⎟
⎠

8l04

π ⇒ n

8l03

x 2+y 2

2

4λl03

1.

The last two terms are on the order of x /l03 , y 3 /l03 or
higher. Therefore, they can be neglected and the result
is
2

xx + yy
x 2 + y 2 xx + yy
−
−
,
l ≈ l0 +
2l0
l0
2l03
(3.247)

where l in the denominator of the Huygens wavelet of
(3.241) can then be replaced with a good approximation
by only the first term of the Taylor expansion, i. e., l0 ,
and the cosine obliquity factor z 0 /l can be replaced by
the term z 0 /l0 . This means that the Fresnel–Kirchhoff
diffraction integral (3.241) can be approximated by
u(x, y, z 0 )
+∞ +∞


u 0 x , y , 0 eikl dx dy ,

The Fresnel Diffraction Integral
In the paraxial regime, i. e., x 2 + y2 ≤ D2 , we can write

x 2 + y2 ≤ D2  z 20
&
x 2 + y2
x 2 + y2
⇒ l0 = z 0 1 +
≈ z0 +
. (3.251)
2
2z 0
z0
The second term is only interesting in the rapidly oscillating exponential factor exp(ikl0 ). In the other cases we
can write l0 ≈ z 0 and z 0 /l0 ≈ 1. Additionally, we have
to approximate 1/l0 in some terms in the exponential
factor
.
/−1/2
x 2 + y2
1
1
1
x 2 + y2
1+
=
≈ −
.
2
l0
z0
z0
z0
2z 30
(3.252)

Since the term 1/l0 appears only in terms that are themselves on the order of x 2 , y 2 or xx , yy , the second
term (x 2 + y2 )/(2z 30 ) can be neglected because it would
lead to terms of higher order. In the paraxial regime the
last term in (3.247) can also be neglected. Finally, we
obtain from (3.248):
u(x, y, z 0 )

−∞ −∞

(3.248)

where l is defined via (3.247). This equation is valid
as long as the last two terms of (3.246) can be neglected in the exponential factor exp(ikl). Therefore, two
conditions have to be valid:



x 2 + y 2 xx + yy
π
k
2l03



x 2 + y 2 xx + yy
1,
(3.249)
⇒n
λl03

n i
e
= −i
λz 0

x 2 + y2
2πnz 0
iπn
λz 0
λ e

 
×

u0



 iπn
x , y ,0 e

x 2+y 2
λz 0

A

−2πin
×e

xx + yy
λz 0 dx dy .

(3.253)

This is the Fresnel diffraction integral, where the integration is made over the aperture A. The condition for the
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(3.246)
3

n z0
λl0 l0



There are two especially interesting approximations of
the Fresnel–Kirchhoff diffraction integral. The first is the
Fresnel diffraction integral where only points P in the
neighborhood of the axis, i. e., in the paraxial regime, are
considered and the second is the Fraunhofer diffraction
integral where only points in the far field or in the focal
plane of a lens are considered.


2
xx + yy
x 2 + y 2 xx + yy
−
−
= l0 +
2l0
l0
2l03

2



x 2 + y 2 xx + yy
x 2+y 2
+
−
.
2l03
8l03

≈ −i

2
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(3.250)

x 2 + y 2 xx + yy
⎜
≈ l0 ⎝1 +
−
2l02
l02


x 2+y 2
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validity of the Fresnel diffraction integral is, according
to (3.249) and (3.250),



x 2 + y 2 xx + yy
n
1
λl03
2

x 2+y 2
1
and n
4λl03
⇒ Q Fresnel :=

n(D/2)4
λz 30

=

n D4
16λz 30

1.

(3.254)
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As an example, we take n = 1, λ = 0.5 µm, D = 10 mm
and z 0 = 1 m. Then the term Q Fresnel has the value
Q Fresnel = 0.00125 and the condition for the validity
of the Fresnel diffraction integral is very well fulfilled.
If the distance z 0 is only 0.1 m the term Q Fresnel is 1.25
and the Fresnel approximation is at the limit of its validity. This shows that the Fresnel diffraction integral is
a good approximation in a distance between the near and
the far field. In the near field (which ranges from z 0 = 0
up to a distance z 0 of several times D) the Fresnel–
Kirchhoff diffraction integral or the angular spectrum
of plane waves has to be used. In the far field there
is another more simple approximation, the Fraunhofer
diffraction formula, which will be discussed in the next
section. But before doing this the Fresnel diffraction
integral of (3.253) will be discussed a little further.
Equation (3.253) shows that the integral itself is
formally the Fourier transformation of the function


f x ,y
⎧ 


⎪ u x , y , 0 exp iπn x 2 +y 2
⎪
⎨ 0
λz 0
=
if (x , y ) ∈ A . (3.255)
⎪
⎪
⎩
0
if (x , y ) ∈
/A
This gives the quite efficient possibility of calculating
the integral numerically by using a fast Fourier transformation (FFT) [3.52]. But (3.253) can also be written in
a different form
2πnz 0
n i
u(x, y, z 0 ) = −i
e λ
λz 0
2 
2

x −x + y− y


 iπn
λz 0
u0 x , y , 0 e
dx dy .
×
A

(3.256)

So, this form shows the Fresnel diffraction integral as
a convolution of the functions u 0 and exp[iπn(x 2 +

y 2 )/(λz 0 )]. According to the convolution theorem the
Fresnel diffraction integral can then formally be written
as
u(x, y, z 0 )

(3.257)

2πnz 0
n i
= −i
e λ FT−1
λz 0
⎧
⎧
⎫⎫
⎪
⎪
⎪
x 2+y 2⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎬
⎨ <
⎨ iπn
⎬⎪
=
λz 0
.
× FT u 0 (x , y , 0) · FT e
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎭
⎩
⎩
⎭⎪
Now, according to (3.229) we have


ũ 0 νx , ν y , 0
+∞ +∞
u 0 (x , y , 0)e−2πi(νx x + ν y y ) dx dy
=
−∞ −∞

<
=
= FT u 0 (x , y , 0) .

(3.258)

The second Fourier pair is
⎧
⎫
⎪
x 2+y 2⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨ iπn
⎬
λz
0
FT e
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩
⎭
2
2
+∞ +∞ iπn x + y
λz 0 e−2πi(νx x + ν y y ) dx dy
=
e
−∞ −∞


λz 0  2
νx + ν2y
λz 0 −iπ
n
.
e
=i
n

(3.259)

In total, (3.257) results in
u(x, y, z 0 )
i
=e

2πnz 0 +∞ +∞


λ
ũ 0 νx , ν y , 0
−∞ −∞


λz 0  2
νx + ν2y
−iπ
n
×e
× e2πi(νx x + ν y y) dνx dν y .
(3.260)

This is the Fresnel diffraction integral expressed in the
Fourier domain. The same equation can also be obtained
from the angular spectrum of plane waves (3.231) by
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expanding the square root of the transfer function of
free space in a Taylor series
&


λ2 
λ2 
1 − 2 νx2 + ν2y ≈ 1 − 2 νx2 + ν2y ;
n
2n
&


2
nz 0
λ
2πi
1 − 2 νx2 + ν2y
λ
n
⇒e

λz 0  2
nz 0
νx + ν2y
−iπ
2πi
n
λ e
.
≈e

(3.261)

2
2
nz 0 λ4  2
λ3 z 0  2
2
2
ν
ν
2π
+
ν
=
π
+
ν
 π;
x
y
x
y
λ 8n 4
4n 3


3
2
λ z0 2
νx + ν2y  1 .
⇒ Q Fresnel, Fourier :=
3
4n
(3.262)

To give an estimation of this term a spherical wave
with the half-aperture angle ϕ is regarded. Then, the
maximum spatial frequency of the spherical wave will
be n sin ϕ/λ. The function ũ 0 will be considerably
different from zero only for spatial frequencies with
νx2 + ν2y < n 2 sin2 ϕ/λ2 . Therefore, the condition (3.262)
can be transformed to
nz 0
sin4 ϕ  1 .
(3.263)
Q Fresnel, Fourier =
4λ
It is obvious that the error term Q Fresnel, Fourier increases with increasing distance z 0 whereas the error
term Q Fresnel of (3.254) decreases with increasing z 0 .
So, the formulation of the Fresnel diffraction integral
in the Fourier domain (3.260) is better used for the near
field whereas the Fresnel diffraction integral of (3.253)
is better used for the medium or far field. So, both formulations are contrary. The numerical evaluation of both
diffraction integrals can be done using FFT’s whereas
only one FFT is necessary in the formulation of (3.253)
and two FFT’s (one for calculating ũ 0 and one for the
integral itself ) in the formulation of (3.260).
The Fraunhofer Diffraction Formula
An approximation of the Fresnel–Kirchhoff diffraction
integral for the far field can be obtained from (3.247) and
(3.248). First, we define the direction cosines α and β as

α :=

x
;
l0

β :=

y
l0

(3.264)
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so that (3.247) can be written as

2

αx + β y
x 2+y 2 
− αx + β y −
.
l ≈ l0 +
2l0
2l0
(3.265)

With increasing l0 the second and fourth term decrease
more and more and only the first and the third term
remain. The condition that only these two terms have
to be considered is that the contribution of the other
terms does not remarkably vary the exponential factor
in (3.248). This is fulfilled if
πn

x 2+y 2
n D2
 π ⇒ Q Fraunhofer :=
1.
λl0
4λz 0
(3.266)

In the last step it is required that all points in the aperture A fulfill the condition x 2 + y 2 ≤ (D/2)2 , where D
is again the maximum diameter of the aperture. We also
used that according to (3.245) l0 ≥ z 0 .
Then, (3.248) can be written as
u(α, β, z 0 )
n z 0 ikl0
= −i
e
λl0 l0

n
 

 −2πi αx + β y
λ
×
u0 x , y , 0 e
dx dy .
A

(3.267)

This is the well-known Fraunhofer diffraction integral.
It means that the complex amplitude in the far field is
the Fourier transform of the complex amplitude at z = 0.
The importance of (3.267) would be quite marginal
if it is only valid for the far field. This can be seen by
the following example. We assume n = 1, λ = 0.5 µm,
D = 10 mm. Then (3.266) would require
z0 

n D2
= 50 m .
4λ

(3.268)

But, there is another quite important case: the complex amplitude in the focal plane of a lens.
The Complex Amplitude
in the Focal Plane of a Lens
We assume a complex amplitude u 0 in the starting plane
that is defined as different from zero in the aperture A
and zero outside of the aperture. The influence of an
ideal thin lens which is positioned in the starting plane
would be that u 0 has to be multiplied by the transmission
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This approximation is valid as long as the higher-order
terms do not contribute to a considerable variation of the
exponential factor. The condition for this is
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function tlens, ideal of the lens, which is an exponential
phase factor of the form
⎛ &
⎞
2
2
x
+
y
−ik ⎝ f 1 +
− f⎠
f2


tlens, ideal x , y = e
=: e−ikllens .

(3.269)
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Here, f is the focal length of the lens and a positive
value f corresponds to a positive lens, whereas in our
case we will only have a positive lens. Of course, an
ideal lens does not exist in reality and a more adapted
transmission function is




t
(3.270)
x , y = e−ikllens + iW x , y ,

Then, similar to the case of the Fresnel diffraction integral the cosine obliquity factor z 0 /l is one and the
distance l in the denominator of (3.272) can be replaced
by z 0 . Only l in the exponential phase factor of (3.272)
has to be considered carefully since the phase factor will
rapidly oscillate if l varies by more than one wavelength
λ/n. So, using (3.270), (3.272) and the approximations
the intermediate result is
u(x, y, z 0 )
= −i

n
λz 0

 
A

lens

where W are the wave aberrations of the lens. However,
in reality the wave aberrations of a lens will depend on
the incident wavefront and a wave-optical simulation of
a lens including aberrations is not so easy. But here, we
assume that W is known for a given complex amplitude u 0 . For an ideal lens we just have to put W equal to
zero.
So, the new complex amplitude u 0 behind the lens
is defined by






u 0 x , y , 0 = u 0 x , y , 0 tlens x , y
(3.271)
and the complex amplitude in a parallel plane at
the distance z 0 is, according to the Fresnel–Kirchhoff
diffraction integral (3.241),


 z 0 eikl
n
dx dy ,
u0 x , y , 0
u(x, y, z 0 ) = −i
λ
l l
A

(3.272)

with l defined by (3.237) as
2
l = (x − x )2 + (y − y )2 + z 20 .
Now, we are only interested in points in the neighborhood of the Gaussian focus of the lens at (0, 0, f ) and
since the radius D/2 of the aperture shall be several
times smaller than the focal length f of the lens we have
the following conditions and approximations
f = z 0 (1 + ε)

with
λ
D
|ε|  1, f   ;
2
n
2
D
2
2
 z 20 ,
x +y ≤
4
D/2
y
D/2
x

 1 and

1.
z0
z0
z0
z0





u 0 x , y , 0 eiW x , y
× eik (l − llens ) dx dy .

(3.273)

The term l − llens has to be evaluated:
l − llens
&
= z0 1 +
&
−f

x 2 + y2 + x 2 + y 2 − 2 (xx + yy )
z 20

1+

x 2+y 2
+f
f2

≈ z0 +

x 2 + y2 x 2 + y 2 xx + yy
x 2+y 2
+
−
−
2z 0
2z 0
z0
2f

= z0 +

x 2 + y2 ∆z x 2 + y 2 xx + yy
−
+
2z 0
fz 0
2
z0
(3.274)

with
∆z := f − z 0 .
As in the case of the Fresnel diffraction integral the
terms of higher than second order in x, y, x or y have
been neglected because of our conditions. Nevertheless,
it should be pointed out that the restrictions on the sine
of the half-aperture angle ϕ of the lens (sin ϕ ≈ D/(2 f ))
are not so severe as in the case of the Fresnel diffraction integral since only points in the neighborhood of the
Gaussian focus, i. e., when x, y and ∆z are small, are interesting. To make this clear the higher-order terms have
to be estimated whereby only one section along x and x
is considered. But this is no restriction if the aperture is
circular or if the section along x, x has a larger diameter
than along y, y . The maximum value of x is D/2 and the
maximum interesting value of x is just some wavelengths
if we are near the focal plane of the lens. Additionally,
we can replace the term D/(2z 0 ) with a good approximation by sin ϕ because of f ≈ z 0 . For the same reason
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we also have 1/z 30 − 1/ f 3 ≈ 3∆z/ f 4 . The fourth-order
terms of k(l − llens ) are therefore of the following form
⎛
⎞
2
4
x 2 + x 2 − 2xx
x ⎟
⎜
k⎝
− 3⎠
3
8
f
8z 0
/
.
0
1
1
x4
4
x
+
−
= 2πn
8λz 30
8λz 30 8λ f 3
1
3x 2 x 2 x 3 x
xx 3
+
−
−
4λz 30
2λz 30 2λz 30

Again, these terms have to be much smaller than π
so that they can be neglected. A numerical example can illustrate this: A lens with a focal length of
f = 100 mm and D/2 = 30 mm, i. e., sin ϕ = 0.29, is illuminated with light of the wavelength λ = 0.5 µm. The
refractive index for the light propagation is n = 1. The
propagation distance behind the lens is z 0 = 99.9 mm
and the maximum value of x, which is interesting
for us, is xmax = 10 µm. Later, in (3.294), we will
see that the radius of the diffraction-limited Airy
disc of a lens with sin ϕ = 0.29 and λ = 0.5 µm is
ρ0 = 0.61 λ/NA = 0.61λ/(n sin ϕ) ≈ 1 µm. Therefore,
an area with radius xmax = 10 µm contains all interesting structures of the intensity distribution of the focus.
Using these values, the higher-order terms are
4
xmax
= 5 × 10−12 π,
4λ f 3
3∆z 4
sin ϕ = 1.1 π ,
πn
4λ
3x 2 sin2 ϕ
= 2.5 × 10−4 π,
πn max
2λ f
x 3 sin ϕ
= 6 × 10−8 π,
πn max 2
λf
xmax sin3 ϕ
= 0.49π .
πn
λ

πn

We see that the “defocus” term of higher order is 1.1 π
and cannot be neglected. But if we go directly in the focal
plane, i. e., z 0 = f , this term will completely vanish. The
second term that cannot be neglected is the last term
(0.49 π), which is proportional to xmax /λ and the third
power of the sin ϕ. But in the direct neighborhood of
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the Airy disc, which has in the diffraction-limited case
a radius of about 1 µm this term will be a factor of
10 smaller. This means that for sin ϕ of 0.3 (and the
given other parameters) the higher order terms can only
be neglected in the direct neighborhood of the focus
and the complex amplitude calculated outside may have
some errors. But by decreasing the numerical aperture
of the lens the accuracy of the calculation increases.
So, finally we have the following result for the complex amplitude in the neighborhood of the Gaussian
focus by neglecting higher-order terms
u(x, y, z 0 )
x 2 + y2
n ikz 0 ik 2z
0
= −i
e
e
λz 0

×

u0



∆z x 2 + y 2
 iW x , y  ik z f
2
x , y ,0 e
e 0

A

−ik
×e

xx + yy
z0
dx dy .

(3.276)

This integral is similar to the Debye integral. In [3.1]
a slightly different but in fact nearly identical form of
this integral is evaluated for an ideal lens, i. e., W =
0, using the Lommel functions (E. Lommel invented
these functions when he was a professor of physics at
the University of Erlangen in 1868–1886). For us it is
especially interesting that (3.276) expresses the complex
amplitude in the neighborhood of the Gaussian focus as
a Fourier transformation of the pupil function G


G x ,y =
⎧


⎨u (x , y , 0) exp iW(x , y ) exp ik ∆z x 2 +y 2
0
fz 0
2
⎩0
if (x , y ) ∈ A
(3.277)
if (x , y ) ∈
/ A.
Here, u 0 is the complex amplitude of the incident wave,
the term exp(iW) describes the influence of the wave
aberrations of the lens and the third term is a defocus
term. In the focal plane itself the defocus term vanishes
since then z 0 = f . So, in fact we see that in the focal
plane of an ideal lens (i. e., W = 0 and ∆z = 0) we again
have a kind of Fraunhofer diffraction and the complex
amplitude u is calculated by a Fourier transformation
of u 0 .
The intensity distribution I in the focal plane for
an incident plane on-axis wave, i. e., u 0 (x , y , 0) =
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≤ πn

4
3∆z 4
3x 2 sin2 ϕ
xmax
sin ϕ + max
+
3
4λ
2λ f
4λ f
3 sin ϕ
xmax
xmax sin3 ϕ
.
−
−
(3.275)
λ
λf2
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a = constant with I0 = a2 , is according to (3.276)

y'

n2
(3.278)
I(x, y, z 0 = f ) = I0 2 2
λ f
!
!2
! 
!

 −2πin xx + yy
!
!
!
!
iW
x
,
y
λ
f
×!
e
dx dy ! ,
e
!
!
! A
!
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where I0 is the intensity of the incident plane wave. The
intensity distribution in the focal plane is also called the
point spread function (PSF) of the lens. It is often usual
to normalize the PSF by dividing it by the intensity IF
of an nonaberrated lens of the same type at the Gaussian
focus. Using (3.278) IF is obtained by setting W = 0 and
(x, y) = (0, 0):
!
!2
! 
!
!
n 2 !!
n2
dx dy !! = I0 2 2 S2 .
IF (0, 0, f ) = I0 2 2 !
λ f !
λ f
!
A

(3.279)

Here, S =
A dx dy is the surface area of the aperture A. Then, the normalized point spread function PSF
is
I(x, y, f )
(3.280)
PSF(x, y) =
IF (0, 0, f )
!
!2
! 
!

 −2πin xx + yy
!
!
1 !
!
iW
x
,
y
λ
f
= 2!
e
dx dy ! .
e
!
S !
! A
!
The dimensionless number σ = PSF(0, 0) of the aberrated lens at the Gaussian focus is called the Strehl ratio
of the lens and is defined by
!
!2
! 
!


!
!
1
eiW x , y dx dy !! .
σ = PSF(0, 0) = 2 !!
S !
!
A

(3.281)

In this section we calculated the PSF and the Strehl ratio
only for a thin lens with the aperture in the plane of the
lens. For general optical systems the same concept and
the same equations are used but then the aperture A is
the exit pupil of the optical system and f is the distance
of the Gaussian focus from the exit pupil of the system.
Two Examples of Fraunhofer Diffraction
Two simple examples that can be solved analytically are
the Fraunhofer diffraction at a rectangular aperture or at
a circular aperture.

b

2b

x'

a

0

2a

Fig. 3.15 Parameters of a rectangular transparent aperture

in an opaque screen
Fraunhofer Diffraction at a Rectangular Aperture.

The intensity distribution in the focal plane of an ideal
lens (focal length f ) with a rectangular aperture of the
diameter 2a in x direction and 2b in y direction has to
be calculated (Fig. 3.15). The wavelength of the light
is λ and the refractive index of the material in which the
wave propagates is n. The lens itself is illuminated with
a uniform plane on-axis wave with the intensity I0. Then,
according to (3.278) the intensity in the focal plane of
the ideal lens (i. e., W = 0) is
I(x, y, z 0 = f )
!
!2
! 
!
xx + yy
!
!
2
−2πin
n !
!
λ
f
e
dx dy !
= I0 2 2 !
!
λ f !
! A
!
!
!2
! a
!
xx
!
!
−2πin
!
!
λ
f
= I0 2 2 ! e
dx !
!
λ f !
!−a
!
!
!2
! b
!
yy
!
!
−2πin
!
λ f dy !! .
×! e
(3.282)
!
!
!−b
!
The first integral is
⎡
⎤
xx x =a
a −2πin xx
−2πin
−λ f
λ f dx = ⎢
λf ⎥
e
e
⎣
⎦
2πinx
n2

−a

x =−a

xa
2λ f
sin 2πn
=
2πnx
λf

.
(3.283)
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Fig. 3.16 Normalized intensity distribution along the x-axis

in the focal plane of a lens
for a rectangular
aperture.

2
Shown is the function sin(π x̂)/(π x̂) . The function

2
sin(π ŷ)/(π ŷ) along the y-axis is identical

2a

Fig. 3.17 Parameters of a circular transparent aperture in an

opaque screen

The second integral is analogous and so the intensity in
the focal plane is
 ⎞2
⎛ 
nx 2a
n 2a 2b 2 ⎝ sin π λ f ⎠
I(x, y, z 0 = f ) = I0
λf
π nxλ 2a
f
 ⎞2

sin π nλy 2b
f
⎠ .
×⎝
π nλy 2b
f
⎛

(3.284)

By introducing the variables x̂ = nx 2a/(λ f ) and
ŷ = n y 2b/(λ f ), which are pure numbers without
a physical unit, the normalized intensity distribution
along one of the axes (along the x- or y-axis) can be
easily calculated and is shown in Fig. 3.16. The minima
of the intensity distribution along the x-axis are at
λf
x̂ = m with m = 1, 2, 3 . . . ⇒ x = m
2na
λ
.
(3.285)
≈m
2NAx
Here, the numerical aperture NAx := n sin ϕ ≈ na/ f
with the half-aperture angle ϕ  1 of the lens in the
x direction has been used.
Fraunhofer Diffraction at a Circular Aperture. The in-

tensity distribution in the focal plane of an ideal lens
(focal length f ) with a circular aperture of the radius a
can also be calculated using (3.278) (Fig. 3.17). The
wavelength of the light is again λ and the refractive

index of the material in which the wave propagates
is n. The lens itself is again illuminated with a uniform plane on-axis wave with intensity I0 . Because of
the circular symmetry it is useful to introduce polar
coordinates
x = ρ cos φ ; x = ρ cos φ
y = ρ sin φ ; y = ρ sin φ


= ρρ cos φ − φ .

;
⇒ xx + yy
(3.286)

Then, according to (3.278) the intensity in the focal
plane of the ideal lens (i. e., W = 0) is written in polar
coordinates
I(ρ, φ, z 0 = f )
!
!2
! 
!
xx + yy
!
!
2
−2πin
n !
!
λ
f
= I0 2 2 !
e
dx dy !
!
λ f !
! A
!
!
!2


! a 2π
!
ρρ cos φ − φ
!
!


−2πin
!
n 2 !!
λ
f
= I0 2 2 !
e
ρ dρ dφ !!
λ f !
!
!0 0
!
!
!2
!a 2π
!
ρρ cos φ
!
−2πin
n 2 !!
!
λ
f
= I0 2 2 !
e
ρ dρ dφ ! .
!
λ f !
!0 0
!
(3.287)
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To solve the double integral the well-known Bessel functions [3.51] of the first kind Jm (x) are introduced by the
integral representation
i−m
2π

Jm (x) =

2π

(3.288)

1
2π

0.7
0.6

For m = 0 we obtain
J0 (x) =

0.9
0.8

eix cos α eimα dα .

0

2π

[2 J1(πρ̂ )/(πρ̂ )]2
1

0.5
0.4

eix cos α dα .

(3.289)

0.3
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Therefore, the intensity is

0
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I(ρ, φ, z 0 = f )
! a
!
ρρ
2πn 2 !!
J0 −2πn
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!
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Fig. 3.18 Normalized intensity distribution in the focal

2
plane of a lens. Shown is the function 2J1 (π ρ̂)/(π ρ̂)

(3.290)

There is another integral relation which connects the two
Bessel functions J0 and J1 :

can be written as
I(ρ̂, z 0 = f ) = I0

nπa2
λf

2

  /2
J1 π ρ̂
.
2
π ρ̂

.

(3.293)

x
x J1 (x) =

–2

x J0 (x ) dx .

(3.291)

0

By substituting x = −2πnρρ /(λ f )
−2πnρ/(λ f ) dρ we obtain
I(ρ, φ, z 0 = f )
!
!
2 !!
2πn ! λ2 f 2
= I0
! 4π 2 n 2 ρ2
λf
!
!
2

= I0

2πn
λf

= I0

2πna2
λf

−2πn λρaf


0

and

dx =

2
The function 2J1 (π ρ̂)/(π ρ̂) is shown in Fig. 3.18.
The first minimum is at the value ρ̂0 = 1.22, i. e., at the
radius ρ0 with
λf
λ
λf
= 0.61
= 0.61
.
(3.294)
2na
na
NA
Here, again the numerical aperture of the lens
NA ≈ na/ f is used. The area inside the first minimum
of the diffraction limited focus is called the Airy disc.
It is also interesting to compare the maximum intensity
I(ρ̂ = 0, z 0 = f ) in the central peak of the focus with
the intensity I0 of the incident plane wave. The ratio
is
ρ0 = 1.22

!2
!
!
!
 
x J0 x dx !!
!
!

λ fa
ρa
J1 −2πn
2πnρ
λf


⎛
⎞2
2
J1 2πn λρaf
⎝
⎠ .
2πn λρaf



2

I(ρ̂ = 0, z 0 = f )
=
I0

−

(3.292)

Here, the symmetry of the Bessel function J1 (−x) =
J1 (x) has been used. By defining the variable
ρ̂ := 2nρa/(λ f ), which is a pure number without a physical unit, the intensity in the focal plane of the ideal lens

nπa2
λf

2

.

(3.295)

For a lens with a focal lens of f = 10 mm, an
aperture radius of a = 1 mm and a wavelength of
λ = 0.5 µm and n = 1 we obtain, e.g., I(ρ̂ = 0, z 0 =
f )/I0 = (200π)2 ≈ 4 × 105 . The quantity na2 /(λ f ) is
also known as the Fresnel number F of a lens,
which is the number of Fresnel zones of the lens
in the paraxial case. This can be easily seen by
calculating the optical path difference OPDbetween
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a ray from the center of the lens to the focus and
a ray from the rim of the lens to the focus. It
is
⎛ &
⎞
2
2
a
OPD = n
a2 + f 2 − f = n ⎝ f 1 + 2 − f ⎠
f
na2
λ
=F ;
2f
2
na2
⇒ F=
.
λf

∆x

∆νx

Nx

∆y

∆νy

Dνy
Ny
Fourier
transformation
Dvx

Dx

3.4.4 Numerical Implementation
of the Different Diffraction Methods
Many of the proposed diffraction integrals can be solved
by performing one or two Fourier transformations (Table 3.1). For a numerical implementation, a discrete
Fourier transformation is necessary and to increase the
speed of the calculation it makes sense to take a fast
Fourier transformation (FFT) [3.52]. Of course, it has to
be noted that the sampling theorem is fulfilled and that
the size of the field is large enough. In practice, large
field sizes of, e.g., more than 2048 × 2048 samples need
a lot of computer memory and computing time. To use
a FFT the field of the complex amplitude u 0 is in each
spatial direction x and y uniformly sampled at N x × N y
points, where N x and N y are powers of two. The diameters of the field in the spatial domain are called Dx in
the x and D y in the y direction. In most cases the field
will be quadratic and sampled with equal number of
points, i. e., N x = N y and Dx = D y . Nevertheless, there
are cases (e.g., systems with cylindrical or toric optical
elements) where it is useful to have different sampling
rate and number of sampling points along x and y. Then,
the sampling interval ∆x and ∆y in the x and y direction
between two neighboring sampling points in the spatial

Fig. 3.19 Discrete fields for solving diffraction integrals
using a FFT

domain are (Fig. 3.19)
Dx
∆x =
,
Nx
Dy
∆y =
.
Ny

(3.297)

We call the conjugated variables in the Fourier domain νx and ν y , where these can be really the spatial
frequencies defined in (3.223) or other variables like
in the Fresnel diffraction integral, which just have the
physical dimension of a spatial frequency. Table 3.1
shows the conjugated variables for the different diffraction integrals. The diameters of the fields in the Fourier
domain are called Dνx and Dνy along the νx - and ν y
direction. The associated sampling intervals between
two neighboring sampling points in the Fourier domain
are
Dνx
,
∆νx =
Nx
Dνy
.
(3.298)
∆ν y =
Ny
For a FFT the product of the respective diameters in
the spatial domain and in the Fourier domain is equal
to the number of sampling points. Therefore, the two
relations are valid
Dx Dνx = N x ,
D y Dνy = N y .

(3.299)

Table 3.1 Conjugated variables and number of FFTs for calculating the different diffraction integrals
Diffraction
method

Spectrum of
plane waves

Fresnel
(Fourier domain)

Fresnel
(convolution)

Equation

(3.231)

(3.260)



(x, y) ↔ νx , ν y

(3.253)

  nx
x , y ↔ λz
,

2

1

Conjugated
variables



(x, y) ↔ νx , ν y

Fraunhofer,
Debye integral

0

ny
λz 0



(3.267), (3.276)


 
nβ
x , y ↔ nα
λ , λ ,

  nx n y 
x , y ↔ λz
, λz
0

Number of FFTs

2

1

0
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This means that the intensity in the central peak of the
focus of an ideal lens is proportional to the square of the
Fresnel number of this lens.
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Nx

Dy
Ny

≈

(3.296)
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By using (3.297) and (3.298) it is clear that for the
product of the sampling intervals in the spatial and in
the Fourier domain the following equations apply
1
1
1
∆x∆νx =
⇒ ∆νx =
; ∆x =
,
Nx
Dx
Dνx
1
1
1
⇒ ∆ν y =
; ∆y =
.
∆y∆ν y =
Ny
Dy
Dνy (3.300)
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The variables are in our case always symmetrical around
the origin of the coordinate system. Therefore, the minimum and maximum values of the respective variables
are
Dx
Dx
xmin = −
,
xmax =
;
2
2
Dy
Dy
,
ymax =
;
ymin = −
2
2
Nx
Nx
νx,min = − ∆νx = −
,
2
2Dx
Nx
Nx
;
νx,max = + ∆νx = +
2
2Dx
Ny
Ny
ν y,min = − ∆ν y = −
,
2
2D y
Ny
Ny
ν y,max = + ∆ν y = +
.
(3.301)
2
2D y
Since a discrete Fourier transformation has periodic
boundary conditions the function values at the left
boundary will be equal to those at the right boundary,
i. e., u(xmin , y) = u(xmax , y), u(x, ymin ) = u(x, ymax ),
and so on. This fact is important because it generates
aliasing effects if the field size and the sampling are
not correct. In the following some special aspects of the
different diffraction integrals, which can be calculated
using one or two FFTs are presented.
Numerical Implementation of the Angular
Spectrum of Plane Waves or the Fresnel
Diffraction in the Fourier Domain
To solve the diffraction integrals (3.231) and (3.260) two
FFTs are necessary. The first is to transform the complex
amplitude u 0 into the Fourier domain with the spatial frequencies νx and ν y . In order to represent all propagating
waves the maximum spatial frequencies have to fulfill
the conditions
n
2n Dx
νx,max ≥ ⇒N x ≥
,
λ
λ
2n D y
n
.
ν y,max ≥ ⇒N y ≥
(3.302)
λ
λ
Here, (3.223) and (3.301) have been used. However, it
is in general not necessary that all spatial frequencies
belonging to propagating waves can be represented. Es-

pecially, in the case of the Fresnel diffraction integral
(3.260) formulated in the Fourier domain high spatial
frequencies will in most cases not be allowed because the
equation is, depending on the propagation distance z 0 ,
only valid for small spatial frequencies (3.262). Let us
assume that the angular spectrum of plane waves has
a maximum tilt angle ϕ for which the Fourier transform ũ 0 of u 0 has a function value that is noticeably
different from zero. Then, it is sufficient that instead of
(3.302) the following conditions are used
n
2n Dx
sin ϕ ⇒ N x ≥
sin ϕ,
λ
λ
2n D y
n
sin ϕ .
ν y,max ≥ sin ϕ ⇒ N y ≥
λ
λ
νx,max ≥

(3.303)

If these conditions are not fulfilled aliasing effects occur
and the numerical result is wrong. It is clear that only for
microoptical elements the condition (3.302), i. e., sin ϕ
is allowed to be 1, can be fulfilled. For a wavelength of
λ = 0.5 µm, refractive index n = 1 and a field diameter
in the x direction of Dx = 1 mm, we obtain, e.g., N x ≥
2n Dx /λ = 4000. For a two-dimensional FFT a field size
of 4096 × 4096 samples is at the upper limit of modern
personal computers.
Also in the case of the second (inverse) FFT, which
calculates u using (3.231) or (3.260) aliasing effects can
occur. Graphically, this means that parts of a diverging
propagating wave leave the border of the field. Because
of the periodic boundary conditions these parts of the
waves will then enter the field at the opposite boundary.
Figure 3.20 illustrates this effect for a diverging spherical
wave that has a diameter D0 at the starting plane and
would have a diameter Dz0 > Dx in the distance z 0 .
If the half-aperture angle of the spherical wave is ϕ,
where we assume that ϕ is so small that sin ϕ ≈ tan ϕ,

ϕ
tan ϕ ≈sin ϕ
D0

Dz0

Dx

z0

Fig. 3.20 Illustration of aliasing effects. The parts of the
wave that leave the field at a boundary enter the field at the
opposite boundary and interfere with the other parts of the
wave
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the diameter Dz0 will be
Dz0 ≈ D0 + 2z 0 sin ϕ .
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diameters Dx,z0 and D y,z0 in the second plane, where
Dνx = n Dx,z0 /(λz 0 ) and Dνy = n D y,z0 /(λz 0 )
(3.304)

Numerical Implementation of the Fresnel
(Convolution Formulation) and the Fraunhofer
Diffraction
Using the method of the angular spectrum of plane
waves guarantees that the field sizes Dx and D y do not
change during the propagation as long as no manipulations are made in the Fourier domain. The reason for
this is that two FFTs are used, one “normal” and one inverse FFT. If the Fresnel diffraction integral of (3.253)
or the Fraunhofer diffraction integrals (3.267) or (3.276)
are used, only one FFT is made. Therefore, the field size
changes because theconjugated
variables are now, ac
cording to Table 3.1, x , y and [nx/(λz 0 ), n y/(λz 0 )] or
[(nα/λ, nβ/λ) , where α = x/z 0 and β = y/z 0 ]. This
means that according to (3.299) the following relations are valid if we introduce the field diameters
Dx,0 = Dx and D y,0 = D y in the first plane and the field

λz 0
,
n Dx,0

D y Dνy = N y ⇒ D y,z0 = N y

λz 0
.
n D y,0

(3.305)

Of course, the sampling densities ∆x z0 and ∆yz0 in the
second plane are then
∆x z0 =

λz 0
,
n Dx,0

∆yz0 =

λz 0
.
n D y,0

(3.306)

Let us calculate the intensity distribution in the focal
plane of a lens with focal length f (z 0 = f ) using
(3.276). The aperture of the lens shall be quadratic with
diameters 2a = 2b. Then, it is enough to just consider
one dimension, e.g., the x direction. If the field size Dx,0
would now only be 2a the sampling interval would be
∆x z0 =

λ
λf
≈
,
n2a 2NA

(3.307)

where, the numerical aperture of the lens NA :=
n sin ϕ ≈ na/ f has been used. But by comparing this
result with (3.285) it is clear that the sampling density
is so low that the secondary maxima are not observed
because the sampling is only in the minima. Therefore,
it is necessary that the aperture of the lens is embedded
into a field of zeros so that the effective field diameter
Dx,0 is at least doubled Dx,0 ≥ 4a. So, by embedding
the aperture of the lens by more and more zeros the effective sampling density in the focal plane is increased.
Increasing the field size by a factor m and filling the new
area with zeros reduces the sampling interval by a factor m to ∆x z0 = λ/(2mNA). In other words we can say:
the total field size Dx,z0 in the focal plane is proportional to the number N x /m of samples with which the
lens aperture is sampled whereas the sampling density
is proportional to the factor m of the zero embedding.
Of course, there is also another reason for embedding the lens aperture with zeros: the aliasing effects.
A quadratic lens aperture with Dx,0 = 2a would, due to
the periodic boundary conditions, mean that the aperture is repeated periodically without spaces in between
and fills the whole space. Therefore, no diffraction at all
would occur and the focus would be a delta peak as in
geometrical optics.
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If Dz0 > Dx aliasing effects will appear. This effect
can be useful to numerically simulate the self-imaging
Talbot effect for infinitely extended periodic structures
[3.53]. However, in most cases aliasing effects are disturbing and have to be avoided. For converging waves,
aliasing effects will not appear as long as the propagation distance is not so large that the wave passes the
focus and becomes diverging. In practice, the limitations on the number of samples will limit the application
of the propagation of a wave using the angular spectrum of plane waves. It is also very interesting to note
that the field diameters Dx and D y normally do not
change between the two planes at z = 0 and z = z 0 in
the case of the propagation using the angular spectrum of plane waves or the Fresnel integral in the
Fourier domain formulation. Only, if the field size in
the Fourier domain is manipulated will the field size
in the spatial domain change. This is only possible by
taking each second sampling point and embedding the
new field with so many zeros that the total number of
sampling points remains unchanged. Then the effective
diameters in the Fourier domain Dνx and Dνy are doubled and therefore, according to (3.299) the diameters
Dx and D y in the spatial domain will be halved. But
this manipulation reduces the sampling density in the
Fourier domain and is therefore a kind of high-pass filtering operation suppressing the long-periodic spatial
structures.

Dx Dνx = N x ⇒ Dx,z0 = N x
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3.4.5 The Influence of Polarization Effects
to the Intensity Distribution
Near the Focus

Part A 3.4

In the previous cases of diffraction we considered only
the scalar case. But, in this section we want to discuss the
influence of polarization effects to the intensity distribution in the focal region of a lens. However, we will only
discuss a simple numerical simulation method, which is
in fact identical to the semi-analytical vectorial Debye
integral formulation discussed, e.g., in [3.54] or [3.34].
Richards and Wolf [3.34] were one of the first who calculated that the light distribution in the focus of a lens,
which is illuminated by a linearly polarized plane wave,
is asymmetrical for a high numerical aperture of the
lens.
Some Elementary Qualitative Explanations
To illustrate the influence of polarization effects to the
focus refer to Fig. 3.21. Assume a plane wave with linear
polarization (electric vector in the y direction), which is
focused by a lens. Then, there is one plane (xz-plane)
where the electric vectors are perpendicular to the plane
of refraction of the rays (Fig. 3.21a). There, the electric
vectors in the focus add like scalars and a quite large
transversal component is obtained. But, there is also
the yz-plane, where the electric vectors change their
direction after being refracted by the lens. Then, they add
in the focus like real vectors and a smaller transversal
component than in the xz-plane is obtained (Fig. 3.21b).
Especially, for very steep rays corresponding to high
numerical aperture rays the electric vectors nearly cancel
each other in the focus. Due to the broken symmetry of
a)

x

b) y
z

z

a)

b)

Fig. 3.22a,b Local polarization vectors in the aperture in
front of the lens for (a) linearly polarized light and (b) a ra-

dially polarized doughnut mode

this problem the intensity distribution in the focus will
also be nonrotationally symmetric. Of course, this effect
is only visible for very high numerical apertures, because
otherwise the vector character of the electric field is not
so obvious. It is especially visible for annular apertures
and a high numerical aperture lens.
But there is a rotationally symmetric polarization
pattern, called the doughnut mode [3.33], where the direction of the electric vector varies locally, so that it
always points away from the optical axis in radial direction. Figure 3.22 shows in (a) the electric vectors in the
aperture of the lens at a certain time for linearly polarized light, i. e., they all point in the same direction. In
(b) the electric vectors for the radially polarized doughnut mode are drawn at a certain time. They all point
radially away from the optical axis. Of course, in the
case of the doughnut mode there has to be the intensity zero on the optical axis due to the symmetry of the
problem. So, the intensity distribution in the aperture of
the lens is not homogeneous in the case of the radially
symmetric doughnut mode but in fact it is the superposition of a Hermite–Gaussian TEM10 and a TEM01 mode
(Fig. 3.32) with relative phase difference zero. Then, the
time-independent complex-valued electric vector Erad
before the lens has the value
⎛ ⎞


x
2
2
2
⎜ ⎟ − x + y /w0
Erad (x, y, z = 0) = E 0 ⎝ y ⎠ e
.
0

Fig. 3.21a,b Addition of the electric vectors in the focus of
a lens for linearly polarized light. (a) The electric vectors are
perpendicular to the xz-plane, i. e., they add arithmetically
like scalars; (b) the electric vectors lie in the yz-plane and
add vectorially to a transversal component

(3.308)

Here, w0 is the beam waist of the Gaussian function and
E 0 is a constant. The
: maximum of the
√ amplitude of the
electric vector is at x 2 + y2 = w0 / 2 as can be easily
calculated.
But now, for the radially polarized doughnut mode in
all planes containing the optical axis, the electric vectors
are oriented as in Fig. 3.23. Then, the electric vectors add
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the orthogonality condition of plane waves (Sect. 3.1.1)
(see the paragraph on page 91). Examples of different
polarization states are (see Sect. 3.2.4):

•
•
•
Fig. 3.23 Orientation of the electric vectors in front of

and behind a lens for the radially symmetric doughnut
mode. The electric vectors add to a longitudinal component
parallel to the optical axis

The lens itself fulfills the sine condition so that we
have for the refracted ray behind the lens
:
2
x 2 + y2
2
2
,
h = x + y = f sin ϑ ⇒ sin ϑ =
f
(3.309)

in the focus to a longitudinal component and this is the
case for all planes containing the optical axis. Therefore,
the focus is completely rotationally symmetric.
Numerical Calculation Method
To calculate the electric energy density in the focal region of a lens the vectorial Debye integral of [3.34] or
the method of [3.55] can be used. Both say that the
electric vector in the focal region can be written as a superposition of plane waves, which propagate along the
direction of the rays running from the exit pupil of the
lens to the geometrical focus. In this model, diffraction
effects at the rim of the aperture are neglected, as is also
done in the scalar formulation of the Debye integral.
But this is a quite good approximation as long as the
diameter of the aperture of the lens is large compared
to the wavelength (2raperture  λ) and as long as the numerical aperture of the lens is sufficiently high (which
is always the case here because polarization effects are
only interesting for high numerical apertures).
For the numerical calculation we make a uniform
sampling of rays in the planar entrance pupil of the lens,
e.g., N × N rays in an orthogonal pattern, where the rays
outside of the aperture (e.g., circular or annular aperture)
have zero amplitude. The optical axis shall be the z-axis.
Each ray number (i, j) at the coordinate (xi , y j , z 0 ) in
the entrance pupil has a wave vector ki, j = (0, 0, k) =
(0, 0, 2π/λ) and a generally complex polarization vector
Pi, j = (Px,i, j , Py,i, j , 0), which is in fact proportional to
the electric vector E at this point if the sampling is
uniform. Of course, Pi, j is orthogonal to ki, j because of

where, f is the focal length of the lens and ϑ the polar
angle (Fig. 3.24). By defining the azimuthal angle ϕ we
have the following relations for the rays in front of the
lens and behind the lens
x = h cos ϕ
y = h sin ϕ
and

⇒

ϕ = arctan

y
x

(3.310)

⎛

⎞
− cos ϕ sin ϑ
⎜
⎟
k = k ⎝ − sin ϕ sin ϑ ⎠ .
cos ϑ

Pi,j
hi,j

ki,j

k'i,j

ϑ

P'i,j

(3.311)

f

z

Fig. 3.24 Principal scheme of the distribution of rays used
to calculate the electric energy density in the focus. The
lens :
has to fulfill the sine condition so that the ray height
h = x 2 + y2 is h = f sin ϑ
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A linearly polarized homogeneous plane wave (polarization in the y direction) with the polarization
vector Pi, j = (0, P0 , 0) with a constant real value
P0 .
A circularly polarized homogeneous plane
√ wave
=
(P
/
2, iP0 /
with
the
polarization
vector
P
i,
j
0
√
√
2, 0), where the factor 1/ 2 is introduced to have
|Pi, j |2 = P02 .
The radially polarized doughnut mode with the polarization vectors according to (3.308).
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The polarization vector P of each ray has to be separated
into a component lying in the plane of refraction and
a component perpendicular to it. The unit vector e along
the component in the plane of refraction in front of the
lens is ⎛
⎞
cos ϕ
⎜
⎟
e = ⎝ sin ϕ ⎠ .
(3.312)
0
Behind the lens the new unit vector e along the component in the
is
⎛ plane of refraction
⎞
cos ϕ cos ϑ
⎜
⎟
(3.313)
e = ⎝ sin ϕ cos ϑ ⎠ .
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sin ϑ
So, the polarization vector P behind the lens can be
calculated by keeping in mind that the component perpendicular to the plane of refraction remains unchanged
and that the component in the plane of refraction keeps
its amplitude but is now parallel to e . In total this means
for P
"

 #


1
P =√
P − P · e e + P · e e
cos ϑ
⎛
⎞
cos
ϕ
ϑ)
(1−cos

⎜
⎟
P− Px cos ϕ+ Py sin ϕ ⎝ sin ϕ (1−cos ϑ) ⎠
−sin ϑ
=
.
√
cos ϑ
(3.314)

√
Here, the factor 1/ cos ϑ is necessary in order to conserve the energy of the tilted plane wave [3.56]. In other
words, behind the lens the density of the numerical sampling by the polarization vectors P i, j depends on the
angle ϑ whereas in front of the lens the sampling of Pi, j
is selected to be uniform. So, the electric vector E behind the lens is no longer proportional to the polarization
vector P alone, but to the ratio of P and the small surface element dA perpendicular to P which is assigned
to each ray by the distance of the ray sampling, and
which
√ is itself depending on the angle ϑ. So, the factor
1/ cos ϑ corrects the non uniform numerical sampling
of the polarization vectors behind the lens. If the lens
does not fulfill the sine condition but another equation
the correction factor will of course change.
For an ideal lens the plane waves along the rays have
to be all in phase at the focus. So, we just can set the
focus to the coordinate r = (x = 0, y = 0, z = 0). To
calculate the electric vector E at a point r near the focus
the plane waves have to be summarized according to
  $
ik · r
E r ∝
Pi, j e i, j
.
(3.315)
i, j

Small wave aberrations W(x, y) of the lens can also be
taken into account by just adding them to the phase term
of each plane wave, i. e., ki, j · r → ki, j · r + Wi, j with
Wi, j := W(xi , y j ). Then we have:
  $
ik · r + iWi, j
E r ∝
Pi, j e i, j
.
(3.316)
i, j

It can be seen that in the focal plane z = 0 and for linearly polarized light with a small numerical aperture, this
sum reduces to a discretized formulation of the scalar
diffraction integral of (3.276) for calculating the light
distribution near the focus of a lens.
By just changing the polarization vectors of the field
distribution in front of the lens the effects of a quite
arbitrary state of polarization to the focus can be investigated. The squares of the x , y, or z components of
the electric field E can also be calculated separately. Of
course, the electric energy density we , which is the physical quantity normally detected by a light detector, can
then be calculated by
 
we r ∝ |E|2 = E · E∗ .
(3.317)
The proportionality factors are omitted because we are
only interested in relative energy distributions and not
in absolute values.
Some Simulation Results
Figures 3.25, 3.26 and 3.27 show the results of some
simulations for the electric energy density in the focal plane (xy-plane) of an ideal lens. In all cases the
numerical aperture of the lens is assumed to be 1.0 and
the wavelength of the illuminating light is λ = 632.8 nm.
The typical number of plane waves used to sample the
aperture of the lens is N × N = 100 × 100 (or 200 × 200),
whereby in the case of a circular aperture (normal case)
and especially in the case of an annular aperture (see
later) the effective number of plane waves is smaller
(factor π/4 smaller for a circular aperture) because the
sampling is made in an orthogonal and uniformly sampled xy-pattern and plane waves outside of the aperture
just have zero amplitude. The number of sampling points
in the focal plane is 200 × 200 and so a simulation on
a modern 1 GHz Pentium PC takes less than two minutes.
In Fig. 3.25 the lens is illuminated by a linearly polarized plane wave (polarization in y direction). The
squares of the different components of the electric vector in the focal plane are displayed. The x component
in Fig. 3.25a is quite small and vanishes in the center of
the geometrical focus (pay attention to the scale). The
biggest component is the y component in Fig. 3.25b,
i. e., along the direction in which the light is polarized
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Fig. 3.26a,b Sections along (a) the x-axis and (b) the y-axis of the
total electric energy density in the focal plane of an ideal lens with
NA = 1.0, which is illuminated by a plane linearly polarized (in the
y direction) wave with λ = 632.8 nm (see also Fig. 3.25d)
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Fig. 3.25a–d Squares of the components of the electric

vector in the focal plane of an ideal lens with NA = 1.0,
which is illuminated by a plane linearly polarized (in
the y direction) wave with λ = 632.8 nm. (a) x component, (b) y component, (c) z component and (d) sum of all
components, i. e., total electric energy density

in front of the lens. But, there is also a z component
(Fig. 3.25c) for points besides the geometrical focus.
This component is mainly responsible for the asymmetric shape of the total electric energy density, which
is displayed in Fig. 3.25d. Figure 3.26 shows sections
along the x- and y-axis of the total electric energy
density. It can be seen that the diameter of the central maximum along the y-axis is increased whereas
the diameter along the x-axis has nearly the value of
the scalar calculation dfocus = 1.22λ/NA = 0.77 µm. All
quantities are normalized in such a way that the total
energy density has a maximum value of 1.
In Fig. 3.27 the lens is illuminated by a radially polarized doughnut mode, whereby the beam waist w0 is
at 95% of the lens aperture radius. Then, there are radial, i. e., transversal components of the electric field in
Fig. 3.27a, which are of course rotationally symmetric
due to the symmetry of the field. But, the strongest com-

ponent is the longitudinal z component in Fig. 3.27b,
which is also rotationally symmetric and has a central
maximum with a diameter slightly smaller than the value
of the scalar calculation. The total electric energy density in Fig. 3.27c is also rotationally symmetric but the
diameter of the central maximum is increased due to
the transversal components of the electric field. However, the surface area S, which is covered in the focus by
a total electric energy density of more than half the maximum value is S = 0.29λ2 in the linearly polarized case
and only S = 0.22λ2 for the radially polarized doughnut
mode. So, if the light spot is used to write into a nonlinear
material, which is only sensitive to a total electric energy
density beyond a certain threshold a tighter spot can be
obtained using the radially polarized doughnut mode.
Figure 3.28 shows for the same parameters as in Figs.
3.26 and 3.27 the total electric energy density near the focus in planes containing the optical axis (z-axis) and one
of the lateral coordinates. In Figs. 3.28a,b the xz-plane
and the yz-plane are shown for the case of an illumination of the lens with linearly polarized homogeneous
light (polarization in the y direction). Figure 3.28c shows
the same for the case of the radially polarized doughnut
mode, where here the focal region is completely rotationally symmetric so that only one section has to be shown.
It can again be seen that in the case of linear polarization the lateral diameter of the focus is broader in the
yz-plane than in the xz-plane. The focus of the radially
polarized doughnut mode has a lateral diameter nearly
that of the small axis of the linearly polarized case focus.
From the scalar theory it is well-known that the diameter of the central maximum of the focus is decreased if
an annular aperture is used instead of a circular one. It is
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Fig. 3.27a–c Squares of the components of the electric vector in the focal plane of an ideal lens with NA = 1.0, which is
illuminated by a radially polarized doughnut mode with λ = 632.8 nm. The beam waist w0 of the Gaussian function is
w0 = 0.95raperture , whereby raperture is the illuminated aperture radius of the lens. (a) Radial components, i. e., |E x |2 + |E y |2 ,
(b) z component, (c) sum of all components, i. e., total electric energy density
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Fig. 3.28a–c Simulation of the total electric energy density in the focal region by using a circular aperture (NA =
1.0, λ = 632.8 nm). (a) Linearly polarized homogeneous light (xz-plane), (b) linearly polarized homogeneous light
(yz-plane), (c) radially polarized doughnut mode with w0 = 0.95raperture (xz-plane or yz-plane because of rotational
symmetry)

also well-known from the scalar theory that in this case,
the secondary maxima increases compared to a circular
aperture. So, by using an annular aperture a smaller focus
should be reached and this should especially be the case
for the radially polarized doughnut mode. The reason is
that in this case the transversal components in the focus
of the doughnut mode decrease so that the total energy
density is more and more dominated by the longitudinal

z component, which has a small diameter. So, by using
a radially symmetric doughnut mode, an annular aperture (e.g., rannulus = 0.9raperture ), and a high numerical
aperture lens (NA > 0.9) a very tight rotationally symmetric spot with a small surface area can be obtained.
This effect can be used to achieve a higher resolution
in optical data storage or in optical lithography where
a mask is written spot by spot by a so-called laser pattern
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Fig. 3.29a–c Simulation of the total electric energy density in the focal region by using an annular aperture with an
inner radius of 90% of the full aperture (NA = 1.0, λ = 632.8 nm). (a) linearly polarized homogeneous light (xz-plane),
(b) linearly polarized homogeneous light (yz-plane), (c) radially polarized doughnut mode with w0 = 0.95raperture (xz-plane
or yz-plane because of rotational symmetry)

generator. Figure 3.29 shows the simulation results of the
electric energy density in the focal region for an annular aperture with rannulus = 0.9raperture . As in the former
cases, the numerical aperture itself is NA = 1.0 and the
wavelength is λ = 632.8 nm. Figures 3.29a and b show
the xz-plane and yz-plane, respectively, for the case of
linear polarization and Fig. 3.29c shows the same for
the doughnut mode (w0 = 0.95raperture ), where the result is rotationally symmetric so that only one section is
shown. It can be seen that in the case of an annular aperture the lateral diameter of the focus is decreased but on
the other side the depth of focus along the optical axis
is increased compared to the full aperture case. Besides
the central maximum there are also, as expected, some
secondary maxima with increased height. Nevertheless,
a comparison of the cases of linear polarization and the
doughnut mode shows that the lateral diameter of the

focus is decreased for the doughnut mode, especially in
the yz-plane. By calculating the surface area S again,
which is covered in the focus by a total electric energy
density of more than half the maximum value, the result
is S = 0.29λ2 for the linearly polarized light and only
S = 0.12λ2 for the radially polarized doughnut mode.
Moreover, the height of the secondary maxima is not as
high for the doughnut mode as for the linear polarization. In some applications these secondary maxima can
be disturbing, but in applications where a certain threshold value of the energy density has to be reached in
order to obtain an effect, these secondary maxima have
no influence. So, the annular aperture, especially combined with the radially polarized doughnut mode, allows
a high lateral resolution. Experiments verify the simulation results for linearly polarized light [3.57] and for the
radially polarized doughnut mode [3.33, 54].

3.5 Gaussian Beams
Gaussian beams are a paraxial solution of the scalar
Helmholtz equation and are suitable to describe the
propagation of coherent laser beams [3.10,11,58]. However, the influence of apertures on the laser beam is not
considered in this description because apertures would
generally disturb the Gaussian beam. The transformation of laser beams at a lens is, of course, also only
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treated in a paraxial sense and aberrations of the lens are
not taken into account.

3.5.1 Derivation of the Basic Equations
The typical property of a collimated laser beam is that
it propagates straight on in a homogeneous material.
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Nevertheless, because of diffraction effects, the laser
beam diverges during the propagation. Depending on the
diameter of the laser beam this effect will be quite small
or large. However, the laser beam will behave along
the direction of propagation (z-axis) nearly as a plane
wave. But instead of having a constant amplitude, as
for a plane wave, the amplitude will be a function of
the transversal coordinates (x and y) and also a slowly
varying function of the propagation distance along the zaxis. Mathematically, this means that the scalar complex
amplitude u(x, y, z) of a laser beam can be described by
the product of a (generally) complex function Ψ (x, y, z),
which changes only slowly along the z-axis, and the
complex amplitude of a plane wave propagating in the
z direction exp(ikz)
u(x, y, z) = Ψ (x, y, z)eikz .

(3.318)

The constant k is again defined as 2πn/λ. n is the refractive index of the homogeneous material in which
the Gaussian beam propagates and λ is the wavelength
in a vacuum. To simplify the notation the wavelength
λn = λ/n in the material is used in the following.
By using the scalar Helmholtz equation (3.221)


∇ 2 + k2 u(x, y, z) = 0

(3.319)

the following equation for u is obtained
∂Ψ ikz
∂u
=
e ,
∂x
∂x
∂2u
∂ 2 Ψ ikz
=
e ,
∂x 2
∂x 2
∂Ψ ikz
∂u
=
e + ikΨ eikz ,
∂z
∂z
∂2u
∂ 2 Ψ ikz
∂Ψ ikz
e − k2 Ψ eikz ;
=
e + 2ik
∂z
∂z 2
∂z 2


∂2Ψ ∂2Ψ
+ 2 eikz
⇒ ∇ 2 + k2 u =
∂x 2
∂y
∂ 2 Ψ ikz
∂Ψ ikz
+ 2 e + 2ik
e =0.
∂z
∂z
(3.320)

According to our assumption that Ψ changes only slowly
along the z direction the term ∂ 2 Ψ /∂z 2 is assumed to be
so small that it can be neglected. This is the case if the relative variation of ∂Ψ /∂z during the propagation by one
wavelength is much smaller than one. In a mathematical

formulation this means
!
!
!
! 2 ! !
! ∂ Ψ ! ! ∂Ψ ! 4π ! ∂Ψ !
!=
!
!  !2k
!
!
! ∂z 2 ! ! ∂z ! λ ! ∂z !
n
!
|∆(∂Ψ /∂z)| !!
⇒
 4π .
|∂Ψ /∂z| !∆z=λn

(3.321)

Using this simplification the following equation for Ψ
is obtained
∂2Ψ ∂2Ψ
∂Ψ
=0.
+ 2 + 2ik
∂z
∂x 2
∂y

(3.322)

This equation is called the paraxial Helmholtz equation
because it corresponds to the case of Fresnel diffraction (Sects. 3.4.3 and 3.5.2). To solve it we first use
a quite simple approach for Ψ , which corresponds to
a fundamental mode Gaussian beam
0

1
k x 2 + y2
i P(z) +
2q(z)
Ψ (x, y, z) = Ψ0 exp
(3.323)
with the two complex functions P and q, which are
both functions of z. Ψ0 is a constant that depends on the
amplitude of the Gaussian beam and is determined by the
boundary conditions. Using the notations P := dP/ dz
and q := dq/ dz our approach gives
.

 /
ik x 2 + y2
∂Ψ
= iP −
q Ψ,
∂z
2q 2
∂Ψ
kx
= i Ψ,
∂x
q
k2 x 2
∂2Ψ
ik
= Ψ− 2 Ψ.
2
q
∂x
q
Inserting these equations in (3.322) results in the following conditions for P and q




k 2 x 2 + y2
2ik k2 x 2 + y2
−
− 2k P +
q =0.
q
q2
q2
(3.324)

This equation has to be fulfilled for arbitrary values
of x and y. Therefore, the equation finally gives two
equations
i
P =
and q = 1 .
(3.325)
q
By integration we obtain
q(z) = q0 + z,
P(z) = i ln 1 +

(3.326)

z
q0

.

(3.327)
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The integration constant of P has been put to zero because it would just introduce a constant phase factor
in Ψ .
Equation (3.323) has a similar form like a paraxial
spherical wave, i. e., a parabolic wave, if q is interpreted
as a kind of complex radius of curvature. Therefore, it
is useful to split 1/q into a real and an imaginary part
1
λn
1
=
+i
.
q(z)
R(z)
πw2 (z)

(3.328)

q0 = −i

πw20
.
λn

(3.329)

The propagation constant w0 , which corresponds to the
curvature 1/R0 = 0, is called the beam waist. Later it
will be shown (3.337) that the beam waist is the smallest
beam radius of a Gaussian beam during its propagation.
In summary by using (3.323), (3.326), (3.327),
(3.328), and (3.329) the function Ψ of a fundamental
mode Gaussian beam can be written as:

Ψ (x, y, z) = Ψ0

1
1 + i λn z2

The Fresnel diffraction integral is determined according to (3.256), where the argument z 0 is substituted
by z, because this equation is not only valid in a plane,
and k is defined as usual as k = 2πn/λ
ik ikz
e
(3.331)
u(x, y, z) = −
2πz
2 
2

x−x + y−y


 ik
2z
dx dy
×
u0 x , y , 0 e

x 2 + y2 k(x 2 + y2 )
− 2
i
e w (z) e 2R(z) .

πw0

(3.330)

3.5.2 The Fresnel Diffraction Integral
and the Paraxial Helmholtz Equation
In Sect. 3.4.3 the Fresnel diffraction integral is derived as
a paraxial solution of the Fresnel–Kirchhoff diffraction
formula. Here, it will be shown that the Fresnel diffraction integral describes the propagation of waves with
complex amplitudes that fulfill the paraxial Helmholtz
equation (3.322). So, the name “paraxial Helmholtz
equation” is appropriate.

= Ψ (x, y, z)eikz ;
⇒ Ψ (x, y, z) = −

×

ik
2πz



 ik
u0 x , y , 0 e

x−x

2

2

+ y−y
2z
dx dy .

A

So, the function Ψ is defined in accordance with (3.318)
and it has to be shown that this function Ψ is a solution of the paraxial Helmholtz equation (3.322). We
have the following equations for the partial derivatives
of Ψ
 



k2
∂Ψ
=
u0 x , y , 0 x − x
(3.332)
2
∂x
2πz
A 
2 
2
x−x + y−y
ik
2z
×e
dx dy ,
 
2
3

2

k
∂ Ψ
=i
u0 x , y , 0 x − x
2
3
∂x
2πz
A 
2 
2
x−x + y−y
ik
2z
×e
dx dy




k2
+
u0 x , y , 0
2πz 2
A 
2 
2
x−x + y−y
ik
2z
dx dy ,
×e
 
2
3

2

k
∂ Ψ
=i
u0 x , y , 0 y − y
∂y2
2πz 3
A 
2 
2
x−x + y−y
ik
2z
×e
dx dy




k2
+
u0 x , y , 0
2πz 2
A 
2 
2
x−x + y−y
ik
2z
dx dy ,
×e
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The real part is the curvature of the wave and R is the
real radius of curvature. The selection of the imaginary
part of 1/q becomes obvious by inserting (3.328) into
(3.323). It:shows that the real function w describes the
distance x 2 + y2 from the z-axis at which the amplitude decreases to 1/ e of the maximum value. Therefore,
w is called the beam radius; w and R are both real
functions of z.
A further simplification can be made by choosing
q0 = q(0) as an imaginary number. This means that
the radius of curvature R is infinity at z = 0, i. e., the
curvature of the wave is zero at z = 0
1
λn
=i
q0
πw20

3.5 Gaussian Beams
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ik
∂Ψ
=
∂z
2πz 2

−

k2
4πz 3

 



u0 x , y , 0


R(z) = z +

2

+ y−y
ik
2z
×e
dx dy
 


u0 x , y , 0
A

x−x

2

2 
2 #
x−x + y−y

2 
2
x−x + y−y
ik
2z
×e
dx dy .
×
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So, it is clear that the function Ψ of (3.331) fulfills the
paraxial Helmholtz equation
∂2Ψ ∂2Ψ
∂Ψ
=0.
+ 2 + 2ik
∂z
∂x 2
∂y
Therefore, the Fresnel diffraction integral and the paraxial Helmholtz equation correspond to each other. The
propagation of a Gaussian beam can be made either
by calculating the Fresnel diffraction integral if the
complex amplitude u 0 is given in a plane, or the propagation rules can be directly derived from the paraxial
Helmholtz equation as has been done to obtain (3.326)
and (3.327) [3.10].

3.5.3 Propagation of a Gaussian Beam
The parameters w and R of a Gaussian beam change
during the propagation of the beam along the z-axis. An
explicit representation of w and R can be obtained by
combining (3.326), (3.328), and (3.329)
πw2
z + i λn 0

λn
1
1
+i
=
=
πw2
R
πw2
z − i λn 0
z2 +

πw20
λn

2

.

λn z 2 + z 2R
λ2 z 2
= w20 + n 2 . (3.337)
π
zR
π 2 w0

The last equation shows that the beam waist w0 is indeed the smallest value of the beam radius w and that it
is obtained at z = 0. Simultaneously, the radius of curvature R is infinity at z = 0. The equation also shows
that the
√ beam radius of the Gaussian beam has the value
w = 2w0 at the distance z = z R (Rayleigh length) from
the beam waist.
Another interesting limiting case is the far field,
i. e., z → ±∞. Then we have
R(z) = z,
λn |z|
w(z) =
.
πw0
The far field angle θ of a Gaussian beam is
θ ≈ tan θ =

λn
w(z)
=
.
|z|
πw0

(3.338)
(3.339)

(3.340)

So, by measuring the far field angle θ and the wavelength λn of a laser diode its beam waist w0 can be
calculated if we assume that the fundamental Gaussian
beam is a good description for the wavefront of a laser
diode.
By using (3.337) the function Ψ (3.330) can be
written in a more illustrating way


λn z
w0 w0 − i πw
1
w0
0
=
=
.
λn z
λ2 z 2
1 + i λn z2
w0 + i πw
w20 + 2n 2
0
πw
π w0

0

w0 − i
with
A=

(3.333)

So, by separating the real and the imaginary part, two
equations are obtained
z
1
=
,
R
z 2 + z 2R
zR
λn
=
;
2
2
πw
z + z 2R

w2 (z) =

(3.336)

The term in parentheses of the numerator can be expressed as

To simplify the notation the so-called Rayleigh length is
defined as
πw20
z R :=
.
λn

⇒

π 2 w4
z 2R
= z+ 2 0 ,
z
λn z

and

&
w20 +

λ2n z 2
= w(z)
π 2 w20

w0
,
w(z)
λn z
sin Φ = −
;
πw0 w(z)
λn z
tan Φ = −
.
πw20

cos Φ =

(3.334)
(3.335)

λn z
= A eiΦ = A cos Φ + iA sin Φ
πw0

⇒
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In summary we have
1
1 + i λn z2
πw0

=

λn z
w0 iΦ(z)
e
with tan Φ(z) = −
.
w(z)
πw20
(3.341)

w0

θ

w
z

R

The complex amplitude u of a Gaussian beam can then
be expressed using (3.318), (3.330), and (3.341)
Fig. 3.31 Scheme showing the propagation of a Gaussian
beam along the z-axis. The Gaussian beam is laterally limited by the beam radius w and its wavefront has the local
radius of curvature R

u(x, y, z)

(3.342)

This means that a Gaussian beam has a Gaussian profile
for a constant value z (Fig. 3.30). The term w0 /w(z)
ensures that the total power PG of the beam is conserved
during the propagation along the z direction:
+∞ +∞
|u(x, y, z)|2 dx dy
PG (z) =
−∞ −∞

x +y
+∞ +∞
2
−2 2
w
w (z) dx dy
Ψ02 2 0 e
=
w (z)
2

−∞ −∞
w2
= Ψ02 2 0
w (z)

2

πw20
πw2 (z)
= Ψ02
= constant .
2
2
(3.343)

By interpreting the beam radius w as lateral extension
of the Gaussian beam it can be graphically symbolized
as in Fig. 3.31. At the beam waist the local curvature of
the Gaussian beam is zero. In the far field, the radius of
curvature R increases proportional to z like the radius of
curvature of a spherical wave.

⏐u⏐

⏐u⏐max
w

⏐u⏐max/e
x

Fig. 3.30 Amplitude of a Gaussian beam at a constant

value z

3.5.4 Higher-Order Modes
of Gaussian Beams
In (3.323) a quite simple approach has been selected
for the function Ψ , which mainly describes the lateral
variation of the Gaussian beam. This approach is the
fundamental mode in the case of rotational symmetry.
In the following a more general approach is made. The
beam can now have two different principal curvatures
along the local x and y direction and also higher order
modes are taken into account. The different principal
curvatures are useful to describe the radiation of laser
diodes (e.g., edge emitter), which often have different
beam radii and radii of curvature in the x and y directions. Therefore, the following approach is taken for Ψ
[3.58]:
√
√
x
y
Ψ (x, y, z) =g
h
2
2
(3.344)
wx (z)
w y (z)

ky2
kx 2
+
i P(z) +
2qx (z) 2q y (z) .
×e
The functions g and h have to describe the lateral variations of the amplitude of the different modes and
therefore it is useful to take the normalized quantities
x/wx and y/w y , which are pure numbers without a physical unit. Here, wx and w y are again the beam
√radii in
the x and y directions, respectively. The factor 2 in the
arguments of g and h seems to be quite arbitrary at the
moment. But it will be shown in the following that this
leads to a well-known differential equation for g and h.
This approach for Ψ has to fulfill (3.322). The functions are written without arguments in the following to
simplify the notation. Additionally, the first or second
derivative of a function f (η) with respect to its argument η is written as f or f , respectively. However, it
should be kept in mind that, e.g., g is in fact a function
of x and z (since wx is a function of z) and therefore the
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x 2 + y2
k(x 2 + y2 )
−
i
w0
2
e w (z) eiΦ(z) e 2R(z) eikz .
= Ψ0
w(z)
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√
derivative g (η) := dg(η)/ dη with η := 2x/wx (z) remains a function of x and z. On the other hand, qx is,
e.g., only a function of z so that the derivative qx (z) is
just defined as dqx (z)/ dz. So, using these notations, we
have:
/
0 .
ikx 2
iky2
∂Ψ
= gh iP − 2 qx − 2 q y
∂z
2qx
2q y
/1
.
√ x
√ y
+ −gh 2 2 w y − g h 2 2 wx
wy
wx
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kx 2 ky2
+
i P+
2qx 2q y
×e

√ ikx
k2 x 2
ik
gh − 2 gh + 2
gh
qx
q x wx
qx
√ ikx
g
gh
+2 2 h + 2
q x wx
wx
kx 2 ky2
+
i P+
2qx 2q y ,
×e
.
√ iky
k 2 y2
∂2Ψ
ik
=
gh − 2 gh + 2
gh
2
qy
qy wy
∂y
qy
/
√ iky
h
+2 2 g + 2
gh
qy wy
wy

qx = qx,0 + z

qy = 1

⇒

q y = q y,0 + z .

and
(3.346)

Additionally, qx and q y are analogous to the fundamental
mode split up into real and imaginary parts
1
1
λn
=
+i
qx
Rx
πw2x

and

1
1
λn
=
+i
.
qy
Ry
πw2y

wy −

wy
qy

=0.

(3.348)

This equation is added to the square of (3.347). Then,
the real and the imaginary part are split resulting in two
equations
λ2n R2x
π 2 w4x

and wx =

ik
ik
+ − 2k P
qx q y
√ x
g
+2 2 −4 2 3
gwx
wx
√
y
h
+2 2 −4 2 3
hw y
wy

ik
k2 x 2
k 2 y2
ik
+ − 2k P + 2 (qx − 1) + 2 (q y − 1)
qx q y
qx
qy
wx
qx

qx
1
R
λn wx
= − 2 = − 2x − 2i
.
2
qx
qx
Rx
πw3x

wx
.
Rx

(3.349)

Analogous results are obtained for R y and w y . Inserting
these results into (3.345) finally delivers

.

wx −

−

Rx = 1 −

By inserting these functions in (3.322) and dividing by
gh the following equation is obtained

√ ikx g
g
−2 2 2
2
gwx
wx g
√
h
iky h
+2 2 −2 2 2
hw y
wy h

⇒

Calculating the derivative with respect to z delivers for
the first equation

,

∂2Ψ
=
∂x 2

+2

qx = 1

(3.347)

kx 2 ky2
+
i P+
ikx √ g
∂Ψ
2qx 2q y ,
= gh
+ 2 h e
∂x
qx
wx

kx 2 ky2
+
i P+
2qx 2q y
×e

conditions have to be fulfilled:

(3.345)

This equation also has to be fulfilled for x → ∞ and
y → ∞. Then, the terms proportional to x 2 and y2 are
very large compared to the other terms and, similarly
to the case of the fundamental mode, the following two

g
g
h
=0.
h

(3.350)

Now, the terms in the first row depend only on z, whereas
the terms in the second row depend on x and z and the
terms in the third row on y and z. Therefore, a separation
approach has to be made
ik
ik
+ − 2k P = − f x (z) − f y (z) ,
qx q y
√ x g
g
2 2 − 4 2 3 = f x (z) ,
gwx
wx g
√ y h
h
2 2 − 4 2 3 = f y (z) ,
hw y
wy h

(3.351)
(3.352)
(3.353)

where f x and f y are functions that only depend on z.
The solution of the differential equation for g (and analogously for h) shall be described briefly because it is
a quite general solution scheme, which is often applied
in optics and physics. First, the differential equation
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is written by using η =
α := f x w2x as

√
2x/wx and the abbreviation

d2 g(η)
dg(η) 1
− αg(η) = 0 .
− 2η
(3.354)
2
dη
2
dη
The usual approach to solve such a differential equation
is to write g as a polynomial
∞
$
am ηm ,
g(η) =
dg(η)
=
dη
d g(η)
=
dη2

m=1
∞
$

mam ηm−1 ,
m(m − 1)am ηm−2 .

(3.355)

m=2

Inserting of this approach into the differential (3.354)
and arranging for equal powers of η gives
∞
$
m(m − 1)am ηm−2
m=2

−2

∞
$
m=1

=

∞
$

∞

1 $
mam η − α
am ηm
2
m

(m + 2)(m + 1)am+2

m=0


1
− 2m + α am ηm = 0 .
(3.356)
2
This equation can only be fulfilled for all possible values
of η if each coefficient in front of ηm is zero, i. e.,
1
(m + 2)(m + 1)am+2 − 2m + α am = 0
2
2m + 12 α
am .
⇒ am+2 =
(3.357)
(m + 2)(m + 1)
Now, if there would be no stop criterion for the progression of coefficients am this equation would tend towards
very large values of m to
2
lim am+2 = am
(3.358)
m→∞
m
because α has a finite value. But this is the same progression of coefficients as for exp(η2 )
∞  2 m
∞
$
$
2
η
η2m
η
=
e =
m!
m!
=

m=0
∞
$

So, the progression of coefficients will in this case be:
1
bm =  m 
2 !
⇒

bm+2 = 

1
m+2
2

2
 =
bm .
! m +2

(3.360)

Therefore, for very large values m the progression of
coefficients bm will have the same behavior as the coefficients am and the amplitude |Ψ | of the higher-order
mode Gaussian beam would tend to infinity for large values η because the compensating term [(3.344), (3.347)]
only has the form exp(−x 2 /w2x ) = exp(−η2 /2). But, for
physical reasons, |Ψ | has to tend to zero for large values
of η. Therefore, there has to be a stop criterion for the
progression of coefficients, which just means that the
variable α has to fulfill the following equation
α = f x w2x = −4 j;
4j
⇒ fx = − 2 .
wx

j = 0, 1, 2, . . .
(3.361)

By inserting this into (3.354) the well-known differential
equation for the Hermite polynomials H j is obtained

m=0

m=0

∞
$
1
 m  ηm =
bm ηm .
!
m=0,2,4,... 2
m=0,2,4,...

(3.359)
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d2 g(η)
dg(η)
+ 2 jg(η) = 0 .
− 2η
dη
dη2

(3.362)

The progression of coefficients of the Hermite polynomials fulfill, according to (3.357) and (3.361), the
condition
2m + 12 α
am
(m + 2)(m + 1)
2(m − j)
am .
=
(m + 2)(m + 1)

am+2 =

(3.363)

But, we have two progressions of coefficient, one for
odd numbers m and one for even numbers m. So, if j
is odd, only the odd coefficient progression will stop
and vice versa with even values of j. Therefore, one
of the coefficients a0 or a1 , which are the two integration constants of our second-order differential equation,
must additionally be zero. So, we now have the possibility to calculate the Hermite polynomials H j , which
are the solutions of g and h. The Hermite polynomials
are, in most textbooks, normalized but by using (3.363)
it is only possible to calculate the unnormalized Hermite polynomials. But this is no problem since we do
not need the normalized polynomials.
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If we take a0 = 0 and a1 = 0 for the even Hermite
polynomials H j and a0 = 0 and a1 = 0 for the odd Hermite polynomials we obtain up to the third order apart
from the normalization constant
H0 (η) = 1,

f y (taking n instead of j), in
i
dP
=
dz
2
i
=
2

λn
λn
−n
πw2x
πw2y
1
1
− mIm
− nIm
qx
qy

1
1
+
qx q y
1
1
+
qx q y

−m

H1 (η) = η,

.

(3.365)

H2 (η) = −2η2 + 1,

Using (3.346) and

2
H3 (η) = − η3 + η .
3

(3.364)
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Equation (3.351) for P results, together with (3.361)
(taking m instead of j) and the analogous equation for

1
1
1
=
=
qx
qx,0 + z
Re(qx,0 ) + iIm(qx,0 ) + z
=

z + Re(qx,0 ) − iIm(qx,0 )
z 2 + 2zRe(qx,0 ) + |qx,0 |2

(3.366)

finally gives
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z + Re(q y,0 )
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√
2

x
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Fig. 3.32 Simulation of the intensity distributions of some

Hermite–Gaussian modes using the normalized coordinates
x/wx and y/w y

y
w y (z)

1
× 


z
z
1 + qx,0
1 + q y,0

+n arctan

2

√
2

Hn

−i m arctan
×e

0 1
TEM22

(3.367)

Note that −Im(qx,0 ) and −Im(q y,0 ) are used because
these quantities are positive as will be seen in (3.369).
In summary, the function Ψ of the higher-order mode
Gaussian beams (Hermite–Gaussian modes) in the case
of a cartesian coordinate system can be written by using
(3.344)–(3.367)
Ψ (x, y, z) = Hm

0 1
TEM20

.

iπ
×e

z + Re(qx,0 )
−Im(qx,0 )
z + Re(q y,0 )
−Im(q y,0 )



y2
x2
+
λn Rx (z) λn R y (z)
.

y2
x2
+
−
w2x (z) w2y (z)
×e

/
.

(3.368)
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The functions wx and Rx are obtained by comparing the
real and imaginary parts of (3.347) and (3.366)
λn z 2 + 2zRe(qx,0 ) + |qx,0 |2
,
π
−Im(qx,0 )
z 2 + 2zRe(qx,0 ) + |qx,0 |2
.
Rx (z) =
z + Re(qx,0 )

w2x (z) =

/
. (3.371)

They are named TEMmn , where m is the index
√ of the
Hermite polynomial Hm with the argument 2x/wx
and n is the index
√ of the Hermite polynomial Hn with
the argument 2y/w y . The number of zeros is equal to
the mode number and the area covered by the modes
increases with the mode number.
So, the complete behavior of the higher order Gaussian beam is well defined if the complex quantities qx,0
and q y,0 at the plane z = 0 are known. This is the case
if the beam radii wx,0 and w y,0 and the radii of curvature Rx,0 and R y,0 of the wavefront at the plane z = 0
are known. Hereby, the beam waists in x and y direction
can be in different planes. If both beam waists are in
the same plane the coordinate system can be chosen
such that the beam waists are in the plane z = 0 and
qx,0 = −iπw2x,0 /λn with the beam waist wx,0 in the
x direction. Then a simplification similar to the case of
the fundamental mode of a Gaussian beam can be made
and (3.369) and (3.370) reduce to (3.336) and (3.337).
Also, (3.368) can then be simplified.

3.5.5 Transformation of a Fundamental
Gaussian Beam at a Lens
The transformation of a fundamental Gaussian beam
at a (thin) lens is performed using a paraxial approx-

Fig. 3.33 Transformation of a Gaussian beam at a thin ideal

lens

imation. This means that it is assumed that the beam
radius immediately in front of the lens is identical to the
beam radius immediately behind the lens. Additionally,
the radius of curvature of the Gaussian beam changes
in the same way as that of a spherical wave. The sign
convention is that a positive lens has a positive focal
length f > 0 and that a divergent spherical wave coming from the negative z direction (i. e., from “left” using
the optical agreement) has a positive radius of curvature R > 0. R1 is the radius of curvature immediately
in front of the lens and R2 is the radius of curvature
immediately behind the lens. Then, a lens with focal
length f transforms the radii of curvature according
to the paraxial imaging equation of geometrical optics
(Fig. 3.33)
1
1
1
=
− .
R2
R1
f

(3.372)

Since the beam radius remains constant, the complex
beam parameters q1 immediately in front of the lens
and q2 immediately behind the lens transform also
with
1
1
1
=
− .
q2
q1
f

(3.373)

In the case of a thick lens or a lens system the two
principal planes of the lens system have to be taken as
reference planes for q1 and q2 according to the laws
of paraxial geometrical optics. If the q parameters are
different in x and y direction as in (3.347) both sets
of parameters just have to be treated separately using
(3.373).
To calculate the relation between the q parameter q1
in the distance d1 in front of a lens with the focal length
f and q2 in the distance d2 behind the lens, (3.326) and
(3.373) have to be combined. We call qL the Gaussian
beam parameter immediately in front of the lens and qR
the beam parameter immediately behind the lens, where
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x2
y2
−2
+ 2
2
wx (z) w y (z)
×e

R2

(3.370)

Analogous equations are, of course, valid for w y and R y ,
which are obtained by substituting the index x for y.
Figure 3.32 shows the typical intensity distribution |Ψ |2 of some lower-order Hermite–Gaussian modes
with
2
√
√
x
y
|Ψ (x, y, z)|2 = Hm
Hn
2
2
wx (z)
w y (z)
!2
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
1
!
× !! 

!
!
!
z
z
! 1 + qx,0 1 + q y,0 !
.

R1

(3.369)
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q1

qL qR

d1

q2

d2

Fig. 3.34 Scheme showing the complex beam parameters
for the transformation of a Gaussian beam from a plane in
the distance d1 in front of a lens (with focal length f ) to
a plane in the distance d2 behind the lens

the parameters are illustrated in Fig. 3.34. Then we have
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qL = q1 + d1 ,

Free Space Propagation
The free space propagation in a homogeneous material with refractive index n is described by (3.326):
q2 = q1 + z. On the other hand the paraxial matrix for
free space propagation between two planes with a distance z is
/
/ .
.
1 z
A B
=
0 1
C D

⇒ q2 = q1 + z =

Aq1 + B
1 · q1 + z
=
.
0 × q1 + 1 Cq1 + D

(3.377)

So, the free space propagation fulfills the ABCD matrix
law of Gaussian beams (3.376).

1
1
1
1
1
=
− =
− ,
qR
qL
f
q1 + d1
f

Thin Lens
For the transformation of a Gaussian beam at a thin lens,
(3.373) is valid. The paraxial matrix of a thin lens with
f (q1 + d1 )
focal length f is
;
⇒ qR =
f − q1 − d1
.
/ .
/
1 0
fq1 + fd1 + fd2 − d2 q1 − d1 d2
A B
=
,
q2 = qR + d2 =
− 1f 1
C D
f − q1 − d1

 

Aq1 + B
fq1
1 × q1 + 0
q1 1 − df2 + d1 + d2 − d1fd2
. (3.378)
=
= q1
⇒ q2 =


⇒ q2 =
. (3.374)
f − q1
Cq1 + D
− f +1
q1
d1
− f + 1− f
So, the transformation of a Gaussian beam at a thin lens
also fulfills the ABCD matrix law of (3.376).

3.5.6 ABCD Matrix Law for Gaussian Beams
The propagation through an optical system can be described in the paraxial geometrical optics by an ABCD
matrix (see the chapter about geometrical optics or
[3.11,58–60]). We compare the terms of (3.374) with the
paraxial ABCD matrix for the propagation from a plane
with the distance d1 in front of a lens with focal length f
to a plane with distance d2 behind the lens
/ .
.
/
1 − df2
d1 + d2 − d1fd2
A B
=
. (3.375)
C D
− 1f
1 − df1

A Sequence of Lenses
and Free Space Propagation
We assume that M1 and M2 are the paraxial matrices for
two subsequent operations like free space propagation
or transformation at a thin lens. The Gaussian beam has
the q parameters q0 before the first operation, q1 after the
first operation and q2 after the second operation. Both
(3.377) and (3.378) fulfill (3.376). Therefore, we have
the relations

q1 =

A1 q0 + B1
C1 q0 + D1

and q2 =

A2 q1 + B2
.
C2 q1 + D2
(3.379)

We see that the Gaussian-beam parameter transforms as
Aq1 + B
.
q2 =
Cq1 + D

Substitution of q1 into q2 gives
(3.376)

It can be shown that this ABCD matrix law is valid quite
generally as long as the paraxial approximation holds.
In the following it will be shown for a sequence of (thin)
lenses and free space propagation.

q2 =
=

+B1
A2 CA11qq00+D
+ B2
1

+B1
C2 CA11qq00+D
+ D2
1

(A2 A1 + B2 C1 )q0 + (A2 B1 + B2 D1 )
.
(C2 A1 + D2 C1 )q0 + (C2 B1 + D2 D1 )

(3.380)
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However, the paraxial matrix M of both operations is
.
M=

=

A2 B2

= M2 M1
/ .

C2 D2
.

·

d2
d2
=− =β,
f
d1
d1 d2
=0,
d1 + d2 −
f
d1
d1
1
=− = .
1−
f
d2
β

/
A1 B1
C1 D1

C2 A1 + D2 C1 C2 B1 + D2 D1

/
.

(3.381)

This shows that the ABCD matrix law is valid for
two subsequent operations of free space propagation
or transformation at a thin lens. Therefore, it also has
to be valid for an arbitrary number of those operations. Geometrical optics shows that a thick lens can
be replaced by a thin lens and free space propagation.
Therefore, the ABCD matrix law can also be applied
for thick lenses or a system consisting of many lenses.
We assume that the paraxial ABCD matrix of such
a system is known for describing the propagation between two planes with the optical system in between.
The transformation of the Gaussian beam parameter
q1 at the first plane to the parameter q2 at the second plane is then described by (3.376). Of course, it
is always assumed that no apertures are in the system
and that the paraxial approximation is valid, i. e., the
optical system is ideal and does not introduce any
aberrations.

βq1
− qf1

+

1
β

⇒

(3.386)

1
1
1
+ 2 .
=−
q2
β f β q1

(3.387)

Using (3.328) to split the complex q parameters into
their real variables delivers
1
1
λn
1
λn
+ 2 +i
+i
=−
;
2
2
R2
β f β R1
πw2
β πw21
1
1
1
and w2 = |β|w1 .
⇒
= 2 −
R2
β R1 β f
(3.388)

The result is that the beam radius transforms from one
plane to another plane with the lateral magnification β
if the imaging equation is fulfilled for these two planes,
i. e., if the first plane is imaged by the lens onto the
second plane.
Position and Size of the Beam Waist
Behind a Lens
It is assumed that a Gaussian beam has its beam waist w0
at the distance d1 in front of a lens with focal length f so
that the beam parameter in the first plane is, according
to (3.329), q1 = −iπw20 /λn . The position and size of the
beam waist behind the lens has to be calculated. The
desired parameters are the size w2 of the beam waist
and its distance d2 from the lens (Fig. 3.35).

3.5.7 Some Examples of the Propagation
of Gaussian Beams
Transformation in the Case
of Geometrical Imaging
A Gaussian beam with beam parameter q1 at the distance d1 in front of the first principal plane of a lens
(or a lens system) with focal length f is examined
at the distance d2 behind the second principal plane
of the lens. There, the Gaussian beam has the beam
parameter q2 . Additionally, it is assumed that the distances d1 and d2 and the focal length of the lens
fulfill the imaging equation of paraxial geometrical

(3.385)

f
w2

w0

d1

d2

Fig. 3.35 Scheme showing the parameters to calculate the

position and the size of the beam waist of a Gaussian beam
behind a lens
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q2 =

(3.382)

(3.384)

By using (3.374) we obtain

Summarizing, the relation between q2 and q0 is
Aq0 + B
q2 =
.
Cq0 + D

(3.383)

1−

A2 A1 + B2 C1 A2 B1 + B2 D1
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1
+
= ⇒
d1 d2
f

/

C D
.

=
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w0

w2

θ
θ = λ /π w0

In the limiting case of geometrical optics, i. e., w0 → 0,
this equation is equal to the paraxial imaging equation.
The beam waist w2 can be determined using the
imaginary part of (3.389) and replacing then the term
d1 + d2 − d1 d2 / f with the help of the first part of (3.390)
λn
=
πw22

2
1 − df2

f

f

Fig. 3.36 Special case of the transformation of a Gaussian

beam at a lens where the beam waist lies in the front focal
plane of the lens
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Using (3.328) and (3.374) results in
1
λn
1
=
+i
q2
R2
πw22


πw2
i λn f0 + 1 − df1
=
 2 
;

πw
−i 1 − df2 λn 0 + d1 + d2 − d1fd2
⇒

πw20
λn

⎛

π 2 w40
λ2n

⎝1 +
⎛

⇒ w22 = w20 1 −

d2
f

2

π 2 w4
0
λ2 f 2
 n 2
d
1− f1

π 2 w40
λ2n f 2

⎞ ; (3.391)
⎠
⎞

⎜
⎟
⎝1 + 
2 ⎠ .
d1
1− f

Equation (3.390) delivers
1−

1
λn
+i
R2
πw22
⎧
⎫
 2 4

πw2
π w
⎪
⎨ i λ 0 − 1 − df2 λ2 f0 + ⎪
⎬
n
n



⎪
⎩ 1 − d1 d1 + d2 − d1 d2 ⎪
⎭
f
f
=
2 2 4 
2 .
π w0
d1 d2
1 − df2
+
d
+
d
−
1
2
f
λ2

d2
=
f

π 2 w40
λ2n f 2

1 − df1
2

+ 1 − df1

(3.392)

so that the final result for w2 is
w22 =

n

(3.389)

At the position of the beam waist the real part 1/R2 of
this equation has to vanish. This gives a condition for
calculating d2 :
d2 π 2 w40
− 1−
f
λ2n f
d1
d1 d2
d1 + d2 −
=0;
+ 1−
f
f


π 2 w40
− d1 1 − df1
λ2n f
⇒ d2 = 2 4 
(3.390)
2 .
π w0
d1
+
1
−
2
2
f
λ f
n

π 2 w40
λ2n f 2

w20
2 .

+ 1 − df1

(3.393)

Of special interest is the case that the beam waist w0
in front of the lens lies in the front focal plane of the
lens, i. e., d1 = f . Equations (3.390) and (3.393) reduce
in this special case to
d2 = f

and w2 =

λn f
.
πw0

(3.394)

So, if the beam waist of the incident Gaussian beam lies
in the front focal plane of the lens, the beam waist of the
transformed Gaussian beam lies in the back focal plane
of the lens (Fig. 3.36). Additionally, its size w2 will be
the product of the focal length f of the lens and the
far field angle (3.340) of the incident Gaussian beam.
This result shows that the transformation of Gaussian
beams should not be confused with the transformation
of paraxial spherical waves of geometrical optics.
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This chapter provides a brief introduction into the
basic nonlinear-optical phenomena and discusses
some of the most significant recent advances and
breakthroughs in nonlinear optics, as well as novel
applications of nonlinear-optical processes and
devices.
Nonlinear optics is the area of optics that
studies the interaction of light with matter in
the regime where the response of the material
system to the applied electromagnetic field is
nonlinear in the amplitude of this field. At low
light intensities, typical of non-laser sources, the
properties of materials remain independent of
the intensity of illumination. The superposition
principle holds true in this regime, and light waves
can pass through materials or be reflected from
boundaries and interfaces without interacting with
each other. Laser sources, on the other hand, can
provide sufficiently high light intensities to modify
the optical properties of materials. Light waves
can then interact with each other, exchanging
momentum and energy, and the superposition
principle is no longer valid. This interaction of light
waves can result in the generation of optical fields
at new frequencies, including optical harmonics of
incident radiation or sum- or difference-frequency
signals.
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Although the observation of most nonlinear-optical
phenomena requires laser radiation, some classes of
nonlinear-optical effects were known long before the
invention of the laser. The most prominent examples of
such phenomena include Pockels and Kerr electrooptic
effects [4.1], as well as light-induced resonant absorption saturation, described by Vavilov [4.2, 3]. It was,
however, only with the advent of lasers that systematic
studies of optical nonlinearities and the observation of
a vast catalog of spectacular nonlinear-optical phenomena became possible.
In the first nonlinear-optical experiment of the laser
era, performed by Franken et al. in 1961 [4.4], a rubylaser radiation with a wavelength of 694.2 nm was
used to generate the second harmonic in a quartz crystal at the wavelength of 347.1 nm. This seminal work
was followed by the discovery of a rich diversity
of nonlinear-optical effects, including sum-frequency
generation, stimulated Raman scattering, self-focusing,
optical rectification, four-wave mixing, and many others.
While in the pioneering work by Franken the efficiency
of second-harmonic generation (SHG) was on the order of 10−8 , optical frequency doublers created by early

1963 provided 20%–30% efficiency of frequency conversion [4.5, 6]. The early phases of the development
and the basic principles of nonlinear optics have been
reviewed in the most illuminating way in the classical books by Bloembergen [4.7] and Akhmanov and
Khokhlov [4.8], published in the mid 1960s.
Over the following four decades, the field of nonlinear optics has witnessed an enormous growth, leading
to the observation of new physical phenomena and giving rise to novel concepts and applications. A systematic
introduction into these effects along with a comprehensive overview of nonlinear-optical concepts and devices
can be found in excellent textbooks by Shen [4.9],
Boyd [4.1], Butcher and Cotter [4.10], Reintjes [4.11]
and others. One of the most recent up-to-date reviews of
the field of nonlinear optics with an in-depth discussion
of the fundamental physics underlying nonlinear-optical
interactions was provided by Flytzanis [4.12]. This
chapter provides a brief introduction into the main
nonlinear-optical phenomena and discusses some of the
most significant recent advances in nonlinear optics, as
well as novel applications of nonlinear-optical processes
and devices.
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4.1 Nonlinear Polarization and Nonlinear Susceptibilities
Nonlinear-optical effects belong to a broader class of
electromagnetic phenomena described within the general framework of macroscopic Maxwell equations. The
Maxwell equations not only serve to identify and classify
nonlinear phenomena in terms of the relevant nonlinearoptical susceptibilities or, more generally, nonlinear
terms in the induced polarization, but also govern the
nonlinear-optical propagation effects. We assume the
absence of extraneous charges and currents and write
the set of Maxwell equations for the electric, E(r, t),
and magnetic, H(r, t), fields in the form
(4.1)
(4.2)
(4.3)

t
J(ζ ) dζ ,

(4.5)

−∞

where J is the induced current density. Generally, the
equation of motion for charges driven by the electromagnetic field has to be solved to define the relation between
the induced current J and the electric and magnetic
fields. For quantum systems, this task can be fulfilled
by solving the Schrödinger equation. In Sect. 4.5 of this
chapter, we provide an example of such a self-consistent
analysis of nonlinear-optical phenomena in a model
two-level system. Very often a phenomenological approach based on the introduction of field-independent
or local-field-corrected nonlinear-optical susceptibilities
can provide an adequate description of nonlinear-optical
processes.
Formally, the current density J can be represented
as a series expansion in multipoles:
∂
J = (P − ∇ · Q) + c (∇ × M) ,
(4.6)
∂t
where P and Q are the electric dipole and electric
quadrupole polarizations, respectively. In the electric
dipole approximation, we keep only the first term on
the right-hand side of (4.6). In view of (4.5), this gives
the following relation between the D, E, and P vectors:
D = E + 4π P.

(4.7)

(4.8)

where PL is the part of the electric dipole polarization
linear in the field amplitude and Pnl is the nonlinear part
of this polarization.
The linear polarization governs linear-optical phenomena, i. e., it corresponds to the regime where the
optical properties of a medium are independent of the
field intensity. The relation between PL and the electric
field E is given by the standard formula of linear optics:

PL = χ (1) (t − t  )E(t  ) dt  ,
(4.9)
where χ (1) (t) is the time-domain linear susceptibility
tensor. Representing the field E and polarization PL in
the form of elementary monochromatic plane waves,

(4.4)

Here, B = H + 4π M, where M is the magnetic dipole
polarization, c is the speed of light, and
D = E + 4π

P = PL + Pnl ,

and

E = E (ω) exp (ikr − ωt) + c.c.

(4.10)



PL = PL (ω) exp ikr − ωt + c.c. ,

(4.11)

we take the Fourier transform of (4.9) to find
PL (ω) = χ (1) (ω)E(ω) ,
where

(4.12)



χ (1) (ω) =

χ (1) (t) exp(iωt) dt .

(4.13)

In the regime of weak fields, the nonlinear part of the
polarization Pnl can be represented as a power-series
expansion in the field E:

Pnl =
χ (2) (t − t1 , t − t2 ) : E(t1 )E(t2 ) dt1 dt2

+
χ (3) (t − t1 , t − t2 , t − t3 )
..
.E(t1 )E(t2 )E(t3 ) dt1 dt2 dt3 + . . . ,

(4.14)

where χ (2) and χ (3) are the second- and third-order
nonlinear susceptibilities.
Representing the electric field in the form of a sum
of plane monochromatic waves,

Ei (ωi ) exp(iki r − ωi t) + c.c. ,
(4.15)
E=
i

we take the Fourier transform of (4.14) to arrive at
Pnl (ω) = P (2) (ω) + P (3) (ω) + . . . ,

(4.16)

Part A 4.1

1 ∂B
,
c ∂t
1 ∂D
,
∇×B=
c ∂t
∇·D=0,
∇·B=0.

∇×E=−

We now represent the polarization P as a sum
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where
(4.17)
P (2) (ω) = χ (2) (ω; ωi , ω j ) : E(ωi )E(ω j ) ,
.
P (3) (ω) = χ (3) (ω; ωi , ω j , ωk )..E(ωi )E(ω j )E(ωk ) ,

ω 1, k 1

χ (2)

(4.18)

χ (2) (ω; ωi , ω j ) = χ (2) (ω = ωi + ω j )

=
χ (2) (t1 , t2 ) exp[i(ωi t1 + ω j t2 )] dt1 dt2 (4.19)
is the second-order nonlinear-optical susceptibility and
χ (3) (ω; ωi , ω j , ωk ) = χ (3) (ω = ωi + ω j + ωk )

=
χ (3) (t1 , t2 , t3 )
exp[i(ωi t1 + ω j t2 + ωk t3 )] dt1 dt2 dt3

ω 3, k 3

ω 2, k 2

Fig. 4.1 Sum-frequency generation ω1 + ω2 = ω3 in a medium with a quadratic nonlinearity. The case of ω1 = ω2
corresponds to second-harmonic generation
(2)

(4.20)

Part A 4.2

is the third-order nonlinear-optical susceptibility.
The second-order nonlinear polarization defined
by (4.17) gives rise to three-wave mixing processes,
optical rectification and linear electrooptic effect.
In particular, setting ωi = ω j = ω0 in (4.17) and
(4.19), we arrive at ω = 2ω0 , which corresponds to
second-harmonic generation, controlled by the nonlin(2)
ear susceptibility χSHG = χ (2) (2ω0 ; ω0 , ω0 ). In a more
general case of three-wave mixing process with
ωi = ω1 = ω j = ω2 , the second-order polarization defined by (4.17) can describe sum-frequency generation
(SFG) ωSF = ω1 + ω2 Fig. 4.1 or difference-frequency
generation (DFG) ωDF = ω1 − ω2 , governed by the

nonlinear susceptibilities χSFG = χ (2) (ωSF ; ω1 , ω2 ) and
(2)
χDFG = χ (2) (ωDF ; ω1 , −ω2 ), respectively.
The third-order nonlinear polarization defined by
(4.18) is responsible for four-wave mixing (FWM),
stimulated Raman scattering, two-photon absorption,
and Kerr-effect-related phenomena, including selfphase modulation (SPM) and self-focusing. For the
particular case of third-harmonic generation, we set
ωi = ω j = ωk = ω0 in (4.18) and (4.20) to obtain
ω = 3ω0 . This type of nonlinear-optical interaction, in
accordance with (4.18) and (4.20), is controlled by
(3)
the cubic susceptibility χTHG = χ (3) (3ω0 ; ω0 , ω0 , ω0 ).
A more general, frequency-nondegenerate case can correspond to a general type of an FWM process. These
and other basic nonlinear-optical processes will be considered in greater details in the following sections.

4.2 Wave Aspects of Nonlinear Optics
In the electric dipole approximation, the Maxwell equations (4.1–4.4) yield the following equation governing
the propagation of light waves in a weakly nonlinear
medium:
4π ∂ 2 Pnl
1 ∂ 2 E 4π ∂ 2 PL
= 2
.
∇ × (∇ × E) − 2 2 − 2
2
c ∂t
c ∂t
c ∂t 2

axis, we represent the field E in (4.21) by


E (r, t) = Re eA (z, t) exp (ikz − ωt)

(4.22)

and write the nonlinear polarization as



Pnl (r, t) = Re ep Pnl (z, t) exp ikp z − ωt ,

(4.21)

(4.23)

The nonlinear polarization, appearing on the right-hand
side of (4.21), plays the role of a driving source, inducing
an electromagnetic wave with the same frequency ω as
the nonlinear polarization wave Pnl (r, t). Dynamics of
a nonlinear wave process can be then thought as a result
of the interference of induced and driving (pump) waves,
controlled by the dispersion of the medium.
Assuming that the fields have the form of quasimonochromatic plane waves propagating along the z-

where k and A(z, t) are the wave vector and the envelope
of the electric field, k p and Pnl (z, t) are the wave vector
and the envelope of the polarization wave.
If the envelope A(z, t) is a slowly varying function over the wavelength, |∂ 2 A/∂z 2 |  |k∂A/∂z|, and
∂ 2 Pnl /∂t 2 ≈ −ω2 Pnl , (4.21) is reduced to [4.9]
∂A 1 ∂A 2πiω2
+
=
Pnl exp (i∆kz) ,
∂z u ∂t
kc2

(4.24)
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where u = (∂k/∂ω)−1 is the group velocity and
∆k = kp − k is the wave-vector mismatch.
In the following sections, this generic equation
of slowly varying envelope approximation (SVEA)

4.3 Second-Order Nonlinear Processes
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will be employed to analyze the wave aspects of
the basic second- and third-order nonlinear-optical
phenomena.

4.3 Second-Order Nonlinear Processes
4.3.1 Second-Harmonic Generation

∂A1
1 ∂A1
+
= iγ1 A∗1 A2 exp (i∆kz) ,
∂z
u 1 ∂t
1 ∂A2
∂A2
+
= iγ2 A21 exp (−i∆kz) ,
∂z
u 2 ∂t

(4.25)
(4.26)

where
γ1 =

, (4.29)

where L is the length of the nonlinear medium.
The intensity of the second-harmonic field is then
given by
2
I2 (L) ∝ γ22 I10

sin

 ∆kL 

2

2
∆kL
2

L 2,

(4.30)

where I10 is the intensity of the pump field.
Second-harmonic intensity I2 , as can be seen from
(4.30) oscillates as a function of L Fig. 4.2 with a period
L c = π/|∆k| = λ1 (4|n 1 − n 2 |)−1 , where λ1 is the pump
wavelength and n 1 and n 2 are the values of the refractive
index at the frequencies of the pump field and its second
harmonic, respectively. The parameter L c , defining the
length of the nonlinear medium providing the maximum
SHG efficiency, is referred to as the coherence length.
Second-harmonic intensity (arb. units)

2πω21 (2)
χ (ω; 2ω, −ω)
k1 c2

(4.27)

and

Lc2 = 2Lc1

0.4

0.3

γ2 =

4πω21 (2)
χ
k2 c2 SHG

(4.28)

are the nonlinear coefficients, u 1 and u 2 are the group
velocities of the pump and second-harmonic pulses,
respectively, and ∆k = 2k1 − k2 is the wave-vector mismatch for the SHG process.
If the difference between the group velocities of the
pump and second-harmonic pulses can be neglected for
a nonlinear medium with a given length and if the intensity of the pump field in the process of SHG remains
much higher than the intensity of the second-harmonic
field, we set u 1 = u 2 = u and |A1 |2 = |A10 |2 = const.
in (4.25) and (4.26) to derive in the retarded frame of

0.2
Lc1

0.1

0.0

0

1

2

3

4

5

6
L /Lc

Fig. 4.2 Second-harmonic intensity as a function of the

length L of the nonlinear medium normalized to the coherence length L c for two values of L c : (dashed line) L c1 and
(solid line) L c2 = 2L c1
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In second-harmonic generation, a pump wave with a frequency of ω generates a signal at the frequency 2ω
as it propagates through a medium with a quadratic
nonlinearity (Fig. 4.1). Since all even-order nonlinear
susceptibilities χ (n) vanish in centrosymmetric media, SHG can occur only in media with no inversion
symmetry.
Assuming that diffraction and second-order dispersion effects are negligible, we use (4.24) for
a quadratically nonlinear medium with a nonlinear SHG
(2)
susceptibility χSHG = χ (2) (2ω; ω, ω) to write a pair of
coupled equations for the slowly varying envelopes of
the pump and second-harmonic fields A1 = A1 (z, t) and
A2 = A2 (z, t):

reference with z  = z and η = t − z/u
 ∆kL 
i∆kL
2 sin
A2 (L) = iγ2 A10 ∆kL2 L exp
2
2
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Although the solution (4.29) describes the simplest
regime of SHG, it is very instructive as it visualizes
the significance of reducing the wave-vector mismatch
∆k for efficient SHG. Since the wave vectors k1 and
k2 are associated with the momenta of the pump and
second-harmonic fields, p1 = k1 and p2 = k2 , with
being the Planck constant, the condition ∆k = 0,
known as the phase-matching condition in nonlinear
optics, in fact, represents momentum conservation for
the SHG process, where two photons of the pump field
are requited to generate a single photon of the second
harmonic.
Several strategies have been developed to solve the
phase-matching problem for SHG. The most practically significant solutions include the use of birefringent
nonlinear crystals [4.13, 14], quasi-phase-matching in
periodically poled nonlinear materials [4.15, 16] and
waveguide regimes of nonlinear interactions with the
phase mismatch related to the material dispersion compensated for by waveguide dispersion [4.7]. Harmonic
generation in the gas phase, as demonstrated by Miles
and Harris [4.17], can be phase-matched through an
optimization of the content of the gas mixture. Figure 4.3 illustrates phase matching in a birefringent
crystal. The circle represents the cross section of the
refractive-index sphere n 0 (ω) for an ordinary wave at
the pump frequency ω. The ellipse is the cross section of the refractive-index ellipsoid n e (2ω) for an
extraordinary wave at the frequency of the second harmonic 2ω. Phase matching is achieved in the direction
where n 0 ω = n e (2ω), corresponding to an angle θpm
with respect to the optical axis c of the crystal in
Fig. 4.3.
When the phase-matching condition ∆k = 0 is satisfied, (4.29) and (4.30) predict a quadratic growth of the

Pump amplitude
(arb. units)

Second-harmonic amplitude
(arb. units)

1.0

1.0

0.8

0.8

0.6

0.6

0.4

0.4

0.2

0.2

0.0

0

1

2

3

0.0
4
z/zsh

Fig. 4.4 The amplitudes of the pump and second-harmonic

fields as functions of the normalized propagation distance
z/z sh with z sh = [γρ10 (0)]−1

second-harmonic intensity as a function of the length
L of the nonlinear medium. This scaling law holds
true, however, only as long as the second-harmonic
intensity remains much less than the pump intensity.
As |A2 | becomes comparable with |A1 |, depletion of
the pump field has to be taken into consideration.
To this end, we introduce the real amplitudes ρ j and
phases ϕ j of the pump and second-harmonic fields,
A j = ρ j exp iϕ j , with j = 1, 2. Then, assuming that
u 1 = u 2 = u and γ1 = γ2 = γ , we derive from (4.25)
and (4.26)
ρ1 (η, z) = ρ10 (η) sech [γρ10 (η) z] ,

(4.31)

ρ2 (η, z) = ρ10 (η) tanh [γρ10 (η) z] .

(4.32)

c

θ

ηo (ω)

ηe (2 ω)

Fig. 4.3 Phase-matching second-harmonic generation in

a birefringent crystal

The solutions (4.31) and (4.32) show that the
entire energy of the pump field in the phasematching regime can be transferred to the second
harmonic. As the pump field becomes depleted
Fig. 4.4, the growth of the second-harmonic field
saturates.
Effects related to the group-velocity mismatch become significant when the length of the nonlinear
−1
medium L exceeds the length L g = τ1 /|u −1
2 − u 1 |,
where τ1 is the pulse width of the pump field. The length
L g characterizes the walk-off between the pump and
second-harmonic pulses caused by the group-velocity
mismatch. In this nonstationary regime of SHG, the
amplitude of the second harmonic in the constant-pump-
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A2 (z, t) = iγ2



−1
A210 t − z/u 2 + ξ u −1
2 − u1

z
A3 (z, t) = iγ3

0

× exp (−i∆kξ) dξ .



−1
A10 t − z/u 3 + ξ u −1
3 − u1

0



−1
× A20 t − z/u 3 + ξ u −1
3 − u2

(4.33)

Group-velocity mismatch may lead to a considerable
increase in the pulse width of the second harmonic
τ2 . For L
L g , the second harmonic pulse width,
−1
τ2 ≈ |u −1
2 − u 1 |z, scales linearly with the length of the
nonlinear medium and is independent of the pump pulse
width.

4.3.2 Sum- and Difference-Frequency
Generation and Parametric
Amplification

2πω21 (2)
χ (ω1 ; ω3 , −ω2 ) ,
(4.37)
k1 c2
2πω22 (2)
γ2 =
χ (ω2 ; ω3 , −ω1 ) ,
(4.38)
k2 c2
2πω23 (2)
γ3 =
χ
(4.39)
k3 c2 SFG
are the nonlinear coefficients, u 1 , u 2 , and u 3 and k1 , k2 ,
and k3 are the group velocities and the wave vectors of
the fields with frequencies ω1 , ω2 , and ω3 , respectively,
and ∆k = k1 + k2 − k3 is the wave-vector mismatch for
the SFG process.
As long as the intensity of the sum-frequency field
remains much less than the intensities of the laser fields,
the amplitudes of the laser fields can be can be assumed to be given functions of t, A1 (z, t) = A10 (t) and

× exp (−i∆kξ) dξ.

(4.40)

The efficiency of frequency conversion, as can be seen
from (4.40) is controlled by the group delays ∆21 ≈
−1
−1
−1
−1
|u −1
2 − u 1 |L, ∆31 ≈ |u 3 − u 1 |L, and ∆32 ≈ |u 3 −
−1
u 2 |L between the pulses involved in the SFG process.
In particular, the laser fields cease to interact with each
other when the group delay ∆21 starts to exceed the
pulse width of the faster laser pulse.
In difference-frequency generation (DFG), two input
fields with frequencies ω1 and ω2 generate a nonlinear
signal at the frequency ω3 = ω1 − ω2 . This process is of
considerable practical significance as it can give rise to
intense coherent radiation in the infrared range. In the
limiting case of ω1 ≈ ω2 , this type of nonlinear-optical
interaction corresponds to optical rectification, which
has been intensely used over the past two decades for
the generation of terahertz radiation.
If the field at the frequency ω1 is strong and remains undepleted in the process of nonlinear-optical
interaction, A1 (z, t) = A10 (t), the set of coupled equations governing the amplitudes of the remaining two
fields in the stationary regime is written as
1 ∂A2
∂A2
+
= iγ2 A1 A∗3 exp (i∆kz) ,
∂z
u 2 ∂t
1 ∂A3
∂A3
+
= iγ3 A1 A∗2 exp (−i∆kz) ,
∂z
u 3 ∂t

(4.41)
(4.42)

where,
2πω22 (2)
χ (ω2 ; ω1 , −ω3 ) ,
k2 c2
2πω23 (2)
γ3 =
χ (ω3 ; ω1 , −ω2 )
k3 c2
γ2 =

(4.43)
(4.44)

are the nonlinear coefficientsm and ∆k = k1 − k2 − k3 is
the wave-vector mismatch for the DFG process.
With no signal at ω3 applied at the input of the nonlinear medium, A3 (0, t) = 0, the solution to (4.41) and
(4.42) in the stationary regime is given by [4.12]

∆k
A2 (z) = A2 (0) cosh (κz) + i
sinh (κz) ,
2κ
(4.45)

A3 (z) = iA2 (0) sinh (κz) ,

(4.46)
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In sum-frequency generation Fig. 4.1, two laser fields
with frequencies ω1 and ω2 generate a nonlinear
signal at the frequency ω3 = ω1 + ω2 in a quadratically nonlinear medium with a nonlinear susceptibility
(2)
χSFG = χ (2) (ω3 ; ω1 , ω2 ). In the first order of dispersion theory, the coupled equations for slowly
varying envelopes of the laser fields A1 = A1 (z, t) and
A2 = A2 (z, t) and the nonlinear signal A3 = A3 (z, t) are
written as
∂A1
1 ∂A1
+
= iγ1 A3 A∗2 exp (i∆kz) ,
(4.34)
∂z
u 1 ∂t
1 ∂A2
∂A2
+
= iγ2 A3 A∗1 exp (i∆kz) ,
(4.35)
∂z
u 2 ∂t
1 ∂A3
∂A3
+
= iγ3 A1 A2 exp (−i∆kz) ,
(4.36)
∂z
u 3 ∂t
where
γ1 =
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A2 (z, t) = A20 (t), and the solution of (4.36) yields

field approximation is given by
z
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where
κ

2

= 4γ2 γ3∗ |A1 |2 − (∆k)2 .

(4.47)

Away from the phase-matching condition, the amplification of a weak signal is achieved only when the intensity
of the pump field exceeds a threshold,
I1 > Ith =

n 1 n 2 n 3 c3 (∆k)2
,


 (2) 2
32π 3 χDFG  ω2 ω3

(4.48)

where we took
(2)

χ (2) (ω2 ; ω1 , −ω3 ) ≈ χ (2) (ω3 ; ω1 , −ω2 ) = χDFG .
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Above, this threshold, the growth in the intensity I2
of a weak input signal is governed by


γ γ ∗ |A10 |2
sin2 (κz) + 1 . (4.49)
I2 (z) = I2 (0) 2 3 2
κ
This type of three-wave mixing is often referred to as
optical parametric amplification. A weak input field, referred to as the signal field (the field with the amplitude
A2 in our case), becomes amplified in this type of process through a nonlinear interaction with a powerful
pump field (the undepleted field with the amplitude A1
in the case considered here). In such a scheme of optical
parametric amplification, the third field (the field with
the amplitude A3 ) is called the idler field.
We now consider the regime of optical parametric amplification ω1 = ω2 + ω3 where the pump, signal
and idler pulses are matched in their wave vectors and
group velocities. Introducing the real amplitudes ρ j
and phases ϕ j of the pump, signal, and idler fields,
A j = ρ j exp iϕ j , where j = 1, 2, 3, assuming that
γ2 = γ3 = γ in (4.35) and (4.36), A1 (z, t) = A10 (t) and
A3 (0, t) = 0, we write the solution for the amplitude of
the signal field as [4.18]
A2 (η, z) = A20 (η) cosh [γρ10 (η) z] .

(4.50)

The idler field then builds up in accordance with
A3 (η, z) = A∗20 (η) exp [iϕ10 (η)] sinh [γρ10 (η) z] .
(4.51)

As can be seen from (4.50), optical parametric amplification preserves the phase of the signal pulse. This
property of optical parametric amplification lies at the
heart of the principle of optical parametric chirped-pulse
amplification [4.19], allowing ultrashort laser pulses to
be amplified to relativistic intensities. It also suggests
a method of efficient frequency conversion of few-cycle
field waveforms without changing the phase offset between their carrier frequency and temporal envelope,
making few-cycle laser pulses a powerful tool for the
investigation of ultrafast electron dynamics in atomic
and molecular systems.
In the nonstationary regime of optical parametric amplification, when the pump, signal, and idler
fields propagate with different group velocities, useful
and important qualitative insights into the phase relations between the pump, signal, and idler pulses can
be gained from energy and momentum conservation,
ω1 = ω2 + ω3 and k1 = k2 + k3 . These equalities dictate
the following relations between the frequency deviations
δω j in the pump, signal, and idler fields ( j = 1, 2, 3):
δω1 = δω2 + δω3

(4.52)

δω1 /u 1 = δω2 /u 2 + δω3 /u 3 .

(4.53)

and

In view of (4.52) and (4.53), we find
δω2 = q2 δω1

(4.54)

δω3 = q3 δω1 ,

(4.55)

and

−1
−1
−1
where q2 = (u −1
1 − u 3 )/(u 2 − u 3 ), q3 = 1 − q2 .
In the case of a linearly chirped pump,
ϕ1 (t) = α1 t 2 /2, the phases of the signal and idler
pulses are given by ϕm (t) = αm t 2 /2, where αm = qm α1 ,
m = 2, 3. With qm
1, the chirp of the signal and idler
pulses can thus considerably exceed the chirp of the
pump field.

4.4 Third-Order Nonlinear Processes
Optical nonlinearity of the third order is a universal property, found in any material regardless of its
spatial symmetry. This nonlinearity is the lowestorder nonvanishing nonlinearity for a broad class of
centrosymmetric materials, where all the even-order
nonlinear susceptibilities are identically equal to zero

for symmetry reasons. Third-order nonlinear processes
include a vast variety of four-wave mixing processes,
which are extensively used for frequency conversion of
laser radiation and as powerful methods of nonlinear
spectroscopy. Frequency-degenerate, Kerr-effect-type
phenomena constitute another important class of third-
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order nonlinear processes. Such effects lie at the heart of
optical compressors, mode-locked femtosecond lasers,
and numerous photonic devices, where one laser pulse is
used to switch, modulate, or gate another laser pulse. In
this section, we provide a brief overview of the main
third-order nonlinear-optical phenomena and discuss
some of their practical applications.

4.4.1 Self-Phase Modulation
The third-order nonlinearity gives rise to an intensitydependent additive to the refractive index:
n = n 0 + n 2 I (t) ,

(4.56)

∂I
ω
n2 L
.
(4.58)
c
∂t
The resulting spectral broadening of the pulse can be
estimated in the following way:
∆ω (t) =

I0
ω
n2 L ,
(4.59)
c
τ
where I0 is the peak intensity of the light pulse and τ is
the pulse duration.
The first-order dispersion-theory equation for the
slowly varying envelope A(t, z) of a laser pulse propagating in a medium with a Kerr-type nonlinearity is
written as [4.9]
∆ω =

∂A 1 ∂A
+
= iγ̃ |A|2 A ,
(4.60)
∂z u ∂t
where u is the group velocity of the laser pulse and
3πω
γ̃ = 2 χ (3) (ω; ω, −ω, ω) .
2n 0 c
is the nonlinear coefficient.

(4.61)
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In the retarded frame of reference, z  = z and
η = t − z/u, the solution to (4.60) is written as

A (η, z) = A0 (η) exp iγ̃ |A0 (η)|2 z ,
(4.62)
where A0 (η) is the initial field envelope.
Since the group-velocity dispersion was not included
in (4.60), the shape of the pulse envelope remains unchanged as the pulse propagates through the nonlinear
medium. The intensity-dependent change in the refractive index gives rise to a nonlinear phase shift
ϕnl (η, z) = γSPM I0 (η) z ,

(4.63)

where γSPM = 2πn 2 /λ and I0 (η) is the initial intensity
envelope.
The deviation of the instantaneous frequency of the
pulse is given by
δω (η, z) = −

∂ϕnl (η, z)
∂I0 (η)
= −γSPM
z . (4.64)
∂t
∂η

A quadratic approximation of the pulse envelope,
I0 (η) ≈ I0 (0) 1 −

η2
τ02

,

(4.65)

where τ0 is the pulse width, which is valid around the
maximum of the laser pulse, gives a linear chirp of the
Spectral intensity (arb. units)
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Fig. 4.5 Self-phase-modulation-induced spectral broadening of a laser pulse with a central wavelength of 1.03 µm (an
input spectrum is shown by curve 1) in a fused-silica optical fiber with n 2 = 3.2 × 10−16 cm2 /W: γSPM I0 (0)z = 1.25
(curve 2), 2.50 (curve 3), and 6.25 (curve 4)
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where n 0 is the refractive index of the medium in the
absence of light field, n 2 = (2π/n 0 )2 χ (3) (ω; ω, ω, −ω)
is the nonlinear refractive index, χ (3) (ω; ω, ω, −ω) is
the third-order nonlinear-optical susceptibility, referred
to as the Kerr-type nonlinear susceptibility, and I(t)
is the intensity of laser radiation. Then, the nonlinear
(intensity-dependent) phase shift of a pulse at a distance
L is given by
ω
Φ (t) = n 2 I (t) L .
(4.57)
c
Due to the time dependence of the radiation intensity within the light pulse, the nonlinear phase shift is
also time-dependent, giving rise to a generally timedependent frequency deviation:
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pulse
δω (η, z) ≈ −2γSPM

I0 (0)
ηz .
τ02

(4.66)

The spectrum of a self-phase-modulated pulse is given
by
∞
2




S (ω) =  I (η) exp [iωη + iϕnl (η)] dη . (4.67)


0
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Figure 4.5 illustrates SPM-induced spectral broadening of a short laser pulse with a central wavelength of
1.03 µm, typical of ytterbium fiber lasers, in a fusedsilica optical fiber with nonlinear refractive index
n 2 = 3.2 × 10−16 cm2 /W.
Thus, self-phase modulation results in spectral
broadening of a light pulse propagating through a hollow fiber. This effect allows compression of light pulses
through the compensation of the phase shift acquired
by the pulse in a hollow fiber. Compensation of a linear chirp, corresponding to a linear time dependence of
the instantaneous frequency, is straightforward from the
technical point of view. Such a chirp arises around the
maximum of a light pulse, where the temporal pulse envelope can be approximated with a quadratic function
of time [see (4.65, 4.66)].
It is physically instructive to consider the compression of chirped light pulses in the time domain. Since the
frequency of a chirped pulse changes from its leading
edge to its trailing edge, dispersion of our compressor
should be designed in such a way as to slower down
the leading edge of the pulse with respect to the trailing
edge of the pulse. In other words, the group velocities
for the frequencies propagating with the leading edge
of the pulse should be lower than the group velocities
for the frequencies propagating with the trailing edge
of the pulse. This can be achieved by designing a dispersive element with the required sign of dispersion and
appropriate dispersion relation. Systems of diffraction
gratings and, recently, multilayer chirped mirrors [4.20]
are now widely used for the purposes of pulse compression. In certain regimes of pulse propagation, self-phase
modulation and pulse compression may take place in the
same medium.

4.4.2 Temporal Solitons
The nonlinear phase shift acquired by a laser pulse propagating through a medium with a Kerr nonlinearity can
be balanced by group-velocity dispersion, giving rise

to pulses propagating through the nonlinear dispersive
medium with an invariant or periodically varying shape:
optical solitons.
Optical solitons is a special class of solutions to the
nonlinear Schrödinger equation (NLSE)
i

∂q 1 ∂ 2 q
+
+ |q|2 q = 0 .
∂ξ 2 ∂τ 2

(4.68)

The NLSE can describe the evolution of optical wave
packets including the dispersion β(ω) of optical waves
in a bulk material or in a waveguide structure through
the power series expansion
β (ω) ≈ β (ω0 ) +

1
(ω − ω0 )
u

1
+ β2 (ω − ω0 )2 + . . . ,
(4.69)
2
where ω0 is the central frequency of the wave
packet, u = (∂β/∂ω|ω=ω0 )−1 is the group velocity,
and β2 = ∂ 2 β/∂ω2 |ω=ω0 . Thus, with the NLSE (4.68)
projected on laser pulses propagating in a nonlinear
medium, q is understood as the normalized pulse envelope, q = A/(P0 )1/2 , with ξ being the normalized
propagation coordinate, ξ = z/L d , L d = τ02 /|β2 | being the dispersion length, P0 and τ0 defined as the
pulse width and the pulse peak power, respectively, and
τ = (t − z/u)/τ0 .
The canonical form of the fundamental soliton solution to (4.68) is [20]
q (ξ, τ) = sech (τ) exp i

ξ
2

.

(4.70)

The radiation peak power required to support such a soliton is given by
P0 = |β2 | /(γτ02 ) .

(4.71)

Solitons retain their stable shape as long as their
spectrum lies away from the spectrum of dispersive
waves that can propagate in the medium. High-order
dispersion perturbs solitons, inducing Cherenkov-type
wave-matching resonances between solitons and dispersive waves [4.21, 22]. Under these conditions solitons
tend to lose a part of their energy in the form of blueshifted dispersive-wave emission. For low pump-field
powers, the generic wave-matching condition for such
soliton–dispersive wave resonances is written [4.22]
Ω = 1/2ε, where Ω is the frequency difference between
the soliton and the resonant dispersive wave and ε is
the parameter controlling the smallness of perturbation
of the nonlinear Schrödinger equation, which can be
represented as ε = |β3 /6β2 | for photonic-crystal fibers
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(PCFs) with second-order dispersion β2 = ∂ 2 β/∂ω2 and
third-order dispersion β3 = ∂ 3 β/∂ω3 . This dispersivewave emission of solitons is an important part of
supercontinuum generation in nonlinear optical fibers,
including photonic-crystal fibers.

4.4.3 Cross-Phase Modulation

0

where χ (3) (ωs ; ωs , ωp , −ωp ) is the third-order nonlinearoptical susceptibility of the medium; 1/σ = 11/u 1 −
1/u 2 ; u 1 and u 2 are the group velocities of the pump and
probe pulses, respectively; and k2 is the wave number of
the pump pulse. Taking the time derivative of the nonlinear phase shift, we arrive at the following expression
for the frequency deviation of the probe pulse


3πω2
δωXPM (η, z) = − 2 2 χ (3) ωs ; ωs , ωp , −ωp
c k2


2  

z 2


(4.73)
× σ Ap (η, 0) − Ap η − , 0  .
σ
Similarly to self-phase modulation, cross-phase
modulation can be employed for pulse compression.
The dependence of the chirp of the probe pulse on the
pump pulse intensity can be used to control the parameters of ultrashort pulses [4.24]. Cross-phase modulation
also opens the ways to study the dynamics of ultrafast
nonlinear processes, including multiphoton ionization,
and to characterize ultrashort light pulses through phase
measurements on a short probe pulse [4.25].

4.4.4 Self-Focusing
Self-focusing is a spatial counterpart of self-phase modulation. While SPM originates from the time-dependent
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change in the refractive index induced by a laser pulse
with an intensity envelope I(t) varying in time, selffocusing is related to a nonlinear lens induced by a laser
beam with a spatially nonuniform intensity distribution I(r). Given a transverse intensity profile I(r), the
nonlinear additive to the refractive index is written as
n (r) = n 0 + n 2 I (r) .

(4.74)

If the field intensity peaks at the center of the beam at
r = 0, the nonlinear change in the refractive index also
reaches its maximum at r = 0, yielding a focusing or
defocusing lens, depending on the sign of n 2 .
The stationary regime of self-focusing is governed
by [4.9]
∂A
∆n
2ik
+ ∆⊥ A = −2k2
A,
(4.75)
∂z
n0
where ∆n = n 2 I = ñ 2 |E|2 , ∆⊥ is the transverse part of
the Laplacian.
We consider a Gaussian beam and assume that this
beam retains its profile as it propagates through the
nonlinear medium,


A0
r2
A (r, z) =
exp − 2
+ iψ (z) ,
f (z)
2a0 f 2 (z)
(4.76)

where a0 is the initial beam size, f (z) characterizes
the evolution of the beam size along the propagation
coordinate z [ f (0) = 1], and the function ψ(z) describes
the spatial phase modulation of the field.
In the paraxial approximation, r  a0 f (z), (4.75)
and (4.76) give [4.18]


−2
L −2
df − L nl
d2 f
=
,
(4.77)
dz 2
f 3 (z)
where L df = 2πa02 /λ and L nl = a0 [2n 0 /(n 2 |A|2 )]1/2 are
the characteristic diffraction and nonlinear lengths, respectively.
Solving (4.77), we arrive at
P0
z 2
1−
,
(4.78)
L df
Pcr
where P0 is the total power of the laser beam and
f 2 (z) = 1 +

cλ2
(4.79)
16π 2 n 2
is the critical power of self-focusing. The focal length
of the nonlinear lens is given by
L df
L sf = 
(4.80)
1/2 .
P0
−
1
Pcr
Pcr =
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Cross-phase modulation (XPM) is a result of nonlinearoptical interaction of at least two physically distinguishable light pulses (i. e., pulses with different frequencies,
polarizations, mode structures, etc.) related to the phase
modulation of one of the pulses (a probe pulse) due to
the change in the refractive index of the medium induced
by another pulse (a pump pulse).
The cross-action of a pump pulse with a frequency
ω1 on a probe pulse with a frequency ω2 gives rise to
a phase shift of the probe pulse, which can be written
as [4.23].


3πω2
ΦXPM (η, z) = 2 2 χ (3) ωs ; ωs , ωp , −ωp
c k2
2
z 


ζ
(4.72)
×  Ap η − , 0  dζ ,
σ
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With P0 > Pcr , the nonlinear lens leads to a beam collapse. In reality, beam collapse can be arrested by the
saturation of optical nonlinearity occurring at high field
intensities.
Beyond the paraxial approximation, the scenario of
self-focusing is much more complicated. The beam does
not collapse as a whole, as the focal length of the nonlinear lens for peripheral beams differs from the one
for paraxial beams. In the quasistationary regime, i. e.,
when the pulse duration τ0 is much larger than the characteristic response time of optical nonlinearity τnl , the
length of self-focusing is a function of time, giving rise
to moving foci [4.26]. In the nonstationary regime, i. e.,
on time scales less than τnl , the leading edge of the
pulse experiences no focusing, but induces a nonlinear
lens that focuses the trailing edge of the pulse. As a result, the beam becomes distorted, evolving to a hornlike
pattern [4.27].
The equation of self-focusing (4.75) allows a waveguide solution [4.28], which corresponds to the regime
where the nonlinear lens exactly compensates for the
diffraction of the laser beam. This solution is, however,
unstable with respect to infinitely small fluctuations,
which either give rise to a diffraction divergence or
lead to a beam collapse. Such nonlinear waveguides
can be stabilized, as shown by Fibich and Gaeta [4.29],
by reflections of light from guiding boundaries in optical waveguides. To illustrate this regime of nonlinear
beam dynamics, we consider a cylindrical gas-filled
hollow waveguide and define nondimensional cylindrical coordinates r and z as r = R/R0 (R is the
dimensional radial coordinate and R0 is the inner radius of the hollow fiber) and z = Z/L df (Z is the
dimensional longitudinal coordinate). The radial profiles
Q β (r) of light intensity distribution in the waveguide
solutions ψ ∝ exp(iβz)Q β (r) to the NLSE governing
self-focusing (i. e., waveguides induced through the Kerr
nonlinearity along the z-axis on a bounded domain with
a circular symmetry) are described [28, 29] by solutions to the ordinary differential equation ∆⊥ Q β −
β Q β + Q 3β = 0 [∆⊥ = ∂ 2 /∂r 2 + (1/r)∂/∂r], subject to
the boundary conditions dQ β (0)/ dr = 0, Q β (1) = 0.
Although this model neglects the fields outside the fiber
core (e.g., radiation modes), it provides useful physical insights into the spatial self-action in hollow PCFs.
This differential equation has an infinite number of
(n)
solutions Q β , n = 0, 1, 2, . . .. The Hamiltonians for
(n)
all the guided modes Q β are positive, preventing the
(n)
blowup of the profiles Q β in the presence of small
fluctuations, thus stabilizing the nonlinear waveguides
(0)
in a hollow fiber. The ground-state solution Q β is

a monotonically decreasing function of r, tending to
a zeroth-order Bessel function in the case of low field
(0)
amplitudes Q β ∝ εJ0 (2.4r), where ε is a small parameter controlled by the field intensity and the nonlinearity
of the gas filling the fiber.
(n)
Although the modes Q β are stable with respect
to small perturbations, these solutions are centers,
rather than attractors, in a conservative system [4.30].
However, mode solutions corresponding to Kerrnonlinearity-induced waveguides may become attractors
in systems with dissipation, e.g., in hollow waveguides
a)
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Fig. 4.6a–d Four-wave mixing: (a) general-type FWM,
(b) third-harmonic generation, (c) coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering, and (d) degenerate four-wave mixing
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with losses. The circularly symmetric field distribution
is then formed at the output of the hollow waveguide regardless of the initial beam profile [30]. As
demonstrated by Moll et al. [4.31], collapsing light
beams tend to form universal, Townesian profiles [4.28]
while undergoing self-focusing on an infinite domain
in bulk materials. Unlike Townesian beam profiles,
which are known to be unstable in free space, the
ground-state waveguide modes observed in hollow
photonic-crystal fibers [4.32] remain stable with respect
to small fluctuations, in agreement with the theory of
self-focusing on bounded domains [4.29, 30], resulting
in no blowup until the critical power of beam collapse
is reached.

4.4 Third-Order Nonlinear Processes
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The third-order nonlinear polarization responsible
for the considered FWM process is
(3)

PFWM = χ (3) (ωFWM ; ω1 , ω2 , ω3 )
..
.E (ω1 ) E (ω2 ) E (ω3 ) .

(4.83)

With no depletion of the pump fields, the SVEA equations give the following expression for the envelope of
the i-th Cartesian component of the FWM field [4.9]:
2πω2FWM (3)
χ (ωFWM ; ω1 , ω2 , ω3 )
kFWM c2
i∆kz
× A1 j A2k A3l exp
2
 ∆kz 
sin
× exp (−αFWM z) ∆kz2 z ,

[AFWM (z)]i = −

4.4.5 Four-Wave Mixing

2

 

E j = A j exp i k j r − ω j t + c.c. ,

(4.81)

where j = 1, 2, 3 and k j = k j + iα j are the complex
wave vectors of the pump fields.
The FWM signal is written as
EFWM = AFWM exp [i (kFWM r − ωFWM t)] + c.c.
(4.82)

where kFWM = k FWM + iαFWM is the complex wave
vector of the FWM fields.

(4.84)

where

∆k = k1 + k2 + k3 − kFWM
+ i (α1 + α2 + α3 − αFWM )

(4.85)

is the z-component of the wave-vector mismatch.
Phase matching, as can be seen from (4.84), is the key
requirement for high efficiency of frequency conversion
in FWM. The fields involved in FWM can be phase
matched by choosing appropriate angles between the
wave vectors of the laser fields and the wave vector of
the nonlinear signal or using the waveguide regime with
the phase mismatch related to the material dispersion
compensated by the waveguide dispersion component.

4.4.6 Optical Phase Conjugation
Optical phase conjugation is generally understood as the
generation of an optical field with a time-reversed wave
front, or with a conjugate phase. This effect can be used
to correct aberrations in certain types of optical problems
and systems [4.33]. Suppose that a light beam with an
initially plane wave front propagates through an aberrating medium, such as, for example a turbulent atmosphere
or a material with inhomogeneities of the refractive
index. The wave front of the light beam transmitted
through such a medium is distorted. We now use an optical phase-conjugate process to generate the field with
a wave front time-reversed with respect to the wave front
of the beam transmitted through the aberrating system.
As the phase-conjugate beam now propagates through
the aberrating medium in the backward direction, its
wave front becomes restored.
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In general-type four-wave mixing (Fig. 4.6a), three laser
fields with frequencies ω1 , ω2 , and ω3 generate the
fourth field with a frequency ωFWM = ω1 ± ω2 ± ω3 .
In the case when all three laser fields have the same
frequency (for example, when all the three pump photons are taken from the same laser field), ωFWM = 3ω
(Fig. 4.6b), and we deal with third-harmonic generation (THG), which is considered in greater detail
for short-pulse interactions in Sect. 4.4.9. If the frequency difference ω1 − ω2 of two of the laser fields
is tuned to a resonance with a Raman-active mode of
the nonlinear medium (Fig. 4.6c), the FWM process
ωFWM = ω1 − ω2 + ω3 = ωCARS is refereed to as coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering (CARS). An FWM
process involving four fields of the same frequency
(Fig. 4.6d) with ωDFWM = ω = ω − ω + ω corresponds
to degenerate four-wave mixing (DFWM). The FWM
field in this nonlinear-optical process is the phaseconjugate of one of the laser fields, giving rise to another
name of this type of FWM – optical phase conjugation.
For the general-type FWM ωFWM = ω1 + ω2 + ω3 ,
we represent the pump fields as
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A phase-conjugate field can be produced through the
degenerate four-wave mixing of light fields

 
E j (r, t) = A j (r, t) exp i k j r − ωt + c.c. ,
(4.86)

Part A 4.4

where j = 1, 2, 3, 4.
The phase-conjugate geometry of DFWM is shown
in Fig. 6d. In this scheme, two strong counterpropagating pump fields E1 and E2 with the same frequency ω
and wave vectors k1 and k2 = −k1 illuminate a medium
(3)
with a cubic nonlinearity χDFWM = χ (3) (ω; ω, −ω, ω).
The DFWM interaction of these two pump fields with
a weak signal of the same frequency ω and an arbitrary
wave vector k3 gives rise to a field with a frequency ω
that propagates in the opposite direction to the signal
beam and that is phase-conjugate of the signal field. The
phase-conjugate field generated through DFWM can be
instructively thought of as a result of scattering of the
forward pump field off the grating induced by the backward pump and the signal field or as a result of scattering
of the backward pump from the grating induced by the
forward pump and the signal field.
The nonlinear polarization responsible for phase
conjugation in DFWM is
.
(3)
(3)
PDFWM = 6χDFWM ..E1 E2 E3∗ .
(4.87)
If the depletion of the pump fields is negligible, the
nonlinear propagation equation (4.24) for the considered DFWM process is reduced to the following two
equations for the amplitude of the signal field and its
phase-conjugate [4.1]
dA3
= iκ3 A3 + iκ4 A∗4 ,
(4.88)
dz
dA4
= −iκ3 A4 − iκ4 A∗3 ,
(4.89)
dz
where


12πω (3)
χDFWM |A1 |2 + |A2 |2 ,
κ3 =
(4.90)
cn
12πω (3)
χ
κ4 =
A1 A2 .
(4.91)
cn DFWM
By introducing
A3 = B3 exp (iκ3 z) ,
A4 = B4 exp (−iκ3 z) ,

(4.92)
(4.93)

we reduce the set of equations (4.88) and (4.89) to
dB3
= iκ4 B4∗ ,
(4.94)
dz
dB4
= −iκ4 B3∗ .
(4.95)
dz

The solution can now be written as
i |κ4 | sin (|κ4 | z)
B4 (L)
B3∗ (z) = −
κ4 cos (|κ4 | L)
cos [|κ4 | (z − L)] ∗
B3 (0) ,
+
cos (|κ4 | L)
cos (|κ4 | z)
B4 (L)
B4 (z) =
cos (|κ4 | L)
iκ4 sin [|κ4 | (z − L)] ∗
B3 (0) ,
−
|κ4 | cos (|κ4 | L)

(4.96)

(4.97)

where B3 (0) and B4 (L) are the boundary conditions for
the signal and DFWM fields. With B4 (L) = 0, (4.97)
gives
iκ4
B4 (0) =
(4.98)
tan (|κ4 | L) B3∗ (0) .
|κ4 |
This expression visualizes the structure of the phaseconjugate field generated through DFWM. The intensity
reflection coefficient of the DFWM medium serving as
a phase-conjugate mirror is given by
RDFWM = tan2 (|κ4 | L) .

(4.99)

As can be seen from (4.99), the reflectivity of
the DFWM-based phase-conjugate mirror can exceed
100%. This becomes possible due to the energy supplied
by the strong pump fields.

4.4.7 Optical Bistability and Switching
In optical bistability or multistability, an optical system
has two or more than two stable states, most often represented by the intensity at the output of the system as
a function of the input intensity. With the level of the
output intensity determined by a certain operation on
a light beam, a bi- or multistable system makes a decision in which state it will operate, acting as a switch for
optical communications or optical data processing.
As an example of an optical bistable system, we
consider a Fabry–Perot cavity with a Kerr-nonlinear
medium inside. We assume that the cavity mirrors are
identical and have an amplitude reflectance r and transmittance t. Let A1 , A2 and A3 be the amplitudes of the
incident, reflected, and transmitted fields, respectively.
The amplitudes of forward and backward waves inside
the cavity will be denoted as B1 and B2 , respectively.
The amplitudes of the fields inside and outside the cavity
are related by the expressions [4.1]
B2 = rB1 exp (2ikL − αL) ,

(4.100)

B1 = tA1 + rB2 ,

(4.101)
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where k is the wave number and α is the intensity
absorption coefficient.
Solving (4.100) and (4.101), we arrive at the relation
tA1
B1 =
,
1 − r 2 exp (2ikL − αL)

B1 =

tA1
,
1 − R exp (iδ)

F

I2 / I1

2

2

(4.102)

which is known as the Airy equation. When k or α
is a strongly nonlinear function of the light intensity,
(4.102) leads to a bistable behavior of the system in the
transmitted field.
Let us assume that the absorption is negligible and
rewrite (4.102) as

3
1
2
1

1

(4.104)

where
ω
L
c
is the linear phase shift and
ω
δnl = 2n 2 I L
c
δ0 = ϕ = 2n 0

(4.105)

(4.106)

is the nonlinear phase shift, with I = [cn/(2π)](|B1 |2 +
|B2 |2 ) ≈ [cn/(π)]|B1 |2
The ratio of the field intensity inside the cavity I2 =
[cn/(2π)]|B1 |2 , to the intensity of the incident field I1 =
[cn/(2π)]|A1 |2 is now given by
I2
= F (I2 ) ,
I1

(4.107)

0
0.0

0.2

0
0.6
I2 / I0

0.4

Fig. 4.7 The function F(I2 ) and the ratio I2 /I1 , appearing
on the right- and left-hand sides of (4.107), plotted as functions of the intensity I2 normalized to I0 = λ/(n 2 L) for
different input field intensities I1 : (1) I1 = I  , (2) I1 = I  ,
and (3) I1 = I  , I  > I  > I  . The circles in the Airyfunction curve show the range of input intensities where
the operation of the Fabry–Perot cavity is unstable

of the nonlinear Fabry–Perot cavity. The circles in the
Airy-function curve show the range of input intensities
where the operation is unstable. As the input intensity I1
is increased, the system displays a bistable behavior and
hysteresis. More hysteresis loops and a multistable behavior are observed, as can be seen from Fig. 4.7, with
a further increase in I1 .
Control

where

n = n0 + n2l
2
T + 4R
T sin

δ ,

(4.108)

Signal

2

BS1

where T is the intensity transmittance of the cavity
mirrors, and
4n 2 ωL
I2 .
(4.109)
δ = δ0 +
c
In Fig. 4.7, we present the function F(I2 ) and the ratio
I2 /I1 , i. e., the left- and right-hand sides of (4.107), plotted as functions of the intensity I2 for different input field
intensities I1 . The points where the straight lines representing the left-hand side of (4.107) cross the plot of
the Airy-type function F(I2 ) define the operation points

M2
Φnl

BS2
Output 1

n = n0
M1

Φnl = 0
Output 2

Fig. 4.8 Mach–Zehnder interferometer with a nonlinear

medium in one of its arms, functioning as an all-optical
switching device: BS1, BS2, beam splitters; M1, M2, mirrors
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δ = δ0 + δnl ,

1
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(4.103)

where R = ρ2 exp(−iϕ) is the intensity reflectance of
the cavity mirrors and the phase shift δ, corresponding
to a full round trip around the cavity, is given by

F (I2 ) =
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Optical switching can now be implemented [4.1] by
including a nonlinear medium into one of the arms of
a Mach–Zehnder interferometer Fig. 4.8. The intensities
at the output ports 1 and 2 are determined by the interference of light fields transmitted through the arms
of the interferometer. If there is only one input beam
applied to the system with symmetric beam splitters
BS1 and BS2, output intensities display an oscillating
behavior as functions of the nonlinear phase shift Φnl
acquired by the light field in one of the arms of the interferometer. When Φnl = 0, the intensity at output port 1
is at its maximum, while the intensity at output port 2
is at its minimum. An opposite relation between the
output intensities is achieved with Φnl = π. The requirement Φnl = π is typical of a broad class of all-optical
switching devices.

4.4.8 Stimulated Raman Scattering
Part A 4.4

Vibrations or rotations of molecules, electronic motions
in atoms or collective excitations of matter can interact with light, shifting its frequency through an inelastic
scattering process by the frequency Ω of Raman-active
motions (as shown in Fig. 4.6c). This phenomenon was
discovered by Raman and Krishnan [4.34] and almost
simultaneously by Mandelstam and Landsberg [4.35] in
1928. In an intense laser field, pump laser photons and
frequency-shifted photons act coherently to resonantly
drive molecular motions, leading to the amplification
of the Raman-shifted signal. This effect is called stimulated Raman scattering (SRS). In the SRS regime,
Raman-active modes of a material function as optical
modulators, forcing the driving laser field to oscillate at
new frequencies. An intense laser field under these conditions not only gives rise to photons at new frequencies
through interaction with Raman-active modes, but also
amplifies the light consisting of those photons.
In the continuous-wave regime, the interaction between the pump field and the frequency-shifted (Stokes)
signal is governed by the following set of coupled equations for the intensities of the pump Ip and Stokes Is
fields [4.23]:
dIs
= gR Ip Is − αs Is ,
dz
ωp
dIp
= − gR Ip Is − αp Ip .
dz
ωs

(4.110)
(4.111)

Here, αp and αs are the losses at the frequencies of the
pump and Stokes fields, ωp and ωs are the frequencies of
the pump and Stokes fields, and gR is the Raman gain,
which is related to the imaginary part of the relevant

third-order susceptibility [4.9],


gR ∝ Im χ (3) ωs ; ωp , −ωp , ωs .

(4.112)

Neglecting the action of the Stokes field on the pump,
i. e., omitting the first term on the right-hand side of
(4.111), we arrive at the following solution for the intensity of the Stokes field at the output of a Raman-active
medium with a length L:
Is (L) = Is (0) exp (gR I0 L eff − αs L) ,

(4.113)

where I0 is the incident pump intensity at z = 0 and
L eff =



1 
1 − exp −αp L .
αp

(4.114)

Thus, pump absorption restricts the nonlinear interaction
length to L eff .
In the absence of the Stokes field at the input of
a Raman-active medium, Is (0) = 0, the Stokes field
builds up from spontaneous Raman scattering inside the
medium. The power of the Stokes signal at the output of
a medium with a length L is then given by
Ps (L) = P̄0 exp [gR (ωs ) I0 L eff − αs L] ,

(4.115)

where
P̄0 = ωs Beff
Beff = (2π)1/2 [|g2 (ωs )|I0 L eff ]−1/2 ,
and
g2 (ωs ) = (∂ 2 gR /∂ω2 )|ω=ωs .
With an assumption of a Lorentzian Raman gain
band, the critical pump power corresponding to the
threshold of SRS effect is given by an approximate
formula
Pcr ≈

16Seff
,
gR L eff

(4.116)

where Seff is the effective mode area of the pump field.
In Sect. 4.6.3, we will consider in greater detail the
influence of SRS on the propagation of ultrashort laser
pulses in a nonlinear medium. It will be shown, in particular, that the Raman effect in fibers gives rise to
a continuous frequency downshift of solitons propagating in optical fibers.
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4.4.9 Third-Harmonic Generation
by Ultrashort Laser Pulses

a)

of standard fibers is replaced by a microstructure with
an array of air holes running along the fiber parallel to its core Fig. 4.9 – have opened a new phase
in nonlinear optics [4.38, 39]. Controlled dispersion of
guided modes [4.40] and large interaction lengths provided by these fibers for light fields strongly confined in
a small fiber core [4.41] result in a radical enhancement of nonlinear-optical frequency conversion and
spectral transformation of laser radiation through selfand cross-phase modulation (SPM and XPM) [4.38],
supercontinuum generation [4.42–44], four-wave mixing (FWM) [4.45], third-harmonic generation [4.42–52],
modulation instabilities [4.53], and soliton frequency
shifting [4.54]. Third-order nonlinear-optical processes
enhanced in PCFs now offer a useful alternative to
frequency-conversion schemes using χ (2) nonlinear
crystals.
Highly efficient THG has recently been observed
in fused silica [4.46–50] and multicomponent glass
PCFs [4.51], as well as in tapered fibers [4.52]. These
b)

d)
c)

Fig. 4.9a–d SEM images of photonic-crystal fibers: (a) periodic- and (b) double-cladding fused-silica PCFs, (c) highindex-step birefringent PCF, and (d) hollow-core PCF
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Third-harmonic generation (THG) is one of the basic
nonlinear-optical processes, which has been intensely
studied and employed for numerous applications since
the early days of nonlinear optics [4.7–9]. The seminal work by Miles and Harris [4.17] has demonstrated
a tremendous potential of direct THG related to the cubic
optical nonlinearity χ (3) of gases for efficient frequency
conversion of laser radiation and for the diagnostics of
the gas phase. Solid-state strategies of frequency conversion, on the other hand, mainly rely on the quadratic
nonlinearity χ (2) of non-centrosymmetric crystals,
with frequency tripling conventionally implemented
through cascaded second-order nonlinear-optical processes, phase matched by crystal anisotropy [4.13, 14]
or periodic poling of nonlinear materials [4.16].
Photonic-crystal fibers (PCFs) [4.36, 37] – optical
fibers of a new type where the solid continuous cladding

4.4 Third-Order Nonlinear Processes
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experiments not only demonstrated the significance of
THG for efficient, guided-wave frequency tripling of
femtosecond laser pulses, but also revealed several
new interesting nonlinear-optical phenomena. The thirdharmonic signal has been shown to display asymmetric
spectral broadening [4.51, 52] or even a substantial
frequency shift. We will demonstrate here that such
a behavior is a universal intrinsic feature of multimode guided-wave THG. Based on the arguments of
the slowly varying envelope approximation (SVEA),
we will show that the sign and the absolute value of
the third-harmonic frequency shift, observed in many
PCF experiments, is controlled by the phase- and groupindex mismatch for the interacting pair of pump and
third-harmonic modes. The possibility to tune the frequency of the main spectral peak in the spectrum of the
third harmonic by varying the group-velocity mismatch
is a unique property of THG-type processes, which is not
typical of standard parametric FWM processes, where
the first-order dispersion terms cancel out of the balance of the field momenta. New regimes of THG will
be identified with no signal produced at the central frequency of the third harmonic 3ω0 and with the pump
energy efficiently converted to spectrally isolated narrowband frequency components, which can be tuned
within a spectral range of several tens of terahertz from
the 3ω0 frequency.
We start with qualitative arguments illustrating phase
matching for third-harmonic generation generalized to
include the phase and group-velocity mismatch of the
pump and third-harmonic fields, as well as the Kerr effect, broadening the pump spectrum through SPM. We
represent the wave numbers (or the propagation constants of guided modes in a waveguide regime) kp and
kh at the frequencies of the pump field and the third
harmonic as
kp (ω) ≈ k (ω0 ) + vp−1 Ω/3 + κSPM P ,
kh (3ω) ≈ k (3ω0 ) + vh−1 Ω + 2κXPM P

,

(4.117)
(4.118)

where ω0 is the central frequency of the pump
field; vp,h = (∂k/∂ω)−1
ω0 ,3ω0 are the group velocities
of the pump and its third harmonic; Ω = 3ω − 3ω0 ;
κSPM = ω0 n 2 /cSeff and κXPM = 3ω0 n̄ 2 /cSeff are the
SPM and XPM nonlinear coefficients (Seff is the effective beam, or mode, area and n 2 and n̄ 2 are the
nonlinear refractive indices at ω0 and 3ω0 , respectively);
and P is the power of the pump field. In writing (4.117)
and (4.118), we neglect group-velocity dispersion and
higher-order dispersion effects, as well as the SPM of the
third-harmonic field. With n 2 ≈ n̄ 2 , the phase mismatch

is then given by
∆k = kh − 3kp ≈ ∆k0 + ξΩ + 3κSPM P ,

(4.119)

where ∆k0 = k(3ω0 ) − 3k(ω0 ) is the phase mismatch
of the pump and third-harmonic wave numbers at the
central frequencies of these fields and ξ = vh−1 − vp−1 is
the group-velocity mismatch.
As can be seen from (4.119), the group delay of the
pump and third-harmonic pulses is an important factor in THG momentum conservation. In this respect, the
balance of momenta for THG radically differs from standard phase-matching conditions for parametric FWM
processes [4.23], where the first-order dispersion order
terms cancel out, reducing the FWM momentum balance
to group-velocity dispersion (GVD)-related issues.
The phase-matching condition (4.119) suggests the
possibility of substantially frequency shifting the maximum in the spectrum of the third harmonic. However,
the amplitude of an Ω-shifted spectral component in
the spectrum of the third harmonic and, hence, the efficiency of Ω-shifted peak generation is determined by
the spectrum of the pump field. To specify this dependence, we proceed with an SVEA analysis of THG in the
field of SPM-broadened pump field by writing SVEA
coupled equations for the envelopes of the pump and
third-harmonic fields, A(t, z) and B(t, z):
∂
1 ∂
+
∂t νp ∂z
1 ∂
∂
+
∂t νh ∂z

A = iγ1 A |A|2 ,

(4.120)

B = iβ (A)3 exp (−i∆k0 z)
+ 2iγ2 B |A|2 ,

(4.121)

where vp and vh are the group velocities of the pump and
third-harmonic pulses, respectively, and γ1 , γ2 and β are
the nonlinear coefficients responsible for SPM, XPM,
and THG, respectively; and ∆k = kh − 3kp is the phase
mismatch (or the difference of propagation constants in
the guided-wave regime) in the absence of the nonlinear
phase shifts of the pump and third-harmonic fields.
Solution of (4.120) and (4.121) yields [4.24, 55]

 




A tp , z = A0 tp exp iϕSPM tp , z ,
(4.122)
z


B (th , z) = iσ
dz  A30 th + ξz 
0



× exp −i∆β0 z  + 3iϕSPM th + ξz  , z 


(4.123)
+ iϕXPM th , z  , z  ) ,

where tl = (t − z/vl ) with l = p, h for the pump and the
field, respectively; A0 (t) is the initial-condition envelope
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of the pump pulse;
  2


ϕSPM tp , z = γ1  A0 tp  z



ϕXPM th , z  , z = 2γ2
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(4.124)

0.4

is the SPM-induced phase shift of the pump field; and
z
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 A0 th + ξz  2 dz 

3

Third-harmonic intensity
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z

2

1
0

1

2
Ωτ

(4.125)

−∞ −∞

2

  

 
× A Ω dΩ dΩ  ,

(4.126)

where A(Ω) is the spectrum of the input pump field.
Analysis of the regime of small nonlinear phase shifts is
thus very instructive as it allows phase-matching effects
to be decoupled from the influence of the spectrum of
the pump field. While the phase matching is represented
by the argument in the exponential in the first factor on
the right-hand side of (4.126), the significance of the
pump spectrum is clear from the convolution integral
appearing in this expression. Depending on the signs of
the phase and group-velocity mismatch, ∆k0 and ξ, the
peak in the spectrum of the third harmonic can be either
red- or blue-shifted with respect to the frequency 3ω0 .
The spectral width of this peak, as can be seen from
(4.126), is given by δ ≈ 2π(|ξ|z)−1 , decreasing as z −1
with the growth in the propagation coordinate z (see
inset in Fig. 4.10).
With low pump powers, the generalized phasematching condition (4.119), as can be seen also from
the exponential factor in (4.126), defines the central
frequency 3ω0 + Ωmax , Ωmax = −∆k0 /ξ, of the peak
in the spectrum of the third harmonic. The amplitude of this peak, as shown by (4.126), is determined
by the amplitudes of the pump field components with
frequencies ω1 = ω0 + Ωmax − Ω  , ω2 = ω0 + Ω  − Ω 
and ω3 = ω0 + Ω  , which can add up to transfer the energy to the 3ω0 + Ωmax component in the spectrum of the

3
0.5
1

2
0.0

–4

–2

0

2

4

Ωτ

Fig. 4.10 Spectra of the third harmonic generated in the

regime of weak self-phase modulation of the pump field
with ∆k0 τ/ξ = −2 (curve 1), −3 (2) and 0 (3). The inset
illustrates narrowing of the main peak in the spectrum of
the third harmonic with ∆k0 τ/ξ = −1 and ξ L/τ = 2 (1), 4
(2), and 10 (3)

third harmonic through the ω1 + ω2 + ω3 = 3ω0 + Ωmax
process. The spectrum of the pump field should therefore be broad enough to provide a high amplitude of this
peak. In the regime when the SPM-induced broadening
of the pump spectrum is small, the tunability range of the
third harmonic (i. e., the range of frequency offsets Ω)
is mainly limited by the bandwidth of the input pump
field. This regime of THG is illustrated in Fig. 4.10.
As the ratio ∆k0 τ/ξ changes from −2 (curve 1) to −3
(curve 2), the peak in the spectrum of the third harmonic
is bound to shift from Ωmax = 2/τ to 3/τ. A similar
spectral shift limited by a field-unperturbed pump spectrum has been earlier predicted by Akhmanov et al. for
second-harmonic generation [4.56]. For large |∆k0 /ξ|,
however, the pump power density at the wings of the
spectrum is too low to produce a noticeable peak with
Ωmax = −∆k0 /ξ in the spectrum of the third harmonic
(cf. curves 2 and 3 in Fig. 4.10).
In the general case of non-negligible nonlinear
phase shifts, phase-matching effects cannot be decoupled from the influence of the pump spectrum, and we
resort to approximate integration methods to identify
the main features of the THG process. For a pump pulse
with a Gaussian envelope, A0 (t p ) = Ã exp[−tp2 /(2τ 2 )],
where Ã and τ are the amplitude and the initial duration
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is the XPM-induced phase shift of the third-harmonic
field.
In the regime where the nonlinear phase shifts, given
by (4.124) and (4.125), are small, the Fourier transform of (4.123) yields the following expression for the
spectrum of the third-harmonic intensity:


z
2
2 sin (∆k0 + Ωξ) 2
I (Ω, z) ∝ β
(∆k0 + Ωξ)2
∞
  ∞

 


× 
A Ω − Ω  A Ω  − Ω 
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of the pump pulse, the spectrum of the third harmonic,
in view of (4.123), is given by
∞
z
3
dth dz 
B (Ω, z) = iβ Ã
−∞



0


2
 2
3 th + ξz 
× exp −
− i∆k0 z  + 3iγ1  Ã
2
2τ


2
th + ξz 

z
× exp −
τ2
⎡
z
 2


⎣
× exp 2iγ2 Ã
dz 
z

2

th + ζ z 
× exp −
τ2

6.0 x 10 –4
4.0 x 10 –4
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0
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+ iΩth

Third-harmonic intensity (arb. units)
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Changing the order of integration in (4.127), we apply
the saddle-point method to estimate the integral in dth :
z
B(Ω, z) ∝ iβ Ã3 τ
dz 

0 
× exp −i ∆k0 + Ωξ − 3γ1 | Ã|2 z 


ξ
τ
, (4.128)
+2iγ2 | Ã|2 Φ (z − z  )
ξ
τ
x
where Φ(x) = exp(−x 2 ) dx.
0

With ζ z/τ 1 and Φ[(z − z  )ζ ] constant, the phase
matching is controlled by the factor

 2  
sin2 ∆k + Ωξ + 3γ1  Ã 2z
.
F (Ω, z) =

 2 2
∆k + Ωξ + 3γ1  Ã
(4.129)

Thus, the saddle-point estimate of the SVEA integral
for the third-harmonic field recovers the generalized
phase-matching condition in the form of (4.119). The
frequency offset Ωmax providing the maximum efficiency of THG is now determined by the dispersion of
the material, its nonlinear properties, and the intensity
of the pump field.
Spectral broadening of the pump field due to SPM
radically expands the tunability range of the third harmonic (Fig. 4.11). With γ I0 L = 1 (L is the interaction
length and I0 is the pump-field peak intensity), the spectrum of the pump field is broad enough to produce
a high-amplitude peak at Ωmax = −6/τ. The peak be-

–5

1

0

5

10
Ωτ

Fig. 4.11 Spectra of the third harmonic generated with no

SPM of the pump (curve 1) and with an SPM-broadened
pump (curves 2, 3) with γ I0 L = 1 (1) and 2 (2); ∆k0 τ/ξ =
−6, ξ L = 20. The insets show the temporal structure of the
third harmonic for γ I0 L = 1 (1) and 2 (2) with ξ L/τ = 20

comes narrower as the length of the nonlinear medium
increases (cf. curves 2 and 3 in Fig. 4.11), suggesting
a convenient way for an efficient generation of shortwavelength radiation with a well-controlled spectrum
for spectroscopic and metrological applications. In the
time domain, the third harmonic tends to break up
into two pulses, as shown in the inset to Fig. 4.11 for
γ I0 L = 1 (curve 1) and 2 (curve 2) with ξ Lτ = 20. The
first peak at th τ = −20 represents a third-harmonic pulse
that propagates with the pump pulse and that is phasematched to the pump field in the sense of (4.119). The
second pulse propagates with the group velocity of the
third harmonic and is group-delayed in our case with respect to the pump field. Due to the phase matching, the
ratio of the amplitudes of the first and second peaks increases with the growth in γ I0 L (cf. curves 1 and 2 in
the inset to Fig. 4.11).
Examples of frequency-shifted THG can be found
in the recent literature on nonlinear optics of PCFs
and tapered fibers [4.48–52]. Interesting collinear
and Cherenkov-type intermode phase-matching options [4.50, 51] have been highlighted. The nature of
the frequency shift has been identified in [4.57, 58].
Generation of an asymmetrically broadened and spectrally shifted third harmonic is the most frequently
encountered situation, observed in nonlinear-optical ex-
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Fig. 4.12 The phase mismatch ∆k0 (1), group-velocity mismatch ξ (2), and the effective phase mismatch ∆k0 + ξΩ
(3) for third-harmonic generation in an air-clad fused-silica
fiber with a core radius of 0.9 µm. The pump wavelength is
1.25 µm. The vertical dashed line shows the wavelength λ
= 383 nm, where ∆k0 + ξΩ = 0. The insets show a typical
experimental spectrum of blue visible emission (1) and the
spectrum of the Cr:forsterite laser pump field (2) at the output of a photonic-crystal fiber with a length of 10 cm (after
[4.57])

periments with PCFs [4.49–51] and tapered fibers [4.52].
The two most striking recent experimental findings
include the observation of a 260 nm spectral component generated by Ti:sapphire laser pulses in high-delta
PCFs [4.49] and the generation of a spectrally isolated
frequency component at 380 nm by femtosecond pulses
of 1.25 µm Cr:forsterite laser radiation [4.59]. In the
former case, the central wavelength of the ultraviolet
(UV) component remained stable [4.49] as the central pump wavelength was tuned from 770 to 830 nm
[which seems to agree well with the phase-matching
condition of (4.119)]. In the latter case, generation of
the blue-shifted third harmonic allowed a highly efficient frequency conversion of pump radiation over the
frequency interval exceeding 540 THz [4.59]. The spectral peak of visible blue emission was shifted from the
frequency 3ω0 in these experiments by 34 nm (a typical

spectrum is presented in the inset to Fig. 4.12), with no
signal produced at 3ω0 .
To identify the main features of the dramatic frequency shift in the spectrum shown in the inset to
Fig. 4.12, we consider the dispersion of guided modes
in an air-clad fused-silica thread as a generic example of PCF dispersion. In Fig. 4.12, we plot the phase
and group-velocity mismatch, ∆k0 and ξ, as well as the
effective phase mismatch ∆keff = ∆k0 + ξΩ for intermodal THG in an air-clad fused silica fiber with a core
radius of 0.9 µm. We assume that the pump field is coupled into the fundamental mode of the fiber, while the
third harmonic is generated in one of high-order HE13 type modes. The effective phase mismatch ∆keff passes
through zero at the wavelength of 383 nm, corresponding to a frequency shift of about 63 THz relative to
3ω0 , which agrees well with the typical spectrum of
blue emission from a PCF [4.59] presented in inset 1 to
Fig. 4.12. The main features and dominant tendencies of
the third-harmonic spectrum are adequately described
by (4.119) and (4.127). Comparison of the pump (inset
2 to Fig. 4.12) and third-harmonic spectra presented in
Fig. 4.11 also suggests that a blue shifting of the main
peak in the spectrum of the third harmonic by more than
60 THz becomes possible due to a strong broadening of
the pump field, which is, of course, not only due to SPM
in realistic conditions of PCF experiments.
We have shown that third-harmonic generation in
the field of spectrally broadened short pump pulses
can display interesting and practically significant new
features. A short-pulse pump field broadened due to selfphase modulation can generate its third harmonic within
a broad spectral range. However, the phase-matching
condition generalized to include the phase and groupvelocity mismatch of the pump and third-harmonic
fields, as well as the Kerr-nonlinearity-induced spectral
broadening of the pump field, tends to select a narrow
spectral region of efficient THG. The possibility to tune
the frequency of the main spectral peak in the spectrum of the third harmonic by varying the group-velocity
mismatch is a unique property of THG-type processes,
which is not typical of standard parametric FWM processes, where the first-order dispersion terms cancel out
of the balance of the field momenta. For pump fields
with large nonlinear frequency deviations, this spectral region may lie several tens of terahertz away from
the central frequency of the third harmonic 3ω0 . This
non−3ω THG process, leading to no signal at 3ω0 , is
shown to result in interesting and practically significant
spectral-transformation phenomena in photonic-crystal
fibers.
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4.5 Ultrashort Light Pulses in a Resonant Two-Level Medium:
Self-Induced Transparency and the Pulse Area Theorem
4.5.1 Interaction of Light
with Two-Level Media

Part A 4.5

The phenomenological approach based on nonlinearoptical susceptibilities does not include nonstationary
phenomena related to a dynamic modification of the nonlinear medium by the laser field. Interaction of a resonant
laser field with a two-level system is a physically interesting and methodologically important regime where
the equations governing the evolution of the laser field
in a nonlinear medium can be solved self-consistently
with the equations of motion for the quantum system
interacting with the field. Such a self-consistent analysis reveals the existence of a remarkable regime of
nonlinear-optical interactions. A resonance laser pulse
whose amplitude and pulse width are carefully matched
to the two-level system can propagate in a two-level
medium with no absorption-induced attenuation of the
pulse amplitude, a phenomenon known as self-induced
transparency.
The interaction of laser radiation with a two-level
system is a classic problem of laser physics [4.60]. It has
been extensively studied with the use of various approximate analytical approaches and numerical procedures
over four decades, revealing important aspects of the
interaction of laser radiation with a two-level system
and, generally, laser–matter interactions. The standard
approach based on the slowly varying envelope approximation (SVEA) and rotating-wave approximation gives
Maxwell–Bloch equations in the case of a two-level
atom [4.60, 61]. These equations provide an adequate
description of laser radiation propagating in resonant
media within a broad range of parameters and give the
key to understanding such fundamental resonant optical phenomena as the formation of 2π solitons and
self-induced transparency [4.60–63].
As shown in the classic works by McCall and
Hahn [4.62, 63], light pulses with pulse areas multiple of π can propagate in a two-level medium with no
changes in their shape, while pulses with other pulse
areas tend to change their areas during the propagation in a two-level medium evolving to pulses with
areas multiple of p. Much analytical and numerical
work has been done over the past decade to extend
this SVEA result to ultrashort pulses. Eberly [4.64] has
rederived the area theorem for the case of short light
pulses, modifying this theorem to include pulse chirping and homogeneous damping. Ziolkowski et al. [4.65]

applied the finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) technique [4.66] to solve the semiclassical Maxwell–Bloch
equations numerically. This approach revealed several
important features of short-pulse propagation in a twolevel medium and allowed a more detailed analysis
of self-induced transparency effects. Hughes [4.67, 68]
has employed the FDTD approach to demonstrate the
possibility of generating sub-femtosecond transients in
a two-level medium.
Tarasishin et al. [4.69] have applied FDTD technique to integrate jointly the Maxwell and Schrödinger
equations for an ultrashort light pulse propagating in
a two-level medium. Below in this section, we explain
the FDTD-based algorithm [4.69] solving the Maxwell
and Schrödinger equations to model the interaction
of ultrashort laser pulses with an ensemble of twolevel atoms. FDTD simulations presented below reveal
interesting regimes of short-pulse propagation and amplification in two-level media, including the evolution of
the pulse to a 2π soliton, amplification of a single-cycle
pulse in a medium with a spatially modulated distribution of dipole moments of resonant transitions, and
amplification of chirped light pulses.

4.5.2 The Maxwell and Schrödinger
Equations for a Two-Level Medium
We shall start with the extension of the standard FDTD
procedure to the case of short pulses propagating in
a two-level medium, when the Maxwell equation for
the fields and the Schrödinger equation for the wave
functions should be solved without any assumptions that
are usually employed in the SVEA approach. In the onedimensional case, the FDTD algorithm involves step-bystep integration of two Maxwell curl equations
∂Dz (x, t) ∂Hy (x, t)
=
,
∂t
∂x
∂Hy (x, t) ∂E z (x, t)
=
.
∂t
∂x

(4.130)
(4.131)

To perform this integration, we have to define the relation between the components of the electromagnetic
induction and the electromagnetic field. This can be done
through the equation for the polarization of the medium.
In our case of a two-level medium, this involves the solution of the Schrödinger equation for the wave functions
of the energy levels.
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We will consider an ensemble of noninteracting twolevel atoms or molecules whose wave functions can be
represented as superpositions of two basis states 1 and 2:
ψ(t) = a(x, t)ψ1 + b(x, t)ψ2 ,

(4.132)

where ψ1 and ψ2 are the eigenfunctions of an unperturbed system corresponding to the states with energies
E 1 and E 2 (we assume for definiteness that E 1 > E 2 ),
respectively, and a(x, t) and b(x, t) are complex coefficients. Then, the Schrödinger equation for the wave
function yields the following set of differential equations:
da(x, t)
= E 1 a(x, t) − µE z (x, t)b(x, t),
dt
db(x, t)
= E 2 b(x, t) − µE z (x, t)a(x, t),
i
dt

i

(4.133)
(4.134)

∗

∗

r1 (x, t) = a(x, t)b (x, t) + a (x, t)b(x, t) ,
r2 (x, t) = i[a(x, t)b∗ (x, t) − a∗ (x, t)b(x, t)] ,
r3 (x, t) = a(x, t)a∗ (x, t) − b(x, t)b∗ (x, t) ,
r4 (x, t) = a(x, t)a∗ (x, t) + b(x, t)b∗ (x, t) .

(4.135)
(4.136)
(4.137)
(4.138)

The physical content of the parameters defined by
(4.135–4.138) is well known from classic textbooks on
coherent optics [4.60, 61]. It can be easily verified using
the set (4.133) and (4.134) that r4 (x, t) is independent of
time and can be interpreted as the probability to find the
system in either state 1 or state 2. The quantities r1 (x, t)
and r3 (x, t) play an especially important role. Depending
on the sign of r3 (x, t), resonant electromagnetic radiation can be either amplified or absorbed by a two-level
system. The quantity r1 (x, t) controls the polarization of
the medium in the case of a linearly polarized light field:
Pz (x, t) = 4πµr1 (x, t)N ,

(4.141)

dr3 (x, t)
= −2 (µ/ ) E z (x, t)r2 (x, t) ,
dt

(4.140)

(4.142)

where ω0 = (E 1 − E 2 )/ . Differentiating (4.141), using (4.140) for dr1 (x, t)/ dt, and taking into consideration that r1 (x, t) = Pz (x, t)/(µN) = [Dz (x, t) −
E z (x, t)]/(4πµN), we find that
d2 Dz (x, t) d2 E z (x, t)
−
+ ω20 [Dz (x, t) − E z (x, t)]
dt 2
dt 2
4πµ2 ω0 N
E z (x, t)r3 (x, t) = 0 ,
(4.143)
+2
2
dr3 (x, t)
=
E z (x, t)
dt
4π ω0 N
dDz (x, t) dE z (x, t)
−
×
dt
dt

. (4.144)

The FDTD approach involves difference approximation [4.66] of time and spatial derivatives involved in
(4.130) and (4.131):
∆t n+1/2
n+1/2
(H
− Hy,i−1/2 ) , (4.145)
∆x y,i+1/2
∆t n+1
n+3/2
n+1/2
n+1
(E
Hy,i+1/2 = Hy,i+1/2 +
− E z,i
) , (4.146)
∆x z,i+1
n
Dn+1
z,i = Dz,i +

where i and n indicate the values of discrete spatial
and temporal variables, respectively, x = i∆x, t = n∆t,
∆x and ∆t are the steps of discretization in spatial and
temporal variables. This approach yields the following
set of difference equations:
n+1
n−1
E z,i
= Dn+1
+ Dn−1
z,i − E z,i

 z,i
n − 4Dn + 4∆t 2 4πµ2 ω0 N E n−1 r n−1
4E z,i
z,i
z,i 3,i
+
,
2 + ∆t 2 ω20

(4.139)

where N is the volume density of two-level atoms or
molecules. Thus, the quantity r1 (x, t) defines the sought
relation between the components of the electromagnetic
induction and the electromagnetic field.
Using (4.133) and (4.134), we arrive at the following
set of equations for the quantities defined by (4.135–
4.137):
dr1 (x, t)
= −ω0r2 (x, t) ,
dt

dr2 (x, t)
= ω0r1 (x, t) + 2 (µ/ ) E z (x, t)r3 (x, t) ,
dt

n+1
r3,i



2
n+1
n
E z,i
+ E z,i
ω0 N


n+1
n−1
n+1
n−1
.
× Dz,i − Dz,i − E z,i
+ E z,i

(4.147)

n−1
= r3,i
+ 0.5
4π

(4.148)

Thus, we arrive at the following closed algorithm of
numerical solution:
1. substitute Dn+1
z,i determined from (4.145) for the current value of the discrete-time variable into the set
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where µ is the dipole moment of transition between
the levels 1 and 2. Following Feynman et al. [4.68], we
introduce real combinations of the complex quantities
a(x, t) and b(x, t):
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of (4.147) and (4.148) and determine the values of
n+1
n+1
r3,i
and E z,i
,
2. substitute the quantities thus determined into (4.146)
and determine the values of the magnetic field
n+3/2
Hy,i ,
3. substitute these values of the magnetic field into
(4.145) and repeat the procedure for the next value
of the discrete-time variable.

∂θ(x)
2πωµN
=−
θ(x) sin θ(x),
∂x
ncE 0

To test the FDTD-based procedure of simulations described in Sect. 4.5.2, we model the propagation of light
pulses
(4.149)
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where A(x, t) is the pulse envelope, in a two-level
medium and compare the results of these simulations
with the predictions of the McCall–Hahn area theorem [4.62, 63]. This plan can be accomplished by
keeping track of the pulse area
∞
Ω(x, τ) dτ ,
(4.150)
θ(x) =

−∞

2πωµN
∂A(x, t) n ∂A(x, t)
+
=−
sin[θ(x, t)] .
∂x
c ∂t
nc

(4.152)

The celebrated solution to (4.152) is a pulse with
a hyperbolic-secant shape, which propagates in a resonant two-level medium with no changes in its envelope:
t − x/V
,
µτ
τ
where V is the pulse velocity in the medium,
A(x, t) =

V=

sech

4πµ2 ωNτ 2 n
+
nc
c

(4.153)

−1

.

(4.154)

(4.156)

ωµN
where α = 8πncE
.
0
According to (4.156), pulses whose areas θ(x0 ) are
multiples of π propagate in a two-level medium with
no changes in their envelopes (the soliton propagation
regime). However, solitons with pulse areas equal to π,
3π, 5π, . . . are unstable. Thus, a pulse with an arbitrary
initial area changes its waveform propagating in a twolevel medium until its pulse area becomes multiple of
2π. The characteristic spatial scale of this process is
estimated as α−1 .
Numerical simulations [4.69] have been performed
for hyperbolic-secant pulses:
2

−∞

where Ω(x, t) = 2µ A(x, t) is the real Rabi frequency.
The SVEA equation for the pulse envelope A(x, t)
can be represented as
2πω
∂A(x, t) n ∂A(x, t)
+
=i
P(x, t) ,
(4.151)
∂x
c ∂t
nc
where n is the refractive index of the medium, P(x, t) is
the slowly varying amplitude of the polarization induced
in the medium. As shown by McCall and Hahn [4.62,
63], on exact resonance, P(x, t) = iµN sin[θ(x, t)], with
t
θ(x, t) =
Ω(x, τ) dτ. Hence, (4.151) yields

(4.155)

where E 0 is the initial pulse amplitude. With θ ≈ 2π,
we arrive at
α
∂θ(x)
= − sin θ(x),
∂x
2

4.5.3 Pulse Area Theorem

E(x, t) = A(x, t) eiφ+ikz−iωt + c.c. ,

In the regime of weak absorption (when the pulse
area only slightly deviates from its stable values), the
evolution of the pulse area is governed by the equation

E(x0 , t) = E 0

2 cos [ω(t − t0 )]
.
exp[−(t − t0 )/T ] + exp[(t − t0 )/T ]
(4.157)

The parameters of the medium and the pulse were chosen as follows: Ω = 2µE 0 /2 = 0.0565ω, 4πµNr3 (0)
= −0.12E 0 , and ω = ω0 (exact resonance).
In accordance with the area theorem, a pulse with
a duration T = 5.631 2π/ω should propagate in the twolevel medium with these specified parameters values
without any changes in its envelope. FDTD simulations [4.69] reveal no changes in the waveform and the
amplitude of such a pulse within a distance of 100 λ
with an accuracy better than 0.1%.
Now, we examine how an arbitrary light pulse
evolves to a 2π pulse in a two-level medium. FDTD simulations were performed for the propagation of a pulse
(4.157) with a duration T = 7.0392π/ω in a two-level
medium with these specified parameters values. While
the amplitude of such a pulse increases by 15% as it
propagates through the medium, the duration of the
pulse decreases by a factor of about two. The pulse
areas FDTD-simulated for these values of the propagation coordinate are equal to 2.5π, 2.33π, 2.24π, and
2.1π, while the pulse areas for the same values of x calculated from (4.156) are equal to 2.5π, 2.35π, 2.22π,
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and 2.09π, respectively. Thus, the results of FDTD simulations agree very well with the predictions of the
area theorem, indicating the adequacy of the numerical
approach.

4.5.4 Amplification
of Ultrashort Light Pulses
in a Two-Level Medium

Modulation of the Spatial Distribution
of the Dipole Moment
First, let us explain why we expect that the modulation of the spatial distribution of the dipole moment
may improve the efficiency of amplification of an ultrashort light pulse in a two-level medium. To do this,
we multiply (4.152) by A(x, t) and integrate the resulting expression
 ∞in time. Then, introducing the pulse
energy, Φ(x) = −∞ A2 (x, t) dt, and taking into consideration that the pulse energy remains constant if
θ(x0 ) = 0, 2π, . . . , we arrive at the following equation
relating the pulse energy and area:
∂Φ(x) 2πωN
=
(4.158)
[cos θ(x) − 1] .
∂x
nc

Thus, if the pulse area is kept equal to π, as the pulse
propagates through an inverted two-level medium, then
the energy of such a pulse would grow linearly as
a function of the distance:
Φ(x) = (1 + βx) Φ(0) ,

(4.159)

where β = 4πωN
Φ(0)nc and Φ(0) is the initial energy of the
pulse.
By looking at (4.150) and (4.159) and taking
into consideration that Φ(0) = 2τ E 02 = 2E 0 /µ(0) for
a hyperbolic-secant pulse (4.157), we find that the pulse
area can be kept equal to π by modulating the spatial
distribution of the dipole moment in accordance with
µ0
µ(x) = √
.
(4.160)
1 + βx
Such a modulation of the spatial distribution of dipole
moments can be achieved, for example, by preliminarily
orienting molecules in the medium.
In accordance with the area theorem, the evolution
of the amplitude of a π pulse propagating in an inverted
two-level medium with a spatial profile of the dipole
moment described by (4.160) is governed by

E(x) = E 0 1 + βx .
(4.161)
This growth of the pulse amplitude is exactly compensated by the decrease in the dipole moment of transitions
in the two-level medium. The net effect is that the pulse
area remains constant and equal to π.
Figures 4.13a–d present the results of FDTD simulations for the amplification of a light pulse with a duration
T = 2π/ω corresponding to a single optical cycle in an
inverted two-level medium with a uniform distribution of
the dipole moment (Figs. 4.13a,b) and in an inverted twolevel medium where the spatial distribution of dipole
moments of resonant transitions is modulated in accordance with (4.160) (Figs. 4.13c,d). Simulations were
performed for the case when Ω = 2µ0 E 0 /2 = 0.159ω,
4πµNr3 (0) = 0.12E 0 , and ω = ω0 . The time in these
plots is measured from the moment when the center of
the pulse passes through the entrance boundary of the
medium.
Figures 4.13a,b display the evolution of a π pulse in
an inverted uniform two-level medium and the population difference in this medium at the distances 0, 3β −1
and 6β −1 . These plots show that a two-level medium
with a uniform distribution of the dipole moment of
transitions cannot ensure an efficient amplification of
a transform-limited resonant π pulse. Figures 4.13c,d
present the results of FDTD simulation for a π pulse
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Since the numerical algorithm based on the FDTD technique is intended to simulate the evolution of very short
pulses, it enables one to explore many important aspects
of short-pulse amplification in a two-level medium, providing a deeper understanding of the problems arising in
the amplification of short pulses and the ways that can
be employed to resolve these problems.
Propagation of π pulses seems to provide optimal
conditions for amplification in a two-level system, since
such pulses transfer atoms (or molecules) in an initially inverted medium to the lower state. However, the
Rabi frequency increases as a light pulse propagates
through the medium and its amplitude increases due to
the amplification. Because of this change in the Rabi
frequency, the pulse now cannot transfer inverted atoms
or molecules to the lower state, but leaves some excitation in a medium, which reduces the gain and leads to
pulse lengthening due to the amplification of the pulse
trailing edge in a medium with residual population inversion. Thus, some precautions have to be taken to keep
the area of the pulse constant in the process of pulse
amplification in the medium. Below, we use the FDTD
technique to explore two possible ways to solve this
problem: (i) modulation of the spatial distribution of the
dipole moments of resonant transitions in a two-level
system and (ii) amplification of a frequency-detuned
chirped pulse.
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propagating through a medium with a spatial evolution
of the dipole moment described by (4.160). These simulations illustrate the possibility of efficient amplification
of a single-cycle pulses in such a medium. Note that the
pulse amplitude in Figs. 4.13c and 4.13d increases linX ( β –1)

a) E (arb. units)

early with the propagation coordinate x (the deviation
from the linear dependence does not exceed 10−4 ). This
result agrees very well with the predictions of the area
theorem and can also be considered as another test of
the reliability of the developed algorithm.
X ( β –1)

b) r3

6
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Frequency-Detuned Chirped Pulses
The second idea of keeping the area of the amplified
pulse unchanged is to use chirped pulses whose frequency is detuned from the exact resonance. Such a pulse
experiences compression as it propagates in the considered two-level medium. With an appropriate choice of
pulse parameters, this decrease in pulse duration may
serve to preserve the area of the light pulse undergoing
amplification.
The Rabi frequency in this case is written

1
2µ0 E 0 2
Ω=
∆2 +
,
(4.162)
2

with k = 1.4, propagating in a uniform two-level
medium with the same parameters as in Figs. 4.13a,b.
The distance covered by the pulse in the medium is 6β −1,
and the frequency detuning is ∆ = ω − ω0 = −0.02ω0 .
As can be seen from Figs. 4.13e,f, although higher-order
dispersion effects noticeably distort the waveform of the
pulse, the peak intensity of an initially chirped pulse at
the output of an amplifying uniform medium is nearly
twice as high as the output energy of a transform-limited
pulse. Furthermore, comparison of Figs. 4.13a,b,e,f
shows that, chirping a light pulse, one can avoid undesirable pulse-lengthening effects.
Fig. 4.13 (a)–(d) The evolution of (a), (c) the pulse waveform and (b), (d) the population difference for a single-cycle

light pulse propagating in an inverted two-level medium
with (a), (b) a uniform distribution of the dipole moment
and (c), (d) a spatial distribution of dipole moments of resonant transitions modulated in accordance with (4.160)
simulated with the use of the FDTD technique [4.69]
for Ω = 2µ0 E 0 /2 = 0.159ω, 4πµNr3 (0) = 0.12E 0 , and
ω = ω0 . The time in these plots is measured from the moment when the center of the pulse passes through the input
boundary of the medium. (e), (f) Amplification of a singlecycle chirped laser pulse (4.163) in a two-level medium:
(e) the input pulse and (f) the output pulse simulated with the
use of the FDTD technique for Ω = 2µ0 E 0 /2 = 0.159ω,
4πµNr3 (0) = 0.12 × 100 , and ω = ω0 

4.5.5 Few-Cycle Light Pulses
in a Two-Level Medium
The results of FDTD simulations, as shown by Tarasishin et al. [4.70], typically agree very well with the
predictions of McCall and Hahn theory [4.62, 63] for
light pulses propagating in a two-level medium until the
pulse duration T becomes less than the duration T0 of
a single optical cycle. In agreement with the general predictions of McCall and Hahn, a 2.9π pulse with T = T0 ,
2µE 0 πT/ = 2.9π, µN/E 0 = 0.00116, for example, is
transformed until its area becomes equal to 2π. The peak
amplitude of the pulse increases by a factor of 1.31 under
these conditions, while its duration decreases to 0.55T0 .
Noticeable deviations from the McCall–Hahn
regime were observed for pulses with durations shorter
than the duration of a single field cycle. In particular,
half-cycle 2π pulses become asymmetric as they propagate through a two-level medium (Fig. 4.14a), and the
characteristic length corresponding to the phase shift
(4.9) equal to π estimated on the basis of FDTD simulations for such pulses was equal to 9.4 λ, which
appreciably differs from the SVEA estimate for the characteristic length corresponding to the π phase shift,
L = ( nc)/(4ω2 µ2 T 2 N) = (E 02 nc)/(4ω2 N ). Quartercycle 2π pulses display noticeable distortions and
lengthening in the process of propagation through a twolevel medium (Fig. 4.14b).
Deviations observed in the behavior of very short
2π pulses from the McCall–Hahn scenario are due to
the fact that, although, formally, such pulses have an
area of 2π, the cycle of interaction between light and
a two-level system remains incomplete in this case, as the
pulses do not even contain a full cycle of the field (Figs.
4.14a,b). As a result, such pulses leave some excitation
in a two-level medium (Fig. 4.14d) instead of switching
excited-state population back to the ground state, as in
the case of longer 2π pulses (Fig. 4.14c).
The amplitude of the leading edge of the pulse becomes higher than the amplitude of its trailing edge,
and the pulse waveform becomes noticeably asymmetric
(Fig. 4.14a). The group velocity of such very short pulses
increases due to this incompleteness of the light-twolevel-system interaction cycle, leading to a discrepancy
between the SVEA estimate and the FDTD result for the
characteristic length corresponding to the π phase shift.
The residual population in the medium and the asymmetry of the pulse waveform increase with pulse shortening.
The results of FDTD simulations presented in this
section thus show that the general predictions of McCall and Hahn for the evolution of the amplitude and the
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where ∆ = ω − ω0 is the detuning of the central frequency of the pulse from the resonance.
Figures 4.13e,f present the results of FDTD simulations for a single-cycle pulse with a quadratic initial
chirp


2 cos ωt + kt 2 /T 2
,
(4.163)
E(0, t) = E 0
exp (−t/T ) + exp (−t/T )
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Fig. 4.14 (a) Evolution of a half-cycle 2π pulse in a two-level medium: T = 0.5T0 , 2µE 0 πT/ = π, and µN/E 0 = 0.0016,
(b) Evolution of a quarter-cycle 2π pulse in a two-level medium: T = 0.25T0 , 2µE 0 πT/ = 2π, and µN/E 0 = 0.0032.
(c), (d) Evolution of the excited- and ground-state populations in a two-level medium under the action of (c) a half-cycle 2π
pulse and (d) a quarter-cycle 2π pulse: (dashed line) ground-state population r1 and (solid line) excited-state population r2 .

Simulations were performed with the use of the FDTD technique [4.70]

phase of short pulses in a two-level medium generally
agree reasonably well with the results of numerical simulations until the pulse duration becomes less than the
duration of a single optical cycle. Numerical analysis
reveals several interesting physical features in the formation of 2π solitons produced as a result of splitting of
single-cycle pulses propagating in a two-level medium.
In particular, the resulting pulses may have different
amplitudes, durations, and group velocities, allowing
the formation of sub-femtosecond pulses and slowing
down of the light in two-level media. Noticeable deviations from the McCall–Hahn regime can be observed

for pulses with durations shorter than the duration of
a single field cycle. Half-cycle 2π pulses become asymmetric as they propagate through a two-level medium,
while quarter-cycle 2π pulse display considerable distortions and lengthening in the process of propagation
through a two-level medium. Deviations observed in the
behavior of very short 2π pulses from the McCall–Hahn
scenario are due to the fact that the cycle of interaction
between light and a two-level system remains incomplete in this case, and light pulses leave some excitation
in a two-level medium instead of switching excited-state
population back to the ground state.
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4.6 Let There be White Light: Supercontinuum Generation
Supercontinuum (SC) generation – a physical phenomenon leading to a dramatic spectral broadening of
laser pulses propagating through a nonlinear medium
– was first demonstrated in the early 1970s [4.71, 72]
(see [4.73] for an overview of early experiments on supercontinuum generation). Presently, more than three
decades after its discovery, supercontinuum generation
is still one of the most exciting topics in laser physics
and nonlinear optics [4.44], the area where high-field
a)

4.6.1 Self-Phase Modulation,
Four-Wave Mixing,
and Modulation Instabilities
in Supercontinuum-Generating
Photonic-Crystal Fibers
c)

Fig. 4.15a–c Spectral transformations of ultrashort pulses
in photonic-crystal fibers: (a) supercontinuum generation,
(b) third-harmonic generation, and (c) frequency shifting

Propagation of laser pulses in PCFs is always accompanied by SPM-induced spectral broadening. The
basic features of SPM are discussed in Sect. 4.4.1.
For very short laser pulses and broadband field waveforms, SPM can be thought of as a four-wave mixing
ω p1 + ω p2 = ω3 + ω4 with frequency components ω p1
and ω p2 from the spectrum of the laser field serving as
pump photons generating new frequency components
ω3 and ω4 . In the case of a frequency-degenerate pump,
ω p1 = ω p2 = ω p , the new frequency components generated through FWM appear as Stokes and anti-Stokes
sidebands at frequencies ωs and ωa in the spectrum
of the output field. Such FWM processes become especially efficient, as emphasized in Sect. 4.4.4, when
phase matching is achieved for the fields involved in
the nonlinear-optical interaction. Under certain condi-
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b)

science meets the physics of low-energy unamplified ultrashort pulses in the most amazing way. The advent of
photonic-crystal fibers [4.36, 37], capable of generating
supercontinuum emission with unamplified, nano- and
even sub-nanojoule femtosecond pulses, has resulted in
revolutionary changes in frequency metrology [4.74–77]
opened new horizons in ultrafast science [4.78, 79] and
allowed the creation of novel wavelength-tunable and
broadband fiber-optic sources for spectroscopic [4.80]
and biomedical [4.81] applications. The rainbow of colors produced by a laser beam Fig. 4.15 has become an
optical instrument and a practical tool.
As a physical phenomenon, supercontinuum generation involves the whole catalog of classical
nonlinear-optical effects, such as self- and cross-phase
modulation, four-wave mixing, stimulated Raman scattering, solitonic phenomena and many others, which add
up to produce emission with an extremely broad spectra,
sometimes spanning over a couple of octaves. Below,
we discuss the basic physical processes contributing
to supercontinuum generation in greater detail, with
special emphasis made on self-phase modulation, fourwave mixing, and modulation instabilities (Sect. 4.6.1),
cross-phase modulation (Sect. 4.6.2), as well as the
solitonic phenomena and stimulated Raman scattering
(Sect. 4.6.3).
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tions, the pump fields modify the effective refractive
indices of the guided modes involved in the FWM process, inducing the phase matching for the FWM and
leading to a rapid growth of spectral sidebands representing the Stokes and anti-Stokes fields. This regime
of four-wave mixing, referred to as modulation instability (MI), plays an especially important role in
nonlinear-optical spectral transformations of ultrashort
pulses in PCFs.
In the simplest, scalar regime of modulation instability, two photons of the pump field with the frequency ω p
generate Stokes and anti-Stokes sidebands with frequencies ωs = ω p − Ω and ωa = ω p + Ω. To illustrate this
regime of MI, we represent the propagation constants
of the Stokes and anti-Stokes sidebands as Taylor-series
expansions around ω p ,
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  1

β ω p + Ω ≈ β0 ω p + Ω
up
1   2
+ β2 ω p Ω + 2γ P ,
(4.164)
2
  1


β ω p − Ω ≈ β0 ω p − Ω
up
1   2
+ β2 ω p Ω + 2γ P ,
(4.165)
2
where P is the peak power of the pump field,
β0 (ω p ) is the Kerr-effect-free propagation constant
of the pump field mode (i. e., the propagation constant of the pump field corresponding to the regime
with P = 0), u p = (∂β/∂ω|ω=ω p )−1 is the group velocity of the pump pulse, β2 (ω p ) = ∂ 2 β/∂ω2 |ω = ω p ,
γ = (n2 ω p )/(cS
and
eff ) is the nonlinear
∞
 ∞ coefficient,
∞ ∞
Seff =[ −∞ −∞ |F(x, y)|2 dx dy]2 / −∞ −∞ |F(x, y)|4
dx dy is the effective area of a guided mode with the
transverse field profile F(x, y).
With the propagation constant of the pump field
written as
 
 
β ω p = β0 ω p + γ P ,
(4.166)
the mismatch of the propagation constants of the fields
involved in the FWM process is given by




 
∆βFWM = β ω p + Ω + β ω p + Ω − 2β ω p
 
≈ β2 ω p Ω 2 + 2γ P .
(4.167)
The phase matching can thus be achieved for this type
of FWM at
2γ P
Ω = ±   
β2 ω p 

1/2

(4.168)

only when the central frequency of the pump field lies
in the range of anomalous group-velocity dispersion,
where β2 (ω p ) < 0.
Figure 4.16 illustrates typical features of the scalar
MI in PCFs observed by Fedotov et al. [4.82]. In those
experiments, unamplified 50 fs pulses of 790–810 nm
Ti:sapphire laser radiation with a repetition rate of
10 MHz and an energy of 0.1–1.4 nJ were coupled into
micro-waveguide channels off the central core of the
PCF (the inset in Fig. 4.16). The zero group-velocity
dispersion (GVD) wavelength for the micro-waveguide
channel used to observe MI is estimated as λ0 ≈ 720 nm,
providing an anomalous GVD for the pump field. With
a special choice of the pump pulse power, it is then
possible to use the SPM phase shift to induce phase
matching for efficient four-wave mixing (Fig. 4.16). This
process can be understood as SPM-induced modulation
instability, resulting in an exponential growth of spectral sidebands phase-matched with the pump field. In the
output spectrum presented in Fig. 4.16, the 795 nm pump
field generates sidebands centered at 700 and 920 nm.
To understand this result, we use the standard result of
MI theory (4.168) for the frequency shift corresponding to the maximum MI gain. With γ ≈ 50 W−1 km−1 ,
D ≈ 30 ps/(nm · km), pulse energy E ≈ 0.5 nJ, initial pulse duration τ ≈ 50 fs, we find Ωmax /2π ≈
50 THz, which agrees well with the frequency shifts of
the sidebands observed in the output spectra presented
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Fig. 4.16 Sideband generation through modulation insta-

bility in the spectrum of an ultrashort pulse transmitted
through a photonic-crystal fiber (shown in the inset). The
input energy of laser pulses is 0.5 nJ. A scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) image of the photonic-crystal fiber is
shown in the inset
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in Fig. 4.16. SPM-induced broadening sufficient to seed
the considered MI-type FWM process is achieved within
a fiber length z ≈ (2L d L nl )1/2 , where L d = τ 2 /|β2 | and
L nl = (γ P)−1 are the dispersion and nonlinear lengths,
respectively. For the above-specified parameters of laser
pulses and a PCF, we have L d ≈25 cm and L nl ≈
0.2 cm. SPM-induced broadening can thus provide seeding for sideband generation at Ωmax with PCF lengths
exceeding 3.2 cm. This condition was satisfied in our experiments, where the PCF length was equal to 8 cm. Our
experimental results thus demonstrate efficient regimes
of SPM-induced MI in microchannel waveguides of
PCFs, which offer much promise for parametric frequency conversion and photon-pair generation.

4.6.2 Cross-Phase-Modulation-Induced
Instabilities
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Fig. 4.17 The group velocity (the solid curve and the righthand axis) and the group-velocity dispersion (the dashed
curve and the left-hand axis) calculated as functions of the
radiation wavelength λ for the fundamental mode of the
PCF with a cross-sectional structure shown in the inset

Experiments [4.83] were performed with highindex-step fused-silica PCFs having a cross-sectional
geometry shown in the inset to Fig. 4.17 with a core
diameter of 4.3 µm. Figure 4.17 displays the group
velocity and GVD calculated for this PCF using
the polynomial expansion technique [4.84]. The standard theory of XPM-induced MI, as presented by
Agrawal [4.85], was used to analyze the main features
of this phenomenon for fundamental-wavelength and
second-harmonic femtosecond pulses of a Cr:forsterite
laser co-propagating in a PCF with the above-specified
structure. This theory predicts that stationary solutions
to slowly varying envelope approximation equations for
the pump and probe fields including dispersion up to the
second order become unstable with respect to a small
harmonic perturbation with the wave vector K and the
frequency Ω if K has a nonzero imaginary part. The domains of this instability can be found by analyzing the
dispersion relation


(K − Ωδg/2)2 − h 1 (K + Ωδg/2)2 − h 2 = C 2 ,
(4.169)

where



h j = β22 j Ω 2 Ω 2 + 4γ j P j g/β2 j /4 ,

C = 2Ω 2 β21 β22 γ1 γ2 P1 P2 ,

(4.170)
(4.171)

γ j = n 2 ω j /(cS j ) are the nonlinear coefficients,
δ = (vg2 )−1 − (vg1 )−1 , β2 j = ( d2 β j / dω2 )ω=ω j , P j , ω j ,
vg j and β j are the peak powers, the central frequencies,
the group velocities, and the propagation constants of the
pump ( j = 1) and probe ( j = 2) fields, n 2 is the nonlinear refractive index, and S j are the effective mode areas
for the pump and probe fields. The gain of instabilities
with a wave number K is given by G(Ω) = 2 Im(K ).
Analysis of the dispersion properties of the PCFs
employed in our experiments (Fig. 4.17) yields β21 ≈
−500 fs2 /cm, β22 ≈ 400 fs2 /cm, and δ = 150 fs/cm.
The dimensionless frequency shift of the probe field,
f = Ω/Ωc [where Ωc = (4γ2 P2 /|β22 |)1/2 ] changes
from approximately 3.3 up to 3.8 as the γ1 P1 /γ2 P2
ratio is varied from 0.3 to 2.5. As highlighted by
Agrawal [4.85], such a weak dependence of the frequency shift of the probe field on the pump power is
typical of XPM-induced MI in the regime of pump–
probe group-velocity mismatch. With γ2 P2 ≈ 1.5 cm−1 ,
the frequency shift f ≈ 3.8 gives sidebands shifted by
Ω/2π ≈ 74 THz with respect to the central frequency
ω2 of the second harmonic (which corresponds to approximately 90 nm on the wavelength scale). As will
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Self-induced MI in PCFs has been shown [4.53, 82] to
provide a convenient means for broadband parametric amplification, permitting the creation of compact
and convenient all-fiber optical parametric oscillators.
Cross-phase-modulation-induced MI, on the other hand,
does not require anomalous dispersion [4.23], suggesting convenient and practical control knobs for the
frequency conversion of ultrashort pulses in PCFs, allowing the frequency shifts and amplitudes of sidebands
in output spectra of the probe field to be tuned by varying
the amplitude of the pump field.

4.6 Let There be White Light: Supercontinuum Generation
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be shown below, this prediction agrees well with our
experimental results.
The laser system used in experiments [4.83] consisted of a Cr4+ :forsterite master oscillator, a stretcher,
an optical isolator, a regenerative amplifier, and a compressor. The master oscillator, pumped with a fiber
ytterbium laser, generated 30–60 fs light pulses of radiation with a wavelength of 1.23–1.25 µm at a repetition
rate of 120 MHz. These pulses were then transmitted
through a stretcher and an isolator, to be amplified in
a Nd:YLF-laser-pumped amplifier and recompressed to
the 170 fs pulse duration with the maximum laser pulse
energy up to 40 µJ at 1 kHz. A 1 mm-thick β barium
borate (BBO) crystal was used to generate the second harmonic of amplified Cr:forsterite laser radiation.
Fundamental-wavelength, 1235 nm radiation of a femtosecond Cr:forsterite laser and its second harmonic
were used as pump and probe fields, respectively. As
can be seen from Fig. 4.16, the pump wavelength falls
within the area of anomalous dispersion for the fundamental mode of the PCF, while the second-harmonic
probe lies in the range of normal dispersion. The faster
pump pulse Fig. 4.17 was delayed in our experiments
with respect to the slower probe pulse at the input of the
PCF by a variable delay time of τ.
Figure 4.18 presents the results of experimental
measurements performed with 170 fs pump pulses (the
fundamental radiation of the Cr:forsterite laser) with
an energy ranging from 0.2 up to 20 nJ and 3 nJ,
180 fs probe pulses (the second-harmonic output of
the Cr:forsterite laser) transmitted through a 5 cm PCF
with the cross-sectional structure shown in the inset to
Fig. 4.17. For delay times τ around zero, the slower
probe pulse sees only the trailing edge of the faster moving pump pulse. In such a situation, XPM predominantly
induces a blue shift of the probe field. For τ ≈ δL ≈
750 fs, where L = 5 cm is the PCF length, the leading
edge of the pump pulse catches up with the probe field
closer to the output end of the fiber, which results in
a predominant red shift of the probe. To symmetrize the
interaction between the pump and probe fields with respect to the XPM-induced frequency shift, we choose
the delay time τ = δL/2 ≈ 375 fs. In the regime of low
peak pump powers (less than 3 kW), the output spectrum
of the probe field displays only slight broadening due to
self-phase modulation (Fig. 4.18a). Pump pulses with
higher peak powers lead to radical changes in the output
spectra of the probe field, splitting the central spectral
component of the probe field and giving rise to intense
symmetric sidebands around the central frequency ω2
(Figs. 4.18b–d).

The general tendencies in the behavior of the output
spectrum of the probe field as a function of the pump
power agree well with the prediction of the standard
theory of XPM-induced MI. In view of the splitting and
slight blue-shifting of the central spectral component
of the probe field (Figs. 4.18b–d), we define the effective central wavelength of the pump-broadened probe
spectrum as 605 nm. As the pump power changes from
5 kW up to 42 kW in our experiments, the shift of the
short-wavelength sideband in the output spectrum of
the second harmonic increases from 80 nm up to approximately 90 nm. The theory predicts the wavelength
shifts of 76 nm and 90 nm, respectively, indicating the
predominant role of XPM-induced MI in the observed
spectral transformations of the probe field. The amplia) Intensity (arb. units)
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Fig. 4.18a–f Output spectra of the second-harmonic field
transmitted through a 5 cm PCF. The power of the pump
pulses is (a) 3, (b) 7, (c) 30, (d) 42, (e) 70, and (f) 100 kW.
The power of the probe pulse is 8 kW
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4.6.3 Solitonic Phenomena in Media
with Retarded Optical Nonlinearity
Optical solitons propagating in media with noninstantaneous nonlinear response experience reshaping and
continuous frequency down-shifting due to the Raman
effect phenomenon, called soliton self-frequency shift
(SSFS) [4.86, 87]. Photonic-crystal fibers substantially
enhance this nonlinear-optical process due to strong field
confinement in a small-size fiber core and the possibility
to tailor dispersion of guided modes by varying the fiber
structure. Liu et al. [4.54] have shown that 200 fs input
pulses of 1.3 µm laser radiation can generate sub-100 fs
soliton pulses with a central wavelength tunable down to
1.65 µm through the SSFS in a tapered PCF. Photoniccrystal fibers with the wavelength of zero group-velocity
dispersion (GVD) shifted to shorter wavelengths have
been used for the soliton frequency downshifting of
800–1050 nm laser pulses [4.88, 89]. Abedin and Kubota [4.90] have employed a PCF to demonstrate a 120 nm
SSFS for 10 GHz-repetition-rate picosecond pulses. In
recent experiments [4.91, 92], PCFs with a special dispersion profile have been shown to provide an efficient
spectral transformation of chirped sub-6 fs Ti:sapphire
laser pulses through SSFS, leading to the generation
of a well-resolved solitonic spectral component cen-
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tered at 1.06 µm. Red-shifted soliton signals formed by
sub-6 fs laser pulses in PCFs have been demonstrated
to allow to a synchronized seeding of a picosecond
Nd:YAG pump laser, permitting a considerable simplification of a few-cycle optical parametric chirped-pulse
amplification (OPCPA) scheme [4.79].
With many of the key tendencies in the evolution of
ultrashort pulses in PCFs analyzed in the extensive literature, we focus here on the possibility of using the SSFS
phenomenon for widely tunable frequency shifting of
few-cycle laser pulses. Our theoretical analysis is based
on the numerical solution of the generalized nonlinear
Schrödinger equation [4.93]
 (i) k
∂A
i ∂
∂k A
=i
β (k) k + iγ 1 +
∂z
k!
∂τ
ω0 ∂τ
k=2
⎤
⎡
∞

R(η) |A (z, τ − η)|2 dη⎦ ,
× ⎣ A(z, τ)
6

−∞

(4.172)

where A is the field amplitude, β (k) = ∂ k β/∂ωk are the
coefficients in the Taylor-series expansion of the propagation constant β, ω0 is the carrier frequency, τ is the
retarded time, γ = (n 2 ω0 )/(cSeff ) is the nonlinear coefficient, n 2 is the nonlinear refractive index of the PCF
material,
∞ ∞
2
 
|F (x, y)|2 dx dy
Seff =

−∞ −∞
∞ ∞

−∞ −∞

(4.173)

|F (x, y)|4 dx dy

is the effective mode area [F(x, y) is the transverse
field profile in the PCF mode], and R(t) is the retarded
nonlinear response function. For fused silica, we take
n 2 ≈ 3.2 × 10−16 cm2 /W, and the R(t) function is represented in a standard form [4.93, 94]:
R(t) = (1 − f R )δ(t)
+ f R Θ(t)

τ12 + τ22
τ1 τ22

− τt

e

2

sin

t
τ1

,

(4.174)

where f R = 0.18 is the fractional contribution of the
Raman response; δ(t) and Θ(t) are the delta and the
Heaviside step functions, respectively; and τ1 = 12.5 fs
and τ2 = 32 fs are the characteristic times of the Raman
response of fused silica.
We now apply (4.172) and (4.174) to compute the
evolution of ultrashort pulses in two types of PCFs (Figs.
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tudes of sidebands generated by pump pulses with a peak
power of about 40 kW, as can be seen from Fig. 4.18d,
become comparable or may even exceed the amplitude
of the spectral components at the central part of the
probe spectrum. The maximum frequency shift of the
probe-field sidebands achieved in our experiments with
45 kW pump pulses is estimated as 80 THz, which is
substantially larger than typical frequency shifts resulting from XPM-induced MI in conventional fibers [4.23].
With pump powers higher than 50 kW, both the central
spectral components of the probe field and its sidebands featured a considerable broadening (Figs. 4.18e,f)
and tended to merge together, apparently due to the
cross-phase modulation induced by the pump field.
XPM-induced instabilities thus open an efficient
channel of parametric FWM frequency conversion in
photonic-crystal fibers. Fundamental-wavelength femtosecond pulses of a Cr:forsterite laser were used in our
experiments as a pump field to generate intense sidebands around the central frequency of co-propagating
second-harmonic pulses of the same laser through XPMinduced MI in a PCF. This effect leads to efficient
pump-field-controlled sideband generation in output
spectra of the second-harmonic probe field.
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4.19, 4.20). PCFs of the first type consist of a fused silica core with a diameter of 1.6 µm, surrounded with
two cycles of air holes (inset in Fig. 4.20a). To find
the parameters β (k) for these fibers, we numerically
solved the Maxwell equations for the transverse components of the electric field in the cross section of
a PCF using a modification of the method of polynomial expansion in localized functions [4.84]. Polynomial
approximation of the frequency dependence of the propagation constant β for the fundamental mode of the
PCF computed with the use of this numerical procedure with an accuracy better than 0.1% within the range
of wavelengths 580–1220 nm yields the following β (k)
coefficients for the central wavelength of 800 nm: β (2) ≈
− 0.0293 ps2 /m, β (3) ≈ 9.316 × 10−5 ps3 /m, β (4) ≈
− 9.666 × 10−8 ps4 /m,
β (5) ≈ 1.63 × 10−10 ps5 /m,
(6)
−13
6
β ≈ − 3.07 × 10
ps /m. For the fundamental
mode of such PCFs, the GVD, defined as D =
−2πcλ−2 β (2) , vanishes at λz ≈ 690 nm. Fibers of the
second type are commercial NL-PM-750 PCFs (from
Crystal Fibre). The core diameter for these PCFs was
equal to 1.8 µm. The parameters β (k) for these PCFs
were defined as polynomial expansion coefficients for
the dispersion profile of the fundamental mode of these
fibers provided by the manufacturer. The group-velocity
dispersion for PCFs of this type vanishes at λz ≈ 750 nm.
In the case studied here, the laser field at the input
of a PCF has the form of a few-cycle pulse (the upper
a) Intensity envelope (arb. units)
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panel in Fig. 4.19a) with a broad spectrum (the upper
panel in Fig. 4.19b) and a complicated chirp [4.79, 92].
For both types of PCFs, the short-wavelength part of
the spectrum lies in the range of normal dispersion,
while the wavelengths above λz experience anomalous
dispersion. A typical scenario of spectral and temporal evolution of a few-cycle laser pulse in PCFs of
the considered types is illustrated by Figs. 4.19a,b.
The initial stage of nonlinear-optical transformation
of a few-cycle pulse involves self-phase modulation,
which can be viewed as four-wave mixing of different frequency components belonging to the broad
spectrum of radiation propagating through the fiber.
Frequency components lying near the zero-GVD wavelength of the PCF then serve, as shown in the classical
texts on nonlinear fiber optics [4.23], as a pump for
phase-matched FWM. Such phase-matched FWM processes, which involve both frequency-degenerate and
frequency-nondegenerate pump photons, deplete the
spectrum of radiation around the zero-GVD wavelength
and transfer the radiation energy to the region of anomalous dispersion (spectral components around 920 nm
for z = 2 cm in Fig. 4.19b). A part of this frequencydownconverted radiation then couples into a soliton,
which undergoes continuous frequency downshifting
due to the Raman effect (Fig. 4.19b), known as soliton
self-frequency shift [4.23,85,86]. In the time domain, the
red-shifted solitonic part of the radiation field becomes
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Fig. 4.19 Temporal (a) and spectral (b) evolution of a laser pulse with an initial energy of 0.25 nJ and an input temporal

envelope and chirp shown in Fig. 4.1b propagating through the second-type PCF (shown in the inset)
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delayed with respect to the rest of this field (Fig. 4.19a)
because of the anomalous GVD of the fiber. As a result of these processes, the red-shifted soliton becomes
increasingly isolated from the rest of the light field in
both the time and frequency domains, which reduces,
in particular, the interference between the solitonic and
nonsolitonic part of radiation, seen in Fig. 4.19b.
High-order fiber dispersion induces soliton instabilities, leading to Cherenkov-type emission of dispersive
waves [4.21, 22] phase-matched with the soliton, as discussed in the extensive literature (see, e.g., [4.95, 96]).
a) Intensity envelope (arb. units)

This resonant dispersive-wave emission gives rise to
a spectral band centered around 540 nm in Fig. 4.19b. As
a result of the above-described nonlinear-optical transformations, the spectrum of the radiation field for a PCF
with a characteristic length of 20 cm typically features
four isolated bands, representing the remainder of the
FWM-converted pump field (the bands centered at 670
and 900 nm in Fig. 4.19b), the red-shifted solitonic part
(reaching 1.06 µm for z = 24 cm in Fig. 4.19b), and the
blue-shifted band related to the Cherenkov emission of
dispersive waves in the visible. In the time domain, as
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b) Intensity envelope (arb. units)
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can be seen from Fig. 4.19a, only the solitonic part of
the radiation field remains well localized in the form
of a short light pulse, the remaining part of the field
spreading out over a few picoseconds.
In Figs. 4.20a–d, we illustrate tunable frequency
shifting of few-cycle laser pulses through SSFS in PCFs
by presenting the results of simulations performed for
an idealistic input pulse with an initial pulse width of
6 fs and a Gaussian pulse shape. For the first-type PCF
(shown in the inset to Fig. 4.20a), almost the entire
spectrum of the input pulse falls within the range of
anomalous dispersion, and the pulse tends to form solitons, observed as well-resolved prominent spikes in the
time domain (Figs. 4.20a,b). In the frequency domain,
the Raman effect leads to a continuous frequency downshifting of the soliton (Figs. 4.20c,d). The rate of this
frequency shift dν/ dz, where ν is the carrier frequency
and z is the propagation coordinate, rapidly grows with
a decrease in the pulse duration τ0 . With a linear approximation of the Raman gain as a function of the frequency,
the integration of the nonlinear Schrödinger equation, as
shown by Gordon [4.97], yields dν/ dz ∝ τ0−4 . Although
high-order dispersion and deviations of the Raman gain
curve from the linear function generally make the relation between dν/ dz and τ in soliton dynamics much
more complicated [4.98], the soliton pulse width remains one of the key parameters controlling the soliton
frequency shift for a given Raman gain profile. In the
case considered here, the short duration of 6 fs input
pulses provides a high rate of soliton-frequency shifting at the initial stage of pulse propagation through
the PCF. As the spectrum of the soliton is shifted toward the spectral range with larger values of GVD, the
pulse width increases, which slows down the frequency
shift.
It is instructive to illustrate the main tendencies in the
spectral and temporal evolution of few-cycle laser pulses
in PCFs using the results of analysis of ideal solitons,
i. e., solitons governed by the nonlinear Schrödinger
equation [(4.68) in Sect. 4.4.2]. The NLSE (4.68) is recovered from (4.172) by setting β (k) = 0 for k ≥ 3, taking
f R = 0, and keeping only the term representing the Kerr
effect, i. e., the term proportional to iγ A |A|2 , in the nonlinear part of the equation. In normalized, soliton units,
the energy carried by a soliton j is [4.98] E j = 4ξ j ,
where ξ j = W − j + 0.5 is the soliton eigenvalue, controlled by the input pulse energy 2W 2 . The soliton pulse
width is given by τ j = τ0 /2ξ j , where τ0 is the input pulse
width. The soliton pulse width can thus be reduced, leading to higher SSFS rates, by increasing the energy of the
input pulse.

In the case of solitary waves evolving in fibers with
high-order dispersion and retarded nonlinearity, the results of NLSE analysis for the soliton energy and the
soliton pulse width are no longer valid. In particular,
as the soliton spectrum is shifted toward larger values
of GVD, the soliton pulse width is bound to increase,
while the soliton amplitude decreases (Figs. 4.20a,b).
These changes in the soliton pulse width and amplitude
are dictated by the balance between the dispersion and
the nonlinearity, necessary for the existence of the soliton. On the qualitative level, however, being applied to
short sections of a fiber, these simple relations provide
important clues for the physical understanding of the
evolution of Raman-shifted solitons in a PCF. Indeed,
as can be seen from the comparison of the results of simulations performed for input pulses with the same initial
pulse width (6 fs), but different energies, the SSFS rate
in the case of higher energy pulses can substantially exceed the frequency-shift rate of solitons produced by
lower energy pulses. A pulse with an input energy of
0.15 nJ, as can be seen from Fig. 4.20c, is coupled into
a soliton, which undergoes a permanent red-shift as it
propagates through the fiber. At z = 30 cm, the spectrum
of this soliton peaks at 1.06 µm. A similar input pulse
that has an initial energy of 0.5 nJ forms a soliton that
exhibits a much faster frequency downshift. The central
wavelength of this soliton reaches 1.12 µm already at
z = 5 cm.
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Fig. 4.21 Temporal envelopes of red-shifted solitons

(close-up of the peaks labeled with boxes in Figs. 4.20a,b)
generated by laser pulses with an initial pulse width of 6 fs
and an initial energy of (1) 0.15 nJ and (2) 0.5 nJ in a PCF
at z = 30 cm (1) and 3 cm (2)
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Fig. 4.22 The spectrum of supercontinuum emission produced by 820 nm pump pulses with an initial duration of
35 fs and an input power of 320 mW in a microstructure
fiber with a length of 30 cm and the cross-section structure
shown in the inset to Fig. 4.20a.

tinuum radiation generated in PCFs has been intensely
employed through the past few years to measure and control the offset between the carrier and envelope phases
of ultrashort laser pulses, as well as for the creation
of novel broadband sources for nonlinear spectroscopy,
biomedical applications, and photochemistry. Examples
of applications of PCF light sources based on enhanced
nonlinear-optical interactions of guided modes will be
given in Sect. 4.9.

4.7 Nonlinear Raman Spectroscopy
Nonlinear Raman spectroscopy is one of the most powerful techniques of nonlinear spectroscopy, which has
found numerous applications in condensed- and gasphase analysis, plasma diagnostics, investigation of
molecular relaxation processes, temperature and concentration measurements, condensed-phase studies, and
femtochemistry. While many of modifications of nonlinear Raman spectroscopy have become a routine tool
of modern optical experiments, giving rise to many
successful engineering applications, some of nonlinear
Raman experiments carried out in the last decade have
shown that the potential of this technique for many topical and sometimes interdisciplinary problems of modern
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physics, chemistry, and biology is far from being completely realized. Similar to frequency-tunable sources
of coherent radiation, which revolutionized nonlinear
optics in its early days, allowing many delicate spectroscopic experiments, including nonlinear spectroscopic
studies, to be performed, the impressive progress of
femtosecond lasers in the 1990s has resulted in the
breakthrough of the nonlinear Raman spectroscopy to
new unexplored areas, giving rise to several elegant
new ideas and approaches, permitting more-complicated
systems and problems to be attacked, and leading to
the measurements of fundamental importance. This new
phase of nonlinear Raman spectroscopy also promoted

Part A 4.7

To provide illustrative physical insights into the
observed behavior of red-shifted solitons in PCFs as
a function of the input pulse energy, we plot in Fig. 4.21
the snapshots of temporal envelopes of the solitonic part
of the field corresponding to the input energies of 0.15 nJ
(curve 1) and 0.5 nJ (curve 2). We take these snapshots of
solitons, representing close-up views of intensity envelope sections labeled with boxes in Figs. 4.20a,b, for two
different values of the propagation coordinate, z = 30 cm
in the case of a 0.15 nJ input pulse and z = 3 cm for
the 0.5 nJ input energy. With the spectra of red-shifted
solitons centered around 1.06 µm in both cases (Figs.
4.20c,d), these values of the propagation coordinate allow a fair comparison of SSFS dynamics in terms of
the dependence of the frequency shift rate on the soliton pulse width. As is seen from Fig. 4.21, the SSFS
rate correlates well with the soliton pulse width. While
the soliton produced by a pulse with an initial energy
of 0.15 nJ has a pulse width of about 50 fs (curve 1 in
Fig. 4.21), the pulse width of the soliton emerging from
the 0.5 nJ laser pulse is about 20 fs. In qualitative agreement with predictions of Gordon [4.97] and Lucek and
Blow [4.98], this shorter soliton in Figs. 4.20b,d displays a faster downshifting as compared with the longer
soliton in Figs. 4.20a,c. In the following section, this dependence of the SSFS rate on the energy of the pulse
launched into the fiber will be used for the experimental
demonstration of widely tunable soliton frequency shift
of 6 fs pulses produced by a Ti:sapphire oscillator.
At higher input powers, the spectral features originating from FWM, SSFS, dispersive-wave emission of
solitons experience broadening due to SPM and XPM
effects, merging together and giving rise to a broadband
white-light emission (Figs. 4.15, 4.22). This supercon-
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the development of new spectroscopic concepts, including time-resolved schemes, broadband spectroscopy,
polarization measurements, and CARS generalizations
based on higher-order nonlinear processes. This conceptual and technical progress achieved in the last decade
shows us some very important features of what nonlinear
Raman spectroscopy is going to be in the nearest future,
encouraging the application of new ideas, techniques,
and methods in this area of spectroscopy.
This section provides a brief introduction to the main
principles of nonlinear Raman spectroscopy, giving
a general idea of how the measurements are performed
and the spectroscopic data are extracted from the results
of these measurements. Following this plan, we will first
give a brief introduction to the basic concepts of nonlinear Raman spectroscopy. Then, we will consider various
modifications of coherent Raman four-wave mixing
(FWM) spectroscopy, including the standard CARS
scheme, stimulated Raman scattering, Raman-induced
Kerr effect, degenerate four-wave mixing (DFWM), and
coherent hyper-Raman scattering. We will also briefly
describe polarization techniques for nonlinear Raman
spectrometry and coherent ellipsometry, allowing selective investigation of multicomponent molecular and
atomic systems and permitting the sensitivity of nonlinear Raman spectrometry to be radically improved.
Finally, in the context of the growing interest in the applications of short-pulse spectroscopy for the investigation
of ultrafast processes, we will provide an introduction
to time-resolved nonlinear Raman spectroscopy.

4.7.1 The Basic Principles
Nonlinear Raman spectroscopy is based on nonlinearoptical interactions in Raman-active media. The nonlinear character of light interaction with a medium implies
that molecular, atomic, or ionic vibrations in a medium
are no longer independent of the light field. Instead,
pump light waves with frequencies ω1 and ω2 modulate
Raman-active vibrations in a medium at the frequency
Ω ≈ ω1 − ω2 , which can be then probed with another
light beam, generally having a frequency ω3 (Fig. 4.6c).
This wave-mixing process involving the inelastic scattering of the probe wave by molecular vibrations gives rise
to coherent Stokes- and anti-Stokes-frequency-shifted
signals, whose amplitude I, polarization (the ellipticity
χ and the tilt angle ψ of the principal axis of the polarization ellipse), and phase ϕ carry the spectroscopic
information concerning the medium under study. This
is the general idea of nonlinear Raman spectrometry,
illustrated by Fig. 4.6c.

In practical terms, to undertake a simple threecolor CARS experiment, one generally needs three
laser sources generating radiation with the frequencies meeting the requirements specified above. In the
most popular scheme of two-color CARS, where the
anti-Stokes signal is generated through the frequencymixing scheme ωa = 2ω1 − ω2 , the number of lasers
required is reduced to two. The light beams have to
be brought into coincidence in space to excite Ramanactive transitions in a medium and to generate the
anti-Stokes signal. Introducing some delay time between pumping and probing pulses, one can also perform
time-resolved CARS measurements to keep track of the
temporal dynamics of excitation in the system under
investigation.
While spontaneous Raman scattering often suffers
from the low quantum yield, which eventually results in
the loss of sensitivity, coherent Raman scattering allows
much more intense signals to be generated, thus allowing
very high sensitivities to be achieved. Coherent Raman
scattering also offers several other very important advantages that stem from the coherent character of the
signal, which is thus well collimated and generated in
a precisely known direction.
Generally, the analysis of the amplitude, phase, and
polarization of the signal resulting from a nonlinear
wave-mixing process in a Raman-resonant medium involves the calculation of the nonlinear response of the
medium in terms of the relevant nonlinear susceptibilities and the solution of Maxwell equations for the field
of the signal. Below, we restrict our brief introduction
to the theory of nonlinear Raman processes to the description of the basic notions and terminology, which
will be employed later to explain the main concepts of
various nonlinear Raman methods, including frequencyand time-domain CARS, coherent ellipsometry, and the
Raman-induced Kerr effect (RIKE).
Excitation of Raman Modes
Within the framework of a simple, but physically instructive, semiclassical model of a nonlinear medium
consisting of noninteracting molecules with a Ramanactive vibration with frequency Ω, the interaction of
light with molecules (atoms or ions) can be described
in terms of the electronic polarizability of molecules
α depending on the generalized normal coordinate Q
(e.g., defined as the distance between the nuclei in
a molecule) [4.99]:

α (Q) = α0 +

∂α
∂Q

Q +... ,
0

(4.175)
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where α0 is the equilibrium polarizability of a molecule,
(∂α/∂Q)0 is the derivative of the electronic polarizability
in the normal coordinate taken for the equilibrium position of nuclei, and we restrict our consideration to terms
in this expansion linear in Q. The term (∂α/∂Q)0 Q
in (4.175) is responsible for the modulation of light
by molecular vibrations, as it gives rise to new frequency components in the induced polarization of the
system, whose frequency shift is determined by the frequency of molecular vibrations. This can be seen from
the expression for the polarization of a medium:
P = Np ,

(4.176)

where N is the number density of Raman-active
molecules,
∂α
p = α(Q)E = α0 E +
QE +. . .
(4.177)
∂Q 0

H = − pE = −α (Q) E 2 .

(4.178)

Thus, the light-induced force driving molecular vibrations is given by
∂α 2
∂H
=
E .
F=−
(4.179)
∂Q
∂Q
As can be seen from (4.179) the force acting on
a molecule in a light field may result in a resonant excitation of Raman-active vibrations with a frequency Ω if
the field involves frequency components ω1 and ω2 with
ω1 − ω2 ≈ Ω.
Wave Mixing in Raman-Active Media
The propagation of light waves in a nonlinear medium
is governed by the wave equation

n 2 ∂ 2 E 4π ∂ 2 Pnl
= 2
,
(4.180)
c2 ∂t 2
c ∂t 2
where E is the field in the light wave, n is the refractive
index, c is the speed of light, and Pnl is the nonlinear
polarization of the medium.
Consider for example the CARS process, as an example of a nonlinear Raman process, assuming that it
involves plane and monochromatic waves,
∆E −

E (r, t) = E1 exp (−iω1 t + ik1 r)
+ E2 exp (−iω2 t + ik2r)
+ E exp (−iωt + ikr)
+ Ea exp (−iωat + ikar) + c.c. ,

(4.181)
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where ω1 and ω2 are the frequencies of pump waves, ω
is the frequency of the probe wave, ωa = ω + ω1 − ω2 ,
the field envelopes E, E1 , E2 , and Ea are slowly varying
functions of coordinates r and time t, k, k1 , k2 , and ka are
the wave vectors of light waves with frequencies ω, ω1 ,
ω2 , and ωa , respectively, and c.c. stands for a complex
conjugate. Then, representing the nonlinear polarization
in the medium as a superposition of plane waves, we can
write the equation for the amplitude of the anti-Stokes
wave as
2πωa
n a ∂ Ea ∂ Ea
+
=i
Pnl (ωa ) exp (ika z) ,
c ∂t
∂z
cn a
(4.182)

where Pnl (ωa ), n a , and ka are the amplitude of the
nonlinear polarization, the refractive index, and the zcomponent of the wave vector at the frequency ωa . The
pump wave amplitudes will be assumed to be constant.
Now, the nonlinear polarization of a medium has to
be found with the use of some model of the nonlinear
medium.
Raman-Resonant Nonlinear Polarization
and Nonlinear Susceptibilities
Within the framework of our model of a nonlinear medium, the third-order nonlinear polarization of
the medium at the anti-Stokes frequency ωa is given
by [4.99]

P (3) (ωa ) =

N
4MD (Ω, ω1 − ω2 )

2

∂α
∂Q

E E 1 E 2∗ ,

0

(4.183)

where
D (Ω, ω1 − ω2 ) = Ω 2 − (ω1 − ω2 )2
− 2iΓ (ω1 − ω2 ) ,

(4.184)

derivatives are taken in the equilibrium position, Γ is the
phenomenologically introduced damping constant, M is
the reduced mass of a molecule, N is the number density
of molecules, an asterisk indicates a complex conjugate,
Q is the amplitude of the Raman-active molecular vibration, which can be expressed in terms of the density
matrix ρ of an ensemble of molecules,
Q = Sp (ρq) = ρab qba ,

(4.185)

where Sp is the trace operator and q is the operator of
the vibrational coordinate.
Introducing the third-order nonlinear-optical susceptibility of the medium,
χ (3)R =

N
24MD (Ω, ω1 − ω2 )

∂α
∂Q

2

,
0

(4.186)
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is the dipole moment of a molecule and E is the electric
field strength. The energy of a molecule in a light field
is written as
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and solving (4.182), we arrive at the following expression for the intensity of the CARS signal Ia :
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where I, I1 , I2 are the intensities of the pump and probe
beams, l is the length of the nonlinear medium, and ∆k =
|∆k| = |ka − k − k1 + k2 | is the wave-vector mismatch.
As can be seen from (4.187), the anti-Stokes wave is
generated especially efficiently in the direction of phase
matching, where ∆k = 0.
The cubic nonlinear-optical susceptibility of
(3)
a medium χijkl is a fourth-rank tensor. The knowledge
of the form of this tensor is important, in particular,
for understanding the polarization properties of the signal of nonlinear Raman scattering. The form of the
(3)
χijkl tensor is determined by the symmetry properties
of a medium. For an isotropic medium, only 21 of 81
(3)
tensor components of χijkl are nonvanishing. Only three
of these components are independent of each other, as
the relations
(3)

(3)

(3)

(3)

χ1111 = χ2222 = χ3333 ,

(4.188)
(3)

(3)

(3)

χ1122 = χ1133 = χ2211 = χ2233 = χ3311 = χ3322 ,
(4.189)
(3)

(3)

(3)

(3)

(3)

(3)

χ1212 = χ2121 = χ1313 = χ3131 = χ2323 = χ3232 ,
(4.190)
(3)

(3)

(3)

(3)

(3)

(3)

χ1221 = χ2112 = χ1331 = χ3113 = χ2332 = χ3223 ,
(4.191)
(3)

(3)

(3)

(3)

χ1111 = χ1122 = χ1212 = χ1221

× P12 P2

(4.187)

2

(3)

3π 2 ωa
c2 n a

Pa =


2


Ia ∝ χ (3) (ωa ; ω, ω1 , −ω2 )
 ∆kl  2
2 sin 2
× II1 I2l
,
∆kl

(3)

as [4.11, 100, 101]

(4.192)

hold true for an isotropic medium [4.9, 99]. The form of
(3)
the χijkl tensor for all the crystallographic classes can
be found in many textbooks on nonlinear optics [4.9,
10].
Phase Matching of Focused Beams
Generally, in the case of focused beams, phase-matching
effects in nonlinear Raman scattering are taken into
account through the phase-matching integral. In particular, for Gaussian beams, the expression for the overall
power of the two-color CARS signal occurring in accordance with the scheme ωa = 2ω1 − ω2 is written

32
π3

2


 (3) 2
χ 
b
w30

2 ∞

2πr |J|2 dr .

(4.193)

0

Here, P1 and P2 are the powers of the pump beams with
frequencies ω1 and ω2 , respectively, w0 is the waist size
of the focused pump beams, b is the confocal parameter,
 2
r
C2
exp − bH
dξ  ,
(4.194)
J=
(1 + iξ  ) (k − ik ξ  ) H
−C1

where −C1 and C2 are the coordinates of the boundaries
of the nonlinear medium,
H=

1 + ξ 2
ξ − ζ
−
i
,
k − ik ξ 
k

(4.195)

k = 2k1 + k2 , k = 2k1 − k2 , ζ = 2(z − f )/b is the normalized coordinate along the z-axis ( f is the coordinate
of the beam waist along the z-axis).
Equations (4.193–4.195) show that the information
on the nonlinear cubic susceptibility in the CARS signal may be distorted by phase-matching effects. This
problem has been analyzed both theoretically and experimentally for different modifications of nonlinear Raman
spectroscopy [4.102]. The influence of absorption at the
wavelength of pump and probe waves and at the frequency of the FWM signal can be taken into account
by including the imaginary parts of the relevant wave
vectors. The integral in (4.194) can be calculated in an
analytical form for several particular cases, giving a clear
physical understanding of the role of phase-matching
and absorption effects in coherent FWM spectroscopy
and imaging [4.103].

4.7.2 Methods
of Nonlinear Raman Spectroscopy
In this section, we will briefly consider standard and
widely used schemes for nonlinear Raman spectroscopy
(Fig. 4.2), including coherent Raman scattering, stimulated Raman scattering, and the Raman-induced Kerr
effect and provide a brief introduction into the vast area
of DFWM.
Stimulated Raman Scattering
The idea of using stimulated Raman scattering (SRS) as
a spectroscopic technique is based on the measurement
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of the frequency dependence of the SRS small-signal
gain, which is proportional to the imaginary part of
the nonlinear cubic susceptibility of a Raman-active
medium [4.9, 99]. The power of the pump wave in such
measurements has to be chosen in such a way as to avoid
uncontrollable instabilities and to obtain noticeable SRS
gain. The SRS-based approach was successfully employed, in particular, for high-resolution spectroscopy
of Raman transitions [4.104].
Limitations of SRS as a spectroscopic technique are
due to instabilities arising for light intensities exceeding the threshold SRS intensity. These instabilities build
up under conditions when several nonlinear processes,
including self-focusing and self-phase modulation, compete with each other, often rendering the SRS method
impractical for spectroscopic applications.

dynamics in molecular systems [4.113]. The nonlinear
nature and the spectral selectivity of CARS make this
method an ideal tool for nonlinear spectroscopy [4.114,
115]. The most recent advances in nonlinear Raman
techniques include coherence-controlled CARS [4.116],
enhancing the potential of CARS microscopy [4.117],
and CARS in photonic-crystal fibers [4.118, 119].
The widely employed geometry of nonlinear Raman measurements implies the use of collinear focused
laser beams. While focusing allows the intensity sufficient to ensure a reliable detection of the nonlinear
Raman signal to be achieved, the collinear geometry of
wave mixing increases the length of nonlinear interaction. However, such an approach is reasonable as long
as the spatial resolution along the propagation coordinate is not important. The scheme of nonlinear Raman
spectroscopy becomes resolvable along the propagation
coordinate as soon as collinear beams are replaced by
a noncollinear one (Fig. 4.6c). In CARS, this technique
is called the boxcars geometry [4.120]. The interaction
area is confined in this case to the region where the beams
intersect each other, allowing a high spatial resolution
to be achieved.
In the broad-beam CARS geometry Fig. 4.23, focused laser beams are replaced with broad or sheetlike
beams. This approach allows the nonlinear Raman signal to image the whole areas of a nonlinear medium
a)
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Fig. 4.23a,b Broad-beam folded coherent-anti-Stokes Raman scattering: (a) beam arrangements and (b) wave-vector
diagram
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Coherent Anti-Stokes Raman Scattering
Instead of measuring the gain of one of two waves, as is
done in SRS, Maker and Terhune [4.105] have demonstrated a spectroscopic technique based on measuring
the frequency dependence of the intensity of a new wave
generated at the anti-Stokes frequency ωa = 2ω1 − ω2
in the presence of two light waves with frequencies ω1
and ω2 chosen in such a way as to meet the condition
of a Raman resonance with a Raman-active transition
in a medium: ω1 − ω2 ≈ Ω (Fig. 4.6c). This approach,
called coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering, has become one of the most widespread nonlinear Raman
methods, allowing many urgent spectroscopic problems
to be successfully solved and stimulating numerous engineering applications of nonlinear laser spectroscopy
(so-called three-color CARS with ωa = ω1 − ω2 + ω3 is
shown in Fig. 4.6c). Similar to the SRS process described
in the previous section, CARS involves the stimulated
scattering of light in a Raman-active medium. However,
in contrast to the standard SRS scheme, where a Stokes
wave is generated or amplified, the CARS process gives
rise to the appearance of a new frequency component,
suggesting a spectroscopic approach that is free of instabilities typically arising in SRS due to the competition
of different nonlinear processes.
Due to its high spatial, temporal, and spectral resolution, the possibilities of studying highly luminous
objects, and a rich variety of polarization methods,
the CARS technique has gained a wide acceptance
for temperature and concentration measurements in excited gases, combustion, and flames [4.99, 106–108],
gas-phase analysis [4.99, 109, 110], high-resolution molecular spectroscopy [4.111, 112]. Short-pulse CARS
gives an access to ultrafast processes and wave-packet
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on a charge-coupled device (CCD) camera. The idea of
broad-beam CARS imaging, which was discussed by
Regnier and Taran [4.121] in 1973, has later proved
to be efficient for the solution of many problems of
gas-phase and plasma diagnostics [4.102, 122, 123].
Significant progress in extracting the data concerning
parameters of a gas medium was achieved, allowing
CARS signals from molecules of different types to be
simultaneously detected, with the development of a dual
broadband CARS scheme [4.124, 125] and angularly
resolved CARS [4.126].
Figure 4.23 illustrates the application of the broadbeam folded CARS geometry for the investigation of
excited and ionized gases [4.122, 123]. In this scheme,
a pair of cylindrically focused coplanar broad light
beams with frequencies ω1 and ω2 and wave vectors
k1 and k2 , forming a small angle θ, irradiate a thin
plasma layer in a plane parallel to the plane of the target (Fig. 4.23a). A cylindrically focused or a collimated
nonfocused laser beam with frequency ω3 and wave vector k3 , which makes an angle α with the plane of the k1
and k2 vectors (Fig. 4.23b), irradiates the laser-produced
spark from above. The FWM signal is generated in the
direction kFWM determined by phase-matching conditions, forming an angle β with the plane of the target
(Figs. 4.23a,b). Imaging the one-dimensional FWM signal onto a CCD array, we were able to map the spatial
distribution of resonant particles in the plasma line by
line. The use of a collimated unfocused beam ω3 enables
slice-by-slice plasma imaging [4.102].
Raman-Induced Kerr Effect
The Raman-induced Kerr effect (RIKE) [4.9] is understood as an optical birefringence induced in an
initially isotropic medium due to an anisotropic Ramanresonant third-order polarization of a medium. In this
scheme, a nonlinear medium is irradiated with a pair of
light beams with frequencies ω1 and ω2 whose difference is tuned, in accordance with the general idea of
probing Raman-active vibrations, to a resonance with
Raman-active transitions in a medium. Then, the polarization of a probe wave at the frequency ω1 becomes
perturbed due to the anisotropic nonlinear polarization induced in the Raman-active medium, which can
be detected with the use of a polarization analyzer
and a detector. The RIKE technique provides us with
a convenient method for measuring the frequency depen(3)
dence of the cubic susceptibility χijkl around a Raman
resonance. The transmission coefficient T of a polarization analyzer aligned in such a way as to block the
probe beam in the absence of the pump beam is given

by [4.99]


 (3)
Tl (ω1 − ω2 ) ∝ sin2 2γ χ1122 (ω1 ; ω2 , ω1 , −ω2 )
2

(3)
+ χ1221 (ω1 ; ω2 , ω1 , −ω2 )  I22
(4.196)

in the case of a linearly polarized pump (I2 is the intensity of the pump beam and γ is the angle between the
polarization vectors of the pump and probe waves) and

 (3)R
Tc (ω1 − ω2 ) ∝ χ1122 (ω1 ; ω2 , ω1 , −ω2 )
2

(3)R
− χ1221 (ω1 ; ω2 , ω1 , −ω2 )  I22
(4.197)

in the case of a circularly polarized pump. As can be seen
from (4.197), the coherent background is completely
suppressed in the case of a circularly polarized pump.
Importantly, RIKE is one of the four-wave mixing
processes where the phase-matching condition is satisfied automatically regardless of the arrangement of
the wave vectors of pump and probe waves, since the
phase-matching condition k1 = k2 + k1 − k2 becomes an
identity in this case.
Degenerate Four-Wave Mixing
Although, rigorously speaking, degenerate four-wave
mixing does not employ Raman transitions and the models used to describe DFWM may sometimes differ from
the standard ways of CARS description [4.9, 10], it is
reasonable to briefly introduce DFWM as a nonlinear
technique here, as it very frequently offers a useful alternative to CARS, allowing valuable data on
a medium to be obtained in a convenient and physically clear way. DFWM is closely related to CARS
as both processes are associated with the third-order
nonlinearity of a medium. The main difference between these methods is that CARS implies the use of
a two-photon Raman-type resonance (Fig. 4.6c), while
DFWM is a frequency-degenerate process (Fig. 4.6d),
involving either four one-photon resonances or a pair
of two-photon resonances. With modern lasers capable
of generating very short pulses, having large spectral
widths, the DFWM signal can be detected simultaneously with CSRS and CARS in the same experimental
geometry with the same molecular system by simply
tuning the detection wavelength [4.127]. The combination of these nonlinear-optical approaches allows
a more elaborate study of molecular relaxation and photochemistry processes, providing a much deeper insight
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into the ultrafast molecular and wave-packet dynamics [4.127, 128].
The main advantages of DFWM as a spectroscopic
technique are associated with the technical simplicity of this approach, which requires only one laser
source and allows phase-matching conditions to be
automatically satisfied regardless of the dispersion of
the medium under study. Broadband DFWM [4.129]
makes it possible to measure the temperature of excited
gases, including atomic gases [4.130], with a single
laser pulse. Folded broad-beam DFWM schemes are
employed in several convenient and elegant methods for
two-dimensional imaging of spatial distributions of gas
parameters [4.131, 132].

4.7.3 Polarization Nonlinear Raman
Techniques
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Polarization Properties
of the Coherent FWM Signal
When analyzing polarization properties of the FWM
signal, one has to take into account the interference of
resonant components of FWM related to various (molecular or atomic) transitions in the medium and the

x
Pnr

e2

Methods of polarization-sensitive four-photon spectroscopy provide an efficient tool for the solution of
many problems arising in the investigation of Raman
resonances. In particular, the polarization technique is
a standard method to suppress the coherent background
in CARS measurements [4.99, 106], which makes it
possible to considerably improve the sensitivity of
spectroscopic measurements [4.99] and improves the
contrast in CARS microscopy [4.115]. Polarization techniques in FWM spectroscopy can separately measure
the real and imaginary parts of the relevant third-order
nonlinear-optical susceptibility [4.133, 134], resolve
closely spaced lines in FWM spectra of molecules [4.99,
135] and atoms [4.102], and improve the contrast of
cubic-susceptibility dispersion curves near Raman resonances [4.136, 137]. Polarization methods in nonlinear
Raman spectroscopy [4.138–140] help to analyze the
interference of vibrational Raman resonances with oneand two-photon electronic resonances in CARS spectra [4.141], and can be used to determine invariants of
atomic and molecular Raman and hyper-Raman scattering tensors [4.102] and to perform conformational
analysis for complex organic molecules [4.141]. A comprehensive review of polarization techniques employed
for molecular spectroscopy was provided by Akhmanov
and Koroteev [4.99].
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Fig. 4.24a,b Polarization technique of nonlinear Raman
spectrometry: (a) coherent ellipsometry and (b) polariza-

tion suppression of the nonresonant background in CARS
spectroscopy

nonresonant coherent background. In particular, it is
the interference of the resonant FWM component with
the nonresonant coherent background that ensures the
possibility to record complete spectral information concerning the resonance under study, including the data on
the phase of resonant FWM.
The polarization ellipse of a Raman-resonant FWM
signal is characterized by its ellipticity χ (which is
defined as χ = ±atan(b/a), where atan stands for the
arctangent function, b and a are the small and principal
semiaxes of the polarization ellipse, respectively) and
the tilt angle ψ of its principal axis (Fig. 4.24a). These
parameters are related to the Cartesian components of
the third-order polarization of a medium Px and Py by
the following expressions [4.99]:
tan(2ψ) = tan(2β) cos(δ) ,
sin(2χ) = sin(2β) sin(δ) ,

(4.198)
(4.199)
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where β and δ are defined as
 
 Py 
tan (β) =   ,
Px
 
δ = arg Py − arg (Px ) .

(4.200)
(4.201)

The frequency dependencies of the FWM polarization ellipse parameters, as can be seen from (4.198) and
(4.199), provide information concerning the phase of
the resonant FWM component, allowing a broad class
of phase measurements to be performed by means of
nonlinear Raman spectroscopy.
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Suppressing the Nonresonant Background
Polarization suppression of the nonresonant background
in CARS is one of the most useful, practical, and widely
employed polarization techniques in nonlinear Raman
spectroscopy. Physically, the possibility of suppressing the nonresonant background in coherent Raman
spectroscopy is due to the fact that the resonant and
nonresonant components of the nonlinear polarization
induced in a Raman-active medium are generally polarized in different ways. Let us illustrate this technique for
the CARS process ωa = 2ω1 − ω2 , where ωa is the frequency of the anti-Stokes signal and ω1 and ω2 are the
frequencies of pump waves, in the case of an isotropic
medium. The third-order polarization responsible for the
generation of the signal with the frequency ωa is then
written as

P (3) = [Pr + Pnr ] E 12 E 2∗ ,

(4.202)

where E 1 and E 2 are the amplitudes of the light fields, Pr
and Pnr are the resonant and nonresonant components of
the third-order polarization induced in the Raman-active
medium.
In the case of an isotropic medium, relations (4.188–
4.192) are satisfied for both resonant and nonresonant
components of the nonlinear-optical susceptibility.
However, only the nonresonant part of the cubic susceptibility satisfies the Kleinman relations [4.9, 99],
(3)nr

(3)nr

(3)nr

(3)nr

χ1111 = 3χ1122 = 3χ1221 = 3χ1212 ,

(4.203)

while the resonant part of the cubic susceptibility is
usually characterized by a considerable dispersion near
a Raman resonance, which implies that the resonant cubic susceptibility tensor components are not invariant
with respect to the permutation of their frequency arguments. Taking into account relations (4.203) for the
nonresonant part of the cubic susceptibility, we arrive
at the following expression for the nonresonant and

resonant components of the third-order polarization of
a Raman-active medium:



(3)nr 
(4.204)
Pnr = χ1111 2e1 e1 e∗2 + e∗2 (e1 e1 ) ,
  ∗

(3)r 
∗
Pr = 3χ1111 1 − ρ̄ e1 e1 e2 + ρ̄e2 (e1 e1 ) ,
(4.205)
(3)r

(3)r

where ρ̄ = χ1221 /χ1111 and e1 and e2 are the unit polarization vectors of the light fields with frequencies ω1
and ω2 , respectively (Fig. 4.24b).
Suppose that the pump fields with frequencies ω1
and ω2 are linearly polarized and their polarization vectors e1 and e2 are oriented at an angle µ with respect to
each other, as shown in Fig. 4.24b. The vectors Pnr and
Pr , in accordance with (4.204) and (4.205), generally
have different orientations in space making a nonzero
angle θ with each other. Therefore, by orienting the polarization analyzer in such a way as to suppress the
nonresonant component of the CARS signal (by setting
the angle ε measured from the direction perpendicular
to the vector Pnr equal to zero, see Fig. 4.24b), one can
analyze background-free CARS spectra.
In many situations, nonlinear Raman study of
Raman-active media would be simply impossible without this technique. This is the case, for example, when
the CARS signal from a resonant gas under investigation is too weak to be reliably detected against the
nonresonant CARS signal from the windows of a gas
cell. Another example is the CARS spectroscopy on
low concentrations of complex biological molecules,
when the coherent background due to solvent molecules
may be so strong that it leaves no way to detect
the CARS signal from the molecules being studied
without polarization suppression of the nonresonant
nonlinear Raman signal. Even small deviations of
the orientation of the polarization analyzer from the
background-suppression position may be crucial, leading to dramatic changes in the signal-to-noise ratio.
Another important conclusion that can be made from
(4.204) and (4.205) is that, measuring the ratio of the
CARS signals for different polarization arrangements is
a convenient way of determining the properties of the
nonlinear susceptibility tensor and, thus, characterizing
the symmetry properties of molecular transitions under
investigation.
Coherent Ellipsometry
Coherent ellipsometry, i. e., the measurement of the parameters of the polarization ellipse corresponding to the
FWM signal, is one of widely used modifications of
polarization-sensitive four-photon spectroscopy. Below,
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we consider the main physical principles and discuss the
main ideas of coherent ellipsometry.
The possibility of reconstructing the real and imaginary parts of the nonlinear-optical susceptibility of
a medium as functions of frequency and time is due to
the interference of the resonant FWM component with
the nonresonant coherent background, which ensures
the recording of the phase information for the resonance
being studied. For a broad class of problems, the nonlinear polarization of a medium responsible for coherent
FWM processes can be represented as a sum of the nonresonant and resonant components described by a real
vector Pnr and a complex vector Pr , respectively. Choosing the x-axis along the vector Pnr (Fig. 4.24b), we can
write the Cartesian components of the total polarization
of a medium cubic in the external field as
(4.206)

Py = Pr eiϕ sin(θ),

(4.207)

where ϕ is the phase of the resonant component of the
nonlinear polarization and θ is the angle between the
resonant and nonresonant components.
Knowing the parameters of the polarization ellipse
from ellipsometric measurements, we can reconstruct,
with the use of (4.198), (4.199), (4.206), (4.207), the
real and imaginary parts of the resonant nonlinear polarization as functions of frequency and time from the
experimental data of coherent ellipsometry.
In the important particular case when the resonant
component of the FWM signal can be considered as
a small correction to the nonresonant component, the
general procedure of separating the real and imaginary
parts of the nonlinear polarization of a medium becomes especially simple. One can easily verify that the
relations [4.99]
ψ = β cos(ϕ) ∝ Re(P)
χ = β sin(ϕ) ∝ Im(P)

(4.208)
(4.209)

are satisfied in this case, showing that the spectral or
temporal dependencies of the parameters ψ and χ of
the FWM polarization ellipse respectively reproduce the
spectral or temporal dependencies of the real and imaginary parts of the resonant component of the nonlinear
polarization of a medium.
Thus, the data obtained by means of coherent ellipsometry enable one to extract complete information
concerning the resonant component of the nonlinear polarization of a medium, including information on its
phase [4.134]. Note that no assumptions regarding the
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shape of the line observed in a nonlinear Raman spectrum was made in our consideration, which means that
this approach can be applied to a broad class of spectral lines. This procedure can be also extended to the
time domain, allowing not only the spectra but also the
time dependencies of the real and imaginary parts of the
nonlinear polarization of a medium to be reconstructed.
Finally, close molecular and atomic lines unresolvable in
amplitude nonlinear Raman spectra can be also resolved
in certain cases with the use of the phase information
stored in coherent nonlinear spectra.

4.7.4 Time-Resolved Coherent Anti-Stokes
Raman Scattering
The method of time-resolved FWM spectroscopy implies that information on the parameters of atomic or
molecular systems is extracted from an impulse response of a coherently excited system rather than from
the frequency dispersion of nonlinear susceptibilities, as
is done in frequency-domain FWM spectroscopy. The
original idea of time-resolved CARS is that a light pulse
with a duration shorter than the characteristic transverse
relaxation time T2 induces coherent molecular vibrations
with amplitude Q(t), and the decay kinetics of these vibrations is analyzed with the use of another, probe light
pulse, which is delayed in time with respect to the pump
pulses. The complete set of equations governing the processes related to time-domain CARS includes the SVEA
wave equation (4.182) and the equations for the amplitude of coherent molecular vibrations Q(t), defined in
accordance with (4.185), and the normalized population
difference between the levels involved in the Raman
resonance, n = ρaa − ρaa :
∂2 Q
2 ∂Q
1 ∂α
+ Ω2 Q =
n E2 ,
+
(4.210)
T2 ∂t
2M ∂Q
∂t 2
1 ∂α 2 ∂Q
∂n n − 1
+
E
, (4.211)
=
∂t
T1
2 Ω ∂Q
∂t
where T1 is the population relaxation time.
In many cases, (4.182), (4.210), and (4.211) can be
simplified with the use of the slowly varying envelope
approximation. In this approximation, the energy of the
CARS signal as a function of the delay time τ of the
probe pulse in the scheme of time-resolved CARS with
short light pulses and ∆k = 0 is given by [4.99]
∞
Wa (τ) ∝
−∞

|Q(t)A (t − τ)|2 dt .

(4.212)
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Px = Pnr + Pr eiϕ cos(θ),
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Since the intensity of the CARS signal in such a scheme
is determined by (4.212), the use of sufficiently short
probe pulses makes it possible to measure the kinetics
of Q(t). Experiments by Alfano and Shapiro [4.142]
and von der Linde et al. [4.143] have demonstrated the
possibility of using the time-domain CARS technique to
directly measure the T2 time for Raman-active modes in
crystals and organic liquids.
Formulas (4.185–4.187) and (4.212) show the relation between the information that can be obtained
by frequency- and time-domain CARS spectroscopy.
In fact, this information is essentially the same, and
frequency- and time-domain CARS methods can successfully complement each other in studies of complex
inhomogeneously broadened spectral bands. For example, in frequency-domain CARS spectroscopy, the phase
information on molecular resonances can be extracted

through polarization measurements and coherent ellipsometry (see the discussion above), and the level of
coherent nonresonant background can be suppressed
by means of the relevant polarization technique [see
(4.204), (4.205) and Fig. 4.24b]. In time-domain CARS,
on the other hand, the nonresonant background appears only at zero delay time between the pump and
probe pulses, having no influence on the transient signal, while the impulse-response measurements may
directly provide the information not only on the amplitude, but also on the phase of a molecular or atomic
resonance. The development of femtosecond laser systems resulted in the impressive technical and conceptual
progress of time-domain FWM spectroscopy, allowing
photochemistry processes and molecular dynamics to
be monitored in real time (see [4.109, 110, 113] for
a review).
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4.8 Waveguide Coherent Anti-Stokes Raman Scattering
4.8.1 Enhancement of Waveguide CARS
in Hollow Photonic-Crystal Fibers
The general idea of waveguide CARS [4.144–149] is to
improve the efficiency of four-wave mixing by increasing the interaction length and increasing the intensity
of pump waves with given pump powers by reducing
the transverse size of the wave-guiding layer in planar
waveguides or the core diameter in optical fibers. CARS
spectroscopy of the gas phase leaves no alternative to
hollow waveguides and fibers. Since the refractive index of the core in such waveguides is lower than the
refractive index of the cladding, the modes guided in
the hollow core are always characterized by nonzero
losses. The magnitude of these losses scales [4.150,151]
as λ2 /a3 preventing fibers with small inner diameters
to be used in nonlinear-optical experiments, which
limits the waveguide CARS enhancement factors attainable with such fibers. In hollow-core photonic-crystal
fibers [4.36,152,153], which guide light due to photonic
band gaps, optical losses can often be kept low even in
the case of small core diameters. Hollow PCFs with
an inner diameter of ≈15 µm demonstrated by Benabid
et al. [4.154] have the magnitude of optical losses on the
order of 1–3 dB/m. We will show below that this property of hollow-core microstructure fibers makes them
very attractive for waveguide CARS spectroscopy.
We start with the expression [4.11] for the power of
the three-color CARS signal generated at the frequency

ωs = ω0 + ω1 − ω2 by pump fields with frequencies ω0 ,
ω1 and ω2 :
PCARS = 1.755 × 10−5

ω4s k0 k1 k2 2
D
c4 ks2 k



 (3) 2
× χeff  P0 P1 P2 F2 ,

(4.213)

where k0 , k1 , k2 , ks are the wave numbers of light fields
with frequencies ω0 , ω1 , ω2 , ωs , respectively; P0 , P1 ,
P2 are the powers of the fields with frequencies ω0 , ω1 ,
(3)
ω2 , respectively; χeff is the effective combination of cubic nonlinear-optical susceptibility tensor components
corresponding to the chosen set of polarization vectors
of pump and signal fields; D is the frequency degeneracy factor of the four-wave mixing process defined after
Maker and Terhune [4.105];
F2 =

∞
2k
2π R dR
πb
0
2





ξ

2 
exp ib∆kξ
2
R



exp −
×  dξ


bH 
(1 + iξ  ) (k − ik ξ  ) H

−ζ
(4.214)

is the phase-matching integral, ∆k = ks − (k0 + k1 − k2 ),
k = k0 + k1 − k2 , k = k0 + k1 + k2 , ξ = 2(z − f )/b, ζ =
2 f /b, b = n j ω j w20 /c is the confocal parameter, w0 is the
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beam waist diameter,
2

1 + ξ
ξ − ξ
−i  .
H = 


k
(k − ik ξ )

(4.215)

In the limiting case of tight focusing, when the confocal parameter b is much less than the length of the
nonlinear medium l, b  l, no increase in the CARS
power can be achieved by reducing the pump-beam waist
radius because of the simultaneous decrease in the interaction length. Mathematically, this well-known result is
a consequence of the tight-focusing limit existing for the
phase-matching integral (4.214). For small phase mismatches, ∆kl  π, the phase-matching integral can be
written in this limiting case as
4π 2
F2 = 
 .
 2
1 + kk

(4.216)

F2 =

k 4l 2
.
k b2

(4.217)

Since the latter regime is exactly the case of waveguide
CARS, we can use (4.216) and (4.217) to estimate the
enhancement of waveguide CARS with respect to the
regime of tight focusing. Phase mismatches in waveguide CARS should be understood as difference of
propagation constants of waveguide modes involved in
the wave-mixing process, and the mode-overlapping integral should generally be included to allow for the
contribution of waveguide effects, in particular, the influence of higher-order waveguide modes.
Assuming that the beam waist radius of focused
pump beams is matched to the inner radius of a hollow fiber, a, we find from (4.216) and (4.217) that the
waveguide CARS enhancement factor scales as λ2l 2 /a4 .
The length l can be made very large in the case of fibers,
but the fundamental limitation of waveguide CARS in
hollow fibers comes from optical losses, whose magnitude scales as λ2 /a3 . The influence of optical losses
and phase-mismatch effects on the CARS process in
the loose-focusing regime can be included through the
factor
M ∝ exp [− (∆α + α4 ) l]


 
2 ∆kl
sinh2 ∆αl
2 + sin
2
×
l2,
 ∆αl 2  ∆kl 2
+ 2
2

(4.218)
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where ∆α = (α1 + α2 + α3 − α4 )/2, α1 , α2 , α3 , α4 are
the magnitudes of optical losses at frequencies ω0 , ω1 ,
ω2 , ωs , respectively.
It is straightforward to see from (4.218) that the amplitude of the CARS signal in a lossy waveguide reaches
CARS , which is
its maximum at some optimal length lopt
given by
CARS
lopt
=

α1 + α2 + α3
1
ln
∆α
α4

.

(4.219)

With α1 ≈ α2 ≈ α3 ≈ α4 = α, (4.219) yields
ln 3
.
(4.220)
α
Then, setting ∆k = 0 for phase matching and w0 =
0.73a for the best matching of input beams with the
fiber mode radius, assuming that the refractive index of
the gas filling the fiber core is approximately equal to
unity, and taking into consideration that M = (31/2 −
CARS =
3−1/2 )2 /(3 ln 3)2 ≈ 0.123 for ∆k = 0 and l = lopt
ln 3/α, we arrive at the following expression for the
waveguide CARS enhancement factor:
 
2 2
k + k
λ
.
(4.221)
µ = 1.3 × 10−3
k k α2 a4
We can now see from (4.221), that the waveguide CARS
enhancement factor scales as λ2 /α2 a4 and is limited by
fiber losses. We will show in the next section that, due to
the physically different mechanism behind light guiding,
hollow microstructure fibers allow CARS enhancement
factors to be substantially increased with respect to standard, solid-cladding hollow fibers. We will examine also
the CARS enhancement factors as functions of the core
radius for the fibers of both types and investigate the
influence of the phase mismatch.
We start with the case of standard, solid-cladding
hollow fibers. The magnitude of optical losses for E Hmn
modes in such fibers is given by [4.150]
 u 2 λ2 n 2 + 1
mn
α=
(4.222)
,
√
2π
a3 n 2 − 1
where u mn is the eigenvalue of the characteristic equation for the relevant hollow-fiber mode (the mode
parameter), n is the refractive index of the fiber cladding,
and the refractive index of the gas filling the fiber core
is set equal to unity.
Plugging optical losses into the CARS enhancement
factor by substituting (4.222) into (4.221) with u n = 2.4
for the limiting eigenvalue of the E H11 mode of a hollow
fiber, we derive the following expression for the factor
of CARS enhancement in a solid-cladding hollow fiber
CARS
=
lopt
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In the opposite limiting case of loosely focused pump
beams, b l, weak absorption and negligible phase
mismatches, the phase-matching integral is reduced to
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relative to the tight-focusing regime in the case of exact
phase matching:
 

 2  2
a
n2 − 1
−2 k + k
ρ = 6.1 × 10

2 . (4.223)
k k
λ
n2 + 1
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Optical losses, which grow with decreasing inner radius a, limit the CARS enhancement, with the factor
ρ rapidly lowering with decreasing a for small values of the fiber inner radius. The situation radically
changes in the case of a microstructure fiber. The
magnitude of optical losses for such fibers, as mentioned above, may be on the order of 1–3 dB/m in
the case of fibers with a hollow core diameter of
about 15 µm [4.154]. In the case of small inner radii,
microstructure fibers provide much higher CARS enhancement factors than solid-core hollow fibers. The
CARS enhancement factor in hollow microstructure
fibers with the magnitude of optical losses equal to
0.1 and 0.01 cm−1 starts to exceed the CARS enhancement factor in a solid-cladding hollow fiber for core
radii less than 20 and 45 µm, respectively. For hollow
fibers with small core radii, the factor µ may be several orders of magnitude higher than the enhancement
factor ρ.
An additional source of radiation losses in hollow fibers is related to radiation energy transfer to
higher-order waveguide modes. The efficiency of this
nonlinear-optical mode cross-talk process depends on
radiation intensity and the mismatch ∆kc of propagation constants of waveguide modes involved in energy
exchange. Starting with the standard expression for the
propagation constants of E Hmn modes in a hollow
fiber, we arrive at the following formula for the coherence length lc = π(2|∆kc |)−1 of the mode cross-talk
process:
lc =

a2
2π 2
 2
,
λ u 2 − u 21 

(4.224)

where u 2 and u 1 are the parameters of cross-talking
fiber modes. The coherence length lc , as can be seen
from (4.224), becomes very small for guided modes of
high orders, making the efficiencies of energy transfer from the fundamental to very high order modes
negligible. For the cross-talk between the lowest order
E H11 and E H12 modes, with u 1 ≈ 2.4 and u 2 ≈ 5.5,
the coherence length can be estimated as lc ≈ 0.8a2 /λ.
The coherence length of such a cross-talk process is
typically much smaller than the optimal length for
the wave-mixing process (4.220). However, for highintensity pump beams, the efficiency of this cross-talk

process increases [4.155], and the energy lost from
the fundamental mode due to the excitation of higherorder modes may become comparable with radiation
energy leakage with the characteristic length governed
by (4.222).
Importantly, the scaling law of the waveguide CARS
enhancement factor as a function of the magnitude of optical losses, fiber inner radius, and radiation wavelength
differs from a similar scaling law of the waveguide SRS
enhancement factor [4.23], η = λ/αa2 . Physically, this
difference stems from differences in scattering mechanisms involved in SRS and CARS, with SRS and CARS
signals building up in different fashions as functions of
the interaction length and pump field amplitudes. The
difference in waveguide enhancement factors for SRS
and CARS suggests different strategies for optimizing
fibers designed to enhance these processes.
Phase mismatch, resulting from the difference in
propagation constants of guided modes involved in the
CARS process, is another important factor limiting the
efficiency of CARS in a hollow fiber. In the case of
nonzero phase mismatch ∆k, the optimal length for
the CARS process can be found from a transcendental
equation that immediately follows from (4.218):




CARS
CARS
∆α sinh ∆αlopt
+ ∆k sin ∆klopt
+ (∆α + α4 )




CARS
CARS
− cosh ∆αlopt
=0.
× cos ∆klopt
(4.225)

Phase mismatch reduces the maximum waveguide
CARS enhancement attainable with a hollow microstructure fiber, with the power of the CARS signal
becoming an oscillating function of the fiber length. The
characteristic period of these oscillations is determined
by the coherence length. Oscillations become less pronounced and then completely flatten out as optical losses
build up. No oscillations is observed when the attenuation length becomes less than the coherence length. An
important option offered by hollow microstructure fibers
is the possibility to compensate for the phase mismatch
related to the gas dispersion with an appropriate choice
of waveguide parameters due to the waveguide dispersion component, scaling as a−2 in the case of a hollow
fiber.
We have shown in this section that hollow microstructure fibers offer a unique opportunity of
implementing nonlinear-optical interactions of waveguide modes with transverse sizes of several microns
in a gas medium, opening the ways to improve the
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4.8.2 Four-Wave Mixing and CARS
in Hollow-Core Photonic-Crystal
Fibers
Hollow-core photonic-crystal fibers (PCFs) [4.36, 152,
153] offer new interesting options for high-field physics
and nonlinear optics. Waveguide losses can be radically
reduced in such fibers relative to standard, solid-cladding
hollow fibers due to the high reflectivity of a periodically structured fiber cladding within photonic band
gaps (PBGs) [4.152, 153, 156], allowing transmission
of high-intensity laser pulses through a hollow fiber
core in isolated guided modes with typical transverse
sizes of 10–20 µm. Due to this unique property, hollow PCFs can substantially enhance nonlinear-optical
processes [4.157], including stimulated Raman scattering [4.154,158,159], four-wave mixing (FWM) [4.160],
coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering (CARS) [4.118],
and self-phase modulation [4.161]. Air-guided modes
in hollow PCFs can support high-power optical solitons [4.162, 163], allow transportation of high-energy
laser pulses for technological [4.68, 164] and biomedical [4.165] applications.
In this section, we discuss phase-matched FWM
of millijoule nanosecond pulses in hollow PCFs with
a period of the photonic-crystal cladding of about 5 µm
and a core diameter of approximately 50 µm. We will
show that Raman-resonant FWM in large-core hollow

PCFs enhances the potential of waveguide CARS in
hollow fibers, providing a convenient sensing tool for
condensed-phase species adsorbed on the inner fiber
walls and trace-gas detection.
Large-core-area hollow PCFs employed in experiments [4.119, 166] were fabricated using a standard
procedure, which involves stacking glass capillaries into
a periodic array and drawing this preform at a fiberdrawing tower. Several capillaries have been omitted
from the central part of the stack, to produce a hollow core of the fiber. While in standard hollow PCFs,
the number of omitted capillaries is seven, PCFs used
in our experiments had a hollow core in the form of
a regular hexagon with each side corresponding to five
cane diameters. The inset in Fig. 4.25 shows an image of
a hollow PCF with a period of the cladding of approximately 5 mm and a core diameter of about 50 µm. The
baking of capillaries forming the photonic-crystal structure, as shown in the image, allows a hollow waveguide
with a nearly ideal 50 µm-diameter hexagonal core to
be fabricated. It is still to be explored whether this technique can be scaled up to the fabrication of hollow PCFs
with even larger core diameters. Transmission spectra
Transmission (arb. units)
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Fig. 4.25 Transmission spectrum of the hollow-core PCF.
The inset shows the cross-section view of the PCF with
a period of the cladding structure of about 5 µm
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efficiency of nonlinear-optical processes, including fourwave mixing and coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering,
and suggesting the principle for the creation of highly
sensitive gas-phase sensors based on nonlinear spectroscopic techniques. Hollow-core microstructure fibers
have been demonstrated to allow the waveguide CARS
efficiency to be substantially increased as compared to
standard, solid-cladding hollow fibers. The theorem predicting an l 2 /a4 enhancement for a waveguide CARS
process in a hollow fiber with an inner radius a and
length l has been extended to include new solutions
offered by microstructure fibers. The maximum CARS
enhancement in a hollow microstructure fiber was shown
to scale as λ2 /α2 a4 with radiation wavelength λ, radiation losses α, and the inner fiber radius, allowing CARS
efficiency to be substantially improved in such a fiber.
This λ2 /α2 a4 CARS enhancement factor differs from
the λ/αa2 ratio, characterizing waveguide SRS enhancement in a hollow microstructure fiber, which is related to
the difference in the physical nature of SRS and CARS
signals and suggests different strategies for optimizing
fibers designed to enhance CARS and SRS processes.
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of hollow PCFs employed in our experiments display
well-pronounced passbands (Fig. 4.25), indicating the
PBG guidance of radiation in air modes of the fiber.
The laser system used in experiments [4.119, 166]
consisted of a Q-switched Nd:YAG master oscillator, Nd:YAG amplifiers, frequency-doubling crystals,
a dye laser, as well as a set of totally reflecting
and dichroic mirrors and lenses adapted for the purposes of CARS experiments. The Q-switched Nd:YAG
master oscillator generated 15 ns pulses of 1.064 µm
radiation, which were then amplified up to about
30 mJ by Nd:YAG amplifiers. A potassium dihydrogen
phosphate (KDP) crystal was used for the frequency
doubling of the fundamental radiation. This secondharmonic radiation served as a pump for the dye laser,
generating frequency-tunable radiation within the wavelengths ranges 540–560 and 630–670 nm, depending
on the type of dye used as the active medium for
this laser. All the three outputs of the laser system,
viz., the fundamental radiation, the second harmonic,
and frequency-tunable dye-laser radiation, were employed as pump fields in FWM, as described below. The
frequency dependencies of the anti-Stokes signals produced through different FWM processes were measured
point by point by scanning the frequency of dye-laser radiation. The energies of these pump fields were varied in
our experiments from 0.5 up to 10 mJ at the fundamental wavelength, from 0.5 to 8 mJ in the second harmonic,
and from 0.05 to 0.7 mJ for dye-laser radiation. To couple the laser fields into the fundamental mode of the
PCF, we focused laser beams into spots with a diameter of 35 µm at the input end of the fiber. The PCF
could withstand the energy of fundamental radiation up
to 10 mJ, corresponding to a laser fluence of approximately 630 J/cm2 , without an irreversible degradation
of fiber performance because of optical breakdown.
Laser-induced breakdown on PCF walls was judged
by a dramatic irreversible reduction in fiber transmission and intense sideward scattering of laser radiation,
visible through the fiber cladding. While the achieved
level of input energies was sufficient to produce reliably
detectable FWM signals in our experiments, a further
increase in the laser radiation energy coupled into the
PCF is possible through a more careful optimization of
the coupling geometry.
FWM processes with the CARS-type frequencymixing scheme ωa = 2ω1 − ω2 (ω1 and ω2 are the
frequencies of the pump fields and ωa is the frequency
of the anti-Stokes signal produced through FWM) were
studied in our experiments for two different sets of pump
and signal frequencies. In the first FWM process, used

in our experiments to test phase matching and assess
the influence of waveguide losses, two waves with the
wavelength λ1 = 2πc/ω1 ranging from 630 to 665 nm,
provided by the dye laser, are mixed with the fixedfrequency field of the fundamental radiation at λ2 =
1064 nm, to generate an anti-Stokes signal within the
range of wavelengths λa from 445 to 485 nm. The second FWM process, designed to demonstrate the potential
of CARS spectroscopy with hollow PCFs, is a standard
Nd:YAG-laser CARS arrangement with λ1 = 532 nm
and λ2 ranging from 645 to 670 nm.
To assess the influence of phase matching and
radiation losses on the intensity of the FWM signal generated in a hollow PCF, we use (4.213),
(4.218), and (4.225) to write the power of the
(3)
anti-Stokes signal as Pa ∝ |χeff |2 P1 P22 M, where P1
and P2 are the powers of the fields with frequen(3)
cies ω1 and ω2 , respectively; χeff is the effective
combination of cubic nonlinear-optical susceptibility
tensor components; and the factor M includes optical
losses and phase-mismatch effects: M(∆αl, αa l, δβl) =
exp[(∆α + αa )l][sinh2 (∆αl/2) + sin2 (δβl/2)][(∆αl/2)2
+ (δβl/δβl/2)2 ]−1l 2 , where ∆α = (2α1 + α2 − αa )/2,
α1 , α2 , and αa are the magnitudes of optical losses at
frequencies ω1 , ω2 , and ωa , respectively, and δβ is the
mismatch of the propagation constants of waveguide
modes involved in the FWM process. In order to provide an order of magnitude estimate on typical coherence
lengths lc = π/(2|δβ|) for FWM processes in hollow
PCFs and to choose PCF lengths L meeting the phasematching requirement L ≤ lc for our experiments, we
substitute the dispersion of a standard hollow fiber with
a solid cladding for the dispersion of PCF modes in
these calculations. As shown by earlier work on PBG
waveguides [4.167], such an approximation can provide
a reasonable accuracy for mode dispersion within the
central part of PBGs, but fails closer to the passband
edges. For the waveguide FWM process involving the
fundamental modes of the pump fields with λ1 = 532 nm
and λ2 = 660 nm, generating the fundamental mode of
the anti-Stokes field in a hollow fiber with a core radius of 25 µm, the coherence length is estimated as lc ≈
10 cm. Based on this estimate, we choose a fiber length
of 8 cm for our FWM experiments. With such a choice of
the PCF length, effects related to the phase mismatch can
be neglected as compared with the influence of radiation
losses.
Phase matching for waveguide CARS in the PCF was
experimentally tested by scanning the laser frequency
difference ω1 − ω2 off all the Raman resonances (with
λ1 ranging from 630 to 665 nm and λ2 = 1064 nm)
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Fig. 4.26 Intensity of the ωa = 2ω1 − ω2 four-wave mixing

stretching vibrations of water molecules typically fall
within a broad frequency band of 3200–3700 cm−1 .
The frequency dependence of the FWM signal from
the PCF substantially deviates from the spectral profile of the factor M(∆αL, αa L, 0) (cf. lines 1 and 4 in
Fig. 4.27), clearly indicating the contribution of Ramanactive species to the FWM signal. To discriminate
between the CARS signal related to water molecules
adsorbed on the PCF walls against the OH contamination of the PCF cladding, we measured the spectrum of
the CARS signal from a PCF heated above a burner.
Heating by 30 K during 30 min reduced the amplitude
of the Raman resonance in the spectrum of the CARS
signal by a factor of about seven. The high level of the
CARS signal was then recovered within several days.
This spectrum of the CARS signal from the dry PCF
was subtracted from the CARS spectrum recorded at the
output of the hollow PCF under normal conditions. The
difference spectrum was normalized to the spectral profile of the factor M(∆αL, αa L, 0). The result of this
normalization is shown by line 5 in Fig. 4.27.
FWM intensity (arb. units)
452

and using the above expression for M(∆αl, αa l, δβl)
with δβL ≈ 0 to fit the frequency dependence of
the FWM signal. Dots with error bars (line 1) in
Fig. 4.26 present the intensity of the anti-Stokes signal from hollow PCFs measured as a function of the
frequency of the dye laser. Dashed lines 2 and 3 in
this figure display the transmission of the PCF for
dye-laser radiation and the anti-Stokes signal, respectively. Solid line 4 presents the calculated spectral
profile of the factor M(∆αL, αa L, 0). Experimental frequency dependencies of the FWM signals, as
can be seen from the comparison of lines 1 and 4
in Fig. 4.26, are fully controlled by the spectral contours of PCF passbands (lines 2 and 3), indicating that
phase-mismatch effects are much less significant for
the chosen PCF lengths than variations in radiation
losses.
The second series of experiments was intended to
demonstrate the potential of waveguide CARS in a hollow PCF for the sensing of Raman-active species. For
this purpose, the frequency difference of the secondharmonic and dye-laser pump fields was scanned
through the Raman resonance, ω1 − ω2 = 2πcΩ, with
O−H stretching vibrations of water molecules, adsorbed
on the inner PCF walls. The frequencies Ω of O−H
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Fig. 4.27 Intensity of the ωa = 2ω1 − ω2 four-wave mixing

signal from the hollow PCF with the length of 8 cm versus
the wavelength of dye-laser radiation with λ1 = 532 nm and
λ2 ranging from 645 to 670 nm: (1) the measured spectrum
of the FWM signal, (2) fiber transmission for dye-laser radiation, (3) fiber transmission for the FWM signal, (4) the
spectral profile of the factor M and (5) the spectrum of the
FWM signal corrected for the factor M upon the subtraction of the spectrum of the CARS signal from the heated
hollow PCF
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signal from the hollow PCF with the length of 8 cm versus
the wavelength of dye-laser radiation with λ1 ranging from
630 to 665 nm and λ2 = 1064 nm: (1) the measured spectrum
of the FWM signal, (2) fiber transmission for dye-laser
radiation, (3) fiber transmission for the FWM signal, and
(4) the spectral profile of the factor M
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Notably, the contrast of the experimental wavelength
dependence of the FWM intensity (squares with error bars) in Fig. 4.26 is higher than the contrast of
a similar dependence for the CARS signal in Fig. 4.27.
This variation in the ratio of the maximum amplitude
of the nonlinear signal correlates well with the behavior of transmission for dye-laser radiation and the
nonlinear signal, shown by curves 2 and 3 in both
figures. With the dye-laser radiation wavelength set
around 650 nm, both the pump and nonlinear signal
wavelengths λ1 and λa in Fig. 4.26 are close to the
respective maxima of PCF transmission. The CARS
signal, on the other hand, is detected away from the
maximum transmission for the dye-laser radiation and
the nonlinear signal (Fig. 4.27). It is therefore important to normalize the measured CARS spectrum to the
wavelength dependence of the M factor, taking into account wavelength-dependent losses introduced by the
PCF. This normalization procedure considerably improves the contrast of the CARS spectrum, as shown
by curve 5 in Fig. 4.27.
Experiments presented above demonstrate the potential of waveguide CARS in PCFs to detect trace
concentrations of Raman-active species, suggesting PCF
CARS as a convenient diagnostic technique. However,
CARS signals detected in these experiments do not allow the origin of Raman-active species in the fiber to
be reliably identified, as it is not always possible to
discriminate between the contributions to the CARS
signal provided by the hollow core and PCF walls.
As an example of a more easily quantifiable Raman
medium, permitting the CARS signal from the PCF core
to be separated from the signal from PCF walls, we
chose gas-phase molecular nitrogen from atmosphericpressure air filling the hollow core of a PCF. A two-color
Raman-resonant pump field used in these experiments
consisted of 15 ns second-harmonic pulses of Nd:YAG
laser radiation with a wavelength of 532 nm (ω1 ) and
dye-laser radiation (ω2 ) with a wavelength of 607 nm.
The dye-laser frequency was chosen in such a way as to
satisfy the condition of Raman resonance ω1 − ω2 = Ω
with a Q-branch Raman-active transition of N2 at the
central frequency Ω = 2331 cm−1 . Coherently excited
Q-branch vibrations of N2 then scatter off the secondharmonic probe field, giving rise to a CARS signal
at the frequency ωCARS = 2ω1 − ω2 (corresponding to
a wavelength of 473 nm). The hollow PCF (shown in
inset 1 to Fig. 4.28) was designed to simultaneously provide high transmission for the air-guided modes of the
second harmonic, dye-laser radiation, and the CARS
signal. With an appropriate fiber structure, as can be
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Fig. 4.28 CARS spectrum of Q-branch Raman-active vibrations of N2 molecules in the atmospheric-pressure air
filling the hollow core of the PCF. The insets show: (1) an
image of the PCF cross section; (2) the transmission spectrum of the hollow PCF designed to simultaneously support
air-guided modes of the pump, probe, and CARS signal
fields (their wavelengths are shown by vertical lines) in
the hollow core of the fiber; and (4.3) the mismatch of the
propagation constants δβ = 2β1 − β2 − βa calculated for the
ωa = 2ω1 − ωa 2 CARS process in fundamental air-guided
modes of the hollow PCF with β1 , β2 , and βa being the propagation constants of the Nd:YAG-laser second-harmonic
(ω1 ) and dye-laser (ω2 ) pump fields and the CARS signal
(ωa ) in the hollow PCF

seen from inset 2 to Fig. 4.28, PCF transmission peaks
can be centered around the carrier wavelengths of the
input light fields and the CARS signal (shown by vertical lines in inset 2 to Fig. 4.28). Phase matching for
CARS with the chosen set of wavelengths has been
confirmed [4.168] (inset 3 in Fig. 4.28) by a numerical analysis of PCF dispersion based on a modification
of the field-expansion technique developed by Poladian
et al. [4.169].
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The resonant CARS signal related to Q-branch vibrations of N2 in these experiments can be reliably
separated from the nonresonant part of the CARS signal originating from the PCF walls. The spectra of the
CARS signal at the output of the PCF Fig. 4.28 are
identical to the N2 Q-branch CARS spectrum of the
atmospheric air [4.99] measured in the tight-focusing
regime. In view of this finding, the CARS signal can
be completely attributed to the coherent Raman scattering in the gas filling the fiber core with no noticeable
contribution from the nonlinearity of PCF walls.
Results presented here show that large-core-area
hollow PCFs bridge the gap between standard, solidcladding hollow fibers and hollow PCFs in terms of
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effective guided-mode areas, allowing energy fluence
scaling of phase-matched waveguide four-wave mixing of laser pulses. We used hollow PCFs with a core
diameter of about 50 µm to demonstrate phase-matched
FWM for millijoule nanosecond laser pulses. Intense
CARS signal has been observed from stretching vibrations of water molecules inside the hollow fiber core,
suggesting CARS in hollow PCFs as a convenient sensing technique for pollution monitoring and trace gas
detection. Hollow PCFs have been shown to offer much
promise as fiber-optic probes for biomedical Raman applications, suggesting the way to substantially reduce
the background related to Raman scattering in the core
of standard biomedical fiber probes [4.170].

4.9 Nonlinear Spectroscopy with Photonic-Crystal-Fiber Sources

The progress in wavelength-tunable light sources
through the past decades has been giving a powerful
momentum to the development of nonlinear laser spectroscopy. Nonlinear Raman spectroscopy, in particular,
has benefited tremendously more than 30 years ago from
the application of tunable laser sources, as optical parametric oscillators [4.171] and dye lasers [4.172] were
demonstrated to greatly simplify measurements based
on coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering (CARS), making this technique much more informative, efficient, and
convenient. Broadband laser sources later contributed
to the technical and conceptual progress in nonlinear
Raman spectroscopy [4.99, 106–110], allowing singleshot CARS measurements. In the era of femtosecond
lasers, several parallel trends have been observed in
the development of laser sources for nonlinear Raman
spectroscopy [4.113]. One of these tendencies was to
adapt broadband femtosecond pulses for spectroscopic
purposes [4.113, 173, 174] and to use different spatial
phase-matching geometries to simultaneously generate
coherent Stokes and anti-Stokes, as well as degenerate
four-wave mixing signals [4.113, 127, 128]. The rapid
progress in nonlinear materials, on the other hand, resulted in the renaissance of optical parametric oscillators
and amplifiers (OPOs and OPAs) for nonlinear spectroscopy [4.175]. Chirped pulses were used [4.176,177]
to probe broad spectral regions and large ranges of
delay times, suggesting efficient single-shot nonlinear
spectroscopic approaches [4.178–180].

In this section, we focus on the potential of photoniccrystal fibers [4.36,37] as novel efficient sources for nonlinear spectroscopy. PCFs are unique waveguide structures allowing dispersion [4.40] and spatial field [4.181]
profiles to be engineered by modifying the design
of the fiber structure. Nonlinear-optical PCF components and novel PCF-based light sources have been
intensely used through the past few years in frequency
metrology [4.74, 77], biomedical optics [4.81], ultrafast
photonics [4.78, 79], and photochemistry [4.182].
Coherent nonlinear spectroscopy and microscopy
open up a vast area for applications of PCF light
sources and frequency shifters. Efficient frequency conversion and supercontinuum generation in PCFs have
been shown to enhance the capabilities of chirped-pulse
CARS [4.183] and coherent inverse Raman spectroscopy [4.184]. Cross-correlation frequency-resolved
optically gated CARS (XFROG CARS) has recently
been demonstrated [4.80] using specially designed
PCF frequency converters for ultrashort laser pulses.
Novel light sources based on frequency shifting in
PCFs provide a useful tool for the measurement
of second-order optical nonlinearities in organic materials [4.185] and offer interesting new options in
CARS microscopy [4.186]. Efficient spectral broadening of ultrashort pulses in PCFs with carefully
engineered dispersion profiles [4.42–44] makes these
fibers ideal light sources for pump–supercontinuum
probe time- and frequency-resolved nonlinear-optical
measurements [4.187].
Below in this section, we demonstrate applications of PCF light sources for chirped-pulse CARS
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and nonlinear absorption spectroscopy. We will show
that PCFs can provide efficient nonlinear-optical transformations of femtosecond Cr:forsterite laser pulses,
delivering linearly chirped frequency-shifted broadband
light pulses with central wavelengths ranging from
400 to 900 nm. These pulses were cross-correlated in
our experiments with the femtosecond second-harmonic
output of the Cr:forsterite laser in toluene solution,
used as a test object, in boxcars geometry to measure
CARS spectra of toluene molecules (XFROG CARS).
The blue-shifted chirped-pulse output of a photoniccrystal fiber with a spectrum stretching from 530 to
680 nm is shown to be ideally suited for the nonlinear
absorption spectroscopy of one- and two-exciton bands
of thiacarbocyanine J aggregates in a polymer film excited by femtosecond second-harmonic pulses of the
Cr:forsterite laser.
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4.9.2 Photonic-Crystal Fiber
Frequency Shifters
Spectroscopic measurements were performed with
multicomponent-glass PCFs [4.51,188], fabricated with
the use of the standard PCF technology [4.36, 37]. In
PCFs used in our experiments (Fig. 4.29a), the solid fiber
core is surrounded by a single ring of thin-wall capillaries whose outer diameters are equal to the diameter of the
PCF core. The outer part of the microstructure cladding
consists of 11 rings of capillaries with outer diameters
approximately three times larger than the diameter of the
PCF core and a high air-filling fraction. Dispersion and
nonlinearity of the PCFs were managed by scaling the
geometric sizes of the PCF structure. Technologically,
this was realized by using the same preform to fabricate PCFs with the same type of the structure, but with
different magnifying factors. This procedure allowed to
scale the sizes of PCF structure without changing its
geometry.
The laser system used in experiments consisted
of a Cr4+ :forsterite master oscillator, a stretcher, an
optical isolator, a regenerative amplifier, and a compressor [4.189]. The master oscillator, pumped with a fiber
ytterbium laser, generated 30–60 fs light pulses of radiation with a wavelength of 1.23–1.25 µm at a repetition
rate of 120 MHz. These pulses were then transmitted
through a stretcher and an isolator, to be amplified in
a Nd:YLF-laser-pumped amplifier and recompressed to
the 200 fs pulse duration with the maximum laser pulse
energy up to 20 µJ at 1 kHz. The energy of laser pulses
used in experiments presented in this paper ranged from
0.5 up to 200 nJ.
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Fig. 4.29 (a) An SEM image of soft-glass photonic-crystal
fibers. (b) Intensity spectra of the dispersion-managed blue-

shifted output of soft-glass PCFs. The wavelength offset δ
is 50 nm (1), 110 nm (2), 150 nm (3), 190 nm (4), 220 nm
(5), and 300 nm (6)

For the PCFs used in experiments, the central wavelength of Cr:forsterite laser pulses falls within the range
of anomalous dispersion. Such pulses can therefore
form solitons in the fiber. High-order dispersion induces wave-matching resonances between solitons and
dispersive waves [4.21, 22], giving rise to intense blueshifted emission, observed as prominent features in the
PCF output spectra (Fig. 4.29b). The central wavelength
of this blue-shifted emission correlates well with the
wavelength where dispersive waves guided in the fundamental mode of the PCF are phase-matched with
the soliton produced by Cr:forsterite laser pulses. The
phase matching between the soliton produced by the
input laser pulse and the dispersive wave, which defines the frequency of the dominant peaks in output
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4.9.3 Coherent Anti-Stokes Raman
Scattering Spectroscopy
with PCF Sources
In this section, we show that PCF frequency shifters
can serve as convenient sources of chirped wavelengthtunable pulses for CARS spectroscopy. In CARS
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Fig. 4.30 Diagram of femtosecond CARS spectroscopy
with the use of ultrashort pulses frequency-upconverted
and chirped in a photonic-crystal fiber. The inset shows
the cross-sectional view of the central part of the photoniccrystal fiber

experiments, sub-microjoule Cr:forsterite-laser pulses
with an initial duration of about 90 fs are launched into
the central core of the PCF (Fig. 4.30), resulting in the
efficient generation of a blue-shifted signal (Fig. 4.31),
with a central wavelength dictated by phase matching for
dispersive-wave emission and controlled by fiber dispersion. The wavelength of the blue-shifted signal can be
finely tuned by changing the intensity of the pump pulse
(Fig. 4.31) due to the nonlinear change in the refractive
index of the fiber core and the spectral broadening of the
pump pulse.
Cross-correlation frequency-resolved optical gating (XFROG) [4.190, 191] was used to characterize
the blue-shifted output of the PCF. An XFROG signal was generated by mixing the blue-shifted signal
from the fiber E a with the 620 nm 90 fs secondharmonic output of the Cr:forsterite laser E SH in a BBO
crystal. A two-dimensional XFROG spectrogram,
∞
S(ω, τ) ∝ | −∞ E a (t) E SH (t − τ) exp(−iωt) dt|2 , was
then plotted by measuring the XFROG signal as a function of the delay time τ between the second-harmonic
pulses and the blue-shifted output of the PCF and
spectrally dispersing the XFROG signal. The XFROG
spectrogram shown in inset 1 to Fig. 4.31 visualizes
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spectra of PCFs, is controlled by the dispersion of the
fiber. The central frequency of the blue-shifted signal
in the output of PCFs can thus be tuned by modifying
the dispersion profile of the fiber. The GVD profiles of
waveguide modes were modified in our experiments by
scaling the geometric sizes of the fiber without changing the type of the structure shown in Fig. 4.29a. The
core diameter of PCFs fabricated for these experiments
was varied from 0.9 to 3.8 µm. Figure 4.29b shows the
spectra of the blue-shifted output of the fiber, tuned
by changing the offset δ = λ0 − λz between the central
wavelength of the input laser field, λ0 , and the zeroGVD wavelength λz . With the PCF length remaining
unchanged (10 cm), larger blue shifts are achieved by
increasing the offset δ (cf. curves 1–6 in Fig. 4.29b).
The power of the input laser field needs to be increased for larger δ in these experiments to keep the
amplitude of the blue-shifted signal constant. In these
experiments, dispersion-managed soft-glass PCFs are
shown to serve as frequency shifters of femtosecond
Cr:forsterite laser pulses, providing an anti-Stokes output tunable across the range of wavelengths from 400 to
900 nm.
Experiments presented in this section show that
the structural dispersion and nonlinearity management
of multicomponent-glass photonic-crystal fibers allows
a wavelength-tunable frequency shifting and white-light
spectral transformation of femtosecond Cr:forsterite
laser pulses. We have explored the ways toward optimizing non-silica PCFs for frequency shifting and
white-light spectral superbroadening of femtosecond
Cr:forsterite laser pulses and identified important advantages of multicomponent-glass PCFs over silica
microstructure fibers for the spectral transformation
of laser pulses in the 1.2–1.3 µm spectral range. By
coupling 200 fs pulses of 1.24 µm Cr:forsterite laser
radiation into different types of multicomponent-glass
PCFs, where the zero-GVD wavelength is tuned by
scaling the sizes of the fiber structure, we have demonstrated spectrally tailored supercontinuum generation
and frequency upshifting providing a blue-shifted output tunable across the range of wavelengths from 400 to
900 nm.
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Fig. 4.31 The spectrum of the blue-shifted output of

a photonic-crystal fiber pumped by 1.24 µm 90 fs
Cr:forsterite-laser pulses with an input energy of (solid line)
170 nJ, (dashed line) 220 nJ, and (dash–dotted line) 270 nJ.
The insets show: (1) the intensity of the sum-frequency signal generated in a BBO crystal by the second-harmonic
pulse from the Cr:forsterite laser and the blue-shifted PCF
output as a function of the wavelength and the delay time
τ between the second-harmonic and anti-Stokes pulses,
(2) theoretical fit of the XFROG trace, and (3) the pulse
envelope and the phase of the anti-Stokes pulse providing
the best fit

the temporal envelope, the spectrum, and the chirp of
the blue-shifted PCF output. A reasonable fit of the
experimental XFROG trace was achieved (inset 2 in
Fig. 4.31) with a blue-shifted pulse having a duration
of about 1 ps and a linear positive chirp corresponding to the phase ϕ(t) = αt 2 with α = 110 ps−2 . The
spectrum and the phase ϕ of the blue-shifted pulse reconstructed with this procedure are shown in inset 3 in
Fig. 4.31.

troscopy with chirped pulses is shown on the left. The first
pulse (frequency ω1 ) is transform limited. The second pulse
(frequency ω2 ) is linearly chirped. The linear chirp of the
second pulse maps the delay time between the pulses on the
frequency, allowing the frequency difference ω1 − ω2 to be
scanned through Raman resonances Ω by tuning the delay time τ. (b) The intensity of the CARS signal generated
in a noncoplanar boxcars geometry from toluene solution
as a function of the wavelength and the delay time τ between the second-harmonic and the blue-shifted PCF output
pulses used as a biharmonic pump. (c) A model of the Raman spectrum, including a doublet of Lorentzian lines and
a frequency-independent nonresonant background used in
the theoretical fit. (d) Theoretical fit of the XFROG CARS
spectrogram

The linear chirp defines a simple linear mapping between the instantaneous frequency of the blue-shifted
PCF output and the delay time τ, allowing spectral measurements to be performed by varying the delay time
between the pump pulses. Experiments were performed
with 90 fs second-harmonic pulses of the Cr:forsterite
laser (at the frequency ω1 ) and the linearly chirped
pulses from the PCF (the frequency ω2 ) as a biharmonic pump for the CARS spectroscopy of toluene
solution. The frequency difference ω1 − ω2 was scanned
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Although the slope of the XFROG CARS trace and
positions of Raman peaks can be adequately described
with the use of this simple model, some of the spectroscopic features of the experimental XFROG CARS trace
deviate from the theoretical fit. These deviations may
originate from variations in the coherent background as
a function of the frequency. For a quantitative spectroscopic analysis, these inhomogeneities in the frequency
dependence of the coherent background should be carefully measured and included in the fit. On the other
hand, the nonresonant contribution to CARS spectral
profiles can be efficiently suppressed [4.99, 106] by using three input pulses in the CARS arrangement instead
of two and by introducing the delay time between the
third pulse (probe) and the two-color pump, tuned to
a Raman resonance under study.

4.9.4 Pump-Probe Nonlinear
Absorption Spectroscopy
using Chirped Frequency-Shifted
Light Pulses
from a Photonic-Crystal Fiber
Time-resolved nonlinear-optical spectroscopy of molecular dynamics and fast excitation transfer processes
typically involves specifically designed sequences of
pump and probe pulses with a variable delay time
and a smoothly tunable frequency of the probe field.
In a laboratory experiment, such pulse sequences can
be generated by femtosecond optical parametric amplifiers (OPAs). Femtosecond OPAs, however, inevitably
increase the cost of laser experiments and make the
laser system more complicated, unwieldy, and difficult to align. An interesting alternative strategy of
pump–probe spectroscopy employs a pump field in the
form of a broadband radiation (supercontinuum) with
a precisely characterized chirp. A time–frequency map,
defined by the chirp of such a supercontinuum pulse,
allows time- and frequency-resolved measurements to
be performed by tuning the delay time between the
transform-limited pump pulse and chirped supercontinuum pulse [4.176,193]. The supercontinuum probe pulse
for pump–probe experiments is most often generated by
focusing amplified femtosecond pulses into a silica or
sapphire plate. The chirp of the probe pulse in such an arrangement is dictated by the regime of nonlinear-optical
spectral transformation and dispersion of the nonlinear
material, leaving little space for the phase tailoring of
the probe field.
In this section, we demonstrate the potential of
PCFs as compact and cost-efficient fiber-optic sources
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through the frequencies of Raman-active modes of
toluene molecules by tuning the delay time between the
pump pulses (Fig. 4.32a). The second-harmonic pulse
also served as a probe in our CARS scheme, generating
the CARS signal at the frequency ωCARS = 2ω1 − ω2
through the scattering from Raman-active vibrations coherently excited by the pump fields. The light beams
with frequencies ω1 and ω2 were focused into a cell
with toluene solution at a small angle with respect
to each other (Fig. 4.30). The CARS signal generated
in the area of beam interaction in this non-coplanar
boxcars geometry had a form of a sharply directed
light beam with a low, phase-matching-controlled angular divergence spatially separated (Fig. 4.30) from
the pump beams. Figure 4.32b presents the map of
CARS spectra from the toluene solution measured
for different delay times τ between the biharmonic
pump pulses. This procedure of measurements, in
fact, implements the XFROG technique [4.190, 191].
However, while FROG-based techniques [4.192] are
usually employed to characterize ultrashort pulses, our
goal here is to probe Raman-active modes of toluene
molecules, used as a test object, by means of CARS
spectroscopy.
In the case of a positively chirped pulse from the PCF
(insets 2 and 3 in Fig. 4.31), small delay times τ correspond to the excitation of low-frequency Raman-active
modes (τ ≈ −200 fs in Fig. 4.32b). In particular, the
1004 cm−1 Raman mode of toluene is well resolved in
the presented XFROG CARS spectrogram. This mode is
excited with the second harmonic of Cr:forsterite-laser
radiation and the spectral slice around the wavelength of
λ2 ≈ 661 nm picked with an appropriate τ (Fig. 4.32a)
from the positively chirped blue-shifted PCF output,
giving rise to a CARS signal with the wavelength
λCARS ≈ 584 nm. Raman modes with higher frequencies are probed at larger delay times (τ ≈ 100–200 fs in
Fig. 4.32b).
As a simple model of the Raman spectrum of
toluene molecules in the studied spectral range, we employ a doublet of Lorentzian lines interfering with the
coherent nonresonant background (Fig. 4.32c). The frequencies of the peaks in these spectra are used as fitting
parameters. The ratio of the peak value of the resonant
part of the CARS susceptibility, χ̄ (3) , to the nonresonant susceptibility, χ (3)nr , was estimated by measuring
the intensities of the CARS signal on and off the Raman
resonances, yielding |χ (3)nr |/|χ̄ (3) | ≈ 0.05. The best fit
(Fig. 4.32d) is achieved with the Raman peaks centered
at 1004 and 1102 cm−1 , which agrees well with earlier
CARS studies of toluene [4.99].
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of probe pulses with a tunable frequency and tailored
phase for a time-resolved nonlinear spectroscopy of
molecular aggregates. We will show that PCFs can
provide efficient nonlinear-optical transformations of
femtosecond Cr:forsterite laser pulses, delivering linearly chirped frequency-shifted broadband light pulses,
optimized for pump–probe nonlinear absorption spectroscopy of molecular aggregates. The blue-shifted
output of a photonic-crystal fiber with a spectrum
stretching from 530 to 680 nm will be used to probe
one- and two-exciton bands of thiacarbocyanine J aggregates in a polymer film excited by femtosecond
second-harmonic pulses of the Cr:forsterite laser.
Molecular aggregates are interesting and practically significant objects encountered in many physical,
chemical and biological systems [4.194]. Interactions
between the molecules forming aggregates give rise to
collective electronic states, which can be delocalized
over large chains of molecules, modifying the optical response of the system [4.195]. Specific types of molecular
aggregation, known as J and H aggregation, give rise
to a pronounced spectral shift and dramatic narrowing
of absorption bands, indicating the cooperative nature
of the optical response of molecular aggregates [4.196].
In natural systems, molecular aggregates are involved
in the processes and functions of vital importance as
they play the key role in light harvesting and primary
charge separation in photosynthesis [4.197]. On optical resonances, the nonlinear susceptibility of molecular
aggregates displays a collective enhancement [4.195],
scaling as N 2 with the number of particles N forming
an aggregate. Dramatic enhancement of optical nonlinearity and the available pathways for ultrafast relaxation
of excited states [4.194] suggest a variety of interesting
applications of molecular aggregates, such as terahertz
demultiplexing of optical signals [4.198], spectral sensitization in optical data storage and photography [4.199],
energy transfer from light-harvesting antennas and complexes in artificial photosynthesis [4.197], mode locking
in laser cavities, and creation of novel devices for ultrafast photonics.
Collective electronic eigenstates in aggregates of
strongly coupled molecules are grouped into excitonic
bands [4.194–196]. In the ground state of this band
structure, all N molecules of the aggregate reside in the
ground state. In the lowest excited band, the molecules
coupled into an aggregate share one excitation. The
eigenstates of this first excited band (one-excitons, or
Frenkel excitons) are represented by linear combinations of basis states corresponding to one excited and
N − 1 ground-state molecules. Eigenstates that can be

reached from the ground state via two optical transitions, making the molecules of an aggregate share two
excitations, form a two-exciton band. The third-order
susceptibility χ (3) , responsible for four-wave mixing
(FWM) processes, can involve only one- and twoexcitons. Although three-exciton states can be reached
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Fig. 4.33 (a) Absorption spectrum of the thiacarbocya-

nine film (1), spectrum of the second-harmonic output
of the Cr:forsterite laser (2), and spectrum of the blueshifted PCF output (3). (b) Diagram of the pump–probe
nonlinear-absorption spectroscopy of exciton bands in molecular aggregates using a femtosecond (fs) pump pulse and
a broadband chirped probe field
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measured by the pump–probe technique for thiacarbocyanine J aggregates in a polymer film with a delay time
between the probe and pump pulses equal to (a) 100 fs,
(b) 500 fs, and (c) 1100 fs
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by three transitions, they do not contribute to the thirdorder polarization as they do not have a transition dipole
that would couple them to the ground state. Timeresolved nonlinear spectroscopic methods based on χ (3)
processes, such as spectroscopy of nonlinear absorption, degenerate four-wave mixing, and third-harmonic
generation, have proven to be convenient and infor-

mative techniques for the characterization of one- and
two-exciton states of aggregates, providing the data
on the strength of dipole–dipole interaction between
molecules in aggregates, as well as on the disorder
and typical relaxation and exciton annihilation times in
aggregates [4.194].
Experiments [4.200] were performed with thin-film
samples of J aggregates of thiacarbocyanine dye. Film
samples of J aggregates were prepared by spin-coating
the solution of thiacarbocyanine dye on a thin substrate. The concentration of thiacarbocyanine dye was
5 × 10−3 mol/l. The spinning speeds ranged from 1000
up to 3000 revolutions per minute. A mixture of acetonitrile, dichloroethane, and chloroform with a volume
ratio of 2:2:1 was used as a solvent. The thickness of the
dye layer applied to a substrate was estimated as 30 nm,
and the total thickness of the sample was about 1 µm.
Absorption spectra of J-aggregate films (curve 1 in
Fig. 4.33a) display two pronounced peaks. The broader
peak centered at 595 nm corresponds to thiacarbocyanine monomers, while the narrower peak at 660 nm
represents the excitonic absorption of J aggregates.
To provide a rough estimate of the delocalization
length Nd of excitons in aggregates, we apply the
formula [4.201] NdW ≈ (3π 2 |J|3π 2 |J|W)1/2 − 1, which
expresses Nd through the half-width at half-maximum
W of the aggregate peak in the absorption spectrum
and the energy J of dipole–dipole interaction between
nearest-neighbor molecules in the aggregate (J < 0
for J aggregates). With the J parameter estimated as
J ≈ 900 cm−1 from the aggregation-induced red shift
of the absorption peak in Fig. 4.33a, we find Nd ≈ 6.
Experimental results presented below in this paper
show that, with such a delocalization length of excitons
in molecular aggregates, spectra of nonlinear absorption display well-pronounced nonoverlapping features
indicating [4.194–196] bleaching through transitions between the ground and one-exciton states and induced
absorption via transitions between one- and two-exciton
states of molecular aggregates.
The laser system used in experiments [4.200] was
based on the Cr4+ :forsterite laser source with regenerative amplification, as described in Sect. 4.9.2.
A 1 mm-thick BBO crystal was used to generate the
second harmonic of amplified Cr:forsterite laser radi-
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ation. The spectrum of the second-harmonic output of
the Cr:forsterite laser was centered at 618 nm (curve 2
in Fig. 4.33a). Second-harmonic pulses with a pulse
width of about 120 fs and the energy ranging from
10 to 80 nJ were used as a pump field in our experiments on the nonlinear spectroscopy of molecular
aggregates.
Frequency-tunable upconversion of fundamentalwavelength Cr:forsterite-laser pulses was performed
through the nonlinear-optical spectral transformation
of these pulses in soft-glass PCFs with the crosssection structure shown in Fig. 4.29a. The properties
of such fibers and the methods of frequency conversion of Cr:forsterite laser pulses in these PCFs have
been discussed in Sect. 4.9.2 Intensity spectrum of the
frequency-shifted output of the PCF best suited as
a probe field for time-resolved nonlinear-absorption
spectroscopy of J aggregates is presented by curve 3 in
Fig. 4.33a. At the level of 20% of its maximum, the intensity spectrum of the blue-shifted PCF output stretches
from 530 to 680 nm. Dispersion of the PCF frequency
shifter used in our experiments provided a linear chirp
of the output pulse Sect. 4.9.3 with the pulse chirp rate
controlled by the fiber length.
The spectrum of 120 fs second-harmonic pulses of
the Cr:forsterite laser partially overlaps the absorption
spectrum of molecular aggregates (Fig. 4.33a). These
pulses were used in our experiments to excite the aggregates through the transitions from the ground state to the
one-exciton band (Fig. 4.33b). The spectra of absorption
modified by the pump field were measured by chirped
blue-shifted pulses delivered by the PCF (Fig. 4.33b).
Figures 4.34a–c present the results of experimental
measurements upon the subtraction of absorption spectra measured in the absence of the pump pulse and
normalization to the spectrum of the probe field. Nonlinear absorption spectra shown in Figs. 4.34a–c display
well-pronounced minima at 665 nm and blue-shifted
peaks at 640 nm. Such features are typical of nonlinear absorption spectra of J aggregates measured by
the pump–probe technique (see [4.194] for a review).

The negative feature is indicative of bleaching through
pump-induced transitions between the ground state and
the one-exciton band, while the blue-shifted peak originates from induced absorption due to transitions between
one- and two-exciton bands of molecular aggregates
(Fig. 4.34a–c).
For highly ordered aggregates, the spectrum of
nonlinear absorption is dominated by transitions between the ground state and lowest one- and two-exciton
states [4.195, 196]. The exciton delocalization length
can be then estimated from the spectral shift ∆ of
the induced-absorption peak relative to the bleaching minimum using the following formula [4.202]:
Nd∆ ≈ (3π 2 |J|/∆)1/2 − 1. With the spectral shift estimated as ∆ ≈ 470 cm−1 , we find that Nd∆ ≈ 6, in
perfect agreement with the value of NdW obtained from
aggregate absorption spectra.
The amplitudes of both positive and negative
features in nonlinear absorption spectra decay on
a sub-picosecond time scale with increasing delay time
between the pump and probe pulses (Fig. 4.34a–c),
indicating a sub-picosecond relaxation rate of the oneexciton state of molecular aggregates in our experiments.
This finding suggests, in agreement with earlier studies of ultrafast excitation energy transfer processes in
molecular aggregates, that the relaxation dynamics of
aggregates in our experimental conditions is mainly controlled by the quenching of excited states of aggregates
through exciton–exciton annihilation [4.194].
We have thus shown that photonic-crystal fibers with
a specially designed dispersion offer the ways to create efficient sources of ultrashort pulses for coherent
nonlinear spectroscopy. These fibers provide a high efficiency of frequency upconversion of femtosecond laser
pulses, permitting the generation of sub-picosecond
linearly chirped anti-Stokes pulses ideally suited for
femtosecond coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering
spectroscopy. Experimental studies demonstrate that
PCFs can deliver linearly chirped frequency-shifted
broadband light pulses, optimized for pump–probe nonlinear absorption spectroscopy.

4.10 Surface Nonlinear Optics, Spectroscopy, and Imaging
In this section, we will dwell upon the potential
of nonlinear-optical methods for the investigation of
surfaces and interfaces. The ability of second-order
nonlinear-optical processes, such as SHG and SFG
(Sect. 4.3), to probe surfaces and interfaces is most

clearly seen in the case of a centrosymmetric material. In this situation, the electric-dipole SHG and SFG
response from the bulk of the material vanishes. At
a surface or an interface, the bulk symmetry is broken, and electric-dipole second-order nonlinear-optical
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effects are allowed. Such surface-specific SHG and
SFG processes enable a highly sensitive nondestructive local optical diagnostics of surfaces and interfaces
(Fig. 4.35a–b). Illuminating and physically insightful
discussion of this technique can be found in the classical
texts on nonlinear optics [4.9, 203].
The χ (2) signal from a surface or an interface is, however, not entirely background-free, as the second-order
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nonlinear optical processes are not strictly forbidden even in a centrosymmetric medium. Beyond the
electric-dipole approximation, the second-order nonlinear signal, as can be seen from (4.6–4.8) and (4.14),
can be generated through the electric-quadrupole and
magnetic-dipole effects. It is generally very difficult, often impossible, to completely distinguish between the
surface and bulk contributions to the nonlinear signal.
Luckily enough, the electric-quadrupole and magneticdipole components in the nonlinear-optical response
are typically ka times less significant than the dipoleallowed part [4.9], with k = 2π/λ and a being a typical
size of an atom or a unit cell in a crystal. The ra(2)
tio of the surface dipole-allowed susceptibility χs to
(2)
the bulk susceptibility γb can be then estimated as
(2)
(2)
|χs |/|γb | ∼ d/(ka), where d is the thickness of the
surface layer. In reflection SHG (Fig. 4.35a), the bulk
contribution is typically generated in a subsurface layer
with a thickness of d ∼ λ/(2π). The ratio of the surface part of the total reflected SHG signal to the bulk
contributions in this case is on the order of d 2 /a2 ,
which can be easily made much larger than unity. This
ratio can be substantially enhanced on frequency resonances or with an appropriate choice of polarization
arrangement.
A combination of the high spatial and temporal resolution with a spectral selectivity makes χ (2) techniques
a powerful tool for time-resolved species-selective studies of surfaces and buried interfaces (see, e.g., [4.204] for
a comprehensive review of recent results), detection and
size and shape analysis of adsorbed species, nanoparticles, and clusters on surfaces [4.205, 206], as well as
imaging and microscopy of biological species [4.207].
The sensitivity and selectivity of the χ (2) technique
are enhanced when the frequency of one of the laser
fields (ω1 in the inset to Fig. 4.35b) is tuned to a resonance with a frequency of one of the vibrations typical
of species on a surface or an interface (Fig. 4.35b).
This method of surface analysis is referred to as
sum-frequency surface vibrational spectroscopy. The
capabilities of this technique have been impressively
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Fig. 4.35 Nonlinear optics, spectroscopy, and imaging of
surfaces and buried structures. (a) Nonlinear-optical probing of surfaces and interfaces using second-harmonic
generation. (b) Surface vibrational spectroscopy using sumfrequency generation. Diagram of vibrational transitions
probed by SFG is shown on the right. (c) Nonlinear microscopy based on coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering.
Diagram of Raman-active transitions selectively addressed
through CARS is shown on the left
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demonstrated for vapor–liquid and liquid–solid interfaces [4.205].
In sum-frequency surface vibrational spectroscopy
[4.207] an infrared laser pulse E1 with a frequency ω1
overlaps on the surface of a sample with the second
laser pulse E2 , which typically has a frequency ω2 in
the visible, to induce a second-order polarization at the
sum frequency ωSF = ω1 + ω2 :
(2)

PSF (ωSF ) = χ (2) (ωSF ; ω1 , ω2 ) : E1 E2 .

(4.226)

The intensity of the optical signal at the sum frequency
is given by


 (2) 2
ISF ∝ χeff  I1 I2 .
(4.227)
Here, I1 and I2 are the intensities of the laser beams and





(2)


χeff = L SF · eSF ·χ (2)
s : L 2 · e2 L 1 · e1 , (4.228)
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where L 1 , L 2 and L 3 are the Fresnel factors at the
frequencies ω1 , ω2 , and ωSF , respectively, e1 , e2 , and
eSF are the unit polarization vectors of the laser and
sum-frequency fields, and the surface quadratic suscep(2)
tibility χ s is written as
(2)nr
+
χ (2)
s = χ


q

aq
,
ω1 − ωq + iΓq

(4.229)

with χ (2)nr being the nonresonant quadratic susceptibility andaq , ωq , and Γq being the strength, the frequency,
and the damping constant for the q-th vibrational mode,
respectively.
When the infrared field is scanned over the frequency
of the q-th vibrational mode, the SFG signal is resonantly enhance, and its spectrum gives the spectrum of
the vibrational mode. Tunable dye lasers [4.204], optical parametric oscillators and amplifiers [4.205], or PCF
frequency shifters [4.185, 208] are employed as sources
of frequency tunable radiation, allowing selective probing of vibrational (as well as electronic and excitonic)
transitions in molecules and molecular aggregates.
Through the past few years, nonlinear-optical methods of surface spectroscopy have been extensively
involved in the rapid growth of nonlinear microscopic
techniques based on χ (2) and χ (3) processes. In particular, SHG and THG processes have proven to be convenient techniques for high-resolution three-dimensional
microscopy of biological objects [4.207,209], as well as
laser-produced plasmas and micro-explosions [4.210].
In early experimental demonstrations of SHG microscopy, grain structures and defects on the surface

of thin films were visualized using SHG in transmission [4.211] and surface monolayers were imaged by
reflection-geometry SHG microscopy [4.212]. In recent
years, progress in laser technologies and the advent of
new-generation imaging and scanning systems made it
possible to extend nonlinear microscopy techniques to
three-dimensional structures, buried objects, and biological tissues [4.207,209]. In this modification of nonlinear
microscopy, the nonlinear signal is generated in the
focal region of the laser beam in the bulk of a sample, originating from optical micro-inhomogeneities,
which break the point-group symmetry of the medium
or change phase-matching conditions. In two transverse
dimensions, the high spatial resolution of nonlinear microscopy techniques is controlled by the nonlinear nature
of the process, tightly confining the area where the signal is generated to the focal region. Resolution in the
direction of probing is achieved either due to symmetry
breaking, similar to nonlinear-optical surface-imaging
techniques, or through phase-matching modification.
In CARS microscopy [4.207,209,213,214], the nonlinear signal is resonantly enhanced when a frequency
difference between two laser fields is tuned to a Ramanactive mode of molecules under study, as described in
Sect. 4.4.8 (see also Fig. 4.35c). This makes microscopy
also species-selective as Raman resonances serve as
fingerprints of a certain type of molecules or molecular aggregates. Forward CARS and backward CARS
(also called epi-CARS) geometries have been developed (Fig. 4.35c). In the forward-CARS microscopy,
the mismatch |∆k| of the wave vectors involved in
wave mixing (Sect. 4.7) is typically much smaller than
2π/λCARS , where λCARS is the wavelength of the CARS
signal. For epi-CARS, |∆k| is larger than 2π/λCARS .
The intensity of the epi-CARS signal can thus be comparable with the forward-CARS signal intensity only
for a thin sample with a sample thickness d meeting
the inequality |∆k|d < π. CARS microscopy has been
one of the most successful recent developments in the
field of nonlinear-optical microscopy. In addition to the
high spatial resolution, this technique has a number
of other important advantages over, for example, microscopy based on spontaneous Raman scattering. In
particular, in CARS microscopy, laser beams with moderate intensities can be used, which reduces the risk of
damaging biological tissues. The anti-Stokes signal in
CARS microscopy is spectrally separated from the laser
beams and from fluorescence, as the anti-Stokes wavelength is shorter than the wavelengths of the laser beams.
In transparent materials, CARS microscopy can be used
to image tiny buried objects inside the sample in three
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dimensions. Due to the coherent nature of CARS, the
capabilities of CARS microscopy can be enhanced by
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means of coherence control, as recently demonstrated
by Dudovich et al. [4.117].

4.11 High-Order Harmonic Generation
4.11.1 Historical Background
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The invention of the laser in 1960 opened many new
fields of research. One of them is nonlinear optics triggered by Franken [4.215] with the first demonstration
of frequency doubling in a crystal (1961) and pioneered
by Bloombergen and coworkers. Third-harmonic generation in gases was observed for the first time by New
and Ward in 1967 [4.216], fifth and higher-order harmonic generation a few years later by Reintjes and others
[4.217]. The main objectives of this research were to
increase the conversion efficiency, to cover a large (continuous) spectral range with, for example, frequency
mixing processes and to reach very short wavelengths.
The most natural route for the latter goal was to use fundamental fields with the shortest possible wavelength, to
produce short-wavelength radiation through a low-order
nonlinear-optical process.
Another research area, which started in the late
sixties, is the study of atoms in strong laser fields.
The objective of this fundamental research was simply to understand the behavior of atoms and molecules
exposed to intense electromagnetic fields. This field
evolved in parallel with the development of pulsed
lasers towards increasing peak powers, increasing repetition rates and decreasing pulse durations. The character
of the laser–atom interaction also evolved from being essentially perturbative for laser intensities below
1013 W/cm2 to strongly nonperturbative for higher intensities. For many years, this regime of nonlinear optics
was studied only by looking at ionization processes. The
number and charge of the produced ions, as well as
the energy and angular emission of the electrons, were
experimentally detected and compared with theoretical
predictions.
At the end of the 1980s, it was realized that looking at the emitted photons would bring complementary
information on the physical processes taking place. Indeed, efficient photon emission in the extreme ultraviolet
(XUV) range, in the form of high-order harmonics of
the fundamental laser field, was observed for the first
time in 1987, in Saclay [4.218] (33rd harmonic of
a Nd:YAG laser) and in Chicago [4.219] (17th harmonic
of a KrF laser). The harmonic spectra were characterized by a decrease in efficiency for the first harmonics,

followed by a broad plateau of nearly constant conversion efficiency, ending up by an abrupt cutoff. The
existence of such a plateau was clearly a nonperturbative signature of the laser-atom interaction. Most of
the early work concentrated on the extension of the
plateau, i. e. the generation of harmonics of higher
frequency and shorter wavelength going progressively
from ≈ 20 nm at the end of the 1980s to ≈ 7 nm by
the middle of the 1990s [4.220–224]. It was soon realized that, in contrast to the ideas promoted in the
nonlinear-optics community, the shortest wavelengths
were obtained with long-wavelength lasers. Today, harmonic spectra produced with short and intense laser
pulses extend to the water window (below the carbon
K-edge at 4.4 nm) [4.225, 226].
A breakthrough in the theoretical understanding of
high-order harmonic generation processes was initiated by Krause and coworkers [4.227] who showed
that the cutoff position in the harmonic spectrum follows the universal law Ip + 3Up , where Ip is the
ionization potential, whereas Up = e2 E 2 /4mω2 , is the
ponderomotive potential, i. e. the mean kinetic energy acquired by an electron oscillating in the laser
field. Here e is the electron charge, m is its mass,
and E and ω are the laser electric field and its frequency, respectively. An explanation of this universal
fact in the framework of a simple semiclassical theory was found shortly afterwards [4.228, 229], and
confirmed by quantum-mechanical calculations [4.230,
231].
Progress in experimental techniques and theoretical understanding stimulated numerous studies of
harmonic generation. The influence of the laser polarization was investigated in great detail [4.232–239]
(see also [4.240–242] for the theory). The nonlinear
conversion process was optimized with respect to the
laser parameters [4.243, 244], and to the generating
medium [4.245–250]. Finally, the spatial [4.251–256]
and temporal [4.257–263] properties of the radiation
were characterized and optimized. The specifications
of the harmonic emission (ultrashort pulse duration,
high brightness, good coherence) make it a unique
source of XUV radiation, used in a growing number of
applications ranging from atomic [4.264, 265] and molecular [4.266–268] spectroscopy to solid-state [4.269–
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271] and plasma [4.272–274] physics. Finally, it has recently been demonstrated that the low-order harmonics
are intense enough to induce nonlinear optical processes
in the XUV range [4.275–277].
Almost immediately after the first observation of the
harmonic plateau, it was realized that, if the harmonics
were emitted in phase, i. e. phase-locked, the temporal structure of the radiation emitted from the medium
would consist of a “train” of attosecond pulses separated by half the laser period [4.278, 279]. There is
a clear analogy here with mode-locked lasers, where axLens

Gasjet

5ω
3ω

Laser
pulse

ω

..
.
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ial modes oscillating in a laser cavity are locked in phase,
leading to the production of trains of short pulses. Attosecond pulses have remained, however, a theoretical
prediction until recently [4.280–282]. A first possible
indication of harmonic radiation containing an attosecond sub-structure was in a high-order autocorrelation
of the driving laser pulse [4.283]. This was followed
by a beautiful experiment showing evidence for phaselocking between five consecutive harmonics generated
in argon, thus indicating that trains of 250 as pulses
were formed [4.284]. In a series of experiments performed in Vienna, single pulses of duration of a few
hundred attoseconds were demonstrated by using ultrashort (5 fs) laser pulses and spectrally filtering a few
harmonics in the cutoff spectral region [4.285, 286].
These experimental results are the beginning of a new
field of research attophysics, where processes in atoms
and molecules can be studied at an unprecedented time
scale.
The purpose of this section is to present to the nonexpert reader a simple description of high-order-harmonic
generation, and its application to attosecond metrology.
In Sect. 4.11.2, we describe the most important aspects
of high-order-harmonic generation processes. We begin with a short description of the experimental set up
needed to obtain high-order harmonics. Then we discuss
the microscopic and macroscopic physics underlying
the generation of high-order harmonics. We focus on
the physics of importance for the generation of attosecond pulse trains and single attosecond pulses. We refer
the reader to several review articles for a more complete overview of this research topic [4.245, 287, 288].
In Sect. 4.12, the emerging field of attosecond science
is reviewed. The different measurement techniques are
described and the first application of attosecond pulses
is presented.

4.11.2 High-Order-Harmonic Generation
in Gases

H43

H31

Experimental Method
Generating high-order harmonics is experimentally simple. A typical set up is shown in Fig. 4.36. A laser pulse
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Fig. 4.36 Schematic representation of a typical experimen-
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tal setup for high-order-harmonic generation. An intense
short pulse laser is focused into a vacuum chamber containing a gas medium. Harmonics are emitted along the laser
propagation axis. A photograph of a gas target is shown below. A typical spectrum obtained in neon is shown at the
bottom. It shows a plateau ending with a sharp cutoff
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Fig. 4.37 Illustration of the influence of the gas species on the generation efficiency (left). The result presented at the
right has been obtained with 5 fs 800 nm laser pulses (after [4.302])

laser pulse. Rare gases are the favored species, for obvious technical reasons. In addition, some work has
been done with alkali atoms [4.296], ions [4.220, 304],
molecules [4.305–308] and clusters [4.309–311]. Photons are separated in energy and detected by an XUV
spectrometer, including a grating, sometimes a refocusing mirror, and a detector (electron multiplier,
microchannel plates, etc.). A typical experimental spectrum is shown in Fig. 4.36. This result has been obtained
in a gas of neon using a 100 fs 800 nm Ti:sapphire
laser [4.312]. It shows odd harmonic peaks up to the
53rd order, with a rapid decrease beyond the 49th harmonic, characteristic of the cutoff region. The spectral
range of the harmonic emission as well as the conversion efficiency depends strongly on the gas medium.
As schematically illustrated in Fig. 4.37 (left), the efficiency is highest in the heavy atoms Ar, Xe, Kr,
but the highest photon energies are obtained in He
and Ne [4.222, 245, 302]. Figure 4.37 (right) presents
Laser

Atom
Harmonic
emissiom

Laser

Medium
Coherent
superposition

Fig. 4.38 Illustration of the two aspects of high-orderharmonic generation. (Top) harmonic emission from
a single atom. (Bottom) phase matching in the nonlinear
medium
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is focused into a vacuum chamber containing a rather
small gas target with an atomic pressure of at least
a few mbar. The harmonics (only of odd order, owing to inversion symmetry) are emitted along the laser
propagation axis. Many types of lasers have been used,
excimers, Nd:YAG, Nd:glass, Ti:sapphire, dye lasers,
etc. [4.218, 219, 222, 223, 289, 290]. In addition, the second harmonic of these lasers [4.291–293] as well as
the radiation from sum- or difference-frequency mixing processes [4.294, 295] for example to get into the
mid-infrared range [4.296], have also been employed.
Typical energies are between a fraction to a few tens
of mJ, typical pulse durations are from a few femtoseconds to a few tens of picoseconds. In the last five years,
the favorite tool has become the Ti:sapphire laser, providing very short pulse lengths, high laser intensities at
high repetition rates. The shortest laser pulses used today to study atoms in strong laser fields are about 5 fs
(two cycles) long [4.285]. The advantage of using short
pulses is that atoms get exposed to higher laser intensity
before they ionize, leading to higher-order harmonics.
The different parameters of the laser pulses, such as the
polarization, the focusing characteristics, the spatial and
temporal profiles are often varied and optimized in the
experiments. Recent studies do not simply vary a given
parameter, but attempt to shape a laser pulse (by varying,
for example, its phase [4.244], its degree of ellipticity [4.297–299], or its spatial properties [4.300, 301]) to
tailor the harmonics for different applications.
The gas medium is provided by a gas jet, hollow
fiber [4.246–248] or a (small) gas cell [4.249, 250, 303].
Figure 4.36 shows a photograph of such a gas target containing argon atoms irradiated by an intense
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a comparison between the generation efficiency for three
rare gases Ar, Ne, He, when ultrashort laser pulses (of
duration 5 fs) are used for the excitation [4.245, 302].
As illustrated in Fig. 4.38, two conditions are necessary to observe efficient harmonic emission. First, each
individual atom must generate light at these frequencies,
requiring a highly nonlinear response to the radiation
field. Second, the harmonic field results from the coherent superposition of all the emitting atoms in the
medium. Harmonic generation will be efficient only if
phase matching is achieved, requiring the generated field
to be in phase with the nonlinear polarization creating it
over the medium’s length. We discuss these two aspects
in more details in the following sections.

V(r)

5ω

ω

r

V(r)

4.11.3 Microscopic Physics
r
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Electrons in an atom in the presence of a time-dependent
radiation field oscillate. This is described by a dipole
moment d(t) = Φ(t)|er|Φ(t), where |Φ(t) is the timedependent electronic wavefunction, the solution of the
Schrödinger equation. When the radiation field is weak,
there is mainly one oscillation frequency, that of the
field. In a strong radiation field, the oscillatory motion
becomes distorted and the dipole moment now includes
a series of higher-order frequencies, odd harmonics of
the fundamental one. The harmonic emission from a single atom can thus be calculated by taking the Fourier
transform of the dipole moment. Theorists often use a
single-active-electron approximation, assuming that the
interaction with the field involves essentially one active
electron, to describe the response of the atom to a strong
laser field. A number of methods have been proposed
to solve this problem and it is beyond the scope of this
paper to review all of these approaches. The most realistic approach is probably the numerical solution of
the time-dependent Schrödinger equation, pioneered by
Kulander at the end of the 1980s [4.313]. Many important results, such as the determination of the cutoff law
for high-order harmonics in 1992 [4.227] or proposals
for single attosecond pulse generation using few-cycle
laser pulses at the end of the 1990s [4.245,314,315] were
obtained directly from numerical calculations. The semiclassical strong field approximation, originating from
a seminal paper of Keldysh in 1964 [4.316], applied by
Lewenstein in the 1990s to high-order-harmonic generation [4.230, 231] allows to explore a larger parameter
space as well as to gain intuitive insight. This model
and a related one approximating the atomic potential by
a δ(r) potential [4.240] have been extensively used to
interpret experimental results.

Fig. 4.39 Schematic picture of different regimes for harmonic generation. The multiphoton, perturbative regime
is illustrated on the top, while the semiclassical model is
presented on the bottom

Many insights in the physical understanding of the
interaction between atoms and strong laser fields have
been provided by a simple semiclassical model, proposed first by Van der Linden, van der Heuvell, and
Muller in the context of above-threshold ionization
and extended by Corkum and others [4.228, 229] to
multiple ionization and high-order-harmonic generation. According to this model, illustrated in Fig. 4.39
(bottom), the electron tunnels through the Coulomb
energy barrier modified by the presence of the relatively slowly varying linearly polarized electric field of
the laser. It then undergoes (classical) oscillations in
the field, during which the influence of the Coulomb
force from the nucleus is practically negligible. If the
electron comes back to the vicinity of the nucleus, it
may be rescattered one or several times by the nucleus, thus acquiring a high kinetic energy, and in some
cases, kicking out a second or third electron. It may
also recombine back to the ground state, thus producing
a photon with energy Ip , the ionization potential, plus
the kinetic energy acquired during the oscillatory motion. We also show in Fig. 4.39 (top) for comparison the
more traditional harmonic-generation process based on
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multiphoton absorption in the (barely perturbed) atomic
potential.
An intuitive understanding of some of the properties
of harmonic generation can be gained by elementary
classical calculations of the electron motion outside the
binding potential. Assuming the electron to have zero
velocity immediately after it has tunneled through the
potential barrier at time t = t0 , and the laser field to be
simply described by E = E 0 sin(ωt), we obtain:
v = −v0 cos(ωt) + v0 cos(ωt0 ) ,
(4.230)
v0
x = − sin(ωt)
ω
v0
+ sin(ωt0 ) + (t − t0 )v0 cos(ωt0 ) ,
(4.231)
ω
where v0 = qE 0 /mω. Depending on the time at which
the electron is released into the continuum (t0 ), it will
follow different trajectories, as illustrated in Fig. 4.40.
Only those electrons released between T/4 and T/2
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(where T is the laser period) are of interest for harmonic generation. When the laser field changes its sign,
they come back towards the core (at x = 0) with a certain kinetic energy. This energy, which determines the
emitted harmonic order, is proportional to the square
of the slope of the trajectory as it crosses the time
axis [open circles in Fig. 4.40 (top)]. Except for the
trajectory starting at approximately 0.3T , giving the
highest kinetic energy (cutoff), there are two (main)
trajectories leading the same kinetic energy. This is
illustrated in Fig. 4.40 (bottom), showing the kinetic
energy when the electron returns to the core (solid
line), as well as the time spent in the continuum (dotdashed line), as a function of release time. As shown
in the figure, for each energy (dashed line), and hence
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Fig. 4.40 (Top) Electron trajectories in the continuum corresponding to different release times. The laser electric
field is represented in dotted line. (Bottom) kinetic energy
(solid line) and time in the continuum (dot-dashed line)as
a function of the release time
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Fig. 4.41 (Top) Single atom response within the strong-

field approximation. Intensity (dark line) and phase (light
line) of the 35-th harmonic in neon as a function of the
laser intensity. (Bottom) Quantum path analysis of the same
harmonic
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for each harmonic order, there are mainly two trajectories, a short and a long one, contributing to the
harmonic emission. The periodicity (for a pulse several
cycles long) of the process implies that the light emission is not continuous but at discrete (odd-harmonic)
frequencies.
The influence of the complex electron dynamics
inherent to the harmonic-generation process is clearly
visible on the intensity dependence of the harmonic
components of the quantum-mechanical dipole moment.
Figure 4.41 shows for example the 35-th harmonic
Detector
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Fig. 4.42a–c Spatially-resolved temporal coherence mea-

surements of high-order harmonics. The principle of the
measurement is shown in (a). Two images obtained on the
13-th harmonic in xenon obtained for two different time delays (0 and 25 fs) between the two pulses are shown in (b).
A summary of the measured coherence times in the two
spatial regions for high harmonics in xenon is presented
in (c)

generated in neon, calculated within the strong field approximation. The intensity and phase are represented
respectively in solid and dashed line as a function of
the laser intensity. The sharp intensity and phase variation at low intensity corresponds to the cutoff region.
In the plateau, oscillations are clearly visible in the
variation of both the intensity and the phase. They originate from interference effects between the contributions
from the multiple trajectories. This fascinating conclusion stimulated the development of analysis techniques
to extract the contributing electron trajectories (or rather
the relevant quantum paths) from quantum-mechanical
approaches [4.317, 318]. The result of such an analysis
for the 35-th harmonic in neon is shown at the bottom in
Fig. 4.41. The contributions to the dipole phase varying
linearly with the intensity φdip (I) = α j I, corresponding
to a quantum path ( j), are identified as vertical lines
in Fig. 4.41. In this case, the dominant trajectory is the
“second” one, with a coefficient α2 = 24 × 10−14 cm2 W.
At low intensity, in the cutoff region, there is only one
quantum path.
The microscopic physics (the quantum orbits) behind high-order-harmonic generation was shown in
a series of experiments investigating the temporal coherence of the harmonics [4.319–321]. We present in
Fig. 4.42 the principle as well as some results obtained
in xenon [4.320]. Two phase-locked spatially separated harmonic sources are created by splitting the laser
into two replicas in a Michelson interferometer and by
slightly misaligning one of the arms. A variable time
delay can be introduced between the two pulses. The
generated harmonics are separated by a grating and interfere in the far field. The variation of the contrast of
the fringes as a function of time delay gives the coherence time. Figure 4.42b shows images obtained for
the 13-th harmonic in xenon. (For experimental reasons,
the images are not symmetrical.) These images present
two spatial regions with different coherence times. The
central region exhibits a long coherence time, whereas
the outer region a much shorter one. Figure 4.42c summarizes measurements on the harmonics generated in
xenon.
These results can be interpreted in a simple way
by recalling that the harmonic field is a sum of the
contributions from each quantum path j

E q (r, t) =
A j (r, t) e−[iqωt+α j I (r,t)]
(4.232)
j

where A j is an envelope function, representing the
strength of each path. The temporal variation of the laser
intensity I(t) will produce a chirp in the emitted field,
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and consequently a spectral broadening (or a reduced
coherence time). The radial variation of the laser intensity I(r) will affect the curvature of the phase front of the
harmonics, and therefore their divergence. The contribution from the quantum paths with a long excursion time
in the continuum (Fig. 4.40), resulting in a large α j , will
have a short coherence time and a pronounced curvature
in the far field, whereas that from the quantum paths with
a short excursion time will have a longer coherence time
and be more collimated [4.322]. Similar evidence for
the existence of (at least) two quantum paths has been
obtained by analyzing the harmonic spectra in combination with measuring the harmonic pulse duration [4.321].
Contributions of different quantum paths can be selected
macroscopically, either by spatial or spectral filtering.

4.11.4 Macroscopic Physics

pol

δφq = φq − φq
≈ kq z − qk1 z + q arctan(2z/b) − φdip . (4.233)
In this equation, the first two terms characterize the
difference in dispersion at the fundamental and q-th harmonic frequencies, mainly due to the effect of the free
electrons in the medium. The third one is a geometrical
term originating from the Gouy phase shift of a Gaussian beam with confocal parameter b across the focus.
The fourth term is the dipole phase described above.
According to the previous discussion, it is more physically correct to consider separately the contributions
from the different quantum paths, before making a (coherent) sum. The phase difference to minimize depends
on the trajectory and is given by
pol

δφq, j = φq − φq
≈ kq z − qk1 z + q arctan(2z/b) − α j I(r, z, t) .
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Fig. 4.43 (Top) phase difference between the harmonic

wave and the polarization for the 35-th harmonic generated in neon on the propagation axis. In dashed line, we
show the term coming from the geometrical phase shift of
a Gaussian beam and in dotted line, the term coming from
the dipole phase. The laser intensity is 6 × 1014 W/cm2 .
The confocal parameter is chosen to be b = 1 cm. (Bottom)
corresponding phase matching map (after [4.317])

a term decreasing with z, usually quite small. In contrast, the contribution of the dipole phase, here due
mainly to the second trajectory, with a transition to the
cutoff for |z| ≥ 7.5 mm, first increases, then decreases
with z. In the particular case shown in Fig. 4.43, phase
matching on the propagation axis is best realized for
z ≥ 7 mm, requiring the medium to be located after the
focus. In general, the situation can be rather complicated. Methods have been developed to visualize where
(in the nonlinear medium) and when (during the laser
pulse) phase matching was best realized [4.317], using
in particular three-dimensional maps representing the
local coherence length, defined as

(4.234)

Figure 4.43 illustrates the variation of δφq along the
propagation axis (z). Most contributions are monotonic.
Focusing as well as the free electron dispersion (not
shown in Fig. 4.43) lead to a contribution to δφq increasing with z, while the (normal) dispersion leads to
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Lq = π

∂δφq
∂z

−1

.

(4.235)

An example of such a map for the situation corresponding to Fig. 4.43 (top) is shown at the bottom of the same
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We now turn to the second aspect of harmonic generation, namely the response of the whole medium. To
achieve phase matching, i. e. to ensure efficient conversion, the wave vector difference (traditionally called the
phase mismatch) between the harmonic wave and the
polarization must be minimized, so that the phase difference varies as little as possible over the medium’s length.
For an incident Gaussian beam, this phase difference on
the propagation axis (z) is given by

4.11 High-Order Harmonic Generation
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figure. The white areas indicate where phase-matching
is best realized. The two parts of the figure correspond
to the transition between cutoff and plateau.
The brief analysis presented above can easily be generalized to include propagation in waveguides [4.246–
248], which modifies somewhat the phase-matching
conditions, since the geometrical and dipole phase effects are much reduced (owing to a constant intensity
in the waveguide). Absorption in the nonlinear medium
starts to play a role for high conversion efficiencies and
long medium lengths and/or high pressures. The optimization of phase matching of high-order-harmonic
generation has stimulated a great deal of efforts during the last five years. The so-called absorption limit,
where the limitation on the conversion efficiency is due
to absorption, and not to the coherence length, has been
reached in different wavelength ranges [4.249,250,302].
Recently, the use of extremely long focusing geometries
(which minimize both the effect of the dipole phase and
that of the Gouy phase shift) has led to conversion efficiencies as high as a few times 10−5 and energies in
the µJ range [4.303,323]. Phase matching of high-orderharmonic generation is by no means a solved issue, since
it is a complicated three-dimensional problem, involving a number of parameters (laser focusing, pressure,
medium length and geometry, laser intensity). In addition, the problem is quite different for the low-order
harmonics with energy around a few tens of eV, where
most of the work has been done, and for the highorder harmonics at 100 eV or more. An interesting idea,
similar to quasi-phase-matching has recently been investigated [4.324]. A modulated waveguide, used for
the generation of high-order harmonics, induces a periodic variation of the degree of ionization leading to
enhanced conversion efficiency, especially for the high
harmonics.
Finally, a conclusion of importance for the generation of attosecond pulse trains is that the different
quantum paths contributing to harmonic generation discussed in the previous section are not phase matched
in the same conditions (4.234). The axial variation of
the laser intensity I(z) leads to different phase matching conditions for the contributions from the different
quantum paths. In other words, depending on the geometry, ionization, pressure conditions, phase matching
will enhance one of the contributing trajectories to the
detriment of the others. This conclusion is extremely
important for the generation of attosecond pulse trains.
As illustrated in Fig. 4.44 (top), the electron trajectories
contributing to harmonic generation in the single-atom
response lead to bursts of light at different times during
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Fig. 4.44 Illustration of the temporal structure of a few
harmonics in the single atom response (top, middle). In
some conditions, phase matching selects only one burst of
light per half cycle, leading to phase locking (bottom)

the laser half-cycle. Phase locking between consecutive
harmonics is not realized. In some conditions, however, phase matching results in efficient generation of
only one of these contributions [Fig. 4.44 (bottom)]
[4.325, 326], leading to a train of attosecond pulses.
Another possibility, that makes use of the different
spatial properties of the contributing trajectories, is to
select the shortest trajectory by spatially filtering the
harmonic beam with an aperture. Finally, a spectral
filter can be used to select only the harmonics in the
cutoff region, where the electron dynamics is much simpler, with only one electron trajectory in a single-atom
response.
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4.12 Attosecond Pulses: Measurement and Application
4.12.1 Attosecond Pulse Trains
and Single Attosecond Pulses

E L (t) = E a (t) cos(ωL t + ϕ).

(4.236)

Only pulses with ϕ ≈ 0 have the potential for producing a single burst. For such a fundamental pulse with
a “cosine” waveform, the peak intensity of the laser
pulse can be adjusted to give rise to a single burst within
a preselected frequency band (beige band in Fig. 4.46).
Recently, carrier-envelope-phase-controlled few-cycle
pulses opened the door to the reproducible generation of
single sub-femtosecond XUV pulses [4.330].
The feasibility of a single sub-femtosecond pulse
produced by few-cycle-driven high-order harmonic generation was corroborated by numerical studies based
on a computer code [4.331] solving Maxwell’s wave
equations in three dimensions and calculating the radiation of the strongly driven atomic dipoles using the
quantum theory of Lewenstein et al. [4.231]. These numerical calculations predict the feasibility of isolated
near-bandwidth-limited XUV pulse generation with durations down to the 100 as range.

4.12.2 Basic Concepts
for XUV Pulse Measurement
The most direct information about the duration of short
flashes of electromagnetic radiation can be gained from
time-domain measurements. To this end, the burst to
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The first experimental indication of harmonic radiation
containing a substructure was observed in a high-order
autocorrelation of the driving laser pulse [4.283]. The
experimental set up was similar to that described in
Fig. 4.42 (top), except that the two harmonics sources
were spatially overlapped and no spectral selection with
a grating was done. The signal was studied as a function
of time delay, and showed substructures.
More-recent experiments [4.284] showed conclusive
evidence for a group of harmonics beating together to
form a sequence of XUV bursts. In perfect phase-locking
conditions, a combination of N = 5 harmonics generated
by a 800 nm laser can form a train of pulses separated
by half the laser period T0 /2 = 1.35 fs, with a duration as short as T0 /2N. In the experiment described in
[4.284], the signal used to study the phase locking of
the harmonics were the sidebands in the photoelectron
spectra, which are due to the coherent superposition
of two processes, combined absorption of a harmonic
and infrared (IR) laser photon, and absorption of the
next harmonic and emission of a laser photon [Fig. 4.45
(top)]. The sideband intensity depends on the phase difference between the two harmonics involved, as well
as on the time delay between the XUV and IR pulses.
Monitoring the intensity as a function of time delay for
several sideband peaks allows one to study the variation
of the phase difference between consecutive harmonics
[Fig. 4.45 (bottom)]. The relative phases of the harmonics were found to be fairly constant, yielding a train of
250 as pulses spaced by half the oscillation period of the
laser field [Fig. 4.45 (middle)].
The high repetition rate (twice the laser frequency) of
this train of pulses may pose problems when it comes to
spectroscopic applications, because the interpretation of
pump–probe experiments tends to be ambiguous. Using
such a train for either triggering or probing a dynamic
process that does not completely come to a standstill
within T0 /2(≈ 1.3 fs for 800 nm driver laser light from
a Ti:sapphire laser) gives rise to multiple pumping or
probing, complicating the interpretation of measured
data. This recognition led to the proposal that a single pulse could possibly be selected from the attosecond
train by a driving laser pulse with a polarization state
rapidly varying in time to confine pure linear polarization (which is a prerequisite for harmonic emission) to
a single laser cycle at the pulse peak [4.280, 281, 327].

This polarization gating technique has been experimentally implemented using different methods to achieve the
modulation of the degree of ellipticity of the fundamental laser pulse. A significant confinement of the harmonic
emission (however not in the attosecond regime) has
been shown using both spectral and temporal diagnostics [4.297,298,328,329]. This technique could be a way
to isolate single as pulses in the plateau energy region.
A more straightforward approach to confining highharmonic emission to a single laser cycle became
feasible with the availability of intense few-cycle (sub10 fs) laser pulses. When driven with a laser pulse
consisting of only a few oscillation cycles, the harmonic
emission at the highest photon energies (near cutoff region) can be confined to one half of the oscillation period
near the pulse peak. By selecting a well-defined photon energy band near the cutoff region, which requires
the highest driving field intensity, it is expected to be
possible to isolate one single sub-femtosecond burst, as
illustrated in Fig. 4.46. This diagram also shows the sensitivity of isolated pulse generation to the absolute (or
carrier-envelope) phase ϕ of the fundamental laser pulse
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Fig. 4.45 Experimental evidence for phase-locking of
high-order harmonics; principle of measurement (top), experimental results (bottom) and reconstructed temporal
intensity profile (middle). Reprinted from [4.284] with
permission from the authors

be characterized must be probed by a sampling pulse
that is comparable to or shorter than the duration of
the burst. In the optical regime this concept has been
implemented by nonlinear autocorrelation techniques,
where the burst to characterize is probed by itself.
The extension of these techniques to the XUV spectral range is not trivial, because of the unfavorable
scaling of the nonlinear polarizability with wavelength
and because of the low power of the XUV pulse to
be measured. Only a few results have been obtained
so far for relatively low-order harmonics. The nonlinear process used for the autocorrelation is two-photon
ionization of a gas target. Experiments have demonstrated two-photon ionization in Xe, Kr [4.277, 332] by
low-order harmonics and recently two-photon ionization in He with a combination of harmonics from the
7-th to the 13-th [4.333]. In the first autocorrelation experiments [4.275, 334], harmonics generated by a 1 TW
30 fs laser beam were used to ionize He atoms. The
number of He+ ions was measured as a function of
the delay between two identical ninth-harmonic pulses
(14.1 eV) generated by two replicas of the fundamental
pulse. A pulse width of 27 fs was obtained by assuming
a sech2 pulse shape (Fig. 4.47). In a more recent experiment a two-photon-absorption-based auto-correlation
was implemented for a frequency-resolved optical gating (FROG) measurement [4.335]. Here the two replicas
of the fifth harmonic of a 7 mJ Ti:sapphire laser pulse
were focused into a Xe gas jet. From the recorded FROG
trace the intensity profile and chirp of a high-harmonic
pulse could be retrieved. In another recent experiment
[4.336], an autocorrelation of a bunch of harmonics
(from the 7-th to the 11-th) gives evidence for attosecond
bunching.
The extension of auto-correlation techniques to
higher-order harmonics, with energies in the XUV/softX-ray region, remains, however, a formidable challenge.
The atomic cross section of the absorption process
σ scales with λ6 , implying a dramatic decrease of
the two-photon transition probability with decreasing
wavelength. As a consequence auto-correlation schemes
require photon fluences orders of magnitude higher than
those available from existing harmonic sources in the
XUV regime. In order to circumvent the difficulties resulting from low two-photon transition cross sections
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Fig. 4.46 Comparison of the temporal structure of harmonics of multi-cycle or few-cycle pulses for different values of the
carrier-envelope phase. The peaks sketch the temporal structure (horizontal axis) of emitted XUV radiation as a function
of XUV photon energy (vertical axis)

at short wavelengths, the XUV pulse can be correlated
with the strong laser pulse previously used for its generation. The cross-correlation can be implemented by XUV
photoionization in the presence of the laser pulse. XUV
pulses have been cross-correlated with the femtosecond
Number of He+ ions
4000

3000

2000
FWHM = 27 fs
1000

infrared (IR) laser pulses in a number of experiments
over the past decade [4.257–260,262,337,338]. All these
experiments had in common that the temporal intensity
envelope of the laser pulse served as a sampling function
for measuring the XUV pulse shape and duration, which
limits the temporal resolution to several femtoseconds
or more.
Here we review a novel implementation of XUV/IR
cross-correlation technique that correlates the XUV
pulse envelope with the oscillating laser field rather
than its envelope, providing a sub-T0 /4 probe (T0 is the
laser cycle) for measuring the XUV pulse duration. The
method exploits the dependence of the final kinetic energy of the XUV-pulse-generated photoelectron on the
phase (and strength) of the laser field at the instant of
photoionization. The width and position of the resultant
photoelectron spectra are measured as a function of the
relative delay between XUV and laser pulse and yield
a convolution of the oscillating laser light field with the
XUV pulse envelope. Careful deconvolution allows one
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Fig. 4.47 Auto-correlation trace of the ninth harmonic by
two-photon ionization of He (after [4.334])
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to determine the duration of the XUV pulse and its timing jitter with respect to the light field with as resolution
[4.261, 285]. The concept has been termed attosecond
streak camera because it is the streaking of the electron’s kinetic energy by the rapidly varying laser field
that yields direct time-domain information of the time
structure of emitted electron wave packet, which mimics
that of the XUV pulse [4.339–341].

4.12.3 The Optical-Field-Driven XUV Streak
Camera Technique

Part A 4.12

XUV photoionization in the presence of a strong laser
field can be accounted for by a simple quasi-classical
model, similar to that presented above, treating the interaction as a two-step process [4.261]. According to
this model, the photoelectron is first ejected by a short
XUV pulse with a distribution of initial momenta known
from conventional photoionization studies [4.342]. Subsequently, it is accelerated (or decelerated) by the light
field. For XUV pulse durations τx very short compared
to T0 /2, the model predicts that, depending on the oscillation phase of the light field at the instant of “birth”
of the electron, a momentum component is added to the
initial momentum of the electron.
The concept of laser-field-assisted XUV photoionization can be implemented in various detection
geometries. The two most important ones are shown in
∆p
pi

pf

∆t > 0
∆p

pf
pi

∆t > 0

Fig. 4.48 Two-color (XUV/IR) photoionization in differ-

ent geometries: the strong electric field of the infrared laser
pulse can be polarized along the direction of detection of
the photoelectrons or orthogonally to it, giving rise to substantial differences in the photoelectron’s motion after its
liberation. The polarization of the XUV pulse has little
influence on the electron motion

Fig. 4.48. The photoelectrons are detected within a cone
aligned parallel and orthogonally to the electric field
vector of the linearly polarized laser field (henceforth
referred to as the parallel and orthogonal detection geometry, respectively). Here we focus on the orthogonal
geometry because the first sub-femtosecond pulse measurement used this configuration [4.285]. In the next
section we shall demonstrate that the parallel geometry
can also be employed for efficient as diagnostics.
Figure 4.49 depicts the final momentum distribution
of the photoelectron for different instants of release in
the strong laser field. In general, a laser-induced momentum component is added to the initial momentum vector
of the photoelectron, resulting in a shift of the photoelectron angular distribution along the laser polarization
in momentum space. The momentum transferred from
the IR light field is largest if the electric field of the light
wave is zero, i. e. its slope is maximum, at the instant of
birth of the photoelectron. The width of the XUV photoelectron energy spectrum ∆W, which is equal to the
bandwidth of the XUV pulse spectrum in the absence
of the light field, increases with increasing momentum
shift, within a finite detection cone aligned orthogonally
to the laser polarization.
Scanning the instant of birth of the photoelectron
through the light field oscillations by changing the relative delay td between the light pulse and XUV pulse
results in a modulation of the center of gravity as well as
the width ∆W(td ) of the XUV photoelectron spectrum
with a period equal to one half of the light oscillation period T0 . In the first time-resolved sub-femtosecond XUV
pulse measurement [4.285] the modulation of the fieldinduced spectral broadening ∆W(td ) was recorded. The
detection of such a modulation relies on an XUV pulse
short compared to half the laser period, i. e. τx  T0 /2,
implying also a fast (attosecond) ionization of the bound
electrons by the XUV photons, and a timing firmly fixed
(with as precision) of the XUV pulse with respect to the
laser field. A finite XUV pulse duration or a finite timing
jitter of the XUV pulse (relative to the phase of the light
field) of any origin results in a reduced contrast of the
predicted variation of ∆W(t d ) versus time delay (illustrated in Fig. 4.49). An XUV pulse duration or a timing
jitter exceeding T0 /2 (≈ 1.25 fs in the case of nearinfrared laser light from the Ti:sapphire laser) would
smear out the modulation completely. Hence, the modulation depth of ∆W(td ) provides a sub-femtosecond
probe for setting a reliable upper limit on the XUV pulse
duration and timing jitter.
Figure 4.50 displays the experimental set up for
the generation of sub-femtosecond XUV pulses by har-
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Fig. 4.49 Principle of measuring XUV-intensity/IR-light-field cross-correlation with attosecond resolution. The photo-

electrons created initially with isotropic momentum distribution by the absorption of XUV photons pick up momentum
from the strong laser light field. The light-induced momentum change ∆ px deforms the final photoelectron momentum
distribution at instants t1 , t2 , t3 = t2 + T0 /4, t4 = t2 + T0 /2, and t5 = t2 + 3T0 /4 as shown, where E L (t3 ) = E L (t5 ) = 0.
Photoelectrons detected within a cone aligned orthogonally to the direction of the light field vector (x-direction) display
a kinetic energy spread at t3 and t5 whilst remaining unaffected by the light field at t1 , t2 and t4 . The full scan shows
schematically the expected modulation of the spectra if τx < T0 /2

monic generation and their time-resolved measurement
by the attosecond streak-camera technique described
in the previous section. A 200 nm-thick zirconium foil
with an aperture of 2 mm is placed 150 cm downstream
from the XUV pulse source. The aperture is matched
to the beam diameter of the harmonic beam, which has
a low divergence of ≈ 0.7 mrad. This filter is placed
in the beam to block the laser and low-order harmonics across the XUV beam, transmitting only photons

with an energy of higher than 70 eV. It is mounted on
a nitrocellulose membrane of 5 µm thickness to cover
a 2 mm-diameter hole in the membrane. This device is
virtually dispersion-free and produces an annular laser
beam confining the XUV beam in its center. The energy in the laser beam is adjusted by a motorized iris
and measured by a photodiode. Both the laser and the
collinearly propagating XUV beam are focused with
a two-component focusing mirror directing the XUV
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Energy ≈ 0.5 mJ
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Two-component
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Reflectivity > 60 % at 90 eV
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Fig. 4.50 Experimental set up for the attosecond pulse measurement. The focused 7 fs laser beam interacts with neon
atoms to produce high-harmonic radiation. The laser and the highly collimated XUV beam co-propagate collinearly
through a 2 m beam line towards the measurement. In the beaml ine the laser and harmonic beams pass through a 200 nmthick 3 mm-diameter zirconium foil placed on a 5 µm-thick nitrocellulose pellicle to cover a hole of 2 mm diameter. The
energy transported by the resulting annular beam can be adjusted with a motorized iris between a fraction of a microjoule
and a few tens of microjoules. The Mo/Si multilayer consists of an annular part having an outer diameter of 10 mm
with a concentric hole of 3 mm diameter hosting a miniature mirror of slightly smaller diameter. Both parts originate
from the same substrate, ensuring identical radii of curvature (R = 70 mm). The miniature central mirror is mounted on
a wide-range nanometer-precision piezo-driven stage, allowing alignment and translation with respect to the external part

and IR beam with an adjustable time delay into a common focus of the two focusing mirrors, where a nozzle
supplying the target atoms is placed. The focusing mirror is coated with a Mo/Si multilayer stack designed to
reflect photons with 90 eV energy within a 5 eV bandwidth. This bandwidth is large enough to support XUV
pulses as short as 0.4 fs.
The contour plot in Fig. 4.51 depicts the variation of
the energy distribution of photoelectrons knocked out

Photoelectron energy (eV)
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Fig. 4.51 Energy distributions of the Kr-4p photoelectrons
(binding energy ≈15 eV) as a function of the delay td
between the ionizing sub-femtosecond 90 eV XUV pulse
and the dressing few-cycle laser wave over some tens of
femtoseconds
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Fig. 4.52 Kr-4p photoelectron spectra extracted from the
contour plot in Fig. 4.51 at delays indicated by the arrows. The dots represent spectra normalized to the same
number of electron counts in the time-of-flight electron
spectrometer. The lines show asymmetric Gaussian fits to
the data
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Fig. 4.53 Calculated (line) and measured blue shift of the
fundamental pulse, probed by the XUV pulse. The steep
rising edge indicates the presence of single XUV pulses
without significant satellites

can be evaluated from the modulation in ∆W(td ) by fitting a sinusoidal half-oscillation of adjustable period to
∆W(td ) at different values of td . The sampling interval was scanned through the range of −8 fs ≤ td ≤ 8 fs.
The dots in Fig. 4.53 show the carrier-frequency sweep
evaluated in this manner, revealing a dynamic blue shift
from a carrier wavelength of ≈750 to ≈550 nm.
This strong dynamic frequency shift carried by the
few-cycle laser pulse has been found to originate from
the interaction of the pulse with the ionizing gas source
of the XUV pulses. In fact, the line in Fig. 4.53 is obtained from propagating a bandwidth-limited 7 fs laser
pulse through the volume of neon gas emitting the high
harmonics in a numerical experiment [4.331]. The measured ≈30% dynamic frequency blue shift at the center of
the pulse is larger than predicted by the simulations but
reflects qualitatively the predicted behavior. The qualitative agreement suggests that the observed blue shift
can be attributed to ionization-induced self-phase modulation in the high-harmonic-generation process. This
direct probing of the field oscillations of a light wave can
be regarded as the first application of sub-femtosecond
XUV pulses.
The observed sub-femtosecond rise time of the
ionization-induced dynamic blue shift provides conclusive evidence for the isolated nature of the
sub-femtosecond XUV burst. Any satellite of substantial energy spaced by some T0 /2 ≈ 1.30 fs from the
main burst would broaden this rise time to more than
1 fs. The agreement of the measured XUV pulse duration and that obtained from simulations [4.285] within
the experimental error suggests that the timing jitter of
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from the 4 p shell of krypton by 90 eV XUV pulses
(y-axis) as a function of delay td (x-axis). The XUV
pulses were filtered out from the high-harmonic emission spectrum of Ne atoms driven by few-cycle (7 fs,
750 nm) laser pulses by the Mo/Si mirror within a 5 eV
bandwidth at 90 eV near the cutoff of the emission spectrum. The XUV pulse were delayed by 150 as steps
with respect to the few-cycle laser pulse to record the
laser-affected XUV photoelectron spectra versus delay.
The data clearly bring to light a quasi-periodic evolution of the photoelectron energy spectrum with a period
of ≈ T0 /2. From the depth of this modulation an XUV
pulse duration of τXUV = 650 as ± 150 as was evaluated
[4.285].
Figure 4.52 shows two representative spectra sliced
out from the contour plot in Fig. 4.51 at delays of
td = −450 as and td = 0, as indicated by the arrows. The
marked difference between the two spectra recorded at
delays just 450 as apart provides a clear evidence for the
photoelectron emission time (and hence the XUV pulse)
being temporally confined to a fraction of a femtosecond.
In the analysis presented in the previous subsections, the laser field was used to probe the XUV pulse
duration. With its duration known, the sub-femtosecond
XUV pulse can take over the role of the probe as it is
scanned across the laser pulse (in time) and measure the
frequency of light for the first time in a time-resolved experiment. A possible sweep of instantaneous frequency
νinst (or wavelength λinst ) of the few-cycle laser pulse
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the XUV pulse with respect to the phase of the IR light
wave must be small compared to 1 fs, indicating that
the sub-femtosecond XUV pulse is locked to the carrier wave of its generating few-cycle light pulse with
as precision. The attosecond timing stability of the subfemtosecond XUV pulse to a few-cycle IR light wave
makes these pulses a unique tool for investigating the
dynamic behavior of matter on an attosecond time scale.
The light-field-controlled photoemission experiment already demonstrates this capability. In the measured
energy distribution ∆W(td ) it is implicit, that in the
investigated spectral range near 90 eV bound–free electronic transitions from the 4p state in krypton respond
to XUV excitation within less than 500 as, constituting
I x (t)
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E L (t)

Detector

the first time-resolved measurement on an atomic time
scale.
Another implementation of the attosecond streakcamera technique is shown in Fig. 4.54 [4.286]. Here
the photoelectrons are detected in the parallel geometry
as sketched in the top of Fig. 4.48. If the photoelectron
is ejected near the zero crossing of the laser electric
field, its energy spectrum may get up- or downshifted
by many electronvolts. This is in strong contrast with
the orthogonal geometry used before, where the primary
effect of the laser field is a broadening rather than a shift
of the photoelectron energy spectrum.
The predicted spectral shift relies not only on a precise timing of the XUV pulse to the zero transition of
the laser field. This shift without substantial broadening
happens only if the generated XUV burst (and therefore
the generated photoelectron wave packet) is very short
compared to the laser field half-oscillation period T0 /2.
If the XUV pulse and therefore the electron wave packet
approaches or exceeds T0 /2, different portions of the
wave packet experience different momentum transfer,
resulting in a large spread of energies. A recent experiment using XUV pulses of 8 eV bandwidth verified this
prediction and allowed to set an upper limit of 500 as
and 200 as on the duration of the XUV pulse and its
timing jitter with respect to its generating laser wave,
respectively [4.286].

4.12.4 Applications of Sub-femtosecond
XUV Pulses: Time-Resolved
Spectroscopy of Atomic Processes

Electron
energy

hνx
0

Wbind

Fig. 4.54 Energy shift of XUV photoelectrons ejected
nearly parallel to the polarization direction of a strong laser
field near the instant of zero transition of the laser field by
a sub-T0 /2-duration XUV pulse

Finally, we show, how pump–probe spectroscopy of
atomic excitation and relaxation processes – such as e.g.
optical-field ionization and inner-shell relaxation processes – can be traced directly in the time domain by
drawing on low-energy isolated X-ray pulses in combination with synchronized strong few-cycle laser pulses,
i. e. on tools that are available now.
Pump–probe techniques offer the most direct experimental approach to tracing microscopic dynamics.
The extension of time-resolved spectroscopy to ultrafast electronic processes taking place deep inside atoms
has so far been frustrated by the simultaneous requirements of short wavelengths (i. e. high photon energy)
and sub-femtosecond pulse duration. There is the additional difficulty that a straightforward interpretation of
spectroscopic data requires isolated (single) pulses. With
these pulses now available from few-cycle-driven highorder harmonic generation, extension of time-resolved
spectroscopy into the attosecond domain can now be
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Fig. 4.55 Tracing inner-shell relaxation processes by

XUV–pump/XUV–probe spectroscopy. The kinetic energy
of photoelectrons detached by the probe pulse from the
atom following excitation by an XUV pump pulse is analyzed as a function of the delay between the pump and the
probe pulse
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Fig. 4.56 Schematic representation of the Auger process
and its temporal evolution displaying the decay of an innershell vacancy

time of this Auger electron corresponds exactly to the
lifetime of the inner-shell vacancy. Hence, sampling the
Auger electron emission in the same way as the primary photoelectron emission with the oscillating laser
field enables researchers to gain direct time-domain access to inner-shell atomic processes with as resolution.
The first proof-of-principle time-resolved inner-shell
spectroscopic experiment was recently demonstrated
[4.343]. Although the decay time measured in this
experiment can also be inferred from energy-domain
measurements, it served as a benchmark process for
testing the feasibility of the methods described above
for attosecond time-resolved spectroscopy.
The frontiers of both time-resolved spectroscopy and
the control of microscopic dynamics are about to be radically extended due to the new technical capability that
allows scientists to synthesize intense pulses containing a few cycles evolving in a precisely determined way
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td

tackled. Figure 4.55 shows the principle of an XUVpump/XUV-probe experiment. In this – conceptually
most straightforward – implementation of as spectroscopy, the sub-femtosecond XUV pulses are used for
both triggering and probing bound–bound or bound–free
transitions in atoms or molecules.
However, the sub-femtosecond XUV pulses currently available do not have sufficient flux for
XUV–pump/XUV–probe spectroscopy yet. This is because in this kind of experiments the physical quantity
measured as a function of delay between pump and probe
pulse relies on a two-XUV-photon transition, the probability of which scales with σ Ipump Iprobe , where σ is the
atomic cross section of the absorption process and Ipump
and I probe are the intensities of the pump and probe XUV
bursts, respectively. Both Ipump and Iprobe are many orders of magnitude less than what can be achieved in the
optical regime. Moreover σ is also reduced by many
orders of magnitude because it scales with λ6 .
Extension of the concept of laser-field-assisted XUV
photoelectron emission to sampling the emission of
secondary (Auger) electrons offers an alternative solution to time-resolving inner-shell atomic processes
with as accuracy. The underlying principle is illustrated in Fig. 4.56. The sub-femtosecond XUV pulse
excites a core electron and produces thereby a shortlived inner-shell vacancy. This is rapidly filled by an
electron from a higher energy level (outer shell). The
energy lost by the electron undergoing this transition is
carried away either by an energetic (XUV/X-ray) photon or by a secondary (Auger) electron. The emission

Auger
spectrum
versus td
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[4.330]. With this tool it should be possible to precisely
control the motion of energetic electron wave packets
around atoms on attosecond timescales just as the motion
of nuclear wave packets in molecules can be controlled
within a few femtoseconds. The single sub-femtosecond
electron bunches and (XUV/X-ray) photon bursts that
arise from the recently gained ability to control electron wave packets will enable the scientific community
to excite and probe atomic dynamics on atomics time
scales.

4.12.5 Some Recent Developments

Part A 4

Attosecond science is rapidly evolving [4.344] and the
last three years have seen important progress both in
the performances of femtosecond and attosecond light
pulses based on high-order harmonic generation in gases
and in their applications in different scientific areas.
Harmonic sources now reach pulse energies in
the microjoule range [4.345] and their spectra extend to energies of several keV (though with a lower

throughput) [4.346]. Applications are flourishing, going from the determination of vibration frequencies in
molecules [4.347] to microscopy [4.348, 349] and even
recently to seeding of X-ray laser plasmas [4.350] and
possibly, in the future, free-electron lasers.
Attosecond pulses have been studied in more details with different techniques [4.351, 352] and the
method to isolate a single pulse refined [4.353, 354].
Their time-frequency characteristics have been mapped
out [4.355–357] and ways to control both the individual pulses [4.358] and the train structure [4.359]
have been developed. The shortest isolated pulse produced to date is 130 as, using the polarization gating
technique for the temporal confinement [4.360, 361].
Applications now include characterization of electromagnetic fields [4.362], tomography of molecular
orbitals [4.363], molecular dynamics studies of simple
molecules [4.364, 365], dynamical studies and interferometric measurements of electron wavepackets [4.366,
367], and time-resolved inner-shell spectroscopy in
atoms and solids [4.368].
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5. Optical Materials and Their Properties

This chapter provides an extended overview on
today’s optical materials, which are commonly
used for optical components and systems. In
Sect. 5.1 the underlying physical background on
light–matter interaction is presented, where
the phenomena of refraction (linear and nonlinear), reflection, absorption, emission and
scattering are introduced. Sections 5.2 through
5.8 focus on the detailed properties of the
most common types of optical materials, such
as glass, glass ceramics, crystals, and plastics. In addition, special materials displaying
“unusual nonlinear” or “quasi-nonreversible”
optical behavior such as photorefractive or photorecording solids are described in Sect. 5.9.
The reader could use this chapter as either
a comprehensive introduction to the field of
optical materials or as a reference text for
the most relevant material information.
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5.1 Interaction of Light with Optical Materials
In this section the general physics of the interaction of
light with matter is briefly presented. A detailed insight
into theoretical electrodynamics cannot be given here.
The interested reader might refer to standard textbooks
on electrodynamics e.g. [5.1, 2].

where r = (x, y, z) are the three spatial coordinates. With
these simplest possible boundary conditions the material
equations (5.3) read

5.1.1 Dielectric Function

After applying a few vector operations, one gets the wave
equation for the electromagnetic field E in vacuum:

The starting point for an analysis of any interaction between electromagnetic waves with matter is Maxwell’s
equations. The static interaction for the dielectric displacement and the magnetic induction is described by
∆
∆

·D=ρ,
·B=0,

(5.1)

whereas the dynamic interaction of the electric and
magnetic fields is given by
∆

× E = − Ḃ ,
× H = j + Ḋ .

(5.2)

∆
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E and B are the electric and magnetic fields; D and H
are the electric displacement and the auxiliary magnetic
fields; ρ and j are the charge and the current density.
Material equations are needed to close Maxwell’s
equations:
D = ε0 E + P ,
B = µ0 H + M ,

(5.3)

where P and M are the polarization and magnetization densities. The vacuum permittivity (in SI units) is
ε0 = 8.854 × 10−12 A s/V m and the vacuum permeability is µ0 = 4π × 10−7 V s/A m.
The complete optical properties for any spatial
combination of matter are included in the solution of
(5.1), (5.2), which are closed by using the material
equations (5.3) and by using appropriate boundary conditions. For only a few special cases such a solution can
be written down directly. In the following we give a few
examples.
Wave Equation in Vacuum
If we want to solve (5.1), (5.2) in infinite vacuum we
have the following boundary conditions and material
equations:

P(r) = 0 ,

M(r) = 0 ,

ρ(r) = 0 ,

j(r) = 0 ,
(5.4)

D = ε0 E ,
B = µ0 H .

∆E − µ0 ε0 Ë = 0 .

(5.5)

(5.6)

An identical wave equation can be derived for the magnetic field B. (5.6) immediately defines the speed of
light c (in vacuum).

1
c=
.
(5.7)
µ0 ε0
Equation (5.6) is generally solved by all fields which
fulfill E(r, t) = E0 · f (kr ± ωt) involving any arbitrary
scalar function f . The most common systems of function f are plane waves:


Es (r, t) = E0 Re e−i(kr−ωt) .
(5.8)
These plane waves, with a time and spatial dependent
phase θ = kr, are described by a wave vector k, an
angular frequency ω, and a corresponding wavelength
λ = 2π/k = 2πc/ω, where k = |k| is the absolute value
of the wave vector. Describing an arbitrary field E in
terms of plane waves is identical to decomposing this
electrical field into its Fourier components.
Wave Propagation
in an Ideal Transparent Medium
We can describe an ideal material by simply replacing
the speed of light in vacuum by that of the medium.
c
c→ ,
(5.9)
n
where n is the (in this case only real) refractive index
of the material. Wave propagation in a dispersing or
weakly absorbing medium is considered at the end of the
present section. In fact, most parts of an optical design
can be done by treating optical glasses as such ideal
transparent materials (see Sect. 5.1.2). Even though such
an ideal material cannot exist in reality, optical glasses
come very close to it (for electromagnetic radiation in
the visible range). For such an ideal material the wave
equation (5.6) reads:

∆E −

n2
Ë = 0 .
c2

(5.10)
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It is solved again by plane transverse waves. Where the
speed of light is now reduced to the speed of light in the
transparent medium cmed = c/n and the wavelength of
the lightwave is reduced to λmed = λ/n.
Refraction and Reflection
We now derive the laws of refraction and reflection for
the ideal transparent medium just described. They are
obtained by solving Maxwell’s equations at the (infinite)
boundary between two materials of different refractive
indices n 1 and n 2 (see Fig. 5.1). As boundary conditions
one obtains that the normal component of the electric
displacement (and magnetic induction) and the tangential component of the electric (and magnetic) field have
to be continuous at the interface:

D1n = D2n ,

E 1t = E 2t .

(5.11)

Further, a phase shift of an incoming wave occurs upon
reflection
θr = π − θi ,

(5.12)

where θr,i are the phases of the reflected and incident
wave, respectively. If we solve Maxwell’s equations
for an incoming plane wave (applying the boundary
conditions stated above), Snell’s law of refraction is
obtained
(5.13)

together with that of reflection
αr = α1 .

(5.14)

kr

E ||0i
E⊥0r

E⊥0i

0r

α1 α1
ki

n1
n2

α2
E ||0t
E⊥0t

Now, the electric field E is decomposed into its components which are defined relative to the plane outlined by
the three beams of incoming, transmitted and reflected
light. This decomposition is shown in Fig. 5.1. The coefficients for reflection and transmission are defined
as:


r =
r⊥ =

E 0r


E 0i

⊥
E 0r
⊥
E 0i



;

t =

;

t⊥ =

kt

Fig. 5.1 The polarization directions of the E and B fields

for reflection and refraction at an interface between two
optical materials of different refractive indices are shown.
A circle indicates that the vector is perpendicular to the
plane shown

E 0t


E 0i

⊥
E 0t

⊥
E 0i

,
.

(5.15)

The Fresnel formula for these coefficients can be derived
as
sin(α1 − α2 )
n 1 cos(α1 ) − n 2 cos α2
=−
,
r⊥ =
n 1 cos(α1 ) + n 2 cos(α2 )
sin(α1 + α2 )
tan(α1 − α2 )
n 2 cos(α1 ) − n 1 cos α2
=−
,
r =
n 1 cos(α2 ) + n 2 cos(α1 )
tan(α1 + α2 )
2n 1 cos(α1 )
t⊥ =
n 1 cos(α1 ) + n 2 cos(α2 )
2 sin(α2 ) cos(α1 )
,
=−
sin(α1 + α2 )
2n 1 cos(α1 )
t =
(5.16)
n 1 cos(α2 ) + n 2 cos(α1 )
2 sin(α2 ) cos(α1 )
.
=−
sin(α1 + α2 ) cos(α1 − α2 )
Here the usual convention has been used that the coefficients of reflectivity obtain an additional minus sign in
order to indicate backtraveling of light. The quantities
that are measured in an experiment are intensities. The
relationship between the intensities defines the reflectivity and transmissivity of a material
R⊥ := |r⊥ |2 ;

R := |r |2 ,

T⊥ := |t⊥ | ;

T := |t |2 .

2

E ||
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(5.17)

The angular-dependent coefficients of reflection from
(5.16) are displayed in Fig. 5.2. In Fig. 5.2a the case of
light propagating from an optically thin medium with
refractive index n 1 to an optically thicker medium with
refractive index n 2 > n 1 is plotted. At the so called Brewster angle αB the reflected light is completely polarized;
αB is given by the condition α1 + α2 = π/2. Therefore,
the Brewster angle αB results as a solution of


π
n2
α1 = − arccos
cos α1
(5.18)
2
n1
which gives αB = arctan nn 21 . In Fig. 5.2b the case of
light propagating from an optically thick to an opti-
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n 1 sin α1 = n 2 sin α2
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absorbing media discussed at the end of the present section. Here, only the refractive indices have to be replaced
by the complex quantities of (5.36). It is further helpful
to define a transmittivity and reflectivity for unpolarized
light

a) R
1

2

Runpol =

r⊥

⊥2
E 0r + E 0r
2

⊥2
E 0i + E 0i

2

;

T unpol =

⊥2
E 0t + E 0t
2

⊥2
E 0i + E 0i

.
(5.21)

r ||

0
α1

b) R

αB

π/2

unpol
Rall

1

r ||

αB

=

2 tan2 (α1 −α2 )
⊥2 sin2 (α1 −α2 )
+ E 0i
tan2 (α1 +α2 )
sin2 (α1 +α2 )
2
⊥2
E 0i + E 0i

E 0i

With the definitions from (5.21) the following sum rule
must be fulfilled:
n 2 cos α2 unpol
Runpol +
T
=1.
(5.22)
n 1 cos α1
The rule provides an easy check for transmitted and reflected total intensities, especially for normal incidence.

r⊥

0

Inserting the expressions for the reflection coefficients
we obtain e.g. the total reflectivity as a function of the
incident and refracted angular
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αT
α1

π/2

Fig. 5.2a,b The reflection coefficients are plotted as a func-

tion of incident scattering angle for light propagating from
a medium of (a) smaller refractive index into a medium of
larger index and (b) larger refractive index into a medium
of smaller index. Here, total reflection occurs at an angle αT
and αB is the Brewster angle

cally thin medium is plotted. Here an additional special
angle occurs – the angle of total reflection, αT . All light
approaching the surface at an angle larger than αT is totally reflected. At α1 = αT the angle for refraction in the
medium with refractive index n 2 is α2 = π/2. For αT it
follows that:
 
n2
.
αT = arcsin
(5.19)
n1
Evaluating (5.16) for the special case of incident light
as limα→0 allows one to calculate the reflectivity for
normal incidence


 n 1 − n 2 2
 .
Rnorm = 
(5.20)
n1 + n2 
For practical applications it is important to note that the
Fresnel equations remain valid in the case of weakly

Wave Propagation in an Isotropic,
Homogeneous Medium
We now consider wave propagation in an ideal optical material. This is a nonmagnetic, homogeneous,
isotropic, perfectly insulating medium, which is further
a perfectly linear optical material. Considering time dependence including retardation in the materials (5.2)
leads to:

D(r, t) = ε0 E(r, t) + P(r, t) .

(5.23)

The polarizability is related to the electric field via the
susceptibility χ. In the case of a homogeneous isotropic
material χ is a scalar function. In Sect. 5.1.4 we will
consider the case of optically anisotropic media, where
χ becomes a second-rank tensor.

P(r, t) =

dr



t



dt  χ r − r  , t − t  E r, t  .

−∞

(5.24)

Fourier transformation in time and space deconvolutes
the integral and leads to:
P(k, ω) = χ(k, ω)E(k, ω) ,

(5.25)

where χ(k, ω) is, in general, a complex analytic
function of the angular frequency ω. The complex function χ(k, ω) unifies the two concepts of a low-frequency
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polarizability χ  and a low-frequency conductivity σ of
mobile charges to a single complex quantity
lim χ(ω) = χ  (ω) + 4πi

ω→0

σ(ω)
.
ω

(5.26)

At larger frequencies the separation of the two concepts breaks down, since above the frequencies of
optical phonon modes in the IR the bound charges
are unable to follow the electric field, whereas below
the phonon modes the charges can follow this motion
(Sect. 5.1.3). The usual form in which the susceptibility enters the equations for optical purposes is via the
dielectric function
ε(k, ω) = 1 + χ(k, ω) .

(5.27)

Inserting the dielectric function into the material equation (5.23) gives:
D(k, ω) = ε0 ε(k, ω)E(k, ω) .

(5.28)

k2 − ε(k, ω)

ω2
E0 = 0 ,
c2

(5.29)

Dielectric function ε
IR

VIS

UV

Re(ε)
Im(ε)
ωIR

ωUV
Frequency ω

Fig. 5.3 Dielectric function ε(ω) for the “model optical
solid” with one generic absorption in the infrared ωIR and
a second one in the ultraviolet ωUV . The dielectric function is plotted on a logarithmic energy scale. The solid line
is the real part and the dashed line is the imaginary part
of ε(ω)
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where the relations ∂ 2 /∂t 2 Es (r, t) → −ω2 Es (r, t) and
∆Es (r, t) → −k2 Es (r, t) have been used. The expression in brackets in (5.29) defines the dispersion relation
for an optically linear, homogeneous, isotropic material.
Poynting Vector and Energy Transport
The energy flux density of the electric field is obtained
via the Poynting vector, given by

S= E× H .

(5.30)

It gives the rate at which electromagnetic energy crosses
a unit area and has the unit W/m2 . It points in the direction of energy propagation. The time average of the
absolute value of the Poynting vector |S| is called the
intensity I of the electromagnetic wave
1
I = |S| = |E × H|
(5.31)
2
and is the energy flux density of the electromagnetic
radiation. In thespecial case of propagation of transverse
plane waves [as given in (5.8)], it simplifies to
1 n
I=
|E0 |2 ,
(5.32)
2 cµ0
where in vacuum n = 1 is valid.
General Form of the Dielectric Function
For most optical materials the dielectric function has
a form in which a transparent frequency (or wavelength)
window is bounded at the high energy site by electron–
hole excitations (dominating the UV edge) and at the low
energy site by IR absorptions given by optical phonon
modes (lattice vibrations). The general form of the dielectric function is given by the Kramers–Heisenberg
equation [5.3]
αk, j
ε(k, ω) = 1 +
.
(5.33)
2 − ω2 − iωη
ω
k, j
k, j
j

Here αk, j is the amplitude, ωk, j the frequency and ηk, j
the damping of the particular excitation j. A schematic
view of the dielectric function is plotted in Fig. 5.3. Here
we use a model for a transparent homogeneous, isotropic
solid (such as glass) with one generic absorption at low
energies (ωIR in the infrared, IR) and another one at large
phonon energies (ωUV in the ultraviolet spectral range,
UV). In the following this model solid is used to discuss
optical material properties.
Dispersion Relation
Solving (5.29) gives two frequency-dependent solutions
for the wave vector k as a function of ω since the lefthand side of (5.29) is quadratic in k. Far away from
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Here, we restrict ourselves to ideal optically isotropic
materials by neglecting the nature of the dielectric function as a second-rank tensor. In Sect. 5.1.4 we will extend
our considerations to optically anisotropic materials.
With the same steps as in Eqs. (5.5–5.6) a wave equation
can be derived which has the following form in Fourier
space:
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ω

Velocity v
IR

Vacuum

VIS

UV

Im(k)
ωUV

vph
Re(k)

vgr

ωIR
ωIR

k

Fig. 5.4 Dispersion relation ω(k) for the “model optical
solid” on a double logarithmic scale. The solid line is the
real part of k and the dashed line the imaginary part of k. For
comparison the simply linear dispersion relation for light
propagating in vacuum ω = ck is shown with a long-dashed
line

ωUV

ω

Fig. 5.5 The group velocity vgr (k) = ∂ω/∂k (solid line) and
the phase velocity vph (k) = ω/k (dashed line) are plotted on
a logarithmic frequency scale. Far away from absorptions
both velocities approach each other while the group velocity
is always smaller than the phase velocity

velocity
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absorptions the dielectric function is real and positive.
Here only one solution exists, which describes the wave
propagating with the speed of light in the medium.
Close to an absorption two solutions exist which are
even more complicated. This means that near a resonance the dispersion of the light cannot be considered
independently from the dispersion of the excitations
in the material. They both form a composite “new”
entity propagating in the medium. This is called the
polariton [5.4]. For our model solid with two generic
absorptions (ωIR and ωUV ), the dispersion is plotted
in Fig. 5.4.
Wave Propagation, Phase and Group Velocity
When an electromagnetic wave propagates through
a medium one can define two velocities. The phase velocity is the speed with which a certain phase propagates.
It is, for example, the velocity of the wavefront maxima
moving through the medium. The phase velocity is given
as

vph =

ω
.
k

(5.34)

In Fig. 5.5 the phase velocity of the model solid is plotted
on a logarithmic frequency scale. Close to the absorption
edges of the material it loses its meaning because attenuation due to the absorption processes will dominate
most processes. Far away from absorptions it reaches
a nearly constant value. The second velocity is the group

∂ω
.
(5.35)
∂k
This is the velocity at which a complete wave packet
travels through the medium and is, hence, the speed
with which information can travel through the system.
It is plotted in Fig. 5.5 for the model solid. Reasonably far away from material absorptions the group
and phase velocities approach each other. However,
the group velocity is always smaller than the phase
velocity.
vgr (k) =

Refractive Index
The refractive index n is the most widely used physical quantity in optical design. It is the square root of
the dielectric function. The dynamic refractive index is
generally a complex quantity

ñ(ω) = n(ω) + iκ(ω)

(5.36)

and must fulfill the Kramers–Kronig relations [5.3]. The
refractive index for our generic model solid is plotted as a function of logarithmic frequency in Fig. 5.6.
In practical use, the wavelength dependence is often
exploited
ñ(k, λ) =

ε(k, 2πc/λ) .

(5.37)

With a few basic steps, (5.33) can be rewritten as
a function of wavelength alone. If one further restricts
to wavelengths
which are far away from absorp
tions ω2 − ω2k, j  ωηk, j , the Sellmeier formula (see
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Reflectivity R

IR

VIS

UV

IR

VIS

UV

~
Re(n)

~
Im(n)

ωIR

ωUV
Frequency ω

Fig. 5.6 The complex refractive index n(ω) = n ∗ (ω) +
iκ(ω) is plotted on a logarithmic frequency scale. The real
part is plotted with a solid line and the imaginary part with
a dashed line

ωIR

ωUV
Frequency ω

Fig. 5.7 Reflectivity R for normal incidence plotted on
a logarithmic frequency scale

magnetic fields at point P2 are given by
ω

Sect. 5.1.2), which is widely used for characterizing
optical materials, is obtained
Bj

n(λ)2 ≈ 1 +
j

λ2

λ2 − λ2j

,

(5.38)

Wave Propagation
in Weakly Absorbing Medium
In this subsection the link between the attenuation of
a wave and the imaginary part of the refractive index
is given. A weakly absorbing medium is defined by the
imaginary part of the refractive index (5.37) being much
smaller than the real part

κn

(5.39)

(the coefficient κ/n is also called the attenuation index).
In this case light propagates as transverse waves through
the medium. We consider two points in our medium:
P1 and P2 . Between these points the light travels the
distance l. In the absence of absorption, the electric and

ω

H2 = H1 ei c ñl .

(5.40)

Using (5.31) we obtain for weak absorption the radiation
intensity at point P1 . The radiation intensity at P2 is:
1
I2 = |E2 × H2 | ,
2
ω
1
= |E1 × H1 | e−2 c κl ,
2
ω
= I1 e−2 c κl = I1 e−αl .

(5.41)

The absorption coefficient α is connected to the complex
refractive index by
ω
α=2 κ;
(5.42)
c
α can easily be measured and its importance for optical
properties is discussed in Sect. 5.1.3.
It is also important to note that the Fresnel equations
(5.16) remain valid in the case of a weakly absorbing
medium if the complex refractive indices are used. As
an example, we plot the reflectivity (at the interface air–
model solid) near an absorption resulting from (5.20)
for a complex refractive index n 2 → ñ 2 . In Fig. 5.7 the
reflectivity is plotted on a logarithmic frequency scale.
Note that the absorption seems to be shifted compared to
the plots of the complex dielectric function or the complex refractive index. Measurement of the reflectivity is
of importance for reflection spectroscopy.

5.1.2 Linear Refraction
As already introduced in Sect. 5.1.1, two phenomena
occur when light impinges upon the surface of any optical material: reflection and refraction [5.5]. The reflected
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where λi = 2πc/ωi with i ∈ {(k, j)} is used and
B j = ak, j λk, j /(2πc)2 . Normally B j and λ j are just
fitting constants to describe the dispersion of the refractive index over a certain wavelength range. They are,
however, connected to the microscopic fundamental absorption behavior of the material. Sometimes also n(λ)
and not n(λ)2 is approximated with a Sellmeier formula.
Since as well n(λ) as well as n(λ)2 are complex differential (analytic) functions both formula give refractive
indices and dispersions with the same accuracy. However care has to be taken, which quantity is expressed
when using a Sellmeier formula.

E2 = E1 ei c ñl ,
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light bounces off the glass surface, while the refracted
light travels through the material. The amount of light
that is reflected depends on the refractive index of the
sample, which also affects the refractive behavior of the
sample [5.6]. The refractive index of optical materials
turns out to be one of the most important factors that
must be considered when designing systems to transmit
and modulate light [5.7]. The refractive index is a complex material property that depends on temperature and
wavelength [5.8]. The wavelength dependence of the
refractive index is the dispersion [5.5].
Law of Refraction
When a light ray impinges upon a glass surface, a portion
is reflected and the rest is either transmitted or absorbed.
The material modulates the light upon transmission. The
light travels at a different velocity as it is transmitted
through the glass as compared to through vacuum. As
introduced in Sect. 5.1.1, the index of refraction (n), is
defined as the ratio of the speed of light in vacuum (c)
to that in the material (cm ) [5.11]:

n=

c
.
cm

(5.43)
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Most commonly, the reported refractive indices are relative to the speed of light in air, rather than in vacuum, no
matter which technique is used to measure the refractive index [5.12]. The index of refraction for vacuum, by
definition, must be exactly 1. The index of refraction of
air is 1.00029 at standard temperature (25 ◦ C) and pressure (1 atm) (STP). Therefore, the index of refraction
of optical matter (n rel ) relative to air (n air ), rather than
vacuum is [5.11]:
n rel =

nm
.
n air

(5.44)

Table 5.1 Indices of common materials at standard tem-

perature and pressure at 587.56 nm (helium d line) [5.9]
Material

nd

Material

nd

Vacuum
Air
Water
Acetone
Ethanol
Sugar solution
(30 wt %)
Fused silica
Sugar solution
(80 wt %)

1
1.00029
1.33
1.36
1.36
1.38

Crown glass
Sodium chloride
Polystyrene
Carbon disulfide
Flint glass
Sapphire

1.52
1.54
1.55
1.63
1.65
1.77

1.46
1.49

Heavy flint glass
Diamond

1.89
2.42

θi

θr

n2

n1

θt

Fig. 5.8 Ray tracings of incident, reflected, and transmitted

light from one medium to another representing the angles
and indices necessary to apply Snell’s law (after [5.10])

The STP indices of some common compounds, and
classes of compounds, are shown in Table 5.1 [5.9].
As discussed in Sect. 5.1.1, when light hits a glass
surface at an angle αi , it is Fresnel-reflected back at an
angle αt . The angle of incidence is equal to the angle
of reflection (αi = αr ), as shown in Fig. 5.8 [5.10]. The
percentage of light reflected for αi = 0 at each interface
(R) relative to the incident intensity (Sect. 5.1.1) is dependent on the index of refraction of the two media the
light is passing through, typically air (n 2 ) and glass (n 1 )
Fig. 5.8 and (5.20) [5.10]


n1 − n2 2
.
(5.45)
Rnorm = 100
n1 + n2
Fresnel’s formula (5.45) assumes smooth surfaces that
produce only specular reflection. Diffuse reflection occurs when the surface is rough, so the incident light is
reflected through a range of angles, thereby reducing the
intensity of the reflected light at any given angle [5.10]
(see Sect. 5.1.8). The specular reflection that is taken
into consideration by Fresnel’s relationship can be monitored and used to estimate the refractive index of samples
in situ [5.13].
The angle of the light transmitted within the material (αt ), relative to the incident light transmitted through
air, is dependent on the refractive indices of the air (n air )
and solid (n m ) and the incident light angle (αi ) [5.10]:
n air sin αi = n m sin αt .

(5.46)
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1.53
BK-7
n F = 0.486 m
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Fig. 5.9 Dispersion present in BK-7 optical glass. Common index of refraction measurement wavelengths are
indicated

This is the general form of Snell’s law of refraction to
predict transmitted angles in media [5.14].

Anomalous dispersion is an increase in refractive index with an increase in wavelength. Anomalous
dispersion typically occurs at frequencies that represent a crossover between the polarization mechanisms
(dipolar, ionic, electronic etc.) that are responsible for
absorption of electromagnetic radiation. This is further
discussed in [5.11].
Due to dispersion, the index of refraction must
be reported with the wavelength of measurement.
The most common wavelengths at which n is measured are reported in Table 5.2. These wavelengths
most often correspond to common sharp emission
lines.
The index can be determined most accurately

± 1 × 10−6 by measuring the angle of minimum deviation of light in a prism [5.15]. However, a Pulfrich
refractometer ± 1 × 10−5 is most commonly used in
industry. Details of measurement techniques are given
in [5.16].
The index at various wavelengths is commonly referred to by the designations in Table 5.2: i. e. n d is the
refractive index measured at the yellow helium d line of
582.5618 nm. The dispersion is often given as a difference in n at two wavelengths. For instance, the primary
dispersion is given by n F − n C (hydrogen lines) and
n F − n C (cadmium lines). The most commonly reported
measure of dispersion is the Abbe number (ν), which is
Table 5.2 Wavelength of spectral lines used for measur-

ing index of refraction, with the common designation and
spectral line source [5.11]
Wavelength (nm)
2325.4
1970.1
1529.6
1013.98
852.1101
706.5188
656.2725
643.8469
632.8
589.2938
587.5618
546.074
486.1327
479.9914
435.8343
404.6561
365.0146

Designation

t
s
r
C
C
D
d
e
F
F
g
h
i

Spectral line
Hg IR line
Hg IR line
Hg IR line
H IR line
Cs IR line
He red line
H red line
Cd red line
He–Ne laser line
Na yellow line
(center of doublet)
He yellow line
Hg green line
H blue line
Cd blue line
Hg blue line
Hg violet line
Hg UV line
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Dispersion Relationships in Glass
The refractive index of a medium is dependent
upon the wavelength of the light being transmitted (see Sect. 5.1.1). This wavelength dependence is
dispersion, which means that different wavelengths
of light will be modulated differently by the same
piece of matter [5.10]. Each wavelength of light
will be subject to a different index of refraction.
One ramification of dispersion is that white light
can be separated into its principal visible components through a glass prism, or a simple raindrop.
It is the dispersion of white light through raindrops
that causes rainbows. The dispersion of light through
optical materials results in the light being refracted
at various angles because of Snell’s law (5.46). The
various components of white light experience different indices of refraction, which leads to different
angles of exiting light. The difference in refractive index with wavelength is illustrated in Fig. 5.9
for BK-7 optical glass, which is a high dispersion
material.
In normal dispersion, the index increases for shorter
wavelengths of light [5.15]. Normal dispersion is valid
only far away from absorption bands (see Fig. 5.6). Water has a normal dispersion response in the visible, so the
red light is refracted by a lower index, and thus a greater
angle, which is why red is on top in a rainbow. Discussion of rainbow formation is presented elsewhere in
depth [5.10].
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commonly given for two sets of conditions
nd − 1
ne − 1
, νe =
.
(5.47)
νd =
nF − nC
n F − n C
The Abbe number is a measure of the ratio of the
refractive power to the dispersion. In most optical materials catalogs, a six-digit number is assigned to the
solid that is dependent upon the index and the Abbe
number: 1000(n d − 1) + 10νd . Using this property, e.g.
optical glasses are divided into two general categories:
crowns and flints (see Sect. 5.2). Crown glasses typically have a low index of refraction and a high Abbe
number (n d < 1.60 and νd > 55), whereas flint glasses
have high indices and low Abbe numbers (n d > 1.60 and
νd > 50) [5.15]. The terms crown and flint have historical significance in that flint glasses typically had lead
oxide added to them to increase the refractive index (see
Sect. 5.2) and crown glasses were typically blown and
had curvature – a crown. Typically, to make an achromatic optical system crown and flint lenses are combined
in series. The n d and νd are plotted for various types of
optical glasses in Fig. 5.87. The n d and νd are listed with
glass type and manufacture in Table 5.37.
Often it is desired to have a mathematical representation of the index as a function of wavelength.
A considerable number of models exist for just this purpose. Perhaps the best known, and most widely used, is
the Sellmeier form [5.15]
n 2 (λ) − 1 =

B1 λ2
2
λ −C

1

+

B2 λ2
2
λ −C

2

+

B3 λ2
2
λ −C

3

average effective resonance wavelength for the temperature coefficients in microns. The constants E 0 , E 1 , D0 ,
D1 , and D2 are provided on the manufacture product
data sheets for each composition. The index of refraction
must be measured.

5.1.3 Absorption
Based on the discussion in Sect. 5.1.1 the most common
processes causing absorption in optical materials will be
discussed here.
Introduction to Absorption
Absorption in glass is characterized by a decrease in
transmitted light intensity through the sample that is not
accounted for by reflection losses at the surface or scattering by inclusions [5.14]. As already introduced in
Sect. 5.1.1 absorption is not uniform across all wavelengths of interest (UV–VIS–IR; ≈ 200–2000 nm) and
can be characterized by absorption bands [5.17]. The
absorption bands are due to both intrinsic and extrinsic
effects [5.14, 18, 19].
The quantity used to discuss absorption as a function
of wavelength in glass is the transmittance (T ), which
is the ratio of the transmitted light intensity (I ) to the
initial light intensity (I0 ) after passing through a glass
plate of thickness L [5.20]:

T = I/I0 .

.
(5.48)

Most major optical material manufacturers supply the
Sellmeier coefficients for their glasses on the product data sheets. With the six Sellmeier coefficients it
is possible to estimate the index of refraction at any
wavelength, given that it is not near a strong absorption.
Numerous other dispersion models have been developed
and are presented elsewhere [5.10, 15].
The index of refraction is also dependent upon temperature, and similar formulas and tables of constants
have been developed for the differential change in n
with temperature [5.15]
 2

n (λ, T0 ) − 1
dn abs (λ, T )
=
dT
2n (λ, T0 )


E 0 + 2E 1 ∆T
2
,
× D0 + 2D1 ∆T + 3D2 ∆T +
λ2 − λ2TK
(5.49)

where T0 is 20 ◦ C, T is the temperature in ◦ C, ∆T is
T − T0 , λ is the wavelength in microns, and λTK is the

(5.50)

The transmittance is related to the more common percent
transmittance (%T ) through:
%T = 100 T .

(5.51)

Sometimes it is more practical or convenient to look at
the optical spectra in terms of absorbance rather than the
transmittance. Absorbance (A) is defined as the log10 of
(1/T ) [5.20]
I0
1
= log10 = 2 − log10 %T , (5.52)
I
T
%T = 100/10 A .
(5.53)
A = log10

Absorbance is often referred to as optical density (OD).
When the absorbance changes linearly with concentration of the absorbing species (C), then Beer’s law, which
relates absorbance with concentration, path length (l)
and extinction coefficient (ε), is applicable [5.20]
A = εCl .

(5.54)

The typical units of ε are liters mole−1 cm−1 and are
often omitted.
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From Beer’s law we see that the absorbance changes
with path length. To account for this, the spectra (in A or
%T ) must list the sample thickness. Absorbance can also
be normalized to path length in terms of an absorption
coefficient (α). The connection of an optical absorption
to a microscopic property of an underlying absorption
process is straightforward. A light beam propagating
through a medium is exponentially damped if absorption
is present. This follows directly from the fact that the
attenuation inside the optical material is proportional to
the present (wavelength-dependent) intensity I(λ) [5.21]
dI(λ) = Nσ abs (λ)I(λ) dz .

(5.55)

I L,G (λ) = I0,G e−α(λ)L

(5.56)

with I0,G and I L,G being taken at both surfaces, but
inside the solid. They are related to the measurable values I0 and I L outside the material by I0,G = (1 − R)I0
and I L = (1 − R)I L,G with R being the Fresnel losses
as described in Sect. 5.1.1. Equation (5.56) is known as

I0

the law of Lambert–Beer, where the absorption coefficient α(λ) is defined as [5.21]
α(λ) = Nσ abs (λ) .

(5.57)

In contrast to the absorbance A, the absorption coefficient takes into account the reduction in transmission at
both surfaces due to Fresnel-type losses [5.15]


− ln T/(1 − R)2
.
α=
(5.58)
L
The absorption coefficient normalizes for path length,
while the absorption cross section σ abs normal
izes for absorbing ion (AI) concentration [AI] in
ions/m3 [5.15]
σ (λ) =

α (λ)
.
[AI]

(5.59)

The absorption cross section allows for a more fundamental comparison of various concentrations of
absorbing ions (as long as they obey Beer’s law) within
different matrices.
Summary of Absorption Mechanisms in Glass
Glasses, as typical candidates for the simple optical solid
model described in Sect. 5.1.1, are transparent from the
near UV to the near IR. The regions of transparency and
semi-transparency in the visible and near IR are shown
for a typical optical glass (BK-7) in Fig. 5.11. The intrinsic absorption is dominated by electronic transitions
in the UV–VIS range, while in the IR it is dominated by
molecular vibrations [5.20]. There are multiple extrinsic mechanisms, which occur with the inclusion of ionic
% Transmission
100
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Opaque

Transparent
80

R
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I
40
R
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20
0
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L

z

Fig. 5.10 Illustration of the Lambert–Beer law, displaying
the bulk absorption inside the optical material and reflective
Fresnel losses R at both surfaces
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Fig. 5.11 Transmission through 10 mm thick BK-7 optical
glass showing regions of transparency (visible), semitransparency (near IR) and opacity (far IR)
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Where dz is an infinitesimally small part of the propagation part (unit meter) and N is the density of absorbing
centers in units of m−3 . The quantity σ abs (λ) is the absorption cross section. Since both sides of (5.55) must
have the same units, it follows that the absorption cross
section is measured in m2 . It therefore has the meaning
of an area and can be interpreted as the effective area
perpendicular to the direction of an incoming beam that
is seen by that beam and causes an absorption process.
Figure 5.10 illustrates this. The solution of (5.55) for an
optical plate of thickness L and initial intensity I0 gives
the intensity of the beam after traveling the distance L
through the material [5.21]
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complexes, insulators (crystals and phase separation),
semiconductors, and conductors [5.19].
Intrinsic Absorption Mechanisms in Glass. The

UV–VIS absorption is dominated by electronic transitions [5.22]. The electronic transitions that occur in
the UV–VIS range involve a transition from the highest
occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) to the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO). The difference in
energy (∆E) between the LUMO (E LUMO ) and HOMO
(E HOMO ) energy levels corresponds to the energy of
the corresponding absorption maxima, which can be related to the wavelength, and frequency of the absorption
through Plank’s constant and the speed of light [5.22]
∆E = E LUMO − E HOMO = hν = hc/λ .

(5.60)
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The bonds present dominate the energy gap between the
HOMO and LUMO, and thus the energy of the transition [5.22]. For example, the UV absorption is very
similar between crystalline and fused silica, indicating
that the short-range structure dominates the electronic
transitions [5.22]. It is in the long-range structure of silica that fused and crystalline differ due to the random
connections of the SiO4 tetrahedra in fused silica.
The absorption band present in Fig. 5.12 represents
the intrinsic UV absorption in silica. The increase in
peak width is due to the distribution of tetrahedra in the
fused silica. The lowest energy peak is associated with
a Wannier exciton, but the next three peaks are associated with electronic transitions between the oxygen
2p electrons with the silicon 3d electrons [5.15].
Reflectance (%)
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SiO2 (Crystal)
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Fig. 5.12 Intrinsic absorption of glassy and crystalline SiO2

(after [5.15]). The values for fused silica have been lowered
by 5% for improved visibility

The intrinsic absorption of glass in the IR is due to
molecular vibrations, which begin at the multiphonon
edge [5.23]. These vibrations can be understood using
a harmonic oscillator model. For a diatomic molecule,
the frequency of vibration, νPh , is dependent upon the
reduced mass (M) and the force constant ( f ) [5.15]:

1
f
,
(5.61)
νPh =
2π M
where the reduced mass between two atoms is
1
1
1
=
+
.
(5.62)
M
m1 m2
However, in glasses we are not dealing with a simple
diatomic system, which makes it really an anharmonic
oscillator giving rise to overtone vibrations at higher
energies (shorter wavelengths). However, the harmonic
oscillator model can be used to gain a qualitative understanding of vibrational frequencies in various glasses.
The most common extrinsic absorption centers in the IR
are OH, CO2 and iron [5.15]. The multiphonon edge is
shifted to longer wavelengths (smaller frequencies) by
heavier ions (greater M) and weaker bonds (smaller f ),
which is why chalcogenide glasses transmit further into
the IR than more traditional oxide glasses [5.23].
In the visible wavelength region, glasses normally
display no intrinsic absorption.
Ionic Absorption in Glass. Absorption in glass due
to ionic impurities involves transition-metal (TM) and
rare-earth (RE) ions that act as the central atom (CA)
in ligand complexes absorbing light in different wavelength bands [5.20,22,24,25]. The absorption due to TM
and RE ions results from electronic transitions within
the d or f orbitals of the TM or RE elements [5.22].
The energy of the absorption band is dependent upon
the coordination environment of the CA (coordination
number and geometry), the chemical identity of the CA
(Cr, Co, Cu . . . ) and the ligand (O versus F). The base
composition of the glasses affects the nature of the ligand bonds available for the CA. This change affects the
energy of the absorption bands and thus the resulting
color of the glass [5.19]. This effect is taken advantage
of when designing filter glass (see Sect. 5.3), and can be
used to explain the differences in color of the same TM
or RE in different glass matrices. The absorptions result from a splitting of the d orbitals for TM elements
and the 4f orbitals for the RE elements in the presence
of a ligand field. The ligand field theory that governs
these splittings and interactions are covered in detail
for TM elements in Bersuker [5.22] and in general in
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Douglas et al. [5.24]. The absorption cross section for
TM elements is approx. 100 times that of the absorption
cross section for RE elements [5.15]. This results in distinct coloration at the ppm concentration level for TM
elements.
Figure 5.13 shows the variation in absorption due to
various TM elements in BK 7 glass at the 1 ppm dopant
level [5.15]. The intensity of cobalt and nickel absorption
is clearly shown.
These intraband transitions due to electronic transitions within the ionic species d or f orbitals are formally
Laporte-forbidden transitions by selection rules, so the
intensity is low [5.22, 24]. Charge-transfer transitions
involve an electron transition between the CA and the
coordinating ligand (interband). These interband transitions are formally allowed, and thus have approx.
100–1000 times greater intensity than the intraband
electronic transitions [5.24].
Absorption by Semiconductor Particles. Semiconduc-

Absorption by Conducting Particles. The coloration of

glasses due to small conducting particles in the glass is
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Fig. 5.13 Absorption due to 1 ppm of transition metal elem-

ents in BK 7 glass in 100 mm thick samples (after [5.15])

a combination of both absorption and scattering effects.
For small metallic particles, the scattering is governed
specifically by Mie’s theory but can also be treated in
general with the Rayleigh scattering theory [5.10]. Mie
scattering is covered in depth in Sect. 5.1.7 and Rayleigh
scattering in Sect. 5.1.8.
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tor particles in glass are typically too small (1–10 nm)
to scatter visible light, however they absorb light over
a continuum of wavelengths corresponding to energies
greater than the band gap (E g ) of the semiconductor
particles [5.10]. The band gap of the semiconductor particles is controlled by the size of the particle and the
chemical composition. Typically, semiconductor glasses
are melted with Zn, Cd, S, Se and Te raw materials
in the batch and upon casting the glasses cool colorless [5.15]. Secondary heat treatment (striking) results
in the crystallization of various semiconductor crystal
phases in the glass, or a mixture thereof: ZnS, ZnSe,
ZnTe, CdS, CdSe, and CdTe. The size and distribution
of the semiconductor particles can be controlled by the
heat treatment and thus so can the optical properties
of the resulting glasses. With the proper heat treatment, one glass can be “struck” into multiple glasses
with absorptions leading to red, yellow and orange coloration [5.15]. When the band gap of the particles is
large enough, the absorption edge is shifted into the
UV and the glass appears colorless. The opposite can
also occur when the band gap energy is so low that
it absorbs all visible light, and the sample appears
black [5.15].
Semiconductor-doped glasses are often used as lowpass filter glasses because of their sharp absorption
cutoff. Semiconductor-doped glasses are covered in
more detail in Sect. 5.3.
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5.1.4 Optical Anisotropy
Maxwell’s Equation in Dielectric Media
In the following section we will discuss the behavior of
electromagnetic fields in media, especially in anisotropic
materials. The basic interaction of light with matter consists of the interaction of the electric field with charges
(electrons and ions) in a material (see Sects. 5.1–5.3).
The propagation of light through matter is driven by
the polarization of the material. Here we only consider
linear effects in the material, i. e. the polarizability depends only linearly on the electric field strength. In
a macroscopic formulation the material’s response to
the external field is given by the dielectric function
(Sect. 5.1.1). From a microscopic point of view it is obvious that the polarization and thus the dielectric function

depend on the atomic structure of the material. Looking
at the various crystal structures [5.26] shown in Fig. 5.14
one can easily understand that along different crystal
orientations the dielectric function has different values
since the atomic distances have different values. Thus
the dielectric function of a crystalline material will not
just be a number, but will be represented by a matrix
(a two-dimensional tensor). The well-known occurrence
of birefringence in certain materials is a consequence of
the orientation-dependent dielectric function.
We start again with the Maxwell equation [5.27] for
the solution of a plane wave. This is appropriate since
any solution can be described as the superposition of
plane waves. Inserting a plane wave ansatz
E = E0 e

i(k·r−ωt)



iω ωk l·r−t

= E0 e



iω 1v l·r−t

= E0 e

(5.63)

(with the phase velocity v = ω/k and l = k/k) into
Maxwell’s equations we find the following relations for
the field components
Triclinic

Simple
monoclinic

Base-centered
monoclinic

D=−

1
k × (k × E0 ) ei(k·r−ωt) ,
µµ0 ω
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B=

1
(k × E0 ) ei(k·r−ωt) ,
ω

H=

1
(k × E0 ) ei(k·r−ωt)
µµ0 ω

(5.64)
(5.65)

and
Simple
orthorhombic

Base-centered
orthorhombic

Body-centered
orthorhombic

Face-centered
orthorhombic

(B = µµ0 H) .
(5.66)

Simple
tetragonal

Body-centered
tetragonal

Simple
cubic

Body-centered
cubic

The relation of the linear response of the material to the
external electric field together with the Maxwell equation will give conditions for the existence of the above
ansatz of a plane wave. Not taking into account dispersion, i. e. the frequency dependence of the dielectric
function, the material’s polarization is given by [5.28]
Face-centered
cubic
γ

c
b
Trigonal

a
Hexagonal

Fig. 5.14 The fourteen Bravais lattices [5.26]

Di = εij ε0 E j

(5.67)

(where i and j are indices for the spatial components and
the Einstein sum convention is used). Since the dielectric tensor is symmetric one can always find a coordinate
system, where the tensor is diagonal, the system of principle axes [5.28, 29]. In the following we will always
work in this reference system.
⎛
⎞
ε1 0 0
⎜
⎟
(5.68)
⎝ 0 ε2 0 ⎠ .
0 0 ε3
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The relation between D and E now gives Di = εi ε0 E i ,
(no sum over i). Inserting this into (5.64) and using the
expansion of two cross products one finds
εi ε0 µµ0 ω2 E i = k2 E i − ki (k · E) .

(5.69)

This is the basic equation which determines the solution
that can exist in the material. Introducing a unit vector in
the direction of propagation l and defining a velocity vi
one gets:
ω2
E i = k2 [E i − li (l · E)] ,
vi

1 √
k = kl , |l| = 1 ,
= εi ε0 µµ0 ,
vi

li (l · E)
ω
.
Ei =
, v=
k
1 − v2 /vi2

(5.70)

Multiplying the last equation by li and summing over i
results in a quadratic equation for v, the so called Fresnel
equation of wave normals [5.28, 29]
li2

· E =
i

li2

⇔1=

⇔

1 − v2 /vi2

(l · E)

Group II. The next possible case is that in which two of

the three axes are equivalent. The corresponding dielectric tensor has the property ε1 = ε2 = ε3 . Such a crystal
is said to be uniaxial. This group of crystals belong to the
trigonal, tetragonal and hexagonal system (Fig. 5.14).
Group III. The last group of crystals has three different values in the dielectric tensor ε1 = ε2 = ε3 . All
three axes are different and the crystals belong to the
orthorhombic, monoclinic and triclinic class (Fig. 5.14).

Uniaxial Materials:
Ordinary and Extraordinary Rays
As discussed above a material is said to be uniaxial if
two of the three values of the dielectric tensor are equal
ε1 = ε2 = ε3 . As a result the velocities v1 and v2 are
also equal (v1 = v2 ). The Fresnel equation of the wave
normals (5.71) for this case have the following form




2
0 = v2 − v12 v2 − v32 l12 + l22 + v2 − v12 l32 ⇔




 2
0 = v − v12 v2 − v32 l12 + l22 + v2 − v12 l32 .
(5.72)





1=

li2
− li2
2 /v2
1
−
v
i
i
li2
=0.
v2 − vi2
i
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This equation has two solutions for the phase velocity

li2

1 : v = v1



2 : v2 − v32 l12 + l22 + v2 − v12 l32 = 0

⇒ v2 = v32 l12 + l22 + v12l32 .

i

li2

= v2
i

v2 − vi2
(5.71)

This is the equation usually discussed in crystal optics.
Since it is a quadratic equation in the variable v, there
are at most two solutions for the phase velocity. This
is the origin of birefringence which we will discuss in
detail in the section on uniaxial materials.
Classes of Optical Anisotropy Materials
From the representation of the dielectric tensor in the
system of principle axes we see that there are at most
three different values possible for the dielectric function.
Before discussing in detail birefringence in matter, we
discuss first the different classes of optical anisotropic
materials resulting from the dielectric tensor [5.29].
Group I. Crystals in which all three values in the dielec-

tric tensor in (5.68) are equal, ε1 = ε2 = ε3 = ε, belongs
to the so called cubic class. The material is said to be
optical isotropic. The relation between D and E reduces
to the well-known form D = εE.

(5.73)

Expressing the unit vector l in spherical coordinates,
l32 = cos2 (ϑ), l12 + l22 = sin2 (ϑ), one gets
v2 = v32 sin2 (ϑ) + v12 cos2 (ϑ) .

(5.74)

Usually one uses the notation vo = v1 (index o: ordinary)
and ve = v3 (index e: extraordinary) (Fig. 5.16). Finally
we arrive at the two solutions for the phase velocity of
a plane wave propagating through the medium
1. v = vo ,

2. v = ve2 sin2 (ϑ) + vo2 cos2 (ϑ) .

(5.75)

The z-axis is called the optical axis. For the refractive
index one obtains
c
n= ⇒
v
1
n(ϑ) = c
vo2 cos2 (ϑ) + ve2 sin2 (ϑ)
none
.
(5.76)
=

n 2o + n 2e − n 2o cos2 (ϑ)
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i

0=

1 − v2 /vi2
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z-axis = optical axis
Propagation direction k
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Optical axis
109°

e-ray
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ϑ
Optical axis

vo (sphere)
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Fig. 5.15 Birefringence in calcite (CaCO3 ), ordinary (o) and extraordinary ray (e) observed by perpendicular incidence to a surface
that has an angle of approximately 45◦ to the optical axis [5.30]
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The case ve > vo , corresponding to n o > n e , is called
a positive crystal; the other case ve < vo corresponding
to n o < n e is called a negative crystal.
Thus we have derived that in a uniaxial crystal there are always two solutions – the ordinary
and extraordinary beam – with different phase velocities; one of them, the extraordinary beam, depends
on the direction. To be able to understand the picture of these two rays traveling through for example
a calcite crystal one must consider another quantity
used in the theory of electro-magnetic radiation –
namely the Poynting vector S, which describes the
energy flux of electromagnetic radiation (Sect. 5.1.1).
For a plane wave with propagation vector k it
follows from the Maxwell equation that the field vectors E, H, S and D, H, k form a set of orthogonal
vectors:
S = E × H → S⊥H and E ,
k · D = 0 → k⊥D ,
k · H = 0 → k⊥H
1
D = − (k × H) .
ω

ve < vo

ve > vo

Fig. 5.16 Graphical representation of the solution to Fres-

nel’s equation (Indikatrix)

and extraordinary ray in a uniaxial crystal. In the following derivation we want to obtain a rather simple
expression for the angle α determined by the refractive indices n e and n o . Since we are only interested
in the angle between two vectors we can consider unit
vectors. Taking D as a unit vector, E is given for the
material equation. In the framework of the principle
axis
⎛
⎞
⎞
⎛
sin(ϑ) cos(ϕ)
sin(ϑ  ) cos(ϕ )
⎜
⎟
⎟
⎜
k = ⎝ sin(ϑ) sin(ϕ) ⎠ , D = ⎝ sin(ϑ  ) sin(ϕ ) ⎠ ,
cos(ϑ  )

cos(ϑ)

(5.78)

since k · D = 0, it follows that
cos(ϑ) cos(ϑ  ) + sin(ϑ) sin(ϑ  ) cos(ϕ − ϕ ) = 0 ⇔
cot(ϑ  ) = − tan(ϑ) cos(ϕ − ϕ ) .
(5.77)

The angle α between the vectors k and S is the
same as that between D and E (Fig. 5.17). In an
isotropic medium the angle α is zero, since D is
proportional to E. As a consequence, k and S point
in the same direction. In an anisotropic medium
this is generally no longer true. The light traveling through a uniaxial material and in particular
the two rays shown in the calcite example are in
fact the S vectors of the ordinary and extraordinary
rays [5.30].
The angle between the ordinary and extraordinary
ray is given by α, since the ordinary ray travels along k
(remember, k and S point in the same direction). Thus
the angle αgives the splitting between the ordinary

For the angle-independent solution vo it follows
that
π
cos(ϕ − ϕ ) = 0 ⇒ ϕ = ϕ −
2
π
and cot(ϑ  ) = 0 ⇒ ϑ  = .
(5.79)
2

E
D

k
α

α

S

H

Fig. 5.17 Angle α between k, S, D and E
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For the second solution, which must be orthogonal to
the first, it follows that: ϕ = ϕ, ϑ  = ϑ − π2 .
Together with the relation between D and E one has
⎞
⎞
⎛
⎛
− cos(ϑ) cos(ϕ)
sin(ϕ)
⎟
⎟
⎜
⎜
D(1) = ⎝− cos(ϑ) sin(ϕ) ⎠ , D(2) = ⎝− cos(ϕ)⎠
sin(ϑ)
0
⎛
1⎞
− cos(ϑ) cos(ϕ)
⎜
ε1 ⎟
⎜
⎟
1
⎜
1⎟
and E(1) = ⎜ − cos(ϑ) sin(ϕ) ⎟ , E(2) = D(2) .
⎜
⎟
ε
1
ε1 ⎠
⎝
1
sin(ϑ)
ε3
(5.80)

In the second case D ∝ E and, hence, α = 0, which is
obviously the ordinary ray. For the first solution, the extraordinary ray, we calculate the angle α from the scalar
product D · E = |D| |E| cos(α), substituting D and E it
follows that

ε3 cos2 (ϑ) + ε1 sin2 (ϑ)
,
cos(α) = 
1/2
ε23 cos2 (ϑ) + ε21 sin2 (ϑ)
n e2 cos2 (ϑ)+n 2o sin2 (ϑ)
,
cos(α) = 
1/2
4
n e cos2 (ϑ) + n 4o sin2 (ϑ)

(5.81)

with the relation ε = n 2 and the notation n 3 = n e ,
n 1 = n o . As an example let us consider the aforementioned calcite. The surface of the calcite that one
gets by cleaving the crystal has an angle of approximately 45◦ . Light incident perpendicular to the surface
thus gives cos2 (ϑ) = sin2 (ϑ) = 0.5. The refractive indices for the ordinary and extraordinary rays in calcite
are: n e = 1.4864, n o = 1.6584. From these values one
finds the angle between the ordinary and extraordinary
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ray as (Fig. 5.15):
1 n 2e + n 2o
⇒ α = 6.22◦ .
cos(α) = √
2 n 4e + n 4o

(5.82)

5.1.5 Nonlinear Optical Behavior
and Optical Poling
Since the first observation of nonlinear (NL) effects,
many materials have been investigated concerning their
nonlinear optical properties [5.31,32]. Nonlinear materials can be found among gases and vapors, polymers,
liquid crystals, organic solvents, or crystals – in short,
in nearly every material system.
A linear dielectric medium is characterized by a linear relation between the polarization density P and the
electric field E, P = ε0 χ E (5.25), where ε0 is the vacuum permittivity and χ is the electric susceptibility
of the medium (see Sect. 5.1.1). A nonlinear dielectric medium, on the other hand, is characterized by
a nonlinear relation between P and E, as illustrated
in Fig. 5.18.
The nonlinearity may be of microscopic or macroscopic origin. The polarization density P = N p is
a product of the individual dipole moment p (which is
induced by the applied electric field E) and the number
density of dipole moments N. The nonlinear behavior
may have its origin in either p or N.
The relation between p and E is linear when E is
small, but becomes nonlinear as E acquires values
comparable with interatomic electric fields (typically
105 –108 V/m). This may be explained in terms of the
simple Lorentz model in which the dipole moment is
p = − ex, where x is the displacement of a mass with
charge − e to an applied electric force − eE. If the
restraining elastic force is proportional to the displacement (i. e., if Hooke’s law is satisfied), the equilibrium
displacement x is proportional to E. Hence, P is proportional to E, and the medium is linear. However,
if the restraining force is a nonlinear function of the
a)

P

b)

E
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1
cos2 (ϑ) cos2 (ϕ)
ε1
1
1
+ cos2 (ϑ) sin2 (ϕ) + sin2 (ϑ) =
ε1
ε3

1
1
1 2 cos2 (ϑ) cos2 (ϕ) + 2 cos2 (ϑ) sin2 (ϕ)
ε1
ε1
1/2
1
2
+ 2 sin (ϑ)
cos(α) ⇔
ε3
1
1
cos2 (ϑ) + sin2 (ϑ) =
ε1
ε3
1/2

1
1
2
2
cos (ϑ) + 2 sin (ϑ)
cos(α) ⇔
ε21
ε3
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Fig. 5.18a,b The P–E relation for (a) a linear dielectric medium,
and (b) a nonlinear medium
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displacement, the equilibrium displacement x and the
polarization density P are nonlinear functions of E and,
consequently, the medium is nonlinear.
Another possible origin of the nonlinear response of
an optical material to light is the dependence of the number density N on the optical field. An example is a laser
medium for which the number of atoms occupying the
energy levels involved in the absorption and emission
of light is dependent upon the light intensity itself (see
Sect. 5.1.7).
Since externally applied optical fields are typically
small in comparison with characteristic interatomic or
crystalline fields, even when focused laser light is used
the nonlinearity is usually weak. The relation between
P and E is then approximately linear for small E,
deviating only slightly from linearity as E increases
(Fig. 5.18). Under these circumstances, it is possible to
expand the function that relates P to E in a Taylor series
about E = 0

P(E) = ε0 χ (0)E + χ (2)E2 + χ (3)E3 + . . . , (5.83)
where χ (0) is the linear susceptibility and χ (n>0) are the
higher-order coefficients.
For the nonlinear refractive index n, we get
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n(E) = n 0 + n 1 E + n 2 E2 + . . . .

(5.84)

Equations (5.83) and (5.84) provide the basic description for a nonlinear optical medium. Anisotropy
(Sect. 5.1.4), dispersion (Sect. 5.1.2), and inhomogeneities (Sect. 5.1.7) have been ignored both for
simplicity and to enable us to focus here on the basic
nonlinear effect.
In centrosymmetric media with inversion symmetry
(like glass), in which the properties of the medium are
not altered by the transformation r → −r, the P(E)
function must have odd symmetry so that the reversal of E results in the reversal of P without any other
change. The second-order nonlinear coefficient χ (2)
must then vanish, and the lowest nonlinear term is of
third order. Typical values of the second-order nonlinear
coefficient χ (2) for dielectric crystals, semiconductors,
and organic materials lie in the range χ (2) = 10−24 to
10−21 m/V. Typical values of the third-order nonlinear coefficient χ (3) for glasses, crystals, semiconductors,
semiconductor-doped glasses, and organic materials are
χ (3) = 10−34 to 10−29 (m/V)2 .
Nonlinear Wave Equation
The propagation of light in a nonlinear medium is governed by the wave equation (5.29), which can be written

in the form [5.34]:
∆E −

∂ 2 PNL
n2 ∂2 E
= −µ0
2
2
∂t 2
c0 ∂t

(5.85)

where PNL is the nonlinear part of the polarization
density:

PNL = ε0 χ (2) E2 + χ (3) E3 + . . . .
(5.86)
It is useful to regard (5.85) as a wave equation in which
the term −µ0 ∂ 2 PNL /∂t 2 acts as a source radiating in
a linear medium of refractive index n. Because PNL is
a nonlinear function of E, (5.85) is a nonlinear partial
differential equation in E. This is the basic equation
that underlies the theory of nonlinear optics. There are
two approximate approaches to solve the nonlinear wave
equation: the Born approximation and the coupled wave
theory.
Optical Classification of Nonlinear Effects
Generally, the term “nonlinear optics” describes that part
of the interaction between light and matter in which the
optical material properties of the light beam passing
through a nonlinear medium are changed by the beam
itself or another electromagnetic field. Table 5.3 gives
a short overview over the various nonlinear effects and
their order of nonlinearity.
Here, we will focus our discussion on one of the
most prominent effects: second-harmonic generation.
Second-Harmonic Generation (SHG)
In the case of the main second-order application [5.31]
– second-harmonic (SH) generation – which e.g. can
Table 5.3 Nonlinear processes [5.33]

Nonlinear optical effect

Order

nth harmonic generation (e.g. SHG,
rectification)
n-wave mixing

n

nth photon absorption

n

n −1

Phase conjugation

3

Intensity-dependent refraction (e.g. Kerr
effect, self phase modulation, self modulation)
Optical parametric oscillation

2, 3

Induced opacity

2

Induced reflectivity

2

Raman and Brillouin scattering

2

2
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Third-Order Nonlinear Effects in Glass
For materials which have a center of inversion P(E)
is an odd function. This means that even terms are all
zero and no even harmonics can be observed. This is the
case for isotropic media like glass. Third-order effects
are orders of magnitude smaller than second-order ones.
Besides polarization, the effective refractive index n eff
of the material depends on the intensity of the radiation
(5.84). The nonlinear refractive index n 2 is usually determined by the polarizability of the ionic components of
the material. In conventional glass systems, n 2 is determined by the amount of nonbridging oxygens and thus
on the concentration of glass modifiers (see Sect. 5.2).
Material-Based Classification
of Nonlinear Optical Effects
When considering nonlinear effects [5.34], one must
distinguish between resonant (where the optical frequency is resonant with an electronic transition in
the material), nonresonant, and intrinsic and extrinsic
effects [5.35–38].
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P
PNL(t)
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E
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+
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harmonic

t

Fig. 5.19 A planar wave of frequency ω in a second-order nonlinear optical medium creates a polarization with component 2ω and
a steady (dc) component (optical rectification)

Resonant Nonlinearities are found when the light

wavelength is in the spectral range of a fundamental
absorption due to electronic transitions or molecular vibrations. Resonant effects are usually rather large, but
have slow relaxation times, depending on the relaxation
time of the excited carriers. They show higher power
dissipation and are accompanied by sample heating.
Nonresonant Nonlinearities are of purely electronic

origin and arise from the distortion of the electron orbits
(polarizability). The electronic effects range in a sub-ps
time scale, with minimum heating of the device, but
have only small nonlinearities and thus require high
intensities [5.39].
Intrinsic effects are nonlinear effects where the material itself is responsible for the NL properties, for
instance the Kerr effect. In crystallites as well as in
glasses with intrinsic nonlinearity, three types of anion
groups are believed to be mainly responsible for large
nonlinearities [5.40]:

•
•
•

distorted Met−O6 octahedra: Tm3+ , Yb3+ , Sr2+ ;
anion groups with a lone electron pair: e.g. Bi3+ ;
anion groups with dislocated conjugated π-bond
planar structure, like organic molecules or [BO3 ]3− plane.

Extrinsic effects are properties of materials or dopants

embedded in the material, such as rare-earth (RE) ions,
microcrystallites, dyes or impurities, where the nonlinear effect is associated with the dopant, or are due to
light-induced compositional changes, such as reversible
or irreversible chemical reactions.
As a rule of thumb one can say that to get a NRI
(nonresonant intrinsic) at least in the range of 10−11 ,
a linear refractive index n D > 2 and Abbe number ν < 20
are required. Most of the oxide glasses have refrac-
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be used to convert IR laser light to Vis–UV light,
the amount of second-harmonic light generated by the
material depends on χ (2) .
When applying (5.85) to planar waves (5.8) the
source term −µ0 ∂ 2 PNL /∂t 2 in (5.85) has a complex
amplitude 4(ω/c0 )2 χ (2) E 2 (ω) which radiates an optical field component at frequency 2ω. Thus the SH
optical field has a component at the second harmonic
of the incident optical field. Fig. 5.19 illustrates the
SHG effect.
Since the amplitude of the emitted second-harmonic
2 (2)
light is proportional
 (2) 2 2to ω χ I, its intensity is propor4
tional to ω χ
I , where I is the intensity of the
incident wave. The intensity of the
 second-harmonic
2
wave is therefore proportional to χ (2) , to 1/λ4 , and
2
to I . Consequently, the efficiency of second-harmonic
generation is proportional to I = P/A, where P is the
incident power and A is the cross-sectional area.
It is therefore essential that the incident wave have
the largest possible power and be focused to the smallest possible area to produce strong second-harmonic
radiation. Pulsed lasers are convenient in this respect
since they deliver large peak powers. To enhance the
efficiency of second-harmonic generation, the interaction region should also be as long as possible. Since
diffraction effects limit the distances within which
light remains confined, waveguide structures that confine light for relatively long distances offer a clear
advantage.
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tive indices below 2 but some glasses which fulfill
these requirements are the chalcogenide glasses, chalcohalides, heavy metal oxide (HMO)- and RE-doped oxide
glasses [5.37, 38, 41–43].
Coherent Nonlinear effects are characterized by an instantaneous response of the material to the incident
fields. This condition is fulfilled if the corresponding
electronic excitation in the dielectric material is created
only virtually – using the language of coupled wave
theory, see p. 266 – or, within the quantum mechanical treatment, if we treat only interactions of coherent
polaritons [5.31].
Incoherent Nonlinear effects involve modifications of
the optical properties by really or incoherently excited
species, e.g. electron–hole pairs, excitons, or phonons.
These species have finite lifetimes τ which can be on the
order of ns to ms. Due to this finite lifetime, their density
does not instantaneously follow the incident light field,
but depends on the generation and depopulation rate,
which are characterized by an instantaneous response of
the material to the incident field. Table 5.4 lists some
effects in optical materials and typical values.
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Creation of Artificial Second-Order
Nonlinearity: Optical Poling
As mentioned before, the SHG process is related to
the second-order susceptibility and thus allowed only
in non-centrosymmetric materials. On the other hand,
third-order nonlinear materials such as glass offer advantages such as easier and cheaper fabrication with
high homogeneity. Thus, attempts have been made
either to increase the field strength (electric poling)
or create artificial symmetry (thermal or optical poling [5.37, 38, 44, 45]), or combine the two methods.
There exist two types of electric field poling: electrode poling (in which a DC field is applied to a pair

of electrodes) and corona discharge poling (where the
surface of a film is charged under a strong potential).
Annealing in vacuum is effective in enhancing the SHG
intensity, whereas addition of hydrogen at room temperature increases the lifetime of the optical nonlinearity.
Further methods are poling by mechanical stress or with
a chemical dilutant [5.33, 40, 42, 46–48].
Higher SHG intensities than those obtained with
thermal or electric poling can usually be derived by optical poling. This is due to the fact that an artificial phase
matching (quasi phase matching) can be achieved by
creating a stable χ (2) -grating in the glass (see Sect. 5.6).
Thus, with optical poling phase matching over a sample
length of several cm can be achieved, whereas the active region for thermal or electric poling is only between
5–15 µm.
Optical poling is achieved by intensive irradiation
by, e.g. 1064 nm light and irradiation by additional light
of the SH wavelength during the poling procedure (seeding light). After this procedure intensive SHG (e.g. in
Pb–silica, Ge–silica, metal- or SC-doped, or ZnO−TeO2
glasses) has been observed. Fundamental and SH cause
a semipermanent DC electric field in the glass (by
photoinduced current or structural orientation) which
cancels the inversion symmetry and allows the periodic
phase matching of the SHG (see also Table 5.22).
Optical poling can be also used for organic materials, e.g. dyes, which have asymmetric structure and
exhibit polarization. Dispersed in a glass matrix, they
have random orientation and thus are isotropic. Even
growth of crystals in the glass does not result in the desired second-order nonlinearity because of the usually
centrosymmetric (antiparallel) arrangement of the polar
molecules. By irradiation with two laser beams or by
applying an electric field, the random orientation can be
changed to an ordered configuration.
In detail, poling is a process which can be found especially in the fabrication of photonic devices. Most

Table 5.4 Third-order susceptibility, response time τ, and magnitude of n 2 for various sources of n 2 (NRI) [5.43]
(SC = semiconductor, MQW = multi quantum well)
Mechanism
Semiconductor bandfilling,
exciton effects
Nonlinear electronic polarizability
Optical Kerr effect
Electrostriction
Photorefractive effect
Molecular reorientation
Thermal effects

Typical materials

χ (3) (esu)

Response time τ (s)

GaAs, MQW,
SC-doped glasses
PTS, glass

10−2 – 10−8

≈ 10−8

10−11 –10−14

BaTiO3 , CdTe
CS2
ZnS, ZnSe

10−4 – 10−5
10−12 –10−14
10−4 – 10−6

10−14 – 10−15
10−11 – 10−12
10−7 –10−8
10−3 –1
≈ 10−12
10−3 –1

n2 (esu)

Type
Resonant

10−8 –10−14
10−11 –10−12
10−7 –10−8

10−4 –10−5

Non-resonant

Resonant
Non-resonant
Resonant
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Fig. 5.21 Schematic plot of a three level laser system Via

a pump level with a very short lifetime τ1  τ2 the upper
laser level (u) is populated. Depolulation can either occur via stimulated emission, where copies of photons are
made or via sponateous emission where the probability is
determined by the lifetime τ2

Fig. 5.20 Electrical poling of glass sheets

5.1.6 Emission
For numerous applications for active optical materials
the interrelation between specific absorption and emission processes [5.49] is of crucial importance. One
example is a laser or an optical amplifier, where a specific absorption on a well-defined level in the optically
active material is needed for pumping. This leads to the
building of an inversion in a lower laying state. The inversion can either be emptied by spontaneous emission,
which causes noise, or by stimulated emission which
amplifies a laser (or signal) mode.
The microscopic processes between these absorption and emission levels can have different origins,
for example several levels of 4f electron systems
of a rare earth. These levels only interact weakly
with lattice vibrations and therefore barely show thermal broadening (zero phonon lines). Examples for
laser materials are Nd3+ -doped YAG (yttrium aluminate garnet) single crystals and Nd3+ -doped phosphate
glasses. Examples of optical amplifier materials are

Er3+ -doped fused silica and Er3+ /Yb3+ -doped multicomponent glasses (see Fig. 5.23). Here the optical
emission of Er3+ in the wavelength range of optical
telecommunication is used. Further laser systems are
e.g. ruby lasers (Cr3+ + doped Al2 O3 ); semiconductor lasers, where the pumping is done electronically;
gas lasers such as the helium–neon laser, where the
energy levels of He are used for pumping and the
inversion is built up in the energy levels of Ne; or
dye lasers where broad π-electron systems of organic
molecules are used to provide the necessary tunable
energy levels. For more details on laser physics see
also [5.49]. The absorption and the absorption cross
sections can be directly measured and are described
in Sect. 5.1.3. As we will see, the approach to treating spectral emission of an excited material is more
sophisticated.
Emission Cross Section
Although absorption has a well-defined meaning with
respect to attenuation of light and can be measured
quantitatively via the absorption coefficient α it has
a quantummechanical origin. Especially for making
absorption (and emission) quantitative the quantummechanical concept of transition probabilities is needed.
It is also usually expressed via oscillator strengths
of certain transitions. The fact that light is absorbed
at certain frequencies ω (or energies ω) means that
light is portioned in packages (photons) of energy
given by

ω=

hc
,
λ

(5.87)
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of the optical poling experiments to date have been
performed in fibers. But additional SHG in waveguide
geometries is also possible. In the case of waveguides,
the poling was performed near the glass transition point
of a nonlinear core polymer in order to establish a permanent orientation of the nonlinear chromophor dipoles.
In the case of e.g. glasses containing Na+ and H+
a charge field is established by wandering of these
mobile ions in a strong electric field (thermo-electric
poling).
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where h is Planck’s quantum and = h/2π. The absorption cross section is connected to the transition
probability Rij , which is the probability for absorbing a photon to induce a transition in the medium
from state i to state j. In general the transition
probability depends on the detailed wavelength dependence of the transition and on the wavelength
dependence of the incoming light. Therefore the transition probability is related to the cross section as
follows:


−2πc
Rij = σ(ω)Φ(ω) dω =
σ(λ)Φ(λ) dλ ,
λ2

•
•

(5.88)

where Φ is the photon flux measured in units of m−2 ,
which is related to the light intensity I = ωΦ.
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Quantum Emissions
Furthermore, emission and emission cross sections have
a quantum-mechanical nature. Historically the work of
Einstein did not only bring its author a Nobel prize but
also laid the foundation of laser physics. Einstein introduced the fundamental concepts of stimulated and
spontaneous emission. The stimulated emission process makes copies of photons with identical energy and
– more importantly – phase. This is the process behind laser activity and amplification. While stimulated
emission is just the opposite process of absorption, spontaneous emission is caused by the finite lifetime of an
excited state. It is responsible for noise in a laser or
optical amplifier. The lifetime τ2 of the upper, excited
level with only one transition 2 → 1 is the inverse of the
transition probability A21
1
τ2 =
.
(5.89)
A21
In the case of different decay channels the lifetime is the
inverse of a sum over all transition probabilities
1
τ2 = 
.
(5.90)
m A2m

We now want to define an emission cross section. If
we consider an ideal system with a single nondegenerate transition and no nonradiative decay channels,
the emission and absorption cross sections are identical
σ abs = σ emis .
Real systems deviate from this in the following ways:

•

The upper as well as the lower laser level are composed of an ensemble of sublevels. Especially in
disordered systems such as glasses an inhomogeneous broadening of the energy levels can become

•

important. Therefore an effective density of states
for each level has to be taken into account.
The spacing of the sublevels is such that thermal
occupation has to be considered, i. e. where ∆E =
h∆ω < kB T where kB is the Boltzmann constant.
Different degeneracies of the energy levels are involved. If the upper level has a degeneracy of g2
and the lower level a degeneracy of g1 , the emission
and absorption probabilities have to be multiplied
by these degeneracy factors. If an energy state is
connected with a magnetic moment, a canceling of
degeneracies due to crystal field splitting can occur, which leads to an ensemble of sublevels (see
above).
There exist nonradiative processes that empty the upper state and decrease the radiative emission cross
section. At high enough energies lattice vibrations
(phonons) can empty an excited state in a nonradiative way.

For these reasons the effective emission cross section for
a real system deviates from the absorption cross section
in a nontrivial way
σ abs (λ) = σ emis (λ) .

(5.91)

An ideal two-level system and a real system are sketched
schematically in Fig. 5.22a,b. The emission cross section
is related to the transition probability by
σ emis (λ) =

λ2 A21
S(c/λ) ,
8π

(5.92)

where S(c/λ) = S(ν) is the lineshape function.
The line
shape function is normalized to unity S(ν) dν = 1. The
a) Energy (arab. units)

b)

Fig. 5.22a,b In (a) the schematic terms for an ideal, only

lifetime-broadened emision process from an excited state
to the ground state is plotted. Many real systems sketched
in (b) show a splitting into different sublevels, different
degeneracies and nonradiative transitions
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question remains if and how it is possible to measure
the emission cross section. While for the absorption
cross section such a measurement is straightforward,
it is far more complicated to complete this process for
an emission cross section. The lineshape can be determined by saturating a transition with a light source,
then switching off the light and measuring the resulting fluorescence, which is decaying exponentially in
time, with a spectrometer. The wavelength dependent
signal of the spectrometer is proportional to the emission cross section. If a sample of volume V is irradiated
with light until a stationary state is reached, the inversion level 0 < N2 (x) < 1 is a measure of the excited
optical centers. The probability for an emission process
to occur in the wavelength range between λ and λ + ∆λ
is
σ emis (λ)∆λ
.
W(λ) =  emis
σ
(λ) dλ

(5.93)

Therefore the light intensity emitted by an infinitesimal
volume element dV (x) is given by
dI(λ, x) = NN2 τ −1 dV (x)hνW(λ) .

(5.94)

•

•
•

Excitation and measurement are done close to the
surface of a sample to avoid the emitted light traveling through large parts of the sample. This is done
either in a backscattering geometry or at a corner of
the material.
The excitation is so strong (e.g., with a laser) that
saturation is reached N2 ≈ 1. In this way absorption of emitted light traveling through the sample is
suppressed.
Standards are used for a comparison. These are
e.g. rare-earth ions of well-defined concentration in
single crystals, glasses with well-controlled compositions or fluid organic dyes.
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Even if it is a nontrivial task to measure the emission cross sections, it is the most important microscopic
quantity for the laser activity of a transition.
Example for Er Ions
As an example we show here the emission and absorption cross sections of Er3+ for the transition around
1550 nm. This transition is important for telecommunication applications since it takes place in the wavelength
range where silica fibers exhibit minimum light attenuation. The states involved in this transition have the
spectroscopic symbols E 1 − → 4 I 15/2 and E 2 → 4 I 13/2
which stand for spin, angular and total moment of the
correlated eleven 4f electron system which forms the
Er3+ system. In Fig. 5.23 we plot an example of this
transition of Er3+ , which is of high technological importance. The value of the emission cross section is
influenced by the fact that the ground state is eightfold
degenerate whereas the degeneracy of the excited state
is sevenfold. It is further influenced by nonradiative decay channels due to lattice vibrations. The spectral shape
of the cross sections is formed by the level splitting in
the local crystal field formed by the glass environment
and the thermal occupation of the different sublevels. In
addition there is inhomogeneous broadening due to the
disordered structure of the glass.

5.1.7 Volume Scattering
This section deals with the interaction of light with particles inside a certain volume leading to light scattering.
Before going into details the term scattering must be defined and explained. Afterwards scattering is subdivided
Intensity (arb. units)
7

Absorption

6
5
4
Emission
3
2
1
0

1450

1500

1550

1600
1650
Wavelength (nm)

Fig. 5.23 Plot of the emission and absorption cross section
for an Er3+ -doped glass
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Here again N is the concentration of optical centers
and hν = hc/λ is the energy of each emitted phonon
with Planck’s constant h. For a measurement of W(λ),
this intensity, which is emitted with equal probability
in all spatial directions, has to be collected in a spectrometer which normally covers only a small part of
the spatial angle in which the emission takes place.
On the way to the spectrometer the light may also
travel through other volume elements causing absorption
or stimulated emission. Therefore the absolute signal
measured in the spectrometer is related in a nontrivial way to the emission cross section. For measuring
cross sections the following special conditions are thus
used:
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into single scattering, multiple scattering, and coherent
scattering.
Definition and Basics
Scattering is defined here as energy absorption of incident light followed by re-emission of part of this light at
the same frequency. Thus inelastic effects such as Raman scattering or Brillouin scattering are not discussed
in this section.
The origins of light scattering are surface irregularities. From this point, volume scattering is scattering
at the surface of particles in a certain volume. Surface
scattering is discussed in Sect. 5.1.8.
Obviously scattering is strongly related to diffraction, as seen from the definition of scattering. Indeed,
diffraction is scattering by a flat particle [5.50].
In the following, volume scattering is subdivided
into (Fig. 5.24)

•
•
•

single scattering,
multiple scattering,
coherent scattering.
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Volume scattering can be regarded as the sum
of single scattering events as long as the density of
scattering particles is not too high. Mathematically
this is expressed with the packing fraction η defined
by
η :=

NVscat
,
Vvol

(5.95)

where N is the number (integer) of the single scatterer,
Vscat is the volume of a single scatterer, and Vvol is the

whole volume in which the N identical scatterers are
located.
Before now discussing these three different subdivisions of volume scattering a few basic items must be
described.
Scattering attenuates light, as does absorption by the
medium itself. Both effects together are referred to as
extinction, where: extinction = absorption + scattering [5.50].
The total (over all directions) scattered power Pscat
(in units of W) can
 be calculated from the scattering
cross section Cscat in units of m2 by
Pscat = Cscat Iin ,

(5.96)


where Iin is the incident light intensity in units of
W/m2 . Typically one wants to know the power scattered in a certain direction (Fig. 5.25) and this is
described by the differential scattering cross section
dCscat / dΩ (Ω: spatial angular)
dCscat
Iscat
= R2
dΩ
Iin

(5.97)

where R is the distance from scatterer to observer and
Iscat is the scattering intensity. The scattering cross section can be obtained from the differential scattering cross
section by:

Cscat =

dCscat
dΩ .
dΩ

(5.98)

4π

η < 0.3

Incident light

Scattered light

Unfortunately the scattering cross section and the
differential scattering cross section can only be calculated for a few geometries, such as spheres (Mie
scattering).

η > 0.3
dCscat
Area at detector: R2dΩ
η > 0.3
Incident light
R
Scattered light: observer

Fig. 5.24 Illustration of the subdivision of volume scatter-

ing: single scattering (top), multiple scattering (middle),
and coherent scattering (bottom)

Fig. 5.25 Scattering in a certain direction described by the
scattering cross section
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λ  2a/n medium , region of geometric optics. Surprisingly the term Cscat /πa2 = 2. This effect is
called the extinction paradox and the factor 2 is due
to diffraction effects [5.53, 54].
λ ≈ 2a/n medium , resonance effect, the term
Cscat /πa2 has its maximum. Therefore the highest
scattered power can be measured if the geometric
size of an object is of the order of the wavelength.
λ  2a/n medium , Rayleigh scattering. The scattered
power is proportional to 1/λ4 . This effect is respon-

1.5 × 109 particles/mm3 for a glass sphere (n sphere = 1.51)
of radius a = 400 nm embedded in a medium with
n medium = 1.50 at a wavelength of 550 nm

sible for the blue sky, where small particles inside
the atmosphere scatter blue light (≈ 400 nm) more
than red light (≈ 800 nm).
These basic characteristics of a single scatterer – here
shown for the special case of a sphere – are typical for
all single scatterers of arbitrary geometry. As discussed
and shown in Fig. 5.26 different behavior of the scattered
power can be observed based on the size of the scatterer
relative to the wavelength.
Multiple Scattering
In the preceding section scattering at a single isolated
particle has been described. Now, multiple scattering is
discussed, which is the weighted superposition of many
single scatterers without interference effects. Multiple
scattering with interference effects is called coherent
scattering and is discussed below.
Multiple scattering can only be described numerically and must be used whenever the packing fraction η
is larger than about 0.3. Based on the knowledge of the
scattering function (described by the differential scattering cross section) of a single scatterer, the overall
scattering function is calculated by tracing rays throughout the volume.
For example, multiple scattering of 1.5 × 109
particles/mm3 resulting from a packing fraction of
η = 0.8 is calculated here (this can be the case for
a glass ceramic, Sect. 5.5). The single scatterer is assumed to be a sphere of radius 400 nm with a refractive
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Single Scattering (Mie Scattering)
A very important geometry of single scatterers is the
sphere. In 1908 Mie [5.51] derived an analytic theory that
completely describes the scattering from a (conducting
or nonconducting) sphere embedded in a nonconducting
medium. A compact survey of the formulas can be found
in [5.52]. Many basic characteristics of scattered power
can be obtained by studying scattering by a sphere. The
calculated scattering cross section normalized to the geometric cross section of a glass sphere (= πa2 where a is
the sphere radius) can be seen in Fig. 5.26.
Figure 5.26 demonstrates the different wavelength
dependence of the scattering cross section and thus of the
scattered power according to (5.96). Depending on the
geometric sphere size (characterized by the diameter 2a)
relative to the wavelength, three important regions can
be identified:

•

θ

Fig. 5.27 Differential scattering cross section multiplied by
250 500 750 1000 1250 1500 1750 2000 2250 2500
Wavelength (nm)

Fig. 5.26 Scattering cross section per sphere area (cross
section) versus wavelength for a glass sphere (n sphere =
1.50) of radius a = 400 nm in air (n medium = 1.0)

•

Indident
light

5

3.5

1.0
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W/sr for total Flux = 0.683
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Fig. 5.29 (a) An example of the static structure factor, for
the case of hard spheres. (b) The scattering vector q
0
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Fig. 5.28 Multiple scattering with η = 0.8 based on the

data from Fig. 5.27. The differential scattering cross section due to multiple scattering inside the volume is totally
different from that shown in Fig. 5.27 (the angle is defined
in the inset of Fig. 5.27)
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index of n sphere = 1.51 embedded in a glass with refractive index n medium = 1.50 at a wavelength of 550 nm.
The differential scattering cross section of this single
scatterer multiplied by 1.5 × 109 particles/mm3 is shown
in Fig. 5.27.
The differential scattering cross section of a single
scatterer (as seen in Fig. 5.27) is used to calculate the
differential scattering cross section of the whole volume
with a packing fraction of η = 0.8. The result, shown in
Fig. 5.28, has been obtained by calculating the multiple
scattering numerically.
As shown in Fig. 5.28 most of the power will be
scattered in the backward direction (180◦ ). Less power
will be scattered into the forward direction (0◦ ) and no
power will be scattered in the sideway direction (90◦ ).
By comparing Fig. 5.27 with Fig. 5.28 it can be seen
that the differential scattering cross sections are totally
different. The reason for that is multiple scattering inside
the volume.
Coherent Scattering
Coherent scattering – the phenomenon in which a series of independent single-particle scattering events is
replaced by collective light manipulation from an ensemble of different scattering centers – is the focus
of this section. When dealing with materials containing scatterers separated by distances greater than the
coherence length (the distance necessary for propagating waves to lose their coherence), the scattering events
can be treated as independent occurrences even under

multiple scattering conditions. Such scattering is called
incoherent, and the resulting intensity of such radiation
is simply a summation of the intensity contributions of
all the independent scattering centers.
However, when the distances between scatterers are
on the order of or less than the coherence length, coherent scattering effects must be considered [5.55].
In this case, wave package interference takes place
as the package, is capable of interacting with more
than one scattering center at a time; several scatterers distort the photon package simultaneously. Thus,
a relationship exists between the phases of the light signals arising from the different scatterers. The events
are no longer separate; they are correlated, and the
resulting intensity of transmitted light is no longer
a simple sum. Thus, in coherent scattering, wave packages experience a combined interaction with several
scattering centers that affects their transport through
the medium. In photon group interference (a quantum
effect), the wave package comes apart upon scattering but the different sinusoidal components meet
again and interfere. This interference affects the intensity of light transmitted through the sample; thus,
coherent scattering studies can yield valuable structural
information.
As discussed, scattering is coherent when the phases
of the light signals arising from different scattering
centers are correlated and incoherent when the phases
are not. Hence, the propagation of coherently scattered light depends strongly on the direction of the
scattering vector q – the difference between the incident and outgoing wave vectors, kin − kout (Fig. 5.29b)
– whereas incoherently scattered light can propagate
in any direction regardless of the phase relation between waves from different scattering centers [5.56].
When the average distance between scattering centers
(d) is on the order of the coherence length or less,
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the interference effects are significant and quantitatively describable by the static structure factor S(q),
which gives correlations in the positions of particle
centers (Fig. 5.29a). S(q) is the link between the theoretical description of structural inhomogeneities and
the actual experimental scattering measurements [5.57].
An extreme case of coherent scattering is a strictly
periodic configuration of scattering centers. The scattering intensity shows maxima at Bragg peaks and the
structure factor consists of sharp δ peaks. Note that
the relation between incoherent and coherent scattering terms is usually expressed via the Debye-Waller
factor.
The plot of the structure factor in real space is the pair
correlation function, g(r), which gives the probability of
finding a pair of centers at a specific distance r apart in
a sample. The relationship between g(r) and S(q) is
∞
S(q) = 1 + 4πρ

r 2 [g(r) − 1]

sin(kr)
dr ,
kr

(5.99)

0

1
Cscat = 2
k0

2k
 0a

F(y, k0 a)S(y)y dy ,

(5.100)

0

where y = qa, F(y) is the form factor, a is the radius of
the scatterer, and k0 is the incident wave vector [5.58].
Coherently scattered photons have a phase relationship, consequently exhibiting more wavelike behavior.
In experiments in which coherent scattering is a prominent effect, the interference between scattering paths
must be considered – and can be exploited. For example, light from a monochromatic coherent source
scatters from a sample and exhibits a characteristic
speckle pattern – an array of bright, non-overlapping
spots due to interference effects – based on the
composition and structure of the sample, as long
as single scattering is the dominant effect [5.56].
Thus, such patterns contain structural information.
An additional field is the analysis of backscattering cones. Another example of coherent scattering
effects is evidenced by the unexpectedly high transparency of a glass ceramic – a phenomenon that
cannot be explained by Rayleigh or Mie scattering
theories (Sect. 5.5).
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5.1.8 Surface Scattering
This section discusses in more detail light scattering due
to surface irregularities. The Rayleigh criterion assesses
when scattering is important and must be included. How
roughness is related to the scattered light can be estimated by the so called total integrated scatter (TIS). TIS
is an integrated (over all directions) value, so the angular dependence of scattering is not covered. The angular
dependence of surface scattering can be estimated by
assuming a sinusoidal surface roughness. A general
(scalar) scattering theory is also briefly discussed.
More details on surface scattering can be found in
[5.59, 60].
Basics and Rayleigh Criterion
Perfectly smooth surfaces only reflect light specularly.
As stated in Sect. 5.1.7, due to surface irregularities light
is also scattered in directions other than the specular one.
This is illustrated in Fig. 5.30.
As can be seen from Fig. 5.30 in addition to the
specular reflected light, scattered light is also generated
due to the rough surface. This stray light is scattered over
a wide angle around the specular direction. The rougher
the surface the more light is scattered away from the
specular direction.
But when is a surface smooth? This is answered by
the so called Rayleigh criterion [5.60].
As can be seen from Fig. 5.31, a plane wave incident on a rough surface experiences a phase difference
between the two outer “rays”. If this phase difference Φ
Scattered power

φR
φR

0

90 Angle
(deg)

Scattered power

0

φR

90 Angle
(deg)

Fig. 5.30 Specular light reflection at a perfectly smooth
surface (top) and light scattering at a rough surface (bottom). Dotted line = scattered (reflected) light, solid line =
incident light
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where ρ is the density of scattering centers. There is
a mathematical connection between the cross section of
the scatterers and the structure factor. For the general
case of scattering from a correlated group of particles
the scattering cross section is
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Phase difference Ψ:
2π
Ψ=2
∆h cosφ
λ

φ

Incident light
m = –1
δα

∆h

1st oder diffraction: m = 1
sinφ = δα/d
Pscat ~ (∆h/λ)2
∆h

Fig. 5.31 A plane wave incident on a rough surface and its
d

phase difference due to different optical paths

Fig. 5.34 Sinusoidal surface roughness and its parameters
for the 1st diffraction order

Reflected light Pref
Pscat

by [5.59]:

∆h

Fig. 5.32 Surface roughness and TIS

TIS =

is smaller than π/2, the surface is called smooth (i. e.
Rayleigh criterion)
∆h <

λ
,
8 cos α

(5.101)

where ∆h is the RMS roughness (standard deviation).
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Scattering (TIS) and Surface Roughness
The way in which surface roughness is related to scattered light can be seen in the so called total integrated
scatter (TIS). The TIS is the ratio of scattered power Pscat
(without specular reflected light) in one hemisphere to
the specularly reflected power Pref . If the surface roughness is smaller than the wavelength, then TIS is given

100.00

Surface roughness (nm)
TIS=10–1

10.00
TIS=10–2

Normal
polished glas

TIS=10–3

1.00

Super polished

TIS=10–4

0.10

0.01
100

TIS=10–5

200

300

400

500

600

700

800 900 1000
Wavelenght (nm)

Fig. 5.33 Surface roughness plotted against wavelength for various

TIS values. Typical roughness values for super and normal polished
glass are also plotted. Note the logarithmic scale of the roughness
axis

Pscat
4π cos α R
=
Pref
λ

2

(∆h)2 ,

(5.102)

where αR is the angle of incidence (reflectance) as shown
in Fig. 5.30 and ∆h is the RMS roughness of the surface
(Fig. 5.32).
From (5.102) it can be seen that the scattered power
is proportional to the square of the surface roughness
and depends as 1/λ2 on the wavelength. The surface
roughness vs. wavelength for various TIS values is
plotted in Fig. 5.33. Consider a specific glass surface
and incident light at 500 nm. For this wavelength, only
a thousandth part of the reflected light should be allowed to be scattered (TIS = 10−3 ). For this wavelength
and TIS value the RMS roughness is just 1.3 nm. This
value is between normal and super-polished glass surface. Hence, normal polishing is not sufficient here.
Therefore, a more expensive super-polishing must be
used.
The TIS can also be used for estimating the surface
roughness. By measuring the TIS at a determined wavelength, as described in [5.59, 61], the surface roughness
can be calculated with the help of (5.102).
Angular Scattering
from a Sinusoidal Surface Roughness
As already mentioned TIS is an integrated value, and
thus angular dependencies of the scattered can not be
described by TIS. But in many cases the direction of
scattered light must be known, e.g. to determine the
scattered contribution perpendicular (90◦ ) to the incident
light. To get a feeling for the angular dependence the
easiest form of surface roughness – a sinusoidal surface –
is considered (Fig. 5.34). An arbitrary surface roughness
can be regarded as the superposition of sinusoidal rough
surfaces. This approach is used in [5.60]. As already
mentioned, scattering is strongly related to diffraction.
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Such a sinusoidal grating diffracts (scatters) light
into many orders. Light scattered into the m-th diffraction order is given by [5.59]


∆h 2|m|
m
∝
,
(5.103)
Pscat
λ
where the scattering angle belonging to this m-th order
can be calculated from the grating equation

•
•
•

λ/d  1, the periodicity is much larger than the
wavelength and thus according to (5.104) with
m = 1, the angle ∆(α) equals 0. This means that the
light will mainly scatter in the specular direction.
λ/d ≈ 1, the periodicity is of the order of the wavelength and so the scattering angle equals 90◦ .
λ/d < 1, the periodicity is larger than the wavelength
and light will be scattered between 0◦ and 90◦ .

All three cases for a smooth surface are illustrated in
Fig. 5.35, which clearly shows the angular light scattering difference for different periodicities d (compared to
the wavelength).

Scattered light
λ/d<<1

Incident light

λ/d≈1

d

0°

Unfortunately, reality is much more complicated and
a sinusoidal surface roughness cannot be found. But,
as previously explained, a random surface roughness
can be decomposed into a superposition of sinusoidal
surfaces. This is done in much more detail in [5.60].
The angular scattering behavior of a surface is normally measured by the so called angular-resolved scatter
(ARS). These measurements can be used to extract the
angular scattering characteristics (the bidirectional scattering distribution function, BSDF) used in simulation
tools for predicting scattering characteristics.
General Scalar Scattering Theory
(First Born Approximation)
If the geometry of the roughness and the different refractive indices are known, then a general theory for
calculating the scattered electric field can be developed.
This theory is accurate for small refractive index changes
(the so called first Born approximation), but after iterative use of the result stronger changes in the refractive
index can also be calculated.
The total electric field U(r, ω), i. e. the incident
field U i and the scattered field U s (U = U i + U s ), obeys
the following differential equation [5.62] (in SI units):
 2
2π
∆U +
U = −4π F (r, ω) U ,
(5.105)
λ0

where λ0 is the free space wavelength, r is the arbitrary
point of observation, and the scattering potential F is

1 2 2
k n (r, ω) − 1 .
(5.106)
F(r, ω) =
4π
The right-hand side of (5.105) describes the source of
the scattering. Thus, as can be seen from (5.106), this
source is only determined by the spatially and frequencydependent refractive index n. Here it is clearly shown
that the source of light scattering is the spatially dependent refractive index (rough surface).
As shown in [5.62] the solution of (5.105) for the
scattered electric field is given by

eik|r−x| 3
U s (r, ω) = F(x, ω)U(x, ω)
d x . (5.107)
|r − x|
V

λ/d>1

90° δα

Fig. 5.35 Angular scattered light of a smooth surface for
different periodicities d
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This form has the drawback that the total electric field
inside the integral (5.107) must be known. But U also
contains the scattered electric field. This problem can
be overcome by using the so called first Born approximation (or Rayleigh–Gans theory). The first Born
approximation assumes a smooth surface (weak change
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λ
.
(5.104)
d
∆αm is the diffraction angle measured relatively to the
direction of specular reflection. Here we will restrict the
following considerations to the case of normal incidence,
i. e. ∆α = α. As an example, the case of a smooth surface
is considered.
Smooth surface, i. e. ∆h/λ  1 and thus only the
first-order diffraction need to be considered, as can be
seen in Fig. 5.34. For that case the angle of the first
diffraction order is only determined by the periodicity d
and wavelength of the grating – not by the roughness ∆h.
The scattered power is proportional to (∆h/λ)2 , as it
was obtained from TIS (which is valid only for smooth
surfaces). The scattering angle ∆α depends only on the
periodicity d and the wavelength λ. Here three cases are
of special importance:
sin ∆αm = m
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in the refractive index) and also a far field [5.62]:

eikr
F(x) ei(ki −k)r d3x , (5.108)
U ≈ U1 = eiki r +
r
V

where ki is the wave vector of the incident wave and k is
the wave vector of the origin and point of observation.
Equation (5.108) is the first Born approximation and
the scattered electric field is given by

eikr
F(x) ei(ki −k)r d3 x .
(5.109)
Us =
r
V

The theory is limited to smooth surfaces, but iterative use
of (5.109), as described in [5.54], allows its extension to
rougher surfaces.
Unfortunately, the spatial distribution of the refractive index must be known. This is a problem and thus
the elegant (5.109) has its limits. Therefore, TIS and
ARS measurements are mainly used for describing the
scattering of rough surfaces.

5.1.9 Other Effects
In addition to the previously discussed “classical” optical material properties:
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•
•
•
•

(non-)linear refractive index
absorption coefficient
emission cross section
scattering cross section

there exist numerous effects which occur in optical
materials when additional physical fields such as:

•
•
•

quasi-DC electric field
quasi-DC magnetic field
mechanical stress

additionally influence the optical properties of the solid.
From these phenomena, the resultant electro-optical and
piezo-optical effects are described below.

For some optical materials, incoming light of certain
intensity or energy causes (quasi-)permanent changes in
optical properties. The unwanted effects of solarization
and laser damage are described in Sect. 5.4. On the other
hand, the desired permanent property changes one can
encounter are:

•
•
•

photochromism
photorecordability
photorefractivity.

Photochromism is briefly introduced here while photorecordability and photorefractivity are extensively
discussed in Sect. 5.9.3.
The Electro-Optic Effect
The electro-optic effect [5.63] (Pockels effect) in special crystalline optical materials is the change in the
indices of refraction of the ordinary and extraordinary
rays (Sect. 5.1.4) that is caused by and is proportional
to an applied electric field. The electro-optic effect was
discovered by Roentgen and was extensively investigated by Pockels around the turn of the nineteenth
century. In principle, the electro-optic effect is a special
case of nonlinear optical behavior, where the perturbing
electromagnetic field is of quasi-DC type.
The electro-optic effect provides a convenient means
of controlling the intensity or phase of the propagating radiation. The linear effect can be characterized by
a perturbative expansion of the dielectric tensor (see
Sect. 5.1.4)
E
εij = εij0 + ∆εijk
Ek ,

(5.110)

εij0

where
describes the electric-field-independent conE is the first
tribution to the dielectric tensor and ∆εijk
derivative of εij with respect to each component k of the
applied electric field E.
From symmetry arguments similar to the considerE
ation in Sect. 5.1.4, the 27 different coefficients ∆εijk
E
E
collapse to only 18 parameters, because ∆εijk =∆ε jik .

Table 5.5 Properties of most important electrooptical materials (after [5.63])
Material
Ammonium dihydrogen phosphate (ADP)

Electrooptic constant
r63 (pm/V)

Typical half-wave
voltage at 546 nm (kV)

Approximate no

8.5

9.2

1.526

Potassium dihydrogen phosphate (KDP)

10.5

7.5

1.51

Potassium dideuterium phosphate (KD*P)

26.4

2.6–3.4

1.52

Potassium dihydrogen arsenate (KDA)

10.9

6.4

1.57

Rubidium dihydrogen phosphate (RDP)

11.0

7.3

Ammonium dihydrogen arsenate (ADA)

5.5

13

1.58
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LiTaO2 , Ba3 NaNb5 015 , Srx Ba1−x Nb2 06 , CuCl, ZnSe,
hexamethylenetetramine, and Se. Some materials have
a quadratic rather than linear electro-optic effect. That is,
the retardation is proportional to the square of the applied
voltage. Among these are strontium titanate, potassium
tantalate, and KTN.

Electrooptic crystal
P,x
y
v

Plane polarized
light in

Longitudinal KDP modulator

Fig. 5.36 Longitudinal electrooptical modulator (after

[5.63])

n 3o ∆εE123 U
,
(5.111)
λ
where Φeo is the number of wavelengths of retardation, n o is the ordinary index of refraction, ∆εE123 is the
electro-optic coefficient (µm/V), U is the applied voltage (V), and λ is the wavelength of incident light (µm).
For the value Φeo = 1/2, U = U1/2 is defined as the
half-voltage (see Table 5.5).
A transverse electro-optic effect is also exhibited by
some crystals. In this case the birefringence changes are
induced by a voltage applied transversely to the beam
propagation.
Materials of prime importance concerning electrooptic properties are ADP, KDP, KD*P, KTN, LiNbO3 ,
Φeo =

where n is the optical index of refraction, ∆εP is the
appropriate component of the photoelastic tensor (analogous to ∆εE in the electro-optic effect),  is the mass
density, and v is the acoustic phase velocity. Since
∆εP , v, and  exhibit no extreme variations in the various
acoustooptic materials, the candidates of most interest
are those with good optical and acoustic qualities with
large n, although optical and acoustic parameters are not
included in the figures of merit.
In Table 5.6, the longitudinal (L) wave is one where
the displacement u is parallel () to the acoustic wave
propagation direction (k vector), whereas the transverse
(T) wave is one where the displacement u is normal (⊥)
to the acoustic-wave propagation direction (k vector).
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These coefficients can be measured and provide the information necessary to compute the electrically induced
birefringence. Some of the materials which exhibit the
electro-optic effect and are used in electro-optic devices
are listed in Table 5.5.
A potassium dihydrogen phosphate (KDP) longitudinal modulator is illustrated in Fig. 5.36. When no
voltage is applied, the indices of refraction for the ordinary (o) and extraordinary (e) rays are identical along
the optic axis. The incoming beam is plane-polarized
with the plane of polarization aligned to the x- or y-axis.
When a voltage is applied parallel to the light beam
the crystal becomes birefringent. The extraordinary ray
is retarded with respect to the ordinary ray and, upon
emerging from the output face of the electro-optic crystal, the two polarized beams have acquired a relative
phase shift due to the retardation of the light in the plane
of the slow axis – resulting in an elliptically polarized
beam. The retardation is given by

Piezo-Optic Effect
The Piezo-optic effect [5.63] is analogous to the electrooptic effect. When pressure is applied to a piezo-optic
crystal, the birefringence of the material changes. Some
of these piezo-optic crystals are originally isotropic and
cubic, but when stressed become birefringent. If such
a crystal is stressed in a direction perpendicular to
a light beam, the phase retardation is proportional to the
stress. This effect is applied in acoustooptic modulators.
These devices function based on the fact that refraction
and diffraction effects occur when light passes through
a solid medium transversely to a high-frequency (ultrasonic) acoustic field propagating in the same medium.
The interaction can affect the deflection, polarization,
phase, frequency or amplitude of the optical beam. Ultrasonic waves range from 105 Hz (above the upper range,
approximately 2 × 104 Hz, of the human ear) to 109 Hz.
Light passing through such a crystal in a direction transverse to the acoustic-wave direction is modulated by the
wave.
Table 5.6 lists some of the more important acoustooptic materials and their characteristics. There are
many figures of merit used in comparing these materials,
two that are commonly employed are

2
n 6 ∆εP
F1 =
,
v3

2
n 7 ∆εP
,
(5.112)
F2 =
v
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The polarization of the optical wave is defined as parallel
() or perpendicular (⊥) to the plane formed by the
acoustic and optic k vectors.

Photochromism
As discussed in the previous subsections, the interaction of electromagnetic waves with matter is generally

Table 5.6 Properties of most important piezooptical materials (after [5.63])
Material

λ (µm)

n

Polarization and direction a
Acoustic wave

Optical

wave b

Figure of merit
n6 p2
× 10−18
pν3

n7 p2
× 10−7
pν
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Fused Quarz

0.63

1.46

L
T

⊥
 or ⊥

GaP

0.63

3.31

L, [110]
T, [110]


 or ⊥, [010]

44.6
24.1

590
137

GaAs

1.15

3.37

L, [110]
T, [100]


 or ⊥, [010]

104
46.3

925
155

TiO2

0.63

2.58

L, [112̄0]

⊥, [001]

LiNbO3

0.63

2.20

L, [112̄0]

YAG

0.63

1.83

L, [100]
L, [110]


⊥

0.012
0.073

YIG

1.15

2.22

L, [100]

⊥

0.33

LiTaO3

0.63

2.18

L, [001]



1.37

As2 S3

0.63
1.15

2.61
2.46

L
L

⊥


SF-4

0.63

1.616

L

⊥

4.51

β-ZnS

0.63

2.53

L, [110]
T, [110]

, [001]
 or ⊥, [001]

3.41
0.57

α-Al2 O3

0.63

1.76

L, [001]

, [112̄0]

CdS

0.63

2.44

L, [112̄0]



ADP

0.63

1.58

L, [100]
T, [100]

, [010]
 or ⊥, [001]

2.78
6.43

16.0
3.34

KDP

0.63

1.51

L, [100]
T, [100]

, [010]
 or ⊥, [001]

1.91
3.83

8.72
1.57

0.63

1.33

L

4.8

L, [112̄0]

, [0001]

L-a

a–c
b–c
c–b
a–c
b–c
c–a
a–b
b–a
c–a
a–c

H2 O
Te
α-HIO3 c

10.6
0.63

L-b

L-c

Shear a–b
a
b
c

1.51
0.467

7.89
0.963

3.93

62.5

6.99

66.5

433
347

0.34
12.1

160
4400

0.16
0.98
3.94
11.4
762
619
1.83
24.3
10.6
7.32
51.8

43.6
10 200

48.2
20.8
46.0
41.6
58.9
32.8
83.5
77.5
63.0
17.1

L = longitudinal, T = transverse (shear)
Polarization is defined parallel () or perpendicular (⊥) to the plane formed by the acoustic and optic propagation directions
(k-vectors)
Lattice constants: a = 5.888 Å, b = 7.733 Å, c = 5.538 Å
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for technical applications. Challenging mass applications of photochromic effects are optical data storage
and “smart” windows (see Sect. 5.8.3). However, several qualitative and quantitative requirements must be
fulfilled; for instances the requirement of special spectral ranges optimized both for the inducing photons and
for the induced absorbance is very important in many
applications. It is equally important to discern whether
the effect is reversible spontaneously or under irradiation, whether it shows fatigue, and how efficiently the
absorption spectrum changes per incident photon. As
a consequence, the photon-induced control of the absorbance – which is obviously very intriguing from
a theoretical point of view – is reduced to only a few
applications in practice.
The most prominent and widespread application
of a photochromic effect seems to have occurred in
photochromic eye-glasses (see Fig. 5.37 left). Although
photochromic effects have long been known to occur
in glasses, the basis of a material which is useful for
photochromic sunglasses was developed by Armistead
and Stookey [5.65] in the 1950s and 1960s. These scientists introduced silver halides into suitable glass melts
and succeeded in forming small silver halide precipitates or particles in the glass. The basic effect, namely
the photolytical decomposition of silver halides, is very
well known in chemistry. In a test tube, the silver halide
is decomposed into Ag clusters, which are responsible
for the absorbance in the visible spectral region, and
volatile halogens. The photolytical decomposition is not
reversible in a test tube, however, if the halogens can escape. In a glassy matrix, on the other hand, the photolytic
decomposition products remain close together and can
recombine into silver halides. The chemical and phys-

Transmittance
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6
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Fig. 5.37 Left: Transmittance of a commercially available photochromic glass as a function of wavelength before and

under solar irradiation after about 15 min. Right: Energy band diagram of different photoelectronic processes which can
occur in the silver halide particles at the interface between halide particle and vitreous glass matrix. (after [5.64])
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characterized by terms such as dispersion, absorption,
scattering, refraction etc. Here we deal with absorptive effects which are induced in optical solids by the
electromagnetic waves themselves.
Electromagnetic waves can cause electronic transitions from one state to another, create new particles or
quasi-particles, or excite vibrations of ions and ensembles of charged particles. These effects are well-known
absorption mechanisms. Obviously, the absorption spectrum depends on the electronic and ionic configuration.
Consequently, the transition from one electronic or ionic
configuration into a different configuration necessarily
changes the absorption spectrum of the system under
consideration. The control of the absorbance spectrum of
any material by photons is called photochromism [5.64],
regardless of the spectral range in which the absorbance
is changed and regardless of the energy of the photons
that induce the photochromism. Following this definition, a rich variety of possible effects exists that can
be exploited for photochromism: the famous transition
of F-centers into Q- and F -centers or, more generally,
the transformation from one to another color centre by
illumination, the photon-induced orientation of color
centers (photodichromism), the spectral hole burning
as well as photon-induced polymerization or decomposition of compounds and photon-induced bleaching
of absorption bands for Q-switching of a laser, just to
name a few.
The change in the absorption spectrum, however, is
hard to see if it occurs in a spectral region with a large
absorption constant. Therefore, one must focus on materials and spectral regions where both the absolute and
relative change of the absorbance is large if one wants
to exploit the corresponding effect of photochromism

5.1 Interaction of Light with Optical Materials
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ical details of the photochromism of glasses doped with
silver halides (Fig. 5.37 right) have been discussed e.g.
in [5.64].
Besides silver halides, many other different compounds can be decomposed due to light changing their
absorption spectra under irradiation. To list a small ar-

bitrary selection of inorganic systems, we mention the
Pb-, Cu-, and Cd-halides, the transition metal oxides,
and some other compounds. However, most systems
are interesting only from a scientific point of view
and have little technical potential – or other practical
disadvantages reduce their applicability.

5.2 Optical Glass
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Every discussion about optical glass, especially an intensive one such as that following, has to start with the
definition of the term optical glass and its delimitation
from other possible types of glasses, e.g. filter glass,
technical glass and others.
(Classic) optical glass is the traditional generic term
for all glass types which possess the ability to influence the path of transmitting electromagnetic rays in
the region between 200 nm to 1500 nm, e.g. to guide
light [5.66]. This optical effect, and therefore the optical glass type itself, is usually fixed by the two main
optical values: the refractive index (n d ) and the Abbe
number (νd , 1/dispersion) at the wavelength of the
spectral d-line (587.6 nm, yellow helium line) [5.66,
67]. The relevant optical range was traditionally seen
between n d =1.38–2.20 and νd =18–100. However, actual application trends lead to less extreme regions, so
a reduction to n d =1.40–2.00 and νd =20–90 seems to
be as suggestive as the prefix “classic”. This prefix preserves the delimitation from other types, nowadays often
declared as subgroups of optical glass, e.g. color and filter glass and active optical glass. Here this prefix will
be neglected, the term optical glass always refers to the
aforementioned traditional definition.
Accordingly, optical glass is mainly used for components (lenses, prisms) in light-guiding application
fields where there are imaging optics (microscopy, photo
objectives, etc.), (digital) projection (color management
systems, beamers, cinema objectives), telecommunications (hosting for active elements, ball, and rod lenses,
graded index lenses, lens arrays), optical communications engineering (light and image fiber guides, data
pick-up systems, read–write systems) and laser technology (laser optics, hosting for active elements).
An overview of available optical glass types is
usually given in optical-glass diagrams, wherein they
are specified by their two main optical values n d /νd
only. Those diagrams, provided (currently even by internet) by all well-known glass manufacturers (Schott
[5.66], Ohara, Hoya, Sumita, Pilkington, in former times
Corning), itemize the glasses independently of possi-

ble applications and other optical and physico-chemical
properties. Up to now they are divided into historically
developed sections, see for example Fig. 5.87.

5.2.1 Chronological Development
The first known optics shops and the early optical industry (ophthalmic, astronomy and microscopy) suffered
from the lack of well-defined, reproducible optical glass.
To cut a long story short, they had to take and to work
with what they obtained from more or less irreproducible
pot melts which suffered from poor raw material purity
and availability. In addition to the poor optical quality of
materials produced in this way, there did not exist any
assured knowledge about the relation between composition and properties. At most, raw materials and their
effects could be classified by supplier [5.68, 69].
Increasing chemical knowledge allowed the identification of raw material additives and impurities. This
enabled, in combination with increasing abilities in
chemical separation, the first relations between composition/compounds and properties/defects to be developed.
This in turn allowed for the defined adjustment of optical properties, whereas until that time attention was
tuned only by the optical position, i. e. the explicit values of n d /νd as mentioned above. Otto Schott, a German
chemist from a family of glass makers, was the first to
investigate the composition/property relation with scientific methods and achieved a fundamental knowledge
about melting consistent predeterminable glasses. Ernst
Abbe and Carl Zeiss, owners of a firm for high-quality
optical instruments, recognized the advantages for their
business and, by association with Schott, easily emerged
to be the most successful in their profession [5.69].
Prior to 1880, only simple crown and flint glasses
were known (approximately 30 types) [5.70]. Crown
glasses, consisting of soda–lime silicates, exhibit low refractive indices and high Abbe numbers, although from
a current point of view the Abbe numbers would be
better judged as moderate. Flint glasses [5.71], with
high refractive indices and low Abbe numbers, were
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(e.g. Schott’s N-LaSF 31A, Hikari’s E-LaSF 08 and
Hoya’s TaFD 30), their physico-chemical properties are
quite different (chemical resistance, Knoop hardness,
temperature–viscosity profile, etc.).
It remains to remark that mainly the Japanese glass
manufacturers Ohara and Hoya recently diverged from
this traditional nomenclature and implemented their own
representative system of glass naming. Nevertheless
they maintained the traditional borderlines in the Abbe
diagram.

5.2.2 Compositions of Modern Optical Glass
Today we know of more than 300 different types of
optical glasses that can be classified by their chemical
composition Figs. 5.38 and 5.87, and Table 5.37). Because of better raw material availability, there exist more
than several compositional methods to reach an optical
position. Deviation from the traditional base systems
and known compositions is often useful because of current enhanced glass-development specifications. Those
specifications comprise customer- and process-referred
profiles in which it is not unusual to find up to 15
properties, besides the well-known pure optical-position
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represented solely by lead alkali silicates. The modern
borderline between flint and crown is defined by the
Abbe number, with flint glasses having νd < 50 at
n d > 1.60 and νd < 55 at n d < 1.60. At that time, the
distinction resulted naturally via composition.
From 1880, Otto Schott enlarged the glass map
by establishing two new glass formers besides silicate:
fluorine (very high νd and low n d ) and boron (moderate n d /νd ). Additionally he started to work with network
modifiers by using BaO as a compound (moderate νd ,
high n d ). So, a variety of new glasses with a broader
range of optical positions was generated, which led to
the additional classifications: heavy (high refractive index) and light (low refractive index) besides crown and
flint (the indication of dispersion/Abbe number) [5.72].
Around 1930 a new era in glass development started,
when compounds such as rare earths (especially lanthanum), titania, zirconia and the additional network
former phosphorous could be obtained and used in sufficient quantity and quality [5.73, 74]. These glasses led
to further new optical positions, whose regions in the
Abbe diagram were named by adding the new compound’s chemical symbol to the traditional heavy/light
crown/flint nomenclature, e.g. PSK (phosphorous heavy
crown, the German phosphor schwerkron) or LaSF
(lanthanum heavy flint, the German Lanthanschwerflint) [5.72].
In this context, it is easy to understand that a strong
correlation between optical position (n d /νd ) and composition evolved, which led to the historical borders in
the Abbe diagram and optically defined glass families.
Hence, a glass’s name, only defined by its optical position followed by a consecutive number, gave strong
hints towards its composition.
Even though these boundaries have been valid until now, this strong correlation no longer exists because
of the availability of highly pure (classical) raw materials and the accessibility of other, new raw materials
obtained through new ways of mining, cleaning, purification etc.. Therefore, it is now possible to reach
one optical position by several base-glass compositions,
which leads to an increased number of compositional
glass families with strong overlaps that cross the traditional boundaries. As a result, the information given
by the glass type name (e.g. PSK 54) no longer provides reliable information about the components and
glass family and thus about their properties. In this
case, one cannot be sure about the existence of phosphorous, because, for example, PSK types can be obtained
with and without phosphorous. And though both of
these glass families occupy the same optical position

5.2 Optical Glass

Fig. 5.38 Today, optical glasses with high quality exist in
a broad range of shapes and products
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Fig. 5.39 Glass systems of optical glass in the n d /νd plot

specification. Commonly specified properties belong to
the following fields:
• application: Tg , CTE, specific density, spectral transmission, chemical resistance, solarization,
compaction, birefringence coefficient, fracture behavior;
• pollution control and operational safety: chemical
and thermal reactivity of batch and raw materials, environmental impact of raw materials (mining,
cleaning, use, application);
• melting and hot forming: viscosity–temperature
profile, CTE, adjustment to standard processes, crystallization, aggressiveness against fireproof material;
• cold working: CTE, stiffness, hardness, fracture behavior, abrasion rate, chemical resistance;
• patent law (very active international patent awareness): adaptation of compositions to relevant legal
surrounding, including variations, admixtures, etc.

Increasingly a transition has occurred from developing
a) as far as possible an optimized glass out of the traditional optical glass families to b) specially designed
single glasses for specific application or process fields
arranged on the Abbe diagram only for traditional reasons. Therefore only the most important base systems,
as shown in Fig. 5.39, will be discussed in detail.
1. SiO2 –B2 O3 –M2 O
This system is formed by the network formers SiO2
and B2 O3 . Alkaline oxides (M2 O) have been introduced
as network modifiers. The presence of B2 O3 and alkaline oxides is essential, as the glass-forming oxide
SiO2 has melting temperatures that are too high for
conventional melting techniques. The addition of B2 O3
and alkaline oxides facilitates the meltability of these
glasses. The optical glass BK 7 is one of the main representative glasses of this system. It is the optical glass
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most frequently used and can be produced with extreme
homogeneity.
2. SiO2 –B2 O3 –BaO and 3. SiO2 –BaO–M2 O
If BaO is used as the main network modifier instead
of the alkaline oxide or B2 O3 , this results in two large
glass systems. In contrast to other earth-alkaline network
modifiers, the introduction of BaO has various advantages. Besides PbO there is no other divalent oxide that
increases the refractive index as strongly as BaO. Additionally, BaO neither decreases the Abbe number nor
shifts the UV transmission edge significantly to greater
wavelengths as PbO does. BaO-containing glasses normally show good abrasion hardness. In some glasses,
BaO is partly replaced by ZnO.

5. (SiO2 , B2 O3 )–BaO–PbO
This glass system is a mixture of the glass systems
SiO2 −BaO−M2 O and SiO2 −PbO−M2 O. Thus these
glasses represent a transition from one glass system to
the other. In the system SiO2 −BaO−M2 O, the exchange
of PbO for BaO leads to the production of glasses with
a lower tendency to crystallize. Compared with similar BaO-containing glasses, PbO-containing glasses are
characterized by lower softening points and higher expansion coefficients. In some glasses of this system, BaO
is partly replaced by ZnO.
6. SiO2 –PbO–M2 O
Glasses of this system have been known for a very long
time. They are widely used for optical glasses and crystal glasses. As a glass component, PbO plays a vital role
because on the one hand it increases the refractive in-
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dex and on the other it decreases the Abbe number very
strongly. Furthermore, PbO significantly affects the partial dispersion of glasses since a high PbO content leads
to a positive deviation from the “normal line”. High
amounts of PbO lead to a high glass density and a rather
low chemical resistance, but effects an interesting birefringence coefficient near zero. PbO can be introduced
into glasses at more than 80 wt %, which indicates that it
does not only have network modifying properties. Normally, if a network modifier is introduced into a glass,
e.g. Na2 O into a SiO2 glass, bridging oxygen atoms are
converted into non-bridging oxygen atoms:
−Si−O−Si− + Na2 O
⇒ −Si−O−Na+ + Na+ −O−Si− .
With an increasing content of network modifiers the
network progressively weakens and the viscosity of
the glass melt decreases. If the content of the network
modifiers is increased further, more and more bridging
oxygen atoms are converted into non-bridging atoms.
For a ratio of network modifiers to network formers of
about 1 : 1, a three-dimensional network can no longer be
formed and glass formation becomes impossible. However, the glass-forming tendency of binary PbO−SiO2
systems leads to a PbO content of more than 70 mol %.
According to Zachariasen [5.75, 76] and Warren and
Loring [5.77] these glasses would normally not exist if PbO was only a network modifier. Fajans and
Kreidl [5.78] and Stanworth [5.79] explained how the
introduction of such a high amount of PbO is possible.
In small concentrations, PbO has the same function as
any other network modifier. High concentrations of PbO,
however, cause an increase in the formation of [PbO4 ]
tetrahedra. These [PbO4 ] tetrahedra can act as network
formers and are incorporated into the three-dimensional
network. Glasses that contain large amounts of PbO are
usually more or less yellow in color. Impurities, such
as Fe2 O3 or Cr2 O3 , have very strong effects on the
color of PbO-containing glasses, even stronger than in
soda–potash–lime glasses. It was further found that, first,
besides the different structures of the PbO-containing
glasses, there exists an equilibrium between Pb2+ and
Pb4+ and, second, brown PbO2 is formed if the melt
is supersaturated with oxygen. Unlike the yellow color
that is due to impurities, the yellow tint caused by the
equilibrium between Pb2+ and Pb4+ can be reversed
by a variation of the redox condition of the melt. For
a long time, attempts have been made to increase the
chemical stability of optical glasses with high PbO contents. Replacing parts of the PbO content with TiO2 (in
the range of some wt%) has been a common method
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4. (SiO2 , B2 O3 )–M2 O–MO
To obtain glasses of this glass system, divalent oxides
(MO) are exchanged for B2 O3 . From the divalent oxides
only CaO, ZnO, and PbO are used in this system. For the
production of glasses with high chemical resistance and
good crystallization stability, ZnO is particularly important since it increases durability with respect to water and
acids much more than CaO, provided that the ZnO content exceeds approximately 10 wt %. It is also possible
to reduce the melting temperatures by a simultaneous
exchange of ZnO for SiO2 and to increase the alkaline
content without harming durability against weathering.
In terms of these characteristics, ZnO is much more
effective than B2 O3 . The use of CaO leads to the production of glasses with good mechanical properties and
increased abrasion hardness. The chemical durability of
these glasses increases with increasing CaO content.

5.2 Optical Glass
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to increase the chemical durability. A sufficient TiO2
content not only improves the chemical durability but,
unfortunately, also leads to a transmission loss in the UV
range. A solution to this problem is reached by replacing
parts of the PbO content with both TiO2 and ZrO2 . The
chemical durability is improved and the optical properties of the original glass (SiO2 −PbO−M2 O) are again
obtained.
7. P2 O5 –MO–B2 O3 –Al2 O3
Glasses in which P2 O5 acts as a network former have
been known for a long time. P2 O5 forms glasses with
rather low dispersions (high Abbe numbers) and high refractive indices, compared with the classic glasses based
on B2 O3 or SiO2 . Glasses with a high P2 O5 content
have long dispersion spectra in the blue range. These
glasses are normally used to correct chromatic aberration. The second and very important property of glasses
containing P2 O5 is their low birefringence coefficient
and excellent UV transparency. A disadvantage of phosphate glasses is that their chemical durability is poor
compared with the durability of SiO2 -based glasses.
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8. P2 O5 –Al2 O3 –MO–(F2 –O)
In order to obtain glasses with lower dispersions than
those of phosphate glasses, one can introduce fluorine.
Most of these glasses are based on a P2 O5 −Al2 O3 −MO
glass system which contains high amounts of fluorine.
This glass system shows a relatively high chemical
durability and a relatively low devitrification tendency.
Fluorine takes the places of oxygen atoms so that one
oxygen is replaced by two fluorine atoms. The formation of the fluoro-phosphate glasses of this system is
rather complex and can be described with amorphous
fluoro-alumino-phosphates. As fluorine has a smaller
ionic radius and a higher electronegativity than oxygen, the polarization of the cations in these glasses
is increased so that the refractive index and the dispersion are decreased. The replacement of oxygen by
fluorine leads to glasses that have distinct LgK characteristics, which leads to a long spectrum in the blue
spectral region, a significantly positive ∆Pg;F (partial
dispersion deviation coefficient) and hence the aptitude for correcting achromatic aberration in combination
with a KzF(S) type (short flint) with a short spectrum in the blue spectral region (negative ∆Pg;F ).
The term LgK was neglected for a long time in favor of the systematic terms FK (fluoro crown) and
PK (phosphate crown) which both indicate the optical position of fluoro-phosphate types (see Abbe
diagram).

9. (B2 O3 , SiO2 )–La2 O3 –MO
In connection with B2 O3 , glasses containing large
amounts of La2 O3 form a very extensive glass system. Glasses belonging to this system normally have
a high refractive index with a relatively low dispersion.
As their chemical resistance is rather poor, their durability can be increased by replacing SiO2 with B2 O3 and
by the introduction of divalent oxides. In addition, the
introduction of ZrO2 and TiO2 is another possibility for
achieving better chemical properties. In the past, ThO2
and CdO have also been used to achieve this aim, but for
environmental protection these oxides have been eliminated from these glasses. The large disadvantage of these
glasses is their poor crystallization stability, especially
if SiO2 is used.
10. B2 O3 –La2 O3
These glasses are based on the B2 O3 −La2 O3 glass system. They all have high refractive indices and high
dispersion. In order to obtain high refractive indices,
large numbers of oxides that are known to cause a high
refractive index, such as Gd2 O3 , Y2 O3 , TiO2 , Nb2 O5 ,
Ta2 O5 , WO3 , and ZrO2 are incorporated in the glasses
of this system. The large number of network modifiers
leads to glasses whose viscosities depend to a high degree on temperature (i. e., they are called short) and
which show a very strong tendency to crystallize. On
the other hand, these glasses have a distinct hardness and
chemical resistance, which increase further with higher
refractive indices. In this respect, the glasses differ from
those of the system SiO2 −PbO−M2 O, which also have
a high refractive index.
11. SiO2 –Sb2 O3 –B2 O3
The replacement of PbO by Sb2 O3 leads to an extensive
glass system. Sb2 O3 reduces the dispersion of the blue
part of the visible spectrum. Consequently, short-flint
glasses are obtained. The introduction of Sb2 O3 into
a glass gives results similar to those in the case of PbO,
although Sb2 O3 glasses seem to form long chains of
−Sb−O−Sb−O− units [5.80].
12. B2 O3 –PbO–Al2 O3
If SiO2 is replaced by B2 O3 , glasses with primarily very
poor chemical properties are obtained. Glasses of this
system have an intensive short-flint characteristic, since
the PbO content induces absorption in the blue range of
the visible spectrum, and B2 O3 causes strong absorption
in the infrared range of the spectrum. Al2 O3 is added
to improve the chemical properties to an acceptable
level.
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5.2.3 Environmentally Friendly Glasses
New recipes for many traditional optical glasses have recently been developed by all the major glass suppliers to
make them ecologically friendly. The primary elements
of attention in the development of ecologically friendly

optical glasses are arsenic and lead, although other toxic
elements have also required attention. For example, in
1980, the use of ThO2 was stopped completely and the
use of CdO was restricted to colored optical glass.
In the late 1980s, when the public became increasingly sensitive to health problems caused by Pb, the
whole glass-producing industry started developing PbOfree glasses as a first step towards the production of
environmentally friendly glass. Apart from the health
aspect, the reduction and replacement of PbO in the
glass composition led to a considerable weight reduction, which is advantageous in several respects for
outdoor applications. Since 1995 the use of another
substance, As2 O3 , has been restricted; it is used as a refining agent in trace amounts only. With the intention of
replacing PbO and As2 O3 , the glass manufacturers initiated a comprehensive program that has not yet been
completed [5.81].
The main target has been to redesign all glass types
so as to preserve n d and νd while gaining a Pb- and
As-free composition. Moreover, the partial-dispersion
values Pg,F and ∆Pg,F have been preserved for several special glasses. There are, however, some special
glasses whose optical properties cannot be preserved
without the addition of PbO. Of course, these glass
types will be available in the future in their known
quality and composition. They will be clearly marked
as Pb-containing products. The bio-availability of the
pure toxic substances in the products that are finally
sold is negligibly low. For example, even high amounts
of PbO in the composition of a glass would not cause
any health problems. But although there is no objective
reason, the customers’ negative associations regarding
Pb or As lead to a strong rejection of products containing these substances. There are, however, serious
problems caused by hazardous compounds that make
expensive and time-consuming development necessary.
High amounts of fine dust are produced during acquisition of the raw material and during batch preparation.
Of course, the dust does not contain a higher percentage of toxic substances than the base material, but it
has a very much larger specific surface. This large
surface in combination with the fact that dust tends
to deposit in the lung tissue in large amounts causes
a bio-availability of the toxic compounds that is in
the latent-toxic range. High yields of grinding waste
result from finishing processes, particularly from grinding and polishing. These must be disposed of at high
costs on hazardous-waste disposal sites. Experience in
this field shows that there is a high risk of incorrect
handling and a tendency towards illegal disposal be-
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13. SiO2 –M2 O–TiO2 –(F2 –O)
The PbO content in glasses of the system
SiO2 −M2 O−PbO can be replaced by TiO2 . As TiO2
causes an increase in the refractive index, glasses of
the system SiO2 −M2 O−TiO2 −(F2 −O) are characterized by high refractive indices. The dispersion of these
glasses is increased to a higher degree than that of glasses
containing the same amount of PbO. The introduction of
TiO2 into glasses is limited, because when the TiO2 content is increased the glasses tend to crystallize strongly.
This should be avoided by the introduction of alkaline
oxides into the glass. In spite of the large content of alkaline oxides, these glasses are highly resistant to the
influences of water and acids. Glasses with high TiO2
contents show strong absorption in the UV range. This
absorption is stronger than that of glasses containing
PbO or Sb2 O3 . Both glass types are characterized by
a positive deviation of the partial dispersion from the
normal line.
The break up of traditional glass families into
ambitious, multi-property specified designer glasses
led to rethinking, and thereby to new methods, in
glass development. The well-known stepwise successive method has (where suggestive) now been replaced
by an intensive field-screening method supported by
computer-assisted statistical experimental design (SED;
multi-linear regression-driven analysis).
This breaking of traditional borders and innovation
concerning methods and materials is the reason for drastic changes in the assortments of optical glasses during
the last five to ten years. First, the environmentally driven
conversion to lead- and arsenic-free optical glasses took
place [5.81] (see next section). In combination, a simplification of the assortments has been carried out. Old
glass types with small market volume have been eliminated and high-performance glasses which were offered
by several glass manufacturers were slightly redesigned
to be optical interoperable. This led to a remarkable
shrinking of the available glass assortment. In contrast
the development of new glass types with opportunity
for less crystallizing types and better application- and
production-fitted glasses expanded the list of available
glasses. Presumably, this will proceed in cycles in the
future.
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cause of the high costs. Improving technical measures
to protect directly affected persons from the unhealthy
effects of dust and waste is theoretically possible, but
hard to control. In particular in foreign production, for
example in developing countries, safety could not be
guaranteed [5.81].
For these reasons, there has been a tendency to dispense with these substances and to use TiO2 , Nb2 O5 ,
ZrO2 , WO3 and others instead of PbO and As2 O3 as
a refining agent is replaced by Sb2 O3 . All glass compositions reformulated in this way are designated by a prefix
to the original name, e.g. “N-” with Schott, “E-” with
Hikari, “S-” with Ohara. For 50% of all glass compositions originally containing As2O3 but no PbO, replacing
As2 O3 by Sb2 O3 does not change their properties.
For the compositions originally containing As2 O3
and PbO (up to 80%), some physical and optical properties are significantly changed upon the replacement of
both elements. Besides improvements, these changes
also include some disadvantages. Improvements are:
better chemical resistance; higher Knoop hardness;
higher Tg point; lower density. Disadvantages are: higher
tendency of crystallization; higher Tg , reduced transmission in the UV region; changed values for Pg,F and ∆Pg,F
(except for the N-KzFS series).
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5.2.4 How to Choose Appropriate Optical
Glasses
In this section practical guidelines for choosing appropriate glasses for optical applications are given. As stated
above, optical glasses are ranked by refractive index
and dispersion. However, during this selection process,
not only the optical properties but also mechanical and
chemical properties should be considered. We present
each mechanical and chemical property individually
along with a brief explanation of its importance.
Transmission and Absorption
Absorption in optical glass can be expressed in a number of ways and the reader is referred to Sect. 5.1.3
of this text for a more rigourous treatment. We simply
state here that most optical glass manufacturers list for
their glasses internal transmission values that neglect the
losses from reflection at air–glass interfaces, and absorption values are thus conveniently calculated according
to α = − ln(τ1 /τ2 )/∆x, where τ1 and τ2 are the internal
transmission values for samples of thickness x1 and x2
(x1 > x2 ), ∆x is the difference in thickness between
the two samples, and α is the absorption coefficient
(expressed in units of cm−1 when x is in cm).

Partial Dispersion
Since the refractive index varies with wavelength, not all
colors are focused at the same point with a simple singlecomponent lens. This effect is referred to as chromatic
aberration. For the fabrication of optical systems, achromatic and apochromatic systems are often employed.
In an achromatic system, chromatic aberration is minimized for two colors, e.g., red and blue. The other part
of the visible spectrum remains uncorrected and is referred to as the “secondary spectrum”. The chromatic
aberration in an apochromatic system, however, is corrected through the whole visible region. Most optical
glasses show normal dispersion where the partial dispersion of refractive index varies nearly linearly with the
Abbe number. These glasses are not suitable for the construction of apochromatic systems. Therefore, glasses
that deviate from this normal dispersion behavior are required for the construction of apochromatic systems. As
a result, glasses with a high dispersion (short) in the blue
region of the visible spectrum have been developed. Deviation of partial dispersion from the normal, or linear,
behavior is described by a series of partial dispersion
deviation coefficients, ∆PX,Y , where X and Y indicate
the wavelengths of interest.
Photoelastic Constants
The refractive index of glasses is altered by the application of stress. The change is generally different for light
linearly polarized in a plane parallel to the direction of
stress than for light linearly polarized perpendicular to
the stress. The magnitude of the change is given by

n = n0 + K  S

and n ⊥ = n 0 + K ⊥ S

(5.113)

where n 0 is the refractive index in the absence of applied stress, S, and K  and K ⊥ are the photoelastic
constants and n  and n ⊥ are the refractive indices for
light linearly polarized parallel and perpendicular to the
direction of stress, respectively. The commonly used
stress optic coefficient (K ) is the difference between the
two photoelastic constants.
Thermal Expansion
Inorganic glasses expand upon heating and shrink upon
cooling. The coefficient of linear thermal expansion α
is defined as α = ∆L/L 0 ∆T , where ∆L is the change
in length of a material of length L 0 that experiences
a temperature change of ∆T . The value of α is generally
a function of temperature. The coefficient of thermal expansion values found in optical glass catalogs represent
only a linear fit and care must be taken when comparing
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two glasses that the expansion information is taken over
the same temperature range.
Thermal expansion is an important property since
it is one indicator of the extent to which a particular
glass will be prone to thermal fracture. Higher expansion
values are generally an indicator that a glass is relatively
weak against thermal shock.

Softening Point
Similar to the transformation temperature discussed
above, another characteristic temperature for glass is the
temperature at which the glass begins to deform under
its own weight. The corresponding material viscosity is
107.6 dPa.
Thermal Properties
Additional thermal properties include heat capacity, cP ,
and thermal conductivity, λ. The former provides information on the quantity of heat, dQ, required to raise the
material temperature by an amount dT : cP = dQ/ dT ;
and the latter on the heat flux, Q, that will pass through
a slab of material of thickness L, in a time period t,
when placed across a thermal gradient generated by
a temperature difference ∆T ; λ = Q Lt/∆T . Another
thermal property found in some optical glass catalogs is
the thermal diffusivity K , which is related to the thermal conductivity, heat capacity and glass density  by
K = λ/cP .
All three thermal properties discussed above have
a weak dependence on temperature up to values just below the transformation range. As with thermal expansion
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information, comparison of glasses in critical situations
requires that property information be stated at the same
temperature.
Elastic Properties
When a glass bar is placed under tension it stretches.
The amount of stress, S, and strain, ε, experienced by
the bar are related by S = Eε where E is the Young’s
modulus of the material (i. e. Hooke’s law). The ratio of
lateral to longitudinal stress in the bar is Poisson’s ratio, µ. In the case where a compressive stress is applied,
the proportionality constant between stress and strain
is now the bulk modulus, K . Finally in the case of an
applied shear stress, the proportionality constant is the
shear modulus, G.
Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio values are typically provided in optical glass catalogs. These elastic
constants are interrelated such that if any two are known
the remaining pair can be readily calculated. We have for
example, K = E/[3(1 − 2µ)] and G = E/[2(1 + µ)].
Hardness
The classic hardness scale (Moh scale) is based on a series of minerals and their ability to scratch one another.
Modern hardness values are collected based on indentation methods using points of prescribed geometry
applied at specific load levels and times. Two common
hardness measurement methods, with different indentor geometries and load condition, lead to values of
Knoop and Vickers hardness. Because test conditions
vary between different techniques it is important to make
comparisons only between measurements employing the
same standard.
Chemical Resistance
Selection of glasses based on chemical properties, commonly chemical resistance test results in optical glass
catalogs, is difficult at best since a wide range of different
test standards exist among the various suppliers. Consequently, only a brief introduction is provided here, based
on some of the more common types of chemical durability tests with some examples of specific test recipes.
Please note that there are some optical glasses that
show no staining or other evidence of chemical attack in
one test type, but have a low chemical resistance in one
or more other tests. Consequently it is important when
evaluating the chemical behavior of optical glasses to
consider all resistance test results.
Climate Resistance Test. Climate resistance is intended

to give guidance concerning the sensitivity of a glass to
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Transformation Range
The thermal expansion curve for glasses begins to deviate significantly from a roughly linear shape over
a temperature interval referred to as the transformation
range. Other temperature-dependent glass properties
also change rapidly with temperature over this same
range. In addition, if cooling through this range takes
place rapidly or unevenly, permanent residual stresses
can be imparted to the glass due to unequal amounts of
thermal contraction.
The transformation temperature, Tg , is found in glass
catalogs and can be used as an indication of where the
transformation range exists and what processing or environmental temperatures need to be avoided to avoid
changes in surface figure or the creation of residual
stresses that can reduce the quality of a transmitted optical wavefront through stress birefringence effects. In this
regards, as a rule of thumb, parts should not be heated
above a value of Tg − 200 ◦ C.
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water vapor in ambient air. Typically, but not always,
a slow process, this form of chemical attack gradually
leads to the formation of a cloudy surface film that cannot
be wiped off. An accelerated procedure is thus typically
used for testing the climatic resistance of glasses.
In one possible test technique, polished uncoated
glass plates are exposed to a water-vapor-saturated
atmosphere the temperatures of which are alternated between 40 ◦ C and 50 ◦ C on an hourly basis. Since the
temperature increase in the glass plates follows that of
the atmosphere, water condenses on the glasses during
the warming phase. In the cooling phase the temperature of the atmosphere initially falls faster than that of
the glass plates causing a drying of the glass surface.
After an exposure time of, for example, 30 h the glasses
are taken out of the climatic chamber. The difference,
pH, between the transmission haze before and after testing is used as a measure of the resulting surface change.
Classifications can then be done based on the transmission haze increase, pH, after the test period has been
completed.
Resistance to Staining. The test procedure gives infor-
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mation on possible changes in the glass surface (stain
formation) under the influence of lightly acidic water
(for example perspiration, acidic condensates) without
vaporization. The class of stain resistance is typically
determined by placing a plane-polished glass sample
in contact with a test solution (for example a standard acetate at pH = 4.6 or a sodium acetate buffer at
pH = 5.6, depending on the relative durability of the
glass) using a prescribed temperature and exposure time.
Interference color stains develop as a result of decomposition of the surface of the glass by the test
solution. One possible measure for classifying glasses
is the time which elapses before the first stain occurs.
This change in color indicates a chemical change in the
previously defined surface layer of 0.1mm thickness.

Resistance to Acids. When an acidic aqueous medium

reacts with the surface of a glass stains can form, the
glass can be decomposed, or both can occur. In contrast to the staining resistance tests discussed above,
acid resistance testing provides information concerning
dissolution since testing is done with larger quantities of
solutions, often at lower pH.
ISO 8424 is a standard for evaluating acid resistance
of glass. Here, the time required to dissolve a layer with
a thickness of 0.1mm serves as a measure of the resistance to acids. Two aggressive solutions are used in
determining the resistance to acids: a strong acid, nitric acid, pH 0.3 is used for the more resistant glass
types and a weak acidic solution with a pH value of 4.6
(standard acetate) is used for glasses with lower acid
resistance.
Resistance to Alkali. These tests concern resistance

to alkalis and are provided because many fabrication
processes occur in water-based media (for example,
grinding and polishing compounds) that usually become
increasingly alkaline through the chemical reactions
of the water and the abraded glass particles over
time. This particularly applies when such solutions are
recycled.
ISO 10629 is a standard for evaluating alkali resistance of glass. This test also takes into consideration the
fact that higher temperatures can occur as a result of
the polishing process through abrasion. The alkali resistance classes indicate the resistance of glasses to alkaline
solutions and therefore as a warning signal to finishers
of glass of possible problematic materials. As with the
acid resistance testing discussed above, alkali resistance
is based on the time required to remove a layer thickness
of glass of 0.1 mm in an alkaline solution (sodium hydroxide, c = 0.01 mol/l, pH = 12). In ISO 106529, the
layer thickness is calculated from the weight loss per
surface area and the density of the glass.

5.3 Colored Glasses
5.3.1 Basics
Color in glass arises from the selective attenuation or
amplification of the incident light within special regions of wavelength in the visible part of the spectrum,
i. e. in the range from about 380 nm to 780 nm [5.82].
Generally, the shape of the transmission curve versus the wavelength λ is described by (5.114) (see

also Sect. 5.1.3)

−ελ,c,m cm d ,

τi (λ) = exp

(5.114)

m

(Φeλ )ex
,
(Φeλ )in
(Φeλ )λ
τ(λ) =
= Pτi (λ) ,
Φeλ

τi (λ) =

(5.115)
(5.116)
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τi (λ) = exp(−ελ cd) .

(5.117)

From this equation, the transmission plots for different concentrations of the coloring species and different
probe thicknesses can easily be calculated from one
experiment, since ε is then a constant for a given wavelength.
As already mentioned, the color of a glass can be
taken from a plot of its internal transmission against
wavelength. A translucent body showing an internal
transmission of τi = 1 at every wavelength in the visible range is called colorless (see Fig. 5.40); the usual
optical glasses are examples of these. When the internal

Transmittance
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0.8
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(d = 1 mm)
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0.2
0
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Wavelength (nm)

Fig. 5.40 Transmission spectra of white and blue glasses

transmission at a range of wavelengths is attenuated by
any of the mechanisms discussed in Sect. 5.1.3, a color
arises. The color depends on the part of the spectrum
missing (Table 5.7).
Figure 5.40 shows the internal transmission plot of
a white glass and a blue glass. The color of the blue
glass is obtained by doping with Cu2+ . This kind of
representation is chosen for scientific applications and
construction of optical instruments because it advantageously shows the spectral distribution of transmitted
light. Another way to describe the color of the glass
is the use of color coordinates. When this method is
used, the color is defined by two coordinates x and y,
which are obtained by weighting the τ(λ) curve of the
glass with the intensity distribution of the standardized
light source for the colors red, green and blue. In the
ideal case, the color portions of the light source add to
clear white light. The procedure has been extensively
described by Bamford [5.83].
Figure 5.41 shows the distribution coefficients for
the red (Px ), green (Py ), and blue (Pz ) part of a special standardized light source (illuminant D65) as has
been set up by the International Commission on Light-

Table 5.7 Relation between color and absorbing wavelength range
λabsorbed
(nm)

400

425

450

490

510

530

550

590

640

730

Color of
lightabsorbed
Color of
lightresulted

violet

indigo
blue
yellow

blue

blue
green
red

green

yellow
green
violet

yellow

orange

red

magenta

indigo
blue

blue

blue
green

green

green
yellow

orange
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where ε and c are the extinction coefficient and the concentration of the coloring species m, respectively, d is
the thickness of the probe and τi the internal transmission. The internal spectral transmittance τi (λ) in (5.115)
is the ratio of the emerging spectral radiant flux (Φeλ )ex
to the penetrating radiant flux (Φeλ )in . It describes the
transmission of a homogeneous absorbing filter material
without allowing for reflection losses; τ(λ) characterizes
virtually every optical filter, regardless of its structure or
mode of action. The extinction coefficient for a given
base glass is a function of the wavelength, the coloring species m and, in some cases, the concentration of
this species. Keep in mind that one coloring ion in two
different oxidation states acts like two different species
(e.g. Fe2+ , Fe3+ ).
Unfortunately, there is no way to calculate ε from
theoretical considerations so it must be taken from experiments for every coloring species. Some data have
been compiled by Bamford [5.83], but not for all elements and combinations. Additionally, all data taken from
the literature depend on the special base-glass composition. So, for a given new problem, the extinction
coefficients must first be established experimentally.
In many cases (5.114) can be simplified. Very often,
glasses are colored by only one species in one oxidation
state and the extinction coefficient is not a function of
concentration. This is especially true if the concentration
of the species is low. Then (5.114) can be written as
(Lambert–Beer law)
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Fig. 5.41 Distribution coefficients for red (Px ), green (Py ),
and blue (Pz ) part of light of illuminant D65 (standardized
light source)
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ing (CIE). After multiplication of the transmission curve
by the distribution coefficients, and normalization of the
sum to unity, one obtains the color coordinates. The “z”
coordinate has been omitted because it can easily be
calculated from the condition that x + y + z = 1.
This method is used when the color impression is
needed; e.g. for traffic signs and glasses for artists.
From the chemical point of view, the base-glass
composition of colored glasses ranges within the compositional region of normal optical glasses, as discussed
in Sect. 5.2. Historically, colored glasses have been developed from optical glasses by the empirical addition of
so called “coloring elements”. There has been a lot of experimental work on this topic, of which a survey has been
given by Weyl [5.84] and to some extent by Vogel [5.85].
The coloring elements additionally present in the base
glasses, transition metals and lanthanides, contain partly
filled d and f electronic shells. For some special applications, the elements of the sixth (S to Te) and seventh (Cl
to I) main groups are used in combination with zinc and
cadmium or copper and silver, respectively, in addition
to the transition metals and lanthanides.

5.3.2 Color in Glass
The mechanisms of generating colors have been described in [5.86]. From these 15 mechanisms, only four
are very important for practical use in inorganic oxidic
bulk glasses: ligand field effects [5.82, 87–91], chargetransfer effects [5.82, 92], metal colloids [5.93–95] and
semiconductor-doped glasses [5.85, 96–98]. These are
in essence described in Sect. 5.1.3 and [5.82]. Therefore
we will not explain this mechanism here.

The usual colors of some of the more important ions
are listed in Table 5.8 [5.84], which can be described by
ligand field effects.
The color of glass is determined by several parameters such as the kind of coloring species, its valency,
the coordination of colored species, and the base glass.
The influence of the base glass on the spectra can be
attributed to two items. The first is the intensity of the
absorption band caused by the transition. This is influenced by the probability of electron transfer. Different
base glasses show different coupling modes and therefore different extinction coefficients for a given coloring
ion. Commonly, phosphate glasses show lower extinction and the color of a given ion is fainter than in silicate
glasses [5.87]. The second reason is the difference of absorption peak maxima between silicate, phosphate and
borate glasses. If it is only about 1–2% the arrangements
of the coloring ion ligands stays unchanged. The differences between the peak maxima positions are much
more pronounced. Some transitions show no correspondence at all. The explanation follows from changes in
the coordination. The coordination, for instance, of Ni2+
in silicate glass is unexpectedly fourfold (tetrahedral),
resulting in a purple color, whereas the dark yellow of
Ni2+ in the phosphate glass results from the normal
octahedral coordination [5.87].
Another coloring species of great importance is
Fe2+/3+ . The interpretation of the spectra of iron is quite
a complicated task. One not only has to consider two oxidation states with different peak positions but also that
these two species each appear in tetrahedral as well as in
octahedral positions. Adding further confusion, parts of
these bands can occur at nearly the same wavelengths.
Additionally, charge-transfer bands of Fe3+ with oxyTable 5.8 Usual colors of some ions in glasses, according

to [5.84]
Element

Valency

Color

Fe
Fe
Cu
Cr
Ni
Ni
Co
Mn
Mn
Pr
Nd
Er

2+
3+
2+
3+
2+
2+
2+
2+
3+
3+
3+
3+

Green, sometimes blue
Brown
Blue, turquoise
Green
Violet (tetrahedral)
Yellow (octahedral)
Blue
Pale yellow
Violet
Green
Violet
Pale red
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Table 5.9 Band-gap energies for some semiconductor
crystals (macrocrystals)

Eg

Conduction
band

5.4 Laser Glass
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e–
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CdSe
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Photon

Eg, 1

Eg, 2

e–
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band
x=0

x=1

x (CdSe)

Fig. 5.42 Semiconductor-doped glasses: Band structure
and absorption of light for II–VI semiconductors

Eg (eV)/λc (nm)

Eg (eV)/λc (nm)

ZnS
ZnSe
ZnTe
CdS
CdSe
CdTe

3.7/335
2.7/459
2.2/563
2.4/517
1.7/729
1.5/827

3.65/340
−/−
−/−
2.42/512
1.73/717
−/−

ent behavior with interesting spectral properties. The
absorption mechanism is explained in Sect. 5.1.3.
The essential properties of the transmission
spectrum are the wavelengths λc , λs and λp . The wavelength λc is defined as the middle of the maxima between
the blocking and the pass area (τi = 0.5). In the blocking part (≤ λs ) all light will be absorbed and at the pass
part (≥ λp ) the incident light will be transmitted.
Commercially available filter glasses of this series
have absorption edges from about 400 nm to 850 nm.
As indicated in Fig. 5.42 the band gap, and therefore the
absorption edge, depend on the chemical composition
and size of the crystals. The transition from Zn to Cd
and from S over Se to Te leads to an increasing red shift
of λc . Decreasing the size of the crystals also moves
the effective band gap to higher energies and creates
a corresponding blue shift of λc . The exact energies of
the band gap can be taken from Table 5.9.
By annealing [5.99, 100], influencing the diameter
of the crystals, and by mixing appropriate amounts of
the pure compounds, all values for λc between 350 nm
and 850 nm can be achieved.

5.4 Laser Glass
5.4.1 Common Laser Glasses and Properties
Laser glass is a solid-state material with the ability to amplify light by stimulated emission of radiation. In its most
common form it is a multicomponent oxide glass doped
with a lasing ion such as neodymium. In this section
we deal predominantly with multicomponent glasses in
contrast to the rare-earth-doped fused silica such as that
commonly employed in Er-doped fiber amplifiers.
Although the dominant commercial market for laser
glass is in large laser systems for inertial confinement fusion research with application to fusion energy
and weapons physics science [5.101], these materials

have also found their way into a number of industrial and laboratory environments. For example, one
leading application is in the field of laser shock peening [5.102].
Commercial laser glasses fall into three broad categories depending on the operating regime of the applied
laser system. Laser glass composition development is
a mature field and for each specific application glass
compositions and/or processing details of these glasses
have already been identified by suppliers that provide
optimized properties for each situation.
There are, for example, laser glasses designed for
high peak power. Here, laser properties have been op-
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gen occur. The color of the glass depends strongly on
the redox conditions during melting. By the application of a low oxygen partial pressure the glass becomes
very pale green to blue according to the transition at
about 1100 nm. Under oxidizing conditions the glass
turns brown because of the manifold bands of trivalent
iron present all over the visible and UV range of the
spectrum.
Beside the colored glasses described above, which
are based on absorption bands, there are also long-pass
filters, which are prepared by doping with semiconductors such as ZnS, ZnSe, ZnTe, CdS, CdSe,
and CdTe followed by an additional annealing process to grow semiconductor crystals in the glass.
These semiconductor-doped glasses show very differ-

Compound
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timized to offer the highest possible stored energy and
extraction efficiency, resulting in high peak powers in
single shots that are separated in time. Repetition rates
of such systems are at most a few Hertz, and more
commonly are one to several laser shots per day.
There are also laser glasses for high average power
applications where repetition rates can be in the range of
1–20 Hz. Such laser systems are in general aggressively
cooled to remove heat deposited into the glass during
repeated optical pumping. In addition to good laser
properties, these glasses also possess enhanced thermomechanical properties consistent with high thermal
loading without part fracture.
Still another example are glasses developed for
guided wave optics. Here, glass compositions are
selected for high stability to devitrification during redrawing into fibers or for compatibility with structuring
technologies, for example ion exchange, used in preparing planar waveguide structures. Figure 5.43 shows
representative laser glass parts, the largest being a slab
more than 1 m along on its diagonal axis for use in high
peak power laser fusion research.
Another way laser glasses are categorized is by
the glass type. The first laser glass to be identified
was a glass based on silica (commonly called a silicate glass) [5.103]. Today, the multicomponent glasses
of greatest commercial value are phosphate types and
the compositions are essentially free of any silica.
In addition, there are glasses based on other glass
forming systems, as well as glasses that contain, in
addition or in place of oxygen, other anions such as
fluorine.

Today, the most commonly employed multicomponent laser glasses are based on phosphorous. These
glasses are available in high optical quality from a number of commercial vendors with a wide range of dopants
and doping levels, and in particular offer superior performance for resistance to laser damage when operated
in high-fluence applications.
Although neodymium is the most common dopant
and lasing ion, through selection of various dopant ions,
either alone or in combination, a wide range of lasing
wavelengths are possible. When more than one active
ion is selected, usually one or more ions acts as a sensitizer for the primary lasing ion. The classical case
is the codoping of laser glass containing erbium with
ytterbium. Table 5.10 lists typical lasing wavelengths
available in common glass hosts along with common
sensitizing ions. The emission wavelength is, however,
a function of glass composition so these values should
only serve as a rough guide.
Specification of Laser Glass Doping Level
A common problem in identification of the optimal laser
glass composition is the selection of the doping level of
the lasing species or other sensitizing ions. The doping
level is largely driven by two factors: the need to pump
the entire laser glass volume uniformly and the avoidance of a phenomena called concentration quenching,
in which two neighboring lasing ions in the glass can
exchange energy by a radiationless process that steals
available energy from the laser beam of interest. A rough
guideline for dealing with the former case is provided in
Table 5.11, which lists typical doping levels as a function of rod diameter for typical flashlamp pumped laser
systems that provide nominally uniform excitation of
the complete active volume.
Table 5.10 Laser wavelengths from selected active ions in

glass
Active ion Approximate emission Sensitizing ion(s)
wavelength (µm)

Fig. 5.43 Laser glasses

Nd3+

0.93, 1.06, 1.35

Er3+
Yb3+
Dy3+
Sm3+
Ho3+
Tm3+
Tb3+
Pr3+

1.30, 1.54, 1.72, 2.75
1.03
1.32
0.65
0.55, 1.38, 2.05
0.80, 1.47, 1.95, 2.25
0.54
0.89, 1.04, 1.34

Cr3+ , Mn2+ , Ce3+ , Eu3+ ,
Tb3+ , U3+ , Bi3+
Cr3+ , Yb3+ , Nd3+
Nd3+ , Cr3+

Er3+ , Yb3+
Er3+ , Yb3+
Ce3+ , Cu+
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Table 5.11 Guidelines for neodymium dopant level for vari-

ous rod diameters
Rod
diameter
(mm)

Nd concentration
in phosphate laser
glass (wt% Nd2 O3 )

Nd concentration
in silicate laser
glass (wt% Nd2 O3 )

≤5
5 to 7
6 to 10
9 to 13
12 to 16
15 to 20
20 to 26
≥ 27

8.0
6.0
4.0
3.0
2.5
2.0
1.5
1.0

3.5
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
2.0
2.0
2.0

Figure 5.44 shows the effect of concentration
quenching for neodymium where the lifetime of the
excited state used in the laser transition is shown to
decrease with dopant level for some representative
neodymium-doped laser glasses. The effect of concentration quenching is often estimated by the following
equation


τ = τ0 1 + (N/Q)n ,
(5.118)

600.00

Fluorescence lifetime (ms)
Silicate
Phosphate

550.00
500.00
450.00

particular is less pronounced in phosphate compositions
than in silicate glasses. Table 5.11 also lists different optimal doping levels for both the silicate and phosphate
glass types.
Rare-earth ion concentration is expressed in a number of ways, most commonly as either a weight percent
of oxide in the glass or as the number of active ions
per cubic centimeter. It is straightforward to convert between these two values if one knows the density of the
glass. For the case of various lanthanide cations the following conversion formulae between lanthanide (Ln)
ion density, in units of 1020/cm3 , and weight percent of
the lanthanide oxide can be employed:
Ln ion density = F(wt%Ln2 O3 ) ,
wt%Ln2 O3 = Ln ion density/(F) ,

(5.119)
(5.120)

where  is the glass density in g/cm3 and the value of F
for a number of common rare-earth elements is given in
Table 5.12.
Glasses for High Peak Power
Glasses for high peak power are generally characterized
by enhanced laser properties. This can perhaps be expressed as having a large value of the following laser
figure of merit FOMlaser ,

FOMlaser = σ Q/n 2 ,

(5.121)

where σ is the cross section for stimulated emission and Q is the concentration quenching factor (see
p. 294), which together are a measure of the laser gain
available in the glass, and n 2 is the nonlinear index,
a measure of glass weakness to resist damage when
transmitting a high-intensity pulse of laser light (see
Sect. 5.4.2). These properties for some typical commercial high peak power laser glasses are given in
Table 5.13.

400.00

Table 5.12 Rare earth active ion content conversion factors
350.00
300.00
250.00
200.00

0.10

1.00
10.00
Nd ion concentration (1020 / cm3)

Fig. 5.44 Typical concentration quenching curves
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Rare earth cation

F

Nd
Er
Yb
Tm
Ho
Pr

0.358
0.315
0.306
0.313
0.319
0.402
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where τ is the lifetime at neodymium concentration
level N (in units of 1020 ions per cm3 ), τ0 is the effective
lifetime for a negligible doping level in the glass and Q is
a concentration quenching factor that corresponds to the
doping level at which the lifetime value falls to 12 of τ0 .
The value of n is generally equal to 1 or 2, and depends
more on the amount of data available to determine the fit
to (5.118) than on material considerations. The concentration quenching effect varies with glass type, and in
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Table 5.13 Properties of some typical high peak power laser glasses
Schott LG-770
Cross section for stimulated
emission σ (10−20 cm2 )
Concentration quenching factor Q
(1020 cm−3 ) [n = 2 in (5.118)]
Nonlinear refractive index n 2
(10−13 esu)
Fracture toughness K IC
(MPa m1/2 )
Thermal conductivity K
(W/m K)
Poisson’s ratio ν
Thermal expansion α (10−6 /K)
Young’s modulus E (GPa)
Index at 1060 nm n 1060
dn/ dT20 – 40 ◦ C at 1060 nm

Schott LG-750

Hoya LHG-80

Hoya LHG-8

Kigre Q-88

3.9

3.7

4.2

3.6

4.0

8.8

7.4

10.1

8.4

6.6

1.01

1.08

1.24

1.12

1.14

0.48

0.48

0.46

0.57

0.60

0.59

0.58

0.84

0.25
13.4
47.3
1.499
−4.7

0.26
13.2
50.1
1.518
−5.1

0.27
13.0
50.0
1.534
−3.8

0.26
12.7
50.1
1.521
−5.3

0.24
10.4
69.8
1.536
−0.5

−

−

Table 5.14 Properties of some typical high average power laser glasses
Schott APG-1

Part A 5.4

Cross section for stimulated
emission σ (10−20 cm2 )
Concentration quenching factor Q
(1020 cm−3 ) [n = 1 in (5.118)]
Nonlinear refractive index n 2
(10−13 esu)
Fracture toughness K IC
(MPa m1/2 )
Thermal conductivity K
(W/m K)
Poisson’s ratio ν
Thermal expansion α (10−6 /K)
Young’s modulus E (GPa)
Index at 1060 nm n 1060
dn/ dT20 – 40 ◦ C at 1060 nm

3.35

2.39

16.7

10.6

Hoya HAP-4
3.6
−

Kigre QX-Nd
3.34
−

1.13

1.02

1.21

0.60

0.67

0.83

0.83

0.86

1.02

0.85

0.24
7.6
71
1.529
1.2

0.24
6.4
64
1.503
4.0

0.24
7.2
70
1.534
1.8

0.24
8.4
71
1.530
1.0

Glasses for High Average Power
Glasses for high average power are generally characterized by enhanced thermomechanical properties as well
as good laser properties. This is often expressed as having a large value of the following thermomechanical
figure of merit FOMtm ,

FOMtm = K IC K (1 − ν)/αE ,

Schott APG-2

(5.122)

where K IC is the fracture toughness, K is the thermal
conductivity, ν is the Poisson’s ratio, α is the thermal
expansion and E is the Young’s modulus of the glass.
These properties for some typical high average power

1.17
−

commercial laser glasses, along with the laser properties
discussed earlier, are given in Table 5.14.
Planar and Fiber Waveguide Lasers
and Amplifiers
The glasses described in the previous sections can also
be drawn into fiber form for preparation of fiber lasers
and amplifiers. In addition, a number of glasses are
also available for preparing planar waveguide structures
by techniques such as ion exchange. The ion-exchange
structuring technique is normally performed at temperatures below the transformation point of the glass.
Properties of some of these glasses specifically devel-
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oped for planar waveguide applications are provided in
Table 5.15. Since these glasses have been commonly employed in the preparation of active planar guided-wave
devices based on the erbium emission in the 1540 nm
telecommunications region, Table 5.15 contains some
associated properties for this active ion.
Estimating Refractive Index
Glass manufacturers typically report refractive index and
dispersion as measured at wavelengths near 587.6 nm.
It is a common requirement to estimate the refractive
index of laser glass at additional wavelengths, for example for purposes of coating design at a pump or lasing
wavelength. In addition, refractive index is a function of
doping identity and content, so that catalog index values
and those listed here in Tables 5.13, 5.14, and 5.15 are
only rough guides. For this, a useful relationship for the
refractive index at a different wavelength n(λ) is

n(λ) = n D − [(n D − 1)/VD ] 1.5079 − 523 640/λ2
(5.123)

where n D is the refractive index at 589.3 nm, VD is given
by
(see Sect. 5.1.2)
(5.124)

and n F is the index at 486.1 nm, n C is the index at
656.3 nm, and λ is in nm. The accuracy of (5.123) is
given as ±0.001 in the cases where index measurements are accurate to ±0.0001, but there is no applicable
wavelength range provided [5.104].
Alternatively, a similar equation based on index
data measured at the mercury d-line at 587.6 nm is the
following:

n(λ) = n d − [(n d − 1)/Vd ] 1.5079 − 523 640/λ2 ,
(5.125)
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where n d is the refractive index at 587.6 nm, Vd is given
by
Vd = (n d − 1)/(n F − n C ) ,

(5.126)

and n F is the index at 486.1 nm, n C is the index at
656.3 nm, and λ is again in nm. Equation (5.125) is
expected to be accurate to ±0.003 for IR wavelengths
up to 2.3 µm in the cases where index measurements are
accurate to ±0.00002.

5.4.2 Laser Damage
Advances in high-power and high-energy laser systems
have made power densities in excess of 109 W/cm2
available. At such power levels a number of different
damage mechanisms come into play that can lead to
temporary or even permanent changes in the optical
quality of optical materials, including laser glass. Such
changes may occur at a surface or within the bulk material, and can both render an optic unusable and/or alter
the transmitted beam profile in such a way as to place
other downstream components in an optical system at
increased risk of damage.
Transient Thermal Effects
Since the refractive index is generally a function of temperature, thermal gradients within laser glass parts can
lead to optical distortion of propagating light through
inhomogeneous changes in the optical pathlength. For
some applications, it is possible to have laser glasses that
behave essentially as an athermal component in which
the thermal expansion of the glass offsets the change
in optical pathlength due to the variation of index with
temperature.
For a laser glass component within a cavity of an
otherwise fixed length (for example as defined by a frame
constructed from near zero expansion materials such as
Zerodur or Invar), the variation in optical pathlength

Table 5.15 Properties of typical waveguide laser glasses
Glass type

Schott IOG-10
Silicate

Schott IOG-1
Phosphate

nd
Vd
Thermal expansion α20 – 40 ◦ C (10−6 /K)
Er peak emission wavemength (nm)
Er FWHM fluorescence linewidth, ∆λemm (nm)
Er fluorescence lifetime (ms)
Glass transformation point Tg (◦ C)

1.530
56.6
6.8
1536
18.5
17.8
569

1.523
67.5
9.3
1534
26.5
10.7
474

Hoya LHG-5
Phosphate
1.541
63.5
8.4
−
−
−
455

Kigre MM-2
Phosphate
1.54
−
7.3
1535
55
7.9
506
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VD = (n D − 1)/(n F − n C ) ,
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with temperature, dS/ dT , is given by
dS/ dT = α(n − 1) + dn/ dT ,

(5.127)

where the glass is characterized by a thermal expansion
value of α, refractive index of n, and temperature change
of refractive index, relative to air, with temperature
of dn/ dT .
An alternative situation occurs if the laser glass part
is coated in such a way as to define the length of the
optical cavity, as in the case where the end mirrors of
a laser oscillator cavity are directly applied to the ends
of a laser rod. In this case the cavity length variation
with temperature is given by
dS/ dT = nα + dn/ dT .

(5.128)

Typical values for α, n, and dn/ dT are included with
other laser glass properties in Tables 5.13–5.15.
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Surface Damage
Surface damage on active (and also passive) optical materials in high-intensity laser systems normally appears
as circular elevations (pustules) or depressions (pits) on
transmission surfaces. The number density and size of
these features is somewhat determined by the laser energy density and pulse length, respectively. Laser glass
surfaces are vulnerable to laser damage since they typically become contaminated through routine storage and
handling as well as the gradual accumulation over time
of airborne particles. Surface contamination serves as
a nucleation point for damage. The initial preparation
of the surface can potentially play a critical role in determining the likelihood of experiencing laser damage.
After polishing of a surface is completed, there can still
exist residual scratches, defects, and subsurface flaws
that can retain contaminants of polishing compounds
and cleaning materials. Such sites on optical material
surfaces serve as additional nucleation points for laser
damage.
Induced damage on beam exit surfaces is often correlated with absorption of laser energy at such surface
defect sites, followed by formation of a plasma which
in turn can enhance reflection of the laser light back
on itself, further increasing the local electric field intensity associated with the laser beam. Finishing vendors
for high-damage-threshold optics need to avoid leaving
residue of polishing compounds that absorb strongly at
the intended wavelength of exposure. Surface damage
threshold is also clearly improved by proper cleaning of
optical surfaces and subsequent protection from atmospheric contaminants, including water, which can alter
surface properties through condensation and diffusion.

Self-Focusing Damage
Self-focusing occurs due to the dielectric breakdown of
an optical material from localized focusing of a propagating laser beam by increase of the refractive index
with the applied light intensity. This effect leads to one
or more threadlike damage sites oriented along the main
optical axis that are often referred to by a number of
different terms including tracks or angel hair.
The damage event often begins as a localized hot
spot within a laser beam that causes an increase in local refractive index within the glass. Since the optical
pathlength is increased at such a hot spot, and drops towards the original value away from the high intensity
region, this portion of the laser glass essentially acts
as a positive lens. This artificial lens further converges
the laser beam, compounding the effect. This convergence continues until the electric field associated with
the laser increases to a point that atoms are ionized and
a plasma is produced within the glass. An example of
such self-focusing damage is shown in Fig. 5.45.
The phenomena of self-focusing is driven by the
laser glass nonlinear refractive index n 2 , the accumulated optical pathlength, and the presence/absence of
localized hot spots in the laser beam. Internal optical
quality of laser glass has improved over time to the point
that meter-class sections are available that are essentially
free of all bubbles and inclusions that can cause localized fluctuations in beam intensity through diffraction
effects, so the nonlinear index plays a prominent role in
determining if laser damage of this type will occur. It is
for this reason that n 2 appears in (5.121) for FOMlaser
in Sect. 5.4.1. In addition to selection of a laser glass
with low n 2 , laser cavity and beamline designs need to
minimize the possibilities of high-fluence locations in

Fig. 5.45 Self-focusing damage in laser glass
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beams passing through laser glass components, i. e. the
laser energy should be spread out over as large an area
as practically possible.

Point-Defect Laser Damage
Nearly all optical materials, including laser glass, contain some level of localized microscopic bulk defects
including bubbles, dielectric inclusions, and precious
metal particles. All such defects have some relationship
to the original manufacturing process. Most inclusions
and metal particles represent either unmelted compounds from the original glass melt or portions of the
manufacturing equipment that were incorporated into
the final laser glass component. Bubbles by themselves
are not typically linked with the creation of localized
damage sites, however they can cause diffraction of
a propagating laser beam with associated small-spatialscale high-intensity power spikes that can then damage
other optical elements in a laser system through nonlinear effects (see for example the discussion in the
subsection on surface damage).
Metal particles, chiefly platinum, remain in laser
glass since for optical quality reasons these glasses are
produced within pots and crucibles made of precious

Fig. 5.46 Particulate damage in laser glass due to a platinum particle

metals and their alloys. Subsequent particulate-related
damage from these inclusions appears as isolated damage sites within a bulk optic. Figure 5.46 shows
a magnified image of such a damage site that measures
0.25 mm in diameter. The damage mechanism is believed to be direct absorption of laser radiation by the
dielectric or conducting-defect site, followed by heating
of the particle to above its boiling point, with subsequent
crack nucleation and growth from both the vaporizationrelated shock wave and localized thermal-induced stress
occuring [5.105].
Since the initial discovery of the laser in 1960,
the largest single improvement in laser glass damagethreshold performance has been the development of
manufacturing technologies capable of producing meterclass phosphate laser glass components completely free
of all inclusions or internal defects capable of becoming particulate damage sites [5.106]. The specification
of such platinum-particle-free glass should be made
when laser fluence levels approach the damage threshold, a condition approximated for pulsed 1.064 µm laser
exposure by
Damage threshold in J/cm2 =
2.5 × (pulse length in ns)0.3 .

(5.129)

Although laser damage is an extensively studied field,
there is no comprehensive database of the enormous
amount of accumulated experimental data on this subject
that would make it possible to predict the laser damage
level for a particular situation. Interested readers are
referred to several textbooks that deal exclusively with
this field of investigation [5.107, 108]
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Multiphoton Induced Damage
Multiphoton transitions involve two or more photons
whose energies are combined to a value sufficient to excite a real transition in a material. High-fluence laser
sources provide high photon flux levels that make these
low-probability multiphoton transitions in glass observable. Damage from multiphoton absorption can occur
when electrons are excited into an optical material’s
effective conduction band, where they then migrate to
stable traps in the material and induce structure and
property changes. Damage takes two principle forms: as
a localized discoloration and/or as a permanent change
in the refractive index of the damaged region. This type
of laser damage is almost always viewed as problematic
and the observed absorption characteristics as a function
of wavelength are generally similar to that observed with
high-energy radiation damage, such as that found with
UV, X-ray, or particle (proton, electron, etc.) exposure.
For a particular laser design, the extent of multiphoton damage is determined by the number of laser photons
required to achieve a combined energy sufficient to lead
to damage. As a rough guide, one can use an effective
band gap of the laser glass, as calculated from the onset
of absorption in the high-energy end of the electromagnetic spectrum, compared to the energy available from
a single photon at the laser wavelength.
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5.4.3 Storage and Handling of Laser Glass
0.050

Laser glasses are typically brittle materials that are easily
chipped or broken upon thermal or mechanical loading.
As a result, heating and cooling of glass parts should be
at rates not exceeding 20–30 ◦ C/h. Laser glasses with
good laser properties are generally of compositions that
also exhibit low chemical durability. The low durability
can sometimes be used to an advantage, since deliberate chemical etching [5.109] or chemical ion-exchange
processes [5.110] can be used to enhance mechanical
strength.
There exists no universal method for evaluating all
possible chemical attack paths and laser glass compositions. However, as a general rule, the presence of water
is nearly always a prerequisite for the chemical attack
of glass. As a consequence, long-term storage of sensitive glasses is best accomplished within a closed, and
preferably evacuated, environment containing a desiccant material.

Part A 5.5

Methods to Enhance Part Strength
Laser glasses can be strengthened by techniques such
as acid etching and ion exchange. In the former, surface removal by etching is accompanied by blunting of
crack tips left following fabrication or mechanical handling. Blunted crack tips require a higher energy level to
propagate into cracks or fractures, effectively increasing
the strength of the glass part to breakage. Ion exchange
involves the substitution of a smaller cation within the
glass structure by a larger cation, effectively placing the
surface of the glass under compression. To experience

Weight loss after 24 h at 50°C (mg/cm2 d)
LG-770
LG-760
LG-750
APG-1

0.040
0.030
0.020
0.010
0.000

0

25

50
75
100
Water (balance is ethylene glycol) (%)

Fig. 5.47 Chemical durability in EtOH/water mixtures

fracture, the applied stress must now exceed not only
the initial strength level of the glass but the compressive surface stress as well. Both processes involve some
level of chemical attack to the glass surfaces and are not
suitable for polished optical surfaces.
Liquid Cooling of Laser Glasses
Solid-state laser systems employing laser glass as the
gain medium are typically cooled by a recirculating liquid coolant system. Chemical attack by the coolant
solution is a variable to be considered, in particular
when phosphate laser glasses are employed and the
component is to be left in contact with coolant during periods of no operation. In this case, it has been
shown that addition of ethylene glycol to water can provide improved protection to chemical attack, as seen in
Fig. 5.47.

5.5 Glass–Ceramics for Optical Applications
5.5.1 Overview
Glass–ceramics – glasses that are crystallized via a deterministic and controlled process – combine the relative
ease of manufacturing associated with glass with the
added functionalities that exist only in crystalline states
of matter [5.111, 112]. For example, the combination
of a crystalline phase that exhibits negative thermal expansion, a relatively rare occurrence in nature, with the
normal positive expansion for glass has led to the development of ultra-low thermal expansion glass–ceramics
used for such things as telescope mirrors, IR-transparent
cooker tops, and reflectors for digital projection [5.113].
Dental glass–ceramics combine high strength with the
proper amount of controlled translucency to mimic

natural teeth precisely [5.114]. And a wide variety
of nonlinear phenomena have been demonstrated in
glass–ceramics, including ferroelectric and pyroelectric
behavior [5.115], second-harmonic generation [5.116],
upconversion [5.117], and scintillation [5.118].
Contrary to one’s first impression, the presence of
crystals in a glass framework need not significantly
inhibit transmission. The ability to control the crystallization process often allows one to keep crystal sizes
small relative to the wavelength of the incident radiation, thereby minimizing scattering losses, particularly
at longer wavelengths. In addition, the precipitation
of very small, insoluble crystals in a soluble matrix
allows one to form crystals in compositions that are
otherwise difficult if not impossible to control. For ex-
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5.5.2 Properties of Glass–Ceramics
Compared to their precursor glasses, glass–ceramics
typically have increased strength and higher elastic constants. Thermal expansion, on the other hand, can be
either higher or lower than the precursor glass. Glass–
ceramics normally exhibit less dielectric loss than their
glassy precursors, due in part to tying up the more mobile
species in a more rigid, crystalline framework (though

Temperature (arab. units)
35
30
25

Growth
T2, t2

20
Nucleation
T1, t1

15
10

q2

q1

q3

5
0

0

10

20
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40

50
60
70
Time (arab. units)

Fig. 5.48 Schematic temperature–time path used for the
production of glass–ceramics, a process termed ceramization; qi refers to heating and cooling rates, Ti and ti refer to
temperatures and time used during crystal nucleation and
growth stages, respectively

exceptions are known [5.111, 127]) whereas relative
permittivities are generally higher in glass–ceramics.
Finally, chemical durability is typically enhanced over
glass, in some cases quite dramatically [5.112].
Thermomechanical Properties
Thermal Expansion. Coefficient of thermal expansion

values (CTE) for glass–ceramics range from nearly
−10 to + 25 × 10−6 ◦ C−1 , a remarkably wide range
few materials can approach (Table 5.16) [5.111]. Expansion matching to most metals (including Si) has
been accomplished thereby allowing for the production of multi-material devices under stress-free or
stress-controlled conditions (Fig. 5.49) [5.111,128,129].
A possible complexity with glass–ceramics arises from
the often nontrivial expansion curves for the crystalline
phases. For example, glass–ceramics that contain a silica polymorph typically show a pronounced change

Table 5.16 Comparison of optical and physical parameter values for a range of glass–ceramic materials
Material

n

Ti (%)

λ (nm)

Thickness (mm)

Zerodur a
SA-O2 b
WMS-15 b
NEX-C b
Oxyfluoride c
Telluride d
Pyroceram e

1.52
1.56
1.52

99.6
≥ 98
99.9
99.3
99.99
≈ 80

1550
1550
1550
1550
1500
800

1
1
1
10
1
1

2.1
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CTE (ppm/◦ C)
0 ± 0.05
1.8
11.4
−2

5.7

T range (◦ C)
0 to 50
30 to 500
−30 to +70
−40 to +80

20 to 320

E (GPa)
90
98
96
94

120

(Sources: a Zerodur product brochure, b Ohara product brochure, c [5.121], d [5.122], e [5.123]; note that Pyroceram, while opaque in
the visible region, is transparent in its operative, radio-frequency region)
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ample, Beall [5.119] developed a Cr-doped forsterite
(Cr:Mg2 SiO4 ) glass–ceramic; stoichiometric forsterite
glass by itself is extremely unstable and only very special processing techniques are able to form it [5.120].
However, by relying on phase separation to create Crdoped, forsterite-like sub-domains which subsequently
crystallized, Beall was able to combine the ease of
glass production with the formation of a desired crystal. This tactic is a familiar one in glass–ceramic
development.
Glass–ceramic production begins with the formation of suitable glass castings using now-standard
manufacturing techniques [5.124]. Detailed inspection
techniques are then used to determine the internal quality of the part owing to the inherent high transparency
of glass. After inspection, a controlled thermal cycling
program, termed “ceramization”, is used, whereby the
glass part is partially or wholly transformed into a glass–
ceramic. Typical thermal histories take advantage of
the disparate temperature regimes in which crystal nucleation and subsequent growth take place [5.125]. At
a minimum, three heating/cooling ramp rates and two
pairs of temperature/time conditions need to be specified
in a ceramization process (Fig. 5.48). This, coupled with
the fact that both nucleation and growth are thermally
activated processes with inherently strong nonlinear
dependencies on temperature [5.126], can make ceramization a challenging process.

5.5 Glass–Ceramics for Optical Applications
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Fig. 5.49 Range of thermal expansion curves (∆L/L) at-

tainable with glass–ceramics. Also plotted are expansion
curves for typical metals (here, α is the CTE of the material).
(After [5.111])

in slope in a plot of CTE versus temperature, associated with a polymorphic transition of the silica
phase (Fig. 5.50). This can be dealt with, in principle,
through a suitable choice of the particular crystalline
phases that most modify the CTE relative to the
glass precursor. Additionally, the value of CTE can
be tuned over fairly substantial ranges for a single bulk composition through proper choice of heat
treatment conditions (Fig. 5.50). To a fairly good degree, the CTE of a glass–ceramic depends linearly
on the relative amounts of the various phases, though
more complicated treatments exist [5.130]. Cryogenic
thermal expansion data are known for only a few glass–
ceramics [5.131].
Elastic Constants. Due to their lack of crystalline order,
most glasses have elastic moduli and related parameters
(e.g., Young’s modulus E, sound velocities) considerably lower than those of their crystalline counterparts.
Thus, glass–ceramics commonly have E values between
those of crystals and glasses (e.g., 80 to 150 GPa),

Glass
Ex. 1
Ex. 2
Ex. 3

10.0
9.0
8.0
50

100

150

200

250
300
Temperature (°C)

Fig. 5.50 Example of the range of CTEs that can be at-

tained in glass–ceramics for a single composition. The
curve labeled “glass” is for the unceramized precursor glass
whereas those labeled “Ex. 1” and so on are for 3 different ceramization protocols. The large bump in CTE near
175 ◦ C is due to the polymorphic transition of a cristobalite
solid-solution phase

though in some cases nearly double that of their precursor glasses (Table 5.16) [5.111]. As for CTE, the Young’s
modulus also displays a nearly additive relationship with
respect to the phase content [5.132].
Strength, Hardness, and Fracture Toughness. En-

hanced strength is one of the hallmarks of glass–
ceramics. Here, the moduli of rupture measured via
four-point bend tests or associated techniques can be
double or more those of the precursor glasses [5.133],
though surface flaws still ultimately control the
maximum attained strength values. Unlike thermal expansion and elastic properties, strength is not only
controlled by the proportion of the various phases
present, but also by the internal microstructure, particularly at or near the surface [5.112, 134]. The presence
or absence of interlocking crystals, preferred crystalline
orientation, or even the slip system associated with the
crystalline phases present can all play a role in dictating
glass–ceramic strength.
As a brittle material, the fracture behavior of glass–
ceramics is commonly characterized by hardness and
fracture toughness values. The former is normally quantified via diamond micro-indentations and the latter
by the propagation of either a preexisting flaw of
known dimensions or the development of indentation
fractures [5.135, 136]. Here too crystal content and
microstructure play dominant roles [5.137].
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Electrodynamical Properties
Dielectric Properties. Dielectric property characteriza-

εr = n 2 .

(5.131)

Note that this latter expression is only strictly true if
the frequency with which both permittivity and refractive index are made are equivalent, or, somewhat more
loosely, if the polarization loss mechanisms are unchanged between the two measurements. Thus, εr is
related to the speed of propagation within the dielectric
whereas tan δ is a measure of the absorption. Typical
values for permittivity start at values similar to glass
(≈ 5) but can exceed 1000 for glass–ceramics containing ferroelectric crystals [5.140–142]. Loss tangents also
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start close to glass values (e.g., 0.0002) and range up to
nearly 1 (Table 5.17) [5.111]. The dielectric strength of
glass–ceramics – the magnitude of the electric field just
sufficient to initiate breakdown of the dielectric – is generally superior to that of ceramics and comparable to that
of glasses (Table 5.17).
Refractive Index and Absorption. Optical properties of
glass–ceramics are quite similar to those of their glass
precursors and the crystalline phases contained therein.
As introduced in Sect. 5.1.1, the two fundamental quantities, refractive index and absorption, can be described
collectively via the complex refractive index

ñ (ω) = n (ω) + iκ (ω) ,

(5.132)

where n, the refractive index, and κ, the bulk absorption,
are both frequency dependent [5.143]; κ is in turn related to the more often used absorption per unit length α
via
2ωκ
,
α=
(5.133)
c
(see Sect. 5.1.3) where c is the speed of light and α is
used to characterize the total transmission T through
a sample via
It
= T = RTi = R exp (−αz) ,
I0

(5.134)


(Fig. 5.10) where It is the transmitted intensity W/m2 ,
I0 is the incident intensity, Ti is the internal transmission
(not including surface reflection losses), R is a factor
that accounts for reflection losses, and z is the sample
thickness [5.144].
Refractive indices of most glass–ceramics are in the
range 1.5 to 2.0 across much of the visible and infrared
region, whereas transmission values are strongly dependent on the wavelength of interest (Table 5.16). In
some applications, absorption across a wide range of

Table 5.17 Dielectric properties of various glass, glass–ceramic, and ceramic materials
Material

εr

tan δ

Test frequency

Dielectric strength (kV/mm)

Lithium–zinc silicate
glass-ceramic a
Fused silica b
Alumina (99.5%) c
Y-stabilized zirconia c
Steatite d
Pyroceram e

5.0

0.0023

1 MHz

47

3.8
9.7
9.0
6.1
5.5

0.0004
0.0001
0.001
0.0008
0.00033

1 MHz
1 MHz
1 MHz
1 MHz
8.5 GHz

36
8.7
9.0
9.1

Test frequency (Hz)
50
100
60
60
60

(Sources: a [5.111], b GE Quartz commercial literature, c Coors Ceramics Company commercial literature, d CeramTec commercial
literature, e [5.123])
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tion – typically restricted to sub-optical frequencies and
often grouped with physical properties – is analogous
to refractive index and absorption characterization at
optical frequencies. Dielectric properties are generally
restricted to GHz and lower frequencies (microwaves
and radio-frequency), whereas optical characterization
is normally restricted to tens of THz and above (infrared,
visible and UV primarily). Little is known about the response of glass–ceramics, or of many substances for
that matter, in the so called terahertz regime (0.1 THz to
10 THz) [5.138].
The most important dielectric parameters in the
GHz and below regime are the dielectric constant (relative permittivity) and dielectric loss (loss tangent). The
power absorbed per unit volume P may be written:
1
P = E 02 ωε0 εr tan δ ,
(5.130)
2
where E 0 is the magnitude of the electric field, ω is
the frequency of the field, ε0 is the permittivity of vacuum, εr is the relative permittivity of the material (not to
be confused with the permittivity of the material, given
by the product of εr and ε0 ), and tan δ is the loss tangent [5.139]. The relative permittivity of the dielectric
material is related to its refractive index via
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wavelengths is of interest. For example, in the characterization of dental glass–ceramics with controlled
translucency, standardized tests exist that quantify a material’s integrated absorption in the visible region when
recorded against a white or black background [5.114]
and may be quantified with respect to standardized color
coordinates [5.145].
Scattering. Volume scattering (see Sect. 5.1.7) of radia-
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tion by crystals is one of the most interesting aspects of
glass–ceramics. Glass–ceramics have in fact been used
recently as test materials for wavelength-dependent scattering experiments and analysis in the UV–VIS portion
of the spectrum [5.146]. Depending on the application,
the wavelength of light may be greater or less than the
average crystal size. This distinction, among other factors, leads to a variety of phenomena that dictate the
ultimate utility of glass–ceramics for optical applications. The theoretical basis for scattering in condensed
matter began over a hundred years ago with the work
of Rayleigh and with important generalizations some
twenty years later by Mie (Sect. 5.1.7). More recent efforts relevant to glass–ceramics have been devoted to
tying the early, theoretical work to the particular set of
conditions that glass–ceramics present.
Based on the theoretical arguments of Sect. 5.1.7,
we consider here the most important type of scattering
for optical glass–ceramics: pure Rayleigh scattering, in
which the size of the particle is less than that of the
wavelength of light and the scattering cross section is
defined by [5.147–149]:
Cscat = πa2 Q scat ,

(5.135)

where a is the particle radius and Q scat is the scattering
efficiency factor. The latter is in turn defined by

2
8  m 2 − 1  4
Q scat =  2
x ,
(5.136)
3 m +2
where m is often approximated by the ratio of the refractive index of the particle to that of the matrix (but
see [5.149]), and x is a size parameter defined by
2πa
,
x=
(5.137)
λ
where λ is the light wavelength. Taken
 together, we can
write for the scattering cross section cm2 :

2
128 5 a6  m 2 − 1 
π 4 2
Cscat =
.
(5.138)
3
λ m +2
The λ−4 dependence is a hallmark of Rayleigh scattering
as is the strong dependence on particle size.

An alternative definition, based on a quasi-continuum model due to Hopper [5.150], is given by


Cscat = 6.3 × 10−4 k4 w3 (n∆n)2 NV−1 , (5.139)
where k is the wavenumber (2π/λ), w is a mean width,
here taken as the particle radius (but see explanation
in [5.150]), n is the mean refractive index, and NV is
the number of particles per unit volume. Here we have
used Hopper’s equation (70) and the definition of the
absorption due solely to scattering, sometimes called
the turbidity τ cm−1
τ
Cscat =
.
(5.140)
NV
The often cited subcase of Rayleigh–Gans scattering has
a further stipulation that there is negligible reflection
at the particle–matrix interface. In this case, (5.136) is
modified [5.149]
π


Q scat = |m − 1|2 x 4 G 2 (u) 1 + cos2 θ sin θ dθ ,
0

(5.141)

where
G (u) =

2
(sin u − u cos u)
u3

(5.142)

and
θ
.
(5.143)
2
Another definition of the scattering cross section has
no dependence on particle size, but is dependent on the
particle number density [5.151]
2
 
8 π n2 − 1
Cscat =
.
(5.144)
3
NV λ2
u = 2x sin

Finally, work by Hendy takes recent findings in structure factors in phase-separated media into account to
arrive at a scattering cross section with quite different
dependencies on both particle size and wavelength but
which explicitly includes the volume fraction crystallized ϕ [5.152]


14
∆n 2 −1
ϕ (1 − ϕ) k8 a7
Cscat =
Nv . (5.145)
15π
n
To relate scattering cross sections to experimental
measurables, we make use of the equationthat relates the normalized transmitted intensity to the path
length z [5.151]
Iscat
= exp (−Cscat NV z) ,
(5.146)
I0
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where here (5.146) ignores losses due to absorption and
reflection.
As an example of scattering in a glass–ceramic,
we will analyze data from the nanocrystalline glass–
ceramic Zerodur. This material, described more fully
below, contains approximately 70 vol. % of 50 nm crystals. The number density for the microstructure is
≈ 1016 crystals/cm3 [5.153]. Figure 5.51 plots uncorrected transmission data for both glassy and ceramized
Zerodur. Note that the composition of these two samples is identical and so the difference between the two
curves should be dominated by scattering losses. Figure 5.52 plots this difference, here normalized to remove
the reflection losses which are virtually identical for both
glassy and ceramized material. Rearranging (5.146) we
have


Iscat
− ln
= Cscat NV z .
(5.147)
I0

95

Raw transmission (%)

son for the small deviation from the λ−4 dependence
at short wavelengths (< 425 nm) is not clear. Also plotted in Fig. 5.53 is the prediction of the Hopper cross
section (5.139). We used an estimated ratio of indices
(m) of 1.55/1.5 ≈ 1.03 for this example. For comparison, note that the observed cross section at 500 nm was
1.2 × 10−17 cm2 . Although both the Rayleigh and Hopper equations predict the observed λ−4 dependence of
the cross section, the pure Rayleigh model is some three
orders of magnitude too high (3.3 × 10−14 cm2 ), whereas
the Hopper model predicts 1.0 × 10−17 cm2 , very close to

Corrected transmission (%)
100
98
96
94
92
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Fig. 5.52 Pure scattering effect on the transmitted intensity
in Zerodur. The difference spectrum from the transmission
curves in Fig. 5.51 were renormalized to remove reflection
losses common to both samples. The subtraction process
itself removes common absorption losses. What then remains, and is plotted here, is only the modification to the
observed intensity due to scattering
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Fig. 5.51 Raw transmission data for glassy and ceramized

Zerodur (thickness = 5.05 mm for both samples). Note
the high transmission of both samples through the visible region (400 to 800 nm) and the nearly identical values
for both ceramized and unceramized (glassy) samples at
wavelengths greater than ≈ 1000 nm
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Fig. 5.53 Measured and calculated scattering cross sections in Zerodur
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The measured quantity on the left-hand side (LHS)
of this expression is directly proportional to the scattering cross section. Dividing the LHS of (5.147) by the
path length (≈ 5 mm) and by the crystal number density
for Zerodur, we arrive at the scattering cross section itself (small symbols in Fig. 5.53). Note the nearly linear
appearance when plotted on this semilog scale, suggesting a power-law dependence on wavelength (the
best-fit slope to data in the range 450 to 800 nm is
− 4.3, consistent with Rayleigh scattering). The rea-
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the observed value. The particle-size-independent model
(5.144) gave comparable results to the pure Rayleigh
model at 500 nm (6.6 × 10−14 cm2 ). Numerically integrating the Rayleigh–Gans equations (5.141–5.143)
yielded 1.4 × 10−14 cm2 at 500 nm, a fairly small correction from the pure Rayleigh value. The model of Hendy
yielded 3.3 × 10−17 cm2 , quite close to the measured one
near 500 nm. However, the Hendy model predicts a too
steep, λ−8 dependence, refuted by the very close agreement between the data in Fig. 5.53 and those models that
predict a λ−4 dependence.
Nonlinear Properties (Electro-Optic, Pyroelectric, SHG,
etc.). Although nonlinear crystals have been in use for
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over 100 years [5.143], the use of glass–ceramics as
a host for such crystals has only been known for some
50 years. Herczog [5.140] reported the crystallization
of microcrystalline BaTiO3 from suitable borosilicate
glasses and the production of glass–ceramics with relative permittivities exceeding 1000, whereas Borrelli
et al. [5.159] and Borelli [5.160] reported quadratic
electro-optic behavior in NaNbO3 -containing glass–
ceramics. Nanometer-sized crystals in related transparent glass–ceramics that previously failed to exhibit
ferroelectricity were shown to exhibit pyroelectricity,
thereby confirming their status as active crystals but revealing a size dependence on the glass–ceramic’s measured functionality [5.115]. More recent work regarding
transparency requirements in systems containing ferroelectric crystals has focused on crystal number densities,
sizes and refractive index contrasts [5.161, 162].
A wide variety of compositional families that
contain nonlinear crystals have been explored, including transparent titanate- and tantalate-bearing
glass–ceramics [5.161, 163]. Telluride systems offer the
advantage of a relatively small refractive index contrast
between the high-index active crystals and the highindex residual glass matrix [5.122, 164–166]. Transparent bismuth–borate glass–ceramics have been developed to yield materials that exhibit second-harmonic

generation [5.155, 167, 168] as have potassium–
niobate [5.154] and potassium–titanium phosphate
compositions [5.169]. Results on glass–ceramics containing superconducting Bi3 Sr2 Ca2 Cu3 O12−x crystals
have been reported [5.170] as have glass–ceramics for
X-ray scintillators [5.118, 171].
Glass–ceramics have been developed to serve as frequency upconverters, luminescent materials, laser hosts,
Q-switches, and optical amplifiers (Table 5.18) [5.117,
172–177]. The typical design goal is to partition all elements that participate actively in the nonlinear process
into the crystal phase, as in the Beall example noted
earlier [5.119], thereby increasing the efficiency of the
active process (e.g., narrowing a laser linewidth). Although early reports of Nd-doped Li2 O−Al2 O3 −SiO2
glass–ceramics reported lasing [5.178, 179], subsequent work showed that Nd was not incorporated into
the crystal [5.180], thereby limiting the advantage of
the glass–ceramic route. Much recent work has focused on high-transparency rare-earth-doped fluorideand oxyfluoride-based compositions for optical amplifiers [5.181–191]. Q-switching has been demonstrated in
Co-doped MgO−Al2 O3 −SiO2 glass–ceramics [5.177,
192, 193]. Long-lasting (> 12 h) phosphorescence has
been reported for Mn2+ -doped ZnO−B2 O3 −SiO2
glass–ceramics [5.194]. Cr-doped mullite-containing
glass–ceramics have been developed for solar energy
concentrators and laser hosts [5.195]. These have met the
criteria for good absorption in the visible with luminescence in the near-IR suitable for conversion to electrical
energy by Si photovoltaic strips, although the conversion efficiency is too low at present to make a viable
alternative to existing solutions [5.112].

5.5.3 Applications
This section will highlight optical glass–ceramic
applications that have actually made it to the commercialization stage, a stringent feat for any materials
development program. The list includes glass–ceramics

Table 5.18 Examples of active functionalities attained in glass–ceramics
Material

Active feature

Characteristic feature

K2 O−Nb2 O5 −4SiO2 a
Li2 B4 O7 −Bi2 WO6 b
(Na, Sr)NbO3 c
BaO−GeO2 −TiO2 d
Li2 O−SiO2 −B2 O3 d
BaO−B2 O3 e

Second-harmonic generation
Relative permittivity
Kerr constant (electrooptic)
Piezoelectric
Pyroelectric
Second-harmonic generation

Up to 600 times that of quartz
Up to 106 at 673 K (100 Hz)
≈ 2 × 10−17 m2 /V2
d33 ≈ 6 pC/N
p3 ≈ −8 µC/m2 /K
0.12 times that of urea

(Sources: a [5.154], b [5.155], c [5.156], d [5.157], e [5.158])
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used for both reflective (e.g., mirror) and transmissive
(e.g., coating substrates) applications.

Transmissive
One of the earliest applications of glass–ceramics
coincides with the emergence of glass–ceramics as
a new material. Stookey [5.202] at Corning was able
to fabricate a radio-frequency-transparent high-strength
cordierite glass–ceramic called Pyroceram. This material is still used on the radar domes (radomes) of
hypersonic missiles and has extremely low levels of
rain erosion at these speeds; a chemical etch is used
to increase the strength of the material [5.123].
Robax, a VIS-transparent, low-expansion glass–
ceramic manufactured by Schott Glas, is widely used
in oven and fireplace sight panels. The high transparency of the material (similar to Zerodur noted above),
high thermal shock resistance and extremely high maximum service temperature (680 ◦ C continuous, 750 ◦ C
for short times) has allowed Robax to replace borosilicate glass in many applications [5.124].
Telecommunication technologies have also driven
glass–ceramic developments. Ohara has released
IR-transparent high-Young’s-modulus (E) high-CTE
glass–ceramics called WMS-13 and WMS-15 for densewavelength-division multiplexing (DWDM). These
materials also feature excellent chemical durability and
the ability to achieve low RMS roughness values through
superpolishing. The somewhat atypical combination of
high E and high CTE while maintaining good chemical
durability – required for the use of these materials as
substrates for thin-film interference filters in field-based
applications – is considerably more difficult to achieve
in glass.
Thin-film, transparent protective glass–ceramic
coatings couple good transparency with extremely good
wear resistance. Rother and Mucha [5.203] report using SiO2 and Al2 O3 powders and an electron beam
evaporator to deposit a 3 µm coating on automobile
wheel demonstrators. The mechanically stable coatings will undergo further testing before widespread
commercialization.

5.6 Nonlinear Materials
5.6.1 Overview on Nonlinear Optical
Materials
In Sect. 5.1.5, we have mentioned that, even among the
second-order nonlinear (NL) materials [5.204–211], not
many made their way into industrial application (because of disadvantages that NL materials are suffering

due to other intensity dependent effects besides the
desired one).
The materials with the highest nonlinearities can be
found among the (photonic) crystals, such as the ferroelectrics ADP and KDP used in electrooptical and
acoustooptical devices where the first crystals were
applied for frequency conversion. Due to their lack
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Reflective
One of the cornerstone applications for glass–ceramics
is for mirror substrates. Typically this calls for ultra-lowexpansion materials due to the exacting dimensional
tolerances that must be attained to ensure satisfactory
optical resolution in semi-controlled ambient environments such as an astronomical observatory. The use of
negative-expansion high-quartz solid-solution crystals
embedded in a positive expansion glass matrix to induce a nearly zero CTE has a long history [5.112, 196].
One of the most widely used low-expansion glass–
ceramics for mirrors is Zerodur, developed by Schott
Glas nearly 40 years ago [5.153]. In addition to control of the dependence of CTE on temperature [5.197],
studies have reported precision polishing of Zerodur
substrates using both conventional and ion-beam finishing [5.198, 199] although much knowledge on this
topic remains proprietary to individual finishing houses.
A common and nonproprietary technique to remove
microcracks formed during grinding is the use of an
HF−HCl acid etch to physically and chemically remove material [5.124]. Although HF is a well known
and effective etchant of silicate glasses and glass–
ceramics, the use of HCl is equally important to prohibit
the precipitation of insoluble fluoride compounds on
the surface of the material being etched. Recipes are
also known for the removal of standard mirror coatings [5.124].
Although there are many examples of large Zerodur mirror blanks currently in service in astronomical
observatories around the world, one is particularly noteworthy: the very-large telescope (VLT) array in Chile.
There, four 8.2 m Zerodur-based telescopes use state-ofthe-art adaptive optics and interferometric techniques
to attain very high optical resolution with tremendous
light-gathering capability [5.200, 201].
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of a center of symmetry, these crystals show rather
high second-order susceptibilities, which are suitable
for applications like frequency upconversion and others.
Substitution of cations of an intrinsic nonlinear crystal (e.g.: Gd in Gd–Ca–Oxyborate) by optical active
cations, like rare-earth cations (e.g. Nd3+ ), results in
self-frequency doubling crystallites, which combine the
active ion with the nonlinear host. Photorefractive crystals can be used for many applications including phase
conjugation, image amplification, information processing and optical computing. In the past, most of the
experiments concerning optical nonlinearity have been
performed on BaTiO3 single crystals, which have excellent photorefractive properties, but are difficult to
grow. One of the present leading crystals is K–Na–Sr–
Ba–Niobate (KNSBN) because of its large electrooptic
coefficients. Two further advantages of this material are
that there is no room temperature phase transition and
that there is a possibility of doping with Mn, which enables the formation of deep level centers for charged
carrier recombination. On the other hand, single crystals, which are very expensive, are needed to avoid
scattering effects [5.205, 212–216]. The high costs, and
thus economic disadvantages, of crystalline materials
arise due to the extreme difficulties to grow them. Nevertheless crystalline materials, especially the niobates
will still be among the major materials for all-optical
applications. But on the other hand, the limitations
of Li-niobates will result in the research into materials like novel ceramic crystals, polymers and even
fullerenes.
Other materials with high nonlinear refractive index and near resonance nonlinear effects are organic
molecules, such as dyes, polymers (p-toluene-sulphonate), aromatic molecules, and molecules of the pyridine
family, the stilbene family, and others which have extremely high χ (3) values in the direction of the polymer
chain, or chiral conjugated polymers and dendrimers
(e.g. polydiacetylens) The disadvantages of these materials are their thermal instability, their softness, and
the difficulty to get crystals of sufficient size. Furthermore, because of the mostly resonant nonlinearity, the
response time for optical switching of these materials
is rather low. A possible way to stabilize the organic
molecules against degradation and to achieve larger sample sizes is to dope a glass host with these molecules.
Glasses doped with organics will be further discussed
Sect. 5.6.5 [5.205, 217, 218].
Currently it seems rather clear that the main improvements will come out of the field of organic
crystals, as there exist the best possibilities to de-

velop new high potential systems, whereas no real
developments are expected to come from the field
of inorganic crystals. Composites may also offer new
possibilities to overcome the problems of the current
materials.
An overview over many common NL materials is
given in Table 5.19. Table 5.20 then lists some of the
most common NL materials and their proposed (and
sometimes already commercially realized) applications.
Table 5.21 presents nonlinear susceptibilities for a wide
range of exemplary inorganic and organic crystals.
According to Hirao [5.204, 219, 220] and others [5.221, 222], for the development of high efficient
optical devices the following points have to be taken
into account:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Increase of the upconversion-efficiency and the
transition probability of the radiating transition of
RE-ion dopands by selection of glass hosts with low
multiphonon emission rates.
Processing speed (“turn-off” times in a time range
< ps)
Phase matching
Operating power and fraction of power, which can be
switched: low switching energy and rapid switching
times
Nondispersive
Heating stability
Improvement of the crystallization stability
Enhancement of IR-transparency and chemical resistance
Avoiding release of toxic and aggressive substances
Development of low cost fabrication methods
Control and measurement of traces of contamination
during the fabrication process

In contrast to the materials named above, materials
which posses inversion symmetry (isotropic materials),
like glass, have no second-order contribution of the
optical susceptibility. Nonlinear glasses can be found
among the oxide- halide- and chalcogenide glasses
(intrinsic nonlinearity) and the semiconductor (SC),
metal particle and organic dye-doped glasses (extrinsic nonlinearity) These materials have been intensively
investigated in bulk structure as well as in waveguide
and fiber structure and have shown many interesting
properties: SC-micro-crystal doped films emit electroluminescence, dye-doped polymers exhibit SHG and
Faraday effect glasses can be used for magneto-optical
switches. Furthermore, methods for the fabrication of
long period optical fiber gratings have been developed [5.204, 219, 220].
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Table 5.19 The most important and other less important nonlinear optical materials [5.210]

Specialty ceramics: Li-, K-Niobate, K-Titanylphosphate (KTP, also very successful: used for doubling to
Nd:YAG laser frequency to 532 nm), Li-Tantalate, Sr-Ba-Niobate, B-Ba-Borate, Li-Triborate (Other ceramic
NLO materials: Ce-doped Sr-Ba-Niobate, Bi-silicon dioxide, Ba-Titanate)
Rare-earth elements doped in silica: Er and Pr in optical fiber amplifier (OFA)
Nanophase materials made from micrometer-sized powders: especially important, when used in composites
Polymers (including third-order NL-optical polymers, NL-dye functionalized thermoplastics)
Silicon-plastics: polysilicates and polysilynes
Liquid crystal polymers
Compound SC: transparent in the IR region
Ceramics
Semiconductors: excitation of carriers changes the optical properties, but difficult to find materials with low
activation energies and large NLO properties, also difficult production.
Superlattices: excitation of carriers in the narrow bandgap part leads to migration of the carriers into the wide
bandgap part, which creates a large charge separation. Possibility of tailoring the optical properties. But also
difficult to produce.
Organic materials: disadvantages: thermal (operation temperatures about 80 ◦ C) and chemical instabilities, but
easy manipulation. Leading candidates are the Methacrylates (properties similar to NiBO3 , low cost production,
but poor strength and easy evaporation), Poly- (di-) acetylenes (good NLO properties, but unstable, hard to
dissolve), Nitroanilins, . . .
Table 5.20 Applications and proposed nonlinear materials [5.222]

Communications
Modulation and switching
Directional couplers
Lenses
EO Grating modulator
Sensors
Imaging/processing
Single mode fiber optic sensors
Optical imiting
Instrumentation
Fabry–Perot interferometers
Mach–Zahnder interferometers
Autocorrelators
Two photon spectroscopy
Holographic interferometry
Computing
Holographic gratings
Storage media
Laser frequency doubling

Material
LiNbO3 , KTP, II–V-SC, MQW’s
LiNbO3
LiNbO3 with As2 S3 -glass
Ti:LiNbO3
KTP, BaTiO3 , KNBO3
LiNbO3
LCPs, (in-) organic materials
LiNbO3
LiNbO3
KDP
KTP, KDP
LiNbO3 , KTP, BaTiO3 , . . .
BaTiO3 , KTP, BBO, . . .
LiNbO3
SrBaNbO3 , Fe:LiNbO3 , Bi:SiO2 , III–V- and II–VI-SC
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Table 5.21 Nonlinear susceptibilities of exemplary inorganic and organic crystals [5.211]
Material

Crystal
Point Transparency Breakdown threshold NL coefficient d36
symmetry
group range (0.5 µm) (109 W/cm2 )
(10−13 m/V)
neg.: no > ne
pos: ne > no
from
to
λ = 1064 nm τ (ns) 1.06 µm
10.6 µm

Second harmonic
generation: 1064 → 532 nm
Active
Conversion
length (mm) eff. (%)

KDP: KH2 PO4

neg. uniaxial 42m

0.1765 1.7

23

0.2

4.35/6.3

14

82

DKDP: KD2 PO4

neg. uniaxial 42m

0.2

2.0

6

0.25

4.02

40

70

ADP: NH4 H2 PO4

neg. uniaxial 42m

6.4

15

>0.3

12

4.02

0.5

10

4.02

17.5

57

−55.3(d15 )/
−72(d33 )

18

44

−59.5(d31 )/
27.6(d22 )

20

40
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0.184

1.5

DADP: ND4 D2 PO4 neg. uniaxial 42m

0.22

1.7

5.28

RDP: RbH2 PO4

neg. uniaxial 42m

0.22

1.5

CDA: CsH2 AsO4

neg. uniaxial 42m

0.26

1.43

KDA: KH2 AsO4

neg. uniaxial 42m

0.216

1.7

LiIO3

neg. uniaxial 6

0.3

6

3–8

LiNbO3

neg. uniaxial 3m

0.33

5.5

0.05

K3 Li2 Nb5 O15

neg. uniaxial 4mm

0.4

5

BBO: β-BaB2 O4

neg. uniaxial 3m

0.198

2.6

Proustite: Ag3 AsS3 neg. uniaxial 3m

0.6

13

0.02

20

113(d15 )/
180(d22 )

Pyrargite: Ag3 SbS3 neg. uniaxial 3m

0.7

14

0.02

17.5

84(d15 )/
92(d22 )

AgGaS2

neg. uniaxial 42m

0.5

13

0.025

35

134

AgGaSe2

neg. uniaxial 42m

0.71

18

0.03

35

330

ZnGeP2

pos. uniaxial

42m

0.74

12

0.003

30

754

CdGeAs2

pos. uniaxial

42m

2.4

18

GaSe

neg. uniaxial 62m

0.65

18

0.035

10

544(d22 )

CdSe

pos. uniaxial

6mm

0.75

20

>0.05

10

180(d15 )

HgS

pos. uniaxial

32

0.63

13.5

0.04

17

502(d11 )

Se

pos. uniaxial

32

0.7

21

Te

pos. uniaxial

32

3.8

32

Quartz: α-SiO2

pos. uniaxial

32

0.15

4.5

Li-formate:
LiCOOH ∗ H2 O

neg. biaxial

mm2

0.23

1.2

Ba-Formate:
Ba(COOH)2

pos. biaxial

222

0.245

2.2

1.17(d36 )/
1.13(d14 )/
1.17(d25 )

Na-formate:
NaCOOH

neg. biaxial

mm2

0.26

1.28

0.22(d31 )/
−2.2(d32 )/
3.3(d33 )

LiB3 O5

neg. biaxial

mm2

0.16

2.6

5.2

5.2
0.12
10

62(d15 )/
127(d33 )
10

0.1

22.2(d22 )/
1.6(d31 )

6.8

2350

970(d11 )
6500(d11 )
3.64(d11 )
cw

25

0.1

1.0(d31 )/
−1.16(d32 )/
1.68(d33 )

10.9(d31 )/
11.7(d32 )/
0.65(d33 )
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Table 5.21 Nonlinear susceptibilities of exemplary inorganic and organic crystals [5.211], cont.
Crystal
Point Transparency Breakdown threshold NL coefficient d36
symmetry
group range (0.5 µm) (109 W/cm2 )
(10−13 m/V)
neg.: no > ne
pos: ne > no
from
to
λ = 1064 nm τ (ns) 1.06 µm
10.6 µm

Second harmonic
generation: 1064 → 532 nm
Active
Conversion
length (mm) eff. (%)

KTP: KTiOPO4

pos. biaxial

mm2

0.35

4.5

4

60

Ba2 NaNb5 O15

neg. biaxial

mm2

0.37

5

0.003

10

3

20

KNbO3

neg. biaxial

mm2

0.4

4.5

0.012

10

MgBaF4

neg. biaxial

mm2

0.185

Urea: CO(NH2 )2
pos. uniaxial
3-Methyl-4-nitro- pos. biaxial
pyridine-1-oxide
MAP: C10 H11 N3 O6 pos. biaxial

42m
222

0.2
0.4

1.8
3

5
2

10
0.02

2

0.5

2

3

10

COANP:
C13 H19 N3 O2

mm2

0.47

1.5

pos. biaxial

15

10

The third-order susceptibility of glasses is generally
much smaller than the second-order contributions of the
crystalline material mentioned above. Additionally, the
third-order nonlinearity makes a variety of processes
possible, such as THG, FWM, DFWM (optical Kerr
effect), as well as intensity dependent refractive index changes. But glass also shows some advantages
compared to other second and third-order nonlinear
materials [5.204, 206, 207, 222]:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1

roducible with high optical quality and transparency/homogeneity even in large sizes
easy fabrication of fiber and film waveguides with
high quality
high transparency over large spectral ranges
high chemical, thermal and mechanical stability and
durability, high optical damage threshold
adjustable compositions
quicker production process
potential lower cost

A correlation between nonlinear properties and material
structure would allow us to predict the nonlinear prop-

65(d31 )/
50(d32 )/
137(d33 )
−132(d31 )/
−182(d33 )
158(d31 )/
−132(d32 )/
−201(d33 )
0.248(d31 )/
0.37(d32 )/
0.1(d33 )
13
10
167(d21 )/
184(d22 )/
36.8(d23 )/
−5.44
150(d31 )/
260(d32 )/
100(d33 )

erties of new materials. A kind of quality coefficient can
be used as a measure for the nonlinear properties of the
materials. There are many suggestions for appropriate
figures of merit for nonlinear materials, most of them
reflect besides χ (3) , the absorption α and the response
time τ of the material
F = χ 3 /τα .

(5.148)

For instance, the optical glass SF59 has a relative high
figure of merit (FoM), not because of high nonlinearities (compared to typical second-order materials), but
because of extremely low absorption and insensitivity to
thermal effects [5.206, 207].
Due to the usually low third-order nonlinearities of
glassy materials, nonlinear optical devices for signal
processing or logic circuits for optical computing have
to be produced in waveguide geometry to increase the
power density. Optical waveguides can be produced via
sputtering, CVD (Chemical vapor deposition), sol–gel
coating, ion implantation and ion exchange. Besides the
planar or channel waveguides, optical fibers are ideal
for the study of nonlinear interactions as well as for
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the desired applications, because they combine strong
beam confinement and low loss for propagation over
long distances [5.206].
We now describe in more detail two representitive
research areas for nonlinear materials, all optical switching and observation of second-harmonic generation in
the isotropic material glass. Followng this is a discussion of the many glass systems, which have been
intensely investigated for nonlinear effects over the last
20 years.

5.6.2 Application: All Optical Switching

Part A 5.6

All-optical switching [5.204–206, 219, 220, 223] is
a technique based on the optical Kerr effect (linear electrooptical effect) and means the switching of a light
beam by using a pump beam which changes the optical communication signal to be switched. The first
ultra fast all-optical switch was demonstrated on a silica glass fiber. Silica is known to have only a small
nonlinear susceptibility, but also a very small absorption coefficient at the operating wavelength. This
allows all-optical switching between two waveguides
embedded in the same fiber simply by controlling
the pulse intensity. Generally, for optical switching
at THz frequencies, there are several important material requirements besides χ (3) , interaction length,
and light intensity that need to be present [5.205,
212]

•
•
•
•
•

high damage threshold or thermal stability,
low power switching threshold and minimal (two
photon) absorption,
wavelength tunability,
sub-ps- nonlinear response times,
compatibility with waveguide fabrication process.

The efficiency of a switching device is induced by
confinement of the beam into the waveguide over
a macroscopic distance. The “turn-on”-time of all
nonlinearities is instantaneous, even for the thermal
related effects. Thus, the most important parameter
for optical switching is the relaxation time of the
nonlinear index change. To avoid crosstalk, this relaxation time has to be significantly shorter than the
time between two pulses. Two of the fastest switching speeds among the nonlinear materials, besides the
organic para-toluene sulphonate, are found in the systems Au:SiO2 and Cu:SiO2 . Generally, chalcogenide
glasses, as well as metal and semiconductor doped
glasses also are prospective materials for all-optical
switching devices.

A figure of merit (FOM) for ultrafast photonic
switching expresses the ratio of fast index change to
the resultant thermal index change and is an indication for the number of switching operations that can be
performed within the thermal lifetime [5.206, 207]:
F = n 2 cp /τα( dn/ dT ) .

(5.149)

Due to this FOM, the ideal material for all-optical
switching has high nonlinearities, fast response and minimal absorption. For instance, the lead silicate glass
SF59 has a relative high FOM because of extremely
low absorption and insensitivity to the thermal effects. SC-doped glasses show large and relatively fast
NL-absorption changes, but the switching value of
these SC-doped glasses is too low for practical application. Dye doped glasses have higher nonlinearity,
but their response times are too slow for application.
Another limitation of the resonant nonlinear materials for all-optical switching is two-photon-absorption
(TPA).
Among the other nonresonant, nonlinear glasses,
Bi2 O3 -glass with response times of ≈ 100 fs and a repetition rate of switching of about 1.6 THz is a very
prospective candidate for all-optical switching. Other
candidates are chalcogenide glass fibers (response time
≈ 200 fs) One disadvantage of these glasses may be
a structural change occuring when irradiated with light
near the bandgap wavelength. Additionally, photonic
bandgap materials, like Au-doped, poled glasses are
considered for optical switches [5.204, 219, 220].
Like the diffractive and the holographic optical elements, the switchable optical elements can be used in
a great variety of advanced devices; from everyday
consumer products (eyeglasses, cameras, CD-players,
animated holograms and real time holographic display systems) to commercial instrumentation (tunable
grating elements, fiber optic crossbar switch, tunable Bragg grating for DWDM) Many patents exist
for applications from biochip reader to flexible flatpanel displays. Three existing kinds of optical switches
are:

•
•
•

Directional coupler: switching into one or the other
channel; characteristics are controlled by the beam
itself.
Mach–Zehnder interferometer: switching is controlled by one or two separate control beams.
Nonlinear mode sorter: a multi-mode beam is split
into two channels. By varying the input power, the
phase difference between two modes can be tuned.
Thus, depending on the power of the signal, the
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modes were separated and the output switched from
one channel to another.

5.6.3 Second Harmonic Generation in Glass
Besides the Ge:SiO2 fibers discussed in Sect. 5.1.5, other
glasses which show photo-induced second-harmonic
generation are Tm-doped alumosilicate fibers (resonant enhanced SHG) [5.224] and semiconductor
microcrystallites-doped glasses [5.225], whereas Cedoped lead germanate glasses show only low intensities
(Table 5.22) [5.226].

SHG in Rare Earth-Doped Glasses [5.227, 228]
Due to the absorption peaks near the SH wavelength,
only a limited number of REs are suited for SHG with
1064 nm as fundamental wavelength. Furthermore, two
or three photon absorption processes have been observed
e.g. for Tm-doped glass, which lead to luminescence
e.g. at 470 nm. Temporal and thermal stability is also
a crucial factor in these glasses. As the formation of
the χ (2) grating is based on photooxidation, thermal and
temporal stability of the gratings can be rather low, as
the electron traps are usually rather shallow.
SHG in CdSSe-Doped Glasses [5.226]
SHG with pumping at 1064 nm was found to be more
intensive for OG550 than for GG495. But GG495 is expected to be less sensitive to pumping and readout index
changes. For instance, the SHG-intensity for OG550
(7.7 × 10−2 s−1 for 2 W) is found to rapidly decrease
with time (optical erasure), whereas there is only a small
decay for GG495 (1.5 × 10−2 s−1 for 2 W). Smaller decay effects due to heating are also found. Damage
threshold of the glass is about 500 W/µm2 .
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5.6.4 Glass Systems Investigated
for Nonlinear Effects
Oxide Glasses Without Heavy Cations
The glasses of this group usually show only small
nonlinearities, which are directly correlated with the
nonbridging oxygen content [5.205, 206, 212, 229].
Measurements of various groups showed that the nonlinearity of nonbridging oxygen is significantly higher
than that of bridging oxygens.
Despite the low nonlinearities of the oxide glass system, there have been recent experiments with silicon
nanocrystals embedded in SiO2 matrix. These samples show a χ (3) of about 10−9 esu, dependent on the
nanocrystal size. A much more interesting system, which
is a kind of link to the heavy metal oxide glasses, is
silica doped with various amounts of germania. The
increase of the linear refractive index with increasing
germania content consequently increases the nonlinear
part of the refractive index. For about 50 wt % of GeO2 ,
a nonlinear refractive index of 1.1 × 10−13 esu has been
found. Hydrogen-treatment even increases this value.
Germania-doped silica fibers show photo-induced refractive index changes of up to 10−3 through exposure
to UV light [5.230].
Heavy Metal Oxide Glasses (HMO)
The HMO-cations [5.231–233], like Pb, Bi and Ga
posses large polarizabilities and therefore strong optical nonlinearities. Elements heavier than Bi might have
larger NL-properties, but have disadvantages, such as
their high toxicity, radioactivity and the sometimes poor
optical quality of the resulting glasses, which make
them useless for any practical application. Ba and La
seem not to be responsible for nonlinearities. Tl+ contributes strongly to the nonlinearity, for instance in the
Tl-germanate, Tl-tellurite and Tl-antimonite glasses. It
is the only metal which is a post-transition element
and therefore forms bonds with large polarizability. In
spite of this, Tl-containing glasses are not suitable for
practical application, mainly due to the high toxicity.
Among the HMO-glasses, the Bi-oxide glasses and
the Bi–Ga-oxide glasses are the most prospective for
nonlinear devices. For example a Pb–Bi-Gallate glass
was found to have the largest nonlinearity among the
oxide glasses. In this glass system, Pb and Bi have an
equivalent influence on the nonlinearity. Optical Kerr
shutter experiments on Bi-glasses have shown that the
response times of these glasses are in the range of 150 fs
and THz optical switching can be performed. Thus, the
conclusion was drawn, that these glasses are prospec-
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SHG in HMO-Glass
Ionic bonds are believed to play a major role for encoded photoinduced SHG. Thus, it is not surprising that
the SHG intensity in binary lead germanate glasses is
found to be zero in contrast to binary lead silicates.
Addition of Ce to the glass resulted in observation of saturable SHG. Low-Pb glass has a very low photoinduced
SHG efficiency saturation level. On the other hand, for
higher Pb-concentration the damage threshold of the
glass decreases significantly. Further, the induced grating can be erased by an IR reading beam after some
seconds. Comparison of lead silicate, Ce-Pb-germanate
and Ge:silicate shows that high SH efficiencies can
be achieved with Pb-containing glass at much lower
preparation powers.

5.6 Nonlinear Materials
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tive materials for the realization of ultra fast response
and high frequency switching (ultrafast switches, optical
isolators and in advanced computing).
As a rule of thumb, one can say that the larger the
linear refractive index, the higher the third-order susceptibility. Glasses with refractive indices higher than 2
have a χ (3) larger than 10−13 esu. Typical ranges of χ (3)
for HMO-glasses are 10−12 to 10−11 esu, which are
almost the same for all HMO-glasses. Due to the electronic nature of the nonlinearity, the response times of
HMO-glasses lie in the sub-ps range. This makes the
HMO-glasses good candidates for all-optical switching
applications. For incident light with optical frequencies, possible present nuclear contributions would be
mitigated, because of slower response times of nuclear
motion.
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Transition Metal-Doped Glasses
Oxide glasses show an increase in the NL-indices when
they are doped with transition metal cations or index raising conditional network formers, like Ti, Ta
and Nb, due to the high hyperpolarizability of these
ions [5.206, 234–236]. Ions with an empty or unfilled
d-shell (d0 electron configuration), like Nb or Ti (i. e.
Ti−O entities), contribute most strongly to the hyperpolarizabilities [5.231]. On the other side doping,
for instance with rare earths, can lead to a strong increase of the absorption coefficient in some of the
commercially interesting spectral regions (e.g. telecommunication windows) Thus, rare-earth- (RE) doped
glasses were are prominent for their application as laser
glasses (upconversion lasers) or optical amplifiers.
Compared to the heavy metal cations, the nonlinearity of this group seems to be caused by another
mechanism. This is due to the fact that (e.g.) TiO2 dopands are found to be responsible for nonresonant
NL-effects in glass. However, the combined effect of
Ti and HM-cations, like Bi and Tl, show NL-effects
not higher than 10−18 m2 /W. An explanation might be
the fact, that glasses with high concentrations of Ta, Ti
and Nb are found to have negative electrooptic coefficients, in contrast to Pb2+ . Therefore Ti4+ can be used
to balance the positive electrooptic contribution of Pb2+ .
Studies with Nb-containing oxide glasses have
shown that the d0 -transition metal is located in
a (Met−O)6 -configuration, with the oxygen electrons
strongly delocalized towards the transition metal. This
delocalization results in a large hyperpolarizability
and thus large nonlinearity, which is found to be
directly proportional to the concentration of (Met−O)6 entities [5.235].

Non-Oxide Glasses
Among the halide glasses, the fluoride glasses have the
smallest NL, and the bromide and iodide glasses have
the largest NL [5.206, 231, 237]. However, bromide and
iodide glasses show very low glass-transition temperatures and poor chemical durability. Thus, they are not
attractive for nonlinear applications, although the significant laser oscillation of the fluoride glasses at 1340 nm
cannot be covered by oxide glasses.
Among the chalcogenide glasses, S glasses as well
as Se and Te glasses show much higher nonlinearities
than oxide glasses. As2 S3 glass has shown the highest third-order susceptibility of all intrinsic nonresonant
nonlinear glasses. Further examples of chalcogenide
glasses with very high nonlinear susceptibilities are:
As40 S57 Se3 , As40 S60 and As24 S58 Se38 . Closer inspection of the origin
of the nonlinearity of this glass exhibits
(3)  (3)
a ratio χ2121 χ1111 of nearly zero, which is much
smaller than the expected value for nonresonant NL of
1/3, the expected value for purely electronic contribution. The result of further investigations showed, that
a kind of resonant contribution due to two-photon absorption is responsible for the high nonlinearity of this
glass. Due to their very short response times, chalcogenide glasses are prospective materials for use as
optical memory, switching devices, and (Bragg-) gratings in planar waveguides (∆n ≈ 10−4 ) Experiments
with these glasses have shown that high quality, low
loss waveguides for optical applications can be easily
formed.
Tellurite and antimonate are both known as network
formers, which contribute to χ (3) via their stereochemical lonestanding electron pair in 5s (e.g. structural unit
TeO4 ) Both tellurite and antimonate glasses show a very
good IR-transmission as well as very good chemical
durability. Tellurite glasses have a nonlinear refractive
index of 30–70 times that of silica. Pure tellurite containing glasses are difficult to prepare, thus, most of
the investigated glasses have tellurite concentrations of
about 70% [5.231].

5.6.5 NL-Effects in Doped Glasses
With the exception of the transition metal-doped glasses,
all the glasses discussed above have intrinsic nonresonant nonlinearities [5.206]. Due to the fast response time
of the usually electronic nonlinearity and the low absorption coefficient, the figures of merit of these materials
can be rather high, despite the low χ (3) . In contrast to
these glasses, the glasses discussed in the next part of the
chapter have extrinsic resonant nonlinear optical prop-
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the nonlinear properties. Decreasing the size of the
nanocrystallites, and thus enhancing the confinement,
enhances the nonlinearity.

Semiconductor-Doped Glasses
Among the studied nonlinear glasses, semiconductordoped glasses [5.205,208,212,223,238,239], especially
the Schott filter glasses based on Zn y Cd1−y Sx Se1−x ,
have been studied extensively. Other semiconductor
dopants, besides CdSSe, are CuCl, CuBr, Cux Se,
Ag(Cl, Br, I), CdTe, III–V compounds, Bi2 S3 , PbS,
HgSe, In2 O3 , In2 Se3 , SnO2 and AgI. Among all these
glasses, the best materials for ultrafast switching, based
on a FOM, are ZnTe, CdTe and GaAs. In some experiments, the optical switching is done with different pump
and probe wavelengths. As a result, it has been found
that one gets a larger χ (3) for the small loss in the near
resonance region.
Semiconductor-doped glasses exhibit large nonlinearities based on optical Kerr effect at photon energies
near the bandgap. The NL-behavior of these materials is characterized by intensity dependent changes
in absorption and related changes in the refractive index (∆n ∼
= 10−4 ) with relaxation times in the range
of ns or ps. A strong dispersion in the electronic
nonlinearity is found near the two-photon absorption
(TPA) edge. The nonlinear refractive index increases
as the TPA-edge is approached and eventually becomes negative at higher energies. The nonlinear
properties of CuCl-doped glasses are based on an enhancement of the nonlinearity in the resonance region
of the CuCl Z3 -exciton [5.207]. The advantages of
semiconductor-doped glasses (SDG) compared to the
bulk semiconductor (SC) are [5.238, 239]:

Metal-doped Glasses
Glasses containing very small metal particles exhibit
an efficient, fast optical Kerr-effect [5.204, 206, 212,
219, 220]. The enhancement of the intrinsic χ (3) arises
from the surface mediated plasmon resonance, analogous to the SER-effect. The observed Kerr susceptibility
or electronic nonlinearity of these materials includes
contributions from intraband (transition into the conduction band), interband (saturation of interband transitions
between d levels and the conduction band) and hot electron transitions (creation of photoexcited hot electrons
due to the surface plasmon absorption) The maximum
of the nonlinear susceptibility is found to be near the
surface plasmon resonance.
Metal-doped glasses are expected to be good candidates for optical bistability and optical switching. Silver
and gold particles dispersed in glass show NL effects,
such as optical phase conjugation.
Gold-doped glasses: For gold spheres, χ (3) is positive and found to be independent of particle size, with
response times in the ps-regime. The nonlinear response
of gold nanoparticle-doped glasses has been found to be
as fast as 240 fs [5.240].
Silver-doped glasses: Glasses doped with silver
nanoparticles exhibit an ultrafast nonlinear response of
360 fs and a χ (3) of about 7.6 to 15 × 10−8 esu [5.204,
208, 241].
A nonlinearity of thermal origin has been reported
for Mn doped glass. Due to a theoretical calculation,
Al is suggested to have a larger nonlinearity than Ag
and Au. By preparing core-shell systems, an enhancement of the nonlinearity by a factor of 108 might be
possible [5.206]. Metal-doped glasses can be produced
via sol–gel-technique, ion exchange, ion implantation
or electrolytic coloration. Various metal-doped silica glasses, such as copper-, silver-, gold-, platinum-,
lead-, tin-, iron-, germanium-, and phosphorous-doped
glasses have been investigated. Of these glasses, the
tin-implanted glasses have the highest nonlinear susceptibility. The size and the shape of the metal clusters can
be modified by thermal treatment or by ion implantation
with another element [5.206, 241].

•
•
•
•

fast (ns–ps) response time,
high threshold,
weak absorption losses (for working wavelengths
still near high absorption wavelengths!)
possible usage at room temperature (but binding energies of these glasses are usually in the range of
a view meV, thus, devices based on these materials
better have to be operated at low temperatures).

On the other hand, the nonlinear optical effects in
SDGs are smaller than those in bulk SC: χ 3 of the
doped glasses is typically in the range of 3 × 10−9 to
10−4 esu. For example for CuCl-doped glasses, χ (3) is
in the range of 10−3 to 10−8 esu, depending on the crystallite size. Changing the crystallite size, doping with
other semiconductors or metal colloids like Au or Ag,
or changing the glass host composition may improve

Organic (Dye-) doped Glasses
Organic dyes, polymers and solvents, like 4-(N,N-diethylamino)-β-nitrostyrene (DEANST), acridine, fluorescein and rhodamine 590, have intense singlet–singlet-
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erties, which are usually higher than the nonlinear ones
at least in the spectral regions of fundamental absorption
(Table 5.23).
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Table 5.22 Poling of glass for second-harmonic generation [5.225, 227, 228, 242]
Glass

Poling

Parameters

Fused silica, containing Na, OH
GeO2 −SiO2 , Herasil

Thermal

275 ◦ C

5 kV

1 (in a 10 µm layer)

Thermal + electric

280 ◦ C

4.3 kV

1

Ge-silicate “half”-fiber

Thermal + electric

275 ◦ C

−5 kV

0.3

Ge-silicate optical fibers

Electric, thermal
electric and UV
Optical + electric
field
Optical + electric
field
Optical + electric
field
fs-encoding

GeO2 −SiO2
GeO2 −SiO2 sputtered film
15.7 GeO2 −84.2 SiO2 (mol%)
Ge-silicate

SHG coefficient d (pm/V)

0.002 to 6
ArF (193 nm)

Electric field

3.4–5.2

ArF
100 mJ/cm2 /pulse
ArF:
10– 100 mJ/cm2 /pulse
810 (960 mW)

Electric field

up to 12.5

3 × 105 V/cm

7 × 10−3 –2

405 nm (200 fs, 200 kHz)
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Er-, Tb- and Sm-doped
Al-silicate fibers, Er-doped
Ge:SiO2 fiber
Ce- and Eu-doped Al-silicate
fibers

Optical

1065 nm
(30 –50 GW/cm2 )

Seed: 532 nm

Conversion effic.: 10−6 to
10−3 , 8 × 10−3 in Ge-silicate

Optical

Nd:YAG: 1064 nm

Seed: 532 nm

Conversion effic.: 2 × 10−6 to
1.5% for Ce-doped fiber for
200 W pump

Tm-doped aluminosilica fiber

Optical

Nd:YAG: 1064 nm

Seed: 532 nm

SH output e.g. 4.6 × 10−2 W
for 240 W pump at 1064 nm
and 4.6 × 10−2 W for 55 W at
844 nm

Ce-doped lead germanate glass

Optical

1065 nm Nd:YAG

Seed: 532 nm KTP

CdSSe-doped: GG495–RG630

Optical

1065 nm (3 W)

10−4

Chalcogenide glasses: GeAsS

Optical

Nd:YAG 1064 nm

532 nm (1 W) pulsed
laser
Seed: 532 nm

Fused silica fibers containing
impurities: OH, Na, Fe

Gamma ray

60 Co source (106 rad at
400 rad/s)

1064 nm (Nd:YAG,
50 ns, 10 Hz, 1 kW) and
532 nm seed (300 W), 1 h

2 × 10−4 (natural SiO2 )
9 × 10−3 (Ge:SiO2 + Ce)
2 × 10−2 ( Ge:SiO2 + Ce)

α(532 nm) = 1.99 cm−1 conversion effic.: 104 x that of
TeO2 −Nb2 O5 -glass

Table 5.23 Nonlinear susceptibilities of commercial glasses
Glass system

χ (3) (10−14 esu)

Wavelength range

Heavy metal (Tl–Pb–Cd–Ga)
Pb-silicate
Ge–Ga–S
Semiconductor doped (CdSSe)
Nb–Te-oxide
Bi-oxide
Chalcogenide
Noble metal doped glass
Dye doped glass

up to 56
up to 16
3000–27
up to 5 000 000
9.4
930
174
up to 10 000 000
up to 1.4 × 1014

High frequency

transitions, which contribute to a high second-order
susceptibility [5.204, 206]. The doping of glasses with
dyes, polymers, and other organic materials also results in high nonlinearities, several orders of magnitude
larger than that of inorganic glasses. Thus, these glasses

600– 1250 nm
Near exciton absorption peak

Near plasmon absorption
Near absorption

are attractive candidates for various low power optical devices, such as optical power limiters, phase
conjugated mirrors or optical logic gates. The large
nonlinearities are caused by saturation of the near resonant intensity dependent ground state absorption. The
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excited dyes may return to their ground state either
radiatively or nonradiatively or be transferred to the
lowest triplet state by intersystem crossing. Tripletsinglet-transitions are forbidden, thus the triplet state
has a lifetime many orders of magnitude longer than
the singlet states. For sufficient intense excitation,
the electrons accumulate in the triplet state and the
ground state absorption is saturated. This produces
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a change in the refractive index via the Kramers–Kronig
relation.
Dye-doped glasses are made by impregnation of
porous silica or sol–gel-methods or require low melting
glass hosts, such as lead–tin–fluorophosphate- (good optical quality and chemical stability) or boric acid-glass,
because of the thermal degradation or decomposition of
the dyes.

5.7 Plastic Optics

•

•

•

•

and multi cavity moulds (up to 32 cavities) allow
large production volumes at a reasonable unit price.
In spite of normally considerable tooling costs the
cost break-even compared to glass design versions
can be relatively low.
Lightweight and hardiness
For a given volume glass is much heavier than plastic
(by a factor of 2.3 to 4.9). Plastic materials are relatively shatter and impact resistant. These features
are important, e.g. for head-mounted systems.
Design potentials
Injection moulding makes it economical to produce sophisticated optical shapes such as aspheres,
diffractive optical elements or even freeform surface structures. From the design point of view, the
more sophisticated surface shapes reduce costs or
obtain better performance or even performance unrealisable by optics in glass (Fresnel structures, lens
arrays, diffractive optical elements).
Optical systems and component assembly
For typical optical systems, the optical components (mirrors, lenses, prisms etc.) must be fixed
in a mounting. With plastic optics, it is possible
to mould mounting elements, posts or alignment
notches integrally with the optical component. This
can reduce part and assembly costs considerably.
Technologies adapted to plastic materials like ultrasonic and laser welding, gluing and integrated
snap-in structures allow fast and cost efficient automated and manually operated assembling solutions.
Two component injection moulding is the choice
for integrating optical elements and mounts in one
injection cycle.

5.7.1 Moulding Materials
High production numbers at low costs
Injection moulding is ideal for high volume production with low unit costs. Moderate raw material costs

As already mentioned, the choice for plastic optical
material is limited only to about 10 different types
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Injection moulded precision plastic optics in high volumes were first produced during the 1960’s. After the
development of sophisticated measuring and manufacturing methods in the late sixties also precise aspheric
surfaces were as easy to make as spheric contours. Today plastic optics are a widely used low-cost option
compared to glass with even more degrees of freedom
for optical and component design. Polymer optical systems at present are used in sensor applications, visual
systems, cameras (mobile phones, video-conferencing
cameras), scanners, security systems and so on.
Of course the properties of glass materials are very
different from that of plastic materials. But glass and
plastic optics both offer unique advantages and help to
solve various engineering problems.
Generally speaking, glass materials are harder and
more durable than plastic materials. Glass materials are
also more stable (temperature and humidity) than plastic. The variety of optical glass available from well-know
suppliers comprises hundreds of different materials.
Compared with this the choice for plastic materials is
limited only to about 10 different materials (and even
less optical parameter variations). The large selection of
glass materials allows the designer to choose materials
with desirable optical properties to gain better optical
performance. However, plastic optics offers other design
freedoms that are not achievable with glass optics.
The manufacturing technologies for glass and plastic optics are totally different. Glass lenses are made by
a grinding and polishing process whereas precision plastic lenses are in the whole made by injection-moulding
or compression moulding. Because of the materials characteristics and the manufacturing process plastic optics
have some unique advantages.
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Typically most of optical plastics can withstand
temperatures up to 90 ◦ C. The maximum service temperature of polycarbonate and polyolefine materials reaches
120 ◦ C. The specific gravity of plastic optical materials
ranges from 1 to 1.3. Polycarbonate has the highest impact resistance of all optical plastics and is used for
windshields and crash helmets. Acrylic has the best
abrasion resistance.

Refractive index

1.8
Optical glass

1.6

PS
PC
COC

SAN

PMMA
1.4
90

75

60

45

30
15
Abbé number νe

Fig. 5.54 Abbe diagram
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of material. Optical properties (Abbé value, refractive
index, Fig. 5.54) as well as mechanical, thermal and
humidity boundary conditions are decisive for the material choice. Different to glass during plastic injection
moulding the process affects not only the geometry
but also the inner properties like refractive index and
birefringence.
Optical Properties
Fundamental optical properties are defined by optical transmission, refractive index and dispersion. For
plastic optics birefringence is an important parameter
too. Although the total number of plastic materials has
increased in recent years, the range of refractive index and dispersion characteristic is limited to almost
two major groups – crown-like materials as acrylic
(PMMA), polyolefin (COC, COP) and Flint-like materials as polystyrene, polycarbonate and SAN. This
strongly limited variety of plastic optical materials restricts the optical design that can be made in plastic
considerably.
Physical Properties
Important physical properties are weight, impact and
abrasion resistance and thermal properties like temperature resistance and thermal expansion (Table 5.24).
Already during system design both mechanical and
thermal properties have to be taken into consideration.
The thermal expansion of optical plastics is approximately ten times higher than that of glass materials. In
an optical system this effect has to be compensated by
optical design and mounting.

Most Common Materials
Some of the most common optical polymers are:
PMMA (Polymethyl methacrylate). Acrylic is the most
commonly used optical plastic. It is moderately priced,
easy to mould, scratch resistant and not very water absorptive. Its transparency is greater than that of most
optical glasses. Additives to acrylic (as well as to several other plastics) considerably improve its ultraviolet
transmittance and stability. So acrylic is used in almost
80% of all plastic optical applications.
(Poly-)Styrene. Polystyrene is a low-cost material with

excellent moulding properties. Styrene has a higher index and a lower numerical dispersion value than other
plastics. It is often used as the flint element in colorcorrected plastic optical systems.
Compared with acrylic, styrene has lower transmission in the UV portion of the spectrum: It does not have
the UV radiation resistance nor the scratch resistance of
acrylic.
Because its surface is less durable, styrene is more
typically used in nonexposed areas of a lens system.
NAS Copolymer. NAS is a copolymer of certain fractions of polystyrene and acrylic (typically 70/30). This
allows to adjust refractive indexis a low-cost material
with excellent moulding properties.
PC (Polycarbonate). Polycarbonate is very similar to

styrene in terms of such optical properties as transmission, refractive index and dispersion. Polycarbonate,
however, has a much broader operating temperature
band of up to 120 ◦ C. For this reason, it is used as the
flint material for systems that have to withstand severe
thermal conditions.
Another advantage is the high impact resistance
of polycarbonate. Safety glasses and systems requiring
durability often consist of polycarbonate.
Cyclic Olefin Polymer and Copolymer (COP/COC). Cyclic

olefin (co-)polymer provides a high temperature alterna-
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Table 5.24 Plastic material properties
Material Characteristics

Polystyrene
(PS)

Polycarbonate (PC)

Styrol–
Acrylnitril
(SAN)
390–1600 400–1600 360– 1600 395–1600

Cycloolefine
(ZEONEX)

1.4918

1.5905

1.5855

1.5674

1.5261

1.6600

57.2

30.7

30

34.8

56

19.4

92

88

90

88

92

80

85

1.3

1.5

1.7

1.5

1.5

1.18

1.06

1.25

1.07

1.02

1.37

1.05

2.53

80

90

120

95

125

200

90

400

5.5 × 10−5

8.5 × 10−5

1.1 × 10−5

2.4

7.0

25.0

high
0.70

medium
0.45

0

Good
21.0

3.5

25

300– 1600

6.8 × 10−5 8.0 × 10−5 6.6 × 10−5 7.0 × 10−5 7.0 × 10−5
2

10

4

2.0

2.0

−105
high
0.60

low
0.10

low
0.15

medium
0.30

low
0.01

Excellent
Low
Limited
3.3

Good
High
Good
2.5

Poor
High
Limited
4.4

Excellent

Good
Low

4.4

27.1

tive to acrylic. Its refractive index and transmittance are
similar but the heat distortion temperature is about 30 ◦ C
higher than for acrylic. Its water absorbtion capability is
significant smaller.

5.7.2 Manufacturing Methods
The manufacturing processes for glass and plastic optics
are totally different [5.243–247]. Glass lenses are made
by grinding and polishing process. By contrast typical manufacturing methods for precise technical plastic
optical parts are diamond turning, injection and compression moulding. Other methods like casting have
their application in special fields like ophthalmics (eyeglasses). In any case, processing transparent plastic

Polyether- Acrylnitril– Optical
sulfone
Butadien–
glass
(PES)
Styrolcopoly- (BK7)
mere (ABS)

1.538

1.517
64.4

6

materials for optical purposes should take place in
a clean environment.
Diamond Point Turning
Diamond point turning is an ultraprecision machining
process carried out on special high performance, modular set up, multi-axis, linear motor driven, ultraprecision
diamond CNC-machining systems.
In combination with vibration isolation systems,
digital signal processor based machine control and
integrated measuring systems an one nanometer programming resolution is possible.
This method can be expanded to full 3-D-milling
systems. With such an arrangement the generation
of free-form surface profiles is possible. Because of
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Properties
Optical
Spectral passing
band (nm)
Refractive index at
587 nm and 20 ◦ C
Abbé value
(n D − 1)/(n F − n C )
Transmittance (%)
thickness 3.2 mm
Haze (%)
thickness 3.2 mm
Physical
Specific gravity
(g/cm3 )
Max. service
temperature (◦ C)
Linear expansion
coefficient (1/K)
Abrasion resistance
(1–10)
Izod impact
strength (kJ/m2 )
Environdn/ dT (10−6 )
mental
Sensitvity to humidity
Water absorbtion
(weight %)
23 ◦ C, ISO 61
Manufac- Processability
turability
Birefrigence
Chemical
Resitance to alcohol
Costs
Approx. material
costs (EUR/kg)

Acrylic
(PMMA)
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the long production time and the high machine costs,
this technology is used for prototyping in plastic and
nonferrous metals, mould inserts and series production plastic parts – which can not to be manufactured
by injection moulding (because of size or precision
demands).
Injection Moulding
Injection moulding produces several parts per shot
(moulding cycle) in single or multicavity tools. This
production method is used for most of the plastic optic
parts. Other fabrication techniques are used only when
moulding is inappropriate.
A plastic injection-moulding machine consists of
a fixed platen, a moving platen, a clamping unit and an
injection unit. Moulding of optical parts requires special
machine configurations and auxiliary equipment.
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Compression Moulding
Compression moulding is used for making of Fresnel
lenses or other microoptical structures. The material is
pressed between heated platens with accurately defined
temperature cycling during pressing. Mould inserts are
formed by electroplated copies, replicated from master
structures. These masters can be, for instance, diamond
turned structures or diffraction gratings made by holographic methods. The compression moulding process
allows to realize small structures with high aspect ratios
and tight angular and positioning tolerances.

5.7.3 Manufacturing Process
Optical and System Design
On the one hand optic design [5.243–249] for plastic
optics in principle uses the same mathematical algorithms than optic design for glass. On the other hand,
designing plastic optics requires a profound understanding of the material properties and the manufacturing
processes [5.245, 248, 249]. Knowledge of production
technologies, material characteristics and assembling
methods together with design expertise are needed to
fully exhaust what precision plastic optics can be.
Simply substituting the indices of refraction and reoptimising the design will not succeed. Expert design
assistance is essential at this stage.
Designing plastic optics with modern design tools
allows great design freedom. The advantage of combining integral mounting structures with the optical surfaces
to create mounting flanges, alignment and snap features
provides the ability to automated assembly. Aspheric,
cylindric, or toroidal surfaces are as easy to realize

as spherical ones. Microstructures such as diffractive
optical elements can be integrated too.
Prototyping
After designing a plastic optical system, lens prototypes
can be made by diamond point turning in various plastic
materials. The best surface finishes can be obtained with
PMMA. Materials such as polycarbonate, pleximid or
Zeonex do not yield very smooth surface finishes.
A major problem is the availability of semifinished
plastic blocks in various materials. For PMMA a wide
variety of bars or plates is available. For other materials
or colored options semifinished items have to be made
by injection moulding.
Because of the high manufacturing costs diamond
point turning is only recommended for making a limited number of prototypes to verify functionality of the
optical design and to perform first tests.
In this stage optical systems are normally assembled
from single elements. Housing parts often are made from
aluminium. The resulting surface quality and system performance can not be a validation of the manufacturability
by injection moulding. To get reliable knowledge about
this, making a moulded prototype from a single-cavity
prototype mould is recommended.
The Injection Mould
A high quality injection mould is obviously essential
for precise plastic optic parts. The parts never can be
better than the tool - but good tooling, however, does
not guarantee good parts. A strong understanding of the
whole manufacturing process is the key to producing
precision plastic components.

Fig. 5.55 Injection mould
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Table 5.25 Tolerances of optical components
Unit

Injection molding

High-end
injection molding

Single-point
diamond turning

Radius

% (+/-)

5

2

0.5

Refractive index

(+/-) (PMMA)

< 0.0005

< 0.0005

< 0.0005

EFL

% (+/-)

5

2

1

Thickness

mm (+/-)

0.13

0.05

0.02

Diameter

mm (+/-)

0.13

0.05

0.02

Surface figure

Fringes per inch
of diameter

< 10 f (5λ)

< 8 f (4λ)

< 2 f (1λ)

Surface irregularity

Fringes per inch
of diameter

< 5 f (2.5λ)

< 3 f (1.5λ)

< 1 f (0.5λ)

Surface rms error

nm

< 10

<5

<2

80/50

60/40

40/20

Surface S/D quality
Wedge (TIR)

mm

< 0.025

< 0.015

< 0.010

Radial displacement

mm

< 0.100

< 0.050

< 0.020

>2:1

>3:1

>5:1

Diameter/thickness ratio
Repeatability

Focal length (part to part
in one cavity)

< 2%

< 1%

< 0.5%

DOE depth

µm (+/-)

***

0.25

0.1

DOE min groove

mm

***

0.05

0.01

Transmission T (%)
100

Double side coated

96

Single side coated

92

PMMA uncoated

88
84
80
400

500

Fig. 5.56 Abbe values

600

700
800
Waveength (nm)

Single-cavity and multi-cavity moulds from 2 to 8,
16, or even 32 cavities are used for plastic optic parts.
Thermoplastic material shrink during cooling down
in the mould. This geometric effect has to be compensated for in the injection mould. Exact shrink rates can be
calculated and the tool can be modified. For manufacturing optical plastic parts by injection moulding the optical
surfaces (plano or aspherical shapes, diffractive, conical, lenticular and cylindrical surfaces) are generated as
separate inserts in the tool.
Aspheric inserts are manufactured by two steps. First
a best-fit curve is generated on a stainless steel substrate.
The substrate is then subjected to a nickel plating process
(electroless nickel) that deposits a thin layer of nickel
(up to 500 µm). In the second step single-point diamond
turning produces the final aspheric or diffractive curve
in the nickel. Because the hardness of a nickel-plated
insert is less than that of a steel spherical insert, it will
be more susceptible to scratch defects.
Pre-Production
A pre-production stage is recommended to check the
manufacturing process. Typically this is done by using a single-cavity prototype mould. This mould can be
used to find optimal moulding conditions. Optical an
mechanical design can be verified with real moulded
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Any injection mould consists of three main parts.
The upper half, which is affixed to the injection-side
platen, the lower mould half, which is affixed to the
ejector-side platen and the mould-ejection mechanism.
Guide pins and taper locks ensure proper alignment of
the mould halves.
Production volume and precision required from
a tool influences the selection of mould materials and
built-in maintanance features.
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components and design revision is possible to affordable conditions. Often the prototype moulds is used to
start limited production since production tooling may
take much more time.
Series Production
For series production of high volumes multi-cavity production moulds are required. Depending on quality,
volume, throughput and cost, the production tool may
have 2, 4, 8 up to 32 cavities. The production moulds
function for at least several hundred of thousands of
injection cycles.

5.7.4 Coating and Component Assembly
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Coating
Because of their limited temperature and UV resistance
plastic lenses must not be coated in an elevated temperature and radiation environment. During the deposition
of thin films onto plastic, the coating chamber temperature is significantly lower than that for glass optics. This
requires deposition techniques such as ion-assisted deposition to apply antireflective, conductive, mirror and
beamsplitter coatings.
Today multi-layer dielectric coatings are routinely
deposited on plastic components. Typical broad band
anti-reflection coatings reduce reflection to about 0.5%
per surface across the entire visible spectrum. Narrowband, multilayer antireflection coatings can achieve
surface reflectances less than 0.2%.
Multi-layer dielectric coatings can be modified easily to scratch resistant designs for front lenses and
windows.
Several front and back surface reflector coatings are
available for plastic substrates. Standard coating metals
include aluminium, silver and gold. Aluminium coatings
provide surface reflectances greater than 88% across the
visible spectrum, and gold coatings greater than 95% for
the near infrared region.
Component Assembly
Many advantages of using plastic optics will come out in
particular in manufacturing components. The integration
of optical, mechanical and electronic elements allows to
build low cost polymer optical components like small
camera lenses or scanner heads f.i.

Plastic optical assemblies are usually done in a clean
room environment by manual, semi or fully automated
processes. The components have to be designed to ensure ease of assembly. Snap-on features, UV-cementing,
heat-staking and ultrasonic and laser welding can also
be employed with plastic materials.
Since most optical tolerances are additive, it is essential to establish quality check points in the manufacturing
process to sort out non-conforming sub-assemblies. Automatic in-line optical performance monitoring such
as MTF testing can be implemented. SPC techniques
should be used here to ensure the process is not drifting
out of the controllable range.
Component Tolerances
The high repeatability of the injection moulding process
yields components with little dimensional variability.
But the specific tolerances for an optical component
strongly depend upon the part geometry and size, the
plastic material, the mould design and the production
process stability.

5.7.5 New Developments
In the last years several new developments in the field of
plastic optics took place. The permanent improvement
process in tooling technologies in combination with diamond turning, milling and grinding led to new design
and tolerance levels. New materials like the cycloolefins led to better material performance and coating
stability.
The fabrication process for diffractive elements
(done primarily by single-point diamond turning) has
improved considerably. Micro- and nanostructures like
moth-eyed surfaces can be achieved by injection moulding and compression moulding and allow functionalised
surfaces.
Even calibration structures for scanning probe microscopy applications can be replicated by injection
moulding up to 25 nm structures.
Plastic optic technology permanently expands its traditional limits and fields of application. On the one hand
plastic optic is still limited by material properties but on
the other hand design and assembling freedoms allow
new approaches.
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5.8 Crystalline Optical Materials
In the following section we will discuss a few crystalline materials [5.250–252] that are used for optical
applications. Among the oxides we want to focus on
Sapphire, we mention the class of halides where CaF2
is the most prominent example and we discuss a few
semiconductors. The following subsections summarize
material properties and fields of application. In each subsection, tables summarizes the optical and mechanical
materials properties.

5.8.1 Halides, CaF2
Halides are crystals whose anions are halogens, the
elements of group seven in the periodic table, namely
fluorine, chlorine, bromide and iodine. Halides tend to
have rather simple ordered structures with a high degree
of symmetry. The most famous halide is rock salt, NaCl.
Halides can generally be synthesized as single crystals
from molten salt by Czochralski process.

Table 5.26 Basic properties of CaF2 crystals
Formula

CaF2

Max. sizes (diameter (mm))

180

Transmission range, µm

0.15–9.0

80

Density (g/cm3 )

3.18

60

Melting point (◦ C)

1418

40

4

20

Hardness (Mohs)
Thermal expansion coefficient

(10−6

/K)

Specific heat capacity (J/kg K)

888

500

1000

2000

5000 10 000
Wavelength (nm)

0.0016

Wavelength (µm)

0.2

0.5

1.0

5.0

10.0

12.0

Refractive index

1.4951

1.4365

1.4289

1.3990

1.3002

1.2299

Absorption coefficient (cm−1 )

0.10 at 0.2 µm; 0.01 at 0.4 µm; 0.03 at 2.7 µm

1000

2000

Table 5.27 Basic properties of MgF2 crystals
Formula

MgF2

Maximum sizes (diameter)

80 mm

Transmission range, µm

0.13–7.0

80

Density (g/cm3 )

3.18

60

Melting point (◦ C)

1255

40

Hardness (Mohs)

6

20

Specific heat capacity (J/kg K)
Solubility in water

Transmittance (%)
100

0
100

920

(g/100 cm3 )

500

0.0076

5000 10 000
Wavelength (nm)

Thermal expansion coefficient (10−6 /K)

parallel c-axis: 10.86– 14.54, vertical c-axis: 6.23– 9.25

Wavelength (µm)

0.2

0.5

1.0

3.0

5.0

7.0

1.4231
1.4367

1.3797
1.3916

1.3736
1.3852

1.3618
1.3724

1.3400
1.3487

1.3044
1.3101

Refractive index
Absorption coefficient (cm−1 )

no
ne

0.07 at 0.2 µm; 0.02 at 5.0 µm
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9.17

Solubility in water

0
100

16.2–19.4

Thermal conductivity (W/m K)
(g/100 cm3 )

Transmittance (%)
100
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In optical applications two candidates are of particular importance: MgF2 and CaF2 (Table 5.26 and
Table 5.27). These materials transmit well into the
UV region and are used for most UV-optics. MgF2
is an excellent material for eximer lasers. MgF2 is
Table 5.28 Main properties of Si

Part A 5.8

Chemical formula
Molecular weight
Crystal class
Lattice constant (Å)
Density at 293 K (g/cm3 )
Dielectric constant for 9.37 × 109 Hz
Melting point (K)
Thermal conductivity (W/m K)
at 125 K
at 313 K
at 400 K
Thermal expansion (1/K)
at 75 K
at 293 K
at 1400 K
Specific heat (cal/g K)
at 298 K
at 1800 K
Debye temperature (K)
Bandgap (eV)
Solubility in water
Knoop hardness (kg/mm2 )
Mohs hardness
Young’s modulus (GPa)
Shear modulus (GPa)
Bulk modulus (GPa)
Poisson’s ratio
Wavelength (µm) Refractive index
1.40
3.49
1.50
3.48
1.66
3.47
1.82
3.46
2.05
3.45
2.50
3.44
3.50–5.00
3.43
6.00–25.00
3.42

Si
28.09
Cubic
5.43
2.329
13
1690
598.6
163
105.1
− 0.5 × 10−6

2.6 × 10−6
4.6 × 10−6
0.18
0.253
640
1.1
None
1100
7
130.91
79.92
101.97
0.28

slightly birefringent as can be seen from the data in
Table 5.27.
CaF2 is also an excellent material in laser optic field.
It has a wide transmission range from 0.13–9.5 µm and
an especially high transmission in the IR range. CaF2
is widely used in laser, IR, and UV optics. It is slightly
soluble in water and is susceptible to thermal shock.
Table 5.29 Main properties of GaAs

Chemical formula
Molecular weight
Density at 300 K (g/cm3 )
Absorption coefficient
at 10.6 µm (1/cm)
Useful transmission range (µm)
Reflection losses
for 2 surfaces at 12 µm ( %)
Dielectric constant at 300 K
high frequency
static
Melting point (K)
Thermal conductivity
at 300 K (W/m K)
Thermal expansion at 300 K (1/K)
Specific heat at 273 K (cal/g K)
Debye temperature (K)
Knoop hardness (kg/mm2 )
Young’s modulus (GPa)
Bulk modulus (GPa)
Poisson ratio
Bandgap (eV)
Solubility in water
Wavelength (µm) Refractive index
8.0
3.34
10.0
3.13
11.0
3.04
13.0
2.97
13.7
2.89
14.5
2.82
15.0
2.73
17.0
2.59
19.0
2.41
21.9
2.12

GaAs
144.63
5.32
< 0.02
1–11
45
10.88
12.85
1511
55
5.7 × 10−6
0.076
360
731
82.68
75.5
0.31
1.4
None
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CaF2 and all halides arerather soft materials which
are generally not very dense 3.18 g/cm3 . CaF2 belongs
to the cubic class and its cleavage plane is the 111plane. In particular CaF2 has been focused on as the
material for future micro-lithography applications in the
semiconductor industry because of its high transmission
in the UV region. The band gap is larger than 11 eV.
Further applications are laser windows and optical elements in the visible region. In addition CaF2 has a low
refractive index and its mechanical properties allow for
rather easy polishing.
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Fig. 5.57 Transmission of sapphire

5.8.2 Semiconductors
Further areas of interest where semiconductor materials are used as optical materials are the LEDs and
laser diodes. Depending on the spectral properties one
is interested in the semiconductors of III–V type. Famous candidates are InAs or GaN as material for blue
LEDs.

5.8.3 Sapphire
Sapphire is the leading material for highly sophisticated
optical applications that require reliability, strength, and
a wide range of light transmittance. Sapphire transmits
light over a broad wavelength range spanning from 0.15
to 5 µm (Figs. 5.57, 5.58 and Table 5.30).
This unique ability to transmit over a broad range
combined with its mechanical strength makes sapphire
the material of choice for many applications. For imaging optics it is desirable for the refractive index of an
optical material to have a low dependence on temperature. Because of its low dn/ dt, a temperature gradient
across a window will not cause image blur and foresight
error. The United States National Bureau of Standards
has extensively researched the index of refraction of sapphire. Recently a model was developed by Thomas et al.
at the Advanced Physics Laboratory to predict dn/ dt
from 0.7 to 5 µm.
Sapphire is a single crystal material from aluminium
oxide, Al2 O3 . It has a hexagonal/rhombohedral structure. Optically it is a negative uniaxial crystal in the
visible region with a small birefringence.
Sapphire has a band-gap of approximately 10 eV,
which is one of the largest for an oxide crystal, permitting optical transmission in the above mentioned
range. Like other crystals sapphire can be synthesized
by a Czochralski process. Sapphire has a high melting
point and is a very hard material which allows it to be
used in applications of extrem temperature conditions.
Sapphire is used in laser windows – in particular for ap-
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Semiconductors have a wide range of applications in
optical devices. In the following we will focus on Si
(Table 5.28),Ge and CdTe as materials of interest in IRtransmitting elements. The crystal structure is cubic, and
in the case of Si the diamond structure.
Silicon is commonly used as substrate material for
infrared reflectors and windows in the 1.5–8 µm region.
The strong absorption band at 9 µm makes it unsuitable for CO2 laser transmission applications, but it is
frequently used for laser mirrors because of its high thermal conductivity and low density. Silicon is also useful
as a transmitter in the 20 µm range.
Germanium is used primarily in the 2–12 µm spectral region. Ge has a good thermal conductivity and
excellent hardness and strength. It is the material of
choice as a substrate for a variety of filters. One disadvantage of Ge over Si is its greater tendency to become
opaque at higher temperatures due to its relatively low
band-gap of 0.75 eV. This lower band-gap results in easier stimulation of electrons from the valence band to
the conduction band. Cadmium telluride (CdTe) has an
IR-transparent region from 1–25 µm. It is a very soft
material and a low thermal conductivity. It is an excellent substrate material for filters in the 12–25 µm
region in which many other materials have decreased
transmittance due to the presence of absorption bands.
Gallium arsenide (GaAs) used for lenses and beam
splitters provides an alternative to ZnSe in medium and
high power CW CO2 laser systems (Table 5.29). It is
most useful in applications where toughness and durability are important. Its hardness and strength make it
a good choice where dust or abrasive particles tend to
build up on or bombard the optical surfaces. When frequent cleaning by wiping is required, GaAs is excellent.
The material is nonhygroscopic, safe to use in laboratory and field conditions and is chemically stable except
when in contact with strong acids.
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plications where high transmission in the IR-region is
required. Its hardness and stiffness make it a suitable
substrate material. In the semiconductor industry sapphire is used as a substrate to grow GaN on it for the
production of blue LEDs.

2.00

Refractive index

1.90
1.80

5.8.4 Optic Anisotropy in Cubic Crystals

1.70

According to the Sect. 5.1.4 optical anisotropy would
not be expected in a cubic crystal. Birefringence in cubic solids should only be caused by deviations from the
cubic symmetry. There is, however, an effect that makes
cubic solids optically anisotropic. In these crystals
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Fig. 5.58 Refractive index of the ordinary (n o ) and extraordinary (n e ) ray in sapphire

Table 5.30 Main Properties of sapphire
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Chemical formula
Crystal class
Molecular weight
Density (20 ◦ C) (g/cm3 )
Reflection loss for two surfaces
at 4 µm (%)
Dielectric constant for 102 –108 Hz
at 298 K
parallel
perpendicular
Dielectric strength (kV/mm)
Resistivity at 20 ◦ C (Ω cm)
Melting temperature (K)
Thermal conductivity at 300 K (W/m K)
parallel
perpendicular
Thermal expansion at 293 K (1/K)
parallel 5.6 × 10−6
perpendicular
Specific heat at 298 K (cal/g K)
Bandgap (eV)
Solubility in water
Mohs hardness
Knoop hardness (kg/mm2 )
Young’s modulus (GPa)
Shear modulus (GPa)
Bulk modulus at 273 K (GPa)
Apparent elastic limit (MPa)
Poisson’s Ratio

Al2 O3
Trigonal
101.94
3.98
12

10.55
8.6
17
> 1016
2300
35.1
33.0

5.0 × 10−6
0.18
9.9
None
9
1370
335
148
240
275
0.25

a symmetry breaking is provided by the electromagnetic radiation of the light wave. This is called induced
spatial dispersion. Here the dependency of the dielectric
function on the wavevector of the incident radiation k
becomes important.
Let us try to estimate the order of magnitude of
optical anisotropy which we can get due to the symmetry breaking of the light. Because of the extremely
large velocity of the light, c = 2.9979 × 108 m/s the
corresponding wavevectors are very small
E light = ω = ck .

(5.150)

For visible light, e.g. at 600 nm, the photon energy is
about 2.1 eV and this translates, using the dispersion relation (5.150), to k = 2π/λ = 0.01 nm−1 . This has to
be compared with the size and usual wavevectors occurring for electronic degrees of freedom in the solid.
For a lattice constant of a = 5.2 Å = 0.52 nm (CaF2 ) the
maximum wavevector at the edge of the Brillouin zone
results to kBZ = 2π/a = 12.1 nm−1 . There are more than
three orders of magnitude between the length scales on
which the electromagnetic field is varying (λ) and the
length at which the lattice is varying (a).
The spatial dispersion is the influence of the inhomogeneity of the electromagnetic field on the optical
response of a system. This causes a non-locality. For perfectly homogeneous fields (λ → ∞, k → 0) the optical
response of the cubic system is isotropic.
Let us assume now that our system allows for an
expansion of the dielectric function around the zero
wavevector [5.253]. Taylor expanding the (inverse) dielectric function with respect to the wavevector of the
light gives an idea how the anisotropy enters into the
optical response

−1
ij−1 (k, ω) = 0ij
(ω) + h ijkl kk kl + O k4 .
(5.151)
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The term linear in k vanishes due to the inversion symmetry of the cubic crystal. In order to obtain an upper
boundary for the expected anisotropy one can do the following estimate [5.254]. Responsible for the anisotropy
is the deviation of the electromagnetic field from uniformity along the elementary cell of the crystal. This is the
quantity
k
a
=
.
(5.152)
λ kBZ
This means we get, using the k2 dependency from
(5.151) and the magnitude from (5.152) as an upper
boundary for the magnitude of the expected anisotropy

  k 2  a 2
 −1

−1
(ω) 
=
. (5.153)
ij (k, ω) − 0ij
kF
λ
Since k/kBZ = 8 × 10−4 , the anisotropy in ε is smaller
than 10−6 . This effect can be only observed with
extremly accurate high resolution interference measurements.
In the vicinity of a strong absorption in the material the physics changes. This was first described in 1958
by the 2003 nobel laureate Ginzburg [5.253]. The reason is that not the wavelength in vacuum as in (5.152)
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has to be compared with the length of the elementary
cell but the wavelength in the medium λm = λ/n. Since
the refractive index n becomes large in the vicinity of
a strong absorption (Sect. 5.1.1) the spatial dispersion
induced optical anisotropy becomes better observable
near an absorption in the material.
In semiconductor materials, the enhancing resonance can be provided by the vicinity of a band edge
and has been shown in [5.255] for silicon and [5.256] for
GaAs. It has also been measured in alkali halide crystals [5.257]. In strongly ionic crystals deep excitonic
electron–hole bound states are present. For the strongly
ionic crystal CuCl the exciton resonance was identified
as the enhencing absorption [5.258]. Recently the effect of spatial dispersion induced birefringence became
of special importance for the crystal CaF2 [5.259]. This
material is used for UV lenses employed for microlithographic structuring of semiconductors. Here a direct
connection between the exciton resonance and the spatial dispersion was made [5.260].
Finally, one has to note that – opposite to usual birefringence with according to Sect. 5.1.4 a maximum of
two – the spatial dispersion induced birefringence in
a cubic crystal has seven optical axes.

The lens is a key element for use in optical systems.
A conventional lens made by shaping a medium with
a fixed refractive index brings light to focus. Glass, polymers and other transparent solid materials are commonly
used for fabricating lenses. One major characteristic of
the solid lens is that it has only one focus. To change the
focal length, a zoom lens has been developed. A zoom
lens system usually consists of groups of lenses. The separation distances between the lenses are mechanically
adjusted. However, the adjusting processes are complicated, bulky and even inefficient. Therefore, developing
a compact, lightweight, low-cost, and efficient tunable
lens is highly desirable and urgently needed.
Due to high birefringence of nematic liquid crystals
(LCs), which can be controlled by the applied voltage,
an electrooptical effect based on the reorientation of LC
molecules can be easily obtained. In addition to displays, adaptive optical components using LC materials
have been demonstrated and application increased during the past decades. Among these photonic devices,

tunable-focus LC lens is particularly attractive for optoelectronics, machine vision, imaging, and eyeglasses
applications.
The use of nematic LCs for making tunable lenses
was proposed as early as 1977 by Bricot [5.261]. Since
then, various approaches have been developed, such
as surface relief profile [5.262–265], hole-, line- or
spherical patterned electrode [5.266–269], modal addressing [5.270–272], Fresnel zone lens [5.273–275],
as well as LC/polymer UV pattern irradiation technique [5.276–278]. Each method has its own merits and
demerits. In this chapter, we classify those LC lenses into
three groups according to the underlying lens structure.
In each group, we will choose a typical cell structure as
an example for discussion. Especially, we put emphasis
on the newly developed LC lens using the simple UV
exposure technique. We describe the fabrication method
and performance of this kind of lens in details.
Types of LC Lens
Similar to a conventional LC cell for displays, the LC
lens is composed of LC material sandwiched between
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Plano-concave
lens

Glass plate

Electrode (ITO)
Polyimide

Electrode
structure

Liquid crystals

Alignment layer

Glass
substrate

Liquid crystals

Spacers

Fig. 5.59 A tunable-focus lens with an inhomogeneous LC

layer

two glass substrates. To obtain a switchable gradient
profile within LC layer, several methods have been proposed. According to the device structure, we can classify
LC lens into three different categories.
Curved Cell Gap. In some LC lenses, LC layers can have
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concave, convex or Fresnel lens structure [5.261–265].
Figure 5.59 shows such a structure. One glass substrate
has plano-concave surface and the other is flat. The inner
surfaces of the indium-tin-oxide (ITO) glass substrates
are coated with thin polyimide layers and then rubbed
in order to get a homogeneous alignment throughout the
LC bulk. LC lens with such a structure can be operated
in two modes.
In the voltage-off state, the incident unpolarized light
can be separated into two polarization components: parallel and perpendicular to the LC director. The beam
with polarization parallel to the LC directors is called
extraordinary ray and the perpendicular one is called
ordinary ray. The extraordinary and ordinary rays will
be focused onto two different but fixed focal planes.
Their focal lengths are given by f e = R/(n e − n g ), and
f o = R/(n o − n g ), respectively, where R is the radius of
the concave lens substrate, n g the refractive index of the
glass substrate, and n e and n o are the extraordinary and
ordinary refractive indices of the LC material.
When a certain voltage is applied to the electrodes,
the LC directors are reoriented along the electric field
direction. Under such a circumstance, the extraordinary
ray sees an effective refractive index (n eff ). In this case,
the focal length is given by

f eff = R n eff − n g .
(5.154)
In (5.154), n eff is equal to n e at V = 0 and is reduced
to n o as V → ∞. Therefore, the focal length can be

Spacers

Fig. 5.60 A tunable-focus lens with striped electrodes and
a homogeneous LC layer

tuned between f e and f o by the applied voltage. For
the ordinary ray, it always sees the ordinary refractive
index n o regardless of the applied voltage. Thus, its focal
length is not tunable by the applied voltage.
Because of the curved cell gap, liquid crystal in different positions will exhibit a different switching speed.
The LC in the thicker area usually has a slower response time and presents light scattering due to the
worse alignment. Another drawback of this kind of
lens is the focal length can only be tuned between
f o and f e . To widen the focal length, one has to use
a high birefringence LC.
Planar Cell Gap. Several methods have been reported

using a planar LC cell to realize the tunable-focus lens.
To create a gradient refractive index profile within the
LC layer, three different approaches have been explored.
Patterned Electrodes. Several patterned electrodes, such
as line-, hole-, spherical pattern electrode [5.266–269],
and modal addressing have been consideredy [5.270–
272]. A classical electrode structure is shown in
Fig. 5.60. A homogeneous nematic LC layer is sandwiched between an ITO plate and a ground ITO
plate. The ITO plate is a glass plate with a group
of addressable discrete transparent ITO stripes. The
ground plate is a glass plate with uniform ITO electrode covering the entire plate. Each electrode stripe
on the glass substrate is individually addressed with
voltages chosen so that the refractive index across
the cell forms parabolic shape such that the incident
light is brought to focus at a selected plane. From
Fig. 5.60, one can see that only the light with its polarization axis parallel to the LC directors is affected.
This kind of lens with linear electrode belongs to the
cylindrical lens. The focal length has the following
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expression:
x02
,
f=
2d(n e − n eff )

(5.155)

where x0 is the maximum aperture distance and n eff is
the effective refractive index.
Since n o ≤ n eff ≤ n e , f can be tuned in the following
range
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(5.156)

πr 2
(δc − δe )λ
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To get a true spherical lens, four cylindrical lenses are
required to combine together. By designing the electrode
with hole-, hybrid- or spherical pattern, or using modal
addressing, a spherical LC lens is realized. The focal
length of the spherical lens is expressed by
f=

Intensity (arab. units
× 10 – 4)
5

,

(5.157)
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Fig. 5.61 A tunable-focus lens with a spherical electrode
and a homogeneous LC layer
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Fig. 5.62 Measured spot intensity profiles for the LC lens
shown in Fig. 5.61. Top: V = 0; middle: V = 18 Vrms ; and
bottom: V = 35 Vrms . Lens diameter: 6 mm

that the refractive index of the upper convex and concave substrates is the same. When a voltage is applied
across the LC layer, a centro-symmetrical gradient distribution of refractive index is generated. As a result, the
LC layer causes light to focus. By controlling the ap-
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where r is the radius of the lens, λ is the wavelength,
and δc − δe is the phase difference at the lens center and
edge.
The lens with a planar cell gap has several advantages. For instance, the focal length can be tuned within
a wide range, be fabricated with large size, and the
switching speed is uniform across the whole lens. The
drawback of this type of LC lens is that the cell fabrication process is complicated and the addressing technique
is difficult.
Spherical Electrode within a Planar Substrate. To fabricate an adaptive lens with a wide range tunable focal
length, a new lens structure as shown in Fig. 5.61 is considered. The upper planar substrate actually consists of
a convex and a matched concave spherical surface. One
of the spherical surfaces is coated with indium-tin-oxide
(ITO) as electrode. The lower substrate has a transparent electrode coated on its inner surface. Homogeneous
LC layers are aligned between the substrates. In the
null voltage state, no focusing effect occurs provided

8
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plied voltage, the focal length of the lens is continuously
tunable.
A sample LC lens was fabricated according to the
design sketched in Fig. 5.61. The diameter of the lens is
6 mm and the LC cell gap is 40 µm which is filled with
UCF-2 (∆n = 0.4) nematic LC mixture. The height from
the top spherical electrode to the liquid crystal layer is
d = 1.03 mm. The 3-D focal length intensity was measured using a CCD camera at different voltages. The
distance between the LC lens and CCD camera is 78 cm.
Results are shown in Fig. 5.62. At V = 0, the light intensity of a collimated He–Ne laser passing through the
lens cell is very weak. As the voltage is increased to
V = 18 Vrms , a tightly focused spot appears. As the voltage is increased further, say to V = 35 Vrms the measured
light intensity decreases. This means that the focus is
somewhere between the LC cell and CCD camera. The
focal length of this spherical lens can be tuned continuously from ∞ to 0.5 m by controlling the applied
voltage. The response time is ≈ 200 ms for the 40 µm
cell gap employed.
UV Exposure through Photomask. Tunable lenses using
polymer dispersed liquid crystal (PDLC) and polymer
network liquid crystal (PNLC) have been demonstrated
recently [5.276, 277]. This kind of lenses is prepared
using photo-polymerization induced phase separation

a)

b)

UV light

Photomask

LC/Polymer

Fig. 5.63a,b Device fabrication of an inhomogeneous PNLC using
a patterned photomask

a)

b)

c)

Fig. 5.64a–c Photographs of the PNLC sample at different operating voltages. (a) V = 0, (b) V = 2 Vrms , and (c) V = 35 Vrms

technique. A unique feature of these polymer dispersed
LCs is that the larger LC domain exhibits a lower
threshold voltage. If LC presents an inhomogeneous
centrosymmetric LC domain dispersed in a polymer matrix, then the applied homogeneous electric field would
induce a gradient refractive index profile, which reveals
a lens-like character.
A PNLC lens using UV exposure fabrication technique has been proposed. Fig. 5.63a illustrates the
fabrication method of a positive PNLC lens. The key
element is the patterned photomask. To obtain a PNLC
cell with an inhomogeneous centrosymmetric polymer
network profile, a circular continuously variable optical density is used as the photomask, as shown in
Fig. 5.63b. Its optical density increases outward radically from a minimum at the center to the maximum at
the edges. When a uniform UV light passes through the
photomask, the output intensity varies in parabolic profile across the LC sample. The area with a stronger UV
light would accelerate the polymerization process and
produce a higher polymer concentration. Conversely,
the area with a weaker UV exposure would have a lower
polymer network concentration. As a result, an inhomogeneous centro-symmetric polymer distribution is
formed.
The PNLC cell with convex refractive index profile
functions as a positive lens. When a uniform electric field
is applied, the LC directors are reoriented to different degrees. The area with looser network packing (edges) has
a lower threshold voltage than that of a denser zone (center). Thus, the convex refractive index is generated. As
the applied voltage increases, the curvature of the gradient lens decreases. In the high voltage regime, nearly all
the LC directors are aligned along the electric field direction. The gradient direction no longer exists and the
lens effect vanishes.
To fabricate a positive PNLC lens, a mixture
of 5 wt % UV curable monomer BAB-6 (containing
2% photoinitiator IRG-184) in a LC host (W-1331,
∆n = 0.229) was injected to a homogeneous ITO coated
LC cell. The monomer has a common rod-like structure
with a reactive double bond at both sides. The inner
surfaces of the LC cell were coated with thin polyimide
layers. The cell gap of the homogeneous cell is 16.5 µm.
The diameter of the photomask is 1.7 cm. The measured
UV intensity after the photomask is 14 mW/cm2 , and
the exposure time is 60 min.
The prepared sample is highly transparent in the
voltage-off state. By observing the birefringence colors
on a light table, one can check the gradient refractive index. Three photographs of the PNLC sample
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wavelength droplet size is another technique for solving
the polarization dependent problem for LC lens [5.276].
The drawbacks of the nano-PDLC lens are the high operating voltage and small refractive index change which
results in a long focal length.
Besides the patterned photomask, exposure using
a UV laser beam with Gaussian intensity distribution
to the LC/monomer cell has been studied [5.278]. The
cured spot presents a lens-like character under the action of a homogeneous electric field. The concern for
this technology is that a high power laser is needed for
scaling up the lens aperture.
Fresnel Zone Plate. In comparison with the above re-

fractive lens, Fresnel zone plate lens belongs to the
diffraction lens. It can be fabricated with large aperture size. Fresnel lenses are suitable for long distance
optical communication, optical distance measurement
and space navigation. In a binary-phase planar Fresnel
lens, the phase difference between the adjacent zones
can be tuned by the applied voltage. Maximum diffraction occurs when the phase difference is equal to an odd
multiple of π while no diffraction occurs for even multiple of π. Through diffraction, the Fresnel zone plate
works as a focusing element.
Due to higher-order Fourier components, Fresnel
lens has multiple foci at f , f/3, f/5, etc. However,
the majority of the incident light diffracts into the primary focus. The primary focal length can be expressed
by f = r12 /λ, where r1 is the innermost zone radius. The
radius of the nth zone (rn ) is given by rn2 = nr12 , n is the
zone number. Theoretically, the diffraction efficiency of
the primary focus for the binary phase Fresnel lens is
41%.
A method of fabricating LC Fresnel lens was proposed by Patel and Rastani [5.273]. The idea to fabricate
the lens is to make the neighboring zones with orthogonal LC directors on one substrate, and homeotropic
alignment on the other. Another method of fabricating
LC Fresnel lens is to etch the ITO electrode by photolithographic to form a zone plate [5.274]. However,
the two fabrication methods are rather complicated.
Using UV pattern irradiation technique, one can simplify the device fabrication process [5.275]. A method
of fabricating Fresnel lens using patterned photomask is
similar to that as shown in Fig. 5.63, except that the photomask was produced with transparent odd zones and
opaque even zones.
To fabricate a nanoscale PDLC Fresnel lens, 26 wt %
LC E48 and 74 wt % UV curable prepolymer NOA81
were mixed and injected into a homogeneous empty
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cell at V = 0, 2 and 35 Vrms were taken, as shown in
Fig. 5.64a–c, respectively. The rubbing direction of the
cell was orientated at 45 ◦ C with respect to the fast axis
of the linear polarizer. The analyzer is crossed to the
polarizer. At V = 0, the color is relatively uniform. As
the applied voltage exceeds the threshold, color starts
to change from the borders and gradually extends to
the center, like a swallowing spot. A circular color ring
was shown in Fig. 5.64b at V = 2 Vrms . This implies
that the central area has a higher threshold voltage than
that of the edges. One the contrary, decreasing voltage
changes the birefringence color from center to borders, like a vomiting spot. This cell acts as a positive
lens.
The measured phase retardation of the cell is plotted
in Fig. 5.65. At 2 Vrms , ∆δ = 0.8π which corresponds to
120 meter focal length. As the voltage increases, ∆δ decreases so that the focal length increases. Due to the
long focus, this lens is suitable for satellite imaging
and astronomy applications. To shorten the focal length,
several methods can be chosen, such as improving the
photomask pattern, using high birefringence LC material, increasing the cell gap, or reducing the diameter of
the curved spot.
To fabricate a negative lens, one can choose a photomask with reversed optical density. By using patterned
UV exposure method, both positive and negative lenses
can be fabricated. Since the lens is a single pixel device, the fabrication process is simple and the lens size
depends upon the photomask design.
Like the aforementioned LC lens, PNLC lens is
polarization dependent too. To overcome this polarization dependence, two cells with orthogonal alignment
directions should be considered. The PDLC with sub-
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b)

a)

5 mm

can be considered. The PNLC contains a lower polymer
concentration than PDLC. As a result, its operating voltage is much lower except the PNLC lens is polarization
dependent.

c)

5 mm

5 mm

Fig. 5.66a–c Imaging properties of the PDLC Fresnel lens recorded
by a CCD camera. (a) without sample, (b) with sample near the focal
spot, and (c) with sample at focal point
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cell. The cell gap is 15 µm. A photomask was produced
by etching a chromium oxide layer using electron beam
lithography. The radius of the innermost zone is 0.5 mm,
and the zone plate consists of 80 zones in 1 cm aperture.
The photomask is in proximity contact with the LC cell
substrate during exposure to the UV light.
To evaluate the image quality of the PDLC Fresnel lens, a black cardboard with transparent alphabet
R was placed before the sample. A collimated He–Ne
laser has 1 cm diameter which fills the entire zone plate.
A CCD camera was set at ≈ 25 cm behind the sample.
Figure 5.66a and Fig. 5.66b show the photos without and
with sample, respectively. When the sample is absent,
no focusing effect occurs. Once the LC Fresnel lens is in
position, a clear but smaller image is observed, although
some circular noises exist due to diffraction. When the
CCD camera was moved to the focal point, a tight spot
appeared in the center, as shown in Fig. 5.66c. These results indicate that the sample indeed behaves like a lens.
The light efficiency of the PDLC Fresnel lens is
about 32% at V = 0. As the applied voltage is increased,
the diffraction efficiency is increased. At 180 Vrms
(or 12 V/µm), the diffraction efficiency reaches nearly
≈ 39%. Further increasing the voltage, the diffraction
efficiency will decrease. Because of the sub-wavelength
PDLC droplets, the Fresnel lens is transparent in
the voltage-off state, polarization independent, and its
switching speed is in the sub-millisecond range. However, the operating voltage of this kind of lens is
relatively high. To decrease the operating voltage, PNLC
a)

b)

c)

Fig. 5.67a–c Photographs of the PNLC sample cell at different
operating voltages: (a) V = 0, (b)V = 4 Vrms and (c) V = 30 Vrms

Microlens Arrays
Two-dimensional microlens array has a wide range of
applications, including information processing, optoelectronics, integrated optics components and
optical communication systems. The hole-patterned
electrode, hybrid-patterned electrode as well as surface
relief profile can be used to demonstrate microlens arrays. To fabricate microlens arrays, we continue to use
the UV exposure through a patterned photomask. According to diffraction theory, when UV light passes
through a tiny hole, it will be diffracted and the diffracted
intensity presents a parabolic-like profile. Therefore,
when the UV curable monomer doped in LC host is exposed using the diffracted UV light, an inhomogeneous
centro-symmetrical PNLC can be obtained. Similar to
the results as shown in Fig. 5.64, the cured spot acts as
a lens.
An example of fabricating LC lens array is demonstrated using PNLC technique. A mixture of 3 wt %
monomer BAB6 (with a small amount of photoinitiator
IRG-184) and 97 wt % LC E48 was injected to a homogeneous cell composing of ITO glass substrates. The
inner surfaces of the cell were coated with polyimide
layers and then buffed in the antiparallel direction. The
LC cell gap and the substrate thickness are 15 µm and
1.1 mm, respectively. A chromium layer with circular
aperture array deposited on a glass substrate is then
placed on the top of the cell. The diameter of each aperture is 25 µm and the distance between the neighboring
pixels is 85 µm from center to center. The cured UV intensity from the photomask side was 40 mW/cm2 and
the curing time was 45 min.
The cured sample was observed using a polarizing
microscope. The rubbing direction of the cell was oriented at 45◦ with respect to the axis of a linear polarizer
and the analyzer was crossed to the polarizer. Three photographs were taken at V = 0, 5 and 20 Vrms and results
are shown in Fig. 5.67a–c, respectively.
At V = 0, the UV exposed array spots is very weak
and cannot be observed clearly. The cured spot size
is about 50 µm due to the diffraction effect. When the
sample cell was rotated gradually, the array spots will
disappear, this means that the PNLC cell is homogeneous and polarization dependent. When the applied
electric field is increased slowly, a clear spot array appears as shown in Fig. 5.67b. In the mean time, a color
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c)

Fig. 5.68a–c Focusing properties of the PNLC lens arrays recorded
by the CCD camera. (a) V = 0, (b) V = 4 Vrms , and (c) V = 6.7 Vrms

fast switching speed, wide range tunable focal length
by optimizing the cell structure and UV curing conditions, and relatively low operating voltage. This kind
of microlens is easily realized with a long focal length
and, therefore, is suitable for optical fiber switches and
incoherent correlator applications.
In summary, three basic mechanisms have been proposed to fabricate LC lens. They are: inhomogeneous
electric field on inhomogeneous LC media, inhomogeneous electric field on homogeneous LC media, and
homogeneous electric field in inhomogeneous LC media. Each technique has its own merits and demerits. In
terms of fabrication process, the patterned UV exposure
technique seems to be the simplest. Depending upon
the specific photomask patterns, positive and negative
spherical lens, elliptical lens, cylindrical lens, microlens
array, prism, and prism grating can be fabricated. The
nano-PDLC approach offers advantages in polarization
independency and fast response time. However, its operating voltage exceeds 10 V/µm. On the other hand,
polymer network has a lower polymer concentration.
As a result, its operating voltage is reduced to 2 V/µm,
except that the focusing effect is dependent on the light
polarization.
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Fig. 5.69 Voltage dependent focal length of the PNLC
microlens arrays. LC: E48, cell gap d = 15 µm, and
λ = 633 nm
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change occurring starts from the spot borders, and gradually shrinks to its center. This implies that the spot
center has a higher threshold voltage than that of its borders and the cured spot acts as a positive lens. As the
applied voltage is sufficiently higher than the threshold,
most of the bulk LC directors are orientated perpendicular to the substrates. Under such a circumstance, the
spot profile becomes very weak, as shown in Fig. 5.67c.
To characterize the light focusing properties of
the sample cell, A collimated He–Ne laser beam
(λ = 633 nm) was normally incident on the sample with
its polarization direction parallel to the cell rubbing direction. The laser beam was expanded to 5 mm diameter
before illuminating the LC sample. A 10 times beam
expander was positioned between the CCD and the LC
sample in order to clearly resolve the output intensity.
A CCD camera at 2cm behind the sample cell was used
to record the light focusing ability. Figure 5.68a–c show
the photos for V = 0, 5 and 20 Vrms , respectively. One
can see in the voltage-off state, no focusing effect occurs
at the exposed spots. At 5 Vrms , the light passing through
the exposed spots was focused. The spots become bright,
as shown in Fig. 5.68b. However, the focusing point
is relatively large. When the voltage was increased to
20 Vrms , a tightly focused spot appeared in the center of
each cured spot, as shown in Fig. 5.68c. These results
indicate that each spot indeed behaves like a lens.
The voltage-dependent focal length of the microlens arrays was measured and results were shown in
Fig. 5.69. As the applied voltage increases, the focal
length increases too. This is because the lens profile
becomes shallower with increasing voltage.
The focal length of the lens is expressed as
f = πr 2 /λ∆δ, where r is the radius of the lens, λ the
wavelength and ∆δ is the phase difference between the
lens center and border. Since ∆δ can be adjusted by the
applied voltage, the focal length is tunable. Theoretically, sufficiently high electric field would reorient the
bulk LC directors perpendicular to the substrates so that
∆δ ≈ 0 and f ≈ ∞. However, in our microlens arrays
the polymer networks exert the weakest stabilization on
LC molecules at the border of the microlens, thus the
radius of the microlens has the tendency to shrink at
high voltage. In this condition, the focal length cannot
be lengthened, it will gradually saturate as the voltage
exceeds 10 Vrms , as shown in Fig. 5.69.
Comparing with other microlens technologies, the
PNLC advantages are in uniform cell gap and using
single electrode on both substrates. The tunable gradient profile is induced with the help of electric field. Like
conventional PNLC cells, the PNLC lens has reasonably
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Table 5.31 Relation of energy gap of HOMO and LUMO,
emission color, and wavelength of emitted light

5.9.2 OLEDs

Part A 5.9

For over 100 years, people have been obtaining light
from light bulbs. Unfortunately, the majority of the energy involved is converted into heat and only a tiny
fraction actually produces light. In an attempt to overcome this inefficiency, very competitive technologies
such as sodium pressure and fluorescent lamps and inorganic light-emitting diodes (LED) were developed.
LEDs are highly efficient and available in all colors. Recently, a promising technology to convert electricity into
light was developed by depositing thin layers of appropriate materials between two electrodes and applying an
electric field (Fig. 5.70) [5.279–281].
The emissive material between the electrodes is an
organic semiconducting material, and hence the entire
device is now called an organic light-emitting diode
(OLED). OLEDs combine the advantages of LEDs with
those of organic materials, which include mechanical
flexibility, full color availability and large lighting areas.
To couple light out from the device one electrode must
be transparent. Indium-tin-oxide (ITO) on glass or plastic substrates with a layer thickness of 100–200 nm is
the most common transparent and conductive electrode.
This brief review cannot replace a physical textbook
and not all elementary processes in an operating OLED
can be examined herer intensively. However, the physics
of a single layer OLED can be simplified. ITO works
well, with its large work-function, as an anode and injects positive charge carriers (holes) into the organic
semiconductor. On the other side of the organic layer,
a metal electrode simultaneously injects electrons. After
migration in the emissive layer, a hole and an electron
combine to form an exciton. This neutral excited state is
Cathode

Electron injection layer

U–
U+

Substrate

Anode

Emitter layer
Hole transport layer
Hole injection layer

Fig. 5.70 Multi layer setup of an organic light-emitting

diode

Energy gap in
emitters (eV)

Color

Wavelength
(nm)

1.9–1.6
2.3–1.9
2.5–2.3
3.1–2.5

Red
Yellow
Green
Blue

650 780
530– 650
490– 530
420– 490

a high energy state far from thermal equilibrium. Unfortunately, this surplus energy cannot be released solely as
radiation (light), but is also dissipated as heat. The emission color (wavelength, Table 5.31) is a material property
and depends on the difference between the energy levels
of the first electronic excited state and the ground state,
i. e. the energy difference between the highest occupied
molecular orbital (HOMO) and the lowest unoccupied
molecular orbital (LUMO) of the molecule.
An excited state can be generated by the absorption
of light of suitable wavelength as well as by applying a voltage to an OLED device. Independent of the
kind of excitation, the radiative decay of the excited
state is physically identical and thus both emission
spectra have the same shape. The processes are called
photoluminescence (PL) and electroluminescence (EL),
respectively.
Properties such as flatness and brightness, combined
with the possibility of high resolution (pixelation) of the
device, make OLEDs a very promising and competitive
technology for liquid crystal (LC) displays. Extremely
lightweight, full color and flexible displays are likely
to be produced within a few years to penetrate the huge
market dominated by LC, LEDs, and plasma technology.
In recent years, enormous improvements upon OLED
emitters allow the production of large bright areas,
which will be interesting and useful for lighting applications. Developing a suitable coating technology is
the key for making self-luminating large areas with low
manufacturing costs. Although a few products equipped
with OLED-technology are already available, several
technical challenges still remain to be solved.
Emitter Materials
In the pioneering work by Tang and van Slyke, EL was
first discovered in 1987 by using an aluminum quinolate
(Alq3 ) as an emitter material [5.282]. A second milestone in the field of organic EL occured when polymers
were brought into the action in 1990, after workers at
Cambridge University evidenced the generation of light
from poly-para-phenylenevinylene (PPV) [5.283].
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(even in water) after baking the film. In this case
the emissive polymer can easily be deposited on top
of PEDT/PSS by a solution coating process. Due to
limitations on the number of polymeric layers that
can be stacked, the ideal emitter should have a balanced number of holes and electrons during operation.
Furthermore using appropriate electrodes gives nearly
balanced electron and hole injection leading to efficient OLEDs.
Fluorescence and Phosphorescence
An important point to keep in mind is the fact that singlet
and triplet excitons exist. Whereas during photoexcitation generally singlet excitons are formed, the spin
statistics predict the ratio of singlet to triplet excitons
created in an operating OLED device should be 1 : 3.
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The discovery of light emission from organic materials has led to tremendous research activity. As
a consequence, the number of materials employed as
the emitter material in OLEDs is vast, and a comprehensive list can not be published within the scope of this
book. All organic materials used as emitters in OLEDs
must combine several properties. First of all, they need
to be of high purity and chemically and thermally stable. Secondly, they must exibit a high quantum yield.
Finally, the materials need to be processible and have
the ability to form thin films.
The most common classification for emitter materials used in OLEDs is “Small Molecules” (SM) versus
“Polymers” (Fig. 5.71 and Fig. 5.72). The main difference between the two is the processing of the materials
for fabrication of devices. SMs (compounds with a low
molecular weight) are evaporated in a high vacuum
process to deposit a film – ranging in thickness from
a few layers to a few nanometers – on a surface. Due
to the large molecular weight of polymer chains, a vacuum process cannot be used. Advantage can be taken
of good solubility in various solvents to obtain homogeneous films by spin-coating or printing techniques.
These solution coating processes offer enormous advantages concerning thin films on large areas. It is difficult to
compare both classes so only advantages and drawbacks
with regard to processability and OLED performance are
considered.
Purification of the materials is an important issue
since it is well known that tiny amounts of impurities
can dramatically impair device performance. Deposition
of pure low molecular weight compounds in high vacuum serves as an extra purification step during the OLED
process itself. In contrast, polymers must be purified as
well as possible before the coating process. For efficient
devices, the number of positive and negative charge carriers in the emitter layer must be equal. This goal can
be achieved by pursuing the following two strategies described. Using an evaporation process for SM, several
materials can easily be deposited on top of each other.
This process allows the manufacture of multilayer devices, in which each layer has its own function, such
as hole injection or transport, light emission, electron
transport or blocking, etc. Efficiency is optimized by material choice and order, layer thickness, co-evaporation,
etc.
Polymeric multilayer devices are more difficult to
produce due to polymer solubility in multiple solvents. Most two layer devices are made utilizing
water soluble polyethylenedioxythiophene/polystyrylsulfonat (PEDT/PSS), which is rendered insoluble
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After the formation of singlet excitons by the combination of oppositely charged carriers, it is impossible
to distinguish singlet excitons created by charge carriers from single excitons formed by photoexcitations.
Without going into further details, the radiative decay of
a singlet state is physically permitted and fast (lifetime
≈ 10−9 s). The transition from a triplet excited state to
the ground state is strictly forbidden and only occurs under certain circumstances like spin–orbit coupling in the
presence of heavy atoms, with lifetimes ranging from
10−6 s up to hours. To improve the efficiency of devices it is desirable to include radiative decay of both
kinds of excitons by adding phosphorescence emitters
like organic-heavy metal complexes.
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Color
Yellow, red, and green emitters are already commercially
available in large quantities. Recently, material suppliers are focusing on synthesizing long-lifetime blue and
white emitters. In fact, it is the lack of stability in both
blue and white emitters that prevents full color products with long lifetimes even under moderate operating
conditions. Due to the high energy band gap of blue
emitting materials, they are particularly unstable and
side-reactions often damage the molecular structure.
Problems for full color displays are caused by the different lifetimes of the emissive colors, leading to a color
shift over a short period of time. For example, white
emitting devices – which are always a combination of
several emission colors – show a slow change of hue
during device operation.
Conjugated Polymers
Film formation, quantum yield, device efficiency, lifetime, and emission color can be tuned by modifying
the chemical structure of the emitting materials. Since
the discovery of EL in polymers many derivatives of
poly-para-phenylenevinylene (PPV) as well as other
classes of luminescent polymers have been synthesised and used successfully in OLEDs. PPV itself is an
insoluble polymer. To make devices with PPV, a soluble non-conjugated precursor form must be coated
on the device. The precursor is subsequently thermally transformed to PPV. PPV emits yellow-green
light with a peak wavelength of 510 nm. For the sake
of purification and processing a soluble polymer is
highly desirable. Introducing side groups onto the polymer chain cannot only make the polymer soluble,
but can also modify the electrical and optical emission characteristics. Poly[2-methoxy-5(2-ethylhexyloxy)-1,4-phenylenevinylene] (MEH-PPV), a material

investigated and used in OLEDs in 1991 is one of
the first examples of this approach. This molecule
shows an emission in the orange-red region of the
spectrum [5.284].
A disadvantage of PPV is the easy oxidation of the
vinylene bridge between two phenylene-rings. This undesired side-reaction, which can occur during synthesis
or device operation, breaks the conjugation and leads
to a reduction in device efficiency. Again, two ways
were identified to improve the oxidative stability: substitution at the vinylene carbon position or replacing
the double bond by a triple bond ending with poly[2,5bis(hexyloxy)-1,4-phenylene-(1-cyanovinylene)] (CNPPV) [5.285] and poly(para-phenyleneethylene) (PPE),
respectively [5.286].
Poly-para-phenylene (PPP) derivatives were synthesized to obtain stable blue emitters [5.287], however,
conjugation in the polymer chain is reduced due to
non-planar alignment of adjacent phenylene rings. Improved planarity is realised by bridging two phenyl rings
with a methylene-group to form polyfluorene (PF). PF
is a blue emitter which can be color tuned over the visible spectral range by adding different monomers during
the polymerization of PF-precursors [5.288–290].
Researchers in Germany synthesised a PPP derivative where all adjacent rings are bridged, namely the
ladder-PPP (LPPP)[5.291, 292]. The phenylene-rings
are completely planarised and the stiff chains show high
persistence lengths that are responsible for the relatively
high mobility of charge carriers in this semiconducting
polymer.
Another approach in polymer OLEDs is the application of polymer blends [5.293–295]. At least two
polymers are mixed: a polymer for charge carrier transport and an emissive polymer. Recent research has been
done on avoiding the problem of phase separation. For
the polymer blend approach, either a copolymer possessing all properties of the blend itself is synthesized
or the chains of the two polymers are crosslinked after
processing as a thin film in the device.
The synthesis of polymer chains with defined chain
ends has led to more stable derivatives in comparison
to the polymer without defined chain ends. Such “endcapped” emitter polymers (for instance attached to a hole
transport molecule at the chain end) show better device
performance.
Along with conjugated polymers, other classes of organic materials are noteworthy. Heterocyclic polymers
like polythiophene (PT) [5.296], polypyridine [5.297],
and many others were synthesized and countless derivatives were investigated in OLEDs.
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exciton trap. By optimizing the dopant/host ratio, emission only comes from the dopant. However, if the
dopant concentrations are too high (> 2–3%), performance actually suffers due to concentration quenching
of the luminescence. Examples of fluorescent dyes are
perylene [5.303], 4-(dicyanomethylene)-2-methyl-6-(pdimethylaminostyryl)-4H-pyran (DCM) [5.304, 305],
and chinacridone [5.306].
Mechanism of Degradation and Device Failure
Depending on the desired properties of an OLED a long
lifetime
(ten thousands of hours) and/or a high brightness

1000 to 5000 Cd/m2 have to be achieved (Fig. 5.74).
Two kinds of failure can be observed: a sudden
death, where a short circuit prevents light emission,
or a slow decrease, where the lighting area becomes
inhomogeneous (black spots) and/or darker.
Immediate failure of the device occurs by connecting the ITO anode directly to the metal cathode during
fabrication. In this case a large amount of current flows
through this defect and the area becomes hot, damaging
the metal and polymer alike. Interestingly, it was found
that shorts can also arise during operation by a currently unknown mechanism. Non-emissive regions on
the lighting area have to be avoided. These so-called
black spots are very tiny in the beginning and grow
larger with time. It was shown by different spectroscopic techniques that a large particle (in comparison
to the film thickness) in the middle of such a spot can
cause a pinhole in the cathode. These damages are supposed to be preferred channels for the penetration of
reactive species like oxygen and water into the sensitive
materials. This idea is also supported by the constant
circular growth of these spots [5.307]. Clean room conditions during OLED preparation and manufacturing of
a thin film of suitable polymer like PEDT/PSS to smooth
the ITO-surface can prevent failure by shorts.
Lifetime is typically defined as the reduction of
brightness to 50% of the initial brightness at constant
current and depends strongly on the operation conditions. The brighter the device and the more charge
carriers go through the layers the shorter the lifetime
due to generating more light and heat in the device.
Lifetime depends also on the emission color. Red, yellow and green emitters are stable for more than 20 000 h.
Blue and white emitters are being improved intensively,
but are still not appropriate for long life products yet.
A typical lifetime curve for a PPV-derivative such
as that shown in Fig. 5.73 reveals two areas. During
the first phase the brightness shows an “initial drop”.
After this short period the reduction of brightness be-
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Small Molecules
Thermal stability is required in an evaporation process to
deposit a molecule on a surface without decomposition.
Furthermore, formation of stable and amorphous films
of one or more functions, such as charge injection and
transport, and emission must be combined within the
material (Fig. 5.73) [5.298].
Promising compounds with reasonably efficient
emission are organo-metallic complexes. In this case
emission comes from either the ligands or the
metal-center. The prototype for ligand emission is
the aluminum triquinolate (Alq3 ) [5.282] shown in
Fig. 5.72. Many materials have been found to generate
light of all colors. Rare-earth-complexes emit through
electron transition in the metal atom [5.299]. These spectra are very narrow compared with polymer emission
spectra, however short wavelength emission is hard to
realise and quantum efficiency seems to be lower than
in ligand-emission complexes, too.
In efficient SM devices multilayer systems are used.
For a balanced number of oppositely charged carriers in
the emissive layer and for decreasing the on-set voltage,
injection and transport materials are necessary for holes
and electrons in addition to device setup optimization.
Material improvements for SM-OLEDs can
be shown exemplary at hole transport materials,
where the most widely used compounds are arylamines. To ensure the final materials are high
temperature stable glassy films (instead of crystalline layers) many derivatives have been synthesised, including N,N’-diphenyl-N,N’-bis-(3-methylphenyl)-(1,1’)-biphenyl-4-4’-diamine (TPD) [5.300]
and N,N’-diphenyl-N,N’-denaphthyl-(1,1’)-biphenyl4,4’-diamine (NPB). An other large arylamine, the
so-called starburst amine (MTDATA), shows a glass
transition temperature (Tg ) around 160 ◦ C [5.301].
Two other approaches to increasing the Tg are raising the molecular weight or modifying the molecular
structure of the material. The former approach is limited by the need to increase the evaporation temperature
for higher molecular weights. In recent years spirocompounds have been synthesized [5.302] to obtain
materials with a high Tg . An advantage of this molecular element is the inhibition of crystallization to produce
materials in a stable glassy state.
For generating light in an OLED, small fluorescent molecules are also used for doping both electron
and hole transport materials. Due to the lower excited state energy of the dopants (as compared to
the host), excitons formed in the binder are immediately transferred to a dopant which acts like an
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Fig. 5.73 Chemical structures of representative SmallMolecules luminescent dyes

comes slower. Although a stable level is never reached
and the brightness decreases continuously, lifetimes of
PPV derivatives can still reach several 10 thousand hours
under moderate conditions (100 Cd/m2 at room temperature). The initial drop is often called burn-in and
is not fully understood, whereas the slow reduction of
brightness is attributed to slow degradation mechanisms.
OLEDs are generally very sensitive to water and
oxygen; therefore the whole device must be hermetically encapsulated to minimize material damages. Thin
metal cathodes are supposed to react with traces of water
to decrease the ability of electron injection, particularly under operating conditions. Oxygen reacts with
emitter polymers due to its potential for photooxidation of the conjugated polymer. Cleavages of polymer
chains have been observed, consequently breaking the
conjugated system [5.308–310]. But air is not the only
oxygen source – ITO is another [5.311]. Again a dramatic improvement in lifetime was found by introducing
a PEDT/PSS layer on top of ITO. A further advantage
of this polymer coating is the prevention of indium migration in the device. Ion migration is also known to be

a general problem in operating devices [5.312]. Several
scenarios are described concerning this issue. First, the
ion remains in his charge state and counteracts the applied electric field. Second, ions damage the materials
by oxidizing and reducing. Third, the ions can react at
the electrode and generate impurities which prevent the
charge carrier injection. These descriptions of ion migration fit the observation that devices driven in a pulsed
mode (forward/reverse bias) show slower aging than
direct current driven devices.
A further drawback of organic materials is their
sensitivity to UV-light. Formation of highly reactive
radicals, cleavage of chemical bonds and polymer
chain decomposition have negative effects on device
performance. UV protection of OLEDs is necessary
particularly for outdoor applications.
Summary
LEDs can be made of organic materials. These OLEDs
possess a layer setup and are made of either Small
Molecules or polymers, or a mixture of both. Thin amorphous films of Small Molecules are deposited chiefly by
vacuum processes, whereas polymer films are obtained
by wet coating techniques. All emission colors are available, including white. However, lifetimes of blue and
white emitters (compared to red, yellow and green) are
still too short for long life products and full color applications, respectively. A further issue is the color shift
during device operation, which depends strongly on the
device operation conditions. An encapsulation increases
the device lifetime tremendously – however, hermetic
protection against environmental impact is not available yet. Emitter materials, particularly polymers, have
been improved astonishingly in the last decade. Detailed
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understanding of the device physics and the degradation mechanisms is necessary to furter develop material
properties and device design.
For high-end products, some technical problems
must still be solved. But visible progress has been made
over the last decade in all the important fields like effi-
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ciency, color portfolio brightness, and lifetime to make
OLED devices already competitive in some niches. Time
will tell whether the replacement of spot lights (like
light bulbs) by lighting areas made of diffuse OLEDs in
applications will take place.

5.9.3 Photorefractive Crystals
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Fig. 5.75 Photorefractive process in electrooptic materials.
A light intensity pattern I (x) illuminates a photorefractive material. Here as an example we use a sinusoidal
light pattern with the period length Λ as it is generated
by interference of two plane waves. The light excites free
charge carriers; e.g., electrons from traps are excited into the
conduction band. The free-carrier distribution N(x) yields
currents due to, e.g., diffusion. For pure diffusion charge
transport, the charge carriers move into the darker areas
where they are captured by empty traps. An effective charge
density distribution ρ(x) builds up with missing electrons
and effective positive charge in the bright and excess electrons and effective negative charge in the dark areas. This
charge distribution yields a space–charge field E(x) and, because of the linear electrooptic effect, also a refractive-index
modulation n(x)
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Light-induced refractive index changes, so-called photorefractive effects, in inorganic electrooptic crystals
were discovered by Ashkin et al. in 1966 [5.313]. Though
in the beginning these effects seemed to be very undesirable (“optical damage”), Chen et al. recognized
only two years later the significance for holographic
storage [5.314]. In 1975, Staebler et al. reported the
recording of 500 thermally fixed volume phase holograms in LiNbO3 : Fe, each hologram with more than
2.5% readout efficiency [5.315]. The method is based
on the Bragg condition allowing the superposition of
many volume (“thick”) holograms at the same site under
different angles.
During hologram recording a light pattern has to
be transposed into a refractive index pattern. Interfering light beams generate bright and dark regions in an
electrooptic crystal. When light of suitable wavelength
is chosen, charge carriers – usually electrons [5.316]
– are excited in the bright regions and become mobile. The charge carriers migrate in the crystal and are
subsequently trapped at new sites. By this means electronic space–charge fields are set up that give rise to
a modulation of refractive index via the electrooptic effect. Figure 5.75 illustrates the photorefractive process.
Index changes up to 10−3 are obtained. The trapped
charge can be released and the field pattern erased by
uniform illumination or by heating. On the one hand, this
reversibility is highly desired for, e.g., erasable holographic memories or adaptive optical components; on
the other hand, the problem of destructive readout arises.
Photorefractive effects have been observed in many
electrooptic crystals, among them LiNbO3 , LiTaO3 ,
the ferroelectric perovskites BaTiO3 , Ba1−x Cax TiO3 ,
KNbO3 , and KTa1−x Nbx O3 (KTN), the tungsten–
bronze-type crystals Ba2 NaNb5 O15 and Sr1−x Bax
Nb2 O6 (SBN), the nonferroelectric sillenites Bi12 TiO20
(BTO), Bi12 SiO20 (BSO), and Bi12 GeO20 (BGO), the
semiconductors GaAs and InP, and others. Very early
crucial influences of dopants and thermal treatments
were discovered [5.317, 318]. Photorefractive crystals
are of particular interest for many unique devices, such
as self-pumped phase-conjugating mirrors, parametric
amplifiers and oscillators as well as static and dynamic
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optical filters [5.319, 320]. They are also considered for
holographic data storage [5.321].
In the following we describe the charge transport
processes that critically determine the performance of
the material. Figures of merit for the hologram storage
properties will be introduced, the limits will be evaluated, and the crystals mentioned above will be discussed.
Finally, fixing techniques will be briefly reviewed.
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Charge Transport
The charge driving forces are well known: diffusion,
bulk photovoltaic currents [5.322], and drift of charge
carriers in external or pyroelectric fields [5.323] generate the space–charge field. Compensating drift currents
arise, and saturation is achieved if they are as large as the
driving currents. Application of large external electric
fields is of interest mostly for crystals with a relatively
high conductivity, and large pyroelectric fields occur
only in the case of high light intensities. Thus diffusion
and the bulk photovoltaic effect are of major importance.
Extrinsic or intrinsic defects occurring in more than
one valence state are sources and traps of the charge
carriers. Figure 5.76 shows different charge transport
situations in a band diagram. The energetic positions of
the levels shown correspond to the thermal energy required to excite a charge carrier from the filled level.
Photon energies necessary to release electrons are typically larger because of the Franck–Condon principle.
The simplest and for many applications the desired
mechanism is provided by a “one-center system” with
monopolar conductivity (shown in Fig. 5.76 for electron conductivity). One impurity type occurs in two
different valence states, and charge is redistributed via

Conduction band
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Deep level
e–

e–

Valence band

Fig. 5.76 Charge transport processes in a photorefractive

crystal. Arrows indicate excitation and recombination of
electrons (for details see text)

either conduction or valence band [5.324]. An example
is iron-doped LiNbO3 at usual continuous-wave laser
intensities. Iron ions occur only in the valence states 2+
and 3+ [5.325]. Electrons are excited from Fe2+ to the
conduction band and trapped by Fe3+ elsewhere.
Electron–hole competition may complicates the situation [5.316, 326, 327]. Electrons and holes can be
created at the same center, as shown in Fig. 5.76, but
it is also possible that an additional independent center is present that generates holes. In any case, diffusion
currents of electrons and holes compensate each other
which is disadvantageous for hologram recording.
Many materials show more complicated transport
mechanisms, because two or more photorefractive levels participate in the charge transport simultaneously.
Additional independent centers [5.328, 329] or impurities occurring in three or more valence states [5.330]
may be the origin of these additional levels. We have
to distinguish between so-called deep and shallow levels. “Shallow” indicates here that charge can be released
thermally from this level, which is practically impossible for a deep site. A system with the simultaneous
presence of a deep and a shallow energy level (shown
in Fig. 5.76 for electron conduction) has detrimental
consequences for hologram recording. The shallow levels are empty in the dark because all charge carriers
have been thermally excited and trapped by deep sites.
Upon illumination, the shallow levels trap charge carriers from either the conduction or the valence band.
As a consequence, the response time grows (smaller
photoconductivity [5.331]) and, moreover, often the absorption increases, too, because the filled shallow traps
absorb light effectively [5.329].
Deep and shallow levels exchange charge via conduction or valence band. Direct exchange of charge is
possible, if the concentrations are large enough that different centers are located closely together. This may
occur in the case of intrinsic defects [5.332]. For very
high defect concentrations additional bands are created,
because centers of the same type couple and exchange
charge directly [5.333, 334]. More details about the
charge transport may be found in a review [5.335].
The charge transport situation can be influenced by
doping, thermal annealing, and selection of experimental parameters (light intensity and wavelength, crystal
temperature). Thus it is possible to establish in many materials the desired one-center charge transport situation.
We will concentrate in the following on a one-center
system, because we are interested in the performance
limits of different materials. Iron-doped lithium niobate
(LiNbO3 : Fe) will be used as an example to describe
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in more detail the ongoing processes and the resulting
dependences. However, most of the theoretical consideration is valid for any photorefractive crystal.
Quantitative description of the formation of the
space–charge pattern under nonuniform illumination requires the solution of the Maxwell equations, together
with the current and the rate equations. Generation and
recombination of conduction band electrons are described by ( dNe )/( dt) = +SIcFe2+ − γ cFe3+ Ne , where
Ne is the concentration of electrons in the conduction
band, S is the photon absorption cross-section, I is the
light intensity, cFe2+ and cFe3+ are the concentrations of
Fe2+ and Fe3+ ions, and γ is the recombination coefficient. The general problem leads to a system of
coupled nonlinear differential equations that cannot be
solved analytically [5.324]. Reasonable approximations
reveal that simple exponential evolutions govern buildup and decay of the space–charge field. Analysis yields
the steady-state amplitude E sc of the space–charge
field [5.324]
 2
kB T
1/2
2
K,
+ E phv
, ED =
E sc = m E D
e
βγ
E phv =
c 3+ ,
(5.158)
eµS Fe

Transmission geometry

90° geometry

Crystal

Crystal

C
Recording beams

C
Recording beams

Fig. 5.77 Transmission and 90◦ recording geometries. The

black arrows show the direction of the crystallographic
c-axis

stant ε, permittivity of free space ε0 , and effective trap
density Neff ).
The bulk photovoltaic effect dominates in LiNbO3
and LiTaO3 crystals containing 0.01 wt % or more Fe,
but diffusion is the major transport mechanism in many
other materials. We have to distinguish between different geometries, e.g., transmission and 90◦ geometry
(Fig. 5.77). Typical spatial frequencies in these geometries are 2π/0.4 µm−1 and 2π/0.15 µm−1 , respectively.
These values will be used in the following if we refer to transmission or 90◦ geometry. The corresponding
diffusion fields at room temperature are 4 kV/cm and
10 kV/cm. Bulk photovoltaic fields in LiNbO3 can reach
values up to 100 kV/cm [5.322]. Larger fields cannot be
created because electric breakdown takes place [5.336].
We will treat in the following the situation where
the light is polarized perpendicularly to the plane of
incidence (ordinary polarization), if nothing else is mentioned. In-plane polarization yields recording beams of
crossed polarization in the case of the 90◦ geometry,
and no intensity pattern is present. Extraordinary polarization can be used in the transmission geometry, and
electrooptic coefficients, dynamic range and sensitivity
might be higher, but extraordinarily polarized light tends
to create strong holographic scattering [5.337], which is
unacceptable for many applications.
The refractive index is modulated via the linear electrooptic effect [5.338], and the refractive index changes
are
1
∆n = − n 3 rE sc ,
(5.159)
2
where n is the refractive index and r is the effective
electrooptic coefficient. Proper n and r values must be
selected considering the material symmetry, the crystal cut, the polarization of light, and the direction of
the space–charge field E sc . For example, LiNbO3 with
ordinarily (o) or extraordinarily (e) polarized light and
a field along the optical axis corresponds to n = n o and
r = r113 , or n = n e and r = r333 , respectively.
Useful figures of merit are required in order to allow
comparison and evaluation of the materials in terms of
storage performance.
The dark decay of the refractive index modulation
typically follows a monoexponential function ∆n(t) =
∆n(t = 0) exp(−t/τdark ). Large dark storage times τdark
are usually desired.
Monoexponential growth of the space–charge
fields and refractive index changes, ∆n(t) = ∆n s [1 −
exp(−t/τ)], is characterized by the response time τ,
which depends on light intensity according to
τ = εε0 /σph (I ), where σph is the photoconductivity.
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where m is the modulation degree (“visibility”, “contrast”) of the interference pattern, E D is the diffusion
field, E phv is the bulk photovoltaic field, kB is the
Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature, e is the elementary charge, K is a typical spatial frequency of
the hologram (2π/period length of the interference
pattern), β is the bulk photovoltaic coefficient [bulk
photovoltaic current density/(cFe2+ I )], and µ is the
charge carrier mobility. In the following we will assume a fully modulated light pattern, i. e., m = 1. The
field E sc might be reduced by space–charge limiting
effects (E q < E D or E q < E phv with the space–charge
limiting field E q = [e/(εε0 )](1/K )Neff , dielectric con-
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strength the ∆n per hologram is just ∆n s /M. Considering η ∝ ∆n 2 [5.353], we end up with the formula η(M)
given above.
The M# is a useful measure for the storage density
and capacity of photorefractive crystals [5.354]. It is
given by
π∆n s d
exp(−1) for αd = 2 ,
(5.160)
M# =
λ cos Θ
if the time constants for recording and erasure are equal.
Here d is the thickness of the crystal, λ is the vacuum
wavelength of the light, Θ is half the angle between
the recording beams in the medium, and α is the intensity absorption coefficient. Build-up of ∆n requires
the presence of excitable electrons, which cause absorption. Considering this trade-off, the largest M# is
achieved for αd = 2. The photon budget determines the
minimum efficiency η necessary to read a hologram. Assuming, e.g., η = 10−6 , an M# of 10 indicates that 10 000
holograms can be multiplexed. However, the number of
useful holograms can be reduced significantly owing to
hologram cross-talk, light scattering, or homogeneous
bulk photovoltaic fields.
There are various ways of defining the sensitivity.
A useful measure is Wη=1% , the exposure density (laserlight intensity multiplied by the recording time) required
to record a hologram of 1% diffraction efficiency.
Recording and erasure of the refractive index changes
∆n are governed by monoexponential functions [5.324].
Using Kogelnik’s equation [5.353] for small diffraction efficiencies η ≈ [(π∆nd)/(λ cos Θ)]2 exp(−αd)
we end up with
1 τ(I )I
Wη=1% =
for αd = 2 .
(5.161)
10 M#

∆n/∆ns
1.0
1
0.8
0.6
0.4

2
3

0.2
0.0
0

1

2

3

4

5
t/τ

Fig. 5.78 Normalized refractive index modulation ∆n/∆n s

vs. normalized time t/τ for an exposure schedule that
yields holograms of equal strength. Hologram Nr. 1 (dashed
curve) is recorded into saturation. Recording of hologram
Nr. 2 (dotted curve) erases part of hologram Nr. 1. Recording is stopped as soon as both holograms approach equal
strength. At this point both holograms have both a ∆n of
∆n s /2. Recording of hologram Nr. 3 (full curve) then erases
the holograms Nr. 1 and 2 and so forth
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Here ∆n s is the saturation value of the amplitude of
a single hologram.
Subsequent superposition of several holograms requires a special exposure schedule, if holograms of
equal efficiency are the target [5.352]. The diffraction
efficiency (ratio between the intensities of diffracted
and incident light) of an individual of M multiplexed
holograms will be η(M) = [(M#)/ M]2 , if M is large
enough to ensure that η is much smaller than 1. Figure 5.78 illustrates the required exposure schedule and
derives graphically that for M holograms of equal

Table 5.32 Refractive index n o for light polarized perpendicularly to the optical axis, electrooptic coefficient r, and

dielectric coefficient ε for fields along the optical axis for different photorefractive crystals (light wavelength 514 nm;
room temperature values)
Material

no

LiNbO3
LiTaO3
BaTiO3
BCT a
KTN b
KNbO3
SBN c
BTO d
GaAs

2.33
2.21
2.42
2.47
2.31
2.33
2.37
2.65
3.45

a

Ba0.77 Ca0.23 TiO3 ,

ε33

r (pm/V)
[5.339]
[5.339]
[5.340]
[5.342]
[5.345]
[5.339]
[5.347]
[5.349]
[5.351]

2
b

KTa0.52 Nb0.48 O3 ,

c

∗1

11
8
22
36
21
40
47
5.75
1.4

Sr0.61 Ba0.39 Nb2 O6 ,

∗1
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
+
+2
d

[5.339]
[5.339]
[5.341]
[5.343]
[5.346]
[5.341]
[5.348]
[5.350]
[5.339]

28
43
83
230
485
35
880
52
12

Bi12 TiO20 , ∗ r113 , + r231 , 1 633 nm, 2 1150 nm

[5.339]
[5.339]
[5.341]
[5.344]
[5.345]
[5.341]
[5.339]
[5.349]
[5.339]
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Small response times τ and large values of M# are
required to achieve good sensitivities (small Wη=1%
values). In addition to Wη=1% another measure for the
sensitivity is also commonly used
√ 
η 
,
(5.162)
S=
Idt 
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tτ

where η is the diffraction efficiency that the hologram
reaches after the recording time t. For small recording
√
times (t  τ) we can write η = M/# × (t/τ). From this
the simple relation S = (10dWη=1% )−1 can be derived.
For a sample of, e.g., d = 1 cm thickness and a Wη=1%
of 10 mJ/cm2 we end up with S = 10 cm/J.
Performance Limits
There is no obvious theoretical limit to the dark storage
time; very large values up to 10 y have been extrapolated [5.355]. For strongly doped crystals tunnelling of
electrons between traps may reduce the dark storage
time [5.333].
Crystals with thicknesses d up to 1 cm are
available, and are supposed to have the highest storage density. Absorption is limited to
α = 2/d = 2 cm−1 , which determines the concentration Fe2+ = 4.3 × 1017 cm−3 [5.325]. Thus the
largest possible E sc (all electrons are redistributed)
is E sc = E q = [e/(εε0 )](1/K )Neff = 180 kV/cm and
66 kV/cm for transmission and 90◦ geometry, respectively (ε, Table 5.32). A field of 180 kV/cm is above the
break-down threshold, but the M# describes the multiplexing properties, and the amplitude of each single

Table 5.33 Various storage parameters for different photorefractive crystals (light wavelength 514 nm; room temperature
values; Trans., transmission geometry; 90◦ , 90◦ geometry). The values for M# and Wη=1% are calculated from (5.158–
5.161)
Material

LiNbO3
LiTaO3
BaTiO3
BCT a
KTN b
KNbO3
SBN c
BTO d
GaAs
a
3

Dark storage
time

1a
10 a
1h–1a
10 s
0.6 a
1 h – 30 d
1 h – 30 d
10 s
1 ms

Response
time
(ms)
@ 1 W/cm2
[5.355]
[5.355]
[5.357]
[5.359]
[5.360]
[5.362, 363]
[5.365, 366]
[5.367]
[5.369]

Ba0.77 Ca0.23 TiO3 , b KTa0.52 Nb0.48 O3 ,
1160 nm, 0.13 W/cm2

3000
250 1
500
400
200
100
100
22
0.2 3
c

[5.356]
[5.355]
[5.358]
[5.359]
[5.361]
[5.364]
[5.365]
[5.368]
[5.370]

Sr0.61 Ba0.39 Nb2 O6 ,

d

M#
Storage
capacity
Trans.
30
30
1.5
2.5
1.2
2.4
3.0
0.5
0.12

90◦

Wη=1%
Sensitivity
(mJ/cm2 )
Trans.

90◦

16
16
5
9
4
8
10
1.7
0.41

10
0.8
33
16
16
4
3
1.2
0.02

19
1.6
10
4
5
1.3
1
0.35
0.006

Bi12 TiO20 , 1 351 nm, 2 633 nm, 3 W/cm2 and Bi12 SiO20 ,
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hologram is well below the break-down field if many
holograms are superimposed. We get ∆n o = 13 × 10−4
and ∆n o = 5 × 10−4 ((5.159), n o and r113 from Table 5.32), which yields according to (5.160) the M#
values 30 and 16 for transmission and 90◦ geometry respectively (λ = 514 nm, Θ = 45◦ , αd = 2). A similar
estimate holds for LiTaO3 . However, in diffusioncontrolled media the space–charge fields are lower, and
limited by E sc = E D . The M# can be estimated using
(5.158–5.160). M#s range from 0.3 to 10 for different
materials (Table 5.33).
Regarding response time and sensitivity, we have
to consider the quantum limit, i. e., each incident photon moves in the optimum situation one electron to the
desired position. Considering green light (photon energy 2.4 eV) and an energy difference of about 1 eV
between the impurity level and the band, about 1.4 eV
remains to move the electron against the space–charge
field. Supposing a typical period length of 0.4 µm (transmission geometry), we have to move the electron about
0.2 µm against the field. Thus the energy of one photon is sufficient to move the electron against fields of up
to 70 kV/cm. The fields are larger in the 90◦ geometry,
but the transport lengths are smaller. From this perspective it is reasonable to treat the situation where each
photon redistributes one electron. In this case we can replace τ(I ) by (εε0 /e)K (hc/λ)dE sc (1/I ), where h is the
Planck constant and c is the vacuum speed of light, and
get for I = 1 W/cm2 and parameters of LiNbO3 the result τ ≈ 100 ms (ε from Table 5.32, K = 2π/0.4 µm−1 ,
λ = 514 nm). This yields Wη=1% ≈ 0.3 mJ/cm2 .
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Various Crystals
Table 5.32 summarizes important parameters, and
Table 5.33 presents typical hologram recording characteristics of various inorganic photorefractive crystals.
Hologram recording performances of LiNbO3 and
LiTaO3 , of the perovskites BaTiO3 , Ba0.77 Ca0.23 TiO3
(BCT), KTa0.52 Nb0.48 O3 (KTN), and KNbO3 , of the
tungsten–bronze structure Sr0.61 Ba0.39 Nb2 O6 (SBN),
of the sillenite Bi12 TiO20 (BTO), and of the semiconductor GaAs are summarized in Table 5.33. Dark
storage and response time may vary by orders of
magnitude for the same material depending on doping (elements, concentrations), annealing (oxidation,
reduction), and experimental conditions (light intensity, crystal temperature, etc.). Thus the values shown
are only typical numbers. It is possible to improve one
value at the expense of another. For example, the response time of KNbO3 can be decreased to a few ms
by electrochemical reduction [5.371], but simultaneously the dark storage time is decreased by orders of
magnitude.
The largest possible storage densities are calculated
[(5.158–5.160), Table 5.32] considering bulk photovoltaic charge transport for LiNbO3 and LiTaO3 , and
diffusion for the other materials. LiNbO3 and LiTaO3
have larger storage densities in the transmission geometry because more charge per interference fringe is
available to build-up the space–charge field. However,
the 90◦ geometry is advantageous for diffusion recording, because higher spatial frequencies yield larger
diffusion fields. Using the response time τ and the
storage capacity already determined, the sensitivity is
estimated based on (5.161).
The number of holograms that can be multiplexed
may be reduced significantly in many samples by several
undesired effects. For example, light scattering reduces
the visibility of the interference pattern, and therefore
the fields and the dynamic range are also lowered. The
required exposures Wη=1% [5.355, 372] for recording in
LiNbO3 and LiTaO3 are one order of magnitude larger
than the values presented in Table 5.33. It is also known
that the measured refractive index changes in, e.g.,
BaTiO3 and KTN crystals are often about 4 to 5 times below the calculated values [5.346, 373]. The numbers for
storage capacity and sensitivity in Table 5.33 are optimum values which may be achieved in carefully selected
and optimized samples.
Table 5.33 clearly shows which material is the
best for which application. Crystals of the lithiumniobate family (LiNbO3 and LiTaO3 ) are the favorites
for long-term high-capacity storage of holograms. The

performance of the rarely used LiTaO3 exceeds that
of LiNbO3 , but the drawback in this case is that ultraviolet light is required. Good availability, excellent
homogeneity, and high robustness are further advantages
of LiNbO3 and LiTaO3 . Furthermore, the processes
occurring in LiNbO3 are well understood, e.g., the
proportionality between the space–charge field and the
concentration of Fe3+ ions (5.158) is verified [5.356].
The crystals can be tailored for applications by optimization of the Fe concentration, by annealing and by
additional doping. For example, doping with two deep
independent levels which can be addressed with light
of different wavelength allows optical fixing of the information [5.374]. Doping with large amounts of Mg
increases the conductivity and improves the sensitivity [5.356]. More details about the specific properties
of LiNbO3 and other photorefractives can be found in
a review [5.375].
The perovskites have shorter hologram lifetimes,
but they are well suited for, e.g., holographic doubleexposure interferometry [5.376]. The properties of
all sillenite-type crystals Bi12 TiO20 (BTO), Bi12 SiO20
(BSO), and Bi12 GeO20 (BGO) are very similar with one
exception: The optical activity of BTO is much smaller
than that of BSO and BGO [5.349], which is of importance especially for thick samples. Parameters of
the semiconductor GaAs are shown for completeness.
Small dark storage times and small storage capacities
make GaAs unattractive for many photorefractive applications. However, perovskites, SBN crystals, crystals
of the sillenite type, and photorefractive semiconductors can be of great interest for dynamic components
because of the relatively large sensitivity that allows fast
optical processing, fast adaption of optical components,
and fast refreshment of storage systems.
The sensitivities of the materials are orders of magnitude away from the quantum performance limits, and the
low sensitivity is indeed the major drawback of inorganic
photorefractives. A detailed study of the properties of
cerium-doped SBN revealed the reasons [5.377] which
apply for many photorefractive crystals. Only a few percent of the photons release electrons; most of the light
energy is immediately transferred to heat. Trapping of
electrons is very efficient because of Coulomb attraction which limits the life-time and the transport lengths.
It is unlikely that these problems can be completely
overcome by a new inorganic photorefractive crystal.
Laser technology may solve the remaining problems
of speed. The available output power of continuouswave lasers increases rapidly. Pulsed systems become
smaller and cheaper. Recording and reconstruction of
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Fig. 5.79 Thermal fixing. During or after recording the

holograms in photorefractives by, e.g., femtosecond
light pulses has been demonstrated [5.378]. Another approach to solve the problem of insufficient sensitivity is
the usage of multiple-quantum wells [5.379, 380]. Electric space–charge fields yield large absorption changes
which modulate the refractive index due to the Kramers–
Kronig relations. Multiple-quantum wells are fast, and
there seems to be a lot of room for further improvements.
Nondestructive Readout
The retrieval of information stored in electrooptic crystals requires homogeneous illumination and thus leads to
erasure effects. In many cases asymmetries in the recording and read-out processes that are simply achieved
by a reduction of the read-out light intensity are not
sufficient. For this reason several methods have been
developed to stabilize volume phase holograms versus
the readout light.
Thermal fixing has already been discovered in
LiNbO3 in 1971 [5.381]. By heating, a hologram re-

Valence band

Fig. 5.80 Two-photon persistent holographic recording:
The first photon excites an electron from a ground state into
an excited state. This illumination can be, e.g., spatially
homogeneous. Exposure with a holographic interference
pattern of the recording wavelength excites in the illuminated areas electrons from the excited state into the
conduction band where they move and recombine elsewhere with traps either through the excited state into the
ground state or directly into the ground state. The wavelengths for the first and second transition must be carefully
selected to make excitations through real levels possible.
For reading, homogeneous light of the recording wavelength must be present. However, this light fails to excite
the electrons from the ground state into the excited state
because of insufficient photon energy. Thus no electrons
are released, and the hologram is stable against further
illumination

sulting from electronic and ionic charges is formed
which is stable against homogeneous illumination. Protons (H+ ) play the major role as mobile ions in the
thermal fixing process [5.336,382]. Electrical fixing has
also been demonstrated [5.383, 384]. An external electric field slightly smaller than the coercive field has
been applied to convert the space–charge pattern into
a domain pattern. Figure 5.79 illustrates these fixing
processes.
To preserve the possibility of desired optical erasure,
the use of two-photon excitation has been proposed for
hologram recording [5.385]. Then readout without erasure is possible using reduced light intensity [5.386].
Similar methods that avoid large recording intensities
are based on the population of shallow levels [5.387] or
of photochromic centers [5.374]. A general picture about
two-photon persistent holographic recording is shown in
Fig. 5.80.
There seems to exist a simple possibility for reading
volume holograms nondestructively: the use of readout
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crystal is heated. Ions become mobile and screen the electronic space–charge field. In the example shown, electrons
are moved into the darker areas. This charge is compensated by H+ ions. After cooling back to room temperature
the ions are almost immobile. Now illumination moves part
of the electrons back because of spatially inhomogeneous
excitation, and a space–charge field appears that modulates
the refractive-index through the electrooptic effect. Further erasure of the electronic pattern is impossible because
drift of electrons in the space–charge field cancels all erasure currents. Electrical fixing. Similar to thermal fixing,
but instead of heating and ions, external electrical fields
and switched ferroelectric domains are involved. The arrows indicate the directions of the switched ferroelectric
domains

Valence band
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light of low photon energy, insufficient to excite charge
carriers. However, information losses then arise because
of the Bragg condition. A method has been proposed to
improve the situation with the help of anisotropic diffraction [5.388]. Another solution to increase the bandwidth
of the readout light has been developed [5.389, 390],
based on a spectrum of spatially adapted wave vectors. Finally, the use of frequency-difference holograms
has been suggested and demonstrated for nondestructive readout [5.391, 392]. The spatial frequency shift is
achieved by nonlinear mixing of a hologram with a carrier frequency grating, but recording with two different
wavelengths is required.

ics, primarily silicon carbide, are now being used in
many applications. When designing a mirror, there are
many metals from which to choose. After considering the properties with respect to the requirements,
fabricability, compatibility with other components and
dimensional stability must be considered. Metal and silicon carbide mirrors and support structures need to be
as stable as their dielectric counterparts. After a brief
discussion of dimensional stability – its causes and prevention, properties, selection criteria and recommended
fabrication methods are given. More complete treatments have been given by Paquin [5.396, 397] and
others [5.398].

Conclusions
Good availability, excellent homogeneity, robustness,
large dark storage times, large storage capacities,
reversibility and the availability of efficient and convenient fixing techniques make LiNbO3 and LiTaO3 the
favorites among the photorefractive crystals for applications that involve long-term storage of many strong
holograms. This is the reason why many demonstrators are based on this material. Tungsten–bronze- and
sillenite-type crystals are more sensitive, but small dark
storage times and low storage capacities limit their
applicability to short-term, high-resolution storage of
images, e.g. for the purpose of holographic interferometry. Knowledge about the charge transport nowadays
enables tailoring of the crystals considering system issues such as the desired Bragg selectivity, the light
wavelength and the light intensity. Concentrations and
valence states of impurities may be adjusted by doping
or thermal annealing.
Holographic storage is only one of many possible
applications of photorefractive crystals. Lithium niobate and lithium tantalate are, e.g., excellent to realize
fixed Bragg wavelength filters for telecommunication.
Materials like the perovskites barium titanate and potassium niobate, tungsten-bronze type and sillenite type
photorefractive crystals as well as semiconductor photorefractive crystals can be of high interest for dynamic
holography, optical signal processing, realization of
adaptive optical components, for phase conjugation, and
for many other advanced applications.

Dimensional Stability
Dimensional stability of a component is determined by
the amount of instability, recognized as dimensional
change or distortion leading to reduction of system performance. Stability can only be achieved and controlled
when the causes and sources are understood.
Instability Types. Basically there are two types of di-

mensional instability. First there are permanent changes
such as temporal and hysteresis instabilities, and second, changes that may be permanent that happen when
the environment is changed. Temporal instability is a dimensional change or distortion that occurs over time
in a constant environment, while hysteresis is a change
measured at constant conditions before and after changes
in the environment such as temperature cycling or vibration (mechanical cycling). Thermal instability can
be a change that is seen at a different temperature but
returns to the original at the original temperature, or
a change that depends on the rate of change of temperature and is not the same when returned to the original
conditions.

5.9.4 Metal Mirrors
Mirrors can be fabricated from any number of materials
with an emphasis for high performance applications on
near-zero expansion materials such as ULETM [5.394]
and Zerodur® [5.395]. However, metals and ceram-

Fig. 5.81 Interferograms of an optical flat at 26 ◦ C (left)

and 85 ◦ C showing thermal instability due to severe inhomogeneity of thermal expansion. The figure repeats no
matter how many cycles are performed [5.393]
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Instability Sources. The sources of these dimensional
instabilities are the material, the fabrication process, the
environment or a combination of them.
The Material
The material from which a component is fabricated
is often the source of instability due to anisotropy
and/or inhomogeneity. Anisotropy is direction dependent property variation and inhomogeneity is random
spatial property variation looking like the material is
“poorly mixed” as shown in Fig. 5.81 [5.393]. The result is thermal instability that is permanent in that the
inhomogeneity and/or anisotropy is permanently in the
material and cannot be changed, and repeatable in that
the distortion at any temperature is repeatable time after time. To avoid this form of thermal distortion, the
material selected must be homogeneous and isotropic.
Single crystals are intrinsically homogeneous, but are
uniformly anisotropic in some properties depending on
crystal structure.
Metals can have microstructural changes from exposure to heat from any number of sources, such as
processing operations or exposure in use. Amorphous
metals such as as-deposited electroless nickel can crysσ(kg/mm2)
1

6

2

5

(− ds/ dt)τ = s

(5.163)

s = so e(−t/τ) .

(5.164)

and

4

3
5

6

3
2
1
0

tallize and shrink, heat treatable metals such as 6061-T6
aluminum can overage and lose strength and metals
with a low annealing temperature such as OFC copper
can soften. Fabrication methods to eliminate or minimize these effects are discussed for each material in
Sect. 5.9.4.
Another form of thermal instability is thermal mapping where the distortion is proportional to the intensity
of impinging radiation and thermal properties of the
material. This instability can be minimized by choosing
materials that have low coefficient of linear thermal expansion (CTE or α), high thermal conductivity (k or λ)
and high specific heat (cp ).
Fabrication
The most common instabilities are temporal and hysteresis. They are both caused by decrease of residual
stress and associated strain. Machining and/or grinding
operations induce residual stress, sub-surface damage
and strain in the cut surface. This layer must be removed or the part will be unstable and subject to further
surface damage from high energy laser impingement.
Chemical etching can remove the damaged layer and
heat treatment can reduce or eliminate the stress.
Temporal instability is the dimensional change associated with stress relaxation. The rate of decrease in
stress (s) is proportional to the amount of stress present,
that is,
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Fig. 5.82 Comparison of the effects of thermal cycling and
isothermal exposure on stress relaxation in stressed pure
beryllium. For Be, thermal cycling reduces stress more
than isothermal treatment at the same upper temperature.
(Thermocyclic stabilizing treatments) (After [5.399])

The relaxation time (τ) is the time (t) at which the
stress has dropped to 0.37 of the original stress (so )
and the decay is exponential. Similar equations can also
be formulated for change in strain or surface figure.
Stress relaxation is also a thermally sensitive process
so that the rate at which the stress decreases, increases
exponentially with increasing temperature,
1/τ ∝ e(−E/kT ) .

(5.165)

These relationships are used in fabricating components
to relieve stress, thereby increasing dimensional stability. Lokshin [5.399] has shown the effects of both thermal
cycling and isothermal exposure on stress relaxation as
shown in Fig. 5.82. Note that thermal cycling is more effective in reducing stress than isothermal treatment for
the same elevated temperature.
Since thermal cycling effectively reduces residual
stress it is obvious that hysteresis instabilities are caused
by reduction of residual stress.
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Fig. 5.84 Dependence of thermal conductivity on temperature for several mirror materials. (After [5.400])
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Fig. 5.83 Dependence of coefficient of linear thermal ex-

pansion on temperature for several mirror materials [5.400]

Minimizing residual stress in fabrication of metal
optics is best achieved in the fabrication process by using low stress machining/grinding techniques, chemical
etching to remove damaged layers, annealing to eliminate stress, and thermal cycling to stabilize. Thermal
cycling should be carried out between temperature extremes that are higher and lower than those the part will
see in subsequent fabrication and assembly operations,
shipping and storage, and in service.
Environment
A mirror’s environment includes externally applied
stresses incurred during fabrication and assembly, the
attachment stresses, thermal stresses in storage and finally the use environment. To resist deformation due to
these stresses, the material must be strong enough, both
on a macro and micro scale and not be subject to temperatures that will cause any of the instabilities discussed
above. Athermalization of systems to minimize thermal
distortions is described elsewhere in this volume.
Mirror Materials. The room temperature properties of

metal mirror materials are compared with those of

other common mirror and structural materials in Table 5.34. The properties were obtained from many
sources and are believed to be the most accurate at
the time of preparation. Care should be taken in using these properties as they are typical and should
not be used for design purposes. Properties vary with
temperature, as shown in Figs. 5.83 and 5.84 [5.400],
and the table values should not be assumed for other
temperatures.
Some of the properties that may be unfamiliar are:

•
•
•
•

Yield strength: stress at which plastic strain is 0.2%
or 2 parts in 103
Microyield strength: stress at which plastic strain is
1 ppm or 1 microstrain
Steady state thermal distortion coefficient: distortion
per unit of power in micrometers/watt
Transient thermal distortion coefficient: related to
the time in seconds for a distortion to reach steady
state, per unit volume and unit temperature

Aluminum (Al)
The most readily available of the metals for use in
mirrors and structures, Al is available as wrought or
cast and heat treatable or not. Properties and heat treat
temperatures are given in Table 5.35.
The most versatile alloy is the wrought, heat treatable
6061, the commonly used alloy for optical systems. The
similar, but purer 6081 yields higher quality diamond
turned (SPDT) surfaces. For either alloy the preferred
fabrication sequence, as described in a study by NASA
Goddard Space Flight Center [5.401], is: rough shape
(forging preferred), solution treat, quench (in polyalkylene glycol/water solution) and age, followed by further
machining, re-age, thermal cycle and then complete optical fabrication. The aircraft alloys 2024 and 7075 have

2.23
2.19
2.21
2.53
2.70
2.91
2.10
1.85
1.85
8.94
8.75
8.05
8.13
10.21
2.33
3.16
3.21
2.89
2.65
2.55
2.93
7.90
7.70
7.80
4.43
7.9
2.64

(g/cm3 )
Small
63
72
67
91
68
117
193
303
303
117
131
141
148
324
131
420
465
330
197
214
232
193
215
200
114
140
69

Young’s
modulus
E
(GPa)
Large
0.2
0.17
0.17
0.24
0.33
0.29
0.17
0.043
0.043
0.343
0.35
0.259
0.26
0.293
0.42
0.14
0.21
0.24
0.25
−
−
0.27
0.283
0.28
0.31
0.41
0.33

Small

Poisson’s
ratio
ν

−
−
−
−

−
−
−
−
276
190
320
296
531
195
352
276
280
600
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
241
950
870
830
615
−
160.0
>150.0
−
35.0
90.0
12.0
>100.0
70.0
75.0
280.0
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
>300.0
>300
>300
>150.0
−
−

Microyield
strength
MYS
(MPa)
Large

Yield
strength
σYS
(MPa)
Large

Thermal
conductivity k
(W/m K)
Large
1.13
1.4
1.31
1.64
167.0
123.0
210
216.0
216.0
391.0
365.0
10.4
10.5
140.0
156.0
190.0
198.0
155.0
125
143
158
16.2
24.9
22.2
7.3
5.0
218

Thermal
expansion
α
(10−6 /K)
Small
3.3
0.5
0.003
0.05
22.5
12.4
13.9
11.38
11.3
17.5
16.6
1.0
0.3
5.0
2.6
2.0
2.4
2.6
2.0
−
−
14.7
8.5
10.4
8.8
14.0
22.7

1050
750
766
821
896
870
1506
1925
1925
385
384
515
515
247
710
700
733
670
700
−
−
500
460
460
560
−
900

Specific
heat
Cp
(W s/kg K)
Large
0.65
0.85
0.78
0.77
69.0
57.0
62.3
57.2
57.2
113.6
108.6
2.6
2.5
55.5
94.3
85.9
84.2
80.0
71.5
−
−
4.2
7.0
6.2
2.9
−
96.3

Thermal
diffusivity
D
(10−6 m2 /s)
Large
2.92
0.36
0.02
0.03
0.13
0.10
0.06
0.05
0.05
0.04
0.05
0.10
0.03
0.04
0.02
0.02
0.01
0.02
0.02
−
−
0.91
0.34
0.47
1.21
−
−

5.08
0.59
0.04
0.07
0.33
0.22
0.22
0.20
0.20
0.15
0.15
0.38
0.12
0.09
0.03
0.04
0.03
0.03
0.03
−
−
3.63
1.21
1.68
3.03
−
−

Thermal distortion
coefficients
Steady
state
Transient
α/k
α/D
(µm/W) (s/m2 K)
Small
Small
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PyrexTM and ULETM are registered trademarks of Corning Glass Works, Corning, N.Y., USA; Zerodur® is a registered trademark of Schott Glaswerke, Mainz,
Germany; GlidCop® is a registered trademark of OMG Americas Corp., Research Triangle Park, N.C., USA; Cesic® is a registered trademark of ECM IngenieurUnternehmen, Munich, Germany; SuperSiC® is a registered trademark of POCO Graphite, Inc., Decatur, TX, USA

Fused silica
ULETM fused silica
Zerodur®
Aluminum: 6061-T6
MMC: 30% SiC/Al
AlBeMet® 162
Beryllium: O-30
Beryllium: I-220-H
Copper: OF
GlidCop® AL-15
Invar 36
Super invar
Molybdenum
Silicon
SiC: sintered
SiC: CVD beta
SiC: RB-30% Si
Cesic®
SuperSiC®
Si infiltrated SuperSiC®
Stainless steel: 304
Stainless steel: 416
Stainless steel: 17-4PH
Titanium: 6Al4V
Electroless Ni: 12%
Electroplated Al

PyrexTM 7740

Preferred

Density

Table 5.34 Properties of mirror and structural materials
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Table 5.35 Properties of representative aluminum alloys
Density

Young’s
modulus E

Yield
strength

Thermal
expansion a

Thermal
conductivity

Anneal
temperature
(◦ C)

Solution
treatment
temperature
(◦ C)

Aging
temperature
(4–5 h)
(◦ C)

(g/cm3 )

(GPa)

σYS (MPa)

α (10−6 /K)

K (W/m K)

Wrought alloys
1100-O
5056-O
2024-T6
6061-T6
7075-T6
Cast Alloys

2.71
2.64
2.77
2.70
2.81

69
71
72
68
72

34
152
393
276
462

23.6
24.1
23.2
23.6
23.6

222
117
151
167
130

343
415
385
415
415

−
−
500
530
470

−
−
190
170
120

A201-T7
A356-T6
A357-T6
713
771-T7

2.80
2.685
2.68
2.81
2.823

71
72
72
67
71

414
186
276
152
372

19.3
21.5
21.6
23.9
24.7

121
159
152
140
138

315
315
315
450 b
−

528
538
540
N/A
588

188
152
170
120 c
140 d

a
b
c
d

20–100 ◦ C
Stress relief temperature of 6 h and air cool yields stress free full strength component
for 16 h; alternate treatment: room temperature for 21 d
for 15 h
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much higher strength, but are harder to stabilize and undergo dimensional changes during aging [5.402]. For
large components with section thickness greater than
7.0 cm, the non-heat treatable alloys of the 5000 series
are recommended, e.g., 5056 [5.403]. These alloys can
be repeatedly annealed and still retain yield strengths of
150 MPa or more. For applications requiring minimal
strength, 1100 is the preferred alloy for SPDT since it is
99% Al with no alloying that forms hard particles.
Cast alloys are generally more difficult to stabilize. The most commonly cast Al is A356, A357 being
a cleaner version with tighter specificationss. A201 has
lower alloying and when carefully cast can be SPDT
finished directly. Alloys 713 (Tenzaloy) and 771 (Precedent 71A) are Al/Zn alloys that machine well and can
be precision cast. Tenzaloy is usually not heat treated
whereas Precedent 71A is. Precedent is the most stable of these alloys but requires special considerations
in casting i. e., silicon free crucibles, chlorine purging
and ceramic filters. Castings can be hot isostatic pressed
(HIP’ed) to close porosity and increase properties, but
is only cost effective in production.
Mirrors can be fabricated with bare surfaces finished by SPDT and/or polishing, but are usually plated
with either electroless nickel (EN) that can be turned
and/or polished, or electroplated Al for elimination of

bimetallic thermal distortions [5.404]. Systems with Al
mirrors and structures are a low cost approach for fully
athermalized performance.
Beryllium (Be)
Beryllium is the lightest structural metal, with high
elastic modulus, thermal conductivity and infrared reflectance, and is transparent to X-rays. The primary
optical applications are space optics and structures, applications requiring low moment of inertia, and X-ray
windows. All Be materials are made from powder, with
HIP the preferred consolidation method [5.405]. The
optical grade, O-30, is HIP’ed from spherical powder
produced by gas atomization [5.406], is the most homogeneous and isotropic Be material, and is recommended
for bare polished mirrors. Instrument grade I-220H, as
used for the 1.1 m chopping secondary mirrors of the
VLT telescopes [5.407], is a fine grained, high strength
Be material made from HIP’ed impact ground powder
that is often used for electroless nickel coated mirrors requiring higher strength than can be obtained with O-30
or other grades, e.g., S-200FH, S-65 or I-70H. Prior
to the availability of O-30, I-70H, HIP’ed from impact
ground powder, was the preferred mirror material as used
for SIRTF [5.408], an all Be telescope launched in 2003.
The typical fabrication method for Be components
requires machining the shape from a HIP’ed billet,
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Fig. 5.85 Coefficient of linear thermal expansion of I-70H
HIP’ed beryllium. Low-temperature data from Swenson [5.412]. High-temperature data from Touloukian
et al. [5.413]

Be health and safety, specifications for all Be grades and
a complete guide to designing with Be.
Copper
Copper has traditionally been used for high energy
applications because of its high thermal conductivity.
The two principal Cu alloys in use are commercially pure oxygen free copper (OFC) and dispersion
strengthened GlidCop® . While OFC has the highest
thermal conductivity, it loses most of its strength when
brazed. It is this loss of strength that drove the selection of GlidCop® , a high strength Cu alloy with
near OFC thermal conductivity, for brazed heat exchanger components [5.417, 418]. The preferred grade
is GlidCop® Al-15 LOX, dispersion strengthened with
0.3% Al2 O3 in the form of 5–15 nm particles that retains > 70% of strength at temperatures up to 800 ◦ C.
Other grades have higher Al2 O3 content but are more
difficult to braze. Brazing is readily accomplished, but
takes some care. Several brazing methods have been
demonstrated [5.417, 418] both without and with a pure
Cu plated layer, and with either Ti/Cu/Ni or Au/Cu braze
alloys. The former method seems simpler. Mirrors made
from GlidCop® are usually EN plated and polished.
Ferrous Alloys
There are many uses for ferrous alloys in optical systems,
but few mirrors are fabricated from these alloys. Among
these are 17-4 PH precipitation hardening stainless and
AISI 1010 mild steel [5.417]. The processing of 17-4
PH is simple when material is obtained in the solution
treated and cold finished form. After machining to shape,
a precipitation treatment of one hour at 480 ◦ C with air
cool to condition H900 provides a dimensionally stable
substrate that can then be ground, thermal cycled, lapped
and polished bare to very low roughness levels. Mild
steel in the fully annealed condition has good strength
and reasonably good thermal conductivity, but requires
an EN coating for polishability.
Invar 36 and super invar have the lowest thermal
expansion and therefore best thermal distortion performance of any metal in the temperature range of 0–80 ◦ C.
To achieve this low CTE and dimensional stability at
the same time, the material must have < 0.02% carbon,
low silicon and manganese and be given the three-step
heat treatment developed by Lement et al. [5.419]. The
recommended treatment is:
1. heat to 830 ◦ C for 30 min and quench in polyalkylene
glycol/water solution,
2. heat to 315 ◦ C for 1 h and air cool,
3. heat to 95 ◦ C for at least 48 h and air cool.
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followed by chemical etch and anneal before finish
machining. There are other near-net-shape fabrication
techniques that can produce open or closed back mirrors
or even integral cooling channels [5.405,406,409–411],
but as yet, none of these methods has been extensively
employed. Beryllium mirrors can be polished bare or
with an EN coating that can be SPDT finished and/or
polished.
Although Be has high CTE of 11.4 ppm/K at room
temperature, it drops rapidly to 0.1 ppm/K at 50 K as
shown in Fig. 5.85 [5.412, 413]. Combined with its exceptionally high thermal conductivity, peaking at 150 K
with 300 W/m K, as shown in Fig. 5.83, Be has exceptional cryogenic performance when bare polished
and can be made very stable when careful fabrication
methodology is strictly followed [5.414].
AlBeMet® 162 is an alloy of 62% Be, 38% Al, that
has been used for space structural applications [5.415]
but is now also being used as a mirror substrate material [5.411]. It is typically produced from atomized
powder and extruded. It can be machined and welded
much like Al and in mirror form must be plated to
achieve an optical surface. Modifications of this alloy
have been cast, but with mixed success due to porosity
and segregation of the Be and Al phases.
Handling Be materials in solid form poses no health
risk but inhalation of airborne Be may cause a serious
lung disorder in susceptible individuals. The Brush Wellman website [5.416] contains extensive information on
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The fabrication/heat treat schedule then follows [5.417]. Shaping is be done before step 1) and
finish machining after step 2), after which step 2) is repeated. Thermal cycling, not exceeding 300 ◦ C, should
also be performed in the final stages of fabrication.
Step 3) should only be carried out after all fabrication
steps are complete, and then that temperature, 95 ◦ C,
should never be exceeded.
Super invar has a somewhat lower expansion coefficient by virtue of a substitution of about 5% cobalt
for some of the normal 36% Ni. It is fabricated and
heat treated the same as regular invar 36, but undergoes a phase change at low temperatures that results in
a sudden expansion and substantial increase in CTE. The
phase change temperature is normally ≤ 80 ◦ C, but if the
material is to be used below about −40 ◦ C, it should be
dilatometrically tested.
Other Metals
There are many other metals that have been utilized
in optical systems, chief among them being molybdenum (Mo). Many water cooled and uncooled Mo
mirrors have been fabricated for use in high power
laser optical systems. The preferred grade is low carbon vacuum arc cast, where fine grain material can be
brazed and polished bare. Other grades (Mo 0.5% Ti

and TZM) containing titanium (Ti) and/or zirconium
(Zr) have fine particulates that make brazing more difficult and a fine polish impossible. Sputtered Mo coatings
on Mo mirrors have produced the best finishes. For
further information on Mo and its fabrication see the
many papers in the proceedings of the Laser-Damage
Conferences [5.420–424].
Titanium has also been used for some mirrors, primarily in high stress, low mass applications. In the
6Al4V alloy it has a very high strength-to-weight ratio. Very little has been published, but it is known to be
difficult to polish well and also difficult to plate with
Ni. Various schemes to improve plating adhesion include grit blasting the substrate, putting on a thin Ni or
other electroplated metal strike followed by a diffusion
anneal, and other proprietary methods used by various
plating companies.
Polishable Coatings
Electroless nickel (EN) is the primary coating used to
make metal mirror surfaces more polishable (including
SPDT). It has been used on a variety of substrate materials including Al, Be, Cu, invar, steels, Ti and others.
It is an alloy of Ni and phosphorous (P) and its properties depend on a number of factors including % P and
post-plate bake time and temperature [5.425]. It deposits
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Table 5.36 Major types of silicon carbide
SiC type

Structure/composition a

Density

Fabrication process

Hot pressed

≥ 98% α + others b

> 98%

Powder pressed in heated dies Simple shapes only

Hot isostatic
pressed

> 98% SiC + others

> 99%

HIP encapsulated preform

Complex shapes can be formed; high
equipment cost for large sizes

≥ 99.9%

Deposition on hot mandrel

Thin shell or plate forms and coatings
Preform machined from cold pressed
billet; ≈ 15% shrinkage in firing;
CVD SiC clad for mirrors

Chemically vapor 100% β
deposited

Remarks

Sintered

≥ 98% α + others

> 98%

Preform with sintering aids
vacuum fired

Reaction
bonded/sintered

50–90% α+ ≈ 2% β + Si

> 99%

Prefired porous preform fired Complex shapes can be formed; propto infiltrate with Si
erties depend on % Si, and SiC grain
size; CVD Si or SiC clad for mirrors

Cesic®

50–60% α + 20–30% Si
+ 10–20% C

> 99%

Porous carbon/carbon
preform fired to infiltrate
with Si partly reacted to SiC

Complex shapes can be formed; properties depend on fibers and SiC:Si:C
proportions; slurry clad for mirrors

SuperSiC®

100% β

≈ 80%

Graphite preform converted
to SiC

Complex shapes can be formed; CVD
SiC clad to seal

Si-infiltrated
SuperSiC®

82% β + Si

> 96%

Graphite preform converted
to SiC

Complex shapes can be formed; CVD
SiC clad for mirrors

Cesic® is a registered trademark of ECM Ingenieur-Unternehmen, Munich, Germany, for its short carbon fiber reinforced SiC
SuperSiC® is a registered trademark of POCO Graphite, Inc., Decatur, TX, USA for its converted graphite grades of SiC
a α is hexagonal SiC, β is face centered cubic SiC
b others are sintering aids such as Al O , Al, B, Be and C
2 3
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ically vapor deposited (CVD) SiC [5.431] is extremely
pure β, so it can be polished to very low roughness levels [5.432, 433], but can only be deposited as thin shells
or plates. Many small mirrors have been fabricated, but
attempts to produce large mirrors with lightweight back
structure have been only partially successful. CVD SiC
is used extensively to coat multiphase SiC types and has
many other uses.
Sintered SiC has been used to fabricate a number
of different optical forms and systems [5.434] including
the 3.5 m diameter Herschel primary mirror of twelve
brazed segments and the RocSat2 all SiC telescope with
600 mm primary. Fabrication consists of cold isostatic
pressing a billet of α SiC with sintering aids, machining the part to near finish quality allowing for shrinkage
(≈ 15%, but known precisely) vacuum sintering and final grinding of critical surfaces. The finished surface
contains approximately 2% voids of 2 µm average size
and is typically coated with CVD SiC for final optical
surface finishing.
Reaction bonded SiC, also known as reaction sintered or silconized SiC, is a two phase material
consisting of interpenetrating networks of Si and α-SiC.
Properties depend on the amount of Si that can be 10 to
50%. The process is flexible as practiced by numerous
companies. The simplest form, siliconized SiC [5.435],
uses a cast preform that is prefired, machined and final
fired in the presence of Si to infiltrate to near full density.
Higher SiC content provides improved properties, but requires more steps in the process. Carbonaceous material
can be added at several points in the process, but these
can lead to inhomogeneity. Preforms can be fabricated
from reusable tooling to reduce cost of production parts.
Meter-class mirrors have been fabricated [5.436]. Finishing can be performed on the bare two phase surface,
but is usually performed on an amorphous PVD Si or
CVD SiC surface [5.435, 437].
The multiphase short carbon fiber reinforced ceramic Cesic® [5.438] is an innovative approach to
relatively rapid, low cost SiC optics and structures.
Short fiber carbon felt is processed to graphitize it to
a lightweight porous body that is readily machined. It is
then infiltrated with Si that reacts with the carbon matrix
and surfaces of the carbon fibers to form SiC. There is
no noticeable shrinkage in the conversion process. Surfaces are not suitable for polishing, and components are
slurry clad with material of the same composition but
with a much finer microstructure allowing polishing to
surface roughness of 2 nm rms. Mechanical properties,
as shown in Table 5.34, are somewhat lower than other
SiC types.
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as an amorphous coating at P contents of 6–15%, but
with baking at moderate temperatures of 150–190 ◦ C,
the lower concentration alloys devitrify. Alloys above
10.5% P remain amorphous to greater than 300 ◦ C and
with a 2 h, 190 ◦ C bake, they are ideal for SPDT. Lower
concentration coatings are harder and are better for polishing. The CTE of EN varies inversely with % P from
approximately 18 ppm/K at 6% P to 9 ppm/K at 13% P,
all after baking.
All EN coatings have residual stresses [5.426] that
come from three sources: intrinsic from deposition process, bimetallic from cooling from plating temperature
(≈ 90 ◦ C) with CTE mismatch to substrate, and from
shrinkage during post plate baking. The stresses can be
measured [5.427] and controlled. For optical applications, great care must be taken to control the process
parameters tightly to prevent variation in % P as plating
progresses and to provide a cover on the bath to prevent
contamination. Further details on processing are given
by Howells and Paquin [5.417].
A more recent finishing method for virtual elimination of residual stress and bimetallic stress is
electrolytic Al plating, a 99.9% pure Al coating called
AlumiplateTM [5.428] that can be diamond turned. It
was used on cryogenic Al mirrors for the Gemini Near
Infrared Spectrometer with great success [5.429]. It has
also been applied to Be mirrors.
Silicon Carbide
There are many types of silicon carbide (SiC) as can be
seen from those shown in Table 5.34. The differences are
substantial, both in the properties and in the fabrication
methods as shown in Table 5.36.
Silicon carbide exists in two forms: alpha (α), the
more common form with hexagonal crystal structure
and anisotropic CTE and elastic properties, and beta
(β), the face centered cubic form, isotropic in CTE but
anisotropic in elastic properties. The α form is stable
at all temperatures while β converts to α above about
1600 ◦ C. Most properties of the two forms are within
a few percent of each other. The fabrication methods
described in Table 5.36 for the many SiC types yield
combinations of α, β, Si and C that provide substantial differences in the usefulness and/or applicability for
optical components.
Hot pressed SiC has been used for substrates in heat
exchanger mirrors but while it is not normally used for
optics, some applications have been reported [5.430].
HIP methods can provide small complex components,
but have not been used because the extremely high temperatures and pressures needed require a large capital
investment for an autoclave of practical size. Chem-
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The SuperSiC® materials [5.439] are perhaps the
simplest and quickest to get from raw material to finished optical component. A proprietary graphite body is
machined to near finish dimensions and then converted

to pure β SiC that has about 18% porosity. The porosity can be filled with Si. In either case, a coating of
CVD SiC is applied to all surfaces. A complete list of
properties is not yet available for this material.

5.10 Selected Data
Useful transmission (Exceeding 10 %) regions of materials for 2 mm thickness
Visible
Near IR
Middle IR
Far IR
Extreme IR

Ultraviolet
0.1

0.15
0.12

0.15
0.13
0.13
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0.8
0.91
2
3
4
5 6 7 8 9 10
Fused Silica (SiO2)
4
Fused Quartz (SiO2)
4.2
Calcium aluminate glass (CaAl2O4) 5.5
0.4
0.35
5.5
Lithium metaniobate (LiNbO3)
Calcite (CaCO3)
0.2
5.5
Titanis (TiO2)
0.43
6.2
Strontium titanate (SrTiO3)
0.39
6.8
Alumina (Al2O3)
0.2
7
Sapphire (Al2O3)
7.5
Lithium fluoride (LiF)
8.5
Magnesium fluoride (Polycrystalline)(MgF2)
0.45
9
Yttrium Oxids (Y2O3)
0.26
9.2
0.25
Magnesium Oxide (Single Crystal)(MgO)
9.5
0.3
Magnesium Oxide (Polycrystalline)(MgO)
9.5
Magnesium fluoride (Single Crystal)(MgF2)
9.6
Calcium Fluoride (Polycrystalline (CaF2)
11.8
12
Calcium Fluoride (Single Crystal)(CaF2)
0.75 Barium Fluoride / Calcium Fluoride (BaF2 / CaF2) 12
0.6 Arsenic Trisulfide glass (As2S3)
13
0.6 Zinc Sulfide (ZnS)
14.5
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Fig. 5.86 Overview on optical material classes for different wavelength applications (After [5.440])
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Fig. 5.87 Abbe diagram showing index of refraction versus the Abbe number for optical glasses
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Table 5.37 Commercially available optical glasses by code, glass type and manufacture (H = Hoya, O = Ohara, and S
= SCHOTT) [5.441–443]

Part A 5.10

Code

Glass type

nd

νd

Producer

Code

Glass type

nd

νd

Producer

434950
439950
456903
457903
487702
487704
487704
487845
497816
497816
497816
498670
501564
508612
511604
516641
517522
517524
517642
517642
518590
518590
522595
522598
523515
529770
532488
532489
532489
540595
540597
541472
541472
547536
548458
548458
548458
548459
551495
552635
558540
564607
564608
564608
567428

N-FK 56
S-FPL 53
S-FPL 52
FCD 10
S-SL 5
FC 5
N-FK 5
N-FK 51
FCD 1
S-FPL 51
N-PK 52
N-BK 10
K 10
N-ZK 7
K7
S-BSL 7
E-CF6
S-NSL 36
BSC 7
N-BK 7
E-C 3
S-NSL 3
N-K 5
S-NSL 5
N-KF 9
N-PK 51
E-FEL 6
S-TIL 6
N-LLF 6
S-BAL 12
N-BAK 2
E-FEL 2
S-TIL 2
N-BALF 5
E-FEL 1
S-TIL 1
LLF 1
N-LLF 1
SBF 1
N-PSK 3
N-KZFS 2
S-BAL 41
BACD 11
N-SK 11
E-FL 6

1.43430
1.43875
1.45600
1.45650
1.48749
1.48749
1.48749
1.48656
1.49700
1.49700
1.49700
1.49782
1.50137
1.50847
1.51112
1.51633
1.51742
1.51742
1.51680
1.51680
1.51823
1.51823
1.52249
1.52249
1.52346
1.52855
1.53172
1.53172
1.53169
1.53996
1.53996
1.54072
1.54072
1.54739
1.54814
1.54814
1.54814
1.54814
1.55115
1.55232
1.55836
1.56384
1.56384
1.56384
1.56732

95.0
95.0
90.3
90.3
70.2
70.4
70.4
84.5
81.6
81.6
81.6
67.0
56.4
61.2
60.4
64.1
52.2
52.4
64.2
61.2
59.0
59.0
59.5
59.8
51.5
77.0
48.8
48.9
48.9
59.5
59.7
47.2
47.2
53.6
45.8
45.8
45.8
45.9
49.5
63.5
54.0
60.7
60.8
60.8
42.8

S
O
O
H
O
H
S
S
H
O
S
S
S
S
S
O
H
O
H
S
H
O
S
O
S
S
H
O
S
O
S
H
O
S
H
O
S
S
H
S
S
O
H
S
H

571530
573575
573578
575415
580539
581407
581408
581409
581409
583464
583466
583594
583595
583595
589612
589613
589613
589613
592684
593353
593355
596392
596392
603380
603380
603380
603606
603607
603607
603655
606437
606437
606637
607567
607567
607568
609466
613370
613370
613443
613443
613444
613445
613586
613586

S-BAL 3
N-BAK 1
S-BAL 11
S-TIL 27
N-BALF 4
S-TIL 25
N-LF 5
E-FL 5
LF 5
BAM 3
N-BAF 3
S-BAL 42
BACD 12
M-BACD 12
S-BAL 35
BACD 5
M-BACD 5N
N-SK 5
N-PSK 57
S-FTM 16
FF 5
E-F 8
S-TIM 8
E-F 5
S-TIM 5
F5
N-SK 14
BACD 14
S-BSM 14
S-PHM 53
S-BAM 4
N-BAF 4
LBC 3N
BACD 2
N-SK 2
S-BSM 2
N-BAF 52
E-F 3
PBM 3
BPM 51
KZFSN 4
E-ADF 10
N-KZFS 4
BACD 4
N-SK 4

1.57135
1.57250
1.57250
1.57501
1.57956
1.58144
1.58144
1.58144
1.58144
1.58267
1.58272
1.58313
1.58313
1.58313
1.58913
1.58913
1.58913
1.58913
1.59240
1.59270
1.59270
1.59551
1.59551
1.60342
1.60342
1.60342
1.60311
1.60311
1.60311
1.60300
1.60562
1.60568
1.60625
1.60738
1.60738
1.60738
1.60863
1.61293
1.61293
1.61340
1.61340
1.61310
1.61336
1.61272
1.61272

53.0
57.5
57.8
41.5
53.9
40.7
40.8
40.9
40.9
46.4
46.6
59.4
59.5
59.5
61.2
61.3
61.3
61.3
68.4
35.3
35.5
39.2
39.2
38.0
38.0
38.0
60.6
60.7
60.7
65.5
43.7
43.7
63.7
56.7
56.7
56.8
46.6
37.0
37.0
44.3
44.3
44.4
44.5
58.6
58.6

O
S
O
O
S
O
S
H
S
O
S
O
H
H
O
H
H
S
S
O
H
H
O
H
O
S
S
H
O
O
O
S
H
H
S
O
S
H
O
O
S
H
S
H
S
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Table 5.37 Commercially available optical glasses by code, glass type and manufacture, cont.
Glass type

nd

νd

Producer

Code

Glass type

nd

νd

Producer

567428
569560
569560
569563
569712
571508
618634
620363
620363
620364
620364
620603
620603
620603
620622
620635
621603
622532
622533
623569
623570
623570
623580
623581
623582
624471
626357
626357
638424
639449
639509
639554
639555
640345
640346
640601
640601
640602
648338
648338
648338
649530
649530
650557
651562
651669

PBL 26
BAC 4
N-BAK 4
S-BAL 14
N-PSK 58
S-BAL 2
S-PHM 52
E-F 2
S-TIM 2
F2
N-F 2
BACD 16
S-BSM 16
N-SK 16
ADC 1
N-PSK 53
SK 51
BSM 22
N-SSK 2
E-BACD 10
S-BSM 10
N-SK 10
N-SK 15
BACD 15
S-BSM 15
E-BAF 8
E-F 1
S-TIM 1
N-KZFSN 11
S-BAM 12
S-BSM 18
N-SK 18
BACD 18
S-TIM 27
E-FD 7
S-BSM 81
N-LAK 21
LACL 60
E-FD 2
S-TIM 22
SF 2
E-BACED20
S-BSM 71
LACL 2
S-LAL 54
N-LAK 22

1.56732
1.56883
1.56883
1.56883
1.56907
1.57099
1.61800
1.62004
1.62004
1.62004
1.62005
1.62041
1.62041
1.62041
1.62000
1.62014
1.62090
1.62230
1.62229
1.62280
1.62280
1.62278
1.62296
1.62299
1.62299
1.62374
1.62588
1.62588
1.63775
1.63930
1.63854
1.63854
1.63854
1.63980
1.63980
1.64000
1.64049
1.64000
1.64769
1.64769
1.64769
1.64850
1.64850
1.65020
1.65100
1.65113

42.8
59.0
56.0
56.3
71.2
50.8
63.4
36.3
36.3
36.4
36.4
60.3
60.3
60.3
62.2
63.5
60.3
53.2
53.3
56.9
57.0
57.0
58.0
58.1
58.2
47.1
35.7
35.7
42.4
44.9
55.4
55.4
55.5
34.5
34.6
60.1
60.1
60.2
33.8
33.8
33.8
53.0
53.0
55.7
56.2
55.9

O
H
S
O
S
O
O
H
O
S
S
H
O
S
H
S
S
O
S
H
O
S
S
H
O
H
H
O
S
O
O
S
H
O
H
O
S
H
H
O
S
H
O
H
O
S

613587
614550
617366
618498
618498
618634
667330
667483
667483
670393
670471
670472
670473
673321
673322
673322
673323
678506
678507
678549
678552
678553
678555
689311
689312
689313
691547
691547
691548
694508
694508
694532
694532
694533
694533
697485
697485
697554
697555
697555
699301
699301
699301
699302
700481
702402

S-BSM 4
BSM 9
F4
S-BSM 28
N-SSK 8
PCD 4
S-TIM 39
BAF 11
S-BAH 11
BAH 32
N-BAF 10
BAF 10
S-BAH 10
S-TIM 25
E-FD 5
SF 5
N-SF 5
LACL 9
S-LAL 56
LAKL 12
N-LAK 12
S-LAL 12
LAC 12
S-TIM 28
E-FD 8
N-SF 8
LAC 9
N-LAK 9
S-LAL 9
LACL 5
LAL 58
M-LAC 130
S-LAL 13
LAC 13
LAKN 13
LAFL 2
LAM 59
N-LAK 14
LAC 14
S-LAL 14
E-FD 15
S-TIM 35
SF 15
N-SF 15
S-LAM 51
BAFD 15

1.61272
1.61405
1.61659
1.61772
1.61773
1.61800
1.66680
1.66672
1.66672
1.66998
1.67003
1.67003
1.67003
1.67270
1.67270
1.67270
1.67271
1.67790
1.67790
1.67790
1.67790
1.67790
1.67790
1.68893
1.68893
1.68894
1.69100
1.69100
1.69100
1.69350
1.69350
1.69350
1.69350
1.69350
1.69350
1.69700
1.69700
1.69680
1.69680
1.69680
1.69895
1.69895
1.69895
1.69892
1.70000
1.70200

58.7
55.0
36.6
49.8
49.8
63.4
33.0
48.3
48.3
39.3
47.1
47.2
47.3
32.1
32.2
32.2
32.3
50.6
50.7
54.9
55.2
55.3
55.5
31.1
31.2
31.3
54.7
54.7
54.8
50.8
50.8
53.2
53.2
53.3
53.3
48.5
48.5
55.4
55.5
55.5
30.1
30.1
30.1
30.2
48.1
40.2

O
O
S
O
S
H
O
H
O
O
S
H
O
O
H
S
S
H
O
S
S
O
H
O
H
S
H
S
O
H
O
H
O
H
S
H
O
S
H
O
H
O
S
S
O
H
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Table 5.37 Commercially available optical glasses by code, glass type and manufacture, cont.

Part A 5.10

Code

Glass type

nd

νd

Producer

Code

Glass type

nd

νd

Producer

652450
652584
652585
652585
654396
654396
654397
658509
658509
658509
664360
717479
717480
717480
720347
720420
720437
720460
720502
720503
720506
722292
723380
723380
724381
728283
728284
728285
728285
729547
729547
731405
734511
734515
740283
741278
741278
741526
741527
743492
743493
743493
744448
744449
744449
749348

N-BAF 51
LAC 7
S-LAL 7
N-LAK 7
E-ADF 50
KZFSN 5
BPH 5
BACED 5
S-BSM 25
N-SSK 5
N-BASF 2
S-LAM 3
LAF 3
N-LAF 3
BPH 8
LAM 58
S-LAM 52
LAM 61
S-LAL 10
LAC 10
N-LAK 10
S-TIH 18
BAFD 8
S-BAH 18
BASF 51
E-FD 10
SF 10
S-TIH 10
N-SF 10
TAC 8
S-LAL 18
M-LAF 81
TAC 4
S-LAL 59
PBH 3
E-FD 13
S-TIH 13
TAC 2
S-LAL 61
NBF 1
M-NBF 1
S-LAM 60
S-LAM 2
LAF 2
N-LAF 2
N-LAF 7

1.65224
1.65160
1.65160
1.65160
1.65412
1.65412
1.65412
1.65844
1.65844
1.65844
1.66446
1.71700
1.71700
1.71700
1.72047
1.72000
1.72000
1.72000
1.72000
1.72000
1.72003
1.72151
1.72342
1.72342
1.72373
1.72825
1.72825
1.72825
1.72828
1.72916
1.72906
1.73077
1.73400
1.73400
1.74000
1.74077
1.74077
1.74100
1.74100
1.74330
1.74330
1.74320
1.74400
1.74400
1.74397
1.74950

45.0
58.4
58.5
58.5
39.6
39.6
39.7
50.9
50.9
50.9
36.0
47.9
48.0
48.0
34.7
42.0
43.7
46.0
50.2
50.3
50.6
29.2
38.0
38.0
38.1
28.3
28.4
28.5
28.5
54.7
54.7
40.5
51.1
51.5
28.3
27.8
27.8
52.6
52.7
49.2
49.3
49.3
44.8
4.9
44.9
34.8

S
H
O
S
H
S
O
H
O
S
S
O
H
S
O
O
O
O
O
H
S
O
H
O
S
H
S
O
S
H
O
H
H
O
O
H
O
H
O
H
H
O
O
H
S
S

702412
702412
704394
706302
713538
713539
713539
717295
717295
717295
717296
762401
773496
773496
773496
785257
785257
785258
785261
785261
785261
785263
786439
786441
786442
788474
788475
788475
795454
795455
800422
800423
801350
801351
804396
804465
804465
804466
805254
805254
805254
805255
805396
806333
806406
806407

BAFD 7
S-BAH 27
N-BASF 64
N-SF 64
N-LAK 8
LAC 8
S-LAL 8
E-FD 1
PBH 1
SF 1
N-SF 1
S-LAM 55
TAF 1
S-LAH 66
N-LAF 34
FD 110
S-TIH 11
SF 11
FDS 30
N-SF 56
SF 56A
S-TIH 23
NBFD 11
N-LAF 33
S-LAH 51
S-LAH 64
TAF 4
N-LAF 21
TAF 2
N-LAF 32
S-LAH 52
NBFD 12
S-LAM 66
N-LASF 45
S-LAH 63
TAF 3
N-LASF 44
S-LAH 65
S-TIH 6
N-SF 6
SF 6
FD 60
NBFD 3
NBFD 15
N-LASF 43
M-NBFD 130

1.70154
1.70154
1.70400
1.70591
1.71300
1.71300
1.71300
1.71736
1.71736
1.71736
1.71736
1.76200
1.77250
1.77250
1.77250
1.78472
1.78472
1.78472
1.78470
1.78470
1.78470
1.78470
1.78590
1.78582
1.78590
1.78800
1.78800
1.78800
1.79450
1.79457
1.79952
1.79950
1.80100
1.80100
1.80440
1.80420
1.80420
1.80400
1.80518
1.80518
1.80518
1.80518
1.80450
1.80610
1.80610
1.80610

41.2
41.2
39.4
30.2
53.8
53.9
53.9
29.5
29.5
29.5
29.6
40.1
49.6
49.6
49.6
25.7
25.7
25.8
26.1
26.1
26.1
26.3
43.9
44.1
44.2
47.4
47.5
47.5
45.4
45.5
42.2
42.3
35.0
35.1
39.6
46.5
46.5
46.6
25.4
25.4
25.4
25.5
39.6
33.3
40.6
40.7

H
O
S
S
S
H
O
H
O
S
S
O
H
O
S
H
O
S
H
S
S
O
H
S
O
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Table 5.37 Commercially available optical glasses by code, glass type and manufacture, cont.
Glass type

nd

νd

Producer

Code

Glass type

nd

νd

Producer

750350

E-LAF 7

1.74950

35.0

H

806407

NBFD 13

1.80610

40.7

H

750350

LAFN 7

1.74950

35.0

S

806409

S-LAH 53

1.80610

40.9

O

750353

LAM 7

1.74950

35.3

O

808228

S-NPH 1

1.80809

22.8

O

752251

FF 8

1.75211

25.1

H

815370

M-NBFD 82

1.81474

37.0

H

754524

N-LAK 33

1.75398

52.4

S

816445

TAFD 10

1.81550

44.5

H

755274

N-SF 4

1.75513

27.4

S

816466

TAF 5

1.81600

46.6

H

755275

E-FD 4

1.75520

27.5

H

816466

S-LAH 59

1.81600

46.6

O

755275

S-TIH 4

1.75520

27.5

O

834372

S-LAH 60

1.83400

37.2

O

755276

SF 4

1.75520

27.6

S

834373

NBFD 10

1.83400

37.3

H

755523

TAC 6

1.75500

52.3

H

834373

N-LASF 40

1.83404

37.3

S

755523

S-YGH 51

1.75500

52.3

O

835427

S-LAH 55

1.83481

42.7

O

757477

NBF 2

1.75700

47.7

H

835430

TAFD 5

1.83500

43.0

H

757478

S-LAM 54

1.75700

47.8

O

835431

N-LASF 41

1.83501

43.1

S

762265

S-TIH 14

1.76182

26.5

O

847236

SFL 57

1.84666

23.6

S

762265

SF 14

1.76182

26.5

S

847238

FDS 90

1.84666

23.8

H

762266

FD 140

1.76182

26.6

H

847238

S-TIH 53

1.84666

23.8

O

847238

SF 57

1.84666

23.8

S

850322

LASFN 9

1.85025

32.2

S

881410

N-LASF 31

1.88067

41.0

S

883408

TAFD 30

1.88300

40.8

H

883408

S-LAH 58

1.88300

40.8

O

901315

LAH 78

1.90135

31.5

O

923209

E-FDS 1

1.92286

20.9

H

923209

SF 66
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S
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In order to keep pace with the rapid development
of optical technology, innovations in the design,
deposition processes and handling of optical coatings are some of the crucial factors. Also, high
demands in respect to precision and reproducibility are imposed on the control of layer thickness
during the production of the coating systems. For
certain applications in fs lasers or optical measurement systems the individual layer thickness
has to be controlled within the sub-nanometer
scale, which can be only achieved on the basis of advanced in situ monitoring techniques
of the growing layers. These skills have to be
complemented by extended knowledge of characterization, because optimization and marketing of
optical coatings can only be performed on the basis of reliable and standardized characterization
techniques. The present chapter addresses these
major aspects of optical coatings and concentrates
on the essential topics of optical coatings in their
theoretical modeling, production processes, and
quality control.

Part A 6

Within the scientific conception of the modern
world, thin film optical coatings can be interpreted as one-dimensional photonic crystals. In
general, they are composed of a sequence of single layers which consist of different transparent
dielectrics with a thickness in the nanometer scale
according to the operation wavelength range.
The major function of these photonic structures
is to adapt the properties of an optical surface
to the needs of specific applications. By application of optical thin film coatings with optimized
designs, the spectral characteristics of a surface can be modified to practically any required
transfer function for a certain wavelength range.
For example, the Fresnel reflection of a lens or
a laser window can be suppressed for a broad
wavelength range by depositing an antireflective
coating containing only a few single layers. On
the basis of a layer stack with alternating highand low-refracting materials, high reflectance
values up to 99.999% can be achieved for a certain laser wavelength. In addition to these basic
functions, optical coatings can realize a broad
variety of spectral filter characteristics according to even extremely sophisticated demands in
modern precision optics and laser technology.
Moreover, recent developments in optical thin
film technology provide the means to combine
selected optical properties with other features
concerning, for instance, the thermal, mechanical or chemical stability of a surface. The latest
progress in ophthalmic coatings even includes
the integration of self-cleaning, photoactive or
anti-fogging functions in antireflective coatings
on glass.
As a consequence of this enormous flexibility
in adjusting the properties of functional surfaces,
optical coatings can be found in nearly every
product and development of modern optic today.
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Photonic structures were present in nature long before
mankind. During their evolution, butterflies and other
insects developed a variety of nanostructures on their
wings and bodies for camouflage, deterrence or attraction [6.1]. The beginning of technical engineering of
optical surfaces can be dated back to the Greek culture,
when metal surfaces were polished to mirror quality.
Tracing the history of optical coatings through the medieval times, the production of Venetian mirrors by
covering glass with an amalgam during the 16th century can be considered as the first application of optical
thin films. The first observation of an antireflective effect
for transparent thin films may be assigned to Fraunhofer [6.2] who performed studies in aged glass surfaces
and observed a reduction of reflectivity by the tarnish
layer in the year 1817. In the same century, Dennis
Taylor [6.3] investigated adapted etching techniques to
achieve antireflective effects on different glass materials
used in optical devices during these times, and Augustin
Jean Fresnel (*1788; †1827) published his well-known
equations describing the optical function of a single
boundary. As a milestone in optical thin film technology, the conception of the Fabry–Perot theory [6.4] in
1899 opened the way towards the theoretical description
of multilayer structures. This basic theory describes the
interference of partial waves reflected from two parallel
optical surfaces, which can be considered as the fundamental element of all coating systems (Fig. 6.1): layers
of different dielectric materials are deposited in a defined sequence on the surface of the optical component.
At least two layer materials with different refractive indices have to be selected to adjust the spectral transfer

function of the layer stack to the specification defined
by the application. Besides transparency in the operation wavelength range, major aspects for the choice of
the coating materials include the contrast in the indices
of refraction as well as their chemical and mechanical
stability. The sequence of the materials and their corresponding thicknesses is often referred to as the design of
the optical coating system and comprises all information
for modeling of the spectral characteristics.
For the theoretical description of optical thin films,
the application of the Fabry–Perot theory to a single
layer (Fig. 6.2) can be considered as the starting point.
In this approach a single layer of thickness d1 and refractive index n 1 is formed by two boundaries between
two semi-infinite media with indices of refraction n 0 and
n 2 , respectively. In the classical model, the light interacting with this structure is described by the function of
a plane wave (point x, time t) with amplitude E 0 and
wave number k = 2π/λ incorporating the wavelength λ
and frequency ω:
E(x, t) = E 0 exp[−i(kx − ωt)] .

(6.1)

To calculate the spectral transfer function, this plane
wave is followed on its way through the single layer,
and the contributions of the individual partial waves are
calculated and accumulated to form the total transmitted and reflected wave. At the first interface, a part of
the incident plane wave is directly reflected with an amplitude of A0 = E 0r1 (order zero), where the reflection
coefficient r1 can be calculated by the Fresnel formulae.
The reminder of the wave is transmitted through the first
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Fig. 6.2 Schematic path of a plane wave incident onto

Fig. 6.1 Basic structure of a thin film system: transpar-

ent layers of at least two different materials (n H , n L ) are
deposited on a substrate with refractive index n T

a single layer with refractive index n 1 . The reflection and
transmission coefficients for the amplitudes at the interfaces
m = 1, 2 are denoted by tm and rm , respectively. A prime
added to the coefficients indicates a transfer of the wave
opposite to the direction of incidence
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boundary (coefficient t1 ), partially reflected back by the
second boundary (coefficient r1 ) and then reaches via the
first boundary the incident medium with an amplitude
A1 = E 0 t1r2 t1 . On its double path through the layer the
considered partial wave also undergoes a phase shift δ1
which is dependent on the thickness d1 and the refractive
index n 1 of the layer:
2πn 1 d1 cos θ1
.
(6.2)
δ1 =
λ
In (6.2), the case of an arbitrary angle of incidence θ1
in the layer is taken into account, which has to be calculated by Snellius’ law. On the basis of the preceding
considerations, the amplitude A1 of the first partial wave
emerging from the layer can be written as:
A1 = t1 t1 r2 E 0 exp(−i2δ1 ) .

(6.3)

In this notation t1 indicates the transmission coefficient
for waves passing the first boundary in the direction
opposite to the incident wave. If this notation is applied
in the same sense to the part of the wave reflected back
into the layer by the first boundary (coefficient r1 ), the
amplitude A2 of this partial wave after back-reflection
by the second boundary and passing the first boundary
is given by:
A2 = t1 t1 r2 E 0 exp(−i2δ1 )r1 r2 exp(−i2δ1 ) .

(6.4)

Ak = t1 t1 r2 E 0 exp(−i2δ1 )[r1 r2 exp(−i2δ1 )]k−1 .
(6.5)

To calculate the reflectance of the layer, all partial waves
emerging from the layer into the incident medium have
to be added to determine the total amplitude Atot of the
reflected contributions. This sum can be expressed in
closed form, because the partial waves follow the rule
of a geometric expansion:


t1 t1 r2 exp(−i2δ)
E0 .
Atot = r1 +
(6.6)
1 − r1 r2 exp(−i2δ)
Finally, the reflection coefficient r S of the single layer
is determined by the ratio between the total amplitude
of the reflected wave and the amplitude of the incoming
wave
Atot
r1 + r2 exp(−i2δ)
.
rs =
=
(6.7)
A0
1 + r1 r2 exp(−i2δ)
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In this expression, the coefficients r1 and t1 have been
replaced by using the following relations, which can be
derived from the conditions of continuity valid for the
amplitude at the boundaries:
t1 t1 = (1 − r1 )(1 − r1 ) = (1 − r1 )(1 + r1 ) = 1 − r12 .
(6.8)

In view of the fact that only field intensities but not
amplitudes can be measured, it is worthwhile to convert
the expression for the amplitude reflection coefficient
into the corresponding reflectivity value:
Rs =

r12 + 2r1r2 cos(2δ1 ) + r22
1 + 2r1r2 cos(2δ1 ) + r12r22

.

(6.9)

In principle, (6.9) provides all the means for the description of the spectral transfer function for a single
layer also including the cases of an arbitrary angle of
incidence and an absorbing layer material. For this general case, the refractive index has to be expressed in its
complex form with n 1 = n 1 + ik1 , where k1 denotes the
extinction coefficient of the layer material, and the Fresnel formulae as well as Snellius’ law have to be applied
in their complex form.
In order to get a deeper insight into the fundamental operating principle of coatings the discussion of
a few special configurations is of particular interest. In
optical thin film technology the layer thickness Di is often expressed in units of quarter-wave optical thickness
(QWOT) at the design wavelength λZ :
Di =

4n i di
.
λZ

(6.10)

If the layer thickness is an integer multiple of 1 QWOT,
the phase shift of a wave with the design wavelength
traveling perpendicularly through the layer corresponds
to multiples of π/2. Evaluating (6.9) for a 2 QWOT
of any dielectric material on the basis of the Fresnel
formulae for normal incidence results in:


r1 + r2 2
Rs =
,
1 + r1r2
with
n0 − n1
n1 − n2
, r2 =
,
n0 + n1
n1 + n2

2
n0 − n2
.
Rs =
n0 + n2
r1 =

(6.11)

Apparently, the expression for the reflectance is reduced
to the Fresnel formulae for an interface between the incident medium and the carrier medium, demonstrating that

Part A 6.1

In addition to the expression for the first-order amplitude, the second-order partial wave includes a factor
r2r1 ex p(−i2δ1 ). Obviously, this additional factor appears for every further order of reflection, and therefore,
the amplitudes Ak of a partial wave of the order k can
be determined:
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the single 2 QWOT layer has no influence on the spectral transmittance of the structure. For the case of a layer
with a thickness of 1 QWOT at the design wavelength,
(6.9) can be written in the form:
2

n 2 n 0 − n 21
Rs =
.
(6.12)
n 2 n 0 + n 21

Part A 6.1

The reflectance of the single layer on the substrate can
be totally suppressed if the condition n 21 = n 0 n 2 is fulfilled. For a further illustration of the effects typical
for a single dielectric layer, corresponding reflectance
spectra are depicted for different refractive indices in
Fig. 6.3. Considering the reflectance values at the design wavelength λZ the cases n 21 = n 2 (zero reflectance),
n 1 < n 2 (reflectance lower than the reflectance of the
uncoated substrate), n 1 = n 2 (reflectance equal to the
reflectance of the uncoated substrate), and n 1 > n 2 (reflectance higher than the reflectance of the uncoated
substrate) can be distinguished. As a function of the
wavelength, a cyclic behavior of the spectra with a period
of one octave can be observed, which shows common
points of tangency at the reflectance level of the bare substrate. These points can be attributed to the wavelength
positions, where the layer thickness is according to an
even multiple of QWOT resulting in the special condition described by (6.9). Thus, on one hand, a single
1 QWOT layer of a material matched to the refractive
index of the substrate can be employed as an antireflective coating. On the other hand, a layer with a high
index of refraction is suitable for an enhancement of
the reflectance to a certain limit given by the availability of high-refracting materials. Actually, single-layer
coatings can still be found nowadays on many optical components for laser applications, where only one
wavelength has to be controlled.
In principle, the outlined theoretical approach for
the single layer can also be transferred to the calculation of multilayer systems. However, considering the
enormous number of partial waves, which increases exponentially with the number of layers in a stack, the
resulting equations become extremely complicated and
difficult to handle. For example, the expression for the
reflectance of a three-layer system would already fill
one printed page of this book. Therefore, the idea of
a formalism assigning a matrix to each layer of the design was a substantial step forward to an understanding
of thin film design. This so-called matrix formalism,
which was born in the 1940s, can be deduced on the
basis of the boundary conditions of the electric and
magnetic field at the interfaces between the layers in
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Fig. 6.3 Spectra calculated for a 1 QWOT single layer

(λ Z = 1000 nm) of different materials on a the surface of
a Nd:YAG rod (n 2 = 1.78, ambient refractive index n 0 = 1).
The refractive indices are typical values for e-beam deposition of the corresponding deposition materials: MgF2 :
n 1 = 1.38, Al2 O3 : n 1 = 1.62, Y2 O3 : n 1 = 1.76, HfO2 :
n 1 = 1.95, TiO2 : n 1 = 2.25. The line corresponds to the
reflectivity of the uncoated substrate material

a system [6.5–8]. Besides the clear representation of
each layer by a single matrix Mi , this approach offers
a second major advantage which is related to a consecutive multiplication of these single-layer matrices to
calculate the transfer function of a multilayer system.
Thus, considering a stack, which is formed by a number K of single layers with layer 1 located at the first
interface in respect to the incoming wave, the transfer
matrix MS of the entire stack can just be determined by
the following multiplication:
MS = M1 M2 M3 . . . Mi Mi+1 . . . MK .

(6.13)

The elements of the single-layer matrix Mi can be derived from the boundary conditions in the layer structure
relating the electric (Ei−1 ) and magnetic (Hi−1 ) field
strength at the front face to the field strength values (E i
and Hi ) at the rear face of the layer:




E i−1
Ei
= Mi
Hi−1
Hi



cos δi nii sin δi
Ei
=
. (6.14)
Hi
in i sin δi cos δi
In this formalism, the matrix elements Mij contain the
refractive index n i of the layer and the phase shift δi ,
which are exclusively parameters of the layer number i.
For a calculation of the reflection coefficient rSK of
the entire structure comprising also the substrate (index
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of refraction n T ) and the ambient medium (index of
refraction n 0 ), again the ratios of the amplitudes have to
be considered:
rSK =

n 0 M11 + in 0 n T M12 − iM21 − n T M22
(6.15)
n 0 M11 + in 0 n T M12 + iM21 + n T M22

In order to demonstrate the elegance of the matrix formalism, the reflectance of a high-reflecting dielectric
mirror will be considered in the following. The standard
design of such a mirror is a periodical 1 QWOT stack
(see also Fig. 6.1) of two coating materials with a high n H
and a low index of refraction n L . For an efficient description of the designs, a notation in capital letters, which
indicate a 1 QWOT layer of a certain layer material, is
often used in optical thin film technology. For example,
a mirror stack with 11 layers in the described structure is
represented by the sequence HLHLHLHLHLH (H: refractive index n H L: refractive index n L ) or even more
condensed by (HL)5 H. For the more general case of N
layer pairs (design: (HL) N H) the matrix MDM of the
dielectric mirror can be expressed by:



0 i/n L
0 i/n H
MDM =
in H 0
in L 0

 

0 i/n H
0 i/n H
×
(6.16)
...
in H 0
in H 0
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The shift of the spectra towards shorter wavelength
can be explained on the basis of a reduction of the
phase difference between the partial waves in the layer
structure. For arbitrary angles of incidence the spectra
of p- and s-polarization have to be considered separately in the matrix formalism resulting in a broader
reflectance band for the s-polarization compared to the
p-polarization. These effects have to be taken into account if a dielectric mirror designed for normal incidence
is operated under arbitrary angles of incidence in an
application.
Besides the described high-reflecting stacks, antireflective coatings are often applied in laser technology
to reduce reflection losses of windows, laser rods, or
lenses. Compared to the mirror designs, antireflective
(AR) coatings are regularly built only of a few layers, but often of more than two materials, especially
to accomplish the demands of lowest residual reflectivity for a broad spectral range. For laser technology
with its dominant single-wavelength applications and
challenging specifications concerning the losses and the
power-handling capability of the coatings, single layers
or two-layer AR coatings are mainly employed. On the
basis of two layers, a total suppression of the Fresnel
reflection of most substrate materials can be accomplished for one wavelength. Such coatings, which are
often called V-coatings according to the shape of their

(2N+1) matrices

RDM ≈ 1 − 4n 0 n T

n 2N
L
2(N+1)

nH

.

ω
Vacuum
Im(k)
ωUV

Vis

(6.17)

This expression is an approximation for a large number
N of QWOT-layer pairs, which is typical for practical
systems involving 10 to 40 layer pairs. An interpretation of this estimation (6.17) indicates that the contrast
(n L /n H ) between the indices of refraction governs the
number of layer pairs necessary to achieve a defined reflectance value. A high contrast does not only reduce
the number of layer pairs, but also results in a more extended reflection band in the spectrum of the QWOT
stack (Fig. 6.4). In Fig. 6.5 the development of the reflectance spectrum is illustrated for the QWOT stack
defined in Fig. 6.4 for different angles of incidence.
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Obviously, the single matrices for the 1 QWOT-layer
reduce to simple expressions containing solely the refractive index of the materials for this special case
of normal incidence. Executing the matrix multiplication, applying (6.15) and calculating the reflectance
∗ results in:
RDM = rDMrDM

Re(k)

ωIR
k

Fig. 6.4 Reflectance spectra calculated for 1 QWOT stacks (λ Z =
1064 nm) of different high-refracting materials in conjunction with
SiO2 (n L = 1.46) as the low-index material on a quartz surface
(n T = 1.46, refractive index of the ambient n 0 = 1). The refractive
indices of the high-index layers are typical values for electron-beam
deposition of the corresponding deposition materials: Al2 O3 : n H =
1.62 (green), CeO2 : n H = 1.80 (blue), HfO2 : n H = 1.95 (magenta),
TiO2 : n H = 2.25 (black). The number of layer pairs is kept constant
at N = 6 for all depicted spectra
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Fig. 6.5 Reflectance spectra calculated for 1 QWOT stack with

parameters according to Fig. 6.4 and TiO2 (n H = 2.25) as the
high-index material. Besides the spectrum for normal incidence,
the reflectance is depicted for an angle of incidence of 45◦ . For
arbitrary angles of incidence, s- and p-components have to be
distinguished

spectra, offer the advantage of lowest total thickness
providing minimum losses and highest laser-induced
damage thresholds [6.9].

In regard to the important role of losses and stability of coating systems for laser technology, the designs
are often also optimized with respect to the distribution
of the electrical field strength in the structure. In view
of the fact that the matrices associate the field strength
values at different positions in the layer system, the calculation of the field strength distribution can be readily
accomplished using the matrix method. Moreover, an
implementation of the formalisms into modern computer
algorithms, which allow for the calculation of all transfer parameters including many other important aspects
in laser technology, such as absorbance, phase shift or
group delay dispersion, is an uncomplicated task. In the
course of the rapid development of computer technology,
extensive software tools are available nowadays, which
even allow for an inverse synthesis of multilayer designs.
As input parameters of these modern optimization tools
the desired spectral characteristics can be entered, and
appropriate design solutions are developed on the basis
of sophisticated algorithms. In summary, the challenges
of optical thin film technology are no longer concentrated on the theoretical modeling and the calculation
of designs. Present and future problems are coupled to
the reproducible and precise production of coatings with
high optical quality and environmental stability.

6.2 Production of Optical Coatings
Part A 6.2

Looking back, the production of optical coatings exhibits a long and successful technical history. Besides the
already mentioned early aging and etching experiments
of Fraunhofer and Taylor, in 1852 Grove described the
sputtering effect, as it was later called, in a gas discharge
apparatus [6.10]. In 1857, Faraday vaporized gold wires
by high electrical currents and studied the optical properties of the deposited material, although he was mainly
interested in the finest particles [6.11]. Wright reported
in 1877 “on the production of transparent metallic films
by the electrical discharge in exhausted tubes” [6.12]. In
1884, Edison filed an application for a patent, which
described thermal evaporation within a vacuum vessel as well as arc vaporization to “plate one material
with another” and was granted in 1894 (Fig. 6.6) [6.13].
In the following decades, a multitude of publications
documented the development of industrial production
methods for optical coatings, starting with single layers
and resulting in increasingly complex multilayer systems [6.14, 15]. Within the scope of the present article,
a short overview of the most common production tech-

niques for optical thin film filters from the basics to some
of the latest developments will be given. Further information about optical coating technology can be found in
a variety of comprehensive technical books [6.9,16–19].
Concerning the industrial production, there are fundamental demands on the deposition process, although
their priorities depend on the specific applications. High
reproducibility of the optical properties of the thin films
is needed, as well as of the mechanical characteristics.
Large areas have to be coated homogeneously, using
high deposition rates with simultaneous realization of
a precise layer thickness determination and termination. Furthermore, a high level of automation, a short
process time, and inexpensive, nontoxic deposition materials are economically relevant. With regard to the thin
film material choice, specific requirements also have
to be fulfilled [6.20]. Dielectrics for use in multilayer
coatings have to be transparent in the spectral region desired by the specific application. Therefore, besides an
appropriate refractive index contrast, a low extinction
coefficient has to be realized. In addition, an adequate
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Fig. 6.6 Illustration from Edison’s patent Art of Plating

One Material with Another, granted in 1894 [6.13]. The
conductive coating material is vaporized within a vacuum
chamber by a continuous arc between the electrodes (a). For
coating mirrors, Edison placed glass plates on the inner side
of the apparatus. Furthermore, the patent describes thermal
evaporation by resistive heating

6.2.1 Thermal Evaporation
Within the most common deposition processes for optics, thin films are produced under vacuum conditions.
In general, these processes are divided into two clas-
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sification groups: on the one hand, the physical vapor
deposition (PVD), comprising thermal vaporization as
well as sputtering, and, on the other hand, chemical
vapor deposition (CVD).
One of the basic ways to realize PVD is thermal
evaporation of the thin film material by direct or indirect heating of the deposition material within a vacuum
chamber. The evaporated material condenses on the
substrates to be coated, which are usually located on
a rotating spherical calotte above the evaporator. If the
uniformity of the layer thickness distribution across the
calotte does not fulfil the requirements on the basis of
the given geometrical set up, additional masks are used.
Under vacuum conditions, the evaporation rate exhibits
a strong dependency on the temperature, and is mainly
determined by the temperature-dependent equilibrium
vapor pressure p∗ of the evaporant. On the basis of the
experimental work of Hertz [6.21] and Knudsen [6.22],
a theoretical description of the evaporation rate became
known as the Hertz–Knudsen equation:
dNe
p∗ − p
= αe √
,
(6.18)
Ae dt
2πmkB T
with
dNe / dt number of evaporating atoms per time unit,
Ae
surface area of the evaporation source,
αe
evaporation coefficient (sticking coefficient for
vapor atoms onto the surface),
p∗
equilibrium vapor pressure of the evaporant,
p
hydrostatic pressure of the evaporant within the
vacuum chamber,
m
atomic mass,
kB
Boltzmann’s constant,
T
temperature.
The strong temperature dependency of the evaporation
rate results from the equilibrium vapor pressure as an
exponential function of the temperature
L0
BT

−k

p∗ = p0 e

,

(6.19)

where p0 is a constant factor and L 0 is the latent heat of
evaporation per atom or molecule.
With the focus on technical aspects, a variety of
evaporation sources has been developed. In practice,
unwanted contamination effects of the films with contact material from the evaporation source, as well as
its significant corrosion, can occur due to chemical reactions at the required high temperatures. Furthermore,
high evaporation temperatures between some hundred
to several thousand Kelvin have to be reached within the
evaporation source.

Part A 6.2

mechanical and environmental stability must be ensured.
Finally, the materials have to be technically controllable
within the chosen deposition process, and have to exhibit the potential to form amorphous, compact thin film
microstructures. In the visible and near-infrared spectral region, these requirements are covered best by the
material class of oxides. Common examples are the
low-refractive-index materials SiO2 or Al2 O3 and the
high-refractive-index metal oxides Ta2 O5 , Nb2 O5 , or
TiO2 . Going down to the ultraviolet and vacuum ultraviolet wavelength ranges, the oxides are complemented
and successively replaced by fluorides, e.g., AlF3 , MgF2 ,
and LaF3 . In contrast, the mid- and far-infrared spectral
region is the domain of materials such as Ge, Si, ZnSe,
ZnS, and the radioactive ThF4 , which is still in use,
mainly for high power CO2 laser optics.

6.2 Production of Optical Coatings
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An elementary, but not often used, method is the
sublimation of a conducting material by direct current
heating. This technique is not applicable to many materials; potential examples are C, Cr, Fe, Ni, Rh, and
Ti. An early developed and widely applied way to realize thermal evaporation is indirect heating of the coating
material by a resistively heated reservoir. The characteristic shape of the reservoir gave this process variant
its name: boat evaporation. Evaporation boats are made
of conducting high-temperature resistant materials, e.g.
W, Mo, Ta, or C, in addition partially equipped with
a ceramic insert (liner). Obviously, the maximum evaporation temperature is limited by the melting point of
the boat material. In a slightly modified alternative, the
boat is reduced to a filament, wetted by molten material,
which is kept in place by surface tension. However, due
to the thermal inertia of the boat and the molten coating material, a nearly real-time rate control is difficult
to realize. Furthermore, the melting can exhibit disadvantageous spatter behavior, leading to coating defects.
This effect can be partially suppressed by equipping the
boats with perforated caps or chimney constructions.
Another technical possibility to melt conductive materials is the application of induction heating. While
inductive heaters are frequently used for large molten
masses, e.g., in the field of crystal growth, this solution
is rarely used for the deposition of optical coatings.
Today, the most common thermal evaporation
method in the industrial production of optical coatings is the direct heating of the coating material within
a crucible by an electron beam (Fig. 6.7). The characteristic parameters of the electron beam, which is directed
by magnetic fields into the water-cooled crucibles, are
an acceleration voltage of 6–10 kV and currents of
0.1–1.5 A. In order to achieve uniform evaporation, the
electron beam can be swept across the coating material
by deflection coils, optionally combined with a rotating crucible. In addition, multi-crucible electron-beam
sources allow the sequential evaporation of different
coating materials within one process; otherwise the deposition plants are equipped with two or more sources.
Compared to boat evaporation, the electron-beam heating technique offers important advantages. Due to its
high power densities, high-melting-point materials can
be evaporated and, furthermore, the cooled crucible
prevents contamination. With regard to rate control,
electron-beam sources benefit from a low inertia in combination with the high reliability of today’s technical
solutions. However, it must be pointed out that high
local temperatures may lead to decomposition, if chemical compounds are used as coating materials. In the case
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Fig. 6.7 Electron-beam evaporation source. The electrons
are accelerated by a potential difference of several kV and
are directed by a magnetic field into the water-cooled crucible. Additional deflection coils allow for the beam to
write adapted patterns on the material to achieve uniform
evaporation

of oxides, an additional oxygen inlet can overcome this
problem. In common deposition systems, stoichiometric
films can be attained applying a typical oxygen partial
pressure range of 1 to 3 × 10−2 Pa. Thermal evaporation
in the presence of reactive gases such as oxygen, nitrogen, or even fluorine is sometimes referred to as reactive
evaporation.
Regarding the layer properties, thin films produced by thermal evaporation exhibit characteristic
microstructures depending on the individual process parameters. The typical thermal energies below 0.3 eV of
the condensing particles result in packing densities lower
than the density values of the corresponding bulk materials. As a consequence of limited surface mobility of the
condensing particles and shadowing effects, a columnar growth containing microstructural voids is most
common for evaporated films [6.23, 24]. Derived from
experimental studies, approved structure zone models
have been developed that describe characteristic zones
depending on the ratio between the substrate temperature and the melting point of the coating material [6.25].
Usually, the process parameters are optimized to achieve
maximized packing densities to minimize voids, which
results in the need for an additional substrate heating,
typically in the range of 300 ◦ C. Besides increasing mechanical stability, an enhanced packing density affects
the optical layer properties, e.g., leading to higher refractive indices in most cases. A major disadvantage of the
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presence of microstructural voids in the thin films is the
ingress of moisture from the environmental atmosphere.
On the one hand, the adsorbed water and bonded OH
groups result in optical absorption losses, especially in
the near- and mid-infrared (MIR) wavelength range. On
the other hand, water adsorption influences the effective
refractive index of the layer. As a result of the varying water content, the spectral characteristic of a porous
multilayer interference filter shows a strong dependency
on environmental parameters such as temperature and
humidity.
Furthermore, the microstructure of the growing layer
is affected by the surface structure of the substrate in
all deposition processes for optical filters. As a higher
surface roughness of the substrate increases the roughness of the layer surface, the substrate should be chosen
in view of the application to avoid unacceptably high
optical scattering losses. In addition, cleanroom areas
are indicated in optical thin film production, due to the
fact that particle contamination results in serious layer
defects.

6.2.2 Ion Plating
and Ion-Assisted Deposition
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together with argon ions towards the substrates by the
self-bias voltage of the electrically insulated substrate
holder. This negative self-bias voltage usually ranges
between −5 to −30 V with respect to the plasma potential and depends on the plasma parameters as well as
the geometrical conditions. As a consequence of the additional energy input and the effective activation, thin
films produced by reactive low-voltage ion plating, exhibit a compaction of the microstructure and optimized
stoichiometry, respectively.
Employing ions to enhance the optical and mechanical thin film properties as well as the process stability,
ion-assisted deposition (IAD), also referred to as ionbeam-assisted deposition (IBAD), represents a widely
used process concept. As depicted in Fig. 6.9, the IAD
process is characterized by a separate ion source, integrated in addition to the evaporation sources into
the process chamber. The ion beam is superimposed
upon the flux of condensing particles and leads to the
desired densification of the growing layer. The dominant densification mechanism is attributed to momentum
transfer, which was verified by calculations on the basis
of collision cascade models in accordance with experimental results [6.30]. However, excessive ion energies
Substrate holder drive
Substrates

Insulated substrate holder
(neg. self-bias potential)

Plasma
source
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–
+

Plasma beam
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As discussed above, thin films produced by thermal
evaporation processes exhibit a distinct microstructure
as a consequence of the low kinetic energies of the
condensing molecules and atoms. Besides the thermal
energy deposited into the growing layer by substrate
heating, additional energy deposit by ion impact was
quickly identified as a promising alternative. In the beginning, reactive evaporation processes were optimized
by the application of ionized oxygen [6.26, 27]. In 1967
a process concept was patented, in which a negative
bias voltage accelerated positive ions onto the substrates [6.28]. Applied ion species included inert gas
directly provided to maintain a discharge, as well as
ionized evaporated coating material. In the course of
further technological progress, this method was enhanced and became known as the ion plating process,
which found its way into the optical thin film industry in different variations. An established concept is
the reactive low-voltage ion plating (RLVIP) system,
shown schematically in Fig. 6.8 [6.29]. In addition to
the conventional thermal evaporation configuration, an
argon discharge is directed from a hot cathode source
mounted on a chamber wall into the crucible of the
electron-beam evaporator, which acts as anode. As a consequence of the interaction with the argon plasma, the
evaporated coating material is ionized and accelerated
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Fig. 6.8 Schematic diagram of a reactive low-voltage ion plating

(RLVIP) system. An argon discharge is directed from a plasma
source into the crucible of an electron-beam evaporator. The ionized
coating material and a part of the argon ions are accelerated towards
the substrates by the self-bias voltage of the electrically insulated
substrate holder
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may lead to ion-induced stoichiometry defects by the
preferential sputtering effect, which results from different sputtering efficiencies of the single components of
a compound [6.31]. In the case of the widely used metal
oxides, the preferential sputtering of oxygen atoms results in an oxygen deficiency and consequently, in an
increase of the optical absorption losses [6.32]. In practice, ion energies covering the range of several 10 eV
to several 100 eV are applied within typical IAD processes. The usual ion-source operating media are inert
or reactive gases, in the latter case, in particular, oxygen to assist oxide coatings. Consequently, besides the
densification effect, the stoichiometry of oxides benefits
from the reactive ions, resulting in homogeneous layers
with reduced optical losses.
Concerning the IAD process environment, some central demands on the ion source can be stated. High ion
currents at low ion energies are needed, and the ion
current distribution across the calotte has to be extensive and homogeneous. The ion source must exhibit
a high stability and reliability, even at long process
times. An independent control of ion current and energy within a wide parameter field is also advantageous.
Furthermore, contamination of the growing layers by
material originating from the ion source has to be
avoided. And finally, options for reactive gases that can
Substrate holder drive
Substrates

Vacuum chamber
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be used, low levels of maintenance, and low operating
costs are relevant. Nowadays, a variety of gridded and
grid less ion sources, fulfilling nearly all these requirements for standard IAD applications, are commercially
available [6.33, 34].
In the following, the positive effects of ion-induced
layer densification are illustrated briefly. With regard to
the microstructure, the aforementioned structure zone
models for thermally evaporated films have been extended to integrate the dense structures resulting from
ion-assisted deposition processes [6.35]. As the microstructural densification by the ions counteracts the
void development of the columnar growth, the high optical losses attributed to adsorbed water can be prevented
by applying IAD concepts. In Fig. 6.10, the optical losses
of a SiO2 single layer deposited with a thermal evaporation process are compared to those of a SiO2 single
layer produced within an ion-assisted deposition process. The plotted extinction coefficients are calculated
from spectrophotometric transmittance and reflectance
measurements and indicate optical losses in the range
between 10% and 20% for the thermally deposited
layer. Using spectrophotometric measurements, no water could be detected in the IAD coating. Besides the
reduction of absorption losses, another positive effect
of the dense and water-free microstructure is the drastic
increase in thermal spectral stability of the coatings. Ionassisted deposition can reduce the relative wavelength
shift ∆λ/(λ◦ C) of the spectral characteristic from several hundred ppm/◦ C for a thermally deposited coating
to a few ppm/◦ C [6.36].
Furthermore, ion-assisted deposition offers the possibility to tune the mechanical intrinsic stress of a coating
from tensile to compressive stress, which can improve
the layer adherence and the dimensional accuracy of
critical optical components [6.37–39]. And finally, the
implemented ion source enables options for substrate
precleaning process steps.

6.2.3 Sputtering

Ion
source

Evaporation
source (e-beam)

Fig. 6.9 Principle arrangement of an ion-assisted deposi-

tion (IAD) process. Besides the electron-beam evaporators,
an ion source is implemented in the vacuum chamber. The
substrates are exposed to the low-energy ion beam, which
results in an additional energy transfer into the growing
layer

Sputtering represents an established and versatile class
of energetic vacuum deposition processes, applying condensing particles with significantly higher energies than
those resulting from thermal evaporation methods. Its
basic principle, derived from the early gas discharge experiments in the 19th century, is depicted in Fig. 6.11.
Within a vacuum chamber at a pressure of about 1 Pa,
a glow discharge is maintained by a direct-current (DC)
voltage in the kV range between the anode, carrying
the substrates to be coated, and the cathode. The cath-
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Fig. 6.10 Comparison of the optical losses of SiO2 single

layers: thermal evaporation versus ion-assisted deposition
(absorption band of adsorbed water). The optical losses
are calculated from measured spectrophotometric transmittance and reflectance data

process. A glow discharge is driven by a DC voltage in the
kV range. Coating material is sputtered from the target on
the cathode and is deposited on the substrates positioned at
the anode

and confining the plasma within the region in front of
the target (Fig. 6.12). Resulting from the increased degree of ionization, a significantly higher deposition rate
provides a reduction in process time. Furthermore, the
layer quality benefits from the less intensive interaction
with the plasma as well as from the reduced pressure,
in the range of 10−1 Pa. However, the application of the
DC magnetron source within a reactive process environment is linked to some limiting complications. The
reactive gas interacts with the target material and the
generated compounds form an insulating layer on the
target surface, an effect called target poisoning. Due to
the differences in sputtering efficiency of metals and, for
example, oxides or nitrides, the deposition rate decreases
strongly while the target is poisoned. Also a modification
of the discharge conditions is attributed to the formation
of an insulating layer, which can lead to arcs or even a termination of the discharge. Besides the poisoning of the
target cathode, the whole chamber, acting as an anode, is
covered successively by the insulating compound – the
so-called disappearing anode. To overcome these limitations, the magnetron process can be driven in a transition
mode between the metallic and the non-metallic mode.
However, as this transition mode exhibits considerable
instability, a complex active process control has to be implemented to stabilize the relevant parameters, e.g., on
the basis of lambda probes for reactive oxygen [6.41].
A second technological approach is the sequential
processing concept, in which the magnetron sources
work in the metallic mode. Separated from the magnetrons, plasma sources provide a subsequent treatment
of deposited sublayers, consisting of a few monolayers,
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ode consists of the coating material which has to be
electrically conductive (target). In the discharge area,
positive working gas ions, e.g., argon ions, are generated
by impact ionization and accelerated towards the target.
Ions impinging on a solid surface, besides other interactions, eject atoms, molecules, and clusters by collision
cascades. This effect is called sputtering; its efficiency
depends on the target material and microstructure as
well as on the species, the energy, and the angle of incidence of the ions. Within the depicted DC discharge
process, the particles sputtered from the target condense
on the substrates and form a layer. As a consequence
of the high kinetic energies of the adatoms in a typical
range of several eV (maximum energy of several tens
of eV), sputtered coatings exhibit a higher density in
comparison to evaporated thin films.
A way to overcome the DC sputtering limitation to
conductive targets was found in the technology of radiofrequency (RF) sputtering. In a common set up, the DC
electrodes shown in Fig. 6.11 are converted to RF coupling electrodes. Choosing a geometrical arrangement
in which the surface area of the substrate electrode exceeds the area of the target electrode, a DC potential with
a negative target electrode results from the self-bias effect. Due to this DC potential, the sputtering occurs on
the target, and not on the substrate electrode [6.40].
Today, magnetron sputtering is an important sputtering technology for the industrial production of optical
coatings. The term magnetron is derived from a magnetic field, crossing the electric field of a DC discharge,

Fig. 6.11 Schematic diagram of a direct-current sputtering
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with activated reactive gases. In technical implementation, the magnetron and plasma sources are often located
in a circular geometry with a fast rotating cylindrical
substrate holder in its center [6.42, 43].
Important advances have been achieved on the basis of dual-magnetron (also called twin-magnetron)
configurations, applying medium-frequency voltages
in a typical range of 20–100 kHz [6.44]. In a dualmagnetron arrangement, both target electrodes working
alternately as the cathode and anode, preventing electrostatic charging as well as the disappearing anode
effect, mentioned above. Furthermore, improvements
have been made by operating magnetrons in pulse mode,
since the limiting thermal load on the target is decreased
by this technique.
Nowadays, inline magnetron sputter systems are
standard for the large-area deposition in the application
fields of architectural glass, photovoltaic, and displays,
whereas sequential processing concepts in combination
with dual magnetrons are currently finding their way
into precision optics.

up provides a rotating substrate holder for the condensing thin films in the geometrically preferred direction of
the sputtered particles. Under typical process conditions,
argon ions with kinetic energies in the rage of 1 kV are
employed for sputtering, while an additional reactivegas inlet provides an option for depositing compound
layers from metallic targets. In some cases, a second ion
source is directed to the substrates, and allows for assistance of the growing layer (compare IAD) as well as
precleaning of the substrates.
In comparison to the described DC approach,
alternating-current (AC) and magnetron sputtering
processes, ion-beam sputtering offers a variety of advantages. A low working pressure (reactive ≈10−2 Pa,
nonreactive ≈10−3 Pa) in combination with the absence
of interactions between the substrates and the plasma
result in high-quality thin films with minimum contamination and defects. However, the decisive factor for the
excellent optical and mechanical film quality in ionbeam sputtering is the high energy (up to 100 eV) of the
layer-forming particles. IBS coatings are dense, amorphous, and suitable for ultra-low-loss components, as
total optical losses in the range of 1 ppm are achievable [6.46]. Furthermore, ion-beam sputtering is an
extremely stable process, which allows for a high degree of automation. Also, energy and current density of
the sputtering ions can be adjusted independently within
a wide range.
Nevertheless, ion-beam sputtering is less often used
in the industrial mass production of optical coatings.
This niche position results from distinct economic disadvantages, namely a low deposition rate and technical
difficulties in coating larger areas homogeneously. Compared to thermal evaporation or magnetron sputtering
processes for precision optics, typical IBS deposition
rates are 10 times lower (in the range 0.5 Å/s instead of
0.5 nm/s). Major current market segments for ion beam
sputtering include high-end precision optics for special
applications, mainly in the research and science sector,
e.g. complex chirped mirrors for femtosecond lasers as
well as next-generation lithography [6.47, 48].

6.2.4 Ion-Beam Sputtering

6.2.5 Chemical Vapor Deposition (CVD)

Ion-beam sputtering (IBS) represents its own class of
sputtering deposition technology, applicable for the
highest-quality optics. The basic principle of an ionbeam sputtering process is illustrated schematically in
Fig. 6.13 [6.45]. Within a vacuum chamber, a separated
ion source is directed to the target, which is consequently
not in contact with the ion-generating plasma. The set

Similar to the PVD processes described above, chemical vapor deposition offers a range of process variants.
All CVD processes share the basic principle that the
deposited layer is a product of a chemical reaction of
gaseous reactants (precursors) [6.49]. This reaction is
activated within various process types by different kinds
of energy input, covering thermal, plasma, and radiation-
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Fig. 6.12 Basic principle of the magnetron sputtering pro-

cess. A magnetic field, crossing the electric field of a DC
discharge, confines the plasma within a region in front of
the target. An optional bias voltage applied to the substrate holder allows for an additional energy input into the
growing layer
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The classic way to perform chemical vapor deposition is by thermal activation of the reactions by heating
of the substrates. Most of these reactions require high
temperatures, typically exceeding 450 ◦ C, which are
incompatible with optical coatings on substrates for
precision optics or on plastics. As an example, in the
semiconductor industry the pyrolysis of silane is used to
deposit silicon (g: gaseous, s: solid):
≈600−−700◦ C

Gas
inlet

6.2 Production of Optical Coatings

SiH4 (g) −−−−−−−−→ Si(s) + 2H2 (g) .

(6.20)

Applying additional oxygen, silica coatings can be produced:
≈450◦ C

SiH4 (g) + O2 (g) −−−−→ SiO2 (s) + 2H2 (g) . (6.21)

Targets

Fig. 6.13 Schematic illustration of the ion-beam sputtering

process. A separate ion source is directed to a target, the
sputtered particles condense on the rotating substrates. Automatically changeable targets allow for the production of
multilayer coatings
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induced CVD. Except for the coating material, all further
reaction products have to be gaseous, as they have to be
exhausted from the process chamber. Chemical vapor
deposition is widely applied in hard coatings for wearprotection purposes, besides being the most widely used
deposition method in the semiconductor industry. In the
production of optical coatings, CVD processes still play
a minor role in comparison with PVD technologies.
Chemical vapor deposition distinguishes two layerforming mechanisms. In heterogeneous nucleation, the
coating material is generated on the substrate surface. In
homogeneous nucleation, the chemical reaction producing the coating material takes place above the substrate
surface. Subsequently, the reaction product diffuses to
the surface of the substrate, where the film is formed.
Since coatings produced by homogeneous CVD processes in most cases are less dense and exhibit a lower
layer quality than coatings by heterogeneous CVD processes, the latter variant is standard. However, some
process concepts combine both types by applying a homogeneous gas-phase reaction to produce a reactant for
the final heterogeneous layer-forming reaction. In all
cases, complex gas dynamics have to be controlled by
adaptation of the gas inlets, and a balanced flow and
pressure control.

Thermally activated chemical vapor deposition processes are driven at atmospheric pressure (APCVD)
or, more commonly today, in low-pressure reactors
at a typical pressure range of 101 –103 Pa (LPCVD).
Atmospheric-pressure CVD offers higher deposition
rates than LPCVD, which, in contrast, provides higher
uniformity and a better covering of nonplanar geometrical shapes.
Another way of energy input is used in plasmaenhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD), a process variant rapidly gaining importance in many
applications [6.50]. The PECVD technique offers the advantage of much lower process temperatures than those
needed in thermally activated CVD. As a result of the
applied DC, RF or microwave plasma excitation, the
gaseous precursors can react while the substrate temperature stays below 300 ◦ C. In Fig. 6.14, a basic RF-driven
PECVD reactor is shown.
A special pulsed PECVD concept is based on
microwave impulses and is therefore called plasma
impulse CVD (PICVD) [6.51]. The PICVD process
offers a feasible technical solution to apply coatings
on complex-shaped surfaces, in particular on the inner
surfaces of tubes, reflectors, or even bottles. Process
pressures in the range of a few 10−2 Pa result in short
pumping times. On the other hand, the pumping time
is minimized by the smallest reactors, as, in the case of
inner surfaces coatings, the process chamber is often geometrically defined by the substrate itself. Examples of
this modularly scalable PICVD concept are cold light
mirrors on halogen-lamp reflectors as well as barrier
coatings on the inner walls of polyethylene (PET) bottles
or of ampoules for pharmaceutical packaging. As every
microwave pulse deposits a sublayer of a reproducible
thickness in a few milliseconds, a precise thickness control can be realized by pulse counting. Consequently,
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effect. Furthermore, the precursor chemistry offers the
possibility to obtain intermediate refractive indices, e.g.
for the production of rugate filters, by varying the mixture [6.55]. In this connection, it has to be mentioned
that these chemicals are mostly toxic and often difficult
to handle.

6.2.6 Other Methods

Heater
Exhaust
Precursors

Precursors

Fig. 6.14 Basic reactor set up for RF-excited plasmaenhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD). The plotted
substrate heater is an option to assist the layer-forming
mechanism. Without the RF electrode the CVD process can
be driven as a non-PECVD process by thermal activation
only

the deposition rate, which can exceed 10 nm/s for metal
oxides, is determined by the pulse repetition rate and
the conditions of the chemical reaction. For example,
SiO2 coatings are derived from a SiCl4 precursor by the
overall reaction:
microwave pulses
→ plasma

SiCl4 (g) + O2 (g) −−−−−−−−→ SiO2 (s) + 2Cl2 (g) .
(6.22)
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In the process chamber, this reaction is divided into
two parts. In a first homogeneous gas-phase reaction SiO is produced (SiCl4 + (1/2)O2 → SiO + 2Cl2 ),
which diffuses to the surface and is oxidized in the final
heterogeneous reaction (SiO + (1/2)O2 → SiO2 ).
In an alternative approach for activation, the CVD
reactions can be induced by laser radiation [laser CVD
(LCVD)]. This process variant is based either on a pyrolytic, i. e., thermal, interaction or direct photolytic
activation [6.52]. In contrast to the other mentioned
CVD techniques, LCVD is normally not applied for
optical coatings. Laser CVD is primarily suitable for
micro-technical applications, as structures in the range
of several 10 microns can be deposited selectively, e.g.,
for circuit or mask repair in the field of electronics
and lithography, or for the creation of three-dimensional
objects such as carbon fibres [6.53, 54].
Generally, chemical vapor deposition plays a minor
role compared with physical vapor deposition in optical
thin film technology. However, with regard to coatings
on complex surface geometries, CVD processes are superior to PVD technologies, as diffusion is an undirected

Besides the introduced common deposition techniques
in the fields of precision, laser, and consumer optics,
a variety of processes for special applications is available
today. Analogous to the laser CVD mentioned above,
a laser PVD process has been developed, which has become known as pulsed laser deposition (PLD). In PLD,
target material is ablated by the laser pulses within a vacuum chamber and is subsequently deposited onto the
substrates positioned in the plasma plume. The PLD
process is mainly employed in laboratory-scale systems
and offers superior reproduction of the target stoichiometry in the produced thin films of organic and inorganic
compounds [6.56]. However, up-scaling of this technique to large coating areas and high deposition rates is
problematic and still too cost-intensive.
A more common deposition method that is used in
some application fields of optical coatings is the sol–gel
process. Starting from a colloidal solution (sol), in most
cases of silicon or metal alkoxides, a transition leads to
a gel phase, which is the base material for the coating.
In the case of dip-coating, the layer is formed by dipping the substrate into the solution. In the spin-coating
process, the layer is produced by spreading the solution
on the spinning substrate to achieve a uniform thickness
distribution, which depends on material-specific parameters and the speed of rotation. Furthermore, the solution
can also be applied by spraying, in a laminar-flowcoating process, using capillary forces, or by printing
techniques. A densification of the initially porous sol–
gel films is often done by baking at temperatures of
up to 1000 ◦ C. The domain of the sol–gel technology
in optics is the production of large-area antireflection
coatings, especially for high-power lasers [6.57].

6.2.7 Process Control
and Layer Thickness Determination
With regard to the nanometer precision demanded in optical coating production, process control plays a key role
in modern production environments. Recent trends to realize advanced process control strategies are often based
on in situ monitoring techniques of important deposition
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test substrate, which remains stationary, in contrast to
the products to be coated.
In the course of the rapid development of computer and spectrometer technology, advanced optical
broadband monitoring systems have been implemented
in deposition process environments [6.60]. These techniques allow for direct broadband in situ transmittance
measurements on the moving substrates for each rotation of the calotte. For example, a spectral range
of 350–1060 nm can be covered by a fibre-coupled
charge-coupled device (CCD) spectrometer system in
combination with a free-beam measurement set up inside
the vacuum chamber (Fig. 6.15). Each in situ spectrum recorded can be calibrated, because three single
measurements are typically performed during each revolution of the calotte: a dark measurement on an opaque
part of the calotte, a reference measurement through
an open position in the calotte, and the measurement
through the substrate to be coated. Based on these
three measurements, the absolute transmittance spectrum of the substrate is calculated. Furthermore, the
online monitoring software calculates the current layer

Halogen lamp

Ion
source
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parameters and coating properties. The central requirement for the production of optical interference filters is
a precise thickness control of the growing layers.
In a straightforward approach, the layers can be terminated by time, if the deposition rate of the process
is stable enough to fulfil the required thickness accuracy, e.g., in some sputtering processes. An exceptional
position is taken by plasma impulse CVD, where the
thickness can be determined by counting microwave
pulses.
A widespread technical solution to measure the
actual deposition rate and the layer thickness in the
production of thin films is a quartz crystal monitoring
system [6.58]. Since the resonance frequency of the oscillating quartz varies with the material deposited on its
surface, the rate can be determined from the change in
oscillation frequency on the basis of material-specific
constants (e.g., specific weights). As a consequence of
a position of the quartz crystal monitor differing from
the substrate holder location, another calibration factor,
called the tooling factor, has to be considered for an accurate determination of the deposition rate. In particular,
these factors depend not only on coating materials and
the process parameters, but often also on the layer thickness as a result of the developing microstructure in the
growing thin films.
As indicated above, the performance of a multilayer filter depends on optical thicknesses, which are
the products of the physical thicknesses and the refractive indices of the included single layers. Thus,
monitoring methods that provide in situ analysis of
the optical thickness of the growing layer are often
superior to systems monitoring mass deposition, especially under the conditions of small variations in the
optical properties. The natural way to determine optical thickness is a direct optical access in the form of
a transmittance or reflectance measurement [6.59]. The
theoretical analysis of a single layer reveals a cyclic
behavior of the transmittance or reflectance at a fixed
wavelength with increasing optical thickness. This effect can be employed to determine the actual optical
and, moreover, the actual physical thickness of the deposited layer on the basis of the known optical constants.
Especially, for desired single-layer thickness values of
integer multiples of QWOT at the monitoring wavelength, the termination points are extremal values of the
measured curves. Since certain wavelengths are distinguished, the monitoring wavelength has to be chosen in
accordance with the coating design, and often multiwavelength monitoring systems are applied. In most
cases, the measurements are performed on a centred

6.2 Production of Optical Coatings

Optical fibre
Trigger
Process control

Fig. 6.15 Schematic view of the online monitoring system
for optical broadband in situ transmittance measurements,
realized within an IAD process environment. A halogen
lamp mounted above the calotte inside of the process chamber is used as the light source, and the light is coupled into
the detector fibre through a window in the chamber bottom
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thickness on the basis of the known optical parameters
of the coating material (dispersion values and extinction coefficients). Provided with a target multilayer
design, the online system can control the deposition
plant, determine the end of the layer currently being deposited, and start the next layer. Because of the
large databases available, broadband monitoring systems are also useful as a supporting tool for process
development and quality management in the production of modern optical coatings. In contrast to the test
substrate arrangement in conventional single- and multiwavelength optical monitors, broadband measurements
on the moving substrates make calibration factors and
test runs redundant, if there are only the smallest deviations between the vacuum spectra and the spectra after
venting (the vacuum-to-air shift). Therefore, an appropriate combination of an adequate deposition process
and monitoring concept has to be chosen, e.g., an IAD

process providing an extremely low vacuum-to-air shift,
as shown above.
Besides a precise layer thickness determination, in
the development and control of coating processes for optics, a variety of optimization criteria has to be taken into
account. Large areas have to be coated homogenously in
flexible and fast processes. Besides the optical quality,
the coatings have to exhibit good adherence, low mechanical stress, high abrasion resistance, and adequate
environmental stability. Parameters to be controlled are,
for example, substrate temperatures, deposition rates,
partial pressures of process gases, or ion current densities and energies. Finally, it has to be mentioned that
the thin film processing concepts presented are not only
applied for optical coatings, including precision, laser,
and consumer optics, but also in the fields of electronics, semiconductors, displays, medical technology,
tribology, and even decorative coatings.

6.3 Quality Parameters of Optical Coatings
For the application of optical coatings in laser technology, a variety of quality parameters have to be taken into
account [Table 6.1, [6.61–68]]. The spectral characteristics are the fundamental properties of the coating system
and have to be adjusted primarily for the optical functioning of the laser system or optical device [6.69]. But,
as soon as high laser powers or requirements concerning
the precision are involved, additional quality parame-

ters describing the optical losses and the stability of the
coatings have to be evaluated. For many applications
of high-power lasers, the absorbance, which transforms
a fraction of the impinging radiation energy into heat, inducing a temperature increase in the coating, is of major
concern. As an effect of absorption a temperature profile
is built up in the optical component, which may influence the transfer behavior or even lead to the thermal
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Table 6.1 Selected quality parameters of optical coatings and surfaces in conjunction with corresponding ISO standards

and measurement principles
Specification

Parameter

Unit

Standard

Measurement principle

Laser-induced
damage threshold
(LIDT)

cw-LIDT
1 on 1-LIDT
S on 1-LIDT
Certification
Absorptance
Total scattering
Reflectance
Transmittance
Form tolerances
Scratch/digs
Roughness
Abrasion
Environmental
Stability

W/cm
J/cm2
J/cm2
J/cm2
ppm
ppm
%
%
λN

ISO 11254-1
ISO 11254-1
ISO 11254-2
ISO 11254-3
ISO 11551
ISO 13696
ISO 13697
ISO 15368
ISO 10110

Cw-laser irradiation
Irradiation with single pulses
Repetitive irradiation with pulses
Irradiation sequence
Laser calorimetry
Integration of scattered radiation
Precise laser ratiometric method
Spectrophotometry
13 parts containing different
types of imperfections

ISO 9211
ISO 9022

Different test methods
21 parts containing a variety of
conditioning methods

Optical losses
Transfer function
Surface quality

Stability
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layers [6.76]. Theoretical models on the basis of these
effects reveal a scaling of the scattering with the wavelength which can be described on the basis of a 1/λx
function with an exponent x of 1–4. In view of this
fundamental relation, high scattering values dominating the losses of an optical component are expected
especially for the vacuum ultraviolet (VUV)/UV spectral ranges. Following the wavelength scale towards
longer wavelengths, optical scattering decreases and
may be even neglected for the MIR spectral range,
where absorption losses are more pronounced. During the last three decades, an extended scientific and
technical background has been built up in the field of
scattering measurements resulting in various standard
measurement procedures for angle-resolved scattering
(ARS) [6.78] and total scattering (TS) [6.63, 79]. Especially, for the determination of the TS value, which is
defined by the total amount of radiation scattered into
the 4π fullspace by an optical component, measurement set ups with an Ulbricht integrating sphere [6.80]
or a Coblentz collecting sphere [6.81] are described in
ISO 13696. The fundamental principle of the Ulbricht
sphere is based on the integration of scattered radiation by a white highly diffuse reflecting coating on the
inner wall of sphere and a subsequent monitoring of
part of the integrated radiation, whereas the Coblentz
sphere performs a direct collection and concentration of
the scattered radiation onto the detector element. Also,
the standard ISO 13696 for the measurement of TS
values has been tested in various measurement campaigns [6.82] and has recently been qualified for the
DUV/VUV spectral range [6.83, 84].
In particular, high-power lasers impose high
demands on the power-handling capability of optical coatings, which is expressed in terms of the
laser-induced damage threshold (LIDT). Fundamental
parameters limiting the LIDT values of coatings are
given by the inherent properties as the melting point,
the thermal conductivity or the band-gap energy of
the employed materials [6.85]. Besides these intrinsic
properties, extrinsic effects related to defects and inclusions in the layer structure or special high-power
mechanisms at the layer interfaces have to be taken
into account [6.86]. Frequently, defect-induced damage
mechanisms are observed in optical coatings (Fig. 6.16),
which can be described on the basis of inclusions catastrophically heated under laser radiation [6.87]. In this
theory, the generation of heat in the inclusion is modeled by the Mie absorption cross section, which is valid
for particles with sizes in the range of the interacting
wavelength. The diffusion of heat from the inclusion
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destruction of the optical component [6.70]. Besides the
technical problems directly related to thermal effects,
absorption always implies a loss of expensive laser energy, demonstrating the economical dimension of optical
losses in modern laser systems. Absorbance in optical
coatings is mainly governed by defects, stoichiometric
deficiencies, or contaminants generated in the coating
material during the production steps. In particular, dielectrics often suffer from unbalanced stoichiometry
with a slight excess of the metal component, which is
caused by a decomposition of the coating materials during thermal evaporation or sputtering. Stoichiometric
effects influence the absorbance behavior in the shortwavelength region whereas adsorbed water, which is the
predominant contaminant in optical coatings, may lead
to increased absorption values in the MIR spectral region, particularly at the wavelength 10.6 µm [6.71] of
the CO2 laser or the band of the Ho : YAG and Er : YAG
lasers in the range 2–3 µm [6.72]. A standard procedure
for the measurement of absorbance in laser components, which is based on the laser calorimetric principle,
is outlined in ISO 11551 [6.62]. For calorimetric absorbance measurement, a temperature sensor is attached
to the specimen, which is located in a thermally isolating
chamber. According to the standard protocol, the sample is irradiated by a laser beam with known power for
a heating time t B after having reached thermal equilibrium with the environment. As a consequence of the heat
flow coupled into the sample by the absorption, an exponential increase in temperature can be monitored by the
sensor element. Subsequently, the laser is blocked and
the sample temperature decreases in proportion to the
heat dissipation into the environment. For the determination of the absorbtance, the recorded heating and cooling
curve are evaluated according to the methods described
in the standard. The laser-calorimetric measurement
technique had been tested in various round-robin experiments [6.73,74] and offers the advantage of an absolute
and sensitive assessment of absorbance [6.75].
Scattering is the second loss channel in optical
components and summarizes all effects that deflect the
radiation from its specular direction [6.76, 77]. Besides
the economic loss of radiation, scatter may induce a reduction of the imaging quality of optical systems and
may even appear as a safety problem, if a significant
fraction of laser power is diverted into the environment,
endangering personal operating the laser device. Scattering losses of optical coating systems can mainly be
attributed to microstructural imperfections and inclusions in the coatings as well as to the roughness of
the surface and the interfaces between the individual

6.3 Quality Parameters of Optical Coatings
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Fig. 6.16 Scanning electron microscope (SEM) picture of
a damage site initiated by defect mechanisms in a singlelayer coating of TiO2 subjected to an energy density of
10.9 J/cm2 in a Nd:YAG laser beam with a diameter of approximately 200 µm. The height of the picture corresponds
to a scale of 20 µm

into the surrounding coating material can be expressed
by a solution of the heat diffusion equation for this specific geometry with polar symmetry [6.88]. The point of
damage is reached when the perimeter temperature of
the inclusion attains the melting point of the surround-

ing coating material. During the last two decades, the
defect model had been studied by a several working
groups, resulting in a deep understanding of the underlying mechanisms and the corresponding properties
of the coating defects [6.85, 89]. Besides inclusiondominated breakdown other mechanisms based on
absorption and on electronic effects are discussed for
the development of high-power laser coatings. In the
picture of absorption-induced damage, the energy is directly coupled into the layer structure by absorption
in the interaction area with the laser beam and leads
to homogeneous temperature increase until the damage temperature of the structure is reached. The damage
temperature is specified by transitions in the crystalline
structure, the crossing of a defined coating stress level
(Fig. 6.18), or the melting temperature (Fig. 6.17) of the
coating material [6.90]. For short laser pulses in the ps
and fs time domain, typical diffusion lengths of thermal effects are very small compared with the thickness
of the layer structure. As a consequence, thermal effects can be neglected for the modeling of ultrashort
pulse damage, which is mainly governed by electronic
processes. Present theories start from the assumption
that catastrophic damage takes place at a critical electron density of 1021 cm−3 in the conduction band of the
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Fig. 6.17 Nomarski micrograph (color-enhanced presenta-

tion) of a damage site initiated by absorption-dominated
mechanisms in a highly reflecting mirror of Ta2 O5 /SiO2 ,
objected to an energy density of 45.9 J/cm2 in a Nd:YAG
laser beam with a diameter of approximately 200 µm

Fig. 6.18 Nomarski micrograph of a damage site initiated
by absorption-dominated mechanisms in an antireflective
coating of ZrO2 /MgF2 on a quartz substrate, subjected to
an energy density of 35 J/cm2 in a Nd:YAG laser beam
with a diameter of approximately 200 µm. In this case the
catastrophic stress level was reached prior to the thermal
deterioration of the coating material

Thin Film Optical Coatings

Fig. 6.19 Example of damage initiated by a surface imper-

fection in an antireflective coating of ThF4 /ZnSe on a ZnSe
substrate, subjected to an energy density of 12.7 J/cm2
in a TEA − CO2 laser beam. The width of the picture
corresponds to a scale of 150 µm

fabrics. In the course of the individual development of
the different optical products a variety of standardized
testing procedures has been cultivated in the different
market sectors for the qualification of optical components. Some of these procedures originating from
ophthalmology, defence and medical applications are
compiled in Table 6.1, which illustrates the broad spectrum of test procedures available. In particular, in laser
technology the requirements in respect to environmental
stability are less demanding and in most cases certification according to the conditioning methods with a lower
degree of severity described in the ISO standard series
9211 are sufficient. Typical conditioning methods cover
abrasion resistance, which is tested by a series of strokes
with a special cheese cloth or eraser applied to the optical surfaces, and climatic stability, which is assessed
on the basis of defined conditioning cycles in a climatic
chamber.

6.4 Summary and Outlook
Even after more than 60 years of research and development, optical coatings are often still conceived
as a technology with a large fraction of magic art,
which can be mastered only by experience and always
leaves a certain probability of unforeseen effects in
production. Major challenges include the reliable and
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reproducible deposition on the basis of well-defined and
stable process concepts as well as sensitive and qualified characterization of the coatings. In view of the rapid
development of computer systems, online monitoring
strategies of the deposition processes and the optimization of stable deposition processes, significant progress
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coating material [6.91]. At this point laser energy is coupled efficiently into the electrons, resulting in ionization
and disruption of the material. For the description of the
development of the electron density in the conduction
band before arriving at the critical density, rate equations
involving multiphoton excitation and the avalanche effect are employed. The major outcome of these theories
is a clear correlation of the damage threshold to the
maximum internal field strength in the layer structure
and to the band-gap energies of the layer materials involved. These theoretical predictions are supported by
experiments on single-layer and coating systems tested
with ultrashort-pulse lasers in a broad range of pulse
durations [6.92]. Aside the numerous damage mechanisms in the depth of the layer structure, features on
the surface of the component may also diminish the
power-handling capability of the optical component. For
example, the field strength of the incoming wave can be
enhanced by more than a factor of two in the vicinity of
grooves, cracks or other surface imperfection, leading
to weak points on the component (Fig. 6.19) [6.93]. An
additional cause of surface-initiated damage is the generation of plasmons, which is correlated to the surface
roughness of the component [6.94]. In these models,
the damage threshold values decrease with the increasing surface roughness of the layers. Conclusively, even
though a variety of damage mechanisms have been identified and understood on the basis of adapted models,
the power-handling capability of optical thin films is
still a major and vivid research area which plays a key
role in the development of high-power lasers and their
commercialization.
In many technical applications, the optical component additionally has to withstand a variety of
environmental influences, including mechanical abrasion, chemical corrosion or severe climatic conditions.
For example, the most severe mechanical and chemical
requirements are imposed onto coatings for ophthalmology or consumer optics, which are often cleaned
with even abrasive and aggressive cleaning solvents and

6.4 Summary and Outlook
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on the way towards precise and deterministic production
of even complicated coating system are expected in the
near future. Laser technology has always stimulated the
development of coatings to a considerable quality level
(Table 6.2) and will also be one of the major pace-setters
for future innovations in the field.
Demanding future challenges will be imposed on
optical coatings by the commercialization of new laser
products and innovative applications, which are dependent on optical coatings with improved optical quality,
higher stability and increased complexity in their functioning combining several surface properties. This new
technology generation will also require improved flexibility and economy from optical factories, which can
only be achieved on the basis of reproducible production processes and adapted characterization techniques.
In conclusion, optical thin films will remain an enabling
technology which will play a key role for many future
applications and products.
Terms and Definitions
(in their order of appearance)

nT
E0
k
λ
ω
δi

refractive index of the substrate
amplitude of a plane wave
wave number of a plane wave k = 2π/λ
wavelength of a plane wave
frequency of a plane wave
phase shift of a plane wave in layer number i

di
ni
θi
A0
A1
A2
t1 , t1

thickness of the layer number i
refractive index of the layer number i
angle of incidence in the layer number i
amplitude of the partial wave of order zero
amplitude of the partial wave, order one
amplitude of the partial wave, order two
transmission coefficients of the ambient–layer
interface
r1 , r1
reflection coefficients of the ambient–layer interface
r2
reflection coefficient at the layer–substrate interface
Ak
amplitude of the partial wave of order k
rS
reflection coefficient of a single layer
Mi
matrix of layer i
E i , Hi electric field strength, magnetic field strength
at the rear plane interface of layer i
MS
composite matrix of a layer stack of K single
layers
rSK
reflection coefficient of a layer stack of K single
layers
n0
index of refraction of the ambient medium
Di
film thickness expressed in units of QWOT
QWOT quarter-wave optical thickness; the unit for the
thickness of the layer
λZ
design wavelength
nH
refractive index of a high-index material
nL
refractive index of a low-index material
RS
reflectance of a QWOT stack

Table 6.2 Selected quality parameters of optical coating systems for laser applications (Types: HR: high-reflecting mirror,
AR: antireflective coating, th: thermal evaporation, IBS: ion-beam sputtering)
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Laser,
wavelength

Type

Absorption
ISO 11551

Total scattering
ISO 13696

157 nm, F2 -excimer
193 nm, ArF-excimer

HR/th
AR/th
HR/th
AR/th
HR/th
HR/IBS
HR/th
HR/IBS
AR/th
HR/th
HR/IBS
AR/th

1–4%
0.7–2.5%
0.4–2.0%

< 30 ppm
< 5 ppm
< 20 ppm
< 50 ppm
< 1 ppm
< 0.16%

1–4%
0.2–0.5%
0.2–2.5%
< 0.025%
< 0.2%
< 0.1%
< 30 ppm
< 5 ppm
< 100 ppm
< 100 ppm
< 1 ppm
-

HR/th

< 0.10%

-

248 nm, KrF-excimer

633 nm, HeNe Laser
1.064 µm, Nd:YAG

10.6 µm, CO2 -Laser

< 500 ppm

Laser-induced damage
threshold, ISO 11254
1–2 J/cm2 (1on1, 20 ns)
2–4 J/cm2 (1on1, 20 ns)
10 J/cm2 (1on1, 30 ns)
> 20 J/cm2 (1on1, 30 ns)
> 3 J/cm2 (1on1, 30 ns)
> 60 J/cm2 (12 ns, 0.25 mm)
> 100 J/cm2 (12 ns, 0.25 mm)
> 80 J/cm2 (12 ns, 0.25 mm)
> 20 J/cm2 (100 ns, 1.4 mm)
> 2 kJ/cm2 (1.2 ms, 250 µm)
> 3 kW/mm (100 µm)
> 25 J/cm2 (100 ns, 1.4 mm)
> 2 kJ/cm2 (1.2 ms, 250 µm)
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PVD
CVD
dNe / dt
Ae
αe
p∗
p
m
kB
T
p0
L0

physical vapor deposition
chemical vapor deposition
number of evaporating atoms per unit time
surface area of the evaporation source
evaporation coefficient
equilibrium vapor pressure of the evaporant
hydrostatic pressure of the evaporant
atomic mass
Boltzmann’s constant
temperature
constant factor (pressure)
latent heat of evaporation per atom or molecule

References
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RLVIP reactive low-voltage ion plating
I(B)AD ion-(beam-)assisted deposition
IBS
ion-beam sputtering
APCVD atmospheric pressure CVD
LPCVD low-pressure CVD
PECVD plasma-enhanced CVD
PICVD plasma impulse CVD
LCVD laser(-induced) CVD
PLD
pulsed laser deposition
ARS
angle-resolved scattering
TS
total scattering
LIDT laser-induced damage threshold
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To insure that an optical system performs to
specifications, the optical engineer needs to fully
consider several aspects of the design process. Each
of these tasks can be aided with the use of software
tools. The optical engineer needs to understand the
strengths and limitations of the available software
tools and how to best apply these programs to
each design. There are several distinct steps in
the implementation of an optical system: the
first order optical layout, optimized design of the
optical system, performing stray, scattered and
ghost analysis, performing a tolerance analysis of
the optical system and performing manufacturing
analysis. Although each of these steps are often
considered separately, and often require the use of
several different software tools, it is imperative for
the engineer to consider the entire process during
each phase of system development so that issues
arising from stray light or manufacturing tolerances

The design of an optical system is comprised of several distinct but interrelated steps. The initial phase in
the optical design process is the design of the optical
system. That is, establishing a set of optical parameters for each necessary optical component so that the
design’s performance level exceeds the design specifications. Another phase of the design process is to perform
a tolerance analysis to verify that the system will still
perform to specification when the limitations of material
properties, manufacturing and assembly are considered.
Another important phase is a separate analysis to con-
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do not force a redesign of the system. A thorough
understanding of the optical design and analysis
process as well as the proper use of available
optical software tools are necessary to insure
the optimum optical design for each specific
application.

sider the effects of stray light due to ghost reflections,
scatter, and the design of proper baffling.
The optical designer is aided in each of these steps
with computer programs specifically written for these
tasks. The design and tolerancing of an optical system
is generally performed using software referred to as sequential optical design programs or lens design codes.
Stray light analysis is performed using a non-sequential,
or unconstrained, optical analysis program. We will consider the capabilities and requirements of each of those
optical programs.

7.1 The Design Process
The process of designing an optical system consists of
establishing a set of optical components with optical
properties, including materials (indices of refraction,
dispersions), surface curvatures, element thicknesses
and spacing, surface shape, etc., which in combination
with system properties such as focal length, focal ratio,

field of view, and others requirements, provide a design framework that will meet (or exceed) the required
performance specification.
Although a lens design code is the most efficient
method of determining the necessary parameter values,
it is important for the designer to perform a first-order
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Table 7.1 Basic optical system specifications and require-

ments

System parameters
Focal length
Focal ratio or numerical aperture
Aperture size
Wavelength (band, weighting)
Full field of view
Image size, shape
Magnification
Object, image locations
Performance
Transmission
Vignetting factors
Encircled energy
Field curvature
Distortion
Optical components
Spheres/aspheres
Materials (glass/plastic)
Number of elements
Coatings
Detector
Total size
Number of pixels (horizontal, vertical)
Pixel aspect ratio
Nyquist frequency
Package
Total track
Maximum length, width
Weight
Environment
Required temperature range
Humidity
Pressure
Shock/vibration
predesign before turning the process over to the computer. The predesign serves several purposes. First, it

gives the designer another opportunity to consider all
aspects of the design specifications closely to ensure
that all necessary information and design specifications
have been provided and to discuss any missing, incomplete or inconsistent requirements. Understanding the
design requirements is a critical step in the design process. If any necessary specifications are uncertain, it is
important to discuss any issues with the customer before the design begins. Any judgment call made by the
optical designer can be overruled at any time, resulting
in redesigns and costly delays. At this time the designer
can also make a reasonable determination as to whether
or not the desired system is physically realizable.
After determining that all necessary specification information is available, a first-order system layout can be
determined (see Table 7.1 for a partial listing). As part of
this analysis, it is important to consider any constraints
placed on the design that may result in tolerance requirements that may exceed current fabrication limits.
Although the full tolerance analysis will be performed
after the design has been completed, it is at the designer’s peril to ignore these aspects during the initial design
phase. A similar warning applies to stray light issues as
well.
Some of the system parameters that must be clearly
understood before beginning the design include focal
length, aperture, focal ratio and field of view (including a clear understanding of how the customer defines
this parameter), wavelength band. Another necessary parameter is the actual performance requirement. In other
words, how well must the system perform under a given
set of operating conditions. The performance specification can be based on an encircled or ensquared energy
size, modulation transfer function (MTF) values as well
as consideration of some optical aberrations, in particular distortion and field curvature. Additional non-optical
constraints may be provided including total footprint,
volume and weight. Environmental issues such as humidity, pressure, salinity and temperature can degrade
the performance of an optical system and can also limit
the choices of optical materials as well as surface shape.
As with any engineering task, allowable or measurable
cost and time constraints will place limitations on the
design. Parameters that can significantly impact the cost
include aspheric surfaces, certain optical materials, and
components with tight fabrication tolerances.
The stop surface is a critical surface in an optical design. The position and size of the stop significantly affect
the ability of the design to perform as required. An optical system consists of a series of lenses and/or mirrors.
The finite size of these surfaces limits the amount of light
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Chief ray

Marginal ray

Fig. 7.2 System marginal and chief rays
Exit pupil

Entrance pupil

Fig. 7.1 Aperture stop and pupils

that can pass through the optical system. There is one
surface that will limit the angular extent of a light bundle
entering the system from an on-axis point source. This
surface is called the system’s aperture stop. The stop can
be formed directly by an optical surface in the system or
by a separate mechanical surface, or iris. The stop can
be located anywhere in the optical system. Two other related surfaces are the entrance pupil and the exit pupil.
The entrance pupil is defined as the image of the aperture
stop as seen from object space. If the aperture stop is at,
or in front of, the first optical surface, the entrance pupil
and aperture stop are coincident. The exit pupil is the
image of the aperture stop as seen from image space. If
the aperture stop is at, or behind, the last optical surface,
the exit pupil and aperture stop are coincident.
In specifying an optical system in a lens design code,
it is necessary for the designer to input information concerning the size and location of the system aperture.
Often the entrance pupil size is used, as this is the parameter used to specify the system’s focal ratio. When
the entrance pupil is used to specify the aperture, the
size and location of the actual stop surface can change
during the design process. If the stop surface must be
of a specific size, then the aperture is defined by the
stop. In this case, the size of the entrance pupil will be
determined by the magnification between the stop surface and the entrance pupil. Other aperture definitions
may be available in the lens design program for use with
other constraints. Figure 7.1 shows a typical optical system with an embedded stop and indicating the location
of the entrance and exit pupils, which for this design are
virtual surfaces.
The first-order optical design is used to provide
a starting point for the actual design process. Information concerning the relative location of the system
stop, the number of lenses or lens groups, and the effective power of each group is determined. First-order

optics defines the properties of an aberration-free optical system. Many basic optical system parameters, such
as focal length, focal ratio, magnification, and others,
are derived from first-order, or paraxial, optics.
The first-order predesign locates the aperture stop,
as well as the pupil and image locations in the optical
design by tracing rays through the system. In particular,
two specific rays, the marginal ray and the chief ray are
used. The marginal ray is a ray that exits from an on-axis
object point and travels through the top of the pupil or
aperture stop before re-crossing the axis at the image.
The marginal ray is used to determine the location of the
image plane, the effective focal length and the focal ratio
(F/#). The chief ray is a ray that exits from the top of the
object and crosses the optical axis at the aperture stop or
pupil locations. The chief ray determines the location of
the pupil planes, the field of view and the image height.
Figure 7.2 shows the marginal and chief rays for the
same optical system.
After performing the predesign to determine the general structure of the system, to include the number of
elements, use of lenses and/or mirrors, relative stop location, and the basic system shape, the design of the
actual system can be started. The synthesis of an optical
system starts from the basic layout determined in the predesign. Using this as the basis, the designer uses the lens
design program to determine the optical parameters necessary to meet the required performance specification.
The lens design program will then take the information
provided by the designer to find the combination of parameter values that best meet the performance goals.
During this phase, the designer will need to determine
whether the initial basic design had enough free parameters, called variables, to provide an acceptable solution.
If not, the process begins anew.
The selection of the initial optical design form is
a key role for the optical designer. The lens design program can only search for solutions within the solution
space defined by the base design. Often a starting-point
design is based on a prior known design used for a simi-
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lar problem. In some instances an off-the-shelf solution,
such as a camera lens or a microscope objective, might
be the best option. Patent or literature searches can provide many useful ideas. These can provide information

concerning the merits of reflective or refractive designs,
the number of optical elements, the relative stop position and other important characteristics. Experience and
intuition can also be employed in the predesign.

7.2 Design Parameters
The process of determining the optimal parameter values
has become the domain of the lens design program.
These programs, when used on a standard computer, can
easily trace millions of rays through an optical system
in seconds. Provided that the system has been properly
defined and a proper set of constraints exist, the program
can systematically adjust the parameter values until it
reaches a solution that best matches the design goals. At
this point, the designer needs to evaluate the information
provided by the program to determine if the performance
goals have actually been met. If not, a determination
needs to be made as to whether the goals as defined
to the program were sufficient and reasonable. If there
were problems in the definition, then the goals need to be
redefined before attempting further optimization. If the
system and goals were properly defined and a solution
was still not found, this indicates that there were an
insufficient number of degrees of freedom in the design
for a solution to be found. In this case the basic design
needs to be reconsidered to allow for additional free
parameters. This could also indicate that the design goals
may need to be reevaluated.
In designing an optical system, the first and most frequent question asked should be: does this make sense?
Design goals must be physically unrealizable. The optical designer needs to be able to recognize these issues
and to offer alternative solutions. The designer must also
be able to recognize when design goals compromise the
performance of the system.
To use an optical design program, it is necessary to
provide the program with sufficient information to understand the system under design. Lens design programs
are called sequential ray traces because they trace geometrical rays through an optical system in a predefined
sequence. These programs are based on a surface, rather
than a component, model. Each surface defines a transition from one optical space to the next. Each surface has
an object side and an image side. If we consider a simple optical system consisting of a singlet lens, there are
four optical surfaces:
1. The object surface
2. The front lens surface

3. The rear lens surface
4. The image surface
Additionally, in this model, either the front or rear
lens surface must be designated as the stop surface.
Each ray that is traced through the system starts at
the object surface and is then traced sequentially through
the front lens surface, the rear lens surface and on to the
image surface. Rays cannot go through surfaces in any
other order such as 1 to 3 to 2 to 4; this would require
non-sequential ray tracing.
The optical design program simply applies Snell’s
Law to each ray on a sequential surface-by-surface
basis. Some of the information the program will consider or provide includes the exact ray path, the effects
of reflection and refraction, wavefront phase, aberrations and image quality. Some information concerning
polarization effects may also be provided.
Equally important is the information that is ignored
during sequential geometrical ray tracing, such as surface and volume scatter, if the system or any particular
ray is physically realizable, or if there is any edge
diffraction or other non-geometrical propagation of the
wavefront.
The following information needs to be available
to the optical design program before a system can be
analyzed:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

System aperture type and size
Surface information (sphere, asphere, others)
Number of surfaces
Which surface is the aperture stop
Wavelength band and weighting
Field of view
Additionally, optimization requires:

1. Variable parameters
2. Merit function
Optical design is an interaction between the designer
and the computer program. The designer provides the
program with information about the initial design form
and the performance goals. An optical design program
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Although optical design codes can be used to analyze existing designs, the most significant reason to use
a design code is optimization. This is the designing part
of the process. As indicated earlier, for the program to
perform optimization, the designer needs to have provided a set of variable parameters and to have defined
a merit function. All lens design programs have multiple
algorithms for optimization. The designer needs to determine which, if any, of the native optimization routines
is appropriate for a particular design, and if one of these
routines is not appropriate, the program needs to allow
the designer to create a suitable merit function. Merit
functions native to the design program are designed to
maximize the image quality of the design. Typically
they include procedures to minimize the spot size or
wavefront error on either a root-mean-square (RMS) or
peak-to-valley (PTV) basis. The spot size or wavefront
error will be weighted over all the defined fields and
wavelengths. Additionally, it may be necessary to select
a point of reference on the image surface for the optimization; usually either the intercept coordinates of the
primary-wavelength chief ray or the weighted center position over all the wavelengths, the centroid. The proper
merit function depends on the required performance
level of the system. For systems that will operate at
or near the diffraction limit, wavefront-based optimizations are more appropriate. For designs that do not need
to perform at the diffraction limit, the spot-size minimization should be used. In cases where a user-specified
merit function is required, such as a merit function based
on MTF constraints, it is often more efficient (faster) to
begin with a default merit function until the design is
nearly finished before switching to the necessary merit
function for the final iterations.
The most common optimization algorithms use
a damped least-squares process. Let the merit function
be defined as:
2
Φ = φ12 + φ22 + φ32 + φ42 + · · · + φm
.

(7.1)

In this case there are m items that are being considered
or targeted. The contribution of each of these targets to
the total merit function is determined by the difference
between the actual value and the desired value:
φi = vi − ti .

(7.2)

In the ideal case, the actual value exactly equals the targeted value, so the contribution of that item to the total
merit function would be zero. The goal of the optimization is to determine the set of parameter values that will
drive the total merit function value to zero.
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is constrained to work within the design space provided.
The program can make significant changes to the values
associated with any variable parameter, but it cannot
add additional variables, or add new parameters, such as
additional lenses or aspheric coefficients. The designer
needs to use the analysis provided by the design program
to determine if any changes need to be made to the design
and what the most effective changes are.
As previously discussed, the system aperture is used
to determine the size of the entrance pupil, which determines how large a light bundle enters the optical
system.
Surface information includes the curvature, thickness or distance to the next surface, the optical material
the ray is entering, and possibly other information including aspheric or other shape coefficients.
Wavelength information consists of one or more
wavelengths. During optimization and analysis, rays
are traced for all defined wavelengths. Wavelengths
may be weighted to indicate importance. A common
use of weighting would be to apply the photopic
or scotopic curves for visual optical systems or an
appropriate detector response curve. Rays are only
traced at the defined wavelengths, not as a continuum.
Additionally, one wavelength is designated as the primary wavelength. This wavelength is used to calculate
wavelength-dependent system properties, such as the
focal length.
The field of view is also defined as a collection
of specific points. Field points can also be importance
weighted. Field points serve as source locations for the
rays to be traced. Rays from each of the defined wavelengths will be launched from each of the defined field
points to perform analysis and optimization. The field
of view can be defined in terms of angles or heights in
either object or image space. The angle definitions are
necessary for infinite conjugates; either angles or heights
can be used for finite object distances. For rotationally
symmetric optical system, it is only necessary to trace
rays from half of the field.
Variables are any parameters in the system that
can be adjusted during the optimization process. These
include radii, thickness, refractive indices, Abbe numbers, conic constants, aspheric coefficients and others,
depending on the type of surface. In some cases, wavelength and field of view can also be appropriate variables.
During the optimization process, all of the variables are
adjusted. It is important for the designer to limit the
ability of the program to change the variables freely to
insure a successful design. Common constraints to apply
include a minimum and maximum lens thickness.

7.2 Design Parameters
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In these equations, each target or operand is given
equal weight. In practice, applying weighting factors to
each targeted value is necessary for optimal results. In
this case the merit function is defined as:

Wi (vi − ti )
i
2

Φ =
.
(7.3)
Wi
i
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Fig. 7.4 (a) Spot diagram centered on the centroid (b) Spot diagram
centered on the primary-wavelength chief ray

The values of each of the variables form an
m-dimensional vector X. The goal of the optimization is
to find the value for X for which Φ is a minimum. Φ is
minimized in a least-squares sense, where the possible
movements in solution space are computed by determining the direction where the derivative matrix of X
is minimized. Careful sampling of solution space by the
design program is necessary to insure that the minimum
can be isolated.
There are some inherent problems with damped
least-squares optimizations algorithms. The first issue
is that the optimization follows a downhill path. That
is, the algorithm locates a direction (new location in
solution space) where the total merit function is lower
than the current merit function and changes the vector X to those coordinates. This process continues until
movement in any direction around the final coordinate
location results in an increase in the total merit function
value. At this point the optimization stops. This value is
a local minimum, not necessarily the global minimum.
The algorithm cannot search further through the solution space for a better minimum. The solution found
depends on the initial starting point. By changing some
of the initial parameter values, the optimization could
find another local minimum that may be better or worse
than that previously found. Figure 7.3 shows a simple
two-dimensional (2-D) model of solution space. A, B
and C represent possible starting points, with W, X, Y
and Z the local minimum values, Z being the global minimum in this space. An optimization starting from point
B will most likely find the global minimum value. An
optimization from starting point A will stop at the local
minimum Y. The starting point C can finish at either W
or Z, depending on the direction of the first step.
The second problem that can occur is called stagnation. This occurs when the derivatives of each of
the targets with respect to all of the variables is so
ill-conditioned that a suitable next step cannot be determined. In this case, the optimization can stop even
before reaching a local minimum.
Most optical design programs have global optimization techniques available that can be effectively used
to find alternate, better solutions. However, even with
global optimization it can never be assumed that the
solution is the true global minimum.
The key for the optical engineer is to understand
that the solution found by the optimizer might not be
the best solution. However, it is not necessary to find
the best solution, only to find a suitable design form
that meets the performance specifications. If not, then
the optimization must continue either by changing the
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The RMS spot size is then determined using
RMS =

1
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 (x − xc ) + (y − yc ) 2
1

n

.

(7.5)

In attempting to optimize the design, the result will be
a reduction in the aberration in the design usually without specifically targeting aberrations. It is also important
for the designer to consider what is actually important in
the design. The optimal result, where the total blur size
is reduced, generally indicates optimal image quality. In
using a native merit function, it is important for the engineer to understand what is and is not considered in the
merit function. For example, distortion is not typically
considered directly in optimization. If specific constrains
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initial parametric values or by adding additional degrees
of freedom in terms of additional variable parameters.
In constructing a merit function, the optical designer
must perform several tasks. The first is the selection of
the proper form of the merit function. As indicated earlier, RMS or PTV minimizations of the spot (blur) size
or wavefront departure from spherical relative to either
the weighted centroid or the primary-wavelength chief
ray are the most common choices. Indeed, an RMS spot
size relative to the centroid is often the most appropriate merit function for a design. Even for situations
where the final design should be diffraction-limited, this
form of optimization is often the best starting point. Figures 7.4a and 7.4b show the blurs for a double Gauss
lens design. Although the physical distribution of the
rays has not changed, the RMS and geometric values
calculated differ for the off-axis field points.
The RMS spot size is a measure of image quality
based on tracing geometrical rays through the optical
system. Geometric rays propagate through the optical
system according to Snell’s law, ignoring the effects of
diffraction from edges and apertures. The RMS spot
size is calculated by tracing a selection of rays of each
defined wavelength from each defined field point. The
number of rays propagated is adjusted to consider any
applied weighting factors. To calculate the RMS spot
size relative to centroid, it is first necessary to locate
the centroid position. This is the average image position
determined by tracing a number of rays:
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Fig. 7.5 Tangential ray fan

are placed on distortion in the design specifications, it
will be necessary for the designer to modify the merit
function to include this constraint. Similar requirements
may also apply to field curvature requirements.
Additionally, the optical designer may need to add
constraints to target specific system properties such
as effective focal length, focal ratio or magnification.
Boundary limitations also must be considered. Boundary constraints placed on lens components can assure
that the lens is physically viable. The center thickness
of the lens should be one tenth to one sixth of the lens
diameter. Also for lenses with convex faces, the edge
thickness needs to be sufficient to prevent chipping and
to provide a solid surface for mounting. Often lenses
will be oversized and squared up to prevent problems.
However, if lenses are oversized during manufacture, it
is necessary for the designer to insure that all light that
could pass through the oversized lens is actually blocked
by the lens housing, or the image quality may be degraded by excess light entering the system. Additional
constraints that need to be considered and may be appropriate for the merit function include the total length
of the system, the weight of any and all components,
glass properties and grades, and transmission.
After the design program has reached a minimum solution, several graphical and numerical analytical tools
are available to help evaluate the design. These tools
provide information to help the designer understand
the limitations or dominant aberrations present in the
current design form. By understanding the system limitations, the designer can introduce the necessary degrees
of freedom to correct for that limit. In terms of aberration correction, particular forms of variables may be
effective for controlling some aberrations and be ineffective at correcting other aberrations. Introducing
ineffective degrees of freedom can lead to stagnation
of the optimization process.
Some of the tools include geometric-ray-based spot
diagrams, encircled energy plots, ray fan and optical path
difference (OPD) fan plots, wavefront maps, as well as
plots of field curvature, distortion, longitudinal aberra-
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tion and lateral color. Additional tools may be available
that include edge diffraction effects. These tools should
be used as the system’s performance nears the diffraction
limit. These tools include diffraction-based encircled energy plots, MTF plots and point spread function (PSF)
plots.
Ray or OPD fan plots show the relative location
of linear cross sections of rays through the entrance
pupil. Fan plots are generated in the tangential and sagittal direction for each of the defined field points. Each
wavelength is plotted separately. Figure 7.5 shows the
tangential fan, which is directed along the y-axis of the
pupil. Figure 7.6 shows the sagittal fan, which is directed
along the x-axis of the pupil. The coordinate origin of
the fan plots is the intercept of the primary-wavelength
chief ray. Figure 7.7 shows the ray fan plot for a double
Gauss design. The other points indicate how far each of
the other rays landed from the chief-ray intercept in either the tangential or sagittal direction. The OPD plot
(Fig. 7.8) indicates the difference in optical path traveled for each ray relative to the total optical path of the
chief ray.
Although the fan plots are limited to showing information about a pair of linear ray distributions, each is
very useful in determining the many first- and third-order
aberrations present in the design. Each of these aberrations has a characteristic appearance on the fan plot.
By recognizing these traits, the designer can determine
which aberrations are limiting the design’s performance.
As a system’s performance level nears the diffraction limit, it becomes necessary to consider the effects
of diffraction from apertures in the performance evaluation. Light has properties of both particles and waves.
Rays are used to model particle-like behavior; diffraction and interference characterize wave-like behavior.
At optical wavelengths light is a wave phenomenon, and
the approximations used in geometric optics may not be
sufficient to explain the images formed in such systems.
To understand these effects, it is necessary to consider
the effects of diffraction from edges and apertures. Although diffraction occurs in all optical systems, it is only
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Fig. 7.7 Ray fan plot

necessary to consider diffraction effects when the scale
of the image blur due to diffraction is on the same scale
as the blur size due to geometric aberrations.
Diffraction theory says that the image formed by
a converging wavefront is simply the Fourier transform
of the complex wavefront in the exit pupil of the optical system. An important consequence of this is called
compact support. This tells us that a signal band-limited
in the spatial domain cannot be limited in its Fourier
domain. As the wavefront passes through a physical
aperture, some of the wavefront is clipped off. Because
the wavefront is now limited in the spatial domain, it can-
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distribution on a circular aperture is

A0
A(θx , θ y ) =
eik(x sin θx +y sin θ y ) dx dy , (7.7)
π
where A0 is the incident amplitude and π is an area
normalization term. Integrating over the distribution
yields
 
J1 kar
A(r) = 2A0 karz ,
(7.8)
z
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with k being 2π/λ, r the aperture radial size and z the
image distance and J1 is a first-order Bessel function.
The first root of J1 (x) occurs at 1.22λ(F/#). The Bessel
function, or Airy disk pattern, describes a pattern of
alternating bright and dark zones, with the location of
the dark zones determined from the successive roots of
the Bessel function. Figure 7.9 shows a cross section of
the diffraction image. Figure 7.10 shows a 2-D image.
Both figures are plotted on a logarithmic scale to allow
further bands to be seen. The central core of the Airy
pattern is useful in determining if a design is approaching
the diffraction limit. Consider the spot diagrams shown
in Fig. 7.11. The circle indicates the Airy disk. In the

Fig. 7.8 Optical path difference fan plot
100

not be limited in the Fourier domain. Energy is spread out
over all angular space. Due to this spreading of energy,
point objects such as stars cannot form point images. The
size of the image blur due to diffraction is a function of
the focal ratio and wavelength of the system.
D = 1.22λ(F/#) .

101
102
103

(7.6)

Summing the plane waves incident on an optical system a long distance from the aperture gives the far-field
diffraction pattern. In the common case of a planar
wavefront incident on a circular aperture, the energy distribution is referred to as an Airy pattern. The irradiance
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spot on the left, the geometric blur is contained within
the Airy disk, and the effects of diffraction need to be
considered; the size of the image blur will be larger than
that calculated using only geometric analysis. For the
system on the right, geometrical aberrations dominate
the performance and the effects of diffraction can be
ignored.
When performing diffraction-based calculations in
a lens design code, it is important to understand the process being applied. Ray tracing programs propagate rays
through the optical systems. Although each ray represents the normal to the wavefront, the actual wavefront
is not propagated. Therefore some form of approximation is often used in diffractive calculations. The optical
designer is responsible for determining the validity of
the diffraction calculations for any given system.
Although there are situations where geometric or
diffractive calculations must be applied, it is important
to remember that the two can also be related: if geometric
optics predicts a high level of performance for a design,
than the system will perform close to its diffraction limit.
If geometric optics predicts the blur size is smaller than
the Airy disk, then the actual image blur will be near
the size of the Airy disk. Also, if the geometric blur
is smaller than the Airy disk, there is little value in
attempting to reduce geometric aberrations further.
The design of an optical system requires the optical
designer to develop a first-order design to insure that all
necessary specifications have been provided and make
sense. Then the basic system prescription including system parameters such as focal length, aperture, field of
view and wavelength data, as well as the basic sequential
optical layout with the desired number and types of surfaces and materials, needs to be defined in the lens design
program. To perform optimization, variable parameters
and an appropriate and well-constrained merit function
must be defined. After allowing the optical design program to perform optimization, the designer needs to

consider the appropriate geometrical or diffractive analysis available to insure that the performance goals are
truly met. This ends the first and possibly easiest part of
optical design.
The next step in designing the optical system is to
perform a tolerance analysis. Tolerancing is one of the
most complex aspects of optical design and engineering.
Tolerance analysis is a statistical process during which
changes or perturbations are introduced into the optical
design to determine the performance level of an actual
design manufactured and assembled to a set of manufacturing tolerances. To perform an optical tolerance is to
accept reality. No optical surface will be polished to perfect curvature and figure. No mechanical mount will be
perfectly machined. No component will be perfectly positioned. All these, as well as many other error sources
will serve to degrade the performance of the assembled
system. It is up to the optical engineer to define the fabrication limits properly for each optical and mechanical
task. This needs to be done with a consideration for the
system performance as well as an understanding of the
cost impact of an overly constrained design.
There are several steps to performing a tolerance
analysis.
1. Establish a tolerance budget,
2. Perform a test plate fitting,
3. Define a set of tolerance ranges that are easily within
fabrication limits,
4. Define compensators that may be used to limit performance degradation,
5. Select an appropriate figure of merit for tolerancing,
6. Evaluate the tolerances to estimate the impact of
each perturbation,
7. Generate random designs for statistical analysis,
8. Revise the tolerance ranges as necessary.
The error budget is the total system degradation that
is available. If the basic design just met the performance
requirement, then it is unlikely that a manufactured system would work to specification, as a system will not
be made exactly to the prescription. The available error needs to be shared among all the factors that can
impact the system including materials, manufacturing,
assembly, environmental, and the residual design error.
Table 7.2 lists some of the parameters that should be
considered.
Test plate fitting refers to the process of matching
the surfaces of all optical surfaces to a set of test plates
available to the optician. The curvature of an optical surface is determined interferometrically by comparing the
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Fabrication errors
Incorrect radius of curvature
Incorrect center thickness
Surface shape incorrect
Curvature center offset from mechanical center
Incorrect/unwanted conic or aspheric terms
Material errors
Index accuracy
Index homogeneity
Index distribution
Dispersion accuracy
Assembly errors
Elements offset from mechanical axis (x, y)
Elements in wrong position along the optical axis (z)
Elements tilted relative to the optical axis
Elements reversed front to back
All the above for groups of lenses
Environmental errors
Thermal expansion/contraction of optical materials
Thermal expansion/contraction of mechanical materials
Thermal mismatch between optical and mechanical
Temperature dependent changes in refractive index
Pressure effect on refractive index
Alignment sensitivity due to shock or vibration
Mechanical stresses
Residual design error
System merit function value not zero
surface being polished to a surface of known curvature.
If the design can be matched to the available test plates,
the cost both in terms of fabrication as well as time will
be significantly reduced. If matching all surfaces to test
plates significantly degrades the performance, the optical engineer needs to determine if the cost of custom test
plates is worth the cost and delay or if a system redesign
should begin.
Setting the initial tolerance ranges is a balance: not
so tight as to have a cost impact but not so loose that
assembly is difficult. Understanding the capabilities of

the optical fabrication shop as well as the mechanical
fabrication shop is a good starting point for the parameter
ranges. Start with readily achievable tolerances and then
selectively tighten only those ranges that result in outof-specification performance.
A compensator is a system parameter that can be
adjusted to counteract the effect of an error in another
parameter. The ability to use compensators can significantly loosen the parameter ranges, which can be useful
in reducing costs. A common compensator is the image distance: the image location is set for each system
based on the performance of that system. Compensators
represent degrees of freedom, usually mechanical adjustments that need to be available and made during the
assembly of the optical design. The cost impact of the
compensator needs to be considered before including
it in the analysis. A $500 kinematic mount cannot be
included with each $7 optical system.
The tolerance figure of merit is usually similar to
the final merit function used during the design phase.
As each parameter is perturbed within the tolerance
range, the compensator value is optimized to minimize
the figure of merit. The difference between the original
design merit function and the tolerance figure of merit
describes the impact of each perturbation on the system
performance.
During the tolerance process, each parameter is perturbed individually. This allows the optical engineer to
determine which parameters are most sensitive. Parameters that perturb the design outside a portion of the
error budget available for fabrication errors need to be
more tightly constrained. Tightening constraints adds
significantly to the manufacturing costs. Additionally
there are some manufacturing limits that cannot be exceeded no matter what the cost. Designs that require such
constraints should be deemed unbuildable and the engineer should return to the design process, with careful
consideration as to why the design failed.
By generating a series of perturbed lenses, it is possible to determine what the performance level of any
manufactured system would be. For these systems, each
parameter is perturbed to a value within a specified statistical distribution of the nominal value. The accuracy
of this analysis is directly related to the provision by the
optical designer of the necessary information to the tolerance algorithm regarding the appropriate distribution.
If such information is not available, a Gaussian distribution is normally assumed. This is not always the best
choice. Consider the thickness of an optical window. It
is unlikely that the window will be polished to the thin
side. As soon as the component thickness is within the
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allowed thickness +∆, the polishing will stop. The fabricator will not continue to polish to get closer to the
nominal value.
After analyzing the statistical information about the
random designs, further tightening of the parameter
ranges may be necessary to achieve the required pass
rate. Again a careful balance needs to be achieved between the success rate (the percentage of the systems
that will meet the required performance level) and the
cost to increase it.
An optical design is not complete until a tolerance analysis has been carried out. The lens design

needs to be manufacturable with some realistic range
of parameter specifications to be useful to the customer. The best design is not necessarily the design
that best matches the design specification. It is the
design that can be built to best match the design
specification.
Now that a finalized optical design has been established, it may be necessary to perform a stray light
analysis to simulate the real working environment more
completely and insure that the limitations imposed by
sequential ray tracing have not hidden significant design
flaws.

7.3 Stray Light Design Analysis
Years ago a stray light analysis was often an afterthought,
if considered about at all. Today it is known that the stray
light analysis should be considered along with the conception of the optical design in the very earliest stages
of the design study. It might even play a major role in
the selection of the starting optical design.
What is a stray light analysis? Stray light analysis is the calculation of how much unwanted radiation
reaches the image plane/detector plane. The fine distinction being made here is that in some designs a detector is
placed at the exit pupil plane where no traditional image
is formed. In this chapter they will be used interchangeably. In a stray light analysis one must consider all the
elements in the optical design. It must consider each
surface as an independent element that will scatter directly to the image plane or that might create significant
non-sequential stray light contributions due to ghost images or total internal reflections off any of its surfaces.
In a lens system, all possible combinations of lens and
mirror surfaces need to be considered. Each ground or
polished edge of the lens elements are potential sources
of stray light propagation, and each aperture edge of an
optical element creates diffraction. All the mechanical
structures that hold the elements in place are potential
stray light propagators. Then there are often baffles, the
main cylindrical tube-like structures that are used to either enclose the optical system or to baffle the stray light
from reaching deep into the system. On these baffles,
there are often vane structures to suppress the propagation of the unwanted light further, and those vanes
usually have tapered edges, and as fine as they may get,
they can sources of scattered stray light and diffracted
stray light. These vanes and baffle surfaces are usually
coated with paint or light-absorbing material that have

a complicated bidirectional scattering function. There is
no such thing as a Lambertian black coating at any wavelength. In the infrared there are also potential sources of
thermally emitted stray light from the system itself.
In spite of all this complexity, significant stray light
suppression design can be accomplished without doing any numerical calculations. Sooner or later one will
eventually need a software program to quantify the performance and then a system performance measure to
confirm the results of the analysis and fabrication. There
are computer-aided design (CAD) tools available that
greatly assist in inputting very complicated systems into
stray light analysis codes.
Why do a stray light analysis? One needs to perform
a stray light analysis and then a measurement when stray
light might be a problem in systems that:
1. are in compromising environments that have one or
more strong stray light sources
2. observe faint objects
3. make precise measurements
4. require high contrast
5. propagate high-power laser energy, when even small
percentages of stray light can damage the system
One carries out the stray light analysis because in
many systems it is necessary to assure that the system
goals are achieved or even achievable. Stray light analysis usually improves system performance by a factor of
1000 and sometimes by a factor of 100 000 (e.g., in the
Hubble telescope).
The adverse effects of stray light in a system are:
1. It can cause such severe problems that the design
will not reach its desired optical performance;
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Table 7.3 (cont.)

System parameters

Package

Optical design parameters as in Tables 7.1, 7.2
Are there possible locations for other stops
Aperture sizes
Wavelength and bandwidth
Image size, shape
Object, image locations.
Optical characteristics of intermediate images if any
Pupil aberrations
The purpose or mission of the sensor,
The environments in which it will be fabricated and
function in
The optical design and optical performance requirements of the system
The mechanical design, size, and shape of the objects
in the system
The thermal emittance characteristics for some systems
The scattering and reflectance characteristics of each
surface for all input and output angles.

Air movement
Maximum length, width
Weight

Performance
Stray light transmission
Vignetting factors
Central obscurations
Field positions of the stray light sources
Stray light propagation paths
Optical components
Each surface of all lenes
Alignment
Edge effects
Coatings
Mounting structures; especially sections with
a “flat” profile
Detector
Total size
Number of pixels (horizontal, vertical)
Reflectivity
2. It reduces the contrast on the image plane;
3. It obscures faint signals or creates false ones;

Environment
Clean room; dust, airborne volatile contaminants

4. It produces false artifacts across the image plane that
cause false alarms;
5. It causes magnitudinal errors in radiometric measurements;
6. It damages fragile optical components;
7. and stray light can burn out detectors.
Much like in the optical design, the design of stray
light suppression in the system starts in the first-order
optical design, and with initial specifications determined
most often by the purpose, mission and environment of
the instrument. The required basic thought analysis of
a stray light designer must consider the items the designer considered in Tables 7.1 and 7.2 and some more
given in Table 7.3. While stray light design is considered by some to be an esoteric art, it is not. Most good
stray light design aspects of a system can be incorporated, in concept, without much precalculation. There
are about eight basic principles in stray light design that
simplify the process. They are explained in the text. They
are:
1. Stray light analysis should be incorporated in the
very earliest stages of a preliminary design study.
It should play a role in the selection of the starting
optical design.
2. Start from the detector.
3. Determine critical objects, i. e., objects seen from
the image plane.
4. Move it or block it.
5. Trace rays out of the system from the image/detector
plane.
6. Trace rays into the system from various field positions to determine the “illuminated” objects.
7. Only the aperture stop should not be oversized. All
other elements have extra imaging surface from any
given field point on the image surface. Be concerned
about concessions made to oversizing elements for
the convenience of manufacturability.
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8. One wants and needs to know more than just how
much stray light reaches the detector. One needs to
know what path it took and the propagation method
(scatter, total internal reflection (TIR), diffraction,
etc.) in order to improve performance.
The concept is to think out the system before any
stray light analysis is performed. It is encouraged to
learn and appreciate the concepts so that, when one
gets to the computer analysis, it will run faster and
will probably produce a more accurate answer. Why?

If one can limit the number of critical paths along
which the unwanted stray light propagates there will
be fewer interactions that can be miscalculated. Fewer
interactions mean that the analyst will probably pay
more attention to the fine details, and in the end the
software will run faster because there are fewer calculations. Once you know the paths you do not have
to make a Monte Carlo zoo of the analysis. After
we look at the basic mathematical calculation that
needs to be performed we will come back to this
point.

7.4 The Basic Equation of Radiation Transfer
The fundamental equation relating differential power
transferred from one section on an object, be it a baffle
or an optical element, or even a diffracting edge, to
another object is determined by
cos(θs ) dAc cos(θc )
,
dΦc = L s (θi , φi θ0 , φ0 ) dAs
2
Rsc
(7.9)

where dΦc is the differential power transferred,
L s (θ0 , φ0 ) is the bidirectional radiance of the source
section; dAs and dAc are the elemental areas of the
source and collector; θs and θc are the angles that the
line of sight from the source to the collector makes with
their respective normals. This equation can be rewritten as three factors, which helps simplify the reduction
of scattered radiation. With E(θi , φi ) being the incident
irradiance incident on the scattering surface, the three
terms are:
dΦc =

L s (θ0 , φ0 )
cos(θs ) dAc cos(θc )
E(θi , φi )
.
2
E(θi , φi )
Rsc
(7.10)

The first term is the scatter function, known as the
bidirectional reflectance distribution function (BRDF):
BRDF(θi , φi ; θ0 , φ0 ) =

L s (θ0 , φ0 )
.
E(θi , φi )

(7.11)

The second term is the power on the propagating surface
section
dΦs = E(θi , φi ) dAs .

(7.12)

The final term has to do with the geometry. It represents
the projected solid angle (PSA) of the collector as seen

from the scattering surface, i.e., the source.
PSAsc = dΩsc cos(θs ) =

dAc cos(θc )
cos(θs ) .
2
Rsc
(7.13)

dΩsc is the solid angle of the collector section as seen
from the source. Another term used often is the geometrical configuration factor (GCF) introduced by thermal
analysis engineers over a century ago. GCF = PSA/π
because the radiance of an emitting surface was assumed
to be Lambertian (it includes the BRDF term).
dΦc = BRDF(θi , φi ; θ0 , φ0 ) dΦs [ dΩsc cos(θs )] .
(7.14)

In words, the power propagated from one surface area
section to another is equal to the power from the surface
that is scattering the radiation times the solid angle the
collector subtends as seen from the source times the
scattering characteristics of the source. So stray light
boils down to the repetitive use of the multiplication of
just three numbers: the power on the scattering surface,
the scatter value for the specific input and output of the
scattering surface, and the projected solid angle of the
collector. When conceptually designing a system, (7.14)
is the equation to keep in mind.
All software programs implement some variation of
this calculation, even the ray-based programs. In raybased programs, the scattered ray is weighted by the
power on the scattering surface, the BRDF for the directions of the incoming and outgoing ray direction and
some form of weighted solid angle. The mathematics of
a stray light analysis does not appear to be an overwhelming calculation; it is just the product of three
numbers and the BRDF does not seem to be that hard
to determine if one has measured data. All of which is
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7.4.1 Stray Radiation Paths
Since it is only the third term in (7.14) that can be reduced
to zero, it should receive attention first
PSAsc =

cos(θs ) dAc cos(θc )
.
2
Rsc

(7.15)

How this factor can go to zero is hard to understand
at first. The two cosine values can reduce the PSA to
zero but seldom can this level of tilt be reached. Usually this is done on lens mounting structures, by tilting
them completely out of the way. The diffraction effect
remains, but is usually much lower than at the high angle of incidence of the forward-scattering path. For dAc
the finite area of the collector is always present, so this
seldom goes to zero. The PSA can be made to go to zero
by moving the collector out of the scattering surface’s
field of view, in which case it is blocked. In some cases
this can be done by a field or aperture stop. Alternatively, this can be achieved by placing vanes on a baffle
surface so that the direct forward-scatter path is blocked
and two scatterings are present in the path path (each
absorbing maybe 99% of the energy with a very good
black) and one additional PSA reduction by 90% along
the path from the front surface of one vane to the back
side of the preceding vane. This then results in a reduction by a factor of about 100 000 in the propagated
energy along the path.
This is a crucial point in a stray light analysis. Most
analysts make the mistake of working on the BRDF
term first. They want the blackest black or the lowestscatter optical surface without knowing if it will make
any measurable difference. A stray light analysis will
pay for itself in the long run.

7.4.2 Start from the Detector
Having explained the apparent possibilities for decreasing the PSAsc term, we now consider another concept,
by considering the start from the detector and the move it
or block it concepts. By placing baffles, stops, and apertures into a system in the correct places, many critical
objects will be removed from the view of the detector.
In other cases propagation paths from the directly illuminated surfaces to the critical objects can be blocked.
The beautiful part of this is that one does not need to do

the calculation. We all know what zero times something
is zero. It is not unusual for an experienced stray light
person to reduce the necessary calculations for a software program greatly without reducing the reliability of
the result.
What is needed is a logical approach that first blocks
off as many direct paths for unwanted energy to the
detector as possible and then reduce the list of illuminated objects. Finally the PSAsc for the remaining paths
from the illuminated objects to the critical objects is
minimized.
Below several stray light paths are pointed out in detail. During the design phase the analyst designs out and
reduces the number of critical objects that the detector
can see. Then the direct stray light paths from the stray
light sources to the illuminated objects are reduced using
aperture stops, Lyot stops and intermediate field stops.
Every effort is made to use these apertures to block the
direct field of view from the image plane completely.
Therefore the PSAsc in the above transfer goes to zero,
maximizing stray light suppression for these paths.
The next step is to make sure that there is no section
of an illuminated object that is both illuminated and
seen (i. e., is also a critical object) by the detector. These
are single-scatter paths from the stray light source to
the detector and must be solved before proceeding. The
good news is that, having done this, one more or less
knows all the key stray light propagation paths without
having done a calculation.
The analysis should not start from stray light sources
as, even if some parts of the system are well lit, the
emitted photons are not important if they are strongly
attenuated before reaching the detector. Unfortunately
many engineers first want to determine the destination
of the stray light from each source, leading them to
choose the best optics and the blackest blacks. This is
not the right way to proceed, and the following two
points should be borne in mind:
1. Only objects seen by the detector can contribute stray
light;
2. The PSA is the only term that can go to zero.
Therefore the approach is first to determine the critical objects that can be seen from the image plane and list
all objects that it can see either directly or through the
various optics, be they reflective or refraction. This will
be covered in detail shortly. The next step is to start moving the critical objects outside the field of view (FOV)
or block them with baffles, apertures stops, field stops,
or vanes. The PSA should be made to go to zero before
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correct. So why does stray light analysis seem so challenging? For one thing, in a typical analysis the equation
is calculated 100 million times. No one has the time to
do it by hand in detail.

7.4 The Basic Equation of Radiation Transfer
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a calculation is considered, with the number of critical
objects that can be seen as low as possible.
The next step is to trace the propagation of stray light
into the system and determine the illuminated objects.
Having done the first step we now know where we do not
want any of the direct energy to arrive, i.e., the critical
objects, because it will create a single-scatter path to the
detector. The significant stray light propagation paths
will be defined as the paths:

•
•
•

from the stray light sources of unwanted radiation
to illuminated objects,
then from these illuminated objects to critical objects,
then from the critical objects to the detector.

This approach simplifies the analysis immensely and
directs attention to the most productive solutions.
With computer software, one can then quantify the
power propagated along these paths, which will then reveal which paths are the most significant. The analyst
then gains the further advantage of working on the other
two terms of (7.14). It is only at the end of the analysis
that the analyst considers if the coating will make a difference. Its effect will usually be by less than a factor of
five, maybe ten, for any single scatter between a great
black and a mediocre black. Blacks are not the secret to
good stray light design.

7.4.3 The Reverse Ray Trace
The purpose of a reverse ray trace is to determine what
the detector can see. It is only from objects that the detector can see that there can be any direct contribution
to stray light. An object in this sense can be a diffracting
edge and any object seen in reflection or imaged by and
through the optical system. This is not an easy calculation for most optical design programs as there is seldom
a single aperture that defines the reverse aperture stop.
Usually there are several apertures that define the limiting size of the ray bundle, so it can be difficult to use
those codes.
Take for example a simple two-mirror Cassegrain reflective telescope. The on-axis incoming beam is limited
by the aperture of the primary mirror, it is then reflected
towards the secondary mirror where the circular beam
footprint is then reflected back towards the primary, and
often through a hole in the primary to an on-axis beam
spot on the image plane behind the primary mirror.
From an off-axis position the incoming beam is again
limited by the same aperture of the primary mirror,
where it is again reflected towards the secondary mirror

where the circular beam footprint is offset from the center of the secondary mirror and reflected back towards
the primary to an off-axis beam spot on the image plane.
So the secondary has to be bigger than the beam footprint from any given field position to account for the
field of view (FOV) of the sensor. Other than diffraction and aberrational effects, this has little impact on the
incoming beam. To the first order, it is geometrically
similar, although it may be slightly elliptical.
However, looking out of the system it is dramatically
different. All sorts of stray light concepts are involved.
Consider the secondary as the aperture stop of the system
in reverse; i. e., the full surface intercepts the ray bundle
from the on-axis position that is reflected towards the
primary mirror. However, when the ray bundle from an
off-axis position on the detector reaches the plane of the
rim of the primary mirror, it is bigger on one side than
the diameter of the aperture of the primary. This is where
the primary also becomes the limiting aperture and gives
design programs a challenge. Nevertheless, it is because
the instantaneous footprint of the incoming beam from
an off-axis stray light source position needed a bigger
secondary mirror aperture to accommodate the beam.
The same extra mirror surface needed to accommodate
the incoming beam allows the detector to see more in
the reverse direction, which is how it sees the baffles,
mirror mounts, struts, and (in other systems) the ground
edges of lenses, etc. All of these are critical objects and
are therefore more sources of scattered and diffracted
light to the detector.
The amount of baffle seen increases as the point is
moved to an off-axis position on the detector. If there
were a baffle one would see much more of the baffle,
which could be directly illuminated by a distant stray
light source. A source that does not put any direct power
on the primary mirror, but does to a black surface with
a higher BRDF value is not good.
This concept applies to almost all optical systems.
As briefly referred to above, the struts that support the
secondary mirror in a typical two-mirror telescope are
seen in double reflection off the secondary and them off
the primary. As one moves off-axis there is a view to the
edges of the struts if they are not tapered out of the field
of view. It this case the forward scatter to the detector
can be quite high.
These reverse ray traces are not easy in a conventional optical design package because, as the trace starts
from the off-axis image plane position, there are often
multiple apertures that limit the edge rays in the reverse
direction. Once discipline is learned it is often easy,
maybe even easier than using a program, to conceptual-
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7.4 The Basic Equation of Radiation Transfer

Stray light system test advantages

Stray light analysis disadvantages

1 The system is the “as built” system

1 There is the possibility that the system was input
incorrectly; operator error. Not all the details are put
in. If there are assembly errors they are not usually
input into the analysis as they are unknown.
2 The BRDFs are from representative measured data,
not the real coatings performance.

2 The BRDFs are the real coatings
Stray light system test disadvantages

Stray light analysis advantages

1 If the system does not pass, then what? A test
is almost neveer designed to determine the paths of
scatter or if the BRDF along a path is critical.

1 The analysis will easily point out the paths, the
flaws, and the magnitudes of power propagated along
the paths. You know what to do to fix it. You know
what is not important.
2 An analysis can predetermine adverse effects resulting from the test chamber environment in comparison
to the actual environment in which the system will
need to perform in.

2 If the system passes then it appears to have passed
the ultimate test; but not in the real environment and
the test chamber has been know to affect the results both better and worse than the actual system
performance
3 If the fully built system fails it has been an expensive
and time-consuming experience.
4 A stray light test can be relatively expensive and
come after the system is built
ize what would be seen from the various field positions
on the detector.
The concept is this: all apertures that are not the
aperture stop or conjugate to it will be oversized for any
given field position and therefore are windows to other
surfaces and surface areas; you see critical objects. Once
the real hard stop is encountered the detector should not
see any more surfaces beyond the ray bundle size. Note
that central obscurations and strut-like objects in the
field of view will be seen.

7.4.4 Field Stops and Lyot Stops
Field stops have not yet been discussed, but they too
have an important role in stray light suppression. If one
exists, it is placed at the position of an intermediate
image position. Ray bundles traced from an out of for
position into the system will be intercepted by this field
stop; hence there should not be any directly illuminated
objects passed by an intermediate field stop. Field stops
limit the number of illuminated objects. Caution should

3 The rejection of a design on paper is much easier
to swallow than a completely built system. And it
most often is much less expensive.
4 A stray light analysis can be relatively inexpensive
and can be performed ahead of time.
be exercised in systems that have mirrors, as a beam
focused out of field onto a field stop might be seen in
the center of a reflection off a mirror, and would then be
a bright point source in the field of view of the detector.
A Lyot stop is placed at the image of the aperture
stop, often at the exit pupil. Lyot stops are often really
the stop of the system as they are usually slightly undersized to account for aberrations and diffraction effects.
Because they follow the defined aperture stop they are
closer to the image plane in the series of optical elements
and baffles that follow. Therefore the Lyot stop will limit
the number of critical objects seen by the detector.
In detail the concept is more complicated and a software tool is needed to help speed up the calculation. For
instance, the image at the intermediate field stop is often not of as high a quality as the final image. That is
because the optical parameters are varied to control the
final image quality. Therefore aberration will blur the
image and increase the spot size, and some stray light
might get through the aperture. The same goes for the
aperture stop and its Lyot stop. An effect known as pupil
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Table 7.4 Comparison of the advantages and disadvantages of a stray light system test and a computer-generated stray
light analysis. It shows that every disadvantage of a stray light test is an advantage of a system analysis, and every
disadvantage of a stray light analysis is an advantage of a stray light test
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aberration may also occur; if bad enough it will allow
extra critical objects to be seen. Usually only a small portion of some new critical object will be seen. However,
even if it is only a small piece that is directly illuminated, it could make orders of magnitude difference in
the stray light background noise.
After the system is designed and analyzed a stray
light system test is performed. One does not just believe
the analysis because computers assume a perfect system,
a perfectly clean system, a perfectly and completely
well-coated system whereas the system will not be ideal.
Then why do the stray light analysis at all? Why not just
test it? If it does not work, then it can be fixed. However,
this approach is not as easy as it first sounds, if you do
not know the propagation paths then you do not know
what to fix. A trial-and-error approach can be very time
consuming and very expensive. It would be unfortunate
if you found out that the system was not at fault but that
the stray light test was the culprit.
Two comments from experience. In about 20 different stray light system tests on real built systems the test

environment created a problem in 100% of the cases; no
exceptions. In some cases the system to the pleasure of
the designers exceeded performance goals but that was
not correct, and several other times the system test indicated a failure when the failure was in the design of
the chamber. It has gone both ways. Fortunately in most
of the 20 cases the chamber was pre-evaluated first and
a fix to the test procedure was made saving more time
and money. In the other cases the program was halted
until the fault in the chamber test was found via a stray
light analysis. This happens often.
Table 7.4 gives a comparison between a stray light
analysis and a system stray light test.
Every stray light analysis should be backed up with
a stray light test. The chamber itself should have a performance analysis performed on it before it is used in any
particular configuration. The two methods complement
each other, the strengths of one cover the weaknesses
of the other. Neither one alone should be considered
sufficient.

7.5 Conclusion
During the process of the design and analysis of an optical system, it is necessary for the optical designer or
engineer to consider many factors that will impact on the
performance of the system in operation. These include
the actual system design, usually defined using geometrical ray tracing, the effects of diffraction, manufacturing

and material limitations, as well as the effects of stray
and scattered light. Software tools are available to help
perform these tasks, but it is up to the engineer to understand the strengths and limitations of these programs
and to insure that a complete analysis of the system is
performed before committing the design to hardware.
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8.1 Diffractive Optical Elements
Today, the vast majority of optical instruments are based
on refractive or reflective optical elements, most often
restricted to a spherical shape. On the other hand, the
demands on performance, volume and costs of optical
imaging systems are increasing dramatically from one

product generation to the next, so that the search for
alternative design approaches is becoming increasingly
important. Significant improvements of the optical performance of imaging systems can be achieved by the
substitution of conventional refractive or reflective el-
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This chapter describes a selection of advanced optical components including the underlying physical
principles, production techniques and already
existing or possible future applications.
Several of these optical elements, in particular
variable lenses and photonic crystals, may replace
conventional optical systems once their potential
for applications has been fully explored. Other
components such as high-quality optical fibres,
though well established and used worldwide,
still undergo a rapid further improvement and
integration in communication systems.
Besides increased quality and versatility,
a driving force and essential aspect in the development of optical components in general is low
cost and mass production.
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ements with diffractive optical lenses. Especially, the
extremely different dispersive characteristics of diffractive optical elements (DOEs), compared to refractive
elements, offer more degrees of freedom in the lens design and allow an advantageous combination of both to
form hybrid systems with optimized performance and
compactness.
The possible use of the hybrid concept covers a broad
application spectrum: in eyepieces the combination of
diffractive and refractive optical components allows one
to overcome limitations in eye relief, exit pupil, and field
of view [8.1–5]. Closely related to eyepieces are headmounted displays (HMDs), a micro-display application
near to the eye, with challenging issues in high-quality
ergonomics combined with high optical performance
in a minimal volume [8.6–8]. Further application examples of the hybrid concept comprise high-quality camera
lenses working over the whole visible spectrum [8.9],
optical inspection systems for the semiconductor industry [8.10,11], and high-resolution microscopy with solid
immersion lenses [8.12]. Extremely challenging projects
concern space telescopes based on lightweight diffractive lenses with diameters larger than 25 m [8.13, 14]
enabling a high resolution observation necessary e.g.
for extrasolar planet detection.

8.1.1 The Fresnel Zone Plate Lens
A simple approach to describe the basic principles of
the focusing properties of an imaging DOE is based on
the analysis of the Fresnel zone plate (FZP) (Fig. 8.1).
The FZP is characterized by an axially symmetrical and
concentric zone system of alternating opaque and transparent rings. Consider a monochromatic plane wave

which is incident onto the FZP. In accordance with
the Huygens–Fresnel principle, a common focal point
is guaranteed, when the optical path length from two adjacent transparent rings differ by an integer multiple of
the wavelength λ. The radius r j of the j-th transparent
ring and the focal length f are related by:
r 2j = 2 jλ f + ( jλ)2 .

(8.1)

The term ( jλ)2 , which represents spherical aberration,
can be ignored in the paraxial approximation for low
numerical aperture (NA):
rj ∼
=


2 jλ f .

(8.2)

The focal length in this case is determined by:
f=

r12
.
2λ

(8.3)

The last relation shows that the focal length scales inversely with the wavelength, which expresses a strong
chromatic effect.
In many cases it is of practical interest to express
the imaging properties of an FZP such as focal length,
numerical aperture, and lens diameter D in terms of
wavelength and the fabrication relevant quantities. These
involves the total number of periods N and the minimum
spatial period ∆r = r N − r N−1 . The derivation [8.15]
starts with (8.2) for the outer region of the FZP ( j → N)
and subtracts as
r 2N − r 2N−1 = 2λ f .

(8.4)

On the other hand when using the definition for ∆r with
the approximation 2r N ∆r  (∆r)2 one can write:

rj

r 2N − (r N − ∆r)2 ∼
= 2r N ∆r .

r2
r1

(8.5)

The combination of the last two equations results in:
f/5
f/3

D∆r ∼
= 2λ f
f

Fig. 8.1 Schematic view of the concentric ring system of a Fresnel
zone-plate lens illuminated with a plane wave. The convergent first
three positive diffraction orders are shown. The optical path length
of the light deflected from adjacent zones towards a common focal
point differ by an integral multiple of the design wavelength

(8.6)

with a total lens diameter D = 2r N .
Finally, with the relation f = r 2N /(2λN) from (8.2)
the lens diameter and focal length become:
D∼
= 4N∆r ,

(8.7)

N∆r 2
f∼
=2
λ

(8.8)
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NA ∼
=

λ
∆r

(8.9)

The numerical aperture of an imaging system plays
an important role in the determination of both the lateral resolution ∆dRayl , and the depth of focus or axial
resolution, ∆z. With the famous Rayleigh criterion for
lateral resolution and the relation for the depth of focus
one obtains:
λ ∼
= 0.61∆r ,
NA
1 λ ∼ 1 ∆r 2
,
∆z =
=
2 (NA)2
2 λ
∆dRayl = 0.61

(8.10)
(8.11)

which means the minimum feature size is the fundamental property that determines the resolution of the
FZP.
The mathematical approach of adding a path length
difference of exactly one wavelength for constructive interference caused by two adjacent transparent
rings in first order can be extended to higher orders
(m = 2, 3, . . . ) by adding a path length difference of
mλ, leading to the corresponding radius

r j,m ∼
(8.12)
= 2 jmλ f m .

Dispersion Properties of a DOE
An essential difference between imaging DOEs and
refractive lenses is their chromatic behavior. The performance of refractive lenses depends on material
dispersion. Generally optical materials, e.g., inorganic
glasses, crystals or polymers, show normal dispersion,
i. e., the refraction index n(λ) decreases with wavelength. This means for a refractive lens that the focus
corresponding to the blue wavelength is located closer to
the lens than the focus of the red wavelength (Fig. 8.2a).
Quantitatively this can be expressed by the Abbe number
ν e(ref) , where the subscript defines the reference wavelength (λ e = 546.1 nm, λC = 656.3 nm, λF = 486.1 nm)

ν e(ref) =

n(λ e ) − 1
.
n(λF ) − n(λC )

(8.14)

The Abbe number of inorganic glasses ranges from
20 for very dense flint glasses up to 90 for fluor-crown
glasses. In contrast, the most prominent characteristic
a)

ë

b)

This implies, in contrast to a conventional refractive
lens, that an FZP causes multiple foci at distances of an
integral fractions of the basic focal length
fm =

f
.
m

(8.13)

The negative orders correspond to virtual foci of negative focal length. In the case of a transmission grating of
equal sizes of lines and spaces only the odd orders occur
( f/3, f/5, . . .). If the alternating opaque and transparent
structure is replaced by a phase-only diffractive element
the light intensity obtained at the focus is increased dramatically. In this so-called Fresnel phase plate the phase
difference between neighboring zones is π (180◦ ), which
is equivalent to a depth difference of λ/2(n − 1).

ë

Fig. 8.2a,b Chromatic dependency of refractive and
diffractive lenses. The refractive lens (a) is characterized

by normal dispersion with an increasing focal length for
increasing wavelength. The diffractive lens (b) shows the
reverse behavior, that means decreasing focal length for
increasing wavelength
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These important relations show that the focal length
of an FZP scales directly with the number of periods,
with the square of the minimum period, and inversely
with the wavelength. A further essential property of an
imaging lens is the numerical aperture (NA), which
is defined (in air) as NA = sin θ, where θ is half of
the acceptance angle. From the geometry the NA of
a zone plate is given by NA = r N / f = D/(2 f ) so
that

8.1 Diffractive Optical Elements
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of an imaging DOE is the strong and reversed dispersion, which results in a decreasing focal length with
increasing wavelength (Fig. 8.2b). This characteristic
can be expressed by an effective Abbe number ν e(diff)
for a diffractive lens, which is determined by the ratio
of the wavelengths

Part B 8.1

ν e(diff) =

λe
= −3.21 .
λF − λC

(8.15)

Note, the Abbe number of an imaging DOE does not
depend on the material or shape of the element but is
only related to the application wavelength band.
For applications covering a broad optical spectrum
chromatic aberrations are one of the most important factors limiting the optical performance. An elimination of
the chromatic aberration for two selected wavelengths
can be realized by combining lenses to an achromatic
doublet with adapted dispersion properties and optical
powers. The optical power of a lens φ is the reciprocal of
the focal length f (φ = 1/ f ). When the components of
that achromat are in close contact, e.g., cemented or integrated elements, the relevant design equations are the
achromatic condition
φ1 φ2
+
=0
ν1 ν2

(8.16)

and the sum condition for the overall optical power φ of
the final lens
φ1 + φ2 = φ .

a)

(8.17)

Here φ1 and φ2 are the values of the optical power
of the single elements, and ν1 and ν2 are the associated
Abbe numbers. The last two conditions allow one to
calculate the optical power of the individual elements
when the optical power of the final lens is given.
To fulfill the conditions (8.16) and (8.17) in a conventional all-refractive achromatic doublet it is necessary
to combine lenses of both positive and negative optical power, which results in a partial compensation
(Fig. 8.3a).
In contrast, due to the negative Abbe number of
a DOE, a hybrid doublet combines diffractive and refractive components with optical power equal in sign
(Fig. 8.3b). This implies that the optical power of each
element is less than the total power, which allows a considerable reduction in the amount of material required
and also a reduction of the weight and volume of the
lens.

b)

Fig. 8.3a,b Schematic view of achromatic lens elements.
The refractive approach (a) combines positive and negative
lens elements fabricated of different materials. In the hybrid diffractive/refractive solution (b) a monolithic design
is possible

Achromatization with respect to two wavelengths
does not allow a complete removal of the color error.
The remaining chromatic aberration is known as the
secondary spectrum, which tends to be more prominent
for hybrid achromats than for all-refractive combinations [8.16]. A reduction of the secondary spectrum
– apochromatic correction – could be achieved in the
conventional approach by the introduction of a threelens design, or alternatively in the hybrid approach
by combing a single hybrid element with a refractive
lens.
Diffraction Efficiency –
Efficiency Achromatization
In a diffractive lens, the local grating period determines
the direction of the deflected light for the various diffraction orders but it allows no prediction about the amount
of light focused into the particular diffractive order.
The latter is described by the diffraction efficiency η,
which is strongly dependent on the nature of the periodic
structure, e.g., geometry and material selection.
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In Fig. 8.4 the efficiencies for each of the diffraction
orders are listed. The exact equivalence of lines and
spaces guarantees the suppression of all nonzero even
orders, and the phase depth of π results in destructive
interference for the zeroth order.
To increase the diffraction efficiency for a selected
diffraction order it is necessary to leave symmetric surface relief structures. Here, due to the advantageous
realization possibilities, multilevel surface relief gratings are of enormous importance. These stepped gratings
can be generated by projection photolithography using
several binary masks and subsequent etching processes.
When all steps of the N-level structure are of equal
height then the number of processing steps can be reduced to log2 N. The first-order diffraction efficiency of
these multilevel structures are given by
 
1
2
,
η1,N = sinc
(8.19)
N
where
sinc (x) =

sin (πx)
.
πx

3

1

+1

+3

5

+5
d = ë / [2 (n  1)]
n

Orders Efficiency (%)
0
0
+1, 1
40.5
+3, 3
4.5
+5, 5
1.6
>+7, 7
3.4

Fig. 8.4 Representation of a simple binary phase grating with the

corresponding diffraction orders. In the table the efficiencies in dependence on the diffraction orders are listed. The fill factor of 50%
guarantees the suppression of all the nonzero even orders, and the
phase depth of π is responsible for zero diffraction efficiency into
the zero order

The efficiency ηm in the desired order m for an ideal
blazed profile is expressed by [8.17, 18]:
ηm (λ) = sinc 2 (α − m) ,

(8.22)

where
1
.
(8.23)
λ
These equations imply that 100% of the light (η = 1)
will be diffracted into a specific diffraction order m
if the denominator of the sinc-function is zero. For
a given design wavelength λ0 and design order m = 1
α = d[n(λ) − 1]

(8.20)

d2

Figure 8.5 shows the calculated efficiencies with the
corresponding profile depths d N for N = 2, 4, 8 and
16 phase levels. The strong increase of the diffraction
efficiency with increasing phase levels is clearly observable. Note that the total profile depth d N of the multilevel
structure is also increasing with the number of phase
levels N, which can be expressed with the relation

d4

dN =

N −1 λ
.
N n −1

(8.21)

It has to be mentioned that in practice fabrication errors such as etch depth errors and mask-to-mask
misalignment result in reduced diffraction efficiencies.
With an increasing number of phase levels, the shape
of the multilevel surface relief approaches the geometry of a sawtooth profile. Following the scalar theory,
which is valid for grating periods much larger than the
wavelength, the sawtooth profile of a blazed diffraction
grating possesses the most favorable profile geometry.

d8

d16

N

Efficiency (%)

2
4
8
16

40.5
81.1
94.9
98.7

dN =

423

N 1
l
N n1

1/2 ë / (n 1)
3/4 ë / (n 1)
7/8 ë / (n 1)
15/16 ë / (n 1)

Fig. 8.5 Multilevel gratings with 2, 4, 8, and 16 steps. With

increasing step number the profile approximates the ideal
blazed grating. The first-order diffraction efficiencies with
the corresponding profile depths are given in the table
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As a first example, the efficiency of a simple transmission binary phase grating with equal dimensions of
lines and spaces can be calculated for the m-th diffraction
order by:
⎧ 2
⎨ 2
m odd ,
mπ
ηm,binary,phase =
(8.18)
⎩
0
m even .
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Fig. 8.6 Simple single-layer blazed grating with the in-
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terface to air. The diagram shows the calculated scalar
diffraction efficiency for the diffracted orders m = 0, 1, and
2 and a design wavelength λ0 = 550 nm (material: inorganic
glass SSK3). The 100% maximum efficiency at the design wavelength slowly decays across the visible spectrum,
where it is partly diffracted into the other orders

Fig. 8.7 Schematic view of an NIM DOE with two ma-

the maximum efficiency needs an adjusted profile depth
d of:
λ0
.
d=
(8.24)
n(λ0 ) − 1

reducing the image contrast. For that reason it becomes
an attractive aim to find solutions for diffractive structures which allow a high efficiency (close to 100%) over
a broad spectral bandwidth.
Nearly index-matched (NIM) elements [8.19] form
one DOE type which show the capability of efficiency
achromatization. These NIM-DOEs consist of a diffractive structure with large profile depth, separating two
materials characterized by a small difference in their
refractive index (Fig. 8.7). Compared to diffractive structures with an interface to air, the NIM concept has the
advantage of reduced tolerances on profile depth and
surface roughness.
The efficiency as a function of wavelength for this
two-media approach shows a similar dependency compared to the previous situation with the interface to air.
The important modification is the introduction of the
refractive index of the second material

Following (8.22), the calculated efficiencies as
a function of the wavelength are shown in Fig. 8.6
for the diffracted orders m = 0, 1, and 2 and a design wavelength of λ0 = 550 nm. Exemplary curves
are calculated with the material parameters of the inorganic glass SSK3. The 100% maximum efficiency at
the design wavelength slowly decays across the visible spectrum, where it is partly diffracted into the
other orders. Nearly all of the energy within the visible spectral band is diffracted into the three orders
shown.
This efficiency behavior has a dominant impact on
the quality of diffractive or hybrid optical systems. On
the one hand, due to the varying efficiency, the images
are not generated in true colors and additionally the light
transmitted into the zeroth order or into the higher nondesign orders may add to the background illumination,

terials in direct contact at the diffractive interface. The
diffraction efficiency was calculated for the combination of
SSK3 and polystyrene. The design wavelength is 550 nm
and the profile depth 24 µm. The efficiency is nearly 100%
over a broad spectral range

1
ηNIM (λ) = sinc 2 dNIM [n 1 (λ) − n 2 (λ)] − 1 .
λ
(8.25)
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Also in this case the profile depth dNIM has to be
related to a design wavelength λ0
λ0
.
dNIM =
n 1 (λ0 ) − n 2 (λ0 )

d2

This constraint limits the choice of possible material combinations. Furthermore, the material restriction
becomes more significant with varying temperature, because dn/ dT often differs significantly for the two
materials. The need for a large profile depth and a practicable aspect ratio in the fabrication process restrict
the minimum zone width of the diffractive structure
and therefore limits the diffractive optical power of the
NIM-DOEs.
A second approach to realize DOEs with achromatized efficiency uses a multilayer combination of
diffractive structures separated by an additional air
gap [8.20, 21]. Due to the additional degrees of freedom, the above mentioned constraints on the dispersion
properties of the materials are removed.
In one type of multilayer configuration, two singlelayer DOE structures are arranged to face each other
and are separated by an air gap of a few microns. The
two single-layer DOEs are formed to have equal grating pitches but differ in grating heights (d1 , d2 ) and in
material parameters (n 1 , n 2 )(Fig. 8.8 top). In the scalar
approximation, the efficiency takes the form
ηdouble layer (λ)
1
1
= sinc 2 d1 [n 1 (λ) − 1] −d2 [n 2 (λ) − 1] − 1
λ
λ

.

(8.28)
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Fig. 8.8 Concepts for multilayer DOEs: top – two diffrac-

tive structures realized in different media with separating
air gap; center – diffractive structures in direct contact, air
gap moved to the exterior. Bottom – calculated diffraction
efficiencies for optimum profile depths (black curve) and
± 10% deviation from ideal profile depths (grey curves)

This equation implies the condition for high diffraction efficiency:
d1

n 1 (λ) − 1
n 2 (λ) − 1
− d2
=1.
λ
λ

(8.29)

That means, a proper selection of layer materials
and corresponding profile depths allows to keep this
condition valid over a broad spectral range and therefore
guarantees an efficiency achromatization.
Figure 8.8 (bottom) shows the efficiency curve
(black) for a double layer system made of an inorganic
glass (LLF6; n LLF6 (550 nm) = 1.53404, ν e,LLF6 = 50)
and a transparent resin with n res (550 nm) = 1.662 and
ν e,resin = 22. The optical values of both materials are
comparable to the ones discussed in [8.22]. From the
design wavelengths λ01 = 450 nm and λ02 = 650 nm
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(8.27)
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n2 (ë)

(8.26)

Due to the small difference in the refractive indices of both materials the adapted profile depth requires
values in the range of some tens of microns.
In Fig. 8.7 the calculated functional form of the
efficiency for this two-media system is shown exemplarily for the glass–polymer configuration of SSK3
and polystyrene (PS). The design wavelength was set to
550 nm, which corresponds to a profile depth of 24 µm.
It is clearly observable that the efficiency is nearly 100%
over a broad spectral range. A significant reduction occur
only below 450 nm. Also remarkable is the asymmetric
behavior over the visible spectral range.
From the equations above it follows that in the NIM
configuration the dispersion of the two materials must
be such that the change of the refractive index, ∆n, at
the interface remains proportional to λ or
λ
= const .
∆n(λ)
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the profile depths were calculated to be d1 = 7.26 µm
and d2 = 4.97 µm.
All over the visible spectral range the efficiency is
nearly 100%. A slight decay can be recognized below
430 nm.
Additionally Fig. 8.8 contains two efficiency curves
assuming both, a positive and a negative 10% deviation
from the ideal profile depths. In both cases the efficiency
is above 90%. That means, the efficiency achromatization works well, also when the profile depths are not
realized in the design optimum.
In an alternative multilayer configuration both materials which form the diffractive structures are in direct
contact and the air gap is moved to the exterior of the
structure [8.23] (Fig. 8.8 center). The choice of best layer
configuration also depends upon polarization-dependent
Fresnel losses and fabrication constraints.
The multilayer concept has recently been introduced
in consumer camera lenses [8.24]. Compared to a classical dioptric lens design of the same specifications and
performance, it was possible to reduce both the overall
length by 27% and the weight by 31%.
Athermalization
of Diffractive/Refractive Hybrid Lenses
Strong temperature variations may also effect the imageforming properties of optical systems. For example, this
concerns high-volume consumer optics based on polymers, and also aerospace and military applications using
infrared optical materials. For both application fields,
the demands for operating temperature ranges covering
80 ◦ C to 100 ◦ C are not unusual. To describe the influence of temperature variations on the individual optical
elements the optothermal expansion coefficient x f was
defined. This parameter relates the change in focal length
f of a lens to a change in temperature.
For refractive lenses, the influence of temperature
on the optical performance is dependent on two effects. Firstly, the thermal expansion of the lens material
changes its geometry, and secondly the refractive index
is a function of the environmental temperature [8.25].
For a thin refractive lens, the optothermal expansion
coefficient x f,ref is given by:


dn 0
1 df
1
dn
= αg −
−n
,
x f,ref =
f dT
n − n 0 dT
dT
(8.30)

where αg is the linear thermal expansion coefficient,
n is the refractive index of the lens material and n 0
is the refractive index of the image space. dn/ dT and
dn 0 / dT express the change of refractive index with the

temperature of the lens material and the image space,
respectively. The change in focal length is given by
∆ f = fx f,ref ∆T .

(8.31)

In analogy to the previous, for diffractive lenses in
the paraxial approximation, it is also possible to derive
an optothermal expansion coefficient x f,diff . In this case,
the characteristics of x f,diff are attributed to the expansion or contraction of the zone spacing by temperature
variation and also to the change of the refractive index
of the image space with temperature [8.26–29]. This
dependency is expressed by:
x f,diff = 2αg +

1 dn 0
.
n 0 dT

(8.32)

Here, it is of particular importance that there is
no dependence on the refractive index change of the
lens material. This is an essential difference between
the thermal characteristics of refractive and diffractive
lenses.
Investigations on the influence of temperature variations on the diffraction efficiency show an negligible
effect [8.26]. Both variations of the profile height and
changes in the refractive index of the material of the
diffractive structure make no significant impact to the
efficiency.
The comparison of refractive and diffractive
elements for selected materials shows different characteristics and quantities in the optothermal expansion
coefficients. In Table 8.1 some values for inorganic
glasses, optical polymers and infrared materials are
listed. The parameters for the inorganic glasses were
taken from the Schott glass catalog with the reference
wavelength of 546.1 nm (e-line). The change in index of
the lens material relative to the change in index of air is
related to the temperature range between +20–+40 ◦ C.
The linear thermal expansion coefficient is indicated for
a temperature interval of −30–+70 ◦ C. The parameters of the polymers polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA),
polycarbonate (PC), polystyrene (PS) and cyclic olefin
copolymer (COC) with the reference wavelength 589 nm
were taken from [8.30]. The parameters for cyclic olefin
polymer (COP) are related to [8.31]. Due to their very
low water absorption in comparison to conventional
polymers, both COC and COP became attractive materials for molded polymer optics. The quantities of the
infrared materials silicon and germanium were calculated after [8.25].
The optothermal expansion coefficients for refractive lenses cover a wide range of values, with both
positive and negative sign, depending on the magnitude
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Table 8.1 List of refractive and diffractive optothermal expansion coefficients for different materials
α (10−6 /K)

dn/dT (10−6 /K)

x f,ref (10−6 /K)

x f,diff (10−6 /K)

ne

F2

1.624

8.20

4.4

1.15

16.4

N BK7

1.519

7.10

3.0

1.32

14.2

SF5

1.678

8.20

5.8

− 0.35

16.4

SF11

1.792

12.9

− 10.2

12.2

N-FK51A

1.488

12.7

− 5.7

24.4

25.5

N-PK52A

1.498

13.0

− 6.4

25.8

26.0

N-LASF40

1.839

6.9

9.3

− 4.18

13.8

6.10
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Material

n (589 nm)
PC

1.586

70

−143

314

140

PS

1.59

70

−120

273

140

PMMA

1.491

65

−85

238

130

COP

1.525

60

−80

212

120

COC

1.533

60

−101

249

120

n (IR)
Ge

4.00

6.10

270

− 83.9

12.2

Si

3.42

4.20

162

− 62.7

8.4

of the thermal expansion coefficients and the variation of
the refractive index with temperature. On the other hand,
the optothermal expansion coefficients for diffractive
lenses cover a smaller range and are dominated by the
thermal expansion coefficients, which always assume
positive quantities.
Comparable to the procedure to design achromatic
lens doublets, it is also feasible to combine two optical
elements to compensate the temperature dependencies
of both. This method and the elements are called
athermalization and athermats, respectively. In an allrefractive setup, it is necessary to use lens elements
made of two different materials for athermalization. The
alternative hybrid approach takes the advantage of the
different values of optothermal coefficients for diffractive and refractive lenses made of the same material. This
means that the realization of a hybrid athermat is possible, which offers advantages in reduced volume and
weight compared to the all-refractive solution.
The total lens power of a hybrid athermat φnet is the
sum of the individual powers φref and φdiff
φnet = φref + φdiff .
(8.33)
The optothermal expansion coefficient for the doublet x f,net is given by
φref
φdiff
+ x f,diff
.
(8.34)
x f,net = x f,ref
φnet
φnet
These equations allow one to calculate the contributions of the diffractive and the refractive parts of a lens

system when the total optical power is given. In order to
realize a hybrid athermat with exclusively positive values for xref and xdiff , it is necessary to combine a positive
and a negative lens element which partly compensate for
each other in the optical power. Choosing a lens material with an opposite sign for xref and xdiff it is possible
to combine lens elements with both positive or negative
contributions so that their optical power is added and
a more compact design can be realized.

8.1.2 Subwavelength Structured Elements
When light is incident on a surface-relief grating with
period Λ the angles of the transmitted diffraction waves
θt,m in the m-th diffraction order are given by the grating
equation:
sin θt,m =

mλ
n1
+
sin θi .
Λn 2 n 2

(8.35)

Here n 1 and n 2 are the refraction indices of the incident and the transmitting medium, respectively, θi is the
incidence angle as measured from the grating’s surface
normal, and λ is the incident free-space wavelength.
If the period of the diffraction grating becomes much
smaller than the optical wavelength λ, we find that only
the zeroth order is allowed to propagate and all the other
orders are evanescent
Λλ→m=0.

(8.36)
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sitive elements [8.40–44] or blazed gratings and
lenses [8.45–49].

W
n1
h

neff
Ë

n2
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n1

n1,eff
··
·
n4,eff
n2

n1
neff (z)
n2

Fig. 8.9 Illustration of different diffractive subwavelength struc-

tures and their thin-film equivalents from effective medium theory

The subwavelength-structured interface is optically
equivalent to an unstructured film whose optical properties vary with profile depth. The substitution of an
effective material for a high-frequency grating allows
its description by effective medium theory (EMT).
The effective index of refraction can be tailored to
a chosen quantity by adjusting the fill factor of the grating structure. Figure 8.9 shows selected geometries of
subwavelength structures and the corresponding index
of refraction profiles resulting from EMT. A simple
binary subwavelength grating translates into a single layer with a refractive index n eff between n 1
and n 2 which is dependent on the fill factor. In the
case of a multilevel surface relief profile the effective
medium is a film stack where each layer corresponds
to a distinct level of the surface relief profile. A triangular subwavelength grating is equivalent to a graded
index-modulated surface in which the refractive index is converted from the incident medium to the
substrate.
These effective media are also discussed in terms
of artificial dielectrics because the subwavelength structures allow access to material properties that normally
do not exist in inorganic glasses or optical polymers. The characteristics of the effective media offer
a wide variety of applications and the realization
of different components such as wave plates [8.32–
34], antireflection surfaces [8.35–39], polarization sen-

Wave Plates
Wave plates are optical components to control the
polarization of the electric field vector. For example
a λ/4 wave plate is often used to convert linearly polarized light into circularly polarized light
or vice versa and a λ/2 wave plate is commonly
introduced to cause a rotation of linearly polarized light by 90◦ . The control mechanism of the
wave plates is based on the different phase velocities for corresponding polarization directions in an
anisotropic medium. Conventional wave plates are made
of anisotropic birefringent materials such as calcite,
quartz or mica.
An alternative type of wave plate can be realized
by the form birefringence of subwavelength structures [8.50]. Here different indices of refraction for
orthogonal polarization directions are correlated to the
variation of the fill factors with the direction. In the
following the basic principal of that kind of form birefringence will be discussed by analyzing the binary
and lamellar relief structure of Fig. 8.9. Let ε1 be the
dielectric constant of the covering medium (spaces)
and ε2 the dielectric constant of the lamella material (lines). Further, consider a plane monochromatic
wave which is incident on the zeroth-order grating
and assume an electric field vector which is perpendicular to the lamellas. Following the boundary
conditions of Maxwell’s equations the normal component of the electric displacement D must be continuous
across the interface between the lines and spaces so
that for the corresponding electric fields E1 and E2
follows

E1 =

D
,
ε1

E2 =

D
.
ε2

(8.37)

A volume averaging of the electric field E leads to
(0)
the effective dielectric constant ε⊥ (= D/E)
(0)

ε⊥ =

ε1 ε2
,
ε1 f + ε2 (1 − f )

(8.38)

where the ratio f = W/Λ represents the volume fraction
or fill factor of the grating (W is the width of a single
grating bar).
On the other hand, when the incident field has its
electric field vector parallel to the lamellas then the tan-
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gential component of the electric vector is continuous
across the discontinuity and for the electric displacements in the two regions it follows that
D1 = E ε1 ,

D2 = E ε2 .

1.35

√
With the refractive index n = ε we find a form
birefringence of the subwavelength grating
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The averaging of the electric displacement D now
(0)
leads to an effective dielectric constant ε
(8.40)

n1 = 1
n2 = 1.49
Ë / ë1 = 1/ 3

1.45
1.4

(0)

1.3
1.25
1.2
TE-Appr.0. Ord.
TM-Appr.0. Ord.
TE-Appr.2. Ord.
TM-Appr.2. Ord.
rig. Sim. TE
rig. Sim. TM

1.15
1.1

∆n =

(0)
ε −

(0)
ε⊥

.

(8.41)

1.05

For an incident wave normal to the grating and polarized at 45◦ with respect to the grating orientation, the
phase retardation φ caused by a grating with relief depth
h is

1

φ=

2π
∆nh .
λ

(8.42)
(0)

The subscript (0) in the presented formulas for ε⊥
(0)
and ε indicates a zeroth-order approximation with respect to the profile period-to-wavelength ratio Λ/λ. To
obtain higher-order approximations in Λ/λ for the effective optical properties, it is necessary to analyze the
field distributions in a nonstatic manner [8.51]. Following this approach the second-order expression in
terms of the ratio Λ/λ for the effective dielectric constants are represented for both polarization directions
by
(2)
ε

(2)

(0)
= ε

π2
1+
3
π2
3





Λ
λ

2
f 2 (1 − f )2
2

Λ
f 2 (1 − f )2
λ
⎤
(0)  (0) 2
ε
ε

⊥
⎦.
× (ε2 − ε1 )2
ε0 ε1 ε2
(0)

ε⊥ = ε⊥

1+

(ε2 − ε1 )2
(0)

ε0 ε

,

(8.43)
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Fig. 8.10 Effective index of refraction as a function of the fill factor
for different polarization directions calculated with the zero- and
second-order EMT. Additionally RCWA was applied

magnetic method of rigorous coupled wave analysis
(RCWA) has also been applied to investigate the
accuracy of both approaches. For this diagram the
incident medium was taken to be air (n 1 = 1), the
substrate medium has a refractive index of n 2 = 1.49
and the period-to-wavelength ratio was set to be
Λ/λ = 1/3.
In all three cases the deviation between the orthogonal polarization directions becomes significant in the
central region where the dimensions of lines and spaces
are similar. In the peripheral regions, where either the
lamellas or the spaces become small compared to the
grating period, the effective refractive indices reach the
limiting values of the homogeneous substrate or air.
Within the three methods, the second-order approximation and the RCWA results are broadly correspondent,
while the values calculated with the zeroth-order ap-

(8.44)

Figure 8.10 shows the effective index of refraction
as a function of the fill factor for different polarization directions calculated with both the zeroth- and
second-order approach. Additionally, as an exact but
time-consuming benchmark, the fully vector electro-
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ε = ε2 f + ε1 (1 − f ) .
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proximation are too small and therefore less suitable for
accurate predictions.
Subwavelength structures which are periodic in two
dimensions (2-D) show a polarization sensitivity that is
dependent on the fill factor (L x /Λx , L y /Λ y ) and periodicity (Λx , Λ y ) in the orthogonal directions. A schematic
view of such a 2-D structure is depicted in Fig. 8.11. It
consists of an array of dielectric homogeneous pillars
with a rectangular cross section periodically immersed
in a second dielectric medium. In the totally symmetric
case the periods and the widths of the pillars are identical in both dimensions which results in polarization
insensitivity and a symmetry in the effective permittivity.
Instead of a corresponding EMT for the 2-D
structures, several different approximations have been
developed and compared to RCWA calculations [8.38,
39, 52]. The various approximations are based on different averaging procedures assuming that the effective
permittivity of a 2-D structure is somewhere between
the values for the orthogonal one-dimensional (1-D)
structures. It has to be mentioned that a simple volume averaging is insufficient, but to get a more accurate
result a complex consideration has to be carried out. In
an exemplary extended averaging procedure the periodic
binary rectangular structure is replaced by two different

20 µm

1µm

Fig. 8.12 Scanning electron microscopy images of a nightactive insect. The upper part shows the hexagonal structure
of the compound eye. With increased magnification (bottom) a subwavelength periodic surface corrugation becomes
visible (courtesy of Prof. J. Spatz)

orthogonal one-dimensional structures. Here the permittivities of the two corresponding one-dimensional
grating bars are set to be ε⊥ and ε , as calculated from
the permittivity of the pillars [8.39].
Although 2-D effective-medium approximations
show an acceptable validity especially in the longwavelength limit, today increasingly rigorous design
methods are applied. Here the further development in
computing hardware and software reduces time and
storage issues.
Antireflection Gratings
The reduction of Fresnel reflections at optical interfaces
is an issue of enormous interest in a wide range of optical applications. Today antireflection (AR) coatings are
most frequently based on multilayer interference structures with alternating high and low refractive indices.
An alternative to the multilayer films are subwavelength structured antireflection surfaces, which provide
a graded transition between the refractive indices of
the two interfacing media. Such antireflective structures are also found in nature on the corneal surfaces
of night-active insects [8.35, 53]. For example Fig. 8.12
shows scanning electron microscope images of a typical moth eye. In the upper image the hexagonal array
of the facets of the compound eye is clearly visible. With increasing magnification (lower part) an
area covered with conical and uniform protuberances
is observable. The diameter of each protuberance is
about 100 nm and the spatial periodicity is approximately 170 nm, well below the wavelength of the visible
spectrum.
Different characteristics of subwavelength AR structures are advantageous compared to stacks of thin
dielectric films, e.g., thin-film coatings may suffer from
adhesion problems especially when the thermal expansion coefficients of substrate and layer material are
different and the optical devices are used over a broad
thermal range. Additionally, due to the restrictions in
thin-film coating materials, the available number of discrete refractive indices is also limited. A further aspect
concerns the sensitivity of the reflectance to incident angle or wavelength. Here, in general, a subwavelength AR
structure tolerates more variations compared to simple
layer configurations.
A binary pillar subwavelength structure (Fig. 8.9 top)
shows an antireflection performance comparable to that
achieved by an elementary single-layer dielectric coating. Following thin-film theory a single layer will exhibit
minimum reflectivity at normal incidence when the
reflectance from the air–film interface interferes destruc-
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tively with the reflection at the film–substrate interface.
This phase condition is fulfilled when the depth of the
profile h satisfies
h=

λ0
.
4n Layer

(8.45)

Exemplary, to fulfill the last equation for the interface between air (n air = 1) and a typical inorganic
glass (assumption n g = 1.5) the refractive index of the
layer has to be n Layer ≈ 1.22 which is not available for
thin-film materials. On the other hand, subwavelength
structured effective media have the ability to control the
effective index of refraction by simply adjusting the fill
factor so that in principal each value is possible.
An extension to the single-layer equivalent binary
subwavelength grating with improved optical performance is offered by the introduction of a multilevel
stair-step surface relief (Fig. 8.9 center). A stair-step
multilevel grating consisting of N steps shows similar
optical characteristics compared to a traditional thin-film
coating of N homogeneous layers. The optical properties of each individual layer are mainly dependent on
the particular fill factor. In comparison to simple binary
subwavelength gratings, the multilevel stair-step grating
permits a large wavelength bandpass and is more tolerant
against variations in the angle of incidence [8.54]. For
triangular structured surface profiles (Fig. 8.9 bottom)
the effective medium has gradient optical properties.
By proper design of such surfaces extremely low reflectances can result [8.55].
Different techniques such as e-beam writing and
mask-lithography [8.56] have been applied to realize
master structures of subwavelength gratings. Among
them, interference lithography (IL) has the advantage
of allowing the realization of the complete array in
a single exposure step over a large area. In the IL
process, a photoresist-coated substrate is exposed with
an interference fringe pattern generated by coherent
beams [8.36, 57], where the grating period Λ is given
by
λ
.
(8.47)
2n sin θ
Here λ is the exposure wavelength, n is the refractive index, and θ is the half-angle between the interfering
Λ=

431
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Additionally, complete destruction will only occur
if the amplitudes of both reflecting waves are identical,
which implies an amplitude condition for the refractive
index of the layer n Layer
√
n Layer = n 1 · n 2 .
(8.46)
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ËIL

1 µm
Profile
depth » 120 nm

Fig. 8.13 Moth eye surfaces generated by interference
lithography (IL)

light waves under the condition of symmetric incidence. In air, the minimal obtainable grating period using
counter-propagating waves (θ = 90◦ ) is therefore λ/2.
To realize a periodic 2-D structure double- or multipleexposure techniques are necessary with a defined
rotation of the sample between the single exposure steps.
During the recording process, a latent structure is created in the resist, which is transformed into a continuous
surface phase profile in the subsequent development process. After the development process a stabilization of the
pattern structure and an adjustment of the profile depth
can be realized by selective reactive ion beam etching.
At the top of Fig. 8.13 a scanning electron microscope image of a linear photoresist grating is presented
in side view. The sinusoidal corrugation shows a period
of 140 nm and a depth of 70 nm. The identical spatial period in a two-dimensional pattern is obtained by double
exposure and rotation of the sample by 90◦ [atomic force
microscope (AFM) scan at the bottom of Fig. 8.13].
The structures were realized by the use of
a frequency-quadrupled Nd-YAG laser with 266 nm
wavelength. Deep-UV interference lithography requires
additional process steps including pre- or soft-bake and
post-exposure bake. Soft bake is necessary for solvent
removal, stress reduction and resist planarization. The
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panying exposure setup the photoresist-coated substrate
is typically sandwiched between UV-transparent prisms
using an immersion liquid with a matched refractive
index. The minimal period is decreased by a factor
given by the refractive index of the immersion medium.
The scanning electron microscope images presented in
Fig. 8.15 show patterns with a grating period of 93 nm
(10 800 lines/mm) which were obtained by single (left)
or double (right) exposure using 266 nm immersion
lithography. This structures are developed to serve as
AR coatings for deep-UV applications.

Transmission (%)
1
0.995
0.99

Samples 13

0.985
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Fig. 8.14 Measured transmission in dependence on the wavelength
for three samples of subwavelength crossed gratings in fused silica.
The depth of the structure is 300 nm and the diameter of the pillars
is about 85 nm. In comparison to an unstructured surface, the transmission is increased significantly across a broad spectral range in
the VIS

process of post-exposure bake is an essential, critical and
indispensable step to guarantee solubility of the optical
exposed areas of these chemical amplified photoresists.
These technological procedures have to be performed
very carefully to ensure constant conditions and to obtain
reproducible and defined profile parameters.
Figure 8.14 shows the measured transmission as
a function of the wavelength of three samples of subwavelength crossed gratings. The profile was transferred
into fused silica by a reactive-ion etching process. Here
the depth of the etched structure is 300 nm and the diameter of the pillars is about 85 nm. In comparison to an
unstructured surface, the transmission is increased significantly across a broad spectral range in the visible
spectrum.
Using immersion configurations in the IL process
allows a further reduction of feature sizes. In the accom90 nm

90 nm

Fig. 8.15 Scanning electron microscope images of gratings with

periods of 93 nm (10 800 l/mm). The gratings were obtained by
single (left) and double (right) exposure technique using 266 nm
immersion lithography

Polarization-Sensitive Elements
Historically, the wire-grid polarizer (WGP) was perhaps
the first component to make use of the properties of
subwavelength structured gratings as it was applied by
Heinrich Hertz to investigate the properties of the newly
discovered radio waves at the end of the 19-th century.
Meanwhile, with constant progress in manufacturing
technologies, the wire-grid polarizer is also available for
the infrared and the optical wavelength region as well.
The classical WGP consists of a subwavelength periodic grid of parallel, self-supporting and perfectly
conducting wires. This structure is characterized by
a high reflectivity of transverse electric (TE) polarization and simultaneously a high transmittance of the
transverse magnetic (TM) polarization of the incident
electromagnetic radiation.
For applications in the visible spectral range WGPs
are realized as subwavelength-period metal gratings
deposited on a dielectric substrate. The introduction
of additional dielectric layers sandwiched between the
metal grid and the supporting substrate allows the adjustment of the spectral operation bandwidth and to relax
the tolerances of the acceptance angle [8.58]. A further
extension to control the polarization properties of the
WGP is possible when the subwavelength-period grating is already formed in the dielectric medium and the
metal stripes are supported on the dielectric bars.
Due to their specific optical characteristics and the
compactness, WGPs became of particular interest in
projection display applications especially when combined with liquid crystal on silicon (LCoS) imager
systems [8.59, 60]. In these setups, the WGP acts as
a beam splitter, separating the incoming illumination radiation and the back-reflected and polarization-rotated
light coming from the LCoS panel.
Commonly the working principal of the WGP is explained by the dissimilar electron mobility parallel and
perpendicular to the metal wires. If the incident wave is
polarized along the wire direction, a corresponding elec-
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Fig. 8.16a–c Illustration of (a) blazed sawtooth profile,
(b) blazed index and (c) blazed binary gratings

tron oscillation is induced. The reradiated wave cancels
the incident wave in the forward direction, so that the
wave is totally reflected. In contrast, if the incident wave
is polarized perpendicular to the wire grid, and if the
wire spacing is wider than the wavelength, then the oscillation of the electrons is restricted and the incident
wave transmits the structure.
The approach of effective-medium theory (EMT) to
describe the characteristics of subwavelength structured
devices is also applicable to WGPs [8.61]. Hereby, the
transmission and reflection properties of the wire grid
polarizers can be estimated by inserting a complex value
for the refractive index n 1 of the metal.
n 1 = n + iκ .

(8.48)

For a highly conducting metal κ  n and spacers
made of perfect insulators (n 2 ) the refractive indices for
both polarization directions become:

n  = iκ f ,
(8.49)

n⊥ = n2/ 1 − f .
(8.50)
In the case when the wire grids are made of perfect conductors and the dielectric spacers are made of
perfect insulators, the incident radiation with a polarization parallel to the wire grids interacts with the medium
equivalent to a metallic layer and is reflected. In contrast,
for incident radiation polarized perpendicular to the wire
grids, the element behaves as a perfect dielectric layer
and the radiation is mainly transmitted.
In more-realistic scenarios the assumption of perfect
conductivity is not suitable and therefore rigorous calculations become necessary to calculate the polarizing
properties of the structures.

Fig. 8.17a,b Schematic comparison of diffractive lenses:
(a) surface relief profile; (b) blazed binary approach

A different type of polarization-sensitive elements
that provides a high polarization extinction ratio is based
on a subwavelength structured multilayer system of alternating layers of dielectric materials with high and low
refraction indices [8.40, 41]. In this approach the properties of anisotropic spectral reflectivity is realized by
combining the effects of form birefringence of a highspatial-frequency grating with the resonant reflectivity
of a multilayer structure.
Subwavelength Blazed Gratings
and Lenses
In the previous discussions on wave plates, antireflection
coatings and polarizers based on subwavelength structures the properties of this artificial effective media were
treated similarly to homogeneous thin films. Additionally, high-spatial-frequency structures can also be used
to realize high-efficiency diffractive elements such as
gratings and diffractive lenses.
The basic idea is a lateral tailoring of the local effective index of refraction by controlling the feature size
of the subwavelength structures. Each individual period
of a diffractive element which is larger than the wavelength is composed of a sublattice with variable width of
lines and spaces forming a subwavelength binary surface
profile.
The principal concept is illustrated in Fig. 8.16.
A classic sawtooth blazed profile guarantees a continuous linear phase shift along each individual period by
varying the depth of the structure in a material of constant refractive index and shows a phase step of 2π at
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the end of each period (Fig. 8.16 top). The analog phase
distribution can be modeled by a gradient index material
with constant height (Fig. 8.16 center). In this so-called
blazed index grating, the refractive index is varying linearly and continuously from 1 to a maximum value
within the period. In a blazed binary grating (Fig. 8.16
bottom), the continuous gradient material is approximated by the variation of the structural dimensions of
the binary subwavelength features.
For the first time the physical principle of this artificial distributed-index media was verified by the use
of water waves [8.45, 62]. The concept was transferred
to the infrared spectral range at 10.6 µm [8.63] and

was also applied to near-infrared and optical wavelengths [8.64, 65].
Blazed binary gratings allow a highly efficient coupling of light into the first diffraction order [8.46]
which may even exceed the properties of a conventional blazed grating [8.48]. This enhanced performance
has been interpreted as a pillar waveguiding effect
responsible for a drastic reduction of the shadowing
zone [8.66].
As an illustration, Fig. 8.17 shows a schematic comparison of a conventional diffractive lens based on
a sawtooth surface profile and a subwavelength diffractive lens.

8.2 Electro-Optic Modulators
An electrooptic modulator (EOM) can be used to control
the amplitude, phase, frequency, polarization or propagation direction of a light wave electrically. EOMs are
typically used for external modulation of light sources,
thus avoiding amplitude, frequency and linewidth stability issues associated with direct modulation.
EOMs in general consist of an electrooptic material
embedded between a pair of plated electrodes. A voltage
applied to these electrodes generates an electric field oriented mostly perpendicularly to the electrode surfaces.
The field induces changes in the material structure or orientation and thus the refractive index or birefringence of
the material is modulated by the electric field.
Two fundamental setups of EOMs can be differentiated: the longitudinal-oriented modulation where
a)

the light wave propagates parallel (Fig. 8.18a) to the
electric field direction and transverse-oriented modulation with the light wave propagating perpendicularly
(Fig. 8.18b) to the electric field. In the case of the longitudinal configuration the electrodes must be transparent
to the light to be modulated or a small aperture in each
electrode must allow the light to propagate through the
modulator.
EOM devices can be constructed as bulk or as integrated optical devices (Fig. 8.18c). Bulk modulators
are made out of discrete pieces of electrooptical materials such as lithium niobate LiNbO3 , and lithium
tantalate LiTaO3 . These materials have high electrooptical coefficients and can be used over a wide range of
wavelengths.

b)

c)

V

V

Light

d

E
V

L
Light

E

d

E

L

L
Light

Fig. 8.18 (a) A longitudinal-oriented EOM has the E field applied parallel to the light-propagation direction, (b) whereas
in the transverse oriented EOM the light wave is propagating perpendicularly to the E field. (c) An integrated optical

modulator of transverse type
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Integrated optical modulators are wavelengthspecific due to the waveguide technology used. They
are used in transverse modulation schemes that allow
the width of the waveguide to be much smaller than
its length. Thus, the half-wave voltage (8.56) is very
small (typically a few volts) compared to the high voltage requirements of bulk modulators (up to tens of kV).
In [8.67] a BaTiO3 -based modulator is reported with
broadband modulation up to 40 GHz and a half-wave
voltage of 3.9 V.
Some applications of electrooptic modulators are Qswitching, all optical switching, active mode locking and
laser-disk recording.

1
1
n(E) = n − kPockels n 3 E − kKerr n 3 E 2 .
2
2

(8.51)

If the change in refractive index is mostly linearly
proportional to the applied field strength then the effect is
known as the linear electrooptic effect or Pockels effect,
with
1
n(E) = n − rPockels n 3 E ,
2

(8.52)

where rPockels is the linear electrooptic coefficient or
Pockels coefficient.
The value of the electrooptic coefficient r depends
on the directions of the light and the orientation of the
applied electric field since the crystal is anisotropic.
In isotropic materials such as gases, liquids or centrosymmetric crystals the linear coefficient is zero and
the change in the index of refraction depends on the
square of the applied electric field. This is known as the
quadratic electrooptic effect or Kerr effect, with

n

E

Fig. 8.19 The refraction index as a function of the applied
electrical field strength E: (solid line) Pockels medium;
(dashed line) Kerr medium

range is achieved when using the Kerr effect with an average value of rKerr = 10 am2 /V2 . Although this change
in refractive index is very small it will result in a significant phase shift for a wave propagation distance that
is much greater than a wavelength of the light. For the
given example the phase shift will be approximately π/2
for a wavelength of 600 nm.
An anisotropic electrooptical crystal with Pockels
characteristic (with the electrooptic coefficient kPockels )
will be considered in the following compilation of modulation techniques.

8.2.1 Phase Modulation

(8.53)

In analogy to the definition of the electric field strength
between the electrodes of a parallel-plate capacitor, the
field strength in a Pockels modulator can be expressed
as
V
E= ,
(8.54)
d
where V is the applied quasistatic voltage on the electrodes of the modulator, and d is the distance between
them (in the case of the longitudinal modulator it is equal
to the length L).
In a transversal Pockels modulator (Fig. 8.18b) the
phase shift is a function of the electric field strength E

where rKerr is the quadratic electrooptic coefficient or
Kerr coefficient.
Considering an average value for rPockels = 10 pm/V
and a modulation voltage of V = 10 kV (which results in an electrical field strength of E =106 V/m in
a 1 cm-thick medium), the electrically induced change
in refraction index is approximately 10−5 . The same

n3 L
kPockels E ,
(8.55)
λ0
where ϕ0 = 2π n (V =0) L/λ0 is the natural phase shift and
λ0 is the free-space wavelength.
By reducing the electrode distance d the voltage
necessary for a given phase shift will be also reduced.
This applies particularly in integrated optical devices.

1
n(E) = n − rKerr n 3 E 2 ,
2
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Pockels and Kerr Effects
Electrooptic material change their optical properties
when affected by an external electric field due to the
altered position, orientation or shape of the material’s
structure. When an electric field E is applied the refractive index as a function of E (Fig. 8.19) can be expressed
as

8.2 Electro-Optic Modulators

ϕ = ϕ0 − π
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The required voltage to achieve a phase shift ϕ = π
is called the half-wave voltage and can be expressed as
Vπ =

λ0 d
n 3 kPockels L

.

(8.56)

Part B 8.2

It is convenient to express the phase shift by using
Vπ as
ϕ = ϕ0 − π

V
.
Vπ

(8.57)

In a longitutional Pockels modulator (Fig. 8.18a) the
distance between the electrodes is equal to the distance
of light modulation d = L and thus ϕ is independent of
d and L:
ϕ = ϕ0 − π

n3
kPockels V
λ0

(8.58)

and the corresponding half-wave voltage is
Vπ =

λ0
n 3 kPockels

.

(8.59)

Frequency modulation can be achieved by applying a sinusoidal phase modulation. This is due to the
fundamental interrelation between these two kinds of
modulation, where the frequency modulation can be
seen as phase modulation with integrated modulation
signal [8.68]. Thus sinusoidal phase modulation results
in sinusoidal frequency modulation [8.69].
Another approach is to apply a circular electric modulation field of frequency ωm to cause the principle axes
to rotate with angular velocity ωm /2. A setup is used
where two circular polarizers (inverted with respect to
each other) at both ends of the modulator convert linearly
polarized light to circularly polarized and vice versa.
The circularly polarized optical wave with frequency
ω at the input will be shifted to ω ± ωm at the output,
depending on the direction of rotation and field strength
of the applied electric field [8.70].

8.2.2 Polarization Modulation
A polarization state converter or dynamic wave plate
allows the controlled change of an input polarization at
the output of the modulator. This is achieved by coherent
addition of two orthogonal waves (portions of the input
wave) within the modulator.
The orientation of the electrooptic medium and the
direction of the electric field are configured to have control of the fast and slow axis in the cross section normal
to the light path. The corresponding refractive indices

for this axis are
n x ≈ n x − 12 n 3x k x Pockels E ,

(8.60)

ny ≈ ny −

(8.61)

1 3
2 n y k y Pockels E

,

where n x and n y are the refractive indices in the absence
of an electric field, and k x and k y are the appropriate
electrooptic coefficients under the specific spatial and
electric field conditions (for a detailed description see
to [8.71] Chap. 18.2).
Light portions (the ordinary and extraordinary wave)
propagate at different speeds through the system resulting in a relative phase difference Γ between them. This
phase difference depends on the length of the system L
and is also known as the retardation
Γ = Γ0 +

2π
(n x − n y )L ,
λ0

(8.62)

where Γ0 is the natural phase retardation with no voltage
applied.
In the absence of natural birefringence (n x − n y = 0)
the induced retardation in a transverse modulator is
 VL
π 
kPockels y n 3y − kPockels x n 3x
.
(8.63)
Γi =
λ0
d
The voltage required to achieve a retardation of
Γi = π, which shifts a vertical polarized input wave
to a horizontal polarized output wave, is the half-wave
voltage Vπ for the polarization modulator
Vπ =

λ0
d
.
kPockels y n 3y − kPockels x n 3x L

(8.64)

The corresponding formulas for a longitudional
modulator are equal to (8.61) without the d/L term due
to the modulator’s independence of d and L.

8.2.3 Intensity Modulation
Intensity modulation is achieved by altering the transmission of light, which is the ratio of output to input
intensity, T = Io /Ii . As phase or retardation modulation does not affect the intensity of the output light an
additional element or setup is needed.
One approach is to add a polarizing analyzer to
a dynamic wave plate as described in [8.70] in such
a way that the analyzer’s axis is orthogonal to the input
polarization (crossed polarizer setup). With no voltage
applied the output intensity is zero (point A in Fig. 8.20b)
and with V = Vπ (point C in Fig. 8.20b) the output
intensity reaches the level of the input intensity. The
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transmittance T is a periodic function of V


Γ0 π V
.
−
T (V ) = sin2
2
2 Vπ

(8.65)

results in linearly polarized light oriented at 90◦ with
respect to the incoming light’s polarization, and thus it
will be fully transmitted by the analyzer.
It is also possible to use parallel polarizers, in which
case the transmission behavior is inverted: full transmission at V = 0 and no transmission with V = Vπ .
Another approach to modulate the intensity of light
is to superpose the waves of the two branches of a Mach–
Zehnder interferometer in which at least one branch
contains a phase modulator (Fig. 8.22a). Assuming that
the beam splitters divide the optical intensity equally, the
intensity at the output Io depends on the phase difference
ϕ in the two branches:
ϕ
Io = 12 Ii + 12 Ii cos ϕ = Ii cos2 .
(8.66)
2
Considering the half-wave voltage expression for the
phase shift (8.56), the transmittance T = Io /Ii is again

a)

b) Ã
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Fig. 8.20 (a) When linearly polarized light (parallel to the x-axis) enters the crystal, the output polarization state is in
general elliptical. For V = Vπ the polarization is again linear, but turned 90◦ with respect to the input polarization. (b) The
phase retardation is linearly related to the applied voltage. In the absence of an applied voltage only Γ0 is present
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b) Transmission T
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Fig. 8.21 (a) An intensity modulator setup implementing a dynamic wave plate between two crossed polarizers, placed
at 45◦ with respect to the retarder’s axes. (b) The transmittance T varies with the applied voltage V , following the dashed
line for a Pockels characteristic modulator and the solid line for Kerr characteristic, both for Γ0 = 0
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By operating the modulation voltage near Vπ /2
(point B in Fig. 8.20b) the output intensity is nearly
linearly related to the voltage.
Figure 8.21a shows a typical setup. The light entering the modulator after passing the input polarizer is
linearly polarized. Its polarization direction is tilted 45◦
with respect to the direction of the electric field. With
a voltage applied the light will be split into two orthogonal components that will have a relative phase difference
Γi between them after passing through the modulator.
The superposition of these two components results in
elliptically polarized light that will be analyzed by the
output polarizer. With V = Vπ the superposition again

8.2 Electro-Optic Modulators
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0

Fig. 8.22 (a) Mach–Zehnder interferometer where one branch contains a phase modulator. The transmittance of the
interferometer T varies with the applied voltage V . The same setup can be used in an integrated optical device (b) where

the input light is split into the two branches by a waveguide. With an additional electrode a push–pull configuration can
be constructed (c) where the light in the two branches are modulated by the same voltage

a periodic function of V


π V
2 ϕ0
−
T (V ) = cos
.
2
2 Vπ

(8.67)

Here the value of ϕ0 depends on the optical path
difference when no voltage is applied. A value of π/2
is used to operate the modulator in the nearly linear
region around T = 1/2 (point B in Fig. 8.21b). If the
modulator is switched between full transmission and
total extinction, ϕ0 can be used to select whether V = 0
or V = Vπ corresponds to T = 0 and T = 1 (points A
and C in Fig. 8.21b).
A Mach–Zehnder-based modulator can also be constructed as an integrated optical device. The input optical
waveguide is split into the two branches of the interfer-

ometer and recombined at the output (Fig. 8.22b). In
addition to the setup where a phase modulator is added
to one of the branches there is a configuration called
push–pull, which adds an additional modulator to the
second branch (Fig. 8.22c). Full transmission occurs at
0◦ net phase difference while total extinction occurs at
180◦ . This configuration requires lower drive voltages
to achieve a required phase shift.
Due to the small electrically induced changes in the
refractive index, thermal influences and stress-induced
double refraction as well as birefringence can be rather
disturbing. Therefore, electrooptic modulators often
contain two equal Pockels cells in a configuration where
the temperature dependence of the relative phase shift is
largely canceled [8.72].

8.3 Acoustooptic Modulator
Devices that apply an acoustic wave to a medium guiding optical waves are called acoustooptic modulators
(AOM). They consist of at least one acoustic wave
generator (usually a piezoelectric transducer) attached
to an optical material such as tellurium dioxide, crystalline quartz or fused silica. The applied acoustic wave
influences the spatial density distribution of the optical material (by compression and rarefaction) and thus
a corresponding change in the index of refraction is
generated. Due to the periodic structure of the acoustic
wave the variation in the index of refraction is also periodic and acts as a diffraction grating for an optical wave
present in the medium (Fig. 8.23).
The distance of the periodically repeated planes of
equal density is given by
νs
Λ=
,
(8.68)
fs

where νs is the velocity of sound in the medium and f s
is the frequency of sound. In analogy to the formula for
Bragg diffraction, the angles θ can be calculated for light
diffracted from this periodic structure as (Fig. 8.20):
sin θ = ±

λ
,
2Λ

(8.69)

where λ is the wavelength of light in the medium. For
these angles the criteria for constructive interference is
satisfied; θ represents both the angle of reflection as well
as the angle of incidence. The intensity drops sharply for
angles that differ slightly from θ.
Depending on the application there are many criteria
for the choice of the material, including the transparency
range, the optical damage threshold, and required size.
The characteristics of AOMs are given in Table 8.2.
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Table 8.2 Characteristics of acoustooptic modulators [8.73]
Bandwidth
(MHz)

Rise time
(ns)

Acoustic input
power (W)
saturation

Material
wavelength range
(µm)

Efficiency at
maximum bandwidth
(633 nm)

Glass
PbMoO4
TeO2
Ge
GaP
GaAs

5–10
> 80
> 80
10
100–1500
50–200

50
4–6
4–6
70
0.7–10
5–20

1–6
0.5–1.5
0.5–1.5
20– 30
0.02– 2
0.02– 2

0.4–25
0.42–5.5
0.35–5
2 –20
0.6–1
1 –1.6

> 70%
> 70%
> 70%
> 50% at 10.6 µm
> 80%
> 30% at 1.5 µm

a)

Incident light
intensity

t

Is

fs
t
Reflected light
intensity

1st order

fi

fo = fi  fs

0-th order
t
Sound intensity Is

Fig. 8.23 AOM controlled by the sound intensity with

b)

a proportional modulated output intensity of the light

fs

0-th order

8.3.1 Intensity Modulator
The intensity of the reflected light is proportional to the
intensity of the modulating sound wave for sufficiently
weak sound intensity. At higher sound intensities nonlinear effects have a negative impact on the modulator.
The achievable bandwidth, B, is limited either by
the size of the light beam waist (with the transit time
T = D/νs of sound across the waist width D) to B = 1/T
(as shown in [8.71] Chap. 20.2) or by the transducer
impedance mismatch, which can be overcome by inserting a quarter-wave plate.

8.3.2 Frequency Shifter
Partially reflected optical waves are Doppler-shifted by
the refractive-index variations created by an acoustic
plane wave that moves with a velocity νs . While the angular frequency of the incident optical wave is ω = 2π f
the reflected light is upshifted to an angular frequency
ω + Ω with Ω = 2π f s . This is achieved using a setup
such as that shown in Fig. 8.24b where the acoustic
wave propagates in the opposite direction to the in-

fo = fi + fs
fi

+1st order

Fig. 8.24a,b Frequency shifter for (a) downshift and
(b) upshift of the input light frequency

coming optical wave. In a geometry where light and
sound waves travel in the same direction (Fig. 8.24a)
the frequency of the reflected light is downshifted to
ω − Ω.
Frequency shift over a range wider than the modulators range can be achieved by placing two modulators
in series. When the first modulator applies an upshift
and the second a downshift then the resulting output
frequency will be shifted by the difference of the two frequencies. The sum of both frequencies will be achieved
if both modulators apply an upshift. The overall efficiency is given by the combined diffraction efficiencies.
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8.3.3 Deflector

Part B 8.4

By applying a wide acoustic frequency range with bandwidth ∆ f to an AOM the deflection (separation) angle
2θ can be made to vary proportionally to f s . As θ is
not only the reflected but also the required incidence angle a setup is needed where the incidence angle can be
decoupled. This can be achieved by varying the direction of the acoustic wave corresponding to the applied
acoustic frequency, for example by using multi-electrode
transducers.
As the optical wave has a limited angular width the
number of resolvable spots is limited to the ratio of
the maximum scan angle variation ∆θ = (λ/νs )B to the
angular width λ/D of the beam
N=

D
B.
νs

(8.70)

Here, D/νs is the transit time of sound through the
light beam’s width and B is the bandwidth of the sound
wave.
Some applications of AOMs applying the modulation technics described above are:

•
•
•
•
•
•

cavity dumping in a laser resonator (deflection),
active mode locking,
laser printing, where the AOM modulates the power
of the laser beam,
high-frequency (HF) spectrum analyzer, where the
AOM deflects the length depending on the (to analyze) modulation signal to a charge-coupled device
(CCD) line detector,
laser projector, where AOMs modulate the intensity
of the RGB components of light according to the
video signal to be displayed,
laser scanning microscopy.

8.4 Gradient Index Optical Components
The local variation of the refractive index n(x, y, z) in the
optical material of an optical component involves several additional possibilities to generate new functions
of the component. In contrast to conventional refractive
optics where light is refracted at the abrupt transition
from one homogeneous medium with index n 1 to a second one with index n 2 , the direction of the propagating
light changes continuously in gradient index (GRIN)
media, depending on the distribution of the refractive
index n(x, y, z). The propagation in terms of geometrical optics is governed by the rules of Fermat’s principle.
This is described in more detail in Sect. 8.4.1.
Usually, four gradient index types are distinguished.
For axial gradients the index varies only in the direction of the optical axis z, while in planes perpendicular
to the optical axis the index is constant. For radial gradients, nowadays the most important type, the index is
solely a function of the radial coordinate r, which is perpendicular to the optical axis z. In one-dimensional or
lateral GRIN media, the index depends only on one coordinate, y, which is perpendicular to the optical axis.
Spherical gradients exhibit a variation of the index with
a spherical radius R,
n = n(z)
axial gradient
n = n(r = x 2 + y2 )
n = n(y)
n = n(R = x 2 + y2 + z 2 )

radial gradient
one-dimensional gradient
spherical gradient
(8.71)

For all the types of gradients described in (8.71),
defined index profile functions exist that generate effects
on incoming light beams similar to those of conventional
optical components as, e.g., lenses. A radial (or onedimensional) gradient with a nearly parabolic secanthyperbolic index profile,
n(r) = n 0 sech(gr) ,

(8.72)

with a maximum index n 0 on the optical axis creates
a focusing lens (Fig. 8.25) with a periodic sinusoidal
ray trace [8.74, 75] for meridional rays. Period P solely
depends on the gradient parameter g,
P = 2π/g .

(8.73)

A radial gradient with a parabolic index profile
bending outwards
n 2 (r) = n 20 [1 + (gr)2 ]

(8.74)

acts as a diverging lens [8.76] (Fig. 8.25). Both types
(8.72) and (8.74) result in a lens function with plane
optical surfaces, which is a tremendous advantage for
the production and application of miniaturized gradient
index lenses.
A unique spherical gradient is Maxwell’s fisheye [8.77]
n(r) =

n0
,
1 + (R/R0 )2

(8.75)
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n(r) = n 0 2 − (R/R0 )2

(8.76)

to collimate light from a point source at the surface of
the sphere. A generalized type of similar profiles is employed for producing fiber-based cylindrical collimating
lenses with small focal lengths [8.80].
Axial gradients are most commonly used to correct
the spherical aberration of lenses made with a homogeneous medium with spherical surfaces. An axial index
profile that eliminates the spherical aberration of parallel
a)

n (r) = n0 sech (gr)

z i = ð/(2g)

n

light rays striking the spherical surface of a planoconvex lens on the gradient side (Fig. 8.25) was derived
analytically by Murty [8.81],
n0
n(z) = √
,
(8.77)
1 + 2n 0 (n 0 − 1)z/rc
where n 0 is the index at the vertex (z = 0) of the spherical
surface with a radius of curvature rc .
Most of these gradient examples represent analytical solutions of the ray equations (Sect. 8.4.1) but are
difficult to fabricate in practice because of their exotic
index value ranges. Gradient index materials used for
the fabrication of optical components for the visible
and near-infrared domain are most often silicate glasses
and sometimes plastics, with indices between 1.4 and
1.9, allowing a limited index variation because of the
chemistry, and mechanical and optical properties of the
materials. Furthermore, applications often require the
b)

n0

n2 (r) = n02 [1 + (gr)2]

n

r

1

c)

0

1

n0

2r/d

1

d)

n

0

1

2r/d

n

2

1

n0
0

R0

R

0

R0

R

n (z)
n0

e)
z

z=0

Fig. 8.25a–e Different types of gradient-index components with lens performance (a) radial focusing lens, (b) radial
diverging lens, (c) spherical lens – Maxwell’s fisheye (n 0 = 2) and (d) Luneburg lens, (e) plano–convex lens with axial

gradient
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which images all points on the surface (R = R0 ) of
a sphere in the surface on its opposite side; n 0 is the
index at the center of the sphere. A modified version
of the spherical or semi-spherical gradients is used in
planar microlens arrays [8.78].
A so-called Luneburg lens [8.79] uses a spherical
gradient
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integration of GRIN components in a configuration that
deviates from the ideal and analytical examples presented in this chapter. Hence, the index profiles are
formulated in model functions, normally as a polynomial
expression, introducing an appropriate number of design
parameters. Numerical ray tracing is then performed to
determine optimum index profile parameters for a specific configuration or application, also considering the
technological feasibility. Section 8.4.1 will outline some
fundamentals of ray tracing in gradient index media.
A more-detailed introduction to the fundamentals of
gradient index optics is given in [8.74, 79, 82–84].

8.4.1 Ray Tracing in Gradient Index Media
Light propagation in gradient index media can be described by different physical models, i. e., by ray tracing
in the sense of geometrical optics, by scalar wave
propagation [8.85], or by solving the vector wave equations [8.84]. The suitability of the models depends on the
size of the gradients with respect to the wavelength and
the effects under investigation. Besides gradient index
waveguide optics, where wave propagation is appropriate [8.86], ray tracing is the most common method to
describe, simulate and optimize gradient index components, because its calculations are comparably fast and
compatible with the principles of optical design software. Hence, this method will be introduced in more
detail in this section.
In the geometrical optical sense, ray propagation in
media with a nonuniform index distribution n(x, y, z) is
described with the vector ray equation, which is derived
from Fermat’s principle [8.87]


d
dr
n(x, y, z)
= ∇n(x, y, z) ,
(8.78)
ds
ds
where r is the position vector and ds is the path element
along the ray trace (Fig. 8.26).
The vector equation (8.78) can also be represented
as a system of differential equations of second order for
the coordinates x, y and z,




d2 y
d2 x
∂ 1 2
∂ 1 2
;
;
n
n
=
=
∂x 2
∂y 2
dτ 2
dτ 2


d2 z
∂ 1 2
.
n
=
(8.79)
∂z 2
dτ 2
The element dτ results from the path element ds = n dτ.
Analytical solutions of equation (8.79) exist for
many index distributions, some well-known ones
are presented before. Detailed descriptions are given
in [8.74, 75, 79, 83].

n (x, y, z)
ds
r
r + ds

Fig. 8.26 Ray trace in a inhomogeneous medium

In routine cases, where the index distributions have
to be adapted and optimized to a specific design configuration of an optical system and to profile shapes that
can be fabricated by applying an appropriate technology,
the ray equations (8.79) are solved numerically by the
Runge–Kutta method [8.88]. This procedure is mostly
used in commercially available optical design software.
The index profiles are usually formulated as polynomial
expansions in r, R, x, y, and z. The computation of
wavefront aberrations and point-spread functions (PSF)
considering the diffraction furthermore requires the calculation of the optical path length OPL of rays tracing
in gradient index media,

OPL = n(x, y, z) ds ;
ds =

dx 2 + dy2 + dz 2 ,

(8.80)

where ds is the geometrical path element. The described
Runge–Kutta method uses dτ as the numerical step
parameter. Hence, the calculation of the optical path
length (OPL) can easily be included in the numerical
procedure [8.89] by

(8.81)
OPL = n 2 (x, y, z) dτ .

8.4.2 Fabrication Techniques
Gradient index materials for visible light and nearinfrared applications are usually based on transparent
silicate glasses and sometimes on organic polymer materials. The refractive index can be changed by locally
varying the chemical composition and structure and
related optical and mechanical properties. Early models [8.90] relate the optical properties of homogeneous
silicate glasses to their composition. More-recent studies [8.91, 92] also involve aspects of the index gradient
fabrication and chromatic properties of the gradient
glasses. The appropriateness of a GRIN fabrication
technology depends on the following optical aspects:

•
•

the desired index change ∆n
the profile shape and symmetry
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•
•

the depth of the gradient, which determines the size
of the GRIN element
the chromatic variation of the index profile.

Ion Exchange and Diffusion Processes in Glass
Diffusion processes in glass are used to produce most of
the commercially available GRIN lens types. Large axial gradients [8.101] and radial gradients [8.102] are
fabricated by fusion–diffusion between different initially homogeneous glasses of distinguished refractive
indices, which are combined into a plate stack for axial gradients or by inserting rods in tubes of different
glasses. After combination, the compound is annealed
at temperatures well above the transition temperature
and the softening point of the glasses, causing the diffusion of many components of the glasses, with the initial
step-like index distribution forming a continuous index
GRIN substrate holder
Molten salt bath
Container

Table 8.3 Polarizability, ion radius and possible refractive
index change of monovalent ions suitable for ion exchange
Ion

Electronic
polarizability
(A3 )

Ion radius
(Å)

∆n

Na+
Li+
K+
Ag+
Cs+
Tl+

0.41
0.03
1.33
2.40
3.34
5.20

0.95
0.65
1.33
1.26
1.65
1.49

–
≤ 0.01
≤ 0.01
≤ 0.14
≤ 0.03
0.1 . . . 0.2

gradient. In the case of one-dimensional axial gradient
with index changes as large as 0.4, blanks are used to
grind and polish spherical lenses with corrected spherical and chromatic aberration (Sect. 8.4.3). In the case
of radial gradients, a larger preform with the appropriate index profile produced by the described diffusion is
afterwards drawn out to the final lens diameter at lower
temperatures.
For producing radial and lateral gradients in smaller
diameters between 0.1 and 3.0 mm, the ion exchange
of monovalent cations between molten salt baths and
initially homogenous borosilicate glass rods or slabs is
used [8.95, 96, 103] at temperatures between 300 and
600 ◦ C. This is below or in the range of the transition
temperature of the glass, where the network of the glass
formers is still rigid, but monovalent ions have some
mobility and the salts are liquid (Fig. 8.27). Numerous
technological aspects affect the feasibility of producing
a desired final refractive index profile. The ions to be exchanged determine the possible index change (Table 8.3)
and the ion exchange depth after a certain exchange
time, which results from different polarizabilities and
ion radii. Table 8.3 compares the relevant properties of
monovalent ions [8.104].
The fabrication time depends on the kinematic properties of the ion exchange, which is described as an
interdiffusion process of the ions A and B in the glass
and the salt melt,
+
+
+
A+
Glass + BSalt ↔ ASalt + BGlass .

(8.82)

It is modelled by Fick’s diffusion equation
GRIN glass substrates

Fig. 8.27 Ion exchange scheme for borosilicate glass rods
and slabs in molten salt baths
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∂cA (r, t)
= ∇[D(cA , T )∇cA (r, t)] ,
(8.83)
∂t
where cA is the normalized concentration of cation A,
and D is the diffusion coefficient. It generally depends
on the concentration and the temperature T and describes most of the process-relevant properties of the
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Although several techniques such as, the sol-gel [8.93]
and the chemical vapor deposition (CVD) [8.94] processes are described in the literature, ion exchange or
diffusion technology in glasses and plastics are of most
practical importance for the production of gradient index lenses [8.95–98] and are described here in more
detail. However, CVD processes are of great industrial
relevance for the production of graded index fibers for
optical data transmission as well as for the fabrication of
Luneburg-type cylindrical lenses (Sect. 8.4.3). Sol-gel
techniques have been investigated in more detail because of their potential to fabricate large radial-gradient
lenses of diameters larger than 5 mm to open up new
applications to camera lenses or eyepieces in optical
instruments [8.99]. To produce even larger GRIN lens
elements, organic or plastic materials have been investigated in detail [8.100]. A combination of the diffusion
of different monomers with different refractive indices
followed by copolymerization generates the final index
gradient.
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Na+

Fig. 8.28 Thallium/sodium–potassium ion exchange for

producing high-NA radial GRIN lenses [8.95]

base glass composition and the kinematic behavior of
the ions exchanged at different temperatures. Several
empirical and physical models have been developed to
enable a realistic simulation of the ion-exchange fabrication processes [8.104–107]. A process temperature has
to be chosen where the diffusion coefficients are high
enough to enable an economic production time, but still
below or in the range of the softening point of the glass to
avoid deformation of the glass blanks. Besides the temperature and the ion exchange time, the configuration of
the initial and boundary conditions for the diffusion process, which can be controlled by varying the salt-bath
composition, is an important tool to optimize the index
profiles.
High-numerical-aperture lenses with radial gradients are obtained by large index changes of > 0.1. To
produce GRIN lenses, in most cases they are generated by thallium/sodium–potassium ion exchange [8.95]
(Fig. 8.28) or by the silver–sodium exchange [8.96,103].
In contrast to silver, thallium is a very toxic material,
larger portions of which, however, can initially be included in the base glass composition of the GRIN glass,
because thallium oxide does not tend to reduce to metallic thallium during the melting process of the glass.
a) Substrate glass

Na+

Na+

b) Stuffing

Silver is almost nontoxic, but glasses with a high content
of silver oxide larger than 15 mol % cannot be molten
directly, because silver salts and oxides tend to reduce
to metallic silver at typical melting temperatures above
1000 ◦ C, which causes a dark color in the glass. The
glass would then not be useful for GRIN-lens production. Hence, a two-step process is generally used for the
production of focusing GRIN lenses [8.96, 103], where
a sodium-containing base glass is initially immersed in
a silver-containing salt melt. This step is carried out
sufficiently long to form a nearly uniform refractive index increase ∆n (ion stuffing) (Fig. 8.29). In a second
burying step, silver ions in the glass are partially removed and replaced by index-lowering sodium ions,
where the glass substrates are immersed in a sodiumcontaining salt melt, yielding the desired parabolic
profile.
Many applications require longer ray periods
P (8.73) connected with lower numerical apertures
and minimized chromatic aberrations. Preferably, the
lithium-sodium ion exchange in alumo-borosilicate
glasses is used to produce these types of radial GRIN
lenses with smaller index changes ∆n [8.108–111].
It is not claimed that this chapter is a complete
representation of all the available GRIN fabrication
techniques; rather it reflects the author’s experience.

8.4.3 Application
Radial and Lateral Gradient Lenses
with Plane and Spherical Surfaces
Micro GRIN lenses with almost parabolic radial or
lateral index profiles are an interesting alternative to
conventional homogeneous glass lenses since the lens
performance depends on a continuous change of the
refractive index within the lens material. Instead of

c) Burying

AgNO3

NaNO3

Ag+

Na+

Na+

x

n
Na+

Na+
Ag+
AgNO3

c)

Ag+
Na+
NaNO3

+dl / 2

b)

Ag+

Na+
Na+

d)

0
a)

nsub + Än

nsub

 dl / 2

Fig. 8.29 Silver–sodium ion exchange for producing high-NA radial and one-dimensional GRIN lenses [8.103]
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1.0 pitch
0.5 pitch

Relay lens

Fig. 8.31 GRIN endoscope without eyepiece function
¼ pitch

mates it. This configuration is usually applied to
the collimation of single-mode and multimode optical fibers and laser diodes, where the source can
be attached directly to the lens. For high-power laser
diodes, cylindrical GRIN lenses are used for fast-axis
collimation. Together with other GRIN components
they are easily integrated to form compact microoptical systems.
The half-pitch lens images an object on the entrance surface inverted on the exit surface of the
lens (magnification M = −1).
The 1 (2, 3, or more, respectively)-pitch lens images
an object on the entrance surface of the lens identical to the exit surface (magnification M = +1). In
endoscopes, those lenses are used as relay lenses,
which transmit the image from the front part of the
endoscope to the eyepiece (Fig. 8.31).
Endoscope objective lenses are somewhat longer
than a quarter-pitch lens. They image the object field
to be viewed at a working distance on the exit surface
of the lens on a reduced scale (Fig. 8.31).

½ pitch
1 pitch

Fig. 8.30 Ray traces within a GRIN focusing lens of dif-

ferent pitch lengths

complicated surface shapes, plane optical surfaces are
used. The light rays are continuously bent within the
lens until, finally, they are focussed on a spot. Miniaturized lenses are fabricated with thickness or diameter
of 3 mm down to 0.2 mm. The simple geometry allows their cost-effective production in larger volumes
and essentially simplifies the assembly of rather complex systems, including optical fibers, prisms and beam
splitters, because these plane optical components can be
attached directly to the GRIN lenses. Varying the lens
length yields an enormous flexibility to fit the lens parameters, e.g., the focal length and working distance,
to a specific requirement. Preferred ranges of application are optical telecommunication components, laser
diode-to-fiber couplers, miniaturized endoscopes, and
a variety of optical sensors. New emerging fields are
endomicroscopic probes with high resolution requirements and miniaturized heads for optical coherence
tomography (OCT). Before these applications are presented in more detail, some fundamental aspects will be
considered.
An almost parabolic radial focusing refractive-index
profile (8.72) realizes a continuous cosine ray trace
within a GRIN focussing lens, the period or pitch
length P of which (8.73) does not depend on the entrance height and the entrance angle of the light ray
(Fig. 8.30).
Various imaging configurations can be designed using the same index profile by choosing different lens
lengths.

•

•
•

•

The geometrical gradient constant g of the radial
index profile (8.72) characterizes the steepness of the
index gradient and, with the lens length z l , determines
the focal length, f , and the working distance, s, of the
zl

z
P1

O

P2
I

s
l2

The quarter-pitch lens images a point source on the
entrance surface of the lens into infinity, or colli-

y, r

f

f

s
l1

Fig. 8.32 Image formation by a GRIN focussing lens
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The distance between the principal planes P1 and
P2 indicates that GRIN lenses have to be treated as thick
lenses. However, this fact does not influence the image
quality and isoplanatic property of GRIN lenses.
The maximum acceptance angle of a GRIN collimation lens or the maximum viewing angle of a GRIN
objective lens, respectively, ϑ, is determined by the numerical aperture (NA). As in fiber optics, it is derived
from the maximum index change of the GRIN profile,

f

Part B 8.4

sin (ϑ) = NA =

s

zl

= n 0 1 − sech 2 (gd/2) ,

Fig. 8.33 Ray traces in a GRIN diverging lens

lens,
f=

1
,
n 0 g sin (gz l )

s=

1
.
n 0 g tan (gz l )

(8.84)

Figure 8.32 illustrates the procedure of optically
designing an imaging GRIN system using these parameters.

GRIN

SMF

GRIN

Filter
isolator
switch

SMF

L

Fig. 8.34 Single-mode fiber coupling by a pair of GRIN

lenses
a)

Dielectric filter
SMF ë1 + ë2
SMF ë1

SMF ë2
GRIN 1

b)

GRIN 2

GRIN

Input SMF
ë1 ... ën

ë1
ë3
ë5

ë2
ë4

n 20 − n 2R

Dielectric filter

Fig. 8.35a,b Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM)
using GRIN lenses and narrow-band interference filters. (a) Twochannel multiplexer, (b) multichannel multiplexer [8.112]

(8.85)

where n R is the refractive index at the margin of the
profile, and d is the diameter or the thickness of the lens.
Diverging lenses with plane optical surfaces are
obtained by parabolic-shaped refractive index profiles (8.74), with the minimum of the index, n 0 , at the
center of the profile.
A characteristic ray trace through a diverging lens is
shown in Fig. 8.33. The comparably short focal length
of the lens, f , is also determined by the lens length z l ,
f =−

1
,
n 0 g sinh (gz l )

s=−

1
.
n 0 g tanh (gz l )
(8.86)

However, a periodic path of the rays is not obtained
in this case. Those lenses are applied to the production
of microoptical telescopes and scanners.
Optical communication systems use various fiberoptical components, where radial GRIN lenses with
plane optical surfaces are successfully used on a largevolume scale, because of their advantageously small
size, light weight, easy assembly and adjustment, and
short focal length. Very well-established basic functions
of GRIN lenses with diameters between 1.0 and 1.8 mm
are the collimation of a single-mode fiber in the 1310 nm
spectral band and in those between 1500 and 1600 nm
and the low-loss coupling of a collimated beam again
in a single-mode fiber (Fig. 8.34). The insertion loss can
be kept very low (less than 0.5 dB) for distances L between a pair of GRIN lenses up to 25 mm and more, but
in general, it is a function of this separation and other
alignment factors [8.113, 114].
Optical elements, the function of which is sensitive
to the angular orientation of the light, such as filters, optical crystals, gratings and moveable switching prisms,
are placed between the GRIN lenses to build up a fiberoptical device. Most important are dense wavelength
division multiplexing (DWDM) devices [8.112], where
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LD

PC-GRIN

Fiber

wd

a multi-wavelength signal in an incoming single-mode
fiber (SMF) needs to be separated into many wavelength
channels (Fig. 8.35).
Fiber-optical attenuators and splitters can be built up
similarly to Fig. 8.35 depending on the filter properties
of the element between the GRIN lenses. Often, fibers
and GRIN lenses with angled facets are used for optical
interconnects to minimize back-reflections, which can
disturb the performance of precisely wavelength-tuned
devices and systems.
Radial GRIN lenses are also fabricated with spherical surfaces to enable the efficient coupling of laser
diodes to optical fibers (Fig. 8.36). The spherical surface allows a working distance (WD) of a few hundred
microns between the laser facet and the lens surface,
while the NA of the lens is somewhat increased with
respect to a similar lens with plane surfaces. The working distance is often necessary because of the can-type
package of many laser diodes with a window. The lens
matches the high NA of the laser diode to the lower NA
of the fiber. The spherical aberration introduced by the
spherical surface of the lens can be corrected by adapting
the radial index profile [8.115].
A one-dimensional or cylindrical GRIN lens with
plane surfaces is obtained by a parabolic-like onedimensional index distribution, which is oriented
perpendicular to and not varying along the optical axis
(Fig. 8.37). It is produced by ion exchange in glass plates
and can be applied to fast-axis collimation of laser diode
bars [8.116], or to the anamorphic shaping of elliptically diverging and often astigmatic beams of laser

diodes into the circular focussed beams that are necessary for efficient coupling into fibers, or for the pumping
of solid-state lasers [8.117, 118].
In the field of conventional endoscopy, where an
object in a barely accessible hollow space needs to be
imaged with a large viewing angle through a small opening, the GRIN lens technology is important when the
diameter of the optics has to be smaller than 2.0 mm,
especially below 1.0 mm, as conventional lenses are difficult to manufacture and to assemble in long imaging
systems. The complete imaging system of an endoscope
can be built up with only two GRIN lenses: an objective lens of high numerical aperture (NA > 0.5), which
generates a demagnified intermediate image of the object with a large viewing angle, and a relay lens of low
numerical aperture (NA ≈ 0.1), which relays the intermediate image of the objective to the outside of the body
(Fig. 8.31). Several ray periods or pitches of the GRIN
relay with additional intermediate images may be necessary to generate the required length of the endoscope.
It is also possible to integrate the eyepiece or ocular
function within the same relay lens [8.118] to avoid additional optical elements. These GRIN systems do not lead
to any internal Fresnel reflection losses because of the
absence of internal optical surfaces within the imaging
tube. The aberrations have been analyzed in comparison
with those of conventional optical systems in endoscopes, and the possibilities of preventing and correcting
the aberrations have been studied in detail [8.109, 110].
Flexible endoscopes use coherent imaging fiber bundles for image transmission over tens of centimeters. If
the diameter of the optical channel is less than 1.0 mm,
GRIN objective lenses, which can be attached directly to
the fiber bundle, are preferably used as they yield good
image quality. They are available in diameters down to
0.20 mm [8.119].
A novel field of application of GRIN lens systems is
endomicroscopy, where small optical probes are needed
to image biological tissue and corresponding specific
functional features with subcellular resolution in the
GRIN 1
High NA
low f

GRIN 2
Lower NA
higher f

Coherent fiber bundle

Object in small working distance

Fig. 8.38 Magnifying telecentric GRIN telescope conFig. 8.37 Cylindrical GRIN lens with a one-dimensional

lateral index profile

nected to a coherent fiber bundle for endomicroscopic
probes
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Fig. 8.36 Plano–convex radial GRIN lens with spherical
surface for coupling laser diodes (LD) into fibers [8.115]
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micrometer range. GRIN lens systems have been developed which provide the required lateral and axial
resolution below one micron and 10 microns, respectively. They generate magnified telecentric images of
the object (Fig. 8.38), which can then be transferred
by coherent fiber bundles [8.120], by rigid GRIN relay lenses [8.121], or by scanning an individual probe
fiber [8.122]. These endomicroscopic probes are often
operated in a confocal or laser scanning scheme, most
recently also involving multiphoton excitation [8.122].
Optical coherence tomography (OCT) is another
example of the preferred application of radial GRIN
optics. The penetration depth of OCT is generally less
than 2–3 mm and also requires miniaturized endoscopic
probes for internal medical diagnostics [8.123]. GRIN
lenses with plane optical surfaces are relatively easy to
combine with the single-mode signal fiber and prisms
for beam deflection to allow the scanning of the tissue by
rotating the optical assembly or by some other scanning
method (Fig. 8.39).
Many optical sensing applications are also based
on GRIN focusing rod lenses with radial gradients.
A variety of physical parameters such as displacement,
pressure, temperature, or fluid flow have been measured by intensity-modulated fiber-optical sensors, where
the coupling efficiency between two fibers is varied
by lateral and axial displacements of the GRIN lens
with respect to the fiber positions, by displacing mirror
Scanning spot
Fiber in ferrule

GRIN

Prism

Fig. 8.39 OCT probe design with fiber, GRIN lens and

coatings on membranes, or by changing the reflectivity performance of the coating [8.124]. The problem
of a stable intensity reference is overcome by sensor
solutions where the phase of coherent Gaussian light
beams is analyzed by interferometric setups comparable to those used in optical coherence tomography
(Fig. 8.39) [8.125].
Luneburg-Type Cylindrical Lenses
One type of radial index profiles in glass fibers is
also successfully used for the fabrication of cylindrical lenses of a generalized non-full-aperture Luneburg
type [8.80]. Earlier design studies investigated solutions
of Luneburg-type lenses with index profiles where the
required large index variation or the absolute index range
was difficult to fabricate. However, it has been shown
that radial index profiles with a peripheral cladding layer
of a preform glass tube, which can be fabricated using chemical vapor deposition (CVD) technology, result
in a cylindrical lens performance with well-corrected
spherical aberration. Here, the rod is transversally radiated by a divergent line source of limited numerical
aperture up to 0.5 (Fig. 8.40) [8.126].
By tuning the drawing process, diffraction-limited
microlenses can be produced in the shape of fibers or
rods with precise diameters and polished surface quality.
The fused-silica cladding and the gradient index core of
these lenses can withstand very high temperatures (the
transition temperature is ≈ 1100 ◦ C). The lenses can be
used in the visible and near-infrared spectrum. The rods
or fibers are cut to the desired lengths. These lenses
are used either as fast-axis collimators for single laser
diodes or for building cylindrical-lens arrays for laser
diode bars. In order to accommodate a small emitter
pitch, the edge of the lens may be ground to a desired
width [8.127]. Typical rod diameters are 0.06–3.0 mm
with correspondingly scaled focal widths.

scanning prism
Homogeneous cladding

Divergent point source

GRIN core

Fig. 8.40 Generalized non-full-aperture Luneburg lens

[8.80]

Large GRIN Lenses with Axial Gradients
In an axial-gradient lens, a spherically curved surface
usually imparts the basic focussing power, whereas the
axial index gradient controls or corrects aberrations, especially spherical aberration introduced by the refraction
at the spherical surface. Commercially available axial
gradients are produced by a bulk glass diffusion process [8.128] in large glass blanks with diameters up
to 330 mm. For designing lenses, the index profile is
described by

k
11

z
n(z, λref ) =
nk
,
(8.87)
z max
k=0
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GRIN Rod Lens Arrays
GRIN lenses, especially with plane optical surfaces,
can easily be arranged into lens arrays because of their
simple geometry and the possibility to grind and polish the optical surfaces of the individual lenses in the
array simultaneously. A commercially very successful
r lens array [8.129] which
application is the SELFOC
generates a non-inverted 1:1 image (Fig. 8.41). Usually, the arrays are composed of one or more rows of
lenses. The images from adjacent lenses overlap and
form a continuous erect image. The short total conjugate
between the object plane and the image plane, typically
9–80 mm, allows the compact integration of the optical
system, even if large plane objects of up to 60 cm width
have to be imaged.
The generation of erect images by single lenses,
which can overlap to a uniform large image, is ascribed
to the unique property of radial focussing GRIN lenses
to form intermediate images inside the lens rod according to the pitch length of the lenses. In general, the pitch
length of rod lens arrays is between 0.5 and 1.0 pitches,
resulting in a reduced intermediate image in the middle
of the rod (Fig. 8.42)

Image plane

Object plane

Fig. 8.41 Non-inverted 1:1 imaging by a GRIN rod lens
array [8.129]
Total conjugate

Object

Image
Reduced intermediate image

Fig. 8.42 Imaging ray traces of one array lens with reduced
intermediate image

The resolution, transmission, and homogeneity of
the image quality are determined by the rod lens diameter, by the numerical aperture of the lens and the related
lens aperture angle (the image cone in Fig. 8.41), by the
total conjugate and the working distance between the
object and the lens surface, and finally also by adapting
the index profile to the imaging conditions. The optimization of these parameters has been investigated in
many studies [8.131–133]. Traditionally, these lens arrays have been widely applied to various photocopiers
and scanning devices, to large printing machines, to
medical imaging devices, and to many production lines
requiring permanent control of surface quality and defect
detection.

8.5 Variable Optical Components
Single-lens optical systems are only used for the
least-demanding applications. They suffer, among other
things, from severe chromatic and spherical aberration.
To solve these problems, corrective lenses have to be inserted into the light path. If, additionally the focus needs
to be changed, then the lens elements need to be moved
relative to one another. This also requires additional lens
elements. Therefore, high-quality optical systems with
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where z is the axial distance from the blank surface and z max is the blank thickness. In contrast to
the simple analytical solution (8.77), which is however, difficult to realize, plano-convex, biconvex and
meniscus-type lenses are fabricated from specially
r glass blanks of standard diamdesigned Gradium
eters between 5 mm and 80 mm. The correction of
spherical and chromatic aberration by adapting the
index profiles is possible, which allows one to reduce the number of surfaces in optical systems and
related reflection losses and mounting complexity.
Binocular eyepieces and focus heads for high-power
industrial Nd-YAG welding and cutting laser systems
have been developed in addition to other applications [8.130].

8.5 Variable Optical Components

focusing ability need to have many elements, making
them complex, heavy, and bulky.
Lenses are not the only optical components with
the potential to change from fixed to variable optical
properties. Other optical components that can do this
include optical filters, polarizers, and attenuators.
Glass is a nearly perfect optical material, but it
is static; after grinding and polishing it is fixed in
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Fig. 8.43 Drop of water on CD acting as lens with the potential of a variable shape. The optical refractive power and
the aberrations of it are obvious. The challenge here is the
control of the surface shape of the lens and the encapsulation of such device to avoid influences from the environment
such as evaporation or gravity effects

Variable optical components try to offer ways around
these limitations. Different approaches, such as materials with internal microstructures that can be altered
to change their shape and/or refractive index, have
been studied. Micro-fluidic systems can produce such
changes of optical interfaces by varying their internal
pressure or actively changing liquids. The familiar technology of liquid crystals offers a way to modulate the
refractive index. Liquid-crystal-based lenses and other
devices are discussed in Sect. 5.9.1.
The goal of developing variable optical components
has to be the integration of new (intrinsic) variable
optical properties in such components, to make them
cheaper, less prone to fail because of mechanical wear,
and with a form factor as small as possible for a given
purpose.
The focus of this section is on the setup, production, and function of such variable optical components
and concepts discussed in research and academia in this
field. In spite of the great potential of replacing morecomplicated optical systems more work has to be done to
develop the components to a higher level to make these
components part of the standard catalogue of optical
components.

8.5.1 Variable Lenses
a particular shape, and a change in focal power is impossible. To make an optical zoom system with glass
lenses, these fixed elements must be moved back and
forth along the optical axis. Glass zoom lenses are
big, heavy, and expensive, and suffer from a limited
field of view. The whole zoom system also has to
incorporate mechanical components, such as stepping
motors or piezoelectric drivers and some kind of gearing
mechanism.
Pi

Pi

a)

b)

c)
Fig. 8.44a–c Schematic cross section of bi- and plano–concave (a),
convex (b,c) water lenses. The shape of the air–liquid interface
depends on the inner pressure pi and the capillary forces (after
[8.134])

The easiest device with the potential to work as a variable
lens is a drop of optical transparent liquid, as shown in
Fig. 8.43. There it is obvious that liquids can work as
lenses.
A major challenge is the control of the shape of
the drop and therefore its optical power as well as
avoiding environmental influences such as gravity, vibration, evaporation, and centering the drop on the
optical axis.
Water Lens
As early as the 17th century, the English scientist
Stephen Gray built microscopes using water drops as
lenses with a diameter of about 0.3 mm so that their curvature was not strongly influenced by gravity [8.135].
Due to the smooth surface of the drop, Gray found that
the images these lenses created were quite good. The
drops were kept from moving around by placing them in
tiny holes drilled in a plate. Different hole diameters led
to different lenses with different drop curvatures, and
therefore different magnification factors.
Using the same idea of the refractive power of the
interface between air and an optical liquid a variablefocus lens is easily realized. To control the shape of

such a liquid interface, pressure can applied. For this
purpose the liquid interface of water contained in small
wells is used. A schematic sketch of the lens housing
and possible lens types is shown in Fig. 8.44.
A capillary barrier develops at the exit of the well due
to the abrupt area expansion. The shape of the air–liquid
interface is described by the Young–Laplace equation of
capillarity.
That such a lens is an open system is an obvious
disadvantage. Environmental conditions will easily influence the shape of the air interface and the optical
liquid used will most likely evaporate and therefore the
lens will not have the same characteristic over a longer
period of time.
A way to overcome a couple of the drawbacks mentioned above is the introduction of another liquid that is
immiscible with the optical liquid. Ideally it should have
the same density and a different refractive index. By using a second liquid, evaporation can be minimized since
the whole system of both liquids can be encapsulated
very tightly. Such an approach is shown in Fig. 8.45.
An active optical surface develops at the interface between the water and silicon oil and changes its shape
depending on the pressure of the water.
Using liquids with an equal density minimizes the
influence of gravity and the optical interface between
both liquids will therefore only be minimal disturbed.
This approach is also used in electrowetting-based liquid
lenses.
Electrowetting-Based Lenses
Electrowetting Phenomenon. Electrowetting describes

the phenomenon of spreading liquid drops on solid surfaces due to an applied voltage across the liquid and
a counter-electrode underneath the solid surface.
Lippman [8.136] started the study of this effect
by observing the influence of an electrostatic charge
distribution on the capillary forces and tension at an
interface. The relation between the contact angle of
a liquid drop on a solid surface and the interfacial
tension at the three-phase point were formulated by
Young [8.137]. Combining the results of both studies
leads to the Young–Lippman equation, which describes
the change of the contact angle of a liquid drop on top
of a solid surface induced by electrostatic forces when
a voltage is applied between the drop and the underlying
counter-electrode. In earlier research on electrowetting
phenomenon the electrolytic decomposition of water
upon applying voltages beyond a few hundred millivolts
was a problem.

8.5 Variable Optical Components
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Fig. 8.45 Images of radius of curvature variation with pressure for
liquid–liquid interface based lenses. The lens was made of water
contained in a glass aperture (1 mm diameter) and immersed in
low-viscosity silicon oil (after [8.134])
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In the early 1990s Berge [8.138] introduced the idea
of using a thin insulating layer to separate the conductive liquid from the metallic electrode in order to
eliminate the problem of electrolysis. This new concept has become known as electrowetting on dielectrics
(EWOD).
A detailed theoretical description of the electrowetting effect can be found in [8.139]. Only the basic idea is
briefly discussed here. The phenomenon of electrowetting on dielectrics is shown in Fig. 8.46.
An electrically conducting fluid drop on an insulating surface usually forms a drop with a resulting contact
angle θ0 to the surface. The shape of the drop is determined by the minimization of the interfacial energies
between the insulator and the droplet, the droplet and the
surrounding gaseous phase, and the surrounding gaseous
phase and the insulator.
If a voltage is applied between the droplet acting as
one electrode and a (counter)electrode underneath the
insulating film, the droplet spread over a wider area and
the contact angle θ decreases. Additionally, the minimization of the interfacial energies leads to a change of
the shape of the droplet. Depending on the applied voltage a wide variety of different shapes of the droplet are
possible.
The basic concept behind such a variable lens becomes obvious, by imaging the droplet being an optical

è0

Insulator

è

V

Electrode

Fig. 8.46 Generic electrowetting setup. Conductive liquid droplet

at zero voltage (left) and with applied voltage (right). See the text
for details
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Insulator
Electrode

Fig. 8.47 Schematic description of the device evolution
from electrowetting on dielectrics to competitive electrowetting. The shape of the refractive interface is formed
between the conducting liquid and the insulating liquid.
Density matching makes the device insensitive to gravity
forces. A conducting liquid is used as the electrode

transparent and conductive liquid with a refractive index
nl sitting on a thin insulating layer on top a transparent counter electrode. The refracting interface is formed
between the optical liquid and the air.
Optical devices based on electrowetting can usually
be separated into two subgroups. The first uses the electrowetting on dielectrics effect by moving liquid drops
macroscopically on electrodes. A concept for an optical
switch based on electrowetting on dielectrics [8.141] is
discussed in Sect. 8.5.2. The second group of optical
devices employs so-called competitive electrowetting.
This is especially used to make lenses.

with the conducting liquid. The device evolution is
clearly visible. By applying a voltage between the conducting liquid and the counter-electrode the contact
angles changes and therefore forces the liquid–liquid
interface into different shapes. Due to the fact that
the refractive indices for the two liquids are not equal
a refracting surface is formed. This setup makes it possible to make a device insensitive to gravity forces
due to the density match between the liquids. Because
the packaging and the conducting liquid are used as
electrodes, there will no electrodes disturb the optical
path.
Components Based on Electrowetting.
Liquid Lenses. As mentioned competitive electro-

wetting allows the design of optical components with
a refractive interface that can change its shape controlled
by electrical voltage and that therefore have variable focal lengths. Such a lens was first described in [8.142].
The device is a closed cell filled with two immiscible
liquids. A device with similar properties was presented
in [8.143].
The first (insulating) liquid is a nonpolar oil while
the other is a (conducting) aqueous salt solution. Both
liquids were density-matched to within 10−3 . Due to this
density matching of the two liquids the lens becomes
insensitive to shocks and vibrations.

Glass
Stainless steel
Water phase

Competitive Electrowetting. The electrowetting de-

scribed above has the disadvantage that it usually works
best for tiny droplets where the influence of gravity is
negligible. An optimization is most likely possible for
special mounting positions and temperatures. For applications requiring larger diameters and which are not
limited to one position of use the influence of gravity on
the droplet surface has to taken into account. Additionally the influence of the electrode structures in the beam
path is very often a disadvantage due to diffraction or
the occurrence of stray light.
One way to avoid these disadvantages is to introduce
another liquid into the system. The requirements for such
a liquid are as follows. It has to be an insulating liquid,
immiscible with the conducting liquid and should have
the same density as the conducting liquid.
A schematic cross section through a device is shown
in Fig. 8.47. The drop of insulating liquid is covered

Oil phase

~V

Fig. 8.48 Schematic representation of the liquid lens: two
immiscible liquids (conducting salty liquid and insulating
oily liquid) are trapped between two glass windows. The
liquid–liquid interface moves from continuous (V = 0) to
the dashed line when voltage is applied. The optical axis is
shown as a short line made up of long dashes (after [8.140])
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Fig. 8.49 Inverse focal length as a function of the applied
voltage for an electrowetting-based lens. Two curves which
correspond to increasing (circle) and decreasing (square)
voltage are superimposed. The tiny hysteresis is most likely
due to imperfect inner surfaces

The principal setup of such a liquid lens is shown in
Fig. 8.48.
At low voltage, the water contact angle is high,
i. e., the oil droplet has a low contact angle and vice
versa. The optical power (or the inverse focal length) of
a lens is shown as a function of the applied voltage in
Fig. 8.49.
From 0 V to ≈ 36 V the lens has a concave and for
higher voltages a convex shape. The focal length is therefore in the range −250 mm to infinity and from infinity
to 40 mm.
Such electrowetting lenses seem to be very robust.
It is reported that they can be switched more than 106
times without any sign of degradation. Switching speeds
of the order of 10 ms have been achieved for a lens with
a diameter of 2.5 mm [8.144]. To reach the maximal
speed a precise adjustment of the liquids’ viscosity is
necessary, such that the drop motion is critically damped.
Otherwise the droplet either oscillates several times or
relaxes only slowly towards the new equilibrium shape.
Lenses with an aperture smaller 1 mm using competitive electrowetting can completely fabricated in MEMS
technology [8.145]. To produce such lenses or lens
arrays quadratic V-groove-defined holes are etched in
a standard silicon wafer. These will later be used as cavities to hold the two liquids. Afterwards, all surfaces
are passivated with an insulating layer consisting of silicon dioxide and a hydrophobic layer. For contacting
the droplet, an ITO-structured Pyrex wafer is anodically
bonded to the bottom of the wafer. The lens liquid is
deposited in the middle of the V-groove, embedded in

Membrane

Window

Fig. 8.50 Schematic cross section of a membrane lens. The
fluid is confined in the lens body between the glass window
and the flexible membrane. The enclosed volume is changed
by means of an external actuator. It is possible to obtain
a converging lens (convex membrane) as well as a diverging
lens (concave membrane)

the surrounding liquid, and another glass cover closes
the system on top. A water-based inorganic salt solution with a refractive index of 1.51 and a density of
2.1 g/cm3 was used as lens liquid. As a surrounding
liquid, a density-matched perfluorocarbon with a refractive index of 1.293 was used.
The lateral dimensions of prototype like system are
8 mm × 8 mm and the total thickness of the system is
1.525 mm. The lens aperture, which is equivalent to
the size of the bottom of the V-groove, can be varied
depending on application during lens production.
The back focal length of such a lens with an aperture
of 300 µm can be varied between 2.3 mm and infinity
using voltages between 0 V and 45 V.
Membrane Lenses
Variable lenses based on membranes have been discussed since the beginning of the 19-th century [8.146,
147]. More publications have been written and patents
filed since then, but so far these devices have not made it
to market, probably due to technical and material problems. They have mostly been discussed in the field of
vision care in the form of spectacles with variable optical
power.
Newer developments in the fields of material sciences, micromechanical technology, and optics make the
successful development and production of such devices
seem promising. The interest of companies and agencies
looking for components for lightweight optical zoom
systems [8.148] used, for example, in unmanned aerial
vehicles, handheld optical devices (camera phones), and
surveillance cameras is helpful in this area.
The general setup of such a lens is shown in Fig. 8.50.
A cavity enclosing a transparent optical liquid with refractive index nl has at least one variable and flexible
side wall. For the optical liquids, water, salty solutions
or index-matching liquids are used. The volume of the
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Fig. 8.51 Dependence of effective focal length on fluidic

pressure of the fluidic adaptive lens during lens-type transformation between biconvex and biconcave lens (after
[8.148])
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Fig. 8.52 Topography of a deflected membrane lens (aperture 400 µm) at different pressure values, measured with
a surface profiler. The inflection points are seen on the
outside of each graph (after [8.149])

Optical Performance of Membrane Lenses. The general

its diverging refractive power increases. Due to the
more-experimental character of these devices and the
wide variety of different lens parameters, such as the
aperture, membrane material, membrane thickness, and
optical liquids used, it is impossible to present an exact characterization of the optical performance of such
lenses.
In a more-general approach an example of the optical
performance of a membrane lens with two membranes
taken from [8.148] is shown in Fig. 8.51.
The fluidic lens consists of a 4 mm-thick cylinder
with a diameter of 20 mm, covered with two 60 µm-thick
PDMS membranes on both sides of the cylinder. As the
optical liquid a 63% sodium chromate solution with a refractive index of nl = 1.5 was used. The pressure inside
the chamber was controlled by a battery-powered fluidic control consisting of a miniaturized pump, pressure
sensor, valves and an electronic control unit.
The transformation of the membrane shape from
concave to convex is clearly seen, as well as the increase
in optical power with decreasing radius of curvature of
the membrane.

optical performance of membrane lenses arises from the
changes in the curvature of the membrane. Starting from
a curvature with an infinite radius, where the lens acts as
a parallel plate with no refractive power. With increasing
pressure in the cavity, the liquid inside forms a convex
lens, the lens radius decreases, and the refractive power
becomes higher.
With decreasing cavity pressure the membrane
forms a concave shape, and the radius decreases and

Aberrations in Membrane Lenses. The focal length of
these variable membrane lenses is not the only interesting parameter. Other interesting parameters include the
degree of sphericality and the apertures of the lenses that
can actually be used optically.
The results of measurements of the curvature as
a function of the applied pressure of a membrane lens
with an aperture of 200 µm and a PDMS membrane

liquid enclosed is varied by means of actuators and kept
constant for a certain optical power of the optical device. It is easily seen that such a device can be used as
a variable plano–convex/concave lens.
Lens diameters are 0.5–20 mm [8.149–151]. Microlens arrays can also be fabricated [8.149].
Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) is usually used as the
membrane material [8.149, 151], although other materials such as polyvinylidene chloride, polyethylene, and
polyvinyl chloride have also been discussed [8.152]; the
membranes are usually 10–100 µm thick.
Setups with two flexible membranes on opposite sides of the device are als discussed in
literature [8.153, 154] as well as devices with two
separate cavities [8.155]. Such devices enlarge the
possible choices of membrane-based variable lenses
from plano–concave/convex to biconcave/convex and
convex–concave and increase therefore the degrees of
freedom in optical design setups.

Advanced Optical Components

fore to a slow change in the variable characteristic and
a decay of the variable optical component in the long
run.
More scientific research and development, i. e., the
development of new membrane materials, the simulation
of membranes in different fixtures, fabrication, optical, and environmental tests of membrane lenses are
necessary to approach a perfect variable lens.
Production of Membrane Lenses. There are various

ways to produce membrane lenses.
One method [8.151, 156] is it to produce the lens
chamber and membrane separately using a soft lithography process. Afterwards the membrane and lens body
are bonded together using an oxygen-plasma bonding
technology. After the top of the lens has been formed,
the bottom of the fluidic chamber is bonded to a thin
glass slice for easy handling again using an oxygenplasma-activated bonding technique.
The detailed fabrication process of a membrane lens
array is illustrated in Fig. 8.53. At first a ca. 10 µmthick layer of photoresist is patterned onto a silicon
wafer to form the mold for the microfluidic network.
A second ca.100 µm-thick layer of photoresist is patterned on top of the first layer to create circular chambers
for the lenses. The PDMS prepolymer mixture is spincast over the mold and subsequently cured at 150 ◦ C.
The total thickness of the PDMS layer is approximately
140 µm. The thickness of the PDMS membrane in the
lens area is ca. 40 µm. The cured PDMS is peeled off
from the mold, treated with oxygen plasma and then irreversibly bonded to a glass substrate. Since the PDMS
SU-8 patterning (1st layer)  Microfluidics formation

SU-8 patterning (2nd layer)  Circular chamber formation

PDMS spin casting and cure

O2 treatment and bonding to glass

Silicon

SU-8

Fig. 8.53 See for details (after [8.156])

Glass

PDMS
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thickness of 50 µm [8.149], taken by using a mechanical
profiler, are given in Fig. 8.52.
It is obvious that the lens profiles found are not ideally spherical. The first reason is the nonlinear deflection
of the PDMS membrane. The nonlinearity of the elastic PDMS membrane, however, is an intrinsic effect of
the material and is not alterable. Other, more-linear elastic materials have to be found. The other reason is the
fixed edge of the membrane on a flat surface. This leads
to an inflection line around the center of the lens at the
lens edge. Outside this inflection line the lens curvature
of a generally convex lens is concave. So the remaining
convex usable aperture shrinks.
There are different ways to deal with these obstacles. The easiest is the development of such membrane
lens for a special optical design, which means that the
necessary change in focal length can be minimized and
the mechanical setup, such as the aperture size, membrane thickness, and membrane fixtures of the lens can
also be optimized.
The following countermeasures can be used in the
special-purpose lens mentioned above, as well as in multipurpose lenses. To counteract the nonlinearity of the
PDMS membrane a variation of thickness with the radius can be considered. This would probably increase
the complexity of the manufacturing process and therefore raise the manufacturing costs. To counteract the
observable inflection point a different fixture for the
membrane on the lens edge may be possible. The fixture has to be formed in such a way that the membrane
runs asymptotically smoothly onto the surrounding lens
body. This change from a mostly 2-D approach to a more
three-dimensional (3-D) approach unfortunately also
probably means a change from a wafer-scale fabrication of multiple lens to a single-lens fabrication process.
This leads to increased manufacturing costs for such
devices.
The permeability of the membrane to gases and liquids is another issue that has to taken into account.
A secondary experimental result observed while filling the lens mentioned in [8.149] is that any remaining
bubbles quickly diffuse out of the system because
the PDMS membrane is gas-permeable. On the other
hand this means that gas is also able to permeate into
the lens in the case of concave lenses, which makes
this lens type more likely to fail during lifetime or
makes the use of membrane lenses as concave lenses
impossible.
For the thinnest membranes (thicknesses smaller
than 10 µm) the membrane also becomes permeable to
liquids. This leads to a loss of liquid over time and there-
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layer contains both the microfluidic network and the
circular chambers, no alignment is required during the
bonding process.
Another way of producing membrane lenses as
well as membrane lens arrays is the use of standard
micro-electromechanical-systems (MEMS) processing
techniques [8.149]. This has the advantage that no transfer process is necessary and therefore all process steps
can take place on the same mechanical basis, which
ensures similar quality for all optical elements. Using clean-room facilities ensures particle-free optical
surfaces. Another advantage of using wafer-scale technology is that otherwise critical alignment steps during
the assembly of various parts of the lens can be avoided.
This technology seems to make the low-cost mass fabrication of such lenses possible.
A summary of the process is shown schematically
in Fig. 8.54. Processing starts with photolithography on
a silicon wafer polished on both sides in which the
lens openings and the microfluidic channels are defined. A masking layer is deposited in wet oxidation and
plasma-enhanced chemical-vapor deposition oxidation
steps. The first oxide mask defines the contours of the
circular lens openings with diameters of 300–600 µm,
the fluidic channels, and the reservoir. This layer is structured by photolithography and subsequently opened by
reactive-ion etching (RIE). In a second photolithography step, the photoresist layer is patterned. This second
masking step defines the contours of the lens chambers
and the reservoirs. These are then etched through half
of the silicon wafer by an inductively coupled plasma
(ICP) RIE process. The resist layer is removed afterwards. After coating the substrate with a primer to
improve the adhesion of the PDMS to the silicon or
silicon oxide, the PDMS film is spin-coated on top
of the wafer. The PDMS film is cured and forms the
pressure-actuated membrane, which encloses the working liquid and therefore defines the curvature of the
lens.
In a second ICP RIE etch step the lens chambers,
the reservoirs, and the fluidic channels are etched simultaneously, passivated by the structured SiO2 layer.
The etching stops abruptly when the SiO2 layer at the
front side is reached due to the etch selectivity of SiO2 .
The remaining front-side SiO2 layer is removed in a final RIE step. This means that the PDMS membrane
is now stretched freely over the silicon lens chamber.
To cap the fluidic channels and chambers, a thin Pyrex
wafer is being bonded to the back side of the silicon
substrate with a UV-curable optical adhesive. To minimize scattered light and cross talk between the single

a)

Silicon

b)

Silicon dioxide

c)
Photoresist

d)

e)

PDMS

f)

g)

Pyrex
Chromium
aperture

h)

Liquid

Fig. 8.54a–h Schematic process description: (a) Silicon
wafer with both side SiO2 layer and with back side opened
by reactive-ion etching (RIE); (b) Photoresist, spin-coated
and structured; (c) First inductively coupled plasma RIE
etching; (d) Spin-coating of primer and PDMS; (e) Second ICP RIE etching; (f) SiO2 removal; (g) Bonding of
the Pyrex wafer and patterning of the back-side chromium
layer; (h) Sawing and filling of the devices (after [8.149])

lenses of an array, an aperture stop made of a 100 µmthick structured chrome layer on the Pyrex wafer is
required.
The wafer stack is then separated into individual
chips by sawing. To prepare the fluidic lenses for operation, the cavity is filled with a liquid optical medium.
A similar process to fabricate membrane lenses with
two flexible membrane sides is described in [8.154].
Actuation Mechanism. A rudimentary activation mech-

anism, mostly used in laboratory setups, is the use of
a syringe pump to inject fluid into the lens chamber.
Other actuation mechanisms also employ external pressure. To get a higher degree of control over the lens,
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Magnetic Actuation. Ferrofluids provide another
N
S

Magnetic field
Ferrofluid

Chamber
Pressure
connection

Fig. 8.55 Schematic view in a magnetic actuator. The ferrofluid is confined between two flexible membranes; the
lower membrane separates the ferrofluid from the working
fluid (pressure connection). The attractive force between
the electromagnetic field and the ferrofluid leads to a decreasing pressure in the pressure connection and therefore
a change in the optical active surface of the membrane lens
connected to the actuator (after [8.158])

the pressure is built up by, for example, piezoelectric elements, MEMS-based miniature pumps or ferrofluids.
For advanced variable optical lens systems it is necessary to employ automatic control including a pressure
sensor to ensure uniformity of the optical power of the
lens over a given amount of time. Highly integrated
pressure sensors are made, for example, by MEMS technology [8.157]. Such controls are still in development
and have to be integrated with the variable optical parts
to give the new variable optical components a chance on
the market.
External Pressure. Variable focusing in liquid-filled

lenses has been demonstrated by deflecting the lens
membrane using pressure-driven mechanisms such as
external pumps [8.150] or piezoelectric stack actuators [8.160].
Piezoelectric stack actuators are suitable actuators
for driving variable optical lenses even though their
working range is usually too short (≈ 10 µm) to actuate the lens surface directly. There are two ways to solve
this problem; both mechanically amplify the stroke of
the piezoelectric actuator stack. The first is a mechanical
lever that transforms the small stroke into a larger one,
the other way makes use of the incompressibility of the
liquid. The cross-sectional area of the cylinder pressed
on with the piezoelectric aactuator stack is several tens
of times larger than that of the lens surface, and therefore the distortion of the lens surface is a couple of times
that of the cylinder.
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Membrane

method to actuate a given variable membrane lens by
magnetic forces. Ferrofluids are liquids with paramagnetic properties that combine rheological characteristics
with strong force action. They consist of magnetite particles (Fe3 O4 with a diameter of 10 nm dispersed in
a liquid [8.161]. The possibility to fill any given or even
changing geometry with ferrofluids and the easy integration into a system are the main advantages of this
actuation method.
In Fig. 8.55 the actuator is shown as it generally
functions [8.158]. A volume of ferrofluid is enclosed
between two elastic membranes, which seal a chamber
in a plastic housing. A magnetic field above the upper
membrane attracts the ferrofluid and the upper membrane bulges upwards. The incompressible fluid causes
the lower membrane to follow accordingly. Thereby,
a negative pressure can be generated below the second
membrane. This negative pressure can be used to pump
a secondary fluid that fills the chamber below the double
membrane and features a pressure connection to a membrane lens. The magnetic field can be produced by means
of an electromagnet and thereby control the shape of the
membrane lens by an electric voltage.
Due to the effect that ferrofluids can only be attracted
by magnetic fields, this actuator is only able to decrease
the optical power of a given membrane lens.
Stimuli-Responsive Hydrogels. Another way to change

the optical power of a lens is the incorporation of
stimuli-responsive hydrogels, as described in [8.159].
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Fig. 8.56 Schematic view on a hydrogel lens setup. The interface between two immiscible optical liquids (water bottom, oil
top) with different refractive indices forms an optical surface. The
water is confined between the glass substrates, oil, and hydrogel
ring. The outside of the hydrogel ring is accessible to various
other liquids to change the volume of the hydrogel ring. Changes
in the volume of the hydrogel ring lead to changes in the confined volume and therefore in the shape of the water–oil interface
(after [8.159]).
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The principal setup of such a lens system is shown in
Fig. 8.56. There is a wide variety of hydrogels that react upon changing environmental conditions such as
temperature or pH to incorporate or exclude water
molecules in their structure, which results in a changing
volume of the substances.
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8.5.2 New Variable Optical Components
Electrooptical Switches Based
on Electrowetting
A concept for a 1 × 2 optical switch based on total reflection and electrowetting [8.141] is outlined in Fig. 8.57.
The proposed sandwich structure consists of a top
and bottom glass substrate each coated with an electrode
structure and an insulating hydrophobic layer. One of
the electrode structures is segmented and it is possible
to switch the different electrodes in a timely manner to
move the droplet in between the sandwiched structure
using electrowetting forces.
A 45◦ prism is attached to both glass substrates to
avoid total reflection at the air–glass surface and allows light to be coupled into and out of the device. The
collimated light is guided through the prism into the
electrowetting device. Placing the liquid droplet in the
optical path, the gap between the two glass substrates is
index-matched and the light is transmitted through the
sandwich configuration to the output S2.
The liquid droplet can be driven out of the optical
path by electrowetting forces due to the application of
a voltage to the counter-electrodes in a timely manner.
Now the gap between the top and bottom substrate is
filled with air and not with index-matching liquids anya)

Prism

n3

S2

Liquid

Light
beam

b)

Hydrophobic
layer

n2
n1

Substrate
Ground electrode

á
Prism

Substrate

Insulating layer
Counter electrode

S1

Fig. 8.57a,b Schematic drawing of the concept for an optical switch
based on electrowetting. (a) The liquid droplet with a refractive index
close to the refractive index of the hydrophobic layers and glass is
positioned in the beam path of the light by electrowetting. The
light is transmitted nearly without any losses to S2. (b) The droplet
is moved out of the beam direction. Total reflection occurs at the
interface between the dielectric layer and air (after [8.141])

more. Total reflection of the light beam takes place on
the interface between the glass and air. Therefore the
light will exit the device at the second output S1.
The concept has the potential to become highly integrated and applied in a matrix switch. In comparison
to other concepts for optical switches it is important to
note that this setup does not need precise movement and
all optical parts that require precise alignment have fixed
positions.

8.5.3 Outlook
on Variable Optical Components
Variable optical components have great potential to replace conventional optical systems in a wide variety
of applications [8.154]. Applications in high-volume
and low-cost markets, for example cell phones and
web cameras, are particularly appropriate for early use
of components with intrinsic variable properties. The
advantages of integrating these properties into the components will probably result in smaller form factors,
more freedom in the design of such devices, easier and
quicker assembly, and finally lower manufacturing costs
and higher profit margins. The liquid lens from Varioptics (Lyon, France), which is based on electrowetting,
is the component closest to serious production. Electronic controls are also ready and will probably be
seen in prototype mobile-phone cameras in the next
months [8.162]. Membrane lenses are not at this stage
yet. More work has to be done to develop new membrane materials and to integrate actuation and control
into the variable component.
Other developments, such as variable filters or polarizers based on liquid crystals will easily find special
niche applications in which to succeed.
All technologies for variable optical components
face strong competition from existing technologies.
They have to find there way into optical designs and
prove there advantages and abilities to potential users.
Since existing technologies are already approved and
in the market there have to be clear advantages of using the new technologies. In the end this will require
lower manufacturing costs to replace existing operational solutions. The key to success will probably be
an application that is made possible only through such
a new technology.
The development of existing technologies is
also progressing and continuing to give easier and
cheaper solutions to the problems, and some technologies may become extinct due to changes in other
areas.
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8.6.1 Fundamentals
Second-Harmonic Generation (SHG)
In second-harmonic generation (SHG, also called frequency doubling) photons interacting with a nonlinear
medium are effectively combined to form photons with
twice the energy, and therefore twice the frequency of
the initial photons (Chap. 3).
For efficient SGH three features must mainly be
fulfilled:

1. the pump intensity I must be sufficiently high over
a certain propagation length since, at least for small
conversion efficiencies, the SHG generation is proportional to I 2 ,
2. the nonlinear medium must have a high second-order
nonlinear coefficient χ (2) , and
3. the light beams involved need to preserve their phase
relationship over the propagation length.
Whereas (1) can be achieved by using high-power
laser beams and for (2) a careful choice of the material
is necessary, (3) requires additional measures since dispersion generally leads to a phase mismatch between
the frequency of the pump laser beam (ω) and the
frequency-doubled frequency (2ω).
This phase mismatch between ω and 2ω waves leads
to destructive interference of the SHG light generated at

a)
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b)

3

1
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2ù(1)
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2ù(1)

2ù(2)
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Fig. 8.58a,b Second-harmonic generation. (a) No phase matching:
light generated at position 2 (2ω(2) ) is out of phase with respect to
the light generated at position 1 (2ω(1) ). (b) Quasi-phase matching:
by inversion of the sign of χ (2) , 2ω(2) is in phase with 2ω(1)

the very beginning of the nonlinear crystal with that generated further inside the medium, thereby limiting the
maximum output power (Fig. 8.58a). This problem can
be overcome in birefringent crystals by choosing a particular orientation and keeping the crystal at a certain
temperature such that both waves, ω and 2ω, propagate
in the same direction and experience the same refractive
index, so-called noncritical phase matching (NCPM). In
general, these conditions are difficult to achieve, and because the value of χ (2) also depends strongly on the
orientation of the crystal, NCPM often results in an
unsatisfying tradeoff.
There is, however, a very successful approach to
preserving the phase relationship between ω and 2ω
waves, so-called quasi-phase matching, which will be
described in the following.
Quasi-Phase Matching (QPM)
For quasi-phase matching, the nonlinear susceptibility
χ (2) is modulated periodically to compensate for disperSHG power (arb. units)
(c)

(b)

(a)
0

Ë

3Ë
2Ë
Position in the crystal (arb. units)

Fig. 8.59 (a) Efficiency of second-harmonic generation in

a nonlinear crystal without phase matching, with quasiphase matching (b), and with perfect phase matching (c).
There Λ denotes the period length of the periodically poled
nonlinear crystal
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Obtaining quasi-phase matching (QPM) by periodically
alternating the sign of the second-order nonlinear coefficient χ (2) was first proposed in 1962 in a landmark
paper by Armstrong et al. [8.163]. It took, however,
nearly 30 years until efficient generation of frequencydoubled laser light with QPM in a periodically poled
nonlinear material was realized [8.164–166]. The final
breakthrough of QPM occurred with the first tunable laser source in the infrared wavelength regime
using a bulk periodically poled lithium niobate crystal (PPLN) in an optical parametric oscillator (OPO)
setup [8.167, 168].
This section will briefly review the physics of quasiphase matching (Sect. 8.6.1). Because it continues to be
a challenge, a detailed description of the actually techniques used to fabricate periodically poled crystals will
be given (Sect. 8.6.2) followed by the standard techniques for the visualization of the obtained structures
(Sect. 8.6.3). Finally, the currently most prominent applications for periodically poled crystals are described
(Sect. 8.6.4).
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Table 8.4 Selected properties of frequently used nonlinear crystal materials utilized in periodically poled devices [8.169–

171]. dim : nonlinear optical coefficient; T : transparency range; opt. dam.: optical damage threshold for a given pulse duration
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Crystal

dim (pm/V)

T (µm)

Opt. dam. (GW/cm2 )

Lithium niobate (LiNbO3 )
Lithium tantalate (LiTaO3 )
Potassium titanyl phosphate (KTP, KTiOPO4 )
Beta barium borate (BBO, β-BaB2 O4 )
Cadmium selenide (CdSe)
Gallium arsenide (GaAs)

d33 = −27
d33 = −21
d33 = 8.3
d22 = 2.3
d33 = 36
d14 = 94

0.36–5.8
0.32–5.5
0.34–3.2
0.2–2.6
0.75–25
0.9–17

0.5 (10 ns)

sion, i. e., in a nonlinear crystal, the orientation of the
optical axis is periodically inverted. In ferroelectric materials this can be achieved by periodic inversion of the
spontaneous polarization, i. e., of the ferroelectric domains (Fig. 8.58b). The period length Λ determines the
wavelengths for which the specific nonlinear process is
quasi-phase-matched. This Λ can be determined by an
empirical relationship called the Sellmeier equation between the refractive indices n i and wavelengths λi for
a particular medium. Figure 8.59 schematically depicts
the effect of QPM on the efficiency of second-harmonic
generation in a nonlinear crystal.
The phase-matching condition for QPM and for the
splitting of a pump wave into signal and idler waves is
∆k = kp − ks − ki = 2π/Λ ,

(8.88)

where kp , ks , and ki are the wave vectors of the pump, signal, and idler waves, respectively, and ∆k is the so-called
phase mismatch, assuming that all wave vectors are
collinear with the grating vector. Energy conservation
requires ωp = ωs + ωi .
Frequently Used Materials
For practical applications plenty of different properties
of nonlinear crystals are of importance, first of all of
course the magnitude of the nonlinear coefficient χ (2) ,
particularly if the available optical intensities are low.
However, the optical transparency for all the involved
wavelengths is also of major importance, as well as the
optical damage threshold. The latter is a measure of
the maximum optical intensity for a given wavelength
and pulse duration supported by the crystal without
being destroyed. Although there has been substantial
improvement in the past years, the optical damage resistance of nonlinear optical crystals is still a challenging
research area [8.172–174]. Properties such as the material’s potential to be periodically poled, the availability
of crystals with consistently good quality, large size and
a reasonable price and finally chemical durability may
also influence the choice for a specific material. Table 8.4

4.4 (1.3 ns)
9.9 (1.3 ns)
0.06 (10 ns)

lists the main properties of some relevant nonlinear
crystals. A more-detailed list can be found in [8.169].
Very recently, a new type of materials, so called
oriented-patterned (OP) materials have been developed,
with gallium arsenide (GaAs) being the most promising
example [8.175]. This is mainly due to its large nonlinear
susceptibility, broad transparency range, low optical absorption, high thermal conductivity, high laser-damage
threshold, and last but not least well-developed material
technology.

8.6.2 Fabrication
of Periodically Poled Structures
Depending on the application, periodically poled structures with period lengths of a few to some tens of microns
are required. The necessary interaction length, i. e., the
size of the periodically poled structure should reach several mm, over a thickness of some hundreds of microns to
obtain reasonable output power. The latter specification
can be circumvented by using waveguide techniques,
thereby achieving a much higher interaction length for
the confined light. Although advantageous because the
required material length is shorter, and also because the
periodically poled structures are necessary only at the
surface layer, the crucial drawback of this approach lies
in the optical damage threshold of the material, which
is why higher output powers are generally achieved in
bulk periodically poled crystals.
Electric Field Poling
Poling of domain patterns is usually achieved via ferroelectric domain engineering: applying electric fields
of appropriate polarity and field strengths above the
so-called coercive field E c to cause domain reversal.
The standard technique for the generation of periodic
domain structures uses patterned electrodes generated
using a photolithographic process (Fig. 8.60). This technique fails, however, for small poling periods ( 5 µm)
in thick crystals (≥ 0.5 mm), because of an unavoidable
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spreading of the poled region with respect to the electrode size due amongst others to the enhanced electric
fields at the electrode edges.

E-Beam Poling. A similar technique uses the electron
beam from an electron-beam lithography system to deposit electrons on top of the crystal, thereby generating
the high electric fields required for poling. Gratings with
periods as small as 1.6 µm across 500 µm-thick LiNbO3
crystals have been obtained [8.178]. Even smaller structures of < 200 nm can be generated in thin (< 10 µm)
liquid-phase epitaxy (LPE) LiNbO3 films [8.179]. As
for corona poling, this technique is slow because it is sequential and lacks a precise long-range periodicity due
to stepping misalignment.

Light-Assisted Poling
To overcome these limitations on the depth of domain growth, a very promising new technique has been
developed: light-induced poling. Controlled domain reversal is obtained by applying a homogeneous electric
field slightly smaller than E c in addition to a modulated UV-light intensity pattern (ideally generated by
two interfering laser beams) [8.180]. Because in certain
crystals (namely Mg-doped LiNbO3 ) UV light reduces
the coercive field [8.181], the light pattern is transferred into a domain pattern. In recent experiments,
all-optical switching of ferroelectric domains has also
been achieved, thereby avoiding the application of any
electric field to the crystal.
Poled Growth
In some materials, namely LiNbO3 , poling of domain
patterns during crystal growth has been successfully demonstrated with period lengths smaller than
4 µm [8.182, 183]. Although quite promising, the quality, namely the long-range periodicity of those periodically poled crystals, is not yet satisfactory, therefore this
technique still needs improvement for wider application.
For the generation of orientation-patterned GaAs,
all-epitaxial growth has been utilized. This process is
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based on photolithography and molecular-beam epitaxy
to grow a thin-film template with the desired periodic
crystal inversions. In a further step, a thick film is
grown on this sample by hydride vapor-phase epitaxy
to fabricate bulk orientation-patterned crystals [8.171].

8.6.3 Visualization
of Ferroelectric Domain Structures
For the improvement of the quality of domain patterns
a reliable, easy-to-use visualization technique is required. Freshly poled domain structures can be observed
by means of optical microscopy due to stress-induced
birefringence at the domain boundaries. The main drawbacks of this simple technique are its limited lateral
resolution (a few microns) as well as the restriction to
recently made domains. Among a multitude of visualization techniques [8.184], two standard methods are
mostly applied, as discussed briefly below. Whereas the
first is best suited for a large overview on the domain
structures, the second enables an otherwise unreachable
lateral resolution.
Domain-Selective Etching
This technique is based on the fact that the etch rate
of a certain material depends on the orientation of the
polar axis. As a consequence the domain configuration
can be transferred into a topographical structure which
can then be imaged by means of optical microscopy, or
in the case of smaller domain patterns (< micron-sized)
as a topographical image by scanning force microscopy.
Although it is destructive, this technique is still that most
often used, mainly because of its ease of use [8.185].
Piezoresponse Force Microscopy (PFM)
This technique takes advantage of the fact that all
crystals exhibiting ferroelectric domains are also piezoelectric. Furthermore, inverting the orientation of the
spontaneous polarization also inverts the piezoelectric
tensor element. This is why applying an electric field to
a crystal reveals the domain structure as a topographical structure via the converse piezoelectric effect. In
PFM, a standard scanning force microscope is modified
to allow application of voltages to the tip, thereby generating an electric field inside the crystal at the position
of the tip while it scans across the surface. Depending
on the orientation of the ferroelectric domain, the crystal
expands or contracts underneath the tip, thus allowing
one to map the domain configuration with a lateral resolution of some 10 nm. The thickness changes to be
measured are on the order of only some 10 pm and hence
a frequency-selective detection scheme is used, applying
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Corona Poling. To overcome these limitations, miniaturization of the electrodes is required. A possible solution
relies on corona poling, thereby applying the required
electric fields through an ultra-sharp tip (e.g., from
a scanning force microscope) to the positions of the
crystal to be poled [8.176]. A drawback of this technique is the sequential writing of domain patterns, which
is therefore relatively slow. It is therefore preferred
only for the generation of domain structures for storage
applications [8.177].

8.6 Periodically Poled Nonlinear Optical Components
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an alternating voltage to the tip with subsequent lock-in
detection [8.186].

a)
V

8.6.4 Applications
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In general periodically poled nonlinear materials are
used to obtain quasi-phase-matching conditions for frequency conversion and therefore a higher output light
power at the desired wavelength. Frequency conversion in nonlinear optical materials can be classified as
follows:

•
•
•
•

Second-harmonic generation (SHG):
ω + ω → 2ω ;
Sum-frequency generation (SFG):
ω1 + ω2 → ω3 ;
Difference-frequency generation (DFG):
ω3 − ω2 → ω1 ;
Optical parametric generation (OPG):
ω3 → ω1 + ω2 .

The current state of the art of the two main applications, frequency doubling via SHG and optical
parametric generation as a source of infrared (IR), light
will be presented in the following.
Second-Harmonic Generation (SHG)
Frequency doubling, thereby generating shorter wavelengths, is of special interest mainly because infrared
light is relatively cheap, high-power IR laser diodes are
available, howeven, laser light in the blue wavelength
range is still difficult to obtain. For the experimental realization, there are several boundary conditions that need
to be fulfilled. This is the reason why blue lasers based on
frequency doubling in periodically poled nonlinear materials can only reach output powers of about 100 mW.
Their main drawback currently lies in the optical damage threshold of the material. Note that the crystals need
to have a high damage threshold for the pump as well
as for the SHG light. Because the efficiency of SHG is
proportional to I 2 of the IR pump light, a high power
density inside the nonlinear medium is desired. From
this point of view, waveguide techniques appear an ideal
concept for efficient frequency doubling. However, optical damage of the crystals is still a crucial drawback.
Currently, using MgO-doped periodically poled lithium
niobate (PPLN), an output power of 25 mW (340 nm)
out of 81 mW in the waveguide-based technique has
been shown [8.187]. Typical values for an intracavity periodically poled potassium titanyl phosphate (PPKTP)
frequency doubler, using a bulk crystal for frequency
doubling, are 234 mW (461 nm) with 310 mW input

b)
Ps

Fig. 8.60a,b Standard technique for the generation of pe-

riodically poled bulk nonlinear crystals. A single-domain
crystal (spontaneous polarization Ps ) is partially poled by
applying a voltage through structured electrodes (a). In
(b) the resulting domain pattern is shown
Signal and idler wavelength (µm)
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Fig. 8.61a–c Signal and idler output wavelengths of OPO
operation for different grating periods Λ. The pump sources
shown are (a): Nd:YAG (2ω) laser – 532 nm; (b): Nd:YAG
laser – 1064 nm; (c): Er-doped fiber laser – 1550 nm

power [8.188] or even 500 mW (473 nm) with 800 mW
input power [8.189].
Optical Parametric Generation
Many applications require laser sources in the midinfrared wavelength between 2 µm and 20 µm, mainly
for spectroscopic measurements of organic and inorganic molecules. A continuously tunable laser source
with a narrow linewidth in this wavelength region is
therefore highly desirable. A possible solution consists
of using the OPG process, which allows the generation
of the desired wavelength depending on the pump wavelength and the nonlinear material used. It can be tuned by
choosing the phase-matching conditions, i. e., coarsely
by the grating period Λ of the periodically poled nonlinear crystal and a fine adjustment by heating the crystal
(Fig. 8.61). In order to make a powerful laser source,
the nonlinear medium is brought into a cavity that is
tuned on resonance for the non-desired wavelength. An
overview of mid-IR frequency generation can be found
in [8.169].
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There are basically two different operation schemes
for optical parametric oscillators (OPO). For continuouswave operation a high pump-laser intensity is required
to reach the threshold for frequency conversion. Another
possibility consists of using an intracavity pumped setup,
with the nonlinear medium placed inside the laser cavity.

8.7 Photonic Crystals

Most OPOs, however, are pumped with nanosecond
pulses from a Q-switched laser, thus easily reaching the
required light intensities inside the nonlinear material.
Typical emissions are nanosecond pulses in the nearor mid-infrared region with pulse energies up to a few
millijoules.

a) 1D PC

b) 2D PC

c) 3D PC

Fig. 8.62 Schematics of representative 1-D, 2-D and 3-D
photonic crystals

there is little mention of 1-D PCs. In the case of 2-D
PCs, shown in Fig. 8.62b, the intersection of air or dielectric rods with the plane perpendicular to the rod axis
form a 2-D lattice; this plane is the 2-D PC plane. Let us
consider the simple case of a 1-D PC. As is well known,
states (or eigenmodes) of light in this PC with wave vector k parallel to this particular direction differ greatly
from those in a uniform dielectric. Similarly, the respective eigenmodes of light with k in the 2-D plane for 2-D
PC and with k in an arbitrary direction in the 3-D PC
become unique compared to homogeneous 2-D and 3-D
dielectrics. As for a 3-D PC, there are a variety of examples other than the two shown in Fig. 8.62c. An array of
polystyrene spheres suspended in water, the first 3-D PC
sample, was made as early as the 1960s and is the example shown on the right of Fig. 8.62c. Currently, a similar
sample called an artificial opal crystal made of SiO2 is
also being intensively studied, together with so-called
inverse opals.
The situation for the PC slabs shown in Fig. 8.63a
also greatly differs from those of the corresponding 1-D
a)

1D

2D

b)

Fig. 8.63a,b Schematics of (a) photonic-crystal slabs and
(b) photonic-crystal fiber
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8.7 Photonic Crystals
A photonic crystal (PC) is defined, in a narrow sense,
as a crystal in which the dielectric constant (ε) periodically varies spatially in specific directions; for the
reader’s convenience we cite several textbooks and feature issues of journals for PCs [8.190–200]. In order to
control the light field, the lattice constant (a) should be
comparable to the wavelength λ of the relevant light. In
the case where the variation is along one direction, it is
called a 1-D PC. Similarly, we define 2-D and 3-D PCs,
corresponding to the cases where ε varies along two and
three independent directions, respectively.
Figure 8.62 shows schematics of representative examples. For a 1-D PC there is the well-known example
of the multilayer dielectric film; in this review, however,
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and 2-D PCs. Namely, if the thickness of the slab is of the
same order as or smaller than the relevant wavelength
of light, the situation is completely different from 1D (2-D) PCs where the sample thickness is a priori
assumed to be infinitely large. For the latter case, a plane
wave propagating along one direction (1-D PC) or in
the 2-D plane can be well defined, so that there is no
need to treat a 2-D PC problem three-dimensionally.
Figure 8.63b shows a schematic of a PC fiber, another
important example of PCs where the plane perpendicular
to the fiber forms a 2-D PC lattice except for the central
portion along which light can propagate. There are two
types of PC fibers: holey (index guiding) fibers, in which
the central potion is made of a dielectric, and photonic
band-gap fibers, in which it is filled with air.
Thus far we have classified PCs according to their dimensionality. However, there are related systems which
are not covered by this classification based on the translational invariance. Quasi-crystal PCs having parallel rods
arrayed on 2-D quasi-crystal lattice sites, and their relatives specified by well-controlled randomness of the rod
sites are typical examples [8.201]. Since they are both
characterized by the existence of a clear-cut photonic
bandgap (PBG), we treat them as PCs in this article.
Concerning fabrication methods of the representative
samples in the optical region, see [8.200].

8.7.1 Photonic Band Structures
Light States in Photonic Crystal
In general the eigenstates (modes) of light are specified
by a set (k, ω, e), where e is the unit vector denoting polarization. The eigenstate in a PC where ε(r) varies periodically with respect to r (position vector) differs greatly
from that in a homogeneous medium. Suppose for simplicity that the dielectric (insulator) has the vacuum
magnetic permeability µ0 . Assuming that the light is
harmonic, i. e., E(r, t) = E(r) exp(−iωt) and H(r, t) =
H(r) exp(−iωt), the equation, e.g., for E(r) can be
derived from Maxwell’s electromagnetic equations as

rot rot E(r) = [ω2 ε(r)]E(r) .

pressed as a superposition of Bloch-type plane waves,
Ek (r) = Σek (G i ) exp[i(k + G i ) · r] ,

(8.90)

where G i is the i-th reciprocal lattice vector, and the vector amplitude ek (G i ) is to be determined so as to satisfy
the (8.89). Substituting (8.90) and the Fourier expansion
version of ε(r) = Σε(G i ) exp(iG i · r) into (8.89) and setting the coefficients of each of the plane waves to zero,
we get the eigenvalue equations for ek (G i ). From this
equation, the secular equation for the eigenvalues ω2 can
be derived; needless to say, for each eigenstate characteristic spatial patterns of the electric [Ek (r)] and magnetic
[Hk (r)] field are specified. We note that, in a 3-D PC with
a sufficiently large variation of ε, i. e., ε = 10 against 1
(air), we often need to include more than 1000 plane
waves to obtain very accurate values of ω2 ; this is because the coupling between light and matter is much
stronger in the optical (visible) region than in the X-ray
region, because of the much stronger Bragg diffraction.
We plot the eigenfrequency (eigenenergy) ω(k) thus
obtained as a function of k in the reduced Brillouin zone
(BZ), which is called the photonic band (PB); The PB
is split into many bands, which are numbered by the
band index n in order of inverse energy. The photonic
band structure (PBS) shown by ωn (k) is unique and quite
different from that in the homogeneous media in terms
of the density of light states (DOS). A remarkable difference is that in a PBS a particular energy region often
exists where no light states exist for any direction [8.203]
Frequency (ùa/2ðc)
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2

(8.89)

Namely, the problem is reduced to solving this equation, which was first done for a 3-D periodic array of
dielectric spheres [8.202]. A similar equation can also
be derived for H(r, t), but H(r) is obtained from E(r)
by using the relation, rot H(r) = −i(ω/c2 )µ0 ε(r)E(r).
The above equation can be solved by using,
for example, the widely used plane-wave expansion
method [8.197, 200]. Namely, the solution Ek (r) is ex-
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Fig. 8.64 Photonic band structure of a 2-D PC of cylinders
arrayed in a square lattice: TM bands (thick lines) and TE
bands (thin lines). The cylinders of ε = 12 are arrayed in
a lattice in air. The ratio of the radius r of cylinders to a is
0.3. The frequency ω is shown in dimensionless units, i. e.,
by being normalized by 2πc/a
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Fig. 8.65 3-D photonic band structure with the diamond

lattice (a sample of inverse diamond structure; for details,
see the text)

or for a range of directions often appears. We call the
former a full (PBG) and the latter an incomplete photonic band gap (or stop band). Hereafter we call both of
them simply as PBG when there is no need to emphasize
the difference.
Here a question arises as to whether a PBS obtained
for an infinitely large system makes sense in a realistic
finite sample. This question is reasonable because the
true bound states do not exist in the case of photons, in
contrast to electrons which have definite bound states in
the negative energy region. If the escape from a finite PC
to the exterior region is large, the PB picture valid for an
infinite system would lose its practical meaning. A pioneering work examined this question as early as the
1980s [8.205], revealing that the PBS in the ideal case
can be used for a finite structure if the (lossless) eigenstate is regarded as leaky. Several important examples
of PBS are presented below.
2-D Band Structure
Figure 8.64 shows an example of a 2-D PBS for a 2-D PC
of dielectric cylinders (ε = 12) arrayed in a square lattice
in air. The eigenmodes can be specified by their polarization, and are classified as TM or TE modes for E or H
parallel to the cylinders, respectively; in this case, three
2-D PBGs are seen to open only for TM modes. Each
band belongs to the specific irreducible representation
of the relevant point group, which depends not only on
the polarization, but also on the k direction. As a result,
for example, if the group of a wave-vector k contains
a mirror operation, then any state of that k is classified
into even or odd symmetry according to whether E is

0.1
0

Ã

TE-like modes
TM-like modes

M

K

Ã

Fig. 8.66 Guided modes in a 2-D air-rod PC slab below the

air-light line. Filled and open circles denote even and odd
modes, respectively. The parameters are such that ε = 11.9,
r = 0.44a and d = 2a/3 where r and d refer to the hole
radius and the slab thickness, respectively [8.204]

symmetric or antisymmetric with respect to the mirror
plane. This statement is important, for example, in coupling between external light and a PC state. Suppose an
external light beam incident at normal incidence on a flat
surface of a PC sample. Then, if the group of k with k
the wave vector of incident light involves a mirror operation and the polarization is perpendicular to the mirror
plane, the odd-parity (even-parity) modes cannot be coupled to even-parity (odd-parity) external light, and are
called uncoupled modes. We note that the first and second bands are often called the dielectric and air band,
respectively, since theelectric field is localized to a considerable extent around the dielectric cylinders and the
air background, respectively [8.193].
3-D Band Structure
Figure 8.65 shows an example of a PBS for an inverse
diamond lattice structure, which is composed of tetrabonds consisting of air rods (diameter r) in a dielectric
of ε = 7; r/a = 0.1. The shape of the first BZ is the
face-centered cubic (FCC) lattice. It is seen that a full
PBG opens in all directions; the fact that a full PBG
opens in a 3-D PC with a diamond structure has been
experimentally evidenced in the optical region [8.199].
This PBG corresponds to the well-known BG of electrons in a semiconductor such as GaAs, which also
has the same BZ structure. The photonic and electronic structures resemble each other in many respects,
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which arises from the resemblance of the two wave
equations.

to negative refraction and the superlensing effect in
imaging [8.208, 209].

Band Structure of Slab-Type PCs
Air-hole semiconductor 2-D slab PCs have been studied
intensively. In particular, two kinds of slab PCs are the
most important: the air-bridge type, in which the core is
suspended in air, and the clad type. A slab PC with the
core made of AlGaAs or Si, and that of SiO2 /Si/SiO2
are representative of the former and the latter, respectively. A typical PBS calculated for a triangular-lattice
air-bridge PC is shown in Fig. 8.66.
The guided modes exist in the region below the socalled air light cone, where light can be confined due to
total internal reflection [8.193]; light belonging to the
modes inside this cone are leaky, i. e., light escapes from
the slab region, just like the case for conventional slab
waveguides (WGs). It is seen that for TE-like modes
there is an energy region where no guided modes exist.
Usually, in the case of slab PCs the term PBG is used for
this situation. It is important to note that even in these
2-D PC slabs strong 3-D confinement of light is realized
with a combined use of a 2-D PBG in the 2-D plane
and total reflection in the direction perpendicular to the
plane.

Quasi-PCs. Quasiperiodic systems, which are not trans-

Band Structures of Other PCs
Metallic Photonic Crystal (MPC). In a MPC the plas-

mon modes of individual units can hop from one unit
to another to form tight-binding plasmon bands. Due
to the multipolar moments associated with the excited charge fluctuation, they can mix with light to
become plasmon polariton bands. A large band gap,
omnidirectional in favorable cases, originates from the
large frequency difference between the different plasmon modes of individual units [8.206]. Thus, MPCs
have potential applications in waveguiding and signal
processing using their wide bandgaps. Furthermore,
polariton bands in MPCs accompany a strong local
field due to the charge fluctuation confined on the
surfaces of the arrayed units. One can then obtain
a strongly enhanced optical signal when a weak optical sign somehow excites plasmon polariton bands.
Efficient biosensors or biomedical sensors can therefore be designed using MPCs. Another motivation for
MPC research is provided by the strong transmission
of light in an MPC. This is enabled by perforating
a thick metal slab periodically with holes of subwavelength dimensions [8.207]. The use of a slab MPC
with an array of holes has attracted renewed interest
for the application of this extraordinary transmission

lationally invariant in a strict sense, but still have
long-range order, can have a PBG. Arrayed units stacked
in a Fibonnaci sequence in 1-D or arranged by Penrose
tiling in 2-D or 3-D space are examples of quasicrystals (QC). In QCs electrons or photons have a character
intermediate between localization and delocalization.
Therefore by developing a well-controlled quasi-PC, we
can use well-localized states on one hand, which yields
a very large quality factor when used, e.g., in lasing.
At the same time, diffraction is observed by exciting
a delocalized PB state, whose diffraction pattern is understood in terms of the reciprocal lattice of quasi-PCs.
Using a delocalized state in lasing, the coexistence of
the localization and delocalization characters has been
demonstrated experimentally recently [8.210]. Besides
Fibonnaci and Penrose lattices, several other relaated
systems have been analyzed theoretically to demonstrate
the presence of PBGs and a butterfly diagram in the
BG [8.206].
How to Examine
the Band Structure Experimentally
A simple and reliable method to investigate a sample’s
PBS experimentally is to observe either the transmittance (T ) or reflectance (Re ) spectrum, or both in
general, by varying the wavelength as well as the direction of incident light. To do this we need several
samples with different surface normals. For wavelengths
corresponding to a stop band (PBG), T drops greatly,
whereas R should be unity, since there exist no photon
modes inside in a particular direction for the external
light to couple to. However, the reverse is not necessarily true. That is, observation that the external light is
completely or totally reflected over a wavelength range
does not necessarily indicate that the range corresponds
to a stop band [8.200]. This is because complete reflection or drastic attenuation of T occurs for a portion of
the uncoupled band; the extent to which external light
couples to an individual coupled band depends on the
character of the band itself.

8.7.2 Unique Characteristics
We summarize the unique and outstanding features
that 2-D and 3-D PCs generally exhibit. PCs are well
suited for controlling light, both the radiation field
and light propagation characteristics. This important
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ing one lattice plane structureless (homogeneous) in
a 3-D PC.

Photonic Band Gap
As seen in Fig. 8.64 there are three PBGs for TM modes,
although a full 2-D PBG common to both polarized
modes does not open in this case. It is known that a
2-D PBG common to TE and TM modes exists for a triangular lattice of air cylinders only if the ε difference
between the background material and the air (cylinders
or holes) is large enough [8.200]. For a 3-D PBG, the diamond structure is recognized to be the best for opening
a full PBG with a large gap width, as shown in Fig. 8.65;
an inverse diamond structure also belongs to the diamond structure. For other structures, it is rather difficult
to realize a full 3-D PBG with a wide width. However, it
is generally recognized that a variety of unique devices
can be developed with a PC without using a 2-D or 3-D
band gap, as will be shown below.

Defect Mode II. Function
Let us discuss the physical properties of the defect
modes. By exciting this mode, light can be localized
around the defect, or the region with disorder.

Defect Mode I. Classification
It is possible to introduce a defect or disorder at a particular lattice point or position, or thereby in an otherwise
completely periodic PC lattice. Introducing this kind
of defect creates a new eigenmode (eigenband) called
a defect mode (defect band) in a PBG. An example of
a zero-dimensional (0-D) or point defect in a 1-D or 2-D
PC of air cylinders or dielectric pillars is to change the
size (diameter) of the target cylinder/pillar compared to
the host. One special case of this is to remove the cylinder
or pillar completely. Another typical example of a 0-D
defect in a 1-D PC is to alter the period at one lattice
position, e.g. by changing the distance to the adjacent
positions compared to that of the host. This kind of 0-D
defect mode corresponds to an impurity state, analogous
to a donor or acceptor state for electrons in a semiconductor; in the case of an air hole, increasing (decreasing)
the hole size causes a decrease (increase) of the dielectric constant at that location, in good correspondence to
the acceptor (donor) formation of electrons [8.193].
In addition to these 0-D defects, 1-D and 2-D
types of defects, i. e., line and plane defects, can
also be created and are important in controlling light.
A 1-D defect in a 2-D PC of air cylinders or dielectric pillars can be created, for example, by leaving
a single line of air cylinders imperforated, or removing a single line of pillars, i. e. introducing an
empty (air) line, respectively. In a 3-D PC, e.g. made
of air holes, a 1-D defect is such that a single
line of holes are left unopened. A typical example
of a 2-D defect is obtained, for example, by leav-

(i) Microcavity. As the 0-D defect mode is localized in

a small special region, the mode does not have a definite
wave vector k. This feature is similar to that for impurity
states of electrons in the band gap. This kind of defect
serves as an optical microcavity, exhibiting outstanding
characteristics. Recently, various kinds of microcavities
have been intensively explored using a semiconductorbased slab PC. As a result, a microcavity with a Q-value
as large as, say, 3 × 105 but with an extremely small
volume of the order of 3 × 10−14 cm3 has even been developed [8.211]. Another type of superior microcavity
or nanocavity has also been developed on the basis of the
line-defect PC waveguide described below. Importantly,
those extremely small microcavities provide strong coupling between light and matter, so that they have the
potential to be used in physics and in application [8.212].
(ii) PC Waveguide. Unlike the point-defect case, the

line-defect mode shows a particular dispersion in
a PBG [8.193]. Let us consider an important application,
a/ë
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Fig. 8.67 Dispersion curves of a line-defect 2-D PC slab
waveguide calculated by using the 3-D finite-difference
time-domain (FDTD) method (for details, see the text):
both the frequency ω and wavenumber k are shown in
dimensionless units
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potential arises primarily from one or two of their
features.
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i. e. a line defect in an air-bridge slab PC with air holes.
The line defect is introduced by filling a single line of air
holes along the Γ − K-direction (adopted as the x-axis)
in the triangular lattice; the z-axis is normal to the 2-D
plane formed by the x- and y-axes. Figure 8.67 shows
the dispersion curves of the TE-polarized line-defect
modes, where the frequency is plotted as a function of
k x only in the relevant region; remember that a large
band gap opens for TE guided modes (Fig. 8.66). The
hatched area, which are called the slab bands, are obtained by projecting all the band ωn (k x , k y ) in the first
BZ onto the ω − k x plane; one of the two modes is an
even mode, characterized by its field profile symmetric
with respect to the mirror plane (xz-plane) and the other
mode having an antisymmetric profile is called an odd
mode.
This line defect operates as a new type of waveguide (WG), known as a PC WG. It is easy to fabricate
a bend WG in a 2-D plane by combining two line defects
in directions that differ by 60◦ among six equivalent
Γ − K ones. Importantly, light belonging to the linedefect-guided modes propagates through a sharp corner
without any loss [8.193]. Similarly, it is possible to design a stereoscopic PC WG using a combination of line
defects with different directions in a 3-D PC.
Double-Heterostructured Microcavities. A line-defect
slab PC WG can be designed as a heterostructure. This
structure, e.g., in an air-hole PC WG, can easily be
fabricated by introducing a somewhat larger lattice constant or slightly smaller air holes in a portion of the line
defect. Double-heterostructured microcavities are such
that the cavity position is sandwiched between two PC
WGs. This serves as a microcavity because light with
a frequency of ωac > ω > ωbc , where ωac and ωbc are the
cutoff frequency for the guided mode for the original
and the sandwiched WGs, respectively, is localized in
the particular portion [8.213].
Photonic-Crystal Fibers. We have already described two
kinds of PC fibers, both of which were pioneered by
Russel et al. [8.214, 215]. Those fibers have periodic
structures in the cross-sectional plane and uniform structures along the long axis. The central portion of the holey
fiber is a dielectric, while that of the PBG fiber is an air
hole whose size is larger than the others. Therefore, the
central portion is regarded as a kind of line defect introduced in the 2-D PC. The guided mode is confined there.
The confinement is due to total reflection and due to the
presence of a band gap for the two fibers, respectively.
Note that in the holey fibers the average refractive index

of the surrounding region is smaller than that of the core.
Both fibers are known to exhibit superior characteristics.
Small Group Velocity
Both the group velocity vg and the group-velocity dispersion (GVD) play an important role in light propagation.
Theoretically, vg is given by the slope ∇k ωn (k) of a band.
Generally speaking, there are many portions or positions
in a PC where the band slope is flat, which makes vg
anomalous. At the band edge vg should always become
extremely small. A position with such a flat energy dispersion is also encountered at anti-crossed (upper and
lower) bands; a photon at those points is sometimes
called a heavy photon in analogy with the heavy electron [8.216]. A relatively flat band with a small vg is also
frequently encountered in 2-D and 3-D PCs. Moreover,
there are many bands where vg becomes negative.
A small vg indicates that the electric field strength
becomes very large, or equivalently, that the DOS is
very large. This fact is very important, since the effective interaction length between light and matter becomes
longer due to the smallness of vg . More specifically, the
enhanced light-matter interaction caused by the small vg
greatly intensifies, generally speaking, the radiation field
involved in many optical processes in PCs. The examples are light absorption and emission, light scatterings
such as Raman and Brillouin scattering, near-field phenomena near the PC surfaces, local field inducing an enhanced polarization and magnetization, and many nonlinear optical processes such as second-harmonic generation SHG). In all of them we can expect resonantly enhanced optical signals, often orders of magnitudes larger
than those for a conventional sample of the same length.
The small group velocity of light in PCs has indeed been
one of the main stimulants of the PC research made until now. In the laser using PCs the threshold value of the
electric current or fluence for pumping can be greatly
reduced by this effect. However, the GVD is generally
very large in a PC and this fact is disadvantageous for
the propagation and processing of short light pulse.
Remarkable Polarization Dependence
In the case of 2-D PCs, and 2-D and 1-D PC slabs, the
PBS is highly polarization dependent (see Figs. 8.64
and 8.66). Therefore, the propagation characteristics of
light incident from outside differ remarkably for such
a PC sample; in contrast, the polarization dependence
is, generally speaking, less remarkable for 3-D PCs, in
particular, with the diamond lattice. As a consequence,
a unique polarizer can be developed by making use of
a pair of specific bands for two different polarized light
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beams with the same frequency. A simple example is the
case when there exists a stop band due to a PBG (or an
uncoupled band) for one polarized beam, while there is
a coupled band for the other.

1. Multi-refraction phenomena. This is because there
exist several EFSs for a given ω in k space. As a result, if all of these are excited simultaneously by
incident light of ω, refraction will be double, triple,
quadruple, etc., according to the number of excited
bands.
2. Conical refraction. There happens to be a singular
point in k space where the group velocity, i. e., the
vector normal to the EFS of the band, is not uniquely
determined, e.g., at the intersections between two
EFSs and at the point where an EFS shrinks to
a point. In this phenomenon a light beam of that
k propagates in the PC along the surface of a certain
cone.
3. Superprism effects. Generally speaking, several
bands participate simultaneously in constructing an
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EFS; there the direction of vg , which is normal to
the EFS, does not coincides with that of k. A special case occurs such that the direction of vg changes
drastically when the direction of k is varied slightly.
This is called the superprism effect [8.199].
Peculiar Band II. Negative Refraction
and Left-Handed Properties
Left-handed (LH) material is usually defined to be the
one having permeability µ and ε both negative [8.209].
When a LH system is homogeneous, a propagating
plane-wave light of wave vector k has the LH property in the sense that the direction of the Poynting vector
is reverse to that of k and, as a result, three vectors, i. e.,
electric field, magnetic field and k, compose in this order
the left-handed system. The LH system is well-defined
in this way, when only a single k is involved. In a homogeneous LH system, a negative refraction takes place by
necessity, in which an incident light beam is refracted
at the entrance surface in the wrong way with respect to
the surface normal. In the case of PCs, any PB state is
composed of many plane waves whose wave vectors are
mutually different. Therefore, both of the concepts of
negative refraction and LH property have to be referred
to the average of these plane waves. In this context we
should note that the group velocity of the (n, k) state,
defined to be ∇k ωn (k), is just a quantity referring to
this average. The direction of the group velocity is often
quite different from that of k by the superprism effect
mentioned above and the case of ∇k ωn (k) · k < 0 is very
frequently encountered. Therefore, the phenomenon of
the negative refraction indeed occurs very often in PCs,
in which the beam direction of an incident plane-wave
light bends at the PC surface in the wrong way, the direction of the inside beam being an average of many plane
waves composing an excited PB state. It is important
to note that the negative refraction in PCs takes place
in ordinary PCs, which have µ and ε both positive and
is demonstrated by examining the inside beam direction
using numerical simulation and experiment [8.219,220].
Negative refraction is important in achieving superlensing effects in PCs [8.208]. The precise LH nature in PCs,
on the other hand, is hard to define, because the direction
of the inside beam is an average of many Poynting vectors. Some of them may compose a LH system with the
wave vector k, defined within the first Brillouin zone.
But, as for the actual wave vector, taking an umklapp
shift by a reciprocal lattice vector into account, that
Poynting vector will certainly make up a normal righthanded system. In spite of this ambiguity, however, the
negative refraction using PCs opens a way to pursue
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Peculiar Band I. Anomalous Refraction
There are a variety of peculiar PBs or band points where
anomalous features manifest themselves from the viewpoint of crystal optics; here we describe the cases of
2-D and 3-D PCs. However, we note that, even in a simple 1-D PC based on a periodic layered medium with
each layer being isotropic, the whole structure is known
to become anisotropic, i. e., birefringent [8.217]. Theoretically, the property of light in a PC as well as
a homogeneous system is determined by the group of
k, i. e., the group of symmetry operations that leave
the vector k in question at rest. The irreducible representations of the group of k thus entirely determine
the anisotropic properties. From this group-theoretical
analog, PCs naturally embody all the optical properties
exploited in crystal optics to date, often on a much larger
scale. Furthermore, the band-folding effect operates in
PCs in that the magnitude |k| also introduces remarkable
optical diversity [8.216, 218].
In order to understand the propagation characteristics of light, we need to examine the equi-frequency
(energy) surface (EFS) of frequency ω obtained by
sweeping k over the entire BZ. The propagation characteristics of light at such a peculiar point are very
complicated. The directions and magnitudes of the phase
and group velocities are generally different from each
other [8.216]. First of all, Snell’s law of refraction
does not hold in general in PCs. We list several other
anomalies here.
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negative refraction and LH propagation in the optical
region.

8.7.3 Applications
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Light-Source Devices
To date, a variety of PC lasers have been developed with
different lasing mechanisms and PC structures [8.221].
Most of them are based on PC slabs, because they are
relatively easy to fabricate. These may be categorized
into:

(1) point-defect lasers
(2) band-edge lasers
The concept of the lasers of category (1) was first
put forward by Yablonovitch [8.203]. By using an ultrasmall point-defect optical cavity in a PBG, which
enables ideal control over spontaneous emission, an
ultra-low-threshold or threshold-less laser should be, in
principle, possible. In fact, lasers of the literally pointdefect type, lasers based on the double-heterostructured
cavities described above, and stick resonators have
already been developed. Lasers using quasi-crystal
PCs may be considered to be a variation of category
(1) laser.
The band-edge laser, i. e., category (2) laser, makes
use of the small vg and feedback mechanism arising from
the Bragg diffractions contributing to the band edge; this
feedback is 2-D, and therefore, this type of PC laser may
be regarded as a 2-D laser, in contrast with the 1-D laser
based on distributed feedback (DBF). In this case, there
is essentially no need for a PC to have a PBG; in other
words, even a weakly modulated PC suffices for this
purpose. However, category (2) lasers utilizing a PBGrelated band edge, in which the feedback is strong, has
also been studied. A unique feature of this type PC laser
is that coherent operation is possible over a wide 2-D
area. In the case of the Γ point lasers using higher bands,
the laser emission comes out in the vertical direction
as a result of diffraction. This novel type of vertically
emitting laser emits within a narrow solid angle and has
the advantage that single-frequency operation is realized
at high powers. Category (2) lasers were also developed
based on line-defect PC WGs [8.222, 223]
As for the laser material, quantum wells (QWs, typically GaInAsP/InP), quantum dots (QDs, GaAs/InAs)
and organic materials are employed by being embedded in a 2-D PC slab. In most cases, optical pumping
is adopted, but in some cases, electric pumping is also
employed.

It is now expected that 2-D PC slabs will be used
to improve the extraction efficiency of light-emitting
diodes (LEDs) that are embedded in other materials; the
efficiency of light emitted to free space is usually poor
(less than 10%), being restricted by, e.g., internal total
reflection. Theoretically, a considerable improvement is
expected by making use of leaky modes in a 2-D PC slab,
but experimentally, for various reasons, the improvements achieved so far have been disappointing [8.221].
Other Optical and Communication Devices
Based on the unique characteristics of 2-D and 3-D
PBSs described in Sect. 8.7.2, a variety of PC-based
devices have been proposed; some of them are commercially available. Those include polarization beam
splitters or polarization filters, wavelength filters, optical
resonators, dispersion compensators, superprisms and
superlenses. Some do not require a full PBG (3-D) or a 2D PBG, while others, such as resonant wavelength filters
using defect cavities, dispersion compensators based on
coupled-cavity waveguides or polarization filters, do require a PBG. For example, a polarization-selective filter
based on a 2-D PC allows vertically polarized light
to be transmitted, while horizontally polarized light
cannot pass because of the BG. A high performance
with an extinction ratio of −50 dB can be attained.
For these devices, the autocloning technology developed for the industrialization of PCs is highly suitable
for the fabrication of large, homogeneous 2-D and 3-D
PC samples [8.205].
Photonic-Crystal Fibers
PC fibers are commercially available. The holey fiber has
unique and superior features [8.221]. The single-mode
condition is maintained over a very wide frequency
range from the visible to the near-infrared. Applying this
condition to a small core size, strong confinement of light
is realized. Making use of this feature, a variety of nonlinear optical phenomena such as Raman amplification,
four-wave mixing, and the generation of supercontinuum radiation have been observed. Another feature is
that a very large absolute value of positive and negative dispersion and a zero-dispersion wavelength can be
arbitrarily achieved by designing the lattice and/or the
air-hole diameter. These features are very attractive for
novel types of optical fiber and devices, and PC fibers
have already been used in place of conventional fibers.
The PBG fiber also has unique features different from
the holey fiber; their single-mode propagation and small
bend radius possible with a large air-core size make these
promising for high-power light transmission.
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Tunable Coherent Light Sources
Based on the Smith–Purcel Effect
Electrons traveling along a straight trajectory are accompanied by a photon cloud, which decays exponentially
away from the trajectory. The associated light can thus
be observed only in the immediate neighborhood of

the trajectory. If light scatterers are arrayed periodically
within the decay range, the radiated photons suffers from
umklapp scattering and become visible in the far field.
The acquired momentum change shifts the phase-space
point of the radiated photon from the outside to the
inside of the light cone. This is called Smith–Purcell
(SP) radiation. Usually SP radiation is observed using
a metal grating. If a PC is used in place of a grating,
the movement of the phase-space point is influenced
by the presence of a band structure. In fact the SP
spectrum, characterized by a series of sharp radiation
signals, is observed by placing a PC near the high-energy
electron beam and agrees satisfactorily with theoretical
calculations [8.227, 228]. SP radiation is an interesting example of the use of PCs for electron–photon
interactions.

8.7.4 Summary
The band structures of both bulk PCs and PCs with
defects exhibit unique and marked features including
the existence of PBGs, which are highly suitable for
controlling the radiation field and light propagation characteristics. As a consequence, unique and novel devices
are expected to be developed and currently, active research is being undertaken. This is particularly true for
semiconductor-based PC slabs.

8.8 Optical Fibers
With the development of extremely low-loss optical
fibers and their application to communication systems,
a revolution has taken place during the last 35 years. In
2001, using glass fibers as the transmission medium and
light waves as carrier waves, information was transmitted at a rate of more than 1 terabit per second (which
is roughly equivalent to the transmission of about 15
million simultaneous telephone conversations) through
one hair-thin optical fiber. Experimental demonstration
of transmission at the rate of 14 terabits per second
over a 160 km-long single fibers was demonstrated in
2006, which is equivalent to sending 140 digital highdefinition movies in one second. This can be considered
an extremely important technological achievement. In
this section we will discuss the propagation characteristics of optical fibers with special applications to
optical communication systems and also present some
of their non-communication applications such as in
sensing.

8.8.1 Historical Remarks
The idea of using light waves for communication can
be traced as far back as 1880 when Alexander Graham
Bell invented the photophone shortly after he invented
the telephone in 1876. Actually according to reports
(published in June 2002), an Italian immigrant, Antonio Meucci, was the inventor of the telephone; indeed
Meucci demonstrated his teletrfono in New York in
1860. Alexander Graham Bell took out his patent 16
years later. This has apparently been recognized by the
US Congress.
In the remarkable photophone experiment of Graham Bell, speech was transmitted by modulating a light
beam, which traveled through air to the receiver. The
transmitter consisted of a flexible reflecting diaphragm
that could be activated by sound and was illuminated by
sunlight. The reflected beam was received by a parabolic
reflector placed at a distance. The parabolic reflector
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Planar Integrated Optical Circuits
Semiconductor-based PC slab WGs as well as PC slabs
described in Sect. 8.7.1 and Sect. 8.7.2, respectively,
are suited for the development of ultrasmall and ultrafast optical planar integrated circuits, in particular
all-optical switches and optical buffer memory for future use in sub-terabit communication [8.200]. There
are two reasons for this. One is that the PC slab WGs
show superior light-propagation characteristics, particularly for an abruptly bent PC WG. The other reason is
that good-quality samples can be fabricated by making
use of state-of-the-art nanotechnology; besides, the fabrication process is rather simple. Currently research on
this subject is therefore very active all over the world. It
is remarkable that propagation loss can become as small
as 0.5–0.7 dB/mm for straight PC WGs [8.224, 225].
To date, a variety of components including Y-splitters,
WGs with intersections, directional couplers, dispersion
compensators, and Mach–Zehnder-type switches have
already been successfully developed [8.226].

8.8 Optical Fibers
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concentrated the light onto a photoconducting selenium
cell, which formed part of a circuit with a battery and
a receiving earphone. Sound waves present in the vicinity of the diaphragm vibrated the diaphragm, which
caused a consequent variation of the light reflected by
the diaphragm. The variation of the light falling on the
selenium cell changed the electrical conductivity of the
cell, which in turn changes the current in the electrical circuit. This changing current reproduces the sound
on the earphone. This was the first experiment on optical communication. To quote from [8.229]: “In 1880 he
(Graham Bell) produced his “photophone” which to the
end of his life, he insisted was “ . . . the greatest invention I have ever made, greater than the telephone . . . ”.
Unlike the telephone it had no commercial value.”
After this beautiful experiment by Alexander Graham Bell, not much work was carried out in the field
of optical communications. This is because there was
no suitable light source available that could reliably be
used as the information carrier. The advent of lasers
in 1960 immediately triggered a great deal of investigation aimed at examining the possibility of building
optical analogues of conventional communication systems. The first such modern optical communication
experiments involved laser-beam transmission through
the atmosphere. However, it was soon realized that laser
beams could not be sent in the open atmosphere for
reasonably long distances to carry signals unlike, for example, microwave or radio systems operating at longer
wavelengths. This is due to the fact that a light beam
(of wavelength about 1 µm) is severely attenuated and
distorted owing to scattering and absorption by the atmosphere. Thus for reliable long-distance light-wave
communication in terrestrial environments it would be
necessary to provide a transmission medium that could
protect the signal-carrying light beam from the vagaries
of the terrestrial atmosphere. In 1966, Kao and Hockham [8.230] made an extremely important suggestion;
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they noted that optical fibers based on silica glass could
provide the necessary transmission medium if metallic
and other impurities could be removed from the silica.
In 1966, when the paper by Kao and Hockham was
published, the most transparent glass available had extremely high losses (of more than about 1000 dB/km,
implying a power loss by a factor of 100 in traversing only 20 m of the fiber); this high loss was primarily
due to trace amounts of impurities present in the glass.
Obviously this loss was too high even for short distances such as a few hundred meters. The 1966 paper
of Kao and Hockham triggered the beginning of serious research into removing traces of impurities present
in the glass, which resulted in the realization of lowloss optical fibers. In 1970, Kapron, Keck and Maurer
(at Corning Glass, USA) were successful in producing
silica fibers with a loss of about 17 dB/km at the helium–
neon laser wavelength of 633 nm. Since then, technology
has advanced with tremendous rapidity. By 1985 glass
fibers were routinely being produced with extremely
low losses: less than 0.25 dB/km, which corresponds
to a transmission of more than 94% of the incident
power after traversing 1 km of the optical fiber. Because
of such low losses, the distance between two consecutive repeaters (used for amplifying and reshaping the
attenuated signals) could be as large as 250 km.

8.8.2 The Optical Fiber
At the heart of an optical communication system is the
optical fiber that acts as the transmission channel carrying the light beam loaded with information. The light
beam is guided through the optical fiber due to the phenomenon of total internal reflection (often abbreviated to
TIR). Figure 8.68 shows an optical fiber, which consists
of a (cylindrical) central dielectric core (of refractive
index n 1 ) cladded by a material of slightly lower refractive index n 2 (< n 1 ). One usually defines a parameter
∆ = (n 1 − n 2 )/n 2 , which represents the fractional difference in the refractive index between the core and
cladding. The necessity of a cladded fiber (Fig. 8.68)
rather than a bare fiber, i. e., without cladding, was felt
because of the fact that, for the transmission of light
from one place to another, the fiber must be supported,
and supporting structures may considerably distort the
fiber, thereby affecting the guidance of the light wave.
This can be avoided by choosing a sufficiently thick
cladding.
When a light pulse propagates through an optical
fiber it suffers from attenuation due to various mechanisms; also the pulse broadens in time, leading to what
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Fig. 8.69 Attenuation spectrum of a typical silica optical

fiber (after [8.231])

is termed pulse dispersion. Apart from this, due to the
high intensity of light present in the fiber, nonlinear
optical effects come into play. Attenuation, pulse dispersion and nonlinear effects represent three of the most
important characteristics that determine the informationtransmission capacity of optical fibers. Obviously, the
lower the attenuation (and similarly, the lower the dispersion and the smaller the nonlinear effects) the greater
will be the required repeater spacing and therefore the
higher the information-carrying capacity and the lower
the cost of the communication system.

8.8.3 Attenuation in Optical Fibers
Losses in optical fiber are specified in terms of the unit
dB/km, defined as
α[dB/km] =
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Here Pin and Pout are the input and output powers corresponding to an optical fiber of length L (km). Figure 8.69
shows a typical dependence of fiber attenuation coefficient α as a function of wavelength of a typical silica
optical fiber [8.231]. It may be seen that the loss is
about 0.25 dB/km at a wavelength of around 1550 nm.
Various methods such as the modified chemical vapor
deposition (MCVD) process or the outside vapor deposition (OVD) process allows one to fabricate such
fibers with very low losses. The losses are caused due to
various mechanisms such as Rayleigh scattering, absorption due to metallic impurities and water in the
fiber, and due to intrinsic absorption by the silica mol-
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Fig. 8.70 Loss spectrum of an optical fiber with ultimately
low water content. Note that the low-loss window extends
from 1250 nm to 1650 nm (≈ 50 THz) and such fibers are
now available commercially (after [8.232])

ecule itself. The Rayleigh scattering loss varies as 1/λ40 ,
i. e., shorter wavelengths scatter more than longer wavelengths. Here λ0 represents the free-space wavelength.
This is the reason why the loss coefficient decreases
up to about 1550 nm. The two absorption peaks around
1240 nm and 1380 nm are primarily due to traces of
OH− ions and traces of metallic ions. For example,
even 1 ppm (part per million) of iron can cause a loss
of about 0.68 dB/km at 1100 nm. Similarly a concentration of 1 ppm of OH− ions can cause a loss of
4 dB/km at 1380 nm. This shows the level of purity that
is required to achieve low-loss optical fibers. If these
impurities are completely removed, the two absorption peaks disappear (Fig. 8.70) and we will have very
low losses over the entire range of wavelength starting
from 1250 nm to 1650 nm [8.232]. In a typical commercially available fiber the loss is about 0.29 dB/km,
0.19 dB/km and 0.21 dB/km at λ0 = 1310 nm, 1550 nm
and 1625 nm respectively. Such fibers open up a bandwidth of more than 50 THz for communication. For
λ0 > 1600 nm the increase in the loss coefficient is
due to the absorption of infrared light by the silica
molecules. This is an intrinsic property of silica and
no amount of purification can remove this infrared absorption tail.
As can be seen, there are two windows at which the
loss attains its minimum value in silica fibers. The first
window is around 1300 nm (with a typical loss coefficient of less than 1 dB/km) where fortunately (as we
will see later) the material dispersion is negligible. However, the loss attains its absolute minimum value of about
0.2 dB/km around 1550 nm. The latter window has be-
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come extremely important in view of the availability of
erbium-doped fiber amplifiers.

Fig. 8.71
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8.8.4 Modes of a Step-Index Fiber
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The modal analysis of an optical fiber allows us to understand its propagation characteristics, which play an
extremely important role in the design of a fiber optic
communication system. The step-index fiber (Fig. 8.68)
is characterized by the following refractive index distribution
n(r) = n 1 ,
= n2 ,

0<r<a
r>a

core ,
cladding .

(8.92)

In actual fibers ∆  1 and this allows the use of the
so-called scalar wave approximation (also known as the
weakly guiding approximation). In this approximation,
the modal fields are assumed to be nearly transverse
and can have an arbitrary state of polarization. Thus, the
two independent sets of modes can be assumed to be
x-polarized and y-polarized, and in the scalar approximation they have the same propagation constants. These
linearly polarized modes are usually referred to as LP
modes. In this approximation, the transverse component
of the electric field (E x or E y ) satisfies the scalar wave
equation.
∇ 2Ψ =

n2 ∂2Ψ
,
c2 ∂t 2

(8.93)

where c (≈ 3 × 108 m/s) is the speed of light in free
space. In most practical fibers n 2 depends only on the
cylindrical coordinate r and therefore it is convenient to
use the cylindrical system of coordinates and write the
solution of (8.93) in the form
Ψ (r, φ, z, t) = ψ (r, φ) ei(ωt−βz) ,

(8.94)

where ω is the angular frequency and β is known as the
propagation constant. Equation (8.94) defines a propagating mode of the fiber. Since ψ depends only on r and
φ, the modes represent transverse field configurations
that do not change as they propagate through the optical
fiber except for a phase change. From (8.94) we can define the phase velocity and group velocity of the mode
as


c
ω
dβ −1
vp = =
and vg =
, (8.95)
β
n eff (ω)
dω
where
n eff

β
=
k0

Graded-index
optical fiber
with power-law
profile

(8.96)

q=1

r

is referred to as the effective index of the mode and
k0 = ω/c represents the free-space propagation constant.
Substituting for Ψ in (8.93) we obtain

1 ∂2ψ 
∂ 2 ψ 1 ∂ψ
+ 2 2 + k02 n 2 (r) − β 2 ψ = 0 .
+
2
r ∂r
∂r
r ∂φ
(8.97)

Equation (8.97) can be solved by using the method
of separation of variables and because the medium
has cylindrical symmetry, the φ dependence will be
of the form cos lφ or sin lφ and for the function to be
single-valued [i. e., Φ (φ + 2π) = Φ (φ)] we must have
l = 0, 1, 2, . . . Thus the complete transverse modal field
is given by
⎧
⎨cos lφ
Ψ (r, φ, z, t) = R(r) ei(ωt−βz)
(8.98)
⎩sin lφ ,
where R(r) satisfied the radial part of the equation
r2



dR   2 2
d2 R
+ k0 n (r) − β 2 r 2 − l 2 R = 0 .
+r
2
dr
dr
(8.99)

Before we write the solutions of this equation, we will
make some general comments about the solutions of
(8.99) for an arbitrary cylindrically symmetric profile
having a refractive index that decreases monotonically
from a value n 1 on the axis to a constant value n 2 beyond
the core–cladding interface r = a (Fig. 8.71). The solutions of (8.99) can be divided into two distinct classes:
guided and radiation modes, which are described below.
Guided Modes
For β 2 satisfying

n 22 <

β2
< n 21
k02

(8.100)
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Fig. 8.73 Field patterns of some low-order guided modes (after http://www.rp-photonics.com/fibers.html, Rutger

Paschotta, Date of last access: January 5, 2007)
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the fields R(r) are oscillatory in the core and decay
in the cladding and β 2 assumes only discrete values; these are known as the guided modes of the
system. For a given value of l, there will be several guided modes, which are designated LPlm modes
(m = 1, 2, 3, . . .); LP stands for linearly polarized. If
one solves the vector wave equation, the modes are
classified as HElm , EHlm , TE0m , and TM0m modes, the
correspondence is LP0m = HElm ; LP1m = HE2m , TM0m ,
and LPlm = HEl+1,m , EHl−1,m (l ≥ 2) [8.233]. Further,
since the modes are solutions of the scalar wave equation, they can be assumed to satisfy the orthonormality
condition
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and

Radiation Modes
For β values such that

0<

β2
k02



< n 22

(8.102)
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the fields are oscillatory even in the cladding and β can
assume a continuum of values. These are known as the
radiation modes.
Now, for a step-index profile, the well-behaved solution of (8.99) can be written in terms of the Bessel
functions Jl and K l :
⎧
 

⎪
A
Ur
cos lφ
⎪
⎪
⎪
J
,
r<a,
⎪
⎨ Jl (U) l a
sin lφ
ψ(r, φ) =
 

⎪
Wr
⎪ A
cos lφ
⎪
⎪
K
, r>a,
⎪
⎩ K l (W) l a
sin lφ
(8.103)

where A is a constant and we have assumed continuity
of ψ at the core–cladding interface and
U ≡ a k02 n 21 − β 2

and

W ≡ a β 2 − k02 n 22 .
(8.104)

The normalized waveguide parameter V is defined
by
V=


U 2 + W 2 = k0 a n 21 − n 22 .

(8.105)

The waveguide parameter V (which also depends on
the operating wavelength λ0 ) is an extremely important quantity characterizing an optical fiber. For guided
modes n 22 k02 < β 2 < n 21 k02 and therefore both U and
W are real. It is convenient to define the normalized
propagation constant
b=

β 2 /k02 − n 22
n 21 − n 22

=

W2
.
V2



J1 V (1 − b)1/2

V (1 − b)1/2 
J0 V (1 − b)1/2
 1/2 
K 1 Vb

 , l=0
= Vb1/2
K 0 Vb1/2

(8.108)

The solution of these equations will give us universal
curves describing the dependence of b (and therefore
U and W) on V . For a given value of l, there will
be a finite number of solutions and the m-th solution
(m = 1, 2, 3, . . .) is referred to as the LPlm mode. The
variation of b with V forms a set of universal curves,
which are plotted in Fig. 8.72 [8.234]. As can be seen,
at a particular V value the fiber can support only a finite number of modes. Figure 8.73 shows the typical
field patterns of some of the low-order LPlm modes of
a step-index fiber.
Guided and radiation modes form a complete set of
solutions in the sense that any arbitrary field distribution
in the optical fiber can be expressed as a linear combination of the discrete guided modes ψ j (x, y) and the
continuum radiation modes ψ(x, y, β):
Ψ (x, y, z) =



+

a j ψ j (x, y) e−iβ j z
a(β)ψ(x, y, β) e−iβz dβ

(8.109)

 2
with a j  proportional to the power carried by the j-th
guided mode and |a(β)|2 dβ proportional to the power
carried by radiation modes with propagation constants
lying between β and β + dβ. The constants a j and a(β)
can be determined from the incident field distribution at
z = 0.

(8.106)

√
√
Thus W = V b and U = V 1 − b. Using (8.100) we
see that guided modes are characterized by 0 < b < 1.
Continuity of ∂ψ/∂r at r = a and use of identities involving Bessel functions give us the following transcendental
equations, which determine the allowed discrete values
of the normalized propagation constant b of the guided
LPlm modes [8.235]:


1/2
1/2 Jl−1 V (1 − b) 
V (1 − b)
Jl V (1 − b)1/2
 1/2 
1/2 K l−1 Vb 
(8.107)
= −Vb
, l≥1
K l Vb1/2

8.8.5 Single-Mode Fiber (SMF)
As is obvious from Fig. 8.72, for a step-index fiber
with 0 < V < 2.4048 we will have only one guided
mode – namely, the LP01 mode also referred to as the
fundamental mode. Such a fiber is referred to as a singlemode fiber and is of tremendous importance in optical
fiber communication systems. As an example, we consider a step-index fiber with n 2 = 1.447, ∆ = 0.003 and
a = 4.2 µm, giving V = 2.958/λ0 , where λ0 is measured in µm. Thus for λ0 > 1.23 µm, the fiber will be
single-mode. The wavelength for which V = 2.4045 is
known as the cut-off wavelength and is denoted by λc .
In this example, λc = 1.23 µm.
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For a single-mode step-index fiber, a convenient
empirical formula for b(V ) is given by


B 2
b(V ) = A −
, 1.5  V  2.5 ,
(8.110)
V
where A ≈ 1.1428 and B ≈ 0.996.

−x

ψ(x, y) = A e

2 +y2
w2

2

− r2

=Ae

w

,

(8.111)

where w is referred to as the spot size of the mode field
pattern and 2w is called the mode field diameter (MFD).
The MFD is a very important characteristic of a singlemode optical fiber. For a step-index fiber one has the
following empirical expression for w [8.236]:
w
1.619 2.879
≈ 0.65 + 3/2 +
, 0.8 ≤ V ≤ 2.5 ,
a
V
V6
(8.112)

where a is the core radius. As an example, for the stepindex fiber considered earlier operating at 1300 nm we
have V ≈ 2.28 giving w ≈ 4.8 µm. Note that the spot
size is larger than the core radius of the fiber; this is due
to the penetration of the modal field into the cladding of
the fiber. The same fiber will have a V value of 1.908 at
λ0 = 1550 nm, giving a value of the spot size ≈ 5.5 µm.
Thus, in general, the spot size increases with wavelength.
The standard single-mode fiber designated G.652 for
operation at 1310 nm has an MFD of (9.2 ± 0.4) µm and
an MFD of (10.4 ± 0.8) µm at 1550 nm.
For V ≥ 10, the number of modes (for a step-index
fiber) is approximately 1/2V 2 and the fiber is said to be
a multimoded fiber. Different modes (in a multimoded
fiber) travel with different group velocities, leading to
what is known as intermodal dispersion; in the language
of ray optics, this is known as ray dispersion arising due
to the fact that different rays take different amounts of
time in propagating through the fiber. Indeed in a highly
multimoded fiber, we can use ray optics to calculate
pulse dispersion.
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8.8.6 Pulse Dispersion in Optical Fibers
In digital communication systems, information to be
sent is first coded in the form of pulses and then these
pulses of light are transmitted from the transmitter to the
receiver where the information is decoded. The larger
the number of pulses that can be sent per unit time and
still be resolvable at the receiver end, the larger will
be the transmission capacity of the system. A pulse of
light sent into a fiber broadens in time as it propagates
through the fiber; this phenomenon is known as pulse
dispersion and occurs primarily because of the following
mechanisms.
1. In multimode fibers, dispersion is caused by different rays taking different times to propagate through
a given length of the fiber. In the language of wave
optics, this is known as intermodal dispersion because it arises due to different modes traveling with
different group velocities.
2. Any given light source emits over a range of wavelengths and, because of the dependence of refractive
index on wavelength, different wavelengths take
different amounts of time to propagate along the
same path. This is known as material dispersion
and, obviously, it is present in both single-mode and
multimode fibers.
3. In single-mode fibers, since there is only one mode,
there is no intermodal dispersion. However, apart
from material dispersion, we have what is known as
waveguide dispersion. Physically, this arises due to
the fact that the spot size (of the fundamental mode)
depends explicitly on the wavelength.
4. A single-mode fiber can support two orthogonally
polarized LP01 modes. In a perfectly circular core
fiber laid along a perfectly straight path, the two
polarizations propagate with the same velocity.
However due to small random deviations from circularity of the core or due to random bends and
twists present in the fiber, the orthogonal polarizations travel with slightly different velocities and get
coupled randomly along the length of the fiber. This
phenomenon leads to polarization mode dispersion
(PMD) which becomes important for high-speed
communication systems operating at 40 Gb/s and
higher.
Obviously, waveguide dispersion and polarization
mode dispersion are present in multimode fibers also
– however, the effects are very small and can be
neglected.
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Spot Size of the Fundamental Mode
The transverse field distribution associated with the fundamental mode of a single-mode fiber is an extremely
important quantity and determines various important parameters such as splice loss at joints between fibers,
launching efficiencies from sources, bending loss etc.
For a step-index fiber one has analytical expression for
the fundamental field distribution in terms of Bessel
functions. For most single-mode fibers with a general transverse refractive-index profile, the fundamental
mode field distributions can be well approximated by
a Gaussian function, which may be written in the form
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Dispersion in Multimode Fibers
A broad class of multimoded graded-index fibers can be
described by the following refractive-index distribution:

 r q 
,
0<r<a,
n 2 (r) = n 21 1 − 2∆
a
(8.113)
r>a,
= n 22 = n 21 (1 − 2∆) ,
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where r corresponds to a cylindrical radial coordinate,
n 1 represents the value of the refractive index on the
axis (i. e., at r = 0), and n 2 represents the refractive index of the cladding; q = 1, q = 2 and q = ∞ correspond
to the linear, parabolic, and step-index profiles, respectively (Fig. 8.71). Equation (8.113) describes what is
usually referred to as a power-law profile, which gives
an accurate description of the refractive-index variation in most multimoded fibers. The total number of
modes in a highly multimoded graded-index optical fiber
characterized by (8.113) are approximately given by
q
N≈
V2 .
(8.114)
2 (2 + q)
Thus, a parabolic-index (q = 2) fiber with V = 10 will
support approximately 25 modes. Similarly, a step-index
(q = ∞) fiber with V = 10 will support approximately
50 modes. When the fiber supports such a large number of modes, then the continuum (ray) description gives
very accurate results. For the power-law profile, it is possible to calculate the pulse broadening due to the fact that
different rays take different amount of time in traversing a certain length of the fiber; details can be found
in many text books; see for example [8.235]. The time
taken to propagate through a length L of a multimode
fiber described by a q-profile (8.113) is given by


B
τ(L) = Aβ̃ +
L,
(8.115)
β̃
where
A=

2
,
c(2 + q)

B=

qn 21
c(2 + q)

(8.116)

and for rays guided by the fiber n 2 < β̃ < n 1 . Using
(8.115) we can estimate the intermodal dispersion in
fibers with different q values. Thus, for n 1  1.46 and
∆  0.01, the dispersion would be 50 ns/km for a stepindex fiber (q = ∞), 0.25 ns/km for a parabolic index
fiber (q = 2) and for q = 2 − 2∆ (referred to as the optimum profile exhibiting minimum dispersion) it will be
0.0625 ns/km.
Thus we find that for a parabolic-index fiber the
intermodal (or ray) dispersion is reduced by a factor
of about 200 in comparison to the step-index fiber and

for the optimum profile there is a further reduction by
a factor of four. It is because of this reason that first- and
second-generation optical communication systems used
near-parabolic-index fibers. In order to further decrease
the pulse dispersion, it is necessary to use single-mode
fibers because there will be no intermodal dispersion.
However, in all fiber optic systems we will have material
dispersion, which is a characteristic of the material itself
and not of the waveguide; we will discuss this in the
following section.
Material Dispersion
Above we have considered the broadening of an optical
pulse due to different rays taking different amounts of
time to propagate through a certain length of the fiber.
However, every source of light has a certain wavelength
spread, which is often referred to as the spectral width
of the source. An LED would have a spectral width of
about 25 nm and a typical laser diode (LD) operating at
1300 nm would have a spectral width of about 2 nm or
less. The pulse broadening (due to wavelength dependence of the refractive index) is given in terms of the
material dispersion coefficient Dm (which is measured
in ps/(km nm)) and is defined by


2
104
2d n
λ0 2 ps/(km nm) .
Dm = −
(8.117)
3λ0
dλ0

λ0 is measured in µm and the quantity inside the square
brackets is dimensionless. Thus Dm represents the material dispersion in picoseconds per kilometer length of
the fiber per nanometer spectral width of the source.
At a particular wavelength, the value of Dm is a characteristic of the material and is (almost) the same for
all silica fibers. When Dm is negative, it implies that
the longer wavelengths travel faster; this is referred to
as normal group velocity dispersion (GVD). Similarly,
a positive value of Dm implies that shorter wavelengths
travel faster; this is referred to as anomalous GVD.
The spectral width ∆λ0 of an LED operating around
λ0 = 825 nm is about 20 nm; at this wavelength for pure
silica Dm ≈ 84.2 ps/km nm. Thus a pulse will broaden
by 1.7 ns per kilometer of fiber. It is interesting to
note that, for operation around λ0 ≈ 1300 nm (where
Dm ≈ 2.4 ps/(km nm)), the resulting material dispersion
is only 50 ps per kilometer of the fiber. The very small
value of ∆τm is due to the fact that the group velocity
is approximately constant around λ0 = 1300 nm. Indeed
the wavelength λ0 ≈ 1270 nm is usually referred to as the
zero-material-dispersion wavelength, and it is because of
such low material dispersion that optical communication
systems shifted their operation to around λ0 ≈ 1300 nm.
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Optical communication systems in operation today
use LDs with λ0 ≈ 1550 nm having a spectral width
of about 2 nm. At this wavelength the material dispersion coefficient is 21.5 ps/(km nm) and the material
dispersion ∆τm would be 43 ps/km.

In one type of extensively used coding referred to as
non-return to zero (NRZ) the maximum permissible bit
rate is approximately given by
0.7
(8.119)
∆τ
Operation around 1310 nm minimizes ∆τm and
hence almost all multimode fiber systems operate in
this wavelength region with optimum refractive-index
profiles having small values of ∆τi .
Bmax ≈

Dispersion in Single-Mode Fibers
In the case of a single-mode optical fiber, the effective index n eff = β/k0 of the mode depends on the core
and cladding refractive indices as well as the waveguide
parameters (refractive-index profile shape and radii of
various regions). Hence n eff would vary with wavelength
even if the core and cladding media were assumed to be
dispersion-less (i. e., the refractive indices of core and
cladding are assumed to be independent of wavelength).
This dependence of effective index on wavelength is
due to the wave-guiding mechanism and is referred to
as waveguide dispersion. Waveguide dispersion can be
understood from the fact that the effective index of the
mode depends on the fraction of power in the core and
the cladding at a particular wavelength. As the wavelength changes, this fraction also changes. Thus, even
if the refractive indices of the core and the cladding are
assumed to be independent of wavelength, the effective
index will change with wavelength. It is this dependence
of n eff (λ0 ) that leads to waveguide dispersion.
Thus the total dispersion in the case of a singlemode optical fiber can be attributed to two types of
dispersion, namely material dispersion and waveguide
dispersion. Indeed it can be shown that the total dispersion coefficient D is given to a good accuracy by
the sum of material (Dm ) and waveguide (Dw ) dispersion coefficients [8.237]. The material contribution is
given by (8.117) while the waveguide contribution for

a step-index fiber is given by
 2

d (bV )
n2∆
V
(8.120)
Dw = −
cλ0
dV 2
A simple empirical expression for waveguide dispersion
for step-index fibers is
n2∆
Dw = −
× 107
3λ0


× 0.080 + 0.549(2.834 − V )2 ps/(km nm) ,
(8.121)

where λ0 is measured in nanometers.
In the single-mode regime, the quantity within the
bracket in (8.120) is usually positive; hence the waveguide dispersion is negative. Since the sign of material
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Dispersion in Multimode Fibers
In multimode fibers the total dispersion consists of intermodal dispersion (∆τi ) and material dispersion (∆τm )
and is given by

(8.118)
∆τ = (∆τi )2 + (∆τm )2
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Table 8.5 Values of dispersion and dispersion slope for

some standard fibers at 1550 nm (after [8.238])
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Fiber type

D
(ps/(km nm))

S
(ps/(km nm2 ))

Standard SMF (G.652)
LEAF (Corning)
Truewave-reduced
slope (OFS)
TeraLight (Alcatel)

17
4.2
4.5

0.058
0.085
0.045

8.0

0.057

dispersion depends on the operating wavelength region,
it is possible that the two effects namely, material and
waveguide dispersions, cancel each other at a certain
wavelength. Such a wavelength, which is a very important parameter of single-mode fibers, is referred to as
the zero-dispersion wavelength (λZD ). For typical stepindex fibers the zero-dispersion wavelength falls in the
1310 nm wavelength window. Since the lowest loss in
an optical fiber occurs at a wavelength of 1550 nm and
optical amplifiers are available in the 1550 nm window,
fiber designs can be modified to shift the zero-dispersion
wavelength to the 1550 nm wavelength window. Such
fibers are referred to as dispersion-shifted fibers (with
zero dispersion around 1550 nm) or nonzero-dispersionshifted fibers (with finite but small dispersion around
1550 nm). With proper fiber refractive-index profile design it is also possible to have a flat dispersion spectrum,
leading to dispersion flattened designs. Figure 8.74 gives
the spectral variations of a standard SMF (with zero
dispersion close to 1310 nm) while Fig. 8.75 shows
the total dispersion in three standard types of fibers
namely G.652, G.653 and G.655 fibers. The G.655 fibers
have a small but finite dispersion around the 1550 nm
wavelength. The small dispersion is required to avoid
four-wave mixing.
It appears that when an optical fiber is operated at
the zero-dispersion wavelength, the pulses will not suffer
any dispersion at all. In fact zero dispersion only signifies
that the second-order dispersive effects are absent. In
this case the next-higher-order dispersion namely thirdorder dispersion characterized by d3 β/ dω3 will become
the dominant term in determining the dispersion. Thus
in the absence of second-order dispersion, we can write
for dispersion suffered by a pulse as
L (∆λ0 )2 dD
,
(8.122)
2
dλ0
where S = dD/ dλ0 represents the dispersion slope at the
zero-dispersion wavelength and is measured in units of
ps/km nm2 . Third-order dispersion becomes important
∆τ =

when operating close to the zero-dispersion wavelength.
In the presence of only third-order dispersion, the pulse
does not remain symmetric. Table 8.5 lists values of D
and S for some standard fibers at 1550 nm.
Dispersion and Maximum Bit Rate
in Single-Mode Fibers
In a digital communication system employing light
pulses, pulse broadening would result in an overlap of
adjacent pulses, resulting in inter-symbol interference
leading to errors in detection. Apart from this, since the
energy in the pulse gets reduced within the time slot,
the corresponding signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) will decrease. One can offset this by increasing the power in the
pulses. This additional power requirement is termed the
dispersion power penalty. Increased dispersion would
imply an increased power penalty.
In order to keep the interference between adjacent
bits below a specified level, the root-mean-square width
of the dispersed pulse needs to be kept below a certain
fraction ε of the bit period. For a 2 dB power penalty,
ε ≈ 0.491 [8.239]. Using this condition we can estimate
the maximum bit rate B for a given link length L and
dispersion coefficient D operating at 1550 nm as

B 2 DL < 1.9 × 105 Gb2 ps/nm ,

(8.123)

where B is measured in Gbps, D in ps/(km nm) and L in
km. Thus for a bit rate of 2.5 Gb/s the maximum allowed
dispersion (D L) is approximately 30 400 ps/nm while
for a bit rate of 10 Gb/s the maximum allowed dispersion
is 1900 ps/nm.
Dispersion-Compensating Fibers
There already exist millions of kilometers of conventional single-mode fibers in underground ducts operating
at 1310 nm and these fibers have very low dispersion
at the operating wavelength. One could significantly
increase the transmission capacity of these system by
operating these fibers at 1550 nm (where the loss is extremely small) and we can have the added advantage of
using erbium-doped fiber amplifiers (EDFAs) for optical amplification in this wavelength range. However, if
we operate conventional single-mode fibers at 1550 nm,
we will have a significant residual dispersion of about
17 ps/(km nm). Such a large dispersion would result in
a significant decrease in the information-carrying capacity of the communication system. On the other hand,
replacing the existing conventional single-mode fibers
by lower-dispersion fibers would involve huge costs.
As such, in recent years there has been considerable
amount of work in upgrading of the installed 1310 nm
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DT (λn )L T + DC (λn )L C = 0

(8.124)

Hence for given values of DT (λn ), L T and DC (λn ),
the length of the DCF required is given by (8.124)
showing that DC (λn ) and DT (λn ) should have opposite signs. Also the larger the value of DC (λn ) the
smaller the length of the required DCF. Since the wavelength dependence of dispersion of the link fiber and the
dispersion-compensating fiber are in general different, in
general the DCF would compensate for dispersion only
at the design wavelength. However in a wavelength division multiplexed system it is necessary to compensate
for the accumulated dispersion of all the wavelength
channels simultaneously. For this to happen the relative dispersion slope (RDS), which is the ratio of the
dispersion slope (S) and the dispersion coefficient (D)
of the two fibers evaluated at the wavelength λn , must
be equal. Typically the RDS of a G.652 fiber is about
0.0034 nm−1 while that of large-effective-area (LEAF)
fiber from Corning is about 0.0202 nm−1 . DCFs with
similar RDS values are commercially available.
Polarization Mode Dispersion (PMD)
A perfectly circular single-mode fiber actually supports
two orthogonally polarized modes with equal propaga-

tion constant. When such a fiber is laid along a perfect
straight path, the two orthogonally polarized fundamental modes of the fiber have identical group velocities and
any pulse launched into the fiber undergoes dispersion
only due to material dispersion and waveguide dispersion effects. However in actual fibers, there is always
a very small ellipticity of the fiber cores or there are nonsymmetric strains in the fiber or the fibers have bends
and twists when laid in the link; this causes a difference of velocities between the two orthogonal polarized
modes. This difference leads to the phenomenon of polarization mode dispersion. The effect of PMD is as
if the fiber supported two modes with two different
velocities; thus a pulse launched with some arbitrary
polarization state would split into two pulses due to
the two different velocities. Locally PMD is due to
differential velocities of the two polarizations while
globally it is combined with random polarization coupling along the fiber length. Since the fiber property
as well as the external perturbation is random along
the length of the fiber, this effect is a random phenomenon. Due to the random nature, the PMD effect
increases as the square root of length rather than as
length. PMD is usually measured in terms of the differential group delay (DGD) between the two polarizations.
In order that PMD does not cause increased bit error
rates, the differential group delay should be less than
10% of the bit period. Thus for a 2.5 Gb/s system,
which consists of pulses of duration 400 ps, the max-

Incident spectrum

17:20:35
RL 319.0 pW
SENS 9.4pW
Linear
Reference level
319.0pW

Transmitted spectrum

MKR #1 WVL 1545.91nm
2.679pW

Start 1545.00 nm
RB 0.2nm VB 200Hz

Stop 1555.00 nm
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Reflected spectrum

Fig. 8.76 The transmitted and reflected spectrum from an
FBG. The reflected spectrum is an actual measured spectrum
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optimized optical fiber links for operation at 1550 nm.
This is achieved by developing fibers with very large
negative dispersion coefficients, a few hundred meters
to a kilometer of which can be used to compensate for
dispersion accumulated over tens of kilometers of the
fiber in the link.
By changing the refractive-index profile, one can
alter the waveguide dispersion and hence the total dispersion. Indeed, it is possible to have specially designed
fibers whose dispersion coefficient (D) is large and negative at 1550 nm. These types of fibers are known as
dispersion-compensating fibers (DCFs). A short length
of a DCF can be used in conjunction with the 1310 nm
optimized fiber link so as to have small total dispersion
value at the end of the link. There are a number of different fiber designs with optimized refractive-index profiles
which have extremely large negative dispersion coefficient and a small length of which can compensate for
the accumulated dispersion of a link. Some of the important ones include depressed clad designs, W-type fiber
designs and dual-core coaxial designs [8.240–243].
If DT (λn ) and L T represent the dispersion coefficient
and length of the transmission fiber and DC (λn ) and L C
represent the corresponding quantities of the DCF, then
to achieve zero net dispersion at a chosen wavelength λn
we must have
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imum allowed PMD is 40 ps and for a 40 Gb/s system
the maximum allowed PMD is only 2.5 ps. If the PMD
of the fiber is 0.5 ps/km0.5 , then for a 40 Gb/s link the
maximum length due to PMD effects will be 25 km.
Thus PMD effects become extremely important for systems operating at high bit rates, typically 40 Gb/s and
higher. Commercially available single-mode fibers have
typically PMD of less than 0.2 ps/km0.5 . In an actual
system, a contribution to PMD also comes from other
components used in the link, such as optical amplifiers,
dispersion-compensating elements.

8.8.7 Fiber Bragg Gratings
When a germanium-doped silica-core fiber is exposed to
ultraviolet radiation (with wavelength around 0.24 µm),
the refractive index of the germanium-doped region
increases; this is due to the phenomenon known as photosensitivity which was discovered by Kenneth Hill in
1974. The refractive index increase can be as large as
0.001 in the core of the fiber. If the fiber is exposed
to a pair of interfering UV beams, then in regions of
constructive interference, the refractive index increases
while it does not change in regions of destructive interference. This results in a periodic variation of refractive
index within the core of the fiber and this is referred
to as a fiber Bragg grating (FBG). The period of the
grating can be controlled by appropriately choosing the
angle between the interfering beams. If we consider
a polychromatic beam incident on the fiber, as shown
in Fig. 8.76, then the reflection from the periodic structure will add up in phase when the following Bragg
condition is satisfied:
λB
Λ=
,
(8.125)
2n eff
where λB is referred to as the Bragg wavelength. The
corresponding peak reflectivity Rp and bandwidth ∆λ
are given by [8.233]


π∆n L I
Rp = tanh2
(8.126)
λB
and



λB
∆λ
(∆n)L I 2
1+
≈
λB
n eff L
λB

.

(8.127)

Here ∆n is the peak refractive-index change in the grating and L is the grating length. The quantity I represents
the transverse overlap integral of the modal distribution
with the region where the grating is formed. It accounts
for the fact that only a fraction of the mode interacts

with the grating. If the modal distribution is assumed to
be described by a Gaussian with a spot size of w0 and
if the grating is assumed to exist only within the core of
2
2
radius a, then I = (1 − e−2a /w0 ). For a typical singlemode fiber operating at 1550 nm, n eff ≈ 1.4475 and the
required grating period is about 0.54 µm. Figure 8.76
also shows a typical measured reflection spectrum of an
FBG. For a grating with ∆n = 4 × 10−4 and L = 2 mm,
the peak reflectivity would be 0.86 and the bandwidth
would be about 1 nm.
Some Applications of FBGs
Fiber Bragg gratings find many applications in telecommunication and sensing [8.244, 245]. These include
applications in fiber grating sensors, add/drop multiplexers, to provide external feedback for laser-diode
wavelength locking, and dispersion compensation. Here
we discuss two applications.
FBG-Based Sensors. FBGs have a great potential for
applications as sensors for sensing mechanical strain,
temperature, acceleration etc. Since the Bragg wavelength depends on both the refractive index of the fiber
as well as on the period of the grating, any external
parameter that changes any of these would result in
a change in the reflected wavelength. Thus by measuring the changes in the reflected wavelength, the external
perturbations affecting the grating can be sensed. This
is the basic principle of their application in sensing. The
typical strain sensitivity of an FBG is about 1.3 pm/µε
at 1550 nm. Since the refractive index as well as the period of the grating change with change in temperature,
the temperature change of an FBG would also result in
a change in the peak reflected wavelength. The temperature sensitivity of FBGs is typically about 6 pm/◦ C.
One of the important attributes of FBG sensors is that
they can be multiplexed into a single fiber. FBGs with
different Bragg wavelengths are fabricated at different
points along the length of a single-mode fiber. Light
from a broadband source is coupled into the fiber and
light at different wavelengths get reflected from the individual gratings and are analyzed by the detection circuit.
The wavelengths of the FBGs are so chosen that they do
not overlap with each other and fall within the band
of the source. By measuring the changes in the Bragg
wavelength of individual FBGs, the strains or temperature changes at each of the location of the FBG can be
independently measured. Among the various issues in
connection with FBG sensors, is the problem of separating the changes brought about by temperature and strain.
Fiber optic sensing technology is rapidly advancing and
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FBGs are now being tested for structural monitoring.
In the future it may be possible to multiplex perhaps
100 sensors on a single fiber, which gives enormous
capability for structural monitoring.
Dispersion Compensation. Fiber Bragg gratings can

Incident
ë2
ë1

ë3

ë1

ë2

ë3

Chirped fiber grating

Reflected

Fig. 8.77 Dispersion compensation using a chirped FBG

flects from the near end of the grating, λ2 reflects from
a portion farther away while λ3 reflects from the far end
so as to compensate for the differential delay between all
the wavelength components and thus lead to dispersion
compensation.
As an example a chirped grating of length 11 cm
would have a dispersion of about 1380 ps/nm operating
over a bandwidth of 0.61 nm. This grating can compensate for dispersion accumulated over a fiber with
a dispersion coefficient of 17 ps/(km nm) and of length
81 km over a bandwidth of 0.61 nm, which approximately corresponds to 76 GHz of frequency bandwidth.
It is interesting to note that the difference in period between the front and back end of the 11 cm-long grating
is only about 0.25 nm while the average period of the
grating is about 0.534 µm.
Chirped dispersion compensating gratings are commercially available for compensation of accumulated
dispersion of up to 80 km of G.652 fiber for up to 32
wavelength channels. Unlike dispersion-compensating
fibers, chirped FBGs provide the possibility of tweaking the required dispersion compensation, especially
for 40 Gbps systems where the margin of dispersion
available is rather small. Also by using nonlinearly
chirped FBGs it has been shown that delay variation
from −200 ps to −1200 ps is possible.

8.8.8 Erbium-Doped Fiber Amplifiers
(EDFAs)
In traditional long-distance optical fiber communication
systems, compensation of loss and dispersion is usually accomplished by using electronic regenerators in
which the optical signals are first converted into electrical signals, then processed in the electrical domain
and then reconverted into optical signals. Whenever the
system limitation is due to insufficient optical power
rather than dispersion, what is needed is just amplification of the signal and optical amplifiers can indeed
perform this job. Optical amplifiers are devices that amplify the incoming optical signals in the optical domain
itself without any conversion to the electrical domain,
and have truly revolutionized long-distance fiber optic
communications. Compared to electronic regenerators,
optical amplifiers do not need any high-speed electronic circuitry, are transparent to bit rate and format,
and most importantly can amplify multiple optical signals at different wavelengths simultaneously. Thus their
development has ushered in the tremendous growth
of communication capacity using wavelength division
multiplexing (WDM) in which multiple wavelengths
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also be used for dispersion compensation. In a uniform
FBG, the period of the refractive-index modulation is
constant along the length of the grating. If the period
of the grating varies along its length, this is referred
to as a chirped fiber Bragg grating. In such chirped
FBGs since the period of the grating varies along the
length, the Bragg wavelength also varies along the position in the grating (Fig. 8.77). When light propagates
through such a grating, different wavelength components present in the incident wave will get reflected at
different positions along the grating; this will lead to
different wavelength components having different time
delays to return to the input end. By using an appropriately chirped FBG one can indeed compensate for
the differential delay of different wavelengths accumulated while propagating through an optical fiber link.
Let us consider propagation of a pulse of light through
an optical fiber operating at a wavelength longer than
the zero-dispersion wavelength of the fiber. This would
correspond to say operating a G.652 fiber (having a zero
dispersion at 1310 nm) at a wavelength of 1550 nm. Thus
if we consider three wavelength components such that
λ1 > λ2 > λ3 contained within the pulse, then, we can
see that, due to dispersion in the fiber, wavelength λ1
would suffer a larger delay than wavelength λ2 , which
in turn will suffer a delay longer than λ3 while propagating through the fiber. In order to compensate for this
dispersion, we need to delay the wavelength component
λ3 more than the component λ2 , which in turn should
suffer a delay more than at λ1 . In order to achieve this,
the chirped grating is designed so that wavelength λ1 re-
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carrying independent signals are propagated through the
same single-mode fiber, thus multiplying the capacity of
the link. Of course compared to electronic regenerators,
they have some drawbacks too; they do not compensate for dispersion accumulated in the link and they also
add noise to the optical signal. As we will see later, this
noise leads to a maximum number of amplifiers that can
be cascaded so that the received signal-to-noise ratio is
within the limits.
Optical amplifiers can be used at many points in
a communication link. A booster amplifier is used to
boost the power of the transmitter before launching into
the fiber link. The increased transmitter power can be
used to go farther in the link. The preamplifier placed just
before the receiver is used to increase the receiver sensitivity. Inline amplifiers are used at intermediate points
in the link to overcome fiber transmission and other
losses. Optical amplifiers can also be used to overcome
splitter losses, for example for the distribution of cable
television (CATV).
The three main types of optical amplifiers are the
erbium-doped fiber amplifier (EDFA), the Raman fiber
amplifier (RFA) and the semiconductor optical amplifier
(SOA). Today most optical fiber communication systems use EDFAs due to their advantages in terms of
bandwidth, high power output and noise characteristics.
Detailed discussions on EDFAs can be found in many
texts, e.g., [8.247, 248].
Optical amplification by EDFA is based on the process of stimulated emission, which is the basic principle
behind laser operation. Figure 8.78 shows the three
lowest-lying energy levels of the erbium ion in a silica matrix. A pump laser at 980 nm excites the erbium
ions from the ground state to the level marked E3 . The
level E3 is a short-lived level and the ions jump down to
the level marked E2 after a time lasting less than a microsecond. The lifetime of level E2 is much larger and
is about 12 ms. Hence ions brought to the level E2 stay
there for a long time. Thus by pumping hard enough, the

population of ions in the level E2 can be made larger than
the population of level E1 and thus achieve population
inversion between the levels E1 and E2 . In such a situation, if a light beam at a frequency ν0 = (E2 − E1 )/h
falls on the collection of erbium ions, it will get amplified. For erbium ions, the frequency ν0 falls in the
1550 nm band and thus it is an ideal amplifier for signals in the 1550 nm window, the lowest-loss window of
silica-based optical fibers. In the case of erbium ions
in silica matrix, the energy levels are not sharp but are
broadened due to interaction with other ions in the silica matrix. Hence the system is capable of amplifying
optical signals over a band of wavelengths.
Let N1 and N2 represent the number of erbium ions
per unit volume in the ground level and the excited level,
respectively, and let Ip (z) and Is (z) represent the variation of intensity of the pump at frequency νp (assumed
to be at 980 nm) and the signal at frequency νs , assumed
to be in the region of 1550 nm. As the beams propagate
through the fiber, the pump would induce absorption
from E1 to E3 while the signal would induce absorption
and stimulated emissions between levels E2 and E1 . Under the assumption that the lifetime of level E3 is very
small, N3 ≈ 0, and we can write for the rate of change
of population of level E2 as [8.235]


dN1
N2 σpa Ip
dN2
=−
=−
+
N1
dt
dt
tsp
hνp
Is
− (σse N2 − σsa N1 )
.
hνs
(8.128)

Here σpa (σsa ) and σpe (σse ) are the absorption and emission cross sections at the pump (signal) wavelengths,
respectively; tsp is the spontaneous lifetime of the level
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dIp
dIs
= −σpa N1 Ip ,
= − (σsa N1 − σse N2 ) Is .
dz
dz
(8.129)

In the case of optical fibers since the pump and signal
beams propagate in the form of modes, we should describe amplification in terms of powers rather than in
terms of intensities. For a given doped fiber and input
pump and signal powers, the above equations can be
solved to obtain the gain of the amplifier.
A typical EDFA consists of a short piece (≈ 20 m
in length) of erbium-doped fiber (EDF) and which is
pumped by a 980 nm pump laser through a wavelength
division multiplexing (WDM) coupler. The WDM
coupler multiplexes light of wavelength 980 nm and
1550 nm from two different input arms to a single output
arm. The 980 nm pump light is absorbed by the erbium
ions to create population inversion between levels E2
and E1 . Thus, incoming signals in the 1550 nm wavelength region get amplified as they propagate through
the population-inverted doped fiber.
Figure 8.80 shows typical measured gain spectra of
an EDFA for various input signal powers. As can be
seen in the figure, an EDFA can provide amplifications
of greater than 20 dB over the entire band of 40 nm
from 1525 nm to about 1565 nm. This wavelength band
is referred to as the C band (conventional band) and is
the most common wavelength band of operation. We
also note that the gain decreases and the spectrum flattens as the input signal power increases, showing signal
saturation. With proper amplifier optimization, EDFAs
can also amplify signals in the wavelength range of
1570–1610 nm; this band of wavelengths is referred
to as the L band (long-wavelength band). With novel
doped-fiber profiles it is possible to achieve amplification in the short-wavelength band of 1480–1520 nm by
using EDFAs [8.249, 250]. In these designs, the emission in the C band needs to be continuously filtered out
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E2 . Subscripts p and s correspond to the pump and signal,
respectively. The absorption and emission cross sections
depend on the frequency, the specific ion as well as on
the pair of levels for a given ion. Figure 8.79 gives the
typical absorption and emission cross section of erbium
ions in silica glass fiber [8.246].
In (8.128) the first term on the right-hand side corresponds to spontaneous emission, the second term to
pump absorption while the third term corresponds to
signal transitions. The pump and signal intensity variation with z are caused due to absorption and stimulated
emission and can be described by the following equations:
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Fig. 8.80 Gain spectrum of an EDFA at different input signal power

levels

so that the wavelengths in the S band can use the population inversion for amplification. The C-band and L-band
amplifiers together can be used to simultaneously amplify 160 wavelength channels. Such systems are indeed
commercially available now.
It can be seen from Fig. 8.80 that although EDFAs
can provide gains over an entire band of 40 nm, for low
input signal powers the gain is not flat, i. e., the gain
depends on the signal wavelength. Thus if multiplewavelength signals with the same power are input into
the amplifier, then their output powers will be different. In a communication system employing a chain of
amplifiers, a differential signal gain among the various
signal wavelengths (channels) from each amplifier will
result in a significant difference in signal power levels and hence in the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) among
the various channels. In fact, signals for which the gain
in the amplifier is greater than the loss suffered in the
link, will keep on increasing in power level while those
channels for which the amplifier gain is less than the
loss suffered will keep on reducing in power. The former channels will finally saturate the amplifiers and will
also lead to increased nonlinear effects in the link while
the latter will have reduced SNR, leading to increased
errors in detection. Thus such a differential amplifier
gain is not desirable in a communication system and
it is very important to have gain-flattened amplifiers.
Wavelength filters with appropriate filter characteristics
compensating for the gain variation can be designed to
flatten the gain of the amplifier. Such filters are usually
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placed within the amplifier between two gain units to
optimize in terms of gain efficiency and noise characteristics. Filters based on fiber Bragg gratings, long-period
gratings or thin-film filters are used. Typical gain flatness
of better than 0.5 dB can be achieved and commercially
available EDFAs are all gain-flattened. Other techniques
involving modification of the refractive index profile to
flatten the gain have also been demonstrated.
Noise in EDFA
In an EDFA population inversion between two energy
levels of erbium ion leads to optical amplification by
the process of stimulated emission. Erbium ions occupying the upper energy level can also make spontaneous
transitions to the ground level and emit radiation. This
radiation appears over the entire fluorescent band of
emission of erbium ions and travels both in the forward
as well as in the backward direction along the fiber. Part
of the spontaneous emission generated at any point along
the fiber gets coupled into the propagating mode of the
fiber and can also get amplified just like the signal as
it propagates through the population-inverted fiber. The
resulting radiation is called amplified spontaneous emission (ASE). This ASE is the basic mechanism leading to
noise in the optical amplifier [8.248]. ASE appearing in
a wavelength region not coincident with the signal can
be filtered using an optical filter. On the other hand, the
ASE that appears in the signal wavelength region cannot
be separated and constitutes the minimum added noise
from the amplifier.
If Pin represents the signal input power (at frequency
ν) into the amplifier and G represents the gain of the
amplifier then the output signal power is given by G Pin .
Along with this amplified signal, there is also ASE power
which can be shown to be given by [8.248]

PASE = 2n sp (G − 1)hν Bo ,

(8.130)

where Bo is the optical bandwidth over which the
ASE power is being measured (which must be at least
equal to the optical bandwidth of the signal), and
n sp = N2 /(N2 − N1 ). Here N2 and N1 represent the population densities in the upper and lower amplifier energy
levels of erbium in the fiber. The minimum value for
n sp corresponds to a completely inverted amplifier for
which N1 = 0 and thus n sp = 1. For a gain of 20 dB,
typical ASE powers within a band of 0.1 nm is about
0.6 µW(= −32 dB m) which corresponds to an ASE
noise spectral density of −22 dBm/nm. We can define
the optical signal-to-noise ratio (OSNR) as the ratio of

the output optical signal power to the ASE power
Pout
G Pin
OSNR =
=
,
(8.131)
PASE
2n sp (G − 1)hν Bo
where Pin is the average power input into the amplifier
(which is about half of the peak power in the bit stream,
assuming equal probability of ones and zeroes).
Each amplifier in a chain adds noise and thus in
a fiber optic communication system consisting of multiple spans of optical fiber links with amplifiers, OSNR
will keep falling and, at some point in the link when the
OSNR falls below a certain value, the signal would need
to be regenerated. Hence there is a maximum number
of amplifiers that can be placed in a link beyond which
the signal needs to be regenerated. For a link consisting of multiple spans of transmission fiber and EDFAs
compensating the loss of each span, the OSNR is given
by
OSNR(dB) ≈ Pout (dBm) − 10 log(n) + 58
− F(dB) − 10 log(N + 1) − L sp (dB) ,
(8.132)

where Pout is the total output power from the amplifier in
dBm, n represents the number of wavelength channels
in the link, F represents the noise figure of each EDFA
(assumed to be the same), N represents the number of
amplifiers, and L sp the loss of each span. As a typical
example we consider a link consisting of EDFAs with
the following specifications: Pout = 17 dBm, n = 32,
F = 5 dB, L sp = 20 dB. If we require an OSNR of 22 dB
at the end of the link, then using (8.132) the maximum
number of amplifiers that can be used in the link comes
out to be about 18. If more than this number of amplifiers are employed then the OSNR will fall below the
required value of 22 dB. Thus for proceeding further
along the length, the signal needs to be regenerated. It
is also interesting to note from (8.132) that, to achieve
the same OSNR at the output of the link, the number of
amplifiers in the chain can be increased by reducing the
noise figure of each amplifier or by increasing the output power of the amplifiers or by decreasing the span
loss. Indeed by choosing smaller span loss, the number of amplifiers can be increased significantly so that
the distance for regeneration can be made very large.
Thus reducing each span loss by 3 dB would result in
a doubling of the maximum allowed number of amplifiers (all other parameters being the same). Of course in
this case, we would have to employ a larger number of
amplifiers.
This discussion was based on the optical signal-tonoise ratio of the amplifier. When the amplified output
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F=

1 + 2n sp (G − 1)
.
G

(8.133)

Thus the noise figure depends on the inversion through
n sp and on the amplifier gain through G. For large gains
G  1, the noise figure is approximately given by 2n sp .
Since the smallest value of n sp is unity, the smallest noise
figure is given by 2, or in decibel units as 3 dB.
14:43:34 Apr 13. 2004
RL 2.867nW
SENS 15pW
Linear
Marker
1551.4nm
2.044nW
1

MKR #1 WVL 1551.4nm
2.044nW

Noise figure is a very important characteristic of an
amplifier and determines the overall performance of any
amplified link. Noise figures of typical commercially
available EDFAs are about 5 dB.

8.8.9 Raman Fiber Amplifier (RFA)
Another very important fiber based amplifier is the
Raman fiber amplifier (RFA), which is based on the phenomenon of stimulated Raman scattering. The attractive
feature of RFAs are that they can be made to work in any
wavelength band by simply choosing appropriate pump
wavelengths, they also have a large bandwidth and have
lower noise figures compared to EDFAs. Apart from
this, the link fiber can itself be used as the amplifier and
thus the signal gets amplified as it covers the distance
along the communication link itself; such amplifiers are
referred to as distributed amplifiers.
When we send a strong light beam at a wavelength
of 1450 nm through a long (≈ 10 km) optical fiber,
the light beam undergoes Raman scattering from the
molecules of the glass fiber and this gives rise to scattered light at higher wavelengths. Figure 8.81 shows
a typical spontaneous Raman spectrum from an optical
fiber pumped by radiation at 1450 nm. As can be seen the
scattered radiation occupies a large band and the peak of
the scattered radiation lies at about 100 nm away from
the pump wavelength. Indeed Raman scattering in silica leads to a Raman shift of between 13 and 14 THz,
which corresponds to about 100 nm at the wavelength of
1550 nm.
If in addition to the strong pump light we also launch
a weak light beam (referred to as the signal beam) with
its wavelength lying within the band of spontaneous
Raman scattering, then it leads to what is referred to
as stimulated Raman scattering. In this case, the pump
and signal wavelengths are coherently coupled by the
Raman scattering process and the scattered radiation is
coherent with the incident signal radiation much like
Input signal
at 1550 nm

Start 1460.0 nm
RB 2nm VB 200Hz

Amplified signal
at 1550 nm

Pump at
1450 nm

Stop 1650.0 nm
ST 3.8s

Fig. 8.81 Spontaneous Raman scattering from 25 km of
a standard single-mode fiber
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Fig. 8.82 Raman amplification by a counter-propagating
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is received by a detector, then the detector converts
the optical signal into an electric current and the noise
characteristics of the generated electrical signal are of
importance. Apart from the optical signal, the amplified
spontaneous emission within the bandwidth of the signal
also falls on the photodetector. However, the ASE noise
is completely random and contains no information. The
photodetector would convert the total optical power received into electrical current and in the current there
would be beating between the signal and noise fields
and between noise fields at different frequencies. These
lead respectively to signal–spontaneous beat noise and
spontaneous–spontaneous beat noise. Under normal circumstances, the signal–spontaneous noise term and the
signal shot-noise terms are the important noise terms
and assuming the input to the amplifier to be shot noise
limited we can calculate the output SNR from the noise
terms. The amplifier noise figure defined as the ratio of
input electrical signal-to-noise ratio to output electrical
signal-to-noise ratio is given by
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stimulated emission that occurs in the case of a laser. It
is this process that is used to build Raman fiber amplifiers (Fig. 8.82). Since the spontaneous Raman scattering
spectrum is broad, the corresponding gain spectrum of
the Raman amplifier is also very broad. The other interesting feature is that, no matter what the wavelength of
the pump light is, the fiber can act like an amplifier in
the wavelength range corresponding to the spontaneous
Raman scattering spectrum.
The propagation equations describing the variation
of signal power (Ps ) and pump power (Pp ) along the
length of the fiber for a counter-pumped Raman amplifier are given by [8.251]
dPs
= γR Pp Ps − αs Ps ;
dz
νp
dPp
= γR Pp Ps + αp Pp ,
dz
νs

(8.134)

where νp and νs are the pump and signal frequencies, γR
is the Raman gain efficiency defined by
γR =

gR (ν, r)ψp2 ψs2r dr
ψp2r dr

2π

ψs2 r dr

≈

gR (ν)
,
Aeff

(8.135)

where ψp and ψs are the transverse variation of pump
and signal modal fields and gR represents the material
Raman gain coefficient and Aeff is the effective area
defined by
Aeff =

2π

ψp2r dr

ψs2 r dr

ψp2 ψs2 r dr

.

(8.136)

Since the modal field profiles depend on the fiber
refractive-index profile, the value of γR can be very difPower (W)
100

Onoff gain (dB)
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101

14
Pump

102

Signal

104
10

12
10

103

5

ferent for various fibers. For example for standard SMFs,
γR is 0.5–1 W−1 km−1 , for dispersion-compensating
fibers it is 2.5–3 W−1 km−1 and for highly nonlinear
fibers it is about 6.5 W−1 km−1 . Photonic-crystal fibers
and holey fibers can have extremely small mode effective areas and hence can provide extremely large Raman
gains. The larger the value of γR , the larger is the stimulated Raman scattering and the larger the corresponding
gains that are achievable. Figure 8.83 shows a typical
length variation of pump and signal power of a counter
pumped Raman amplifier.
Like any amplifier, in the case of Raman amplifiers also the amplified signal is accompanied by noise
generated due to amplification of spontaneous Raman
scattering that takes place within the fiber. Since amplification is taking place over a long length of the
fiber, additional noise due to the phenomenon of double Rayleigh scattering (DRS) is also generated. Signals
propagating in the forward direction suffer Rayleigh
scattering and generate power in the backward direction. The backward propagating signals can undergo
further Rayleigh scattering (double Rayleigh scattering, DRS) and generate power in the forward direction.
These signals also use the same pump power to get amplified and constitute DRS noise. This noise becomes
important for reasonably large pump powers and long
interaction lengths when the gain becomes large. Apart
from this, the amplified spontaneous Raman scattered
light in the backward direction can get Rayleigh scattered to the forward direction which would also add to
noise.
One can obtain approximate expressions for the
Raman gain and spontaneously emitted noise power,
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Fig. 8.83 Signal and pump power variation along the
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Fig. 8.84 Typical gain spectrum of a Raman amplifier
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which are given by
G(dB) = 10 log



Ps (L)
Ps (0) e−αs L


≈ 4.34

γR
Pp (L) ,
αp
(8.137)

where the last approximation is valid for αp L  1 and

(8.138)

Here G defines the on–off gain, which is the ratio of
output power with the Raman pump on to that of the
output power when the Raman pump is switched off.
In Raman amplifiers the pump beam can propagate in the same direction as the signal or in the
reverse direction. The former case is referred to as copropagating (forward pumping) and the latter one as
contra-propagating (backward pumping). Raman scattering phenomenon is an extremely fast process with
time scales in the femtosecond (10−15 s) regime. This
can lead to the transfer of power fluctuations from the
pump to the signal. One way to avoid this is to have
backward pumping (Fig. 8.82) wherein the pump fluctuations induced gain fluctuations get averaged out and
thus the noise in the signal due to pump fluctuations is
much lower.
Figure 8.84 shows a measured on–off gain spectrum of a backward-pumped Raman fiber amplifier
corresponding to an input pump power of 750 mW at
a wavelength of 1453 nm and an input signal power of
0.14 mW over a 25 km long span of single-mode fiber.
On–off gains of greater than 12 dB are easily achievable.
Since the gain spectrum depends on the pump wavelength, it is indeed possible to achieve large flat gain
using multiple pumps. Thus using 12 pumps with wavelengths lying between 1410 nm and 1510 nm, a total flat
gain bandwidth of 100 nm from 1520 nm to 1620 nm
(covering the C band and the L band) has been demonstrated. Since Raman fiber amplifiers can operate at any
signal-wavelength region, they allow us to expand the
operation region of fiber optic communication systems
to other bands where EDFAs do not operate. Apart from
this, Raman amplifiers can also be used to extend the
operation of optical fiber communication systems in Cband. The repeater-less length can be increased by use of
Raman amplifier at the terminal. Similarly when the bit
rate of a communication channel is increased, then for
the system to operate without signal degradation (within
a certain bit error rate), the receiver would need more

power. In this case, the additional Raman gain that is
realized by propagating an appropriate pump with the
signal can be used to increase the transmission bit rate for
the same distance between the transmitter and receiver.
Since the gain coefficient depends on the effective
area of the fiber, the Raman gain spectrum could be modified by proper fiber designs with appropriate spectral
dependence of effective area. Thus, recently novel fiber
designs have been proposed that can give flat Raman
gain with just a single pump [8.252, 253]. For nice reviews of fiber Raman amplifiers, readers are referred
to [8.251, 254, 255].

8.8.10 Nonlinear Effects in Optical Fibers
Consider a light beam having a power of 100 mW propagating through an optical fiber having an effective
mode area of 50 µm2 . The corresponding optical intensity is 2 × 109 W/m2 . At such high intensities, the
nonlinear effects in optical fibers start to influence the
propagation of the light beam and can significantly
influence the capacity of a WDM optical fiber communication system [8.256]. The most important nonlinear
effects that affect optical fiber communication systems
include self phase modulation (SPM), cross phase modulation (XPM) and four-wave mixing (FWM). Stimulated
Raman scattering (SRS) and stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS) are also important nonlinear phenomena
and earlier we have seen how SRS can be used for optical amplification. In this section, we will discuss mainly
SPM, XPM and FWM, which affect pulse propagation
through optical fibers.
Self Phase Modulation (SPM)
The lowest-order nonlinearity present in an optical fiber
is the third-order nonlinearity. Thus, in an optical fiber,
Table 8.6 Mode effective area of typical commercially
available fibers
Fiber type

Effective area (µm2 )

Single-mode fiber
(SMF) G652
Dispersion-shifted fiber
(DSF)
Nonzero DSF
(NZDSF)
Dispersion-compensating
fiber (DCF)
Photonic-crystal fiber /
holey fiber

≈ 85 µm2
≈ 46 µm2
≈ 52 µm2 (D > 0),
56 µm2 (D < 0) and 73 µm2
≈ 23 µm2 (D < 0)
≈ 3 µm2
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the polarization generated consists of a linear and a nonlinear term
P = ε0 χ E + ε0 χ (3) E 3 ,

z=0

z = 200

(8.139)
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where χ and χ (3) represent the linear and third-order
susceptibility of the medium (silica) and E represents
the electric field of the propagating light wave/pulse. The
nonlinearity due to χ (3) results in an intensity-dependent
refractive index given by
n = n0 + n2 I ,

(8.140)

where n 2 = 3χ (3) /4cε0 n 0 and n 0 is the refractive index
of the medium at low intensities. It is this intensitydependent refractive index that gives rise to SPM.
Due to the intensity-dependent refractive index, the
propagation constant of a mode becomes intensity dependent and can be written as
βNL = β + γ P

(8.141)

where


2
ψ 2 (r)r dr
k0 n 2
, Ãeff = 2π
(8.142)
ψ 4 (r)r dr
Ãeff
represent the nonlinear coefficient and the nonlinear
mode effective area, respectively, and β is the propagation constant of the mode at low powers. If we assume
the mode to be described by a Gaussian function, then
Ãeff = πw20 , where w0 is the Gaussian-mode spot size.
Note that the nonlinear coefficient γ of the fiber depends
on the effective area of the mode; the larger the effective
mode area, the smaller the nonlinear effects. Table 8.6
gives the mode effective area of some common fiber
types.
If α represents the attenuation coefficient of the optical fiber, then the power propagating through the fiber
decreases exponentially as P(z) = P0 e−αz where P0 is
the input power. In α is the attenuation coefficient. In
such a case, the phase shift suffered by an optical beam
in propagating through a length L of the optical fiber is
given by
γ=

L
Φ=

βNL dz = βL + γ P0 L eff ,

(8.143)

0

where



1 − e−αL
(8.144)
α
is called the effective length of the fiber. If αL  1 then
L eff ≈ 1/α and if αL  1 then L eff ≈ L. For singlemode fibers operating at 1550 nm, α ≈ 0.25 dB/km and
L eff =

100 fs
50

0

50 50
t (fs)

0

50

t (fs)

Fig. 8.85 An unchirped pulse at the input after propagating through an optical fiber gets chirped due to self phase
modulation

thus L eff ≈ L for L  20 km and L eff ≈ 20 km for L 
20 km.
Since the propagation constant βNL of the mode depends on the power carried by the mode, the phase Φ of
the emergent wave depends on its power and hence this
is referred to as self phase modulation (SPM).
For a light pulse P0 in (8.145) becomes time dependent and this leads to an additional time dependent phase
apart from ω0 t. Thus the output pulse is chirped and the
instantaneous frequency of the output pulse is given by
ω(t) =

d
dP0
.
(ω0 t − γ P0 L eff ) = ω0 − γ L eff
dt
dt
(8.145)

The leading edge of the pulse corresponds to the positive values of dP0 / dt and the trailing edge to negative
values of dP0 / dt. Thus in the presence of SPM, the leading edge gets downshifted in frequency while the trailing
edge gets upshifted in frequency. The frequency at the
center of the pulse remains unchanged from ω0 . Figure 8.85 shows an input unchirped and the output chirped
pulse generated due to SPM. The output chirped pulse
with the same temporal width has a larger frequency
spectrum. These new frequencies have been generated
by the nonlinear process.
The chirping due to nonlinearity without any corresponding increase in pulse width leads to increased
spectral broadening of the pulse. This spectral broadening coupled with the dispersion in the fiber leads
to modified dispersive propagation of the pulse in the
presence of nonlinearity. In the normal-dispersion region the chirping due to dispersion is to downshift the
leading edge and upshift the trailing edge of the pulse.
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β2 ∂ 2 A
∂A
=i
− iγ |A|2 A ,
∂z
2 ∂T 2

(8.146)

where β2 = d2 β/ dω2 and T = t − z/vg . Equation (8.146) is referred to as the nonlinear Schroedinger
equation and describes the propagation of a pulse in
a medium possessing second-order dispersion and χ (3)
nonlinearity. The solution of the above equation give us
solitons which are described mathematically by:
!


P0 γ
Ã(z, t) = P0 sech
T e−iγ P0 z/2 . (8.147)
|β2 |
where Ã(z, t) is the normalized electric field defined
such that | Ã(z, t)|2 gives the power carried by the pulse.
Equation (8.147)) shows that the peak power required to
form a soliton is related to the pulse width and dispersion coefficient D. As an example, for a soliton
pulse at 1550 nm with full width at half maximum of
τf = 10 ps propagating in a fiber with γ = 2.4 W−1 km−1
and D = 2 ps/(km nm) and the required peak power will
be P0 = 33 mW.
A heuristic derivation of the power required to form
a soliton by cancelation of chirping due to dispersion
and nonlinearity can be found in [8.235].
Even if the cancelation between dispersive and nonlinear chirping is not perfect, the nonlinear effects in
an optical fiber lead to reduced pulse broadening in the
anomalous-dispersion region. Thus the net dispersion
suffered by the pulse decreases as the power increases.
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This fact needs to be kept in mind while designing
dispersion-compensation schemes.
Cross Phase Modulation (XPM)
Consider the simultaneous launching of two or more
different light beams of different wavelengths into an optical fiber. In such a case, each individual light wave will
lead to a change in the refractive index of the fiber due
to the intensity-dependent refractive index. This change
in refractive index of the fiber then affects the phase
of the other light beam(s); this results in what is referred to as cross phase modulation (XPM). Similar to
the case of SPM, the instantaneous frequency of a signal
at frequency ω0 in the presence of XPM is given by

ω(t) = ω0 − 2γ L eff

dP2
,
dt

(8.148)

where P2 is the power carried by the other wavelength.
The part of the signal that is influenced by the leading
edge of the pump will be downshifted in frequency (since
in the leading edge dP2 / dt > 0) and the part overlapping
with the trailing edge will be up shifted in frequency in
frequency (since dP2 / dt < 0). This leads to a frequency
chirping of the signal pulse just like in the case of SPM.
Conventional detectors detect the intensity variation of
the signal and hence are not affected by phase variations caused by XPM. However, these phase variations
get converted to intensity variations due to dispersive effects in the fiber and these intensity variations can cause
further bit errors in a fiber optic communication system.
If the two light waves are pulses, then XPM leads
to chirping of the pulses. In the presence of finite dispersion (i. e., operation away from the zero-dispersion
wavelength), the two pulses will move with different velocities and thus the pulses will walk off from each other.
In case the pulses enter the fiber together, then due to
walk off each pulse will see only the trailing or the leading edge of the other pulse which will lead to chirping.
On the other hand, if the collision is complete, i. e., if
the pulses start separately and walk through each other
and again separate as they propagate through the fiber,
then there would be no XPM-induced chirping since the
pulses would have interacted with both the leading and
the trailing edge of the other pulse. In an actual system, this cancelation will not be perfect since the pulses
suffer attenuation and this leads to reduced nonlinear
interaction as the pulses walk through each other.
Four-Wave Mixing (FWM)
Consider the incidence of three waves at three frequencies ω2 , ω3 and ω4 into an optical fiber. In the presence
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This is of the same sign as that due to SPM. Thus in
the normal-dispersion regime (wavelength less than the
zero-dispersion wavelength) the chirping due to dispersion and nonlinearity add. Thus at high powers, where
the nonlinear effects are not negligible, the pulse will
suffer additional dispersion as compared to the dispersion of the same pulse at low powers. On the other hand,
in the anomalous-dispersion region (wavelength greater
than the zero-dispersion wavelength), the chirping due to
dispersion is opposite to that due to nonlinearity and thus
in this wavelength region, nonlinearity and dispersioninduced chirpings can partially or even totally cancel
each other. When total cancelation takes place, the pulse
neither broadens in time nor in its spectrum and such
a pulse is called a soliton. Such solitons can hence be
used for dispersionless propagation of pulses to realize
very high-bit-rate systems.
Assuming only second-order dispersion and χ (3)
nonlinearity, the amplitude A(z, t) of the electric field of
an incident pulse can be shown to satisfy the following
equation [8.257]:
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of the three waves, the third-order nonlinearity in the
fiber leads to the generation of a nonlinear polarization
at a frequency ω1 given by
ω1 = ω3 + ω4 − ω2

(8.149)
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This nonlinear polarization can, under some circumstances, lead to the generation of electromagnetic waves
at the new frequency ω1 . This phenomenon is referred
to as four-wave mixing (FWM). In a dense wavelength
division multiplexed (DWDM) system, FWM leads to
cross talk among different wavelength channels of the
system.
The nonlinear polarization at frequency ω1 due to
the presence of other waves is given by:

1
ω1
PNL
= pnl ei(ω1 t−β1 z) + c.c.
(8.150)
2
where
3ε0 (3) ∗
pnl =
χ A2 A3 A4 ψ2 ψ3 ψ4 e−i∆βz ,
(8.151)
2
where ∆β = β3 + β4 − β2 − β1 and Ai and ψi represent
the amplitudes and modal field profiles corresponding
to modes at frequency ωi . From the expression for the
nonlinear polarization it can be seen that, in general, the
velocity of the nonlinear polarization is not equal to the
velocity of the electromagnetic wave that it is generating.
For efficient generation of the electromagnetic wave at
the frequency ω1 , there must be phase matching, i. e.,
the velocity of the nonlinear polarization (which acts
as the source of the radiation at frequency ω1 ) and the
electromagnetic wave (at frequency ω1 ) must be equal.
For this to happen we must have ∆β = 0. Assuming the
frequencies to be closely and equally spaced (i. e., ω1 =
ω2 − ∆ω, ω3 = ω2 − 2∆ω, ω4 = ω2 + ∆ω) and making
a Taylor series expansion of all βs about a frequency ω2 ,
we get
4π Dλ2
∆β = −
(∆ν)2 ,
(8.152)
c
where ∆ω = 2π∆ν represents the frequency spacing
between adjacent channels. Thus when the channels
lie around the zero-dispersion wavelength of the fiber,
D = 0 and we have phase matching and thus an efficient
FWM. If one wishes to reduce FWM, then one must
operate away from the zero-dispersion wavelength. This
has led to the development of nonzero-dispersion-shifted
fibers (NZ-DSF), wherein a finite but small dispersion
(≈ 2 to 8 ps/(km nm)) is introduced to reduce FWM effects in an actual fiber optic communication system. On
the other hand, if a strong FWM is desired for an application such as all-optical signal processing or wavelength

conversion, then the interacting wavelengths must lie
close to the zero-dispersion wavelength.
Assuming that all frequencies have the same attenuation coefficient α and neglecting depletion due to
conversion, the power generated at the frequency ω1 due
to mixing of the other three frequencies can be shown to
be
P1 = 4γ 2 P2 P3 P4 L 2eff η e−αL ,
where
α2
η= 2
α + ∆β 2



4 e−αL sin2 ∆βL
2
1+ 
2
1 − e−αL

(8.153)


.

(8.154)

As evident from (8.153), maximum conversion occurs
when η = 1, i. e. ∆β = 0. If we assume all wavelengths
to carry the same power Pin , then under phase matching,
the ratio of the power generated due to FWM to that
exiting from the fiber is given by
R=

Pg
P1 (L)
=
= 4γ 2 Pin2 L 2eff .
Pout
Pin e−αL

(8.155)

Thus if in each channel we have an input power of 1 mW,
then for γ = 1.73 × 10−3 m−1 W−1 , L eff = 20 km, the
FWM generated output will be about 0.5% of the power
exiting in the channel. This gives us the level of cross
talk among the channels created due to FWM.
Figure 8.86 shows the output spectrum measured
at the output of a 25 km-long dispersion-shifted fiber
(D = − 0.2 ps/(km nm) at the central channel) when
three 3 mW wavelengths are launched simultaneously.
Power (dBm)
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Fig. 8.86 New frequency components generated due to
four wave mixing in an optical fiber operating close to
the zero-dispersion wavelength. The input consists of the
three large-amplitude frequencies (after [8.258])
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Fig. 8.87 Spectral broadening by supercontinuum generation (after [8.259])

Notice the generation of nine new frequencies with different amplitudes (with a maximum peak ratio of 1%
to the input signals) due to FWM. Newly generated
waves will interfere with power present in those channels and lead to cross talk. By choosing a nonzero value
of dispersion, the four-wave mixing efficiency can be
significantly reduced. The larger the dispersion coefficient, the smaller can be the channel spacing for the
same cross talk.
Since dispersion leads to increased bit error rates in
fiber optic communication systems, it is important to
have low dispersion. On the other hand, lower dispersion leads to cross talk due to FWM. This problem can
be resolved by noting that FWM depends on the local
dispersion value in the fiber while the pulse spreading
at the end of a link depends on the overall dispersion in
the fiber link. If one chooses a link made up of positive
and negative dispersion coefficients, then by an appropriate choice of the lengths of the positive and negative
dispersion fibers, it would be possible to achieve a zero
total link dispersion while at the same time maintaining
a large local dispersion. This is referred to as dispersion
management in fiber optic systems.
Although FWM leads to cross talk among different
wavelength channels in an optical fiber communication
system, it can be used for various optical processing
functions such as wavelength conversion, high-speed
time-division multiplexing, pulse compression, and optical amplification [8.260, 261]. For such applications,
there is a concerted worldwide effort to develop highly
nonlinear fibers with much smaller mode areas and
higher nonlinear coefficients. Some of the very novel
fibers that have been developed recently include holey fibers, photonic band-gap fibers or photonic crystal
fibers which are very interesting since they posses

Supercontinuum Generation
Supercontinuum (SC) generation is the phenomenon in
which a nearly continuous spectrally broadened output
(bandwidth > 1000 nm) is produced through nonlinear
effects on high-peak-power picosecond and femtosecond pulses. Such broadened spectra find applications
in spectroscopy, optical coherence tomography, WDM
sources for optical communication by slicing the spectrum etc. Supercontinuum generation in an optical fiber
is a very convenient technique since the intensity levels
can be maintained high over long interaction lengths by
choosing small mode areas and the dispersion profile
of the fiber can be appropriately designed by varying the transverse refractive-index profile of the fiber.
The spectral broadening that takes place in the fiber
is attributed to a combination of various third-order
effects such as SPM, XPM, FWM, and Raman scattering. Since dispersion plays a significant role in the
temporal evolution of the pulse, different dispersion
profiles have been used in the literature to achieve broadband SC. Some studies have used dispersion-decreasing
fibers, dispersion-flattened fibers, while others have
used a constant anomalous-dispersion fiber followed by
a normal-dispersion fiber. Figure 8.87 shows the input
and output broadened spectra obtained by passing a light
pulse through a photonic-crystal fiber [8.259].

8.8.11 Microstructured Fibers
A standard optical fiber guides light using the phenomenon of total internal reflection. Recently there
a)

b)

Fig. 8.88a,b Solid core (a) and hollow core (b) photonic-crystal

fibers (Courtesy Blaze Photonics, Bath, UK)
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extremely small mode effective areas (≈ 2.5 µm2 at
1550 nm) and can be designed to have zero dispersion
even in the visible region of the spectrum [8.262, 263].
This is expected to revolutionize nonlinear fiber optics
by providing new geometries to achieve highly efficient
nonlinear optical processing at lower powers.
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has been intense activity in realization of optical fibers
guiding light using Bragg reflections or photonic bandgap effects. Photonic crystals are periodic structures
fabricated in an optical material with periodicities comparable to the optical wavelength. These can be one
dimensional (like fiber Bragg gratings), two dimensional
or three dimensional. Structures with appropriate symmetry and periodicities can exhibit photonic band gaps,
which are regions of optical wavelengths where light
cannot propagate through the structure, much like the
band gaps for electrons in crystals. Thus such structures
allow control of light propagation and find applications
in semiconductor lasers, light modulators, integrated
optical devices, nonlinear devices etc. Microstructured
fibers have a periodic arrangement of holes in a silica
background material running all along the length of the
fiber and can lead to guidance of light using the band-gap
effects. Figure 8.88 shows two types of such fibers, one
having solid silica core and the other having a air hole
at the center. Since confinement can be accomplished
using the band-gap effect it is possible to realize optical fibers with air cores; such holey fibers are finding
many applications. It is also possible to realize fibers
with solid cores with mode effective areas in the region

of 3 µm2 . Since nonlinear effects depend on the intensity of light such fibers can give rise to very interesting
nonlinear effects even at moderate power levels. Microstructured fibers exhibit the very interesting property
of being single mode over a very large range of wavelengths. This can be understood from the fact that, due
to the presence of holes in the cladding, as the wavelength changes the fraction of light power in the holes
changes and this leads to an effective cladding refractive index which becomes highly wavelength dependent
and increases with increasing wavelength, leading to an
effective V number which results in single-mode operation. Such fibers are also referred to as endlessly
single-mode fibers. The dispersion of microstructured
fibers can also be controlled by appropriate design and
it is possible to achieve zero dispersion in the visible
range using silica which is otherwise not possible using
conventional fiber designs. Supercontinuum generation
which requires control of dispersion and nonlinearity is
one such application and devices based on such fibers
are now commercially available. With technological inputs, propagation loss in these fibers have been reduced
significantly and photonic-crystal fibers with loss values
of 0.3 dB/km have been realized recently [8.264].
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Optical detectors are applied in all fields of human activities – from basic research to commercial
applications in communication, automotive, medical imaging, homeland security, and other fields.
The processes of light interaction with matter described in other chapters of this handbook form
the basis for understanding the optical detectors
physics and device properties.
This chapter starts with a brief historical sketch
of first experiments facilitating development of
optical detectors. The overview of photo detector
types is followed by the description of the most
important figures of merit and different detection
regimes.
A detailed description of different types of
optical detectors is presented in the following sections. The device structure and physics as well
as important materials for fabrication, figures
of merit, and brief application notes are given
for photoconductors, photodiodes, quantum well
photodetectors, semiconductor detectors with intrinsic amplification, charge transfer detectors,
photoemissive detectors, and thermal photodetectors. The chapter includes also a brief overview
of imaging systems and principles of black and
white and color photography.
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All photodetectors make use of the effects of the interaction of light with matter. In fact, this interaction occurs
via the photoelectric effect, which in most cases is the
primary step in the photon detection process.
Among the predictions of Maxwell’s theory of electromagnetism, published in 1865, was the existence of
electromagnetic waves moving at the speed of light, and
the conclusion that light itself was just such a wave.
This challenged physicists to experimentally generate
and detect electromagnetic radiation. The first successful attempt to generate light was made by Hertz in 1886,
who used a high-voltage induction coil to cause a spark
discharge between two pieces of brass. Hertz also succeeded in building a receiver capable of detecting the
light generated by his emitter.
There were many attempts to explain the effects observed by Hertz, all of which were unsuccessful until
1899, when Thomson established that ultraviolet light
caused electrons to be emitted from a metal surface. In
1902, Lenard studied how the energies of the emitted
photoelectrons varied with the light intensity. He discovered that there was a well-defined minimum voltage
that stopped any electrons emitted from the illuminated
cathode from reaching the collector electrode. He also
found that this voltage did not depend at all upon the
intensity of light. However, Lenard found that the maximum energy of the ejected electrons did depend on the
illumination wavelength – the shorter the wavelength,
the higher the energies of the ejected electrons.
In 1905 Einstein provided a very simple interpretation of Lenard’s results. He just assumed that the
incoming radiation should be thought of as quanta of
energy hν, where ν is the frequency and h is Planck’s
constant. When these photons interact with the metal,
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they give up some or all of their energy to electrons. An
energy that is equal to the product of the metal’s work
function ϕm and the elementary charge q would be required to release the electrons from their bonds to the
metal. The remaining energy would be converted into
the kinetic energy of the released electron. Thus, the
maximum kinetic energy E k the emitted electrons could
have is
E k = hν − qϕm .

(9.1)

Thus Einstein’s theory makes a very definite quantitative
prediction: that there is a minimum frequency of light
for a given material that emits electrons for which the
quantum of energy is equal to the work function. Incident
light below this frequency will not cause photoemission,
independent of the intensity of the light. The emission of
photoelectrons from solids upon illumination is called
now the “photoelectric effect.”
The photoelectric effect can be either an external
or an intrinsic effect. In the external version of the effect, the electron is ejected completely from the material,
while for the case of the intrinsic photoelectric effect,
the motion of the electron remains confined within the
material. The above experiments on the release of photoelectrons from a metal are typical examples of the
external photoelectric effect. The intrinsic photoelectric
effect can be exemplified by the processes of photon
absorption in semiconductor crystals, chromophores,
macromolecular aggregates, etc. In those cases, the work
function of (9.1) should be substituted for the activation
energy, such as the bandgap energy E g for semiconductors. The emitted photoelectron participates in creating
a qualitatively new state that can be characterized via
electronic circuitry.
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9.1 Photodetector Types, Detection Regimes,
and General Figures of Merit
9.1.1 Types of Photodetectors
Photodetectors can be classified according to the methods used to detect the photons and to record information
into, for example, photovoltaic detectors, photoconductors, photoemissive detectors, thermal detectors, charge
transfer devices, and photographic detectors.

Photoconductive Detectors
Photoconductive detectors also employ the intrinsic
photoelectric effect. In a photoconductive detector, the
conductivity σ changes upon illumination if the photon
energy is larger than the detector band gap E g (Fig. 9.2).
The change in conductivity depends on the particular detector and its properties, and in the simplest case of either
p-type or n-type semiconductors, it can be described by

∆σ = ∆nqµ ,

(9.2)

in which q is the elementary charge, ∆n is the number
of nonequilibrium carriers photoexcited over the band
gap, and µ is the carrier mobility.
Photoemissive Detectors
Photoemissive detectors make use of the external photoelectric effect. For example, if a photocathode and anode
are placed in a vacuum chamber and an external voltage is applied, then the photocurrent is proportional to
the number of incident photons if their energies hν are
higher than the electron affinity ψ of the photocathode

Thermal Detectors
Unlike most of the other types of photodetector, thermal
detectors do not produce nonequilibrium carriers per se;
instead they use the energy of the absorbed light to heat
the substrate. In some secondary steps, the dissipated
energy causes some other physical parameter to change,
thus providing the light-detecting functionality.
Charge Transfer Devices
Charge transfer devices normally operate by storing the
nonequilibrium charge created by the incident light in
the potential well of a metal–insulator–semiconductor
(MIS) capacitor (Fig. 9.4), and then transferring the
stored charge across the semiconductor substrate towards readout electronics.
Photography
Photography is a process based on chemical changes initiated by the absorption of a photon by a silver halide
microcrystal or a dye molecule attached to that microcrystal incorporated into the photographic emulsion.
These changes accumulate and amplify during the exposure of photographic film to light, forming a latent
image. The image becomes visible after further chemical
processing.

9.1.2 Sources of Noise
Noise performance is one of the most important characteristics of a photodetector, since it determines the
detector’s sensitivity. The noise associated with a detector can be divided into two main groups.
1. Photon noise:

•
•

Noise due to an optical signal
Noise due to background radiation

2. Detector-generated noise:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Johnson noise
Shot noise
Generation–recombination noise
1/ f noise
Temperature fluctuations
Microphonics

Part B 9.1

Photovoltaic Detector
The photovoltaic effect is the generation of a potential across an active region of the detector. For the
photovoltaic effect to occur, the different types of photogenerated charge carriers must be separated by an
energy barrier. These detectors employ the intrinsic
photoelectric effect. For example, when the photon
flux irradiates the p–n junction of a semiconductor
detector, nonequilibrium electron–hole (e–h) pairs are
formed if the photon energy exceeds the forbidden
gap energy E g (Fig. 9.1). Due to the electric field
that exists across the junction (the built-in electric
field), electrons are swept from the P region to the
N region, and holes from the N region to the P region. This process results in a positively charged P
region and a negatively charged N region in the semiconductor, creating a potential difference across the
contacts.

(Fig. 9.3). The other example of a photoemissive detector – the photomultiplier tube (PMT) – will be discussed
later in this chapter.
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Photocathode

Electrons
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Photoexcitation
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+
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+
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n region

Fig. 9.1 Photovoltaic effect. The contact of p-type and
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n-type semiconductors creates a barrier with a built-in
potential Vbi , which facilitates the separation of photogenerated carriers

Photon Noise
Assuming that the photon flux follows Poisson statistics, the noise σN for an incident optical photon flux Φ
containing N̄ photons received over a given period of
time ∆t can be expressed in units of number of photons
per second by

√
σN = N̄ = Φ∆t .
(9.3)
We will see later that the relative strengths of different
sources of photon noise determine the regimes in which
the detector can be operated.
Johnson Noise
Johnson or Nyquist noise is caused by the thermal motion of charge carriers in a resistive element. This is
a white source noise. In general, the Johnson noise power
transferred through a circuit with an effective frequency
bandwidth ∆ f is described by [9.1]:
PJ = kT ∆ f ,
(9.4)
where k is the Boltzmann constant and T is the absolute
temperature.
hν

hν

A

Fig. 9.3 A schematic of a simple photoemissive detector

The Johnson noise voltage VJ (or current i J ) is the
voltage (current) that causes the noise power given
by (9.4) to be transferred between two equal noiseproducing resistors R. Alternatively, the Johnson noise
voltage (current) can be calculated from statistical
mechanics using the expression for the noise power
spectrum of a classical system at equilibrium [9.2]


4kT ∆ f
VJ = 4kTR∆ f and i J =
.
(9.5)
R
Shot Noise
The shot noise generated in a detector is due to the
discrete (stochastic) nature of photoelectron generation.
The variance of the shot noise current is
2
=
i sh

VG

q2
q 2 n̄
(n − n̄)2 = 2 = 2qI∆ f ,
2
∆t
∆t

VG

VG

VG

(9.6)

Poly-Si or
metal
xi
Insulator

hν
p-Semiconductor

Fig. 9.4 An example of a charge transfer sensor. Each

+
+
+
Electrodes

Fig. 9.2 Photoconductive detector. Upon illumination,
non-equilibrium carriers are created increasing the conductivity of the detector

active pixel of the sensor is a capacitor consisting of a electrode (poly-Si or semitransparent metal film) at the top,
then an insulating layer of thickness xi , and a semiconductor layer underneath. Light penetrates the semiconductor
bulk through the semitransparent electrode and generates
nonequilibrium carriers in the semiconductor bulk. By applying a gate voltage VG , the nonequilibrium carriers can be
separated and stored in the potential well underneath each
electrode separately
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in which q is the elementary charge, n and n̄ are the immediate and average numbers of photoexcited carriers
produced in a time period ∆t, the photon statistics are assumed to be Poissonian (meaning that (n − n̄)2 = n̄), and
the mean photocurrent is I = n̄q/∆t = 2n̄q∆ f . Finally,
the shot noise for the detector is

(9.7)
i sh = 2qI∆ f .

Generation–Recombination Noise
The generation–recombination noise is an analog of the
shot noise that is applicable to the photoconductor. This
type of noise is caused by fluctuations in the generation
and recombination of current carriers (due to photons,
thermal generation, etc.), and it is expressed by [9.2]
1/2

τ∆ f


,
(9.8)
i G−R = 2I
n 1 + (2π f τ)2

where the mean current I is due to all sources of current
carriers, τ is the carrier lifetime, n is the total number of
free carriers, and f is the frequency at which the noise
is measured. This type of noise is not a white noise
source, since there is a clear frequency dependence. It
can be shown that the total generation–recombination
shot noise contribution for the photoconductor depends
on the photoconductive gain G (which is the number of
electrons generated per initial photogenerated electron),
and this type of noise can be approximated by

i G−R = 2 qIG∆ f
(9.9)


for the white noise limit case (2π f τ)2  1 . In the opposite case ∆ f τ → ∞, the generation–recombination
shot noise contribution approaches the limit
i G−R =

qIG
.
τ

(9.10)

1/f Noise
This noise is also known as flicker noise. The power
spectrum of this noise falls rapidly with frequency (according to 1/ f ). The origin of this noise is not well
understood, but is often attributed to imperfect ohmic
contacts or to surface-state traps and dislocations [9.1].

The 1/ f noise component does not present a fundamental limit to sensitivity. The 1/ f noise can be reduced to
negligible levels using current device technology.
Temperature Fluctuations
In thermal detectors, any fluctuations in the temperature
of the detection element that are not due to a change in
the signal will produce additional noise in the output signal. The temperature fluctuations can be expressed using
the analogy with the shot generation–recombination current (9.8), in which the carrier lifetime is substituted by
the heat relaxation time constant τH = Θ/K , where K
stands for the thermal conductance and Θ is the heat
capacity:
1/2

Kk T̄ 2 ∆ f
Trms = 2
,
(9.11)
K 2 + (2π f Θ)2

In (9.11) we used the notation T̄ for the average
temperature of the detector.
Microphonic Noise
The microphonic noise is caused by the mechanical
displacement of wiring and other components of the detector. Mechanical vibrations in the detector may cause
capacitance changes in detection elements, which is the
main reason for microphonic noise.

9.1.3 Detection Regimes
Common problems encountered with any type of optical detector include deciding how best to terminate
the photodetector with a suitable load resistor and finding the optimum tradeoff between the bandwidth and
signal-to-noise ratio.
If we consider the equivalent circuit of a photodetector terminated with a load resistor RL , then the
output voltage V = IRL has a bandwidth (−3 dB highfrequency cutoff) given by
∆f =

1
,
2π RL C

(9.12)

where C is a stray capacitance across the photodetector.
Two main noise contributions are added to the
signal. One is the Johnson noise (9.5) of the load resistance R = RL ; the other is the shot noise ((9.7)
in the case of a photovoltaic detector or (9.8) in the
case of a photoconductor). To calculate the shot noise
(generation–recombination) current, one should take
into account the total photocurrent under illumination,
which is the sum of the signal current Ip and the dark

Part B 9.1

The shot noise is a white source noise and the expression (9.7) can be integrated over the whole bandwidth
of interest ∆ f to get the total shot noise of the detector.
This equation is usually applied only to photon detectors that contain a potential barrier, such as photovoltaic
detectors.
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current Idark :
Ilight = Ip + Idark .

(9.13)

Since the Johnson noise and shot noise are statistically
independent, the resulting quadratic mean value of the
noise current for the most general case of a photodetector
with an intrinsic gain G is
i n2 = 2q(Ip + Idark )∆ fG 2 F +

(9.19)

which is the thermal noise limit of detection.

(9.14)

Part B 9.1

4kT ∆ f
,
RL

(9.15)

which implies a certain limiting condition on the minimum value of the load resistor. Using (9.14), the
signal-to-noise ratio of the detector is calculated as the
ratio of the average signal photocurrent I = Ip G to the
total noise current i n
I
S
=
N
in
Ip G

= 
2q Ip + Idark ∆ fG 2 F + 4kTRL∆ f

Ip
S
=
,
N (2qI0 ∆ f )1/2

9.1.4 Figures of Merit

4kT ∆ f
.
RL

For detectors with no intrinsic amplification, the gain
G = 1 and the excess noise factor F = 1.
From (9.12) and (9.14) it can be seen that bandwidth
and noise optimization imposes opposite requirements
on the value of RL . The largest possible RL is required
to minimize the noise current; on the other hand, the
smallest possible RL must be used in order to maximize
∆f.
It is generally accepted that the best possible detector
sensitivity is achieved when the shot noise is greater than
the Johnson noise, i. e.,
2q(Ip + Idark )∆ fG 2 F ≥

In the small signal regime, Ip  I0 , the signal-tonoise ratio is

1/2

Certain figures of merit are used to compare the performances of detectors of the same type. One such figure
– the signal-to-noise ratio – was introduced in the previous section. Here we will consider other important
figures of merit that are generally applicable to almost
all photodetectors.
Responsivity
The responsivity Ê is the ratio of the detector output (in
amperes or volts) to the intensity of the input optical flux
Φp (in watts). For example, the spectral photocurrent responsivity ÊI (λ, f ) of the detector at a given wavelength
is

ÊI (λ, f ) = Φ Ip(λ) ,

where Ip is the measured photocurrent. The blackbody
responsivity Ê(T, f ) is the detector output divided by
the incident radiant power from a blackbody source of
temperature T modulated at a frequency f that produces
the observed output [9.3]

ÊI (T, f ) =

.

Ip
α
0

(9.16)

Analyzing (9.16), two detection regimes can be defined,
according to whether the signal Ip is larger or smaller
than the value
2kT
I0 = Idark +
.
(9.17)
qRL FG 2

(9.20)

p

=

λ Φp (λ) dλ

Ip
,
Asource σSB T 4 Adet /π L 2

(9.21)

(9.18)

in which α is a solid angle at which the detector is seen from the source site, Asource and
Adet are the source and detector areas, respectively,
L is the distance between the source and detector, and σSB = 5.67032 × 10−12 Wcm−2 K−4 is the
Stefan–Boltzmann constant. Note that the blackbody responsivity is a measure of the response of the detector to
the incident radiation, integrated over all wavelengths.

where the S/N value is called the quantum noise limit
of detection. This limit cannot be overcome by any detection system. In fact, (9.18) is a direct consequence
of the quantum nature of light and Poissonian photon
statistics.

Quantum Efficiency
The quantum efficiency η is the probability that a photoelectron is produced when a photon is incident on the
detector. For an incident optical power Φp , which produces a photocurrent Ip = ÊI Φp , the quantum efficiency

Assuming Ip  I0 and F = 1, we obtain
S
=
N

Ip
2q∆ f

1/2

,
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is calculated from

Ip
q
hν
η = Φ =
ÊI ,
p
q
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(9.22)

hν

where q is the elementary charge, h is the Planck constant and ν is the photon frequency.

S
=
N

ÊI Φp ,
in

(9.26)
(9.23)

where the rms noise output current i n is given by (9.14).
Placing the left-hand side of (9.23) to unity, we obtain
NEP =

in

ÊI

.

(9.24)

In cases when the thermal noise dominates over all other
noise sources, the system signal-to-noise ratio is described by (9.19). The noise equivalent power in this
case defines the value S0 , known as the device sensitivity


2 kT ∆ f
2hν kT ∆ f
S0 = NEP =
ÊI RL = ηq RL . (9.25)
This equation is valid for a photovoltaic device or photoconductor with no intrinsic gain (G = 1 and F = 1).
In the specific case of photon-limited performance,
the system’s signal-to-noise ratio is described by (9.18).
This mode of operation is typical of photomultiplier
tubes, microchannels and some detectors with intrinsic
multiplication in the visible and near-infrared spectral
ranges. Photon-limited performance is also typical of
photovoltaic, photoconductive and some thermal detectors in the infrared spectral range. As mentioned above,
the ultimate performance of the detector is reached when
the detector noise and amplifier noise are low compared
to the photon noise. The photon noise is fundamental,

Detectivity
The detectivity D of a detector is the reciprocal of the
noise equivalent power:

1
.
(9.27)
NEP
A more useful figure of merit is the specific detectivity
D∗ (“dee-star”), which does not depend on the detector
area Adet and bandwidth ∆ f
√

Adet ∆ f
D∗ = D Adet ∆ f =
.
(9.28)
NEP
D=

D∗ may be used to directly compare detectors of different sizes whose performances have been measured
over different bandwidths. The relationship between the
spectral D∗ and the blackbody D∗ is [9.2]:
∞

D∗ (T, f ) =

D∗ (λ, f )Φ(T, λ) dλ

0
∞

.

(9.29)

Φ(T, λ) dλ

0

For the BLIP case, any shot noise-limited detector will
have an D∗ given by

√
1 ηAdet
Adet ∆ f
∗
(λ, f ) =
=
.
DBLIP
NEPBLIP (λ, f ) hν 2Φ B
(9.30)
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Noise Equivalent Power
The noise equivalent power (NEP) of the detector is
the optical power incident on the detector Φp required
to produce an output signal equal to the noise output.
Sometimes the NEP is specified for a bandwidth of 1 Hz.
It can also be defined as being the value of the optical
input power needed to produce a signal-to-noise ratio of
one. Since the current signal output is Ip = ÊI Φp , the
signal-to-noise ratio is

in the sense that it arises not from any imperfection
in the detector or its associated electronics, but rather
from the detection process itself, as a result of the discrete nature of the electromagnetic field. The radiation
falling on the detector is a combination of that from the
target (signal) Φ S (in number of incident photons per
second) and that from the background Φ B (also in number of incident photons per second). An infrared photon
detector that achieves background-limited performance
is called a “background-limited infrared photodetector”
(BLIP). The noise equivalent power is then obtained for
the BLIP case from (9.24) and (9.18), using the expression (9.22) for the quantum efficiency η, and by noting
that the radiant flux ΦpB,S = Φ B,S hν


2hνΦpB ∆ f
2Φ B ∆ f
=
.
NEPBLIP = hν
η
η
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9.2 Semiconductor Photoconductors
A photoconductor is a light-sensitive resistor that, at its
simplest, can consist of a slab of semiconductor with
ohmic contacts on opposite sides (Fig. 9.2). The intrinsic photoelectric effect is the dominant mechanism that
creates nonequilibrium carriers in the conduction band
of an intrinsic photoconductor. In an extrinsic photoconductor, the excitation of shallow impurity levels is
involved. The long-wavelength cutoff for this simple
case is given by

9.2.1 Photoconductors – Figures of Merit
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(9.31)

Responsivity
If the load resistor RL is connected in series with the
photoconductor and the two resistors are biased with
a DC voltage V0 , then the light-induced voltage drop
across a uniformly illuminated photoconductor can be
expressed as

V0 RL Rdet qληex τ µn + µp
Φp , (9.37)
dV =
σ hcAdet W
(RL + Rdet )2

where E g is the semiconductor bandgap and c is the
speed of light. The conductivity of an unilluminated
intrinsic semiconductor device is

where Φp is the input radiant flux (in watts), λ is the
wavelength, h is Planck’s constant, and c is the speed of
light. The voltage and current spectral responsivities are
obtained from (9.37)

λc =

hc
,
Eg

σ0 = n 0 µn q + p0 µp q ,

(9.32)

where n 0 , p0 , µn , and µp are the equilibrium concentrations of free electrons and holes and their mobilities,
respectively, and q is the elementary charge. The reciprocal value is called the resistivity and is defined
as

−1
ρ0 = n 0 µn q + p0 µp q
.
(9.33)
Under illumination, nonequilibrium carriers are created
at a concentration of
∆n = ∆ p =

ηex Φτ
,
Adet W

(9.34)

where ηex is the external quantum efficiency, defined
above as the probability that a photoelectron is produced
when a photon is incident on the detector; Φ is the photon
flux in photons per unit time; τ is the carrier lifetime; Adet
and W are the detector’s active area and thickness. Using
(9.32) and (9.34), we can obtain the relative change in
conductivity of the illuminated photoconductor

q µn + µp ηex Φτ
dσ
=
.
(9.35)
σ
σ Adet W
The light-driven change in photoconductor resistance
Rdet is described by

q µn + µp ηex Φτ
.
dRdet = −Rdet
(9.36)
σ Adet W

For an extrinsic semiconductor, the sum µn + µp
should be replaced with the mobility of the available
carrier.

ÊV = ΦdV
p


Iqληex τ µn + µp RL Rdet
=
[V/W] ,
σ hcAdet W
RL + Rdet


Iqληex τ µn + µp
ÊI = σ hcA W [A/W] ,
det
where I =
detector.

V0
RL +Rdet

(9.38)
(9.39)

is the total DC current through the

Photoconductive Gain
Analyzing the expression (9.39) for the photocurrent
responsivity, the photoconductive gain of the intrinsic
detector can be defined as

Iτ µn + µp
.
(9.40)
G=
σ Adet W

A similar expression for an extrinsic photoconductor
containing carriers with a mobility value µ is
G=

τ
τµE
= ,
d
t

(9.41)

where E = I/σ Adet W is the electric field across the
detector, d is the spacing between the electrodes, and
t = d/µE is the total carrier transit time between the
two electrodes, assuming that the electric field is far
from saturation.
Noise
1/f Noise. The 1/ f dependence holds for √
the noise

power. The noise current/voltage varies as 1/

f . This
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noise is always present in photoconductors since they
operate at bias current. The empirical equation obtained
for the mean square noise current is [9.3]
2 =
i 1/
f

const · I 2 ∆ f
,
fβ

(9.42)

where const is a proportionality constant, ∆ f and f
are the bandwidth and frequency respectively, and β is
a constant close to 1.

Generation–Recombination Noise. The mean square
generation–recombination noise current due to photon
and thermal excitations of the semiconductor is given
by [9.4]

2
i G−R
= 4q qηex Φ Adet G 2 + qG th G 2 ,
(9.43)

where Φ is the incident photon flux, G is the gain, and
G th is the thermal generation rate.
Noise Equivalent Power (NEP)
The signal-to-noise ratio for the conductor can be obtained via (9.5) and (9.43) as

S
=
N

ÊI Φp = ÊI hνΦ
in

2
i J2 + i G−R

,

(9.44)

where ÊI is the current responsivity given by (9.39),
and Φp = hvΦ is the incident radiant power. The related
figure of merit – NEP – can be obtained from (9.44) by
setting NS = 1.
In the case of a photon-limited conductor, the noise
equivalent power is determined by the generation–
recombination noise current, and it can be expressed
using (9.26) and (9.24)


2
i G−R
2Φ S,B ∆ f
NEP =
= hν
,
(9.45)
ÊI
ηex
where ΦS,B is the input signal/background photon flux
per unit time on the detector. In the case where the
Johnson noise is dominant,


i J2
hν
1
1
.
NEP =
=
2kT ∆ f
+
ÊI qηex G
Rdet RL
(9.46)
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Detectivity
The specific detectivity for the photon-limited conductor
is determined by the expression

1 ηex Adet
D∗ (λ, f ) =
.
(9.47)
hν 2Φ S,B

For the Johnson noise limited conductor, the corresponding specific detectivity is

RL Rdet
qη
G
Adet
ex
.
D∗ (λ, f ) =
(9.48)
hν
2kT RL + Rdet

9.2.2 Photoconductors:
Materials and Examples
Lead-Salt-Based Compound Photoconductors
PbS, PbSe, and PbTe cells are the most common examples of semiconductor-based photoconductors. They
are sensitive to infrared radiation, have high quantum
efficiencies, fast time responses, and can operate at
room temperature. Cooled lead salt photoconductors
have detectivities that are close to the background limit.
Lead-salt-based photodetectors are manufactured
through either chemical deposition or the evaporation
of thin (≈ 1 µm) polycrystalline layers of lead salts. The
layers are usually sensitized by the controlled introduction of oxygen. It was found that the conductivity of
the film changes from n-type to p-type with increasing
exposure to oxygen at 300 K.
By controlling parameters such as the dopants used,
the deposition temperature, the passivation coating used,
and the film thickness, performance characteristics such
as resistance, responsivity, time response, spectral response range, noise, and signal-to-noise ratio can be
tailored over a wide range. The wavelengths of peak response for different lead salt photodetectors can be tuned
within the range of ≈ 2.4 µm to > 5 µm. The spectral
response can be extended into infrared by cooling the
detector due to the positive temperature coefficient of
the energy gap [9.5].
Mercury Cadmium Telluride (MCT)
Photoconductors
MCT photoconductors (Hg1−x Cdx Te) that operate
over different spectral regions can be created simply by tuning the Cd/Hg ratio. The photoconductive
Hg1−x Cdx Te detector is a good intrinsic detector and
can achieve background-limited sensitivities at operating temperatures substantially higher than extrinsic
detectors.
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Johnson Noise. For a semiconductor with an internal
resistance of Rdet , the Johnson noise mean square current
is expressed by the right-hand side of (9.5).

9.2 Semiconductor Photoconductors
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Hg1−x Cdx Te photoconductors are typically fabricated from n-type material with an excess concentration
of ionized donors of about 1014 cm−3 [9.1]. This large
intrinsic carrier concentration is the result of excess mercury atoms that exceed the stoichiometry and reside
interstitially in the lattice. For a typical Hg1−x Cdx Te
detector with a square optically active area and a thickness of 10 µm, the resistance is rather small (≈ 200 Ω).
The disadvantage of such a low-resistance detector

is that high currents can flow with relatively low
voltage, which produces high dissipation power and
limits the detector to applications in the low voltage
range.
Selenium Photoconductors
Amorphous selenium (α-Se) is widely used to build the
photoconductor arrays used in direct conversion systems
for γ -radiation detection.

9.3 Semiconductor Photodiodes
Part B 9.3

Semiconductor photodiodes are the most popular photodetectors; they are capable of operating in both
photovoltaic and photoconductive modes.

9.3.1 Semiconductor Photodiode Principles
p–n Diode in Thermal Equilibrium
Semiconductor photodiodes can be considered to be
a variation on regular p–n junction diodes. The p–n junction is obtained by joining together oppositely doped
semiconductors. Once in contact, thermodynamic equilibrium is attained by lining up the Fermi levels across
the whole structure. Electrons from the n-type semiconductor diffuse into the p region and holes from the
p-type semiconductor into the n region, and so a surplus
is created of negative electric charge in the p region and
a surplus of positive charge in the n region. This creates an electric field that sweeps mobile charges out of
the junction region, creating a so-called “space-charge
region” depleted of mobile carriers (Fig. 9.5).
Using the band model, the requirement to line up the
Fermi levels of n-type and p-type semiconductor species
results in a built-in potential Vbi , which for the thermal
equilibrium case is given by [9.6]

Vbi =

kT
NA ND
1 p
E i − E in =
ln
,
q
q
n 2i

(9.49)

p

where E i and E in are the intrinsic levels in the neutral p and n regions, NA and ND are the acceptor and
donor dopant concentrations, and n i is the intrinsic carrier density, which is obtained using the values for the
energy bandgap E g and the effective densities of states
NV and NC in the valance band and conduction bands,
respectively
ni =



NV NC exp −

Eg
2kT

,

(9.50)

NV = 2
NC = 2δ

2πm p kT
h2
2πm n kT
h2

3/2

and
3/2

.

(9.51)

The effective masses of the electrons m n and holes m p
as well as the conduction band degeneracy factor δ (the
number of equivalent minima in the conduction band)
are specific to each semiconductor.
The space-charge region (depletion region) extends
from the junction into the n and p regions. For the simplest case of a two-sided abrupt junction, the width
w = wn + wp (Fig. 9.5) of the depletion region is found
from the requirement that the electric field at the boundary of the space-charge region is zero, and that the
potential difference equals the built-in voltage

2εε0 (NA + ND )
Vbi ,
(9.52)
w = wn + wp =
qNA ND
where ε0 is the vacuum permittivity, ε is the semiconductor dielectric constant, and wn and wp are the
space-charge region widths of the n-type and p-type
regions of the semiconductor, separated by the junction.
p–n Diode with External Bias
For a forward bias V , the voltage across the junction will
decrease from the equilibrium value Vbi to (Vbi − V ), and
the width of the space-charge region will shrink correspondingly. For the reverse bias condition, the voltage
across the junction will increase to the value (Vbi + V ),
causing an expansion of the space-charge region. The
width of the space-charge region (depletion region) for
an external bias V is given by

2εε0 (NA + ND )
(9.53)
w=
(Vbi ∓ V ) ,
qNA ND
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Fig. 9.5a–c An abrupt p–n junction in thermal equilibrium.(a) Space-charge distribution: small circles show
mobile electrons and holes, large circles indicate ionized
donors and acceptors; (b) energy band diagram; (c) electric
field distribution

in which the ∓ signs are for the forward- and reverse-bias
conditions, respectively.
The total current density J for the ideal photodiode is expressed by the Shockley equation (curve 1 in
Fig. 9.6) [9.6]


qV
J = JS exp
−1
kT


n p0 Dn pn0 Dp
qV
exp
−1 ,
+
≡q
Ln
Lp
T
(9.54)

where Js is the so-called saturation current density, n p0
and pn0 are the minority carrier concentrations at equilibrium in the p and n regions, respectively, and the
carrier diffusion constants Dn and Dp are given by the
Einstein relationship
and

Dp =

kT
µp ,
q

2

Fig. 9.6 I–V characteristics of an ideal photodiode in the

(9.55)

in which µn and µp are the carrier mobilities. The carrier
diffusion lengths L n and L p are


L n = Dn τn and L p = Dp τp
(9.56)
where τn and τp describe the electron and hole lifetimes.
The equilibrium concentration of minority carriers is

determined from pn0 = (n 2i /n n0 ) ≈ (n 2i /ND ) for the ntype semiconductor and n p0 = (n 2i / pp0 ) ≈ (n 2i /NA ) for
the p-type semiconductor.
Equation (9.54) was obtained for an ideal photodiode with an abrupt junction, using the Boltzmann
approximation for carrier concentrations throughout the
space-charge layer, assuming that the minority carrier
densities are small compared to those of the majority
carrier (a low injection assumption), and assuming no
generation–recombination current in the space-charge
area, which imposes a related requirement on the constant electron and hole currents through the depletion
layer.
Using (9.53), one can obtain an expression for the
depletion layer capacitance per unit area, which is one of
the main parameters that determines the time response of
the semiconductor photodiode. For a two-sided abrupt
junction,

εε0
εε0 qNA ND
Cj =
=
.
(9.57)
w
2 (NA + ND ) (Vbi ∓ V )
p–n Diode Under Illumination
To derive the total photocurrent generated in the bulk
of a p–n semiconductor diode, assuming a very shallow
p layer on top of the n-type substrate and neglecting
the thermally generated current, one must separately
consider the photocurrent generated in the space-charge
region (of width w) the photocurrent from the neutral
region of the bulk of the semiconductor.
Case 1 – Front-Illuminated Photodiode. First consider
the situation where light penetrates the photodiode bulk
from the p side and the surface p+ layer is much thinner
than the light absorption length 1/α(δ  1/α; α is the
absorption coefficient) (Fig. 9.7, panel a). This case is
typical of so-called front-illuminated photodiodes. Also
assume that the crystal thickness is much larger than
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the light penetration depth, meaning that all light quanta
are absorbed during a single passage inside the crystal. We will also neglect the effects of surface carrier
recombination to simplify our considerations.
The e–h pairs generated in the space-charge region
of the p–n junction by light absorption are separated by
the electric field, giving rise to a drift photocurrent Jdr .
Those carriers that are generated in the neutral, undepleted part of the semiconductor bulk (x > w) may also
reach the space-charge region via the diffusion mechanism if the diffusion distance is shorter then the carrier
diffusion depth L n or L p . This current is treated as the
diffusion current Jdiff .
The electron–hole photogeneration rate G(x) in the
semiconductor bulk at a distance x from the surface is
determined from
G(x) =

∂Φ(x)
dx = Φ0 α exp(−αx) ,
∂x

Jdr = −q



G(x) dx = qΦ0 1 − exp (−αw) .

0

(9.59)

For x > w, the minority carrier density pn in the semiconductor bulk is determined by the one-dimensional
diffusion equation
Dp

∂ 2 pn pn − pn0
−
+ G(x) = 0 .
τp
∂x 2

(9.60)

Since the sample thickness was assumed to be much
thicker than 1/α, the boundary condition at x = ∞ is
pn = pn0 . The boundary condition at x = w is also pn =
pn0 because the electric field in the depletion region
sweeps away nonequilibrium carriers effectively. Hence,
the solution to (9.60) for x > w is given by


w−x
pn = pn0 − A exp (−αw) exp
Lp
+ A exp (−αx) ,
(9.61)
A=

αL 2p
Φ0

.
Dp 1 − α2 L 2
p

x

p+
Spacecharge
region

hν

δ

n

w'
n++

b)
Spacep+ charge
region

–w

n–

0

hν

l x

Fig. 9.7 (a) Operation of a front-illuminated p/n junction
(9.58)

in which Φ0 is the incident optical photon flux
per unit area, α is the absorption coefficient, and
Φ(x) = Φ0 exp(−αx) (in accord with the Beer–Lambert
law) is the photon flux inside the semiconductor bulk
at a distance x from the photodiode surface. The drift
current is then
w

w

0

a)

(9.62)

photodiode. The junction depth δ is very small, so w ≈
w . The drift photocurrent originates in the space-charge
region and the diffusion current comes from the undepleted
n region; (b) Back-illuminated photodiode operation. The
carrier injection occurs from the back surface of the diode,
assuming that the photocurrent only contains the diffusion
component

The diffusion current density is then
∂ pn
Jdiff = −qDp
∂x x=w
αL p
= qΦ0
exp(−αw) .
1 + αL p

(9.63)

Combining (9.59) and (9.63) yields the total photocurrent density
exp(−αw)
Jp = Jdr + Jdiff = qΦ0 1 −
, (9.64)
1 + αL p
which shows that the photocurrent Jp is proportional to
the incident photon flux Φ0 .
If the thermally generated current (9.54) is not negligible, then the total photodiode current is
n p0 Dn pn0 Dp
Jtotal = q
+
Ln
Lp


qV
− 1 + Jp
(9.65)
× exp
kT
and the corresponding typical current–voltage (I − V )
characteristic of the photodiode under illumination is
shown in Fig. 9.6, curve 2.
If the external leads of the photodetector are shorted,
the voltage across the junction is maintained at the builtin potential level and photocurrent will flow. This current
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is called the short circuit current (Jsc ) and it can be
approximated from (9.65) by putting V = 0
Jsc ∼
= Jp .

(9.66)

(9.67)

where l is the distance between the edge of the depletion
region and the surface to which light penetrates (Fig. 9.7,
panel b). We will also account for the surface recombination events, which may be important in back-illuminated
diodes with extended diffusion regions.
Since the excess carriers are extracted at the edge
of the depletion region, the boundary condition at x = 0
is pn = pn0 . The other boundary condition is obtained
from the diffusion current at the surface
∂ pn
Jdiff |x=c ≡ qDp
∂x x=l
= qΦ0 − qSr [ pn (l) − pn0 ] ,
(9.69)
where Sr is the surface recombination rate in cm/s and
pn (l) is the minority carrier concentration at the surface.
For the boundary conditions chosen, the solution to the
diffusion equation is
pn = pn0


Φ0 1 − DSrp αδ(x − l)L 2p sinh(x/L p )


+
Dp /L p cosh l/L p + Sr sinh l/L p

Case 2 – Back-Illuminated Photodiode. In this case,

the junction is created on one side of the semiconductor crystal and light penetrates from the other side of
the structure. It is interesting to consider the situation
when light is absorbed mostly in the neutral region
of the semiconductor. To further simplify the description, assume that absorption occurs within a very thin
surface layer of the photodiode’s backside (absorption
coefficient α → ∞). This means that the carrier surface
photogeneration rate is described by the δ function
G(x) = Φ0 α exp [−α (l − x)] δ(x − l) ,
a)

(9.68)

+

Φ0 αδ(x − l)L 2p
Dp

.

(9.70)

The photocurrent in this case contains the diffusion
component only and is calculated as
Jp = Jdiff |x=0 = qDp
=

∂ pn
∂x

x=0

qΦ0
cosh( Llp ) +

Sr L p
Dp

sinh( Llp )

.

(9.71)
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ω
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Fig. 9.8 (a) Biased p–i–n photodiode and (b) electric field
distribution at reverse bias conditions. The depletion width
w and the maximum field strength E m depend on the
magnitude of the reverse bias applied. The slope of the
electric field distribution in each region depends on the
donor/acceptor concentration
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p–i–n Photodiode
The efficiency of the transfer of nonequilibrium carriers into the external circuit is much higher in the
space-charge region than in the neutral region of the
semiconductor.
 The width w of the space-charge region
increases as ( NA,D )−1 as the donor/acceptor concentrations NA,D decrease; see (9.53). The space-charge
layer width will be maximized if an intrinsic layer is
inserted between the p-type and n-type layers, resulting in a p–i–n structure like that shown in Fig. 9.8.
In practice, an intrinsic layer is often substituted for
a low-implant concentration layer. The behavior of such
a p–i–n photodiode is described by the same equations
as presented above; however, those equations can be
simplified in some cases because the dopant concentrations on different sides of the junction are significantly
different.
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On the other hand, if the leads are open, the voltage
across the junction will drop to such a value that the
flow of photogenerated carriers is compensated for by
an increase in the diffusion current given by (9.54). This
voltage change appears as an output voltage on the device leads and is called the open circuit voltage (Voc ),
which, ignoring the change of the depletion width under
illumination, can be calculated from (9.65) by placing
Jtotal = 0:
⎛ 
⎞
−1
kT ⎝ Φ0 exp(−αw)/(1 + αL p ) ⎠
Voc =
ln
.
q
(n p0 Dn )/L n + ( pn0 Dp )/L p
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rent, can be calculated using a simple expression

9.3.2 Photodiodes – Figures of Merit
Quantum Efficiency and Responsivity
The external quantum efficiency of the photodiode is
defined as the ratio of the number of carriers producing photocurrent to the number of incident photons
Φ0 . Using this definition and (9.64), we obtain for the
front-illuminated photodiode

ηex =

(Jp /q)
exp(−αw)
= 1−
.
Φ0
1 + αL p

(9.72)
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Note that the right-hand side of (9.72) is valid for a relatively large value of αw when light is completely
absorbed during the first passage through the semiconductor bulk and nothing is reflected from the backside
of the die.
For the case of a back-illuminated photodiode, as
described above, the external quantum efficiency is obtained from (9.71):


(Jp /q)
Sr L p
l
l −1
ηex =
= cosh( ) +
sinh( )
.
Φ0
Lp
Dp
Lp

ηin (λ) = 1 − exp [−α (λ) h]
h
≡ dxα(λ) exp [−α (λ) x]
0

in which x is the photodiode penetration depth starting
from the surface. In a real (nonideal) structure, not all of
the photogenerated nonequilibrium carriers are collected
by the external circuit and participate in the current. This
effect is accounted for by the carrier collection efficiency
function P(x) [9.7]
h
ηin (λ) =

(9.77)

0

h
ηin (λ) =

dx P(x)α(λ) exp [−α(λ)x]
0

+ R B exp [−α(λ)h]
h
× dx P(h − x)α(λ) exp [−α(λ)x] ,

The internal quantum efficiency is defined as the ratio of
the number of electron–hole pairs generated by the light
to the number of photons absorbed in the semiconductor
bulk:

0

(9.78)
(9.74)

where RF is the reflection coefficient of the light incident
surface.
The photodiode current responsivity is the ratio of
the total output photocurrent Ip (in amperes) to the
incident optical power Φp (in watts):
RI =

dx P(x)α(λ) exp [−α(λ)x] .

When αw  1, the light passes through the photodiode
crystal more than once and the expression for the quantum efficiency needs to be modified. When two passages
occur, we obtain [9.8]

(9.73)

(Jp /q)
ηex
=
,
ηin =
(1 − RF ) Φ0 (1 − RF )

(9.76)

Ip
ηex qλ ηex λ[µm]
ηex q
=
≈
[A/W] ,
=
Φp
hv
hc
1.24
(9.75)

in which the first term on the right-hand side describes
the number of carriers collected into the external circuit
due to the first passage of radiation inside the crystal,
while the second term describes the corresponding number for the radiation reflected back into the crystal from
the rear surface of the die (RB is the die backside reflection coefficient). The backside reflection is considered
to be specular reflection here. Assuming that the quantum efficiency ηin (λ) is known from experiment, the
carrier collection efficiency function can be retrieved
from (9.78) [9.9]. Note that, usually, P(x) = 1 inside

where ν is the photon frequency, c is the speed of light
in a vacuum, and λ is the wavelength in micrometers.
Carrier Collection Efficiency Function
The internal quantum efficiency ηin (λ) of an ideal photodiode for the case αw  1, when all penetrating quanta
of light are absorbed by the crystal (of thickness h), and
all nonequilibrium carriers participate in the photocur-

RS
Jp

Cj

Rsh

Fig. 9.9 Simplified equivalent circuit of the photodiode
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the depletion region, except for the thin surface layer of
the photodiode. The expression (9.78) can be easily extended to the case of multiple passages of light inside
the semiconductor photodiode bulk.

Rsh =

∂V
kT
|V =0 =
∂I
qJs Aj

(9.79)

where Aj is the junction area and Js is the saturation
current density. The shunt resistance is an important
characteristic of any photodiode, since it defines the
thermal noise current.
The series resistance Rs of a photodiode is defined as
the sum of the total resistance Rcont of the ohmic contacts
and the resistance of the undepleted semiconductor bulk.
In the most general case, the series resistance can be
expressed as
Rs =

1
Aj

x2
ρ(x) dx + Rcont ,

(9.80)

x1

where ρ(x) is the semiconductor bulk resistivity, x1 is the
depletion layer edge and x2 is the semiconductor bulk
boundary. For a planar structure with a shallow abrupt
junction like that shown in Fig. 9.5, the series resistance
can be calculated as
Rs ≈

d −w
ρ + Rcont ,
Aj

(9.81)

where d is the substrate thickness, w is the space-charge
region width given by (9.53), and ρ is the substrate resistivity, which is ρn = (nµn q)−1 for the n-type substrate
and ρp = ( pµp q)−1 for the p-type substrate.
As it is evident from the Shockley equation (9.54),
the junction resistance for the ideal semiconductor diode
Rj = (∂V/∂I) approaches zero as the forward voltage
increases. However, (9.54) does not account for the
generation and recombination of carriers in the depletion region, high-injection conditions, imperfect ohmic
contacts. These three factors can significantly alter the
forward current, even for a relatively small forward bias.
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The major recombination–generation process in the
depletion region is the capture of the injected carriers, which adds the recombination current Jrec to the
Shockley equation. It can be shown that this current is
proportional to the intrinsic carrier density n i , the trap
density NT , the carrier capture cross-section
σcapt , and
√
the carrier thermal velocity vth = (3kT/m ∗ ) (with m ∗
representing for the carrier effective mass) [9.6]
Jrec ≈

qw
qV
σcapt vth NT n i exp
2
2kT

.

(9.82)

Combining (9.82) and (9.54), the forward current Jf for
the p–n structure can be approximated for pn0  n p0
and Vf > (kT/q) by

Dp n 2i
qVf
exp
Jf ≈q
τp ND
kT
+

qw
qVf
σcapt vth NT n i exp
2
2kT

.

(9.83)

In general, the experimental forward current can be fitted
by the dependence
Jf ∝ exp

qVf
γ kT

,

(9.84)

where γ is an ideality factor that equals 2 when the
recombination current dominates and is closer to 1
when the diffusion current becomes dominant. Equation (9.84), which relates the forward current and
voltage, is used to estimate how close the photodiode
properties are to those of an ideal photodiode.
Breakdown Voltage
As follows from the Shockley equation, the reverse bias
current saturates at high voltages if the diffusion of minority carriers into the space-charge region is the only
mechanism that builds up the reverse dark current. An
additional increase in the reverse dark current occurs
due to the generation of carriers in the space-charge
region, which may result from the thermal generation
of carriers in either the semiconductor substrate itself
or within various defects in the semiconductor volume.
The latter effect depends on the defects/impurity concentration, while the former can be expressed via the
thermal generation rate G th as

G th = βn 0 p0 = βn 2i =

ni
,
τG

(9.85)

in which β = (n i τG )−1 is a proportionality constant, τG
is the carrier generation lifetime, and n 2i = n 0 p0 is the
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Shunt Resistance, Series Resistance,
and Forward Characteristics
The photodiode equivalent circuit can be thought of as
a source of current with a source (or shunt) resistance Rsh
connected in parallel to it, and a series (or forward) resistance Rs (Fig. 9.9). For the ideal photodiode, Rsh = ∞
and Rs = 0. The photodiode shunt resistance is defined
as the dynamic resistance at the origin, and it can be
calculated from (9.54)
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thermal equilibrium intrinsic carrier concentration, with
n 0 and p0 describing the equilibrium concentrations
of electrons and holes. The generation current density
within a space-charge region of width w is
JG = qwG th .

(9.86)
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A further increase in the photodiode reverse bias beyond
the value at which w extends through the whole semiconductor bulk (the reach-through regime) results in an
electric field high enough to cause electrical breakdown,
and the reverse bias current increases dramatically. The
two mechanisms that are generally considered to be
involved are the Zener and avalanche breakdown mechanisms.
Zener Breakdown. This mechanism involves the interaction of the electric field with covalently bound
electrons. At a large reverse bias, the conduction band of
the n-type region is shifted to well below the top of the
valance band of the p-type region of the semiconductor diode. The occupied energy levels in the conduction
band of the p-side of the semiconductor line up with
the unoccupied energy levels in the conduction band
of the n-side, and a strong electric field facilitates the
tunneling of the valence electrons through the potential barrier from the p-side towards the n-side of the
semiconductor. The barrier height is equal to the semiconductor bandgap E g , and the tunneling probability ϑ
can be found from the expression for tunneling through
a triangular barrier [9.10]


√
3/2
8π 2m E g
,
ϑ ≈ exp −
(9.87)
3qh E

where m is the mass of an electron, h is Planck’s constant, and E is the electric field. The tunneling current
density can be estimated as
Jtunn = qn Z vd ϑ ,

(9.88)

in which n Z and vd are the density and the drift velocity
of the valance electrons arriving at the Zener barrier,
respectively.
Avalanche Breakdown. Avalanche breakdown occurs

when the electric field is high enough to trigger multiplication processes during collisions of carriers accelerated
by the field with atoms of the substrate. The probability of multiplication depends not only on the value of
the electric field but also on the carrier ionization rate
and the extent of the avalanche region. The avalanche

process can be characterized by the multiplication factor M, which in the case of one type of carrier can be
written as [9.11, 12]
⎛ L
⎞

(9.89)
Mn,p = exp ⎝ αn,p (x) dx ⎠ ,
0

where L is the width of the multiplication region, αn,p (x)
is the electron/hole ionization rate, which depends on the
coordinate x inside the multiplication region. For a simple case of equal ionization rates αn = αp , the condition
for avalanche breakdown can be deduced as M → ∞:
L
αn,p (x) dx = 1 .

(9.90)

0

Since the ionization rate is a function of the electric
field, which varies inside the space-charge region, the
breakdown voltage VB is not easy to calculate precisely.
However, the following empirical formula was shown to
be valid for different semiconductors [9.13]
VB ≈ 60

E g (in eV)
1.1

3/2

NB (in cm−3 )
1016

−3/4

,
(9.91)

where NB is the background dopant concentration on
the lightly doped side.
More details on avalanche breakdown will be presented below in the section on avalanche photodiodes.
Noise Current
1/f Noise. The noise
√ current/voltage for this type of

noise varies as 1/ f . The experimentally measured
relationship for the mean square noise current is [9.4]
2 =
i 1/
f

2 ∆f
constIDC
,
fβ

(9.92)

where const is a proportionality constant, ∆ f and f
are the bandwidth and frequency respectively, and β is
a constant close to 1. Note that this noise is a function
of the direct-current component of the semiconductor
photodiode IDC only. In modern designs, this noise is
negligibly small.
Johnson Noise. For the semiconductor photodiode, the

Johnson noise mean square current is expressed by
i j2 =

4kT ∆ f
,
Req

(9.93)
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Fig. 9.10 Typical dependence of NEP on the reverse bias

for a 1 mm2 Si photodiode at room temperature (curve 1).
The Johnson noise component is shown by curve 3 and the
shot noise by curve 2

in which the equivalent resistor is determined as
1/Req = 1/Rsh + 1/Rs , where Rsh and Rs are the shunt
and series resistances of the photodiode, respectively.
The series resistance is usually much smaller that the
shunt resistance and can be neglected.
Shot Noise. The mean square shot noise current of

the photodiode consists of two main components: the
photon-generated component and the “dark” current
component of the semiconductor diode shot noise current:
 
2 = 2q I + I
i sh
(9.94)
p
dark ∆ f ,
where Ip = Is + IB describes the photocurrent produced
by the signal and background radiation (Is and IB are
the signal and background currents, respectively), and
Idark accounts for the contribution from all sources of
dark current.
Signal-to-Noise Ratio
and Noise Equivalent Power (NEP)
The signal-to-noise ratio of a semiconductor photodiode
can be found using (9.93) and (9.94)
S
I Φp
I hνΦ
=
=
N
in
2
2
i j + i sh

Ê

Ê

Ip
≈
,
2q(Ip + Idark )∆ f + (4kT ∆ f )/(Rsh )
(9.95)

where ÊI is the current responsivity given by (9.75),
Φp = hvΦ is the incident radiant power, and the

In the case of a very low optical photon flux, when Ip 
(Idark + 2kT/qRsh ), the thermal noise from the shunt
resistance and/or the photodiode leakage current noise
becomes dominant and the corresponding value of NEP
is given by

2kT
hν 2∆ f
Idark +
.
(9.97)
NEP =
ηex
q
Rsh q
A typical plot of NEP versus reverse bias is shown in
Fig. 9.10 for a silicon photodiode 1 mm in diameter.
At low bias values, the Johnson noise component usually dominates over other noise sources, whereas the
shot noise component becomes increasingly large at
large reverse bias values, when the dark leakage current
increases.
Detectivity
The photodiode detectivity is derived using the general
expression for detectivity D = 1/NEP. The specific detectivity for a photon-limited photodiode is determined
by the expression


1 ηex Adet
∗
D (λ, f ) = D Adet ∆ f =
,
(9.98)
hν 2Φ S,B

in which Adet is the photodiode active area and the
superscripts (S, B) correspond to either signal or background photon flux, whichever is greater. For a Johnson
noise limited photodiode with a load resistance RL , the
specific detectivity is

qηex Adet
RL Rsh
∗
.
(9.99)
D (λ, f ) =
hν 2kT RL + Rsh
Time Response and Frequency Bandwidth
During the process of light detection by photodiodes,
the final step is usually nonequilibrium carrier collection
into the external circuitry, which occurs through either
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1 ×10–16
1 ×10–3
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approximate equality sign arises from the substitution Req ≈ Rsh . By placing the signal-to-noise value
equal to 1, one can calculate the photodiode NEP as
NEP = Φp S/N=1 = in /ÊI . In the case of photon-limited
performance, the optical signal is rather strong compared
to all sources of noise and (Idark + 2kT/qRsh )/q∆ f  1.
In this case, the photodiode NEP is determined by the
quantum noise associated with the signal photon flux
Φ S (or the background photon flux Φ B ) itself

2Φ S,B ∆ f
.
(9.96)
NEP = hν
ηex

NEP (W/ Hz )

2
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drift or diffusion mechanisms, with the time constants
τdrift and τdiff , respectively. Since the diffusion and drift
processes are independent of each other, the resulting
response time is calculated via

2 + τ2 + τ2 ,
τr = τdrift
(9.100)
diff
RC
in which τRC is the time constant determined by the
terminal capacitance C and the load resistance RL . The
cutoff frequency f c of the photodetector also defines the
3 dB breakpoint, and is given by
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1
fc =
.
2πτr

(9.101)

The upper limit for the carrier diffusion time can be
estimated from the following straightforward considerations. The carrier diffusion length is related to the
diffusion time and the diffusion constants Dn,p for electron and holes via

n,p
L n,p = Dn,p τdiff .
(9.102)
Assuming that the carrier lifetime is long enough to
allow nonequilibrium carriers to move without recomn,p
bination along the carrier concentration gradient, τdiff
Optical absorption
coefficient α (cm–1)
106

Light penetration
depth 1/α (µm)
10–2

Table 9.1 Lowest energy gaps E g and carrier mobilities for
a number of intrinsic semiconductors at room temperature
[9.6, 14]
Material
Elementary
Ge(indirect)
Si(indirect)
III-V compounds
InSb
InAs
GaSb
InP
GaAs
AlSb(indirect)
AlAs(indirect)
GaP(indirect)
II-VI compounds
HgTe(semimetal)
CdTe
CdSe
Other
PbSe
PbTe(indirect)
PbS(indirect)

n,p

τdiff =
104

1

GaAs
InP

103

101

GaP

102

102
SiC
Si

101
0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

103
1.2
1.4
1.6
Wavelength ( µm)

Fig. 9.11 Absorption versus wavelength for several elemen-

tal and binary semiconductors

µp
(cm2 /Vs)

0.67
1.12

3900
1500

1900
500

0.23
0.36
0.72
1.35
1.43
1.63
2.16
2.26

80000
33000
5000
5000
8500
200
1200
300

1000
480
1500
180
400
500
420
150

−0.25
1.48
1.70

25000
1000
800

350
100

0.26
0.32
0.41

1500
6000
800

1500
4000
1000

L 2n,p
Dn,p

≡

(d − w)2
,
Dn,p

(9.103)

where d and w are the semiconductor substrate thickness and the depletion region width, respectively. The
diffusion constants can be calculated from the known
Einstein relation
Dn,p =

Ge

µn
(cm2 /Vs)

for electrons and holes can be calculated from (9.102)
as the time necessary to diffuse through the undepleted
region of the semiconductor bulk

10–1

105

Eg (eV)

kT µn,p
,
q

(9.104)

where µn,p are the carrier mobilities, specific to each
semiconductor.
The upper limit for the carrier drift time τdrift across
the space-charge region can be estimated using
n,p

τdrift =

w
w
,
n,p =
µn,p E
vdrift

(9.105)

where the right-hand side states the known phenomenological relationship that the carrier mobility is the ratio
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of the average drift velocity to the applied electric filed E
(9.106)

This expression is valid for a relatively low electric
field strength, when the effects like electron–phonon
scattering can be neglected. At high values of E, the
carrier drift velocity saturates and becomes independent
of E [9.15].
Ways of reducing the photodiode time response and
making the cutoff frequency larger will be discussed
below.

The choice of semiconductor photodiode material depends primarily on the spectral range of interest.
Figure 9.11 shows plots of absorption coefficient versus wavelength for the most common semiconductors.
For the region of the spectrum below ≈ 1100 nm, Si
is usually used. However, since both Si and the other
popular semiconductor material – Ge – are indirect
bandgap semiconductors, much of their sensitivity to
large regions of the spectrum is due the occurrence of absorption processes involving phonons. Phonon-assisted
photon absorption obviously have a much smaller probability of occurrence than the direct valence band to
conduction band transitions that occur in direct bandgap
semiconductors. This explains their significantly smaller
Responsivity (A/W)

Quantum efficiency (%)

1

3

100

2

0.8

80
4

6

0.4

40
1
20

0.2
0

0
400

600

800

1000
Wavelength (nm)

Fig. 9.12 An example of the spectral response of a Si pho-

todiode (curve 1). The quantum efficiency of the same
photodiode is shown by curves 2 (external QE) and curves 3
(internal QE). Curve 4 shows the dependence of the theoretical responsivity of an imaginary photodiode on ηex =100%

n+

p+

p+
n– or i
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Channel
Insulator stopper
p+

n+

Guard ring

n+
Cathode contact

Fig. 9.13 Structure of a p–i–n photodiode (cross-sectional
view); p+ diffusion in the middle of the die forms the active
area junction; the p+ diffusions close to the edges are the
guard rings. The spacing from the main (anode) junction
used depends on the breakdown and leakage performance
required. The n+ diffusions at the edges are the channel
stoppers

absorption coefficients and, correspondingly, the larger
absorption lengths observed for Si and Ge than for
many compound semiconductors. The band gap energies E g for a number of important semiconductors are
summarized in Table 9.1.
The other important photodiode parameter which
is directly related to the absorption length is the time
response. The time response is normally significantly
shorter for direct bandgap semiconductors due to the
much thinner absorption volume, which automatically
translates into a shorter carrier collection time. However,
some specific structural features can greatly improve the
response time and we will describe these in the following
sections.
The photodiode rise time and time response is a complex function of several parameters, the carrier mobility
being among the most important. Table 9.1 shows the
carrier mobility values for various semiconductors.
Single-Material Semiconductors
Because Si and Ge are associated with indirect photon
absorption, they do not have sharp absorption edges. Si is
the semiconductor material most often used for the visible and near-infrared (IR) spectral range. Si photodiodes
usually have quantum efficiencies close to 100% at selected intervals within the spectral range from ≈ 400 nm
to 1000 nm (Fig. 9.12). A typical spectral responsivity
curve for a Si photodiode is also shown in Fig. 9.12.
Special front surface treatment allows the high efficiency region of Si photodiodes to be extended to below
400 nm. Among the other advantages of Si photodiodes are their low noise currents (Fig. 9.10). The usual
approach used to reduce the dark current in Si-based
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n,p
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and other substrate photodiodes is to provide special
structures like guard rings and surface leakage stoppers
(channel stoppers) – see Fig. 9.13. The guard rings are
usually designed to decrease the electric field strength
in the depletion region, thus reducing the high-field ionization efficiencies of the host and dopant atoms. The
surface leakage stoppers are designed to prevent minority carriers outside the active area from reaching the
space-charge region
The absorption edge of Ge extends beyond 1.6 µm,
which is advantageous for the purposes of wide spectral
range applications but at the same time limits the sensitivity of this material to low photon fluxes because of
the high levels of thermally generated dark current. An
example of the p–i–n photodiode structure typical of Si
and Ge is given in Fig. 9.13.
Binary III–V Semiconductor Photodiodes
III–V binary semiconductors permit the design of photodiodes operating over a wide spectral range from the
UV to mid-IR. Direct bandgap III–V group semiconductors have rather small absorption lengths, assuming
a relatively high probability of nonequilibrium carrier
recombination on surface defects. The latter effect is the
main reason for the lower quantum efficiencies of photodiodes based on III–V compounds in comparison with
those observed for Si and Ge.
Photodiodes based on III–V compounds usually
show increased dark current values, which limit their
field of application.
Binary II–VI Semiconductor Photodiodes
II–VI binary semiconductors have also been used in
photodiode design, although these materials are not as
widely used as III–V compounds. Among those that
have been explored are CdTe, which has a bandgap
of ≈ 1.48 eV [9.14] (some sources give a larger
value of ≈ 1.6 eV [9.1]), and HgTe, which is actually
a semimetallic compound with a “negative band gap”

Lattice constant a (nm)
a (µm)
3.0 2.0 1.5

0.66

1.0

0.8

InSb
0.64
0.62

AlSb
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0.60 InAs
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0

GaAs
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0.5

1.0
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κ(eV)
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GaAs1−x Px

0.21

InAs1−x Px
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0.43

AlP

GaP
1.5

2.0
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Fig. 9.14 The variation of lattice constant with bandgap

for III–V ternary compounds. Direct bandgap material is
shown by the solid line and indirect bandgap material by
the dashed line
GaAs
5.65Å
1.0
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5.45Å
Indirect
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Table 9.2 Values of the κ parameter for various semiconductors [9.1]
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1.0
InP
5.87Å

Fig. 9.15 Iso-band gap lines (solid lines) and iso-lattice
constant lines for the In1−x Gax As1−y P y quaternary alloy.
The bold dotted line shows a continuous set of quaternary
structures perfectly lattice-matched to InP

of ≤ 0.25 eV . Ternary and quaternary compounds based
on II–VI group semiconductors have found much wider
application.
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Ternary and Quaternary Semiconductor
Photodiodes
Ternary A1−x Bx C and quaternary A1−x Bx C1−y D y compounds are used to build photodiodes with optimized
spectral sensitivity ranges. Various formulae have been
suggested that may be used to calculate the band gap as
a function of the stoichiometric parameters x and y. For
example, one of the ideas is based upon the second-order
perturbation of the Schrödinger potential, which yields
the following expression for the change in the bandgap
with x [9.16]

(9.107)

where κ is a positive constant, specific to each compound. Note that in some ternary and quaternary
compounds either the direct or indirect bandgap can
be the lowest, depending on the values of x and y.
Correspondingly, there are two versions of (9.107)
for materials that change from direct to indirect gap:
AlGaAs is an example. To calculate the direct bandgap
value for Al1−x Gax As (0 < x < 0.44), one should always use the direct band gap values of the corresponding
binary compounds and vice versa. Table 9.2 shows some
calculated κ values for several ternary compounds.
One of the main requirements for building ternary
and quaternary structures is the lattice-matching requirement. Figure 9.14 shows the variation in the lattice
constant as a function of the band gap for some
III–V ternary alloys. Note that the successful growth
of heterostructures requires that both the band gap
and the lattice constant are considered. For example,
Al1−x Gax As can be grown on GaAs substrate for any
Contact
SiO2

hν

AR coating

p+-InP

i-InGaAs

n-InP
Contact

Fig. 9.16 An example of the structure of an InGaAs/InP

p–i–n photodiode
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E g (A1−x Bx C) =


E g (AC) + E g (BC) − E g (AC) − κ x + κx 2 ,
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a
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Fig. 9.17 (a) An example of an In1−x Gax As1−y P y mesa
structure photodiode, and (b) external quantum efficiencies

for several different quaternary compositions

value of x without lattice mismatch-inducing defects.
In contrast, for the Ga1−x Asx P/GaAs structure there
is a substantial mismatch in lattice constant values between GaAs and GaP, which bars simple high-quality
structures from being built over the whole range of x.
However, in many cases this problem can be overcome
by providing a grading layer between the substrate and
the desired compound.
Instead of using grading layers, quaternary compounds can also be built. Not all quaternary compounds
can be ideally matched to a substrate. However, the case
of In1−x Gax As1−y p y provides an exciting exception.
The diagram in Fig. 9.15 demonstrates the correlation
between the band gap and the lattice constant for this
quaternary compound. The solid lines represent isobandgap lines. Every bandgap from 0.36 eV (InAs) to
2.2 eV (In0.73 Ga0.27 P) can be created in a direct-gap
semiconductor. The dashed lines in Fig. 9.15 represent
iso-lattice constant lines. The important feature of this
diagram is shown by the bold dotted line, which illus-
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Fig. 9.18 An example of a p–i–n photodiode with
a waveguide-grating-coupler at the top: a schematic crosssection

n+ fingers

p+ fingers

Substrate
contact

n-well
p-substrate

trates a continuous set of quaternary structures with
bandgap values from ≈ 1.33 eV to ≈ 0.5 eV that are
perfectly lattice-matched to InP.
Figure 9.16 shows a typical example of a p–i–n
photodiode that employs ternary III–V compounds. The
intrinsic layer of In1−x Gax As is grown on top of an ntype InP substrate. The ternary structure is sensitive up to
≈ 1.65 µm for x = 0.47. A top layer of p-InP creates the
junction and completes the structure. Since InP is transparent to wavelengths above 0.92 µm, the device can be
used as an efficient p–i–n, back-illuminated photodiode
for the wavelength range from 0.92 through to 1.65 µm,
in which all absorption occurs within the intrinsic layer.
Another example of a quaternary structure p–i–n
photodiode is shown in Fig. 9.17, along with typical
quantum efficiency curves for a number of stoichiometries.
In terms of II–VI ternary compounds, structures
based around the Hg1−x Cdx Te (mercury–cadmium–
telluride, MCT) system had a virtual monopoly over
long-wavelength light detection (3–5 µm and 8–14 µm)
until recently. Depending on x, this system provides
tremendous flexibility when tuning the spectral sensitivity range from visible to far infrared. The bandgap of the
alloy Hg1−x Cdx Te is zero at x ≈ 0.15 and is only slightly
nolinear over the whole range of x up to E g =1.48 eV
at x = 1 [9.2]
E g = − 0.302 + 1.93x + 5.35 × 10−4 T (1 − 2x)

Fig. 9.19 A schematic of an example of a lateral p–i–n

photodiode with alternating p+ and n+ fingers fabricated
using CMOS technology

20 µm

20 µm
p-doped layer
Absorbing layer

n-doped second optical matching layer
n-doped first optical matching layer
hν
Un-doped diluted waveguide

Semi-insulating substrate

Fig. 9.20 A schematic cross-section of a planar photodiode

with a short multimode waveguide coupler

− 0.81x 2 + 0.832x 3 ,

(9.108)

where T is the absolute temperature. Among the drawbacks of MCT photodiodes is a high leakage current,
which requires that the device be cooled for noise-free
operation.
Fast-Response Photodiodes
Short carrier transit time is one of the determining
parameters when designing photodiodes with short response times τr . To minimize the carrier transit time,
the carrier drift time should be reduced assuming that
the photodiode bulk is fully depleted (9.100). However,
for indirect bandgap semiconductors with low absorption coefficients, a thick absorption layer is required
to achieve high quantum efficiency, and this condition is in conflict with the need to reduce the carrier
transit time. There are several ways to overcome this
conflict, one of which is to build resonantly enhanced
structures; the other is to decouple the photodiode absorption length from the direction of nonequilibrium
carrier drift.
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The principle of a resonant cavity enhanced photodetector is based on the use of constructive interference in
a Fabry–Perot cavity to enhance the optical field inside
the photodetector bulk at specific wavelengths [9.17].
Such resonant cavities can be formed using a buried
backside reflector and the air/semiconductor top interface. There are various types of backside reflector; the
scattering reflector [9.18] and distributed Bragg reflector [9.19] are common examples.
For indirect bandgap semiconductors, it is difficult
to achieve both high bandwidth and high efficiency with
a vertical design since the length of the absorption region
is proportional to the carrier transit time. Decoupling of
the absorption length from the motion of nonequilibrium
carriers is another efficient method used to improve the
speeds and quantum efficiencies of Si- and Ge-based
photodiodes. Such decoupling is achieved in lateral surface p–i–n photodiodes on silicon-on-insulator (SOI)
substrates, which exploits the idea of using a grating
coupler on top of the photodiode [9.20, 21]. The coupler
promotes the propagation of the optical beam through
a thin, waveguide-type surface layer of Si (Fig. 9.18).
Another way to decouple the absorption length from
the carrier motion is to incorporate alternating p+ and
n+ fingers in Si substrate [9.22]. In the example shown
in Fig. 9.19, the deep carriers are blocked by the junction
between the n-well and p-substrate, and the transit time is
determined by the fast lateral motion of carriers between
the fingers.
In top-illuminated, direct-bandgap semiconductor
photodiodes, further reductions in the carrier transit
time are limited by surface recombination processes,
which decrease the responsivity. Side-illuminated photodiodes, in which the absorption length is decoupled
from the carrier transit time, overcome the efficiency–
bandwidth tradeoff associated with top-illuminated
photodiodes [9.23, 24]. However, they cannot operate
at high optical power levels, since carrier generation
occurs in a very small volume at the diode input
facet.
One of the solutions to this problem is to use evanescently coupled photodiodes that are monolithically
integrated with a waveguide [9.25–27]. The evanescent
coupling optimizes the distribution of nonequilibrium
carriers along the absorption layer. Due to more uniform
light absorption, devices that utilize evanescent coupling
can achieve saturation currents that are several times
higher than achieved in a traditional side-illuminated
device. An example of an evanescently coupled photodiode is shown schematically in Fig. 9.20. The structure
is usually based on a classical p–i–n photodiode with
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RD
D

RB

B

RC
C

Fig. 9.21 (a) Cross-section of the two-terminal positionsensitive detector. (b) Unequal resistance paths on the

silicon four-terminal sensor

a very thin (< 0.5 µm) undoped InGaAs absorbing layer
20–30 µm in depth and a p+ -doped InP layer on the
top. The n+ -doped layer contains InGaAsP structures
that may consist of two optical matching layers. The
light is delivered from the side and propagates along
the undoped diluted waveguide layer, which is a stack
of several InP/InGaAsP sandwiches. The bandgaps and
the thickness of the optical matching layers are chosen in such a way that they provide a gradual increase
in the refractive index from the diluted waveguide towards the thin absorbing layer. Due to the evanescent
wave coupling, when the optical wave propagates along
the waveguide it is gradually transferred through the
optical matching layers to the absorbing layer. A quantum efficiency of higher than 95% can be achieved with
hν
I1

I2

I3

I4
Oxide

p+

n–

Fig. 9.22 Cross-section of a silicon diode strip detector
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a bandwidth of over 50 GHz, which should be beneficial
for many applications. However, the fabrication of such
structures is rather complex.
Position-Sensitive Photodiodes
Resistive Charge Division Sensor. A silicon resistive

Part B 9.3

charge division sensor, also known as a silicon position
sensor, consists of a segment of photodetective silicon
(a moderately doped p+ -layer on top of an n-type substrate) with either two or four terminals for signal output
and a terminal used for the application of back-bias voltage (Fig. 9.21, panel (a)). Position information is derived
from this device by comparing the signal outputs from
each terminal. For example, for the two-terminal device
shown in Fig. 9.21a, the position can be calculated from
x=

I2
d.
I1 + I2

(9.109)

The focused image causes a photocurrent to flow through
the silicon to each terminal. Because the silicon has
a given resistance per unit length, more current will flow
to the closest terminals and less current to the terminals
that are farthest from the focused image (Fig. 9.21, panel
(b)).
Position sensors of this type have several advantages
over other similar devices. Because there is no gap in
the active area, the size of the image is not subject to
minimum diameter constraints. A second advantage is
that position information is available as long as the image
falls somewhere on the active area of the detector. One
disadvantage is that the frequency responses of such
detectors tend to be lower than those of conventional
silicon detectors of the same size because of the series
resistance that the photocurrent encounters at the surface
of the detector.
Strip Detector. Another way to measure position is

to dividing a large-area photodiode into many small,
strip-like regions and to read them out separately – see
Fig. 9.22. Such strip detectors are produced in the same

way as planar photodiodes except that more stringent
requirements are placed on mask precision and alignment. The measurement precision depends mainly upon
the strip spacing and the readout method.
Quadrant Photodiode. A quadrant photodiode is vari-

ation on a strip detector, where the segments are four
quadrants, each of which have separate connectors for
signal output. Each quadrant functions and behaves like
a regular p–i–n or avalanche photodiode. Quadrant photodiodes are widely used in tracking systems. Position
information is derived by comparing the signals output
from each segment (Fig. 9.23). When the focused image is centered on the quadrant detector, each segment
will receive the same amount of optical radiation, and all
four signal outputs will be equal (Fig. 9.23, left). As the
image moves across the detector surface (corresponding
to an angular change in the object being tracked), more
radiation falls on one of the segments and less on the
opposite segment.
If more optical energy falls above the horizontal line
(Fig. 9.23, middle), more photocurrent will flow through
the upper segments (A and B) than through the lower
segments (C and D). The up–down position of the spot
a)
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Fig. 9.23 Output from the image at different positions on

the quadrant detector

Fig. 9.24 (a) Typical structure of a color-sensitive element

with three color filters overlaid over different photodiodes.
(b) An example of the structure of a vertically arranged
color detector. n-Type regions are hatched
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is characterized by the relative amplitudes of (A + B) –
(C + D). Similarly, the term (A + D) – (B + C) provides
information on the left–right position.
In most tracking and alignment applications, the parameter of most concern is the ability of the detector
to supply a very precise description of the location of
the focused image on the face of the detector. In other
words, the change in the output signal in relation to the
change in the position of the spot is very important.
“Sensitivity” is used in this case to describe the ratio
Sensitivity =

Change in output signal
.
Change in position

(9.110)

Color-Sensitive Detectors
The conventional way to detect a color image relies on
the idea that any color, as perceived by the human eye, is
based on the three primary colors: red, green, and blue.
Mixing light of these wavelengths in varying proportions can generate other colors. The main principle of
operation of any color sensor is therefore based on separating the incident beam into three primary colors and
detecting them separately. The methods used to do this
exploit two main principles: one uses color overlay filters on top of the active area of the photodetector, while
the other performs color selection based on the inherent

property of the semiconductor to absorb light of different wavelengths at different depths. A hue diagram is
then used to infer the color of the incident light [9.28].
In the first type of color sensor, color detection is
performed by using three filters, one for each of the primary colors, and three photodetectors fabricated on the
same substrate. A typical structure of this type is shown
in Fig. 9.24a. P–n or p–i–n photodiodes are built on an
n-type Si wafer with a n+ guard ring. The filters allow
the transmission of one of the primary wavelengths, and
the corresponding photodiode measures the intensity of
the incident light at that wavelength. The responses of
the photodetectors are then used to determine the relative contributions of each of the primary wavelengths
to the incident light, and hence to infer its color. Drawbacks to such methods are that it can be complicated to
use three sensors with their corresponding filters, and
that such a design can take up excessive space when
creating a color-sensing array.
Another type of multiple-wavelength sensor employs more than one sensor in a vertically oriented
arrangement. Different designs include photodiodes
formed in single-crystalline silicon and those formed
in amorphous silicon. The operation of these devices
is based on the intrinsic filtering property of a semiconductor, which results from the variation in the
absorption coefficient with the wavelength of the incident light. An example of such a structure is shown
in Fig. 9.24b [9.29]. The layers of the detector have
different spectral sensitivities based on their different
depths in the semiconductor substrate, doping levels,
and biasing conditions. The three n-type regions are
isolated vertically by p-regions. The blue, green, and
red photodiode sensors are formed by the corresponding p/n junctions and are arranged one below the other
underneath the sensor surface. The layers of the detector are individually connected to pixel sensor readout
circuits.

9.4 QWIP Photodetectors
Quantum well infrared photodetectors (QWIPs) are efficient detectors for the detection of infrared radiation.
A QWIP is a photoconductor and a unipolar device.
QWIPs are fabricated by alternately growing thin layers of two different wide-bandgap semiconductors. The
bandgap discontinuity between two materials creates
quantized subbands in the potential wells associated
with conduction bands or valence bands. Light absorp-

tion initiates electron transitions between the ground and
first excited state subbands of multiquantum wells. The
structure parameters are designed in such a way that
the photoexcited carriers can escape from the potential
wells and be collected as photocurrent, which is facilitated by bending the bands using an external electric
field. Depending the structure of the QWIP, there can
be three different types of electronic transitions: bound-
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An inherent problem with quadrant photodiodes is the
finite width of the separation between segments. If the
image is focused to a small spot size, erroneous information will result when the spot falls on the border
between segments. This problem is usually avoided by
defocusing the image or by using a long-focal-length
objective that results in a larger image size and displacement. Additionally, some position information is lost
when the entire image falls within one segment. This
problem also can be avoided by defocusing or by using
long-focal-length optics.

9.4 QWIP Photodetectors
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a)

as that shown in Fig. 9.25. The quantum well layers
of GaAs have a typical thickness of 50–70 Å and are
usually n-type doped to ≈ 1018 cm−3 . The barrier layers AlGaAs are undoped and have a thickness in the
range of 300–500 Å. Typical numbers of periods are
20 to 50. By controlling the quantum well width and
the barrier height (which depends on the Al molar
ratio of Alx Ga1−x As alloy), the intersubband transition energy can be varied over a wide enough range
to enable the detection of light at any wavelength in
the range 6–20 µm. Fabricated and experimentally investigated QWIPs can already detect wavelengths of
up to 35 µm. Other contemporary structures used in
QWIPs are InGaAs/InAlAs and InGaAs/InP, which
have peak detection wavelengths of 4 µm and 8 µm,
respectively.

Ec
hν
Ev
hν
hν

b)

Ec
hν
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hν
Eg(GaAs)

Ev

hν

Eg(AlGaAs)

Fig. 9.25a,b Energy band diagram of QWIP under reverse bias showing (a) a bound-to-bound transition and
(b) a bound-to-continuum transition

to-bound, bound-to-continuum, and bound-to-miniband
transitions (Fig. 9.25).

9.4.1 Structure and Fabrication of QWIPs
The lattice-matched GaAs/Alx Ga1−x As material system is commonly used to create a QWIP structure such
Normalized responsivity
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Fig. 9.26 Examples of the responsivity spectra for different

GaAs/AlGaAs QWIP structures

9.4.2 QWIPs –
Properties and Figures of Merit
Spectral Response
The spectral responsivity peak wavelength (λp ) of
a QWIP is determined by the difference in energy between the ground and excited states of the quantum well.
Unlike the responsivity spectra of intrinsic infrared detectors, QWIP spectra are much narrower and sharper
due to their resonance intersubband absorption. Typically, responsivity spectra of bound and quasi-bound
excited state QWIPs are much narrower (∆λ/λ ≈ 10%)
than those of continuum QWIPs (∆λ/λ = 24%). This is
due to the fact that, when the excited state is positioned
in the continuum band above the barrier, the range of
energies associated with the state becomes wider. The
spectral bandwidths of these QWIPs can be further increased by replacing single quantum wells with small
superlattice structures (several quantum wells separated
by thin barriers) in a multiquantum well structure. Such
a scheme creates an excited state miniband due to the
overlap of excited state wavefunctions of quantum wells.
Energy band calculations based on a two-band model
show excited state energy levels spread over greater than
30 meV. Figure 9.26 shows experimentally measured responsivity spectra with FWHM bandwidth ∆λ > 5 µm.
The broadest responsivity bandwidth demonstrated so
far is ∆λ ≈ 6 µm.
Quantum Efficiency
The QWIP photocurrent is given by the general expression used for photoconductors

Ip = qΦηex G ,

(9.111)
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where q is the elementary charge, Φ is the photon flux
in reciprocal seconds, ηex is the external quantum efficiency and G is the gain. The quantum efficiency is
different from that of a regular photoconductor, since
light absorption and carrier generation occurs only in the
quantum wells in QWIPs, not homogeneously throughout the structure [9.14]:



ηex = (1 − RF ) 1 − exp −Np αNw L w E p P ,
(9.112)

G=

τ
(τµV )
=
,
t
L2

(9.113)

where V is the bias, τ is the minority carrier lifetime
and t the transit time across the whole active length L
of the QWIP, while µ is the minority carrier mobility.
The right-hand side of (9.113) is written assuming that
the field strength E is far from saturation, and the carrier
drift velocity is given by vd = µE = µ(V/L).
The photoconductive gain of the QWIP depends on
the design of the device. It typically varies from 0.1 to 1.
A photoconductive gain G of higher than 1 is possible
with QWIPs that have fewer quantum wells.
Noise and Detectivity
The dominant noise observed in QWIP devices is due
to the shot noise resulting from the total current in the

device. There is no significant thermal noise in QWIPs
because the thermally assisted tunneling of carriers is not
significant at the operating bias used. To additionally
decrease the thermal noise and limit the dark current,
the QWIP must be operated at a low temperature. In
addition, QWIPs show remarkable noise stability (i. e.,
very low 1/ f noise), enabling long integration times.
The QWIP is a type of photodetector that can provide
background-limited performance (BLIP), where the detector performance is limited by the noise generated by
photons. The signal-to-noise ratio, the detectivity, etc.,
are independent of the photoconductive gain when the
QWIP operates under background-limited conditions.

9.4.3 Applications of QWIPs
There are many ground-based and spaceborne applications that require long-wavelength, large, uniform,
reproducible, low cost, low 1/ f noise, low power dissipation, and radiation-hard infrared focal plane arrays,
which often employ QWIPs [9.30]. For example, the
absorption lines of many gas molecules, such as ozone,
water, carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, and nitrous
oxide occur in the wavelength region from 3 to 18 µm.
Thus, infrared imaging systems that operate in the longwavelength IR (LWIR) region are required in many
space applications such as global weather profile monitoring, earth resource mapping, deforestation mapping,
and to map the distributions of minor constituents in the
atmosphere. In addition, there is great astronomical interest in these very long wavelengths due to the fact that
this spectral region is rich in information vital to our understanding of the compositions, structures and energy
balances of molecular clouds and star-forming regions
of galaxies.

9.5 QDIP Photodetectors
The quantum-dot infrared photodetector (QDIP) is similar to the QWIP except that the potential well is created
by a quantum dot instead of a quantum well. In QDIP, the
physical dimensions of the active structure are reduced
to the de Broglie wavelength, which greatly enhances the
degree of carrier confinement. As a result, the spectral
response can be controlled even more precisely than for
QWIP structures. In addition, the noise characteristics
and detectivity of QDIPs can potentially be dramatically improved in comparison with those of QWIP
structures.
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9.5.1 Structures and Fabrication of QDIPs
There are two basic QDIP structures, one where the
photogenerated carriers travel perpendicular to the quantum dot planes, the other where they travel parallel
to the planes (Fig. 9.27). The technique used to form
quantum dots has improved dramatically following the
introduction of an epitaxial synthesis process called
the Stranski–Krastanow growth mode [9.31, 32]. Typical structures employ InAs dots on GaAs, InGaAs
dots on GaAs, and SiGe dots on Si. As an exam-
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where RF is the front surface reflection, Np is the number
of optical passes, Nw is the number of quantum wells,
L w is the well length, E p is a term that depends on the
bias inside the quantum well, and P is the polarization
correction factor.
The photoconductive gain G is similar to that of the
standard photoconductor:

9.5 QDIP Photodetectors
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a)

Contact

b)
n+ GaAs

i-GaAs

Contact
n– GaAs

n+ GaAs

lnAs Quantum dots

AlGaAs
i-GaAs

Wetting layer
n+ GaAs

i-GaAs
GaAs Substrate

GaAs Substrate

Fig. 9.27a,b Schematic of the cross-sectional structure of a QDIP. The photocurrent flows either (a) perpendicular or
(b) parallel to the quantum dot planes
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ple, the QDIP structure can comprise InAs islands
on GaAs substrate. At an optimum layer thickness of
roughly two monolayers (≈ 6 Å), the InAs film nucleates into an array of islands (dots) to release the
stress. The typical dimensions of the dots are ≥ 150 Å
across the base and ≥ 30 Å in height. The density of
the array is 1010 –1011 cm−2 . The ultrathin residual
“wetting layer” is usually left underneath the quantum
dots.
The doping level in quantum dots is tuned to provide
up to five electrons per dot. Alternatively, the dots can be

intrinsic but electrons can be introduced by modulation
doping the incorporated delta-doped layer, from which
electrons are injected and are trapped within the potential
well of the quantum dot. The delta-doped layers are fully
depleted and do not contribute to the dark current.
To improve light absorption, the quantum dot layers
are repeated periodically. The thickness of the intrinsic
barrier layer typically ranges from 100 to 500 Å.
The photocurrent from a QDIP is qualitatively described by (9.111), substituting the QDIP photocurrent
for the QWIP photocurrent.

9.6 Metal–Semiconductor (Schottky Barrier)
and Metal–Semiconductor–Metal Photodiodes
When a metal contacts a semiconductor, a Schottky
barrier results. A Schottky-barrier photodiode can operate in two different detection modes. In one of them,
electron–hole generation occurs due to the band-toband excitation of the semiconductor; in the second
mode, the carriers are transferred from the metal into
the semiconductor across the Schottky barrier. In the
front-illuminated version, which is advantageous for the
first mode of operation mentioned above, the metal layer
that forms the Schottky barrier is very thin (less than
≈ 150 Å), thus allowing more photons to reach the semiconductor bulk. For detectors that use the second mode
of operation, backside (through the substrate) illumination is more efficient, since the barrier height qϕbn
is always smaller than the energy gap E g and infrared
quanta with qϕbn < hν < E g are not absorbed in the
semiconductor.

9.6.1 Schottky Barrier
Photodiode Properties
Figure 9.28 schematically shows the energy band for
a Schottky diode. The metal work function ϕm is usually different from the semiconductor work function ϕs .
The conditions needed to produce a useful barrier to the
electrons in an n-type semiconductor–metal contact is
ϕm > ϕs . The barrier height is given by
qϕbn = q(ϕm − χ) ,

(9.114)

where qχ is the semiconductor electron affinity.
Dark Current and Photocurrent
Metal–semiconductor junctions have properties similar
to those of the p–n junction. In particular, the I − V
characteristic for dark conditions shows an exponential
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Fig. 9.28a,b Energy band diagram for the Schottky-barrier photodiode operated under reverse bias Vr with (a) band-toband excitation and (b) intrinsic photoelectron emission

dependence of I on V for the forward bias, and saturates
at a constant value of the reverse bias


Jdark = Js exp(qV/kT ) − 1 ,
(9.115)
where the saturation current is
Js = AR T 2 exp(−qϕbn /kT )

(9.116)

Metal

a)
L

AllnAs

n-InGaAs

b)
Anode

EFm

EC

Ip = (1 − RΣ )qϕηin ,

(9.117)

where RΣ accounts for both the front side reflection of
light and absorption by the metal film, ηin is the internal
quantum efficiency, and Φ is the incident photon flux (in
quanta per second).
Quantum Efficiency
For the case of band-to-band excitation, the internal
quantum efficiency of an n-type Schottky-barrier photodiode is similar to that of a p–i–n photodiode, and it can
be written as
exp(−αw)
ηin = 1 −
,
(9.118)
1 + αL p

Semi-insulating
InP

Cathode

and AR is the Richardson constant, which is specific
to each semiconductor. The main source of the dark
current in Schottky-barrier photodiodes is known to be
thermionic emission of majority carriers.
In either mode of operation, the photocurrent from
a Schottky-barrier photodiode is given by

where α is the absorption coefficient, w is the depletion
width, and L p is the hole diffusion length.
For intrinsic photoemission, the process of photocurrent generation is dependent on the incident quantum
energy hν, and the internal quantum efficiency is given

> qVFB

Fig. 9.29 (a) Cross-section of the MSM mesa structure
photodiode. (b) The energy band diagram of the MSM
EV

qφbn

photodiode under a bias beyond flat-band. The increase
in the barrier due to the barrier-enhancement layer is
shown
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by [9.14]
(hν − qϕbn )
,
(9.119)
hν
in which CF is the so-called Fowler emission coefficient.
Schottky barrier photodiodes do not perform as well
as p–n or p–i–n photodiodes; however, they can be advantageous for wavelengths where the semiconductor
absorption coefficient is very high (>104 cm−1 ), and
most absorption of light occurs within a thin surface
layer of the photodiode [9.33]. In a regular p/n structure, the nonequilibrium carrier collection efficiency is
very low close to the surface because of pronounced
surface charge recombination. If the p semiconductor
is replaced with a metal, the surface recombination–
generation becomes much less pronounced or even
disappears completely, increasing the carrier collection efficiency in the metal–semiconductor depletion
layer.
Schottky-barrier photodiodes working in the second
mode of operation have also proven to be very useful for
infrared light detection, leading to the construction of
efficient Schottky-barrier focal plane arrays [9.34–36].
The other advantage of Schottky-barrier photodiodes is
their high operational speed.
ηin = Cf

2
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9.6.2 Metal–Semiconductor–Metal (MSM)
Photodiode
MSM photodetectors can be thought of as two
Schottky barriers connected back-to-back (Fig. 9.29a).
For compound semiconductors, a thin light absorption layer (n-InGaAs in Fig. 9.22a) is deposited on

a semi-insulating substrate. A barrier-enhancement layer
AlInAs with a thickness of several tens of nanometers
may be deposited between the metal and absorption layer
to decrease the dark current of the narrow-bandgap semiconductor that constitutes the absorption layer. A barrier
enhancement layer fabricated from the wide energy gap
semiconductor significantly increases the barrier height
(Fig. 9.29b).
Applying bias of any polarity to an MSM photodetector creates one Schottky barrier in the forward
direction and the other in the reverse direction.
The dark current from the MSM photodetector has
both electron and hole current components, and the
saturation current is given by the following expression [9.37]
Js =ARn T 2 exp (−qϕbn /kT )
−qϕbp
,
+ ARp T 2 exp
kT

(9.120)

where ARn , ARp are the Richardson constants and ϕbn ,
ϕbp are the barrier heights at the cathode side and the
anode side, respectively (Fig. 9.29b).
The photocurrent first rises with bias and then
becomes saturated, indicating that punch-through (complete depletion of the structure) is reached. The
saturation voltage corresponds to flat-band conditions,
in which the electric field at the anode becomes
zero.
MSM photodetectors are advantageous in applications where a very low capacitance is required. The other
important advantage of MSM structures is their compatibility with field effect transistor (FET) technology.

9.7 Detectors with Intrinsic Amplification: Avalanche Photodiodes (APDs)
9.7.1 APD: Principles, Basic Properties,
and Typical Structures
An APD can be considered to be a family of p–n junction photodiodes working in photoconductive mode and
capable of supporting high reverse bias. Upon the generation of an electron–hole (e–h) pair through photon
absorption, the electron and/or hole are accelerated in
the electric field and gain sufficient kinetic energy to
collide with the atoms of the crystal ionizing them. The
primary carriers and the products of this impact ionization are also accelerated, creating more nonequilibrium
electron–hole pairs. Under favorable conditions, multi-

ple collisions can create an avalanche-type increase in
output current. Hence, the avalanche photodiode can be
thought of as a type of photoconductor. It can work in
either linear or nonlinear modes.
In the avalanche regime, each absorbed photon creates a finite number M of e–h pairs on average. The
typical internal gain is tens to hundreds in the linear
mode, where the photocurrent is proportional to the
incident optical flux.
At high reverse bias, the rate of nonequilibrium
carrier extraction on the electrodes falls back the impact ionization rate, which produces a highly nonlinear
mode of APD operation – avalanche breakdown. The
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population of nonequilibrium carriers in the high-field
region and the associated photocurrent grow exponentially over time. This growth continues until the drop in
voltage across the series resistance reduces the voltage
drop across the photodiode high-field region, slowing
the avalanche and ultimately stopping it. Since the
avalanche breakdown is not a destructive effect and is
stable against thermal runaway, this nonlinear mode of
operation has found many practical applications and has
been afforded a specific name – the Geiger mode. Highperformance Geiger mode APDs can be used for single
photon counting [9.38].
The noise current from an APD has an additional
term that goes beyond the simple scaling up of the photocurrent that would flow in a regular photodiode by
a factor of M. The origin of this additional noise is
the statistic (and stochastic) nature of the multiplication process. Fluctuations in gain produce excess noise,
which gets progressively worse as the average gain M
of the diode is increased by raising the reverse bias.
When the multiplication noise exceeds the noise introduced by downstream circuitry, further increases in gain
deteriorate the system’s signal-to-noise ratio.
Figure 9.30 shows the APD structures typically employed in practice. Starting material with either n-type
or p-type conductivity is chosen based on the maximum
value of the minority carrier impact ionization rate. For
Si, the electron ionization rate is much higher than that
for holes; hence, p-type material is used to build Si
APDs.
The diode is fabricated by ion implantation of ntype and p-type dopants. The structure that results,
rather than being a simple p–n diode, is either p–π–p–n
(Fig. 9.30a) or p–π–p–π–n (Fig. 9.30b). Here π denotes
a very lightly – close to intrinsic – p-doped region.
A thin layer of lightly π-doped material between the
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Fig. 9.31 Ionization coefficients for electrons and holes in
a number of semiconductors

top n electrode and a highly doped p region in Fig. 9.30b
improves the APD noise, response speed and uniformity, as well as the quantum efficiency in comparison
with the structure shown in Fig. 9.30a. Both structures
in Fig. 9.30 have their absorption regions separated from
their multiplication layers. These structures are also
called reach-through structures, because the electric field
extends all the way from the n/p(π) junction and reaches
the p layer. The lower π layer is where the photons are
absorbed for either front- or back-illuminated structures.
Reverse biasing at the appropriate operating voltage establishes a modest electric field in this photon absorption
layer that causes the photoelectron to drift up into the
upper p layer. The field in that layer (sometimes called
the “p-well”) is much stronger, sufficient to cause impact
ionization, which initiates an avalanche. The photoelectron and the secondary electrons are collected at the
top n layer, and the photohole and secondary holes are
collected at the substrate.
Note that the p-well exists only in the central portion
of the APD. Because of the absence of a p implant, the
diode’s peripheral portion is a simple p–i–n structure, in
which the field is intermediate in strength between the
photon-absorption region and the avalanche region. This
peripheral diode serves as a “guard ring” that performs
two functions. First, it tailors the electric field profile so
that avalanche breakdown occurs in the central portion
of the diode, not at the periphery. Second, it ensures that
electrons generated outside the region directly under the
p implant do not drift to the avalanche region, but are
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Fig. 9.30 (a) Cross-sections of typical reach-through APD
structures with separated absorption and multiplication regions. The intrinsic (or π) layer that separates the n+
implant and the p+ implant in the structure shown in panel
(b) greatly improves the photoresponse uniformity and the
noise characteristics of the APD
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collected in the peripheral portion of the n layer without
being able to start an avalanche. This collection minimizes the volume from which dark current is multiplied,
and therefore minimizes the dark count rate.

9.7.2 APD: Main Characteristics
and Figures of Merit

0
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Ionization Rates
The electron and hole ionization rates, αn and αp , respectively, are defined as the number of ionizing collisions
per unit distance. The ionization rates depend strongly
(exponentially) on the threshold electric fields required
to overcome different carrier scattering effects. Examples of the experimental ionization rates at 300 K for
Si, Ge, GaAs, and GaP versus electric filed are given in
Fig. 9.31. The ionization rates can be equal for electrons
and holes, as for GaP, or they can significantly differ
from each other, as in the cases of Si, Ge, and most
compound semiconductors.
Avalanche Gain (Multiplication Factor)
The multiplication factor M is defined as the ratio
of the number of carriers leaving the avalanche region to those entering it. Since the ionization rates are
strongly dependent on the electric field, which is usually
position-dependent, it appears to be almost impossible to
explicitly calculate the avalanche gain for any real structure. However, reasonable estimations may be obtained
for some practically important cases [9.1, 6, 12].
The low-frequency gain for the electrons/holes is
given by

⎧
L
⎨
Mn,p = 1 − αn,p
⎩
0

⎡
× exp ⎣−

L
x

For equal, position-dependent ionization rates [αn =
αp = α(x)]
⎡
⎤−1
L
Mp = Mn = ⎣1 − α(x) dx ⎦ ,
(9.123)
from which we can conclude that the avalanche breakdown (Mn,p → ∞) corresponds to the case αn,p L → 1.
The maximum achievable multiplication is limited
by the series resistance and the space-charge effect.
Combining these two factors into a single equivalent
series resistance R, the dependence of the multiplication of photogenerated carriers Mph on the reverse bias
V and the breakdown voltage VB can be empirically
described as [9.6]


I − IMD
V − IR γ −1
Mph =
= 1−
, (9.124)
Ip − Id
VB
where Ip and I are the total primary and multiplied currents, and Id and IMD are the primary and multiplied dark
currents, respectively. The exponent γ depends on the
semiconductor material, the doping profile, and wavelength, and it is usually in the range 3–6 [9.14]. For
a relatively high light intensity Ip  Id and low parasitic losses IR  VB , the maximum value of Mph is
given by
max
Mph
≈

⎤
(αn,p − αp,n ) dx ⎦ dx

⎭

(9.125)

For small photocurrents, Ip  Id , the maximum
avalanche multiplication is:
max
Mph
≈

⎫−1
⎬

VB
.
γ Ip R

VB
,
γ Id R

(9.126)

which means that a high dark current limits the maximum multiplication.
,

(9.121)

where L is the high-field layer width. This expression
is simplified for position-independent ionization coefficients, which, for the case of the electron current gain,
yields

$

$ 

1 − αp αn exp αn L 1 − αp αn

$ .
 $

Mn =
1 − αp αn exp αn L 1 − αp αn
(9.122)

Excess Noise Factor
Due to the statistical nature of the avalanche gain, the
mean-square value M 2 of the gain M is greater than
the square M 2 of the mean value. The shot noise of
any photodiode is determined by the statistics of the
nonequilibrium carriers, electrons and holes. For the p–
i–n photodiode, each nonequilibrium carrier generation
event creates one electron and one hole only, whereas
for each incident photocarrier in the multiplying region
of APD three non-equilibrium particles are present: one
primary carrier and two newly created secondary carriers. If the spectral density of the noise in the total
primary current Ip is 2qIp , the spectral density of the
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which is the ratio of the actual noise to that which
would exist if the multiplication process were noiseless.
Since the excess noise depends strongly on the total
number of the secondary carriers, its value is large when
the electron and hole ionization rates, αn and αp , are
close to each other. When either αn  αp or αn  αp
the excess noise decreases. For the ratio (αn /αp ), which
is constant throughout the avalanche region, the excess
noise can be approximated by [9.39]

Gain
1

2

3

F(M) = ki M + 2 −

Fig. 9.32 Gain–voltage characteristics of an APD at different stages of processing, as described in the text

noise in the total multiplied current I = Ip M can be
written as
(9.127)

where we put the frequency bandwidth ∆ f = 1 and
introduce the excess noise factor F(M) = (M 2 /M 2 ),
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Gain

1
M

(1 − ki ) ,

(9.128)

in which ki = (αp /αn ) for the case of electron injection
alone, and ki = (αn /αp ) for hole injection.
Signal-to-Noise Ratio
The thermal noise in an APD is the same as that for a p–
i–n photodiode and it is given by (9.93). The shot noise
spectral density of an APD is given by (9.127) above.
The signal-to-noise ratio for an avalanche photodiode is
then
Is
I − IMD
S
= ≡
N in
in

qηex Φp
√1
M
hν
2
=% 
&1/2 ,

2q ID + Ip F(M)M 2 ∆ f + 4kTR∆ f
(9.129)
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where Is and i n are the average output photocurrent and
rms noise current, respectively, I is the total multiplied
current, IMD is the multiplied dark current, Ip is the total
primary current that is multiplied, ID is the component
of the dark current (usually the surface leakage current)
that is not multiplied, ∆ f is the noise bandwidth, Φp
is the incident optical power, and ηex is the external
quantum efficiency.
Noise Equivalent Power
Equation (9.129) can be solved for the optical power
required to produce a signal-to-noise ratio equal to 1:
√
2hν Ip F(M)∆ f 2I0 ∆ f 1/2
NEP =
+
,
ηex
q
q

10

–2

–1

0

1
V –VB (20°C)
w (µm)

Fig. 9.33 “Universal” gain–voltage characteristics for

a reach-through APD. The applied reverse bias V and the
breakdown voltage at 20 ◦ C VB (20 ◦ C) are in volts, while
the depletion width w is in microns

(9.130)

where
2kT
(9.131)
qRM 2
is an equivalent current, similar to that introduced by
(9.17) of Sect. 9.1.3.
I0 = Id F(M) +
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Vr

2
i sh
= 2qIp M 2 = 2qIp M 2 F(M) ,
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For the case when the thermal noise dominates, the
APD sensitivity is determined by

2hv
kT ∆ f
,
(9.132)
S0 = NEP =
qηex M
R

hν
Metal

p+-InP
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which indicates that the APD sensitivity threshold is substantially reduced (by a factor of M) due to the avalanche
effect.
For the case of photon-limited performance, the NEP
value is given by

√
Φ B,S ∆ f
B,S
NEP = 2hν
F(M)M 2 ,
(9.133)
ηex

SiO2

n-InP

n-InGaAsP
n+-InP substrate

Metal

indicating that for high signals the noise grows along
with the signal, thus limiting the APD performance.
The superscripts B,S in expression (9.133) correspond
to either the signal-limited or background-limited characteristics.

Fig. 9.34 A cross-section of a typical APD structure based
on III–V compounds

Gain–Voltage Characteristics
The three general gain–voltage characteristics that can
occur are shown in Fig. 9.32. For example, for the APD
structure of Fig. 9.30a, if the top diffusion (n-type implant in Fig. 9.30a) has not been adequately completed
so that the implant concentration in the multiplication
region (p-well) and the width of that region facilitate
avalanche breakdown before reach-through is achieved,
the case shown by curve 1 in Fig. 9.32 is realized. This
case describes nonoptimal operating conditions, because
avalanche breakdown is attained before the photodiode
intrinsic layer is completely depleted. In this case, the
gain becomes very high even at relatively low bias, and
the excess noise factor increases progressively with voltage. Curve 2 in Fig. 9.32 describes the conditions where
reach-through occurs at intermediate gain levels of 10 to
20. Further increases in the bias value gradually increase
the gain without deteriorating the noise and detectivity performance. Curve 3 describes the other extreme
case, where the top implant (e.g., the n-type implant in
Fig. 9.30a) diffuses too far, so that useful gain is achieved
at an excessively high voltage. Similar situations can occur for the APD structure shown in Fig. 9.30b; however,
for this type of structure the p+ implant parameters will
control the behavior of the APD.
Figure 9.33 presents example “universal” gain–
voltage curves for a reach-through APD. At constant
bias, decreasing the temperature increases the ionization rates for electrons and holes, so the gain also
increases. The curves in Fig. 9.33 can be applied to
the given reach-through structure independent of the

9.7.3 Materials Used to Fabricate APDs

thickness of the absorption and avalanche layers and
the room-temperature breakdown voltage VB .

The following materials have proved to be appropriate
for the fabrication of high-performance APDs:

•
•

•

•

Silicon (for wavelengths of 400 to 1100 nm). Both
front-illuminated and backlit structures are employed. The electron ionization rate in much higher
than the hole ionization rate (αn  αp );
Germanium (for the wavelengths of up to 1.65 µm).
Since the bandgap in Ge is lower than in Si, and the
ionization rates for electrons and holes are approximately equal (αn ≈ αp ), the noise is considerably
higher and this limits the applications of Ge-based
APDs;
GaAs based devices. Most compound materials
have αn ≈ αp , so designers usually use heterostructures like GaAs/Al0.45 Ga0.55 As, for which
αn (GaAs)  αn (AlGaAs). The large increase in gain
occurs due to the avalanche effect that occurs in
GaAs layers. GaAs/Al0.45 Ga0.55 As structures are
used below 0.9 µm. Applying InGaAs layers allows
the sensitivity to extend to ≈ 1.4 µm;
InP-based devices (for the wavelengths of
1.2–1.6 µm). One example is a double heterostructure with lattice-matched layers – n+ -InP/nGaInAsP/p-GaInAsP/p+ -InP – in which either of the
carriers may be preferentially injected into the high
field region, which is essential for low-noise operation. The other example is an APD with separate
absorption and multiplication regions – p+ -InP/n-
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InP/n-InGaAsP/n+ -InP – which is similar to the Si
reach through devices shown in Fig. 9.30 above. The
absorption occurs in the relatively wide InGaAsP
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layers and avalanche multiplication of the minority
carriers proceeds in the n-InP layer – see Fig. 9.34
for an example.

9.8 Detectors with Intrinsic Amplification: Phototransistors

9.8.1 Photosensitive Bipolar Transistor
The most common variant is an NPN bipolar transistor with an exposed base region. Here, light striking
the base replaces what would ordinarily be voltage applied to the base – in other words, a phototransistor
amplifies variations in nonequilibrium carrier density
created by incident light. To optimize the light collection, the base–collector junction (the light-collecting
element) of the bipolar transistor is made as large as
possible. While not required for the operation of the
device as a photodetector, a base connection is often
provided in order to use base current to bias the transistor. The typical gain of a phototransistor can range
from 100 to over 100 000. In its mode of operation,
a photoelectric transistor corresponds to that of a photodiode with a built-in amplifier. The cross-section of
a homojunction bipolar phototransistor and its simplified equivalent circuit is shown in Fig. 9.35. The emitter
and base leads are affixed laterally to make the base
diode as accessible to light as possible. The large collector zone ensures that the largest possible number of
hν

a)

Collector
contact

Emitter
n+

p

n+

C

b)
CCB

radiation quanta are absorbed and will contribute to the
photocurrent.
Characteristics and Figures of Merit
In the dark, a small collector–emitter current flows due
to the leakage current of the collector base junction IC0 .
At illumination, the photogenerated carriers contribute
to the photocurrent value Ip . In addition, the majority
carriers generated in the base and those swept into the
base region from the collector lower the base–emitter
potential, allowing electrons to be injected across the
base to the collector. Thus, the output (photo)current I
of the phototransistor will be

(9.134)
I = ICEO = (1 + h FE ) IC0 + Ip ,

where h FE is the DC common-emitter current amplification (gain) that yields a photocurrent gain (and also
a quantum efficiency gain) of β = (1 + h FE ). The output photocurrent I depends in a nonlinear fashion on
the incident radiation intensity, since the current gain
β depends on the current. Figure 9.36 shows typical current–voltage characteristics of a phototransistor.
I

Increasing
light
intensity

ICE0

Ip
ß Ip

Base
Collector

Dark
B
E

Fig. 9.35a,b A cross-section (a) and a simplified equivalent circuit (b) of a homojunction bipolar phototransistor

VCE

Fig. 9.36 I –V characteristics of a phototransistor under
different illumination intensity levels
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Like diodes, all transistors are light-sensitive. Phototransistors are specifically designed to take advantage of this
fact. A phototransistor can be thought of as a device with
intrinsic amplification that operates as a photoconductor.
Early phototransistors were made of Si and Ge. Most
recent devices include III–V compounds, especially heterostructures like AlGaAs/GaAs, InP/InGaAs, CdS/Si,
Cu2 Se/Si, and PbS/Si.
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These curves are similar to those of a conventional
bipolar transistor with the base current replaced by photocurrent. Note that the photodiode dark current is also
amplified by the same amount as the photocurrent.
Since the reverse current, IC0 , of the base diode is
amplified in the same way as the photocurrent, Ip , the
signal-to-noise ratio and the noise equivalent power of
the phototransistor are similar to those of a photodiode.
For example, the NEP can be written as

√
2hν Ieq
NEP =
(9.135)
ηex
q
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with an equivalent current Ieq


2h 2fe
Ieq = ICEO 1 +
,
h FE

(9.136)

where h fe is the common-emitter AC current gain [9.6].
The operating point of the phototransistor may be
preset by biasing the base lead; this controls both the
speed and gain of the device. The speed of the phototransistor is limited by the base-to-emitter (CBE ) capacitance
and is specified in terms of the rise time of the device.
Since CBE interacts mainly with the load resistor (RL ),
the rise time is linearly dependent on RL . Phototransistors are not as fast as photodiodes. A photodiode is in
fact the input section of a phototransistor (collector-tobase section) without an emitter and so it does not suffer
from the CBE effect.

9.8.2 Darlington Phototransistor
(Photo-Darlington)
A Photo-Darlington is simply a cascaded pair of bipolar
transistors (Fig. 9.37). One transistor in the pair serves
as a primary photodetector while the other acts as an
additional amplifier. The advantage of this design is
higher amplification, but the time response is pretty long
(several tens of µs).

9.8.3 Field-Effect-Based Phototransistors
Examples of the other type of phototransistors include
photosensitive field effect transistors like JFET, MESFET, and MOSFET. These employ various modes of
operation, the simplest of which is based on photoconductivity, where photogenerated excess carriers increase

C

I

hν

E

Fig. 9.37 A simplified schematic diagram of a Darlington

phototransistor

the conductivity of the channel. In the mode specific to
JFET or MESFET, the gate is not insulated and the gateto-channel junction can be considered to be a photodiode
that has the gate current as the primary photocurrent. For
the MOSFET, the gate is insulated and different modes
of operation are possible. For example, photogenerated
carriers can be trapped at the surface of the semiconductor, which changes the surface potential and induces
a change in the channel current.
One interesting design uses the depleted field effect
transistor structure (DEPFET) [9.10, 40]. This is based
on a combination of the sideward depletion principle
and the principle of the field effect transistor. In this
structure, a p-channel MOSFET is built on one side
of an n-type wafer whereas a p–n diode structure is
created on the opposite side. Applying a reverse bias
to the diode creates a depletion layer that propagates
towards the MOSFET on the wafer’s front side. If the
MOS gate is biased and an inversion layer is created on
the oxide–semiconductor interface, then the minimum
potential for the majority carriers (electrons) will occur
in the bulk of the wafer, right underneath the MOSFET
gate. Upon the photogeneration of electron–hole pairs in
the depleted bulk, the minority carriers (holes) will drift
in the depleted region towards the diode p/n junction
on the back surface of the structure, while the majority
carriers will be trapped in the potential well underneath
the transistor p-channel. This trapped charge will induce
a charge of opposite polarity in the channel, thereby
increasing its conductance and the transistor current.
The DEPFET structure is characterized by a smaller
overall capacitance, thereby potentially yielding a better
noise performance than a photodiode coupled to a transimpedance amplifier. The DEPFET structure allows the
amount of charge stored in the MOSFET gate region to
be controlled, thus allowing either multiple readouts of
stored information or the clearing of that information.
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9.9 Charge Transfer Detectors
toelectronic devices that perform image sensing, data
storage, and signal processing.

9.9.1 MOS Capacitor
An MOS capacitor is a building block for a charge storage device. A cross-section of such a capacitor is shown
in Fig. 9.38a. First consider a MOS capacitor at thermal
equilibrium conditions with no fixed or mobile charge
in the oxide layer and zero probability that the charge
carriers will cross that layer. In this case, the thermal
equilibrium can be considered separately in two regions
(oxide and semiconductor regions).
Modes of Operation
Flat-Band Conditions. A simplified band diagram of

the ideal p-type MOS capacitor at thermal equilibrium and for so-called flat-band conditions is given in
Fig. 9.33b. Under these conditions, semiconductor bandbending is absent (the electric field strength throughout
the semiconductor is zero) and the electrode voltage
applied to the gate VFB corresponds to the difference

a)
EFm

qs < 0

VG

a)

Metal

Semiconductor

qB

Insulator
(oxide)

b)

Ohmic contact
Vacuum level

b)

EFm

EC
qVFB
Metal

0 < qs < qB

EC
Ei
E
EV F

qχ s qφ s

qφm

EFm

EC
Ei
EF
EV

qφB

dox Semiconductor
x
Oxide

c)

Ei
EF
EV

qs > qB
EFm

Fig. 9.38 (a) Cross-section of a MOS capacitor. (b) Simpli-

fied energy band diagram of an ideal MOS capacitor biased
at VG = VFB

Fig. 9.39a–c Different modes of MOS capacitor operation: (a) accumulation, (b) depletion, and (c) inversion
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The detectors described in the previous sections operate
primarily as single-element detectors. When designing
multi-element arrays, the simplest solution – adding
a number of individual detectors together – did not prove
to be very fruitful. This became even more evident in
applications where high-resolution images with a large
number of pixels and a small element size were required.
In the early 1970s, a new concept for creating images
was introduced, based on the use of charge transfer devices [9.41–44]. This idea appeared to be very promising
and triggered extensive research in this area.
The structures of all charge transfer devices –
charge-coupled devices (CCD), charge transfer image sensors (CTIS) or charge-coupled image sensors
(CCIS), and (more recently) complementary metal–
oxide–semiconductor detectors (CMOS) – are based on
a metal–insulator–semiconductor (MIS) capacitor. The
most important MIS is the metal–oxide–semiconductor
(MOS) capacitor made from silicon, which uses silicon dioxide as the insulator. The simplest version of
a CCD is an array of closely spaced MOS capacitors.
Under the application of a proper sequence of clock
voltage pulses, the charges accumulated in the capacitors of the array can be moved in a controlled manner
across a semiconductor substrate. This basic mechanism
has been applied to build a variety of electronic and op-
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between the metal and semiconductor work functions
VFB = ϕm − ϕs .

(9.137)

Note that for Si, the barrier height at the Si-SiO2 interface is 3.2 eV for electrons and 4.3 eV for holes. The
Fermi level E F is shifted down from the intrinsic level
p
E i by
p

qψBp = E i − E F = kT ln

NA
,
ni

(9.138)
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where NA is the acceptor concentration and n i is the
intrinsic carrier concentration.
Applying a bias to the gate electrode VG = VFB
allows the potential ψs of the oxide–semiconductor interface to be shifted, which drives the MOS capacitor
into different regimes. There can be three distinctly different modes of operation depending on the gate voltage
polarity and amplitude: (a) accumulation, (b) depletion,
and (c) inversion. These three modes are shown schematically in the band diagrams of Fig. 9.39a–c. The Fermi
level remains flat for any operational regime because of
zero current flow.

To find the distribution of potential inside the semiconductor, the depletion approximation is usually used,
which assumes that the edge of the depletion region
is abrupt and that no mobile majority carriers exist in
this depletion region. The potential ψ in the depletion
region for the thermal equilibrium case (no photoexcitation, no imperfections in the oxide and interface layers)
is described by the Poisson equation
∇ 2ψ =

∂2ψ
ρ
qNA
=−
=
,
2
εs ε0
εs ε0
∂x

where ρ is the charge density, NA is the acceptor concentration in a uniformly doped p-type semiconductor,
and εs is the dielectric constant of the semiconductor.
The electric field E = −∇ψ can be found by integrating
(9.140) with a constant electric field E ox in the insulator
layer assumed as a boundary condition. One more integration provides the potential distribution as a function
of depth x inside the semiconductor
x
ψ=

x
E(x) dx =

0

0

qNA x 2
qNA x
dx =
,
εs ε0
2εs ε0

Accumulation Mode. Upon applying a more negative

voltage than VFB to the gate of a p-type MOS capacitor, holes will be attracted to the semiconductor–oxide
interface, and a thin layer of positive charge (majority
carriers) will form in the semiconductor at the boundary.
The bands bend upwards near the semiconductor-oxide
interface, and the edge of the valence band approaches
the Fermi level, thereby filling the potential well at the
boundary with free holes. The surface potential energy
qψs is negative in this case. Since these free holes are
concentrated in a very thin interfacial layer, the surface
charge density can be written as
Q acc = −εox ε0

VG − VFB
= −Cox (VG − VFB ) ,
dox
(9.139)

where εox and ε0 are the oxide dielectric constant and
vacuum permittivity, respectively, dox is the oxide layer
thickness, and Cox is the capacitance per unit area of the
oxide layer.
Depletion Mode. When a small positive excess voltage

VG > VFB is applied, the majority carriers are repelled
from the semiconductor–oxide interface, the bands bend
downwards at the interface, and a relatively small positive surface potential ψs (0 < qψs < qψBp , Fig. 9.39b)
is formed.

(9.140)

(9.141)

where the potential is assumed to be zero throughout
the semiconductor outside the depletion region. The potential varies linearly with distance across the insulator
and quadratically in the depletion region. The minimum
potential at the interface takes the value
ψs =

qNA 2
w ,
2εs ε0

(9.142)

where w is the semiconductor depletion layer width.
The gate voltage VG is distributed between the voltage drop Vox that charges the oxide capacitance, the
work function difference (9.137), and the semiconductor
surface potential ψs
VG = VFB + Vox + ψs .

(9.143)

The potential drop across the oxide is given by
qNA w
qNA w
Vox = E ox dox =
dox ≡
εs ε0
Cox
√
2qNA εs ε0 ψs
=
,
Cox

(9.144)

where on the right-hand side we substituted w for the
(9.142). Solving (9.143) and (9.144) for the surface
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potential at thermal equilibrium yields
ψs =VG − VFB +


qNA εs ε0
1
−
2
Cox
Cox

× 2qNA εs ε0 (VG − VFB ) +

2

qNA εs ε0
Cox

.
(9.145)

The surface layer depletion width w is given by [9.10]

2
εs
εs ε0
εs
dox −
dox .
w=
(VG − VFB ) +
qNA
εox
εox

ψs (inv) ≈ 2ψBp =

2kT
ln
q

w
dox0
+
εox ε0 εs ε0

−1

.

(9.147)

plied, the bands bend even more so that the intrinsic
level E i at the semiconductor–oxide interface crosses the
Fermi level E F (Fig. 9.39c). For this mode, the surface
potential becomes large (qψs > qψBp ) and the minority carriers (electrons) at the surface may outnumber
the majority carriers (holes). A thin conducting layer
of minority carriers forms close to the semiconductor–
insulator interface and the surface becomes inverted.
s < 0
0 <s <B B<s < 2B
Accumulation Depletion Inversion

s > 2B
Strong inversion

1.0

C/Cox

1

Cmin
Cox

2
3

VFB

.

(9.148)

The depletion width reaches its maximum value at


4εs ε0 ψBp
4εs ε0 kT ln (NA /n i )
wmax =
=
,
qNA
q 2 NA
(9.149)

and the gate threshold (turn on) voltage, at which strong
inversion occurs is given by
dox 
VT = VFB + 2ψBp +
4qN A εs ε0 ψBp .
εox ε0
(9.150)

Inversion Mode. When a larger positive voltage is ap-

0

NA
ni

VT

VG

Fig. 9.40 Typical C–V characteristics of a MOS capacitor

for a low frequency (curve 1) and a high frequency (curve 2).
Curve 3 shows a drop-off in the capacitance in accord with
the depletion approximation

Further increases above the threshold voltage will only
increase the strength of the inversion layer, while the
depletion depth remains constant at wmax .
MOS Capacitor Characteristics
C–V Characteristics. The dependence of the capacitance

on the gate voltage in the MOS structure is shown
schematically in Fig. 9.40. Capacitance stays high in the
accumulation mode and starts decreasing in the depletion mode due to the increase in the depletion layer width
with voltage. When inversion is reached, the capacitance
continues to drop until the minimum value
Cmin =

wmax
dox
+
εox ε0
εs ε0

−1

(9.151)

is reached at the maximum depletion width wmax . For
strong inversion, the behavior of the capacitance differs
between low and high frequencies.
At low frequencies, minority carriers can follow the
AC signal to modulate the inversion layer, and the capacitance rises to Cox at VG > VT (curve 1 in Fig. 9.40). At
high AC frequencies, minority carriers are not generated
quickly enough to follow the AC signal. The depletion
width either saturates at wmax (with a slow ramp of the
gate voltage VG ) or it becomes even wider (at fast VG
ramp), so that the overall capacitance of the MOS structure either saturates at Cmin level (curve 2 in Fig. 9.40) or
continues to drop in accord with the depletion layer approximation, which is similar to the abrupt p/n junction
approximation (curve 3 in Fig. 9.40).
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If the gate voltage increases further, the minority
carrier concentration at the surface surpasses the majority carrier bulk concentration. This situation is called
“strong inversion” and it begins at a surface potential
of [9.6]

(9.146)

The capacitance of the MOS structure in the depletion
mode can be described as a series capacitance involving
the insulator and semiconductor layer capacitance

9.9 Charge Transfer Detectors
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For the light-induced generation of minority carriers, the equilibrium high-frequency curve, as shown by
curves 2 or 3, can be obtained with either a slow or a fast
VG ramp.

Part B 9.9

MOS Capacitor Under Nonequilibrium
Conditions – Concepts of Charge Storage
Under illumination, and for either the depletion or
the inversion mode, the photogenerated minority carriers (electrons for the p-type semiconductor) will
tend to collect in the potential well ψs close to the
semiconductor–oxide interface. As the electrons accumulate at the semiconductor interface, the field across
the insulator starts to increase, and the surface potential
and the depletion width begin to shrink [9.14]

ψs = VG − VFB +


qNA εs ε0 Q sig
1
−
−
2
Cox Cox
Cox

× 2qNA εs ε0 VG − VFB −

Q sig
qNA εs ε0
+
Cox
Cox

2

,

(9.152)

where Q sig is the signal charge density. The maximum
charge density that can be collected in the ideal case is
estimated from the condition ψs = 0
Q max
sig = C ox VG ,

(9.153)

which is to be avoided. In practice, the maximum achievable charge density is ≈ 1011 cm−3 , which limits the
dynamic range of any MOS detector to ≈ 104 .

Effects of Dark Currents,
Interface Traps and Oxide Charges
Various imperfections deteriorate MOS capacitor performance. For example, mobile oxide charges, oxide
trapped charges, and fixed oxide charges near the oxide–
semiconductor interface cause a parallel shift in the C–V
curve shown in Fig. 9.40 in the VG direction, although
main performance parameters do not suffer significantly
from these imperfections. Special attention is usually
paid to interface charge traps, which are among the major limitations of MOS capacitor performance. If the
charge traps are empty prior to the illumination of the
MOS capacitor, they are able to capture the nonequilibrium carriers created by the light and then to release
them so slowly that the readout electronics will not detect
them correctly.
The effect of interface traps can be substantially reduced by passing a constant background charge to the
MOS capacitor. Then, to first order, the interface traps
remain permanently filled and interact with the signal
charges to a minimal extent. However, the drawback
of this method is a reduction in the dynamic range by
approximately 10 to 20%.
In addition to light generation, various sources that
generate dark current also supply charge to the interface
and act as background noise. The dark current density
can be expressed as the sum of the currents generated
in the depletion region, in the neutral bulk, and at the
surface [9.14]

Jdark =
VG

a)

Metal
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n-type dopant

qn i w qDn n 2i
qSr n i
+
,
+
2τ
L n NA
2

(9.154)

where τ is the minority carrier lifetime, Dn the diffusion
constant, L n the diffusion length, and Sr is the surface
recombination rate. The dark current limits the accumu-
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Fig. 9.41 (a) Schematic of the structure and (b) energy band
diagram of a buried-channel MOS capacitor operated under
a large positive gate bias VG

Fig. 9.42 A simplified cross-sectional diagram of an nchannel charge-coupled device
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lation time of the MOS detector to a maximum value of
Q max
sig
ts =
.
(9.155)
Jdark

for this capacitor under a high gate pulse is shown in
Fig. 9.41b.

If the gate voltage remains fixed, thermally generated
minority carriers will gradually fill the surface potential
well and the MOS capacitance will increase toward its
low-frequency asymptotic inversion condition Cox .

9.9.2 CCDs Employed as Charge-Coupled
Image Sensors (CCISs)

a)

t0 t1 t2

t3 t4
φ1
φ2
φ3
Output

b)

IG 1 2 3 1 2 3 OG OD

Output

t = t0
t = t1
t = t2
E

t = t3
t = t4

Fig. 9.43 (a) Clock waveforms and the output signal from
the CCD structure shown in Fig. 9.42; (b) Energy levels and
charge distribution of the same device with the clock from
panel (a)

Basic CCD Structure
The CCD photodetection process can be broken down
into four steps : charge generation, charge collection,
charge transfer, and charge measurement. In a CCD array sensor, the charge from each pixel is transferred
through a limited number of output nodes (often just
one), converted into a voltage, buffered, and sent off-chip
as an analog signal. A cross-section of a simple, typical
back-illuminated CCD sensor is shown in Fig. 9.42. The
device in Fig. 9.42 is a three-phase CCD that consists of
a number of n-channel MOS capacitors connected to ϕ1 ,
ϕ2 , and ϕ3 clock lines. Those capacitors participate in the
charge generation, charge collection, and charge transfer steps. The output gate OG and the output diode OD
are the structures needed to detect output charge packets. The input gate IG forms part of a structure that stops
charge from flowing outside of the main CCD array. The
surface channel stoppers p+ at the edges of the structure
ensure the unidirectional transfer of charge. In order to
increase the efficiency of charge generation and collection, CCDs are usually made by using a high resistivity
material to deplete up to 10 µm of the semiconductor
bulk underneath the gate of each MOS capacitor.
Assuming that the charge is generated and collected in the MOS capacitor on the left-hand side only,
the charge transfer mechanism can be described using the following scheme. Fig. 9.43a shows the clock
waveforms and Fig. 9.43b illustrates the corresponding
potential wells and charge distribution for the structure
in Fig. 9.42 where the charge is collected by the capacitor
on the left-hand side only.
At t = t0 , the clock line ϕ1 is at high voltage and ϕ2
and ϕ3 are at low gate voltages. The output diode (OD)
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Buried Channel MOS Capacitor
Previous sections described the surface-channel MOS
capacitor. One of the major limitations of this type of
MOS structure is the effect of interface traps. To circumvent this problem, the potential well can be buried deeper
in the semiconductor bulk, producing a “buried-channel
MOS structure” [9.45]. In this structure, the accumulation of nonequilibrium minor carriers is confined to
a valley beneath the surface.
Figure 9.41a schematically shows the structure of
a buried-channel MOS capacitor built on a p-type semiconductor. The structure has a thin layer (< 0.5 µm) of
opposite type (n-type) dopant at the semiconductor surface. This layer is fully depleted when the gate pulse
is applied. The potential well in this case is formed
close the p/n junction and photogenerated carriers are
kept away from the interface. The energy band diagram

A charge-coupled device is an array of MOS capacitors
placed close together. The gates are made semitransparent for front-illuminated devices or they can be opaque
if the device is back-illuminated. Illumination with light
creates nonequilibrium charge carriers via the photoelectric effect under each gate electrode. Applying a proper
sequence of gate voltages allows minority carriers to
be transferred across the array, thereby delivering an
electrical signal proportional to the amount of photons
absorbed by each pixel to the output register.
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is biased with a high positive voltage to prevent the inversion of the surface under the output gate. Thus the
surface under the OG is stongly depleted and the OD
cannot supply electrons to the main CCD array. If the
first MOS capacitor is illuminated, the charge is collected in the well under the first capacitor gate, as shown
in Fig. 9.43b for t = t0 . At t = t1 , the voltage applied to
ϕ1 returns to the low value while a high voltage is applied to the ϕ2 electrodes. The second MOS capacitor
becomes depleted and electrons stored under the first
gate are then transferred to the well under the second
gate. The voltage at ϕ1 has a trailing edge because the
charge carriers require a finite time to move across the
width of the gate. At t = t2 , the charge transfer process
is completed and the original charge packet is stored
under the second gate. This process is repeated until
the charge packet reaches the output terminal. At t = t4
the voltages of the ϕ3 electrodes return to low values,
pushing the electrons towards the output diode OD.
Charge Transfer Mechanisms. Charge is transferred

from one gate to another by three mechanisms: (1)
self-induced drift (repulsion of like charge); (2) thermal
diffusion; and (3) fringe field drift. These mechanisms
operate within a free charge transfer model, and the
charge transfer process is governed by the continuity
equation
∂n
1 ∂J
=
,
∂t
q ∂x

(9.156)

where n is the charge carrier concentration, J is the
current density, and x is the distance in the direction of
transfer. As a rule, self-induced drift accounts for ≈ 95%
of the charge transfer and two other mechanisms account
for the rest. The expression for the decay of the initial
charge packet Q 0 due to the self-induced drift can be
expressed via the decay process given by [9.46, 47]

τsi
Q(t) = Q 0 1 +
(9.157)
t
where
τsi =

π L 3 HC
2µn Q 0

(9.158)

is the decay time constant, L is the gate length, H is
the gate electrode width, C are the total capacitances of
the insulator and semiconductor layers, and µn is the
minority carrier mobility.
However, for a small amount of signal charge, thermal diffusion is the dominant transfer mechanism. The
total stored charge decreases exponentially with time,

and the time constant is [9.6]
τth =

4L 2
,
π 2 Dn

(9.159)

where Dn is the minority carrier diffusion constant.
Fringe field drift originates due to the twodimensional coupling of the electrostatic field from the
biased adjacent electrodes. Because the fringe field is
present even at very low charge concentrations, the last
bit of the signal charge will be transferred by the fringe
field.
CCD: Figures of Merit
Spectral Response. The spectral response of a CCIS

(CCD) is determined by the same relationships as those
that determine the spectral response of a semiconductor
photodiode. Since a relatively high-resistivity material
is used to manufacture the CCIS, efficient nonequilibrium charge collection occurs from the charge-space
(depletion) region, which may be up to 10 µm thick.
This is why CCISs have high sensitivity and quantum
efficiency over a broad spectral range. For example, Sibased CCISs are typically sensitive to wavelengths from
300 nm to 1000 nm.
Besides the figures of merit of traditional detectors, charge transfer detectors can be characterized by
a number of specific parameters discussed below.
Transfer Efficiency. The transfer efficiency ηtr is the

ratio of the charge Q transferred to the initial charge Q 0
stored
Q
ηtr =
.
(9.160)
Q0
The related figure of merit is the transfer inefficiency εtr ,
defined as
εtr ≡ 1 − ηtr .

(9.161)

The charge transfer efficiency for n charge transfer steps
can be approximated by [9.3]
(ηtr )n =

Vm − ∆V
,
Vm

(9.162)

where Vm is the maximum signal packet voltage and
∆V is the voltage loss for a lead pulse in a packet.
Using (9.162), and by rearranging terms and taking the
first two terms of a binomial expansion, one obtains for
a large number n of transfer steps
∆V
.
ηtr ∼
= 1−
nVm

(9.163)
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For the case of incomplete free charge transfer in a clock
period, the charge transfer efficiency can be written
as [9.6]
Q 0 − Q(t)
8
−t
= 1 − 2 exp
ηtr ∼
=
Q0
τth
π

.
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(9.164)
n+

Time Response. Charge collection inside the depletion

qn i w qDn n 2i
dQ
= Jdark + Jph =
+
dt
2τ
L n NA
qSr n i
+ ηex qΦ ,
+
(9.165)
2
where the first three terms on the left-hand side are described by (9.154), Φ is the incident optical photon flux
for the pixel, and ηex is the external quantum efficiency.
Note that the overall detection efficiency of a CCIS can
be thought of as a convolution of the quantum efficiency
term with the terms that determine the charge transfer
efficiency.
The charge transfer efficiency is influenced by different terms in (9.165) for different frequency ranges.
Transfer efficiency at high frequencies can be described
by the free charge transfer model of (9.156) and it is
limited by the clock rates for a given device.
At medium frequencies, the trapping of the signal
charge at the interface traps determines the transfer efficiency. Methods used to overcome the problems due to
interface traps have been discussed above.
At low clock frequencies, the time response is determined by the dark current (9.165). The low-frequency
degradation of the frequency response is due to the
buildup of dark current in the charge packets, which
distorts the shape and size of the signal charge. To improve the low-frequency response, one must reduce all
of the dark current components in (9.165) by minimizing the gate length and choosing a material with a high
minority carrier mobility, a long carrier lifetime, a large
diffusion length, and a low surface recombination velocity. As mentioned previously, the lower limit frequency
response is limited to the inverse of the maximum
integration time given by (9.155).
Noise. The most important noise sources in a CCIS

n+

p-type Si

Raw
select
Column bus

b)
Reset

n+
p-type Si
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region is a relatively fast process that does not usually
limit the operational frequency of the CCIS. Consider
other factors that influence the time response and the
frequency range of a charge coupled device.
The pixel charge density is given by the summation
of various sources of dark current and photocurrent,

are [9.47, 48]:

9.9 Charge Transfer Detectors

Raw
select
Column bus

Fig. 9.44a,b Two CMOS sensor pixel designs: (a) photogate architecture and (b) photodiode architecture

1. The photon shot noise, which provides the basic limit
on the sensitivity of the device

(9.166)
Nsh = 2ηex Φ∆ f ,
where Nsh is given in rms electrons;
2. The dark current shot noise Nsh_DC , which can be
expressed in rms electrons by

2Jdark ∆ f
,
(9.167)
Nsh_DC =
q
where Jdark is given by (9.154);
3. The charge transfer noise, which is usually negligible
due to the use of buried channels;
4. The readout diffusion reset noise, which is usually
added after the charge/voltage conversion step.
CCD thermal noise originates in the same way as
for photodiodes, and it can be greatly reduced by cooling the detector. Contemporary cooled CCIS can yield
photon-limited performance and operate in single photon counting mode.

9.9.3 Complementary Metal Oxide
Semiconductor (CMOS) Detectors
Many of the newer imaging devices use a different chip,
known as a CMOS chip. CMOS technology is standard computer chip technology that has been around
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for years. Originally, CCD technology gave better images than CMOS detectors. Recently however, CMOS
image detectors have evolved to the stage where they
provide images comparable to or better than those obtained with CCD chips. In addition, CMOS chips are
simpler and require fewer external devices that support
their operation.
In a CMOS sensor, each pixel has its own chargeto-voltage conversion. Such sensors include MOS
transistors that provide buffering and addressing capability, and may also include a digitizing circuit. The price
paid for these additional functions is a reduction in the
area available for front-side light collection.
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Basic CMOS Structure and Properties
Similar to a CCD, a CMOS detector also performs four
steps: charge generation, charge collection, charge transfer, and charge measurement. However, unlike the CCD,
the first three steps are performed within each individual
pixel in a CMOS sensor.
In order to convert two-dimensional spatial information into a serial stream of electrical signals, electronic
scan circuits read out each pixel in the of CMOS photodetector sequentially. First, the vertical scan circuit
selects a row of pixels by setting a high DC voltage
on all of the gates of the MOS switches in that row.
Next, the horizontal scan circuit selects the pixels in
one particular column using the same technique. As
a result, only one pixel in the two-dimensional matrix has a high DC voltage at its row and its column
switches, which electronically selects it for readout. After the pixel dumps its information into the output stage,
it is reset to begin a new integration, and the readout
process progresses to the next pixel in the row. This organization, in contrast with CCD architecture, provides
random access to each pixel and avoids multiple charge
transfers over long distances through semiconductor
material.
The most common pixel architectures used for
CMOS sensor pixels are photogate conversion and
photodiode conversion (Fig. 9.44). The photosensitive
element in the photogate design is a MOS capacitor that
performs the functions of charge generation and collection. Once the scan circuitry has selected a pixel,

a pulse on the transfer gate triggers charge transport
from the photosensitive area toward the potential well
of a sensing node, created by an n+ diffusion area at
the semiconductor interface (Fig. 9.44a). This node is
part of the floating-diffusion amplifier, which performs
the charge-to-voltage conversion. The charge-to-voltage
conversion in this case is independent of the active
area size, which allows a high conversion gain to be
achieved.
The photodiode pixel looks very similar to the photogate pixel. However, the additional “transfer gate” is
not required since the photodiode capacitance stores the
charge and n+ diffusion is used for the output diffusion
of the floating-diffusion amplifier (Fig. 9.44b). For the
photodiode pixel, the conversion gain depends on the
active area of the photodiode, and it is usually several
times smaller than that for the photogate pixel. To allow
the detection of low flux levels, most CMOS sensors operate in charge integration mode for both photogate and
photodiode designs.
Quantum Efficiency and Spectral Sensitivity
The quantum efficiencies of CMOS detectors are not
as high as those of CCD sensors because the CMOS
fabrication process requires low-resistivity wafers and
relatively low power supply levels, which limits the depletion width of the semiconductor bulk to 1–3 µm. The
spectral range across which CMOS sensors are sensitive
is usually narrower than the range for CCIS detectors
since the absorption length increases towards the red
region of the spectrum.
Noise
Noise from a CMOS sensor consists of photon shot
noise, dark current shot noise, reset noise, and thermal
noise. The noise properties are the same as described
above for CCD photodetectors. However, there is an important difference between the noise properties of CCD
and CMOS detector arrays. In a CCD, the noise is captured at the highest bandwidth at the output. However, in
a CMOS array, due to its column-parallel organization,
the noise bandwidth is set to the row readout bandwidth by the column sampling circuitry, which filters
the in-pixel noise [9.47].

9.10 Photoemissive Detectors
The operational principle that underpins photoemissive
detectors is the external photoelectric effect, which is

the emission of electrons from a surface upon exposure
to electromagnetic radiation. Detectors with multiple
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Photocathode

Anode
Dynodes

Focussing
electrode

Electrical
connectors

Photomultiplier tube (PMT)

Fig. 9.45 Cross-section of a photomultiplier tube

9.10.1 Photoemissive Cell
In their simplest form, photoemissive detectors consist of a metal anode–cathode pair in a vacuum tube.
The cathode is made of a material with a very low
work function, usually a combination of alkali and other
metals. Some common photocathode materials are Ag–
CsO–Cs (S-1), Ag–Rb (S-3), and Sb3 Cs (S-4), which
are sensitive between 300–1200 nm, 300–1000 nm and
350–600 nm, respectively. Electrons emitted from the
cathode following the absorption of a photon are accelerated towards the anode. The photosignal is directly
proportional to the intensity of the incident radiation.
One method of improving the sensitivity of a photoemissive cell is to add an inert gas, resulting in subsequent
ionization.
Figures of Merit
Signal Current. Assuming that the quantum efficiency

of a photocathode is η and that the incoming photon flux
is Φ, the current signal Is is equal to
Is = qηΦ ,

(9.168)

where q is the elementary charge.
Current Responsivity. The current responsivity of a photoemissive cell is given by the general expression
,
ÊI = qηλ
(9.169)
hc
in which λ is the wavelength, c is the speed of light, and
h is Planck’s constant.

9.10.2 Photomultiplier
One common way to increase the sensitivity of a photoemissive detector is to use multiple anodes. This kind

of a device is called a photomultiplier tube (PMT). Similar to a photoemissive cell, light causes the emission of
electrons from a photosensitive cathode. Instead of just
one anode, a sequence of electron absorbers that cause
enhanced secondary emission, called dynodes, is used
in a PMT.
Figure 9.45 shows a schematic of a PMT. The dynodes are connected along a series of resistors that divide
up the high voltage applied between the photocathode
and the anode. For a typical gain of 200 eV in kinetic
energy between adjacent dynodes, each electron is able
to set free between four and eight secondary electrons.
There are typically ten dynodes in a PMT device, giving
a total multiplication factor of about 106 –108 .
The dynamic range of a PMT is limited for low signals by the dark current. The biggest contribution to the
dark current is the thermal emission of electrons, which
can be effectively suppressed by cooling the tube to
−40 ◦ C. Other contributions are leakage currents inside
the tube and noise generated by incoming ionizing radiation. At the high end, space-charge effects cause the
photocurrent to level off with increasing photon flux on
the cathode. A cloud of electrons begins to build up behind the last dynode, thus effectively shielding the anode
from additional charge carriers.
Photomultipliers are extremely sensitive and can be
used for single photon counting purposes [9.49–51]. In
this mode the PMT must be operated such that a single photon generates an electron cloud, resulting in the
transfer of an anode pulse of several millivolts into a
50 Ω load. Due to the statistical nature of the amplification process, the signal pulse varies in height. A fast
discriminator is used to set a threshold that only accepts
an analog signal above the noise level and transforms
such signals into logic pulses. These pulses are subsequently counted. Setting an appropriate threshold can
reduce the thermal noise of a cooled PMT still further,
since noise pulses from dynode thermionic emission
High voltage
–
+
Semiconducting layer
Electroding

Primary
radiation

Secondary
electrons

Glass
channel wall

Output
electrons

Fig. 9.46 Single-channel electron multipliers (microchan-

nel)
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electrodes have been developed to amplify the resulting
signal.

9.10 Photoemissive Detectors
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9.10.3 Single-Channel Electron Multipliers
and Microchannel Plates

Incoming photon
Channels
High voltage –
+

MCP 1
Chevron
MCP 2

–
+
Output pulse

Anode

Electrons

Fig. 9.47 Two microchannel plates in a chevron configuration
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have a reduced mean height distribution compared to
pulses triggered by an incoming photon.
Figures of Merit
Gain. The PMT gain is

G = Pd V k·n ,

(9.170)

where n is the number of dynodes, V is the voltage, Pd
is the dynode collection efficiency and k is a constant
that depends on the geometry and the dynode material.
Dark Current. Thermionic emission characterizes the
PMT dark current ID
C ϕ
B

− k 2T

Id = C 1 T 2 e

,

(9.171)

where ϕ is the photocathode work function, kB is the
Boltzmann constant and T is the absolute temperature.
C1 and C2 are constant factors.
Noise Equivalent Power (NEP). Under dark-currentlimited conditions, the noise-equivalent power of
a photomultiplier is

hc 2Id
NEP =
,
(9.172)
ηλ q
Signal-to-Noise Ratio. The signal-to-noise for a pho-

tomultiplier is
S
≈
N
2q∆ f

Ic
δ
2
δ−1 (Ic + 2Id ) + I A

,

(9.173)

where Ic is the cathode current, ∆ f is the bandwidth, Id
is the dark current, I A is the amplifier noise current, and
δ is the secondary emission ratio at each stage.

If the discrete dynode structure described in the previous section on photomultipliers is replaced by a single
continuous dynode, the resulting light detector can be
much smaller than a PMT but can have similar detection characteristics. These devices are usually referred
to as single-channel electron multipliers, by their trade
name Channeltrons [9.52], or, if combined with arrays,
as microchannel plates (MCPs) [9.53].
A single channel is typically made of a glass tube
that has been coated on the inside with first a conductive
and then an emissive layer (Fig. 9.46). A high voltage
(1000–3000 V) is applied across the length of the tube,
which accelerates electrons emitted due to the absorption of photons at the negative end. If the tube is straight,
the maximum gain of the device is generally limited to
about 105 . The reason for this is that the high electron density near the anode desorbs ions from the tube
walls or ionizes residual gas ions. These positive ions
are accelerated back to the cathode, where unwanted
secondary electron pulses are created (ion feedback).
Therefore, curvature is often introduced into the tube
design. Even with this modification some positive ions
will still be created in the tube, but due to the short
distance they travel and their large masses compared
to those of electrons they do not gain enough kinetic
energy to set secondary electrons free when they impact the inner tube wall. Depending on the voltage and
the resistivity of the conductive material (≈ 1015 Ωcm),
the gain can be tuned to as high as 108 for such
a device.
Microchannels like those described above can be
manufactured to be as small as 10 to 100 µm in diameter.
A combination of many of these minute detectors in an
array is called a microchannel plate (Fig. 9.47). These
plates are very thin, typically around 0.5 mm. Curved
channels like those used for the single device are difficult
to manufacture. Therefore, a different design is used to
suppress the ion feedback. The detector is made of two
similar plates that have straight channels at a slight bias
angle. The plates are combined in such a way that the
charge carriers need to change direction when leaving
the first plate before entering the second. This so-called
chevron configuration stops positive ions from traveling
from the output of the rear plate all the way to the input
of the front plate [9.54].
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Detector Response
Besides the material of the absorber and the type of temperature sensor used, the sensitivity and the response
time of a thermal detector are limited by some general
constraints. The temperature change in a thermal detector resulting from a change in the incident light can
be calculated as follows. The heat balance equation for
a detector with a heat capacity Cth that is linked to a heat
reservoir by a thermal resistor Rth is

Cth

1
d
(∆T ) +
∆T = ηs Φp .
dt
Rth

(9.174)

The parameter ηs is the surface emissivity of the detector, which is mainly given by the surface finish of
the absorber. In general, the change in temperature ∆T
and the incident radiant power Φp are functions of time.
For simplicity the latter is assumed to be a sinusoidal
excitation
Φp = Φp0 eiωt .

(9.175)

Temperature

Time

Photon

Thermometer

Absorber
Weak link
Heat sink

Fig. 9.48 Schematic of a thermal detector

Solving and introducing the thermal time constant τth
τth = Rth Cth
gives a temperature change of


 ηs Φp0 Rth iωt 
ηs Φp0 Rth

e  = 
.
∆T = 
1 + iωτth
2
1 + ω2 τth

(9.176)

(9.177)

To achieve high sensitivity, the optically induced temperature change can be increased by choosing good thermal
insulation. The price to be paid for this improvement is
a lower response speed due to a larger τth . Another option
is to decrease the heat capacitance. However, this usually means a smaller detector size, which also reduces
the amplitude of the signal.
The temperature-sensitive element that records the
change in temperature caused by the irradiation of the
absorber can be based on a variety of physical processes,
as discussed below. These also contribute to the overall
time response of the system.

9.11.1 Mechanical Displacement
Noting the thermal expansion in a solid or liquid is
a common way to detect radiation-induced temperature
changes. Bimetal springs or alcohol-filled glass thermometers are examples of devices commonly used to
monitor and control the temperature.
The Golay cell is an example of a radiation detector
that makes use of the expansion of a gas [9.55]. Golay cells are broadband and extremely sensitive, which
makes them suitable for detecting wavelengths very
far into the infrared part of the spectrum (> 300 µm).
Another of their advantages is that their operation is
mostly independent of the ambient temperature, thus
eliminating the need for cooling.
Golay cells consist of a gas reservoir that is heated
by the incoming radiation. The heat causes minute pressure changes, which deflect a membrane, which in turn
is registered by an optical system. The sensitivity
of such
√
a system can reach 10−10 –10−11 W/ Hz. One variation on this pneumatic detector is the gas-filled capacitor
microphone.
Advances in microfabrication technology make it
possible to create smaller and more sensitive thermal
detectors. A good example of this is the microcantilever, which is based on a bimetal strip combined with
piezoelectric resistance readout, a laser and a positionsensitive photodetector or capacitance meter.
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A wide region of the electromagnetic spectrum, stretching from the UV to the far infrared, can be covered by
thermal detectors. In most cases they are a combination of two components. The first one is an absorber in
contact with a heat sink, and the second is a temperaturesensitive element (Fig. 9.48). The optical absorbance
of the material that converts incoming photons into
heat determines their spectral response. By choosing an
appropriate material, photons from within a broad wavelength region are absorbed, causing some other physical
parameter to change as well. This change is the signal
registered by the temperature-sensitive element.
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9.11.2 Voltage
If two wires or thin films made of different metals
are brought into contact with each other, the difference between the Fermi levels of the materials leads
to an electromotive force. This so-called Seebeck effect causes a drop in voltage across the metal/metal
junction, the extent of which depends on the temperature. Thermal detectors based on this principle are
termed thermocouples or thermoelectric elements. The
measured voltage ∆V is directly proportional to the
temperature difference ∆T

Part B 9.11

∆V = αs ∆T ,

(9.178)

where αs is the Seebeck coefficient (Table 9.3). Using
(9.177) and the last equation, it is easy to determine the
voltage responsivity of a thermocouple:

Êv = Φ∆V = αs ηs Rth
p0

2
1 + ω2 τth

.

(9.179)

For low frequencies (ω  1/τth ), the voltage response
becomes a constant

Êv = αs ηs Rth .

(9.180)

Thermal detectors based on this effect are called pyroelectric detectors. They consist of a crystal between
two metal electrodes. If the temperature of the device
is held constant, leakage currents eventually redistribute
charges between the two surfaces facing the electrodes.
Thus any internal electric field is canceled out, and under steady state conditions no current or voltage signal
is observed between the electrodes. Therefore a pyroelectric detector is AC-coupled. It must be operated at
a frequency high enough to prevent leakage current from
playing a role. A change in temperature, however, cause
charge to move to accommodate for the change in the
internal field. An operational amplifier working in either
voltage or current mode can pick up this signal.
Responsivity
The magnitude of the electrical readout depends upon
the frequency of the input signal. In a crude analysis,
one can identify two major contributions that determine
this frequency dependence: the thermal response and
the electrical response of the system. A more rigorous
Table 9.3 Seebeck coefficients αs for different materials at

0 ◦ C (in µV/◦ C)
Material

In many applications two metal junctions are combined
in series. The first one is thermally linked to the absorber
that is exposed to the radiation, whereas the second is
kept at a constant reference temperature. To increase
the voltage signal an additional junction can be added
(a thermopile). The voltage response of a thermopile is
simply the right-hand side of (9.180) multiplied by the
number of junctions.
Using (9.25) and (9.179), the noise equivalent power
of a thermocouple can be derived as

√
√
2 2
4kT ∆ f
4kT ∆ f 1 + ω τth
NEP =
=
,
√
√
αs ηs
Rv Rel
Rth Rel
(9.181)

where Rel is the ohmic resistance of the detector.

9.11.3 Capacitance
Some dielectric materials, like lithium tantalite or
triglycerine sulfate, exhibit spontaneous electrical polarization without the need for an external electrical
field. The magnitude of the polarization and therefore
the dielectric constant are a function of the temperature.
The effect vanishes above a certain threshold (the Curie
temperature) completely.

Aluminum
Antimony
Bismuth
Cadmium
Carbon
Constantan
Copper
Germanium
Gold
Iron
Lead
Mercury
Nichrome
Nickel
Platinum
Potassium
Rhodium
Selenium
Silicon
Silver
Sodium
Tantalum
Tellurium
Tungsten

Seebeck coeff
3.5
47
−72
7.5
3.0
−35
6.5
300
6.5
19
4.0
0.6
25
−15
0
−9.0
6.0
900
440
6.5
−2.0
4.5
500
7.5
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treatment of the problem is given, for example, in [9.2,
56].
A temperature change ∆T can generate a pyroelectric charge Q that is proportional to the surface area of
the electrodes A
Q = γp A∆T ,

(9.182)

Combining this result with the derivative of (9.182) gives
the electric current induced by a sinusoidal temperature
change:
Iel =

γp ηs AΦp0 Rth ω
dQ
d
= γp A (∆T ) = 
.
dt
dt
2
1 + ω2 τth
(9.184)

Using this expression, the current responsivity Êi can
be written as
 
  γp ηs ARth ω
ÊI =  ΦIel  = 
.
(9.185)
2
p
1 + ω2 τth

In order to get the voltage responsivity ÊV , the electrical capacitance Cel and the ohmic resistance Rel of
the detector must be taken into account (Fig. 9.49). The
voltage Vel across the output terminals is then


 Rel Iel 


(9.186)
Vel = 
1 + iωτel 
where τel = Rel Cel is the electrical time constant. The
resulting voltage responsivity is then
 
 
ÊV =  ΦVel 
p
ω

= γp ηs ARth Rel 
.
2 1 + ω2 τ 2
1 + ω2 τth
el
(9.187)

The frequency response of the system is determined by
the values for the thermal and electrical time constants.
The thermal response is usually much slower than the
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where γp is the pyroelectric constant. The temperature
change can be calculated by applying the solution to the
heat balance (9.177).
Taking the time derivative and calculating the absolute value yields the change in temperature with time


 d
ηs Φp0 Rth iωt 
d

(∆T ) = 
e

dt
dt 1 + iωRth Cth
ηs Φp0 Rth ω
=
.
(9.183)
2
1 + ω2 τth

Pyroelectric
crystal
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1/τth

1/τel

ω

Fig. 9.50 Frequency response of a pyroelectric detector

electrical response. At low frequencies the current signal
generated by the periodic temperature change increases
until it levels off at a threshold of about 1/τth . This
behavior is also seen for the voltage response. At higher
frequencies (1/τel ), however, the electrical capacitance
and ohmic resistance of the detector begin to dominate
and the voltage starts to drop (Fig. 9.50).
Specific Detectivity
In the typical case, where the noise performance of a pyroelectric detector is limited by the Johnson noise, the
specific detectivity D∗ can be obtained using the result
for the voltage responsivity (9.187) as well as (9.25) and
(9.28):

γp ηs
ω

D∗ = √
.
ARth ARel 
2
4kT
1 + ω2 τth 1 + ω2 τel2
(9.188)

It is notable that the performance of the system improves
linearly with the product of the detector area and the
thermal resistance, as well as with the square root of the
product of the area and shunt resistance.

9.11.4 Electrical Resistance
If the heat generated by the optical flux changes the electric resistance of the detector, the device is often called
a bolometer. To a first-order approximation, the temperature dependence of the resistance Rb of a conductor
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can be written as

a)

Rb = R0 [1 + αth (T − T0 )] ,

(9.189)
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where R0 is the resistance of the conductor at the
reference temperature T0 .
In this equation, αth denotes the temperature coefficient of the resistance. This is a material constant and
can be either positive (e.g., for metals) or negative (e.g.,
for semiconductors). In order to detect the change in
resistance, an electrical current must be made to flow
through the bolometer. Figure 9.51 shows a simple circuit diagram for a bolometer that uses only one load
resistor (panel a) and a Wheatstone bridge (panel b).
Since the operating current leads to energy dissipation in the detector and the connecting wires, a detailed
calculation of the responsivity must take into account
the contribution from Joule heating. Furthermore, depending on the temperature range encountered during
operation, heating due to background radiation may also
play a role. In the case of semiconductor bolometers, the
electrical resistance is not a linear function of the temperature and (9.189) is not valid. The following estimation
for the responsivity of a bolometer neglects all of these
corrections. For this reason it is only a very crude and
general description.
The voltage change across the bolometer is assumed
to be proportional to the change in resistance under
illumination
dVb = I dRb ,

(9.190)

where Rb is the electrical resistance of the bolometer.
From (9.189) and (9.190), one obtains
dVb = Iαth Rb dT .

(9.191)

The current through the bolometer and the load resistor
RL is I = Vb /(RL + Rb ), which together with (9.185)

b)

Load

RL

VL Bias

Bolometer

Rb

Vb Output

RL

R1
Output

Rb

Bias
R2

Fig. 9.51a,b Circuit diagram used to bias a bolometer.
(a) Single load resistor, (b) Wheatstone bridge

yields the following equation for the voltage responsivity
of a bolometer:

ÊV = RRb+VRb
L

b

αth ηs Rth

.
2
1 + ω2 τth

(9.192)

Metal Strip Bolometer
The bolometer was invented in 1880 by Langley, who
measured the change in resistance of platinum strips
upon changes in illumination. Other metals were later
tested too. A typical value for the temperature coefficient
αth is +0.5%/◦ C (Table 9.4).
Thermistor
For many industrial applications where ruggedness and
high performance under challenging environmental conditions are mandatory, thermistors are the detectors of
choice. In thermistors, metal oxides serve as radiationsensitive elements; these oxides are pressed into small
beads, disks, wafers, or other shapes, which are sintered at high temperatures. The assembly is coated
with epoxy or glass and mounted on an electrically
insulating thermally conductive material like sapphire.
Resistance

Table 9.4 Resistivities and temperature coefficients of re-

sistivity for different materials at room temperature
Material

Resistivity
(10−8 m)

Temperature
coefficient
(10−3 C−1 )

Silver
Copper
Aluminum
Tungsten
Iron
Platinum
Lead
Mercury

1.6
1.7
2.7
5.4
10.1
10.6
20.6
95.6

4.1
4.3
4.3
4.8
6.5
3.9
4.2
1.0

Temperature

Fig. 9.52 Transition region of a superconductor
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The temperature coefficient of this system is typically
around 5%/◦ C.
Johnson noise is the primary contributor to the noise
budget of thermistors. Collecting more light on the detector surface can therefore improve the signal-to-noise
ratio. Many thermistors incorporate a lens onto the detector surface in order to enhance light
√ collection. These
devices have a NEP of 10−10 W/ Hz in the spectral
range of 1–40 µm for uncooled operation [9.2, 57, 58].

is placed on a sapphire or diamond substrate that
is in thermal contact with the semiconductor. The
heat capacity of the electrically nonconducting substrate is much (orders of magnitude) smaller than it
would be if the whole assembly was made of germanium [9.55].
Superconductive Bolometer
The electrical resistance of a superconductor changes
dramatically with temperature, which means that superconducting devices are very sensitive to small changes
in temperature . However, for a metallic superconductor
the transition from the superconducting to normal conducting state occurs within a narrow transition region at
very low temperatures (≈ 4 K). Therefore, liquid helium
cooling and millikelvin-resolution temperature control
are required for proper operation. Thermometers made
of high-temperature superconducting material (e.g., niobium nitride or yttrium barium copper oxide) are much
easier to handle. Since they show a more gradual transition at about 77 K, only liquid nitrogen cooling is
required. Figure 9.52 shows a typical R–T characteristic
for a superconductive bolometer.
As well as the bolometric mode, superconducting
detectors can also be operated beyond the transition
temperature (nonequilibrium mode) and in the so-called
“photon-assisted tunneling mode.” In the latter case,
changes in the I–V characteristic of the junction are
detected.

9.12 Imaging Systems
Imaging arrays usually combine the photoconductors
or photodiodes described above with electronic readouts. Imaging systems are very often referred to as
“focal plane arrays” (FPAs) – an assembly of individual detector picture elements (pixels) located at the
focal plane of the imaging system. In general, the FPA
architectures can be classified as either monolithic or
hybrid.
In the monolithic approach, some of the multiplexing is done in the detector material itself rather than in an
external readout circuit. The basic element of a monolithic array is a MIS (MOS) capacitor. There are a few
obvious advantages to the monolithic structure, principally its simplicity and the lower costs associated with
a directly integrated structure. Monolithic structures like
CCD and CMOS arrays can be built in silicon to form arrays with millions of high-performance pixels for visible
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and infrared detection (see, e.g., the review by Rogalsky
and Bielecki [9.61]).
Ultraviolet and infrared imagers are most commonly
built with a hybrid structure. Visible hybrids have also
been built for specific applications (e.g., p–i–n photodiode arrays). Hybrid FPA detectors and multiplexers are
fabricated on different substrates and mated with each
other by flip-chip bonding or loophole interconnection.
In this case, the detector material and the multiplexer can
be optimized independently. Indium bump, solder bump,
or gold stud bump bonding of readout electronics permit the multiplexing of signals from thousands of pixels
onto a few output lines, greatly simplifying the interface
between the sensor and the system’s electronics. For
infrared detection, large-dimension, multiple-element
hybrid arrays with several millions of pixels are commonly used. Each element of the IR array performs
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Semiconductor Bolometer
A variety of low temperature semiconductor bolometers have been developed for applications that demand
high-performance detectors [9.59, 60]. At cryogenic
temperatures, the phonon modes of the bulk material
freeze out and the specific heat becomes very small while
the temperature coefficient for the resistance increases.
Therefore detectors with very small heat capacitances
and high sensitivities are feasible. A good example of
such a detector is a germanium bolometer operated at liquid helium temperatures [9.59]. This can be operated
near the theoretical limit between 5 and 100 µm. Due
to their low heat capacities, Germanium bolometers are
very fast thermal detectors with a typical response time
of 400 µs. The voltage responsivity of such a device is
around 5 × 10−3 V/W.
An even better time response than that obtained
with the simple semiconductor bolometer can be realized if germanium is used solely for the temperature
sensor and a large-area absorber (typically bismuth)

9.12 Imaging Systems
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Table 9.5 CCD versus CMOS: comparison of features and performance
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Feature and performance
Signal out of pixel
Signal out of chip
Signal out of camera
Fill factor
Amplifier mismatch
System noise
System complexity
Camera components
Responsivity
Dynamic range
Uniformity
Speed
Antiblooming
Biasing and clocking

CCD
Electron packet
Voltage (analog)
Bits (digital)
High
N/A
Low
High
PCB + multiple chips + lens
Moderate
High
High
Moderate to high
High to none
Multiple, higher voltage

CMOS
Voltage
Bits (digital)
Bits (digital)
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate to high
Low
Chip + lens
Slightly better
Moderate
Low to moderate
Higher
High
Single, low-voltage

at close to the fundamental photon noise limit within
the spectral range between 1 and 40 µm. Materials
used to build IR FPAs include PtSi (Schottky-barrier
array), InSb, QWIP-based arrays (GaAs/Alx Ga1−x As,
In0.53 Ga0.47 As / In0.52 Al0.48 As, In0.53 Ga.47 As / InP,
InGaAsP-based quaternary QWIPs, etc. [9.30]), and
HgCdTe.

Al pads

SiO2

p+
n–
n++
n+

9.12.1 CCD Arrays and CMOS Arrays

hν

In Sect. 9.9 above, we described the principles of operation and the main properties of charge transfer sensors.
A comparison of CCD and CMOS arrays is now presented.
CCD technology has been able to provide top-level
detection performance, but at the cost of several drawCamera lens

Target

Fig. 9.53 Cross-section of a p–i–n photodiode array man-

ufactured on a thin Si wafer ([9.62])

backs for the user. The first technology choice requires
cheap (relatively) arrays, which CCD technology can
provide using thin, back-illuminated devices. On the
Alignment coil

Focusing coil

Control grid

Cathode

Transparent
conducting
layer

Accelerator grid
Vs

Glass
face

Collimating mesh
+
–

Ve

Photoconductive film

Fig. 9.54 Cross-section of a vidicon

Deflection coils
Electron beam
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other hand, CMOS detectors have intrinsic advantages
(low power consumption, readout rate, noise, radiation
hardness, integration capability) that make them well
suited to several applications. Thanks to recent efforts to
develop optimized detectors compatible with the CMOS
core process, CMOS can provide enhanced quantum efficiency (although it remains weaker than CCD in this
aspect) [9.47]. Table 9.5 compares some of the important features and properties of CCD and CMOS imaging
systems.

9.13 Photography
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lation of n+ diffusion between adjacent pixels, and
the ability to control the gap width – provide unique
properties that make arrays promising for many applications. In particular, rise and fall times of ≈ 1 ns
with a small reverse bias of few volts are characteristic of the pixels in such photodiode arrays. The other
important feature of the design shown in Fig. 9.53 is
very low DC and AC crosstalk between adjacent elements.

9.12.3 Vidicon
9.12.2 p–i–n Photodiode Arrays
A vidicon is a photoconductive detector that was used
in the first TV cameras. It consists of a light sensor and
an electron beam that provides readout inside a vacuum
tube (Fig. 9.54). The photoconductive material, typically
antimony sulfide (Sb2 S3 ), is suspended in the form of
little beads inside a dielectric matrix (mica). The image
is focused through an entry window and a transparent
and conductive layer (the signal plate) held at positive
potential onto the photoconductive material (cathode),
which is held at close to ground potential. Electron–
hole pairs are generated at the cathode, and the negative
charge carriers are pulled by the field towards the anode.
An electron beam scans the backside of the cathode, thus
depositing electrons onto the illuminated positive areas.
This generates a capacitively coupled signal in the signal
plate.

9.13 Photography
Photography is undoubtedly one of the oldest methods used to detect light and to create images. The main
fields of photography include black-and-white photography, color photography, and holography. This section
describes black-and-white and color photographic detectors; optical holography methods are described in
detail in a separate chapter.
Photography is a process based on the chemical
changes triggered by a photoexcited electron in some
types of semiconductors and dye molecules. These
changes accumulate during the exposure of the photographic film to light, forming a latent image. Subsequent
chemical processing amplifies the image, making it
visible.
The compositions used for photographic films and
developing chemicals depend on whether a negative
or positive image on a transparent film or a positive
image on a solid substrate is required. We now con-

sider some basic processes and physics associated with
photographic image formation.

9.13.1 Black and White Photography
Basics and Image Creation
The materials most commonly used for black and white
photography are silver halide grains (micro crystals of
AgBr, AgCl, and AgI), which are included in the active
part of the photographic detector. Photographic films
consist of multiple layers, each perform a specific function [9.65]. The silver halide grains are suspended in
a gelatin binder (creating an emulsion), which is then
coated onto a glass or plastic film for mechanical stability. An interface layer is used to improve the bonding
of the gelatin to glass, and a protective gelatin layer
is usually placed on the top to protect the grains. The
backside of the glass or plastic film is covered with an
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Multiple-element 2-D p–i–n and avalanche photodiode
arrays have a virtual monopoly in some fields of medical
imaging, light detection and ranging (LIDAR), 3-D laser
radar (LADAR) systems, laser vibrometers, etc. What
makes p–i–n and avalanche photodiode arrays unique is
their ability to provide rapid access to any single pixel in
the array, a wide dynamic range, high-frequency bandwidth (up to 1 GHz or more), and a high-speed parallel
readout regime.
State of the art p–i–n photodiode arrays with very
high quantum efficiency over virtually the whole visible and near infrared spectral range were designed
on thin (30–100 µm) Si wafers with back-illumination
capability [9.62–64]. The features of the structure
shown in Fig. 9.53 – narrow neutral region width, iso-
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Table 9.6 Experimental E g values (in eV) for AgF, AgCl,
AgBr, and AgI crystals
Halide

Indirect transition
Γ ←L

Direct transition
at Γ

AgF
AgCl
AgBr
AgI

2.8±0.3 [9.66]
3.25 [9.67]
2.69 [9.67]
2.0±0.3

4.63 [9.66]
5.15 [9.68]
4.29 [9.68]
3.0±0.2
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absorptive layer to stop light reflection from the rear
surface.
The photographic process is centered on the silver
halide grains. Photon absorption in the silver halide results in the creation of a electron–hole pair, with the
electron in the conduction band and the hole in the
valence band. The process may be described by the following equation (assuming that Br is the halide atom
involved):
hν + Br− → Br + e− .

(9.193)

Here we have taken into account the fact that silver
halides are ionic crystals and that the negative charge
is associated with Br, and the right-hand side infers
that the photoexcited electron can move freely in the
conduction band across the AgBr crystal structure. The
photoinduced hole at the bromine atom can migrate to
the grain surface and react with the gelatin, or it can couple with another hole, forming a bromine molecule. In
either case, the bromine atom is excluded from further
reactions.
At the same time, photoelectrons can be trapped by
the silver atoms,
e− + Ag+ ⇔ Ag ,

(9.194)

which can act as a trap for a second electron,
Ag + e− → Ag− .

(9.195)

The resulting negative ion combines with a positive silver ion from the crystal structure, producing a stable
two-atom silver molecule
Ag− + Ag+ → Ag2 .

(9.196)

This cluster is still not developable. In further reactions,
a silver molecule (9.196) can trap additional positive
silver ions from the crystal and photoexcited electrons,
thereby forming a cluster with either three or four Ag
atoms. A center with a critical size of three or four silver
atoms can catalyze the further reduction of silver ions

to silver during subsequent chemical processing, thus
providing an area of nucleation for the latent image.
Visualization (amplification) of the latent image
is accomplished by immersing the exposed film into
a chemical reducing agent – known as the “developer.”
The aggregates of silver atoms act as electrodes and
conduct electrons from the reducing agent to the grain,
promoting the growth of the silver atom aggregate. The
final number of silver atoms in the aggregate exceeds
107 , which makes the aggregate visible, and remaining
silver ions are washed away.
Spectral Response
The primary event associated with photography is the
absorption of light by semiconductor microcrystals of
silver halides. Silver halides form face-centered cubic crystals with the smallest indirect bandgaps [9.69].
Table 9.6 summarizes the energies of the smallest indirect and direct bandgap transitions for a few silver halide
crystals.
Indirect absorption yields a reasonably high photoexcitation rate in the short-wavelength spectral range
below 500 nm. The overall efficiency of photographic
films is reduced in the UV spectral range due to strong
gelatin absorption at λ < 250 nm. Film response can
be extended further into the ultraviolet by using an
extremely thin gelatin coating on top of the film.
The extension of the film response into the red is
achieved by dye sensitization [9.65]. In sensitized films,
photons photoexcite the dye molecule, which is closely
attached to the silver halide grain. There are two ways
for the photoexcited dye molecule to create conduction
electrons in the halide crystal grain. One is through a direct electron transfer process from the dye molecule
to the grain [9.70, 71]; the other is through resonant
and nonresonant energy transfer processes between the
photoexcited dye molecule and the silver halide microcrystal [9.72–74]. In the spectral region to which the
dye is sensitized, only the grain surface, as opposed to
the entire grain volume, takes part in the initial photon
detection.

9.13.2 Color Photography
Additive and Subtractive Processes
Additive and subtractive processes relate the properties
of light to color. The additive process is based on the
production of color through the combination of two or
more primary colors. Thus, combining red, green, and
blue in various ways produces all of the colors in the
visible spectrum.

Optical Detectors

a)
Red

Input light
Green
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Blue

Bare grains (respond only to blue)
Yellow filter (transmits red and green)
Grains dye-sensitized to green
Grains dye-sensitized to red
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White input light

b)

Unexposed grains dyed yellow
Yellow dye removed
Unexposed grains dyed magenta
Unexposed grains dyed cyan

Red

Green
Output light

Unexposed

Exposed

Dyed unexposed

Yellow dye

Blue

Fig. 9.55a,b Forming a color image using a positive film: (a) exposure of the film to the three primary colors;
(b) development of the positive film

However, the additive process cannot be used in dyesuperimposed systems because one layer of an additive
primary-color dye removes the whole complementary
portion of the light spectrum, and the superposition of
two different primary-color dyes will always produce
a black color.
The subtractive process is based on the production
of color by either the subtraction or the absorption of
primary colors. The three primary subtractive colors are
yellow, magenta, and cyan, and they are complementary to the additive colors. They each absorb only one
primary color. Yellow absorbs blue light, cyan absorbs
red light, and magenta absorbs green light. The superposition of two layers with different complementary
dyes will always produce a single primary color. Like
the majority of photographic film processes, the concept of subtractive color is utilized in the dye-coupled
process.

Basics and Image Creation
A variety of methods have been used to produce color
photography, but most modern approaches are based on
stacking a number of emulsion layers with color couplers
on top of each other [9.65, 75]. Figure 9.55 exemplifies
the process of color image creation using a positive film.
Assume that all layers forming the film are uniform and
that the left-hand side of the film is exposed to red light,
the center is illuminated with green light, and the righthand side is illuminated with blue light. The top layer
of the structure is an emulsion with bare silver halide
grains, which only respond to blue light. A yellow filter
removes the blue light, protecting the underlying emulsion layers against their exposure to blue light. This
means that those two underlying layers can only be exposed to light containing green and red photons only.
One of the underlying layers is sensitized with a dye
that responds only to green, whereas the other emulsion
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layer is sensitized with the red-sensitive dye. Thus, the
three primary colors are recorded separately in the three
layers of emulsion (Fig. 9.55a).
When the film is developed, the yellow filter
is removed and latent image sites are reduced by
color-developing agents. The reaction of oxidized colordeveloping agents with the color couplers in the
emulsion produces a color dye via the method described
by Fig. 9.55b. First, the development of the exposed
silver halide grains amplifies the latent image. After
that, development with color couplers forms the complementary dye in the unexposed grains in each layer.
The yellow dye is produced in the unexposed grains
of the top, blue-sensitive emulsion layer. Magenta dye
is produced in the unexposed grains of the middle,
green-sensitive layer, and cyan dye is produced in the
unexposed areas of the bottom, red-sensitive layer. At
the end of the process, all of the silver has been washed
out and only the image color dyes remain. As a result,
the areas of the film containing stacked yellow and magenta dye layers will transmit or reflect red light (see the
left-hand side of Fig. 9.55b) – the same color that originally illuminated this portion of the film; compare with
Fig. 9.55a, left. In a similar way, the middle portion of
the film in Fig. 9.55b will transmit or reflect green light,
whereas the right-hand side of the film will be transparent to or reflect blue light. Thus, the colors with which
the film was illuminated will be directly reproduced.

9.13.3 Photography:
Properties and Figures of Merit
The properties of photographic films and images are
usually described using quantities that have historically
proved to be adequate for characterizing photographic
images. Below we summarize some of the most important properties and figures of merit.
Detective Quantum Efficiency (DQE)
The latent image formation and the development process usually introduce some degradation into the input
signal, resulting in either a loss of information or the
addition of noise. The detective quantum efficiency describes this degradation in terms of a ratio of the number
of imaginary signal photons Nout that would produce, in
a perfect detection system, the same information content
in the output signal as that received from the real system
to the actual number Nin of input signal photons [9.50]:

Nout
(S/N)2out
DQE =
=
,
Nin
(S/N)2in

(9.197)

Density

4

3

2
1

Θ
log (exposure)

Fig. 9.56 Typical characteristic curve of photographic
film. Different portions of the curve describe different exposure levels: (1) gross fog level; (2) underexposure level;
(3) normal exposure level; (4) saturation level

where the right-hand side assumes Poisson photon statistics. It is obvious from (9.197) that the DQE is just the
external absorptive quantum efficiency ηex , as defined
in Sect. 9.1.4 (9.22) as the probability that a photoelectron is produced when the photon is incident on the
detector, if there is no subsequent degradation of the
signal-to-noise ratio.
In reality, the DQE of a photographic material is
much lower than the absorptive quantum efficiency η.
On average, up to 20 photons must be absorbed by a grain
over a short period of time to provide a grain-developing
probability of 50%. This alone reduces the quantum efficiency by a factor of at least 20. Two other effects
that reduce the DQE are the nonuniform distribution
of grains in the emulsion film and variations in grain
properties. These two effects may be expressed quantitatively as the granularity of the film, which refers
to the variations in response measured through a tiny
fixed aperture for a film that is uniformly exposed
to light. When all of these effects are combined, the
real DQE for the photographic plate is usually well
below 5%.
Some of the methods used to improve the quantum
efficiency of photoinduced silver cluster formation in
silver halide microcrystals are based on doping the silver
halide crystals with dopants that inhibit hole activity,
suppressing electron–hole recombination [9.76].
Optical Density and Spectral Sensitivity
The optical density D of the image in the photographic
film characterizes the ability of the layers of emulsion
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to transmit light:
D = − log T ,

(9.198)

S(λ) =

1
,
H(λ)

(9.199)

in which H = Φp t.
Characteristic Curve
The response of a photographic film is usually nonlinear
with the intensity of light, as described by the characteristic curve shown in Fig. 9.56. The central portion,
3, of the curve describes the condition at which the net
response of the film depends only on the total number
of photons received (the reciprocity law). In the two
nonlinear regions, the reciprocity law fails.
At low exposure (underexposure, see portion 2 of
the characteristic curve), which occurs for either very
low exposure times or for very low photon arrival rates,
electrons can escape from the trapping centers before
a stable development center forms. Note that the characteristic curve usually exhibits a nonzero density even
at zero exposure, which is due to both the background
radiation from different sources and to chemical development without receiving any light. This level of
exposure is called the gross fog level – see portion 1
of the characteristic curve in Fig. 9.56.
High photon rates and long exposure times produce
saturation and nonlinearity – see region 4 (overexposure)
in Fig. 9.56.
Speed
The speed of a photographic film can be characterized
by assuming that the grain must absorb a certain number
of photons to become developable [9.50]. This number

of photons depends on the grain size. Thus, there is
a correlation between the speed and the grain size. For
the bare silver halide emulsion (which is sensitive below 500 nm), the whole volume of the grain absorbs and
the speed of the film goes as the grain volume times
the absorption coefficient. In the case of dye-sensitized
grains, only the surface is effective at absorbing photons, so the speed is proportional to the grain surface.
For very small grains with diameters close to the wavelength of the light absorbed, diffraction effects reduce
the absorption efficiency and hence the emulsion speed.
To improve the speed of the film at low light levels,
special efforts must be made to improve the sensitization
of the emulsion and the illumination optics.
Contrast and Noise
The slope γ = tan θ of the linear portion of the characteristic curve in Fig. 9.56 characterizes the contrast of
the film. The higher the contrast of the film, the larger
the separation between the signal and noise. Emulsions
with smaller grains generally achieve higher contrasts,
partially because small-grained emulsions are more homogeneous in terms of grain size.
Random variations in the number of grains per resolution element, variations in the properties of the grains
themselves, and the stochastic nature of the processes of
light absorption, electron transfer, and silver aggregate
growth lead to density nonuniformities and detection
process noise.
Assuming that the density is defined for each given
exposure, the output signal-to-noise ratio can be written as the ratio of the exposure H to the uncertainty in
exposure (the noise) σH , (S/N)out = H/σH [9.50]. NotMTF
1.0

0.5

0

50

100
150
Spatial frequency (mm–1)

Fig. 9.57 MTF of a typical photographic film
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where T is the transmittance, defined as the amount
of light that passes through the developed film divided
by the incident amount of light. The density can be
measured as either the diffuse density (measured over
a hemisphere from an incident collimated beam) or the
specular density, which refers to the density measured
over a particular solid angle only. The diffuse density is
usually used to compare different photographic films.
In photography, the sensitivity can be given as an
absolute value or as a relative value (the ratio of the
energy required to expose a material compared to some
reference). Sensitivity can be measured as the reciprocal
of the exposure, expressed in radiant energy flux per
unit area Φp during an exposure time t, that is required
to produce a certain density D0 . The definition of the
spectral sensitivity of a photographic emulsion is [9.65]:

9.13 Photography
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ing that for any small exposure and density variations,
the relationship between the uncertainty in exposure
σH and uncertainty in density σD can be expressed as
σH /σD ≈ dH/ dD, and also noting (from Fig. 9.56) that
the contrast γ = dD/ d(log H), then the signal-to-noise
ratio is
H
H dD
S
=
=
N out σH
σD dH
H
dD
H
=
γ,
(9.200)
=
σD d (log H) σD
where we have taken into account the fact that
d (log H) = dH/H.
For Poisson photon statistics, the signal-to-noise
ratio for the incident information content is
√

Φp t
S
= Φp t ≡ H ,
=
(9.201)
N in
Φp t
where Φp is the radiant energy flux per unit area during the exposure time t. Hence, the detective quantum
efficiency can be written as
DQE =

Hγ 2
.
σD2

(9.202)

Resolution and Modulation Transfer Function
Exposing the photographic film to a pattern of alternating black and white lines and then determining the
minimum distinguishable line spacing provides a measure of the resolution of the film. This method has its
shortcomings, since the film is usually just one part of
an imaging system that includes image-forming optics,
and it is difficult to separate the effects arising from the
different components of the whole system.

A more general concept is to use the modulation
transfer function (MTF) to characterize the quality of
each component of the imaging system. More specifically, the MTF is the magnitude of the response of the
optical system to a variety of spatial frequencies x [9.77].
Performance wise, MTF characterizes the modulation
depth of the image Mout (x) relative to that of the incident
information packet Min (x)
MTF(x) =

Mout (x)
.
Min (x)

(9.203)

A typical example of the MTF for a photographic emulsion is presented in Fig. 9.57. It is possible to enhance
the sensitivity of the detector to some particular spatial
frequencies, resulting in an MTF with a more complex
shape than that shown in Fig. 9.57.
The MTF can be calculated from a Fourier transform
function (e.g., FFT) of the source object. For example, for a single, ideal, rectangular photodetector pixel,
where the one-dimensional spatial response is described
by a π-function, the theoretical limit for the MFT is
a sinc function, [sinc(x) = sin(x)/x]. In practice, the
closer the FFT of the photodetector spatial response is
to the sinc function, the better the imaging properties
(resolution, etc.) of the photodetector. Zeros in the FFT
function correspond to the harmonics of the fundamental frequency, which is the physical size of the active
area in the case of the photodetector.
The MTF is useful because the MTF of an entire linear optical system can be determined by simply
multiplying the MTFs of its components. The overall
resolution capability of a complex optical system is
easily determined in this way.
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Since the invention and industrialization of
incandescent lamps at the end of the 19th
century electrical lighting has become a commodity in our daily life. Today, incoherent
light sources are used for numerous application areas. Major improvements have been
achieved over the past decades with respect
to lamp efficiency Fig. 10.1, lifetime and color
properties.
In the following chapters an overview of various lamp types and their properties is given.
They are subdivided by light generation mechanism: thermal emission of radiation close
to thermal equilibrium (incandescent lamps),
atomic and molecular emission in gas discharge lamps, and emission from solid-state
light sources (LEDs).
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10.1 Incandescent Lamps
The incandescent lamp is the oldest electrical light
source still in widespread use. It can be found in almost
any application, especially where comparatively small
lumen packages are required and where simplicity and
compactness are favored.

10.1.1 Normal Incandescent Lamps
Incandescent lamps produce light by the electrical heating of a metal wire to such a high temperature that
radiation in the visible part of the spectrum is emitted [10.1]. The metal wire is mounted in a glass bulb
filled with an inert gas (Fig. 10.2).
According to Planck’s law the filament must be
heated up to at least 2400 K for a white emission color.
In view of the efficiency for converting electrical energy into visible light, even higher filament temperatures
would be favorable. Unfortunately, increasing the temperature reduces lamp life due to enhanced evaporation
rates of the metal. Since tungsten has a high melting
point and a low vapor pressure it permits high operating
temperature and consequently higher efficiencies can be
attained than by any other metal. A possible measure to

improve lifetime is the reduction of the tungsten evaporation rate by the addition of rare gases (Kr, Xe). Alternatively, halogens are used in a so-called regenerative cycle
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Fig. 10.1 Temporal development of the luminous efficacy

of electrical light sources (LP = low pressure, HP = high
pressure)
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10.1.2 Tungsten Halogen Lamps
Bulb
Fill gas
Filament
Support wires
Lead-in wires

Stem
Fuse

Lamp cap

In a normal incandescent lamp, tungsten evaporates off
the filament and condenses on the bulb wall, resulting in so-called blackening. Halogen lamps comprise
a halogen, i. e. iodine, bromine, chlorine, added to the
normal gas filling. These form volatile tungsten compounds at the glass wall, which are transported back
to the hot filament. Here, the tungsten halides are decomposed enabling a so-called chemical transport cycle
(Fig. 10.3).
By reduction of the net tungsten evaporation rate,
the filament of halogen lamps can be operated at higher
temperature compared to standard incandescent lamps.
Thus, luminous efficiencies can be increased for reduced
lamp size. This allows their application in compact reflectors. Halogen incandescent lamps are available up to
2000 W with luminous efficacies up to 25 lm/W. This
value has recently been improved to 35 lm/W by coating the glass bulb with infrared reflective multilayers,
and lifetimes up to 2000 h were obtained.

Fig. 10.2 Schematic drawing of an incandescent lamp

effectively to transport tungsten back to the filament. An
increase in luminous efficiency is achieved by coiling the
tungsten wire. A coiled filament allows higher operation
temperatures for a specified lifetime (typically 1000 h).
Most common operation parameters yield luminous efficiencies between 8 lm/W and 17 lm/W at filament
temperatures of 2400 K and 3100 K, respectively. These
values correspond to an energy efficiency of a few percent. Incandescent lamp wattages range up to 2000 W.
Fig. 10.3 Principle of the chemical transport cycle in tung-

sten halogen lamps

W + 2Br
Filament

W

WBr2

Bulb wall
2Br
1500 K

W + 2Br

WBr2

10.2 Gas Discharge Lamps
10.2.1 General Aspects
A gaseous discharge is obtained by driving an
electric current through a gas, typically present
between two electrodes. Alternatively, electrodeless
microwave-excited discharges and pulsed dielectric-barrier discharges (e.g. used for plasma displays) are known
as incoherent light sources.
The actual carriers of the electric current in the
gas are electrically charged particles, positive ions and

negative electrons. In a neutral nonconductive gas the
number of charge carrying particles is extremely small.
These particles can be released from the fill gas or the
cathode surface by energetic collisions. Many physical
factors influence the properties of a gas discharge, the
most important ones being the type and pressure of
the gas, the electrode material, the operating temperature of the electrodes, the shape and surface structure
of the electrodes, the distance between the electrodes,
the geometry of the discharge vessel, and the cur-
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In Fig. 10.5 the most relevant types of discharge lamps
are displayed. The light sources are distinguished with
respect to their emission spectra and application fields.
In the case of low-pressure mercury and xenon excimer
lamps luminescent materials are applied for conversion of ultraviolet (UV) radiation into visible light.
The temporal improvement in efficiencies is depicted
in Fig. 10.1.
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Fig. 10.5 Overview of gas discharge lamps
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rent density. For the purpose of light generation, two
main types are distinguished: low-pressure and highpressure discharge lamps. For lighting applications,
both are operated in the arc discharge mode,
which is


characterized by high current densities > 1 A/cm2 .
To limit the discharge currents, electronic ballasts are
used [10.2].
In a low-pressure discharge lamp (gas pressure typically less than 100 Pa) the electrons have a mean
free path length larger or of the order of the vessel diameter (e.g. a few cm). Due to low collision
rates with the neutral gas atoms they gain high energies (> 1 eV) from the applied electrical field and
effectively excite the cold atoms by inelastic collisions.
The electrons and atoms are not in thermal equilibrium
(Fig. 10.4).
In high-pressure discharge lamps the operating pressure is typically in the range between 10 kPa and 10 MPa.
Here, collisions between electrons and atoms or ions are
much more frequent, resulting in a thermal equilibrium
that is characterized by equal particle temperatures.
In low-pressure discharges atomic line radiation
is emitted preferably from resonance transitions of
the element with the lowest excitation potential (e.g.
Hg: 185 nm and 254 nm, Na: 589 nm). In high-pressure
lamps various contributions to the spectrum are obtained: broadened atomic lines (resonance-, van der
Waals- and Stark-broadening), molecular radiation
bands and quasi-continuous emission due to free–
free (Bremsstrahlung) and free–bound (recombination
of electrons with ions and atoms) transitions. As
a result of these quasi-continuous spectra, the color

10.2 Gas Discharge Lamps

p ≈ 0.5 bar
DBD, PDP
Xe/ Ne
147 + 172 nm
Phosphors
High pressure
Xe
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10.2.3 Low-Pressure Discharge Lamps
The most widely applied radiators in low-pressure discharge lamps are Hg and Na. These elements are the
best choice with respect to efficiency for the conversion
of electrical input power into radiation.

Energy level above stable level
Ionization
level

10
9
577 nm

8

Low-Pressure Mercury Lamps
The working principle of a low-pressure Hg (also known
as a fluorescent lamp) is given in Fig. 10.6. Fluorescent
lamps are generally designed in the form of a linear or
bent tubular bulb with an electrode sealed in at each end
(electrodeless versions are available where the electrical
energy is coupled inductively into the discharge vessel via metal coils). The discharge vessel is filled with
an inert gas (typically Ar) and a few mg Hg. Since the
major part of the emission of Hg atoms (97%) at low
pressures (e.g. 5 Pa) is in the ultraviolet, the inner surface of the bulb is coated with a fluorescent powder or
phosphor, which converts the UV radiation into visible
light. The composition of the phosphor determines the
spectral power distribution and the color of the emitted
light.
The generation of UV photons is due to transitions of
Hg atoms between the excited state levels 1P 1 , 3P 1 and
the ground state level 1S 0 . About 64% of the electrical
input power is converted into photons at a wavelength
of 185 nm and 254 nm. According to the transitions indicated in Fig. 10.7 only 3% are emitted in the visible
part of the spectrum. As a result of the Stokes shift, the
overall efficiency is only 28%. This value corresponds
to a luminous efficiency of 100 lm/W.
Typical lamp parameters for fluorescent lamps are:
electrical input power up to 140 W, luminous efficiency
up to 100 lm/W, color temperature between 2700 K
and 8000 K. Lamps are available in a large variety

Electrode
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Fig. 10.7 Simplified energy-level scheme and radiative
transitions of the Hg atom

of geometries, e.g. cylindrical or circular or U-shaped
tubes. The latter are also known as energy-saving or
compact fluorescent lamps. Depending on the construction of fluorescent lamps, the lifetime ranges
from 5000 to 25 000 h.
Fluorescent Coatings
The most important component of a fluorescent lamp is
the fluorescent powder. It is coated onto the inner side
of the glass tube. The powder consists of one or several
luminescent materials (phosphors), which are in general

inorganic compounds doped by transition metals e.g.

Ultraviolet
radiation

Visible radiation

Fluorescent powder

Electrons

Fig. 10.6 Sketch of a low-pressure mercury discharge (fluorescent) lamp

Mercury atom

Incoherent Light Sources

Heat

Heat

Excitation

Emission

S

A
Energy
transfer

Emission

Fig. 10.8 Simplified mechanism of light generation in a fluorescent powder. The abbreviations “S” and “A” indicate
sensitizer and activator, respectively

a trichromatic phosphor blend results in higher lamp
efficacy and improved color rendition. A typically applied phosphor blend comprises BaMgAl10 O17 : Eu,
LaPO4 : CeTb, and Y2 O3 : Eu. These so-called color 80
lamps (indicated with an a in Table 10.1) exhibit a spectral power distribution as depicted in Fig. 10.9.
Lamps with an even higher color rendition
are obtained by a tetra- or pentachromatic phosphor blend. Color 90 lamps additionally contain
phosphors with an emission-band position where
the trichromatic phosphor blend does not radiate,
viz. in the yellow (Y3 Al5 O12 : Ce) and deep red
(GdMgB5 O10 : Ce, Tb, Mn) spectral range.

Table 10.1 Overview of the most commonly used luminescent materials in fluorescent lamps
Composition of
luminescent materials

Emitted peak
wavelength (nm)

Color point
x, y a (after CIE 1931)

Application area

LaB3 O6 : Bi, Gd
LaPO4 : Ce
BaSi2 O5 : Pb
SrB4 O7 : Eu
Sr2 P2 O7 : Eu
BaMgAl10 O17 : Eu
Zn2 SiO4 : Mn
LaPO4 : Ce, Tb
CeMgAl11 O19 : Tb
GdMgB5 O10 : Ce, Tb
Y3 Al5 O12 : Ce
Ca5 (PO4 )3 (F, Cl) : Sb, Mn
Y2 O3 : Eu
GdMgB5 O10 : Ce, Tb, Mn
Mg4 GeO5,5 F : Mn

311
320
350
368
420
453
530
543
543
543
560
575
611
630
660

−
−
−
−
0.167, 0.014
0.150, 0.070
0.256, 0.700
0.343, 0.585
0.350, 0.582
0.346, 0.531
0.453, 0.523
0.356, 0.377
0.643, 0.344
0.602, 0.382
0.700, 0.287

Medical lamps
Tanning lamps
Tanning lamps
Black light lamps
Reprography lamps
Color 80 lamps b
Decoration lamps
Color 80 lamps a
Color 80 lamps a
Color 80 lamps a
Color 90 lamps a
Halophosphate lamps
Color 80 lamps a
Color 90 lamps a
Decoration lamps

(a at 254 nm excitation, b see text)
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Mn2+ , Mn4+ or rare-earth ions e.g. Tb3+ , Eu3+ . The
composition of the fluorescent powder is optimized to
convert the absorbing atomic resonance lines of mercury low-pressure discharges (185 nm and 254 nm) into
the desired lamp spectrum. In some cases the fluores
cent composition
also includes so-called sensitizers e.g.

Ce3+ if the first dopant, i. e. the activator, does not sufficiently absorb the mercury lines. Figure 10.8 displays the
principle of photon down-conversion in a luminescent
material.
The first step of light conversion is the absorption of
incident photons either by the activator or the sensitizer.
In the case of absorption by the sensitizer the energy is
subsequently transferred to the activator. The excited activator ion, for instance Eu3+ , decays to the ground state
by emitting a photon with a wavelength according to the
energy gap between the excited and ground state. The
energy difference between the emitted and the absorbed
photon (Stokes shift), which is about 50%, is dissipated
as heat in the fluorescent powder.
Nowadays, fluorescent compositions with quantum
efficiency close to unity are commercially available
for many lamp application areas. Table 10.1 gives
an overview of most commonly applied luminescent
materials. For illumination purposes, halophosphate
phosphors, invented in the 1940ies, are still widespread
since they yield a white emission spectrum with
a reasonable efficiency and color rendering. However,

10.2 Gas Discharge Lamps
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Fig. 10.9 Spectrum of a color 80 fluorescent lamp

with a blend of BaMgAl1017 : Eu, LaPO4 : Ce, Tb, and
Y2 O3 : Eu and the eye sensitivity curve Vλ

Electrode
Getter

Due to the tunability of the spectra, fluorescent
lamps have entered many other application areas beyond illumination, such as medical and cosmetic skin
treatment, decoration, reprography, horticultural lighting. The latter, for instance, comprises a dichromatic
phosphor blend consisting of BaMgAl10 O17 : Eu and
Y2 O3 : Eu. The spectrum of this mixture is adjusted according to the action spectrum for photosynthesis of
green plants.
Other Low-Pressure Discharge Lamps
In low-pressure sodium lamps the discharge has the
same origin as in mercury lamps. Sodium emits almost
monochromatic yellow light, viz. a doublet consisting
of 589.0 nm and 589.6 nm lines (Na D-lines). However, the melting point of Na is higher than Hg. Thus
the optimal operating temperature is at about 530 K.
At these temperatures the highly reactive Na metal requires a chemically stable wall material such as quartz
(SiO2 ) or alumina (Al2 O3 ). To reduce thermal losses the
discharge vessel is mounted inside an outer evacuated
bulb Fig. 10.10.
Low-pressure sodium lamps exhibit the highest
ever achieved luminous efficiency due to the favorable
position of the Na lines with respect to the spectral
sensitivity of the human eye, which peaks at a wavelength of 555 nm. At a discharge power of 200 W
luminous efficiencies of 200 lm/W (172 lm/W system efficiency) are obtained. A disadvantage is the
low rendition of colors due to missing emission at
other wavelengths, e.g. in the blue, green and red
parts of the spectrum. For this reason their applica-

Lamp cap

Fig. 10.10 Sketch of a low-pressure sodium lamp

tion is limited to street and outdoor lighting where
high efficiencies are of importance. In addition, an advantage is their long lifetime, which are of the order
of 20 000 h.
When increasing the Na vapor pressure, as realized
in high-pressure Na lamps, the broadened spectral lines
improve color rendition significantly (see below).
Besides low-pressure Hg and Na lamps other types
of radiators are used for special applications: lowpressure neon discharges and xenon excimer discharges.
The former are applied in automotive brake lights and
advertisement lighting. Excimer radiation from xenon
is used in plasma displays and flat backlights, photocopier lamps and UV purification. The major advantage
of these discharges is their fast switching behavior: in
contrast to Hg and Na, Xe does not need to be evaporated. Fast switching is achieved with pulsed barrier
discharge resulting in the formation of Xe excimers.
Atomic and molecular radiation at 147 nm and 172 nm
is observed, respectively.

10.2.4 High-Pressure Discharge Lamps
As the pressure is raised in a low-pressure discharge,
the rate of elastic collisions increases. Although each
collision transfers little energy to heavy particles the
plasma is heated effectively due to the high particle
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High-Pressure Mercury Lamps
The construction of a high-pressure mercury lamp is
shown in Fig. 10.11. The discharge vessel is filled with
mercury, and argon is used as a starting gas [10.1]. Thermal isolation of the discharge vessel is achieved by use
of an evacuated outer bulb. The lamp is switched on using a high-voltage ignition pulse, typically of the order
of several kV. After ignition, the voltage across the discharge drops down to about 20 V, which is mainly the
sum of the cathode and anode fall voltage. At this stage,
the lamp is operating as a low-pressure discharge emitting UV radiation mainly at 254 nm. Thermal losses in
the arc result in an increase of the wall temperature and
thus increasing evaporation of the liquid mercury with
time. With a further increase in mercury vapor pressure the radiated energy is concentrated progressively

towards the spectral lines of longer wavelengths. When
fully run up the lamp establishes a typical mercury pressure 200–1000 kPa and a bluish-white light is produced

Support for
discharge tube
Discharge tube
Outer bulb
Main electrode
Auxiliary electrode
Resistor

Fig. 10.11 Sketch of a high-pressure mercury lamp. The

inner surface of the outer bulb may be coated with phosphor,
which additionally converts UV light into visible light
Relative spectral power
High-pressure
mercury
with fluorescent
coating
T = 3400 K
Ra = 52
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Fig. 10.12 Spectrum of a high-pressure mercury lamp
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densities. To sustain central plasma temperatures in the
range 4000–10 000 K a temperature gradient is established. The heat flux along this gradient to the discharge
wall is a loss, which limits the radiation efficiency of
such arcs to around 60%. Fortunately, selective emission of the plasma allows for efficient radiation in the
visible part of the spectrum. High-pressure discharge
lamps containing metals like Hg or Na are known.
Besides, other efficient radiators are added to the
lamp filling in so-called metal halide lamps. Each combination of metals used generates radiation with a specific
color and radiant efficiency. In theory at least, no fewer
than 50 different metals can be used to dose metal halide
lamps. As a result, lamp manufacturers have introduced
various combinations on the market with a wide range
of applications.
A technical breakthrough in high-pressure sodium
and metal halide lamps has been achieved by the introduction of polycrystalline alumina (sintered Al2 O3
ceramics) as a wall material. Compared to quartz, a major advantage is its chemical resistance against the hot
sodium vapor that is present in high-pressure sodium
lamps. In addition ceramic materials offer the possibility
to achieve the high wall temperatures needed for effective evaporation of the salt fillings. In quartz envelopes,
the maximum temperature is limited by recrystallization
of the wall at about 1370 K. This value can be greatly
exceeded by using Al2 O3 instead of SiO2 . On the other
hand, vacuum tight sealing of electrodes and the design
of the lamps’ end construction is more complicated with
ceramic materials. This fact is due to their inconvenient
thermal expansion behavior and brittleness. In the lighting industry, this is still a current field of research and
development of modern light sources.

10.2 Gas Discharge Lamps
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a significant part of the visible radiation is generated
not only by pressure-broadened atomic mercury lines
but also by Hg2 molecules. UHP lamps are available on
the market in the power range 100–250 W. A key issue
for UHP lamps is the maintenance of stable properties
of the discharge and electrodes for more than 5000 h.
This is achieved with a chemical cycle in which evaporated tungsten is transported back onto the electrodes via
compounds including oxygen and bromine. In addition,
UHP lamps have to be operated with special electronic
gear to control electrode erosion and arc jumping.
Fig. 10.13 UHP lamp system (lamp, reflector and electronic

driver) for application in projection systems and beamers

(Fig. 10.12). At these pressures a part of the emission is
still in the UV. By coating the inner surface of the outer
bulb with a fluorescent powder, e.g. YVO4 : Eu, that
converts this UV radiation into visible light, the luminous efficiency can be further increased. In addition, the
spectral composition of this light considerably improves
the color-rendering properties.
Besides its radiative properties Hg also serves as
a buffer gas in today’s high-pressure discharge lamps;
the electrons are elastically scattered by mercury atoms,
which results in a low arc electrical conductivity According to Ohm’s law, electrical field strengths of the
order of several 10 V/mm are present in the discharge
column, which enables an input electrical power at moderate discharge currents. The lamp current must not be
too large with respect to electrode stability: electrode
temperatures are in the range 2400–3500 K when the
electrons are generated thermionically. It should be emphasized that both properties – the volatile character
enabling high atom densities and the large cross section
for elastic electron scattering – are unique to mercury.
High-pressure mercury lamps are used in various
indoor and outdoor applications.
The power range is 50–1000 W with luminous efficiencies around 50–60 lm/W. Color rendition is only
moderate to poor. Color temperatures are 3400–6000 K.
A recent development of a high-pressure mercury
discharge is the so-called UHP lamp (ultra high performance lamp), which was invented by Philips in the 1990s
(Fig. 10.13 [10.4]). This lamp has a very high operating
mercury pressure (about 2 × 107 Pa) and a very short
arc length of about 1 mm. This point-like light source
with its broadened white spectrum is used in projection systems and beamers. In contrast to conventional
high-pressure mercury lamps at these high pressures

Metal Halide Discharge Lamps
Metal halide lamps are similar in construction to highpressure mercury lamp. The major difference between
the two types is that the discharge tube of the former
contains metal halides in addition to the mercury, and
argon as the starting gas. The metal halides determine
the spectral properties of the lamps. As mentioned above
mercury serves as a buffer gas that determines the electrical properties, e.g. lamp voltage. The metals are dosed
in the form of halides because of their volatile character.
High particle densities are needed for efficient radiation.
Furthermore, the metal halides are less aggressive with
respect to wall corrosion compared to pure metals.
There are three main groups of metal halide lamps:
multi-line radiators, molecular radiators and three-band
color radiators. In the first type rare-earths and associated elements such as Dy, Ho, Tm or Sc are added to the
lamp filling. These species have a large number of transitions at low mean excitation energy. Consequently, such
plasmas efficiently emit multi-line radiation in the visible spectrum. Furthermore, NaI and TlI are often added
to such lamp fillings to improve luminous efficiency and
color properties. The second type is based on molecular
radiators such as SnI2 or SnCl2 , which produce a quasicontinuous spectrum. Finally, the third class is based on
NaI, TlI and InI3 . Such spectra consist of three color
bands in the yellow, green and blue, respectively.
Typical spectra of these three metal halide lamp
types are shown in Figs. 10.14a–c. Metal halide lamps
are used for a variety of indoor and outdoor lighting applications. The electrical input power ranges from 35 W
to more than 1000 W. In general, metal halide lamps
have high luminous efficiencies of up to 100 lm/W
at good to excellent color rendering. Lifetime is up
to 20 000 h, depending on the type of filling used.
A speciality of metal halide lamps is its halide cycle
(Fig. 10.15), which is quite similar to the aforementioned
tungsten–halogen cycle. When a metal halide lamp first
starts, the spectrum is initially that of mercury vapor,
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Fig. 10.14 (a) Spectrum of a NaI/TlI/DyI3 /HoI3 /TmI3
lamp for sports and flood lighting. (b) Spectrum of
a SnI2 /SnCl2 lamp for studio and theater lighting. (c) Spec-

trum of a three-band color (NaI, Tl, InI3 ) metal halide lamp.
The lithium line is due to the presence of impurities in the
wall material (quartz)

contribution of atomic radiation takes place. The metals
then move nearer the cooler discharge wall where they
recombine with the halogen atoms to form once again the
halide compound. The whole cycle then repeats itself.
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since the halides remain unevaporated at the relatively
cool wall of the discharge tube (typical wall temperature of 1000 K). As the wall temperature increases, the
halides melt and partly vaporize. The vapor is carried
into the hot region of the arc by diffusion and convection,
where the halide compounds are dissociated into the
halogen and metal atoms. As indicated in Fig. 10.14, different halides dissociate at different temperatures. The
metal atoms are excited at the hot plasma center, which
typically has a temperature of 5000 K. Here the main
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Fig. 10.15 Schematic diagram of the halide cycle of a three-band
color metal halide lamp (NaI, TlI, InI3 )
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As mentioned above a recent improvement of metal
halide lamps was achieved by the introduction of a ceramic wall material (polycrystalline alumina) instead
of quartz. Such lamps show improved color stability
and long lamp life. However, these lamps are not suitable for optical applications, e.g. in projection systems.
The reason is the translucent behavior of polycrystalline Al2 O3 (PCA) due to multiple scattering of light
at grains and pores. Nevertheless, the total transmission for visible light is nearly 95%. The application
of PCA to high-power metal halide lamps is also limited due to cracking of the material induced by thermal
shock and thermal expansion. In the lighting industry, the applicability of ceramic wall materials is still
a current field of research and development of modern light sources. Furthermore, upcoming legislation
has initiated several activities on the replacement of
mercury in this type of discharge by nontoxic materials [10.3].
Other High-Pressure Discharge Lamps
Besides high-pressure mercury and metal halide lamps,
other high-pressure light sources are also known. The
so-called blended-light lamp is derived from the conventional high-pressure mercury lamp. The principal
difference between the two is that, whereas the latter is
dependent on an external ballast to stabilize the lamp
current, the blended-light lamp has a built-in ballast
in the form of a tungsten filament connected in series
with the discharge tube. Consequently, the light from
the discharge and the filament combine (or blend). The
improved spectral quality is traded off against reduced
total efficiency of the system.

In high-pressure sodium lamps, the broadening of
the D-lines is used to improve color properties compared
to a low-pressure Na discharge. Luminous efficiencies
of up to 130 lm/W are obtained. A technical breakthrough has been achieved with the introduction of
a ceramic wall material (polycrystalline Al2 O3 ). This
withstands the hot and highly aggressive Na vapor,
resulting in a much longer lamp life compared to
quartz (SiO2 ).
Another class of high-pressure discharge lamps is
represented by the sulphur lamp, invented by Turner
et al. at Fusion Systems in 1994. The advantage of
such a lamp is their long life due to electrodeless operation. It is operated with a microwave at a wavelength
of 2.45 GHz, the electrical input power being of the
order of 3 kW. A spherical bulb having a diameter of
about 30 mm is filled with sulphur powder. Under continuous operation, sun-like white light is emitted by
S2 molecules, having a partial pressure of about 600 kPa.
The high burner efficiency of about 170 lm/W is possible since at these high pressures UV radiation from
the sulphur molecules is reabsorbed by the plasma.
Thus, emission mainly occurs in the visible part of the
spectrum. A technical drawback of microwave lamps
is the low energy efficiency of the generator, typically
about 65%. Therefore, the overall efficiency of the system is reduced to about 100 lm/W, being of the order of
conventional discharge lamps.
Nevertheless, electrodeless discharge lamps are still
a hot topic in research and development. A general advantage of these systems is their potentially long life
and large luminous flux. The latter, for instance, might
be distributed by light pipes for use in industrial and
general lighting applications.

10.3 Solid-State Light Sources
10.3.1 Principle of Electroluminescence
In solid-state lamps the electric current is converted into
light by recombination of excited states of atoms into
the ground state via emission of a photon, i. e. radiative recombination. The nature of the excited state may
differ for different types of electroluminescence (EL)
principles. Typically the applied voltage has to be at
least as large as the emission of the material to fulfill the
energy-conservation law.
Besides radiative recombination, many other decay
mechanisms are possible in electroluminescence that
reduce the overall efficiency, which is typically measured in wopt,out /wel., in , given as a percentage. Weighted

by the eye response curve, the use of lumens per Watt
(lm/W) gives the optically relevant light output in relation to the invested electrical power. The most important
loss factors are non-radiative recombination through
phonons or second-order processes converting the electrical power primarily into heat. An important additional
loss factor is the outcoupling of the light. Since most EL
materials have a higher refractive index than air, part of
the light is trapped inside the device by total internal reflection. Due to absorption losses, this light is partly lost,
which reduces the overall efficiency. In addition, more
specific loss channels will be discussed for the different
mechanisms.
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10.3.2 Direct Versus Indirect
Electroluminescence
Electroluminescence (EL) in general appears in two distinctly different mechanisms: direct EL and indirect EL.
Direct EL describes the direct recombination of electrons and holes in a suitable semiconductor structure.
This material can be inorganic, like in most conventional
light-emitting diodes (LEDs), which were initially built
from GaP and GaAs or more recently and very successful from InGaN, or organic such as, e.g., Alq3 (q =
8-hydroxychinolinate). In this version, charge carriers
are injected from contacts via direct transport with ultimately very little kinetic energy. The carriers meet in the
recombination zone, wherein excitons are formed, which
successively decay radiatively or non-radiatively; the
first process releasing a photon, the latter creating heat.
Ideally, the injection barrier from the contacts to the conduction levels of the materials is low and thus the energy
necessary to generate recombination and thus light is
simply the energy of the emitted light, resulting from the
effective band-gap of the material. Thus the theoretically
achievable efficiency of direct EL generation is unity.
In contrast, the indirect EL process results from
creating excited states through impact ionization. This

type of EL is found in classical thin-film (TF) or powder EL devices, also called TFEL or alternating-current
thin-film EL (ACTFEL) devices. Here carriers are accelerated by means of an external electrical field. These
accelerated electrons collide with ions in the matrix.
By impact ionization, these ions or luminescent centers
are excited and the radiative recombination of the generated electron–hole pairs releases a photon. Therefore
the theoretical efficiency of this process is limited to
about 40%. These devices are typically operated using
high-voltage high-frequency AC bias and the brightness
as well as the spectrum is a function of voltage and
frequency. Typically, a few hundred cd/m2 maximum
brightness are achieved in state-of-the-art indirect EL
devices. Because efficiency and brightness are limited,
we will not consider indirect EL in much detail, since
the respective devices have achieved little importance
as light sources. They are mainly used in displays, indication or signaling and decorative lighting. It is not
expected that dramatic improvements will occur in the
near future. The interested reader is referred to detailed
descriptions in [10.5].

10.3.3 Inorganic Light-Emitting Diodes
(LEDs)
The first practical inorganic semiconductor LEDs were
conceived at Texas Instruments in 1961 by Biard and
Pitman. These devices emitted in the near infrared because the material used was InGaP with a band-gap
of 1.37 eV. One year later the first LED in the visible was built by Holonyiak and co-workers at General
Electric. They used a different composition to fabricate
a device that emitted red light. From that time on, the use
of more refined processing and other materials (such as

Fig. 10.16 Schematic of a classical indicator and high-power illumination LED
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General illumination was not feasible using EL devices for a long time, since the total emitted power or
lumen package was fairly low and/or the efficiencies
were low. This has changed in recent years with the advent of InGaN technology, which turned out to be very
stable against high power densities and the resulting heat
development. Thus electroluminescence has started to
become the third class of illumination devices, creating
a new market for lamps, gears and luminaries.

10.3 Solid-State Light Sources
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be built from defect-rich layers. Additionally, with the
advent of bright and stable blue LEDs it became possible to generate white light from solid-state devices,
either by color conversion of blue LEDs using phosphors or by externally mixing the light from blue, green
and red LEDs.
The principal of LEDs is explained in great detail
in the semiconductor device literature [10.6–8]. We will
limit ourselves here to the use of LEDs for light generation and the respective relevant aspects. Due to the
importance of color conversion in generating white light
from LEDs, we will discuss in more detail the nature of
the phosphors being used.

Fig. 10.17 AlInGaP LED shaped as a truncated inverted
pyramid (TIP) for efficient light extraction

e.g. AlGaAs) has led to the development of the common
LED, mainly used for indicator lights as, for example,
shown in Fig. 10.16.
For several decades, LEDs were not attractive for
illumination purposes, mainly for the two following reasons. First, the optical output power (i. e. the lumen
package, defining the amount of light emitted from a single LED) was fairly limited, since the packaging and
the materials in use did not allow high current densities in the small chips. Since the efficiency was far
less than 100%, a lot of heat would have been generated, destroying the semiconductor chip. Secondly, and
more important, no real blue LED material was available. For several years II–VI compound semiconductors
such as ZnSSe/ZnTe were researched as possible candidates for blue with limited success. However, in 1993
Nakamura et al. achieved the breakthrough for solidstate lighting by proving the successful use of InGaN as
a material in LEDs [10.6]. Since the material is chemically very stable, it is on one hand difficult to achieve
high-quality epilayers for high-efficiency LED operation, on the other hand, the high stability allows very
high current densities without disintegration of the LED
material. Therefore the lumen package can be increased
to values relevant for lighting applications. More important, however, is the insensitivity of InGaN to defects.
Although the defect density in common InGaN LEDs
is much higher than what would be acceptable in other
material combinations, such as e.g. AlGaAs (109 /cm3
vs. 106 /cm3 ), the low surface recombination velocity
of InGaN and other properties allows efficient LEDs to

Pure-Color LEDs
White light is, generally speaking, always a mixture of
several pure colors. At least a combination of blue and
orange light is needed, which yields a white appearance,
however a very low color rendering (CRI, color rendering index), i. e. many colors are poorly reproduced
under illumination of such a light source. Increasing
the number of colors by combining red, green and blue
(RGB) LEDs already enables much higher CRI values
and thus a high-quality white light. In the limit of many
different visible LEDs, the black-body radiation spectrum of 5500 K (essentially the spectrum of sunlight)
is generated, which has, by definition, a CRI of 100.
However, due to the finite size of the LED dies and
their package, it is rather difficult to achieve homogeneous mixing of the discrete LEDs, at least in a small
package. The following paragraph will briefly describe
the technology of pure-color LEDs, which are already
widely used in all applications, where colored light is
necessary, like e.g. signaling. The advantage here is
clearly the much higher efficiency, since they replace
filtered white light, which has very low efficiency and
lifetime.
Two major materials are used in colored LEDs: AlInGaP for red, orange and yellow and InGaN for green and
blue (see Fig. 10.18).
The quaternary mixture of AlInGaP is the prime
candidate for red to yellow emission colors. It is typically grown on GaAs wafers, since the lattice matching
of substrate and epilayer guarantees a low number of
defects, which is essential for high efficiency and long
lifetime. After deposition of the various layers, the wafer
is bonded to a GaP substrate and the original GaAs substrate, which absorbs in the spectral region of the LED
emission is removed. This increases the efficiency, since
half of the light is emitted towards the substrate and
would be lost if the substrate was absorbing. A lot of
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Fig. 10.18 Spectra of blue and green InGaN and red AlInGaP LEDs and the eye sensitivity curve Vλ

dency in new values literally being published week by
week.
As a summary, the efficiencies as a function of wavelength are plotted in Fig. 10.19 together with the eye’s
sensitivity curve for the two material systems.
White LEDs
As mentioned above, combining the light of several
colored LEDs can create white light. Several different
concepts have been used, which will be briefly reviewed
here (see Fig. 10.20). All of them have in common that
a volume of light mixing has to be provided, since the different colors have to be directionally randomized before
emission to avoid inhomogeneous illumination colors.
Power conversion efficiency (%)
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Fig. 10.19 Efficiency of InGaN and AlInGaP LEDs as

a function of emission wavelength
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light is still trapped inside the die due to total internal
reflection. Since the refractive index of the material is
larger than one, all light emitted under an angle larger
than the Brewster angle is reflected back into the crystal. Due to some residual absorption, e.g. at the metal
contacts, multiple internal reflections further diminish
the efficiency. By shaping the semiconductor chip in the
form of a truncated inverted pyramid, the highest efficiency of a red light source has been obtained by an LED
from Lumileds [10.9] (see Fig. 10.17).
This LED is estimated to have close to 100% internal
efficiency and an outcoupling efficiency of about 55%,
resulting in 102 lm/W wall plug efficiency. This value
demonstrates the potential of LED technology as a future
lighting source, since this is the most efficient red-light
source available. The lumen package of AlInGaP LEDs
is, however, limited due to thermal quenching of the
emission. For power densities beyond 0.1 W/cm2 , the
efficiency and also the lifetime of AlInGaP LEDs drops
significantly, since the chip temperature increases.
For the higher energy emission from green to blue
and beyond, InGaN has become the material of choice.
After several years of intense research, it became possible to create working LEDs in the InGaN material
system. The major difficulty to overcome was the problem of p-doping of GaN. This is achieved by doping
Mg into the InGaN lattice, which happens at temperatures above 1100 ◦ C in the deposition process. By
varying the amount of In in the composition of the
LED, the emission can be tuned from UV to green.
However, due to segregation effects and subsequent development of lattice defects, the efficiency drops with
increasing wavelength, i. e. for high In contents. Comparing the different materials classes, it turns out, that
the defect density of InGaN LEDs is much higher
than what would be tolerable in more conventional
III–V compound semiconductors. This is mainly due
to the lack of a lattice-matched substrate material. So
far mostly Al2 O3 (sapphire) with a lattice mismatch
of approx. 15% is used. Nevertheless, the devices,
with unsurpassed stability and high efficiency, prove
that the InGaN system is obviously much less sensitive to defects than other material combinations. The
reason for that is not yet entirely clear. However, it
has been measured that InGaN has the lowest surface
recombination velocity of all III–V composite semiconductors, thus giving excited carriers more chances
of radiative recombination. Current efficiencies range
from 20% (20 lm/W) for blue to 12% (60 lm/W) at
green wavelengths, with continuously increasing ten-
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Fig. 10.20 Summary of different methods of generating white light with LEDs

This is typically achieved through multiple reflections
of the different LEDs in an appropriate housing. A common method is the use of a poly(methyl methacrylate)
(PMMA) plate, where the light from different LEDs is
coupled. Through total internal reflection, the colors are
randomized and thus homogeneously mixed to the desired white. A second way to achieve a white color from
polychromatic LED modules is to use a diffuser plate in
front of the LEDs, again to randomize the spatial distribution of the different colors emitted by the LEDs.
Finally tube-like hollow reflectors are being used for the
same purpose, however in these systems the de-mixing
and thus non-white appearance is often obvious at large
angles.
To date, the most common method of achieving
white emission from LEDs is by partially converting
blue light from the semiconductor to lower-energy emission by means of phosphors, which are deposited onto
the LED chip. This implies that the phosphor must
show strong absorption of the blue light and a high
photochemical stability due to the high excitation density of up to several 100 W/cm2 . The widely used
combination of blue InGaN LEDs (430–480 nm) with
(Y, Gd)3 (Al, Ga)5 O12 : Ce (YAG : Ce) thereby dominates the white-LED market today [10.7]. However,
more advanced concepts are being realized, including blue LEDs in combination with yellow and red
phosphors or red and green phosphors. The former
concept aims at the enhancement of red radiation

in the entire spectrum to realize illumination-grade
warm-white LEDs. The red luminescent materials used
in combination with yellow YAG : Ce in so-called
red-enhanced LEDs are (Ca, Sr)S : Eu [10.10, 11] and
(Ca, Sr)2 Si5 N8 : Eu [10.12]. Red-enhanced LEDs show
high CRIs above 90 for low color temperatures between
2500 K and 4000 K.
White LEDs with high color rendering at arbitrary
color temperatures between 2500 K and 10 000 K are
obtained by applying blue LEDs with a combination of
green and red phosphors. Mueller–Mach and Mueller
e.g. found that SrGa2 S4 : Eu (535 nm) and SrS : Eu
(615 nm) are an appropriate combination for trichromatic LEDs [10.13].
Compared to dichromatic YAG : Ce LEDs, LEDs
with a trichromatic spectrum yield higher color rendering while the luminous efficacy is still almost as
high.

10.3.4 Organic LEDs
Organic LEDs became an important area of research and
development after the publication of direct EL observed
from a device incorporating only organic charge-transfer
materials and emitters by Tang and van Slyke from Kodak in 1987 [10.14]. The authors were working with
organic photoconductors, which have been used for several decades in copiers and printers. Applying a forward
bias to an appropriate device built with these mater-
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Fig. 10.21 Schematic build-up of an organic LED

to 10−8 cm2 /Vs for nearly insulating ones. The hole mobility is typically larger (10−3 cm2 /Vs) than the electron
mobility (10−5 cm2 /Vs). The mobility can be higher in
certain materials classes (up to 10−1 cm2 /Vs), but those
are not typically used in EL devices.
The materials fabricated in OLEDs depend on which
type of system is being used.
In small-molecule devices the organic layers are usually brought onto the substrate in a layer of multiple
materials having defined functions for each material.
A typical device layout is shown in Fig. 10.21. On top
of the ITO a hole conductor is deposited. This is in most
cases a material with high electron affinity to facilitate
injection of holes from the anode and high hole mobility to achieve good hole transport. The next layer is
than a matrix material with a large band-gap and high
triplet energy, doped with an emitter material. These
two functions can also be combined into the same material. On top of this layer a hole-blocker is deposited,
to prevent the fast-moving holes from flowing directly
to the anode. The hole-blocker has to have a very large
band-gap and a large electron affinity to efficiently prevent holes from flowing through the structure. Finally
an electron conductor/injector is deposited on top to
facilitate electron injection into the device.
In polymeric OLEDs all these functions are combined in the material, a conjugated or non-conjugated
polymer. Thus the layer sequence is typically reduced to
two layers. First, a hole-injection layer, which also serves
as a smoothing layer for the roughness of the substrate.
This layer is made insoluble and is finally coated with
the light-emitting polymer. The total thickness is typically 100–200 nm. Charge transport of electrons and
holes as well as emission is provided from the different
functional groups of the polymer. A schematic com-
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ials, light was generated from directly injected carriers.
A second important date was the publication of direct
organic EL observed in a single-layer polymer-based
device by Friend et al. in 1990, making a new class of
materials available: semiconducting polymers [10.15].
These marked the beginning of intense R&D in organic EL.
The general build-up of an organic LED (OLED) is
represented in Fig. 10.21. The stack typically consists
of a substrate (mostly glass, however plastic is considered) with a thin layer (typically 100 nm) of indium–tin
oxide (ITO). This is the most prominent representative
of transparent conducting materials, which is needed to
be able to couple the light out. On top of the ITO layer
the organic material is deposited, either as a multilayer
stack in small-molecule OLEDs or as a polymer coat
in polymeric OLEDs. The top contact, usually the cathode, is built by evaporating reactive materials such as
e.g. Ca, Mg or Ba to facilitate injection of electrons
into the molecular materials. This is often followed by
a less reactive metal, such as Al, to prevent fast oxidation of the top contact. Since many of the organic
materials and especially the reactive cathode metal are
water- and oxygen-sensitive, a nearly hermetic sealing
is required to achieve a practical lifetime of the devices. This is achieved by encapsulating the glass with
a second glass or metal can, which often also contains
additional getter materials to absorb residual water and
oxygen.
In general two types of organic direct EL are distinguished: polymeric and small-molecule organic LEDs.
Both systems rely in principle on the same basic mechanisms and, although there are distinctive differences,
especially in the case of conjugated polymers, the device
set-up is identical for the two versions. Whereas smallmolecule OLEDs are deposited using high-vacuum
sublimation or gas-phase transport, polymeric OLEDs
are typically spin-coated or in the case of displays,
ink-jetted.
The conduction mechanism in organic materials is
different to inorganic semiconductors. In the molecular solid, after charge injection, the molecule becomes
oxidized and reduced, respectively, depending on the
nature of the charge injected. If an electron is injected
from the molecule to the electrode, a hole is injected
into the molecule, which oxidizes the molecule. The
charge then moves under the influence of the applied
electric field across the molecule and by hopping from
the originally excited molecule to the neighboring one.
Thus the conductivity of organic layers is rather low,
on the order of 10−3 cm2 /Vs in good materials, down
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Fig. 10.22 Schematic band diagram of polymeric (singlelayer) and small-molecule (double-layer) OLEDs, respectively

parison of the different electronic structures of small
molecules and polymer OLEDs is shown in Fig. 10.22.
In the recombination zone, electrons and holes meet
and create excitons on the excited molecules. These excitons can have either a total spin of 1 or 1/2, thus
creating a singlet or a triplet state. The singlet state is
optically allowed and therefore able to generate a photon, whereas the triplet state is a forbidden transition,
thus no emission of light is possible from these excitons. By statistics, the probability of creating a singlet is
only 1/4 for all injected pairs, limiting the principle efficiency of organic EL devices to 25%. However, using
other emitters, which have strong spin–orbit coupling
it is possible to overcome the selection rules and the
probability of forming a radiatively decaying exciton
theoretically increases to unity, thus opening the road to
very efficient organic LEDs.
Since the delocalization of the electron density
across the molecule depends on the steric configuration
of the molecule, and the electrical properties depend on
the relative position between the molecules in the layer,
the film formation is highly important in organic LEDs.

Additionally, the coupling of two neighboring molecules
can lead to the formation of cooperative electronic states,
which exhibit a new excited state, only present in the
coupled molecules. This phenomenon is called excimer
in the case of identical molecules and exciplex, if two different molecules are involved. The energy of this excited
state without ground state is typically lower than the excited states of the single molecules. Therefore, this effect
can be used to generate other wavelengths than those
available from the constituent molecules only. However, the efficiency of singlet excimers and exciplexes is
typically very low.
A crucial problem in organic LEDs (as well as in
inorganic ones) is the outcoupling efficiency of the generated light. Due to the fact that many of the materials
used have a high refractive index, light generated within
the film and emitted at an angle larger than the critical
angle of the material suffers from total internal reflection
and the light is guided through the structure. Multiple
reflections at partially absorbing interfaces reduce the
amount of light coupled out. An estimate of the outcoupling ratio, using classical ray optics, gives a value
of 1/n 2 , where n is the refractive index of the material.
For most materials, this value amounts to 20%, i. e. 4/5
of the light generated does not leave the structure, rendering OLEDs often much less efficient than what could
be achieved with improved outcoupling. Intense work is
being conducted to identify the most promising methods to improve light outcoupling from thin-film organic
LEDs. Recent measurements, using an optically coupled
hemispherical lens on top of an OLED substrate indicate
that the outcoupling can at least be doubled by appropriate means, improving the efficiency by the same factor
of two. This topic is certainly one of the most important
areas of OLED research.
Many of the materials used in today’s OLEDs are
sensitive to moisture and oxygen. Irreversible oxidation
occurs at the surface, rendering the material insulating and thus creating a nonemissive (black) spot. These
black spots are progressive, i. e. once formed they have
a tendency to grow until the OLED is rendered useless.
These black spots often start at pinholes in the electrode
materials, which in the case of many cathode materials
are themselves often the most critical materials with respect to oxidation within the whole OLED stack. To save
the OLED from these failure mechanisms, near-perfect
encapsulation is necessary, which often includes a getter
material put in a sealed package, in close proximity to
the OLED cathode to capture any remaining oxygen and
water molecules before damage to the OLED occurs. In
the near future, it is hoped that thin-film packaging, i. e.
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sources. A diffuse, large area, flat lamp that can eventually become flexible, color-tuneable and transparent
is envisioned with OLEDs, creating new potential applications for light sources in the future. To generate
white light from OLEDs several possibilities can be
used. External mixing of colors (e.g. from pixelated
sources), intrinsic broadband (white) emitters, mixed
emitters, stacked emitters or phosphor-converted blue
or UV-emitting OLEDs (using e.g. the phosphors described above) can be fabricated; the different options
having different advantages and disadvantages depending on the applications for the light source. Most
estimates establish a time frame of five to ten years before OLEDs will become an important incoherent light
source.

10.4 General Light-Source Survey
Table 10.2 gives a summary of the main types of light
sources and selected electrical and light technical properties as discussed in this chapter.
Table 10.2 Electrical and technical data of the basic types of light sources (state of affairs 2003)
Light source
Incandescent
Halogen
Low-pressure Hg discharge
High-pressure Hg discharge
Metal halide discharge
Low-pressure Na discharge
High-pressure Na discharge
Sulphur microwave discharge
White dichromatic inorganic LED
White trichromatic inorganic LED
Organic LED (at 1000 cd/m2 )

Electrical input
power (W)
10–1000
20–2000
7–150
50–1000
20–2000
20–200
40–1000
up to 5000
1–5
1
15 mW (per cm2 )

Luminous
flux (lm)
80 –15000
300–60000
350–15000
2000–60000
1600–24000
2000–40000
1600–14000
up to 450000
20 –150
20 –25
0.3 lm (per cm2 )

Luminous
efficacy (lm/W)
8 –15
15–30
50–100
40–60
80–120
100–200
40–140
80–90 (system)
20–30
20–25
30

Color rendering
quality
Excellent
Excellent
Good
Good
Good to excellent
Poor
Moderate to good
Good
Good
Excellent
Excellent
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the deposition of a nearly impermeable material on top
of the OLED will solve this problem.
Although this is one of the most often encountered
failure mechanisms of OLEDs, it is not the only one
by far. Also, many OLED materials are intrinsically unstable, limiting the useful life of OLEDs and creating
the need for more research and development in the field
of organic LED materials.
For application as light sources OLEDs have some
way to go to achieve high efficiency at high brightness and a long lifetime. However, since all of these
properties have been shown in single devices, it is
thought possible that OLEDs will be able to deliver.
Due to the way in which they generate light, OLEDs
will provide a very different light source to existing
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This chapter describes lasers and other sources
of coherent light that operate in a wide wavelength range. First, the general principles for
the generation of coherent continuous-wave and
pulsed radiation are treated including the interaction of radiation with matter, the properties
of optical resonators and their modes as well
as such processes as Q-switching and modelocking. The general introduction is followed by
sections on numerous types of lasers, the emphasis being on today’s most important sources
of coherent light, in particular on solid-state
lasers and several types of gas lasers. An important part of the chapter is devoted to the
generation of coherent radiation by nonlinear processes with optical parametric oscillators,
difference- and sum-frequency generation, and
high-order harmonics. Radiation in the extended
ultraviolet (EUV) and X-ray ranges can be generated by free electron lasers (FEL) and advanced
X-ray sources. Ultrahigh light intensities up to
1021 W/cm2 open the door to studies of relativistic
laser–matter interaction and laser particle acceleration. The chapter closes with a section on laser
stabilization.
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11.1 Principles of Lasers
11.1.1 General Principles
A laser (an acronym for light amplification by stimulated emission of radiation) is a device that produces
and amplifies an intense beam of highly coherent, highly
directional light. The original proposal of extending the
maser (microwave amplification by stimulated emission
of radiation) idea to the infrared or visible region of
the electromagnetic (EM) spectrum, thus giving a laser,
was however first made in 1960 by Maiman [11.1] using a flash-pumped rod of ruby with polished ends
(ruby laser) after a proposal in 1958 by Townes and
Schawlow [11.2]. Nowadays laser devices range in size
from semiconductor lasers as small as a grain of salt to
solid-state lasers as large as a storage building. Lasers
are widely used in industry for, e.g., cutting and welding metals and other materials, in medicine for surgery,
in optical communications, in optical metrology, and
in scientific research. They are an integral part of such
familiar devices as bar-code scanners used in supermarkets, laser printers, compact disc and digital versatile
disc (DVD) players. The output wavelength of a laser is

determined by the properties of its active medium. Altogether, several thousand lasing lines have been reported
ranging from the soft-X-ray down to the far-infrared
spectral region and new lines appear frequently in optics
and laser journals. Depending upon the type of laser and
its operational regime, the corresponding output power
may vary from a fraction of a milliwatt to several hundred kilowatts in continuous-wave operation, and from
tens of kilowatts to petawatt peak power in pulsed-mode
operation.
A laser consists of at least three components
(Fig. 11.1):
1. a gain medium that can amplify light by means of
the basic process of stimulated emission;
2. a pump source, which creates a population inversion
in the gain medium;
3. two mirrors that form a resonator or optical cavity
in which light is trapped, traveling back and forth
between the mirrors.
The laser beam is usually the fractional part of light
trapped in the cavity that escapes from one of the two
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Fig. 11.2a–c Fundamental interaction processes of a quantized atom with an EM wave. (a) Spontaneous emission.
(b) Stimulated emission. (c) Absorption

Fig. 11.1 Schematic of a laser oscillator

mirrors (the output coupler), which has a nonvanishing transmission at the laser oscillation wavelength. The
gain medium can be solid (including semiconductors),
liquid, or gas, and the pump source can be an electrical
discharge, a lamp, or another laser. Other specific components of a laser vary depending on the gain medium
and whether the laser is operated continuously or pulsed.
Lasers may be in fact divided into two broad groups:
1. continuous wave (CW) or quasi-CW,
2. pulsed.
A CW laser exhibits a steady flow of coherent energy
and its output power undergoes little or no change with
time. Many gas lasers, such as HeNe and Ar-ion lasers,
operate CW; several solid-state lasers, such as Nd3+
and Ti3+ :Al2 O3 lasers, are also often operated in CW
mode. In pulsed lasers, the output beam power changes
with time so as to produce a short optical pulse, usually in a repetitive way and with pulse duration usually
ranging from nanoseconds (1 ns = 10−9 s) to femtoseconds (1 fs = 10−15 s). Typical examples of pulsed lasers
are many solid-state and liquid lasers, such as Nd:YAG,
Ti:Al2 O3 , and dye lasers.
Spontaneous
and Stimulated Emission, Absorption
A laser exploits three fundamental phenomena that occur
when an electromagnetic wave interacts with a material, namely the processes of spontaneous and stimulated
emission, and the process of absorption (Fig. 11.2).
Spontaneous emission and nonradiative decay. Let
us consider the energy levels of some given material and
indicate by E 1 and E 2 the energies of the ground level,
1, and of an excited level, 2, of the medium. If the atom
is initially raised in the excited state 2, it spontaneously
tends to decay into the stable ground state 1. If the available energy for the transition, E 2 − E 1 is released in
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the form of an EM wave, the process is referred to as
spontaneous, or radiative, emission (Fig. 11.2a). Owing
to energy conservation, the frequency ν0 of the emitted
radiation is given by:
(E 2 − E 1 )
,
(11.1)
h
where h is the Planck’s constant. Since the previous relation can also be written as E 2 − E 1 = hν0 , we can say
that a single photon of energy hν0 is emitted during each
spontaneous emission process. Note also that this process occurs even if the atom is isolated and no external
perturbation is applied. The probability of spontaneous
emission can be characterized in the following way. Let
us consider an ensemble of atoms and assume that, at
time t, there are N2 atoms per unit volume (population)
in level 2.
Quantum mechanical calculations show that the rate
of decay of these atoms due to spontaneous emission,
i. e., ( dN2 / dt)sp , is proportional to N2 according to:


N2
dN2
=−
,
(11.2)
dt sp
τs
ν0 =

where τs is referred to as the spontaneous emission lifetime and depends on the particular transition involved.
The direction, the polarization, and the phase of the
emission event are random, so that the overall emitted
light by the different atoms of the given population is
said to be incoherent.
If the atom is not isolated but interacts, e.g., by collisions with other atoms, the decay from the excited
state 2 to the ground state 1 may occur by a release
of the internal energy (E 2 − E 1 ) into some form other
than EM radiation (e.g., into kinetic or internal energy
of surrounding atoms in a gas or lattice vibrations in
a crystal). The phenomenon is referred to as nonradiative decay. The corresponding rate of decay from
the excited state 2 can usually be expressed in a similar manner as (11.2), namely ( dN2 / dt)nr = −N2 /τnr ,
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where τnr is the nonradiative lifetime. When both radiative and nonradiative decay are taken into account, the
rate of decay of population N2 can be written as:


N2 N2
N2
dN2
,
=−
−
≡−
(11.3)
dt decay
τs
τnr
τ
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where the time constant τ, defined by 1/τ = 1/τs +
1/τnr , is referred to as the lifetime of the excited state 2.
Stimulated emission. If an EM wave of frequency ν

close to ν0 is incident onto the atom while in its excited
state 2, the interaction of the wave with the atom may
stimulate the atom to decay to level 1 with the simultaneous emission of EM radiation. The process is referred to
as stimulated emission. In this case, one photon, with the
same frequency ν of the incoming radiation and with the
same propagation direction, polarization state and phase
is emitted (Fig. 11.2b). This is a major distinction to
spontaneous emission. It is the fundamental reason why
a laser emits coherent light as compared to the incoherent light emitted by other light sources [such as lamps
or light-emitting diodes (LEDs)], which exploit spontaneous emission. Quantum mechanical calculations show
that the process of stimulated emission can be described
by the equation


dN2
= −W21 N2 ,
(11.4)
dt st

where W21 is the rate of stimulated emission. This rate is
proportional to the photon flux F = I/(hν) of the incoming wave, where I is the wave intensity. We can in fact
write W21 = σ21 F, where σ21 is a quantity having the
dimension of an area (the stimulated emission cross section), which depends on the characteristics of the given
transition and on the frequency difference ∆ν = ν − ν0 ,
i. e., σ21 = σ21 (∆ν). Owing to energy conservation in the
a)
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Fig. 11.3a,b Coherent amplification of an EM wave. (a) Photon

flux-balance diagram in an infinitesimal section dz of the amplifier.
(b) Physical meaning of the transition cross section

process of stimulated emission, the function σ21 (∆ν) is
very narrow at around ∆ν = 0.
Absorption. Lastly, let us consider the case of an atom
initially lying in its ground state 1. In the absence of
perturbations, such as collisions with other atoms or with
photons, the atom stably remains in this state. However,
if an EM radiation of frequency ν  ν0 is incident onto
the atom, there is a finite probability that the atom will be
raised to level 2. The energy difference E 2 − E 1 required
by the atom to undergo the transition is obtained from
the energy of the EM wave, namely one photon of the
incoming wave is destroyed. This process is referred to
as absorption (Fig. 11.2c). As for stimulated emission,
the absorption process can be described by


dN2
= −W12 N2 ,
(11.5)
dt a

where W12 is the rate of absorption. Again one can show
that W12 = σ12 F, where σ12 is the absorption cross
section. Einstein showed at the beginning of the 20th
century that, for nondegenerate levels, W12 = W21 , and
thus σ12 = σ21 . If levels 1 and 2 are g1 -fold and g2 -fold
degenerate, respectively, one then has g2 σ21 = g1 σ12 .
Coherent Amplification of Light
Consider a monochromatic EM plane wave at frequency ν which propagates along the z-direction inside
a medium made of a collection of atoms. Let E 1 and E 2
be the energies of two nondegenerate levels 1 and 2 of
the atom (this time 1 is not necessarily the ground state).
We assume that the resonance frequency of the transition, ν0 = (E 2 − E 1 )/h, is coincident (or very close) to
ν. If F(z) is the photon flux of the EM wave at plane z
and N1 , N2 are the populations in levels 1 and 2 (which
are assumed to be z-independent), the change dF of the
photon flux due to the processes of absorption and stimulated emission along the elemental length dz of the
material is given by (Fig. 11.3a)

dF = σ(N2 − N1 )F(z) dz ,

(11.6)

where σ ≡ σ21 = σ12 is the transition cross section. Note
that in writing (11.6) we did not consider radiative and
nonradiative decays since nonradiative decay does not
add new photons whereas spontaneous emission creates photons which are emitted in any direction and
thus gives negligible contribution to the incoming photon flux. Most importantly, note that for N2 > N1 , one
has dF/ dz > 0 and the EM wave is amplified during
propagation, i. e., the medium acts as a coherent optical
amplifier. Conversely, for N2 < N1 , one has dF/ dz < 0
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Population Inversion: The Pumping Process
At thermal equilibrium any material behaves as an absorber. In fact, the distribution of populations N2e and
N1e of levels 1 and 2 at thermal equilibrium is described
by the Boltzmann statistics


N2e
E2 − E1
,
= exp −
(11.7)
N1e
kB T

where kB is the Boltzmann constant and T is the absolute
temperature. Note that N2e < N1e ; in particular N2e is negligible as compared to N1e if kB T  E 2 − E 1 ; at room
temperature (T = 300 K) one has kB T  208 cm−1 .
[A reciprocal centimeter is a simple convenient unit
for measuring energies in spectroscopy and refers to
the inverse of the wavelength of a photon possessing the given energy E. The actual energy E in the
SI unit (Joule) can be obtained by multiplying cm−1
by hc, with c = 3 × 1010 cm/s and h = 6.63 × 10−34 Js].
Therefore the condition N2e  N1e is well satisfied for
transitions in the near-infrared and visible. To obtain op-

tical amplification instead of optical absorption, we need
to create population inversion in the medium by means
of a pumping process [11.3, 4], which drives the population distribution far from thermal equilibrium. At first
sight one might think to achieve population inversion
between levels 2 and 1 through the interaction of the
material with some strong EM radiation at frequency
ν0 , such as that emitted by a flash or arc lamp. Since
at thermal equilibrium N1e > N2e , absorption will dominate over stimulated emission, and this will produce an
increase of N2 and a decrease of N1 from their thermal
equilibrium values. However, when N1 tends to reach
the same value of N2 , absorption and stimulated emission processes compensate each other, i. e., the medium
tends to become transparent. Such a situation is referred
to as saturation of the two-level transition. Therefore,
owing to saturation, it is impossible to produce population inversion in a two-level system (at least in the
steady state). This goal can be achieved, however, when
more than two energy levels are considered. Typically
three or four energy levels are involved (Fig. 11.4), and
correspondingly one speaks of three-level or four-level
lasers. In a three-level laser (Fig. 11.4a), atoms are raised
from the ground level 1 to the level 3 through a pumping mechanism. If the material is such that, once an
atom excited into level 3 rapidly decays into a lower
level 2 (by, e.g., a fast nonradiative decay), then population inversion can be obtained between level 2 and 1.
Note that, in a three-level laser scheme, to achieve population inversion it is necessary to raise at least half of
the atoms from the ground state 1 to state 3. In a fourlevel laser (Fig. 11.4b), atoms are again raised from the
ground level 0 to an excited state 3, with a rapid decay
to the upper laser level 2; however this time laser action takes place from level 2 to an excited lower-lying
level 1. Once laser oscillation starts, level 1 is populated
by stimulated emission; therefore to maintain populaa)
3

b)
Pump level
2

Fast decay

Laser

Pumping

3

Pump level
2

Laser
Pumping
1

1

Ground state

Fast decay

0

Fast decay
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Fig. 11.4a,b Schematic of the energy-level diagram for (a) a threelevel laser, and (b) a four-level laser
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and the medium behaves as an absorber. If we let l be
the length of the medium, the photon flux F(l) at the output plane is related to the one F(0) at the input plane by
the relation F(l) = F(0) exp(g), where g = (N2 − N1 )σl
is the gain coefficient. The condition for light amplification (g > 0) is therefore N2 > N1 , which is often referred
to as population inversion. We note that in the previous
calculation N1 and N2 have been assumed independent
of the intensity I of propagating wave. This is fine however provided that I is weak enough so as that changes
of N1 and N2 due to absorption and stimulated emissions can be neglected; however, for strong intensities
one needs to account for the phenomenon of saturation.
As a final comment, we note that an examination of
(11.6) leads to a simple physical interpretation of the
transition cross section σ. First, let us suppose that all
the atoms of the medium are in the ground state and let
us associate with each atom an effective absorption cross
section σa in the sense that, if a photon enters this cross
section, it is absorbed by the atom (Fig. 11.3b). If S is
the cross-sectional area of the EM wave, the number of
atoms in the element dz of the material is Nt S dz (Nt is
the total atomic population, i. e., N1 = Nt and N2 = 0),
thus giving a total absorption cross section of σa Nt S dz.
The fractional decrease of photon flux in the element dz
of the material is therefore ( dF/F) = −(σa Nt S dz/S) =
−σa Nt dz. If we compare this expression with (11.6),
we conclude that σa = σ, so that the meaning we can
attribute to σ is that of an effective absorption cross
section as just defined.
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tion inversion in stationary conditions (continuous-wave
operation), the lower laser level 1 should rapidly depopulate through, e.g., a very fast nonradiative decay into
the ground state 0. Compared to a three-level laser, the
four-level laser offers the great advantage that population
inversion is ideally achieved when just one atom is raised
to the pumping level 3. Four-level lasers are thus more
used, whenever possible, than three-level lasers. More
recently, the so-called quasi-three-level lasers have also
become a rather important laser category. In these lasers
the energy level scheme is similar to that of a four-level
laser, however levels 0 and 1 are now nondegenerate
sublevels of the ground energy level. The population of
the ground state is distributed in all the sublevels according to Boltzmann statistics, and therefore, at room
temperature, some population is left in level 1.
The mechanism that allows atom excitation from the
ground energy level into the excited pump level 3 is referred to as the pumping process. The rate of population
of the upper state, 2, due to the pumping, ( dN2 / dt)p ,
can be written as:


dN2
= Wp Ng ,
(11.8)
dt p
where Wp is the pumping rate and Ng is the population of the ground state. For a four-level laser, one can
assume Ng to be constant (and much larger than N2 ).
In this case one can write from (11.8) ( dN2 / dt)p = Rp ,
where Rp = Wp Ng is the pump rate per unit volume. The
energy required for pumping is generally supplied either
optically or electrically. The minimum pump power Pm
needed to produce a given pump rate Rp is given by
Pm = ( dN2 / dt)p Vhνmp , where ( dN2 / dt)p is the number of atoms per unit volume and time raised to the upper
laser level by the pumping process, V is the volume of
the active medium, and νmp is the minimum pump frequency, given by the difference between the ground level
and the upper laser level. For either electrical or optical pumping, the actual pump power Pp turns out to be
larger than the minimum value Pm , so that one can define
a pump efficiency ηp = Pm /Pp . Therefore, the relation
between the pump rate Rp and the actual pump power
Pp is given by:


Pp
.
Rp = ηp
(11.9)
Vhνmp
Optical pumping. In optical pumping by an incoherent

source, light from a powerful lamp (usually medium- to
high-pressure Xe and Kr flashlamps for pulsed lasers,
or high-pressure Kr lamps for CW lasers) is absorbed

by the active medium. Solid-state gain media, such as
Nd:YAG, and liquid lasers are particularly well suited
to optical pumping: absorption lines are in fact very
broad and this makes the absorption of the (broadband)
light of the lamps efficient. The flashlamps generate significant heat into the material that must be dissipated
by water cooling. The pumping source may, however,
itself be a laser; in this case one speaks of laser pumping. Among the most used laser pump sources, we just
mention semiconductor lasers (diode laser pumping),
argon-ion laser and second-harmonic or third-harmonic
generation of Nd lasers. With the advent of powerful
and reliable semiconductor lasers, diode-laser pumping
is nowadays commonplace for many solid-state and fiber
lasers.
Electrical pumping. In gas lasers and semiconductor
lasers, the excitation mechanism usually consists of
an electrical current flow through the active medium.
Gas lasers generally need to be electrically pumped because, due to the small width of their absorption lines,
optical pumping would be very inefficient. In gas lasers,
electrical pumping is achieved by passing an electric
current either CW, at radio frequency or pulsed, directly
through the gas itself. During the discharge, ions and
free electrons are produced which acquire kinetic energy from the applied field and are able to excite neutral
atoms via collisions: A + e → A∗ + e, where A∗ denotes
the atomic species in an excited state. Since electron impact excitation is a nonresonant process, it is a rather
efficient pumping method for a gas. In some cases, the
gas may contain two species, one of which is first excited
by the discharge and then undergoes resonant energy
transfer with the other via collision (an example is the
HeNe laser). Electrical pumping in semiconductor lasers
is achieved by flowing a large current density in a p–n
or p–i–n diode. Though optical pumping can be used for
semiconductor lasers, electrical pumping proves to be
much more convenient.
Pumping processes different from optical or electrical pumping may also be employed in some special
lasers; we just mention chemical pumping in chemical
lasers, where population inversion is produced directly
from an exothermic reaction.

Laser Oscillation
To obtain laser oscillation, the amplifying medium is
placed between two mirrors, forming a laser cavity
(Fig. 11.1). Light propagating along the cavity axis and
passing through the pumped laser medium is reflected
back through it, stimulating further emission in the same
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Nc =

γ
,
σl

(11.10)

where
γ = γi +

γ1 + γ2
2

(11.11)

is referred to as the single-pass logarithmic loss of the
cavity. Once the critical inversion is reached, oscillation
builds up from spontaneous emission.
To calculate the pump rate Rcp needed to reach the
threshold condition (the critical pump rate), let us consider the four-level laser (Fig. 11.4b). In steady-state
conditions and in the absence of lasing, the population accumulated on the upper laser level can simply

be calculated from a balance between the number of
atoms pumped per unit volume and time in the upper
laser level and the number of atoms that decay via radiative and nonradiative ways. Assuming N1  0, one
obtains ∆N  N2 = Rp τ. When N2 = Nc , from the previous equation and with the help of (11.10) the critical
pump rate is obtained as Rcp = γ /(στl). Note that the
critical pump rate increases as στ decreases. Therefore
the product στ, which depends on the properties of the
given transition, can be regarded as a figure of merit for
a given laser.
Properties of Laser Beams
Laser radiation shows an extremely high degree
of monochromaticity, coherence, directionality and
brightness as compared to other noncoherent light
sources [11.3].
The monochromaticity of laser radiation results from
the circumstance that light oscillation sets in at one resonance frequency of the optical cavity, and owing to the
balance between gain and loss in CW operation the line
width ∆νL of the oscillating mode is ultimately limited
by quantum noise. Conversely, light from incoherent
sources which exploit spontaneous emission (including
LEDs) has a much lower degree of monochromaticity (as
much as 11 orders of magnitude) since the spectral distribution of spontaneously emitted photons is broadened at
around the atomic resonance frequency ν0 owing to various broadening mechanisms. For laser radiation in the
visible or near-infrared, line widths ∆νL as low as a few
Hz may, in fact, be achieved in frequency-stabilized laser
sources.
The coherence of laser radiation refers to either temporal or spatial coherence. To define spatial coherence,
let us consider two points P1 and P2 that, at a time t = 0,
belong to the same wavefront, i. e., the phase difference
between their electric fields at time t = 0 is zero. If the
difference ϕ2 (t) − ϕ1 (t) of their phases also remains zero
at times t > 0, we say that there is perfect spatial coherence between the two points P1 and P2 . In practice, for
any point P1 , in order to have some degree of phase correlation, point P2 must lie within some finite area around
P1 , which is called the coherence area. The high degree
of spatial coherence of laser radiation stems again from
the fact that the spatial field distribution of the beam generated by stimulated emission is a mode of the optical
resonator.
To define temporal coherence at a given point P, let
us consider the phase difference ϕ(t + τ) − ϕ(t) for the
electric field at P at times t + τ and t. For a given delay τ, if the phase difference is independent of time t,
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direction. This means that laser photons undergo multiple reflections within the cavity, being amplified at
each pass through the laser medium. One mirror (total reflector) reflects almost all the incident light back
through the laser medium while the other (partial reflector or output coupler) transmits a fraction T2 = 1 − R2 ,
which constitutes the output laser beam. The combination of laser gain medium, pumping source and optical
cavity forms a simple laser oscillator: if the amplification is large enough to overcame losses, i. e., when
a threshold condition is reached, a single photon (which
is always present due to quantum noise) can be amplified by several orders of magnitude to produce a huge
number of coherently generated photons trapped inside
the resonator. In addition, for an open resonator, only the
photons which propagate in the paraxial direction of the
resonator axis can reach the threshold for oscillation, so
that an important property of the output laser beam is that
it is directional. We can obtain the threshold condition
for laser action by a simple argument based on gain/loss
balance of light photons in one cavity round-trip. In
fact, in one round-trip the photons pass twice through
the gain medium and hence the round-trip gain of photons is exp(2σ Nl), where N = N2 − N1 is the population
inversion, and l is the length of the active medium. On
the other hand, the round-trip loss for photons can be
written as (1 − T1 )(1 − T2 )(1 − L i )2 , where T1 = 1 − R1
and T2 = 1 − R2 are the power transmission of the two
mirrors whereas L i accounts for the one-way internal
loss in the cavity (due to, e.g., scattering or diffraction
loss for open resonators). The population inversion Nc
needed to reach threshold (also called critical inversion)
is simply obtained by equating the round-trip gain and
loss. After setting γ1 = −ln(1 − T1 ), γ2 = −ln(1 − T2 )
and γi = −ln(1 − L i ), the critical inversion turns out to
be given by
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we say that there is temporal coherence over a time τ.
If this occurs for any value of τ, the EM wave is said
to have perfect temporal coherence. If, conversely, this
occurs only for delays τ smaller than a given delay τ0 ,
the wave is said to have partial temporal coherence,
and τ0 is called the coherence time of the EM wave at
point P. The concept of temporal coherence is closely
related to that of monochromaticity; in fact, for a CW
laser one can show that the coherence time τ0 is related to the laser line width ∆νL by the simple relation
τ0 ≈ 1/∆νL . The high degree of temporal coherence of
laser radiation is therefore due to its extreme degree of
monochromaticity.
The directionality of the laser beam is due to the fact
that the gain medium is placed inside an open optical
resonator and, as a consequence, stimulated emission
preferentially occurs in the direction orthogonal to the
two cavity mirrors (Fig. 11.1), where feedback from the
mirrors is most effective and diffraction losses are the
smallest. The laser beam emitted from the output coupler shows a divergence angle which, in the ideal case, is
limited by diffraction. From diffraction theory, the divergence angle for a monochromatic beam of wavelength
λ turns out to be given by
 
λ
θd = β
,
(11.12)
2w
where β is a numerical coefficient (of order 1) whose
specific value depends on the particular transverse field
distribution and 2w is the diameter of the beam. For
example, considering laser radiation in the visible (λ =
500 nm), the divergence of a laser beam of transverse
diameter 2w ≈ 1 cm is solely θd ≈ λ/2w  5 × 10−5 rad.
This means that, after propagation for a length L = 1 km,
the beam size is increased to solely w + θd L ≈ 6 cm!
The brightness of laser radiation is closely related to
the directionality and stems from the capability of a laser
oscillator to emit a high optical power in a small solid
angle of space. For a given emitting source, of area ∆S,
if P denotes the optical power delivered in a fractional
solid angle ∆Ω of space, the brightness of the emitter
is defined as B = P/(∆S∆Ω). The brightness of a laser
source, in which the solid angle of emission ∆Ω is
determined by its divergence angle θd , is given by


2 2
P.
(11.13)
B=
βπλ
A laser of moderate power (e.g., a few milliwatts) has
a brightness several orders of magnitude greater than
that of the brightest conventional sources.

11.1.2 Interaction of Radiation with Atoms
Absorption and Stimulated Emission Rates
Consider a monochromatic EM wave of frequency ν incident on a two-level atom with a transition frequency
ν0 = (E 2 − E 1 )/h close to ν. The calculation of the absorption and stimulated emission rates W12 and W21 can
be done following a semiclassical approach, in which
the atom is treated quantum mechanically whereas the
EM wave classically [11.3,5–9]. If the atom is initially in
its ground state (level 1), the incident wave may induce
a transition to level 2 owing to the coupling of the electromagnetic field with the electric and magnetic dipole
(and multipole) moments of the atom. The strongest interaction is usually that arising between the electric field
E(t) = E0 cos(2πνt) of the EM and the electric dipole
moment of the transition, which is defined by the matrix dipole element µ12 = u ∗2 (r)eru 1 (r) dr, where r is
the distance of the electron of the atom, with charge
e, from its nucleus, and where u 1 (r) and u 2 (r) are the
electronic eigenfunctions for the atomic energy levels 1
and 2 respectively. In this electric-dipole approximation,
a perturbation theory, which assumes that the interaction
between the EM wave and the atom is not disturbed by,
e.g., collisions or other phenomena (including spontaneous emission), leads to the following expression for
the absorption and stimulated emission rate

W12 = W21 =

2π 2
|µ12 |2 ρδ(ν − ν0 ) ,
3n 2 0 h 2

(11.14)

where ρ = n 2 0 E 02 /2 is the energy density of the EM
wave, n is the refractive index of the medium, and δ is the
impulse Dirac function. In particular, for a plane wave
of intensity I = cρ/n, from (11.14) the following expression for the cross section σ12 = W12 /F = hνW12 /I
can be derived:
2π 2
|µ12 |2 νδ(ν − ν0 ) .
(11.15)
3n 0 ch
Analogously, if initially the electron is on level 2, owing
to the interaction with the EM wave there is a probability that the electron decays into state 1 emitting
a photon by stimulated emission. The semiclassical perturbation calculation leads for the stimulated emission
cross section σ21 = hνW21 /I the same expression as that
of σ12 , i. e., σ21 = σ12 , provided that the two levels are
not degenerate.
The expression for σ12 = σ21 as given by (11.15) is
unphysical since it implies that the transition probability
is zero for ν = ν0 and ∞ for ν = ν0 . The inconsistency is removed by observing that the interaction of
σ12 =
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2
1
g(ν − ν0 ) =
,
π∆ν0 1 + [2(ν − ν0 )/∆ν0 ]2

(11.16)

where ∆ν0 depends on the particular broadening mechanism involved. Note that the full width at half-maximum
(FWHM) of the Lorentzian function is simply ∆ν0 .
The resonant character of the stimulated emission and
absorption processes is maintained since the line broadening ∆ν0 is typically several orders of magnitude
smaller than ν0 (e.g., in a low-pressure gas, for a transition in the visible one has ν0 ≈ 5 × 1014 Hz whereas
∆ν0 ≈ 106 –108 Hz). Since the aforementioned broadening mechanism act in the same way on each atom
of the ensemble, it is referred to as a homogeneous
broadening mechanism.
A somewhat different case occurs when the resonance frequencies ν0 of the atoms in the ensemble are
distributed around a central frequency ν0 (inhomogeneous broadening). This distribution
is described by the

function g∗ (ν0 − ν0 ) such that g∗ (ν0 − ν0 ) dν0 = 1 and
g∗ (ν0 − ν0 ) dν0 is the fractional part of the atoms in the
ensemble whose resonance frequency lies in the interval (ν0 , ν0 + dν0 ). For the most common mechanisms
of inhomogeneous line broadening (such as Doppler
broadening in a gas or local-field effects in ionic crystals or glasses) the distribution g∗ (ν0 − ν0 ) is given by
a Gaussian function (Fig. 11.5b):
g∗ (ν0 − ν0 ) =




ln2 1/2
π


4ln2(ν0 − ν0 )2
,
× exp −
∆ν0∗2

2
∆ν0∗

(11.17)

where ∆ν0∗ is the transition line width (FWHM), which
depends on the particular broadening mechanism.
Taking into account the simultaneous presence
of both homogeneous and inhomogeneous broadening mechanisms, one can show that the cross section
σ = σ12 = σ21 for stimulated emission and absorption
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g
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Fig. 11.5 Lorentzian (left side) and Gaussian (right side) line
shapes corresponding to homogeneous and inhomogeneous transition broadening, respectively

assumes the most general form:
σ=

2π 2
|µ12 |2 νgt (ν − ν0 ) ,
3n 0 ch

(11.18)

where the total line shape gt is given by the convolution:

gt (ν − ν0 ) = g∗ (ν0 − ν0 )g(ν − ν0 ) dν0 . (11.19)
If we consider an ensemble of atoms and indicate by
N1 and N2 the populations of atoms in the energy
levels 1 and 2, as discussed in the previous section
a small-signal EM wave of frequency ν which propagates inside the medium experiences amplification
for N2 > N1 or absorption for N2 < N1 . In the former case, one can introduce the absorption coefficient
per unit length α(ν) = σ(ν − ν0 )(N1 − N2 ), whereas
in the latter case one can introduce the gain coefficient per unit length g(ν) = σ(ν − ν0 )(N2 − N1 ). For
a weak-signal wave, so that saturation can be neglected, the intensity of the propagating wave is thus
exponentially attenuated or amplified along the propagation direction according to I(z) = I(0) exp(−αz) or
I(z) = I(0) exp(gz), respectively.
These considerations apply to atomic or molecular transitions which are electric-dipole allowed, i. e.,
for which the dipole matrix element µ12 of the transition does not vanish. Transitions between atomic or
molecular energy levels with the same parity (e.g., between s states in an atom) are electric-dipole forbidden.
This does not mean however that the atom or molecule
cannot pass from level 1 to level 2 when interacting
with an EM wave; in this case the transition can occur owing to the interaction of the EM wave with, e.g.,
the magnetic dipole moment (or the electric quadrupole
moment) of the transition, though the strength of the
cross section describing this process is much smaller
than that of an allowed electric dipole transition. For an
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the monochromatic EM wave with the atom is not perfectly coherent, but it is disturbed by, e.g., collisions
with other atoms or with lattice phonons, spontaneous
emission and nonradiative decay of the atom. The effect
of such disturbing interactions is to broaden the transition line of each atom in the ensemble, in the sense
that in (11.15) the Dirac δ function δ(ν − ν0 ) should be
replaced by a new function g(ν − ν0 ), symmetric about
ν = ν0 with g(ν − ν0 )dν = 1, which is generally given
by the Lorentzian function (Fig. 11.5a):
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electric dipole transition the absorption transition rate
W e is proportional to ∼ |µ e E 0 |2 , where µ e is the electric dipole moment of the transition, E 0 the amplitude of
the electric field of the EM wave and −E 0 µ e is the classical energy of an electric dipole in an external field E 0 .
Likewise, for a magnetic dipole interaction, the transition rate Wm is proportional to ∼ |µm B0 |2 , where µm
is the magnetic dipole of the transition, B0 is the amplitude of the magnetic field of the EM wave, and −B0 µm
is the classical energy of a magnetic dipole in an external magnetic field B0 . By approximating µ e ≈ ea and
µm ≈ β, where a = 0.529 × 10−10 m is the Bohr radius
and β = 9.27 × 10−24 Am2 is the Bohr magneton, one
then obtains:
 




eaE 0 2
We
eac 2
=
=
 105 .
(11.20)
Wm
β B0
β
Spontaneous Emission
Spontaneous emission is the phenomenon by which
an atom in an excited energy level tends to decay toward the ground state (even in absence of any external
perturbation) by emitting an EM wave, i. e., one photon.
A correct explanation of spontaneous emission requires
a quantum electrodynamic approach in which both the
atom and the EM field are quantized. In practice, due to
quantization of the EM field, the mean values of both
E 2 and H 2 fields are nonvanishing even in the absence
of a (classical) EM wave (zero-point field fluctuations).
Such intrinsic fluctuations always perturb the atom in an
excited state and trigger its decay toward a lower energy
level with the emission of one photon with frequency
ν close to the atomic transition frequency ν0 . Atomic
decay due to spontaneous emission follows an exponential law with a time constant τs , which is referred to
as the spontaneous emission lifetime [see (11.2)]. The
quantum electrodynamic calculation of τs in the electric
dipole approximation and for an atom placed in an optical cavity was done by Weisskopf and Wigner [11.10].
A simple and rigorous calculation of τs may be derived
using an elegant thermodynamic argument, which was
proposed by Einstein well before any development of the
quantum electrodynamics [11.11]. Assume that the material is placed inside a black-body cavity whose walls
are kept at a constant temperature T . Once the thermodynamic equilibrium is reached, the spectral EM energy
density distribution ρ(ν) inside the cavity is given by the
Planck distribution


8πν2
hν
ρ(ν) =
(11.21)
exp(hν/kT ) − 1
c3

where ρ(ν) is such that ρ(ν) dν is the EM energy per
unit volume of the cavity associated to modes with frequencies in the interval (ν, ν + dν). We note that in
(11.21) the factor (8πν2 /c3 ) represents the density of
EM modes per unit volume of the cavity, whereas the
term hν/[exp(hν/kB T ) − 1] is the energy per mode. The
populations N1e and N2e in the atomic levels 1 and 2 at
thermal equilibrium are described by a Boltzmann statistics (11.7); on the other hand, at steady state the number
of excitation per unit time from level 1 to level 2 due
to the absorption of black-body radiation should balance the number of decays per unit time from level 2 to
level 1 due to both stimulated emission and spontaneous
emission, i. e., W12 N1e = W21 N2e + N2e /τs . One then
obtains 1/τs = W12 exp(hν0 /kT ) − W21 . For a spectrally broad radiation (such as
 black-body radiation)
one can write W12 = W21 = dνcσ(ν − ν0 )ρ(ν)/nhν
= 2π 2 |µ12 |2 ρ(ν0 )/(3n 2 0 h 2 ), where we used (11.15).
Using this expression for W12 = W21 and (11.21) for
ρ(ν0 ), one finally obtains
τs =

3h 0 c3
.
16π 3 ν03 n|µ12 |2

(11.22)

Using a similar thermodynamic argument, one can also
show that the spectrum of the photon emitted by spontaneous emission is given by the line shape gt (ν − ν0 ) of
the transition (11.19), i. e., the probability that the photon emitted by spontaneous emission has a frequency in
the range (ν, ν + dν) is given by gt (ν − ν0 ) dν. This property is very interesting since it enables one to measure
the transition line shape gt (ν − ν0 ) simply in an emission
experiment by passing the spontaneously emitted light
through a spectrometer of sufficiently high resolution.
To estimate the radiative lifetime τs , let us consider for instance an electric-dipole-allowed transition
at a frequency corresponding to the middle of the visible range (λ0 = c/ν0 = 500 nm). Assuming |µ12 |  ea
(where a  0.1 nm is the atomic radius), from (11.22)
one obtains τs  10 ns. For a magnetic dipole transition
1/τs turns out to be 105 times smaller, i. e., τs  1 ms.
Note that, according to (11.22), τs decreases as the cube
of the transition frequency, so that the importance of
spontaneous emission increases rapidly with frequency.
This implies that, as spontaneous emission is often negligible in the middle- to far-infrared, where nonradiative
decay dominates, in the X-ray region (e.g., λ0 < 5 nm)
spontaneous emission is the dominant decay process
and τs becomes exceedingly short (10–100 fs). Such
a short lifetime represents a major challenge for achieving a population inversion in X-ray lasers. It should
finally be noted that the rate of spontaneous emission as
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given by (11.22) can be either enhanced or reduced when
the atom radiates in a dielectric cavity whose density of
EM modes (i. e., the number of resonant cavity modes
per unit frequency and per unit volume) is changed from
the value (8πν2 /c3 ) due to, e.g., tight spatial confinement, such as in microlasers. For instance, spontaneous
decay is fully inhibited for an atom placed inside a photonic crystal whenever the atomic transition frequency
ν0 falls inside a bandgap of the photonic crystal.

anism is said to be homogeneous when it broadens the
line of each atom in the same way. In this case the line
shape of the single-atom cross section and that of the
overall absorption cross section are identical. There are
two main homogeneous broadening mechanisms: collisional broadening and natural broadening.
Collisional broadening occurs in a gas, where the
atom may collide with other atoms, ions, free electrons, or with the walls of the container, as well as in
a solid, where collisions are due to the interaction of
the atom with the lattice phonons. During a process of
absorption or stimulated emission of a two-level atom
with a monochromatic EM wave, the collisions interrupt the coherent interaction of the EM with the atom;
if we write the electronic wave function ψ of the atom
during the transition as ψ = c1 (t)u 1 (r) exp[−iE 1 t/ ] +
c2 (t)u 2 (r) exp[−iE 2 t/ ], assuming that the collision
does not induce a decay, it simply introduces a random and rather instantaneous relative phase jump of the
coefficients c1 and c2 , and
 thus of the oscillating part of
the atomic dipole µ = −er|ψ(r, t)|2 dr, which is proportional to c1 c∗2 . Since in the electric-dipole interaction
the radiation–atom coupling is expressed by the energy
term −µ e E, a different but equivalent picture is to assume that it is the phase of the electric field that shows
random phase jumps rather than the atomic dipole moment (Fig. 11.6). Therefore we can consider the case of
coherent (i. e., not disturbed) interaction of the two-level
atom with an EM wave which is not monochromatic but
whose spectral content is broadened at around ν owing
to the phase jumps. Let I(ν ) = Ig(ν − ν) be the spectral intensity distribution of the EM wave with random
phase jumps (Fig. 11.6), where I is the total field intensity and g its spectral shape (with g(ν − ν) dν = 1).
For each fractional spectral component Ig(ν − ν) dν of
the EM wave, we may introduce an elemental absorption transition rate dW12 given, according to (11.14), by
dW12 = [2π 2 |µ12 |2 /(3n 0 ch 2 )]δ(ν
 − ν0 )Ig(ν − ν) dν .
The total transition rate, W12 = dW12 , is then given
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Fig. 11.6 Schematic of the sinusoidal electric field of fre-

quency ν showing random phase jumps at time intervals τ

by W12 = σ12 (ν − ν0 )I/hν, where the cross section σ12
is given by (11.15) after replacing the delta function
δ(ν − ν0 ) with g(ν − ν0 ). To calculate the line shape g,
let us assume that the distribution of the time interval τ
between two successive collisions be described by an exponential probability density, p(τ) = [exp(−τ/τc )]/τc ,
where τc is the mean value of τ. According to the
Wiener–Kintchine theorem, the spectrum g can be calculated as the Fourier transform of the autocorrelation
function of the sinusoidal field with phase jumps at
time intervals τ (Fig. 11.6). This yields a Lorentzian
line shape (11.16) with a FWHM of ∆ν0 , related to the
mean value of collision time τc by the equation
∆ν0 =

1
.
πτc

(11.23)

For instance, for an atomic or molecular gas at pressure p and absolute temperature T , from kinetic theory
and employing the hard-sphere model of a gas, one has
τc = (2MkB T/3)1/2 [1/(8π pa2 )], where M is the atomic
mass and a its radius. Note that τc is inversely proportional, and hence ∆ν0 is directly proportional, to the gas
pressure p. As a rough rule of thumb, we can say that,
for any atom in a gas, collisions contribute to the line
broadening by an amount (∆νcoll / p) ≈ 1 MHz/Torr.
For an atom or an ion in a crystal, collisions occur
with lattice phonons. Since the number of phonons in
a given lattice vibration is strongly dependent on the
lattice temperature T , the corresponding line broadening ∆ν0 increases with increasing values of T . For
instance, in the Nd:YAG laser Nd3+ ions are hosted
in the YAG crystal, and collision broadening increases
from ∆ν0 ≈ 126 GHz at room temperature (T = 300 K)
to about 250 GHz at T = 400 K.
A second homogeneous line broadening mechanism
originates from spontaneous emission and is referred
to as natural (or intrinsic) line broadening. It can be
shown that the natural broadening is again described by
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1
,
(11.24)
∆ν0 =
2πτs
where τs is the spontaneous lifetime. For, e.g., an
electric dipole transition at the center of the visible (λ ≈ 500 nm), one has ∆νnat  16 MHz. Since
τs ≈ 1/ν3 , the natural line width rapidly increases for
transitions at shorter wavelengths (to the UV or X-ray
spectral regions).
We finally note that, when the two aforementioned
homogeneous line broadening mechanisms act simultaneously, the overall line shape is obtained from the
convolution of the two corresponding Lorentzian functions. One then obtains a Lorentzian function with
a FWHM given by ∆ν0 = ∆νcoll + ∆νnat .
Inhomogeneous broadening. A line broadening mech-

anism is said to be inhomogeneous when it distributes
the atomic resonance frequencies over some spectral
range. A first case of inhomogeneous broadening is that
of ions in ionic crystals or glasses, where the local crystal field induces, via the Stark effect, a local variation of
the energy-level separation of the ion. For random local field variations, the corresponding distribution of the
transition frequencies g∗ (ν − ν0 ) turns out to be given by
a Gaussian function (11.17) with a line width ∆ν0∗ that
depends on the amount of field inhomogeneity within
the crystal or glass.
A second inhomogeneous mechanism, typical of
gases, arises from atomic motion and is referred to as
Doppler broadening. In fact, due to the motion of the
atom, the frequency ν of the EM wave as seen in the
rest frame of the atom is shifted as compared to the frequency ν of the wave in the laboratory reference frame
according to the relation ν = ν[1 − (vz /c)], where vz
is the component of the atomic velocity in the propagation z-direction of the EM wave. From the point of
view of atom–radiation interaction, this shift is equivalent to a change of the resonance frequency of the atom
rather than to a change of the EM frequency. Taking into
account the Maxwellian distribution of molecular velocities in a gas, one can show that the distribution of
the transition frequencies g∗ (ν − ν0 ) is given again by
a Gaussian function (11.17) with a line width ∆ν0∗ given
by


2kB T ln 2 1/2
∆ν0∗ = 2ν0
,
(11.25)
Mc2
where M is the atomic (or molecular) mass and T the gas
temperature. As an example, for the λ = 632.8 nm line of

the HeNe laser, at T = 300 K and using the appropriate
mass for Ne, one obtains ∆ν0∗  1.7 GHz. As a general
rule, Doppler broadening in a gas is usually larger than
collisional broadening for a gas pressure lower than the
atmospheric pressure; collisional broadening, in turn, is
usually larger than the natural broadening.
Nonradiative Decay
Besides decaying via radiative emission, an atom in an
excited state may decay toward a lower-lying level in
a nonradiative way. A first mechanism of nonradiative
decay arises from collisions and is called collisional deactivation. In this case, for a liquid or a gas, the transition
energy is released as excitation and/or kinetic energy
of the colliding species, or it is transferred to the container walls; for an ion in a crystal or in a glass the
deactivation occurs through the interaction with lattice
phonons or glass vibrational modes. When, e.g., the excitation energy of an atomic excited species B ∗ in a gas
is released as a kinetic energy of the species A, the collisional deactivation process occurs via the superelastic
collision B ∗ + A → B + A + ∆E, where ∆E, the excitation energy to be released, is left as kinetic energy of
the colliding partners. When the electronic energy of
species B ∗ is released in the form of the internal energy
of species A, we have instead B ∗ + A → B + A∗ + ∆E,
where now ∆E is the difference between the internal
energies of the two colliding species. In this latter case,
deactivation process is efficient provided that ∆E is
appreciably smaller than the thermal energy kB T of colliding species. A simple description of the nonradiative
decay of a given species in an excited state is expressed
by a nonradiative lifetime τnr such that N2 /τnr is the
number of atoms, per unit volume and time, that decay
owing to the deactivation process.
Nonradiative decay acts in combination with spontaneous emission and, according to (11.3), the overall
lifetime τ of an excited state is given by: τ = (1/τnr +
1/τs )−1 .
Concluding Remarks
From the preceding discussions, we can say that the most
important material parameters of interest for a laser are
the transition wavelength λ, the transition cross section at the peak σp , the lifetime of the upper laser level
τ, and the line width ∆ν0 of the transition line shape.
These parameters, for the most common gas, liquid and
solid-state lasers, are summarized in Table 11.1. We
note that, as compared to gas and liquid lasers, the cross
sections for solid-state lasers (Nd:YAG, Nd:glass, and
Ti3+ :Al2 O3 ) are relatively small and, correspondingly,
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Table 11.1 Main parameters for transitions in most common gas, liquid and solid-state lasers
Transition

σp (cm2 )

τ (µs)

∆ν0

632.8
514.5
1064
1054
570
790

5.8 × 10−13

30 × 10−3

2.5 × 10−13
2.8 × 10−19
4 × 10−20
3.2 × 10−16
4 × 10−19

6 × 10−3
230
300
5.5 × 10−3
3.9

1.7 GHz
3.5 GHz
120 GHz
5.4 THz
46 THz
100 THz

the lifetimes relatively long because in these lasers the
transitions are electric-dipole forbidden (or weakly allowed). We note also that the line widths of gas lasers
are much smaller than those of solid-state or dye lasers.

11.1.3 Laser Resonators and Modes
As discussed in the introductory section, in a laser oscillator the inverted amplifying medium is placed inside
a laser resonator or laser cavity, which can be viewed
as a trapping box for light radiation capable of sustaining stationary (i. e., monochromatic) or weakly damped
electromagnetic field configurations at some selected
optical frequencies [11.3, 5]. Such EM field configurations and the corresponding optical frequencies are
called cavity modes and resonance frequencies, respectively. The most widely used resonators for lasers are
open cavities, composed of at least by two plane or spherical mirrors of circular shape (spherical resonators),
placed in front each other at some distance L. Except for microlasers, in ordinary lasers the resonator
length L is typically much larger than the oscillating wavelength λ, ranging from a few centimeters to
a few tens of centimeters, whereas mirror dimensions
range from a fraction of centimeter to a few centimeters. The optical cavity is open to reduce drastically the
number of modes that can oscillate with low loss. In
fact, if the cavity were closed, the number N of resonant modes that might oscillate, i. e., the number of
modes whose resonance frequency falls within the gainline of the active medium, is approximately given by
N ≈ (8πν2 /c3 )V ∆ν0 , where (8πν2 /c3 ) is the density of
modes, ∆ν0 the line width of the gain medium, and V
is the cavity volume. Note that V is usually several orders of magnitude larger than λ3 at optical wavelengths.
To estimate N, let us consider an active medium with
a narrow line width, such as the λ = 633 nm transition
of the HeNe laser (∆ν0∗ = 1.7 GHz). Assume a resonator length L = 50 cm closed by a lateral cylinder
with diameter 2a = 3 mm. The cavity volume is then
V = πa2 L, and the number of cavity modes that fall

under the gainline of the HeNe laser is N ≈ 1.2 × 109 .
In the open optical resonant cavities only those modes
traveling nearly parallel to the resonator axis experience
low losses to allow for laser oscillation. Therefore, the
oscillating modes are expected to show a field distribution mostly confined around the optical axis of the
resonator and propagating paraxially along it, making
the output laser beam highly directional. These cavity
modes and corresponding resonance frequencies depend
upon three integer numbers n, m and l, which are referred to as mode indices. The latter two indices m and l
(transverse mode indices) determine the transverse field
distribution (i. e., in a plane orthogonal to the paraxial
resonator axis) of the mode, whereas the former index
n (the longitudinal mode index) determines the longitudinal field distribution (i. e., along the resonator axis) of
the mode and gives, in particular, the number of longitudinal nodes of the standing wave. For spherical mirrors
with sufficiently wide apertures, transverse modes are
expressed by Gauss–Hermite or Gauss–Laguerre functions, depending on rectangular or circular boundary
conditions. In particular, the leading-order mode, corresponding to transverse mode indices m = l = 0, is
a Gaussian beam and represents the most common transverse field distribution of any output laser beam. For this
reason the study of laser modes is closely related to the
propagation properties of Gaussian (or Gauss–Hermite)
beams.
Gaussian Beams
The electric field of a monochromatic (and uniformly
polarized) light wave propagating at a small angle (i. e.,
paraxially) along the z-direction of an xyz cartesian
system of coordinates can be described as follows:

E(x, y, z, t) = E 0 u(x, y, z) ei(ωt−kz) + c.c. , (11.26)
where ω = 2πν, ν is the optical frequency, k = 2π/λ is
the wavenumber, λ is the optical wavelength, u(x, y, z)
is the complex field envelope obeying the so-called
paraxial wave equation, which in case of free-space
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propagation reads
∂u
∂2u ∂2u
=0.
+ 2 − 2ik
2
∂z
∂x
∂y

(11.27)
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Among the solutions of (11.27) that retain their
functional form during propagation, the fundamental
Gaussian beam solution turns out to be particularly
suited to describe laser beams both inside and outside
the resonator [11.12]. A Gaussian beam is a solution of
the paraxial equation (11.27) of the form:
 2

w0
x + y2
u(x, y, z) =
exp − 2
w(z)
w (z)


x 2 + y2
× exp −ik
2R(z)
(11.28)
× exp[iϕ(z)].
In the preceeding equation, w(z), R(z) and ϕ(z) are given
by

 2
z
w(z) = w0 1 +
,
(11.29)
zR
a)

b) w/w0

E (r)
E0
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E0 /e
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Fig. 11.7a–c The fundamental Gaussian beam in free-space propagation: (a) the Gaussian transverse amplitude profile, being
r = (x 2 + y2 )1/2 ; (b) the beam spot size w(z); (c) the wavefront

radius of curvature R(z)


zR 2
,
R(z) = z 1 +
z
 
z
ϕ(z) = tan−1
,
zR

(11.30)
(11.31)

where z R = πw20 /λ is a parameter referred to as the
Rayleigh range. Note that u(x, y, z) is given by the product of three terms: an amplitude factor with a transverse
Gaussian distribution, (w0 /w) exp[−(x 2 + y2 )/w2 ] (see
Fig. 11.7a); a transverse phase factor, exp[−ik(x 2 +
y2 )/(2R)]; and a longitudinal phase factor exp(iϕ). The
amplitude factor in (11.28) shows that, while propagating, the beam intensity distribution retains its shape, but
its transverse size w, which is called the beam spot size,
changes along the propagation direction z according to
(11.29). Note that w(z) is a symmetric function of z with
a minimum spot size w = w0 at the plane z = 0, which
is hence referred to as√the beam waist (Fig. 11.7b). For
z = z R , one has w = 2w0 so that the Rayleigh range
z R represents the distance from the beam waist
√ at which
the beam spot size increases by a factor 2. At large
distances (i. e., for z z R ), w increases linearly with z,
according to w ≈ (w0 /z R )z. Hence we can define a beam
divergence due to diffraction as θd = limz→∞ w(z)/z,
obtaining
λ
θd =
.
(11.32)
πw0
The transverse phase factor in (11.28) has the same form
as that for a spherical wave in the paraxial approximation, R playing the role of the radius of curvature of the
spherical wavefront. Thus, we can say that a Gaussian
beam has an approximately spherical wavefront with
a radius of curvature varying along propagation according to (11.30). Note that R(z) is an odd function of z
(Fig. 11.7c), showing a minimum Rmin = 2z R at z = z R ;
for z z R , R increases linearly with z, whereas one has
R → ∞ as z = 0. Thus the wavefront is flat at z = 0 and,
at large distances, its radius increases linearly with z just
as for a spherical wave. The longitudinal phase factor ϕ
provides, in addition to the usual phase shift −kz of
plane waves, a longitudinal phase shift (sometimes referred to as the Gouy phase shift), slowly varying with z
from −(π/2) to (π/2) on going from z  z R to z z R .
An important parameter of a Gaussian beam at
a given propagation plane z is the so-called complex-q
parameter, defined by the relation:
1
λ
1
= −i
.
(11.33)
q
R
πw2
It can be shown that, for a Gaussian beam propagating in
free space, the q parameter changes along propagation
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according to
q(z) = z + iz R .

(11.34)

× exp[i(1 + l + m)ϕ(z)] ,

(11.35)

where w(z), R(z) and ϕ(z) are given by (11.29, 30, 31),
respectively, and Hl , Hm are Hermite polynomials of order l and m. The lowest-order Hermite–Gaussian beam
is obtained by setting l = m = 0 in (11.35). These solutions are often referred to as TEMlm beams, where TEM
stands for transverse electric magnetic: within the paraxial approximation, both electric and magnetic fields of
the EM wave are, in fact, approximately transverse to the
z-direction. Note that, for a TEMlm beam, the number of
zeros of the field along the x- and y-directions is given
by the subscripts l and m, respectively, and therefore
the intensity distribution of the TEMlm beam consists of
l + 1 lobes in the horizontal direction and m + 1 lobes in
the vertical direction (Fig. 11.8).
As a final remark, it should be noted that Gauss–
Hermite beams maintain their functional shape as
they propagate along an arbitrary paraxial optical
system, described by a paraxial ray matrix ABC D.
Beam propagation, in this case, is simply ruled by
an algebraic relation for the complex q parameter of
the Gaussian beam, which is known as the ABC D
law. In fact, if z = z 1 and z = z 2 are the input and
output planes of the ABC D paraxial optical system,√a Gauss–Hermite
field distribution u(x, y, z 1 ) =
√
Hl ( 2x/w1 )Hm ( 2y/w1 ) exp[−ik(x 2 + y2 )/(2q1 )] at
the input plane z = z 1 is transformed, at the output plane

TEM00

TEM10

TEM20

TEM30

TEM50

TEM11

TEM21

TEM22

TEM23

Fig. 11.8 Grey scale intensity patterns of a few low-order
Hermite–Gaussian modes

z = z 2 , into the distribution
1+l+m

1
u(x, y, z 2 ) =
A + (B/q1 )
√ 
√ 
2x
2y
Hm
× Hl
w2
w2
× exp[−ik(x 2 + y2 )/(2q2 )] ,

(11.36)

where the values q1 and q2 of the complex-q parameter at
the input (z = z 1 ) and output (z = z 2 ) planes are related
by the so-called ABC D law
Aq1 + B
.
(11.37)
q2 =
Cq1 + D
As a particular case, note that for free-space propagation
from z 1 = 0 to z 2 = z one has A = 1, B = z, C = 0, and
D = 1, so that the ABC D law (11.37) yields (11.34).
Optical Resonators: Introductory Concepts
The simplest optical resonator is the plane-parallel or
Fabry–Pérot resonator, consisting of two plane metallic
or dielectric mirrors set parallel to one another [11.13].
At first approximation, the modes of this resonator can be
considered as the superposition of two plane EM waves
propagating in opposite directions along the cavity axis
(Fig. 11.9a). In this approximation, resonance frequencies can be readily obtained by imposing the condition
that the cavity length L must be an integer multiple of
half-wavelengths, i. e., L = n(λ/2), where n is a positive integer. This is a necessary condition for the electric
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Equations (11.29) and (11.30) can indeed be obtained
upon inserting the parameter q from (11.33) into (11.34)
and then separating the real and imaginary part of the
resulting equation.
The fundamental Gaussian beam described above
belongs to a more general set of eigensolutions of (11.27)
which can be written as the product of an Hermite polynomial with a Gaussian function. These are known as
Hermite–Gaussian beams, and assume the following
form [11.3, 5]
√ 
√ 
w0
2x
2y
Hl
Hm
u l,m (x, y, z) =
w(z)
w(z)
w(z)
 2

x + y2
× exp − 2
w (z)

x 2 + y2
× exp −ik
2R(z)
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field of the EM standing wave to be zero on the two, e.g.
metallic, mirrors. It follows that the resonant frequencies
are given by
c
.
(11.38)
νn = n
2L
Note that (11.38) can also be obtained by imposing the
condition that the phase shift of a plane wave due to
one round-trip through the cavity must equal an integral number times 2π, i. e., 2kL = 2nπ. This condition
is readily obtained by a self-consistency argument: if the
frequency of the plane wave is equal to that of a cavity mode, the phase shift after one round-trip must be
zero (apart from an integer multiple of 2π). Only in this
case, in fact, do the amplitudes at any arbitrary point,
due to successive reflections, add up in phase to give
an appreciable total field. According to (11.38) the frequency difference between two consecutive modes, i. e.,
differing by 1 in the longitudinal mode index n, is given
by
c
∆ν =
.
(11.39)
2L
This difference is referred to as the frequency difference
between two consecutive longitudinal (or axial) modes.
Note that, since the number n indicates the number of
half-wavelengths of the mode along the resonator axis,
the two consecutive modes have a different longitudinal
pattern.
A more general class of laser resonators is the one
made of spherical resonators, which are formed by two
spherical mirrors of radius of curvatures R1 and R2 ,
either concave (R > 0) or convex (R < 0), placed at
a)

b)
R2

R1
C2

C1

some arbitrary distance L (Fig. 11.9b). These resonators
can be divided into two categories: stable resonators
and unstable resonators. A resonator is said to be unstable when, in bouncing back and forth between the
two mirrors, an arbitrary paraxial ray diverges indefinitely away from the resonator axis, either radially or
angularly. Conversely, a resonator whose paraxial rays
remain bounded is said to be stable. An example of an
unstable resonator is shown in Fig. 11.9c. Among stable
spherical resonators, symmetric resonators (i. e., having R1 = R2 ) are of particular importance; the confocal
resonator, in which the two spherical mirrors have the focus in common (R1 = R2 = L), is a noteworthy example
of a spherical symmetric resonator. Another important
scheme for laser cavities is that employing a ring resonator, where the path of the optical rays is arranged
to form a closed loop (Fig. 11.9d). Also in this case the
resonant frequencies can be obtained by imposing the
condition that the total phase shift along the ring path
must equal an integer number of 2π. The expression
for the resonance frequencies of longitudinal (or axial)
modes is thus given by
 
c
νn = n
(11.40)
Lp
where L p is the length of the closed loop path. In
general, a standing-wave pattern may be formed in
ring resonators, because the beam can propagate either
clockwise or counterclockwise along the loop. Anyway,
unidirectional ring resonators can be realized by means
of optical diodes inserted along the beam path.
Stability Condition
In general, a laser cavity can be viewed as made of two
spherical mirrors comprising a set of intermediate optical elements like lenses, mirrors, prisms, and so on
(Fig. 11.10a). If we define an arbitrary plane β orthogonal to the cavity optical axis, it is intuitive (and can
be rigorously demonstrated) that the round-trip propa-

L

c)

d)

a)

b)

â
Cavity
optical
elements

L

Fig. 11.9 (a) Plane-parallel resonator; (b) Spherical twomirror resonator; (c) An unstable resonator; (d) A unidirec-

tional ring resonator

r0

â

â
A B

r1

C D

2L

Fig. 11.10 (a) A general laser cavity, and (b) its equivalent

representation given by resonator unfolding with respect to
an arbitrary β plane
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(11.41)

Therefore, the optical resonator is stable if and only
if, for any initial set of coordinates (r0 , r0 ), the corresponding coordinates (rn , rn ) do not diverge as n
increases. This condition is met provided that the eigenvalues λ1,2 of M are, in modulus, not larger than
one. Since λ1,2 = exp(±iθ), where cos(θ) = (A + D)/2,
the stability condition requires that θ be real, i. e.,
that
A+ D
1.
(11.42)
2
For the particular case of two-mirror resonators, we
can go one step further by explicitly calculating the corresponding ABC D matrix. We recall that a given overall
matrix can be obtained by the product of matrices of individual optical elements traversed by the beam, with
the matrices written in the reverse order compared to
ray propagation through the corresponding elements. In
our case, the ABC D matrix is then given by the ordered product of the following matrices: reflection from
mirror 1, free-space propagation from mirror 1 to 2,
reflection from mirror 2, free-space propagation from
mirror 2 to 1:
1
0
A B
=
−2/R1 1
C D

1 L
0 1

1
0
−2/R2 1

1 L
0 1

.

After performing matrix multiplication we obtain



A+ D
L
L
1−
−1 .
= 1−
(11.43)
2
R1
R2
It is customary to define dimensionless quantities, referred to as the g1 and g2 parameters, defined as
g1 = 1 − L/R1 and g2 = 1 − L/R2 . In terms of these
parameters, the stability condition transforms into the
very simple relation:
0 < g1 g2 < 1 .

(11.44)
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g 1g 2 = 1

Fig. 11.11 Stability diagram for a general two-mirror spherical resonator. Stable resonators correspond to (g1 , g2 )
points lying in the gray region of the plane

The stability condition given by (11.44) can be conveniently displayed in the (g1 , g2 )-plane as reported
in Fig. 11.11. Stable resonators correspond to those
points in the gray region of the plane, excluding those
which lie on the boundaries, (i. e., satisfying the conditions g1 g2 = 0 or g1 g2 = 1), which are referred to
as marginally stable resonators. Note that symmetric
resonators (i. e., having mirrors of the same radius of
curvature R1 = R2 = R) lie on the bisector line b. As
particular examples of these symmetric resonators, one
can see that those corresponding to point A, B and C of
the figure are the concentric (L = 2R), confocal (L = R)
and plane (R = ∞) resonators, respectively. Since points
A, B and C lie on the boundary of the stability region,
the corresponding resonators are only marginally stable.
Laser Modes
The modes of an optical resonator are defined as the stationary (i. e., monochromatic) or weakly damped field
distributions that can be sustained inside the cavity and
that satisfy the boundary conditions imposed by the cavity mirrors. We note that, in open resonators, diffraction
losses due to the finite aperture of the mirrors make the
modes always leaky. The electric field for a mode in
a leaky resonator can then be generally represented as

E(x, y, z, t) = a(x, y, z) cos(ωt)

−t
× exp
(11.45)
(t > 0) ,
2τc
where a(x, y, z) is the mode field distribution, ω is the
resonance frequency, and τc describes field decay due
to cavity losses and is referred to as the cavity pho-
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gation along the cavity is equivalent to the propagation
in a suitable optical system S having β as input and
output planes, a transformation known as the unfolding
of the resonator. Paraxial propagation in such a system can be described by means of the ABC D cavity
round-trip matrix (Fig. 11.10b). Accordingly, if we let
r0 and r0 be, respectively, the transverse coordinate and
angle that a ray make with the optical axis when intercepting plane β at time t = 0, and rn and rn be the
coordinate of the same ray after n cavity round-trip, we
have
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ton lifetime. In order to determine the resonator modes,
the corresponding resonance frequencies and diffraction
losses let us consider the rather general class of resonators with an optical axis z, as shown in Fig. 11.10a.
Propagation of an EM wave back and forth between
the two end mirrors of the cavity is equivalent to the
unidirectional propagation of an EM wave in a periodic sequence of optical elements (e.g., a lens guide)
which is obtained by unfolding the resonator, as shown
in Fig. 11.10b. Note that, in the unfolding scheme, the
end spherical mirrors should be replaced by thin spherical lenses with focal length equal to the mirror radius of
curvature.
Let us first consider the propagation of a monochromatic EM field in a periodic lens guide. By
writing the electric field along the lens guide as
E(x, y, z, t) = Ẽ(x, y, z) eiωt + c.c., due to the linearity of the Huygens–Fresnel integral the complex field
amplitude Ẽ after one period of the lens guide can generally be written by an integral transformation, namely
(Fig. 11.12)
Ẽ(x, y, 2L)
= exp(−i2kL)

K (x, y; x1 , y1 ) Ẽ(x1 , y1 , 0) dx1 dy1 , (11.46)
×
1

where K (x, y; x1 , y1 ) is a function of the transverse coordinates of both input and output planes, known as
the propagation kernel. Note the phase term (−2kL),
which represents the phase shift if the wave were
a plane wave. The kernel K accounts for all the
elements encountered during propagation from input plane 1 (z = 0) to output plane 2 (z = 2L) and
represents, from a physical viewpoint, the field distribution observed at the (x, y)-plane (i. e., at z = 2L)

1

~

2

E (x1, y1, 0)

y1

S ® K (x1, y1; x, y)

2L

z

~

E (x, y, 2L)

Fig. 11.12 Field calculation at plane 2 (z = 2L) when the field

Ẽ(x1 , y1 , 0) at plane 1 (z = 0) is known

(11.47)

and the integral in (11.46) can be extended from −∞
to ∞.
Let us now define a mode of a periodic lens
guide as a field distribution which reproduces itself
after one guide period except for an overall amplitude reduction, due to lens-guide losses, and a phase
shift ∆ϕ accounting for field propagation. Hence
Ẽ(x, y, 2L) = |σ̃| exp(i∆ϕ) Ẽ(x, y, 0), where |σ̃| < 1.
It is now convenient to write the phase shift as
∆ϕ = −2kL + ϕ, where −2kL is the shift of a plane
wave and ϕ is an additional phase term due to the fact
that the lens-guide mode is not a plane wave. Hence, for
a lens-guide mode we require the condition
Ẽ(x, y, 2L) = σ̃ exp(−2ikL) Ẽ(x, y, 0) ,

(11.48)

where σ̃ = |σ̃| exp(iϕ). Substitution of (11.48) into
(11.46) yields

K (x, y; x1 , y1 ) Ẽ(x1 , y1 , 0) dx1 dy1
1

x

Optical
system

K (x, y; x1 , y1 )
ik
i
exp −
=
λB
2B


× A(x12 + y12 ) + D(x 2 + y2 ) − (2xx1 + 2yy1 )

= σ̃ Ẽ(x, y, 0) .

y
x1

0

when a point-like source at the (x1 , y1 ) point is
placed at the z = 0 input plane. Indeed, if Ẽ(x1 , y1 , 0)
were a bidimensional Dirac δ-function centered at
x1 = x1 and y1 = y1 , i. e., if Ẽ(x1 , y1 , 0) = δ(x1 −
x1 , y1 − y1 ), then from (11.46) one would readily get
Ẽ(x, y, 2L) = K (x, y; x1 , y1 ) exp(−2ikL). For a general optical system, the calculation of the kernel K
is usually rather complicated. However, within the assumption of infinite aperture of all optical elements, the
kernel K is simply expressed in terms of the roundtrip resonator-matrix elements ABC D by the relation
(Huygens–Fresnel–Kirchhoff kernel)

(11.49)

Note that the mode distribution Ẽ(x, y, 0) is an eigenfunction of a Fredholm homogeneous integral equation
of the second kind corresponding to the eigenvalue σ̃. As
a rather general property, it turns out that the Fredholm
integral equation admits a doubly infinite discrete set of
confined eigensolutions, which can be distinguished by
a pair of integer positive numbers l and m. Accordingly,
the corresponding eigenvalues will generally be indicated as σ̃lm = |σ̃lm | exp(iϕlm ), with |σ̃lm | < 1 owing to
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(11.51)

For, e.g., a confocal resonator, one has g1 = g2 = 0,
and hence νnlm = [c/(4L)](2n + 1 + l + m). Note that
modes with the same value of (2n +l + m) have the same
resonance frequency, and they are said to be frequency
degenerate. Note also that, for a confocal resonator, the
mode spacing is c/(4L).
Photon Lifetime and Cavity Q
The modes of an optical resonator are always leaky and
therefore show a finite photon cavity lifetime τc . In fact,
besides diffraction losses due to finite aperture effects
of mirrors or intracavity optical elements, some other

loss mechanisms are always present in a laser resonator.
For instance, the mirror reflectivity of the output coupler
is always smaller than 100%, which means that a fractional part of the photons φ stored in the cavity escapes
from the resonator at each round-trip. Scattering or absorption losses of intracavity optical elements are also
another common cause of photon leakage. To calculate
the rate of energy decay in a given cavity mode, let I0 be
the initial intensity corresponding to the field amplitude
at a fixed point within the cavity, and let R1 and R2 be
the (power) reflectivities of the two mirrors and L i the
fractional internal loss per pass, which accounts for scattering, absorption and diffraction losses. The intensity
at the same point, after a round-trip time τR = 2L e /c,
is I(τR ) = R1 R2 (1 − L i )2 I0 = I0 exp(−2γ ), where L e is
the cavity optical length and γ is the logarithmic loss
per pass, defined by the relation
γ1 + γ2
+ γi
(11.52)
2
with γ1 = −ln(R1 ), γ2 = −ln(R2 ), and γi = −ln(1 −
L i ). In view of the exponential decay law introduced
in (11.45), after a round-trip time we must have
I(τR ) = I0 exp(−τR /τc ), and thus we conclude that the
photon lifetime is given by
γ=

τc =

Le
τR
=
.
2γ
cγ

(11.53)

Having calculated the photon lifetime, the time
behavior of the electric field at any point inside the resonator can be written as E(t) = E 0 exp(−t/2τc + iωt) +
c.c., where ω is the angular frequency of the mode. The
same time behavior then applies for the field of the wave
leaving the resonator through the output mirror. Taking
the Fourier transform of this field (for t > 0) we find that
the power spectrum of the emitted light has a Lorentzian
line shape with line width (FWHM) given by
∆νc =

1
.
2πτc

(11.54)

We can now introduce an important quality factor which
is strictly related to the photon lifetime. This is the cavity
Q-factor which is defined, for any resonant system, as
2π times the ratio between the energy stored in the resonator and the energy lost in one oscillation cycle. Thus
a high cavity Q-factor implies low losses in the resonant
system. Since in our case the energy stored is φhν and
the energy lost per cycle is (− dφ/ dt)h we obtain
Q=−

2πνφ
ν
=
,
dφ/ dt
∆νc

(11.55)
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the overall losses (namely, diffraction losses, scattering
losses from optical elements, and so on) encountered in
one period of propagation along the lens guide.
Now, let us return to the problem of cavity mode
calculation. In this case, the mode Ẽ of the lens guide
corresponds to a mode of the resonator of Fig. 11.10a
provided that, after one cavity round-trip, the overall
phase shift ∆ϕ accumulated in one cavity round-trip
is zero apart from an integer number of 2π, i. e.,
∆ϕ = −2kL + ϕlm = −2πn. From this condition and
using the relation k = 2πν/c between the wavenumber
k and frequency ν of the mode, one readily obtains the
cavity resonance frequencies as
ϕlm
c
νnlm =
n+
.
(11.50)
2L
2π
Note that we have indicated explicitly that these frequencies depend on the three integer numbers l, m, and n. The
integers l and m define the transverse field profiles of the
mode (Fig. 11.8), i. e., they represent the number of zeros
of the field along the x- and y-coordinates, respectively.
The integer n defines the longitudinal field configuration, i. e., the number of zeros of the EM standing wave
(nodes) as previously discussed for the plane-parallel
resonator (11.38).
For stable resonators with infinite apertures the
eigenmodes of the Fredholm equation are given by
the Gauss–Hermite functions, and their resonance frequencies can be calculated from (11.50) using the
propagation law (11.36). For instance, for the important case of two-mirror spherical resonators, it turns out
√
that ϕlm = 2(1 + l + m) cos−1 (± g1 g2 ), where the plus
or minus sign depends on whether g2 (and hence g1 ) is
positive or negative. The resonance frequencies of the
two-mirror spherical resonator are thus given by:

1+l +m
c
√
n+
cos−1 (± g1 g2 ) .
νnlm =
2L
π
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where the exponential decay law φ(t) = φ0 exp(−t/τc )
for the stored cavity photons φ has been used and where
the expression for ∆νc given by (11.54) has also been
utilized.
As an example, consider a two-mirror spherical resonator with R1 = R2 = R = 0.98 and assume L i  0.
From (11.53) we obtain τc = τT /[−ln(R)] = 49.5 τT ,
where τT = L/c is the transit time of the photon for
a single pass in the cavity. Note that the photon lifetime is much longer than the transit time, a typical
result of low-loss cavities. If we now assume L = 90 cm,
we get τT = 3 ns and τc  150 ns. From (11.54) we
can then calculate ∆νc  1.1 MHz. Finally, assuming
a laser wavelength λ  630 nm corresponding to an optical frequency ν = 5 × 1014 Hz, from (11.55) we have
Q = 4.7 × 108 . Thus laser resonators have a remarkably high Q-value, which means that a very small
fraction of the energy is lost during one oscillation
cycle.

11.1.4 Laser Rate Equations
and Continuous-Wave Operation
A simple and powerful approach for understanding the
basic dynamical behavior of a laser is based on a rateequation model, in which simple balance equations for
the total number of atoms undergoing a transition and
the total number of photons created or annihilated are
written [11.3]. For a more-refined treatment of laser dynamics based on either a semiclassical or a full-quantum
electrodynamic approach, which may account for certain
phenomena such as dynamical laser instabilities, laser
coherence and photon statistics, we refer the reader to
more-specialized literature [11.6, 8].
Laser Rate Equations
Let us consider a four-level laser scheme (Fig. 11.4b)
and make the following assumptions:

of photons φ of the oscillating mode stored in the cavity:
N
dN
= Rp − BφN −
dt
τ
dφ
φ
= − + Va BφN ,
dt
τc

(11.56)
(11.57)

where Rp is the pump rate per unit volume, τ is the
lifetime of the upper laser level 2, and τc is the photon
lifetime for the oscillating mode. In (11.56), the terms
Rp , N/τ and BφN = W21 N account for the pumping
process, radiative and nonradiative decay, and stimulated
emission, respectively. The constant B, which represents
the stimulated transition rate per photon, per mode is related to the transition cross section σ by the simple
equation B = σc/V , where V is the mode volume in
the laser cavity [11.3]. The first term on the right-hand
side in (11.57), φ/τc , represents the number of cavity
photons that are lost per unit time due to internal loss,
diffraction loss and output coupling through the mirrors.
Finally, the second term in (11.57) represents the number
of photons (per unit time) that are created in the oscillating mode owing to stimulated emission: since BφN
represents the number of atoms per unit volume and per
unit time that decay creating a photon in the oscillating cavity mode, the total number of photons created
per unit time can be expressed as the product of BφN
with the volume Va occupied by the cavity mode inside
the gain medium. Spontaneous emission in not included
in the balance equation (11.57) since only a negligible fraction of spontaneously emitted photons belongs
to the oscillating mode. However, spontaneous emission
photons are important to allow laser action starting.
The laser output power Pout is related to the photon
number φ by the simple relation
Pout =

φ
γ2
γ2 c
(hν) =
hνφ .
2γ
τc
2L e

(11.58)

1. the laser transition is homogeneously broadened,
2. the lifetime τ1 of the lower laser level 1 is short
enough that we may neglect the population in level 1,
3. a single longitudinal and transverse mode is oscillating in the cavity,
4. we neglect the precise transverse and longitudinal
spatial variation of the cavity mode,
5. we assume uniform pumping of the active medium.

In fact, (hν)(φ/τc ) is the total EM energy lost in the
cavity per unit time, and solely a fraction γ2 /(2γ ) of
this power is available due to transmission through
the output mirror. For a typical CW laser operated in
the continuous-wave regime, the number of photons φ
stored in the cavity may vary from about 1010 photons
for low-power lasers (such as a HeNe laser delivering
Pout = 10 mW power at λ = 632.8 nm) to 1017 photons
for high-power lasers (such as a CO2 laser delivering an
output power Pout = 10 kW at λ = 10.6 µm).

Under these assumptions, we can write the following rate equations for the population inversion
N = N2 − N1  N2 in the active medium and the number

Threshold Condition
The population inversion needed to reach the threshold
for laser oscillation is simply obtained from (11.57) by
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imposing dφ/ dt = 0. An initially small number of photons turns out to be exponentially damped for N < Nc
or exponentially amplified for N > Nc , where:

Output Power and Slope Efficiency
For a pump rate Rp > Rcp , the rate equations (11.56, 57)
admit the solution N0 = Nc and φ0 = [1/(Bτ)](x −
1), corresponding to laser being above threshold
(Fig. 11.13). Here x = Rp /Rcp = Pp /Pth > 1 is the
above-threshold pump behavior parameter, where Pp is
the pump power and Pth is its threshold value. The corresponding output laser power can be then calculated
from (11.58) and can be cast in the form

Pout = ηs (Pp − Pth ) ,

(11.60)

where
ηs = ηp ηc ηq ηt .

(11.61)

Equation (11.60) shows that, within the approximation
made, a linear relation is obtained between the output
power and the pump power. One can then define the slope
efficiency of the laser as ηs = dPout / dPp . According to
(11.61), ηs is given by the product of four contributions:
1.
2.
3.
4.

the pump efficiency ηp
the output coupling efficiency ηc = γ2 /(2γ )
the laser quantum efficiency ηq = (hν)/(hνmp )
the transverse efficiency ηt = Ab /A

where Ab = Va /l is the transverse mode area in the active
medium and A the transverse pumping area. The slope
efficiency of a laser may typically vary from less than
1% in low-efficiency lasers (such as in the HeNe laser)
to 20–50% or even higher in high-efficiency lasers.
Relaxation Oscillations
One can show that the solution, given above, for lasers
above threshold is stable, i. e., that any initial pertur-
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Fig. 11.13 Behavior of population inversion N and photon
number φ in the oscillating mode versus the pump rate Rp
for a four-level laser. Rcp is the critical pump rate above
which laser action takes place

bation of the system (e.g., of cavity losses) is damped.
When the ratio τ/τc between the upper laser level lifetime and cavity photon lifetime is larger than 1 (or much
larger, such as in laser transitions which are electricdipole forbidden), relaxation to the steady state occurs
through damped oscillations in both photon number and
population inversion. This results in damped oscillations
of the output power referred to as relaxation oscillations. In solid-state lasers, the frequency of relaxation
oscillations typically fall in the 10 kHz–10 MHz region,
whereas, in semiconductor lasers, it falls in the GHz region. Relaxation oscillations in slow-gain media (such
as in solid-state lasers) triggered by technical noise or
by pump power fluctuations are one of the major cause
of amplitude noise in the output laser power. Whenever
a high degree of intensity stability is required, laser amplitude stabilization may be provided by a suitable active
feedback loop.
Laser Tuning
The gain line width of some lasers (e.g., dye lasers or
vibronic solid-state lasers) is very wide and, for several applications, one needs to tune the laser output
wavelength away from the line center and across the
entire available line width. In other cases, different lasing transitions may compete or may potentially be used,
and one needs to select one of them. In both circumstances, one can employ a wavelength-selective element
inside the laser cavity, which is often referred to as
laser tuner. For lasers in the middle infrared (such as
CO2 lasers), one generally uses a diffraction grating
in the so-called Littrow configuration (Fig. 11.14a) as
one of the cavity mirror. Wavelength tuning is simply

Part C 11.1

1
γ
Nc ≡
=
(11.59)
τc BVa
σl
is referred to as the critical inversion (or threshold
inversion). In this equation, l is the length of the active medium and the threshold condition σ Ncl = γ
is reached when the gain in the inverted medium,
g = σ Nl, equals the logarithmic loss γ of the cavity.
The pump rate corresponding to the threshold condition is Rcp = Nc /τ = γ /(σlτ); the corresponding pump
power at threshold Pth is then obtained using (11.9). The
perturbation that starts the laser action when the pump
rate Rp reaches the critical value Rcp is provided by
spontaneous emission.
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birefringent plate does not change the polarization state
of the beam and thus allows for laser oscillation with
low loss. Upon rotation of the plate around the axis orthogonal to its faces (Fig. 11.15) the direction of the
birefringence axes of the plates is changed and this correspondingly changes the wavelength at which low loss
occurs.

a)
ë2

Gain medium
ë1
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Mirror
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ë2
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Fig. 11.14 (a) Laser tuner based on a diffraction grating in
the Littrow configuration. (b) Laser tuner based on the use

of a dispersive prism

achieved by grating rotation. In the visible or nearinfrared spectral regions (such as for the Ar3+ laser),
a dispersive prism is more commonly used and wavelength tuning is simply achieved by prism, or mirror,
rotation (Fig. 11.14b). To reduce insertion losses, the
two prisms facets are approximately inclined at Brewster angle. A third wavelength-selective element, which
is becoming increasingly popular in the visible or nearinfrared, uses a birefringent filter inside the cavity.
This device exploits a birefringent plate, inclined at
the Brewster angle, which generally changes the polarization state of the intracavity laser beam. In the
presence of an intracavity polarizer, or just exploiting
the polarizing properties of the Brewster-angle filter, the
birefringence filter thus generally produces additional
cavity losses. However, at certain wavelengths, λ, the
Rotation
for tuning
Brewster
angle

Birefringent
plate

Resonator
axis

Polarizer
Mirror

Fig. 11.15 Schematic of a birefringent laser tuner made of
an intracavity birefringent plate and polarizer

Single Mode Selection
and Limit to Laser Monochromaticity
Most often, lasers tend spontaneously to oscillate on several transverse and longitudinal modes, especially when
the gainline is relatively broad. The reasons for multimode oscillations are rather involved and their study
goes beyond the scope of the present contribution. For
many applications, single-mode operation may be required, and therefore one needs to force the laser to
oscillate on a single transverse (usually the fundamental TEM00 Gaussian mode) and longitudinal mode. For
stable resonators, single transverse mode oscillation is
easily achieved by placing an aperture inside the cavity of appropriate size in order to increase diffraction
loss of higher-order modes with respect to the TEM00
mode. In some cases, such as in longitudinally pumped
solid-state lasers, limitation on the pump spot size lends
itself to TEM00 mode selection.
Even when a laser is oscillating on a single transverse mode, it can still oscillate on several longitudinal
modes. This usually occurs since the longitudinal-mode
separation ∆ν = c/(2L) is smaller (or much smaller)
than the gain line width ∆ν0 . For some gas lasers,
where the gain line width is relatively small (up to a few
GHz), single-longitudinal-mode selection is simply obtained by making the cavity length short enough that the
longitudinal-mode separation ∆ν becomes larger than
∆ν0 /2. For, e.g., a HeNe laser (∆ν0∗  1.7 GHz), this
condition implies L ≤ 17.5 cm. For solid-state lasers
with a bandwidth up to a few hundred GHz, this condition requires cavity lengths in the sub-millimeter region
(microchip lasers). For lasers with much larger bandwidths (e.g., dye lasers or tunable solid-state lasers),
the required length is too small to make the technique of practical relevance and to make the gain in
the medium large enough to reach threshold. In these
cases, different techniques are employed. For solidstate or dye lasers, the simplest method is to use one
(or more) Fabry–Pérot etalons within the cavity, which
acts as a narrow frequency spectral-selective element
(Fig. 11.16). The etalon thickness and finesse should be
designed to ensure single mode selection. This implies
that:
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1. the half width ∆νFP /2 of the transmission peaks
of the Fabry–Pérot must be smaller than the
longitudinal-mode separation ∆ν = c/(2L);
2. the etalon free spectral range ∆νFSR must be
larger than the half width of the gain line ∆ν0 /2
(Fig. 11.16).
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Fig. 11.16 Schematic of single longitudinal mode selection by use

of an intracavity Fabry–Pérot etalon

∆L by just ≈ 10−8 times the atomic dimension leads to
a contribution to ∆νL comparable to the quantum limit.
Conversely, in semiconductor lasers the quantum limit
of ∆νL is considerably larger and typically falls in the
MHz range, owing to the much short photon lifetime (τc
is of the order of few ps). Therefore, the laser line width
of a typical semiconductor laser arises from quantum
noise.

11.1.5 Pulsed Laser Behavior
In lasers operating in the CW or quasi-CW regimes, the
maximum achievable optical output power is limited by
the maximum available pump power. For high-power
CW lasers (such as CO2 lasers), power levels up to
≈ 100 kW can be reached; however larger power levels, which can be of interest for many applications, are
prevented in the CW regime. Transient laser behavior allows one to obtain higher peak powers by concentrating
the available energy in a single, short optical pulse or in
a periodic sequence of optical pulses [11.3,5]. Additionally, transient laser behavior is a powerful tool for the
generation of ultrashort optical pulses, with durations
down to ≈ 10 fs in lasers with a broad gainline (notably
the Ti3+ :Al2 O3 laser). From a dynamical viewpoint,
pulsed laser behavior can be divided into two rather
distinct categories:
1. Laser transients occurring on a time scale of the order of the cavity photon lifetime τc , i. e., appreciably
larger than the cavity round-trip time. This includes the so-called Q-switching and gain-switching
regimes, which enable the generation of optical
pulses as short as a few nanoseconds with optical
peak powers typically in the megawatt range. These
are basically single-longitudinal-mode regimes and
can be described by means of a rate equation model
(11.56, 57).
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For semiconductor lasers, single mode selection is
achieved by using a distributed feedback (DFB) structure, in which a longitudinal corrugation of the
refractive index in the semiconductor induces frequency mode selection according to Bragg scattering
theory.
A special case of single mode selection that deserves
mention is that of a laser with a homogeneously broadened line (e.g., Nd:YAG and dye lasers). In this case,
multimode oscillation is mainly due to the standingwave character of the laser mode arising from the
interference of counter-propagating waves established
between the two cavity mirrors. The use of a ring
resonator instead of a linear cavity, in which unidirectional operation is forced by, e.g., an intracavity optical
diode, may be enough in this case to achieve single
longitudinal-mode operation.
We finally discuss the limit of monochromaticity
(and hence of temporal coherence) of a laser. The line
width ∆νL of a laser that oscillates on a single longitudinal mode is ultimately established by spontaneous
emission noise. The quantum theory of a laser shows
that the spectral shape of emitted light is Lorentzian with
a FWHM given by the well-known Schawlow–Townes
formula:
N2 2πhνL (∆νC )2
∆νL =
,
(11.62)
N2 − N1
P
where P is the output power, ∆νC = 1/(2πτc ) is the line
width of the cold cavity mode, N2 and N1 are the steadystate populations in the upper and lower laser levels,
respectively, and νL is the emission frequency. Typically the line width predicted by the Schawlow–Townes
formula is negligibly small compared to that produced
by other cavity disturbances (e.g., fluctuations of cavity
length or technical noise), except for the very important
class of semiconductor lasers. For, e.g., a typical HeNe
laser oscillating on its red transition (λ = 632.8 nm), τc
is of the order of tens of µs, so that ∆νL is of the order of  1 mHz, which turns out to be much smaller
than the line broadening due to technical noise. For instance, a small cavity length change ∆L, due to technical
noise, contributes to the frequency broadening ∆νL by
an amount given by |∆νL | = (∆L/L)νL ; for L = 1 m
and νL = 4.7 × 1014 Hz (visible transition), a change of
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2. Laser transients occurring on a time scale appreciably shorter (and often much shorter) that the
cavity round-trip time. These are basically multilongitudinal-mode regimes, i. e., they involve the
simultaneous oscillation of many longitudinal laser
modes, and include the so-called mode-locking
regime, which enables the generation of trains of
ultrashort laser pulses with durations down to a few
femtoseconds.
Laser Q-switching: Dynamical Aspects
Q-switching is a technique that enables the generation
of a short optical pulse (of the order of the cavity photon
lifetime τc ) by a sudden switching of the cavity Q factor,
i. e., of the cavity loss γ . The change of Q is produced, in
principle, upon placing inside the laser cavity an opaque
shutter which can be opened or closed. When the shutter is closed (i. e., the cavity Q is low), laser action is
prevented and the population inversion N can reach a relatively large value (well above the critical value Nc ) due
a)
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Fig. 11.17a,b Dynamics of fast switching in a four-level
laser. (a) Temporal behavior of pump rate and population
inversion when the cavity Q is low. (b) Temporal behavior
of population inversion and cavity photons when the cavity Q is suddenly switched to a high value, showing the
formation of the Q-switching pulse

to pumping. When the shutter is opened, the Q factor
is suddenly switched to a high value and the laser exhibits a gain g = σlN that greatly exceeds the loss γ .
Light emission then occurs via the generation of a short
and intense laser pulse. The duration of a Q-switching
pulse typically ranges from a few nanoseconds to a few
tens of nanoseconds, whereas its peak power is in the
megawatt range. To achieve sufficient population inversion when laser action is prevented, a long lifetime τ of
the upper laser level is required. Thus Q-switching can
be effectively used for electric-dipole-forbidden laser
transitions, where τ generally falls in the millisecond
range. This is the case of most solid-state lasers (e.g.,
Nd, Yb, Er in different host materials; Cr-doped materials, such as alexandrite, Cr:LiSAF, and ruby) and some
gas lasers (e.g., CO2 or iodine).
To understand the basic dynamics of Q-switching,
let us consider a four-level laser and assume that a step
pump pulse is applied at time t = 0, i. e., Rp (t) = 0 for
t < 0 and Rp = constant for 0 < t < tp , where tp is the
duration of the pump pulse; meanwhile the shutter is
closed (Fig. 11.17a) and laser action is prevented. From
(11.56) with φ = 0, one then obtains that the transient
population inversion increases accordingly to the relation N(t) = N∞ [1 − exp(−t/τ)], where the asymptotic
value N∞ is given by N∞ = Rp τ (Fig. 11.17a). After
a pump time of about 2τ, the population inversion already reaches a value close to its asymptotic limit N∞ ,
and therefore the pump pulse can be switched off and
the shutter opened. In fact, for tp larger than ≈ 2τ the
energy supplied to the medium is not useful for increasing the population inversion any further but is lost as
radiative and nonradiative decay. Suppose now that the
shutter is opened very rapidly at time tp (fast switching),
and take the origin of time at the instant when switching
occurs (Fig. 11.17b). From this time on, the evolution
of both population inversion and number of photons in
the cavity can be numerically computed by solving the
rate equations (11.56) and (11.57) with the initial conditions φ(0)  1 and N(0) = Rp τ[1 − exp(−tp /τ)] ≡ Ni ,
where the initial condition φ(0)  1 accounts for the fact
that the laser action is started by spontaneous emission
(the so-called extra photon). The qualitative transient
behavior of both N and φ is shown in Fig. 11.17b and
can be simply understood by observing that, just after
the switching time t = 0, the gain g = σ Nl in the gain
medium greatly exceeds the single-pass cavity loss γ ;
therefore the number of photons, which increases nearly
exponentially with time starting from the extra photon
due to spontaneous emission, typically takes from several hundreds to a few thousand cavity round-trips to
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(Ni /Nc )ηE
∆τp = τc
,
(Ni /Nc ) − ln(Ni /Nc ) − 1
 
γ2
(Ni ηE Va )(hν) ,
E=
2γ
τc
ln(φp /10) ,
τdelay ≈
(Ni /Nc ) − 1

(11.63)
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Fig. 11.18 Behavior of the energy utilization factor ηE ver-

sus the normalized initial inversion Ni /Nc

of this energy, only the fraction [γ2 /(2γ )] goes into the
output beam.
Q-switched lasers may generally be operated in two
distinct regimes. In so-called pulsed Q-switching, the
pump rate Rp (t) generally consists, as explained above,
of a pulse with duration comparable to the upper-state
lifetime τ. Of course, the pulsed operation can be periodically repeated upon repeating the pulsed pump
(generally up to a rate of a few tens of Hz). In socalled CW repetitive Q-switching, the pump rate Rp is
held constant and cavity losses are periodically switched
from a high to a low value (generally with a rate from
a few to a few tens of kHz).
So far we have considered the dynamic behavior
corresponding to fast switching, where the switching
of the cavity loss is treated as instantaneous (in practice, much shorter than the time τdelay ). In the case of
slow switching, the dynamic behavior is somewhat more
complicated and multiple pulses may result, as shown

(11.64)
g, ã, ö
(11.65)

where Ni /Nc is the ratio between the initially stored
population inversion and critical inversion; φp is the
peak photon number of the Q-switching pulse, given by
φp = Va (Ni − Nc ) − Nc Va ln(Ni /Nc ); and ηE is the energy utilization factor. The value of ηE can be calculated
from the implicit equation (Ni /Nc )ηE = −ln(1 − ηE )
from which a plot of (Ni /Nc ) vs. ηE can readily be
obtained (Fig. 11.18). Note that (11.64) can readily be
obtained by a simple energy-balance argument: the
stored energy in the medium released as EM wave is
in fact equal to hν(Ni − Nf )Va = hν(ηE Ni )Va , and, out
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reach a sufficient value to saturate the laser transition,
thus producing a reduction of the available inversion
(Fig. 11.17b). This means that the time delay for the
peak of the laser pulse, τdelay typically ranges from several tens to a few hundred of nanoseconds. Note that,
on such a time scale, the radiative and nonradiative
decays of the population N (which typically occur on
the millisecond time scale) are negligible, and therefore
population decay just occurs by stimulated emission.
The decrease of N as φ increases leads, in turn, to a decrease of the gain g = σ Nl. The peak of the pulse occurs
at the delay time, τdelay , such that the population inversion N decreases to its critical value, Nc . In this case, in
fact, laser gain g equals cavity loss γ and one has from
(11.57) dφ/ dt = 0. For t > τdelay , one has N < Nc and
dφ/ dt < 0. This means that the number of photons now
decreases towards zero. Meanwhile, due to stimulated
emission, the population inversion also keeps decreasing until the photon pulse has decreased to zero. At
this time some population inversion, say Nf , is generally left in the medium after Q-switching (Fig. 11.17b).
Note that the quantity ηE = (Ni − Nf )/Ni represents the
fraction of the energy initially stored in the material that
goes into stimulated emitted photons, usually referred
to as the inversion, or energy, utilization factor. The duration ∆τp of
 the Q-switched pulse, the output energy
E = (1/τc )[ φ(t) dt](hν)(γ2 /(2γ )), the energy utilization factor ηE , as well as the time τdelay needed for pulse
formation can be derived in a closed form by an analysis
of the rate equations (11.56) and (11.57) in which pumping and radiative and nonradiative decay are neglected.
One obtains:
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in Fig. 11.19. In the figure, the behavior of the cavity
loss γ and laser gain g = σ Nl is depicted. The multiple
intersections of the slowly decaying curve for the loss
γ (t) with the gain curve g(t) explain the formation of
multiple Q-switching pulses.

crystal required to produce the phase shift ∆ϕ = π/2
is referred to as the quarter-wave voltage and typically
ranges from 1 to 5 kV. To avoid multiple pulses, this
voltage must be switched off in a time typically smaller
than 20 ns.

Methods of Q-Switching
Several methods have been developed to achieve switching of the cavity Q; the most common are [11.3, 4]:

Rotating prism. In this simple Q-switching technique,
one of the cavity mirror is generally made of a rooftop prism and rotation is made through the axis parallel
to the other mirror and orthogonal to the prism edge
(Fig. 11.21). The high-Q condition is achieved when
the prism edge passes through a position parallel to the
other cavity mirror. Although rotating prisms are simple
and inexpensive devices which can be used at any wavelength, they suffer the limitation arising from the limited
rotation speed (≈ 400 Hz). The Q-switching time is then
rather long (typically ≈ 400 ns) which often results in
the production of multiple pulses (slow switching).

1.
2.
3.
4.

Electrooptic Q-switching;
Rotating prism;
Acoustooptical Q-switching;
Saturable absorber Q-switching.

Electrooptic Q-switching. In this case the shutter placed

inside the laser cavity is made of a Pockels cell and
a polarizer in the configuration shown in Fig. 11.20
(electrooptic shutter). The Pockels cell consists of a suitable nonlinear electrooptic crystal (such as KD*P or
lithium niobate for the visible-to-near-infrared region or
cadmium telluride for middle-infrared), in which an applied dc voltage induces a change in the crystal refractive
indices. The induced birefringence turns out to be proportional to the applied voltage. The transmission axis
of the polarizer is set at 45o with respect to the birefringence axes of the crystal. When no dc field is applied
to the crystal, no polarization losses are introduced in
the cavity by the electrooptic shutter, i. e., cavity losses
are low. However, when a dc field is applied such that
the phase difference ∆ϕ between the ordinary and extraordinary waves in the birefringent-induced crystal is
equal to π/2, the Pockels cell operates as a λ/4 birefringent plate. Therefore, the linearly polarized light,
coming from the polarizer, is rotated by 90◦ after a double pass through the cell and it is then fully reflected out
of the cavity by the polarizer. The electrooptic shutter is
now closed and cavity Q is zero. The dc voltage to the

E

Acoustooptic Q-switching. In this case the shutter
consists of an acoustooptic modulator, driven by a radiofrequency (RF) oscillator, which is placed inside the
laser cavity. The modulator consists of a transparent
block of material (usually fused quartz in the visible to near-infrared or cadmium selenide in the midto far-infrared) bonded on one side to a piezoelectric
transducer and to an acoustic absorber on the other
(Fig. 11.22). When the transducer is on, traveling sound
waves are then produced in the material in the direction orthogonal to the plane of the transducer. Due to the
photoelastic effect, the resulting strain in the material
results in local changes of the material refractive index,
i. e., in the generation of an index grating which is traveling along the material itself. Bragg scattering of the laser
Rotating
prism

Voltage
Gain medium

Polarizer
Gain
medium

Mirror

Electrooptic
crystal

Rotation
axis

Mirror

Mirror

Fig. 11.20 Schematic of a Q-switched laser using a Pockels

Fig. 11.21 Schematic of a Q-switched laser using a rotating

cell

prism
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obtain N1 − N2  Nt /(1 + I/Is ), where Nt = N1 + N2 is
the total absorber population and Is ≡ hν/(2στ) is the
saturation intensity of the absorber. Since now the absorption coefficient is α = σa (N1 − N2 ), from the last
two equations we obtain
α=

α0
,
1 + I/Is

(11.66)

beam propagating across such a grating (Fig. 11.22) thus
produces a diffracted beam and hence additional losses
in the cavity (low-Q condition). Maximum diffraction
efficiency is achieved when the incident light angle θB
satisfies the Bragg condition θB = λ/(2λa ), where λ
and λa are the optical and acoustical wavelengths, respectively. The high-Q condition is simply obtained
by switching off the transducer voltage. Acoustooptic modulators have the advantages of introducing low
values of optical insertion losses and can be driven
at high repetition rates (several kHz). Therefore they
are used mainly for repetitive Q-switching of low-gain
CW-pumped lasers (e.g., Nd:YAG or Ar-ion lasers).

where α0 = Nt σa is the unsaturated absorption coefficient of the absorber. Equation (11.66) then shows
that, as the intracavity laser intensity I increases, the
losses introduced by the saturable absorber decrease
and the cavity Q correspondingly increases, i. e., Qswitching is achieved. The detailed dynamics underlying
the formation of a Q-switching pulse with the saturableabsorber Q-switch, is however more involved than the
one previously discussed. Here we just say that the
saturable absorber should have a low value of the saturation intensity so that, when laser action starts, the
absorber is bleached earlier (i. e., at lower intensity)
than the time when population inversion in the gain
medium starts to decrease appreciably owing to stimulated emission.
Typical absorbers used for passive Q-switching consist of dyes in an appropriate solvent; the main drawback
of these absorbers is their photochemical degradation,
i. e., poor chemical stability, and inadequate thermal
properties. Recently, the advent of solid-state absorbers
(notably absorbers based on chromium doped into various crystalline hosts) are replacing dye absorbers, thus
avoiding the problem of degradation.

Saturable absorber Q-switching. The Q-switching
techniques discussed so far use active Q-switches, in
the sense that they need an external control source.
A notable passive Q-switching technique, in which no
external driving control is required, consists of placing
a suitable saturable absorber inside the laser cavity. This absorber is basically an unpumped two-level
medium which absorbs at the laser wavelength with
a comparatively low saturation intensity. Thus, due to
the phenomenon of saturation, the absorption coefficient of the absorber decreases as the intensity of the
intracavity laser beam increases. To model this phenomenon we write the rate equation for the absorber as
( dN2 / dt) = σa (N1 − N2 )I/(hν) − N2 /τ, where N2 and
τ are the population and lifetime of the excited level 2,
N1 is the population in the lower (ground) level 1, and
I = I(t) is the intracavity laser intensity. In CW operation or if τ is short enough as compared to the changes
of I(t), we may assume that ( dN2 / dt) ≈ 0 and therefore

Laser Mode-Locking: Dynamical Aspects
Mode-locking is a laser operation regime in which many
longitudinal modes of the cavity are simultaneously
forced to oscillate with a precise phase relation so that
the output laser beam shows a repetitive train of ultrashort optical pulses [11.3, 5]. To achieve mode-locking
operation, a suitable device, which is usually referred
to as the mode locker, must be placed inside the cavity.
For a given laser medium, the lower limit to the achievable pulse duration ∆τp is set by the gain line width
(∆τp  1/∆ν0 ), whereas the pulse repetition rate 1/τp
is usually equal to the difference frequency between two
consecutive longitudinal modes ∆ν (or an integer multiple of ∆ν, as for harmonic mode-locking). Therefore,
pulse duration, depending upon the gain line width, usually ranges from about 1 ns, in gas lasers, down to 10 fs in
broad-bandwidth solid-state lasers. Pulse repetition rate
depends, of course, upon the cavity length and usually
ranges from about 100 MHz to a few GHz.

èB

RF voltage

Piezoelectric
transducer

Fig. 11.22 Schematic of an acoustooptic modulator used for
laser Q-switching (θB is the Bragg angle)
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laser mode-locking can be explained as follows. Let us
consider, for simplicity, a traveling-wave ring laser of
optical length L e , and assume that the separation of the
longitudinal cavity modes ∆ν = c/L e be smaller (usually much smaller) than the gain line width ∆ν0 . In
this case, even in the absence of the mode locker, the
laser tends spontaneously to oscillate on several longitudinal modes (free-running regime). Let νl = ν0 + l∆ν
be the frequency and El = Al exp(iϕl ) the complex amplitude of the l-th oscillating longitudinal cavity mode,
where l is an integer number and l = 0 corresponds to the
longitudinal mode closest to the center of the gainline
(Fig. 11.23). The electric field E(z, t) inside the laser
cavity is then given by the superposition of the oscillating longitudinal modes and can be written in the form
E(z, t) = A(t − z/c) exp[2πiν0 (t − z/c)], where z is the
longitudinal coordinate measured along the perimetric
axis of the ring and the envelope A(t ) is given by
A(t ) =



Al exp(2πil∆νt + iϕl ) ,

In a free-running laser, the phases ϕl do not have
a precise relation to each other; they may also fluctuate in
time. The superposition of N modes with, e.g., the same
amplitude Al = A0 but with randomly distributed phases
typically leads to a spiking signal |A(t)|2 made of a periodic sequence of irregular pulses (Fig. 11.24a), each
with duration approximately equal to ∆τp ≈ 1/∆νL ,
where ∆νL = N∆ν is the oscillating bandwidth. Note
that, since the response time of a conventional photodetector is usually much longer than a few picoseconds,
the complex temporal behavior shown in Fig. 11.24a is
usually not resolved for free-running multimode lasers,
instead its average value – proportional to N A20 – is
monitored.
In a mode-locked laser, the role of the mode locker
is to lock the phases of oscillating modes in a precise
manner. The most common and interesting case is that
of a mode locker that imposes a linear phase locking
condition, i. e., ϕl = lϕ, where ϕ is a constant. In this
case, one has:

(11.67)

A(t ) =

l

where t = t − z/c is a retarded time. Note that, owing to
the dependence of the field on t − z/c, the field distribution in the cavity is a traveling wave which propagates
with the speed of light; therefore we may limit the discussion to the field behavior at a given reference plane
z = 0, e.g., at the output coupler of the laser. The output
laser power, averaged over the rapidly varying optical
cycle, will be then proportional to |A(t)|2 . Note that, if
the mode amplitudes Al and phases ϕl are constant or
slowly varying in time compared to the cavity round-trip
time τR = L e /c = 1/∆ν, the signal A(t) is basically periodic in time with a period equal to τR . However, the
specific form of the signal in one period depends on the
precise distribution of the mode amplitudes Al and, most
importantly, on their phases ϕl .

∞


Al exp(2πil∆νt ) ,

(11.68)
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Fig. 11.23 Schematic of a laser oscillating on several longitudinal modes in the frequency domain
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Fig. 11.24a,b Behavior of output power in a laser oscillating on many longitudinal modes with equal amplitude
(a) Free-running regime, corresponding to random phases
φl . (b) Mode-locking regime, corresponding to linear phase
locking φl = lφ
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A plot of the squared amplitude of the electric field
|A(t )|2 is reported in Fig. 11.24b. Note that a pulse
train, at a repetition rate τp = 1/∆ν equal to the cavity
round-trip time τR , is obtained. The squared amplitude of the electric field at the peak pulse is given by
(2N + 1)2 A20 , whereas the FWHM pulse duration ∆τp
is approximately given by
∆τp 

1
1
=
,
(2N + 1)∆ν ∆νL

Time-domain description. The previous analysis of

mode-locking is often referred to as the frequencydomain description since the onset of the periodic pulse
train is viewed as due to the coherent superposition of
longitudinal modes of the laser cavity. A different description of the mode-locking regime, complementary
to the frequency-domain approach, is also possible in
the time domain. In fact, according to the results shown
in Fig. 11.24b and since τR is the time for a round-trip,
a single pulse of duration ∆τp is circulating within the
laser cavity (Fig. 11.25a). Note that the spatial extension
of the pulse ∆z = c∆τp , according to (11.70) is given
by ∆z = L e /(2N + 1) where L e is the length of the ring
perimeter. For a sufficiently large number (2N + 1) of oscillating modes, ∆z is then much smaller than the cavity
length L e . The temporal periodicity of the output laser
beam then simply results from the successive transits
of the intracavity circulating pulse at the output mirror,
which occur at intervals τp = L e /c equal to the cavity
transit time. According to this picture, we readily undera)

Gain
medium

Output
beam

c

(11.70)

where ∆νL = (2N + 1)∆ν is again the oscillating bandwidth. Therefore, for broad oscillating bandwidths,
phase locking among longitudinal modes leads to the
generation of short laser pulses with high peak power.
The physical limit to the maximum number of phaselocked modes that can be forced to oscillate is ultimately
determined by the gain bandwidth of the active material,
i. e., ∆τp is longer than or equal to 1/∆ν0 .
In general, when the actual shape (e.g., Gaussian) of the mode amplitudes Al is taken into
account, the overall field amplitude A(t ) can be
obtained approximately from (11.68) upon transforming the sum
over all modes into an integral,
 +∞
namely A(t )  −∞ A(l) exp(2πil∆νt ) dl. From this
last equation one then sees that the pulse amplitude
A(t ) is the Fourier transform of the spectral mode
envelope A(l). Therefore, in this case, i. e., under linear phase-locking conditions, the pulse amplitude is
said to be transform limited. Note, however, that under phase-locking conditions different from the linear
case (e.g., ϕl = ϕ1 l + ϕ2l 2 , as in so-called frequency
mode-locking) the mode-locked pulses are no longer
transform-limited, i. e., their temporal duration is larger
than that predicted by the Fourier limit.
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Fig. 11.25a–c Schematic of the mode-locking regime in the
time domain. (a) Mode-locking in a ring cavity. (b) Modelocking in a linear cavity. (c) Harmonic mode-locking in

a linear cavity (harmonic order n = 3)
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where t is a translated time given by t = t +
ϕ/(2π∆ν). Usually, in a mode-locked laser the envelope of the mode amplitudes Al follows the shape
of the gainline, i. e., Al is maximum at the center of
the gainline (l = 0) and decreases toward zero as |l|
increases; for instance, for active mode-locking in a homogeneously broadened medium, one can show that
Al follows a Gaussian distribution. However, to calculate the series in (11.68) simply, we assume that
Al = A0 = const. for |l| ≤ N and Al = 0 for |l| > N,
i. e., we assume an odd number 2N + 1 of oscillating
modes with the same amplitude. In this case one obtains in (11.68) a geometric progression which can be
calculated in a closed form, yielding


sin (2N + 1)π∆νt
.
A(t ) = A0
(11.69)
sin(π∆νt )
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stand that the mode-locking regime can be achieved by
placing a suitable fast shutter inside the cavity. In fact,
if an initially non-mode-locked beam is present within
the cavity, its spatial amplitude distribution can be represented as in Fig. 11.24a, with the time t replaced by
z/c. By periodically opening the shutter for a short time
interval (of the order ∆τp ) with period τp = L e /c, possibly at the time when the most intense noisy pulse in
Fig. 11.24a reaches the shutter, then only this pulse will
survive in the laser cavity, producing the mode-locking
condition of Fig. 11.24b. After a transient leading from
the temporal pattern of Fig. 11.24a to that of Fig. 11.24b,
the mode-locked pulse will consistently reproduce itself
after each transit in the cavity.
It should be noted that all considerations made above
for a ring laser resonator apply mutatis mutandis to a linear (i. e., Fabry–Pérot) laser cavity. In this case, however,
self-consistent propagation of the mode-locked pulse in
one cavity round-trip requires that the shutter must be
placed close to one end mirror of the cavity (Fig. 11.25b).
Note that, if the shutter is placed at a distance L/2, L/3,
· · · , L/n from one end mirror and is opened at intervals τR /2, τR /3, · · · , τR /n, where L is the cavity length,
multiple pulses (precisely 2, 3, · · · , n pulses) may be
simultaneously generated and the repetition rate of the
pulse train is correspondingly increased by a factor of
2, 3, · · · , n (see, e.g., Fig. 11.25c for the case n = 3).
Such a mode-locking regime is referred to as harmonic
mode-locking. Harmonic mode-locking is typically employed in active mode-locked fiber lasers to increase the
pulse repetition rate (≈ 1–40 GHz); owing to the relatively long cavity length (≈ 1–10 m), to reach high
repetition rates harmonic orders n up to ≈ 1000 are
usually needed.
Mode-Locking Methods
The methods to achieve mode-locking can generally be
divided into two categories:

1. Active mode locking, in which the mode-locker is
driven by an external source.
2. Passive mode locking, in which the mode-locker is
not externally driven but exploits some nonlinear
optical effect, such as the saturation of a saturable
absorber or the nonlinear change of the refractive
index in a Kerr medium.

modulation (AM) mode locking], or a phase modulator,
which periodically varies the optical length of the resonator [frequency-modulation (FM) mode locking]. In
lasers with upper-state lifetimes shorter than the cavity
round-trip time (e.g., dye lasers), active mode locking can also be achieved by periodic modulation of
the laser gain at a repetition rate equal to the longitudinal mode separation ∆ν (synchronous pumping).
We limit here to describe the basic principle of AM
mode locking, since it is the most common among
the three mentioned techniques. In AM mode locking,
the mode locker is usually a Pockels-cell electrooptic modulator for pulsed and high-gain lasers, or an
acoustooptic modulator for low-gain lasers. The electrooptic or acoustooptic modulator sinusoidally varies
the cavity loss γ (t) at a given modulation frequency
νm (Fig. 11.26). It is thus expected that the modelocked pulse circulating inside the cavity (Fig. 11.25b)
will pass through the modulator at the time t1 of the
cycle where the cavity loss γ (t) is minimum. Since
the pulse propagating inside the cavity passes again
through the modulator at times t2 = t1 + τR , t3 = t2 + τR ,
etc., where τR = 1/∆ν is the cavity round-trip time,
a steady mode-locking regime can be reached provided
that the synchronization condition ∆ν = νm is satisfied.
It should be noted that the steady-state pulse duration, ∆τp , is given by the inverse of the oscillation
bandwidth, (2N + 1)∆ν, and, thus, it is ultimately established by the gain bandwidth ∆ν0 . However, the
finite bandwidth of the gain medium influences the
steady-state pulse duration in a quite different way
for homogeneous or inhomogeneous lines. For an inhomogeneously broadened line, and for a laser well
above threshold, the oscillating bandwidth tends to
cover the whole gain bandwidth ∆ν0∗ even in the absence of AM modulation, and the main role of the
mode-locker is just to lock the phases of these oscillating modes. The resulting temporal duration of
the mode-locked pulse is therefore given approxiã

TR = 1/ím
ã (t)

|E (t)|2

Active mode locking. Active mode locking is usu-

ally achieved by placing, inside the laser cavity, either
an amplitude modulator, which produces a periodic
modulation in time of the cavity loss [amplitude-

t1

t2

t3

Fig. 11.26 Schematic of AM active mode locking
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mately by

Passive mode-locking. There are two main types of
passive mode-locking (ML):

1. Fast saturable-absorber ML, which uses the saturation properties of a suitable absorber (e.g., a dye
or a semiconductor) with a very short upper-state
lifetime;
2. Kerr-lens mode-locking (KLM), which exploits the
self-focusing property of a suitable transparent Kerr
medium.

ã, g
ã (t)

I (t)

g

t

Fig. 11.27 Mode-locking with a fast saturable absorber

loss experienced by a pulse crossing the absorber is
dependent on the instantaneous pulse intensity I(t),
and decreases as the intensity increases. Thus, starting from the random sequence of light bursts occurring
in the unlocked case (Fig. 11.24a), the gain–loss balance will favor the growth and stabilization of the noise
pulse with the highest intensity. The steady-state situation, occurring in this case, can be described with
the help of Fig. 11.27. Here, gain saturation drives the
gain g below the cavity losses γ (t) except at those instants where, due to the arrival of the pulse I(t) at
the saturable absorber, the losses are reduced due to
absorber saturation. During the time intervals corresponding to the hatched regions in Fig. 11.27, the gain
is then larger than the instantaneous loss γ (t). A socalled window of net gain is thus produced, which
tends to increase the peak of the pulse and decrease
its wings, i. e., it tends to narrow the pulse. This narrowing is again counteracted by pulse broadening due
to the finite amplifier bandwidth until a steady-state
pulse duration, whose duration again depends on the inverse of the gain bandwidth, is eventually reached. Good
candidates for saturable absorbers must have a short relaxation time τ (∼ a few picoseconds or shorter) and
a small saturation intensity, given by Is = hν/(2σa τ).
Thus, very large values for the absorption cross section
σa (≈ 10−16 cm2 or larger) are needed. Ideal absorbers
are therefore dye molecules (e.g., cyanine dyes) or,
even better, semiconductors. A particularly interesting saturable-absorber geometry consists of integrating
a multiple-quantum-well absorber between two mirrors
whose spacing is such that the resulting Fabry–Pérot
etalon operates in antiresonance. Such a device has
been convincingly proven to generate both picosecond
and femtosecond laser pulses from several broadband
solid-state lasers.

Fast saturable-absorber ML [11.15]. Consider a sat-

urable absorber with a low saturation intensity and
a relaxation time shorter than the duration of the modelocked pulses. According to (11.66), the absorption
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0.44
.
(11.71)
∆τp 
∆ν0∗
Conversely, for a homogeneously broadened gain
medium the number of longitudinal modes oscillating
in the free-running regime is usually rather modest and
the role of the mode-locker is both to enlarge the oscillating bandwidth of the laser (by power transfer from
the central to lateral longitudinal modes) and to lock
the phases of the oscillating modes. Under steady-state
conditions, band enlargement due to the modulator is
counteracted by band reduction due to the gain medium
and the pulse duration is given by [11.14]
0.45
∆τp  √
.
(11.72)
νm ∆ν0
As an example, we will consider a mode-locked Nd:YAG
laser oscillating on its homogeneously broadened line at
λ = 1064 nm. Assuming ∆ν0  126 GHz (T = 300 K),
a linear cavity of length L e = 1.5 m and an AM modelocker placed close to one cavity mirror, the modulator
loss must be driven at a frequency νm = ∆ν = c/(2L e ) 
100 MHz, and the expected mode-locked pulse duration,
according to (11.72), is ∆τp  125 ps.
It should be noted that in AM mode-locked lasers
(as well as in the other active mode locking techniques)
even small detunings of the modulation frequency νm
from the cavity axial mode separation ∆ν may result in
the destruction of the mode-locking operation. In practice a detuning |νm − ∆ν|/νm of the order of ≈ 10−4
is enough to destroy mode-locking. To obtain stable
AM mode-locking, active control of the cavity length
is sometimes required, especially when relatively long
cavities are employed (such as for AM mode-locked
fiber lasers).
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an aperture (Fig. 11.28). The nonlinear medium shows,
via the optical Kerr effect, an intensity-dependent refractive index n = n 0 + n 2 I, where n 0 is the linear
refractive index of the medium, I is the local light
intensity and n 2 is a positive coefficient (for a selffocusing medium) which depends on the strength
of the nonlinearity (e.g., n 2  4.5 × 10−16 cm2 /W
for fused quartz and n 2  3.45 × 10−16 cm2 /W for
sapphire). A light beam with, e.g., a transverse
Gaussian intensity distribution I(r) = Ip exp[−2(r/w)2 ]
that crosses a thin slice of the Kerr medium of
length l thus experiences a transversely varying phase
shift δϕ = 2πln 2 I(r)/λ = (2πln 2 /λ)Ip exp[−2(r/w)2 ].
Close to the beam center r = 0, one can write
δϕ ≈ (2πln 2 Ip /λ)[1 − 2(r/w)2 ], i. e., the thin medium
introduces a quadratic phase change of the field and
thus acts, for n 2 > 0, as a positive lens (called a Kerr
lens) of dioptric power 1/ f = 4n 2lIp /(n 0 w2 ), which
increases as the beam intensity Ip increases. If an aperture is placed at some suitable distance from the Kerr
medium, a beam with higher intensity will be focused
tighter and a higher fraction of the beam will be trans-

Kerr
medium

r

Low
intensity

Aperture

w
z

l

High
intensity

Fig. 11.28 Schematic of a Kerr lens with an aperture used

in KLM

mitted through the aperture. Therefore, the Kerr medium
with the aperture, like a fast saturable absorber, introduces losses that decrease when the instantaneous pulse
intensity is increased, thus leading to mode-locking.
Note that, by appropriately controlling the cavity dispersion, the shortest mode-locked pulses (≈ 6 fs) have
been achieved by this technique for Ti3+ :Al2 O3 lasers.

11.2 Solid-State Lasers
11.2.1 Basics
Solid-State Lasers
Based on Dielectric Insulators
The demonstration of the ruby laser [11.16]
(Cr3+ :Al2 O3 ) in 1960 led to a decade with the realization
of a number of crystalline and glass lasers. Especially
Nd:YAG [11.17], Nd-doped yttrium aluminum garnet
(Nd:Y3 Al5 O12 ), rapidly emerged as one of the most important crystalline dielectric lasers. The first glass laser
was a fiber laser [11.18], which decades later led to
the development of highly efficient Er-doped fiber amplifiers (EFDA) with important applications in optical
communications.
In the last two decades progress in the area of
diode-pumped lasers has contributed very much to
a renaissance in the field of solid-state lasers. With
diode laser pumping it is possible to obtain higher
efficiencies and to build rigid all-solid-state devices
with simpler and more compact design. Besides Nd3+
various efficient diode-pumped rare-earth lasers have
been operated with Er3+ , Tm3+ , Ho3+ [11.19–21],
and Yb3+ [11.22, 23]. In addition, the successful operation of Cr3+ -doped [11.24–27] and Ti3+ -doped

crystals [11.28, 29] as tunable room-temperature lasers
has stimulated further research in transition-metal ions.
Interesting new results have been obtained with the Cr4+
ion [11.30–33] and recently also with the divalent Cr2+
ion [11.34].
Nowadays, average and CW output powers for
Nd3+ - and Yb3+ -doped crystals in the kW range are
commercially available. Fiber lasers reach output powers in the 100 W range with nearly diffraction-limited
beam quality.
Compact solid-state lasers in the visible spectral region (see for instance [11.35]) are of potential interest,
especially for display and high-density optical data storage applications. Optical efficiencies of more than 20%
with respect to the pump power can be obtained in Nd
lasers by internal frequency doubling with nonlinear
crystals. An alternative approach enables the generation of visible laser radiation by upconversion schemes,
which incorporate energy transfer processes or twostep pump processes as ground-state and excited-state
absorption.
In a most general sense lasers based on solids include
both dielectric insulators and semiconductors as gain
media. However, the development in the past yielded
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Spectra of Rare-Earth
and Transition-Metal Ions in Solids
4f–4f transitions in rare-earth ions. In the free rareearth ion the electrostatic interaction between the 4f
electrons creates a splitting of the energy levels of the
4fn configuration into different L S terms. The resultant
wave functions are characterized by the quantum numbers L, S, M L , and M S . The electrostatic energy splitting
of the {2S+1} L terms is typically 104 cm−1 , and each level
is (2L + 1)(2S + 1)-fold degenerate with respect to M L
and M S .
In addition, the energy levels are further split by
spin–orbit coupling. If the energetic separation between
different L S terms is large compared with the spin–
orbit coupling energy there is only a small mixing of
the L S terms. If this mixing is very small, the Russel–
Saunders approximation holds and the wave functions
are characterized by the quantum numbers L, S, J, M J
with a degeneration of (2J + 1). The typical splitting of
{2S+1} L terms is of the order of 1000 cm−1 . Although
J
L S coupling is not strictly valid for rare-earth ions, it is
usual to describe the 4f energy states with the Russel–
Saunders approximation [11.36].
The interaction of the 4f electrons with the crystal
field, i. e., the electrostatic field of the surrounding ligands, results in a Stark splitting of the free ion {2S+1} L J
terms. This interaction can be treated as a perturbation of
the free ion levels. The crystal field splitting and the remaining degeneracy depend on the symmetry of the local
crystal field. Lower symmetries increase the number of
split levels. However, according to Kramers theorem an
odd number of electrons always yields at least twofold
degeneracy. The Stark splitting is typically in the energy
range of several 100 cm−1 . The ground state of a special
4fn configuration (the number of 4f electrons n = 1–14)

can be determined according to Hund’s rule. Fig. 11.29
shows the 4fn energy levels of rare-earth ions (Dieke
diagram [11.37]).
Electric dipole transitions within the 4f-shell are parity forbidden in the free ion. When doped in a solid,
acentric perturbations of the crystal field can however
create admixtures of wave functions with opposite parity
(for instance 4fn−1 5d1 states) yielding so-called forced
electric dipole transitions. Due to the screening of the
outer filled 5s2 and 5p6 orbitals, the crystal field perturbation is small and electron–phonon coupling is very
weak. So, for rare-earth ions at acentric sites one observes electric-dipole zero-phonon transitions with very
weak vibronic sidebands. When doping occurs at centric sites, parity remains a good quantum number and all
4f–4f transitions remain electric dipole forbidden. The
magnetic-dipole emission cross sections are then very
small and are not useful for laser applications.
Further selection rules for electric dipole transitions
between 4fn states are:

•
•

∆J ≤ 6; ∆S = 0, ∆L ≤ 6 (Russel–Saunders approximation)
J = 0 ⇔ J = 0 is forbidden.

3d–3d transitions in transition-metal ions. The 3d

electrons of transition-metal ions are not shielded and
experience a strong perturbation from the crystal field
of the surrounding ligand ions. Therefore, the energylevel scheme and also the spectroscopic characteristics
of a transition metal ion depend strongly on the strength
and the symmetry of the crystalline field originating
from the surrounding ions. The energy-level schemes
of the transition-metal ions in crystalline hosts are described by so-called Tanabe–Sugano diagrams [11.38].
These diagrams are distinguished by the number of electrons within the 3d electron shell. In these diagrams the
energy levels of the transition-metal ion are presented as
a function of the crystal field strength (for some examples, see Sect. 11.2.3). For detailed reading appropriate
literature can be found in [11.36, 39–42].
Due to the strong interaction with the surrounding
ions of the lattice, transition-metal ions mostly exhibit
broadband emission because of the electron–phonon
coupling between the electronic 3d levels and lattice
vibrations. As in the case of 4f–4f transitions, only
acentric perturbations can induce electric dipole transitions. Generally the spectra consist of a purely electronic
zero-phonon line with vibronic sidebands. In contrast
to the situation in rare-earth ions, transition-metal ions
at centric sites may also have reasonable transition
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a subdivision into two laser classes based on solids:
solid-state lasers (the topic of this chapter) and semiconductor lasers (Sect. 11.3).
Nearly all modern, important solid-state lasers are
based on impurity-doped crystals or glasses. Typically,
the impurity ions have unfilled electronic shells. So far,
only laser ions from the iron, rare-earth and actinide
group are known. The most important laser lines of these
ions correspond to 4f–4f, 4f–5d, and 3d–3d transitions.
In special cases the laser active ions can also be fully
substituted into the lattice (stoichiometric laser materials). It should be noted that in the past lattice defects
also have been used as laser-active centers (color center lasers); these lasers are however not included in this
chapter.
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probabilities due to dynamical admixtures of wave functions with different parity by acentric phonons. On the
other hand, strong electron–phonon coupling can yield
higher temperature-dependent nonradiative decay rates
compared to 4f–4f transitions. The main interest in
transition-metal ions is based on their broad tunability.

of rare-earth ions are located in the ultraviolet spectral range. In some cases 4f↔5d transitions are also
observed in the visible spectral region. In contrast to
3d↔3d and 4f↔4f transitions, 4f↔5d transitions are
electric-dipole allowed, because they obey the parity
selection rule. Thus high transition probabilities and
hence large absorption and emission cross sections
(≈ 10−18 –10−17 cm2 ) are observed.
Similar to 3d↔3d transitions strong electron–
phonon coupling yields broad absorption and emission
spectra with spectral half-widths of more than
1000 cm−1 . Therefore 4f↔5d interconfigurational transitions are in principle suitable for the generation of
tunable laser oscillation.
However, the difficulty in finding suitable pump
sources and often also excited-state absorption processes
are major drawbacks with respect to the realization of
5d–4f lasers.
Basic Spectroscopic Properties
and Laser Parameters
Ground-state absorption. The ground-state absorption
of an ion is characterized by the absorption coefficient
α and the ground-state absorption cross section σGSA .
These values are derived using the Lambert–Beer law:
−n ion σ

I (λ) = I0 (λ) e−α(λ)d = I0 (λ) e

GSA (λ)d ,
(11.73)

where I(λ) is the intensity transmitted through the crystal at wavelength λ, I0 (λ) is the intensity in front of the
crystal, n ion is the ion concentration, α(λ) is the absorption coefficient, σGSA (λ) is the absorption cross section,
and d is the crystal thickness.
The ground-state absorption spectrum contains information about the energy-level structure of the ion,
the cross sections σGSA (λ) and the oscillator strengths
of the observed transitions. Note, that the calculation
of cross sections needs a second independent measurement of the ion concentration, which is usually done by
X-ray microprobe analysis. The relation between the absorption coefficient and the transition-matrix elements
can be derived using Fermi’s golden rule [11.36]. The
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energy-level structure of transition-metal ions is theoretically described by the ligand field theory and the
angular overlap model (AOM), see for instance [11.43].
Spontaneous emission and emission cross section.

The spontaneous emission is characterized by the Einstein coefficient A. In an emission measurement, the
photon flux (the number of photons per area per time)
is usually measured. The normalization process with
respect to the instrument response function can be performed either with respect to photon flux or to the
spectral intensity distribution Iλ (λ) (energy per area per
time). The relation between the spectral intensity dis−1
tribution Iλ (λ), the Einstein coefficient A (A = τrad
)
and the emission cross section σem (λ) is given by the
Füchtbauer–Ladenburg equation [11.44]:
σem (λ) =

λ5 Iλ (λ)A

,
8πn 2 c Iλ (λ)λ dλ

(11.74)

where n is the refractive index and c is the speed of light.
The emission cross sections can also be calculated
from the absorption cross sections by the reciprocity
method


Zl
E zl − hc/λ
σem (λ) = σGSA (λ)
,
exp
Zu
kT
(11.75)

where Z l and Z u are the partition functions of the lower
and upper energy levels, E zl is the energy of the zerophonon line of the corresponding transition, k is the
Boltzmann constant, and T is the temperature.
For Gaussian band shapes, which are often observed
for emission spectra of transition-metal ions, the McCumber formula can be used for the determination of
the peak emission cross section [11.45, 46]

ln 2 A λ40
,
(11.76)
σem =
π 4πcn 2 ∆λ
where λ0 is the peak emission wavelength and ∆λ is the
full width at half-maximum (FWHM).
Excitation spectra. The excitation spectra allow the de-

termination of those absorption transitions, which yield
a specific emission. These measurements are interesting
in the case of different absorbing and emitting centers
and also for finding energy transfer channels between
different optical active centers.
Emission lifetime. The decay time of the metastable

level of an ion in a crystal is usually measured after
excitation with a short pulse. The measured decay rate
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Interconfigurational 4f–5d transitions in rare-earth
ions. Typically 4f↔5d interconfigurational transitions
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(measured as the number of transitions per unit time)
is the sum of radiative and nonradiative decay rates. In
general, the nonradiative decay of an ion can consist of
intra-ionic multiphonon processes and intra-ionic nonradiative transfer processes (for details of energy transfer
processes see [11.36]). The equation for the decay is

Part C 11.2

1
1
1
1
= A+
= +
or
τ
τnr
τr τnr
W = A + Wnr = Wr + Wnr ,

(11.77)

where τ, τr , and τnr are the total, radiative, and nonradiative decay times, respectively, and W, Wr , and Wnr
are the total, radiative, and nonradiative decay rates,
respectively.
The determination of the Einstein coefficient A is not
an easy task, because in a simple decay measurement
the combined lifetime is always measured. An additional measurement of the emission quantum efficiency
ηQE would allow the determination of the radiative and
nonradiative decay rate
Wr
τ
Wr
=
ηQE = =
τr
W
Wr + Wnr
τ
τr τ
.
⇒ τr =
and τnr =
ηQE
τr − τ

knowledge of ESA processes is also very useful for
the determination of their influence on the efficiency of
a laser material. ESA may also inhibit gain and hence
laser action.
The laser aspect. In this section only the case of steady-

state conditions for laser oscillation will be discussed.
For more details and for the case of pulsed excitation,
see e.g. [11.49–52].
The efficiency of a laser system can be described
by the laser threshold Pthr and the slope efficiency
η = dPout / dPabs , where Pout and Pabs are the laser output power and the absorbed pump power, respectively.
Under the assumptions of only one metastable level (i. e.,
the upper laser level), ideal overlap between pump beam
and resonator mode, homogeneous pump profile, low
mirror transmission and low passive losses as well as the
absence of excited-state absorption, the following equations hold for continuous-wave operation [11.49, 50]
Pthr =

(11.78)

However, a direct measurement of the quantum efficiency is difficult and usually contains a high error.
Another approach is the indirect determination of
the quantum efficiency by analysis of the temperature
dependence of the emission lifetime. The two most commonly used models are the simple Mott model of the
activation energy [11.47] and the more-sophisticated
model of Struck and Fonger [11.48] using the socalled single-configurational-coordinate model, which
describes in a simplified way the interaction between
the electronic center and the vibrating crystalline environment.
Excited-state absorption (ESA). Measurements of the
excited-state absorption (ESA) spectrum give further
insight into the energy-level structure of an ion. In
the ground state absorption measurements spin-allowed
transitions are mainly observed and often spin-flip transitions are hidden under these absorption bands. Thus
the determination of the energy of these spin-flip transitions is often not possible. If the metastable level of the
ion has a different spin to the ground state (e.g., Cr3+
in strong crystal fields, Mn5+ , Fe6+ ), the ESA spectrum reveals the energetic positions of these states with
different spin. By using these data the crystal field parameters can be determined with higher accuracy. The

hνp
ηp σse (λl ) τ

 V

× T + L + 2dσGSA (λl ) (n ion − n thr )
2d
(11.79)
(3-level system) ,
hνp
V
Pthr =
(T + L)
ηp σse (λl ) τ
2d
(4-level system) ,
(11.80)
λp T
,
η = ηp
(11.81)
λl T + L
where hνp is the energy of pump photon, ηp is the
pumping efficiency, i. e., the fraction of absorbed pump
photons that are converted into excited ions in the upper
laser level, σse is the stimulated emission cross section,
τ is the lifetime of the upper laser level, T is the mirror transmission, L is the passive losses, d is the length
of the laser crystal, σgsa is the ground-state absorption
cross section, n is the concentration of laser ions, n thr
is the threshold inversion density, λp is the pump wavelength, λl is the laser wavelength, and V is the pump
volume.
In the following, several factors affecting the pump
power threshold and the slope efficiency will be discussed.
Influence of the emission quantum efficiency ηQE .

A quantum efficiency less than unity leads to lifetime
shortening and therefore to an increase in the laser
threshold, as can be seen from (11.79) and (11.80) after
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replacing τ by ηqe τr

The quantum efficiency does not influence the slope
efficiency directly (11.81). However in practice a corresponding, significant contribution of nonradiative
transitions increases the temperature in the pump volume and usually leads to a lower slope efficiency due
to further lifetime reduction and other problems such as
thermal lensing.
Influence of passive losses L. Passive losses in a laser

system are due to imperfect optical components in the
laser resonator. This can be due to, e.g., stray centers
and residual absorptions. Passive losses influence both
the threshold and the slope efficiency (11.79, 80, 81). In
a four-level system, the passive losses can be determined
by the Findlay–Clay method [11.53]. For such an analysis, the laser threshold is measured as a function of
the output mirror transmission. The following equation
holds:
hνp V
hνp V
T+
L = mT + b ,
ηp σse τ 2d
ηp σse τ 2d
(11.85)
hν

V
with slope m = ηp σsep τ 2d
and axis parameter b = m L.
From a linear fit to Pthr = Pthr (T ) both m and b are
determined and thus the value of the passive losses L.
An alternative way to determine the passive losses is to
rewrite (11.81) for a so-called Caird plot [11.54]:

1
1
λ L
λ
=
+
= m +b ,
η ηp λp T ηp λp
T

1
η

λ
ηp λp

(11.86)

L = b L. From a linear fit to

1
η

=

1
T

both m and b can be determined and thus the
value of the passive losses L.
Influence of excited-state absorption. ESA at the

pump wavelength reduces the number of pump photons converted into excited ions in the metastable laser

ηp = ηp,0


 
n 1 σESA λp




1−
,
n 1 σESA λp + (n ion − n 1 ) σgsa λp
(11.87)

where ηp,0 is the pumping efficiency without ESA, n ion is
the concentration of active ions, and n 1 is the population
density in the upper laser level. Therefore the pump
threshold is increased and the laser slope efficiency is
reduced according to (11.79, 80, 81).
ESA on the laser wavelength also affects the laser
threshold and the slope efficiency. The stimulated emission cross section σse (λl ) in (11.79) and (11.80) is
replaced by σEFF (λl ) = σse (λl ) − σESA (λl ) and (11.81)
has to be extended [11.54]
λp σse (λl ) − σESA (λl ) T
σEFF
η = ηp
∝
.
λl
σse (λl )
T +L
σse
(11.88)

ble.

If σESA (λl ) > σse (λl ) laser oscillation is not possi-

11.2.2 UV and Visible Rare-Earth Ion Lasers
Lasers based on 5d ↔ 4f transitions of trivalent
and divalent rare-earth ions
In this section an overview of lasers oscillating in the
ultraviolet and visible spectral range based on transitions of rare-earth ions is given. The first part deals with
laser and possible laser systems based on interconfigurational transitions, i. e., 4fn−1 5d → 4fn . In the second
part, visible and UV lasers based on intraconfigurational
(4fn →4fn ) transitions will be discussed. Both parts deal
with crystals as host materials. Finally, in the third part
an overview of fiber lasers in the visible spectral range
is given.
The 4f↔5d interconfigurational transitions of some
divalent (RE2+ ) and trivalent (RE3+ ) rare-earth ions
are located in the visible and ultraviolet spectral
range. They are in principle suitable for the realization of (tunable) laser oscillation. The transitions are
electric-dipole allowed and have high transition probabilities and large absorption and emission cross sections
of the order of 10−17 to 10−18 cm2 . Due to their
strong electron–phonon coupling, the observed absorption and emission transitions are broad (> 1000 cm−1 ).
Difficulties with respect to laser operation are the nonavailability of efficient and simple excitation sources
and the high probability of excited-state absorption and
solarization (photoionization), e.g., Ce3+ :LiCaAlF6 and
Ce3+ :LiSrAlF6 depicted in Fig. 11.30.
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(11.84)

with slope m =

619

level according to


hνp
Pthr =
(11.82)
ηp σse (λl ) ηqe τr


× T + L + 2dσgsa (λl ) (n ion − n thr )
V
1
×
∝
, (3-level)
(11.83)
2d ηqe
hνp
1
V
∝
Pthr =
(4-level) .
(T + L)
ηp ηqe σse τr
2d ηqe

Pthr =
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Fig. 11.30 Scheme of the energy levels in Ce3+ -doped

LiCaAlF6 and LiSrAlF6 , where sABS , sEM , sESA , and sSOL ,
are the absorption, emission, ESA, and solarization cross
sections, respectively. From [11.55]

In the following the trivalent and divalent rareearth ions exhibiting short-wavelength emission will
be briefly discussed together with a summary of the
obtained laser results.
Ce3+ Lasers. The Ce3+ 4f1 ground-state configuration splits into the 2 F5/2 ground state and the 2 F7/2
excited-state multiplet with an energy separation of ≈
2000 cm−1 . The 5d excited configuration consists in an
ideal octahedral or cubic symmetry of a threefold orbital
Absorbance
3
2.5

degenerated 2 T2 state and of a twofold orbital degenerated 2 E level, from which the 2 T2 (2 E) state is at lower
energy in octahedral (cubic) symmetry. In Fig. 11.31 the
room-temperature absorption and emission spectrum of
Ce3+ :LiYF4 is shown. In general, in the absorption spectrum two to five broad bands are expected, depending
on the crystal field symmetry. In emission two bands
corresponding to the 5d→ 2 F5/2 and 5d→ 2 F7/2 transitions with an energetic separation of approximately
2000 cm−1 are observed. The high cross sections of
the electric-dipole- and spin-allowed 4f1 ↔5d1 transitions correspond to an emission lifetime in the ns range.
Ce3+ -doped materials were therefore thoroughly investigated for application as tunable solid-state lasers and
scintillators, see e.g., the overview articles by Coutts
et al. [11.57] and Dorenbos [11.58]. Laser oscillation
was thus far achieved in YLiF4 [11.56], LuLiF4 [11.59],
LiCaAlF6 [11.60], LiSrAlF6 [11.55, 61], LaF3 [11.62],
and BaY2 F8 [11.63] crystals. The laser data are summarized in Table 11.2. For Ce3+ -doped materials the
main obstacle with respect to laser oscillation is excitedstate absorption assigned to transitions to the conduction
band, e.g., as is the case for Ce3+ :YAG [11.64, 65]. For
Ce3+ -doped LiCaAlF6 and LiSrAlF6 the ESA transition leads to a solarization, i. e., impurity traps with
long lifetimes are populated (Fig. 11.30). With the help
of an anti-solarent pump, these traps are depleted and
higher efficiencies are obtained [11.66, 67].
Pr3+ (4f 2 ). The energy-level scheme of Pr3+ is shown
schematically in Fig. 11.32. Pr3+ has a 4f2 ground-state

Fluorescence (arb.units)

Output energy (mJ)
0.3
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Fig. 11.31 Left: Absorption (solid line) and emission (dotted line) spectra of Ce3+ :LiYF4 . The inset shows the schematic

energy level diagram. From [11.56]. Right: Input-output characteristic of a 2% Ce3+ , 2% Na:LiSrAlF6
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Table 11.2 Overview of lasers based on the 5d→4f transitions of trivalent and divalent rare-earth ions (CVL: copper vapor laser,
RS: Raman-shifted)
Laser material

λlas (nm)

Ce3+ :LiYF4
Ce3+ :LiLuF4

325.5
309
309
309.5
309

27 mJ
2.1 mJ
77 µJ
300 mW
67 mW

290
289
289
289
288.5
289
289

60 mJ
30 mJ
550 mW
530 mW
0.53 µJ
230 µJ

Ce3+ :LiSrAlF6

290
290

Ce3+ :LaF3
Ce3+ :BaY2 F8
Nd3+ :LaF3

286
345
172

Sm2+ :CaF2

708.5
(20 K)

ηsl
17%
55%
38%
62%
21%
26%
39%
27%
32%
31%
49%

Tuning range (nm)
307.8– 311.7 & 323.5– 326.5
307.6– 313.5 & 324 –328.5
309.5– 312.3 & 324.5– 327.7
305.5– 316 & 323–331

284–294
280–311
280.5– 316
283–314
280–317

29%
47%
281–315 nm
≈ 5 µJ

708.5–745 nm (20–210 K)

configuration. In this configuration 91 energy levels
exist, distributed over 11 manifolds, from which the
3 H level is the ground state and 1 S is the highest
4
0
level at approximately 46 500 cm−1 . In the 4f1 5d1 configuration, 140 energy levels exist. Depending on the
crystal field strength and splitting, either the lowest
4f1 5d1 level or the 1 S0 state is lower in energy. Thus
after UV excitation, emission occurs either from the
4f1 5d1 level as a 4f1 5d1 →4f2 transition or from the 1 S0
level as a 4f2 →4f2 transition. In any case, the emission spectrum consists of several bands, because several
4f2 terminal levels exist. Spectroscopic investigations
of the 4f↔5d transitions have so far been carried out
for a number of materials, e.g., Y3 Al5 O12 [11.68, 69],
YAlO3 [11.68, 70, 71], CaF2 , LiYF4 [11.71–73], and
K5 PrLi2 F10 [11.71]. Thus far laser oscillation based
on the 4f1 5d1 →4f2 or on the 1 S0 →4f2 emission of
Pr3+ has not achieved. The main reason seems to be
excited-state absorption into the conduction band, e.g.,
for YLiF4 [11.73], and into higher-lying 4f1 5d1 levels,
e.g., for Y3 Al5 O12 [11.74].

Pump source

Ref.

KrF, 249 nm
KrF, 249 nm
Ce:LiSAF, 290 nm
Nd:YAG, 5ω(213 nm)
CVL, 2ω(289 nm), 7 kHz
RS Nd:YAG, 4ω(289 nm),
10 kHz
Nd:YAG, 4ω(266 nm)
Nd:YAG, 4ω(266 nm)
Nd:YAG, 4ω(266 nm)
Nd:YAG, 4ω(266 nm), 1 kHz
2ω CVL, 271 nm, 7 kHz
Nd:YVO4 , 4ω(266 nm), 1 kHz
Nd:YLiF4 , 4ω(263.3 nm),
0.1–4.3 kHz
Nd:YAG, 4ω(266 nm)
Nd:YAG, 4ω(266 nm)
+ 2ω(532 nm)
Nd:YAG, 4ω(266 nm)
KrF, 249 nm
XeCl, 308 nm
Kr, 146 nm
F2 Laser, 157 nm
Xe flash lamp

[11.56]
[11.75]
[11.76, 77]
[11.78]
[11.79]
[11.80]
[11.55]
[11.81]
[11.82]
[11.83]
[11.79]
[11.84]
[11.85]
[11.55]
[11.66]
[11.86]
[11.62]
[11.63]
[11.87, 88]
[11.89, 90]
[11.91, 92]

Other RE3+ ions. The lowest 4fn−1 5d1 energy levels for
ions from Nd3+ to Yb3+ are at even higher energies
and therefore in the vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) spectral region. Thus the corresponding transitions are not
easy to access spectroscopically. A systematic study and
detailed analysis of the VUV spectroscopy of trivalent
rare-earth ions were performed by Wegh et al. [11.93].
The exploitation of these VUV transitions for laser oscillation still requires much experimental efforts. Laser
oscillation on a 5d→4f transition besides for Ce3+ has
thus far only been realized with Nd3+ :LaF3 at 172 nm
with a Kr2 laser at 146 nm as the pump source [11.87].
Divalent rare-earth ions. Rare-earth ions have a strong

tendency to be incorporated into crystals in the trivalent
state. In order to obtain the divalent state, the RE3+ ion
needs to be reduced. Eu2+ , Yb2+ , Sm2+ and, with some
limitations, Tm2+ can already be obtained in significant
amounts during crystal growth by using suitable lattices
containing divalent cation sites, appropriate codopants,
and a reducing growth atmosphere. The other RE2+ ions
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Fig. 11.32a,b Energy-level schemes of Pr3+ (a) Pr3+ :LiYF4 , E(4f 1 5d1 ) < E(1 S0 ), (b) Pr3+ :YF3 , E(4f 1 5d1 ) > E(1 S0 ).

(After [11.94])

are rather difficult to obtain in crystals; usually special
growth conditions as well as pre- and post-treatments
are necessary, e.g., the use of sealed Ta ampoules during crystal growth, pre-synthesis of REF2 and RECl2 ,
electron-beam irradiation etc.
5d→4f transitions are expected to occur for systems
in which the 4fn−1 5d level is energetically located within
a large energy gap between 4fn multiplets. These ions
are Sm2+ , Eu2+ , Tm2+ , and Yb2+ .
Sm2+ (4f6 ). The 4f6 energy-level scheme of Sm2+ is

spectroscopically similar to that of Eu3+ (Fig. 11.29).
For most crystals, Sm2+ emission occurs as a 4f6 →4f6
transition from the metastable 5 D0 level, which is located
at about 15 000 cm−1 . In CaF2 , the lowest 4f5 5d1 level
is located just below the 5 D0 level and broadband emission occurs. Laser oscillation based on a 4f5 5d1 →4f6
transition was realized with Sm2+ :CaF2 [11.91,92]. The
laser wavelength is 708.5 nm at 20 K and increases with
temperature to 745 nm at 210 K, which is the highest operation temperature of the Sm2+ :CaF2 laser. This laser
is affected by excited-state absorption assigned to transitions to the conduction band and to high-lying 4f6
levels [11.95, 96].

Eu2+ (4f7 ). The 4f7 energy-level scheme of Eu2+ is

spectroscopically similar to that of Gd3+ (Fig. 11.29).
A large energy gap between the 8 S7/2 ground state and
the 6 P7/2 first excited state exists. Depending on the
crystal field strength, the lowest 4f6 5d1 energy level is
located above or below the 6 P7/2 level. Therefore, either
narrow line emission due to the 6 P7/2 → 8 S7/2 transition in the UV region or broadband emission due to the
4f6 5d1 → 8 S7/2 transition in the blue to yellow spectral
range occurs. Laser oscillation based on a 4f6 5d1 →4f7
transition of Eu2+ has not been realized thus far due to
excited-state absorption from the lowest 4f6 5d1 level to
the conduction band and to high-lying 4f7 levels [11.96].
Tm2+ (4f13 ). The 4f13 energy-level scheme of Tm2+ is

spectroscopically similar to that of Yb3+ (Fig. 11.29).
Laser oscillation of Tm2+ was realized in CaF2 on the
2F
2
5/2 → F7/2 transition at 1116 nm at temperatures below 27 K [11.97,98] (Table 11.9). Laser oscillation based
on the 4f12 5d1 → 4f13 transition has not been obtained
thus far. However, Tm2+ is an interesting candidate for
laser oscillation on a 4f12 5d1 → 4f13 transition, because
there are no high-lying 4f13 energy levels, which could
interfere with the 4f12 5d1 energy levels and thus act as
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possible terminal levels for excited-state absorption transitions or quenching processes. The transition between
the lowest 4f12 5d1 level and the ground state is parity
allowed, but spin forbidden. Thus the emission cross
sections are expected to be about one to two orders of
magnitude smaller compared to, e.g., those of the 5d→4f
transitions of Ce3+ . The Tm2+ → Tm3+ conversion observed under UV/VIS lamp excitation [11.98] indicates
the strong tendency of the Tm ion towards the trivalent state and has to be considered as a possible major
drawback for laser applications.

30

» 700 nm
» 640 nm
» 600 nm
» 540 nm
» 490 nm

Lasers based on 4f ↔ 4f transitions of trivalent
and divalent rare-earth ions
This section deals with UV and visible lasers based on
the 4f↔4f transitions of trivalent and divalent rare-earth

3
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3
P1

1
3

20

1

I6
P0

D2

1

G4
F4
3
H2
3

The ground-state configuration of the Yb2+

ion is 4f14 . This completely filled shell leads to a 1 S0
ground state of the free ion and other 4f14 levels
do not exist. In an octahedral crystal field, this state
transforms like the 1 A1 irreducible representation. The
excited 4f13 5d1 configuration consists in total of 140
energy levels. The 4f13 5d level splits in a highly symmetric crystal field into a threefold degenerated T2
and a twofold degenerated E level. The 4f13 electrons can be considered as a Yb3+ -ion configuration
with the two manifolds 2 F7/2 and 2 F5/2 separated by
about ∆E 4 f ≈ 10 000 cm−1 . The spin of the 5d electron can either be parallel or antiparallel to that of
the 4f13 core, thus the whole energy-level scheme
exists for singlet and for triplet states, from which,
according to Hunds’ rule, the triplet states are energetically lower. Note furthermore that for the Yb2+
free ion the 6s level is energetically lower than the
5d level. Therefore it might be the case that in
some materials the 4f13 6s level is also the lowest
excited state. This would lead to a parity- and spinforbidden transition requiring ∆L = 3 and ∆S = 1. The
emission spectra of Yb2+ -doped materials consists of
a broad band (≈ 6000 cm−1 ) with the peak emission
wavelength strongly dependent on the host material
(λpeak ≈ 390–575 nm) [11.99–103]. Laser oscillation
has not been obtained thus far. The main reason is
excited-state absorption. In Yb2+ :MgF2 strong ESA
transitions in the whole spectral range of absorption
and emission are observed, preventing laser oscillation.
The ESA cross section is about one order of magnitude
larger than the absorption cross section and three orders
of magnitude larger than the stimulated emission cross
section [11.102, 103].
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Fig. 11.33 Energy-level scheme of the Pr3+ ion. The ob-

served laser transitions in the visible spectral range are
indicated by arrows

ions. Laser oscillation has been realized under flashlamp
pumping, direct laser pumping into the upper laser level
or higher-lying energy levels and under upconversion
pumping.
Pr3+ lasers. The Pr3+ ion is a very interesting and
promising ion for obtaining efficient visible laser oscillation. Its energy-level scheme is shown in Fig. 11.33.
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Laser transitions in the visible spectral range occur from
the 3 P0 and the thermally populated 3 P1 and 3 P2 levels.
In Fig. 11.34 the emission spectrum of the Pr3+ :BaY2 F8
as an example is shown. The peak cross sections are in
the range of ≈ 1 to 5 × 10−19 cm2 and thus comparable
to the values of the Nd3+ 4 F3/2 → 4 I11/2 transition. The
highest cross sections are in the orange and red spectral
range, therefore the most efficient lasers are expected
there. The first Pr3+ laser (λ = 1047 nm) was realized
in CaWO4 as early as 1962 by Yariv et al. [11.104].
Since then, laser oscillation has been obtained in more
than 20 materials on several transitions and under different pumping conditions, see e.g., the review article by
Kaminskii [11.105]. The major drawback of Pr3+ lasers
is their excitation; see the discussion in section on Pr3+
laser.
Directly pumped Pr3+ lasers. In Fig. 11.35 the absorp-

tion spectrum of Pr3+ :BaY2 F8 for the spectral range
between 420 nm and 500 nm is shown. Direct pumping
of the 3 P0 upper laser level is possible for several wavelengths in the blue spectral range corresponding to the
3 H → 3 P , 3 P , 3 P , and 1 I transitions. In principle
4
2
1
0
6
the following pumping schemes for direct excitation are
possible:
1. Ar+ -ion laser pumping. Ar+ -ion lasers offer the
possibility of continuous-wave pumping with a highquality pump beam. Therefore it allows the

characterization of a Pr3+ -doped laser material. For
Pr3+ :LiYF4 , laser oscillation on several transitions
has been obtained with slope efficiencies up to
≈ 26% and output powers up to ≈ 270 mW [11.106]
(Fig. 11.36). However, the wavelength match between the Ar+ pump and Pr3+ absorption is bad
(Fig. 11.35). Furthermore Ar+ -ion laser pumping
itself is very inefficient, therefore the overall efficiency of a gas-laser-pumped Pr3+ laser is very
low.
2. Pumping with a frequency-doubled Nd3+ laser operating on the 4 F3/2 → 4 I9/2 ground-state transition.
These ground-state lasers operate, depending on the
host material, between 910 nm and 960 nm, i. e.,
the frequency doubling yields wavelengths between
455 nm and 480 nm. A Pr3+ laser directly pumped by
a frequency-doubled Nd3+ :YAG ground-state laser
operating at 473 nm has been successfully demonstrated by Heumann et al. [11.107]. Pr3+ laser
oscillation occurred at 639.5 nm on the 3 P0 → 3 F2
transition with an output power of nearly 100 mW
and a slope efficiency of 12%. Also for frequencydoubled Nd3+ ground-state lasers the match between
the pump and absorption wavelength is crucial.
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Table 11.3 lists Pr3+ lasers operating in the visible
spectral range under direct excitation. In Table 11.4 an
overview of the room-temperature laser data for visible
Pr3+ lasers is given.
Upconversion pumped Pr3+ lasers. Because of the dif-

ficulties of direct excitation, other pumping schemes
using upconversion processes are under investigation
for Pr3+ lasers. Upconversion describes a process in
which the photon energy of the excitation light (pump
light) is converted via interaction with the active ions
inside the optical material into higher-energy photons [11.113–116]. For Pr3+ with its high-lying energy
levels upconversion is a suitable way to obtain visible
laser oscillation under infrared pumping. Especially the
photon-avalanche pumping scheme, which is a combination of different upconversion and energy transfer
processes, has been efficiently exploited for the Pr,Yb
codoped system. For crystals the Ti:Al2 O3 laser is
mainly used as the excitation source, but investigations
are being performed on the use of commercially available laser diodes. In fibers, efficient laser operation has
already been achieved under laser-diode pumping (see
page 633, Visible fiber lasers).
The principle scheme of the photon-avalanche process is shown in Fig. 11.37. A weak ground-state
absorption yields the excitation of a few ions into the
intermediate (reservoir) level. The strong ESA process
efficiently brings these ions to the emitting level. An
effective feedback mechanism for the reservoir level
(in our system a cross-relaxation process) is necessary,
which couples the emitting level, the reservoir level and
the ground-state level. After these two steps there are
two ions in the reservoir level. This cycle repeats and
thus the population of the emitting (upper laser) level
increases like an avalanche. If the threshold population
is reached, the laser oscillation on any transition from the
upper laser level may start. The general characteristics
are described in detail in [11.113, 114, 117–119]; here
only the main points are given for the example of Pr3+ ,
Yb3+ :BaY2 F8 [11.120, 121]. The pump-power dependence of the emission intensity exhibits a threshold-like
behavior. At this threshold, the slope increases significantly. A second characteristic of the avalanche
mechanism is the temporal S-shaped evolution of the
upconverted emission (Fig. 11.38).
The photon-avalanche process has already been observed in a variety of materials, see e.g. [11.113, 114].
However, laser oscillation has only been obtained in
a few materials, see Table 11.5 for Pr3+ systems and
Table 11.6 for other rare-earth-ion-doped systems. The
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3. Frequency-doubled optically pumped semiconductor lasers (OPS). These lasers are commercially
available with powers up to 200 mW [11.108]. In
principle, the laser wavelength is adjustable (by
choosing the material parameters of the semiconductor) and can be tuned to match the absorption line
of the Pr3+ ion. Output powers of approximately
35 mW with slope efficiencies of approximately
30% have been obtained [11.109]. Furthermore,
Richter et al. used an OPS operating at 480 nm as
a direct pump source [11.110]. A slope efficiency
of 40% and a maximum output power of 75 mW
were obtained for Pr3+ :YLiF4 . For Pr3+ :BaY2 F8 ,
the corresponding data are 30% and 51 mW. It is
worth noting that intracavity frequency doubling
leads to continuous-wave UV radiation of about
19 mW for Pr3+ :YLiF4 and Pr3+ :BaY2 F8 . Due to
the multi-wavelength operation of Pr3+ lasers, UV
generation at 360 nm, 303 nm and even 261 nm
seems possible. These pump lasers are still expensive; however power scalability of OPS lasers can be
expected making these pump sources very attractive
for Pr3+ .
4. Blue and UV GaN laser diodes. These diodes operate
thus far in the spectral region below 450 nm and with
output powers in the mW range. Recently, Richter
et al. obtained laser oscillation at room temperature
with Pr3+ :YLiF4 under pumping with a 442 nm GaN
laser diode [11.35]. The Pr3+ laser emits 1.8 mW
at 639.7 nm. The threshold pump power and slope
efficiency were 5.5 mW and 24%, respectively. If the
development of these diodes towards higher output
powers proceeds, laser diodes will certainly be one
of the best choices for the direct pumping of Pr3+
lasers.
5. Flashlamp pumping [11.111]. Under flashlamp excitation only a small fraction of the emitted radiation
of the lamp can be used for the excitation of the
Pr3+ 3 P0 level, because of the narrow line width
of the Pr3+ absorption lines and of the small spectral range of these lines. Output energies up to
87 mJ and slope efficiencies of 0.3% have been
obtained [11.111].
6. Dye-laser pumping. The pump laser wavelength is
tunable and thus can be adjusted to match the absorption lines of the Pr3+ ion. Therefore, the obtained
lasers exhibit a high efficiency. For Pr3+ :LiGdF4
lasers, oscillation on several wavelengths and transitions with slope efficiencies up to 37% have been
reported [11.112]. However, dye lasers are limited
in their practical use.
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Table 11.3 Pr3+ lasers in the visible spectral range under direct excitation (bold: laser oscillation on some transitions

obtained at room temperature)
Transition

Wavelength (nm)

Ref.

LiYF4

3 P →3 H
0
4
3 P →3 H
1
5
3 P →3 H
0
5
3 P →3 H
0
6
3 P →3 F
1
2
3 P →3 F
0
2
3 P →3 F
1
3
3 P →3 F
0
3
3 P →3 F
1
4
1 I →3 F
6
4
3 P →3 F
0
4
3 P →3 H
0
5
3 P →3 H
0
6
3 P →3 F
0
2
3 P →3 F
0
3
3 P →3 F
0
4
3 P →3 H
1
5
3 P →3 H
0
5
3 P →3 H
0
6
3 P →3 F
0
2
3 P →3 F
0
3
3 P →3 F
0
4
3 P →3 F
0
2
3 P →3 H
0
6
3 P →3 F
0
2
3 P →3 F
0
3
3 P →3 F
0
4
3 P →3 H
0
6
3 P →3 F
0
4
3 P →3 H
0
6
3 P →3 H
0
4
3 P →3 H
1
5
3 P →3 H
0
6
3 P →3 F
0
2
3 P →3 H
0
4
3 P →3 H
1
5
3 P →3 H
0
6
3 P →3 F
0
2
3 P →3 H
1
5
3 P →3 H
0
6
3 P →3 F
2
3
3 P →3 F
0
2
3 P →3 H
0
6
3 P →3 F
0
2

479.0
522.0
537.8, 545.0
604.4, 607.2, 609.2, 613.0
615.8, 618, 620.1
638.8, 639.5, 644.4
670.3
695.4, 697.7, 705.5
699.4
708.2
719.5, 720.9, 722.2
538
604.2, 607.1
639.9, 640.1
695.8, 697.7
719.2, 721.5
522
545
604.5, 607
639
697
720
642.5
607.1
638.8
693.5–693.8
719.1
598.5, 600.1
719.4, 719.8
598.4
489.2
529.8
616.4, 619.0
645.1
489.2
529.8, 531
617, 620, 622
645.2, 647
532.0
621.0
632.0
647.0
622
645.1, 649

[11.35, 106, 107, 110, 111, 122–126]
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Crystal

LiLuF4

LiGdF4

KYF4
BaY2 F8

LaF3
PrF3
LaCl3

PrCl3

LaBr3

PrBr3

[11.127, 128]

[11.106, 112]

[11.106, 112]
[11.110, 125, 129–131]

[11.132–135]
[11.136]
[11.137–139]

[11.137, 140]

[11.140]

[11.137, 140]
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Table 11.3 (continued)
Crystal

Transition

Wavelength (nm)

Ref.

Y3 Al5 O12

3 P →3 H
0
4
3 P →3 H
0
6
3 P →3 F
0
4
3 P →3 H
0
6
3 P →3 F
0
2
3 P →3 F
0
3
3 P →3 F
0
4
1 D →3 F
2
3
3 P →3 H
0
6
3 P →3 F
0
3
3 P →3 F
0
4
3 P →3 H
0
4
3 P →3 F
0
2
3 P →3 F
0
2
3 P →3 H
0
6
3 P →3 H
0
6
3 P →3 F
0
2
3 P →3 F
0
4
3 P →3 F
0
2
3 P →3 F
0
4
3 P →3 F
0
2
3 P →3 F
0
2

487.2
616
747
613.9, 621.3, 621.6
662
719.5, 719.7, 722
746.9
743.7, 753.7
615.5
722.0
749.6
488
645
649.7
610.5
604.8, 608.5
639.6
720.4
637
717
637.4
637.0

[11.141, 142]

YAlO3

SrLaGa3 O7
CaWO4
Ca(NbO3 )2
LiPrP4 O14

LaP5 O14
PrP5 O14
LaP5 O14

Part C 11.2

LuAlO3

[11.143–147]

[11.144, 145, 147]

[11.148]
[11.149]
[11.149]
[11.150]

[11.151]
[11.152–154]
[11.151]

Table 11.4 Overview of room temperature laser data of directly pumped Pr3+ lasers in the visible spectral range
Host

Transition

LiYF4

3P
1
3P
0
3P
0
3P
0
3P
0
3P
0
3P
0
3P
0
3P
0
3P
0
3P
0
3P
0
3P
1
3P
0
3P
0
3P
0
3P
0
3P
0
3P
0
3P
0
3P
0
3P
0

LiYF4
LiYF4
LiYF4
LiYF4
LiYF4
LiGdF4

KYF4
KYF4
YAlO3

→3 H5
→3 H5
→3 H6
→3 F2
→3 F3
→3 F4
→1 G4
→3 F2
→3 H6
→3 F2
→3 F2
→3 F2
→3 H5
→3 H5
→3 H6
→3 H6
→3 F2
→3 F3
→3 F4
→3 F2
→3 F2
→3 F4

λlaser (nm)

Pump

Pthr /Ethr

Pout /Eout

η (%)

Ref.

522.0
545.0
607
639.5
697
720
907.4
639.5
613
639.5
639.5
639.5
522
545
604.5
607
639
697
720
642.5
642.5
746.9

457.9 nm
CW, Ar+ -ion laser

163 mW

144 mW
19 mW
7 mW
266 mW
71 mW
40 mW
23 mW
≈ 100 mW
45 mW
≈ 1.8 mW
72 mW
87 mJ
83 µJ
2 µJ
32 µJ
2 µJ
98 µJ
31 µJ
80 µJ
15 mW

14.5

[11.106]

1.2
25.9
10.3
7.2
7.3
12
≈ 400 fs (ML)
24
40
≈ 0.3
27

[11.107]
[11.124]
[11.35]
[11.110]
[11.111]
[11.112]

130 mW

24.6

473 nm CW, SHG Nd:YAG
476 nm CW, Ar+ − ionlaser
442 nm CW, GaN laser diode
480 nm CW OPS
Xe flashlamp (60 µs)
468 nm
pulsed dye laser

457.9 nm CW, Ar+ -ion laser
465 nm pulsed dye laser
476.5 nm CW, Ar+ -ion laser

110 mW
8 mW
105 mW
98 mW
280 mW
40 mW
5.5 mW
37 mW
≈ 7J
197 µJ
49 µJ
144 µJ
50 µJ
4 µJ
73 µJ
6 µJ

25 mW

37
32
26
35
[11.106]
[11.112]
[11.146, 155]
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Fig. 11.37 Scheme of the photon-avalanche process (GSA:
ground-state absorption, ESA: excited-state absorption,
CR: cross-relaxation)

reason is that there exist special requirements for an efficient avalanche process; its efficiency depends strongly
on the transfer rates between the ions, the groundand excited-state absorption cross sections, the ionic
concentration, the emission branching ratios and the
lifetimes of the energy levels involved. In principle it
is possible to describe the photon-avalanche excitation
mechanism for Pr,Yb-doped systems with rate equation
systems [11.113, 114, 117, 118, 120]. However, due to
its complexity, it is not possible to predict the overall
efficiency solely from knowledge of the spectroscopic
parameters.
In Table 11.5 an overview of photon-avalanche
pumped Pr3+ laser systems is given. Room-temperature
avalanche-pumped laser oscillation in bulk crystals was
ncalc (cm3)

obtained for the Pr3 , Yb3+ codoped system, a so-called
sensitized photon avalanche, in YLiF4 (YLF) [11.156–
158] and BaY2 F8 (BYF) [11.121]. The principle scheme
of the Pr-Yb system is shown in Fig. 11.39 [11.159–
163]. The excitation around 840 nm corresponds to
a very weak ground-state absorption process (very
probable into a phonon tail of the Yb3+ absorption), followed by energy transfer (process r in Fig. 11.39) from
Yb3+ to Pr3+ (2 F5/2 , 3 H4 ) → (2 F7/2 , 1 G4 ). The ESA
process (1 G4 → (1 I6 , 3 P1 )), followed by fast phonon deexcitation [(1 I6 , 3 P1 ) → 3 P0 ] feeds the 3 P0 level (i. e.,
the emitting level). The cross-relaxation process s
(3 P0 , 2 F7/2 ) → (1 G4 , 2 F5/2 ) followed again by the transfer process r re-feeds the reservoir level. In this way,
at each step, an increase of the population in the 1 G4
level is obtained and consequently a strong population
will be build up in the 3 P0 level (because of the strong
1 G → (1 I , 3 P ) ESA process). The upconverted emis4
6
1
sion excitation spectrum and the excited-state absorption
spectrum are shown in Fig. 11.40 indicating the good
match between these two spectra. The peak excitedstate absorption cross section of the 1 G4 → (1 I6 , 3 P1 )
transition is about 1.5 × 10−19 cm2 .
The laser input–output curves for Pr,Yb:YLF and
Pr,Yb:BYF under Ti:sapphire pumping are shown in
Fig. 11.41; the results are summarized in Table 11.5.
The realization of diode pumping using commercially
available infrared laser diodes is under investigation in
several research groups. However, at the moment iondoped fibers as materials for upconversion and avalanche
pumped lasers are more efficient, because they allow
waveguiding of both the pump and the laser beam.

I (arb.units)

1019
100

I (arb.units)
2

100

1018
10

1017
1016

Slope 8
1
Slope 2
0.1

1015
1000

P (mW)

0

0

3

0
6
t (ms)

Fig. 11.38 Characteristics of the photon-avalanche excitation mechanisms. Left: pump-power dependence of the upcon-

verted emission intensity (experiment, open circles) and 3 P0 population (calculated, filled squares). Right: temporal
evolution of the upconverted emission intensity (solid line: experiment, squares: rate equation model). (After [11.120])
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Table 11.5 Photon-avalanche pumped crystalline CW Pr3+ lasers in the visible spectral range (T : temperature, η: slope

efficiency)
Host
LaCl3
YLiF4

Pr3+ /Yb3+

BaY2 F8

λlaser (nm)
644
522
639.5
720
607.5
638.5
720.5

λpump (nm)
677
830
830
830
822, 841
822, 841
822

Transition
3 P →3 F
0
2
3 P →3 H
1
5
3 P →3 F
0
2
3 P →3 F
0
3
3 P →3 H
0
6
3 P →3 F
0
2
3 P →3 F
0
3

T
80–210 K
RT

Output (mW)
240
143
276

η (%)
25
7.5
15

Ref.
[11.164]
[11.156–158]

RT

98
60
45

30
15
16

[11.121]

Table 11.6 Other rare-earth-doped solid-state upconversion lasers; for details see the overview in [11.114, 116] (ETU: energy

transfer upconversion, STPA: sequential two-photon absorption, CT: cooperative transfer, PA: photon avalanche, CW: continuous
wave, p: pulsed, SP: self pulsed, QS: Q-switched, ML: mode-locked, IR-fl: infrared flashlamp, RT: room temperature). ∗ First
observation of laser oscillation based on an upconversion process [11.169]
Dopant ions

Host

λlaser (nm)

λpump (nm)

T (K)

Output

η (%)

Ref.

788 + 591

Pump
mechanism
STPA

Nd3+

LaF3

380

≤ 90

12 mW, CW

3

380

578

STPA

≤ 20

4 mW, CW

0.7

LiYF4

730

603.6

PA

≤ 40

Nd3+

LiYF4

413

603.6

PA

≤ 40

10 µW, CW

Ho3+ / Yb3+
Ho3+ / Yb3+
Tm3+

KYF4
BaY2 F8
YLiF4

551
551.5
450.2, 453

ETU
ETU
STPA

77
77
77 - RT

CW
0.2 mJ, p

1.3

Tm3+

YLiF4

450.2

960
IR-fl
781 + 647.9
(pulsed lasers)
784.5 + 648

[11.165,
166]
[11.165,
166]
[11.165,
167]
[11.165,
165, 167]
[11.168]
[11.169]∗
[11.170]

Nd3+

LaF3

Nd3+

STPA

≤ 70

9 mW, SP

2

Tm3+

YLiF4

483

628

PA

≤ 160

30 mW

7.5

Tm3+

YLiF4

483

647.9

PA

≤ 160

30 mW, SP

8

Y3 Al5 O12
BaY2 F8
BaY2 F8
BaY2 F8
BaY2 F8
YLiF4
YLiF4

486
455, 510, 649, 799
348
348
649
810, 792
650

785 + 638
960
960
960
1054
969
969

STPA
ETU
ETU
ETU
ETU
ETU
ETU

≤3
RT
77
RT
RT
RT
RT

0.07 mW, SP

0.01

Tm3+
Tm3+
Tm3+
Tm3+
Tm3+
Tm3+
Tm3+

/ Yb3+
/ Yb3+
/ Yb3+
/ Yb3+
/ Yb3+
/ Yb3+

11
4.3

CW
SP
1
80 mW, CW
5 mW, CW

0.2

Table 11.7 Visible Er3+ lasers with direct pumping (p = pulsed operation)
Crystal
Ba(Y, Er)2 F8

Ba(Y, Yb)2 F8
BaYb2 F8
LiYF4

Laser transition
4S
4
3/2 → I15/2
2H
4I
→
9/2
13/2
4F
4
9/2 → I15/2
2H
4
9/2 → I11/2
4F
4I
→
9/2
15/2
4F
4
9/2 → I15/2
4S
4
3/2 → I11/2

λlaser (µm)
0.5540
0.5617
0.6709
0.7037
0.6700
0.6700
0.551

Pump
Xe lamp
Xe lamp
Xe lamp
Xe lamp
Xe lamp
Xe lamp
Dye laser

T
77
77
77
77
77
110
300

Output mode
p
p
p
p
p
p
p

Ref.
[11.178]
[11.169, 178]
[11.178]
[11.178]
[11.169]
[11.169, 179]
[11.180]

[11.171,
172]
[11.171,
172]
[11.171,
172]
[11.173]
[11.174]
[11.175]
[11.175]
[11.176]
[11.177]
[11.177]
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Dopant ions
Pr3+
Pr3+ / Yb3+
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3
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Fig. 11.39 Scheme of the avalanche mechanism in Yb–Pr-doped

systems
ó ESA ó GSA óSE (1019 cm2)
2
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3
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2

1
0.5
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1
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840

860

0
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Fig. 11.40 Upconverted emission excitation spectrum and
excited-state absorption spectrum of Pr3+ , Yb3+ :BaY2 F8 .
(After [11.120])

Therefore high pump intensities over a long distance
are possible, increasing the overall efficiency of the
avalanche pumping mechanism, see the section on visible fiber lasers in Sect. 11.2.2.
Er3+ lasers. The problem for the realization of directly

pumped visible Er3+ lasers is the lack of efficient pump
sources that have a good spectral match to the absorption lines of the Er3+ ion. Therefore most visible
Er3+ laser schemes have been realized by upconversion
pumping in the near-infrared spectral range, as shown
in Fig. 11.42. Table 11.7 summarizes a few results of direct pumping of Er3+ obtained with Xe lamps and a dye
laser.

The energy-level schemes of Erbium-doped crystals
such as LiYF4 and LiLuF4 [11.127, 128] offer the feasibility of realizing an upconversion laser emitting in
the green spectral region (4 S3/2 → 4 I15/2 transition). As
shown in Fig. 11.42 the upconversion excitation of the
upper laser level 4 S3/2 requires sequential two-photon
absorption (STPA) either at 810 nm or 970 nm. With
a pump wavelength of 810 nm, the ground-state absorption (GSA) 4 I15/2 → 4 I9/2 is followed by nonradiative
decay to the 4 I11/2 level. From there, population is taken
to the 4 F5/2 level by excited-state absorption (ESA).
Finally, the 4 S3/2 level is populated by nonradiative
decay. With a pump wavelength around 970 nm, the upconversion excitation scheme of the upper laser level
is very similar, however, it involves the GSA process
4I
4
4
4
15/2 → I11/2 and the ESA process I11/2 → F7/2 .
Using a Ti:sapphire laser for excitation, various rare-earth-doped fluoride crystals have shown
room-temperature CW upconversion lasing in the visible spectral range, e.g., Er3+ :LiYF4 [11.181] and
Er3+ :LiLuF4 [11.182]. Diode pumping of a green erbium-doped upconversion laser in Er3+ :LiLuF4 [11.183]
and in the mixed fluoride crystal Er3+ :LiKYF5 [11.184]
has been demonstrated. In the latter case, however,
laser operation could only be achieved under chopped
excitation with a duty cycle of 20%.
Table 11.8 presents an overview Er-based upconversion lasers in different crystals and at various
wavelengths.
Besides YAlO3 most of the interesting candidates
are fluorides, due to their relatively small phonon energies and correlated long lifetimes of intermediate states.
Rare-earth-doped LiLuF4 exhibits a larger splitting of
the manifolds by the crystal field compared to LiYF4
and LiGdF4 , which tends to produce more-favorable
thermal occupation factors of both the upper and lower
laser levels [11.185, 186]. A reasonable overlap between GSA and ESA enables two-step excitation to the
4S
3+ using just a single pump wave3/2 level of Er
length. The emission cross section σem at 552 nm (π
polarization) is σem = 3.5 × 10−21 cm2 . This value as
well as the GSA cross sections around 970 nm are
slightly larger than the corresponding cross sections in
Er3+ (1%):LiYF
τ of the upper laser level
4 . The lifetime
 4

4S
3/2 τ( S3/2 ) = 400 µs is slightly longer in LiLuF4
than in LiYF4 .
A multipass pumping setup has been used in order
to increase the absorbed pump power (Fig. 11.43). Both
end faces of the 1.6 mm-long Er3+ (1%):LiLuF4 crystal have been prepared with directly coated dielectric
mirrors [11.183]. One of these mirrors is highly trans-
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0
0.5
1
1.5
2
300
Pr (3 %), Yb (6 %): YLiF4
250
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ëlaser = 522 nm

200

100
ë = 638.7 nm, T = 0.8 %
Pthr = 56 mW, ç = 15 %

80

ë = 607.5 nm, T = 6 %
Pthr = 85 mW, ç = 31 %
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ë = 720 nm, T = 2 %
Pthr = 161 mW, ç = 16 %
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Fig. 11.41 Input–output curves of Pr,Yb:YLF [11.157, 158] (left) and Pr,Yb:BYF (right) under avalanche pumping with

a Ti:sapphire laser

mitting for the pump wavelength and highly reflecting
for the laser wavelength, while the other mirror is highly
transmitting for the laser wavelength and highly reflecting for the pump wavelength (Fig. 11.43, coatings L
and P, respectively). An additional concave mirror with
a hole drilled slightly off axis is used to realize up to
four passes of the pump radiation through the active
volume of the laser crystal. The collimated pump beam
Energy (103 cm1)
4

F5/2

4

F7/2
2
H11/2
4
S3/2

20
810 nm

970 nm

15

10

4

F9/2

4

I9/2

4

I11/2

4

I13/2

552 nm

5
810 nm

0

970 nm
4

I15/2

Fig. 11.42 Energy-level scheme of Er3+ :LiLuF4 [11.127,

128] with two possible upconversion excitation routes of
sequential two-photon absorption (STPA) at 810 nm or
970 nm [11.182, 183] and emission at 552 nm
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is focused through the mirror hole into the crystal. With
respect to single-pass pumping significant improvement
of the performance of the Er3+ :LiLuF4 upconversion
laser could be achieved under Ti:sapphire laser excitation by using this setup. The maximum CW output power
was 213 mW at an incident pump power of 2.6 W. The
slope efficiencies with respect to incident and absorbed
pump power were 12% and 35%, respectively. When
replacing the Ti:sapphire laser by a 3 W diode, it was
possible to realize laser-diode-pumped CW operation of
this erbium-doped upconversion laser at room temperature for the first time [11.183]. The maximum output
power was 8 mW at an incident pump power of 2.5 W.
The absorbed power under four-pass pumping was small
and estimated to be between 10% and 12%. The slope
efficiency with respect to the absorbed pump power was
14%. Pumped with an optically pumped semiconductor
laser operating at 970 nm, continuous-wave laser oscillation at 550 nm with Er3+ :LiLuF4 has been achieved
with an output power of 500 mW and a slope efficiency
of about 30% [11.127, 128, 182, 183].
Other 4f–4f divalent and trivalent rare-earth ion
lasers. Besides visible lasers based on 4f–4f transitions

of Pr3+ and Er3+ several other lasers with 4f–4f transitions in the visible spectral region have been realized
as shown in Table 11.6. When compared to Pr3+ and
Er3+ lasers, the laser performance of all listed systems
in Table 11.6 is worse. However, at least the upconversion pumped Tm3+ and Ho3+ lasers seem to have some
potential for improvement of laser performance in the
visible spectral region.
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Table 11.8 Visible Er3+ lasers (ETU: energy transfer upconversion, STPA: sequential two-photon absorption, CT: cooperative
transfer, PA: photon avalanche, CW: continuous wave, p: pulsed, SP: self-pulsed, QS: Q-switched, ML: mode-locked, IR-fl:
infrared flashlamp, OPS: optically pumped semiconductor, RT: room temperature)
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Host

λlaser (nm)

λpump (nm)

Pump
mechanism

T (K)

Output

η (%)

BaY2 F8

670

IR-fl

ETU

77

YAlO3

550

792 + 840

STPA

≤ 77

0.8 mW, CW

0.2

YAlO3

550

785 + 840

[11.187]

STPA

34

8 mW, CW

1.8

YAlO3

550

[11.188, 189]

807

ETU

7 –63

166 mW, CW

13

[11.188]

YAlO3

550

791.3

STPA
+ looping

7 –34

33 mW, CW

3.3

[11.188, 190]

Y3 Al5 O12

561

647 + 810

STPA

RT

CaF2

855

1510

CT

77

LiYF4

551

797 or 791 (diode)

STPA

≤ 90

LiYF4

551

791 (diode)

ETU / STPA

≤ 90

0.1 mW, SP

LiYF4

551

802 (diode)

ETU / STPA

≤ 77

2.3 mW, SP

LiYF4

551

797 (diode)

CT

48

100 mW, SP

5.5

[11.198]

LiYF4

702

1500

CT

10

360 µW, CW

0.06

[11.199]

LiYF4

551

810

STPA

RT

40 mW, CW

1.4

[11.181]

LiYF4

551

974

STPA

RT

45 mW, CW

2

[11.200, 201]

LiYF4

551

1500

ETU

80

10 mW, SP

2.9

[11.202]

LiYF4

561

1500

ETU

80

12 mW, SP

3.4

[11.202]

LiYF4

468

1500

ETU

80

0.7 mW, SP

0.2

[11.202]

LiYF4

561, 551, 544

797

ETU

49

467 mW, CW

11

[11.203]

LiYF4

551, 544

1550

CT

9 –95

34 mW, CW

8.5

[11.204, 205]

LiYF4

551, 544

1500

CT

≤ 95

0.6 µJ (50 ns), QS

2 mW, ML

[11.206]

LiYF4

551

647 + 810

STPA

RT

0.95 mJ, p

8.5

[11.191]

LiYF4

467

1550

CT

70

LiYF4

469.7

969.3

ETU

≤ 35

2 mW, CW

0.3

[11.207]

LiYF4

469.7

653.2

ETU

≤ 35

6 mW, CW

4.8

[11.207]

LiYF4

560.6

969.3

ETU

≤ 35

2

[11.207]

LiYF4

551

802

ETU

≤ 90

5 mW, SP

2

[11.165]

LiYF4

1230, 850

1530

ETU

110

LiLuF4

552

970

STPA

RT

213 mW

35

8 mW

14

968 (diode)

Ref.
[11.169]

[11.191]
64 mW, CW

18

[11.192]

0.2

[11.193–196]

0.03

[11.195]
[11.197]

[11.116]

[11.208]
[11.183]

LiLuF4

552

970 (OPS)

STPA

RT

500 mW (CW)
800 mW (DC: 50)

30

[11.209]

KYF4

562

647 + 810

STPA

RT

0.95 mJ, p

0.5

[11.191]

LiKYF5

550

488 (Ar+ )

STPA

RT

40 mW

18

[11.184]

50 mW (DC: 20)

6

150 mW (DC: 20)

12

651 (diode)
808 (diode)
BaYb2 F8

670

1540 + 1054 or 1054

ETU

RT

[11.210]

BaY2 F8

470, 554, 555

792.4

CT

10

[11.211]

BaY2 F8

552

792.4

CT

40

[11.211]

BaY2 F8

617, 669

792.4

CT

20

BaY2 F8

552, 470

≈ 790 or ≈ 970

STPA

10

[11.211]
CW

[11.212]
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Crystal

Ti:sapphire or
laser diode
Optical
diode

L

P

Lens Pump
mirror

Output
coupler
T = 4%

L: HR @ 552 nm, AR @ 970 nm
P: HR @ 970 nm, AR @ 552 nm

Fig. 11.43 Experimental setup for fourfold-pass pumping [11.183]
(HR: high reflection, AR: antireflection)

tals, fluoride materials are preferred because of their
low phonon energies and generally larger bandgaps.
The fiber material of choice is the fluorocirconate glass
ZBLAN (ZrF4 − BaF2 − LaF3 − AlF3 − NaF). Another
advantage of fibers compared to bulk crystals is that
the transitions in glass are broadened and therefore the
possibility for resonant transitions or energy transfer is
enhanced. An overview of visible fluoride fibers is given
in [11.214].
Nearly all rare-earth-ion-doped fluoride fiber lasers
can be pumped in the 0.63–1.2 µm region and
thus take advantage of the mature semiconductor
technology, e.g., AlGaInP (0.63–0.69 µm), GaAlAs
(0.78–0.88 µm) and InGaAs (0.90–1.2 µm) and of
the highly developed solid-state laser technology, e.g.,
a) Energy (103 cm1)
30

25

b) Energy (103 cm1)
1

D4

30

20

G4

20

450 nm

15

15
3

10

1

D2

1

G4

25

649 nm
1

Visible fiber lasers
A different and very promising approach to realize efficient upconversion room-temperature laser oscillation
is the use of rare-earth-ion-doped fibers. The geometry of the fiber provides waveguiding of both the pump
radiation and the stimulated emission, thus long interaction lengths can be realized, yielding high intensities
over a long distance, a critical requirement for upconversion lasers. This is one advantage of the fiber concept
(for a detailed description of the fiber concept, see
the description of Yb fiber lasers in Sect. 11.2.2) compared to bulk materials. Another requirement for visible
upconversion lasers is the existence of metastable intermediate levels to act as initial levels for an excited-state
absorption or an energy transfer process. Like in crys-

633

638 nm

H4

486 nm
3

H4

3

F4

3

H6

10

781 nm
3

5

F4

5
785 nm

0

3

H6

0

Fig. 11.44a,b Upconversion pump mechanisms for Tm3+ . (a) Sequential two-photon absorption, (b) sequential two-photon absorp-

tion with additional cross-relaxation (dashed line)
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Blue upconversion laser emission in Tm-doped crystals can be achieved with STPA pumping. The energy
levels and upconversion pump mechanisms in Tm3+ are
illustrated in Fig. 11.44.
Figure 11.44a shows a pure STPA-pumped upconversion laser scheme, whereas in Fig. 11.44b,
upconversion pumping also requires an additional
cross-relaxation step between two Tm3+ ions. This
cross-relaxation process populates the intermediate 3 F4
state which is the starting level for the second step of the
STPA process.
In sensitized upconversion lasers a donor ion D (the
sensitizer) absorbs the pump light and transfers its excitation energy to an acceptor ion A. In many cases Yb3+
has been used as the donor D for trivalent rare-earth-ion
activators A. Through an upconversion energy transfer
(ETU), two donor ions transfer their excitation energy
successively to an acceptor. Finally the excitation energy of the donor is higher than the energy of an excited
Yb3+ ion.
Figure 11.45 shows a system with D = Yb3+ and
A = Tm3+ . In this case a three-step STPA process is
also possible, yielding a variety of laser transitions in
the visible region.
Figure 11.46 illustrates the STPA and ETU upconversion mechanisms in Ho3+ and in the donor–acceptor
system Yb3+ –Ho3+ . Laser emission can be generated near 750 nm and 550 nm, originating from the
metastable 5 S2 , 3 F4 states.
It can be seen in Table 11.6 that, besides STPA and
ETU pumping, photon avalanche (PA) pumping has also
been used in a few cases (Nd3+ and Tm3+ ).
In Table 11.9 other rare-earth-ion lasers in the visible
spectral range based on 4f–4f transitions are listed. The
data are taken from [11.213].
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Table 11.9 Visible and UV lasers based on divalent and trivalent rare-earth ions
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Dopant ions

Host

Transition

λlaser (nm)

T (K)

Ref.

Sm3+
Sm2+
Eu3+
Eu3+
Gd3+
Tb3+
Ho3+
Tm2+
Ag+

TbF3
SrF2
Y2 O3
YVO4
Y3 Al5 O12
LiYF4
CaF2
CaF2
KI, RbBr, CsBr

4G
6
5/2 → H7/2
5 D →7 F
0
1
5 D →7 F
0
2
5 D →7 F
0
2
6P
8
7/2 → S7/2
5 D →7 F
4
5
5 S →5 I
2
8
2F
2
5/2 → F7/2

593.2
696.9
611.3
619.3
314.5
544.5
551.2
1116
335

116
4.2
220
90
300
300
77
< 27
5

[11.215]
[11.216]
[11.217]
[11.218]
[11.219]
[11.220]
[11.221]
[11.97, 98]
[11.222]

Nd3+ and Yb3+ lasers in the near-infrared spectral
region.
Visible Pr3+

fiber lasers. As in crystals, the
praseodymium ion is very attractive for visible fiber
lasers because of its energy-level scheme (see Fig. 11.33)
and the possibility of upconversion pumping by twostep absorption, photon avalanche or energy transfer
processes. Laser oscillation at room temperature has
been achieved in the red, orange, green and blue spectral ranges. Some of these transitions have even been
operated simultaneously [11.223]. Laser oscillation at
room temperature originates from the 3 P0 , 3 P1 and 1 I6

levels, which are thermally coupled. In Pr3+ :ZBLAN,
the lifetime of these coupled multiplets is in the range
40–50 µs [11.224,225]. Recently, Richter et al. obtained
a) Energy (103 cm1)
25

20
647 nm

15

3

P2

3

P1
1
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5
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5
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5
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5
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5
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5
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5
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Fig. 11.45 Sensitized upconversion in

Yb

3+

2
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F7/2

Yb3+ ,Tm3+ -doped

BaY2 F8 after Trash and Johnson [11.174] with two and
three steps in the STPA process

F5/2

960 nm

552 nm
2

0
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3+

5

F7/2
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I6

3+

Fig. 11.46a,b STPA (a) and ETU (b) pumping of Ho3+

upconversion lasers
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Table 11.10 Visible Pr3+ -doped ZBLAN fiber lasers (ESA: excited-state absorption (i. e., sequential two-step absorption), ETU:
energy transfer upconversion, PA: photon avalanche, RT: room temperature)
λlaser (nm)

Transition

λpump (nm)

Pump
mechanism

T (K)

Output

η (%)

Ref.

Pr3+

635
605
520
491
635
520
491
635
635

3P
0
3P
0
3P
1
3P
0
3P
0
3P
1
3P
0
3P
0
3P
0

→3 F2
→3 H6
→3 H5
→3 H4
→3 F2
→3 H5
→3 H4
→3 F2
→3 F2

1010 + 835
1010 + 835
1010 + 835
1010 + 835
1020 + 840
1020 + 840
1020 + 840
849
1016 diode
+ 833 diode

ESA
ESA
ESA
ESA
ESA
ESA
ESA
ETU
ETU

RT
RT
RT
RT
RT
RT
RT
RT
RT

180 mW
30 mW
1 mW
1 mW
54 mW
20 mW
7 mW
20 mW
6.2 mW

10
3.3

[11.227]

14
5
1.5

[11.228]

3.2

[11.229]
[11.230]

RT
RT

0.3
2.2

[11.231]

RT

0.7 mW
4 mW
0.2 mW
1.4 mW

Pr3+ , Yb3+

492

3 P →3 H
1
5
3 P →3 F
0
2
3 P →3 H
0
6
3 P →3 H
1
5
+3 P0 →3 H4
3 P →3 H
0
4

ETU
ETU
ETU

Pr3+ , Yb3+

532
635
602
520 + 490

RT

1.2 mW

8.5

[11.232]

Pr3+ , Yb3+

635–637
605–622
517–540
491–493
635
635
520
635
520
491
491 + 520

[11.161]

Pr3+

Pr3+ , Yb3+
Pr3+ , Yb3+

Pr3+ ,

Yb3+

Pr3+ , Yb3+
Pr3+ , Yb3+
Pr3+ , Yb3+
Pr3+ , Yb3+

Pr3+ , Yb3+
Pr3+ , Yb3+
Pr3+

491
635

3 P →3 F
0
2
3 P →3 H
0
6
3 P →3 H
1
5
3 P →3 H
0
4
3 P →3 F
0
2
3 P →3 F
0
2
3 P →3 H
1
5
3 P →3 F
0
2
3 P →3 H
1
5
3 P →3 H
0
4
3 P →3 H
0
4
+3 P1 →3 H5
3 P →3 H
0
4
3 P →3 F
0
2

603 (tunable)
634
635

3P
0
3P
0
3P
0

→3 H6
→3 F2
→3 F2

860 diode
860 diode
856 diode

[11.223]

1017 diode
+ 835 diode
780–880
780–880
780–880
780–880
850
850 diode
850 diode
850 diode
850 diode
850
850

PA
PA
PA
PA
PA
PA
PA
PA
PA
PA
PA

RT
RT
RT
RT
RT
RT
RT
RT
RT
RT
RT

300 mW
45 mW
20 mW
4 mW
1020 mW
440 mW
100 mW
2W
0.3 W
165 mW
230 mW

16.8
4.6
5
1.2
19
17
≈4
45
17
12.1
14.3

840 diode
838 diode

PA
PA

RT
RT

≈6

840, Ti:Sapphire

PA

RT

480, diode

Direct

RT

8 mW
ML: 550 ps
(239 MHz)
55 mW
100 mW
94 mW

laser oscillation of a Pr3+ -doped ZBLAN fiber under direct pumping with a blue semiconductor laser [11.226].
Output powers of 94 mW and a slope efficiency of 41.5%
at 635 nm were obtained.
In Table 11.10 the results to date with Pr3+ -doped
ZBLAN fibers are summarized. The best results obtained thus far, at the most efficient wavelength of
635 nm, are output powers up to 2 W and slope efficiencies up to 45% [11.234]. The efficiencies in the

[11.162]
[11.233]
[11.234, 235]
[11.236]

[11.237]
19

[11.238]

41.5

[11.226]

green and blue wavelength regions are about one order
of magnitude smaller.
Generally, a double-clad fiber can be used to couple
highly divergent pump radiation of near-infrared highpower laser diodes into the large-numerical-aperture
inner cladding and propagate it along the fiber axis.
On its way down the fiber, the pump radiation is gradually absorbed in the embedded small-numerical-aperture
active core. Since the number of transverse radiation
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Ti3+: Al2O3 lasers
(1, 2)

2
M2
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1
M1

C1

C2
Fiber

Fig. 11.47 Experimental setup of the Pr3+ ,Yb3+ -doped up-

conversion ZBLAN fiber laser [11.162]. M1 denotes the
dichroic mirror, C1 an aspheric lens, M2 the dielectric
resonator mirror, and C2 a collimator

modes supported in a cylindrical fiber core depends only
on the wavelength of the radiation, the core diameter,
and its numerical aperture, the geometry and material of the active fiber core can be chosen to support
just one or a few transverse modes of the radiation
generated in the active core by near-infrared pumping.
Thus, an upconversion double-clad fiber with a suitably chosen rare-earth-ion-doped active core can be
used to convert the highly multimode radiation of highpower near-infrared laser-diode arrays into single-mode
or few-mode visible laser emission with excellent beam
quality. The best results in terms of upconversion laser
output power, however, have been achieved when the
pump radiation of a high-beam-quality laser source was
launched directly into the active core of the described
fiber. This is due to the high pump intensities required
locally for photon-avalanche upconversion, which can

0.6
0.4
Pout, max = 1020 mW
Pthr = 202 mW
çinc = 19 %

0.2
0

0

0.5

1

1.5

2

spectral range has also been obtained with other rareearth ions in ZBLAN. In Table 11.11 an overview of
these laser systems is given. A detailed description of
these systems and their prospects is given in [11.214].

Nd lasers
most intensively investigated class of solid-state lasers
is based on Nd3+ -ion-doped materials. The Nd3+ -ion
offers various groups of laser lines in the near-IR spectral
region.

Ti:sapphire 1 @ ë = 850 nm
Ti:sapphire 1 @ ë = 852 nm
plus Ti:sapphire 2 @ ë = 826 nm

0.8

Other visible fiber lasers. Laser oscillation in the visible

11.2.3 Near-Infrared Rare Earth Lasers

Laser output power Pout (W)
1

be best provided by diffraction-limited pump radiation focused onto the fiber end face and guided in the
rare-earth-ion-doped active core.
For example, Fig. 11.47 shows a demonstration of
high-power upconversion laser operation under pumping with two dichroic coupled Ti3+ :Al2 O3 lasers
tuned to pumping wavelengths near 850 nm [11.162].
The maximum upconversion-laser output power
was 1020 mW at an incident near-infrared total pump
power of 5.51 W (Fig. 11.48). The overall slope efficiency with respect to the incident pump power
was 19% [11.162].
Also, near-infrared high-power diode-laser bars
with beam-shaping optics have been used to pump
a Pr3+ ,Yb3+ -doped ZBLAN fiber with the common
single-clad structure and a large-area multimode active
core. In this case, 4.5 W of pump power were launched
into the fiber core, generating red output powers in excess of 2 W at 635 nm [11.234]. In the blue spectral
range, a Pr3+ ,Yb3+ -doped ZBLAN-based upconversion fiber laser has been demonstrated at an emission
wavelength of 491 nm (3 P0 → 3 H4 transition of Pr3+ ).
The pump source was a single-mode diode laser emitting at a wavelength of 840 nm. The maximum blue
output power was 8 mW at an incident pump power
of 200 mW [11.236].

2.5

3

3.5 4 4.5 5 5.5
Incident pump power Pin (W)

Fig. 11.48 Input–output characteristics of the Pr3+ ,Yb3+ -doped up-

conversion ZBLAN fiber laser [11.162]

Energy-level scheme. Figure 11.49 shows transitions
from the 4 F3/2 upper laser level into the 4 I13/2 , 4 I11/2 ,
and 4 I9/2 manifolds. The specific absorption and emission wavelengths depend on the crystal field, which
influences the splitting within a manifold and between
different manifolds. As shown in Fig. 11.49 the splitting
between the 4 I (and also between 4 F) manifolds is dominated by L S coupling of the 4f electrons and is only
affected to second order by covalency effects caused by
the crystal field. The energetic splitting between the 4 F
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Table 11.11 Overview of room temperature rare earth ion doped upconversion fiber lasers. (in): incident, (l) launched,

(abs) absorbed
λlaser (nm)

Transition

λpump (nm)

Pout (mW)

η (%)

Ref.

Nd
Nd
Tm
Tm

381
412
455
480

4D
4
3/2 → I11/2
2P
4I
→
3/2
11/2
1 D →3 F
2
4
1 G →3 H
4
4

480

1G
4

0.076
0.470
3
33
230
14.8
375
106
116
2.3
10
23
50
40
0.54
1200

0.25 (l)
1.7 (l)
1.5
34.6 (abs)
25 (in)
18.9 (abs)

Tm / Yb

590
590
645 + 1064
1130
1123
680 + ≈ 1100
1070
1065
1120, 1140
457 (Ar+ )

[11.239]
[11.240]
[11.241]
[11.242]
[11.243]
[11.244–249]
[11.250]
[11.251]
[11.252]
[11.253]

Dy
Er
Er
Ho
Ho
Tm

478
575
540
540
544 / 549
753
810

→3 H4

4F
6
9/2 → H15/2
4F
6
9/2 → H13/2
4S
4
3/2 → I15/2
4S
4
3/2 → I15/2
5 F →5 I / 5 S
4
8
2

→5 I8

801
970
≈ 640
647
1064

and 4 I levels is dominated by Coulomb interaction of the
4f electrons, which is also only effected to second order by covalency effects of the crystal field. Therefore,
the transition wavelengths of Nd-doped crystals vary in
a certain range near the values given for Nd:Y3 Al5 O12
(Nd:YAG) in Fig. 11.49. The strongest and most commonly used laser transition 4 F3/2 → 4 I11/2 emits near
1060 nm (Fig. 11.49).
Figures 11.50 and 11.51 show as an example the absorption and emission spectra of Nd:YAG, measured at
300 K. The strongest absorption is located near 808 nm
and the strongest laser transition at 1064 nm.

[11.254, 255]
[11.256–258]
[11.259–263]
[11.259]
[11.264]

Because of the good spectral match, the total pump efficiency of diode pumping is much higher than for lamp
pumping. In addition the transfer efficiency of pump
light into the crystal is much better in the case of diode
pumping, so that a total efficiency of 10% to 30% for
the conversion of electrical power into laser power is
achievable.
Energy (103 cm1)
15

4

F9/2
F7/2
4
F5/2
4
F3/2
4

Longitudinal and transversal diode pumping. Nd

lasers are usually pumped by lamps or diode lasers.
The first generation of Nd-doped solid-state lasers were
pumped with CW krypton or pulsed xenon lamps.
These lamps have high electrical-to-optical efficiencies
of about 70% and are available at reasonable costs. Unfortunately, the overlap of their emission spectra with
the narrow 4f–4f absorption spectra of Nd-doped solidstate laser materials is usually poor; thus the electrical to
optical pump efficiency is low – typically a few percent.
In modern Nd lasers, diode lasers at 808 nm are employed as pump sources. Laser diodes typically have
efficiencies of about 50% and offer several advantages
over lamp pumping. Diodes emit spectrally narrow-band
radiation (≈ 1–5 nm). Therefore, a much better overlap
with the 4f–4f absorption spectra of Nd can be achieved.

6.6 (in)
15
0.9
1.5
16
51
22.4 (l)
3.3
37

1444 nm
1320 nm
1064 nm
946 nm
938.5 nm

10
808 nm

5

0

4

I 15/2

4

I 13/2

4

I11/2

4

I 9/2

Splitting between 4F
and 4I levels by
Coulomb interaction

Splitting of 4I (4F)
multipletts by
LS coupling

Stark splitting by
symmetry and strength
of crystal field

Fig. 11.49 Level scheme, pump and laser transitions of Nd3+ in

YAG
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Nd (1 %): YAG
çion = 1.39 × 1020 cm3
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area and their relatively large refractive index, laser
diode beams have a large divergence. Their beams also
possess large beam-quality differences in the transversal
and sagittal directions since the active area dimensions
are usually ≈ 1 µm × 100 µm and confinement is given
only in one dimension. For power scaling, bars or arrays of diodes must be used. This can lead to output
powers of up to several tens of watts. Unfortunately,
combination of many single diode stripes also broadens the emission spectrum, while the beam quality of
the combined radiation is further decreased. So, sophisticated pump optics such as beam shaping must often be
employed [11.265].
Several pump geometries can be used with diode
laser excitation. The common geometry to pump lasers,
which are capable of generating several watts of output power with excellent beam quality, is end pumping
(Fig. 11.52). In this geometry, pump radiation is focused into the laser crystal along the laser resonator
axis. A very good overlap of pump and laser modes can
be provided. Gain media of small volume and with short
absorption lengths can be used, and high population inversions at low pump power levels can be achieved.
Because most of the pump power is deposited within the
volume of the TEM00 laser mode, higher-order modes
usually cannot oscillate. Excellent beam quality is therefore inherent. However, scaling of end-pumped lasers to
output powers above 20 W is difficult to achieve due to

óabs (1020 cm2)

8

10
6

8
6

4

4
2

2
0
780

800

820

840

860

0
880
900
Wavelength ë (nm)

Fig. 11.50 Absorption spectrum of Nd(1%):YAG and absorption
cross sections

The selective spectral pumping with diodes also
leads to reduced heat deposition in the laser crystal with
reduced thermal lensing effects, giving rise to improved
beam quality. Diffraction-limited beams can be realized
easier.
However, there are also disadvantages of diode
lasers. Because of their small active laser cross-sectional
óem (1020 cm2)
30

Nd: YAG

25
4

F 3/2

4

4

I 9/2

F 3/2

4

4

I11/2

F3/2

4

I13/2

20
15
10
5
0
860

880

900

920

940

1050

1060

Fig. 11.51 Emission cross section spectra of Nd:YAG

1070

1080

1350

1400
1450
Wavelength ë (nm)
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The most important Nd lasers. The most important
Nd-doped laser materials feature relatively high emission cross sections, a relatively long upper-state lifetime
of Nd3+ , a high damage threshold, high mechanical
and chemical stability, good thermal conductivity and
very good optical quality, see Table 11.12. Many host
crystals have been investigated, including yttrium aluminium garnet (YAG), yttrium aluminium perovskite
(YAP or YALO), yttrium lithium fluoride (YLF) and
yttrium vanadate (YVO). Very efficient and compact
diode-pumped lasers with slope efficiencies of over
60% have been demonstrated in many Nd-doped laser
materials.
Nd:YAG is still regarded as the most important solidstate laser. Due to their very good optical and mechanical
properties, diode-pumped Nd:YAG lasers are robust and
reliable. They are in use in many applications. Within
the last few years Nd:YAG have also become available
as ceramics with high optical quality.
The vanadates Nd:YVO and Nd:GVO emit polarized
radiation and exhibit large cross sections and gain.
Nd laser wavelength and materials. A variety of Nd

lasers have been reported so far. Tables 11.13, 14, 15 list
laser materials and their laser wavelengths which have
been observed at 300 K on the transitions 4 F3/2 → 4 I9/2 ,
4I
4
11/2 and I13/2 . The tables also list Nd-doped ceram-

Pump
diode laser

Laser resonator

Optics

Fig. 11.52 Diode end-pumping scheme

ics, which have been developed with very good optical
quality and low scattering losses. So, the efficiency of
ceramic lasers can be as high as for crystals.
If not specified otherwise, the references for the laser
materials can be found in [11.213].
Yb lasers
Coherent oscillation of Yb3+ was first observed in YAG
at 77 K [11.279]. In 1991 the first realization of a diodepumped Yb:YAG laser [11.280] at room temperature
initialized an intensive renaissance of research on Ybdoped laser materials for laser diode pumping at 300 K.
Yb3+ -doped solid-state lasers feature several important
advantages compared with other rare-earth lasers:

1. Yb3+ ions have only two states, the ground state
2F
2
7/2 and the excited state F5/2 , which are separated
by an energy of about 10 000 cm−1 . Thus, there is
no excited-state absorption of the pump and laser
radiation (Fig. 11.54).
2. The quantum efficiency of Yb3+ is close to unity.

Fiber holder

Reflector

Reflector
HR 808 nm

Laser rod

d ff

Flow tube

16 fibers
(CW 10W fiber-coupled
diode lasers, Æ 800 µm, NA 0.2)

32 mm

Fig. 11.53 Diode side (transversal) pumping scheme

[11.266]
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possible thermally induced fracture of the laser crystal
within the small volume of pump absorption.
An alternative diode pumping method is side pumping (Fig. 11.53, [11.266]). In this approach, the pumping
geometry is principally similar to the arrangement for
lamp pumping. One or several linear pump diode bars
are positioned around the side surface of the laser crystal.
Pump radiation is then usually imaged into the crystal
perpendicular to the laser resonator axis. The crystal is
relatively homogeneously pumped throughout its total
volume, and a smaller excitation density is usually realized than in diode laser end pumped systems. Because of
the use of larger gain media, however, more energy can
be deposited into the laser crystal and therefore higher
output powers can be achieved. Since a larger laser mode
is present inside the crystal, higher-order modes also
usually oscillate in these lasers. Therefore beam quality
is often rather low.
Nd-doped fiber lasers can also be operated in specific
configurations, see for example [11.267–278], and are
used in many applications. For high-power laser generation, double-clad fibers are usually used. Basic aspects
are described below in this chapter (page 650/651).
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Table 11.12 Important host materials for Nd3+ [11.285]

Part C 11.2

Host
Chemical formula
Lattice symmetry
Space group
Lattice constant (Å)

YAG
Y3 Al5 O12
Cubic
1a3d
12.00

Density of Nd sites (1% doping)
Heat conductivity (Wm−1 K−1 )
dn i / dT (10−6 K−1 )

1.39
11–13
9.9

dL/ dT (10−6 K−1 )

8.2

Max. phonon energy (cm−1 )
Refractive indices

700
n = 1.822

τ(4 F3/2 ) (µs)
λabs (nm)
σabs (10−20 cm2 )

250
808
7.9

YAlO (FAP)
YAlO3
Orthorhombic
Pnma
a = 5.33
b = 7.37
c = 5.18
1.96
11
14.5(a)
9.7(b)
4.4(a)
10.8(b)
9.5(c)
550
n a = 1.9260
n b = 1.9118
n c = 1.9346
160
813 (E  a)
7.2 (E  a)

λlaser (4 I11/2 ) (nm)

1064

1080 (E  a)

σem (4 I11/2 ) (10−20 cm2 )

29

25 (E  a)

∆λ(4 I11/2 ) (nm)

0.8

2.5 (E  a)

λlaser (4 I9/2 ) (nm)

946

930

σem (4 I9/2 ) (10−20 cm2 )

3.9

4.1 (E  a)

∆λ (nm)

1.0

2.5 (E  a)

a

YVO
YVO4
Tetragonal
141 /amd
a = 7.120
c = 6.289

GVO
GdVO4
Tetragonal
141 /amd
a = 7.123
b = 6.291

YLF
YLiF4
Tetragonal
141 /a
a = 5.18
c = 10.74

1.255
∼ 5 –12 a
8.5(a)
3.0(c)
3.1(a)
7.2(c)

1.25
∼ 8 –12 a

1.6(a)
7.3(c)

1.39
6
−0.9(a)
−2.9(c)
13(a)
8(c)

850
n o = 1.958
n e = 1.2168

n o = 1.972
n e = 1.2192

490
n o = 1.454
n e = 1.477

97
808
60 (π)
12 (σ)
1064

100
808
54 (π)
12(σ)
1063

123 (π)
52 (σ)
1.0 (π)
1.5 (σ)
914 (π)
915 (σ)
4.8 (π)
4.3(σ)
2.8 (π)
3.4 (σ)

125 (π)
61 (σ)
1.2 (π)
1.3 (σ)
912 (π)
912 (σ)
6.6 (π)
5.6 (σ)
2.5 (π)
3.3 (σ)

500
792
14 (π)
1.2(σ)
1047 (π)
1054 (σ)
1.5 (π)
1.5 (σ)
1.5 (π)
1.5( σ)
904 (π)
909 (σ)
1.2 (π)
1.3 (σ)
3.0(π)
3.0 (σ)

The published data of heat conductivities of the vanadates YVO and GVO differ considerably [11.281–284]

3. Due to the small Stokes shift and the related small
quantum defect (typically 500 cm−1 ) heat generation
in the lasing process of Yb3+ is small and makes it
a suitable ion for high-average-power lasers.
4. The small ionic radius of Yb3+ compared to that
of other rare-earth ions favors its incorporation into
Y-based host crystals such as YAG, allowing higher
dopant concentration and thus shorter gain elements
such as discs.
5. Yb3+ ions exhibit a relatively broad emission band
which leads to tunability and the generation of ultrashort pulses.
6. The radiative lifetime of the laser level ranges in different crystals from a few hundred microseconds

to a few milliseconds, which implies greater energy storage efficiency, especially for Q-switched
operation with diode pumping.
One disadvantage of Yb3+ -doped lasers is that they
operate in a quasi-three-level scheme with temperaturedependent reabsorption at the laser wavelength. This
leads to an increased threshold compared to a four-level
scheme, because the pump must bleach the reabsorption
losses (see the section on basic spectroscopic properties
in Sect. 11.2.1).
Figures 11.55 and 11.56 show as an example
the absorption and emission cross section spectra of
Yb:YAG [11.286]. When pumped near the absorption
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Table 11.13 Laser wavelengths of the 4 F3/2 → 4 I9/2 transi-

tion at 300 K [11.213]

Wavelength

Material

Y3 Al5 O12
Y3 Al3 O12
Sr1−x Lax Mgx Al12−x O19 [11.287]
Ba3 LaNb3 O12
LiLuF4 [11.285]
Y2 SiO5
YVO4 [11.288]
GdVO4 [11.289–291]
YVO4 [11.292]
LuVO4 [11.293, 294]
YAlO3 [11.213, 295]
YAlO3
Gd3 Sc2 Ga3 O12
Y3 Al5 O12
Y3 Al5 O12 [11.296]
CaY2 Mg2 Ge3 O12
Y3 Al5 O12 [11.297]
Y3 Al5 O12 [11.213, 298–306]
Y3 Al5 O12 ceramic [11.307]
YAlO3
Sc2 O3 [11.308]

0.97 (transition
4F
2
4
5/2 , H9/2 → I11/2 )
1.0369
1.0370
1.0370–1.0395
1.04065–1.0410
1.0410
1.0412
1.042– 1.075
1.0445
1.046– 1.064
1.0461
1.0461–1.0468
1.047
1.047
1.047
1.047– 1.078
1.0471
1.0472
1.0475
1.0477
1.0477
1.048
1.048
1.048
1.048
1.0481
1.0482
1.0482
1.0486
1.049– 1.077
1.0491
1.0493
1.0495
1.0495
1.0497
1.0498
1.0498
1.05
1.05
1.05
1.05
1.0500
1.0505
1.0505

RbPb2 Br5 [11.309]

scaling of diode-pumped Yb lasers Giesen et al. [11.310]
invented the thin-disc laser concept as a pump and
resonator design for high-power lasers (Fig. 11.57).
The active medium is a thin circular disc, which is
coated for both the pump and laser wavelengths with
a highly reflecting (HR) dielectric mirror on the rear
side and with an antireflection coating on the front side.
The disc is then bonded with the rear HR side to a heat
sink. The resonator is formed by the coated crystal and
an output coupler. The pump light is provided by fibercoupled laser diodes which are focused onto the crystal.
Since the thin crystal disc only absorbs a small fraction
of the pump light during one pass through the crystal, the
pump light is reflected back into the disc several times
by a parabolic mirror and the folding prism [11.311]. Up
to a total of 32 pump light passes may be used.
Due to the geometrical setup a nearly onedimensional thermal gradient along the laser axis can

CaF2 − SrF2
CaF2
SrF2
LaF3
CeF3
KYF4
Na0.4 Y0.6 F2.2
SrF2
LiNdP4 O12
CaF2 − YF3
CaF2
LiGdF4
LiNdP4 O12
LiYF4
NdP5 O14
LiYF4
LiLuF4
LaBGeO5
Li(Nd, La)P4 O12
Li(Nd, Gd)P4 O12
Li(Bi, Nd)P4 O12
Li(Nd, La)P4 O12
Li(Nd, Gd)P4 O12
K5 (Nd, Ce)Li2 F10
LiKYF5
LaBGeO5
NaLa(MoO4 )2
LaF3 − SrF2
NaNdP4 O12
SrAl12 O19
Sr2 Y5 Fl9
BaY2 F8
GdF3 − CaF2
SrAl2 O4
Ca2 Y5 F19
SrAl12 O19
KNdP4 O12
NdP5 O14
LaP5 O14
LiLuF4
CaF2 − ScF3
(Nd, La)P5 O14
5NaF − 9YF3

Part C 11.2

Material

0.8910
0.8999
0.901
0.9106
0.910
0.912
0.912
0.912
0.914
0.916
0.930
0.9312
0.936
0.9385
≈ 0.94
0.941
0.9458–0.9464
0.946
0.946
0.9660
0.966

Yb3+ thin-disc lasers. In connection with the power
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Table 11.14 Laser wavelengths of the 4 F3/2 → 4 I11/2 transition at 300 K [11.213]

Wavelength (nm)

peaks at 940 nm or 970 nm, the Stokes shift to the lasing
wavelength at 1030 nm corresponds to less than 10%,
which allows in principle a slope efficiency of more
than 90%.
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Table 11.14 (continued)

Table 11.14 (continued)

Part C 11.2

Wavelength

Material

Wavelength

Material

1.0506
1.0507
1.051
1.051
1.051
1.051
1.051
1.051
1.0511
1.0512
1.0512
1.0512
1.0513
1.0515
1.0515
1.052
1.052
1.052
1.052
1.0521
1.0521
1.0521
1.0525
1.0526
1.0528
1.0529
1.053
1.053
1.053–1.062
1.0530
1.0530
1.0530
1.0530–1.059
1.0531
1.0532
1.0534–1.0563
1.0535
1.0535–1.0547
1.0537
1.0539–1.0549
1.054
1.054
1.054–1.086
1.0540
1.0540
1.0540

5NaF − 9YF3
CdF2 − ScF3
NaNdP4 O12
YP5 Ol4
(La, Nd)P5 O14
CeP5 O14
GdP5 O14
NdP5 O14
(Nd, La)P5 O14
NdP5 O14
(Nd, La)P5 O14
(Y, Nd)P5 O14
NdP5 O14
YP5 O14
NdP5 O14
(Nd, La)P5 O14
KNdP4 O12
K5 NdLi2 F10
Y3 Al5 O12
BaF2 − YF3
NdP5 O14
YF3
YP5 O14
BaF2 − GdF3
SrF2 − GdF3
NdP5 O14
LiYF4
(La, Nd)P5 O14
Ca3 (Nb, Ga)2 Ga3 O12
LiYF4
BaY2 F8
CaF2 − LuF3
LaMgAl11 O19
LiLuF4
LiKYF5
BaF2 − LaF3
Lu3 Al5 O12
CaF2 − SrF2 − BaF2 − YF3 − LaF3
BaF2 − CeF3
α − NaCaYF6
Gd3 Ga5 O12
LaAl11 MgO19
LaAl11 MgO19
CaF2 − YF3
BaF2
CaF2 − YF3

1.0543
1.0543
1.05436
1.05437
1.0547
1.05499
1.055
1.055
1.055
1.0551
1.0552
1.0554
1.0554
1.0555
1.0555
1.0556
1.0560
1.0566
1.0567
1.0569
1.0570
1.0572
1.0573
1.0575
1.0576
1.0576
1.0576
1.058
1.0582
1.0582–1.0597
1.0583
1.0584
1.0584
1.0584
1.0585
1.0585
1.0585
1.0585
1.0585
1.0586
1.0586
1.0587
1.0587
1.0588
1.0589
1.0589

BaF2 − CeF3
SrF2 − ScF3
Ba2 MgGe2 O7
Ba2 ZnGe2 O7
LaMgAl11 O19
CsY2 F7
Na3 Nd(PO4 )2
K3 (La, Nd)(PO4 )2
Na3 (La, Nd)(PO4 )2
Pb5 (PO4 )3 F
LaMgAl11 O19
LiNdP4 O12
KY3 F10
CsGd2 F7
Ba5 (PO4 )3 F
SrF2 − LuF3
SrF2 − LuF3
La2 Si2 O7
SrF2 YF3
NdGaGe2 O7
GdGaGe2 O7
LaSr2 Ga11 O20
CaMoO4
CsLa(WO4 )2
SrAl4 O7
SrMoO4
La2 Si2 O7
Gd3 Sc2 Ga3 O12
Ca3 Ga4 O9
CaWO4
Y3 Sc2 Ga3 O12
Y3 Sc2 Ga3 O12 : Cr
Y3 Sc2 Ga3 O12
CaY2 Mg2 Ge3 O12
YAlO3
LiLa(MoO4 )2
Sr5 (PO4 )3 F
CaF2 − SrF2 − BaF2 − YF3 − LaF3
KLa(MoO4 )2
Sr5 (PO4 )3 F
PbMoO4
KLa(MoO4 )2
CaWO4
Ca3 (Nb, Ga)2 Ga3 O12
SrF2 − CeF3 − GdF3
Y3 Ga5 O12
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Table 11.14 (continued)
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Table 11.14 (continued)
Material

Wavelength

Material

1.05896
1.059
1.059
1.059
1.059
1.059
1.059
1.0590
1.0590
1.0591
1.0591
1.0591
1.0593
1.0594
1.0595
1.0595
1.0595
1.0595
1.0596
1.0596
1.0596
1.0597
1.0597–1.0583
1.0597–1.0629
1.0599
1.0599
1.05995
≈ 1.06
≈ 1.06
≈ 1.06
≈ 1.06
≈ 1.06
≈ 1.06
≈ 1.06
≈ 1.06
≈ 1.06
≈ 1.06
≈ 1.06
≈ 1.06
≈ 1.06
≈ 1.06
≈ 1.06
1.060
1.060

CaMg2 Y2 Ge3 O12
(La, Sr)(Al, Ta)O3
BaLaGa3 O7
NaY(WO4 )2
Na1+x Mgx Al11−x O17
Na2 Nd2 Pb6 (PO4 )6 Cl2
Sr5 (PO4 )3 F [11.312]
SrF2 − CeF3
Gd3 Ga5 O12 waveguide [11.313]
Gd3 Ga5 O12
Lu3 Sc2 Al3 O12
LaGaGe2 O7
Sr4 Ca(PO4 )3 F
Lu3 Ga5 O12
5NaF − 9YF3
Y3 Sc2 Al3 O12
NaLa(MoO4 )2
BaLaGa3 O7
CaAl4 O7
Ca3 Ga2 Ge3 O12
SrF2
Ca3 Ga2 Ge3 O12
SrF2 − LaF3
α − NaCaYF6
Lu3 Sc2 Al3 O12
LiGd(MoO4 )2
Gd3 Sc2 Al3 O12
(Gd, Ca)3 (Ga, Mg, Zr)5 O12 : Cr
CaGd4 (SiO4 )3 O
Ca4 YO(BO3 )3 [11.314]
Y3 Al5 O12 [11.296]
Y3 Sc1.0 Al4.0 O12 ceramic [11.315]
Gd3 Sc2 Al3 O12
GdAl3 (BO3 )4 [11.316]
NaLa(MoO4 )2
NaGd(WO4 )2
NdAl3 (BO3 )4
YAl3 (BO3 )4 [11.213, 317]
Gd3 Ga5 O12
GdVO4 [11.213, 318–320]
YVO4 [11.319, 320]
La0.2 Gd0.8 VO4 [11.319, 321]
Gd3 Ga5 O12 : Cr
Ca4 GdO(BO3 )3
[11.213, 322–324]
Ca4 YO(BO3 )3 [11.325]

1.060
1.0600
1.0601
1.0603
1.0603
1.0603–1.0632
1.0604
1.0604
1.0605
1.0606
1.0606
1.0606
1.0607
1.0607
1.0608
1.0608
1.0608
1.0609
1.0609
1.061
1.061
1.061
1.061
1.061
1.0610
1.0610
1.0610–1.0627
1.0612
1.0612
1.0612
1.0613
1.0613
1.0613
1.0615
1.0615
1.0615
1.0615
1.0615
1.0615
1.0615
1.0615–1.0625
1.0618
1.0618
1.0618
1.0618
1.062

LaB3 O6 [11.326]
Gd3 Ga5 O12
GdGaGe2 O7
Y3 Ga5 O12
Gd2 (WO4 )3
CaF2 − YF3
HfO2 − Y2 O3
NaLuGeO4
SrF2 − ScF3
Gd2 (MoO4 )3
Gd3 Ga5 O12
Gd3 Ga5 O12 waveguide [11.313]
Sr3 Ca2 (PO4 )3
CaF2 − ScF3
ZrO2 − Y2 O3
Nd3 Ga5 O12
NaGaGe2 O7
Lu3 Ga5 O12
NaYGeO4
Ca2 Al2 SiO7
BaGd2 (MoO4 )4
CaMoO4
YVO4 [11.327]
CaLa4 (SiO4 )3 O
Ca2 Ga2 SiO7
7La2 O3 − 9SiO2
Y3 Al5 O12
Gd3 Sc2 Ga3 O12
CaLa4 (SiO4 )3 O
Ca3 (Nb, Ga)2 Ga3 O12
Ca4 La(PO4 )3 O
Ba2 NaNb5 O15
Gd3 Sc2 Ga3 O12
Ca(NbO3 )2
Y3 Al5 O12
Lu3 Al5 OI
2
Y3 Sc2 Ga3 O12
Ba0.25 Mg2.75 Y2 Ge3 O12
NaGdGeO4
Y3 Al5 O12
Ca(NbO3 )2
Sr2 Ca3 (PO4 )3 F
SrAl12 O19
CaF2 − ScF3
LaNbO4
LaSc3 (BO3 )4 [11.213, 328]
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Table 11.14 (continued)

Table 11.14 (continued)

Part C 11.2

Wavelength

Material

Wavelength

Material

1.0620
1.0620
1.0621
1.0621
1.0622
1.0623–1.10585
1.0623
1.0623
1.0623–1.0628
1.0624
1.0625
1.0625
1.0628
1.0629
1.0629
1.0629
1.0629–1.0656
1.063
1.063
1.063
1.063
1.063
1.063
1.063
1.0630
1.0632
1.0632
1.0633–1.0653
1.06335–1.0638
1.0634
1.0635
1.0635
1.0635
1.0635
1.0635
1.0635
1.0637–1.0670
1.06375–1.0672
1.0638
1.0638
1.0638
1.0638
1.0638
1.0638–1.0644
1.0639
1.064

Gd3 Sc2 Al3 O12
Lu3 Sc2 Al3 O12
SrAl12 O19
Gd3 Ga5 O12
Y3 Sc2 Al3 O12
CaF2 − SrF2 − BaF2 − YF3 − LaF3
Lu3 Ga5 O12
CaF2 − LuF3
CaF2
LaNbO4
Y3 Ga5 O12
YVO4
SrWO4
Ca5 (PO4 )3 F
α − NaCaYF6
Bi4 Si3 O12
CdF2 − YF3
GdVO4 [11.329]
Gd3 Sc2 Ga3 O12 : Cr
SrWO4
Na5 (Nd, La)(WO4 )4
NdAl3 (BO3 )4
(La, Nd)P5 O14
NdAl3 (BO3 )4
Ca5 (PO4 )3 F
CaF2 − YF3 − NdF3
CaF2 − YF3
α − NaCaCeF6
LaF3
YVO4
LaF3 − SrF2
NdAl3 (BO3 )4
NaLa(WO4 )2
(Nd, Gd)Al3 (BO3 )4
Bi4 (Si, Ge)3 O12
CaF2 − LuF3
Y3 Al5 O12
Lu3 Al5 O12
CeF3
CaAl4 O7
NaBi(WO4 )2
NdP5 O14
Ca3 Ga2 Ge3 O12
(Y, Ce)3 Al5 O12
Ca3 Ga2 Ge3 O12
Y3 Al5 O12 [11.213, 301, 330–332]

1.064
1.064
1.064
1.064
1.064
1.064
1.064
1.064
1.064
1.064
1.064
1.0640
1.0640–1.0657
1.06405–1.0654
1.0641
1.0641
1.0641
1.06415
1.06415
1.0642
1.0642
1.06425
1.0643
1.0644
1.0645
1.0645
1.0645
1.0645
1.0645
1.0646
1.0646
1.0647
1.0648
1.0649
1.065
1.065
1.065
1.065
1.0650
1.0650
1.0652
1.0652
1.0653–1.0633
1.0653
1.0653–1.0665
1.0654

Y3 Al5 O12 ceramic [11.315, 333–346]
Y3 Al5 O12 : Fe
Y3 Al5 O12 : Ti
Y3 Al5 O12 : Cr, Ce
Y3 Al5 O12 : Ho
Y3 Al5 O12 : Er
YVO4 [11.213, 347–350]
YVO4 single crystal fiber [11.351]
LaF3
KGd(WO4 )2 [11.352, 353]
La3 Ga5.5 Ta0.5 O14 [11.354]
La3 Ga5 SiO14
CaF2 − CeF3
YAlO3
Y3 Al5 O12 : Cr
YVO4
La3 Ga5.5 Ta0.5 O14
Y3 Al5 O12
Y3 Al5 O12 [11.355]
Ca3 Ga2 Ge3 O12
NaBi(WO4 )2
Lu3 Al5 O12
SrMO4
Bi4 Ge3 O12
CaF2 − LaF3
La3 Ga5.5 Nb0.5 O14
La3 Ga5 SiO14
YAlO3
YAlO : Cr
Y3 Al5 O12
KLa(MoO4 )2
CeCl3
YVO4
CaY2 Mg2 Ge3 O12
GdVO4
(Nd, Gd)Al3 (BO3 )4
Sr5 (VO4 )3 Cl
Sr5 (VO4 )3 F
La3 Ga5 GeO14
RbNd(WO4 )2
CaWO4
CdF2 − LuF3
α − NaCaCeF6
NaLa(MoO4 )2
NaLa(MoO4 )2
CaF2 − GdF3
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Table 11.14 (continued)
Material

Wavelength

Material

1.0654
1.0656
1.0657–1.0640
1.0657
1.0658
1.0658
1.0658
1.0659
1.066
1.066
1.066
1.0661
1.0664–1.0672
≈ 1.0665
1.0666
1.0667
1.0667
1.0668
1.0669
1.067
1.0670
1.0672
1.0672
1.0672
1.0672
1.0673
1.0673
1.0674
1.0675
1.0675
1.0675
1.0675
1.068
1.0680
1.0682
1.0687–1.0690
1.0688
1.0688
1.0688
1.0689
1.0690
1.0690
1.0694
1.0698
1.07
1.07

NdGaGe2 O7
CdF2 − YF3
CaF2 − CeF3
CaF2
LiLa(MoO4 )2
CsNd(MoO4 )2
LuVO4 [11.356]
GdGaGe2 O7
Nd(Ga, Cr)3 (BO3 )4
K5 Nd(MoO4 )4
K5 Bi(MoO4 )4
CaF2
YVO4
CdF2 − LaF3
CdF2
CdF2 − GeF3
NaGd(MoO4 )2
CdF2 − LaF3
KY(MoO4 )2
Ca3 (VO4 )2
La3 Ga5 SiO14
CaY4 (SiO4 )3 O
CdF2 − GdF3
KGd(WO4 )2
La3 Ga5 SiO14
GaMoO4
La3 Ga5 SiO14
NaY(MoO4 )2
LuAlO3
Na2 Nd2 Pb6 (PO4 )6 Cl2
Nd3 Ga5 SiO14
Nd3 Ga5 GeO14
Na2 Nd2 Pb6 (PO4 )6 Cl2
Nd3 Ga5 GeO14
Y3 Al5 O12
KY(WO4 )2
Ga3 Ga2 SiO7
Ca2 Ga2 Ge4 O14
KY(WO4 )2
NdGaGe2 O7
GdAlO3
Ca3 Ga2 Ge4 O14
Sr3 Ga2 Ge4 O14
La2 Be2 O5
KPb2 Br5 [11.309]
RbPb2 Br5 [11.309]

1.070
1.0701
1.0701–1.0706
1.0706
1.0706
1.0711
1.0714
1.0714–1.0716
1.0715
1.0716–1.0721
1.0720
1.0721
1.07255–1.0730
1.0726
1.0729
1.073
1.0737
≈ 1.074
1.074
1.0741
1.0741
1.0742
1.0746
1.0746
1.075
1.0757
1.0759
1.0759
1.0760
1.0775–1.0845
1.0780
1.0780–1.086
1.0782
1.0782–1.0815
1.0785
1.0786
1.0786
1.0788
1.0789
1.079
1.0790
1.0790
1.07925
1.0795
1.0795–1.0802
1.0796

La2 Be2 O5
Gd2 (MoO4 )3
KLu(WO4 )2
KY(WO4 )2
LaSr2 Ga11 O20
Y2 SiO5
KLu(WO4 )2
KLu(WO4 )2
Y2 SiO5
KLu(WO4 )2
CaSc2 O4
KLu(WO4 )2
YAlO3
YAlO3
YAlO3
KLu(WO4 )2 [11.357]
Y3 Al5 O12
Y2 O3 − ThO2 − Nd2 O3
SrAl12 O19
Gd2 O3
Y2 SiO5
Y2 SiO5
Y2 O3
Y2 O3 ceramic [11.358]
La2 O2 S
Sr3 Ga2 Ge4 O14
LuAlO3
Lu2 O3 ceramic [11.359]
GdAlO3
CaYAlO4
Y3 Al5 O12
LaMgAl11 O19
Y2 SiO5
YAlO3
LuScO3
CaAl4 O7
Y2 O3 ceramic [11.360]
Ca2 Ga2 SiO7
Gd2 O3
La2 Be2 O5
La2 Be2 O5
Lu2 SiO5
Lu2 SiO5
YAlO3
YAlO3
YAlO3
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Table 11.14 (continued)

Part C 11.2

Wavelength

Material

1.08
1.08
1.080
1.0804
1.0806
1.0812
1.08145
1.0817
1.0824
1.082
1.082–1.084
1.0828
1.0829–1.0859
1.083
1.0832
1.0832–1.0855
1.0843
1.0845
1.0846
1.085
1.08515
1.0868
≈ 1.0885
1.0885–1.0889
1.0909
1.091
1.0921
1.0922–1.0933
1.093
1.0933
≈ 1.094
1.0989
1.1054
1.1119
1.1158
1.1225

Y2 O3
YAlO3 [11.360]
Lu2 O3 ceramic [11.359]
LaAlO3
CaYAlO4
Sc2 SiO5
Sc2 SiO5
LaMgAl11 O19
LaMgAl11 O19
Sc2 O3 [11.308]
LaMgAl11 O19
SrAl4 O7
LiNbO3
YAlO3
LuAlO3
YAlO3
YScO3
YAlO3
LiNbO3
LiNbO3 : Mg
GdScO3
CaSc2 O4
CaF2 − CeO2
CaF2
YAlO3
Ca4 GdO(BO3 )3 [11.322]
YAlO3
LiNbO3
LiNbO3
LiNbO3
LiNbO3 : MgO
YAlO3
Y3 Al5 O12
Y3 Al5 O12
Y3 Al5 O12
Y3 Al5 O12

be reached within the crystal. This setup minimizes the
formation of thermal lenses, and therefore yields better beam quality at high powers compared to a rod laser.
Multiple passes of the pump radiation through the crystal
increase the absorption efficiency and also the effective
pump power density in the crystal. Therefore, the thin
disc design is suitable for quasi-three-level systems such
as Yb3+ . Figure 11.58 shows the input versus output
power of a thin-disc Yb:YAG laser [11.311]. CW output

Table 11.15 Laser wavelengths of the 4 F3/2 → 4 I13/2 transition at 300 K [11.213]
Wavelength

Material

1.18 (transition
4F
2
4
5/2 , H9/2 → I13/2 )
1.3
1.3
1.302
1.304– 1.372
1.3065
1.307
1.3070
1.311– 1.334
1.313
1.3133
1.3150
1.316– 1.340
1.317
1.317
1.3170
1.3175
1.318
1.318
1.3185
1.3185
1.3185
1.3187
1.3188
1.319
1.319
1.319
1.319
1.319– 1.325
1.3190
1.3190
1.3190
1.3190
1.3190
≈ 1.32
1.32
1.32
1.32
1.32
1.32
1.320
1.3200
1.3200
1.3200

RbPb2 Br5 [11.309]
KNdP4 O12
NdAl3 (BO3 )4
KYF4
(La, Nd)P5 O14
SrAl12 O19
KYF4
5NaF − 9YF3
NaNdP4 O12
LiYF4
LiLuF4
Ca3 Ga2 Ge3 O12
LiNdP4 O12
Li(La, Nd)P4 O12
LiNdP4 O12
CeF3
BaF2
Y3 Al5 O12
BaY2 F8
CaF2 − GdF3
BaF2 − LaF3
KY3 F10
Y3 Al5 O12
Y3 Al5 O12
Y3 Al5 O12 [11.330, 361]
LiNdP4 O12
Y3 Ga5 O12
Y3 Al5 O12 ceramic [11.362]
(Y, Nd)P5 O14
Ca2 Y5 F19
CaF2 − LaF3
CaF2 − CeF3
Sr2 Y5 F19
α − NaCaCeF6
Y3 Al5 O12 ceramic [11.334]
Gd3 Sc2 Ga3 O12 : Cr
NdP5 O14
(La, Nd)P5 O14
K(Nd, Gd)P4 O12
YLiF4 [11.363]
NaNdP4 O12
SrF2 − LuF3
BaF2 − YF3
Y3 Al5 O12
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Table 11.15 (continued)
Material

Wavelength

Material

1.3200
1.3208
1.3209
1.3209
1.3212
1.3225
1.323
1.323
1.324
1.3245
1.3250
1.3250
1.3255
1.3260
1.3270
1.3270
1.3270
1.328
1.3280
1.3285
1.3285
1.3298
1.3298
1.330
1.3300
1.3300
1.3303
1.3305
1.3305
1.3310
1.3310
1.3310
1.3315
1.3315
1.3315
1.3315
1.3317
1.3320
1.3320
1.3320
1.3325
1.3325
1.3326
1.3334
1.3338
1.3340

YP5 O14
LiLuF4
Lu3 Al5 O12
Ba5 (PO4 )3 F
LiYF4
CaF2
NdP5 O14
(La, Nd)P5 O14
(La, Nd)P5 O14
CdF2 − YF3
SrF2 − LaF3
SrF2
SrF2 − CeF3
SrF2 − GdF3
CaF2 − YF3
BaF2
Ca3 (Nb, Ga)2 Ga3 O12
Sr5 (PO4 )3 F [11.213, 364]
BaF2 − LaF3
α − NaCaYF6
SrF2 − ScF3
CsLa(WO4 )2
GdGaGe2 O7
CaF2 − LuF3
Gd3 Ga5 O12
CdF2 − ScF3
NdGaGe2 O7
HfO2 − Y2 O3
Y3 Ga5 O12
LaF3
Y3 Sc2 Ga3 O12
NaLuGeO4
LaF3 − SrF2
Lu3 Ga5 O12
Gd3 Ga5 O12
Ca3 Ga2 Ge3 O12
Ca3 Ga2 Ge3 O12
CeF3
ZrO2 − Y2 O3
Ca3 Ga4 O9
SrMoO4
NaYGeO4
Lu3 Al5 O12
NaGdGeO4
Y3 Al5 O12
CaWO4

1.3340
1.3342
1.3342
1.3342
1.3345
1.3347
1.3347
1.3350
1.3350
1.3354
1.3355
1.3360
1.3360
1.3360
13360
1.3360
1.3365
1.3365
1.3365
1.3370
1.3370
1.3370
1.3370
1.3375
1.338
1.338
1.338
1.3380
1.3380
1.3381
1.3382
1.3385
1.3387
1.339
1.3390
≈ 1.34
≈ 1.34
≈ 1.34

PbMoO4
KLa(MoO4 )2
Lu3 Al5 O12
NaBi(WO4 )2
SrAl4 O7
Ca5 (PO4 )3 F
SrWO4
KLa(MoO4 )2
Y3 Al5 O12
CaLa4 (SiO4 )3 O
NaLa(WO4 )2
Y3 Sc2 Al3 O12
Gd3 Sc2 Al3 O12
Lu3 Sc2 Al3 O12
Y3 Sc2 Al3 O12
CdF2 − CeF3
Ca2 Ga2 SiO7
CdF2 − GaF3
CdF2 − LaF3
CaF2 − YF3
CaWO4
Gd3 Ga5 O12
LiLa(MoO4 )2
α − NaCaYF6
Y3 Al5 O12 [11.365]
Y3 Ga5 O12
Sr5 (PO4 )3 F [11.366]
Ca(NbO3 )2
NaLa(MoO4 )2
Y3 Al5 O12
Y3 Al5 O12
NaGd(MoO4 )2
Lu3 Al5 O12
YF3
CaWO4
Y3 Al5 O12 [11.296, 367]
YAlO3 [11.360]
GdVO4
[11.213, 319, 320, 368–372]
YVO4 [11.213, 319, 320]
La0.2 Gd0.8 VO4 [11.319, 321]
LuVO4 [11.373]
GdAl3 (BO3 )4 [11.316]
LiGd(MoO4 )2
YAlO3
Bi4 Si3 O12

≈ 1.34
≈ 1.34
≈ 1.34
≈ 1.34
1.3400
1.3400
1.3407
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Wavelength

Material

Wavelength

Material

1.341
1.3410
1.3410
1.3410
1.3413
1.3414
1.3416
1.3418
1.342
1.3420
1.3425
1.3425
1.3425
1.3425
1.3437
1.3440
1.345
1.3475
1.3482
1.3485
1.3493
1.35
1.3500
1.3505
1.351
1.351
1.3510
1.3510
1.3510
1.3512
1.3514
1.3520
1.3525
1.3525
1.3525
1.3532
1.3533
1.3533
1.3533
1.354
1.3545
1.3550
1.3550
1.3565
1.3572
≈ 1.358

NdAl3 (BO3 )4
Y3 Al5 O12
Lu3 Al5 O12
YAlO3
YAlO3
YAlO3 [11.213, 374, 375]
YAlO3
Bi4 Ge3 O12
YVO4 [11.347, 376–383]
CaAl4 O7
Ca(NbO3 )2
YVO4
PbMoO4
CdF2 − YF3
LuAlO3
NaLa(MoO4 )2
NdAl3 (BO3 )4
CaWO4
KLu(WO4 )2
KY(MoO4 )2
Ca3 Ga2 Ge4 O14
KGd(WO4 )2 [11.384, 385]
CdF2 − LuF3
CaF2 − ScF3
La2 Be2 O5
KGd(WO4 )2 [11.353]
KGd(WO4 )2
La2 Be2 O5
Sr3 Ga2 Ge4 O14
YAlO3
YAlO3
CdF2 − GdF3
Ca2 Y5 F19
KY(WO4 )2
Lu3 Al5 O12
Lu3 Al5 O12
Y3 Al5 O12
KLa(MoO4 )2
KLu(WO4 )2
La2 Be2 O5
KY(WO4 )2
LiNbO3
KLu(WO4 )2
CaSc2 O4
Y3 Al5 O12
Y2 O3

1.3585
1.3585
1.3585
1.3595
1.3600
1.3628
1.3630
1.3630–2
1.365
1.3657
1.3665
1.3675
1.3680
1.3690
1.3707
1.3710
1.3730
1.3730
1.3730
1.3745
1.3760
1.386
1.3868
1.3870
1.3885
1.4150
1.430
1.44
1.4444
1.486

CaF2 − YF3
Y2 SiO5
Lu2 SiO5
LaF3
α − NaCaYF6
LaSr2 Ga11 O20
KLa(MoO4 )2
Sc2 SiO5
La2 Be2 O5
KLa(MoO4 )2
SrAl4 O7
LaF3
SrAl4 O7
CeF3
La3 Ga5.5 Nb0.5 O14
CaAl4 O7
La3 Ga5 GeO14
La3 Ga5 SiO14
La3 Ga5.5 Ta0.5 O14
LiNbO3
LaMgAll1 O19
YVO4 [11.377, 386]
LaBGeO5
LiNbO3
CaWO4
Y3 Al5 O12
YAlO3 [11.387]
SrGd4 (SiO4 )3 O
Y3 Al5 O12 [11.213, 387]
Sc2 O3 [11.308]

powers in the kilowatt range from one disc are possible.
Further power scaling with several discs in the cavity is
also possible [11.311].
Yb fiber laser. Fiber lasers present another approach for

the generation of high powers with diffraction-limited
beam quality. Since the introduction of the double-clad
fiber more than two decades ago and with the recent
technological advances in the fields of fiber fabrication
and beam-shaped high-power diode lasers, the performance of diode-pumped fiber lasers has dramatically
improved. Today, fiber lasers can compete with their
corresponding bulk crystalline systems in certain applications, especially when fundamental-transverse-mode
continuous-wave (CW) laser operation at output powers
in the milliwatt to kilowatt range is required.
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Basic aspects of fiber lasers. The invention of the

•

•

•

Silicate glass. This glass is the most important material used for optical fiber production [11.388,389].
However, the maximum phonon energy is high
(≈ 1100 cm−1 ) and has so far limited the emission
wavelength for infrared fiber lasers using this material to approximately 2.2 µm [11.390]. Silica is robust
and fibers fabricated from this material involve the
very effective modified chemical vapor deposition
(MCVD) technique. Reducing the OH− content in
the glass, which has two main absorption peaks
in the range 1.3–2.0 µm, reduces the background
absorption of fibers [11.391].
Fluoride glass. These glasses, especially the
heavy-metal fluorides [11.392, 393], are used
as host materials for mid-infrared fiber lasers.
The most widespread fluoride fiber material is
ZBLAN [11.394] with a mixture of 53 mol % ZrF4 ,
20 mol % BaF2 , 4 mol % LaF3 , 3 mol % AlF3 , and
20 mol % NaF. Since it can be readily drawn into
single-mode optical fiber [11.395] it is particularly important to mid-infrared fiber lasers [11.396]
and allows for high infrared transparency up to
≈ 6 µm. Nonradiative decay by multiphonon relaxation, however, becomes significant for transitions at
wavelengths longer than ≈ 3 µm. In addition to midinfrared applications, ZBLAN is mostly also used
for upconversion fiber lasers which need metastable
intermediate pump levels with low multiphonon relaxation rates. An overview of the spectroscopic
properties of rare-earth ions doped into ZBLAN is
given in [11.397].
Chalcogenide glasses. Chalcogenides are composed
of the chalcogen elements S, Se and Te [11.398,

Yb3+ (4f 13)

Hee

HSB
2

4f 1h

2

Hc

F7/2 (8)

2

F5/2

F5/2 (6)

2

F7/2

F (14)
L=3
S = 1/2

2

Fig. 11.54 Level scheme of Yb3+ : free-ion state (one 4f hole 4f1h ),

electron–electron interaction (Hee ), splitting by spin–orbit interaction HSB , and crystal field Hc . Pump and laser transitions are
indicated by arrows

399]. When rare-earth ions are doped into these
glasses [11.400], the radiative transition probabilities, and therefore the absorption and emission cross
sections, are high as a result of the high (≈ 2.6) refractive index and the high degree of covalency of
the glass. Small phonon energies of 300–450 cm−1
produce low rates of multiphonon relaxation for
mid-infrared transitions. The low thermal conductivity (Table 11.16) is, however, an important factor
óabs (1021 cm2)
10
Yb: YAG

Absorption at 300 K

5

0
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900
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1000
1050
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Fig. 11.55 Absorption spectrum of Yb:YAG at 300 K
óem (1021 cm2)
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Fig. 11.56 Emission spectrum of Yb:YAG at 300 K
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double-clad fiber geometry and the holey fiber concept
has accelerated the scaling of the output power and hence
the success of high-power Er, Nd and Yb fiber lasers.
For more-detailed reading a comprehensive introduction
to the field of rare-earth-doped fiber lasers can be found
in [11.388].
The choice of the fiber material involves a number
of considerations: The maximum phonon energy, environmental durability, the drawability and the rare-earth
solubility. The maximum phonon energy of the glass
sets the overall infrared transparency range of the fiber
and the multiphonon relaxation rates that influence the
quantum efficiency of radiative electronic transitions by
nonradiative decay. The important physical properties
of the popular glasses used for optical fibers are shown
in Table 11.16.
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Fig. 11.57 (a) Thin-disc laser setup, (b) multiple-pass pump optics

for 16 passes

to be considered in the design of chalcogenidebased lasers. So far, the most important glasses
are the sulfide glasses GaLaS (GLS) [11.401] and
GeGaS [11.402] because of the reasonably high
rare-earth solubility.
Fiber, pump and resonator geometries. As bulk lasers,
fiber lasers can be operated continuous wave, pulsed
(including Q-switching) and mode-locked. These operation modes have been investigated intensively for
the common laser transitions near 1 µm in Nd3+ and
Yb3+ , and near 1.5 µm in Er3+ . However, the small
fiber diameter limits the peak power by the damage threshold intensity and, hence, crystalline lasers
in bulk geometries are mostly preferred when highenergy short pulses are needed. In an analogous way
to the optical excitation of bulk gain media (see
the section on longitudinal and transversal pumping in this Sect. 11.2.2), doped optical fibers can be
either end pumped (core pumped) or side pumped

disc Yb:YAG laser using a single disc. (Pp = pump power,
Pl = laser output power, ηopt = optical-optica efficiency)

(cladding pumped). The former method is less scalable
since it relies on the use of expensive high-beamquality pump sources because core areas are usually
< 100 µm2 . On the other hand, the larger cladding
area (> 104 µm2 ) allows for high-power diode-array
pumping [11.408–411]. We will here describe the
cladding-pumping technique, which is one of the
most important developments in high-power fiber-laser
technology.

•

Fiber designs for cladding pumping. In the design of cladding pumping, the core of the fiber is
generally made to guide a single transverse LP01
mode. The shape of the multimode pump cladding
(Fig. 11.59), however, can be shaped with a number of geometries. The pump cladding, which in
turn is surrounded by a low-refractive-index transparent polymer or glass, provides a high numerical
aperture (NA) of typically 0.3–0.55. Photonic crystal structures can be also used to improve cladding
pumping [11.412] for the operation of fiber lasers
at the multi-hundred-watt level. There are three
main double-clad-fiber layouts: circular, circular
with offset core, and rectangular, as shown schemat-

Table 11.16 Properties of popular fiber materials
Fiber material

Max. phonon energy
(cm−1 )

Infrared transparency
(µm)

Propagation losses
(λ at minimum) (dB/km)

Thermal conductivity
(W/Km)

Silica
ZBLAN
GaLaS

1100 [11.403]
550 [11.397]
425 [11.406]

< 2.5
< 6.0
< 8.0

0.2 (1.55 µm)
0.05 (2.55 µm)
0.5 (3.50 µm)

1.38 [11.404]
0.7–0.8 [11.405]
0.43– 0.5 [11.407]
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Table 11.17 Material and laser parameters of Yb:YAG
Growth method
Temperature (◦ C)
Crucible
Yb-distribution coefficient
Max. doping level (%)
Structure
Space group
Heat conductivity (Wm−1 K−1 )
Undoped YAG
Yb-doped (5%)
RE-density (1021 cm−3 )
λlaser (nm)
σem (cm2 ) at 1030 nm

σem (cm2 ) at 1050 nm
σabs (cm2 ) at 969 nm
σabs (cm2 ) at 941 nm
τrad (µs)

Czochralski
1930
Ir (Re)
1.0
≤ 100
Cubic
Ia3d-O10
h
11.0
6.8
14
1030
1050
19 × 10−21
20 × 10−21
21 × 10−21
3 × 10−21
8.3 × 10−21
7.7 × 10−21
8.2 × 10−21
1040
951

[11.417]
[11.417]
[11.417]
[11.417]
[11.417]
[11.417]
[11.417]
[11.417]
[11.417]
[11.417]
[11.417]

a)

b)

Jacket

Outer cladding

d)

Pump cladding

Core

Fig. 11.59a–d Principal double-clad fiber geometries which include (a) circular-shaped pump cladding with axially positioned
core, (b) circular-shaped pump cladding with off-axially positioned
core, (c) rectangular-shaped pump cladding and (d) D-shaped pump
cladding

drawbacks of significant thermal and thermo-optical
effects. Its large surface-area-to-volume ratio means
that the heat generated in the core is dissipated effectively by radiation and convection from the outer
surface of the fiber.
High-power Yb fiber lasers. Yb-doped fiber-lasers

have been operated at CW and average output powers in excess of 10 W [11.421–426], in excess of
100 W [11.427–433] and above 1 kW [11.434]. Also,
a 30 µm Yb-doped large-mode-area fiber has been used
for the amplification of Q-switched Nd:YAG pulses at
repetition rates between 3 and 50 kHz with average output powers up to 100 W. Pulse energies as high as
a)
Pump

Output
M

b)
Pump

Pump

Fiber

M
Output

c)
[11.286]
[11.418]
[11.419]
[11.286]
[11.286]
[11.419]
[11.286]
[11.417]
[11.420]

c)

Fiber

M

M
Output

Pump
Fiber
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M

Fig. 11.60a–c Schematic diagram of resonators used for
free-running fiber lasers with (a) a single-end copropagating pump, (b) a single-end counter-propagating
pump and (c) dual-end pumps. M represents a mirror
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•

ically in Fig. 11.59. In the case of circular pump
cladding [11.53] a portion of the launched pump
light is skew to the fiber axis and produces an inner pump beam caustic that never crosses the core.
Asymmetric configurations significantly improve
the pump beam absorption in the core [11.413, 414].
Double-clad pump schemes have been demonstrated
with holey or photonic crystal fibers [11.415]. In
such fibers single-mode guiding and very large mode
areas are possible [11.416].
Fiber-laser resonators. Typical free-running fiberlaser resonators are shown schematically in
Fig. 11.60. In the simplest resonator (Fig. 11.60a),
the pump light passes through a dichroic mirror that
is highly reflective for the oscillating laser light.
Fresnel reflection at the cleaved output end facet
of the fiber can provide sufficient feedback for laser
oscillation, although with an output-coupler mirror
at the output end of the fiber the optical efficiency
can be maximized. In an alternative arrangement, the
pump light can be launched into the output end of the
fiber (Fig. 11.60b). In order to scale the output power,
each end of the fiber can be pumped (Fig. 11.60c).
Due to its geometry, the fiber provides potentially
high pump- and signal-beam intensities without the
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4 mJ with diffraction-limited beam quality have been
obtained in this case [11.435].
Yb3+ crystalline lasers. The properties and laser pa-
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rameters of Yb:YAG are listed in Table 11.17. In the
meantime, besides Yb:YAG, a lot of Yb-doped laser
materials have been explored and tested in CW, Qswitched and mode-locked operation. Table 11.18 shows
an overview of Yb-doped laser crystals.
Er lasers at 1.5 µm (4 I13/2 → 4 I15/2 )
For many years Er3+ -doped materials have been
widely investigated for laser applications in the spectral range around 1.6 µm [11.436]. This laser transition
(4 I13/2 → 4 I15/2 , see Er3+ energy-level scheme depicted
in Fig. 11.61) is used for eye-safe lasers for medicine,
telecommunication, remote sensing and light detecting
and ranging (LIDAR). Suitable erbium-doped materials for the 1.6 µm laser transition should be at first
characterized by a high phonon energy, which enables fast depopulation of the pump level 4 I11/2 via
nonradiative decay in order to prevent excited-state
4
2
4
absorption
 (ESA, I11/2 → H11/2 , S3/2 ) and upconversion UC1, (4 I11/2 , 4 I11/2 ) → (4 I15/2 , 4 F7/2 ) from
the 4 I11/2 level and to populate efficiently the 4 I13/2
upper laser level (Fig. 11.61). The second important
condition is that the ESA transition 4 I13/2 → 4 I9/2
should not spectrally overlap with the range of
stimulated emission
around 1.6 µm and that the upcon-

version process UC2, (4 I13/2 , 4 I13/2 ) → (4 I9/2 , 4 I15/2 )
is weak. Additionally, a significant splitting of the
ground-state multiplet is advantageous to achieve
a quasi-four-level system. These conditions are best
fulfilled by Er3+ -doped glasses and fibers, which
are to date the most efficient lasers at this transition. However, glasses suffer from poor thermal
and mechanical stability, thus Er3+ -doped crystalline matrices are still being intensively investigated
in order to find suitable crystals for this laser
transition.
For most applications of Er3+ -doped laser materials, laser diodes operating in the wavelength range
around 975 nm (the 4 I15/2 → 4 I11/2 transition) are used
as a pump source, thus enabling all-solid-state laser systems. With Ti:sapphire pump lasers in general better
laser results are obtained, however, the overall efficiency is low. Another possible pump wavelength lies
around 1.5 µm, i. e., directly into the upper laser multiplet. However, for this wavelength region high-power
laser diodes are not yet available, therefore usually Er–
glass lasers as pump sources are used. In any case,

the Er absorption at these wavelengths is rather small,
because the absorption cross sections are in the order of 1 to 2 × 10−20 cm2 (Figs. 11.62, 63). Doping
levels higher than 1 to 2% are critical, because of
increased reabsorption losses and higher rates for energy transfer processes, which depopulates the upper
laser level (4 I13/2 , 4 I13/2 ) → (4 I15/2 , 4 I9/2 ). Therefore,
to keep the Er3+ concentration low but achieve higher
absorption, the usual approach is to codope the Er3+ doped laser material with Yb3+ , which can be very
efficiently pumped around 975–980 nm. Then, the energy transfer process (2 F5/2 , 4 I15/2 ) → (2 F7/2 , 4 I11/2 )
is exploited (Fig. 11.61). The main task for the
optimization of Er lasers around 1.55 µm is thus
to find the optimum concentration for both dopant
ions.
Crystals. The absorption spectra of Er3+ :YVO4 for
the 4 I15/2 → 4 I11/2 and 4 I15/2 → 4 I13/2 transitions
are shown in Figures 11.62 and 11.63, respectively [11.437]. The peak absorption cross section for
the 4 I15/2 → 4 I11/2 transition around 970 nm is up to
2 × 10−20 cm2 , for the 4 I15/2 → 4 I13/2 transition around
1500 nm cross sections are higher, approximately up
to 4 × 10−20 cm2 . The emission spectrum is shown
in Fig. 11.63. The peak emission cross sections of
the 4 I13/2 → 4 I15/2 emission in Er3+ :YVO4 are up
to 2 × 10−20 cm2 , in the long-wavelength tail, where
the laser oscillation occurs, the peak cross sections
are around 0.5 × 10−20 cm2 . These values are typical for Er3+ -doped crystals, e.g., the peak emission
cross section around 1550 nm is 0.31 × 10−20 cm2 for
E (103 cm1)
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Fig. 11.61 Energy-level diagram of Er3+ and Yb3+ in

a YVO4 crystal
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Table 11.18 Yb3+ -doped laser crystals and laser transitions 2 F5/2 → 2 F7/2
λlaser (µm)

Pump

T (K)

Output mode

Ref.

BaCaBO3 F

1.034

TiS laser

300

p

[11.440]

CaF2 : Na

≈ 1.046–1.048

Laser diode

300

ML

[11.441]

1.051

Laser diode

300

Q-switch

[11.441]

1.0336

Xe lamp

120

p

[11.442]

1.030–1.055

TiS laser

300

CW

[11.443]

-

Laser diode

300

CW

[11.444]

1.032

TiS laser

300

CW

[11.445]

1.035–1.088

Laser diode

300

CW

[11.446]

1.050

Laser diode

300

CW

[11.446, 447]

1.050

TiS laser

300

CW

[11.447]

1.082

TiS laser

300

CW

[11.445]

1.082

Laser diode

300

CW

[11.447]

Ca5 (PO4 )3 F

1.043

TiS laser

300

CW

[11.448, 449]

Ca3 Sr2 (PO4 )3 F

1.046

TiS laser

300

CW

[11.450]

Ca4 Sr(PO4 )3 F

0.985

TiS laser

300

CW

[11.450]

1.046

TiS laser

300

CW

[11.450]

1.110

TiS laser

300

CW

[11.450]

1.018–1.087

TiS laser

300

CW

[11.451]

1.032

Laser diode

300

CW

[11.452]

1.060

TiS laser

300

CW

[11.453]

1.084–1.096

TiS laser

300

CW

[11.454]

Gd3 Ga5 O12

1.039

Laser diode

300

Q-switch

[11.455]

Gd3 Ga5 O12 : Nd

1.0232

Xe lamp

77

p

[11.456]

Gd3 Sc2 Al3 O12 : Nd

1.0299

Xe lamp

77

p

[11.457]

Gd2 SiO5

1.028–1.093

Laser diode

300

CW

[11.458]

1.030–1.039

Laser diode

300

CW

[11.459]

1.045–1.070

Laser diode

300

CW

[11.459]

1.081–1.097

Laser diode

399

CW

[11.459]

1.089

Laser diode

300

CW

[11.460, 461]

1.090

Laser diode

300

CW

[11.462, 463]

1.091–1.105

Laser diode

300

p

[11.459]

1.094

Laser diode

300

CW

[11.461]

1.015

Laser diode

300

CW

[11.464]

1.015

TiS laser

300

CW

[11.465]

1.015–1.019

Laser diode

300

CW

[11.466]

1.026–1.031

Laser diode

300

CW

[11.466]

1.029

Laser diode

300

CW

[11.464]

1.029

TiS laser

300

CW

[11.465]

1.040

Laser diode

300

CW

[11.466]

1.045

Laser diode

300

CW

[11.466]

(Gd, Y)2 SiO5

1.030–1.089

Laser diode

300

CW

[11.458]

KGd(WO4 )2

1.026–1.044

Laser diode

300

CW

[11.467]

1.030–1.051

Laser diode

300

CW

[11.468]

1.031–1.0374

Laser diode

300

ML

[11.469]

CaF2 : Nd
Ca4 GdO(BO3 )3

Ca4 YO(BO3 )3

GdVO4

Part C 11.2
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Table 11.18 (continued)

Part C 11.2

Crystal

λlaser (µm)

Pump

T (K)

Output mode

Ref.

KLu(WO4 )2

1.030
1.030
1.044
1.0435
1.026
1.026–1.042
1.030
1.048
≈ 1.028
1.030
0.987–1.051
1.068
1.074
1.044
1.045
0.995–1.087
1.027–1.0335
1.008
1.030
1.060
1.063
1.040
1.0297
1.03
1.0294
1.0230
≈ 1.029–1.038
1.032
1.035
1.079

Laser diode
TiS laser
TiS laser
Laser diode
Laser diode
Laser diode
TiS laser
Laser diode
Laser diode
Laser diode
Laser diode
TiS laser
TiS laser
TiS laser
TiS laser
Laser diode
Laser diode
TiS laser
TiS laser
TiS laser
Laser diode
Laser diode
Xe lamp
Laser diode
Xe lamp
Xe lamp
TiS laser
Laser diode
Laser diode
Laser diode
Laser diode
Xe lamp
Laser diode
Ti laser
Laser diode
Laser diode
TiS laser
TiS laser
Laser diode
TiS laser
Laser diode
Laser diode
Laser diode
Laser diode
TiS laser

300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
77
175
77
77
300
300
300
300
300
77
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300

CW
CW
CW
CW
CW
CW
CW
ML
ML
CW
CW
CW
qCW
CW
CW
CW
CW
CW
CW
CW
CW
CW
p
CW
p
p
ML
CW
CW
CW
CW
p
CW
CW
CW
CW
CW
CW
CW
CW
CW
Q-switch
CW
CW
CW

[11.470]
[11.470]
[11.471]
[11.471]
[11.417]
[11.467]
[11.472]
[11.473]
[11.474]
[11.475]
[11.476]
[11.477]
[11.478]
[11.417]
[11.479]
[11.480]
[11.481]
[11.482]
[11.482]
[11.482]
[11.483]
[11.484]
[11.456]
[11.485]
[11.456]
[11.456]
[11.486]
[11.417]
[11.487]
[11.487]
[11.475]
[11.457]
[11.488]
[11.488]
[11.488]
[11.488]
[11.489]
[11.490]
[11.490]
[11.491]
[11.492]
[11.492]
[11.492]
[11.491]
[11.493]

KY(WO4 )2

KYb(WO4 )2
LaSc3 (BO3 )4

LiGd(MoO4 )2
LiNbO3 -waveguide

LiNbO3 : MgO
Li6 Y(BO3 )3
Lu3 Al5 O12
Lu3 Al5 O12 : Nd, Cr
Lu3 Ga5 O12 : Nd
Lu2 O3
ceramics
ceramics
Lu3 Sc2 Al3 O12 : Nd
LuVO4

NaGd(WO4 )2

NaLa(MoO4 )2

NaLa(WO4 )2

1.0299
1.0347
1.041
1.0444
1.0527
1.016–1.049
1.023
1.033
1.016–1.064
1.017
≈ 1.020
1.023
1.035
1.017–1.057
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Table 11.18 (continued)
λlaser (µm)

Pump

T (K)

Output mode

Ref.

Sc2 O3

1.041
1.0416
1.0946
1.041
1.094
0.985
0.985
1.047

1.020–1.095
≈ 1.068
1.016–1.095
1.0293
1.0296
1.023–1.052
1.029
1.03
1.030
1.03

TiS laser
TiS laser
TiS laser
Laser diode
Laser diode
Cr:LiSAF
TiS laser
TiS laser
Laser diode
TiS laser
Laser diode
TiS laser
Laser diode
Laser diode
Laser diode
TiS laser
Xe lamp
Xe lamp
Laser diode
Laser diode
TiS laser
TiS laser
Laser diode

300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
77
77
300
300
300
300
300

CW
CW
CW
CW
CW
p
CW
CW, qCW
p
CW
CW, qCW
p
CW, qCW
CW
ML
CW
p
p
CW
CW, qCW
CW
CW
CW

1.03
1.03
1.03
1.03
1.03
1.03
1.031
1.031
≈ 1.0312
1.0494–1.0504
1.070
1.0297
1.03
1.0298
≈ 1.040
1.120–1.140
1.0233
≈ 0.991–1.022
1.014–1.091
≈ 1.076
≈ 1.076
1.0767–1.0784
1.078

Laser diode
Laser diode
TiS laser
Laser diode
Laser diode
Laser diode
Laser diode
Laser diode
Laser diode
Laser diode
Laser diode
Xe lamp
TiS laser
Xe lamp
Laser diode
Laser diode
Xe lamp
Laser diode
Laser diode
Laser diode
Laser diode
Laser diode
Laser diode

300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
200
300
210
300
300
77
77
300
300
300
300
300

Q-switch
ML
Q-switch
CW
CW
Q-switch
p
CW
ML
CW
CW
p
CW
P
CW
CW
P
P
CW
CW
ML
CW
CW

[11.494]
[11.495]
[11.495]
[11.496]
[11.496]
[11.497]
[11.498, 499]
[11.500, 501]
[11.502]
[11.500]
[11.503]
[11.450]
[11.494]
[11.504]
[11.504]
[11.505]
[11.456]
[11.279]
[11.506]
[11.507]
[11.508]
[11.509]
[11.280, 417,
507, 510]
[11.511, 512]
[11.513]
[11.514, 515]
[11.516]
[11.517]
[11.517]
[11.501]
[11.518, 519]
[11.519]
[11.520]
[11.311]
[11.456]
[11.521]
[11.456]
[11.522]
[11.523, 524]
[11.456]
[11.525]
[11.526]
[11.527]
[11.527]
[11.520]
[11.528]

ceramic
ceramic
Sr5 (PO4 )3 F

Sr5−x Bax (PO4 )3 F
(Sr0.7 Ca0.3 )3 Y(BO3 )3
Sr5 (VO4 )3 F
Sr3 Y(BO3 )3
SrY4 (SiO4 )3
Y3 Al5 O12

waveguide

waveguide
waveguide
waveguide

Y3 Al5 O12 : Nd
waveguide
Y3 Al5 O12 : Nd, Cr
YAl3 (BO3 )4
Y3 Ga5 O12 : Nd
YLiF4
YLuSiO5
Y2 O3 ceramic
ceramic
ceramic
ceramic

≈ 1.048
1.044
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Table 11.18 (continued)
Crystal

λlaser (µm)

Pump

T (K)

Output mode

Ref.

Y2 SiO5

1.000–1.010
1.082
≈ 1.060
1.020–1.027
1.037
1.039

Laser diode
Laser diode
Laser diode
Laser diode
TiS laser
Laser diode

300
300
300
300
300
300

CW
CW
CW, ML
CW
CW
CW

[11.529]
[11.529]
[11.530]
[11.531]
[11.532]
[11.532]

Y3 Sc1.0 Al4.1 O12 ceramic
YVO4

Part C 11.2

Er:YAlO3 [11.436], 0.33 × 10−20 cm2 for Er:Y2 SiO5
[11.438], 0.45 × 10−20 cm2 for Er:YAG [11.436],
0.42 × 10−20 cm2 for Er:YLF [11.436], and 0.59 ×
10−20 cm2 for Er:LaGaO3 [11.439].
From the absorption and emission spectra the gain
coefficient curves (Fig. 11.64) can be calculated by
g = N[Pσem − (1 − P)σabs ] ,
where N is the ion concentration and P is the inversion
coefficient, defined as the ratio between the populations
in the 4 I13/2 and the 4 I15/2 levels. It can be seen that for
Er3+ :YVO4 already for an inversion coefficient of P ≈
0.2 laser oscillation should be possible within a spectral
range from approximately 1530 nm to 1610 nm.
In Fig. 11.65a the input–output characteristics of
Ti:sapphire-pumped Er3+ :YVO4 crystals with 0.5% Er
and 1% Er doping, operating at 1604 nm, are shown.
The slope efficiency with respect to the incident power
is about 7–8%. It should be noted that with respect
to the absorbed power the 0.5% Er:YVO4 crystal exhibits a higher slope efficiency. This indicates that for
the more highly doped sample (1% Er) the aforemen-

tioned loss mechanism of reabsorption and upconversion
already take place. The laser threshold is below 200 mW
of incident power and below 100 mW of absorbed pump
power.
These values for the slope efficiency, the laser threshold and the output power are typical for well-performing
Er3+ -doped crystals, such as for Y3 Al5 O12 [11.533] and
LaSc3 (BO3 )4 [11.534].
Recently, high-power and ultra-efficient laser operation of an Er:YAG laser near 1645 nm with
approximately 60 W [11.535–538] of output power
was demonstrated using a high-power fibre laser at
1532 nm as a pump source (so-called in-band pumping (Fig. 11.65b). This work demonstrates that the small
Stokes shift between the pump and laser radiation
(1532 nm/1645 nm) yields very efficient Er lasers with
slope efficiencies up to 80%.
In Table 11.19 an overview of crystalline roomtemperature Er3+ lasers is given. Note that lasers on
the 4 S3/2 → 4 I9/2 transition are also listed.
óabs , óem (1020 cm2)
2
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Fig. 11.62 Polarized absorption spectra at room tempera-

Er3+ :YVO4

crystal in the spectral range of the
ture of an
4
15/2 → I11/2 transition. (After [11.437])
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Fig. 11.63 Spectra of absorption cross sections due to the

→ 4 I13/2 transition of Er3+ in YVO4 crystal (dotted
lines) and emission cross sections (4 I13/2 → 4 I15/2 ) (solid
lines) for σ and π polarization. (After [11.437])
4I

15/2
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Glass. Laser oscillation in Er3+ -doped and Yb3+ ,Er3+ -

Fig. 11.65 (a) Input–output curve of the CW laser oscil-

(0.5%):YVO4 crystal (λlaser = 1604 nm,
lation of
output mirror transmission = 1%). The slope efficiencies
are given with respect to the absorbed (ηabs ) and incident
(ηin ) power. (Results from [11.437]). (b) In-band pumping of Er:YAG with a fiber laser at 1532 nm and lasing at
λlaser = 1645 nm [11.535]
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Fig. 11.64 Gain coefficient curves derived for both polarizations for

Er3+ :YVO4 in the spectral range of the 4 I15/2 → 4 I11/2 laser transition for four values of the inversion parameter P (larger gain
values for larger P). Arrows denote the wavelengths for which laser
oscillation was realized. (After [11.437])
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codoped silicate and phosphate glasses was investigated
as early as the mid-1960s [11.539–541]. The three-level
behavior of the Er3+ system and the weak absorption of pump radiation caused by the requirement
of low dopant concentration (usually approximately
2 to 5 × 1019 cm−3 ) makes it difficult to obtain efficient laser operation in singly Er3+ -doped glasses.
Therefore, Yb3+ codoping is necessary in order to
absorb the pump light efficiently at wavelengths
around 1 µm. Continuous-wave laser oscillation, Qswitched [11.542, 543] and quasi-CW operation with
pulse energies up to 35 J and average output powers up to 20 W have been obtained [11.544–548].
The pulse duration of the Xe flashlamps is several milliseconds, thus matching the upper-laser-level
lifetime of the Er3+ 4 I13/2 level. Also laser diodes
can be efficiently applied as pump sources. Wu
et al. [11.549] used pulsed laser diodes in a transversal excitation scheme. Using a repetition rate of
50 Hz, a pump pulse duration of 2.5 ms and a peak
pump power of ≈ 1.5 kW, an average output power
of 8.5 W was obtained, corresponding to an output energy of 170 mJ per pulse. A comparison and
discussion of different pumping schemes is given
in [11.550]. In all experiments, the main problem
of glass materials compared to crystals is the low
heat conductivity (for Kigre QE7 0.82 W/mK [11.547]
versus 13 W/mK for YAG). Thus, the introduced
heating power and therefore also the extractable
output power and/or repetition rate is limited and
high-power continuous-wave excitation of Er3+ -doped
glasses is difficult. Despite this, the overall performance of the Kigre QE7 and QX glasses is better than
that of Er3+ -doped crystals. Obaton et al. [11.551]
obtained a slope efficiency of 21% in a diode endpumped setup for a QX glass. Diening [11.552]
compared Kigre QE7 glass with Er3+ :LaSc3 (BO3 )4
and Y3 Al5 O12 in the same setup (Fig. 11.66). The
achieved output power and slope efficiency for
the QE7 glass are about twice as high as for
Er3+ :LaSc3 (BO3 )4 .
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Table 11.19 Overview of room-temperature Er3+ -doped laser operating around 1.6 µm on the
4S
3/2

4I

→ 4 I9/2 transition

13/2

→ 4 I15/2 and on the

Part C 11.2

Crystal

λlaser (nm)

Transition

Slope
efficiency (%)

Mode of
operation

Pump source/Remarks

Ref.

Ca2 Al2 SiO7

1530 nm
1550 nm
1555 nm
1532 nm
1563 nm
1576 nm
1554 nm
1662 nm
1663 nm
1663 nm

4I
4
13/2 → I15/2
4I
4
13/2 → I15/2
4I
4
13/2 → I15/2
4I
4
13/2 → I15/2
4I
4
13/2 → I15/2
4I
4
13/2 → I15/2
4I
4
13/2 → I15/2
4S
4I
→
3/2
9/2
4S
4
3/2 → I9/2
4S
4
3/2 → I9/2

1.1
1.5
5
6
3

CW
CW
CW
CW
CW, pulsed
CW, pulsed
CW
CW
Pulsed
Pulsed

Ti:Sapphire 940 nm, 975 nm
Ti:Sapphire 940 nm, 975 nm
Ti:Sapphire 940 nm, 975 nm
Tl:KCl, 1477 nm
Tl:KCl 1479 nm, 1484 nm
Tl:KCl 1479 nm, 1484 nm
Laser diode 980 nm
Kr+
Xe-flash lamp
Xe-flash lamp

1663.2 nm

4S
3/2

Pulsed

Xe-flash lamp

1663.2 nm
1667 nm
1677.6 nm
1706 nm
1706.1 nm
1729 nm
1729.6 nm
1620 nm
1640 nm
1664.0 nm
1730 nm
1732.0 nm
1617 nm
1632 nm
1634 nm
1640 nm
1640 nm
1644 nm
1644.9 nm
1645 nm
1645 nm
1645 nm
1645 nm
1645.3 nm
1645.9 nm
1646 nm
1775.7 nm

4S
4
3/2 → I9/2
4S
4
3/2 → I9/2
4S
4
3/2 → I9/2
4S
4
3/2 → I9/2
4S
4I
→
3/2
9/2
4S
4I
→
3/2
9/2
4S
4
3/2 → I9/2
4I
4
13/2 → I15/2
4I
4I
→
13/2
15/2
4S
4
3/2 → I9/2
4S
4
3/2 → I9/2
4S
4
3/2 → I9/2
4I
4
13/2 → I15/2
4I
4
13/2 → I15/2
4I
4
13/2 → I15/2
4I
4
13/2 → I15/2
4I
4
13/2 → I15/2
4I
4
13/2 → I15/2
4I
4
13/2 → I15/2
4I
4
13/2 → I15/2
4I
4
13/2 → I15/2
4I
4I
→
13/2
15/2
4I
4I
→
13/2
15/2
4I
4
13/2 → I15/2
4I
4
13/2 → I15/2
4I
4I
→
13/2
15/2
4S
4
3/2 → I9/2

CW
Pulsed
CW
Pulsed
CW
Pulsed
CW
CW
CW
Pulsed
Pulsed
Pulsed
Q-switched (4 kHz)
Pulsed
Pulsed, intracavity
CW
Q-switched
Pulsed
Pulsed
Pulsed
Q-switched
Pulsed
CW
CW, Q-switched
Pulsed
CW
Pulsed

Ar+ , 488 nm
Xe-flash lamp
Ar+ , 488 nm
Xe-flash lamp
Ar+ , 488 nm
Xe-flash lamp
Ar+ , 488 nm
Kr+ , 647 nm
Kr+ , 647 nm
Xe flashlamp
Xe flashlamp
Xe flashlamp
Er-fiber laser, 1543 nm
Xe flashlamp
Er:glass 1549 nm
Kr+ , 647 nm
Er:glass 1534 nm
Er:glass 1535 nm
Xe flashlamp
Er:glass 1532 nm
Yb, Er-doped fiber 1530 nm
1.5 µm laser diodes
Er-fiber laser, 1543 nm
Yb, Er-doped fiber 1530 nm
Xe flashlamp
laser diode
Xe flashlamp

1640 nm
1643 nm
1776.2 nm

4I
4
13/2 → I15/2
4I
4I
→
13/2
15/2
4S
4I
→
3/2
9/2

CW
Pulsed
Pulsed

Kr+ , 647 nm
Er:glass, 1532 nm
Xe flashlamp

[11.553]
[11.553]
[11.553]
[11.554]
[11.555]
[11.555]
[11.556]
[11.557]
[11.558]
[11.559,
560]
[11.561–
563]
[11.564]
[11.565]
[11.564]
[11.565]
[11.564]
[11.565]
[11.564]
[11.566]
[11.566]
[11.567]
[11.568]
[11.569]
[11.570]
[11.571]
[11.572]
[11.533]
[11.573]
[11.574]
[11.575]
[11.576]
[11.577]
[11.578]
[11.570]
[11.535]
[11.579]
[11.580]
[11.563,
571, 581]
[11.533]
[11.582]
[11.563]

LiNbO3 : Ti

SrY4 (SiO4 )3 O
YAlO3

LiYF4

Y3 Al5 O12

Y3 Ga5 O12
Y3 Sc2 Ga3 O12
Lu3 Al5 O12

0.4
10.1
0.07

→4 I9/2

0.02
2.2
0.02
0.02

0.6
10

12.7
0,5
7
40
40
46
40
81
7

0.9
10
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Table 11.19 (continued)
λlaser (nm)

Transition

KGd(WO4 )2

1715.5 nm
1732.5 nm
1733.0 nm
1540 nm
1737.2 nm
1730 nm
1734.5 nm

4S
4
3/2 → I9/2
4S
4I
→
3/2
9/2
4S
4
3/2 → I9/2
4I
4
13/2 → I15/2
4S
4
3/2 → I9/2
4S
4
3/2 → I9/2
4S
4
3/2 → I9/2
4S
4
3/2 → I9/2
4S
4
3/2 → I9/2
4I
4
13/2 → I15/2

LaSc3 (BO3 )4
Ca4 YO(BO3 )3

1739.0 nm
1737.2 nm
1604 nm
(1531 nm,
1553 nm,
1564 nm,
1580 nm)
1617 nm
(1545 nm,
1567 nm,
1576 nm)
1558 nm
1551 nm
1551 nm
1545 nm
1556 nm
1563 nm
1.5–1.6 µm

Ca4 GdO(BO3 )3

1.54 µm

KY(WO4 )2
KLa(MoO4 )2
LiLuF4
KLu(WO4 )2
KEr(WO4 )2
YVO4

Y2 SiO5

Sc2 SiO5

Sc2 Si2 O7

Slope
efficiency (%)

Mode of
operation

Pump source/Remarks

Ref.

1

Pulsed
Pulsed
Pulsed
CW
Pulsed
Pulsed
Pulsed

Xe flashlamp
Xe flashlamp
Xe flashlamp
Ti:Sapphire
Xe flashlamp
Xe flashlamp
Xe flashlamp

19

Pulsed
Pulsed
CW

Xe flashlamp
Xe flashlamp
Ti:Sapphire

[11.583]
[11.583]
[11.584]
[11.585]
[11.584]
[11.586]
[11.587,
588]
[11.584]
[11.584]
[11.437]

4I
13/2

→4 I15/2

5.6

CW

laser diode

[11.580]

4I
13/2
4I
13/2
4I
13/2
4I
13/2
4I
13/2
4I
13/2
4I
13/2

→4 I15/2
→4 I15/2
→4 I15/2
→4 I15/2
→4 I15/2
→4 I15/2
→4 I15/2

1.8
2.4
2.6
2.3
6
26.8

CW
CW
CW
CW
CW
CW
CW

Ti:Sapphire 979 nm
Ti:Sapphire 920 nm
laser diode 968 nm
Ti:Sapphire 980 nm
Ti:Sapphire 978 nm
laser diode 975 nm
laser diode

4I
13/2

→4 I15/2

15
7

CW
Ti:Sapphire 902 nm

laser diode 975 nm

[11.589]
[11.589]
[11.589]
[11.589]
[11.589]
[11.534]
[11.590,
591]
[11.592]

Fibers. Erbium-doped fiber lasers have been exten-

sively studied for their potential use as sources in
communication systems operation in the third communication window around 1.55 µm. All these lasers
oscillate on the 4 I13/2 → 4 I15/2 transition, either in
continuous-wave or pulsed mode. In singly Er3+ -doped
fibers, suitable pump wavelengths for using laser diodes
are 810 nm (4 I15/2 → 4 I9/2 ), 980 nm (4 I15/2 → 4 I11/2 )
and 1480 nm (4 I15/2 → 4 I13/2 ). Other possible pump
bands are around 660 nm (4 I15/2 → 4 F9/2 ), 532 nm and
514.5 nm (4 I15/2 → 4 H11/2 ). The pump wavelengths at
810 nm and 514.5 nm suffer from strong excited-state
absorption, yielding a loss of pump photons [11.593].
The gain coefficient of Er-doped fibers is rather high
(11 dB/mW [11.594]) due to the fairly high peak emission cross section of 4–7 × 10−21 and the long lifetime

of the 4 I13/2 level (8–10 ms) in silica fibers, despite
the three-level laser character causing ground-state absorption at this wavelength. Like in Er3+ -doped crystals
and glasses, concentration quenching occurs. In order
to enhance the absorption efficiency without increasing the Er3+ concentration and/or fiber length, Yb3+
codoping is used, especially when diode pumping between 900 nm and 1000 nm is used. The requirement for
efficient operation is – as in the crystals and glasses – efficient energy transfer from the Yb3+ 2 F5/2 level to the
Er3+ 4 I13/2 level (Fig. 11.61). In Table 11.20, some of
the Er-fiber lasers around 1.55 µm are summarized. For
a very detailed discussion of Er3+ -doped fiber lasers
and amplifier see [11.595]. In summary, Er3+ -doped
fiber lasers operating around 1.55 mm are extremely efficient. Output powers in the watt range are possible.
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Fig. 11.66 Results of the laser experiments with Kigre QE7
glass, Yb3+ (10%), Er3+ (0.5%): LaSc3 (BO3 )4 and Yb3+ ,
Er3+ (0.5%): Y3 AL5 O12 . (After [11.552])

Nowadays up to 100 W of output power are commercially available [11.596]. Most efficient pumping occurs
at 1480 nm, here slope efficiencies close to the quantum
limit of 95% are possible. Pumping at 980 nm is less
efficient due to the higher quantum defect, however, at
this wavelength highly efficient and reliable high-power
laser diodes are available.
Other near-infrared Er3+ lasers. Room-temperature

laser oscillation in Er3+ -doped crystals in the nearinfrared spectral range has also been observed at
other wavelengths. In Yb3+ -codoped Er3+ :YLiF4 an
upconversion pumping scheme was realized for the
4S
4
3/2 → I11/2 transition at 1234 nm, which allowed
continuous-wave room-temperature Ti:sapphire- and
diode-pumped laser oscillation [11.597, 598]. Under
Ti:sapphire excitation around 966 nm output powers
of 160 mW and slope efficiencies of up to 22% were
obtained. Note, that without the Yb codoping, the output powers were an order of magnitude lower. Under
diode laser pumping at 966 nm, Yb3+ ,Er3+ :YLiF4 exhibited output powers of 80 mW and slope efficiencies
of 7%.
For this transition Xe flashlamp excitation is
also possible allowing room-temperature laser oscillation in YLiF4 [11.599–601], LuLiF4 [11.602] and
YAlO3 [11.603]. In BaYb2 F8 , the 4 F9/2 → 4 I13/2 transition at 1260 nm exhibited laser oscillation under pulsed
Nd laser or Xe flashlamp excitation [11.604]. Laser oscillation on the 4 F9/2 → 4 I11/2 transition was obtained
around 1.96 µm in BaYb2 F8 [11.605–607] under pulsed
Nd laser and Xe flashlamp excitation.

Basics
The mid-infrared wavelength range ≈ 1.9–5.0 µm is of
interest for a number of applications. Mid-infrared solidstate lasers serve as light sources for spectroscopy, e.g.,
in remote sensing of the atmosphere, as the frequencies
of internal vibrational motion of many molecules can be
found in this spectral region. Other applications include
medicine, e.g., microsurgery and dentistry in the region
of high water absorption around 2.7–3 µm. Laser wavelengths near 2 µm are suitable for tissue welding and
lithotripsy.
The first mid-infrared laser was operated in 1960,
shortly after the invention of the laser itself. It was operated at 2.6 µm in a calcium fluoride crystal doped
with trivalent uranium [11.608]. Pulsed excitation and
cooling to low temperatures were typically required for
novel laser transitions in the early years. Two years later,
a Dy2+ -doped CaF2 laser at 2.36 µm was also demonstrated in continuous-wave operation [11.609, 610].
Among the lasers based on trivalent rare-earth ions, the
transitions near 2 µm in Tm3+ and Ho3+ were operated
in CaWO4 in 1962 [11.611,612]. The first observation of
coherent emission near 3 µm from erbium ions was reported in 1967 [11.613]. Since those early years, a large
number of new host materials has been developed and
various new laser transitions in the mid-infrared spectral
region have been demonstrated (for a comprehensive overview of ion–host combinations, see [11.614]).
Around 1990, Tm3+ - and Ho3+ -doped solid-state laser
systems in Y3 Al5 O12 (YAG), YLiF4 (YLF), YVO4 , and
Y3 Sc2 Ga3 O12 (YSGG) were shown to operate between
1.86 and 2.46 µm [11.615–618], and Er3+ -doped lasers
in similar host systems cover the wavelength range of
2.66–2.94 µm. Short-pulse lasers at these wavelengths
have been demonstrated [11.619, 620].
Nowadays, mid-infrared laser transitions ranging
from 1.8 µm up to 7.2 µm [11.621] are known in divalent Dy, trivalent Tm, Ho, Er, Dy, Pr, Tb, and Nd, as
well as in trivalent U. The current state of the art in solidstate lasers occurring in rare-earth ions such as Tm3+ ,
Ho3+ , Er3+ and others and their population mechanisms are discussed in this section on the basis of the
spectroscopic properties of these ions. Continuous-wave
fundamental-mode power levels ranging from a few mW
near 4 µm up to ≈ 100 W near 2 µm have been demonstrated in recent years. Power-scaling methods and their
limitations, the possibilities to optimize the population
mechanisms and increase the efficiencies of these lasers,
as well as the prospects of future mid-infrared lasers in
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Table 11.20 Overview over Er3+ and Yb3+ :Er3+ -doped silica fiber lasers. λlaser : laser wavelength, λpump : pump wavelength, lfiber :

fiber length, Pthr : laser threshold, η: slope efficiency, Pout : output power, Ppump : pump power, Ref.: reference, (l): launched, (inc):
incident, (abs): absorbed, NA: not available. (After [11.595])
λ Pum p
(nm)

Er
concentration

Yb
concentration

lfiber
(m)

Remarks

Pthr
(mW)

η
(%)

Pout max. Ppump
(mW)
(mW)

Ref.

1566
1560

514.5
532

-

13
1

Ar+ pump
Ring laser

44 (l)
10 (l)

10 (l)
5.1 (l)

56
1.8

600 (l)
45 (l)

[11.622]
[11.623]

1535

532

35 ppm Er
150 ppm
Er2 O3
100 ppm Er

-

15

NA

28

1000

3600

[11.624]

1560
1620
1560
1540
1552
1552
1555
1560

806
808
980
980
1460
1470
1480
1480

-

3.7
1.5
0.9
9.5
5
7
60
42.6

10 (l)
3 (abs)
2.5 (abs)
> 10 (l)
37 (l)
44 (abs)
6.5 (l)
4.8 (abs)

16 (l)
3.3 (abs)
58 (abs)
> 49 (l)
14 (l)
6.3 (abs)
38.8 (l)
58.6 (abs)

8
0.13
4.7
260
8
1
3.3
14.2

56 (l)
7 (abs)
11.3 (abs)
540 (l)
93 (l)
60 (abs)
15 (l)
29 (abs)

[11.625]
[11.626]
[11.627]
[11.628]
[11.629]
[11.630]
[11.631]
[11.632]

1570
1560
1560
1537
1545
1535
1560
1535

810
820
832
962
980
1047
1064
1064

500 ppm Er
300 ppm Er
0.08 wt %
1100 ppm Er
1370 ppm Er
1370 ppm Er
45 ppm Er
110 ppm
Er2 O3
0.06 wt %
0.08%
0.08%
900 ppm
NA
0.06%
0.08%
880 ppm

Doubled
Nd:YAG
Laser diode
Laser diode
Dye laser
Ti:Sapphire
2 laser diodes
laser diode
laser diode
laser diode

1.45
0.7
0.7
1.6
0.07
4
0.91
NA

2 laser diodes
Dye laser
Dye laser
laser diode
laser diode
Nd:YLF
Nd:YAG
Nd:YAG

12.7 (l)
3.7 (abs)
5 (abs)
130 (l)
1 (abs)
20 (l)
8 (abs)
37 (abs)

15.4 (l)
7 (abs)
8.5 (abs)
19 (l)
25 (inc)
23 (l)
4.2 (abs)
27 (abs)

2.3
NA
NA
96
18.6
285
1.3 (abs)
NA

28 (l)
NA
NA
620 (l)
95 (inc)
640 (l)
80 (abs)
NA

[11.633]
[11.634]
[11.635]
[11.636]
[11.637]
[11.638]
[11.634]
[11.639]

1545.6

980/1480

NA

1.3 wt %
1.7%
1.7%
1.1%
NA
1.8%
1.7%
7500
ppm
NA

0.07

Laser diode

10 (l)

50 (l)

166

340 (l)

[11.640]

a number of rare-earth ions at transitions in the wavelength range beyond 3 µm and extending to 5 µm are
described.
The aspects relevant to rare-earth-ion-doped midinfrared solid-state lasers, such as the competition
between radiative and multiphonon decay and the consequent choice of host materials for these wavelengths
will be introduced next. The performance of the most
important mid-infrared laser transitions in the wavelength range 2–3 µm will then be discussed in detail:
Tm3+ -doped lasers at 1.9 µm and 2.3 µm, Ho3+ -doped
lasers at 2.1 µm and 2.9 µm, Er3+ -doped lasers at
2.7–2.9 µm, and Dy3+ -doped lasers at 2.9–3.4 µm.
At wavelengths beyond 3 µm, it becomes increasingly
difficult to find suitable host materials for actively
doped laser systems. This statement holds true for glass
fibers in the same way as for crystalline materials. The
prospects for future mid-infrared solid-state lasers in

this wavelength range will be discussed at the end of the
section.
Introductions to the fields of mid-infrared solid-state
crystalline and fiber lasers can be found in [11.641]
and [11.642], respectively.
Decay mechanisms, host materials,
and thermal issues
Here a few fundamental aspects of lasers are discussed
with emphasis on their impact on mid-infrared solidstate lasers.
Radiative versus multiphonon decay. The choice of
host material for mid-infrared solid-state lasers involves
a number of considerations. The maximum phonon
energy is the most important aspect. The optical transparency range relates to both the size of the bandgap
and also the infrared absorption cut-off, hence to the vi-
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brational frequency ν of the anion–cation bonds of the
material. For an ordered structure,
 
k
1
ν=
,
(11.89)
2π
M
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where M = m 1 m 2 /(m 1 + m 2 ) is the reduced mass for
two bodies m 1 and m 2 vibrating with an elastic restoring
force k. The relative cation–anion bond strength is intimated by the field strength Z/r 2 , where Z is the valence
state of the cation or anion and r is the ionic radius. Generally, materials composed of large anions and cations
with low field strengths display high transparency in the
mid-infrared spectral region.
Radiative decay of excited states is in competition
with nonradiative multiphonon decay. The maximum
phonon energy of the material sets the multiphonon relaxation rates, which influence the quantum efficiency.
The rate constant of a multiphonon relaxation process
decreases exponentially with the energy gap to the next
lower-lying state and with the order of the process, i. e.,
the number of phonons required to bridge the energy
gap [11.643, 646]. As an example, the multiphonon relaxation rates for the common fiber glasses as a function
of the energy gap between energy levels are shown in
Fig. 11.67.
The influence of multiphonon decay is stronger in
oxides than in fluorides because of the smaller atomic
mass m 2 of the anion and the larger elastic restoring
force k (11.89), due to the stronger covalent bonds in oxides [11.644], both resulting in larger maximum phonon
energies in oxides. Typically, nonradiative decay becomes dominant if five or fewer phonons are required to
bridge the energy gap [11.645]. Since an energy gap of
≈ 3300 cm−1 corresponds to a transition wavelength of
3 µm, radiative decay prevails for phonon energies below
≈ 600 cm−1 , which is roughly the maximum phonon
energy of fluorides. Fluorides are, therefore, preferred
over oxides as host materials for most mid-infrared laser
transitions.
In the example of Fig. 11.68, dominant laser (solid
lines) and multiphonon (dotted lines) transitions from
the three lowest-energy levels of Er3+ are indicated,
together with the corresponding lifetimes of the levels
in different classes of host materials. In high-phononenergy oxide host materials, only the 1.5 µm laser
transition possesses sufficiently high frequency and
large energy gap, resulting in a long 4 I13/2 lifetime.
On the other hand, the 4 I11/2 lifetime is significantly
quenched by multiphonon relaxation and the 2.8 µm
laser originating in this level is more easily operated
in fluoride host materials. Finally, low-phonon host ma-

Multiphonon relaxation rate (s1)
1012
1011
Borate (1400 cm1)
10
Posphate (1200 cm1)
10
Silicate (1100 cm1)
109
Germanate (900 cm1)
8
10
GLS (350 cm1)
Tellurite (700 cm1)
107
6
ZBLA (500 cm1)
10
5
10
104
103
102
101
2000
3000
4000
5000
6000
7000
Energy gap (cm1)

Fig. 11.67 Calculated and measured multiphonon relaxation rates as a function of the energy gap between energy
levels for glasses with different maximum phonon energies.
(After [11.643, 644])

terials such as chlorides are required to ensure a long
4I
9/2 lifetime in order to operate the 4.5 µm laser.
Host materials for mid-infrared lasers. Crystalline

oxide materials have been the laser host materials of
choice for several decades, as many oxide crystals are
comparatively easy to grow, environmentally stable,
and possess high heat conductivities [11.647], fracture limits, and refractive indices, the latter resulting
in large absorption and emission cross sections. Most
prominent is Y3 Al5 O12 (YAG), together with other
O2, F , Cl 
4

4

I9/2

Laser
4.5 µm

I11/2

O2,
ô3 = 0.1 µs,

F ,
10 µs,

Cl 
5 ms

ô2 = 100 µs,

5 ms,

10 ms

5 ms, 10 ms,

15 ms

Laser
2.8 µm
4

I13/2

ô1 =
Laser
1.5 µm

Pump

4

I15/2

Er 3+

Fig. 11.68 Radiative and laser (solid lines) versus nonradia-

tive (dotted lines) decay of the lowest three excited states of
Er3+ in oxide, fluoride, and chloride host materials [11.645]
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On the other hand, these materials provide phonon
energies in the range of 350–150 cm−1 [11.662]. Recently, KPb2 Cl5 and related compounds have emerged
as non-hygroscopic, hence promising candidates for
mid-infrared lasers [11.663–665]. Chalcogenide glasses
are composed of the chalcogen elements S, Se and
Te [11.666–668]. They are environmentally durable and
have reasonably large glass-forming regions. When the
rare-earth ions are doped into these glasses [11.669],
the radiative transition probabilities and, therefore, the
absorption and emission cross sections are high as a result of the high refractive index (≈ 2.6) of the glass
and the high degree of covalency of the rare-earth ion
with the surrounding medium. Maximum phonon energies of 300–450 cm−1 [11.670] produce low rates
of multiphonon relaxation (Fig. 11.67), and therefore
high quantum efficiencies. The most important glasses
are the sulfide glasses GaLaS (GLS) [11.671] and
GeGaS [11.672] because of the reasonably high rareearth solubility.
Studies into the use of ceramics as host materials for the rare-earths have recently made a lot of
progress [11.673]. These ceramics are composed of
nanocrystallites of materials such as YAG and can
be produced in a simple cost-efficient process at relatively low temperatures. This allows the fabrication
of materials with very high melting points [11.674]
that are difficult to grow by other techniques such as
the Czochralski method. This class of materials is also
available in a fiber geometry [11.675]. Ceramic fibers
combine the characteristics of crystalline materials such
as high absorption and emission cross sections, large
thermal conductivity, and even the possibility of doping
with transition-metal ions [11.675] with the convenience
of guiding the pump and signal light in a fiber. While
bulk ceramics have already matured as laser host materials, the losses of ceramic fibers are still comparatively
high.
Specific aspects of operating mid-infrared lasers.

As higher pump powers become available from laserdiode systems, it is generally recognized that thermal
and thermo-optical issues set limitations to the power
scalability of end-pumped bulk laser systems. Owing to
the unfavorable temperature dependence of thermal and
thermo-optical parameters [11.647], the large heat load
in the crystal leads, firstly, to a significant temperature
increase in the rod, secondly, to strong thermal lensing
with pronounced spherical aberrations, and ultimately,
to rod fracture in a high-average-power end-pumped
system. Thermal management will be required when
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garnets, but in recent years materials such as mixed
garnets, the vanadates YVO4 and GdVO4 , the double
tungstates KY(WO4 )2 and KGd(WO4 )2 , the sesquioxides Y2 O3 , Sc2 O3 , and Lu2 O3 and others have shown
great promise for efficient lasing when doped with
various rare-earth ions. Their performance decreases
significantly when lasers are operated at wavelengths
above ≈ 2.5–3 µm because of their high maximum
phonon energies (≈ 700–900 cm−1 ). Silicate glass is
perhaps the most important material used for optical
fiber production [11.644, 648], however, in this material
the maximum phonon energy of ≈ 1100 cm−1 [11.649]
is even higher and has so far limited the emission wavelength of mid-infrared fiber lasers using this material to
≈ 2.2 µm [11.650]. Silica is robust and involves the very
effective modified chemical vapor deposition (MCVD)
technique for fiber fabrication. Reducing the OH− content in the glass, which has two main absorption peaks
in the range 1.3–2.0 µm [11.651], improves the near-tomid-infrared utility. Rare-earth ions such as Nd3+ and
Er3+ which have high field strengths have low solubility in silicate glass, which can lead to clustering and
microscale phase separation.
The use of fluoride crystals and glasses as host materials for mid-infrared solid-state lasers has found wide
acceptance. The heavy-metal fluorides [11.652,653] are
preferred as fiber materials, especially ZBLAN [11.654,
655], a mixture of 53 mol % ZrF4 , 20 mol % BaF2 ,
4 mol % LaF3 , 3 mol % AlF3 , and 20 mol % NaF.
Since it can be readily drawn into single-mode optical
fiber [11.656] it is particularly important to mid-infrared
fiber lasers [11.657]. The large atomic weight of the
zirconium atom combined with relatively weak bonding provides a maximum phonon energy for ZBLAN
of ≈ 550 cm−1 [11.658] and allows for high infrared
transparency up to ≈ 6 µm. Multiphonon relaxation,
however, becomes significant for transitions at wavelengths longer than ≈ 3–3.5 µm. Compared to silica,
ZBLAN has a lower damage threshold. The crystal field
strength is also weaker [11.659]. An overview of the
spectroscopic properties of rare-earth ions doped into
ZBLAN is given in [11.658]. On the crystalline side,
the host materials LiYF4 , BaY2 F8 , and their respective
isostructural relatives have become the workhorses for
many mid-infrared laser transitions [11.660, 661]. Because of their fluoride content, these materials have to
be grown under an atmosphere which excludes oxygen.
Among the low-phonon host materials, many compounds naturally possess low heat conductivity and are
hygroscopic. This accounts for most of the halides,
with increasing hygroscopicity from chloride to iodide.
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very high output powers are desired. In particular, for
high-power mid-infrared operation, thermal management may be very important because of the decreased
quantum efficiency and the consequently higher amount
of heat dissipation [11.676].
Due to its geometry, the fiber provides potentially
high pump and signal beam intensities without the drawbacks of significant thermal and thermo-optical effects.
Its large surface-area-to-volume ratio means that the heat
generated from multiphonon relaxation in the core is
dissipated effectively by radiation and convection from
the outer surface of the fiber. This is especially true
for single-clad, core-pumped single-mode fibers where
this ratio is highest [11.678]. The larger cladding area
(> 104 µm2 ) of double-clad fiber lasers allows for highpower diode-array pumping [11.408, 679–682]. On the
other hand, double-clad fibers have a smaller surfacearea-to-volume ratio and thermal issues need to be taken
into account [11.683–685].
While bulk crystalline mid-infrared lasers matured
already during the 1990s, the high costs of fabricating
fibers with sufficiently low losses in the mid-infrared
region of the spectrum has impeded the necessary research efforts in the field of mid-infrared fiber lasers.
However, with the introduction of the double-clad fiber
and recent technological advances in the fields of
fiber fabrication and beam-shaped high-power diode
lasers, the performance of diode-pumped fiber lasers
has dramatically improved. Today, mid-infrared fiber
lasers can compete with the corresponding bulk crystalline systems in certain applications, especially when
fundamental-transverse-mode, CW laser operation at
output powers in the milliwatt to the hundred watt range
is required.
A large number of techniques for pulsed operation
including Q-switching and mode locking of fiber lasers
have been explored. These techniques have been investigated intensively for the common laser transitions at
1 µm in Nd3+ and Yb3+ , and at 1.5 µm in Er3+ , and
are usually described in combination with these lasers.
The small fiber size limits the peak power through the
damage-threshold intensity (propagating power per core
area) and, hence, crystalline lasers in bulk geometries or
optical parametric processes are often preferred when
high-energy short pulses are needed. This argument accounts especially for mid-infrared ZBLAN-based fiber
lasers, because these fibers possess a lower damage
threshold compared to silica fibers. The description of
mid-infrared fiber lasers is, therefore, confined to CW
operation and specific techniques for pulsed operation
of fiber lasers are not discussed in this chapter.

Thulium-doped solid-state lasers
at 1.9–2.0 µm and 2.3–2.5 µm
The use of the Tm3+ ion for mid-infrared solid-state
laser applications has been widespread, partly as a result of the convenient absorption band near 0.79 µm,
which allows for direct AlGaAs diode-laser pumping.
The primary luminescent transitions of Tm3+ relevant
to mid-infrared laser emission are the 3 F4 → 3 H5 transition at ≈ 2.3 µm and the 3 H4 → 3 H6 ground-state
transition at ≈ 1.9 µm; see the energy-level scheme in
Fig. 11.69. The 3 F4 level is excited by the 0.79 µm pump
wavelength.
Three-level lasers at 1.9–2.0 µm. The first laser
emission from Tm3+ ions was reported on the
phonon-terminated 2 µm transition 3 H4 → 3 H6 in
CaWO4 :Tm3+ in 1962 [11.611]. In 1975, pulsed
operation at room temperature was demonstrated
in Cr3+ -codoped YAG and YAlO3 [11.686]. Cr3+
codoping allowed the experimentalist to improve the
absorption of flashlamp or ion-laser pump light in
the visible spectral range by the active medium
and subsequent energy transfer from Cr3+ to the
Tm3+ lasing ions [11.687, 688]. The cross-relaxation
process (3 F4 , 3 H6 ) → (3 H4 , 3 H4 ) can transform one
pump photon absorbed in the 3 F4 or a higher-lying
energy level into two excitations in the 3 H4 upper laser level of the 2 µm transition [11.616, 689]
(Fig. 11.69), thereby enhancing the quantum efficiency
of this laser by a factor of 2. Laser emission under
diode pumping of the 3 F4 level at 780–790 nm was
achieved in YAG in the late 1980s [11.690]. A single3
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ô3 = 1.5 ms
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3
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Fig. 11.69 Partial energy-level scheme of Tm3+ displaying the measured lifetimes when doped into fluoride
glass [11.677], NR and CR represent nonradiative decay
and cross-relaxation, respectively
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power under high-power diode side pumping [11.722],
and KY(WO4 )2 [11.723]. The latter laser has, as yet, not
shown a performance as good as for the same material
in bulk geometry [11.724] or in a waveguide geometry
but doped with Yb3+ and lasing at 1 µm [11.725]. Epitaxial layers of Tm:KLu(WO4 )2 /KLu(WO4 )2 have also
been operated with the laser cavity perpendicular to the
layer in the 2 µm spectral range [11.726].
The first explorations into fiber lasers utilizing
the 1.9 µm ground-state transition related to the dyelaser pumping at 797 nm of a Tm3+ -doped silica
fiber laser [11.727]. Overlap of the main absorption band with the emission wavelength of AlGaAs
diode lasers quickly resulted in diode-laser pumping
of these fiber lasers based on either silica [11.728]
or fluoride [11.729] glass hosts. The cross-relaxation
process (3 F4 , 3 H6 ) → (3 H4 , 3 H4 ) and enhancement of
excited ions in the 3 H4 upper laser level of the
2 µm transition (Fig. 11.69), is highly dependent on
the overall concentration of Tm3+ ions and competition from multiphonon relaxation from the 3 F4 level.
Although generally high concentrations of Tm3+ in
low-phonon-energy glasses enable full exploitation of
this beneficial process, it has been shown recently that
this cross-relaxation process is resonant in a silica host
and hence only moderate (2–3 wt %) Tm3+ ion concentrations are required to maximize the benefits of
cross-relaxation [11.730].
Also in fibers, the broad emission spectrum
allows a large degree of wavelength tunability [11.731]. Recently, tuning ranges of 230 nm
from 1.86–2.09 µm [11.732] and 250 nm from
1.72–1.97 µm [11.733] have been demonstrated. Since
the Tm3+ 1.9 µm transition can be favorably operated in silica fiber (with its higher peak-power damage
threshold compared to ZBLAN fiber), pulses in the
range of 190–500 fs have been obtained in additivepulse [11.734] or passive [11.735] mode-locking
arrangements using this broad emission spectrum. The
smaller emission cross section and the three-level nature
of the laser transition resulted in higher pump thresholds
compared to standard Nd3+ -doped silica fiber lasers. Reabsorption from the ground state of the Tm3+ ion has
to be overcome because the ground-state multiplet is
the lower laser level. Reducing the population of the
higher Stark levels of the ground state by cooling the
fiber causes emission at shorter wavelengths. Tunability to longer wavelengths can be obtained by variation
of the fiber length because of the increased level of reabsorption by the ground state with longer lengths of
fiber [11.736].
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frequency monolithic laser has also been reported in
YAG:Tm3+ [11.691].
Recently, 14 W, 18 W, and 36 W of output power
with high beam quality has been achieved with diode
pumping at room temperature in YAG:Tm3+ [11.692]
and in LiYF4 :Tm3+ in slab [11.693] and bulk [11.694]
geometries, respectively. The latter approach could
be scaled to 70 W, however currently with low
beam quality [11.695]. Two research groups reported
about 115 W and 120 W, respectively, of multimode output power from diode-pumped YAG:Tm3+
lasers [11.696, 697]. A microchip laser was demonstrated in GdVO4 :Tm3+ [11.698]. A thin-disc laser has
also been demonstrated in YAG [11.699].
The large degree of Stark splitting of the 3 H6
ground state, combined with vibronic broadening of
the spectrum [11.700], provides the 3 H4 → 3 H6 transition with a very broad emission, spanning ≈ 400 nm
in many hosts, which represents one of the broadest
luminescent transitions available from any rare-earth
ion. Accordingly, its tunability is rather large, ranging
from 1.87–2.16 µm in YAG [11.701], 1.84–2.14 µm
in YSGG [11.701], 1.93–2.00 µm in YAlO3 [11.702],
1.93–2.09 µm in Y2 O3 [11.703], 1.93–2.16 µm in
Sc2 O3 [11.703], 1.83–1.97 µm in CaF2 [11.704],
1.91–2.07 µm in LiYF4 [11.693], 1.85–2.06 µm in
BaY2 F8 [11.705], 1.86–1.99 µm in GdVO4 [11.706],
1.84–1.95 µm in LuVO4 [11.707], 1.79–2.04 µm
in KGd(WO4 )2 [11.708], and 1.81–2.03 µm in
NaGd(WO4 )2 [11.709]. As for many other transitions,
shifts in the center emission wavelength can be achieved
by substitution of host ions, e.g., from Y3 Al5 O12 to
Lu3 Al5 O12 [11.710]. The vanadate crystals GdVO4 and
YVO4 as well as double tungstates possess comparatively high absorption coefficients [11.698, 711, 712],
allowing pumping also at 805–810 nm, where cheaper
and more-reliable pump diodes than at 780–790 nm
are available. Exploiting the large gain bandwidth,
mode-locked operation of Tm3+ 2 µm lasers with pulse
durations of 35 ps and 41 ps has been reported in
YAG:Tm3+ [11.713] and YAG:Cr3+ ,Tm3+ [11.714], respectively. Actively [11.715, 716] or passively [11.717]
Q-switched laser operation is useful in microsurgery [11.718].
Recent progress in the fields of crystalline epitaxial growth and in-bulk refractive-index modification
processes in glasses and crystals has enabled novel
solid-state lasers in the waveguide geometry [11.719].
As one of the results, Tm3+ waveguide lasers at
2 µm have also been demonstrated in lead germanate
glass [11.720], YAG [11.721] with up to 15 W of output
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Early power-scaling experiments involved the use
of the convenient 1.064 µm YAG:Nd3+ laser which
core-pumped the short-wavelength side of the 3 H5
level [11.737]. Pumping the long-wavelength side of the
3 H level with a high-power 1.319 µm YAG:Nd3+ laser
5
also yielded efficient output [11.738]. In-band pumping of the transition at 1.57 µm in silica [11.739] and
at 1.58–1.60 µm in fluoride glass [11.740, 741] has
also been demonstrated. Whilst theoretical modeling of
Tm3+ -doped silica fiber lasers [11.742] indicates that
in-band pumping is the most efficient pump method
for silica-based fiber lasers because of the high Stokes
efficiency, nevertheless, the wide availability of highpower AlGaAs diode lasers at 790–800 nm and the
strong level of cross-relaxation in Tm3+ -doped silica
means that such diode-cladding-pumped systems in both
standing-wave [11.736,743] and ring-resonator [11.744]
arrangements are perhaps the most practical ways of
producing high output power from this ion (Fig. 11.70).
With Yb3+ sensitization and pumping at 975 nm, 75 W
of output power has been demonstrated [11.745]. Currently, the Tm3+ -doped silica fiber laser is the most
mature of the mid-infrared fiber-laser systems primarily because of the robustness and convenience
offered by the silica glass host. The maximum output power from high-power Tm3+ -doped fiber lasers
is now ≈ 85 W [11.743], which is comparable to the
equivalent diode-pumped Tm3+ -doped crystalline laser
systems [11.697].
Output power (W)
14

Four-level lasers at 2.3–2.5 µm. The mid-infrared
four-level CW laser at ≈ 2.3 µm on the transition
3 F → 3 H has been operated in GSGG:Tm3+ and
4
5
LiYF4 :Tm3+ , with wavelength tunability ranging from
2.2–2.37 µm [11.748] and 2.2–2.46 µm [11.749], respectively. This laser operates best at low Tm3+
concentrations of < 2 at % in order to avoid the aforementioned cross-relaxation, which in this case would
depopulate the upper laser level (Fig. 11.69). The lifetime of the lower laser level of the 3 F4 → 3 H5 transition
is quite short and leads to a low pump threshold.
Doping Tm3+ ions into a ZBLAN fiber offers an
increased quantum efficiency of the 3 F4 level [11.750–
752]. Deliberately designing the fiber to have a relatively
low Tm3+ -ion concentration reduces cross-relaxation
and hence severe lifetime quenching of the 3 F4 level.
The tunability extends from 2.25 µm to 2.5 µm [11.677].
Simultaneous lasing on the 3 H4 → 3 H6 transition at
1.9 µm produces a two-color fiber laser [11.753].
Applications requiring highly efficient output or multimid-infrared-wavelength output will benefit from the
use of Tm3+ -doped ZBLAN fibers.

Holmium-doped solid-state lasers at 2.1 µm
and 2.9 µm
The use of the Ho3+ ion as the active dopant for
solid-state lasers opens up a number of very useful
mid-infrared transitions. In this section, we will concentrate on the 5 I7 → 5 I8 ground-state transition at
≈ 2.1 µm and the 5 I6 → 5 I7 transition at ≈ 2.9 µm; see
the energy-level scheme in Fig. 11.71. One of the significant shortcomings of Ho3+ , however, is the lack of
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Fig. 11.70 Measured output powers from diode-claddingpumped fiber lasers using 1.8 wt % Tm3+ -doped silica [11.735], 2.2 wt % Tm3+ -doped silica [11.746],
and 3.6 mol % Tm3+ , 0.4 mol % Ho3+ -doped fluoride
glass [11.747]
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which provide an inhomogeneously broadened, and
therefore smoother, gain shape, a pulse duration as
short as 25 ps could be achieved [11.776]. Q-switched
laser operation [11.781–783] has been investigated and
applied for microsurgery [11.784].
Besides the cross-relaxation and energy-transfer
processes shown in Fig. 11.71, several other energytransfer processes can occur in Tm3+ ,Ho3+ -codoped
materials [11.785–789], thereby making the system
rather complex and introducing parasitic processes
which can deplete the Ho3+ 5 I7 upper laser level,
increase the laser threshold, and diminish the laser efThree-level lasers at 2.1 µm. The 2 µm transition ficiency. Rather than codoping the host with Tm3+
5 I → 5 I in Ho3+ ions was first demonstrated as a laser
ions and exciting the Ho3+ ions via nonradiative en7
8
in CaWO4 :Ho3+ in 1962 [11.612] and in Tm3+-codoped ergy transfer from the Tm3+ ions, one can directly
CaWO4 :Ho3+ in 1963 [11.757]. In 1971, pulsed op- pump the Ho3+ 5 I7 upper laser level at 1.9 µm using
eration at room temperature on this three-level laser laser diodes [11.790], the output from a 1.9 µm Tm3+
transition was demonstrated in LiYF4 [11.758]. CW laser [11.791], which provided up to 15 W [11.792] and
laser emission was achieved under Kr+ -laser pumping in 19 W [11.694] output power from Ho3+ , or a MgF2 :Co
Cr3+ ,Tm3+ -codoped YSAG:Ho3+ and YSGG:Ho3+ in laser [11.793]. This approach ensures a low quantum
1986 [11.759]. Like in 2 µm Tm3+ lasers (Sect. 11.3.1), defect and, hence, low heat generation in the laser crysthe Cr3+ codopant served as a sensitizer for the ab- tal. This scheme was proven very successful by the use
sorption of pump light in the visible spectral range and of a high-power Tm3+ fiber laser as the pump source,
excitation of Tm3+ ions by energy transfer. The subse- providing 6.4 W of output power and a slope efficiency
quent excitation of Ho3+ ions by energy transfer from of 80% versus incident pump power at 1.9 µm [11.794].
Tm3+ [11.760, 761] profits from the same Tm3+ -Tm3+ Also an efficient 2 µm Ho3+ single-frequency ring laser
cross-relaxation as described for 2 µm Tm3+ lasers in has been demonstrated in this way [11.795].
The first fiber laser configuration making use of
Sect. 11.3.1 (Fig. 11.71). In the 1980s, laser emission
at 2.1 µm in Ho3+ under diode pumping of the Tm3+ this transition employed ZBLANP glass (a variant of
3 F level at 780–790 nm with pump thresholds as low
ZBLAN) and argon-ion pumping [11.796]. A year later,
4
as 5 mW was achieved in YAG [11.762–764]. Com- this was followed by the demonstration of an argon-ionpact, monolithic, low-threshold laser devices can be pumped Ho3+ -doped silica fiber laser [11.797]. In both
achieved in this way [11.765]. Besides many differ- cases, the fiber was singly doped with Ho3+ , the outent garnet crystal systems, LiYF4 also regained interest put power < 1 mW, and each needed a relatively high
as a host material for CW diode-pumped 2 µm Ho3+ pump power to reach laser threshold. Improvements in
lasers around 1990 [11.766, 767]. An Yb3+ -codoped, the output power and efficiency have been made recently
diode-pumped Ho3+ laser at 2.1 µm has also been with Yb3+ -doped silica fiber laser pumping of the 5 I6
demonstrated [11.768]. Noise suppression [11.769,770], level [11.798]; however, the output power had only inamplitude and frequency stabilization [11.771–773] of creased to 280 mW because the pump fiber laser was
2 µm Ho3+ lasers have been investigated.
operated at the low-efficiency 1150 nm wavelength. UsAttempts to exploit the rather large gain band- ing the pump wavelength of 1100 nm, which is more
width of Ho3+ near 2.0–2.1 µm by tuning the emission optimal with respect to the operation of an Yb3+ -doped
wavelength were reported in the early 1990s [11.774, silica fiber laser, the output power has been increased by
775]. Nowadays, tuning ranges of > 80 nm are approximately an order of magnitude [11.799].
achieved in host materials such as mixed YSGG:GSAG
As mentioned above, a practical method of ef[11.776], BaY2 F8 :Ho3+ [11.777], and KYF4 [11.778]. ficiently generating laser emission on the 5 I7 → 5 I8
Mode-locking experiments have resulted in 800 ps, transition is to codope Ho3+ laser ions with Tm3+ sen370 ps, and 70 ps pulse durations, obtained in sitizer ions. The first demonstration of a fiber laser
YAG:Cr3+ ,Tm3+ ,Ho3+ [11.714], LiYF4 :Tm3+ ,Ho3+ operating with the Tm3+ ,Ho3+ system occurred in
[11.779], and BaY2 F8 :Tm3+ ,Ho3+ [11.780], respective- 1991 [11.800] when 250 mW was generated at a slope
ly. In mixed crystals of YSGG:GSAG:Cr3+ ,Tm3+ ,Ho3+ , efficiency of 52% from a Ti:sapphire-pumped fluoride
ground-state-absorption (GSA) transitions [11.754] that
overlap with convenient high-power pump sources. As
a result, many of the early demonstrations of Ho3+ doped room-temperature crystalline CW lasers [11.616]
involved sensitizing with Tm3+ in order to access the
convenient absorption bands and the practical crossrelaxation process Tm3+ provides, as we have discussed
in Sect. 11.3.1. Energy migration amongst the Tm3+
ions and a suitable Tm3+ :Ho3+ concentration ratio
ensures that efficient energy transfer to Ho3+ takes
place [11.755, 756] (Fig. 11.71).
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fiber laser. A year later [11.801], this work was followed
by an increase in the Tm3+ concentration to improve
cross-relaxation and resulted in a higher slope efficiency
being obtained. Demonstration of a Tm3+ ,Ho3+ -doped
silica fiber laser soon followed [11.802, 803]; however, owing to lower Tm3+ concentrations which forces
weaker cross-relaxation, significantly lower slope efficiencies were measured, especially when pumped at
1.064 µm [11.804]. When the concentrations are increased and the double-clad pump arrangement used,
a significant augmentation of the output power to
5.4 W has been demonstrated [11.805]. To date, the
highest output power of 8.8 W from a fiber laser operating on the 5 I7 → 5 I8 transition has been produced by
a diode-cladding-pumped Tm3+ ,Ho3+ -doped fluoride
fiber laser [11.747] (Fig. 11.70). In an analogous way
to recent demonstrations in bulk laser systems, tandempumping Ho3+ with a separate Tm3+ laser operating
at 1.9 µm may also prove effective in fibers, because it
similarly exploits the cross-relaxation process between
Tm3+ ions but avoids any ETU between Ho3+ ions in
the 5 I7 upper laser level and excited Tm3+ ions [11.789].
When sensitizing with Yb3+ ions, a Ho3+ -doped silica
fiber laser at 2.1 µm has been shown [11.806] to operate
at moderate efficiency levels despite the fact that the energy transfer from Yb3+ to Ho3+ is quite nonresonant
(Fig. 11.72).
Four-level lasers at 2.9 µm. Laser emission at the

transition 5 I6 → 5 I7 near 3 µm in an Ho3+ -doped crystal was demonstrated in 1976 [11.808]. Sensitizing
Ho3+ with Yb3+ ions (see the energy-level scheme
in Fig. 11.72) in order to exploit the more-favorable
absorption features of Yb3+ has been used in diodeET
2
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Fig. 11.72 Partial energy-level scheme of Ho3+ with Yb3+

sensitizer displaying the measured lifetimes of Ho3+ when
doped into fluoride glass host [11.807]

pumped crystalline lasers for the generation of 2.9 µm
output [11.809]. Recent reports on this transition include
laser investigations of YAlO3 :Ho3+ [11.810], diodepumped Yb3+ -codoped YGSS:Ho3+ with 10 mJ output
energy [11.811], and Cr3+ ,Yb3+ -codoped YGSS:Ho3+
tunable in the range 2.84–3.05 µm [11.812] and in Qswitched operation [11.813]. Since the 5 I7 lower laser
level is a metastable excited state with a longer lifetime
than the 5 I6 upper laser level, it is difficult to achieve
CW inversion on this transition. Cascade lasing on the
5 I → 5 I and 5 I → 5 I transitions at 3 and 2 µm, re6
7
7
8
spectively [11.814, 815], may help to deplete the 5 I7
level radiatively, i. e., without significant heat generation. Passive Q-switching of this transition has also been
demonstrated [11.813].
The combined effect of the infrared absorption
cut-off wavelength of ≈ 2.5 µm for pure silica glass
and the strong multiphonon relaxation quenching of
mid-infrared transitions of rare-earth ions in this host
means that four-level fiber lasers operating on the
5 I → 5 I transition at ≈ 2.9 µm have only involved
6
7
fluoride glass as the host material. The first demonstration of a fiber laser using this transition [11.816]
produced only ≈ 13 mW when pumped at a wavelength
of 640 nm. High-power cascade lasing at 2.9 µm and
2.1 µm has been employed to extend the output power
to 1.3 W [11.817] by removing bottlenecking at the 5 I7
level [11.807] via the second laser transition at 2.1 µm.
In an analogous manner to the Er3+ -doped fluoride
glass system discussed below, the most successful arrangement to date for extracting high power from this
transition has involved the use of Pr3+ as a desensitizer for the 5 I7 energy level: a maximum output power
of 2.5 W was produced when the pump wavelength
of 1100 nm from a Yb3+ -doped silica fiber laser was
used [11.818].
An Yb3+ -sensitized Ho3+ -doped ZBLAN fiber
could be directly pumped with diode lasers and may
efficiently provide high-power 2.9 µm output without
the costly requirement of an intermediate laser system.
Initial spectroscopic results look encouraging [11.819],
however, the many excited ion interactions that a fluoride
host provides may be problematic. A recent demonstration has shown that ion–ion interactions (specifically
ETU) in Ho3+ -doped fluoride glass are critical to the
production of 2.9 µm output from singly Ho3+ -doped
fluoride glass fiber lasers [11.820].
Erbium-doped solid-state lasers at 2.7–2.9 µm
For a long time, the development of erbium lasers operating on the 4 I11/2 → 4 I13/2 transition near 3 µm was
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dominated by crystalline systems. The early success of
the erbium 3 µm crystal laser has given rise to a significant amount of spectroscopic investigations. This has led
to a deep understanding of the rather complex population
mechanisms of this laser system and to the development
of a large number of suitable host materials.
emission near 3 µm from erbium ions was reported
in 1967 [11.613]. Yttrium aluminum garnet (YAG)
was demonstrated as a host for the erbium 3 µm
laser [11.822] in 1975. In 1983, the first CW lasing near
3 µm was obtained in this material [11.823]. At about
the same time, it was established [11.824–827] that energy transfer processes [11.828] between neighboring
erbium ions in the host lattice play an important role
in this laser system. Energy transfer processes can become very efficient at high excitation density [11.829]
and govern the population mechanisms of the 3 µm
laser at high erbium concentration. In the energy-level
scheme of Fig. 11.73a, the important ETU and crossrelaxation processes are introduced. The ETU process
(4 I13/2 , 4 I13/2 ) → (4 I15/2 , 4 I9/2 ) leads to a fast depletion of the lower laser level and enables CW operation
of a laser transition which, otherwise, could be selfterminating owing to the unfavorable lifetime ratio of
the upper compared to the lower laser level. The ETU
process from 4 I13/2 can be so dominant that even under
direct pumping of the 4 I13/2 lower laser level and subsequent excitation of the 4 I11/2 upper laser level by ETU,
3 µm laser operation was demonstrated in several host
materials [11.830].
This ETU process offers another great advantage.
Half of the ions that undergo this process are upconverted to the 4 I9/2 level and, by subsequent multiphonon
relaxation, are recycled to the 4 I11/2 upper laser level
from where they can each emit a second laser photon,
for a single pump-photon absorption. For a large number
of ions participating in this process, a slope efficiency
ηsl of twice the Stokes efficiency ηSt = λpump /λlaser
is obtained [11.831], because the quantum efficiency
ηQE = n laser /n pump of pump photons converted to laser
photons increases from 1 to 2 (λ and n are the
wavelengths and photon numbers of laser and pump
transitions, respectively):
ηsl = ηQE ηSt = 2ηSt .

(11.90)

This is illustrated in Fig. 11.74.
In a simple rate-equation system which includes the
processes shown in Fig. 11.73a the slope efficiency is
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bulk glasses. (After [11.821])

given by [11.831]


b21 W22
ln(1 − T )
,
2− 2
ηsl = ηSt
ln[(1 − T )(1 − L)]
b2 W11
(11.91)

with T the transmission of the out-coupling mirror, L
the internal resonator losses, and bi and Wii , the Boltzmann factors and ETU parameters of the upper (i = 2)
and lower (i = 1) laser levels, respectively. If ETU occurs only from the lower laser level, i. e., W22 = 0, we
obtain the predicted factor of two increase in slope efficiency from (11.91). The slope efficiency is reduced,
however, by the resonator losses, the imperfect mode
overlap, and the ETU process from the upper laser level
in the case of W22 > 0. In the investigated host materials, the parameters Wii of both ETU processes increase
with increasing erbium concentration because of the influence of energy migration within the erbium 4 I11/2 and
4I
13/2 levels on ETU. The slope efficiency of (11.91) is
optimum for a maximum ratio W1 /W2 . Spectroscopy of
these processes in crystal hosts and laser experiments
revealed that the maximum ratio is obtained at dopant
concentrations of ≈ 12–15% in BaY2 F8 [11.832, 833],
≈ 15% in LiYF4 [11.661], ≈ 30% in YSGG [11.834],
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and ≈ 50% in Y3 Al5 O12 [11.835]. A trend in this series is the increase of the optimum erbium concentration
with phonon energy of the host material.
Energy recycling by ETU is the most efficient
way to operate a CW erbium laser near 3 µm. The
highest slope efficiency obtained experimentally is currently 50% in LiYF4 :15% Er3+ [11.837]. The pump
wavelength that provides the highest Stokes efficiency
of ηSt = λpump /λlaser = 35% is 980 nm, which corresponds to pumping directly into the upper laser
level [11.838] (Fig. 11.73a). The highest slope efficiency
obtained experimentally [11.837] is currently ηsl = 50%
in LiYF4 :15% Er3+ . This result shows that energy recycling is indeed efficient and that slope efficiencies
far above the Stokes efficiency can be obtained under
CW pumping. Under quasi-CW excitation, the slope efficiency is strongly reduced [11.839], because the lower
laser level is much less populated than in the steadystate regime and ETU is less efficient [11.840, 841].
Other operational regimes which deplete the lower laser
level without recycling the energy to the upper laser
level are less efficient. Consequently, neither co-lasing
at the 1.6 µm transition from the lower laser level to the
ground state [11.842] nor energy transfer from the erbium lower laser level to a rare-earth codopant [11.660]
have reached the efficiency of the recycling regime.
Lifetime quenching of the 4 I11/2 upper laser level
by multiphonon relaxation is stronger in oxide com-

pared to fluoride host materials because of the larger
maximum phonon energies in oxides. With an energy
gap between the 4 I11/2 upper and 4 I13/2 lower laser levels of ≈ 3400–3500 cm−1 , the radiative decay becomes
dominant for phonon energies below ≈ 550 cm−1 . Since
a long lifetime of the 4 I11/2 upper laser level provides
a small pump threshold, fluorides are preferable host
materials [11.843] for this laser transition if the pump
power is not many times above threshold.
In the 1980s and 1990s, numerous host materials
were investigated for CW and pulsed laser operation of
Er3+ in the 2.7–2.9 µm region. A major role was played
by the family of garnet crystals YAG, YSGG, YSAG,
YGG, and GGG [11.615, 844, 845]. In the early years,
Cr3+ codoping was used in order to improve the absorption of broadband flashlamp pump light in the visible
spectral range and transfer the absorbed energy from
Cr3+ to Er3+ . Typical output characteristics obtained
were 2.7 W average power at a pump energy of 5 J with
a repetition rate of 10 Hz [11.845]. Doping levels up to
100% substitution of Y3+ by Er3+ were tested [11.846].
A new class of host materials, fluoride crystals such as
LiYF4 , BaY2 F8 , and others, became of importance in
the late 1980s [11.847–850]. Laser thresholds as low
as 5 mW were obtained under CW excitation by diode
lasers [11.849].
In recent years, researchers have obtained CW and
quasi-CW diode-pumped output power levels exceeding
1 W at 3 µm from fluoride [11.661] and oxide [11.851–
853] crystalline host materials. A significant problem in
the energy-recycling regime is increased heat generation due to the multiphonon relaxation 4 I9/2 → 4 I11/2
that follows each ETU process from the lower laser
level [11.676]. Glass bulk materials [11.854] suffer from
the same thermal and thermo-optical drawbacks as the
crystalline bulk materials, with even decreased thermal
conductivity in the glass. A possible solution is diode
side pumping, which leads to lower excitation densities and correspondingly weaker ETU processes, as
well as better heat removal in the slab geometry. The
highest output powers of 1.8 W and later 4 W from an
erbium 3 µm crystal laser [11.855, 856] have been obtained in this way. A reduced erbium concentration with
correspondingly smaller parameters of the ETU processes may aid this approach. However, the efficiency
of the energy-recycling regime cannot be reached in this
approach.
Other special configurations include the operation
of Er3+ -doped YAG, GGG, and YSGG lasers in monolithic cavities with output powers up to 0.5 W and
tunable single-frequency output [11.857] as well as mi-
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crolasers in YSGG [11.858]. Pulsed output at 3 µm has
been generated from erbium-doped crystalline materials in many configurations and regimes, e.g., under
quasi-CW pumping [11.839, 841], active [11.859–868]
and passive [11.869–872] Q-switching, and modelocking [11.619, 869, 873].

see the measured GSA and ESA cross sections in
Fig. 11.75a. Depletion of the lower laser level by ESA
favorably results in a redistribution of its population density and overcomes the bottleneck that results from the
long lower-level lifetime. However, slope efficiencies
obtained in this way were < 15%. Moreover, saturation of the output power at 2.7 µm was observed and
the highest reported output powers were in the 20 mW
region [11.887, 888]. The excitation of the metastable
4S
3/2 level (lifetime ≈ 580 µs [11.821]) led to inversion
with respect to the 4 I13/2 level. A second laser transition at 850 nm repopulated the 4 I13/2 lower laser level of
the 2.7 µm transition (Fig. 11.75b), causing the 2.7 µm
laser to saturate at low output powers [11.885]. Significant improvement in the performance of this laser
system was obtained by deliberately operating a third
laser transition 4 S3/2 → 4 I9/2 at 1.7 µm, thereby suppressing the competitive laser at 850 nm and recycling
the excitation energy accumulated in the 4 S3/2 level into
the upper laser level; see the energy-level scheme in
Fig. 11.75b. The slope efficiency of the 2.7 µm transition increased significantly to 23% [11.889], close to the
Stokes efficiency limit of 29% under 800 nm pumping.
An output power of 150 mW was demonstrated experimentally [11.889]. Also a three-transition-cascade
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Fig. 11.75 (a) Absorption cross sections in ZBLAN:Er3+ near
800 nm: GSA 4 I15/2 → 4 I9/2 and ESA 4 I13/2 → 2 H11/2 , 4 I11/2 →
4F
4
4
3/2 , and I11/2 → F5/2 (After [11.874]). (b) Partial energylevel scheme of erbium indicating the processes relevant to the
ZBLAN:Er3+ cascade laser: lower loop with GSA to 4 I9/2 , multiphonon relaxation, laser transition at 2.7 µm, luminescent decay,
and upper loop with ESA to 2 H11/2 , thermal relaxation, laser transition at 1.7 µm, multiphonon relaxation, laser transition at 2.7 µm.
Competitive lasing at 850 nm is suppressed in the cascade regime
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Fiber lasers. The erbium-doped fluoride fiber represents
a promising alternative for the construction of a compact and efficient all-solid-state laser emitting at the
transition at 3 µm. Due to its geometry, the fiber provides large flexibility and potentially high pump and
signal beam intensities without the drawbacks of thermal and thermo-optical effects. The first erbium 3 µm
fiber laser was demonstrated in 1988 [11.875]. Singlemode [11.876] and diode-pumped [11.877] operation
were demonstrated shortly afterwards. Although the lifetime of the 4 I13/2 lower laser level exceeds that of the
4I
11/2 upper laser level, CW lasing can be obtained
on this four-level-laser transition in ZBLAN (but also
in fluoride crystals, see the paragraph on crystalline
lasers) without employing special techniques to depopulate the 4 I13/2 lower laser level, because the lower
laser level is not fed significantly by luminescent decay or multiphonon relaxation from the upper laser
level [11.878]. In addition, the Stark splitting of the laser
levels contributes to population inversion, because the
laser transition occurs between a low-lying Stark component of the upper and a high-lying Stark component
of the lower laser level [11.836]. During the relaxation
oscillations at the onset of lasing, a red-shift of the lasing wavelength is often observed in erbium 3 µm laser
systems [11.879–882], because the excitation energy is
accumulated in the long-lived 4 I13/2 lower laser level and
the character of the lasing process changes from fourlevel to three-level lasing [11.836]. For the same reason,
the tunability range of a 3 µm CW laser [11.883] is
narrowed and red-shifted with increasing pump power.
Pump excited-state absorption (ESA), which is
present in Er3+ at almost all available GSA wavelengths [11.884], has a major influence on the
performance of low-doped, core-pumped erbium 2.7 µm
ZBLAN fiber lasers because of the significant amount
of ground-state bleaching and excitation of the laser levels under these conditions [11.885]. Pumping at 980 nm
directly into the upper laser level provides the highest
Stokes efficiency of ηSt = λpump /λlaser = 35% [11.838].
However, ESA at 980 nm from the 4 I11/2 upper laser
level [11.886] is detrimental to lasing. Experimentally,
the best pump wavelength [11.885] is near 792 nm, at the
peak of ESA from the 4 I13/2 lower laser level [11.874];
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lasing regime with additional lasing at the transition
4I
4
13/2 → I15/2 near 1.6 µm was demonstrated [11.890].
In ZBLAN fibers with higher dopant concentrations of typically 1–5 mol % (≈ 1.6–8 × 1020 cm−3 ) and
with the double-clad geometry, ESA is much less
important, because the reduced pump intensity with
low-brightness diode lasers leads to smaller excitation densities. Currently, the most successful approach
towards a high-power erbium 2.7 µm fiber laser is
codoping of the fiber with Pr3+ [11.891, 892]. This idea
was reported already in [11.887, 893, 894] and was proposed for the double-clad fiber laser in [11.895]. In
this approach, the Er3+ 2.7 µm transition is operated
as a simple four-level laser; see the energy-level scheme
in Fig. 11.76a. The 4 I13/2 lower laser level is depopulated by the energy transfer process ET1 to the Pr3+
codopant and fast decay to the ground state by multiphonon relaxation within Pr3+ . The energy-transfer
process ET2 from the 4 I11/2 upper laser level to the Pr3+
codopant is weak [11.821]. The strong lifetime quenching of the 4 I13/2 lower laser level significantly reduces
ground-state bleaching and excitation of the laser levels, thus making the influence of ESA negligible, but
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Fig. 11.76 (a) Partial energy-level scheme of erbium indicating the

processes relevant to the ZBLAN:Er3+ lifetime-quenching laser:
GSA at 980 nm to the 4 I11/2 upper laser level (or at 790 nm to the
4I
4
9/2 pump level and subsequent multiphonon relaxation to I11/2 ),
4
laser transition to the I13/2 lower laser level, and relaxation to
the ground state via energy transfer ET1 to the Pr3+ codopant.
The energy transfer ET2 from the 4 I11/2 upper laser level to the
Pr3+ codopant is weak. (b) Output power at 2.7 µm under 792 nm
pumping. (After [11.891])

similarly preventing energy recycling by ETU [11.896].
Each pump photon can at best produce one laser photon in the Er3+ ,Pr3+ -codoped system. The theoretical
limit of the slope efficiency is given by the Stokes
efficiency, which is 29% under 800 nm pumping. Experimentally, a slope efficiency of 17% and an output
power of 1.7 W were obtained [11.891] (Fig. 11.76b).
Other researchers [11.897] reported output powers of
660 mW. Since ESA from both laser levels is negligible,
the system can alternatively be pumped near 980 nm,
which provides a Stokes efficiency of 35%. In this way,
the experimental slope efficiency could be increased to
25% [11.898]. With improvements in diode-laser technology and an optimized fiber design, an output power
of 5.4 W at 2.7 µm with a slope efficiency of 21% could
recently be demonstrated from an Er3+ ,Pr3+ -codoped
ZBLAN fiber laser [11.892, 899].
The first steps toward pulsed output from erbium
3 µm ZBLAN lasers [11.882, 900, 901] were unsatisfactory in terms of output energies and average powers.
There have also been attempts to operate the ZBLAN
fiber laser in the energy-recycling regime. The parameters Wii of both ETU processes in ZBLAN bulk
glasses [11.821] versus Er3+ concentration are shown in
Fig. 11.73b. The criterion for optimization of the slope
efficiency in (11.90) is maximizing the ratio W11 /W22 .
For Er3+ concentrations of > 2–3 mol % at which ETU
processes become important, this ratio is ≈ 3, see the
dashed line in Fig. 11.73b, a more favorable value than
reported for LiYF4 :Er3+ [11.851]. Energy recycling by
ETU at high Er3+ concentrations [11.902] might lead
to output powers at 3 µm on the order of 10 W. In early
attempts, two research groups tried to exploit energy
recycling [11.903, 904], however the slope efficiencies
in these experiments did not exceed the slope efficiencies obtained in Er3+ ,Pr3+ -codoped fibers pumped at
corresponding pump wavelengths [11.891, 892, 898]. In
fibers with relatively large core diameters and therefore transverse multimode operation, singly Er-doped
with concentrations smaller than those required for
efficient energy recycling, 3 W of output power was
obtained [11.905]. With further increase of the core
diameter to 90 µm, the highest pulsed output of > 0.5 mJ
could be demonstrated by the same researchers. Recently, 8 W of output power with a slope efficiency
of 24.4% were demonstrated from a highly Er-doped
(60 000 ppm) ZBLAN fiber when dual-end-pumping the
fiber with 25 W of launched pump power at 975 nm.
This result represents the highest output obtained by the
end of 2005 from a fiber laser near 3 µm. Again, the
achieved slope efficiency of 24.4% is very similar to
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that of 25% obtained with the same pump wavelength in
a Er3+ ,Pr3+ -codoped fiber [11.898]. Therefore, it must
be concluded that efficient energy recycling with correspondingly improved slope efficiency similar to the
result of 50% in a crystalline host material [11.837] is
still lacking.

Solid-state lasers at wavelengths beyond 3 µm
Laser wavelengths longer than typically 3 µm are generally difficult to achieve in solid-state host materials
by direct generation from rare-earth or transition-metal
ions, because the energy gap between the upper and
lower laser level is necessarily small and all the common oxide and fluoride host materials possess maximum

phonon energies, which lead to fast multiphonon relaxation of the excitation of the upper laser level. Therefore,
many of the laser transitions reported in the literature require cooling of the active device. On the other hand, the
attractiveness of this wavelength range for a number of
applications has inspired the search for host materials
with maximum phonon energies below ≈ 300 cm−1 .
In crystalline hosts, a flashlamp-pumped, cooled
Er3+ laser at 4.75 µm [11.614], a CW diodepumped, cooled Er3+ laser at 3.41 µm [11.911], and
a pulsed diode-pumped room-temperature Er3+ laser
at 4.6 µm [11.912] have been operated. A roomtemperature BaY2 F8 :Ho3+ laser was operated at
3.9 µm [11.913]. Due to its dense energy-level scheme,
Dy3+ offers a large range of possible mid-infrared
transitions. Recently, room-temperature lasing of Dy3+
transitions in the low-phonon host materials CaGaS2
and KPb2 Cl5 was demonstrated [11.914], in the former material even at 4.31 µm. The longest-wavelength
lasers shown to operate in a solid-state material are room-temperature 5 µm and 7 µm lasers in
LaCl3 :Pr3+ [11.915, 916].
The operation of lasers at wavelengths of
3.22 µm [11.917] and 3.95 µm [11.918] has been
obtained from Ho3+ -doped ZBLAN fiber and at
3.45 µm [11.919] from Er3+ -doped ZBLAN fiber. It
was, however, necessary to cool the ZBLAN fiber for
the 3.45 µm and 3.95 µm transitions. These two laser
transitions span five or six maximum phonon energies in ZBLAN, therefore the lifetime of the upper
laser level for each of these transitions is short and engenders an increase in the pump threshold compared
to other ZBLAN fiber lasers operating at the shorter
mid-infrared wavelengths. In addition, the lower laser
levels of these transitions possess quite long lifetimes
and some saturation of the output power has been observed [11.920]. This problem (while it can be mitigated
with cascaded lasing), combined with the use of inconvenient pump sources has impeded the full utilization
of these laser transitions. The 3.95 µm wavelength emitted from the cooled ZBLAN fiber laser is currently the
longest laser wavelength that has been generated from
a fiber laser.
Generating wavelengths longer than 3 µm from fiber
lasers is a task that tests the limits of current glass
technology. The need for lower phonon energies has to
be balanced with acceptable mechanical, chemical, and
thermal properties. Since the highly developed ZBLAN
glass is only useful for laser transitions up to 3–3.5 µm,
glasses such as the chalcogenides [11.921] will need
to fill the gap. It is because these glasses have to
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Dysprosium-doped solid-state lasers at
2.3–2.4 µm and 2.9–3.4 µm
The search for new mid-infrared laser transitions depends entirely on the structure of the energy-level
diagram of the rare-earth ions. The Dy3+ ion offers
a rather dense energy-level scheme in the infrared spectral region, resulting in a range of absorption peaks, as
well as a four-level laser transition at 2.3–2.4 µm and
a phonon-terminated 3 µm laser transition. The transition at 2.3–2.4 µm was among the first laser transitions
reported and the first to be demonstrated in continuouswave operation [11.609, 610]. Because of the dense
energy-level scheme of Dy3+ , multiphonon relaxation
is an issue of concern in this ion, hence low-phonon host
materials may improve its laser performance. Recently,
room-temperature laser emission at 2.43 µm was reported in the low-phonon host materials CaGa2 S4 :Dy3+
and KPb2 Cl5 :Dy3+ . At the 3.4 µm transition, roomtemperature laser oscillation from Dy3+ in BaYb2 F8
has been reported [11.906]. The 1100 nm output from
a Yb3+ -doped silica fiber laser has been successfully
used to pump a Dy3+ -doped fluoride fiber laser [11.907].
In this case, a maximum output power of 275 mW was
generated with a slope efficiency of only ≈ 5%, however,
when the pump wavelength was increased to ≈ 1.3 µm
using a YAG:Nd3+ laser, the slope efficiency is approximately quadrupled to ≈ 20% [11.908]. Reduced levels
of pump ESA are believed to cause this augmentation in
the slope efficiency. Future Dy3+ -doped fluoride fiber
lasers may benefit from further increases in the pump
wavelength to 1.7 µm or 2.8 µm.
Before turning our attention to rare-earth-ion-doped
solid-state lasers in the wavelength range beyond 3 µm,
it should be noted that solid-state lasers based on the
actinide ion U3+ have also attracted attention in the
recent past [11.909, 910].
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be drawn into low-loss fiber that has prevented longwavelength emission to the extent that is possible in
crystalline-based solid-state lasers. Creating efficient,
high-power mid-infrared fiber lasers with output wavelengths > 3 µm is at the forefront of current fiber-laser
research efforts.
As mentioned above, fiber lasers operating on laser
transitions that have wavelengths > 3 µm will need to
use glasses, which have very low phonon energies. While
rare-earth-ion-doped heavy-metal oxides [11.925] have
been studied for 2–3 µm mid-infrared emission; to date,
there has been no report of laser action for a fiber laser
comprised of such a glass. Heavy-metal oxides do not
seem to be suitable for lasers at wavelengths beyond
3 µm, because their maximum phonon energies are comparable to fluoride glasses and are too high for laser
transitions beyond 3 µm.
The chalcogenide glasses have been doped with
a number of rare-earth ions including Ho3+ [11.924],
Tm3+ [11.923], Tb3+ [11.923], Dy3+ [11.922],
Pr3+ [11.926], and Er3+ [11.927, 928] for studies into
> 3 µm mid-infrared luminescence (Table 11.21). Fiberlaser action has been reported, however, only for an
Nd3+ -doped GLS glass operating at a wavelength of
≈ 1 µm [11.929]. Recent demonstrations of fabricating
Bragg gratings [11.930], single-mode fibers [11.931]
and holey fibers [11.932] with chalcogenide glass highlight the utility of this glass for fiber-based applications;
however, the purity and toxicity of the starting materials
and the difficulty of making ultralow-loss fiber currently
impede the widespread use of chalcogenide glass for
mid-infrared fiber-laser applications. Once these obstacles have been overcome, future > 3 µm fiber lasers
will most likely involve the rare-earth ions Pr3+ , Nd3+ ,
Dy3+ , and Ho3+ doped into chalcogenide glass, because
most of the important mid-infrared transitions relevant to
these ions can be accessed with pump-photon wavenumbers < 10 000 cm−1 . Judicious choice of the overall
dopant-ion concentration and the use of particular senTable 11.21 Examples of luminescent transitions investigated as candidates for mid-infrared lasers in sulfide glasses
Ion

λlaser (µm)

Transition

Ref.

Dy3+

3.2

[11.922]

Tm3+

3.8

Ho3+

3.9

Dy3+

4.3

Tb3+

4.8

Ho3+

4.9

6H
6
13/2 → H15/2
3 H →3 H
5
4
5 I →5 H
5
6
6H
6
11/2 → H13/2
7 F →7 F
5
6
5 I →5 I
4
5

[11.923]
[11.924]
[11.922]
[11.923]
[11.924]

sitizer and quenching ions will enable the production of
efficient > 3 µm output some time in the future.
Conclusions
In the roughly four decades since the demonstration
of the first mid-infrared solid-state lasers, thousands of
scientific papers have been published which have reported on lasing in novel host materials, replacement
of flashlamps by ion-laser and later diode-laser pump
sources, ever-growing output powers, higher efficiencies, larger tunability ranges, shorter pulse durations
and the like. A general tendency is that, the shorter
the wavelength, the better the laser performance. When
we approach longer wavelengths in the mid-infrared
spectrum, we find that the quality and durability of
the required low-phonon-energy host materials decline,
Stokes and slope efficiencies decrease, whereas the thermal problems increase. While many crystalline host
materials and the corresponding laser techniques have
matured during the 1990s, the fast development of highpower, fundamental-mode fiber lasers, which could be
witnessed in the 1 µm spectral range, has now also
reached the mid-infrared spectral region. However, the
assumption that, due to its large surface-to-volume ratio, the fiber geometry might avoid all thermal problems
has been questioned by several recent high-power fiberlaser experiments in the near- and mid-infrared spectral
region. These phenomena are, in principle, not much
different from the situation found in crystalline lasers.
Nevertheless, there remain distinct differences between
these two host categories. When flexibility of the resonator design, short pulses, and high peak powers are
required, crystalline lasers have advantages. On the other
hand, fiber lasers are preferred when high beam quality
or low pump threshold combined with medium CW output power are desired. The low pump threshold of fiber
lasers is an invaluable advantage when cascade-laser
operation is required to depopulate the long-lived terminating level of one laser transition by a second laser
transition. The comparatively low dopant concentrations
that are useful in fiber lasers due to the long interaction
lengths can minimize energy dissipation by interionic
processes but, equally, limit the exploitation of these processes as a tool to optimize the population mechanisms
of a certain laser system, as has been done successfully
in several of the mid-infrared crystalline laser systems
discussed above. Although still a great challenge with respect to fabrication process and durability, low-phonon
crystalline and fiber host materials have the potential to
revolutionize CW mid-infrared lasers in the wavelength
range between 3–5 µm.
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Fig. 11.77 Overview of tunable solid-state lasers based on transition-

metal-ion-doped crystals

over the near-infrared to the mid-infrared. This overview
includes Ti3+ lasers, especially Ti3+ :Al2 O3 , Cr3+
lasers, Cr4+ lasers and finally Cr2+ lasers. At the end
of this section, other transition-metal-ion lasers are presented, including Co2+ and Ni2+ lasers. Finally, some
general comments about transition-metal-ion lasers will
be given in the last section. In Fig. 11.77 an overview
of lasers based on 3d↔3d transitions of transition-metal
ions is given. It can be seen that almost the whole spectral
range between 650 nm and 4500 nm is covered.
Overview of Transition-Metal-Ion Lasers
Ti3+ lasers. Ti3+ -doped Al2 O3 (Ti:sapphire) has been

intensively investigated as a tunable laser material since
the first laser operation was reported [11.943, 944].
Efficient laser oscillation was obtained in Al2 O3 in
pulsed [11.943,945,946] and continuous-wave [11.945,
947, 948] operation, for further references see [11.213].
The tuning range covers more than 400 nm and spans
approximately 670–1100 nm [11.949]. It has a relatively high emission cross section of approximately
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Basics
In this chapter an overview of transition-metal-ion lasers
will be given. The main focus lies on the laser characteristics and results, a more spectroscopically oriented
overview is given in [11.933]. Transition metals are elements of the third, fourth and fifth row of elements
in the periodic table. Laser oscillation has so far only
been obtained with ions of the transition metals of the
third row (the Fe row; Ti to Cu). Due to the strong
coupling between the electronic levels of the transitionmetal ion with the surrounding field established by the
crystalline environment, transition-metal-ion lasers are
usually tunable over a wide spectral range up to several hundred nanometers. These lasers are of interest for
a wide field of applications, e.g., in scientific research,
in medicine, for measurement and testing techniques,
ultrashort-pulse generation, and communication. They
can also be used as coherent light sources for secondharmonic generation, for optical parametric oscillators,
and for sum- and difference-frequency generation.
The energy-level scheme and thus also the spectroscopic and laser characteristics of a transition-metal ion
in a crystalline field is strongly dependent on the valence
state of the ion, the number of ligands (i. e., the coordination number) and the strength and symmetry of the
surrounding crystalline field. Therefore it is not possible
to draw some kind of Dieke diagram for the transitionmetal ions, as it is possible for the trivalent rare-earth
ions (see the section on 4f–4f transitions in Sect. 11.2.1).
The energy-level schemes of the transition-metal ions in
crystalline hosts are in principle described by the socalled Tanabe–Sugano diagrams [11.934–936]. These
diagrams are distinguished by the number of electron
within the 3d electron shell. In these diagrams the energy of a specific level of the transition-metal ion is
depicted as a function of the crystal field strength. We
will not describe the quantum-mechanical background
to obtain these diagrams, which would be beyond the
frame of this handbook. The reader is referred to the
appropriate literature [11.937–942].
In comparison to laser systems based on the 4f↔4f
transitions of trivalent rare-earth ions, lasers based on
3d↔3d transitions are in general more affected by
a higher probability of excited-state absorption, a higher
probability of nonradiative decay, and a higher saturation
intensity, leading to higher laser thresholds. Often laser
oscillation cannot be obtained at all. In the following section, the focus is on specific transition-metal-ion lasers,
ordered according to their laser wavelength from visible
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Fig. 11.78 Basic energy-level schemes of 3d1 ions in octahedral and tetrahedral coordination

4.1 × 10−19 cm2 [11.950] at the maximum of the emission spectrum. A slope efficiency of 62% has been
reported [11.951], which is close to the quantum limit
in that experiment of 78% (pump wavelength 589 nm,
emission wavelength 750 nm). This indicates the low
intrinsic losses of the system.
The Ti3+ ion belongs to the 3d1 configuration,
which is very favorable with respect to laser application because of its simple energy-level scheme (see
Figs. 11.78, 11.79). There are only two 3d1 energy levels, which diminishes the possibility of excited-state
absorption of the laser radiation, a process that limits
Energy

the tuning range and efficiency of other transitionmetal-ion-doped lasers. The orbital degeneracy of the
d levels is removed due to the Jahn–Teller effect, which
yields the large absorption and emission bandwidths.
The room-temperature absorption and emission spectra are shown in Fig. 11.80. Excited-state absorption
transitions occurs to energy levels correlated to charge
transfer and conduction-band levels and between the
two Jahn–Teller-split components of the upper (2 E) d
level. In Ti:sapphire, excited-state absorption was not
observed in the spectral range of emission [11.952]. In
Table 11.22 the laser-relevant parameters of Ti:sapphire
are listed. Besides the favorable spectroscopic and laser
characteristic, the Al2 O3 host material offers a variety
of advantageous properties: a high thermal conductivity,
as well as mechanical and chemical hardness.
To date, Ti3+ :Al2 O3 is the most common and commercially available tunable solid-state laser. Nowadays,
it can be pumped with frequency-doubled Nd lasers
at wavelengths around 532 nm, thus efficient all-solidstate laser operation is possible. Formerly, Ar+ -ion laser
pumping was applied. In commercial systems, overall
efficiencies as high as 30% are obtained.
Besides the broad tuning capability of the
Ti:sapphire laser, its ability for ultrashort-pulse generation and amplification is especially exploited. In
mode-locked operation, pulses as short as 5 fs [11.953–
957] and octave-spanning spectra (e.g., 600 nm to
1200 nm [11.957]) have been obtained.
Laser oscillation with reasonable efficiency has
also been reported for Ti3+ :BeAl2 O4 [11.958–961]
Table 11.22 Overview of Ti3+ :Al2 O3 laser-relevant param-

eters [11.948, 950]
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Fig. 11.79 Schematic diagram of the Jahn–Teller effect
for octahedrally coordinated d1 -systems. 2 E, 2 T2 and CT
(charge transfer) are the energy levels, GSA, ESA, and em
are ground-state absorption, excited-state absorption, and
emission, respectively. nr represents the nonradiative decay via tunneling between the excited state and the ground
state. ∆E JT is the Jahn–Teller stabilization energy

Quantum efficiency
Saturation fluence
Dopant concentration
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Thermal conductivity
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1.76
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28 W/mK
12 × 10−19 K−1
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Laser characteristics. The first laser was realized in
1960 with ruby, i. e., Cr3+ -doped Al2 O3 [11.968]. In
ruby – due to the strong crystal field experienced by the
Cr3+ ion – the laser oscillation occurs on the 2 E → 4 A2
transition. Thus, ruby is a three-level laser and not
tunable over a wide range. Ruby is still a commercially available pulsed laser system with peak output
powers in the MW range used for applications in
measurement and pulsed holography. Ruby has remarkable thermo-mechanical properties which allows high
peak power operation, especially in the Q-switched
regime. In 1976, Morris et al. [11.969] realized with
Cr3+ -doped BeAl2 O4 (alexandrite) the first tunable
laser based on the Cr3+ ion. The laser transition is
4 T → 4 A and terminates in the higher vibronics of
2
2

T = 4K
E II c
1Å

T = 300 K
E II c
1 nm

10

595

5

Cr3+ lasers.
Basics. The Cr3+ ion is almost always found in oc-

tahedral coordination and its energy-level scheme is
described by the Tanabe–Sugano diagram shown in
Fig. 11.81. In low crystal fields, the first excited state
is the 4 T2 level, whereas in strong crystal fields the
2 E level is the first excited state. This means, that either broadband emission (4 T2 → 4 A2 ) or narrow-line
emission (2 E → 4 A2 ) occurs. The absorption spectra
are dominated by quartet–quartet transitions, whereas
the excited-state absorption spectra are dominated either by quartet–quartet or doublet–doublet transitions
depending on the total spin of the lowest excited state.

0

600
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610

615
ë (nm)

× 10

200

300
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600
ë (nm)

b) Fluorescence intensity (arb. units)
Fluorescence intensity
(arb. units)

T = 300 K
1 nm

T = 4K
1Å

620

600

700

800

625

630 635
ë (nm)

900

λlaser
(nm)

BeAl2 O4

810
730–950
15
753–949
0.013
No details given in the reference
615
0.3

Y3 Al5 O12
YAlO3

Tuning range
(nm)

Slope
efficiency (%)

1000
ë (nm)

Fig. 11.80a,b Absorption (a) and emission (b) spectra at room
temperature and at 4 K of Ti:sapphire. (After [11.948])

the ground state. Therefore, a four-level laser system is
realized. To date, the alexandrite laser has found significant commercial applications in industry (e.g., marking,
writing and printing), scientific research (e.g., fluorescence dynamics, fluorescence imaging, LIDAR), and

Table 11.23 Overview of other Ti3+ -laser materials
Crystal

677

Mode of
operation

Pump source

Ref.

Pulsed
Pulsed

SHG Q-switched Nd:YAG (532 nm)
flashlamp (10 µs)

Pulsed

SHG Q-switched Nd:YAlO3 (540 nm)

[11.959]
[11.961]
[11.962]
[11.963, 964]

Part C 11.2

(Table 11.23). However, the efficiency as well as the tuning range is smaller than Ti3+ :Al2 O3 , thus this laser has
no commercial application. In Y3 Al5 O12 [11.962] and
YAlO3 [11.963, 964] crystals doped with Ti3+ the observed efficiencies are very low (Table 11.23). The main
reason for this is excited-state absorption in the spectral region of emission and absorption [11.952, 965]. In
Ti3+ -doped systems nonradiative decay processes due to
phonon-assisted tunneling between the Jahn–Teller-split
excited and ground states also occur, which prevent efficient laser oscillation, e.g., in Ti3+ :Y3 Al5 O12 [11.966,
967].
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Fig. 11.81 Tanabe–Sugano diagram for octahedrally coordinated 3d3 ions, e.g., Cr3+ with C/B = 5.5. The dashed
vertical line marks the border between low and high crystal
field strength

more than 30 materials. In Table 11.25 an overview of
reported laser systems is given [11.103, 977]. In general
the tuning ranges for Cr3+ lasers are not as broad as for
Ti3+ :Al2 O3 lasers, however, they exhibit the advantage
of direct diode-laser pumping around 670 nm, i. e., in
the spectral region of the 4 A2 → 4 T2 absorption.
For Cr3+ laser systems excited-state absorption
(ESA) plays a very important role and is the main
reason for the observed large differences in the laser efficiencies. Due to its energy-level scheme (Fig. 11.81),
spin-allowed ESA transitions are expected either between the quartet states (for low-crystal-field hosts) or
between the doublet states (in strong-field hosts). These
transitions cover a wide spectral range, due to the strong
electron–phonon coupling. Thus, in general, these ESA
transitions overlap with the absorption and emission
bands. The influence of the ESA is strongly dependent
on the host lattice, i. e., on the crystal field experienced
by the Cr3+ ion. In general, it is observed that crystals
with a medium crystal field for the Cr3+ ion are favorable. Furthermore, in some crystals (e.g., the colquirites,
alexandrite, emerald etc.) the polarization-dependent selection rules can be exploited. Cubic hosts are generally
more strongly affected.
Summary and perspectives for Cr3+ lasers. Cr3+

medicine (e.g., hair and tattoo removal,). Its advantages are its tunability between 700 nm and 820 nm, the
high heat conductivity of 23 W/mK, which allows highpower pulsed operation, and its high slope efficiency
of up to 51% [11.970, 971]. Even broader laser tuning ranges with similar efficiencies were achieved with
the Cr3+ -doped colquirite crystals LiCaAlF6 , LiSrAlF6 ,
and LiSrGaF6 [11.972] (Table 11.25). However, these
crystals suffer from poor thermo-mechanical properties
(Table 11.24), which allow only relatively low pump and
laser powers. The broad tuning range is exploited for
mode-locked operation with pulse lengths down to 9 fs
for Cr3+ :LiCAF [11.973]. The crystals also offer the
possibility of efficient laser-diode pumping with laser
diodes at wavelengths around 670–690 nm. Thus compact, mode-locked laser systems in the low-power range
are possible [11.974–976]. It is interesting to note that
the highest slope efficiency ever obtained with a Cr3+ based laser was achieved with Cr3+ :Be3 Al2 (SiO3 )6
(emerald). Also here, however, the thermo-mechanical
properties are poor and, furthermore, the emerald crystal is very difficult to grow in laser quality. For the
most efficient Cr3+ laser materials the relevant laser and
materials parameters are listed in Table 11.24. Laser oscillation with Cr3+ -doped systems has been realized in

lasers are generally interesting for laser applications.
High-efficiency diode-pumped and broadly tunable
continuous-wave and mode-locked laser oscillation have
been obtained in a variety of crystals. Some laser systems are commercially available. However, all of these
crystals have specific drawbacks: they have poor thermal
mechanical properties, the growing process is difficult
or the tuning range is small. Therefore Cr3+ lasers are at
this time in general not competitive with the Ti3+ :Al2 O3
laser, which offers a broader tuning range, allows shorter
pulses in the mode-locked regime and has better thermomechanical properties. Ti3+ :Al2 O3 cannot be pumped
directly with diode lasers; however, advances in the
frequency-doubling technique of neodymium lasers has
led to efficient all-solid-state pump lasers which replaced the argon-ion laser as pump. Additionally, pump
laser diodes in the spectral region between 630 nm and
700 nm with high beam quality and output power are
currently not available in a satisfactory manner. Concerning the research for new Cr3+ laser systems one has
to take into account that the Cr3+ ion has already been
investigated in a large number of systems. In principle, new host materials with the perspective of efficient
laser operation should have a medium crystal field for
the Cr3+ ion and polarization-dependent optical prop-
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Table 11.24 Materials, spectroscopic and laser parameters of the most important Cr3+ lasers
LiSrAlF6

Alexandrite

Ruby

Trigonal
P3̄1c
5.007 (a)
9.641 (c)

Trigonal
P3̄1c
5.084 (a)
10.21 (c)

Hexagonal
R3̄c
4.759 (a)
12.989 (c)

≈ 1019 – 1020
Czochralski
810±10
2.99
4.58 (|| a)
5.14 (|| c)
22 (|| a)
3.6 (|| c)

≈ 1019 –1020
Czochralski
766±10
3.45
3.0 (|| a)
3.3 (|| c)
25 (|| a)
-10 (|| c)

Orthorhombic
Pnma
9.404 (a)
5.476 (b)
4.425 (c)
≈ 1019 – 1020
Czochralski
1870
3.69
20

n

1.390 (a)
1.389 (c)

1.405 (a)
1.407 (c)

dn/ dT (10−6 /K)

-4.2 (|| a)
-4.6 (|| c)
1.3 (π)
170
2.2
763
≈ 120
≈ 0.16

-2.5 (|| a)
-4 (|| c)
4.8 (π)
67
3.2
846
≈ 200
≈ 0.24

Structure
Lattice parameters (Å)

Typical Cr3+ concentration (cm−3 )
Growth
Tm (◦ C)
Density (g/cm3 )
Thermal conductivity (W/mK)
Thermal expansion (10−6 C−1 )

σem (10−20 cm2 )
τem (300 K) (µs)
σem τ(10−24 cm−2 s−1 )
λpeak,em (nm)
∆λ (nm)
∆λ/λpeak,em

erties that could help to avoid or at least significantly
reduce excited-state absorption in the spectral region
of the emission. Furthermore, good thermo-mechanical
properties are required.
Cr4+ lasers.
Basics. Cr4+ -doped crystals have been of interest as

tunable, room-temperature laser materials since the late
1980s. In a variety of materials laser oscillation in
different operation schemes has been achieved, see
Table 11.26 and Table 11.28, where an overview of
the obtained laser results is given. The energy-level
scheme of the Cr4+ ion in crystals can be described
with the Tanabe–Sugano diagram shown in Fig. 11.82.
The absorption spectra are dominated by the three spinallowed transitions between the 3 A2 ground state and
the 3 T2 (3 F), 3 T1 (3 F), and 3 T1 (3 P) excited states. Usually, the energy levels are strongly crystal field dependent
and split, thus the absorption spectra of different materials differ significantly. In all materials investigated thus
far, broadband emission due to the transition between the

6 (|| a)
6 (|| b)
7 (|| c)
n a = 1.7381 ( 800 nm)
n b = 1.7436 ( 800 nm)
n c = 1.7361 ( 800 nm)

0.7
260
1.8
697
≈ 75
≈ 0.11

≈ 1.6 × 1019
Czochralski
2050
3.98
33 (|| a)
35 (|| c)
6.65 (|| a)
7.15 (|| c)
1.763 (o)
1.755 (e)
13.6 (o)
14.7 (e)
2.5
3000
75
694.3
-

3 T excited state and the 3 A ground state is observed.
2
2
Referring to the Tanabe–Sugano diagram and the indicated area of crystal field values for the Cr4+ ion, one
would expect – at least in some materials – narrow-line
emission. However, due to lattice relaxation and crystal field splitting of the excited state, the 3 T2 or one of
its crystal field components becomes lower than the 1 E
level.
The most efficient laser oscillation of Cr4+ -doped
materials was realized in Mg2 SiO4 and Y3 Al5 O12
(YAG). The laser data and main spectroscopic data of
these materials are listed in Table 11.26 and Table 11.27.
A variety of further host materials for the Cr4+ ion
were also investigated, but with either low efficiency
(Table 11.28) or without realization of laser oscillation.
A detailed overview of Cr4+ -doped systems is given
in [11.933].
In all Cr4+ -doped materials investigated thus far,
there are two main drawbacks for efficient laser oscillation or laser oscillation at all: excited-state absorption
and nonradiative decay. Investigation of excited-state
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Table 11.25 Free-running laser wavelengths, tuning ranges, laser temperatures, slope efficiencies, operation modes and output

power/output energy of Cr3+ -laser materials. (CW: continuous wave, p: pulsed, SHG: second harmonic, fl: flash lamp, dc: duty
cycle, QS: Q-switched, g-sw: gain-switched, ML: mode locked, * discontinuously)
Host material
Be3 Al2 (SiO3 )6

Part C 11.2

LiCaAlF6

LiSrGaF6

BeAl2 O4

Wavelength
(nm)
684.8
757.4
765
768
780
780
780
820

Tuning
range (nm)
751–759.2
728.8–809.0
720–840

300
300
300
300

720–840
720–840

300

800–900

300
300

679.9
680.3

765

744–788
745–785

300
300

750
755
750

700–820

300
300
300
300–583
300–583

680.4
752
752
753
753
765

726–802
700–820

34
64

p (SHG QS Nd:YAG)
p (fl)
CW (Kr+ )
q-CW (3% DC)

6.8 mJ
≈ 330 mW
1.6 W

52.4
52
1.55
51

CW (5% DC) Kr+
CW (5% DC) Kr+
p – fl
CW, Kr+
QS (10 kHz),
laser diode

≈ 0.7
2.3

1.2

850 mW
1.8 J
1W
12 µJ

500 mJ

q-CW (ac Hg-lamp)
CW
(DC Hg-,Xe-lamp)
p (fl 125 Hz)
CW
ML (38 ps)
p (fl), temp. tuning

6.5 W
20 W
150 W
60 W

Ref.
[11.988]
[11.989]
[11.990]
[11.991,
992]
[11.972]
[11.993]
[11.993]
[11.994]
[11.995]
[11.996]
[11.997]
[11.998,
999]
[11.1000]
[11.1000,
1001]
[11.1002]
[11.1003]
[11.1004]
[11.1004]
[11.1004]
[11.1005]
[11.970,
971, 997,
1006–
1011]
[11.1000]
[11.1002]
[11.970]
[11.970,
1012]
[11.970]
[11.971]
[11.969]
[11.1013]
[11.1013]
[11.1014]

300
300
300
300

2.5
0.15

fl
fl-QS (20 ns)

35 W / 5 J
500 mJ

300
300

0.15
51

fl
CW, Kr+

400 mJ
600 mW

300
300
300

63.8

150 mW
25 mW
150 mW

36

dye, 645 nm
laser diode, ≈ 640 nm
QS SHG Nd: GVO,
671 nm (80 kHz)
CW, Kr+
a-ML (30 ps, 160 fs)
p (fl)
CW (laser diode)
laser diode,
electronically tuned
laser diode
p (fl, 5 Hz)

3.5 mW
2.7 J
20 mW
4.3 mW

[11.993,
1015]
[11.1016]
[11.1017]
[11.1018]
[11.1019]

43 mW
44 W/ 8.8 J

[11.1020]
[11.1021]

825

780–920

300

865
845
834
870

815–915
780–1010

300
300
300
300

849

810–860

858–920

Pout /Eout

p (fl)
p (fl)

300
300

680.4

Mode

p (fl)

700–800
701–794

701–818
744–788
701–818

η (%)

77
77

680.3
750

752–790
700–820

LiSrAlF6

T (K)

300
300

28

5

650 mW
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Table 11.25 (continued)
Wavelength
(nm)

Tuning
range (nm)

T (K)

η (%)

Mode

Pout /Eout

Ref.

ScBO3

843

787–892

Gd3 Sc2 Ga3 O12

777
785

745–805
742–842

300
300
300
300

25
26
11
28

CW (3%), Kr+
CW (10%), Kr+
CW (1:50 DC)
quasi-CW

250 mW
275 mW
60 mW
200 mW

766–820

300
300
300

741–841

300

750–800
765–801

300
300
300

p (10 µs, dye)
p – fl
p – fl
p – fl
CW
q-CW, Kr+
p – fl
p – fl
CW Kr+

10 µJ
20 mJ
10 mJ
≈ 70 mJ

791
769
780
784
784

1
0.06
0.02
0.57
18.4
9
0.24
0.12
18.5

780

750–810

0.38

784
780
921, 935
910
932
930
810, 826

735–820
750–803
852–947

300
300
300
300
300

19
0.24
3.6
15

p – fl
QS (p – fl)
CW, Kr+
p – fl
q-CW (DC 3%), Kr+
q-CW (DC 2%), Kr+

260 mJ
30 mJ
200 mW
206 mJ
35 mW

300
300

10
1

Kr+
p – dye (0.5 µs)

790–826

775–825

20– 260

0.1

CW, Kr+

785–865
785–865
780–845
766–865
980–1090

300

14

85 mW

300
300
77

3
14
13

CW, Kr+
p – ruby
CW, Kr+
CW

110 mW

862–1107
815–1110

300
300
300

7.6
10

p – dye
CW (3% DC)
p

80 mW
10 mJ

[11.1022]
[11.972]
[11.1023]
[11.1024–
1026]
[11.1027]
[11.1028]
[11.1029]
[11.1030]
[11.54]
[11.1031]
[11.1029]
[11.1032]
[11.1025,
1026,
1033]
[11.1034]
[11.1034]
[11.1031]
[11.1031]
[11.1035]
[11.1036]
[11.1037]
[11.1038]
[11.1039,
1040]
[11.1039,
1040]
[11.1041]
[11.1042]
[11.1043]
[11.1044]
[11.1026,
1045]
[11.1045]
[11.1046]
[11.1047]
[11.1048]
[11.1023,
1024,
1026]
[11.1047,
1049]
[11.1023,
1026]
[11.1023,
1026]
[11.1024,
1026,
1048]

790

Na3 Ga2 Li3 F12
Y3 Sc2 Al3 O12
Gd3 Sc2 Al3 O12

SrAlF5

KZnF3

820
ZnWO4

825–1011
825–1010

La3 Ga5 SiO14

960

Gd3 Ga5 O12

968
769

-

300

10

quasi-CW

La3 Ga5.5 Nb0.5 O14

1040

900–1250

300

5

p

Y3 Ga5 O12

740

-

5

quasi-CW

Y3 Sc2 Ga3 O12

750

-

5

quasi-CW

La3 Lu2 Ga3 O12 830

790–850

3

quasi-CW

50 mW
200 mJ
110 mJ
90 mW

55 mW

10 mJ
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Table 11.25 (continued)

Part C 11.2

Host material

Wavelength
(nm)

Tuning
range (nm)

MgO

830

824–878*

Al2 (WO4 )3
BeAl6 O10

800
820
834
692.9 (R2)
693.4
693.4

Al2 O3

η (%)

Mode

Pout /Eout

Ref.

2.3

CW, Ar+

48 mW

33
31
5

p – fl
CW, Kr+
q-CW, TiSa (DC: 2%)
CW, Kr+
p

1.2 J
300 mW
200 mW

300

3

p

4 mJ

870–1210

300

6

p

16 mJ

925–1240

300

5

p

6 mJ

774–814

300
300
300

12
0.08
0.65

170 mJ
40 mJ
3 mW

1150–1480
1220–1380
1030–1180

300
300
300
285

p – ruby
p – fl
q-CW, Kr+
(DC: 10%)
p (g-sw. Ti:Al2 O3 )
p (g-sw. Ti:Al2 O3 )
p (QS Cr3+ :BeAl2 O4 )
CW (Ar+ )

[11.1050–
1052]
[11.1053]
[11.1054]
[11.1055]
[11.1056]
[11.1057]
[11.1058]
[11.1059]
[11.968,
1060–
1065]
[11.1066]
[11.1066]
[11.1067]
[11.1068]
[11.1069]
[11.1070]
[11.1071]
[11.1072]
[11.1047,
1073]
[11.1047,
1073]
[11.1047,
1049]
[11.1047,
1049]
[11.1074]
[11.1074]
[11.1075]

5.5 mW

[11.1076]
[11.1076]
[11.1077]
[11.1077]

780–920
795–874

694.3 (R1)

300
300
300
300
77
77
300

≈ 0.03
-

12

1.25

740–828
880–1220

77
77
300
≈ 77
300
300
300
300
300

Sr3 Ga2 Ge4 O14

895–1150

Ca3 Ga2 Ge4 O14
La3 Ga5.5 Ta0.5 O14

Y3 Al5 O12
LiSr0.8 Ca0.2 AlF6
LiSrCrF6
ScBeAlO4
La3 Ga5 GeO14

700.9 (N2)
704.1 (N1)
767
687.4
835
847
890
792

T (K)

(Ca, Gd)3 (Ga, Mn, Zr)5 O12
LaSc3 (BO3 )4
LiInGeO4
LiScGeO4
Li:Mg2 SiO4

not tunable
750–950
783–945

≈ 777
934

1121
1120, 1130,
1140

absorption has been performed on garnets [11.978–
980], forsterite [11.981–984], cunyite [11.985], silicates [11.982] and Wurtzite-type crystals [11.984, 986,
987]. The nonradiative decay via multiphonon relaxation
leads to quantum efficiencies far below 100% at room
temperature; see the overview given in [11.933]. The
preparation of Cr4+ -doped crystals requires for most
materials special conditions before, during or after the
growth process. The Cr4+ ion is not as stable in its va-

1.27

q-CW, Kr+
p – fl
p – SHG Nd:YAG
p – fl
p – fl
CW, Hg-lamp
CW, Ar+

6 mJ

4 mW
42 mW

8 mJ

lence state as Cr3+ . Therefore, there is the tendency
for incorporation of chromium ions in different valencies in the crystals, especially for materials that do not
exhibit an appropriate tetravalent tetrahedrally coordinated lattice site. This is, e.g., the case for Y3 Al5 O12 ,
therefore here additional codoping with divalent cations
(Mg, Ca) is necessary. But also in Mg2 SiO4 , Cr3+ is incorporated into the Mg lattice. No traces of Cr3+ were
observed in these materials, which do not exhibit an ap-
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Table 11.26 Overview of laser results obtained with Cr4+ :YAG and Cr4+ :Mg2 SiO4 . (CW: continuous wave, lp: long
pulse pumped, g-sw: gain switched, DP: diode pumped, ML: mode locked, CF: crystalline fiber)
λlaser (nm)

Output

ηsl (%)

Tuning range

Mode of operation

Ref.

Y3 Al5 O12

1430
1450
1420

7.5 mJ
1900 mW
58 mJ

22
42
28

1350–1530
1340–1570
1309–1596

g-sw (55 ns)
CW (T = 3 ◦ C)
lp (200 µs)

1440
1520
1510
1540
1569
1450
1470
1420
1440

20 mW
360 mW
50 mW
30 mW
400 mW
80 mW
150 mW

5
8
<1
-

1396–1482
1510–1530
1490–1580
-

5.5
1.9

1420–1530
-

ML
CW-ML (26 ps)
CW-ML (120 fs)
CW-ML (70 fs)
CW-ML (53 fs)
DP-ML (65 fs)
Nd − YVO4 , ML (20 fs)
DP
DP-CF
Intracavity Nd:YAG

[11.1078–1083]
[11.1081, 1083–1085]
[11.1082, 1083,
1086, 1087]
[11.1088, 1089]
[11.1090]
[11.1091]
[11.1092]
[11.1093]
[11.1094, 1095]
[11.1096]
[11.1097]
[11.1098]
[11.1099]

1.1 W

38
26

-

4.95 mJ

-

1206–1250

370 mW

13

1170–1370
1173–1338

300 mW

-

-

10 pJ
10 mW

5

1236–1300

CW
CW (duty cycle 1:15)
CW
DP
lp
flashlamp pumped
flashlamp pumped
g-sw
g-sw
g-sw (1.5 kHz/10kHz)
ML
ML (25 fs)
Nd:YAG, ML (14 fs)
DP-ML (1.5 ps)
CW-DP (T = −10 ◦ C)

[11.1100]
[11.1101, 1102]
[11.1103]
[11.1104, 1105]
[11.1106]
[11.1107]
[11.1108]
[11.1106, 1109–1113]
[11.1114]
[11.1115]
[11.1116–1122]
[11.1122]
[11.1123]
[11.1124]
[11.1104]

Mg2 SiO4
1242

1235

1300
1260
1260

propriate lattice site for the Cr3+ ion, e.g., Ca2 GeO4
and Y2 SiO5 . However, the laser results obtained with
Y3 Al5 O12 and Mg2 SiO4 indicate that the laser efficiency
is not necessarily affected by the presence of Cr3+ .
Laser characteristics. In Table 11.26 an overview
of the laser results obtained with Cr4+ :YAG and
Cr4+ :Mg2 SiO4 , the materials in which the most efficient laser operation has been obtained, is given. In
YAG, the highest slope efficiency obtained thus far in
the continuous-wave regime is 42% [11.1085]. The corresponding input–output curve is shown in Fig. 11.83a.
Attempts to improve the laser efficiency by changing the
crystals composition, i. e., by substituting Lu for Y on
the dodecahedral site or Sc for Al on the octahedral site
were not successful [11.1086, 1087]. The efficiency de-

creased significantly. The reason is mainly excited-state
absorption, but the lower crystal quality and increased
nonradiative rate also contribute [11.1125]. A remarkable characteristic – on first sight – is that the Cr4+ :YAG
laser oscillates polarized parallel to one of its main
crystallographic axes. The laser output was highest
when the pump beam of a Nd:YAG laser operating
at 1064 nm and propagating along the [001]-axis of
the Cr4+ :YAG crystal is polarized parallel to one of
the crystallographic < 100 >-axes of the Cr4+ :YAG
crystal, and was lowest when its polarization was parallel to one of the < 110 >-axes (Fig. 11.83b). The
Cr4+ :YAG laser output is polarized and maintains its
polarization while rotating the pump beam polarization.
When the pump beam polarization is parallel to one
of the < 110 >-axes, the Cr4+ :YAG laser polarization
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Table 11.27 Parameters of Cr4+ -doped Y3 Al5 O12 and Mg2 SiO4
Y3 Al5 O12 (YAG)

Mg2 SiO4 (Forsterite)

(O10
h )

Part C 11.2

Structure
Hardness
Site symmetry
Growth
Tm
Cr4+ concentration
Thermal conductivity
Refractive index (λpeak )

Ia3d
8.25–8.5
S4
Czochralski, divalent codopant required
(1930±20) ◦ C
≈ 1017 –1018 cm−3
0.13 W/cmK
1.81

dn/ dT (undoped)
Density
σabs (1064 nm)
σem (λpeak )
σESA (λpeak )
τem (300 K)
σem τ
Quantum efficiency
λpeak,em
∆λ
∆λ/λpeak,em

7.7–8.2 × 10−6 /K
4.56 g/cm3
≈ 6.5 × 10−18 cm2
≈ 3.3 × 10−19 cm2
< 0.3 × 10−19 cm2
4.1 µs
1.35 × 10−24 cm−2 s−1
≈ 0.2
1380 nm
≈ 300 nm
≈ 0.22

switches [11.1084]. This characteristic can be explained
by the crystal structure, the location of the Cr4+ ions
and the local symmetry they experience. For details,
see [11.1126, 1127].

Pbnm (D16
2h )
7
m
Czochralski
(1890±20) ◦ C
≈ 1018 – 1019 cm−3
0.08 W/cmK
1.669 (a)
1.651 (b)
1.636 (c)
9.5 × 10−6 /K
3.22 g/cm3
≈ 5.0 × 10−19 cm2
≈ 2.0 × 10−19 cm2
< 0.2 × 10−19 cm2
3.0 µs
0.6 × 10−24 cm−2 s−1
≈ 0.16
1140 nm
≈ 250 nm
≈ 0.22

With the Cr4+ :Mg2 SiO4 laser, slope efficiencies
of up to 38% [11.1102] and output powers around
1.1 W [11.1103] in continuous-wave operation at room
temperature have been realized (Fig. 11.83c. For crys-

Table 11.28 Overview of other Cr4+ -doped laser materials. (CW: continuous wave, lp: long pulse pumped, g-sw: gain

switched, DP: diode pumped. * laser-active center assigned to Cr3+ in [11.1076], Table 11.24)
Crystal

λlaser (nm)

Output

ηsl (%)

Tuning range

Mode of operation

Ref.

Y3 Scx Al5−x O12
(YSAG)

1498 (x = 0.5)

23 mJ

10

1394–1628

lp (100 µs)

[11.1087]

1548 (x = 1.0)
1584 (x = 1.5)
Not given

4.5 mJ
0.9 mJ
50 mW

3
0.5
1.5

1464–1604
-

lp (100 µs)
lp (100 µs)
quasi-CW

[11.1087]
[11.1087]
[11.1128, 1129]
[11.1104, 1130–
1132]

1400
1410
1300

0.4 mJ
20 mW
0.1 mJ

6.1
8.5
3

1348–1482
1390–1475
1220–1380

g-sw (T = 0 ◦ C)
CW-DP (T = −10 ◦ C)
g-sw

1304
1348
1370
1440

20 mW
0.55 mJ
37 µJ

0.4
0.4
≈1

1320–1430

quasi-CW (1:8)
lp (200 µs)
g-sw (110 K)
g-sw
g-sw

[11.1130, 1133]
[11.1104]
[11.1134]
[11.1135, 1136]
[11.1084, 1137]
[11.1084, 1137]
[11.1138–1140]
[11.1141]
[11.1141]

Lu3 Al5 O12
Ca2 GeO4

LiScGeO∗4
Y2 SiO5

LiNbGeO5
CaGd4 (SiO4 )3 O
SrGd4 (SiO4 )3 O
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Fig. 11.82 Tanabe–Sugano diagram for tetrahedrally coordinated 3d2 ions. The marked area correspond roughly to
the regions of Dq/B values of Cr4+ and Mn5+ . For simplicity, C/B was set to 5.6, although it differs for different
systems

tals from the forsterite group the attempts to obtain better
laser results by substituting the constituent ions of the
host lattice were also not successful. A variety of crystals were investigated [11.1142–1144] (see the overview
given in [11.933]) but only for Ca2 GeO4 was laser oscillation obtained. For Ca2 GeO4 excited-state absorption
on the laser wavelength is detrimental [11.985].
Laser oscillation was also obtained for Cr4+ doped Y2 SiO5 , LiGeNbO5 , CaGd4 (SiO4 )3 O, and
SrGd4 (SiO4 )3 O. The low efficiencies are probably due
to excited-state absorption and the high nonradiative
decay rate.
Summary and outlook for Cr4+ lasers. Cr4+ :YAG

Cr4+ :Mg2 SiO4

and
are efficient and broadly tunable laser systems for the infrared spectral range
including the very interesting region for telecommunication applications around 1.3 µm and 1.55 µm.
Mode-locked operation with pulse lengths as short
as 20 fs for Cr4+ :YAG [11.1096] and 14 fs for
Cr4+ :Mg2 SiO4 [11.1123] were obtained. Also direct
diode-pumped laser operation was realized, however,
with lower efficiencies [11.1094, 1097]. For both systems, power handling is a problem and the ion

0

0

45

90 135 180 225 270 315 360
Angle <[010]-axis, pump polarization>

c) Output power (W)
1.2
T = 6.95 %
T = 4.9 %
T = 2.3 %
T = 1.25 %

1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0

1

2

3

4

5
6
7
Absorbed pump power (W)

Fig. 11.83 (a) Input–output characteristic of a Cr4+ :YAGlaser (after [11.1085]), (b) Polarization dependence of
a Cr4+ :YAG laser (after [11.933, 1084]), (c) Input–output

characteristic of a Cr4+ :Mg2 SiO4 laser (after [11.1103])

concentration in both materials is rather low, yielding
a low absorption efficiency of the pump light.
The main obstacle for Cr4+ laser materials is excitedstate absorption at the emission wavelength, which
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Fig. 11.84 Tanabe–Sugano diagram for tetrahedrally coordinated ions with 3d4 configuration, C/B = 4

is present in practically all crystals. Its influence is
small in systems with an advantageous energy-level
scheme and/or a crystal structure that supports strong
polarization-dependent selection rules. A second but less
ó (1019 cm2)

8

important point concerning Cr4+ laser materials is the
nonradiative decay rate. To decrease this rate, crystals
with low-energy phonons and/or small electron–phonon
coupling should be used as host materials, e.g., those
in which silicon is substituted by germanium or aluminum is substituted by gallium. However, attempts in
this direction have not been successful thus far.
Cr2+ lasers.
Basics. The energy-level scheme of tetrahedrally co-

ordinated Cr2+ is shown in Fig. 11.84. The Cr2+ ion
experiences a low crystal field, e.g., in ZnSe the value of
Dq/B is about 0.9. Thus, the 5 T2 level is the ground state
and the 5 E level is the first excited state, whilst all higherlying levels are triplet and singlet states. In consequence,
the 5 E → 5 T2 emission is a spin-allowed transition,
while all interionic excited-state transitions are spinforbidden. Such systems are in general very promising
for the realization of efficient tunable laser oscillation,
because even in the case of a spectral overlap between
stimulated emission and excited-state absorption, the
transition probabilities for the latter are expected to be
about a factor of 10 smaller.
Cr2+ -doped chalcogenide crystals have been shown
to be efficient and broadband tunable solid-state lasers
for the infrared spectral range between 2 µm and 3 µm.
Pulsed, continuous-wave, mode-locked and diodepumped laser operation have been demonstrated in
recent years. Possible applications of these mid-infrared
lasers include scientific research, remote sensing, tracegas analysis, medicine, biology, materials processing,
and ultrashort-pulse generation.
Materials. The choice of host materials for the Cr2+

4

0

óGSA + óSE óESA
óSE óESA
óGSA
óSE

4
1500

2000

2500

3000
Wavelength (nm)

Fig. 11.85 σGSA (dashed line), σSE (dotted line), (σGSA + σSE −

σESA ) (thin solid line), and (σSE − σESA ) spectrum (thick solid line)
of Cr2+ :ZnSe at room temperature. The sharp structure beyond
2500 nm is attributed to the water absorption in air and the following
normalization process. (After [11.1145])

laser ion is limited due to special conditions. First, the
materials have to exhibit a tetrahedrally coordinated
lattice site. A divalent lattice site is also preferably,
because otherwise a charge-compensation mechanism
would have to be established in the lattice. Furthermore,
host crystals with low phonon frequencies have to be
chosen in order to decrease the possibility of nonradiative decay via multiphonon relaxation. Chalcogenide
crystals, with their tetrahedrally coordinated divalent
cation lattice sites and with phonon energies lower than
400 cm−1 , are thus very suitable with respect to the
realization of efficient broadband emission in this midinfrared spectral range. In Table 11.29 some material
parameters of the investigated chalcogenide crystals are
given in comparison to the data for Al2 O3 . The thermal conductivities of the chalcogenides are rather high
and comparable to the values for Al2 O3 . However, the
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Table 11.29 Materials parameter of some chalcogenide crystals suitable for Cr2+ . The data for Y3 Al5 O12 are given for comparison.

(*: for CdTe). (After [11.1146–1148]) w: Wurtzite, z: Zincblende
Structure
Site symmetry

Hardness (Knoop)
Refractive index
Thermal conductivity
(W/mK)
dn/ dT (10−6 /K)
Transmission range
(µm)

ZnSe

Cd1−x Mnx Te

CdSe

Y3 Al5 O12

Wurtzite: hexagonal
Zincblende: cubic
C3v (hex.)
Td (cubic)
Vertical Brigdeman
w: 1700
z: 1020
w: 210– 240
z: 150– 160
2.29
w: 17
z: 27
w: 46
w: 0.4–17
z: 0.4–14

Zincblende: cubic

Zincblende: cubic

Wurtzite: hexagonal

Garnet: cubic

Td

Td

C3v

D2 , C3i , S4

Vertical Bridgeman
1525

Vertical Brigdeman
1070–1092

Vapor transport
1250– 1350

Czochralski
1930

130

45∗

70

1250

2.48
18

2.75
≈2
(6.2∗ )
107∗
1–28∗

2.57
6.2

1.8
10

0.8–18

9
0.2–10

70
0.5–18

main disadvantages of the chalcogenide crystals are the
growth techniques, which are Bridgman or vapor transport, which usually lead to a lower crystal quality than
in the case of growth by the Czochralski method, and
the high values for dn/ dt, which lead to strong thermal
lensing during laser operation, especially in the case of
high-power operation.
Spectroscopy. The spectroscopy of Cr2+ ions in chalcogenide crystals has been thoroughly investigated in the
past [11.1154–1162]. Tetrahedrally coordinated Cr2+
ions exhibit a broad band in the absorption spectrum due
to the 5 T2 → 5 E transition in the infrared spectral range
with a maximum around 1.7–1.9 µm. The emission

spectrum due to the 5 E → 5 T2 transition is also broad
and occurs between 2 µm and 3 µm. The absorption
and emission cross sections for the Cr2+ -doped chalcogenides are on the order of ≈ 10−18 cm2 ; these are values
expected for tetrahedrally coordinated transition-metal
ions and are larger than those for Ti3+ :Al2 O3 [11.948].
The room-temperature absorption and emission spectra are shown in Fig. 11.85. The emission lifetimes at
room temperature are on the order of several µs and the
emission quantum efficiencies are close to unity. The
σem τ product gives an indication of the expected laser
threshold, because Pthr ∝ (σem τ)−1 . The values for the
Cr2+ -doped chalcogenides are higher than in the case
of Ti3+ :Al2 O3 , so that generally lower laser thresholds

Table 11.30 Overview about the spectroscopic characteristics of Cr2+ doped chalcogenide crystals. Data for Ti3+ :Al2 O3

are given for comparison

σabs (10−20 cm2 )
σem (10−20 cm2 )
τem (300 K) (µs)
σem τ
(10−22 cm−2 s−1 )
η
λpeak,em (nm)
∆λ (nm)
∆λ/λpeak,em

Ti3+ : Al2 O3
[11.948]

ZnS
[11.1149–
1151]
52
75
8
6.0

ZnSe
[11.1149–
1151]
87
90
9
8.1

ZnTe
[11.1149–
1151]
123
188
3
5.6

Cd0.85 Mn0.15 Te
[11.1152]

Cd0.55 Mn0.45 Te
[11.1153]

CdSe
[11.1154]

≈ 270
270
1.4
3.8

≈ 170
170
4.8
8.2

300
200
6
12.0

6.5
45
3
1.4

≈ 0.73
2300
≈ 780
≈ 0.34

≈1
2300
1000
≈ 0.43

≈1
2400
≈ 900
≈ 0.38

≈ 0.38
2250
≈ 500
≈ 0.22

≈1
2480
770
0.31

≈1
2200
≈ 550
≈ 0.25

≈ 0.9
800
300
0.38
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for the Cr2+ -doped materials are expected. The ratio between the emission bandwidth and the central emission
wavelength, ∆λ/λpeak,em , is a measure for the principle
ability to generate ultrashort pulses in the mode-locked
regime; the higher this value, the shorter the pulses. The
values for Cr2+ -doped crystals are comparable to those
of Ti3+ :Al2 O3 , for which laser pulses shorter than 5 fs
have been realized. However, one has to keep in mind
that bandwidth is not the only important parameter for
ultrashort-pulse generation. Other important parameters
are the nonlinearities of the material and the thermal
lensing introduced by the high peak power, which occurs in the mode-locked regime. Only recently Sorokina
et al. [11.1163] obtained mode-locking in the fs regime,
after a lot of work was spent in order to understand
the mechanisms behind the pulse-forming processes and
how they can be controlled. In Table 11.30 the main
spectroscopic data for the Cr2+ -doped chalcogenides are
summarized in comparison to the data for Ti3+ :Al2 O3 .
For the tetrahedrally coordinated Cr2+ ion strong
ESA transitions due to inner-shell 3d transitions are
not expected, because all possible transitions are supposed to be spin-forbidden. This assumption was proven
by ESA measurements [11.1145, 1164] (Fig. 11.85).
Neither in the spectral region of the ground-state absorption nor in the emission region is ESA observed.
Tunability up to and beyond 3 µm was predicted for
Cr2+ :ZnSe [11.1145]. This prediction was later proven
with laser experiments, where laser oscillation was observed up to 3100 nm [11.1165].
Laser results. Laser materials based on the Cr2+ ion

as the active ion have been investigated since the mid
1990s. Nowadays, Cr2+ lasers are operating in a variety of different operation schemes and under different
excitation sources. In Table 11.31 an overview of the
obtained laser results is given.
The best laser results were thus far obtained for
Cr2+ :ZnSe. In different setups using different pump
sources (Tm3+ lasers, Co2+ :MgF2 lasers, diode lasers
between 1.54 µm and 2.0 µm, erbium-doped fiber amplifiers) slope efficiencies up to 73%, output powers up
to 7 W, thresholds lower than 100 mW, a tuning range of
2000–3100 nm and mode locking with pulse durations
as short as ≈ 100 fs were obtained (Table 11.31). McKay
and coworkers [11.1166] reported results of a thin-disc
laser setup for a Cr2+ :ZnSe laser, a setup that was successfully applied to Yb-doped laser materials [11.1167].
This setup appears to be favorable also for Cr2+ :ZnSe,
because Wagner et al. [11.1168] reported on thermal
rollover in the case of high-power pumping. In McKay’s

experiment, a Q-switched Tm,Ho:YLF laser operating
at 2.05 µm with a repetition rate of 10 kHz was used
as the pump source. An output power of 4.27 W with
a slope efficiency of 47% with respect to the absorbed
pump power was obtained. The other possibility is to
use a rather large pump beam radius of 260 µm (1/ e2
radius), as was done by Alford et al. [11.1169]. Using
a 35 W Tm3+ :YAlO3 as the pump laser, a continuouswave output power of 7 W at 2.51 µm was achieved.
Besides ZnSe, other chalcogenide and mixed chalcogenide host materials for the Cr2+ ion are also suitable
for efficient laser oscillation. For Cr2+ -doped ZnS, the
spectroscopic characteristics are very similar to those
of Cr2+ :ZnSe. From the material point of view, ZnS
even seems to have some advantages over ZnSe as ZnS
has a higher bandgap energy (3.84 eV for ZnS, 2.83 eV
for ZnSe), a higher hardness, a higher thermal conductivity [27 W/mK for ZnS (cubic phase), 19 W/mK
for ZnSe] and a lower dn/ dT (46 × 10−6 1/K for ZnS,
70 × 10−6 1/K for ZnSe) (Table 11.29). However, ZnS
is much more difficult to grow and many different
structure types exist. Thus far, the obtained laser results for Cr2+ :ZnS are not as good as the results for
Cr2+ :ZnSe (Table 11.31). The highest output power obtained was about 700 mW at an absorbed pump power
of 2.65 W from an Er-doped fiber laser [11.1170, 1171].
The thresholds are around 100 mW and are thus comparable to those observed for Cr2+ :ZnSe. The widest
tuning range obtained so far is 2110–2840 nm. The
highest slope efficiency in CW regime is about 40%.
Direct diode pumping has also been realized, with an
output power of 25 mW at an absorbed pump power
of 570 mW [11.1170]. However, in the same setup
a Cr2+ :ZnSe laser showed better results. Investigations
revealed that the passive losses of the Cr2+ :ZnS crystal (14%/cm) were much higher than the losses from the
Cr2+ :ZnSe crystal (4%/cm), indicating the larger problems with crystal growth and crystal quality in the case
of Cr2+ :ZnS compared to Cr2+ :ZnSe.
Compared to ZnSe and ZnS, the thermal properties
and material parameters of Cd0.55 Mn0.45 Te are much
worse, i. e., the dn/ dT is higher and the thermal conductivity is lower (Table 11.29). Therefore, efficient
laser operation was only achieved under pulsed pumping [11.1153]. An output power of 170 mW with a slope
efficiency of 64% was realized for a repetition rate of
2 Hz; the tuning range was 2.17–3.01 µm [11.1153].
Mond et al. [11.1172] reported diode-pumped CW operation with an output power of 6 mW and a slope
efficiency of 4%. A thermal rollover at higher pump
powers was observed, indicating the strong thermal lens-
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Table 11.31 Overview of the laser results obtained for Cr2+ -doped materials
ZnSe

Cd0.85 Mn0.15 Te

Cd0.55 Mn0.45 Te

CdSe

CdTe

2350 [11.1149, 1173]

2515 nm [11.1152]
2660 nm [11.1175]

2550 [11.1153]

2600 [11.1174]

2535
[11.1176]

ηsl (%)
Tuning (nm)

40 [11.1170]
2050–2400
[11.1178]
2110–2840
[11.1170]
0.1 mJ
[11.1149, 1173]

2350 [11.1149]
2500 [11.1145]
2600 [11.1164]
3000 [11.1164]
73 [11.1145]
2000–3100
[11.1165]

44 [11.1175]
2300– 2600
[11.1175]

64 [11.1153]
2170–3010
[11.1153]

50 [11.1177]
2400–3400
[11.1179]

7W
[11.1169]
4.4 ps [11.1180,
1181]
≈ 4 ps [11.1182]
≈ 100 fs
[11.1163]

0.6 mJ
[11.1175]

170 mW (2 Hz)
[11.1153]

0.5 mJ

[11.1149–1151,
1173]

[11.1152, 1175, 1183]

[11.1153, 1183]

[11.1174, 1177,
1179, 1184]

Pout or E out
Pulse length (ML)

Other references
Pulsed

CW

Gain-switched
Diode pumped

Mode-locked
Thin disc
Multi-wavelength

[11.1149–1151,
1170, 1171, 1173,
1178]

1 [11.1176]

pulsed
mode

[11.1145, 1164,
1168, 1185–
1189]
[11.1190]
[11.1145, 1165,
1172, 1191–
1198]
[11.1180, 1182]
[11.1166]
[11.1199]

ing problems. The threshold pump power was only
120 mW. This low value is expected from the spectroscopic parameters. Under diode pumping at a duty
cycle of 1:4, the thermal rollover is not observed at the
pump powers available. Then the highest output power
is 15 mW with a slope efficiency of 5% and a threshold
of ≈ 100 mW.
Cr2+ :CdSe exhibits a similar behavior to
2+
Cr :Cd0.55 Mn0.45 Te, as expected from the material
parameters and spectroscopic characteristics. Thus also
strong thermal lensing and power-handling problems are
encountered in the laser experiments. CW laser operation has not yet been reported, however, the laser results
under pulsed pumping are very promising. Using a Qswitched Tm,Ho:YAG laser operating at 2.05 µm with
a repetition rate of 1 kHz, a maximum output energy
of 0.5 mJ per pulse and a slope efficiency of 50% was
obtained [11.1177]. The highest average output power

was 815 mW [11.1184] while the largest tuning range
achieved thus far is 2.4–3.4 µm [11.1179].
Outlook for Cr2+ systems. Cr2+ -doped materials are

highly efficient lasers in a very interesting wavelength
range for application; see the overview in Table 11.31.
In all materials investigated, the material parameters are
still a large problem, i. e., the quality of the crystals, the
strong thermal lensing, the high nonlinearity, yielding
a strong tendency for self-focusing, and the relatively
low damage threshold. All these problems are most severe for CdMnTe and CdSe. Therefore, the thin-disc
setup may be a way to overcome some of these problems. Another alternative is the use of larger pump and
laser modes. As far as ultrashort-pulse generation is concerned, Sorokina et al. recently realized mode locking in
the fs regime [11.1163]. Thus far, only a few materials
have been investigated for laser applications. Therefore,
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there is the possibility to look for different host materials
for the tetrahedral Cr2+ ion, e.g., ZnGa2 S4 , ZnGa2 Se4 ,
CaGa2 S4 , and CaGa2 Se4 .
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V2+ lasers. The V2+ ion is isoelectronic to the Cr3+
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ion. Therefore, its energy-level scheme can also be
described with the Tanabe–Sugano diagram shown in
Fig. 11.81. The absorption spectra of octahedrally coordinated V2+ is similar to that of Cr3+ , but red-shifted
due to the lower valence of the V2+ ion. The spectra
are dominated by the three broad spin-allowed bands
due to transitions between the 4 A2 (4 F) ground state
and the 4 T2 (4 F), 4 T1 (4 F), and 4 T1 (4 P) excited states.
The emission spectra consist of a broad band due to
the 4 T2 (4 F) → 4 A2 (4 F) transition, also shifted to longer
wavelengths compared to the emission spectra of Cr3+ .
Laser oscillation with V2+ on the 4 T2 (4 F) → 4 A2 (4 F)
transition was realized only in MgF2 [11.1200–1202]
and CsCaF3 [11.1203, 1204]. An overview of the obtained laser results is given in Table 11.31. The laser
efficiencies are very low. Payne et al. [11.44, 1205] and
Moncorgé et al. [11.1206] found that ESA is the dominant loss mechanism for laser oscillation. In some materials nonradiative decay also competes with the emission,
leading to small emission quantum efficiencies.
Ni2+ lasers. The energy-level scheme of octahedrally

coordinated Ni2+ in crystals can be described with the
Tanabe–Sugano diagram shown in Fig. 11.86. In the
absorption spectra, three bands according to the spinallowed transitions from the 3 A2 (3 F) ground state to the
3 T (3 F), 3 T (3 F), and 3 T (3 P) excited states are ob2
1a
1b
served. The laser transition of Ni2+ lies in the infrared
spectral range due to the 3 T2 (3 F) → 3 A2 (3 F) transition.
Its spectral position is strongly wavelength dependent
(Table 11.33). The emission lifetime is typically on the
order of ms and the emission quantum efficiency is near
unity at room temperature in most materials.
Despite these advantageous spectroscopic data, laser
oscillation with Ni2+ was obtained only at temperatures
below 240 K and only in a few materials (Table 11.33).
The absence of laser oscillation at room temperature can
be explained by excited-state absorption (ESA), which
overlaps with the spectral range of emission. Detailed
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Fig. 11.86 Tanabe–Sugano diagram for the d8 electron con-

figuration. The dashed area corresponds to the Dq/B values
of Ni2+

measurements of the ESA for several Ni2+ -doped crystals were performed by Koetke et al. [11.1207, 1208].
With increasing temperature the excited-state absorption and ground-state absorption bands become broader
and thus overlap to a larger extent with the stimulated emission. As a result, the spectral region where
σeff = σse − σESA > 0 becomes narrower. Furthermore,
the losses due to ground-state absorption increase. However, at low temperatures output powers up to 10 W and
slope efficiencies up to 57% were obtained [11.1202].
Mn5+ lasers. The Mn5+ ion incorporates into crys-

tals mainly at tetrahedrally coordinated lattice sites. Its
energy-level scheme can be described with the Tanabe–
Sugano diagram shown in Fig. 11.82. Compared to Cr4+ ,
the crystal field is higher due to the higher valence
state, thus the Mn5+ ion exhibits narrow-line emission due to the 1 E(1 D) → 3 A2 (3 F) transition. Optical
properties of Mn5+ ions in solids have been under
investigation for more than 30 years [11.1209–1217].

Table 11.32 Overview of V2+ -laser materials
Host material

λlaser (nm)

Tuning range (nm)

T (K)

Mode of operation

Pout /Eout

η (%)

Ref.

MgF2
CsCaF3

1121
1280

1070–1150
1240–1330

77
80

pulsed
CW

≈ 15 µW

0.06

[11.1200–1202]
[11.1203, 1204]
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Table 11.33 Overview of the results of Ni2+ lasers
Host material

λlaser (nm)

MgO

1314.4
1318

Tuning range
(nm)

Mode of operation

Pout /Eout

η (%)

77
80

Pulsed
CW

10 W

57

89
80
80

CW, CW-Q-qw
CW
CW

1.85 W
185 mW
≈ 100 mW

28
10

80

25 mW (1 kHz)
≈ 100 mW

77

QS (480 ns)
ML (23 ps)
Pulsed

20–90
100–200
77–82
82–100
100–192
198–240
20
77
77
85
85
77
80

CW
CW
Pulsed
Pulsed, CW
Pulsed, CW
Pulsed
Pulsed
Pulsed
Pulsed
CW (exc.)
CW (exc.)
Pulsed
Pulsed

1.74 W
≈ 0.5 W

37

≈ 3.8 mJ

0.7

100

Pulsed

≈ 1320
≈ 1410
MgF2

1610–1740
1608–1730
1610–1740
1670
1610–1730
1623
1630
1730–1750
1636
1674–1676
1731–1756
1785–1797

MnF2

KMgF3
CaY2 Mg2 Ge3 O12
Gd3 Ga5 O12

1865
1915
1922
1929
1939
1591
1460
1434–1520

Mn5+ laser operation at room temperature was demonstrated by Merkle et al. in Ba3 (VO4 )2 , Sr3 (VO4 )2 ,
and in Sr5 (VO4 )3 F [11.1218–1220]. The laser transition is realized between the 1 E(1 D) excited state
and the 3 A2 (3 F) ground state, thus these lasers are
three-level systems. The efficiency is rather low (laser
output energy ∼ µJ, ηsl ≤ 1.6%) and laser oscillation
from other Mn5+ systems has not been reported. The
major drawback for these lasers is the excited-state
absorption at the stimulated-emission wavelength. Investigations of the excited-state absorption and gain
were performed in detail by Verdún [11.1217], Merkle
et al. [11.1218], Manaa et al. [11.1221] and Kück
et al. [11.933, 1222].
To obtain a four-level system, one should search
for crystals with low crystal field strengths or with
large energy-level splittings. Then the 3 T2 (3 F) or one
of its crystal field components would be the lowest-

6

Ref.
[11.1200]
[11.1202,
1223]
[11.1202]
[11.1202]
[11.1202]
[11.1224]
[11.1225,
1226]
[11.1225]
[11.1227]
[11.1200,
1228, 1229]
[11.1230]
[11.1230]
[11.1200]
[11.1200]
[11.1200]
[11.1200]
[11.1200]
[11.1200]
[11.1200]
[11.1200]
[11.1200]
[11.1231]
[11.1202,
1229]
[11.1207,
1232]

energy level. However, thus far Mn5+ systems exhibiting
broadband emission are not known.
Co2+ lasers. The Co2+ ion in octahedral coordination ex-

hibits laser oscillation in the mid-infrared spectral region
between 1.5 µm and 2.5 µm. Its energy-level scheme
can be described with the Tanabe–Sugano diagram for
the 3d7 electron configuration shown in Fig. 11.87.
Three broad and spin-allowed transitions between the
4T
4
4
4
1a ground state and the T2 , A2 and T1b excited states exist. In MgF2 , these transitions are located
around 7000 cm−1 , 15 000 cm−1 , and 20 000 cm−1 , respectively [11.1233]. The emission occurs between
1.5 µm and 2.5 µm, according to the 4 T2 → 4 T1a transition. At low temperatures, the lifetimes are on the order
of several ms, while at room temperature the emission is strongly quenched due to nonradiative decay
via multiphonon relaxation, yielding very low quantum
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Co2+ :MgF2 , which is also a commercial laser system.
With Co2+ :MgF2 an overall tuning range of 1.5–2.5 µm
was realized with output powers up to 4.2 W, output
energies up to 1.6 J and slope efficiencies as high as
65%. As the pump source, Nd:YAG or Nd:glass lasers
around 1.3 µm are usually used, however, laser oscillation has also been realized under flashlamp pumping,
argon-ion laser excitation and oxygen–iodine laser excitation. Operation regimes are CW, pulsed, Q-switched
and mode-locked.

E

T1

2

3

4
Dq/B

Fig. 11.87 Tanabe–Sugano diagram for the d7 configuration

(after [11.36])

efficiencies [11.1234]. Excited-state absorption overlaps with the 4 T1a → 4 T2 absorption band, which is
the main pump band for laser operation. In the region
of stimulated emission, the excited-state absorption is
negligible [11.1233].
Laser oscillation was obtained in the continuouswave regime only at cryogenic temperatures, while
pulsed laser operation was also realized at room temperature for Co2+ -doped MgF2 and KZnF3 . An overview
of the laser results for Co2+ laser systems is given in
Table 11.35. The best laser results were obtained for

ration that is complementary to that of Cr2+ . The 5 D
free-ion state also splits into a 5 T2 and a 5 E state,
however, for the Fe2+ ion 5 E is the ground state and
5 T is the first excited state. Consequently, there is just
2
one spin-allowed absorption (5 E → 5 T2 ) and emission
(5 T2 → 5 E) transition. As for the Cr2+ ion, all excitedstate transitions are spin-forbidden. Thus, one might
expect similar laser characteristics for Fe2+ -doped lasers
as for Cr2+ lasers. However, the energy gap between the
5 T excited state and the 5 E ground state is smaller, thus
2
the emission is at longer wavelengths and the nonradiative decay rate is higher, leading to lifetime shortening
and low quantum efficiencies at elevated temperatures.
For Fe2+ :ZnSe, the emission lifetime first increases from
12 to 120 K from 33 µs to 105 µs and then decreases to
about 5 µs at 250 K due to thermally activated multiphonon decay [11.1235, 1236]. At 14 K, the 5 E → 5 T2
absorption band is between 2.5 µm and 3.75 µm, and the
5 T → 5 E emission band is between 3.7 µm and 4.8 µm.
2
Laser oscillation of Fe2+ was obtained in
ZnSe [11.1235–1239] and in n-InP [11.1240]. For
Fe2+ :ZnSe, room-temperature tunable laser oscillation was recently reported in a gain-switched

Table 11.34 Overview of Mn5+ -laser materials. The data are from the literature stated in the text [11.1209, 1222]
Structure
Site symmetry
Growth
Tm (◦ C)
σabs (10−20 cm2 )
σem (10−20 cm2 )
σESA (10−20 cm2 )
τem (300 K) (µs)
σem τ (10−22 cm−2 s−1 )
λlaser (nm)
ηsl (%)
Pout or E out

Ba3 (VO4 )2

Sr3 (VO4 )2

Sr5 (VO4 )3 F

Hexagonal, R-3m
C3v (V-site)
Czochralski/LHPG
1560
≈ 300 ( 800 nm)
10–20

Hexagonal, R-3m
C3v (V-site)
Czochralski/LHPG

Hexagonal, P63 /m
Cs (V-site)
Czochralski
1923

430–480
≈ 0.7
1181.0
0.21
≈ 2 µJ

525

≈ 300 ( 800 nm)

1168.0
0.08
≈ 1 µJ

27 (E  c), 13 (E⊥c)
14 (E  c), 24 (E⊥c)
475–500
≈ 1.3 (E  c), ≈ 0.6 (E⊥c)
1163.7
1.6
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Table 11.35 Overview of Co2+ -laser materials. (*: versus input power, QS: Q-switched operation, ML: mode-locked

operation)
λlaser (nm)

λlaser (nm)

T (K)

Mode of operation

Pout /Eout

η (%)

Ref.

MgF2

1860
1920

1500–2000
1600–2300

80
80

CW
Pulsed

1W
150 mJ

31
65

80

Pulsed
QS (220 ns)
Pulsed

7.3 W (50 Hz)
25 mJ
≈ 11 mJ
4.2 W
70 mJ

≈ 23∗

[11.1241]
[11.1202, 1242,
1243]
[11.1242,1243]
[11.1242,1243]
[11.1243]
[11.1202,1243]
[11.1244]
[11.1227]
[11.1245]
[11.1246]
[11.1247]
[11.1248]
[11.1249]
[11.1233]
[11.1226,1250]
[11.1200,1251]
[11.1252]
[11.1200,1251]
[11.1200,1251]
[11.1200,1251]

1920
1920
1940
1920
2100

1890
2050
2050
2040
1750
2060
1803.5
1990
2050
KMgF3

1750–2500
1650–2010
1500–2000
1600–1900
1600–2150

1960–2180
1630–2080
1800–2450

1620–1900
1821

KZnF3
1770
1950

ZnF2

2024
2165

1650–2110
1650–2070
1850–2050
1700–2150

225
80
RT
80
77
77
RT
77
RT
80
77
282
77
77
77
80
77
80
80
85
98
300
77

Pulsed
ML (34 ps)
QS-ML (200 ps)
QS (600 ns)
CW
Pulsed
Pulsed
Pulsed
CW
Pulsed
Pulsed
Pulsed
Pulsed
Pulsed

14∗
28∗
46

400 mW (ave)
15 mJ
2W
0.2 mJ
1.6 J
20 mJ
≈ 100 mW

32
29
44
25
5

900 mJ

33∗

CW
Pulsed

20
30

CW
CW
Pulsed
Pulsed

mode [11.1237]. The pump source was the second
Stokes output of a Nd:YAG laser at 2.92 µm. The output pulse energy was about 1 µJ. The highest output
power and slope efficiency of 12 µJ and 8.2%, respectively, were obtained at lower temperatures. In this case,
the Fe2+ :ZnSe laser was pumped by a pulsed Er3+ :YAG
laser operating at 2.698 µm [11.1235, 1236]. The laser
wavelength is tunable with temperature from 3.98 µm at
15 K to 4.54 µm at 180 K. In n-InP, Fe2+ laser oscillation
was obtained at 2 K at 3.53 µm, i. e., at the zero-phonon
transition [11.1240].
Summary
In this chapter an overview of transition-metal-iondoped crystals as solid-state laser materials is given.

120 mW
≈ 20 mW
≈ 55 mW
3 mJ

≈2
8
8

[11.1253]
[11.1200]
[11.1253]
[11.1254]
[11.1255]
[11.1256]
[11.1233]
[11.1200,1251]

It was shown that they are efficient (usually tunable)
laser sources covering a wide spectral range (Fig. 11.77).
However, compared to lasers based on 4fn →4fn transitions of trivalent rare-earth ions, they play only a small
role as far as commercialization is concerned. In principle only the Ti3+ :Al2 O3 and – with limitations – the
Cr3+ :BeAl2 O4 laser can be mentioned. These lasers are
mainly used in the field of scientific research. The main
reason for this is that their advantages, i. e., their tunability and their capability to generate ultrashort pulses, are
not relevant for most industrial applications. They exhibit lower output power than lasers based on 4fn →4fn
transitions of trivalent rare-earth ions (e.g., Nd3+ :YAG,
Yb3+ :YAG) and are more expensive and less efficient
than diode lasers. Direct diode-laser pumping is either
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Table 11.36 Overview about transition-metal ions sorted according to the corresponding Tanabe–Sugano diagram dn

(TSD-dn ). Normal: octahedral coordination; italic: tetrahedral coordination. Light brown: laser oscillation in octahedral
coordination; Dark brown: laser oscillation in tetrahedral coordination. (After [11.933])
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Ion

TSD-d1

TSD-d2

TSD-d3

Ti

Ti3+

Ti2+

V

V4+

V3+

V2+

Cr

Cr4+

Cr3+

Cr2+

Mn

Mn5+

Mn4+

Mn3+

Mn2+ ,

Fe2+

Fe3+ ,

Fe
Co

Co3+

Co2+

Ni

Ni2+

Ni3+

Cu

TSD-d4

TSD-d5

Cu2+

inefficient or – in the case of Cr3+ and Cr2+ lasers
– requires laser diodes that are not yet available at
a satisfactory price and quality on the market.
Transition-metal-ion and especially tunable laser
systems exhibit a stronger coupling of the electronic
levels to the vibrating lattice of the crystal. This leads to
higher possibilities for ESA and nonradiative decay processes compared to the 4fn →4fn transitions of trivalent
rare-earth ions in crystals.
The main problem in realizing efficient laser oscillation is the excited-state absorption from the metastable
upper laser level. From (11.87) and (11.88) its effect on laser threshold and slope efficiency becomes
clear. It occurs in principle for every electron configuration, either as intra- or interconfigurational transitions
or as a transition to charge transfer or conductionband-related levels. The electron configurations are in
general favorable, when intraconfigurational excitedstate absorption transitions are not possible, e.g., in
the d1 and d9 configuration, or are less strong due to
selection rules, e.g., in the d4 and d6 configurations.
Other configurations exhibit more-complex energy-level
schemes, therefore intraconfigurational ESA transitions
occur with high probability in the spectral regions of
emission and excitation. The influence of ESA, however, can even in this case be reduced, e.g., by taking
advantage of polarization-dependent transition rules,
which result in higher stimulated-emission cross sections than ESA cross sections, as it is the case, e.g., for
Cr3+ :LiSrAlF6 and Cr4+ :Y3 Al5 O12 .
The role of nonradiative decay for the realization
of efficient laser operation is less important, although
not negligible. It affects to a first approximation only
the laser threshold, which is increased (11.84). However, a nonradiative rate leads to a temperature increase

Mn2+

Fe3+

TSD-d6

TSD-d8

TSD-d9

V3+

V4+

Cr2+

Cr4+

Cr5+

Mn3+

Mn5+

Mn6+

Fe2+

Fe6+

Co3+

TSD-d7

Co2+
Ni3+

Ni2+
Cu3+

Cu2+

in the pump channel, which also affects the overall
laser characteristics. Thus, its general influence depends
strongly on the material parameters of the laser system, i. e., mainly of the host material. Materials with
a high thermal conductivity and mechanical strength are
favored. As an example, Cr4+ :Y3 Al5 O12 can be given.
Here, the quantum efficiency is less than 20%, whereas
laser operation with a slope efficiency close to 40% was
realized.
Table 11.36 gives an overview of the transitionmetal ions in octahedral and tetrahedral coordination
investigated to date. They are listed according to
their corresponding energy-level diagram (i. e., Tanabe–
Sugano diagram). The laser-active transition-metal ions
are indicated. Almost all transition-metal ions with different valence states and ligand coordinations have been
investigated thus far. Efficient room-temperature laser
oscillation was only obtained for Ti3+ and Cr3+ in
octahedral and for Cr2+ and Cr4+ in tetrahedral coordination. Whether efficient laser operation will also
be obtained for other ions depends very much on the
host material chosen. For example, the Ti3+ ion exhibits efficient laser operation only in Al2 O3 . Therefore,
other ions cannot a priori be excluded as efficient laser
ions.

11.2.6 Overview of the most Important
Laser Ions in Solid-State Lasers
Research on laser materials has created a number of
compact, efficient solid-state laser sources for a large
variety of applications. Laser materials have been developed for various wavelengths (near-infrared, visible,
UV) and power regimes (mW to multi-kW). Special geometries of the active material (microchip, rod,
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Near-IR rare-earth lasers.

Nd3+
Yb3+
Tm3+
Ho3+
Er3+

0.9, 1.06, 1.3 µm
1–1.1 µm
2 µm, 1.5 µm (upconversion)
2 µm
1.6, 3 µm, 0.85 µm (upconversion)

Visible rare-earth lasers.

Pr3+
Pr3+ ,Yb3+
Er3+
Tm3+

0.64 µm (diode-pumped)
0.52, 0.63 µm (upconversion)
0.55 µm (upconversion)
0.45, 0.48, 0.51, 0.65, 0.79 µm (upconversion)

Frequency doubling of near IR rare-earth lasers (Nd, Yb)
UV rare-earth lasers.

Ce3+

0.3 µm

Frequency doubling of visible rare-earth lasers
Frequency tripling/quadrupling of near-IR lasers
Transition-metal lasers.

Ti3+
Cr3+
Cr4+
Cr2+

0.68–1.1 µm
0.7–1.1 µm
1.2–1.6 µm
2–3 µm

11.3 Semiconductor Lasers
11.3.1 Overview
In crystalline solids the interaction between atomic
energy levels generates energy bands. A quantummechanical treatment provides, in the single-electron
approximation, energy bands which overlap which each
other or are separated by bandgaps from each other.
In semiconductors, we find between the energetically
highest band, which is fully occupied by electrons at
T = 0 K, the valence band (VB), and the energetically
lowest band, which is completely empty at T = 0 K the
conduction band (CB) an energy range, in which we
find no allowed energy states, disregarding energy states
originating from dopants. This bandgap, E g , is the energy difference between the lower conduction-band edge
E C and the upper valence-band edge E V . For laser operation an extreme deviation from thermal equilibrium
(nonthermal carrier distribution) is required: carrier inversion. In the CB close to E C carrier inversion means

695

a much higher density of electrons than holes and in the
VB close to E V a much higher density of holes than electrons. This extremely nonthermal condition is generated
by strong electrical or optical pumping of the laser-active
material. The electrical carrier injection in most cases is
obtained by a p–i–n heterojunction made of III/V semiconductor materials. Choosing InP as a typical example,
Fig. 11.88 displays a planarization (projection into 2D space for simplification) of the real 3-D zinkblende
crystal structure with the corresponding band structures
below. From the left to the right p-InP, intrinsic i-InP
and p-InP are shown.
In the highly p-doped InP bulk regions, at room temperature nearly all acceptors have released their holes
into the valence band. Well away from the pn junction the hole field current (drift current) dominates the
carrier transport. At the left edge of the device, holes
are generated under the p contact. At the right edge of
the device, electrons are injected through the n contact.

Part C 11.3

disc, fiber) strongly correlate with the active ion concentrations and cross sections of absorption and gain
transitions.
The values of the cross sections depend on the quantum numbers of the final and initial states as well as on
the local environment of the active-ion site in the material. The lifetimes of the states are influenced by radiative
and nonradiative transitions. So, the microscopic crystal
properties play an important role for static and dynamic
processes in the laser crystal.
In the near-infrared spectral region high efficiencies have been achieved with diode-pumped oxideand fluoride-based laser materials doped with the rareearth ions Nd3+ , Tm3+ , Ho3+ , Er3+ , and Yb3+ . For
high-average-power operation Nd3+ - and Yb3+ -doped
crystals are of greatest interest. Especially the Yb3+
ion exhibits very small Stokes losses and minimum heat
generation, which reduces thermal lensing and improves
beam quality. Transition-metal-doped crystals based on
the ions Ti3+ , Cr2+ , Cr3+ , and Cr4+ offer broadly tunable radiation within the spectral region 680–3000 nm.
In the visible region Er3+ -, Tm3+ -, and Pr3+ -doped
laser materials operate at several red, green, and blue
transitions with laser diode upconversion and/or direct
pumping. So far Ce3+ is the only ion with reasonable
direct laser performance in the UV.
The following wavelength data provide a rough
guide to the spectral range of the various laser ions.
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Fig. 11.88a–f Schematic of a planarized lattice structure of p-doped, undoped and n-doped InP (a,c,e). Below are the
corresponding band structures in space (b,d,f). The dopants are indicated by squares, the full lines indicate the movement
of electrons, the broken line the movement of defect electrons (=holes) in space and the dotted line the movement of holes
on the VB

Well away from the pn junction the electron field current dominates the carrier transport there. The bandgap
E g nearly equals the energy of the photons generated in
the central intrinsic region. However, such a homojunction p–i–n structure (Fig. 11.88) suffers from enormous
carrier leakage and the lack of a medium guiding the
generated light. To enable operation at room temperature
and considerably reduce the threshold currents at least
a double heterostructure (heterojunction p–i–n structure)
is required (Fig. 11.89). This Nobel-prize-winning idea
by Koemer and Alferov [11.1257, 1258] enables carrier
confinement and optical confinement by a single important modification: using higher-bandgap E g materials
for the p and n regions compared to the central intrinsic active layer. Thus, for semiconductor lasers at least
two different materials are required, as shown in space
z(x, y) (Fig. 11.89a) and in the band structure E(y, z) in
space (Fig. 11.89b) for an undoped and unbiased structure. The central layer (material 1) has a lower E g than
the embedding bulk layers (materials 2) and therefore

electrically confines electrons in the CB and holes in
the VB, which is visualized by the band edge. Since
for semiconductors decreasing E g in nearly all cases
increases the refractive index n we fortunately obtain
an optical waveguide: a central higher-n material embedded in a lower-index material (Fig. 11.89c). Thus,
the laser-active layer is the core layer of the waveguide
at the same time. By a proper design, essentially of
the refractive index differences and dimensions, we can
efficiently guide the generated light in a fundamental
mode (see the profile in Fig. 11.89c) similar to a singlemode optical fibre. Considering an edge-emitting laser,
the structure is now p–i–n doped and forward-biased
(Fig. 11.89d), enabling the carrier transport described
above: hole injection from the left and electron injection from right. The band structure (Fig. 11.89e) of the
doped and biased laser structure visualizes the operation
of the p–i heterointerface acting as a border (electrical
confinement) for the electrons. The small potential barrier at the i–n heterointerface is no real obstacle. The
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electrons can tunnel through or thermally jump across.
In analogy, the p–i heterointerface is no real obstacle
for the holes, whereas the n–i heterointerface provides
the required border (electrical confinement). Modern

11.3 Semiconductor Lasers

semiconductor lasers, however, include quantum wells
(QWs, a 2-D carrier system) [11.1259] or quantum dots
(QDs, a 0-D carrier system) [11.1260] as the laser-active
medium, instead of a 3-D laser-active region in bulk

d)

i

Material
2

Material
1

i

p

i

n

Material
2

x
y
b)

z
e)

Undoped, unbiased

Doped, biased

EC
EF

EV
Energy E

y
z
c)

f)

n

Intensity
y

Guided
light field

Fig. 11.89a–f Undoped and unbiased (a,b) and doped and biased (d,e,f) separate confinement heterostructures, (a,d)
schematic layer structure in space, (b,e,f) the corresponding band structures in space. The laser active layer is either 3-D
(e) or 2-D (f). (c) refractive-index profile and the fundamental guided mode for the cases (a-d)
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Fig. 11.90 Schematic of a semiconductor laser with 3-D

laser-active layer and buried waveguide. Insets: refractive
index profiles and mode profiles in the x- and y-directions
intersecting the active layer at A and B, respectively
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lasers (Fig. 11.89e). In Fig. 11.89f two QWs are depicted
as an example, providing the emission energy as the difference between the energetically lowest bound states in
the wells (note that the ordinate indicates the electron
energy).
Finally, electrical and optical confinement in the ydirection (Fig. 11.89c) has to be completed by electrical
and optical confinement in the x-direction (Fig. 11.90).
Note that this figure is rotated by 90◦ with respect to
Fig. 11.89. In Fig. 11.90 the active material is embedded in the x-direction by semi-insulating (si) material
to force the current to move mainly in the active layers
(lateral electrical confinement). The si material is chosen to have a higher bandgap, and thus a lower refractive
index, than the active material (lateral optical confinement). Also in this case, wave guiding is applied in the xand z-directions. This is shown in the two insets by the
two cross sections A and B, showing the refractive-index
profiles and light-intensity profiles. Here, waveguiding
in fundamental mode is shown for the case of bulk 3-D
active layers.

11.3.2 Resonator Types
and Modern Active Layer Materials:
Quantum Effects and Strain

Modern optoelectronic semiconductor devices are based
on a sequence of materials of different composition. Em0
bedding a film of lower E g between a material of larger
c) 8 nm GaAs/Al0.3Ga0.7As
d)
Well band edge hh
E g , we obtain quantization effects if the film thickness
0.02
hh1
L
y is on the order of the electron wavelength or below
hh1
Well band edge lh
lh1
(QW) [11.1259]. Using the Schrödinger equation, we
0.04
lh1
obtain at least one bound state in the CB and VB poten0.06
tial wells, respectively. The electrons and holes are still
hh2
hh2
fully mobile in the x- and z-directions. This means that
0.08
a wavevector k|| parallel to the heterointerfaces exists.
hh3
hh3
The motion in the y-direction is considerably restricted
0.1
and statistically described by quantum mechanics. Figure 11.91 displays the VB structure in k-space [E(k )]
lh2
0.12
QW compression = 0.36%
obtained by a theoretical model calculation [11.1261]
based on the Schrödinger equation for four different
0.14
8 nm In0.05Ga0.95As/Al0.15Ga0.85As
Ga(In)As/(Al)GaAs QWs (k is oriented parallel to the
0
0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.1 0
0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08
0.1
heterointerfaces).
In-plane wave vector K|| (2ð/a0)
In most cases in addition the QWs and the barriers in
Fig. 11.91 Valence-band structure E(k ) of various Ga(In)As/AlGaAs the active layer are additionally strained [11.1262]. Usually, the wells are compressively strained, which means
QWs [11.1261]
8 nm GaAs/Al0.15Ga0.85As
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Fig. 11.92a–d Density of states D(E) and corresponding
formula of the band structure in parabolic approximation
for a (a) semiconductor extending in all three spatial directions (3-D), (b) quantum well (QW), (c) quantum wire, and
(d) quantum dot (QD)

that the lattice constant of that layer is compressively
reduced in the x- and z-directions to match that of the
substrate ao . In many cases, the barriers are in tension,
which indicates that the lattice constant of the barriers
is increased in the x- and z-directions by tensile strain
to be identical to the substrate lattice constant ao .
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three top monolayers of the GaAs substrate, above two compressively strained monolayers InAs (wetting layer, WL), and above the
main part of the QD. (b) AFM surface profile of InAs QDs (bright
dots). (c,d) TEM micrograph of a double stack of QDs: (c) stack
distance 40 nm with uncorrelated dots and (d) stack distance 20 nm
with vertically aligned dots ((a-d) [11.1261]). (e) TEM micrograph
of a CdSe QD (dark) in a ZnSe matrix (bright) [11.1263]

Strain and quantization effects in the active layers
of semiconductor lasers are used to improve the device
properties. For the laser it is beneficial to make the effective masses of electrons and holes as similar as possible,
to increase material gain, to reduce threshold, to tailor
the density of states and to increase differential gain.
This can be obtained by applying strain and/or quantization. In Fig. 11.92, the energy dependence of the density
of states is shown for 3-D material to be root-like, and
to be constant for 2-D material.
Figure 11.93 depicts examples of InAs [11.1263]
and CdSe [11.1264] QDs. Schematically, Fig. 11.93a
shows the QD formation in a cross section of the crystal structure. We see the three upper monolayers of the
GaAs substrate. During the self-organized QD formation
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the intentionally integrated strain (detailed explanation
below) of the InAs versus GaAs plays an important
role. For thermodynamical and elastomechanical reasons, two monolayers of strained InAs are first formed.
Continuing the growth, for total-energy reasons, it is of
considerable advantage for the semiconductor surface to
continue by a localized island-like growth. In this case
a possible geometric shape is a pyramid with a base
plane directly joined to the top of the InAs monolayers. Experimentally, this phase can be directly studied
using an atomic force microscope (AFM) [11.1260].
Figure 11.93b displays in a top view a typical AFM
surface profile. In the next process step the QDs are
overgrown by GaAs and thereby embedded. Experimentally the final layer sequence can be studied by
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) after cleaving.
In order to increase the number of QDs in the direction perpendicular to the substrate interface, the whole
InAs process is repeated as often as desired after a defined GaAs spacer layer thickness. This provides layered
QD arrangements. Figures 11.93c, d show TEM micrographs for two different spacer-layer widths: 40 nm ad
20 nm. We observe a vertical correlation of the dots
for the smaller separation. At very high magnification
Fig. 11.93e shows QD formations in the II/VI semiconductor system CdSe/ZnSe; note the different scales in
the subfigures. This high TEM magnification resolves
the individual crystal layers. The CdSe QD is contrasted
dark against the surrounding brighter ZnSe.
However, quantization is not limited to a single direction. If we limit the carrier movement in another
direction (e.g., in the z- and y-direction as in Fig. 11.92),

we obtain a 1-D carrier system and, thus, a quantum
wire [11.1265] with hyperbolically shaped density of
states branches. Limitation of carrier movement in all
three space directions results in quantum dots [11.1260,
1261, 1263–1272], i. e., a zero-dimensional (0-D) carrier system with a δ-like density of states (Fig. 11.92d).
For many physical properties of the semiconductor (e.g.,
carrier mobilities, carrier capture in quantized states and
spontaneous or stimulated emission of light), the density
of states plays an important role. Using dimensionality
and strain efficiently during the design of lasers enables one to enhance desired and suppress undesired
properties. Here, modern epitaxy [e.g., metal organic
chemical vapour deposition (MOCVD) and molecular
beam epitaxy (MBE)] are powerful tools. To date 2-D
and 0-D structures have been used successfully for laser
devices. 1-D structures have not yet had a breakthrough
due to their disadvantageous dynamic properties. QDs
are grown today using self-organization in the Stranski–
Krastanow growth mode [11.1263,1265,1267,1271]. By
growing a large number of QDs with identical quantized
energy levels in the laser-active layer, we would benefit from a strongly reduced temperature sensitivity and
a very high differential gain and, thus, extremely high
bit rates in optical communication. Although many QD
lasers have been implemented, the pyramid-like QDs
suffer from strong fluctuations in size and thus in their
energy levels.
On the basis of these QDs, however, the aforementioned improvements in device properties have not yet
be demonstrated. On the other hand, the strong fluctuation causes a strongly spectrally broadened gain profile,
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Fig. 11.94 Bandgap energy E g (left)
and bandgap wavelength (right) as
a function of the lattice constant a
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(E g = 1.43 eV) and Ga0.47 In0.53 As (E g = 0.75 eV) have
the same lattice constant as InP (E g = 1.34 eV), which
is available in wafers today up to a diameter of 150 mm.
QW widths (or QD dimensions), effective masses
[more precisely the E(k) functions], and bandgaps of
well and barrier materials energetically determine the
quantized states and, thus, the spectral gain profile of
the laser, i. e., the possible range of laser emission. Figure 11.94 shows that a very large wavelength range can
be covered for different applications. Some examples
are red and blue lasers which are used for data storage in digital versatile and blue-ray discs, respectively.
Emission at about 850 nm is used for short-range optical fibre communication and CD devices, 980 nm lasers
for pumping Er-doped fibre amplifiers, while between
1.25 and 1.65 µm the lasers are applied in ultrahigh-bitrate long-haul optical fibre communication. Visible and
infrared wavelengths are very attractive for optical sensing. The range between 0.8 and 1 µm is used for direct
laser applications (welding, drilling, cutting and soldering) since it includes lasers with extremely high output
power, highest wall-plug efficiencies and lowest price
per watt of optical power.
Stimulated emission and optical gain (Fig. 11.95)
are essentially determined by the product of the reduced electronic density of states and the Fermi factor
( f c − f v ). This Fermi factor originates from f c (1 − f v ) –
f v (1 − f c ), namely the probability of processes photon-
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Fig. 11.95a–d Profile of optical material gain, spontaneous emission, Fermi factors and the density of states as a function
of energy for (a) 3-D und (b) 2-D materials. Corresponding net gain profiles in (c) and (d)
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which is beneficial for other applications, e.g., shortpulse generation by mode locking or wide spectral
tuning of the laser device. However, we should also
remember that 10 years were necessary after implementing the first QW lasers to demonstrate that QW lasers
were superior to bulk lasers. Similarly, QD lasers will
require time before their final breakthrough. However,
we believe that QW and QD lasers will share the application area in the future, depending on the specific
requirements.
Figure 11.94 shows the dependence of the bandgap
on the lattice constant for various III/V and II/VI
semiconductors. The brown area corresponds to the quaternary Alz Ga1−x−z Inx N. The grey area describes the
quaternary Ga1−x Inx As1−y Py . For high laser efficiencies in interband lasers, active materials with a direct
bandgap are required, disregarding for the moment some
intraband lasers. Note that simple bulk Si has an indirect
band structure and does not provide efficient radiative recombination. Modified Si structures have demonstrated
strong luminescence, LED operation or laser oscillation,
e.g., from Si/Ge superlattices, QDs in Si and Sibased Raman laser structures [11.1273]. All compound
semiconductors, located on one of the grey vertical
lines (Fig. 11.94) that indicate the lattice constant of
important semiconductor substrate materials, can be
lattice-matched to the respective substrate. According to Fig. 11.94 the ternary compounds Al0.48 In0.52 As
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generating photons (emission), i. e., the probability that
the CB states are occupied by electrons and VB states are
not occupied by electrons f c (1 − f v ) minus the probability of processes destroying photons (reabsorption), i. e.,
the probability of VB states occupied by electrons and
CB states not occupied by electrons f v (1 − f c ). The full
lines in Fig. 11.95a, b schematically show the spectral
material gain profile of 3-D and 2-D semiconductors,
respectively. Gain ranges spectrally from the bandgap
E g to the difference between the two quasi-Fermi levels ∆E F . In reality there are additional effects such as
Fermi-level filling, profile broadening [11.1261] (bold
broken line) or many-body effects. Material gain minus
loss provides net gain (Fig. 11.95c, d). If these laseractive materials are placed in a Fabry–Pérot (FP) laser
a) Horizontal cavity

b) Vertcal cavity (VC)

FP

DFB

High facet
reflectivity
desired

Low facet
reflectivity
desired

DBR 2
Cavity

Edge
emitter

Surface
emitter

DBR 1
VCSEL

the net gain can support the modes (vertical lines) as indicated. In Fig. 11.95 the spontaneous emission is shown
by the thin broken lines, revealing a different spectral
profile, which is important, e.g., for LEDs.
Figure 11.96 depicts a classification summary of the
most important semiconductor laser geometries. Most
of them will be treated in detail below. Generally, the
heterointerfaces are located horizontally. We distinguish
between horizontal (left) and vertical (right) resonator
structures, which is indicated by the orientation of the
broad brown double arrow. Thus, we have horizontal
cavity lasers (in-plane lasers) and vertical cavity (VC)
lasers.
First case: Fabry–Pérot (FP) structures. Here the optical reflection (feedback) is provided by the borders of
the resonator (facets). In many cases, the high refractive
index difference between the semiconductor and the air
is already sufficient, providing an optical reflection coefficient of about 30%. By additional facet coatings this
coefficient can be tailored continuously between 0% (antireflection) and 100% (perfect reflection). The resonator
modes are given by


λB
m FP
=L.
(11.92)
2n eff

Intuitively, the resonator length L has to be a positive
integer multiple of half of the wavelength of light in
the medium, where n eff is the effective refractive index
(eigenvalue of the Helmholtz equation, see below) of the
waveguide. In the second case, in so-called structures
with distributed feedback (DFB), the optical reflection
is extended over the whole resonator. A very efficient
feedback occurs at the Bragg wavelength λB , which is
correlated with the DFB grating period Λ via the Bragg
condition:
m DFB (λB /n eff ) = 2Λ .

DBR laser
(2nd order)

External
resonator

Fig. 11.96 Different geometries of lasers with horizontal (left) and

vertical resonators (right)

(11.93)

m DFB is a positive integer and describes the grating
order. An example: for a DFB laser emitting at λB =
1.55 µm having a first-order grating (m DFB = 1) and an
effective refractive index n eff = 3.27, a grating period of
Λ = 237 nm is required. Intuitively, an integer multiple
of the wavelength in the medium has to correspond,
according to (11.93), to the double grating period. Note
that the mathematical structure of (11.92) and (11.93) is
identical. In lasers with a typical length of 200 µm we
obatin for FP laser modes within the gain profile a very
large m FP (on the order of 1000) while for DFB lasers
in most cases m DFB is 1 (for a first-order grating).
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Second case: VCSELs. They are also based on DBR
structures, which in contrast to the first case consist of
real multiple layers having a very high refractive-index
difference. The central cavity has no grating and is embedded between two DBR mirrors, thus also forming an
FP-like structure. However, feedback is distributed over
the two DBR structures. In most cases the thickness
of a single period (equivalent to a pair of neighboring layers) is chosen to equal half the wavelength of
light in the medium for the design wavelength. This corresponds to a first-order grating according to (11.93).
Since the resonator is oriented perpendicularly and the
emission occurs perpendicular to the main chip surface
(oriented parallel to the substrate area), this laser is called
a vertical-cavity surface-emitting laser (VCSEL). The
two mirrors must have a very high reflectivity to reach
the laser threshold, since the laser-active layer is relatively thin and has a weak overlap with the light field in
the resonator.
Edge-emitting lasers as well as VCSELs will be
treated in detail in the following sections. On the basis of both cases (A and B), it is possible to implement
lasers with external resonators, as indicated in the last
row of Fig. 11.96.

11.3.3 Edge-Emitting Laser Diodes
with Horizontal Resonators
As already mentioned, the population inversion between
the valence and conduction bands, which is necessary
for the coherent amplification of radiation [11.1274],

can be obtained by an injection of electrons and holes
via a forward-biased pn junction (see Figs. 11.89, 90).
The electrons injected into the n semiconductor as well
as the holes injected into the p semiconductor diffuse to
the pn junction and can recombine there radiatively and
generate a photon with energy ω (Fig. 11.88). If the
external voltage is increased and the carrier density exceeds a critical value in the range of 1018 cm−3 , the rate
of photon emission becomes higher than the absorption
rate, so that an incident wave can be amplified coherently due to stimulated emission. The condition for this
population inversion is that the separation between the
quasi-Fermi levels E f c and E f v , which describe the filling of the conduction and valence bands, is larger than
the bandgap E g (Bernard–Durafourg condition):
E fc − E fv ≥ ω ≥ Eg .

(11.94)

In this case the semiconductor material is transparent for the generated wave with the wavelength defined
by the bandgap. The resulting gain values are very high
(in the range of 103 cm−1 ) due to the high carrier density. Lasing occurs if the additional losses of the optical
resonator providing the feedback are compensated.
Double-Heterostructure Lasers
The active region, where population inversion is
achieved, is very thin in homojunction lasers and the
threshold current is very high, since only a small portion
of the injected carriers is utilized for the lasing process. Lower threshold currents and continuous operation
at room temperature can be achieved with doubleheterostructure lasers, where the low-bandgap active
layer is sandwiched between n- and p-doped cladding
layers with a higher bandgap epitaxially grown on a substrate (Fig. 11.89). The technical realization of these
structures is possible if the lattice mismatch between the
different layers of the material system does not exceed
a critical value. Double heterostructures [11.1257] have
three main advantages with respect to laser operation:

•

The bandgap difference between the layers is distributed between the valence and conduction bands
and creates potential barriers for the injected electrons and holes. For an appropriate choice of doping
and applied voltage, a nearly rectangular-shaped
potential well can be achieved (Fig. 11.89), which
efficiently confines the carriers in the low-bandgap
active layer if the potential difference is higher than
the thermal activation energy kB T . The width of the
active layer dact is defined by the heterostructure geometry. The carriers injected via the pn junction are
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As expected, light is emitted in horizontal directions
for edge-emitting lasers (Fig. 11.96). Surface emitters
can be implemented by etching an out-coupling mirror
inclined at 45◦ or by a second-order DFB grating (note
the doubled grating period in the figure). In a secondorder grating the light field is reflected back horizontally
(180◦ ) and coupled out vertically. If the Bragg condition is exactly fulfilled, the emission occurs exactly
perpendicular to the surface (90◦ ). However, the larger
the deviation in (11.93) in the (>)-direction or (<)direction, the larger or smaller the angle, respectively. If
the grating is interrupted we have a distributed Bragg reflector (DBR) structure. Typically, a central grating-free
section is embedded between two DBR sections. In the
DFB and DBR structures the horizontally propagating
light field alternatively passes two virtual quasi-layers of
slightly different refractive index. For DBR resonators
with real layers (see Sect. 11.3.4 or the next section)
these operation principles become more evident.
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captured in the potential well and confined to a small
volume, thus decreasing the injection current, which
is necessary to achieve inversion.
There is no reabsorption of the radiation emitted
from the active layer in the surrounding layers due
to the difference in bandgap energies.
In the material systems used for semiconductor
lasers, the low-bandgap active layer has a higher
refractive index than the surrounding cladding layers. Therefore, the double heterostructure acts as
a dielectric planar slab waveguide, confining the
generated optical field to the active region due to
the refractive-index difference between the layers.
The number of modes supported by this optical
waveguide for a given wavelength depends on the
thicknesses and the refractive indices of the layers. By a proper choice of the design parameters,
a single transverse (perpendicular to the pn junction) mode can be selected, which concentrates the
photon density for stimulated emission in the gain
region.

Thus, a double heterostructure enables the confinement
of carriers and generated photons in the active layer. For
bulk active layers, the de Broglie wavelength of the carriers is small compared to the thickness of the active
layer, leading to a high degree of carrier confinement.
The wavelength of the photons, however, is comparable
to the dimension of the structure, so that only a portion of
the optical intensity is confined to the active region. The
transversal distribution of the light intensity in the double heterostructure is given by the solution of the wave
equation of a planar slab waveguide supporting TE and
TM modes with an effective index n eff as the respective
eigenvalue. Figure 11.89c shows the optical intensity of
the fundamental TE mode in a double heterostructure as
a function of the transversal coordinate y, revealing the
incomplete confinement of the optical field in the active
region. The fraction of the mode intensity within the active layer is called the optical confinement or the filling
factor Γact , which is an important design parameter for
a semiconductor laser:
 dact
|E(y)|2 dy
Γact =  0+∞
(11.95)
,
2
−∞ |E(y)| dy
where E(y) is the electric field. If the light is also confined in the lateral direction of the laser, the definition
has to be modified accordingly.
The dependence of the optical confinement factor of
the guided modes on the thickness d for a layer structure is shown in Fig. 11.97. For increasing thickness of
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Fig. 11.97 Dependence of the optical confinement factor Γ
on the thickness d of an InP/InGaAsP/InP layer structure

the waveguide, the confinement factor approaches 1 and
additional modes are supported.
An optical mode with an effective refractive index
n eff experiences an effective gain geff in a waveguide
with an active layer, which provides the material gain
gact and has a refractive index n act
geff =

n act
Γact gact .
n eff

(11.96)

The correction factor n act /n eff takes into account the
waveguiding effect on the modal gain [11.1275].
Laser Structures
Using modern epitaxial growth methods it is possible
to realize semiconductor multilayer structures very precisely so that stable, transverse single-mode operation
can be obtained using dielectric waveguiding [11.1276].
For most applications, however, lateral (parallel to the
pn junction) patterning of the laser structure is also required to obtain lateral carrier and photon confinement,
which is important to obtain stable and efficient laser
operation with high spectral purity and good coupling
efficiency into a fibre. In addition, lateral confinement of
the injection current is necessary to avoid leakage currents bypassing the active region. The confinement of
photons, carriers and current has been implemented in
many ways, reflecting the specific purpose of the device. Semiconductor lasers can be classified according
to the mechanism of lateral waveguiding as gain-guided
or index-guided, depending on whether it is the lateral
variation of the optical gain or the refractive index that
confines the mode. Index-guided lasers can further be
subclassified as weakly or strongly index-guided, depending on the magnitude of the lateral refractive-index
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step. In a gain-guided laser structure (oxide stripe laser,
Fig. 11.98, left) the current is injected via a stripe contact (width w ≈ 5 µm) in a laterally unpatterned active
layer. The optical field is mainly guided by the resulting variation of the gain. The lateral waveguiding is
weak, so that even small variations of the refractive
index, e.g., due to temperature changes or carrier injection lead to unstable operation. In an index-guided
laser structure (buried laser structure, Fig. 11.98, right)
the active layer (w ≈ 2 µm) is laterally embedded into
a material with a lower refractive index (n < n act ), higher
bandgap and higher electrical resistivity to facilitate stable lateral waveguiding, carrier confinement and current
confinement. The typical features of index- and gainguided laser structures are summarized in Fig. 11.98.
The power–current characteristic (P–I curve) of gainguided lasers is characterized by a high threshold current
(typical 50–100 mA) and kinks originating from the
unstable lateral waveguiding. The optical spectrum is
multimodal due to the enhanced spontaneous emission.
The phase-fronts are curved in the resonator and the far
field shows the characteristic twin lobes caused by the
laterally inhomogeneous gain distribution. The main advantage of gain-guided lasers is the simplicity of their
fabrication. For very large stripe widths (50–100 µm)
a so-called broad-area laser results, in which the current is injected laterally and homogeneously via a large
contact. Since there is no lateral waveguiding in broadarea lasers, the threshold current is very high (typical
a few A) and the multimode emission cannot be coupled
efficiently into a fibre. Due to the high output power,
broad-area lasers are used, e.g., for optical pumping of
solid-state lasers.
Index-guided lasers show stable, lateral single-mode
emission with a low threshold current (typical 10 mA)
and a P–I curve without kinks. The spontaneous emission in each mode is significantly smaller, resulting in
a spectrum with a few dominating modes. The phasefronts are planar and the far field has a smooth shape,
enabling a high coupling efficiency into a single-mode
fibre.
Weakly index-guided laser structures. In weakly

index-guided lasers the thickness of the waveguiding
layer is varied, thus resulting in a lateral waveguiding
structure. Lateral single-mode emission can be obtained by a proper choice of the thickness and width
of this variation. The lateral index step has to exceed
the carrier-induced reduction of the refractive index
(∆n ≈ 5 × 10−3 ) so that index-guiding is dominating.
Weakly index-guided laser structures can be divided into

two categories: ridge waveguide lasers and channeled
substrate lasers.
In ridge-waveguide lasers, a rib waveguide is defined by etching a narrow stripe (≈ 3–5 µm) down near
to the active layer (at a typical distance of 200 nm). In the
case of a metal-clad-ridge waveguide (MCRW) laser in
a) Metal-clad-ridge waveguide (MCRW) laser
4 µm
Cr-Au electrode
p+- GaAs
p-AlGaAs
GaAs (active)
n-AlGaAs

n-GaAs substrate
AuGeNi elektrode

b) Ridge waveguide laser

4 µm

p contact
p-InGaAsP
SiO2
p-InP
InGaAsP (active)
n-InP

n-InP substrate
n contact

c) Channeled-substrate planar (CSP) laser
2 µm
p+-Zn diffusion

AuZn electrode
nGaAs
p-Al0.6Ga0.4As
p-Al0.15Ga0.85As (aktiv)
n-Al0.6Ga0.4As

0.05 µm
1.5 µm

0.3 µm

n-GaAs substrate
AuGe electrode

Fig. 11.99 Weakly index-guided laser structures
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a) Buried heterostructure (BH) laser

nearly planarized, thus generating a lateral waveguiding
structure, since the active layer has a higher refractive
index. Current bypass can be reduced by guiding the
injection current using, e.g., localized Zn diffusion.
Weakly index-guided lasers are suitable to obtain
low threshold currents of typically 20–40 mA and high
output powers with lateral single-mode emission. The
weak waveguiding allows for broader active layers compared to buried laser structures, which has a positive
effect, e.g., on the series resistance. The low current
leakage in ridge waveguide lasers usually results in good
linearity of the P–I curve. The emission is more complex than in buried lasers, since index- and gain-guiding
are important and even small changes of the refractive index by temperature or current injection can influence the
performance. The active layer in weakly index-guided
lasers is not affected during processing, so that lateral
b) Etched-mesa buried heterostructure (EMBH)

4 µm
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AuZn

p contact

SiO2
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+
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c) Double-channel planar buried heterostructure
(DCPBH) laser

d) Mushroom laser
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AuZn
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p-InP
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Fig. 11.100 Buried heterostructure lasers
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the material system GaAlAs (Fig. 11.99a) a CrAu electrode is deposited, which gives an electrically conductive
contact on the p+ top layer of the rib and an insulating contact on the p-GaAlAs layer with lower doping
along the rib. Thus, the current injection is focused in
the region of the active layer below the rib. This current
confinement can also be realized by additional isolating
layers, e.g., SiO2 (Fig. 11.99b). The lateral waveguiding is accomplished by the higher refractive index of
the semiconductor material compared to the surrounding SiO2 and air. The etch depth has to be carefully
controlled (e.g., by using etch-stop layers) in order to
select one lateral mode and minimize current bypass.
The first step in the processing of channeled substrate lasers is the etch of a 2–3 µm-wide and 1 µm-deep
channel into the substrate (Fig. 11.99c). In the subsequent epitaxy (e.g., liquid-phase epitaxy) this channel is
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carrier diffusion in the active layer cannot be avoided, but
on the other hand, the unpatterned active layer is advantageous for the reliability of the device. Since only one
epitaxial growth step is needed, the fabrication of these
lasers is significantly easier than buried semiconductor
lasers.
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Strongly index-guided laser structures. Strong index-

guiding can be accomplished by buried laser structures,
where a small stripe of the active layer material with
a high refractive index is embedded into semiconductor
material with lower refractive index and larger bandgap.
For this purpose, the active layer has to be patterned
and epitaxially regrown afterwards. Lateral single-mode
operation is possible, if the resulting stripe width of the
active layer does not exceed a critical value defined by
the cut-off for the higher lateral modes [11.1277].
Figure 11.100 shows some examples for strongly
index-guided laser structures. In the case of a buriedheterostructure (BH) laser structure in the material
system GaAs/GaAlAs (Fig. 11.100a) the GaAs active
layer is surrounded by AlGaAs, which has a larger
bandgap and a lower refractive index. The active layer
is grown in the first epitaxial step and structured into
1–2 µm-wide stripes. Using liquid-phase epitaxy (LPE),
which planarizes the structure, the regions alongside
the stripe are refilled with alternating n- and p-doped
AlGaAs layers. This reverse-biased diode structure prevents the current from bypassing the active region. In
a similar way, a BH structure can be realized in the
long-wavelength material system InGaAsP/InP (Etchedmesa buried heterostructure laser, Fig. 11.100b). The
reduction of leakage current using alternating n- and
p-doped layers, however, leads to a significant increase
of the parasitic electrical capacity of the laser, which
degrades the high-frequency response of the device. Alternatively, electrically isolating regions for the current
confinement can be fabricated using semi-insulating material (e.g., Fe-doped InP) or by proton implantation. In
Double-channel substrate planar buried heterostructure
(DCPBH) lasers (Fig. 11.100c) the first epitaxial growth
step produces the active InGaAsP-layer and a p-InP cap
layer on the n-InP substrate. Then, a double-stripe structure embedding the active region is created by etching.
In the subsequent LPE step the generated channels are
refilled with p-InP/n-InP and the epitaxial growth of the
laser structure is finished up to the InGaAsP top layer.
The processing of the mushroom laser (Fig. 11.100d)
begins with the etching of 6 µm-wide mesa in the layer
structure, which cuts through the active layer grown in
the first epitaxy [11.1278]. Using a selective wet chem-

ical etching process the width of the active region is
reduced up to 1–2 µm to obtain lateral single-mode operation. The resulting undercut area is epitaxially refilled
afterwards, e.g., using vapor phase epitaxy (VPE) with
semi-insulating InP [11.1279].
In addition to this strongly index-guided laser structures with a planar active layer, which are useful for
integration with a DFB grating, there also exist buried
laser structures utilizing nonplanar active layers based
on the regrowth of, e.g., V-grooves or mesas.
Using strongly index-guided structures, a very stable and lateral single-mode laser operation with very low
threshold currents (< 10 mA) and excellent high-speed
characteristics can be obtained, since stable optical
waveguiding, carrier confinement and current confinement are combined. The fabrication of these devices,
however, is complicated due to the additional epitaxy
step.
Edge-emitting Fabry–Pérot laser diodes
In Fabry–Pérot (FP) lasers, the cleaved facets of the
semiconductor crystal form the optical resonator, which
enables laser operation by providing the optical feedback
of the stimulated amplified radiation. This resonator selects the photons generated by stimulated emission with
respect to direction and wavelength. The light wave traveling perpendicularly to the facets is amplified if the
wavelength matches a longitudinal mode of the resonator [(11.92), Figs. 11.90, 95, 96, 103a]. The lasing
process starts if the gain experienced during one roundtrip in the cavity equals the losses caused by absorption,
scattering and the light output through the facets.
Lasing condition. The length L of the resonator is
typically a few hundred micrometers. The intensity reflection and transmission coefficients of the end facets
can be estimated using the Fresnel equations, neglecting the transversal and lateral structure of the waveguide
with the air (n = 1) assumed to be outside the cavity:

R=

(n eff − 1)2
,
(n eff + 1)2

T=

4n eff
,
(n eff + 1)2

(11.97)

where n eff is the effective refractive index of the waveguide mode considered.
In this one-dimensional model plane waves with
electric field amplitude E(z) travel in the longitudinal direction (z) of the FP resonator, experiencing the
modal intensity gain g due to stimulated emission. The
threshold for laser operation is defined by a round-trip
condition requiring that in a stationary state the optical
wave remains unchanged after one complete round-trip
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separation ∆ν of adjacent modes is influenced by the dispersion of the waveguide, which is taken into account
by the group refractive index n g
∆ν =

in the cavity. This round-trip condition gives the mirror
losses of the FP resonator
g = αm =

1
ln(R1 R2 ) ,
2L

c
2Ln g

(11.100)

with
(11.98)

where R1 and R2 denote the intensity reflection coefficients of the end facets. Since the net gain g in the cavity
is composed of the material gain of the semiconductor
geff and the waveguide losses αs , the lasing condition
can be written as
n act
gthr =
Γact gact (Nthr ) = αs + αm
(11.99)
n eff
if the contribution of spontaneous emission is neglected
and Nthr denotes the carrier density at threshold. The
optical losses of the waveguide are caused by optical
scattering from imperfections in the bulk media or at
interfaces and free-carrier absorption in the active and
cladding layers.
The longitudinal distribution of the photon density
s(z) in the active FP resonator is given by the sum of the
forward and backward traveling photon densities, which
grow exponentially due to the gain g. For a symmetric
resonator (R = R1 = R2 ) the total photon density s(z) is
given by a cosh function (Fig. 11.103a) with a minimum
in the middle of the resonator. For a laser diode with
as-cleaved facets (R = 0.28), the intensity distribution
is relatively flat, whereas for antireflection-coated facets
a strongly inhomogeneous photon distribution results.
The round-trip condition also gives the optical frequencies of the longitudinal modes of the FP resonator
according to νq = qc/(2Ln eff ), where q = 1, 2, 3 · · ·
and c denotes the vacuum speed of light. The frequency

n g = n eff + ν

dn eff
.
dν

(11.101)

For a typical FP laser diode the group index
of n g ≈ 3.5–5 is higher than the effective index
n eff ≈ 3–3.5. The separation of the equidistant mode
frequencies is about 150 GHz for a 300 µm-long cavity,
which is small compared to the width of the gain curve of
a)
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Fig. 11.103 Schematic structural cross sections (left) and the corre-

sponding emission spectra (right) for various diode lasers
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the semiconductor (≈ 5 THz). Thus, longitudinal multimode operation can be expected above threshold for an
FP laser diode.
For many applications the degree of single-mode
emission is important; it can be quantified by the sidemode suppression ratio (SMSR):

Part C 11.3

SMSR = 10 log10 (P1 /P2 ) ,

(11.102)

where P1 and P2 ≤ P1 denote the output power of the
two strongest modes in the optical spectrum. Typical
FP laser diodes achieve a maximum SMSR of approximately 20 dB.
Rate equations. The fundamental static and dynamic
properties of semiconductor laser diodes can be modeled using a set of rate equations [11.1280] describing
the interaction of electron–hole pairs and photons in
the active layer. We consider a strongly index-guiding
double heterostructure supporting a single optical mode
traveling as a plane wave axially in the cavity. The
current I is assumed to be uniformly injected into the
active layer with volume V and recombines there, completely neglecting leakage currents. The carrier density
within the active layer is treated as homogeneous in the
transversal and lateral direction, since the corresponding inhomogeneities of photon density are small and the
resulting gradients in carrier density are smoothed out
by diffusion. In FP lasers with a sufficiently high mirror
reflectivity, the axial variations of the photon density s
and the carrier density N can be neglected and the rate
equations can be written as:

dN
I
N
=
−
− BN 2 − CN 3
dt
eV τnr
FN (t)
n act
,
− vg
gact (N, s)s +
(11.103)
n eff
V

ds
n act
=vg Γact
gact (N, s) − gthr s
dt
n
 eff

Γact Rsp + Fs (t)
+
,
(11.104)
V
dΦ 1
n act
= αH vg Γact
gact (N, s) + FΦ (t) , (11.105)
dt
2
n eff
where vg = c/n g is the group velocity of the waveguide,
e the electron charge, gact is the material gain of the
active layer, Γact is the optical confinement factor of
the active layer and 1/τnr , B and C are the parameters
describing nonradiative, bimolecular and Auger recombination, respectively. Φ is the phase of the complex
electric field E, which is connected with the photon

number S = sV/Γact via

E(t) = S(t) exp[iΦ(t)] ,

(11.106)

Rsp is the time-averaged rate of spontaneous emission
into the lasing mode; Fs (t), FN (t) and FΦ (t) represent
Langevin noise sources taking into account the statistic
nature of the spontaneous emission and the shot-noise
character of the carrier recombination and generation.
The Langevin forces leading to fluctuations of carrier
density and photon density are correlated and have zero
mean [11.1280].
The longitudinal excess factor K z accounts for the
enhancement of the spontaneous-emission noise due to
the axial dependence of the complex electric field E(z, t)
L
| 0 |E(z, t)|2 dz|2
.
(11.107)
K z (t) =  L
| 0 E 2 (z, t) dz|2
In the case of a transversely single-mode index-guided
FP laser the factor K z is given by [11.1281]
√
√
2
 √
( R1 + R2 )(1 − R1 R2 )
.
K zFP =
√
R1 R2 ln(1/R1 R2 )
(11.108)

The first rate equation (11.103) can be formally
derived from the quantum-mechanical density-matrix
formalism. It can be interpreted as a balance of carriers that are injected as a current I and contribute to
stimulated emission or are lost for the lasing process via
the different recombination processes. The second and
third equations (11.104, 105) can be derived from the
Maxwell equations with the rotating-wave and slowly
varying amplitude approximations.
For semiconductor lasers with a bulk active layer, the
dependence of the gain on the carrier density gact (N) can
be approximated as linear [11.1282]
dg
(N − Ntr ) ,
(11.109)
dN
where dg/ dN is the differential gain and Ntr is the
transparency carrier density. In quantum well structures
(Figs. 11.91, 92) this dependence is usually described by
a logarithmic function [11.1283, 1284]
gact (N) =

N
dg
N ln
for gact ≥ 0 . (11.110)
dN
Ntr
The influence of the photon density on the gain is taken
into account by introducing a nonlinear gain coefficient
ε according to:
gact (N) =

gact (N, s) =

gact (N)
.
1 + εs

(11.111)
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This nonlinear gain compression is caused by spectral
hole burning and carrier heating, which is significant
if the time constant of stimulated emission becomes
comparable to the intraband relaxation time.
Refractive index change. In semiconductors the real

α=

∂n eff
,
∂γeff

(11.112)

where the complex effective refractive index is defined
by n eff − iγeff . The change of the effective index with
carrier density can be written as
δn eff

n act
n act αλ ∂gact (N)
∼
δN .
δn act = −Γact
= Γact
n eff
n eff 4π ∂N
(11.113)

The line width enhancement factor is important for
the treatment of line width and frequency chirp under modulation [11.1281]. Typically it ranges from 3
to 5, decreasing from the long-wavelength to the shortwavelength side of the gain curve [11.1282].
Steady-state characteristics. The single-mode rate
equations can be used to analyze the steady-state behavior of a semiconductor laser. Setting the time derivative
to zero in (11.104), we obtain an implicit expression for
the photon number S in the case of continuous-wave
(CW) operation:

Rsp
S=
.
vg [gthr − Γact gact (N, s)]

(11.114)

The number of photons increases as the gain value
asymptotically approaches the losses gthr. The small gain
difference is compensated by spontaneous emission,
which provides the noise input amplified by stimulated emission. Below threshold the photon density is

small and (11.103) gives a linear increase of the carrier density according to N ∝ I/eV . Above threshold
the gain is approximately clamped at g(Nthr ) = gthr and
the corresponding threshold current, which is defined
in the limiting case of vanishing spontaneous emission
(Rsp = 0), becomes


Nthr
2
3
Ithr = eV
+ BNthr
+ CNthr
(11.115)
.
τnr
Using (11.103) the photon number above threshold can then be written as S = (I − Ithr )/evg gthr . Since
the carrier density is clamped at threshold, all injected
carriers in excess of the threshold current contribute
to stimulated emission and the number of photons increases proportionally to (I − Ithr ). The total output
power P = vg ωαm S emitted from both facets becomes
P=

ω αm
ηi
(I − Ithr ) ,
e gthr

(11.116)

where we assume that only a fraction ηi of the external drive current reaches the active region and the
remaining fraction (1 − ηi ) is lost via leakage current or nonradiative recombination. Thus, the P–I
curve of a semiconductor laser diode is a straight line
(Fig. 11.101) above threshold with a slope defined by
the external quantum efficiency ηext :
ηext =

dP e
αm
= ηi
,
dI ω
gthr

(11.117)

which can be interpreted as the ratio of the number
of emitted photons to the number of injected electrons per time. The sharpness of the transition from
the spontaneous emission below threshold to the stimulated emission above threshold depends on the amount
of spontaneous emission into the lasing mode. Leakage currents, thermal effects and spectral hole-burning
neglected so far lead to bending of the P–I curve.
Characteristic temperature. The threshold current of

a semiconductor laser depends on the temperature T ,
which can be described phenomenologically by
Ithr (T ) = I0 exp

T
,
T0

(11.118)

where T0 is the characteristic temperature, which typically ranges between 40 K and 90 K for semiconductor
lasers emitting around 1550 nm.
Single-Mode Laser Structures
Transmitters used, e.g., in optical-fibre communication
systems should emit light predominantly in a single
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part of the refractive index depends on the carrier density
because of various physical mechanisms. With increasing injection the band-to-band absorption is reduced due
to band-filling effects. In addition, the absorption increases due to the reduction of the bandgap (bandgap
renormalization resulting from many-body effects) and
absorption also increases due to the increasing absorption of free carriers. The resulting total change of the real
part of the refractive index, which is related to the gain
spectrum via the Kramers–Kronig relation, depends on
the wavelength relative to the gain maximum. In the case
of 1.5 µm InGaAsP the refractive index decreases with
injection. The dependence of the refractive index on the
carrier density is theoretically described by the effective
line width enhancement or Henry factor α
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longitudinal mode since the presence of side modes limits the transmission capacity due to pulse broadening
caused by the chromatic dispersion of the fibre. Semiconductor lasers with an FP resonator usually exhibit
multimode operation since the gain spectrum is wider
than the longitudinal mode spacing and the broadening
of the gain profile, which due to spectral hole burning is
not perfectly homogeneous, offers several modes with
sufficient gain to oscillate. The techniques to achieve
reliable longitudinal mode control even under highbit-rate modulation can be categorized into two main
groups:
Short lasers. The discrimination against side modes in

FP resonators can be enhanced by reducing the cavity
length L. If the mode spacing ∆ν ∝ L −1 becomes comparable to the width of the gain curve, only one mode
will oscillate near the gain peak. To obtain stable singlemode operation, however, the lasers must be extremely
short. This requires a very good reflectivity of the end
facets to overcome the high mirror losses αm ∝ L −1 ,
leading to high threshold current densities. The problems of fabricating very short semiconductor devices
can be solved using a vertical-cavity surface-emitting
laser (VCSEL) structure (Fig. 11.96).
Frequency-selective feedback. The second method
to obtain single-mode operation is to incorporate
a frequency-selective element in the resonator structure. This can be realized by using coupled cavities,
an external grating or a Bragg grating:

Coupled cavities. If one or more additional mirrors are
introduced in the FP resonator, the boundary conditions
added due to the reflections at each interface severely
limit the number of longitudinal modes. To achieve
single-mode operation, however, it is often necessary to
tune the resonator by changing the drive current or the
temperature. Usually the single-mode regime is small so
that such structures can only be modulated over a limited
current range without mode jumps. In addition, the reproducible fabrication of nearly identical devices turns
out to be difficult since the spectral properties strongly
depend on the exact lengths of the sections.
External grating. Frequency selection can also be realized by an external grating outside the resonator. The
mechanical stability of such lasers, however, is a critical point since the grating is not integrated on the
wafer. Consequently, lasers with external gratings are
expensive devices (Fig. 11.110a).

Bragg grating. The method most frequently used to
achieve single-mode emission is to incorporate a Bragg
grating, which creates a periodic variation of the
complex refractive index and distributes the feedback
throughout the cavity. Dynamic single-mode operation
is achieved if the threshold gain for the oscillating
mode is significantly smaller than the threshold gain
for the other modes. Devices employing Bragg gratings can be classified roughly into three categories:
distributed Bragg reflector (DBR), distributed feedback
(DFB) (Figs. 11.96, 102, 103, section on Fabry–Pérot
structures in Sect. 11.3.2, and Sect. 11.3.6) and gaincoupled (GC) lasers.
In DBR lasers the Bragg grating is etched into passive regions near the cavity ends. The index grating (the
variation of the real part of the refractive index) acts as
an effective mirror with wavelength-dependent reflectivity and surrounds the central part of the cavity which
is active and remains uncorrugated. The longitudinal
mode with a wavelength located near the reflectivity
maximum of the grating is selected. Since a DBR laser
is formed by replacing the mirrors by passive gratings,
the properties can be described by an effective mirror
model. The transition between the active section and
the passive gratings usually complicates the technological realization of in-plane DBR lasers. An important
advantage of DBR lasers is that the wavelength can be
changed if the grating regions are equipped with separate electrodes that can tune the Bragg frequency via
the carrier-induced refractive index change. Thus, DBR
gratings are often used in tunable lasers.
In DFB lasers the index grating covers the entire
resonator length. At the wavelength corresponding to
the corrugation period of the grating, the forward- and
backward-traveling waves created by the Bragg scattering are confined in the central part of the cavity so
that the mirror losses become a function of the wavelength. The longitudinal mode with the lowest mirror
losses corresponding to the most effective concentration
of photons in the resonator is selected.
In gain-coupled devices a periodic variation of gain
or loss is used to favor a longitudinal mode of the
FP resonator. In the ideal case, there is no Bragg
scattering at the gain grating, and the longitudinal
photon distribution as well as the mirror losses are unchanged compared to the FP cavity. The overlap with
the loss or gain grating, however, varies between the
different longitudinal modes of the FP resonator. The
mode experiencing the largest overlap with the gain
grating (or minimum overlap with a loss grating) is
selected.
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κ = π∆n/λ0 + i∆g/4 ,

(11.119)

which is proportional to the variation of the refractive
index step ∆n, the gain variation ∆g and the number of
corrugations per length in the grating. The Bragg wavelength λB is given by the effective index, the corrugation
period Λ and the order m DFB of the grating according to
(11.93). For an axially homogeneous first-order grating
(m DFB = 1) with length L and a perfect antireflection
coating on the facets (R1 = R2 = 0) the theory reveals
the following solutions

•

•

In the case of pure index coupling (∆n eff =
0, ∆g = 0) the transmission spectrum turns out
to be symmetric with respect to the Bragg wavelength λB = 2n eff Λ where oscillation is forbidden.
For a small coupling coefficient, the mode spacing
approximately takes the value of an FP resonator
∆λ = λ2 /2n eff L but, in contrast to an FP cavity, the
threshold gain of the modes is wavelength dependent
and increases with growing distance from the Bragg
wavelength. A strong coupling produces a transmission stop-band with width ∆λ ∼
= κλ2B /(πn eff )
centered at the Bragg wavelength, in which transmission is strongly damped. The two modes with
the lowest threshold gain g ∼
= 2π 2 /(κ 2 L 3 ) are located at the edges of the stop-band symmetrical to
the Bragg wavelength.
In the case of pure gain coupling (∆g = 0, ∆n eff =
0) the mode degeneracy is removed, which means
that the mode with the lowest threshold gain oscillates at the Bragg wavelength symmetrically
surrounded by the other modes with higher threshold
gain values. The mode spacing is ∆λ = λ2 /2n eff L
and no stop-band occurs since there is no backscattering at index steps in the grating. The mode
selection is due to the different overlap of the standing waves in the FP resonator with the gain grating.

In second-order gratings (m DFB = 2) additional scattering occurs in the transversal direction, leading to higher

losses. In addition, the coupling coefficient of secondorder gratings depends more sensitively on the exact
shape of the grating so that it becomes more difficult to
control. That is why first-order gratings predominate although the corrugation periods are smaller (Λ ∼
= 240 nm
for λ = 1.55 µm). Due to the scattering perpendicular
to the optical axis (Fig. 11.96), second-order gratings
can be utilized for the vertical emission of light from
edge-emitting laser diodes [11.1287, 1288].
Basic properties of index-coupled DFB lasers. The

spectrum of an index-coupled DFB laser mainly consists of two degenerate lasing modes at the edges of
the stop-band (Fig. 11.103b). This mode degeneracy in
index-coupled DFB laser structures is usually removed
by incorporating a λ/4 phase shift in the grating. This
can technologically be implemented by inserting an additional section of length λ0 /(4n eff ) = Λ/2 in the middle
of the grating. The introduction of the λ/4 phase shift
selects the Bragg mode in the middle of the stop-band,
revealing the lowest mirror losses so that single-mode
operation with an SMSR of > 40 dB can be obtained
(Fig. 11.103c).
The axial distribution of the light intensity in the cavity is connected to the mirror losses αm via the round-trip
condition. Thus, a decrease of the mirror losses for the
longitudinal modes in a DFB grating is equivalent to increasing longitudinal optical confinement, which means
that the photons are concentrated inside the cavity and
only a small fraction of the light intensity leaves the resonator through the end facets. The typical longitudinal
photon distribution for a DFB laser with and without
a λ/4 phase shift is shown in Fig. 11.103, revealing the
pronounced maximum in the middle of the resonator
even for moderate coupling coefficients. This strong inhomogeneity of the photon density distribution in DFB
lasers leads to an inhomogeneous carrier density distribution above threshold due to the recombination by
stimulated emission. With increasing injection the carrier density is depleted in places with a high photon
density. This phenomenon is called longitudinal spatial
hole burning (LSHB) and has several important consequences for the static and dynamic behavior of DFB
lasers above threshold. First, the mode discrimination is
influenced since a variation of the carrier density distribution changes the round-trip gain of the various modes
having different photon density distributions. Thus, the
side-mode suppression can degrade with increasing output power due to LSHB. Second, the mode wavelengths
change, even above threshold, since the inhomogeneity
of the carrier density caused by LSHB leads to an inho-
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lasers. The spectral properties of DFB
lasers [11.1285] are essentially determined by the integrated Bragg grating. The waveguding in such periodic
structures can be analyzed by the coupled mode theory [11.1286], which yields approximate analytical
solutions describing the light propagation in waveguides
with a periodic variation of the complex refractive index
by counter-propagating modes exchanging energy by
scattering. The strength of the interaction and the amount
of feedback in the grating structure are determined by
the complex coupling coefficient

DFB
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mogeneous axial distribution of the effective refractive
index. This effect is utilized in several types of tunable
DFB lasers.
Various DFB lasers with a more complex grating
structure have been developed in order to obtain a high
yield of single-mode devices and a flat axial photon
distribution with reduced LSHB. Some examples are:

•
•

•
•
•
•
a)

2 × λ/8 phase shifts. The distance between the phase
shifts, however, must be optimized to achieve a high
yield [11.1289].
Corrugation pitch modulation (CPM). The DFB
grating is divided into three sections. The corrugation period in the central section is slightly
higher than in the outer sections so that the phase
shift is quasi-continuously distributed along the cavity [11.1290].
Axial variation of duty cycle by using, e.g., a holographic double-exposure technique [11.1291].
Axial variation of coupling coefficient by variation of the etch depth [11.1292] or sampled
gratings [11.1293].
Bent waveguides superimposed on homogeneous
grating fields can be used to obtain quasicontinuously and arbitrarily chirped gratings with
high spatial resolution [11.1294].
Axially inhomogeneous injection using a threeelectrode structure. Spatial hole burning can be
Grating layer: Eg > Eg, act
Än ¹ 0

dact

Active layer: Eg, act

b)

Ë

Grating in active layer

c)

Ë

Grating layer: Eg < Eg, act

Active layer: Eg, act

compensated for if the injected current density is
higher in the central section near the peak of the
photon density, thus reducing the gain of the sidemodes suffering from the lower current in the outer
section [11.1295].
The phase relation between the grating and the end
facets is difficult to control during the cleaving process of DFB lasers, since the corrugation period for
a first-order grating (λ = 1.55 µm) is typically 240 nm.
Experimental and theoretical investigations show that
all static and dynamic optical properties of as-cleaved
DFB lasers are strongly influenced by this phase relation between the grating and facet. The mirror losses
of the various longitudinal modes, the mode discrimination, the intensity distribution, the optical spectra and
the dynamic and noise characteristics vary considerably
as a function of the end facet phases [11.1296]. Since
these end facet phases are distributed randomly after the
cleaving process, the yield of good DFB devices is limited. The problem of the uncertain end facet phases can
be reduced by appropriate antireflection coatings.
Gain-coupled lasers. In gain-coupled laser structures,

a longitudinal mode of the FP resonator is selected by
implementing an axial gain or loss grating. In contrast
to index-coupled DFB lasers, there is almost no reflection of the light wave in a gain grating. Therefore, the
longitudinal intensity distribution and the spectral positions of the various modes are equal to those of an FP
resonator. The mode selection is caused by the different
overlap of the longitudinal modes with the gain grating.
The mode, whose longitudinal field distribution exhibits
the largest overlap with the gain grating or the smallest
overlap with the loss grating, is selected.
Gain coupling can be realized in different ways:

•

dact

Ë

dact

Fig. 11.104a–c Various types of Bragg gratings. (a) Index
coupling; (b) gain coupling; (c) loss coupling

•

The grating structure can be etched directly into the
active layer and regrown afterwards with a semiconductor material [11.1297] that is transparent to
the laser emission (Fig. 11.104b). The resulting gain
coupling in this grating structure is accompanied by
a strong index coupling due to the high refractiveindex difference between the active layer and the regrown material. With respect to the phase difference
between the index and gain grating one distinguishes
between in-phase and anti-phase gratings.
A current blocking pnp layer structure above the
active layer is corrugated and regrown, so that a periodic variation of the current density injected into
the active layer is achieved [11.1298]. The parasitic
index coupling can be kept very small in this type of
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gain grating. Due to the Kramers–Kronig relations,
however, the gain grating is inevitably accompanied
by an index grating.

•

•

In contrast to index-coupled devices, there is almost
no reflection of the light wave in an ideal gain grating. Thus, the interference of the reflected wave
inside the grating and at the facets is avoided, so
that the influence of the end facet phases is strongly
reduced compared with index-coupled DFB lasers.
Therefore, a high single-mode yield can be obtained
without the necessity to use an antireflection coating
of the end facets.
The longitudinal photon distribution is, in the case
of a small parasitic index coupling, similar to that of
an FP resonator. Thus, the strongly inhomogeneous
photon distribution in DFB lasers and the resulting problem of longitudinal spatial hole burning is
reduced in gain-coupled devices.

the receiver. The photodetector retranslates the light
pulses back to the electronic bit sequence. Seen in terms
of a two-language dictionary, the laser translates ultrafast from electronics into optics and the photodetector
ultrafast from optics into electronics.
For this purpose, the electrons injected through
the n contact in the semiconductor laser must arrive
as fast as possible at the most deeply bound energy
states of the conduction-band QWs and the holes injected through the p contact as fast as possible into the
ground states of the valence-band QWs (Fig. 11.105).
Several retarding physical transport and relaxation processes are involved, whose combined time delay effect
can however be minimized [11.1301, 1302]. Owing to
the very high doping in the long conduction paths,
which start at the contacts, very short dielectric reLaser emission

Blow-up
Injection
current

p -doped
bulk layer

Contact
1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 ...
Time t
Contact
n-doped
bulk layer
y

Basics of Lasers
with High Modulation Bandwidth
For the highest-bit-rate fibre-optic data communication
(1.26–1.68 µm), the ultrafast conversion of the data
from the electronic bit sequence into the appropriate optical bit pattern takes place by means of semiconductor
lasers. This is done either with a CW laser combined with
a subsequent ultrafast optical modulator or via direct
modulation of the laser (intensity or frequency modulation). As the simplest example the intensity modulation
of the laser is described. The bit pattern available as a sequence of ultrashort current pulses is translated by the
laser into the appropriate sequence of ultrashort light
pulses, which then propagate e.g. via a fibre towards

Bit pattern

t

1
0
0
1
0
1
1
0.
..

Light
intensity

Fig. 11.105 Schematic representation of the direct modulation of a semiconductor laser, translation of an electronic
bit pattern (left) via a corresponding temporal carrier distribution in the QWs (center) into an optical bit pattern
(bottom)
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Loss coupling is obtained if the grating is etched into
an additional layer that is separated from the active
layer and is absorbing for the emission (Fig. 11.104c).
This grating acts as a saturable periodic absorber for the
laser emission from the active layer [11.1299]. In contrast to index coupling (Fig. 11.104a) the bandgap E g
of the grating is smaller than the bandgap of the active layer E g,act . Usually, the absorbing grating layer
has a different refractive index than the material used
for the regrowth, so that considerable index coupling
occurs. Alternatively, the loss grating can be integrated
into a metallization at the surface of the device, so that
no epitaxial regrowth is required [11.1300].
There are significant differences between the characteristics of gain- and loss-coupled semiconductor lasers
compared to index-coupled DFB lasers:
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Fig. 11.106 Schematic representation of the charge carrier dynamics
close of the active region (here seven QWs) in the band structure in
space for an asymmetric laser structure [11.1302] (enlargement of
Fig. 11.105 in the area indicated by the ellipse)

laxation times arise there. This can be visualized by
means of a pipe completely filled with ping pong balls
(high doping throughout the length of the conduction
path). A ball injected at one end of the pipe, causes another to be ejected from the other end of the pipe. In
this manner, a current pulse is transferred to the other
end of the pipe almost without delay in heavily doped
semiconductors.
a)

In order to reduce optical losses through reabsorption, the confinement layers should be undoped or
only slightly doped. Retarding effects arise as a consequence of the charge-carrier transport (number 1 in
Fig. 11.106). Using the analogy of the balls and pipe
above, a ball in an empty pipe (undoped) must go
through the entire length of pipe (the length of a confinement layer) before finally exiting from the other
end. Further retarding effects arise from the charge carrier capture (2), relaxation (3) in the respective QW
ground states, by the reconciliation of charge carrier
inhomogeneities between the individual pots, through
tunneling (4) and thermal reemission (5). Since the mobility of the electrons is substantially higher than that
of the holes, in asymmetrical laser structures [11.1302]
the p-side confinement layers are reduced in thickness
in favor of the n side. This favors the transfer of the
less-mobile holes. In addition, this asymmetric laser
structure design takes into account the different capture probabilities: the capture of holes into the QWs
is much more efficient than that of electrons. Thus,
a smaller p-sided confinement layer (reservoir of uncaptured electrons giving rise to bit interfering) is beneficial.
In today’s fastest laser diodes (largest modulation bandwidth) −3 dB modulation frequencies of up to 40 GHz
can be obtained.
d)
GAC
WG 1

WG 2

DFB

b)

e)

SG

DBR

c)

f)
GCSR
WG 2

TTG

WG 1

Fig. 11.107a–f Schematic cross-sectional views in the y–z-plane of different laser types: (a) three-section DFB, (b) threesection DBR, (c) TTG, (d) GAC, (e) SG, which is related to the SSG laser (not displayed) and (f) GCSR
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Fig. 11.108a–d Schematic perspective view of (a) a Y-laser [11.1303] and (b-d) three-section bent-waveguide chirped
DFB lasers [11.1304], (b) the principle of generating chirped DFB gratings by specifically bent waveguides on homogeneous grating fields, cross section of two independent lasers originating from the bending displayed in (b), (d) perspective
schematic of a device shown in (c). A scanning electron micrograph (SEM) of such a tunable three-section chirped DFB
laser is displayed in Fig. 11.116a

Tunable Lasers
Wavelength tuning of an edge-emitting DFB semiconductor laser can be obtained according to (11.93), in
the simplest case, by varying the effective refractive index via the injection currents in different sections, either
thermally or by using plasma effects (carrier density
variations). In these cases rising injection currents lead

1. to increasing emission wavelengths (red shift) via
thermal effects and
2. to a blue shift via the plasma effect.
A superposition of both effects is found in multi-section
DFB lasers [11.1305] since gain, tuning and DFB grating
exist in all sections (Fig. 11.107a). In order to increase
the total tuning range it is necessary to separate gain
and tuning [11.1306, 1307]. In the three-section DBR
laser (Fig. 11.107b) this is done longitudinally by using a gain section (right, the active region is shown
in black), a grating-section (left) and a phase section
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(center) [11.1308]. The phase section only includes the
brown waveguide layer(s) and is used to match the
phase of the standing light wave after one round-trip.
The gain is controlled, e.g., via the current between
the top right contact and the bottom contact. In contrast, a vertical separation is used in the tunable twin
guide (TTG) laser [11.1306, 1307, 1309] (Fig. 11.107c).
A current from the left-side contact to the top contact
only controls the carrier density in the brown waveguiding layer. The gain is controlled via the current between
the left side contact and the bottom contact. In the threesection DBR and the TTG laser the tuning is based on
the plasma effect, if only forward biasing is used.
Another very important tuning principle is based on
two mode combs of slightly different mode spacing. In
analogy to a vernier based on two scales [11.1306,1307],
a small detuning of the combs can address individual
modes separated widely in the spectrum: only those
modes which exactly occur in both combs can oscillate
since only this situation provides sufficient reflectivity
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Table 11.37 Tuning characteristics of different 1.55 µm laser types, DFB: distributed feedback, DBR: distributed Bragg reflector,
TTG: tunable twin guide, SSG: superstructure grating, SG: sampled grating, GAC: grating-assisted coupler, GCSR: gratingassisted co-directional coupler laser with rear sampled grating reflector. The tuning occurs either thermally (t), via the plasma
effect (p), via the co-directional coupler (CC) grating or via Vernier effect (V). TR: tuning range
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Laser type

Control
currents

Tuning
(exp.)
(∆λ/nm)

Tuning
(max. continuous)

Tuning
principles

Miscellaneous

Ref.

3 sect. DFB

2

3

3

t, p

Continuous TR

[11.1305]

3 sect. DFB

2

5.5

3

t, p

Bent waveguide, quasi contiunuous TR

[11.1294, 1304,
1312]

3 sect. DBR

3

10

7

p, (t)

Quasi continuous TR

[11.1313]

3 sect. DBR

3

22

7

p, t

Incl. both polarities, quasi continuous TR

[11.1314]

3 sect. DBR

3

7

p

Mode-hop-free, really continuous TR

[11.1315]

TTG

2

7

13

p, (t)

Continuous TR

[11.1306, 1309]

TTG

2

13

13

p, t

Incl. both polarities, continuous TR

[11.1306]

Y

4

51

V, p

No continuous TR

[11.1303]

SSG/SG

4

95

V, p

Quasi contiunuous TR, gaps in the total TR

[11.1310, 1311]

SSG/SG

11

38-50

V, p

Quasi contiunuous TR,
without gaps in the total TR

[11.1316]

GAC

3

50-70

CC, p

No continuous TR

[11.1262, 1317,
1318]

GCSR

4

100

CC, p

Quasi continuous TR,
without gaps in the total TR

[11.1319]

GCSR

4

50-114

CC, p

Quasi contiunuous TR, gaps in the total TR

[11.1320]

SSG/SG TTG

3

30-50

V, p

Quasi contiunuous TR

[11.1321]

MG-Y

4-5

46

V, p

Quasi contiunuous TR

[11.1322]

and, thus, sufficient net gain. This principle is applied
in the (C3 ) laser, Y laser, Mach–Zehnder interferometer laser, superstructure grating (SSG) DBR laser and
sampled grating (SG) laser. Two FP cavities of different length and, thus, two FP mode combs are used in the
Y laser (Fig. 11.108a) and the C3 laser (two coupled FP
lasers of slightly different length, not displayed). Two superstructure mode combs are shifted against each other
in the SSG laser [11.1310] and SG DBR laser [11.1311]
(Fig. 11.107e). The codirectional coupling in the grating
assisted coupler (GAC) laser between two waveguides
realizes an additional spectral filter which can be shifted
spectrally in a controlled way against an FP mode spectrum. The two waveguides can be laterally or vertically
(Fig. 11.107d) coupled. Depending on the size of the
grating period, a grating can reflect light (inversion of
the propagation wave vector, contra-directional coupling
grating, short grating period, e.g., Fig. 11.107a,b,c,e) or
change the magnitude of the propagation vector (maintaining propagation direction, codirectional coupling
grating, long period, shown in Fig. 11.107d below the
center contact). Table 11.37 includes a comparison of

different tunable laser types with respect to important
device characteristics and properties.
Generally the types discussed up to now cannot
provide excellent characteristics in all features such
as simple tuning (low number of control parameters),
high SMSR, wide tuning, continuous tuning and high
efficiency. This motivates the search for promising combinations of the above principles. Using a GAC to select
a mode from an SG yields the grating-assisted codirectional coupler laser with rear sampled grating reflector
(GCSR) [11.1319, 1320] (Fig. 11.107f). Another laser
with 11 sections combines a SSG or a SG with many
DBR sections of different grating period each [11.1316].
SSG or the SG laser and the TTG laser has been proposed [11.1321]. Combining the SSG laser and the Y
laser yields the modulated grating Y laser [11.1322].
For comprehensive details of tunable lasers we refer
to [11.1306, 1307]. Finally, coupled Mach–Zehnder interferometers or arrayed waveguide (AWG) structures
can also be used as filter structures in lasers, e.g., in
the digitally tunable ring laser using a ladder of ringresonator filters [11.1323, 1324].
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Further Laser Types with Horizontal Resonators
In the bipolar lasers considered so far the light emission
in the active layer takes place through the recombination of an electron in the conduction band with a hole in
the valence band (band–band transition or inter-band
transition). In unipolar lasers the radiative recombination takes place within a single band between two
bound states of a potential well (intra-band transition,
in Fig. 11.109 shown for the conduction band). Through
so-called electron recycling, this process is cascaded
in stages (explaining the name quantum cascade laser,
Fig. 11.109). The band edges are accordingly tilted by
the applied voltage (electric field). The multiple-QW
structure [11.1326] shown here is based on a uniform
QW composition and a different uniform barrier composition. However, there are in each case six different
QW widths (the lower sequence of numbers) and barrier
widths (the upper sequence of numbers) involved.

2.1

1.0 1.0

1.0

Electron
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1.5nm

3
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Fig. 11.109 Principle of a quantum cascade laser [11.1326]

Through tailored dimensioning, we ensure that in
the case of resonance (for a certain applied voltage)
each of the four narrowest QWs exhibits a bound state,
and that these four states are energetically identical
(i. e., they line up exactly horizontally). Furthermore,
the widest QW is dimensioned in such a way that the
highest state of the three bound states, marked with
a 3 in Fig. 11.109, deviates only insignificantly from
the four identical levels mentioned above. Due to the
thin barriers and the resulting tunneling processes, an
electron injected from the left tunnels horizontally into
the excited level 3. After a radiative transition it falls
down to level 2. Due to the very thin barriers, the wave
functions are generally strongly delocalized. By optimizing the QW geometries the relaxation time from
state 2 to state 1 is designed to be very small, so that
the maxima of the wave function of state 2 lies on
the left and that of state 1 on the right of both of the
wider QWs.
This tunneling process proceeds in a stair-like cascade, which is illustrated with just two stages in
Fig. 11.109. This example also illustrates very successful recent complex QW structures, which are based on
a variety of different quantum cascade structures. Quantum cascade lasers are very successful to produce laser
emissions in the mid infrared (3.5–10 µm, in some cases
even up to 60 µm), where there are very few suitable
semiconductor materials with extremely small bandgaps
for the construction of bipolar lasers.
A very elegant way to obtain a longitudinal singlemode oscillation of an FP laser is to use one highly
reflecting (HR) and one antireflection (AR) coated facet,
with a piece of fibre optically coupled to the latter
(Fig. 11.110a) including a DBR grating with a period
((11.93)) such that it filters exactly one single oscillating mode from the spectral amplification profile. This
laser design is called a (semiconductor-)fibre laser. In
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DFB lasers with an axially varying grating period
are very attractive to tailor specific device properties.
Using bent waveguides on homogeneous DFB gratings
(Λz = const.) enables to generate a local effective pitch
length Λ(z) that exceeds Λz the more, the larger the
local tilt angle of the bent waveguide deviates from
a vertical intersection of the pitches i. e., the larger
the local tilt angle ϑ(z) is. Figure 11.108b schematically shows a bent waveguide covering a homogeneous
grating. Choosing appropriate bending functions x(z)
generates chirped DFB gratings with a varying effective
pitch length Λ(z) = Λz / cos(ϑ(z)), as shown in the inset
to Fig. 11.108b [11.1294]. The fabrication method is indicated in Fig. 11.108c, which shows two chirped DFB
lasers formed after cleaving the structure in Fig. 11.108b
in the x-direction in the center of the side of the device
oriented in the z-direction. Since the light is strongly
guided along the bent w-direction, the light sequentially passes quasi continuously varying pitch lengths
Λ(w), as displayed in Fig. 11.108c. Since ϑ is largest
in the center of Fig. 11.108b, the two chirped DFB
lasers have the largest pitch at the center facets. Various applications of chirped DFB gratings have been
demonstrated [11.1294,1304,1312,1325], including axially distributed phase shifts, higher SMSR, enhanced
single-mode stability and lower line widths. In addition,
chirped three-section DFB lasers (Fig. 11.108d) have
demonstrated enhanced tuning ranges [11.1294, 1304,
1325] (Table 11.37). The mushroom-type laser structure (Fig. 11.100d) is applied in the chirped three-section
DFB laser (Fig. 11.108d), which shows a modulation
bandwidth of up to 26 GHz [11.1302].
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Fiber cladding

Fiber core

Resonator

b)

the beginning and end of the resonator merge into one
another. In the case of waveguiding (Fig. 11.110b) modal
solutions result if the length of the circular optical axis
is close to an integer multiple of the wavelength in
the medium. Similar selection rules apply in microdisc lasers, which can also be illustrated in the ray
model with multiple reflections (eight in Fig. 11.110d)
at the exterior surfaces. These modes are also known as
whispering-gallery modes after the acoustic phenomena
in the gallery of the St. Paul’s cathedral in London and
the Gol Gumgaz mausoleum in Bijapur city in India.
There, a whispered word is discernible, after multiple
reflections from the inner walls of the cupola, back at
the ear of the speaker.

11.3.4 Basics of Surface-Emitting Lasers
with Vertical Resonators (VCSELs)
c)
Circular
waveguide
Straight
waveguide

Coupling

d)

Fig. 11.110a–d Various designs of lasers with horizontal resonator. (a) FP laser with an external fibre mirror,
(b) double ring resonators coupled to a straight waveguide,
(c) standing wave in a single ring resonator coupled to 2
waveguides, (d) DFB microdisc laser [11.1327]; inset: FP

microdisc laser with whispering-gallery mode

contrast, the active medium for optically pumped fibre
lasers is a doped fibre.
Laser designs with straight aligned resonators have
been considered so far. However, in the ring laser
(Fig. 11.110b, c) and the microdisk laser (Fig. 11.110d),

The VCSEL presents a large technological challenge in
terms of the implementation of DBR mirrors with extremely high reflectivity. In contrast to the edge-emitting
DFB or DBR laser, the individual layers of the DBR
mirrors in the VCSEL are successively deposited (e.g.,
by epitaxy). In this way, layer A and the neighboring
layer B together make up one period. Since the reflectivity of the DBR mirrors rises with increasing number
of periods and refractive index contrast, materials with
large refractive index contrast are preferable in order
to reduce the total number of periods and thus device
cost. The insets in Fig. 11.111 show a DBR mirror (left
inset) and the light intensity reflected by the mirror
as a function of the wavelength (reflection spectrum,
right inset). For λ = 1.55 µm, the maximum reflectivity Rmax in the stop-band is presented in the main
picture as a function of the number of periods for different material systems. The data result from theoretical
model calculations with consideration of the spectral
variations of the refractive indices and absorption coefficients [11.1328, 1329]. Large differences appear in the
figure due to different absorption and different refractive
index contrast 2(n A − n B )/(n A + n B ). For semiconductor epitaxial layers, absorption depends on the doping
concentration and is well controllable. Absorption in dielectric layers is more difficult to control and depends
strongly on the technological process. Unfortunately, no
large refractive index contrasts can be realized in the
GaInAsP material system. To achieve a reflectivity of
99.8%, 50 periods, a number that is in practice too high,
are needed. In contrast, this is achieved in AlAs/GaAs
DBRs with just 20 periods. If the two dielectrics Si3 N4
and SiO2 are combined, then even 13 periods are suf-
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λ
n A dA + n B dA = m
2

(with m = 1, 3, 5 . . . ) .
(11.120)

On GaAs substrates the almost lattice-matched
AlAs/(Al)GaAs combination is ideal for lasers in the
wavelength range 800–1300 nm. Although, as with
the edge emitters, trials have been made to implement long-wavelength VCSELs on GaAs substrates,
1.55 µm VCSELs are still based on InP. This is due
to the fact that the active laser layers (e.g., GaInAsP
and AlGaInAs) for the spectral range close to 1.55 µm
can be best implemented on InP substrates. There are
different possibilities for implementing highly reflecting 1.55 µm DBR mirrors on InP substrates: a kind of
pressure bonding technique (wafer fusion) of
AlAs/GaAs DBRs [11.1332, 1333] to embed the
GaInAsP active region, strongly lattice-mismatched socalled pseudomorphic AlAs/GaAs DBRs [11.1334],
lattice-matched
AlGaInAs,
AlAsSb/AlGaAsSb,
AlGaAsSb/InP DBRs [11.1335, 1336] or fusing of
a low-period GaInAsP/InP DBR with active layers onto
a AlAs/GaAs DBR [11.1337].
A resonator results from the combination of two
DBR mirrors, where the volume between the DBR
mirror-ends towards the center is called the cavity. If
the cavity material is passive, then the setup is an optical
filter, if it is active then a VCSEL results. Figure 11.112
shows schematically the structure of a VCSEL with two
multiple-layer semiconductor DBR mirrors. In the illustration the upper mirror is highly reflective, so the laser
light is emitted essentially downwards (brown arrow).
The envelope of the vertical intensity distribution discussed below is indicated by the lateral expansion of
the brown arrow (Fig. 11.96, depicted in grey-tone variations). The holes are injected from above through the
upper p-doped DBR mirror into the active laser zone;
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Fig. 11.111 Maximum spectral reflectivity Rmax in the stop-band for
λ = 1.55 µm as a function of the number of periods for different
DBR mirror systems. Left inset: cross section of a DBR mirror.
Right inset: reflectivity as a function of wavelength

the electrons are injected from below through the lower
n-doped DBR mirror. The outer curved black arrows indicate the current flow. Here, it is challenging to reduce
the electrical resistance of the p-doped DBR mirror by
sophisticated doping (impurity concentration profiles) in
order to reduce the operating voltages and the buildup of
Joule heating. Figure 11.112a schematically depicts the
structure of a VCSEL with two dielectric DBR mirrors.
The holes and electrons are injected by means of ring
contacts, whereby the current flow bypasses the electrically insulating DBR mirrors. Furthermore, of crucial
importance is the lateral electrical confinement to enable
the production of high electron–hole-pair densities in the
central part of the active zone, and thereby very small
threshold current densities. Therefore, an electrically insulating ring is built surrounding the lateral laser mode.
The realization of this is technologically demanding and
is achieved, e.g., by ion implantation or selective oxidation. A sufficiently high thermal conductivity of the
DBR mirrors is of further importance in enabling efficient heat dissipation from the active region to the heat
sink and, if necessary, of that heat generated inside the
DBR mirrors.
For the VCSEL with two dielectric DBR mirrors
and a cavity length of 3λ/2 shown in Fig. 11.112a,
the electric field of the standing light wave is computed [11.1328, 1329] and presented in Fig. 11.113
together with the entire multilayer structure. In order
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ficient due to the very high relative refractive index
contrast.
This enormously high reflectivity is achieved
through constructive interference of the partial waves
reflected at all heterointerfaces. Note that with a reflection at the interfaces from the optically thinner to the
optically denser medium a phase change of π occurs,
but not vice versa [11.1330, 1331]. The condition for
constructive interference is fulfilled, e.g., by the combination of λ/4-thick layers A and B, as is the case
in Fig. 11.111. Here, dA and dB are the physical thicknesses and λ/4n A and λ/4n B are the optical thicknesses.
In general, the following relation applies to achieve high
reflectivity using constructive interference
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Fig. 11.112a,b Schematic setup of a VCSEL with electrically insulating (a) and electrically conducting DBR
mirrors (b)

to achieve a high gain in the laser design, the QWs are
positioned at the maxima (antinodes) of the half-waves.
Ideally, three QWs, three double QWs or three triple
QWs should be placed in the 3λ/2 cavity shown. The
envelope of the standing light wave field gradually drops
outwards from center due to the distributed reflecting effect of the DBR mirrors. We note again that exactly one
quarter of a wavelength is allotted to each mirror layer
(λ/4 layers) and that the nodes for the design wavelength
lie exactly at the interfaces.
In the following, the VCSEL spectra are intuitively
constructed. To derive this, we consider a semiconductor cavity between two mirrors indicated in the top left
of Fig. 11.114. Based on the fixed cavity length, (11.92)
leads to the three modes displayed as lines in the spectrum on the right of the figure, which become sharper

ë
3
2
cavity

GaInAsP
GaInAs QWs

Standing wave
(electric field)

Fig. 11.113 Layered structure of a VCSEL including the
standing wave of the electrical field

for higher mirror reflectivities. This means that a cavity
of this length is suitable for each of these (laser) wavelengths if the standing wave experiences a sufficiently
large optical gain at its peak (antinodes). On the contrary case, for a desired (fixed) laser wavelength λ the
cavity length can be selected straight away as λ/2, 2λ/2
or 3λ/2. If the two mirrors are implement as DBRs (bottom left of the figure), then the line spectrum at the top
right is superposed with the known reflection spectrum
(Fig. 11.114 bottom right) of the DBR mirrors, resulting
in the laser spectrum already shown in Fig. 11.103d. The
stop-band of the VCSEL is substantially larger because
of the higher refractive index contrast in the DBR mirrors compared to that of the DFB laser with the relatively
small refractive index contrast between the quasi-layers
of the DFB grating. Following from Fig. 11.103c, d the
λ/4-phase-shifted DFB laser has many similarities to
a VCSEL with a λ/2 cavity and two very long DBR
mirrors with a small refractive index contrast.
Note that the following numerical values are strongly
dependent on wavelength and material and that a thoroughly comprehensive treatment would exceed the
framework of this volume. For VCSELs, optical power
outputs of < 1 mW (lateral single-mode operation) are
typical. With a laterally expanded active region, i. e.,
laterally multimode VCSELs, achieve up to 120 mW.
Typical threshold currents lie around 1 mA, with record
values of about 0.06 mA (corresponding to 350 A/cm2 ).
The highest power outputs and the lowest thresholds
are achieved in the spectral range 850–1000 nm. Compared to edge emitters the thresholds are amazingly
low, but with rather moderate maximum power outputs. In broad-area edge emitters for example, over
6 W [11.1338] and external quantum efficiencies of
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Micromechanical Tunable Filters and VCSELs
A perpendicular light wave (wavelength λD ) incident on
a highly reflecting DBR mirror is up to 99.9% reflected.
The period is normally selected in such a way that λD lies
at the center of the stop-band (Fig. 11.114 bottom right).
When a second identical mirror is positioned parallel at
a distance, say, 1.5 × λD from the first one, as shown in
Fig. 11.114, it is experimentally observed that the first
mirror does not reflect the wavelength λD any more.
Although at first sight astonishing, the arrangement of
the two DBR mirrors is now almost 100% transparent
for λD .

Mirror 2
a

b

Semiconductor
cavity
c

Mirror 1

c

b

a

Selection of cavity modes
1

1.5

2

2.5
ëair (µm)

DBR 2
QW3
QW2
QW1
DBR 1
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Reflection spectrum
of a DBR mirror

Fig. 11.114 Characteristic spectral components of a VC resonator.

Three standing waves in the cavity ((a–c) above left) cause, as
marked by the bracket, the build up of the FP modes (above right),
the DBR mirrors (bottom left) are characterized by the reflection
spectrum (bottom right), as indicated by the two brackets. With
a very short cavity length only one FP mode is located in the stop
band (along the broken vertical lines)

For λD in a DBR mirror, all reflected partial waves interfere constructively (99.9% reflection) on the incident
side of the mirror and destructively on the opposite side.
This is the result of complicated multiple reflections and
complex zigzag paths (in the simple ray model) portrayed in a simplified manner occur. The light waves
penetrate the mirror, but due to the perfect destructive interference, behind the mirrors, they transfer no
energy. By the targeted positioning of the second mirror (and adding further boundary surfaces) all partial
waves now interfere destructively on the incident side
and constructively on the opposite side (behind the second DBR mirror). Furthermore, a standing wave forms
in the cavity for λD (Fig. 11.114).
Within the stop-band, except within the range of the
very sharp filter line (centered at λD ) all wavelengths
are up to 99.9% reflected. In this way extremely highquality optical filters can be implement, e.g., for fibreoptic telecommunications based on dense wavelength
division multiplexing.
Figure 11.111 contains a further material system,
so far not discussed, with an extremely high refractive
index contrast (n InP = 3.2, n air = 1). With only four periods, a reflectivity of over 99.8% can be obtained. This
unusual structure can be made, e.g., from a semiconductor multilayered structure with alternating InP and
Ga0.43 In0.57 As layers by selective etching of the GaInAs
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over 56% [11.1338] have been achieved. While the
VCSEL has enormous advantages in the laser–fiber
coupling due to the small beam divergence and the
symmetric mode profile, the edge emitter incurs substantial overhead costs for light coupling due to the
higher divergence and the elliptical mode profile. This
is achieved in practice with aspherical lenses or with
complicated tapered waveguide structures in the laser
or fibre. The VCSEL offers further substantial advantages as it enables simple optical on-wafer testing
similar to the testing of integrated electronic circuits.
In contrary, edge emitters must be individually isolated for characterization, i. e., at least cleaved into bars,
or additionally for surface out-coupling, a 45◦ mirror
(Fig. 11.96) must be implement in combination with
etched mirrors.
The modulation bandwidths of VCSELs are typically around 1 GHz (the record being 10 GHz),
compared with typical values of 15 GHz (the record
being 40 GHz) for edge emitters. If one compares the
laser line widths of devices without external resonators,
then VCSELs typically attain 200 MHz (the record being 50 MHz) while edge emitters typically attain 1 MHz
(the record being 10 kHz). Edge-emitting semiconductor lasers exist in the range between 350 nm and 12 µm,
while in the green and mid-IR spectral regions there are
as yet either no devices exist or the component lifetimes
are not sufficient for practical applications. Electrically
pumped VCSELs exist so far within a spectrally much
smaller range (420 nm to 2.05 µm) [11.1339–1341]. In
VCSELs wavelength tuning is particularly difficult using charge-carrier-induced (current-induced) or thermal
refractive index changes. A typical tuning range of 1 nm
is attained in VCSELs compared to 80 nm in singlemode edge emitters. Finally we present a tuning concept
for optoelectronic devices with vertical resonators which
permits ultrawide wavelength tuning on the basis of only
one control parameter.
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Fig. 11.115a–c Micromachined filter device with vertical resonator based on semiconductor multiple air gaps [11.1342,
1343]. Electron micrograph of the cross section of a filter (a), details in (b), corresponding experimental wavelength
tuning as function of the actuation voltage in (c)

layers (micromechanical sacrificial-layer technology).
Lattice-matching already exists through epitaxy on an
InP substrate and, if necessary, an outstanding compatibility with 1.55 µm GaInAsP laser-active layers
is available. Figures 11.115a,b show a filter structure
with six InP membranes, each of which is fixed to
the supporting posts at four points. If a reverse-bias
voltage is applied between the upper p-doped and the
lower n-doped DBR mirrors the membranes including the sandwiched air cavity can be electrostatically
actuated. The cavity length and thus the filter wavelength can be varied in this way with only one control
parameter (voltage). With such an optical filter, an enormous continuous wavelength tuning range of 142 nm
(Fig. 11.115c) was experimentally achieved with only
3.2 V [11.1328, 1329, 1342, 1343]. In other structures of
the same type, a continuous tuning range of as much as
221 nm has been obtained [11.1342]. The same tuning
principle occurs in Figures 11.116c,d showing a VCSEL
with InP/multiple-air-gap DBR mirrors, GaInAsP laseractive QW layers and an InP substrate.
In conclusion, based on Fig. 11.116 a very
interesting parallel between quantum electronics

(Fig. 11.116a,b) and quantum photonics (Fig. 11.116c,d)
can be drawn. In order to tailor the electronic levels
for electrons and holes, semiconductor heterostructures
of predetermined composition and thickness are implemented. If the layer thickness of the material with the
smaller bandgap is on the order of the magnitude of the
electron wavelength, a quantization occurs that leads to
defined quantized energy levels in the QWs. These quantized energy levels (eigenvalues) and the corresponding
electronic wave functions (eigenfunctions, i. e., modes)
are solutions of the Schrödinger equation. The materials,
stress and layer thicknesses are set up in this example
with the 10 AlGaInAs QWs (Fig. 11.116b) in such a way
that the optical emission is at 1.55 µm. These QWs serve
as the laser-active medium of an ultrafast semiconductor
diode laser (Fig. 11.116a) [11.1302,1344]. In a very simplified depiction, the multiple QWs define a resonator
for electron waves.
The electron microscope micrographs on the right
show the exact analogy for photons. In order to select
a defined mode in the resonator of a VCSEL, taking
into account the refractive indices, layer thicknesses
in the order of magnitude of the photon wavelength
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11.3.5 Edge-Emitting Lasers and VCSELs
with Low-Dimensional Active
Regions
In commercial semiconductor laser diodes, bulk semiconductor materials (3-D) were exclusively used for
the active zones for 25 years. Starting from 1990 edge
emitters with QWs (2-D) were implement in research
labs and continuously improved. Only after a further
five years QW lasers were commercialized and subsequently surpassed the 3-D lasers with lower threshold
current densities, higher power outputs, higher characteristic temperatures T0 and higher bit rates due to
more-favorable gain profiles and better electronic confinement. Although quantum wire (1-D) lasers should
exhibit even better characteristics, they have so far not
been very successful due to technological and geometrical constraints. In particular long carrier-transport
and carrier-capture times substantially limit the bit
rates in quantum wire lasers. Quantum dot QD (0D) laser structures [11.1263–1272] are a lot more
promising. However, a problem at the moment is the
strongly varying size of QDs (Fig. 11.93). The theoretically very sharp density-of-state profiles are strongly
inhomogeneously spread, so that the predicted high
differential gain dg/ dn does not arise in practice.
Compared with the 3-D and 2-D structures so far no
spectrally narrower and higher-gain profile has been
obtained. Particularly broad gain profiles can be of advantage however for extremely widely tunable lasers
(see the section on tunable lasers in Sect. 11.3.3 and that
on micromechanical tunable VCSELs in Sect. 11.3.4).
However, as already mentioned, additional research and

a)

1.55 µm DFB edge emitter

b)

1.55 µm VCSEL

100 µm

c)

100 nm

AlGaInAs/AlGaInAs MQWs
electron wave resonator
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are chosen. A kind of quantization also arises in this
case. The effective refractive indices (eigenvalues) and
the corresponding photon wave functions (eigenfunctions, i. e., modes) are solutions of the Helmholtz
equation. From the mathematical point of view, the
space-dependent parts of the Schrödinger and Helmholtz
equations have equivalent behavior. The strong refractive index contrast of InP/air-gap multi-membrane
structures is again used in Fig. 11.116d to implement
highly reflective DBR mirrors for a 1.55 µm VCSEL
(Fig. 11.116c) [11.1342, 1343]. Analogously the periodic refractive index variation defines a resonator for
photon waves.
Further analogies in this area are offered by
periodic 2-D quantum-dot fields and 2-D photonic crystals, or photonic band structures and electronic band
structures.

11.3 Semiconductor Lasers

3 µm

d)

GaInAsP/air-gap DBR
lightwave resonator

Fig. 11.116 (a) Tunable, edge-emitting three-section laser with
axially varying DFB grating known as a chirped DFB grating [11.1294], (b) strain-compensated multiple QW structure with
tensile-strained AlGaInAs barriers and compressively strained
AlGaInAs wells[11.1344], (c) VCSEL based on multiple InP/air
membranes (centre), each of which is supported by four suspensions
connected to the square supporting posts [11.1343], (d) cross section of the vertical resonator, consisting of the laser-active GaInAsP
QW region, which is embedded between two InP/air-gap DBR
mirrors [11.1342]

development effort is expected to provide excellent
QD lasers.

11.3.6 Lasers with External Resonators
Both edge emitters and VCSELs can be implemented, as
shown in Fig. 11.96, with an external resonator mirror,
in contrast to Figs. 11.115 and 11.116c, which involve
a relatively large air gap. This can serve several purposes:
1. the extension of the resonator length to achieve
narrower line widths,
2. wavelength tuning by inserting a wavelengthselective, rotating element (prism, etalon, grating),
3. mode coupling for the generation of periodic sequences of ultrashort pulses and
4. wavelength conversion by insertion of an optically
nonlinear crystal.
Examples of the last of these are lasers in which
a frequency-doubling crystal in the air gap of the res-
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onator transforms the IR light, which is emitted from an
edge emitter with one side antireflection-coated or a half-

cavity VCSEL (active region plus one DBR mirror), into
the yellow, green and blue range.

11.4 The CO2 Laser
Part C 11.4

The CO2 laser is one of the most important lasers
for industrial, medical and scientific applications. Applications include high-precision material processing,
cutting and welding of sheet metal, marking of plastics, cutting of paper and fabrics, surface treatments for
steel hardening or medical applications such as tissue
coagulation.
CO2 lasers use a gas mixture of helium, nitrogen and carbon dioxide as the active medium, which
is usually excited by an electrical gas discharge. The
key characteristics are emission in the mid-infrared
at wavelengths around 10 µm and a continuous-wave
output power ranging from a few watts for sealed-off
miniature laser modules to more than 10 kW for highpower CO2 lasers with fast gas flow. While most CO2
lasers operate in a CW mode with quite fast power
modulation enabled by electrical excitation, there are
also pulsed systems based on Q-switching or the socalled tranversal-excited atmospheric-pressure (TEA)
laser. The beam quality is often excellent and in many
cases nearly diffraction-limited. This is important for applications such as precision cutting or remote welding.
The mid-infrared emission implies that standard glass
lenses and glass fiber-optic waveguides cannot be used
because of the high infrared absorption of silica-based
glasses. Transmitting optics such as focussing lenses
or partially reflecting mirror substrates are commonly
made of zinc selenide, silicon or germanium. For beam
guidance moving-mirror systems mounted on linear and
swivel axes are used. Besides the most common emis-

11.4.1 Physical Principles
Basic CO2 Laser Tube Principles
Laser action in a CO2 gas was first described by Patel
in 1964 [11.1345, 1346]. The basic physical principles
have changed little since then. An excellent and detailed discussion of CO2 laser fundamentals is given
in [11.1347] while additional general laser fundamentals
are described in [11.1348] and [11.1349]. Figure 11.117
shows a sketch of a basic longitudinally direct current
(DC)-excited CO2 laser. The laser gas is usually a mixture of CO2 , N2 and He in a ratio of 1:2:8, for example.
The total gas pressure in such a DC-excited laser is
a few tens of hPa. The gas is excited by an electrical
gas discharge, for example by a steady longitudinal DC
glow discharge inside a quartz glass tube. Typical required voltages are 15 kV per meter of discharge length,
with a DC current of a few tens of mA. The voltages
needed to start the discharge can be considerably higher.
To maintain a stable α-type glow discharge [11.1350]

+

Rb

A

sion wavelength of 10.6 µm, special tunable CO2 lasers
can generate laser light at dozens of distinct emission
lines between roughly 9.2 µm and 11 µm. Such lasers
are used for scientific applications such as molecular
spectroscopy and optically pumping of far-infrared gas
lasers.
The physical principles and the technical realizations
of typical CO2 lasers are described in the following
sections.


UDC

K

Brewster window
Beam

Laser gas

Plane total reflector

Cooling jacket
Water coolant

Fig. 11.117 Basic longitudinally DC-excited CO2 laser

Sperical
output coupler
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a high thermal population of the lower laser energy levels, the CO2 laser gas must be kept cool at temperatures
of 400–500 K, depending largely on the different CO2
laser types. A simple method for cooling is a second
glass tube, which acts as a cooling jacket coaxial to the
laser gas tube with a continuous water flow, as shown in
Fig. 11.117.
A rough estimate for these diffusion-cooled DC excited lasers is an output power per discharge length of
80 W/m. This cannot be scaled by using larger cross
sections of the laser tube since this would reduce the
amount of thermal energy that can be removed from the
middle of the gas discharge by diffusion cooling to the
walls. The overheating of the gas and the resulting thermal population of the lower energy level of the laser
transition would reduce the optical gain. In fact, for optimized cooling the glass tube should be as small as
possible without introducing significant aperture losses
by truncating the free-space laser beam. Typical diameters are 5–10 mm, depending on the tube length and
the optical resonator design [11.1354].
Vibration and Rotation of the CO2 Molecule
The emission wavelengths of the CO2 laser are determined by the vibrational and rotational energy levels of
the CO2 molecule, which are discussed in more detail in
[11.1355, 1356] or [11.1357]. All data in the following
sections are given for the naturally most abundant isotopologue 16 O12 C16 O. Figure 11.118 shows the three
fundamental vibrational modes: the symmetric stretch
mode v1 along the molecule axis, the bending mode v2
with motion of the C atom in a plane perpendicular to the
molecule axis, and the asymmetric stretch mode v3 . The
bending mode is twofold degenerate because of the pos-
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Bending mode õ2

O

C
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Fig. 11.118 Vi-

brational modes
of the CO2 molecule
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an external ballast resistor Rb is required in series with
the high-voltage power supply. This compensates for the
differential negative impedance characteristic of the gas
discharge and limits the discharge current in order to
prevent arcing. Alternatively, power supplies with fast
voltage- and current-regulating electronics can be used.
Typical lengths of the gas discharge are on the order of
one meter, depending on the desired output power.
Such laser tubes can be filled once with the laser
gas mixture and are then sealed-off for the lifetime of
the laser tube. Other lasers are provided with a gas inlet and outlet to maintain a gas flow through the laser
tube. This improves the laser power as fresh laser gas is
provided to the laser but also requires additional peripherals such as gas reservoirs and vacuum pumps. Optical
windows to seal off the tube can be realized by plane
transparent plates at the Brewster angle with respect
to the beam axis. One polarization state of the laser
light can pass through the Brewster window without
unwanted reflections. Thus, the Brewster window also
acts as a polarization-selecting element inside the laser
resonator.
The CO2 –N2 molecule mixture can be excited
inside the gas discharge by collisions with free electrons [11.1351]. The excited roto-vibrational states
provide optical gain at certain wavelengths in the infrared. A simple plano-concave stable optical resonator
with two mirrors located at each ends of the discharge
tube can be used to provide continuous laser oscillation.
The totally reflecting mirror is often made of copper,
optionally with additional gold or protective dielectric
layers to enhance lifetime and reflectivity. The output
coupler can be made of zinc selenide (ZnSe), germanium
or silicon, as these materials have good transparency in
the mid-infrared, in contrast to common silica-based
glasses. The required reflectivity is provided by dielectric coatings on the mirror substrate. As the optical
small-signal gain of the active CO2 gas medium is quite
high compared to a helium–neon (HeNe) gas laser and
is in the range of 1 m−1 , reflectivities of output couplers may range from 20% to 90%. Optimum output
coupler reflectivities for a maximum laser power are often determined experimentally. Alternatively, they can
be calculated by a so-called Rigrod analysis if parameters such as the small-signal gain and the saturation
intensity of the medium are known [11.1352, 1353].
Typical efficiencies ηE , defined as the ratio of the extracted optical laser power PL to the applied electrical
power PE into the discharge, are in the range of 10%.
The largest part of the electrical excitation power is dissipated as thermal energy inside the gas volume. To avoid
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Fig. 11.119 Some of the lowest vibrational energy levels of the CO2

molecule. The Fermi resonance couples energy levels as indicated
by the dashed lines

sible bending motions in the two orthogonal coordinates
of the plane.
In the classical model of the unperturbed harmonic
oscillator each mode has an associated vibrational frequency:
f 1 = 40.51 THz, f 2 = 20.15 THz,
f 3 = 71.84 THz .

(11.121)

In the quantum-mechanical model the energy of any
vibrational state of the molecule can only have discrete values called the vibrational energy levels. Using
the integer vibrational quantum numbers n 1 , n 2 and n 3
that describe the degree of excitation of the vibrational
modes, the total vibrational energy Wv of the molecule
can be written as a sum over the single vibrations:


1
+ h f 2 (n 2 + 1)
Wv = h f 1 n 1 +
2


1
.
+ h f3 n3 +
2

(11.122)

Even if there is no vibrational excitation present (all
n i = 0) and the molecule is in its ground state there is
energy stored inside the molecule that cannot be exchanged. Thus, this zero-point energy is neglected in all
further energy formulas and diagrams.
To characterize the vibrational state completely
another quantum number l is required to define the distribution and the phase of the bending vibration quanta in
v2 into the two orthogonal coordinates. For each number
n 2 there are n 2 + 1 values for the angular momentum l:
⎧
⎨n , n − 2, n − 4, . . . , 0 ; n even
2
2
2
2
|l| =
⎩n , n − 2, n − 4, . . . , 1 ; n odd .
2

2

2

2

(11.123)

For example for n 2 = 2 the value l = 0 describes a linear
bending motion, and l = −2 or l = 2 describes circular
motions of the C atom in opposite directions in the plane
perpendicular to the molecule axis. A vibrational state of
the CO2 molecule is labeled with the common Herzberg
notation (n 1 nl2 n 3 ), for example (000 0) for the ground
state or (122 0) for a state with simultaneous excitation
of several vibrational modes [11.1355].
Figure 11.119 shows the energies of some of the
lowest vibrational states. The energy levels observed by
emission and absorption of radiation, as shown in Table 11.38, are slightly different than those calculated
using the simple-harmonic-oscillator theory (11.122).
More-precise calculations using anharmonic corrections
and considering the mutual coupling of the three vibrational modes are therefore required.
The so-called Fermi resonance is of particular importance for the laser process in the CO2 laser. Vibrational
states with equal values of the term 2n 1 + n 2 and l = 0
have almost the same energy and are strongly coupled.
Due to this Fermi resonance the (100 0) state is shifted up

Table 11.38 Labeling, symmetry/parity classification and energies of some low-lying vibrational states of the CO2

molecule [11.1358]
State
Herzberg
(000 0)
(011 0)
(020 0)
(022 0)
(100 0)
(031 0)
(033 0)
(111 0)
(000 1)

AFGL

Type

00001
01101
10002
02201
10001
11102
03301
11101
00011

Σ+
g
Πu
Σ+
g
∆g
Σ+
g
Πu
Φu
Πu
Σ+
u

Frequency and energy
ν̄ (cm−1 )
f (THz)

W (meV)

0
667.380
1285.408
1335.132
1388.184
1932.470
2003.246
2076.856
2349.143

0
82.745
159.370
165.535
172.113
239.596
248.371
257.497
291.257

0
20.008
38.536
40.026
41.617
57.934
60.056
62.263
70.426
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Fig. 11.120 Rota-

tion of the CO2
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Wr = B · J(J + 1) ,

equals the energy difference ∆W = W2 − W1 between
two given energy levels of the respective atom or
molecule. Additionally, selection rules based on the conservation of the spin or angular momentum and due
to symmetry properties of the wave functions have
to be considered. Based on the formalism of vibrational matrix dipole elements only certain transitions
are allowed [11.1357]. The strongest allowed CO2
laser emission lines result from the vibrational transitions (000 1) → (100 0) centered at wavelengths around
10.4 µm (10 µm band) and (000 1) → (020 0) around
9.4 µm (9 µm band). For these regular transitions the
following selection rule for the rotational quantum numbers of upper and lower energy levels apply:
∆J = J2 − J1 = ±1 .

For a given lower rotational state J1 there are two
different possibilities for the emission of photons, as
shown in Fig. 11.121. Transitions are named after the
rotational quantum number of the lower state. Additionally, the transitions are labeled P (the P branch)
for ∆J = −1 and R (the R branch) for ∆J = +1. For
J2

(11.124)

where B is the rotational constant and J is the quantum
number for the rotational state. The higher the value of
J the faster would be the rotation of the molecule in the
classical mechanical model. For the (000 1) vibrational
state, for example, B has a value of
B = 48.0 meV = h f r = h 11.6 GHz .

(11.126)

(11.125)

More precise calculations show that the rotational constant B is slightly dependent on the vibrational state
because of the anharmonicity and also dependent on the
rotational quantum number J itself because of centrifugal forces.
The total internal energy W = Wv + Wr of the CO2
molecule is the sum of the vibrational and the rotational
energies. The energy stored in the rotational motion
is usually much smaller than in the vibration motion.
Thus, the rotational energy levels can be thought of as
superimposed on each vibrational level.
Emission Lines of the CO2 Laser
Absorption, spontaneous and stimulated emission of
light can occur when the energy of a photon Wp = h f p

25
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9
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NJ
J1

10P20
10R20
9P20
9R18
22
20
18

(1000)

22
20
18

NJ

(0200)

NJ

Fig. 11.121 Examples of names for allowed roto-vibrational
transitions of the regular bands. The rotational distribution
is calculated for T = 400 K
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and the (020 0) state is shifted down in energy. The population densities of these states are quickly exchanged by
collisions with each other. Also the quantum-mechanical
wave functions and the vibrational motion of the two resulting levels are a strong mixture of the unperturbed
vibrational states. In the CO2 laser literature the resulting levels are sometimes labeled (I) for the more
(100 0)-like state and (II) for the more (020 0)-like state.
Spectroscopic databases, which are an excellent reference for accurate absorption and emission wavelengths
of the CO2 molecule, often use a different labeling
scheme than the simple Herzberg scheme, for example
the so-called AFGL (Air Force Geophysics Lab, USA)
notation, which gives a better treatment of the Fermi
resonance [11.1359, 1360].
Superimposed onto the vibration is the rotational
motion of the CO2 molecule, as shown in Fig. 11.120.
Only the rotation around an axis perpendicular to the
molecule axis has a significant moment of inertia and
is considered further. The discrete energy levels in the
rigid-rotator model are given by
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example one of the strongest emission lines of the
CO2 laser is labeled 10P(20), indicating a transition
from the 10 µm band with the lower rotational state
J = 20 and ∆J = −1. Different transitions have different energy differences ∆W and thus different emission
frequencies f or wavelengths λ because of the nonequidistant rotational energies in (11.124). This is the
origin of the multitude of possible emission lines of the
CO2 laser.
Figure 11.122 shows the calculated relative gain of
the regular bands of a typical CO2 laser. Both vibrational
transitions have characteristic R and P branches due to
the superimposed rotational energy levels and the selection rules. Exact line positions are listed in [11.1347]
based on [11.1361], or in spectral databases such
as [11.1359], which also lists transition dipole moments
that are useful for the calculation of the absorption and
gain of a transition [11.1362]. Note that in Fig. 11.121
only rotational states of even order J are present for
the lower states (100 0) and (020 0). The odd states are
missing because of the symmetry properties and parity
16 O12 C16 O isotoporules (Σ+
g ) of these states in the
logue [11.1356]. Similar considerations are valid for the
upper state of the regular band (000 1) (Σ+
u state), which
only has odd rotational quantum numbers J.
Table 11.39 Possible vibrational lasing transitions
Vibrational band

Comment

(000 1) → (100 0)

Regular band, 10 µm
Regular band, 9 µm
Hot band
Hot band
Sequence band
Sequence band

(000 1) → (020 0)
(011 1) → (111 0)
(011 1) → (031 0)
(000 2) → (100 1)
(000 2) → (020 1)

Fig. 11.122 Calculated relative smallsignal gain for the regular bands of
the CO2 laser at T = 500 K

11
11.5
Wavelength ë0 (µm)

Besides of the regular bands, there are other vibrational transitions with slightly shifted wavelengths that
can be operated as lasers: the so-called hot band and
sequence band. Table 11.39 shows a summary of vibrational transitions. For laser emission in the sequence
or hot bands, lasing in the regular bands must be suppressed, for example by passive absorption cells filled
with hot CO2 gas inside the resonator [11.1347]. Almost
all technical lasers operate in the regular bands.
The optical small-signal intensity gain per unit
length g0 of a given transition is proportional to the
population density difference of the upper and the lower
states, weighted with the respective degeneracy factors:
g0 ∼ (Nn 2 J2 −

2J2 − 1
Nn J ) .
2J1 − 1 1 1

(11.127)

The population densities Nn J are the numbers of
molecules per unit volume in the roto-vibrational energy
level n and J. Within each vibrational state n with a total
population of Nn the distribution of the molecules in the
different rotational states Nn J is described by a thermal
Boltzmann distribution, weighted by the total rotational
partition sum and the degeneracy factor for each J:
 


Wr
2B
(2J + 1) exp −
, (11.128)
Nn J = Nn
kT
kT
with the translational gas temperature T and the Boltzmann constant k. The rotational level at the maximum of
this distribution at a given temperature can be approximately calculated as

kT 1
Jmax ≈
− .
(11.129)
2B 2
For typical gas temperatures of T = 400 K the levels
around J = 19 have the strongest population. In CO2
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Electrical Excitation and Gas Composition
Without any excitation and in thermal equilibrium
the population of the vibrational states is given by
a Boltzmann distribution. As the energies of the lower
vibrational levels are almost of the same order as the
thermal energy kT = 25.5 meV at 296 K, the thermal
population of levels above the ground state cannot be neglected. The population Nn of a given vibrational level
n is given by:

exp − dnkTWn

,

Q vib

(11.130)

where N0 is the total density of CO2 molecules, dn is
the degeneracy factor and Wn the energy of level n, and
Q vib is the vibrational total partition sum. Without exõ 1, T 1
VV

O

C

O

õ 2, T 2
O

C

O

Laser

VT
Collision

õ 3, T 3
O

C

(0001)

N2 (n) + CO2 (000 0)
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O
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Fig. 11.123 Energy-level diagram of
the CO2 laser process with excitation
and decay paths
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citation the population of the upper laser state (000 1)
is always smaller than the lower laser levels (100 0)
or (020 0). This is the normal case for passive media,
which show absorption lines on the respective transition
wavelengths.
To achieve an inversion, and thus optical gain, in
an active medium an electrical gas discharge is usually used to excite the CO2 laser. Accelerated electrons
inside the discharge collide with the molecules and
lose part of their kinetic energy. This energy can be
transformed into vibrational excitation energy of the
molecules or into kinetic energy by a pure translatory motion. How effective a certain vibrational state
of the molecule is excited is described by the excitation cross section, which is dependent on the energy of
the electrons. For inversion of the regular CO2 laser
lines, a selective population of the upper laser state
(000 1) is required. This is barely possible in a pure
CO2 gas discharge as the cross sections for excitation of
the different vibrational states are of the same order of
magnitude.
Therefore, nitrogen (N2 ) is added to the laser
gas [11.1351]. As a molecule with two atoms it only
has one vibrational mode. As a homonuclear molecule
it has no electric dipole moment and hence, no radiative
decay of excited vibrational states. Thus, nitrogen can
efficiently store energy in its vibrational excited states.
More than 50% of all N2 molecules can be excited to
higher vibrational levels inside a gas discharge. The first
excited vibrational state, n = 1, has nearly the same energy (289 meV) as the upper laser level (000 1). Due to
resonant collisions between excited nitrogen atoms vibrational energy is readily transferred to the desired CO2
state

lasers without any further wavelength-selective elements
normally only one transition around the 10P(20) line
at a wavelength of 10.59 µm will lase, as this one has
the strongest gain (Fig. 11.122). Typical values for the
small signal gain g0 are in the range from 0.5 m−1
to 1.5 m−1 .
Even under lasing conditions the rotational distribution will maintain its thermal Boltzmann shape because
of fast population exchange between the rotational levels by molecule collisions. Thus, almost all rotational
states within the upper vibrational level can contribute
to a single lasing transition rather than just the population of the particular upper level, for example the J = 19
state of the (000 1) vibrational level. This affects mainly
the saturation intensity Is of the optical gain, which is
much larger than expected form the population Nn J of
a single rotational level J itself. The saturation intensity Is is in the range from 100 W cm−2 for sealed-off
large-bore DC-excited lasers to over 1000 W cm−2 for
fast-flow systems.

Nn = N0
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The energy difference ∆W = −2.2 meV  kT is easily available from the thermal kinetic energy of the
molecules.
Figure 11.123 shows the energy-level diagram of the
CO2 laser process. Accelerated electrons from the gas
discharge excite nitrogen molecules to higher vibrational
levels by collisions. These excited nitrogen molecules
transfer their energy to the upper laser level (000 1) of
the CO2 molecule and provide a significant population
inversion compared to the lower laser levels. From there,
two strong lasing transitions by stimulated emission of
photons are possible, the 9 µm band with (020 0) as the
lower laser level and the 10 µm band with (100 0).
To maintain a large inversion thermal population of
the lower laser levels must be avoided by efficient cooling of the laser gas. Therefore, helium (He) is added to
the laser gas. Helium is the gas with the largest thermal conductivity. It also plays an important role for the
population decay of the (020 0) and (011 0) levels by
vibrational–translational (V–T) relaxation. Thereby, vibrational energy of the CO2 molecule is transferred to
kinetic energy, the translatory motion of the molecules.
Radiative decay by spontaneous emission is also possible for the (020 0) and (011 0) levels, but not for the
(100 0) level, which shows no change in the dipole moment during vibration. It can reduce its population by
V–T relaxation directly to the (011 0) level, but also by
the Fermi resonance via collisions and energy exchange
with the (020 0) state. In fact, the degree of vibrational
excitation of these two vibrational modes is almost the
same due to this Fermi coupling. After relaxation to the
ground state (000 0) the CO2 molecule is available for
excitation and the laser process again.
Within one vibrational mode, for example v1 of the
CO2 molecule, there is a strong interaction of the vibrational levels by vibrational–vibrational (V–V) relaxation
and excitation processes during collisions:
CO2 (n 1 ) + CO2 (n 1 )
 CO2 (n 1 + 1) + CO2 (n 1 − 1) + ∆W ,

(11.132)

where the small energy difference ∆W coming from
the anharmonic forces can almost be neglected. By this
fast thermalization the population distribution of the vibrational levels within one mode vi can be described
by a Boltzmann distribution similar to (11.130) with
a specific vibrational temperature Ti for this particular mode. Three vibrational temperatures T1 , T2 , and
T3 are required to describe the three vibrational modes
of the CO2 molecule. Together with the vibrational
temperature of the nitrogen TN and the physical gas

temperature T they form the so-called five-temperature
model of the CO2 laser. This model can be used to
quantify the degree of vibrational excitation in a given
laser system and to calculate the optical gain of different
transitions [11.1347, 1363, 1364].
Note that the vibrational temperatures inside a gas
discharge can be significantly higher than the usual physical gas temperature T which describes the translatory
kinetic energy. For typical laser conditions the temperatures T3 and TN can be in excess of 1000 K, even if
the physical gas temperature T is only 450 K, for example. This describes the desired high level of excitation
of these modes for a strong inversion, especially if there
is no laser action to reduce the population in (000 1)
by stimulated emission. The vibrational temperatures
T1 and T2 are almost equal because of their coupling
and are slightly larger than the physical temperature, because their population decay to the ground state takes
place with a finite rate. Here, as low as possible vibrational temperatures are desired for a low population of
the lower laser levels. Of course, no vibrational temperature can be lower than the physical gas temperature T .
It is also the temperature T that is valid for the rotational
population distribution.
Thus, a gas mixture for a CO2 laser could be
He : N2 : CO2 = 8 : 2 : 1, with large individual variations
between specific laser designs, which are often experimentally defined for maximum laser output. The gas
pressure p is typically a few tens of hPa for longitudinally DC-excited lasers, in the range of 100 hPa for lasers
with a transversal RF discharge or can equal the atmospheric pressure in so-called TEA (transversaly excited
atmospheric pressure) lasers with a pulsed transversal
discharge. The gas pressure influences the stability of
the gas discharge and the electric field strengths required
to start and maintain a stable discharge at the different excitation frequencies and geometries. Together
with the applied electric field E inside the discharge
the gas pressure p affects the electron energy distribution function (EEDF). For efficient excitation of the
desired vibrational nitrogen states electrons with energies of 2–3 eV are required, where the effective cross
section for vibrational excitation of N2 has a maximum [11.1347].
Dissociation and Gas Additives
The complex-shaped electron energy distribution function (EEDF) in such a laser gas discharge always has
a tail extending to quite high electron energies. These
electrons can start unwanted chemical dissociation processes of the CO2 molecule inside the gas discharge, for
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example
−

CO2 + e

−

 CO + O , ∆W = − 3.85 eV ,
(11.133)

−

CO2 + e

−

 CO + O + e , ∆W = − 5.5 eV .
(11.134)

gases react inside the gas discharge, for example with
oxygen radicals to form hydroxyl radicals OH. This
hydroxyl radical is an efficient catalyst for oxidizing
CO back to CO2 . On the other hand, water vapor with
its multitude of vibrational states rapidly deexcites the
upper laser state (000 1) and quenches the desired population densities of this level. The reported water vapor
concentrations for optimum catalysis and yet low vibrational quenching are quite low [11.1347] and were
found to be hard to control in real laser systems. In
other laser systems no clear proof of an optimum water vapor content was found at all [11.1372, 1373]. As
a rule of thump the dew point of the laser gas should
be below −40 ◦ C, equivalent to a water vapor partial
pressure of 0.13 hPa. Creeping of water from the cooling system has to be avoided. However, some laser gas
premixes may contain small amounts of hydrogen, as
deemed appropriate by the manufacturer of the laser
system.
Other gas premixes include carbon monoxide (CO)
or oxygen (O2 ). By the law of mass action both additives
can shift the equilibrium of the dissociation reactions
(11.133) and (11.134) towards the left. Too high an
O2 concentration has a detrimental influence on the
discharge stability and the EEDF, as it is a strongly
electronegative gas. CO as a diatomic molecule has similar vibrational energy levels to nitrogen and can also
transfer vibrational energy by resonant collisions to the
upper laser state of the CO2 molecule (Fig. 11.123). Another benefit of adding CO and O2 initially to the gas
premix for filling the laser is that the gas is already
near its equilibrium composition for the dissociation
process, so no overshoot or undershoot of the laser
power occurs when the laser is operated for the first
time after filling. However, CO is not as effective as nitrogen for vibrational excitation. The energy difference
from the CO:(n = 1) vibrational level to the CO2 :(000 1)
level is 25.5 meV and is thus larger than with nitrogen. Additionally, CO has allowed dipole transitions
to the ground state by spontaneous emission, which

Table 11.40 Some commercial gas premixes for different industrial CO2 laser types [11.1365, 1366]
Premix name /
(Maker)

Lasermix  322
(Linde AG)
Lasermix 690
(Linde AG)
LasalTM 81
(Air Liquide)

Composition
He
N2

CO2

65.5

29

5.5

65

19

4

80.8

15

4

CO

6

O2

3

Xe

H2

3
0.2

Laser type,
model series
Fast axial-flow,
Trumpf TLF Series
Diffusion-cooled sealed-off,
Rofin Slab DC 0XX
DC excited slow-flow,
FEHA SM Series
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This is the origin of the complex gas chemistry that
leads to a reduced CO2 concentration and the formation of a significant CO concentration inside the laser
gas tube [11.1367]. By the law of mass action a typical
equilibrium ratio of 1 : 1 between CO2 and CO is established if no means to reduce the dissociation are present.
Clearly this reduces the overall laser output power and
efficiency.
In lasers with a steady gas exchange by a gas flow
the laser gas can be replaced by fresh gas from a premix
bottle or can be partially regenerated by forced circulation through catalysts to prevent too high a degree
of dissociation. Naturally, the gas dissociation is more
crucial for sealed-off lasers without any gas exchange.
To decrease dissociation processes and maintain a high
output power, many different gas additives to the basic
mixture have been studied [11.1347]. Table 11.40 shows
the composition of some commercial laser gas premixes
for high-power CO2 lasers.
Xenon (Xe) is without doubt the most efficient and most widely used additive for sealed CO2
lasers [11.1368–1370]. Xe has a first ionizing potential of 12.1 eV, which is some eV less than the other
gases. Hence, the same current density in the discharge
can be maintained at a lower applied electric field. This
in turn shifts the EEDF towards lower energies, which
are more efficient for vibrational excitation, and there
are fewer fast electrons to cause dissociation processes.
On the other hand, Xe with its heavy atomic weight has
a very low thermal conductivity. Also it is a very rare
and expensive noble gas. Sealed laser mixtures typically
contain a few percent of Xe.
Water vapor (H2 O) and molecular hydrogen (H2 )
have also been extensively studied [11.1347,1371]. Both
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decreases vibrational excitation compared to nitrogen.
Also CO is the only toxic gas of the species discussed
here. Care has to be taken when handling such gas
mixtures.
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Materials for CO2 Lasers
Materials for the laser tube have to be chosen properly.
All common rules for building and preparing vacuum
systems apply. Materials with low out-gasing and low
vapor pressure must be used. This normally inhibits the
application of plastics and polymer-based glues in CO2
laser tubes. Additionally, the UV radiation of the gas
discharge will degrade most organic compounds rapidly.
There are only a few epoxy-based adhesives that may be
used.
Many low-power sealed-off lasers and even highpower lasers with slow or fast gas circulation use quartz
glass tubes to confine the laser gas. Quartz (SiO2 ) glass
is thermally stable, chemically inert, robust against UV
radiation and has low dielectric losses. However, silicabased glasses have high infrared absorption, even for
grazing incidence of light to the surface. Thus, the diameter of the quartz glass tube needs to be considerably
larger than the laser beam formed by the resonator mirrors. For waveguide lasers (see Sect. 11.4.2) tubes made
from other materials must be used. Alumina (polycrystalline Al2 O3 ceramics) is often used. It is a dense and
vacuum-tight ceramic material, which is also dimensionally and thermally stable. Its infrared absorption is
lower than quartz glass, making it suitable for hollow
dielectric waveguides. Also it has very low dielectric
losses at radio frequencies, making it an ideal material for transversal capacitively coupled RF discharge
excitation.
Good material choices to confine the gas volume are also inert passivated metals such as stainless
steel [11.1374] and passivated aluminium. Steel can
easily be welded, both with conventional techniques or
with lasers, to built a vacuum-tight laser tube. Welding of aluminum is more difficult. On the other hand,
aluminum has a far better thermal and electrical conductivity and a higher infrared reflectivity. This makes
aluminum a very good material for waveguide plates and
electrodes for transversal RF discharges [11.1375].
Electrolytic copper or oxygen-free high-conductivity
(OFHC) copper can also be used because of their excellent thermal and electrical conductivity and infrared
reflectivity. On the other hand, copper can be oxidized
by oxygen radicals from the dissociation process inside the gas discharge. Copper does not form stable,
inert oxides on its surface but rather absorbs and binds

the oxygen in the volume. This shifts the equilibrium
of the dissociation towards lower CO2 content in the
tube. Therefore, uncoated copper is not well suited
as a material in direct contact with the gas discharge.
Away from the discharge, however, copper is an excellent material for mirrors. Copper mirrors can be cooled
effectively by water channels from the rear side. This
is important for resonator and deflecting mirrors inside high-power lasers. For example, with an output
coupler reflectivity of 50% the circulating light power
inside the resonator is twice the rated laser power of
the system. Even if the infrared reflectivity is very high,
this can lead to considerable warming and mechanical
stress if the mirrors are not cooled. Copper can be electroplated with nickel (Ni) and then coated with gold
(Au). This makes the copper surface more stable against
oxidation.
Catalysts and Gas Analysis
Much research was carried out to find proper catalysts to reduce the dissociation of CO2 and to maintain
a high output power. In lasers with a gas flow, the
laser gas can be circulated through external catalysts.
Common catalysts such as hot platinum [11.1376] or
platinum on metallic oxides such as tin oxide with a large
surface area [11.1377,1378] can be used. However, fastflow systems require gas replenishment of a few liters
per hour to compensate for residual vacuum leaks or
material contamination. As the price of the laser gas
mixture is rather low compared to the costs of installing
a catalyst, they are usually not applied in fast-flow
systems.
For sealed lasers without any gas flow the situation is quite different. The dissociation reactions
inside the gas discharge are fast and equilibrium
is reached in a tenth of a second within the discharge. On the other hand, diffusion time constants
to a nearby gas reservoir are in the range of minutes. Thus, any catalytic surfaces need to be in close
contact with the discharge itself. For example, catalytic active platinum cathodes [11.1371] and distributed
platinum [11.1379] or sputtered gold coatings on
the inside of a longitudinal discharge tube [11.1380]
have been reported. For waveguide lasers, gold-coated
electrodes were found to be effective in some reports [11.1381, 1382]. The catalytic activity and the
advantages for laser output power of these approaches
depend on the preparation of the catalytic surfaces, the
gas composition and the laser geometry itself, leaving
open many questions and an impression of alchemy.
Some commercial laser designs embody some sort of
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Fig. 11.124 Visible spectrum the sidewards spontaneous emission of

a CO2 laser gas discharge (after [11.1373, 1383])

Output Spectra and Line Broadening
Due to the fast population relaxation between the rotational levels only the rotational transition with the largest
gain is usually observed. A similar competition as for
the rotational lines is also given for the two regular vibrational transitions. As both have the same upper laser
level (000 1), and the population levels of the lower states
(100 0) and (020 0) are coupled by the Fermi resonance
and have similar decay rates, only the vibrational transition with the largest gain will survive. Typically this is
the 10P(20) transition or one of its neighbors for many
lasers.
Every roto-vibrational transmission line is broadened by several broadening mechanisms. At gas pressures above 10 hPa collisional or pressure broadening
dominates over Doppler broadening. The collisionbroadened line shape is described by a Lorentzian
function having a line width (FWHM) ∆ f L proportional
to the total gas pressure p:


∆ f L = 2 p ψCO bCO + ψN bN + ψHe bHe
2
2
2
2


300 n
(11.135)
×
T
where the ψi are the fractions of the respective gases
and T is the gas temperature. The temperature exponent
n is 0.58 for constant pressure [11.1393], with values
ranging from 0.5 to 0.7 also found in the literature. The bi
are the pressure-broadening coefficients resulting from
collisions with species i and are given in [11.1393] to
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these techniques, as deemed best for the given laser
design.
To study the effects of catalysts on the gas composition or, more generally, to have more data about
the active medium such as rotational and vibrational
temperatures various methods can be applied. Mass
spectrometers are commonly used for gas analysis.
However, short-lived species from the discharge cannot be easily measured. The required pressure reduction
from some tens of hPa down to 10 × 10−7 hPa tends
to change the original gas compositions. Special techniques in experimental laser systems have been used
to measure gas compositions directly from the gas discharge, and have given insight into the complex gas
chemistry [11.1367, 1384].
Another method is to study the visible and UV
spontaneous emission from electronically excited states
inside the gas discharge [11.1385]. This can even be
done with the naked eye. Figure 11.124 shows an example spectrum. A gas discharge without much CO
appears pink or redish-purple because of vibronic nitrogen emission lines in the red and blue visible spectrum.
With a significant carbon monoxide content there are
additionally some CO emission lines spread over the
visible and a strong emission band in the blue–UV
spectral region. Thus, a gas discharge with a higher
degree of dissociation looks more blueish-white. The
color change can be observed in slow-flow DC-excited
gas lasers with glass tubes from the gas inlet to the
gas outlet, for example. For quantitative studies fibercoupled spectrometers with fast readout can be used to
gain time-resolved concentration data [11.1383]. With
high-resolution spectroscopy, for example of the UV nitrogen emission band, the rotational temperatures of the
gas can be measured. Using an imaging system, spatially
resolved data for these parameters have even been measured in the discharge gap of an RF-excited high-power
slab laser [11.1386].
Absorption spectroscopy with tunable diode lasers
is also very effective for measuring species concentrations and roto-vibrational temperatures directly inside
the laser tube or gas discharge. To do this, a wavelengthtunable diode laser is adjusted to the various absorption
transitions of the relevant molecules (i. e., CO2 , CO,
N2 O, NO). By aiming the diode-laser beam through
the gas volume and measuring the relative intensities of several rotational and vibrational transitions
an accurate diagnostic of the active medium is possible [11.1387–1391]. Recently, the catalytic activity of
special gold coatings on electrodes for RF-excited slab
lasers was verified using this technique [11.1392].
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Fig. 11.125 Homogeneous saturation of a Lorentzian gain

profile leads to lasing of a single longitudinal resonator
eigenfrequency

be:
bCO = (3.40 − |m| · 0.0272) MHz hPa−1

(11.136)

bN = (2.35 − |m| · 0.0127) MHz hPa−1

(11.137)

2

2

bHe = (1.77 − |m| · 0.00083) MHz hPa−1 ,
(11.138)

where m = −J for the P branch and m = J + 1 for the
R branch. For example, the most common 10P(20) line
at 100 hPa and 500 K in Lasermix 322 from Table 11.40
has a Lorentzian line width (FWHM) of 284 MHz. The
Doppler line width at this temperature would be ∆ f D =
36.2 MHz and can be considered if a Voigt line shape
instead of a pure Lorentzian is used [11.1394].
Within this line width one or more longitudinal resonator eigenfrequencies f q may be located.
For an example length for a CO2 laser resonator
of L res = 2 m a spacing of the eigenfrequencies
∆ f q = c/2L = 75 MHz results. As the collisionbroadened line saturates homogeneously, only the
eigenfrequency closest to the center frequency of the
transition can lase in the steady state after saturation,
as shown in Fig. 11.125. Thus, CO2 lasers are typically
longitudinally single-mode lasers.
Efficiency, Output Power and Cooling
The theoretical limit for the efficiency of a laser is the
internal quantum efficiency ηq . For the CO2 laser this
is the ratio of the energy of the laser photons to the energy of the upper laser level (000 1) and is roughly 40%.
This is quite high for a gas laser. Real technical lasers

have significantly lower efficiencies for several reasons.
The electrons inside the gas discharge do not only excite
the required vibrational states of the molecules but also
other states. Also a significant part of the kinetic electron energy is transferred into pure translatory motion
of the molecules and thus transferred into heat. Additional energy is lost in the ionizing processes required
to maintain the gas discharge and in chemical dissociation processes. Also not every vibrationally excited
molecule contributes to the laser process. Vibrational
energy decays by vibrational–translational relaxation,
which produces heat again and by radiative decay by
spontaneous emission of excited states. Finally, optical
energy is dissipated in absorption losses of the mirrors
and waveguides or by limited aperture diameters.
Typical electrical efficiencies ηE , defined as the ratio
of the extracted laser power PL to the electrical power PE
applied directly to the discharge tube, are in the range of
10% for slow-flow DC-excited laser, up to 15% for RFexcited waveguide lasers and up to 20% for fast-flowing
systems. The overall wall-plug efficiencies ηtot as a ratio
of laser power PL to mains supply power Pmains are
always lower than ηE . This is due to conversion losses
in the electronic power supplies to provide the required
DC high-voltage or RF power. A considerable amount
of energy is also dissipated in the gas circulating system
of fast-flow lasers.
The output power of a given CO2 laser can be
roughly estimated by simple thermodynamics. If all
aspects of optical design, electrical excitation and gas
composition are optimized, electrical efficiencies ηE as
discussed above can be assumed. From this point, the
laser power is finally limited by the cooling and heat removal capacity of the laser system. The power dissipated
by the electric excitation Pdiss should not heat the laser
gas above a certain temperature, for example 450 K.
In diffusion-cooled lasers no forced gas flow contributes to the heat removal. The thermal conductivity
of the gas mixture and the diffusion of excited vibrational states to the housing walls determine the thermal
transport processes. For a given tolerable temperature
rise ∆T of the laser gas in the discharge area, the maximum applicable dissipated thermal power Pdiss can be
calculated by solving the differential heat-transfer equation for the given geometry. For fast-flowing systems
the amount of heat removal is given by the specific heat
capacity c P of the gas and the mass flow ṁ.
With the assumption that almost all electrical excitation power PE is finally dissipated into heat Pdiss , the
maximum permissable excitation power PE,max for the
given temperature rise ∆T is thus known. The maximum
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possible output power PL,max of this laser system can
then be calculated with the assumed electrical efficiency
ηE . This exaggerates the importance of the cooling methods for high-power lasers. Different approaches will be
discussed in the next section on technical lasers.

Although CO2 lasers with a longitudinal DC discharge
inside a glass tube as described in Sect. 11.4.1 are still
being used and sold because of their simplicity, many
other types and realizations of the CO2 laser have been
developed over the last decades. They can by systematically categorized according to various characteristics,
as below.
Gas flow inside the laser.

•
•
•
•
•

No gas flow, sealed-off
Quasi-sealed-off, periodic gas exchange
Slow gas flow axial to the laser beam
Fast gas flow axial to the laser beam
Fast gas flow transversal to the laser beam

Gas cooling.

•
•

Diffusion-cooled, cooled walls of the gas discharge
Fast gas flow with external heat exchanger

Electrical excitation.

•
•
•
•
•

Longitudinal DC discharge, continuous
Transversal DC discharge at high gas pressure,
pulsed
Capacitively coupled transversal RF discharge
Inductively coupled RF discharge
Microwave-excited gas discharge

Optical resonator.

•
•
•
•
•

General design aspects are: as efficient a heat removal
as possible, a compact optical resonator for a small footprint even at very high power levels and a rugged and
robust design for maintenance-free long-term industrial
operation.
More-exotic laser types such as optically pumped
CO2 lasers, black-body radiation-pumped lasers, lasers
with electron-beam sustained gas discharges and gasdynamic CO2 lasers are not further considered in detail
here.
DC-Excited Fast-Axial-Gas-Flow Lasers
Longitudinally DC-excited lasers have the advantage of
a rather simple and cost-effective design. Modern DCexcited lasers use sophisticated electronically regulated
high-voltage (HV) supply circuits with both voltage and
current control to omit the ballast resistor shown in
Fig. 11.117. This reduces ohmic losses in the HV circuit.
Vacuum-tube-based or more modern semiconductorbased current regulators and switched-mode voltage
converters are applied.
For high-power lasers a fast axial gas flow can be
used to cool the gas. Lasers with a power in the kW
range [11.1396, 1397] were demonstrated in the late
1970s. Figure 11.126 shows an example of a modern
DC-excited fast-flow high-power laser. The gas discharge in the gas tube is divided into four independent
sections to keep the required high-voltage levels moderate. Two of the discharge and flow tubes shown can
be used in parallel, with a U-shaped folded light path
and resonator to double the length of the active medium.
This is because the output power scales with the length
of the gain medium.
Rear mirror Discharge

Stable optical resonator
Unstable optical resonator
Free-space propagation between the mirrors
Optical waveguide between the mirrors
Combinations of these in different planes

In principle, almost any of these characteristics could
be combined to give specific advantages. The three axes
of the optical laser beam, the gas flow and the exciting
electrical field can be mutually parallel or orthogonal in
general. Some of the most important designs with their
specific technical characteristics are discussed further
in the next sections. Commercial manufacturers of CO2
lasers often have quite different approaches, also depending on their own intellectual property and patents.

DC HV supply

Glass tube

Output coupler

Cathodes
Anode

Anode

Anode

Gas distributor

Gas flow

Resonator mount
Gas pre-cooler

Gas pre-cooler

Cooling water

Heat exchanger

Turbo blower

Fig. 11.126 Longitudinally DC-excited high-power CO2 laser with

fast axial gas flow [11.1395]
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As discussed in Sect. 11.4.1, the maximum output
power of a CO2 laser is also largely determined by
its heat removal capacity. A fast gas circulation can be
driven by a turbo blower. From thermodynamic considerations, the maximum laser power PL,max of a fast-flow
laser can be calculated with a given electrical efficiency
ηE :


ηE
Pth
PL,max = ηE PE,max =
1 − ηE


ηE
ṁ cp ∆T ,
=
(11.139)
1 − ηE
where PE,max is the maximum applicable electrical
power, Pth is the thermal power dissipated in and
removed from the discharge, ṁ is the mass flow,
cp is the specific heat of the gas mixture, typically
2500 J kg−1 m−3 , and ∆T is the maximum gas temperature rise that can be tolerated, typically 250 K. It can
be seen clearly that the laser power scales with the mass
throughput and thus with the flow velocity, which is limited by the onset of turbulence and the speed of sound.
For an assumed efficiency of PE = 15%, one yields an
approximate required mass flow of 0.1 kg/s per kW of
laser power. The heat dissipated in the gas is removed by
a heat exchanger after the gas has passed the discharge
a)

IRF

URF

c)

E

Electrodes
Discharge

E

IRF

b)

Insulator

IRF

Electrodes
Discharge
Boundary
layers

E

d
ds

Coil
Insulator

B

Discharge

Fig. 11.127a–c Geometries for RF excitation with current IRF and
electric field E: (a) capacitively coupled RF discharge, insulated
electrode, (b) capacitively coupled RF discharge, non-insulated
electrodes, (c) inductively coupled RF discharge

sections. The additional heat resulting from the gas compression by the turbo blower is removed by pre-coolers
before the gas enters the discharge tube again.
Besides the fast gas flow there is also a permanent
slow gas exchange with a fresh gas mixture, for example
at a rate of 37 l (standard pressure and temperature) per
hour in a ratio He : N2 : CO2 = 25 : 12 : 2 for a particular
commercial system. Longitudinally DC-excited lasers
up to several kW laser power are available. Depending on
the laser power and the application, such laser systems
can emit a mixture of an ideal TEM00 mode and a hybrid
TEM∗10 donut-shaped mode.
RF-Excited Gas Discharges
Radio-frequency (RF) excitation of the gas discharge
is widely used in CO2 lasers. In this context RF means
a frequency range of roughly 1–500 MHz. Figure 11.127
shows cross sections of typical geometries found in CO2
lasers. In capacitively coupled RF (CCRF) discharges
the electric field is applied by two metallic electrodes
with the gas volume in between. The electric field E
in the volume of the gas is sufficiently high to start
and maintain a self-sustained glow discharge [11.1350].
The RF voltage URF and the RF electric field E are
typically applied transversally to the laser beam. Thus,
much lower voltages URF are required compared to
longitudinally excited discharges. URF is roughly 100 V
per mm discharge gap width d, depending largely on the
gas pressure.
The electrodes can be electrically insulated from the
discharge by a dielectric material, for example a glass or
alumina tube as shown in Fig. 11.127a. No direct contact
of the gas with the electrodes is necessary. The current
flow is closed by the displacement current, which is
∼ ∂ E/∂t according to Maxwell’s laws.
Alternatively, the metallic electrodes can be placed
in direct contact with the gas volume (Fig. 11.127b). In
this case the surface regions on both electrode boundaries have reduced free-electron densities and are called
ion sheaths. In these ion sheaths no efficient excitation
of vibrational states takes place. Power dissipated in the
sheaths does not contribute to the laser power. The width
of the sheaths ds is inversely proportional to the excitation frequency ds ∼ 1/ f and is, for example, 0.35 mm
at f = 125 MHz at a pressure of p = 90 hPa [11.1398].
The electrode separation must be significantly larger
than this value to ensure sufficient excitation of the gas
volume. On the other hand, this reduces the efficiency
of diffusion cooling for heat removal from the gas to the
electrodes. For small gaps and efficient cooling, excitation frequencies in the 100 MHz range are often chosen.
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no material sputtering from the cathode or anode and
no resulting contamination of the laser gas or degradation by material ablation. Very high energy densities
can be applied to the gas volume while still maintaining a stable glow discharge without arcing. Higher gas
pressures can be used, typically around 100 hPa. Thus,
more active medium and more laser power is available
per volume. The required voltages are lower than for DC
excitation. Insulation of electric wires and components
on the air-pressure side is easily done by sufficient large
air gaps or common dielectrics. The impedance of the
gas discharge, which can be modeled as a strongly lossy
capacitor [11.1401], can be matched to the RF generator impedance with almost lossless reactive components
(LC matching circuit). No ohmic ballast resistors are
required to stabilize the discharge.
However, there are also some issues to be properly
considered in the design of RF-excited lasers. One of
those is voltage and discharge homogeneity along the
RF electrodes. At a frequency of 100 MHz the vacuum wavelength λ0 is 3 m. Wave propagation effects
and waveguide theory must be applied if structures
with one dimension  larger than λ0 /10 are used. This
is often the case for the length of typical RF-excited
waveguide lasers. Therefore, regularly spaced inductors
parallel to the electrodes are used [11.1369,1402,1403].
Figure 11.128 shows an example for an electric circuit model of the electrodes with a gas discharge.

URF (z)
Umax
Umin

l1

1

l2

L1

Zl , ã

2

l3

L2

Zl , ã

3

l4

L3

Zl , ã

4

z

Zl , ã

Impedance matching

RF feed point
Uf

Z0 = 50 Ù

Zlaser

RF generator

Z0

Fig. 11.128 Homogenization of the RF voltage distribution URF (z) on long electrodes with parallel inductors [11.1399]
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An optimized value for the electrode separation d is
typically 2 mm under these conditions.
With insulated electrodes a so-called dielectric barrier discharge has been reported, which allows efficient
excitation at much lower frequencies around 1 MHz
while still maintaining a stable discharge with efficient vibrational excitation and good cooling of the
gas [11.1400].
The α-type RF discharge is a volume discharge with
all ionizing and electron-collision processes taking place
throughout the entire gas volume. No ionizing processes
at the electrodes are required. Such RF discharges are
hence called electrodeless discharges. However, in the
case of non-isolated electrodes (Fig. 11.127b) there is
also an onset of a γ -type discharge at higher current
densities, where surface ionizing processes play an important role [11.1350]. This is usually not the desired
discharge type for laser excitation.
RF gas discharges can also be inductively coupled (Fig. 11.127c). The RF current IRF through a coil
generates a time-varying magnetic field B which is
accompanied by an electric field E according to
curl E = −∂ B/∂t. Inductively coupled discharges are
not commonly used for CO2 lasers because the gas cooling and electrical field geometry are not as favorable as
for CCRFs.
RF-excited discharges have several advantages. One
advantage is that such an electrodeless discharge shows
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The electrical wave propagation along the electrodes
is described by a characteristic impedance Z  and the
propagation constant of a lossy transmission line γ .
Parallel inductors L i are used to compensate for the
capacity per unit length of the electrodes to homogenize
the voltage distribution. The higher the RF frequency,
the more inductors in a shorter distance li must be
used. Also shown is an impedance-matching network
to match the complex impedance of the laser Z laser
to the system impedance Z 0 of 50 Ω of common RF
generators.
Alternatively, an array of segmented electrodes
much smaller than the wavelength can be used. This
can be problematic if the electrodes also act as waveguides for the laser light. Mechanical misalignment of
the electrode segments may then cause excessive optical
losses.
RF power generators are somewhat more complex than DC high-voltage supplies. They must
provide roughly ten times the nominal laser power
as electrical power at RF frequencies. For low- and
medium-power CO2 lasers up to 500 W, solid-state
RF power generators based on semiconductor transistors [mostly metal–oxide–semiconductor field-effect
transistors (MOSFETs)] are available at the required frequencies. Such RF generators can be integrated directly
into the laser system housing with air or water cooling
of the power supply.
For an RF power beyond this level electron-tubebased generators are required. Coaxial power tetrodes,
as installed in amplitude-modulation (AM) short-wave
radio transmitter stations, are used. This is a mature
and reliable technique to generate RF powers of tens
of kilowatts in the desired frequency range. Tubes can
tolerate large reflected power levels from badly matched
loads without permanent damage. Electron tubes are
more robust against overvoltage and current transients
than transistors. A drawback is that the tubes itself need
a high-voltage DC power supply and that they dissipate
a)

b)
IRF

Metall
Laser gas
Beam axis
Dielectric

IRF

additional power for cathode heating. The lifetime of
such tubes is on the order of 10 000 hours. However,
costs for replacement tubes are moderate.
Finally, issues of electromagnetic compatibility
(EMC) have to be considered. Therefore, many RFexcited lasers operate in the ISM (Industrial Scientific
and Medical) bands of 13.6 MHz, 27 MHz or 40.6 MHz,
where less-stringent regulations apply. Systems at different frequencies, especially in the frequency-modulated
(FM) radio bands around 100 MHz need to have properly shielded housings, best made of all metal and with
contact strips for all service flaps of the laser housing.
Microwave excitation at a frequency of 2.45 GHz
has been studied intensively [11.1404–1406]. Powerful magnetrons are very efficient microwave-generating
tubes at this frequency and are available at low cost,
because of their use in mass-produced products such
as kitchen microwave ovens. However, the short wavelength makes it difficult to realize large-area discharges
with good uniformity. Additionally, the power density
required to maintain a microwave-excited gas discharge
is larger than at common RF frequencies and tends to
overheat the gas. Thus, microwave-excited CO2 lasers
have been realized mostly in pulsed operation [11.1407]
or with a fast gas flow [11.1408]. Diffusion-cooled
laser systems have also been demonstrated [11.1409].
In spite of the cost advantages of microwave generation with magnetrons, the mentioned disadvantages
and the progress of RF-excited lasers has hindered the
commercial success of microwave excitation to date.
Waveguide Lasers
For the laser design in Fig. 11.117 it would be desirable to reduce the diameter of the glass tube to achieve
better cooling of the laser gas. This can introduce excessive optical losses by obstructing the laser beam inside
the resonator. Losses from such limiting apertures with
a radius of a for common Gaussian TEM modes in
two-mirror stable resonators of length l are calculated

c)
IRF

Fig. 11.129a–c Cross sections of

some waveguides for CO2 lasers
with RF electrodes: (a) circular dielectric waveguide, (b) all-dielectric
rectangular waveguide, (c) hybrid
metal–dielectric waveguide
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Al hermetically
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discharge in
waveguides
Cooling channels

Al cooling plate

Fig. 11.130 Cross section of a commercial RF excited waveguide
laser with a folded resonator light path

a ceramic plate and an aluminum profile. This results
in a compact laser head design with high power, as the
laser power scales with the length of the waveguide. The
aluminum profile serves as the RF ground electrode, as
one side of the optical waveguide, as a cooling plate
and as an RF- and gas-tight housing for sealed operation. The second RF electrode is on top of the ceramic
plate. Regularly spaced spiral inductors homogenize the
RF voltage distribution along the structure. Air or water cooling can be realized by the cooling channels on
the profile. An output power of 100 W is available from
a compact package size [11.1417]. Q-switching can optionally be applied to realize pulsed lasers with high
peak power, especially for marking applications.
Another interesting waveguide laser structure is
shown in Fig. 11.131 [11.1418]. The waveguide is
formed by two pairs of metallic aluminum electrodes
and two ridges from the metallic housing profile. RF
power is applied to both electrodes in a push–pull mode
Housing

Ridge
Insulators

Fins

Gap

Electrode 1

Electrode 2

Discharge

RF power supply

Fig. 11.131 Cross section of an all-metal waveguide laser
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in [11.1410]. These losses rise quickly if the Fresnel
number N = a2 /λl gets smaller than 1.
This problem can be overcome if the gas tube has
waveguide properties at the optical laser frequency.
A comprehensive overview of waveguide laser design
is given in [11.1402]. Figure 11.129 shows the principle geometries of waveguides used in CO2 lasers. The
simplest form is a circular hollow dielectric waveguide,
which is theoretically described in [11.1411]. Circular
metallic waveguides are not an option because they will
obviously shorten any electrical field required for the
discharge excitation. Rectangular waveguides can have
dielectric walls on all four sides or one pair of dielectric and one pair of metallic walls [11.1412,1413]. Such
waveguides support hybrid EHmn modes at optical frequencies with very low losses. These modes can be
thought of as a superposition of electromagnetic waves
propagating at different angles to the waveguide axis,
reflected by the walls at grazing incidence. Therefore,
the materials used should have low absorption losses in
the infrared. Alumina or beryllium oxide ceramics are
a good choice for the dielectrics because of their high
mechanical, chemical and thermal stability and their
high thermal conductivity for heat removal. Aluminum
or gold-plated copper surfaces can be used as metallic
waveguide boundaries.
The lowest circular mode EH11 is very similar to the
Gaussian free-space mode TEM00 , with a power overlap
of 98%. Thus, waveguide lasers operating only in the
lowest possible mode have excellent beam quality.
To build a waveguide laser, such waveguides are
filled with laser gas. The excitation of the gas discharge
is therefore often realized by a transversal RF discharge.
A pair of metallic electrodes are placed on opposite
sides of the dielectric waveguide (Figure 11.129a,b) or
are part of the waveguide itself (Figure 11.129c). The
optical resonator is realized by mirrors at both ends
of the waveguide. Design rules for low-loss coupling
and good mode discrimination are given in [11.1414].
A good solution is a mirror in a small distance d from
the waveguide, which is half the radius of curvature ρ M
of the mirror. Alternatively, plane mirrors close to the
waveguide can be used.
The power of a waveguide laser scales almost linearly with the length. Up to 110 W of laser power per
meter length have been reported [11.1415].
Many commercial CO2 lasers use waveguide technology. Figure 11.130 shows the cross section of
a particular commercial waveguide laser [11.1416]. The
resonator light path is folded in a zigzag shape three
times through multiple waveguide channels formed by
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with respect to the grounded housing. That means that
the RF voltage amplitude on both electrodes is the same
but with a 180◦ phase shift relative to one other. The
electrodes are separated from the ridges by small gaps
which enable gas circulation in the whole structure for
cooling and heat removal. The electrodes are anodized
such that the oxide layer provides sufficient insulation
to the grounded ridges of the housing. Additional insulators are used to hold the electrodes in the housing.
A homogeneous gas discharge is formed in the middle
of the structure with lateral dimensions of a few mm. In
spite of the small gaps, the structure can act as an optical waveguide in all directions to form a laser beam with
good beam quality.
The advantage of this all-metal structure is that
no ceramic–metal joints are required. Such joints can
potentially cause failure because of the mismatched thermal expansion coefficients. Both the electrodes and the
housing can economically be manufactured by extruded
aluminum profiles. Heat is easily removed by conduction
or passive thermal convection. Without ceramics with
their high dielectric constants between the electrodes,
the capacitive loading of the electrical waveguide is low.
Fewer inductors are thus required for voltage homogenization. The metal housing can be sealed with metal
brazing to build long-living sealed-off lasers. A range
of medium-power compact lasers up to 240 W is available in this technology [11.1420], partially using folded
resonators for power scaling with the waveguide length.

large-area metallic electrodes separated by a small gap.
The length of the electrodes can be 1 m with a width of
some tens of centimeters. A typical gap height is 2 mm.
An RF voltage at a frequency in the range of 100 MHz
is applied between the electrodes to start a gas discharge
in the laser gas mixture between the electrodes. The
electrodes are provided with channels for cooling water.
Thermal energy dissipated in the gas discharge is effectively removed by conductive or diffusion cooling. Gas
discharges with very large areas can be operated stably
with this geometry.
In a plane perpendicular to the large-area surfaces
the electrode pair acts as a waveguide for optical frequencies. A low-order mode is easily obtained in this
waveguide direction. In the plane parallel to the electrode surfaces free-space conditions are valid as there
are no limiting boundaries on the sides of the electrodes. With such broad dimensions this would result
in a strongly multimode beam profile in this direction, if
common stable resonators were applied. Therefore, an
unstable resonator is used which has advantages for the
extraction of high-quality beams from active laser media with large transversal dimensions [11.1348, 1426].
An unstable resonator is characterized by two mirrors
with radii of curvature ρ1 and ρ2 and a mirror separation L that do noes fulfill the stability criterion for stable
Gaussian beam resonators:



L
L
1−
≤1
0 ≤ 1−
(11.140)
ρ1
ρ2

The Slab Laser
Figure 11.132 shows the structure of an RF-excited
slab laser. This design has been pioneered by several
groups [11.1421–1424], accompanied by the wellknown Tulip patent [11.1425]. It is formed by two

Such a resonator does not reflect a Gaussian beam
backwards into itself but rather uses the partial transmission of the beam on one mirror side as the
output coupling. It can be shown that the beam
profile can have an almost diffraction-limited beam
quality in the unstable-resonator plane. In the waveguide plane, the mirrors can be almost flat. Both
mirrors can be made of solid copper and can
be cooled to withstand very high power densities.
By a proper design, the coupling losses between
the mirrors and the slab waveguide can be minimized [11.1427].
The laser beam coming directly from this type of
resonator has an elliptical shape and has different divergence angles in the waveguide and the free-space plane.
This is corrected by beam-shaping optics with at least
one cylindrical mirror. Additionally, a spatial mode filter is used to eliminate shadows on the beam wings in
the free-space unstable-resonator direction. After that,
the beam has a nearly circular shape with an excellent
beam quality of M 2 = 1.1.

Cooling water
Cooling water

RF power

Rear mirror

Output coupler
Discharge
Beam forming

Electrodes

Laser beam

Fig. 11.132 RF-excited slab laser with hybrid waveguide-unstable

resonator [11.1419]
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W mm
.
cm2

(11.141)

By this area scaling over Ae , very compact and yet powerful lasers can be made. As with all large RF-excited
laser systems, parallel inductors are used for homogeneous RF voltage distribution along the electrodes.
The efficient diffusion cooling requires no gas flow,
which saves system and operating costs. Medium-power
lasers can be operated completely sealed and are available at power levels up to 500 W [11.1429], partially
with transistor-based RF generators. High-power slab
lasers operate typically with a periodic gas exchange,
for example after 72 h of continuous operation, to compensate for residual gas leaks from the large structure.
Commercial slab lasers with powers up to 8 kW integrate the slab structure and the electron-tube-based
self-oscillating RF generator into one compact housing
with an integrated premix gas supply which lasts for
approximately 12 months of continuous use [11.1419].
RF-Excited Fast-Flow CO2 Lasers
The basic principle of a fast-axial-gas-flow laser as
described in Sect. 11.4.2 can be combined with the advantages of RF excitation. Figure 11.133 shows such
a laser system. The gas circulates through glass tubes
driven by a turbo radial blower in the center of the structure. The optical resonator is quadratically folded. For an
even longer discharge length and more output power, the
resonator can be folded in two planes with 16 discharge
sections (Fig. 11.134). Optically stable resonator configurations are used. The RF discharge is capacitively
coupled with eight pairs of electrodes, two on each side.
The electrodes are mutually rotated by an angle of 45◦
to ensure a homogeneous gain in the cross section, averaged over one resonator cycle. A heat exchanger cools
the gas coming from the discharge section and a precooler removes compression heat after the blower before
the gas enters the discharge sections again. Typical gas
pressures are in the range of 150 hPa. The power scaling
with mass flow according to (11.139) is also valid for this

Turbo radial blower
Gas flow
Heat exchanger

Pre-cooler

Bending
mirror
Discharge
Glass tube

Rear mirror

RF electrodes

Laser beam

Output coupler

Fig. 11.133 RF-excited fast axial gas flow with a folded resonator [11.1428]

system. Volume flow rates are up to 500 m3 /h per kW
extracted laser power with gas velocities of 100 m/s.
Lasers with output powers up to 20 kW are commercially available while laser powers above 30 kW have
been demonstrated experimentally [11.1430]. The beam
quality is near a perfect diffraction-limited TEM00 mode
with an M 2 of 1.1 for high-quality series up to 4 kW.
At the high-power end the 20 kW system still has an
M 2 value as low as 5. The wall-plug efficiency of these
systems is 10% including the losses in the RF power supply and the gas-circulating system. Electron-tube-based
high-power RF oscillators at an industrial ISM standard
frequency of 13.6 MHz are used.
Other RF-Excited CO2 Laser Systems
There are many other commercial laser designs based
on RF excitation and with specific resonator or cooling
geometries. Some interesting designs will be discussed
briefly here.
1

1
2
4
1 Bending mirrors
2 Rear mirror

4

3

3 Output coupler
4 Gas discharge tubes

Fig. 11.134 Quadratically folded resonator in two planes

[11.1428]
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The main advantage of this structure is that the laser
power can be scaled by the area Ae of the gas discharge,
which extends in two dimensions. This is in contrast to
tube-type or waveguide lasers where the power scales
only over one dimension, namely the tube length L.
From thermodynamic calculations and based on extending results from conventional waveguide lasers, the
maximum laser power PL of a slab with an electrode
area Ae and an electrode separation de is approximately
given by:
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Fig. 11.135 Folded free-space resonator between large-area slab

electrodes [11.1431]

Figure 11.135 shows a folded free-space resonator
between two large-area RF electrodes. Only three mirrors are required for beam folding. The output coupler
and the plane total reflector can even be integrated
in one mirror with inhomogeneously reflecting coatings. Compact and robust sealed original equipment
manufacturer (OEM) laser modules up to 120 W are
available [11.1431].
A combination of large-area electrodes with a hybrid stable–unstable resonator is described in [11.1433]
and [11.1434]. In contrast to the slab laser with its
plane-parallel electrodes, the electrodes do not act as
a waveguide here. Instead, they have a slightly Vshaped surface geometry along the beam propagation
direction between the mirrors to select the lowest-order
free-space mode in a plane perpendicular to the electrodes, whereas an unstable resonator is used in the

Gas flow
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Real time
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Fig. 11.136 RF-excited laser with fast transversal gas

flow [11.1432]

free-space plane again. Sealed-off OEM modules in an
all-metal design and a maximum power of 400 W can
be realized [11.1435].
Large-area RF-excited gas discharges can also be
combined with a fast gas flow between the electrode
plates transversally to the optical resonator and the laser
beam (Fig. 11.136). The gas flow is driven by a tangential
blower integrated into the large-diameter cylindrical gas
vessel. A folded resonator is used to extract the energy
from the large active medium. Such lasers can produce
8 kW of laser power from a very compact footprint. The
beam quality with M 2 ≈ 5 is still well suited for welding
and surface-treatment applications.
Coaxial laser systems with an annular gas discharge
as shown in Fig. 11.137 can be thought of as slab-type
lasers with an electrode pair rolled up to form coaxial tubes [11.1436]. RF power is applied to the inner
tube, while the outer tube is grounded. This is similar
to a coaxial cable, but with an inner-conductor diameter
of approximately 10 cm and a discharge gap width of
7 mm, for example. In this design, the electrodes have
no optical waveguiding properties, thus such lasers are
less susceptible to power and beam-quality variations
under mechanical and thermal stress. The resonator is
formed by a helical mirror and an axicon mirror, bending
the beam to the opposite side of the tube while slightly
shifting the azimuthal angle after each pass [11.1437].
In the radial direction the optical resonator configuration is stable, while in the azimuthal direction an
unstable resonator is used. The laser is diffusion-cooled
by water-cooled electrode tubes. The laser can be operated quasi-sealed-off with a regularly scheduled gas
exchange. Compact and robust lasers with 2 kW power
can be realized [11.1438]. They are well suited for
mounting on moving systems such as robots without
bending mirrors for beam steering.
Pulsed TEA Lasers
All the laser designs discussed so far are continuouswave (CW) lasers by principle. Their power can be
modulated by the electrical excitation power with frequencies of a few kHz for DC excitation and up to
100 kHz for some RF-excited lasers. In contrast, the
tranversal-excited atmospheric-pressure (TEA) laser is
a CO2 laser that can inherently operate only in pulsed
mode, but is capable of generation very high pulse energies and peak powers that are not possible with CW
CO2 lasers. This is achieved by a high gas pressure, at
atmospheric pressure or above. A homogeneous DC discharge can only be operated for a short time of 1 µs under
these conditions before filamentation and arcing would
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start. The required voltages at this pressure are in the
order of magnitude of 100 kV per meter. Longitudinal
discharges would need voltages that are not practical and
would not produce stable discharges. Therefore, pulsed
transversal discharges are used. Figure 11.138 shows
a sketch of a simple TEA laser circuit. A high-voltage
power supply (HV) charges a storage capacitor C slowly
via the resistors RV 1 and RV 2 . When the maximum voltage at the capacitor is reached, a fast high-voltage switch,
which is also capable of carrying high currents, is triggered to close the circuit quickly. The capacitor voltage
is applied to the electrode pair, where a short but intense
discharge transversal to the resonator axis and the laser
beam starts. The discharge self-terminates when all the
energy stored in the capacitor is dissipated. Afterwards
the high-voltage switch resets itself to an open state and
charging of the capacitor starts again before the next
pulse can be triggered.
With TEA lasers pulse energies in the range of
10 J per liter of active volume and per bar of pressure can be achieved, with peak intensities in the MW
range [11.1440, 1441]. Pulse repetition rates are a few
10 Hz for high-power systems and kHz for mini-TEA
lasers [11.1442].
Critical design issues are the electrode profile to
maintain a stable and homogeneous discharge in the
cross section and also over the length of the electrodes. Often pre-ionization techniques by additional
electrodes, UV light from corona discharges or even
electron beams are therefore applied. The high-voltage
switch is also a crucial part. Typically, triggered spark
gaps or thyratrons are used, which must be replaced
after a given number of pulses. Recently, progress
in semiconductor technology has made it possible to
replace these vacuum tubes by solid-state switches.
A device called a silicon controlled rectifier (SCR) is
capable of switching high currents very fast. In combination with a step-up transformer and a saturable
inductor/capacitor ladder network the high-voltage level
and the fast rise time required for the electrode voltage
can be achieved.
Much research was done on TEA lasers in the
1980s, especially in the fields of plasma physics, LIDAR
and military applications. Partially due to the success of high-power fast-flow and RF-excited systems,
only a few commercial TEA lasers are available. Systems with pulse energies of 2.4 J at a repetition rate
of 125 Hz are available, for example. Applications include non-metal processing such as marking and paint
or rubber-compound stripping from surfaces in the automotive industry [11.1443].

11.4 The CO2 Laser

Inner tube, electrode
Annular gas discharge
Outer tube, electrode
ZnSe window

Fig. 11.137 Coaxial laser with an annular gas discharge [11.1439]

Wavelength Selection and Tunable CO2 Lasers
Without any wavelength-selective elements, a CO2 laser
emits at wavelengths around 10.6 µm in the vicinity of
the 10P(20) line. Some commercial lasers are optionally
available at the wavelengths of the strongest lines of the
other bands, for example at 9.3 µm, 9.6 µm or 10.3 µm
(Fig. 11.122). This is done by weakly wavelengthselective elements such as mirror coatings to select one
of the four regular emission bands where the strongest
line will start to oscillate. For example, this is interesting for plastics machining where materials can show
a strong variation of absorption over wavelength.
For precise selection of a particular roto-vibrational
transition, a diffraction grating is used. Figure 11.139
shows a DC-excited tunable laser in the Littrow configuration. Depending on the angle α of the incoming beam
with respect to the surface normal of the grating, only
a light beam at a specific wavelength λL is reflected:

λL = 2Λ sin α ,

(11.142)

with Λ being the grating period. For this particular wavelength λL the grating acts as a plane reflector on axis to
the second resonator mirror. This wavelength is selected
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Fig. 11.138 Excitation circuit for a basic TEA laser
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Diffraction grating

Table 11.41 Emission range of a tunable CO2 laser [11.1444]
Band

Wavelengths (µm)
min – center – max

Lines
min – center – max

9R
9P
10R
10P

9.158 – 9.271 – 9.367
9.443 – 9.552 – 9.836
10.095 – 10.247 – 10.365
10.441 – 10.591 – 10.936

9R(44) – 9R(20) – 9R(4)
9P(6) – 9P(20) – 9P(50)
10R(46) – 10R(20) – 10R(4)
10P(4) – 10P(20) – 10R(50)

to lase. Other wavelengths λx , if present, would be reflected at a different angle not parallel to the resonator
axis. They would suffer significant losses from the aperture of the laser tube, which would prevent them from
lasing. By rotation of the grating the angle α can be varied to select different roto-vibrational transitions one by
one. Such gratings are mostly made of copper or steel
with precision-ruled grooves and a gold coating to enhance IR reflectivity. The grating period Λ is chosen to
be slightly smaller than the laser wavelength in order to
suppress higher diffraction orders. The groove geometry
can be adjusted such that the reflectivity in the desired
minus-first diffraction order at a given wavelength is
maximal (blazed gratings, blazing wavelength).
Table 11.41 shows for example the tuning range of
a commercial tunable CO2 laser. Note that, because of
the separation of the rotational lines in the range of
30–90 GHz and the pressure-broadened line width of
some 100 MHz, continuous tuning over the entire range
is not possible. Within one line width, fine-tuning can be
done by changing the resonator length with a piezoelectric element. An output power of 180 W can be achieved
for the strongest lines and more than 20 W on the weak
lines at the band edges, for example.

Applications include scientific spectroscopy, industrial trace-gas monitoring by absorption spectroscopy or
optically pumping of far-infrared molecular gas lasers.
By using gas mixtures enriched with special isotopologues, for example 13 CO2 , emission lines at additional
wavelengths can be realized. Tables of such wavelengths
are given, for example, in [11.1347].
Besides longitudinally DC-excited lasers, RFexcited waveguide lasers are also good candidates
for being tuned by a standard Littrow grating. Tunable slab-type lasers with their broad active medium
require special grating structures for the extraction of a low-order mode. This can be realized
by apodized Littrow gratings where the splitting
ratio between the diffraction orders m = 0 and
m = −1 is variable over direction of the grating [11.1445]. Such gratings can act as an output
coupler with spatially variably reflectivity for beam
forming and as line-selective element for wavelength
tuning at the same time. They have been realized
on copper mirror substrates with photolithography
and a microgalvanic process as well as on silicon
substrates with photolithography and anisotropic etching [11.1446].

11.5 Ion Lasers
Ion lasers became a success very soon after their
invention in the 1960s. In the following decades,
low-power air-cooled argon lasers were made in the
tens of thousands for use in printing, color separa-

tion,
were
light
well

and medical technology. Mid-power ion lasers
a staple of the entertainment industry, used in
shows, special effects, and for holography, as
as in disc mastering. Large-frame ion lasers
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A high-performance ion system has a laser head
about a meter and half long and can weigh 100 kg. It
may require 70 A per phase of three-phase electrical
service at 480 V and in addition a cooling-water flow
of several liters per minute. But in compensation, these
lasers are capable of producing many watts of continuous laser power in a range of selectable wavelengths not
available from any other commercial laser system.
Wavelengths available from ion lasers extend from
the infrared well into the ultraviolet, with argon, the most
common type of ion laser, emitting light primarily in the
blue–green to ultraviolet range [11.1447,1448]. Specific
wavelength output is determined either by the choice of
the coating for the laser output mirror, or by tuning to the
desired wavelength using a Littrow prism placed in the
laser resonator. The section below discussing the laser
resonator will further describe control of the spectral
characteristics of the ion-laser output.
Krypton is not nearly as popular an ion laser as argon, in part because of its lower power, but it remains
commercially viable because, like argon, it offers significant levels of continuous output power at wavelengths
not easily achieved by other means. For example, more
than 1 W CW is available from a single line in the yellow,
a color region where laser sources are scarce, and lines
in the violet and ultraviolet have important applications
as well.
The output power of an ion laser depends on two
sets of variables. One set derives from the design of the
laser resonator, and includes, for example, the crosssectional area of the laser beam. This set of variables
will be discussed in the section which describes the resonator. The other set of variables that determines laser
power results from the physics of the laser process in
the plasma created from the noble gas. These variables
include the total light amplification available from the
plasma.

11.5.1 Ion-Laser Physics
An energy-level diagram is used to show the wavelengths available from a laser material that has been
excited into a condition of population inversion. A simplified version illustrating the transitions in singly
ionized argon that produce visible laser light is shown
in Fig. 11.140 [11.1449]. The transitions shown result
from energetic electrons that have decayed to the 4p upper laser level from a still higher level not shown in
the figure. From the upper laser level, the electrons are
stimulated to fall into the 4s states. The most important
individual transitions, which result in the highest output
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were ubiquitous in well-equipped chemistry and biology laboratories around the world. Ion lasers were
the flagship products of the major commercial laser
manufacturers.
But even in their heyday, alternatives to ion lasers
were eagerly sought. There were several reasons for this,
including early problems with reliability and lifetime, as
well as high cost, but the major dissatisfactions resulted
from the fundamental low efficiency of the devices. This
poor efficiency meant ion lasers were large, of considerable weight, and needed substantial power supplies
drawing large utility loads. They also had to be cooled
aggressively either by air or water.
With the development of solid-state lasers in
the 1990s, in particular diode-pumped lasers with
frequency-doubled green output at 532 nm, many expected ion-laser technology to become obsolete. This
has not happened. While not nearly at the levels they
experienced in the 1980s, sales continue to be steady,
ion lasers are still found in their traditional applications,
and are a significant contributor to the bottom line of
a number of companies, both as new systems and in the
replacement market. While there are fewer types of new
ion lasers available now, these systems still vary considerably in performance, size, utility requirements, and
cost.
An ion-laser system consists of a power supply, control electronics, and the laser head. The laser head itself
contains the plasma tube placed within a resonator (or
cavity) structure. Control of the laser is typically through
an interface included in the power supply, which itself
can vary considerably in size, complexity, and cooling
requirements.
Small ion lasers are air cooled, require only standard
wall-plug electrical service, have a laser head roughly
the size of a toaster, and are most commonly used to
produce only a single blue–green output at 488 nm in
the range 5–100 mW. When operated in the low-current
range, these lasers can be expected to last for years in
a stable environment. Tube replacement when necessary
can be performed by the user and is relatively quick and
inexpensive.
The greatest variety of product offerings is in the
mid-range of performance of 1–5 W of laser output. These systems range from simpler models based
on the original ion technology, with air cooling and
ceramic plasma tubes, to specialized systems with
single-wavelength output intended for specific industrial applications, to only slightly smaller versions of
the sophisticated large-frame systems used in advanced
laboratories.

11.5 Ion Lasers
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Fig. 11.140 The visible laser transitions of ionized argon
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power, are those for 488.0 nm, a blue–green color, and
514.5 nm in the green.
Having many upper laser levels transitioning to only
two lower levels raises the possibility of competition
for the lower states, which can limit laser output. In
the case of argon, however, the lower states depopulate
to the ground state very rapidly, avoiding this potential
bottleneck. The lifetime of an electron in one of the
upper 4p states is about 10 ns, while the lower 4s states
make their transition to the ground state in a favorable
0.5 ns. With a proper choice of mirror coating, all-lines
visible operation can produce laser power from most of
these visible lines simultaneously, and the power present
in any one of the lines will not be much less than that
obtained from single-line operation.
An energy-level diagram can also illustrate problems or requirements in the design of a specific laser
system. Figure 11.141 shows the 4p and 4s laser levels of ionized singly argon in relation to the argon
ground state. The energy needed to ionize the argon
to start the population inversion is about 16 eV, and
an additional 20 eV is required to reach the states that
decay to the upper laser level. Comparing this total energy input of 36 eV to the energy emitted by the laser
transition itself, about 2 eV, it is evident that the efficiency of an argon ion laser will be low. In addition,
the temperature of the gas discharge needed to produce
electrons with sufficient kinetic energy to achieve the
required level of ionization is in the vicinity of 3000 K.
This, combined with the low efficiency, indicates that
heat management is a primary concern in ion-laser
design [11.1450].
Ion lasers use an electric discharge to energize the
gas. As can be seen in Fig. 11.141, two collisions with
free electrons are required to excite an electron in an

»16 eV
3 p6

Ionizing
transition

Neutral argon ground state

Ar

Fig. 11.141 The two-step ion-laser excitation. One electron

collision ionizes neutral argon and a second pumps the ion
to an excited state from which it decays to the upper laser
level

argon ion to the upper level of visible lasing transitions.
The gain available from the ionized gas therefore varies
as the square of the current density, up to the point where
the gain saturates (i. e., other gas-phase processes begin
to limit the gain) [11.1451].
The optimum gas pressure that produces the maximum laser output is a balance between competing
factors. High pressure provides a greater number of
potential ions to stimulate laser emission, while low
pressure allows the voltage drop along the plasma more
time to accelerate the free electrons to a greater energy
between collisions. Different wavelengths have different optimum pressures, and the final choice for a laser
designed to operate at multiple wavelengths is a compromise. In general the optimum is in the low-pressure
regime. Argon plasma tubes have a fill pressure on the
order of 1 Torr [11.1452].
Performance is improved by a magnetic field directed along the length of the plasma discharge, which
helps confine the discharge towards the center of the
plasma tube [11.1450]. The benefit is greatest for lasers
operating at high current. Again, different wavelengths
have different optima, and a compromise value of
magnetic field strength is employed. Air-cooled lasers
typically do not use magnets, as the benefit of a magnetic
field for low powers does not justify the added expense,
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the component wavelengths change in relative strength
of output.

11.5.2 Plasma Tube Design
The heart of the ion laser is the plasma tube, which amplifies laser wavelengths available from a low-pressure
noble gas by confining a high-current discharge within
a narrow bore. The demands placed on the tube structure are extreme, resulting from the need to confine and
sustain a discharge as high as 70 A for hours at a time.
The bore of the tube must withstand the bombardment
of high-energy ions (sputtering) and the heat from the
discharge, which can exceed 50 kW under some operating conditions. This heat must be efficiently removed
from the tube or tube components will melt or rupture.
Early tube designs relied on cylinders of the ceramic beryllia, or BeO, about 1–2 cm in diameter with
a centrally drilled hole of about 1 mm to form the bore.
Beryllia cylinders about 10 to 15 cm long are still in
use today in lower-power ion lasers, particularly for aircooled argon. Figure 11.142 shows a cross section of
an air-cooled plasma tube. However beryllia proved incapable of sufficiently withstanding the sputtering from
the plasmas of high-power or ultraviolet ion lasers, and
alternative designs were sought.
Years of intensive research and development have
resulted in sophisticated designs for high-current tubes
that replace beryllia with a tube structured of composite materials [11.1452, 1455]. These complex (and more
expensive) designs can withstand high current densities
for an extended period, thus making practical the operation of ion lasers at higher powers or less-efficient
High reflector
mirror
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mirror mount

Output mirror

Gas return
path

Anode

Ceramic bore
(cooling fins
deleted for clarity)

Fig. 11.142 Design of an air-cooled plasma tube
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and the addition of magnets would complicate the flow
of cooling air.
If the argon is doubly ionized (i. e., stripped of two
electrons), a new set of transitions become available that
produce ultraviolet laser light [11.1453]. The ground
state of Ar2+ is about 43 eV above that of the neutral
atom, compared to the Ar+ ground-state difference of
16 eV mentioned, so operating in the ultraviolet can be
expected to be even less efficient. Once above a higher
threshold current, UV output rises more rapidly than the
visible output does.
The energy diagram for krypton is similar to that
for argon, with laser transitions shifted to somewhat
lower photon energies in the visible from the upper
5p to the lower 5s bands [11.1454]. Important lines
are at 647.1 nm in the red, corresponding to the green
514.5 nm argon line, and at 568.2 nm in the yellow, corresponding to the blue–green line at 488 nm in argon.
Unlike argon, however, in krypton these strong lines do
experience competition for the same lower state, and
so all-lines operation in krypton does not produce the
power that might be expected judging from single-line
output.
Argon and krypton can be mixed together in the same
laser tube to produce a laser offering a dazzling variety of
visible wavelengths. A compromise must be reached in
the parameters such as fill pressure and magnetic field
that allows for the differences in the optimization for
each type of laser. Such a mixed-gas laser using broadband mirror coatings has even been used to produce
a white-light laser, but the argon–krypton mixture becomes unbalanced fairly quickly due to the difference in
gas sputtering rates, and the white-light balance is lost as
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Fig. 11.143 Design of a water-cooled plasma tube

wavelengths. The description that follows is based on
the segmented-bore technology used by Spectra-Physics
in the manufacture of its water-cooled ion lasers. The
overall design is illustrated in Fig. 11.143.
The exterior of the plasma tube is a long, hollow
thin-walled ceramic pipe or sleeve a few centimeters in
diameter. Inside this sleeve, spaced about one centimeter
apart, are many thin discs brazed to the interior of the
ceramic. The discs are copper with a central tungsten
ring with a hole a few millimeters in diameter. The bore
of the plasma tube is defined by the diameter of the hole
in the tungsten segments (Fig. 11.144).
The tungsten bore segments are extremely resistant
to sputtering action and can withstand the high temperatures of the discharge. The copper discs to which they are
bonded conduct the heat of the discharge from the tungsten to the thin ceramic wall of the exterior sleeve, which
is bathed outside by a cooling water flow of several liters
per minute. The flow of this cooling water is designed
to prevent local thermal stresses affecting the tube.
The plasma tube must ensure uniform gas pressure
along the length of the bore. In arc discharges in lowpressure gases, the ions lose their momentum in frequent
collisions with the tube walls. In contrast, the electrons
lose little momentum, so an imbalance is created in the
net momentum in the gas. As a result, the neutral gas
atoms are driven to the anode end of the plasma tube. To
equalize the gas pressure along the length of the tube,
holes in the copper discs provide a return path to the
cathode end, which also allows the copper discs to help
cool the gas in the return flow.
The design of the bore where it opens to the cathode, the so-called throat region, is critically important
to achieve good laser lifetime. Damage to the bore from
sputtering is maximum in the throat. The diameter of the
bore segments (or, in lower-power tubes, the conically
shaped opening drilled in the beryllia to form the throat)
is tapered to match the contour of the electrical field as
it enters the bore.

The design of the cathode element itself is also critical. The cathode is helical and is made from a spongy
material formed of tungsten powder. It may also include some admixture of calcium, aluminum, barium,
and strontium. These additives reduce the work function
of the cathode surface so that the temperature needed to
produce electron emission is reduced [11.1455].
The efficiency of laser amplification is a function of
the gas pressure in the discharge. However ionic sputtering not only erodes the tube materials, but also over time
embeds a significant amount of gas in the tube walls and
components. Low-power lasers compensate for this effect by widening the body of the plasma tube to form
a reservoir, so that the gas lost from sputtering action is
a small fraction of the total volume in the tube. Mid- and
high-power designs incorporate an active fill system to
replenish the gas as it is lost.
To determine when the gas must be replenished,
a microprocessor compares the operating voltage of the
laser to values stored in a look-up table, taking into
account the current, magnetic field and warm-up time.
When the voltage indicates that the tube pressure is low,
a high-pressure reservoir automatically injects a small
quantity of gas into a plenum. A separate valve then
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heat web
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Bore

Fig. 11.144 Seg-

mented bore
design
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Mirror front plate

deleterious to optical materials. The coatings on the mirrors that seal low-power and some mid-power tubes are
made of many alternating layers of dielectric materials,
such as silica and alumina, that are capable of withstanding this radiation. Brewster windows used to seal
mid-power lasers are typically made of fused silica.
The levels of the vacuum ultraviolet of high-current
discharges present a greater problem for the Brewster
window seals of these tubes [11.1456,1457]. Fused silica
cannot be used because, when exposed to these radiation levels, it forms color-center defects which then
absorb even more radiation in a runaway effect that will
degrade laser action. To meet the challenge of sealing
high-current plasma tubes, manufacturers use crystalline
quartz, carefully cut and oriented on the tube so that the
crystalline axis of the two windows on each end of the
tube are in alignment.

11.5.3 Ion-Laser Resonators
To complete the ion-laser structure, the plasma tube
must be placed between suitable mirrors that provide
light feedback for amplification by the discharge. These
mirrors are a high reflector at one end of the laser,
and a partial transmitter or output coupler that allows
a portion of the circulating light to exit the laser. These
mirrors, together with the structure that holds them in
position, form the laser resonator [11.1458]. For small
ion lasers and some mid-frame systems, this resonator
structure is very simple: the mirrors are bonded onto the
plasma tube itself.
Air-cooled ion lasers sacrifice flexibility for simplicity. Except for the power level, their output
characteristics cannot be changed. A mirror position is
fixed at manufacture by the plastic deformation of the
thin metal tube to which the mirror is bonded. The output wavelength, mode structure of the beam, and so on
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Fig. 11.145 Open resonator design
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opens to allow the plenum to add a precise quantity of
gas to the plasma tube. Since this fill process briefly
disturbs laser operation, the fill system may be manually disabled for short periods to ensure that critical
experiments are not effected.
For air-cooled lasers, which do not employ a magnetic field, copper cooling fins are brazed onto the
exterior of the beryllia cylinder that forms the plasma
tube. Cooling air is forced over the fins at a rate of
a few hundred cubic feet per minute (about 10 m3 per
minute). Care must be taken that heat removal is evenly
distributed so that the tube does not warp and move the
laser beam (the laser output mirror is attached directly
to the tube), and the air flow should not induce vibrations in the fins which might translate into motion of the
beam.
For larger lasers, the entire plasma tube is encased
in a large electromagnet which also forms the confining
wall for the water flowing next to the tube. The field chosen for the magnet depends on the diameter of the bore
and the details of how the laser is operated, but is usually
in the neighborhood of 1000 G. The magnetic field is particularly important for ultraviolet output, which requires
stronger magnetic fields for optimum performance.
The ends of the plasma tube are sealed with optics
that allow the laser light to exit the tube. These optics
are either laser mirrors with dielectric coatings, used in
essentially all low-power and some mid-power lasers,
or quartz windows oriented at Brewster’s angle. Tubes
are constructed with Brewster windows to polarize their
output, generally oriented vertically. Mirror-sealed tubes
will have an internal optic to achieve polarization.
The light emitted from the discharge of high-current
tubes poses a challenge for optics. The transitions from
the lower laser levels back to the ground state of neutral argon shown in Fig. 11.141 emits a highly energetic
photon around 80 nm. This vacuum UV radiation is very
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remain fixed. For many applications this is acceptable,
even desirable, but other applications benefit greatly by
retaining the flexibility of output that is a hallmark of
the ion laser.
The external or open resonator commonly employed
with mid- and large-frame systems retains this flexibility. This design requires the use of Brewster-window
seals for the plasma tube, as discussed in the preceding section. The resonator mirrors are held in place by
a rigid structure that frames the plasma tube (hence the
use of mid-frame or large frame as an indication of
laser size). While it outwardly appears simple, the design of the resonator is critical to the performance of the
laser.
The resonator frame, as shown in Fig. 11.145, must
keep the mirrors aligned to each other and pointing
through the laser bore within a very tight tolerance over
the entire range of operating and environmental conditions. The choice of materials affects the stability of the
resonator. The ideal material has both a low thermal expansion coefficient and a high ability to distribute heat
evenly. Graphite and low-expansion compounds such as
iron–nickel alloys are typically used for the long rods
that form the length of the frame.
Stability also depends on the rigidity of the resonator. Jitter impressed on the laser output due to the
microphonic movement of the mirrors can be caused by
cooling-water flow, vibration of the resonator structure,
and acoustic noise. Isolation of the resonator from both
the plasma tube, the magnet, and the cover of the laser
head helps reduce jitter.
The mechanical design of the structure is also critical
to stability. The most stable configuration is an arrangement of three resonator rods in an equilateral triangle.
As a practical matter, this ideal structure does not leave
sufficient room for the plasma tube and magnet. As one
of the angles of the resonator triangle increases, the resistance to flexure is reduced. The closer the design can
be to the ideal equilateral triangle, the better will be the
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Fig. 11.146 Active mirror positioning allows resonators to extract
more power from the discharge

mechanical stability provided for stable power and beam
pointing [11.1459].
A significant advantage that modern large-frame
lasers have over their forerunners is the use of active mirror positioning. The output coupler is mounted
on three-point piezoelectric positioner that provides
small corrections to the mirror alignment in response
to changes in laser output power, most commonly experienced when the laser is warming up. This active
resonator also allows for a more aggressive optical
design to extract power from the plasma tube.
With active mirror positioning, the cross-sectional
area of the beam, and therefore the volume of the plasma
discharge used to provide laser amplification, can be increased by enlarging the bore and using a longer-radius
output coupler (Fig. 11.146). This is especially beneficial for wavelengths with lower gain. However active
control alone cannot provide all of the stability required
by this design: the use of long-radius optics requires an
extremely rigid resonator structure.
The open resonator allows the user to employ different mirrors to obtain different wavelength output. To
obtain all-lines argon-ion output in the visible, for example, mirrors are used with coatings that reflect over
about 70 nm in the blue and green. A prism on a rotatable mount placed before the high reflector allows the
laser to be tuned to single-line output throughout the
all-lines range. (The dispersion of the prism directs only
one wavelength at a time to the high reflector.) A similar arrangement using different optics enables the same
operation for all-lines ultraviolet output.
The open resonator also allows the spatial mode of
the beam to be controlled. An adjustable aperture placed
between the Brewster window and the output coupler,
where the beam is large, provides a variable amount of
loss to the edges of the beam while it is inside the resonator. The aperture, when opened to allow the highest
power output, will permit a number of transverse modes,
or if reduced will result in TEM00 mode operation. An
aperture diameter between 1.5 and 2 times the TEM00
mode diameter is used to achieve this [11.1460].
The spectral content of the laser output may also be
changed by insertion of an etalon into the laser resonator.
An etalon is a thin optical cavity, such as a plate of glass.
When inserted into the resonator, the internal reflections
from its surfaces act to narrow the frequency content of
the laser output, its line width. The resonator produces
standing waves of light between its mirrors, called longitudinal modes, many of which have frequencies that fall
within the bandwidth of the laser amplifier. The etalon
acts as a bandpass filter that introduces variable loss and
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Fig. 11.147 Using an etalon to narrow the spectrum of the
laser output

favors oscillation on only one of the longitudinal modes
(Fig. 11.147).
Active mirror positioning may also be used to stabilize the line width further, resulting in an even narrower
spectral output. The coherence length – the distance over
which the output beam maintains a fixed phase relationship – is inversely proportional to the line width. When
the laser output is changed from single line to single
frequency, the coherence length increases from about
50 mm to 20 m.
A drawback of the open resonator is that the space
between the mirrors and the Brewster windows is not
vacuum-sealed. Laser performance strongly depends on
keeping these optical surfaces clean. In addition, the
vacuum UV light from the arc discharge, transmitted
by the Brewster windows, converts oxygen to ozone,
which is deleterious to the laser optics. This intracavity
space must be sealed and its atmosphere controlled to
maintain cleanliness and avoid optical damage. Lasers
producing short-wavelength UV may employ a nitrogen
purge to avoid ozone production. Longer-wavelength
lasers can use a simpler technique of placing a catalyst in
the enclosed space that converts ozone back into oxygen.

11.5.4 Electronics
A variety of electronic subsystems are required to operate an ion laser, as shown in the block diagram of

a large-frame system in Fig. 11.148. Typically packaged
in the laser head along with the plasma tube are the start
circuit and the light pick-off. Lasers that are not sold
as OEM components for a larger system are required to
have an interlock switch that will reliably terminate laser
operation if the head cover is opened. For water-cooled
lasers, the laser head will usually also contain the flowand temperature-control circuits for the cooling water,
and the fill circuitry to monitor and replenish the gas in
the plasma tube.
The start circuit provides a high-voltage spark to initiate the discharge. Typically, a pulse of several kV is
injected in series with the tube by a pulse transformer or
a spark-gap circuit. The light pick-off is the sensor for
the feedback loop that measures and regulates the laser
output power, and usually consists of a beam splitter
with a silicon photodetector. Since an ion laser may be
capable of producing a wide spectrum of wavelengths
over a considerable range of powers, multiple preamplifier ranges are usually used in the feedback loop, as
well as wavelength sensitivity correction color filters or
electronic gain modification.
The power supply that drives the plasma tube is
almost always packaged as a separate unit. This is because the supply itself is roughly the same volume as the
laser head, and separating it from the laser allows much
greater flexibility in positioning the laser system. The
drive current for the plasma tube is delivered to the laser
head through a robust umbilical. Since the power supply
also serves as the control interface for the laser, cables
Magnet
regulator
Start
circuit
EMI
filter

Main
rectifier/
filter

Interlocks
Operator
interface

Plasma
regulator

Gas fill
system

Plasma
tube

Filament
supply
Power
monitor

Computer
interface

Fig. 11.148 Block diagram of a large-frame ion-laser system
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Table 11.42 Ion-laser wavelengths
Powers available in a type of laser (W) (not all wavelengths are available simultaneously)
Available
Lasing species
Large-frame
Mid-frame
Large air-cooled
water cooled (W) water cooled (W) (W)
wavelengths (nm)

Part C 11.5

275.4
300.3
302.4
305.5
333.6
334.5
335.8
350.7
351.1
351.4
356.4
363.8
406.7
413.1
415.4
454.5
457.9
465.8
468.0
472.7
476.2
476.5
482.5
488.0
496.5
501.7
514.5
528.7
530.9
568.2
631.2
647.1
676.4
752.5
793.1
799.3

Argon
Argon
Argon
Argon
Argon
Argon
Argon
Krypton
Argon
Argon
Krypton
Argon
Krypton
Krypton
Krypton
Argon
Argon
Argon
Krypton
Argon
Krypton
Argon
Krypton
Argon
Argon
Argon
Argon
Argon
Krypton
Krypton
Krypton
Krypton
Krypton
Krypton
Krypton
Krypton

0.375
0.5
0.5
0.17
0.4
0.8
0.8
2.0
1.5
0.5
0.5
2.0
1.2
2.5
0.35
0.8
1.5
0.8
0.5
1.3
0.4
3.0
0.4
8.0
3.0
1.8
10.0
1.8
1.5
0.6
0.2
3.0
0.9
1.2
0.1
0.2

that carry monitoring and control signals are typically
bundled in the umbilical as well.
Ion-laser power supplies show the same range of
variation in size and design as the laser heads. The power
supplies of small air-cooled argon units can be as small
about 15 cm on a side, while supplies that drive largeframe systems are roughly 0.7 m on a side and weigh

Small air-cooled
(W)

0.3
0.18
0.06
0.12
0.25
0.22
0.3
0.18
0.55
0.24
0.1
0.32
0.1
1.0
0.05
2.5
1.0
0.64
3.2
0.55
0.25
0.25

0.005
0.015
0.015

0.002
0.005
0.005

0.025

0.008

0.1
0.03
0.015
0.1
0.01

0.03
0.012
0.005
0.025

0.8
0.15
0.15

0.015

0.02

0.03

almost 100 kg. These larger units may require cooling
water. Table 11.43 displays typical service requirements
and loads for the three main classes of ion lasers.
The electrical characteristics of the arc discharge
are such that it essentially requires a constant-current
supply in order to be sustained [11.1458]. The heart of
an ion-laser power supply is the plasma current regulator.
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Table 11.43 Power supply characteristics of typical ion-

laser systems
Maximum
laser
power

Electrical
input

Plasma
discharge

Aircooled
Small
frame
Large
frame

20 mW

115 VAC
single phase
208 VAC
three phase
480 VAC
three phase

90 V
8A
240 V
55 A
550 V
65 A

5W
25 W

Discharge
power
requirement
0.7 kW
13 kW
36 kW

The plasma current needs to be well regulated in order
to prevent line ripple and other variations from being
impressed on the laser output. The plasma current may
be regulated by a linear transistor passbank, or more
efficiently by various switching-type power supplies.
In the patented regulator used by Spectra-Physics,
a switched resistor regulator consisting of a pulse-width
modulator (PWM) controlling a switch transistor is connected to a low-impedance high-power water-cooled
resistor. This resistor is connected to the plasma load.
The PWM varies the percent of the time that the transistor is turned on and the resistor is conducting current.
A parallel capacitor provides a current path to the load
when the transistor is off. This regulator looks like
a variable resistor that can vary from infinity down to
the minimum resistance of the circuit. A shunt regulator is used to provide ripple rejection and high-speed
small-signal regulation.
The power supply must power the electromagnet
when an axial magnetic field is employed. The electromagnet requires about 10–25% of the power supplied
to the arc discharge. Thus a large-frame supply is really
two supplies: a 36 kW plasma supply and a regulated
8 kW magnet supply. The power supply must also provide power to heat the tungsten cathode in the plasma
tube. Typically a filament transformer provides 15–25 A
at about 4 VAC for this purpose.

11.5.5 Ion-Laser Applications
The operator interface to control power and the basic
on/off function is through the power supply. In inexpensive models of air-cooled systems, the control interface
typically consists of hand-wired knobs and switches on
the front panel of the supply. The next step in sophistication is a hand-held system controller with a visual
display that attaches to the power supply with a long

flexible cable. Upon turn-on, all functions of the laser
can be accessed from the system controller. High-end
models offer a fully functioning computer interface for
automated remote operation and monitoring of the laser.
Ion lasers operate in either current mode or power
mode (also called light mode). Current mode holds the
plasma discharge current at a fixed value and allows the
laser output to vary. Power mode, a much more common method of operating the laser, adjusts the plasma
current as necessary to match the output power to a userrequested value. When the current can no longer be
increased to achieve the power set-point, it may be time
to replace the plasma tube.
Like many modern laser systems, most ion lasers
are designed for hands-free operation. Air-cooled argon
systems in particular are intended to provide a constant laser source available from a simple flip of
a switch. Large-frame systems in laboratory applications in contrast trade on the flexibility they provide the
user.
Small air-cooled systems continue to be economical
and reliable sources of coherent, polarized. TEM00 blue–
green laser light. They are usually operated at a power
significantly derated from their maximum, which can
extend their useful lifetime for years. Biological and
medical applications for these lasers include cell sorting.
Desoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) sequencing, bacterial
analysis, confocal microscopy, and hematology. Many
of the dyes used in these applications were originally
developed for argon-laser wavelengths.
These lasers are also used in many applications related to producing text and images. The blue beam is
valuable for exposing printing plates for high-speed
printing, and to provide the color separation required
for full-color printing. Similar applications are found in
photoprocessing and other photographic sources.
Mid-frame systems are used in many of the same
applications as lower-power lasers. In addition, they are
used in entertainment, especially for laser light shows,
and have laboratory applications in Raman spectroscopy
or as a pump sources for tunable laser systems such
as a Ti:sapphire. In ophthalmology, the beam can be
focused on the retina to repair diabetes – induced retinal
detachment, for instance.
The deep-blue and UV outputs of ion lasers have
been used in the semiconductor industry for wafer inspection and lithography. The ability of the output to
expose photoresist is also used in producing masters
for compact discs, which then serve as the molds in
the injection-molding manufacture of high-volume CD
production.
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The HeNe laser is an electrically pumped continuously
emitting gas laser. Its basic principle is a gas discharge
in a glass tube filled with a mixture of helium and neon
under low pressure. The gas discharge is set up by a cathode and an anode placed at opposite sides of the glass
tube. The laser mirrors are usually fixed to the end of
the tubes.
The HeNe laser was one of the first lasers to be realized. It was developed in 1960 as the first laser emitting
light continuously [11.1461]. However, this was not the
well-known bright red line (632.8 nm) that has been discovered, the first laser emitted light at 1.15 µm, which
is one of the strongest lines of the HeNe laser. Red laser
emission was achieved shortly after, in 1962 [11.1462].
Though other possible transitions delivering light in the
visible had been found theoretically, it took a certain
time to demonstrate this practically. Improvements in
resonator design and the performance of the mirrors
had to be achieved. Especially the well-known 543.3 nm
line, with its low gain, needed several attempts by researchers until it was demonstrated for the first time in
1970 [11.1463].
Shortly after its first demonstration, the HeNe laser
found more and more applications and became the most
common laser worldwide with millions of units sold,
until laser diodes appeared on the market. More than
40 years after its first appearance the HeNe laser is still of
great importance in the worldwide laser market. Around
44 000 units were sold in 2005 [11.1464].
The HeNe laser has been used for adjusting and
positioning but also, because of its excellent optical
properties, in interferometers, sensors or spectrometers.
It was applied in the first scanner tills and even the first
CD players were equipped with HeNe lasers. Although
these applications have been taken over completely by
diode lasers, HeNe lasers still find their use in many
fields of analytics, instrumentation, sensor technology,
science and education.
Its advantages are excellent beam quality, long
lifetime and an unbeatable price–performance ratio. Because of the mature technology and the still large sales
numbers manufacturing costs have decreased continuously. Against the trend for shorter product lifetime the
HeNe laser has asserted itself for 40 years and is still
a competitive product. Many OEM manufactures still
choose the HeNe laser for there new products, irrespective of the competition from diode lasers and solid-state
lasers. Considering especially the laser diodes we see
that, in fact, the diode itself is a rather cheap compo-

nent. To achieve a beam quality comparable to the HeNe
laser, however, requires considerable effort and additional cost, which compensates for the higher costs of
a HeNe laser. For example, the strongly elliptical beam
of the diode has to be made circular and, in order to avoid
wavelength drift, temperature stabilization has to be provided. Another advantage is the longer coherence length
of a HeNe laser compared to that of standard diodes.
Further advantages of the HeNe laser are:

•
•
•
•
•

Excellent mode purity, typical > 95% Gaussian
TEM00
A favorable relation between resonator length and
resonator width (diameter)
A nearly diffraction-limited beam
High beam-pointing stability
High reproducibility in manufacturing

11.6.1 The Active Medium
Energy-Level Diagram
The most detailed energy-level diagram which we could
find in the literature is given in [11.1465]. Nowadays,
however, the green and yellow laser lines are of much
more importance than the infrared ones, so it was necessary to add these new visible lines to the diagram. It
can be seen that neutral helium is excited by electron
collisions and transfers its energy by nearly resonant inelastic atomic collisions to the excited states of neon.
This means that the lasing atom is the neon, helium is
only necessary for energy transfer from the gas discharge
to the upper neon levels. The energy transfer from the
lower laser levels 3p and 2p ends at the 1s level due to
spontaneous emission and the 1s level is depopulated by
wall collisions to the ground state of neon. For this reason it is necessary to have a small-diameter discharge
tube, in order to secure a quick emptying of the 1s level.
It should be mentioned that the rare 3 He isotope is used
and not 4 He. The reason is that the lighter 3 He isotope
has a higher velocity difference to neon, resulting in
better energy transfer to the upper laser levels [11.1466]
and consequently a higher gain and output power (about
25% better at 633 nm).
It is known that electron collisions and stimulated
absorption of visible light can cause transitions from the
1s to the 2p level, resulting in a higher lifetime of this
lower laser level (2p). This leads to a higher inversion
for the 3.39 µm laser line as for the other lines, since it
has the 3p level as the lower laser level.
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Table 11.44 Typical laser transitions
Wavelength
(in air) (nm)

Transition

Gain
(m−1 )
0.03
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Energy (eV)
Typical power
(mW)

3s2 –2p10

594.1

3s2 –2p8

611.8

3s2 –2p6

0.1

2.0

632.8

3s2 –2p4

0.5

0.5–50

640.2

3s2 –2p2

1152.3

2s2 –2p4

1523.1

2s2 –2p1

4

1

3391.3

3s2 –3p4

100

10

2 S0

0.5–3.0
2.0

Collisions

20

2 3S 1

2.0

Table 11.44 lists the commercially available laser
lines and some typical parameters. The gain [11.1465,
1467] depends strongly on the inversion and the noted
values should only give an impression of how the gain
changes with wavelength (g0 ∼ ν0−3 ). This illustrates
that the most difficult laser to build is the green one
(543.3 nm).
Another difficulty in making a green laser is that,
within each group of energy levels (2s, 3s, 2p, 3p, and
so on), the energy distribution of the sublevels (e.g., 2p1
to 2p10 ) is determined by thermic Ne–Ne collisions, resulting in a Boltzmann distribution, which means that
the population rises with falling energy. Thus, the lower
laser level for the 543.3 nm line (2p10 ) has a much
higher population as the 2p4 level for the red line. In
order to achieve population inversion for this laser line
it is necessary to reduce the number of Ne–Ne collisions by reducing the neon pressure. The consequence
is a lower output power at this line and a lower lifetime
for green lasers (about 10 000 h) compared to red lasers
(> 20 000 h).
Table 11.44 lists only the most important laser lines.
A good compilation of laser lines at different elements is
given in [11.213], which also contains references to the
original literature. Sometimes in an experiment one may
have unwanted light from scattering from the discharge
tube itself (not laser light). Such discharge lines can be
found in [11.1468].
Gas Discharge
The gas discharge is the most important process in the
laser, since it has to transform the electrical energy of
the power supply into the laser light. This process determines the laser power, power stability, optical noise
and lifetime of the laser. Hence, the key know-how of
a laser manufacturer is not the resonator design but how
to optimize the discharge.
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Fig. 11.149 Energy-level diagram of the HeNe laser

As shown in Fig. 11.149 the HeNe laser tube is filled
with a helium–neon gas mixture, having a total pressure
of about 4–7 mbar and a neon content of about 10%.
The operating DC current is in the range of 3.5–11 mA
and the corresponding tube voltage is about 1–5 kV.
This is a cold-cathode glow discharge, where the active
laser medium is formed by the positive column of the
discharge, which is located in a capillary of diameters of
0.5–2 mm. Since such a glow discharge has a decreasing
voltage–current characteristic curve (see Fig. 11.151),
Laser tube

R

U0

Fig. 11.150 Electrical scheme of the laser
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trons depends on the properties of the cathode surface.
Normally the current density at the cathode surface is
constant, so the cathode surface must be large enough
for the applied operating current, otherwise sputtering
occurs and the tube is quickly damaged. The typical
cathode size is in the range of some 10 cm2 . In order
to avoid sputtering, at the surface a nanometer-scale
layer of Al2 O3 is formed. Normally this oxide layer
withstands sputtering for some 10 000 h. If this layer is
destroyed, the laser fails within a few hundred hours.

I
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Working point
IR
Ballast resistor
UT

UI

11.6.2 Construction and Design Principles
U0

U

Fig. 11.151 Characteristic voltage–current curve of a HeNe

laser

a ballast resistor R of about 60–100 kΩ is used to bring
the whole system to an increasing voltage–current curve.
In Fig. 11.151 the black curve shows the electrical
behavior of the discharge tube and the brown line the
corresponding ballast resistor. After switching on the
laser, the power supply has to raise voltage to the ignition point (UI ≈ 10 kV). After the ignition, the power
supply switches to its normal fixed-current operating
mode. The corresponding voltage is determined by the
crossing point of the discharge curve and the resistor
line (voltage at the tube UT ). It is important to choose
the resistor in such a way that only one crossing point
exists.
Whereas in the tube design a small metal anode is
used, the cathode is considerably larger, and is mostly
made of aluminium because the cathode has to deliver
the electrons for the discharge and to transfer the heat of
the cathode fall, the region where the electrons are accelerated from zero to the colliding velocity, outside the
laser tube. The capability of the cathode to emit elec1

3

2

4

5

Construction of a HeNe Laser
Figure 11.152 shows a cross-sectional view of a modern HeNe laser. The principal setup is very similar for
all major manufactures of HeNe lasers and differs in
details only. The laser tube consists of a glass tube (8)
which is melted at both ends to metal end caps (3, 10).
To these end caps the laser mirrors (1, 12) are connected
using a metal–glass soldering technique. These metal–
glass connections provide long-term vacuum sealing of
the laser tube. Inside the laser tube the cathode (6) and
the gas discharge capillary (7) are located. The glass of
the capillary is melted to the glass of the outer tube (8),
so the discharge is concentrated inside this capillary. If
the mirror (1) is a flat mirror and mirror (12) is concave,
the end of the capillary (9) acts as a mode field aperture.
If linear polarized laser radiation is required, a Brewster
window (2) is placed inside the laser. A favorable position for this window is near the flat mirror, because at
this position the beam diameter is the smallest in the tube
and there is no angular displacement between the laser
beam and the window (the beam is always perpendicular
to the mirror surface). The tube is evacuated and filled
using the pipe (4), which is sealed after filling the tube
by means of a cold soldering process. The spring (13)
centers the capillary end. At the mirror holders (3, 10)

6

7

13

8

Fig. 11.152 Sectional view of a HeNe laser tube (LASOS Lasertechnik GmbH), see text for explanation

11 12

9

10
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Resonator Design
The design goal of a HeNe resonator is mainly to achieve
a Gaussian beam profile. The calculation of all beam
parameters can be easily done by means of the ABCD
matrix formalism [11.1469]. In this case, every optical
element in the laser is described by a matrix, as described
below.
The matrix of a mirror with curvature r


1
0
.
M=
(11.143)
−2/r 1

Fig. 11.153 Laser tube with fixed mirrors (LASOS Lasertechnik

GmbH)

The wave-front curvature at the output mirror is
2B
.
(11.147)
R=
D− A
Using the well-known formalism for Gaussian beam
propagation, the beam diameter can be calculated at any
desired position.
The complex parameter q is defined as:
1
λ
1
= −i
.
(11.148)
q
R
πw2

The matrix for the free-space propagation of distance s


1 s
.
S=
(11.144)
0 1
Starting at the output mirror all single matrices for every
element are multiplied for one complete round-trip (RT),
resulting in the following calculation:


A B
.
RT = S M2 S M1 =
(11.145)
C D
In a last step, the 1/ e2 beam radius (w) and the wavefront
curvature (R) are calculated from this matrix:
The beam radius at the output mirror is

2|B|
λ

w=
.
(11.146)
π 4 − (A + D)2
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a region of reduced material thickness is formed (5, 11).
This is used for the alignment of the mirrors by means
of plastic deformation of the metal.
The setup according to Fig. 11.152 represents the
basic design of commercial laser tubes up to about
25 mW output power which has been used for about
three decades with minor changes only. It provides longterm gas stability, clean optics over the whole lifetime
of the laser and a long lifetime of the laser.
In contrast to the present design, early HeNe lasers
were not sealed by the mirrors but by a Brewster window at each end. Thus, they used an external resonator,
mostly made of mirrors hold on invar rods. This older
design is used today only in high-power HeNe lasers
(> 35 mW), because such lasers need a very long cavity
(> 1 m). Here, the external resonator allows a better stability of the mirror alignment, and the capillary (which
suffers from bending due to their own weight) can be
aligned too.

11.6 The HeNe Laser

Fig. 11.154 35 mW laser tube with external resonator (LASOS
Lasertechnik GmbH)
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The propagation of a Gaussian beam through an
optical system described by the ABCD matrix yields
qout =

Aqin + B
.
Cqin + D

(11.149)
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The beam diameter at the position of the mode field aperture is important for the laser design (Fig. 11.155). The
ratio between this aperture and the beam diameter has
to be chosen in such a wa, that the losses for the TEM00
mode are low but high enough for the first higher-order
transversal modes, e.g., TEM01 , in order to suppress
the higher modes. This ratio depends on the laser gain
and can be calculated theoretically. The practical experience for a common 633 nm laser leads to a ratio
between the aperture diameter and beam radius of about
3.5 : 1. For high-power HeNe lasers, this value must be
reduced, whereas for the low-gain 543 nm laser it has to
be increased.
In practical designs the above formalism is used to
balance the resonator design between the beam diameter,
required by the application (the beam waist is normally
located at the surface of the output mirror), and the laser
power, which determines the laser length on one hand,
and the available mirror curvatures as well the available
aperture diameters and aperture positions on the other.
Scaling Relations
Scaling relations are very useful for the practical design
of new lasers. The most important scaling relations are
described below. Firstly, the laser power P, which is
proportional to the discharge length l (capillary):

P
= const.
(11.150)
l
For this reason, today HeNe lasers with a power above
25 mW are very rare. These lasers are very long (> 1 m)
and need sensitive and expensive external resonators.
Thus, in this power region the costs for beam shaping of
laser diodes (aspheric lens systems with prisms, cylindrical lenses and/or zoom telescopes) are comparable
or lower than for a HeNe laser and the mechanical di-

Fig. 11.155 Principle setup of a HeNe resonator with rear

and output mirror and a mode-field aperture

mensions of the diode-lasers systems are much smaller
(about 15 cm).
The product of the pressure p and capillary diameter
d is constant:
pd = const.

(11.151)

Following this equation, two systems with the same pd
product have comparable discharge properties and the
excitation of the upper laser levels is comparable in both
cases if the same current is applied. This rule is very
useful if a well-running laser must be customized in
order to get more power or different beam diameter.
If the new capillary diameter has been estimated using
the formalism of Sect. 11.6.2 then the corresponding gas
pressure for this new design can be calculated by means
of (11.151).
The current–density scaling relation is less important
because there is only a weak dependence on capillary
diameter
√
4
j d = const.
(11.152)
The scaling of the small signal gain g0 with capillary
diameter d
g0 d = const.

(11.153)

Equation (11.153) shows that a small capillary diameter
d should be achieved in the design process because, with
higher gain, losses can be higher too and it is possible
to come closer to the theoretical maximum power.
Additionally two electrical relations [11.1470]
should be noted: the current density jK at the cathode
jK
= const.
p2
and the ignition voltage UI
 
pl
.
UI = f
T

(11.154)

(11.155)

Equation (11.154) has the consequence that lowpressure laser tubes, like versions for 543 nm, need larger
cathodes. Equation (11.155) shows that the voltage necessary to ignite the laser increases with pressure and
length and decreases with temperature T .
Laser Line Selection
Today, the HeNe laser has been replaced in the infrared
range by laser diodes, but its visible lines, especially
those at 632.8 nm, 594.1 nm and 543.3 nm, are widely
used in scientific applications such as laser scanning
microscopy. Because of this fact, we will only consider
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3.39 µm Suppression
From Table 11.44 it can be seen that the 3.39 µm line
must be suppressed very carefully, because it has a gain
that is some orders of magnitude higher than all visible lines. Insufficient suppression of this line causes
power loss and power fluctuations at the desired lines.
Therefore, both laser mirrors must have a reflectivity for
this line below 0.5%. Another approach for the 3.39 µm
suppression is to use the Zeeman effect. Applying an
inhomogeneous transversal magnetic field to the laser
splits the laser levels into the Zeeman sublevels. The
gain of the sublevels is the gain of the unsplit level divided by the number of sublevels, so the gain may fall
below the losses and this line is suppressed. The frequency difference of the sublevels is the same for all
laser lines. However, Doppler broadening of the laser
lines depends on their frequencies.
The Doppler broadening of a laser line λ is given by

2 2kT ln 2
∂νD =
,
(11.156)
λ
m
where k is Boltzmann’s constant, T is the gas temperature and m is the mass of the Ne atom.
For visible wavelengths the frequency split caused
by the Zeeman effect is lower than the Dopplerbroadened line. Thus, the gain is not influenced by the
Zeeman effect, whereas for the 3.39 µm line the Zeeman
splitting is larger than the Doppler-broadened line and
the gain decreases with the number of sublevels. This
method is normally used in high-power 633 nm lasers
(> 35 mW) or in the 543 nm laser.
Line Width and Coherence Length
The natural line width of a red HeNe laser is about
20 MHz [11.1466] but this line is broadened by two
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Fig. 11.156 Typical transmission curve of the output mirror
for a 632.8 nm laser

different processes. The first process is collision broadening, leading to a line width of about 500 MHz at typical
pressures of 4–6 mbar [11.1466]. This line width is proportional to the gas pressure. The second process is
Doppler broadening (11.156)), which results in a width
of 1–1.5 GHz for the visible laser lines.
A TEM00 laser usually runs at several longitudinal
modes, which are spaced by
∆f =

c
.
2L

(11.157)

Thus, the longer the resonator (mirror distance L), the
more modes can oscillate simultaneously.
As can be seen in Fig. 11.157, the mode spacing is 257 MHz (seven modes) and the gain profile is
about 1.5 GHz. A Lamb dip does not occur because
the collision broadening is larger than the mode spacing [11.1466]. For interferometric purposes tubes that

Fig. 11.157 Longitudinal modes (upper curve) and corresponding gain profile of a 584 mm-long 20 mW laser at
633 nm (LASOS: LGK 7665 P), measured with a scanning
interferometer
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the visible range. Except for some educational lasers,
all modern HeNe lasers operate at one wavelength only.
The reason is that it is only possible by this approach
to obtain the maximum power of each laser line and to
reduce the optical noise. The operating wavelength is
selected from the possible lasing lines by means of the
laser mirrors. In the most common design the rear mirror
has as high as possible a reflectivity (> 99.9%) for the
desired wavelength, and the output coupler will have
approx. 1–2% transmission at this line and > 10% at
the other lines. So, the unwanted laser lines have losses
greater than their gain and will not be amplified. Because
of the low gain of the 543.3 nm line, lasers for this
wavelength must have output mirrors with transmissions
of about 0.05–0.15%.
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exhibit only one or two longitudinal modes are often
used. The typical length of such a tube is about 140 mm
with a power of 0.5–1.0 mW. Whereas the gain curve is
fixed in frequency space, the longitudinal mode pattern
shows a movement when the resonator length changes
in the dimensions of the wavelength λ, which may result from small ambient-temperature fluctuations. Such
a movement causes power fluctuations in the range of
about 5% (depending on the laser length). Because in
most applications only the sum power of all modes is
used, it is possible to stabilize the laser power by increasing the number of modes under the gain profile.
This can be done by two methods. The first is to increase the laser length and the second uses a 1 : 1 mixture
of the neon isotopes 20 Ne and 22 Ne instead of natural
Ne (90% 20 Ne and 10% 22 Ne). Because of the heavier
nuclear core of the 22 Ne isotope the radiated light has
a frequency about 800 MHz higher than the light from
20 Ne (isotopic shift, [11.1471] p. 333). This means that
the difference between these two lines is smaller than
the Doppler broadening. Therefore, using a mixture of
these two isotopes gives a broader gain curve. The isotopic mixture has no influence on other laser parameters
such as the power or noise.
One of the most exciting applications of the HeNe
laser is interferometry. For this purpose, the coherence
length of the laser is important. The coherence length
can by calculated from the line width ∆ν by
lc =

c
.
∆ν

The problem of a multimode laser is that it does not run
at a single frequency but at several equidistant modes.
Kx
1
0.8

Figure 11.158 shows the calculation of the measured contrast ratio of a longitudinal multimode laser
beam after a Michelson interferometer over the optical path difference. The beam was formed of four laser
modes with equal intensity. This picture is overlayed by
the decreasing contrast function of the single mode, but
the coherence length of the single mode is in the range
of kilometers and cannot be seen here. Whereas the interference can be observed over very long distances, the
periodic structure makes it necessary to define the coherence length only in the region up to the first minimum.
In the case of N longitudinal modes, this first minimum
is located at the position
lmin =

2L
.
N

(11.158)

Thus, for the laser of Fig. 11.157 the coherence length
is below 16 cm.
It should be mentioned that in a real laser the different modes have different intensities, but this only
changes the amplitudes in Fig. 11.158 and leads to
a nonzero intensity at the minima.

11.6.3 Stabilization
In order to obtain a larger coherence length, a common approach is it to use only one of the longitudinal
modes. In order to select a single mode, the fact that in an
unpolarized laser (without internal Brewster windows)
neighboring modes have perpendicular polarization directions can be used. Hence, using a short unpolarized
laser with only two modes, it is possible to select one
mode by means of an external polarizer.
In some applications the frequency of this mode must
be fixed. This can be achieved by controlling the length
of the laser tube by means of a heater around the glass
tube. One way is to select the two perpendicular modes
using a polarizing beam splitter and measure the power

0.6
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Fig. 11.158 Contrast ratio for the interference of two four-

longitudinal-mode laser beams

Fig. 11.159 Modes and gain profile of a 140 mm-long laser
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Fig. 11.160 Components of a laser tube

difference between these two modes. By means of the
heater, this signal should be held at zero. In this case
(Fig. 11.159) both modes are located at the sharp flanks
of the gain profile. Here, small frequency changes result in large power changes and exact control of the
frequency is possible. This principle is much easier than
stabilizing a laser diode, at least with an external resonator with a grating, and the frequency depends only
on the atomic properties of the neon. This first approach
to frequency stabilization is widely used in the field of
mechanical engineering for measurement devices with
an accuracy of about 1 nm. A detailed description of
frequency stabilization is given in Sect. 11.14.

11.6.4 Manufacturing
Because the first HeNe lasers were built in the 1960s,
today the manufacturing technology is a fully developed

process, where the processes of cleaning, connecting
and the vacuum processes are the key know-how of the
manufactures.
After an initial cleaning process of the different
components, in a first step the metal parts are soldered
together in a high-temperature process (about 1000 ◦ C).
In the next step, the metal and glass parts are melted
together at temperatures of about 800 ◦ C. During this
step, care must be taken that the capillary bore is at
the position of the subsequent optical axis. In order to
avoid mechanical stress, the different materials must be
chosen in such a manner that the thermal expansion coefficients of the metal and glass parts are matched. The
third step is soldering the mirrors to the mirror holders (at about 500 ◦ C). After this preparation, the tubes
are backed out under vacuum for many hours. Than,
by means of an oxygen discharge, the inner surfaces
of the tube are cleaned of residual organic traces. The
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oxygen discharge is also used to form an Al2 O3 layer
on the cathode surface, which is important for the lifetime of the tube. The next steps are filling the tube with
the helium–neon gas mixture, carrying out a burn-in
process and the final filling. In order to obtain laser
emission, after these steps it is only necessary to align
the mirrors. A pre-alignment may be done by means
of external lasers, using the back reflection of the laser
mirrors from the tube, which should be adjusted. The
criteria for final alignment is maximization of the output
power.
In order to get a robust product and/or because the
long high-power tubes are very sensitive to air flow, the
glass tube is usually connected to the ballast resistor and
both are placed in an outer aluminium tube.

11.6.5 Applications
Most applications make use of the visible wavelengths of
the HeNe laser. Typical applications are flow cytometry,
confocal microscopy, DNA sequencing, sensing, haematology and photo-finishing. Last but not least the HeNe
laser is a very popular teaching apparatus in education,
school or studies. A variety of applications use fluorescence imaging and interferometry which are described
in more detail below.
Fluorescence Imaging
Fluorescence imaging makes use of the different wavelengths to excite fluorescence of certain fluorophores.
Particularly in biomedical applications this is one of the
basic methods. Different fluorophores bind to specific

cells and allow the detection of abnormal structures. The
working principle is that each particular fluorophore is
excited by a special wavelength, emitting light at another wavelength, which is detected by highly sensitive
sensors. Using various of these markers allows one to
distinguish, label or sort cells. This method is applied in
basic research as well as in clinical diagnostics, where
it helps to detect serious diseases such as leukaemia or
acquired immune-deficiency syndrome (AIDS).
Since most of these methods were developed in a period when the only lasers sources available were gas
lasers, the fluorescing substances were made especially
for these wavelengths. Together with the common wavelengths of the Ar-ion laser they have become a kind of
standard for this application, although a variety of other
wavelengths and corresponding dyes are also used today. The emission lines of the HeNe lasers are found
in nearly all commercial devices. Common applications
are flow cytometry and confocal microscopy.
Interferometry
Interferometric methods are used for the precision measurement of various physical values. Examples are the
position or speed of particles, distances, stress or vibration. The optical properties and the long coherence
length of the HeNe laser make it ideally suited for
this kind of application. The narrow line width of the
laser allows its wavelength to be used as a measurement standard. For many interferometric applications
the frequency of the emission line has to be stabilized to achieve the maximum measurement precision
(Sect. 11.6.3).

11.7 Ultraviolet Lasers: Excimers, Fluorine (F2 ), Nitrogen (N2 )
In 1984, Ch. K. Rhodes stated in the preface to the
world’s first book on excimer lasers [11.1472]: “The development of excimer laser systems marked a significant
turning point in the development of coherent sources.
The progress of the last years has been largely predicated
upon the combined knowledge of several disciplines
including atomic and molecular physics, optical technology, and pulsed-power technology.” This early statement
was primarily associated with electron-beam excitation
of laser transitions of rare gases and rare-gas halogen
mixtures. Present excimer lasers are, however, based
on precisely controlled electrical discharges, and rely
on detailed knowledge of material chemistry to assure
long service life of the discharge tubes. Cost-effective

operation has therefore become possible, a prerequisite for industrial applications. Together with laser-beam
monitoring and control by electronic means, the multidisciplinary approach has made excimer lasers important
tools for a large variety of industrial and medical applications.
For semantic reasons, the term excimer originally
referred to excited dimers. Today it is used for all kind
of laser-active media that are characterized by bound
excited states and dissociative ground states, more generally named exciplexes.
This section is organized as follows. An overview
of the unique properties of excimer lasers is followed
by a guide to the physics and technology behind these
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11.7.1 The Unique Properties
of Excimer Laser Radiation
The most impressive property of excimer laser radiation is the large variety of emission wavelengths, which
cover the entire ultraviolet spectral region (Fig. 11.161).
The shorter the wavelength, the higher the resolution
that can be achieved in microprojection and -imaging,
thereby opening a wide field of applications. Concurrent with the short wavelength is the high quantum
energy. Short-wavelength photons are strongly absorbed
by most materials and they can supply sufficient quantum energy to induce photochemical reactions and cause
molecules to dissociate. Together with the high peak
power available in a laser pulse, the bond-breaking
capability of excimer laser radiation allows ablative
evaporation that opens the door to microprocessing of
many materials, ranging from soft biological tissue to
hard diamond.
The pulse duration is an important parameter. Typical excimer lasers emit pulses in the range of a few
nanoseconds so that material processing can be frequently performed on the fly, i. e., can be applied to
a continuous flow of components to be processed. In addition, thanks to the naturally broad line width, excimer
lasers can be tailored to supply pulses in the femtosecond range with extremely high peak power. This allows
one to generate a plasma that consists of electrons and
hollow atoms, i. e., inner-shell ionized atoms that recom-
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Fig. 11.161 Wavelength (lower scale) and corresponding photon en-

ergy (upper scale) of the various excimer transitions. The filled
symbols indicate commercially important wavelengths

bine via highly energetic transitions, thereby delivering
radiation in the extreme ultraviolet or weak-X-ray region. This is surely one of the most advanced promising
applications.
Finally, excimer lasers are scalable to high pulse
energies in the joule range, to high repetition rates of
a few kHz, to high average powers up to 1 kW, so that
they can be conveniently adapted to specific industrial
tasks. Compared to these facts, their drawbacks are the
fairly broad line widths, the low degree of coherence and
the non-continuity of the radiation. However, the latter
characteristics are of minor importance considering the
strengths discussed above. This leaves some space for
other lasers that might conquer the UV range by frequency conversion, until more-powerful semiconductor
emitters may partly fill the gap. The low degree of coherence may be utilized for speckle-free imaging, and the
broad line width, which enables ultrashort pulses, may
be narrowed by some frequency-selecting means in the
resonator setup. However, the beam, which somehow resembles the emission of a lighthouse (large divergence),
requires some harnessing by beam-shaping optics.
Figure 11.161 summarizes the data on wavelength
and quantum energy of rare-gas halide lasers, together
with those of the fluorine laser and some other diatomic
and triatomic species. The F2 laser is actually not an
excimer laser but can be excited in almost the same
way. These UV sources are most important for a wide
field of applications outlined in the next sections. The
exotic types such as KrBr, rare-gas dimers and other
dimers as well as trimers are discussed in some detail
in [11.1472, 1473].
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laser systems, including beam characterization using
wavefront diagnostics. The section on applications focuses on the various techniques of material modification
using excimer lasers and includes the use of fluorine
(F2 ) laser radiation at 157 nm. The promising applications of femtosecond excimer laser pulses are also
considered. At the leading edge of current research, the
chapter on ultrahigh-intensity applications deals with
the generation of hollow atoms and their application for
ultrashort-wavelength X-ray generation.
Lastly, we present the new radiation sources at
13.5 nm for next-generation lithography. Radiation
sources in the extreme UV (EUV) can be realized by
both laser and discharge pumping and are expected to
transform the present microlithography into nanolithography.
Since the field of UV lasers is very large and has
recently been covered in a review book [11.1473] this
short section just summarizes the various possibilities
and requests the reader to browse in [11.1472, 1473],
and in primary publications if more details are required.
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We start with the fundamentals of excimer lasers and
the fluorine laser. Due to its role as a forefather of
all gaseous UV lasers, the (molecular) nitrogen laser
(N2 laser) will be briefly dealt with as well. Finally, the
technology of discharge-pumped excimer lasers will be
briefly outlined.
Excimer Transitions:
Unusual Four-Level Laser Systems
Excimer lasers derive their emission from molecules
that are generated a priori in an electronically excited
state, which decays by emission of (laser) radiation into
a repulsive or loosely bound ground state out of which
the molecule dissociates. In usual test-tube chemistry the
rare gases are noble or inert, i. e., they avoid chemical
binding, although special noble-gas compounds do exist
also in the electronic ground state. The most important
molecules for commercially available excimer lasers are
ArF∗ , KrF∗ , XeCl∗ , XeF∗ , where the asterisk refers to
electronic excitation.
The dissociative electronic ground state is responsible for the four-level character of these systems.
Generally, four-level laser systems can be operated in
continuous manner. However, this is not possible with
rare-gas halide excimer lasers because of physical and
technical restrictions. A fundamental one is the important role that spontaneous emission plays with respect
to the stimulated emission in the ultraviolet spectral region; the ratio of the Einstein coefficient A, which is
responsible for spontaneous emission, and that responsible for the stimulated emission in the same transition,
B, is proportional to the third power of the transition
frequency ν [11.1475]:

A 2hν3
= 2 .
B
c
Hence stimulated emission can only compete with spontaneous emission if the radiation intensity within the
transition I(ν) is so large that the product BI(ν) exceeds A, that is, if the system is pumped extremely
hard. Electrical power densities of some 100 MW/l must
be deposited in the gas volume. In the early days, this
excitation density was achieved by using energetic electron beams [11.1472]; nowadays short-pulse transverse
electrical discharges are being used. An extension of
the pulse duration beyond about 1 µs is hampered by
discharge instabilities caused by arcing. The detrimental reaction products and heat must be removed before

the next shot so that rapid exchange of the laser gas is
required.
After the first experimental demonstration of
a bound–free laser system in liquid Xe2 [11.1476],
a large number of other excimer or exciplex molecules
were successfully investigated, including homonuclear
as well as heteronuclear species [11.1472], but most of
these did not gain importance for applications. The door
to the systems listed in Fig. 11.161 was opened wide in
1975 [11.1477–1481], with convincing efficiency, wavelengths, and after some technical effort, ease of handling
of the laser gases. The gases are primarily the discharge
carrier, which is the buffer gas (mostly helium), and, to
a much lower extent, the reactants, which are the laser
gases.
Molecular Potentials and Reactions Kinetics
The rare-gas halide systems are characterized by two
electronic ground states, correlating with the electronic
ground states of the rare gas and halogen atoms, which
combine to a molecular Σ and a Π state, arising from
the p-hole of the halogen atom (Fig. 11.162 [11.1474]).
Whereas the Π state is strongly repulsive, the Σ state
shows a minimum, mostly with a depth of a few hundred
cm−1 only, so that thermal energy allows the molecule
to dissociate within a few picoseconds. The first electronically excited states correlate with the positive rare
gas and negative halogen ions, and hence show a deep
minimum. The higher states correlate with the elecEnergy
Structure of rare gas monohalides
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(2Ð®2Ð)

M+ + X
M* + X
M + X*
M+ X(2Ó)-strongly bound,
ionic like alkali halide
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Fig. 11.162 Typical potential energy diagram of a rare-gas

halide molecule. M stands for the rare gas, X for the halogen
atom [11.1474]
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tronic excitations of the neutrals, and their potential is
shallower, as is typical for covalent binding. This general scheme holds for the rare-gas halides, except XeF
where the potential of the ground state reaches a depth
of 1065 cm−1 according to [11.1474].
In the buffer-gas-supported electrical discharge, the
excited and ionic species are formed as shown for the
KrF∗ case in Fig. 11.163. The formation of the excited
rare-gas halide molecule follows both a neutral channel,
a chemical exchange reaction, and an ionic recombination channel, stabilized by third-body collisions with the
buffer-gas atoms. Hence the formation of exciplexes is
favored at high pressure, i. e., pressures of a few bars.
The buffer gas also provides fast relaxation to the lowest
vibrational level within the electronically excited state,
followed by a radiative transition to the ground state
within a few nanoseconds.
The laser transitions couple with the continuum
states above the ground state, showing a homogeneously
broadened non-Lorentzian line shape [11.1484]. Hence,
excimer lasers can be tuned within a certain bandwidth
range if frequency-selective optics are introduced – see
the tuning ranges in Fig. 11.161. The homogeneous line
broadening turns out to be favorable for the amplification
of short pulses.
In more detail, many more excited states that correlate to the excited atomic states exist and are being
populated. However, their buffer-gas-induced relaxation
feeds the population of the lowest electronically excited
state. An overview of the reaction kinetics of both pure
rare gases and rare-gas atoms with halogens and the
underlying rate constants is given in [11.1474].
The fluorine laser is based on bound–bound transitions. With 157 nm it shows the shortest wavelength
of all homonuclear halogen lasers [11.1485]. From the
two p-holes of the F atoms, three levels belonging to
ground electronic configuration are obtained for the
F2 molecule, two of which are bound, so that the stable molecule can be directly electronically excited in an
electrical discharge. In addition, excitation transfer from
the electronically excited He∗ and excited F∗ atoms, and
ionic recombination of F+ and F− ions, which have
a large electron affinity, during interaction with a He
atom lead to the population of the upper 3 Π laser level
that decays to the weakly bound lower 3 Π level. The
F2 laser transitions can be excited in discharges like
those in rare-gas halide lasers. Therefore the F2 laser
is frequently mentioned among the commercial excimer
lasers – in particular with respect to its short wavelength [11.1486]. Figure 11.164 shows details of the
F2 laser emission together with a line-selected spectrum
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Fig. 11.163 Dominant reaction paths for the generation of
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with a half-width of only 1.034 pm (FWHM, [11.1473,
Chap. 6, pp. 97]).
Technical Design Principles for Excimer Lasers
From the physical preconditions described in the
two preceding sections it follows that the electrical energy of high density, on the order of
10−2 J/cm3 [11.1487], must be discharged homogeneously into the laser gas (Fig. 11.165a) on a time scale
of a few nanoseconds so that a high-pressure (up to
0.5 MPa) glow discharge can be maintained for as long
as possible.
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Fig. 11.164 Emission spectrum of the fluorine laser accord-

ing [11.1483]. Inset shows spectral details of the stronger transition
after line selection [11.1473]
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Fig. 11.165 (a) Schematic layout of an excimer laser
together with gas discharge and laser resonator; (b,c) Ex-

citation circuits employing magnetic pulse compression:
(b) L–C inversion circuit with single-stage pulse compression, (c) thyristor-switched circuit using double-stage pulse

compression [11.1487]

The electrical charge comes from a storage capacitor
or, more effective, a low-impedance pulse-forming line.
For a homogeneous ignition, an efficient pre-ionization
is required. Pre-ionization by ultraviolet radiation has
prevailed over X-rays. Table 11.45 summarizes the different methods of UV pre-ionization. Glow discharges,
especially in halogen-containing gases, tend to transform into an arc or sparking discharge due to electron
capture by the halogens so that laser emission breaks
down. Hence, considerable efforts have been made to
stabilize the glow discharge [11.1488, 1489]. In order to
supply the charge sufficiently fast, favorable use is made
of magnetic pulse compression (Fig. 11.165b,c). The energy switches, formerly thyratrons, are mostly thyristors,
gate-turn-off (GTO) thyristors or insulator gate bipolar
transistors (IGBT).
To guarantee a long laser-tube lifetime, the choice
of electrode material is very important. Considerable

material research has taken place and led to different
materials for the fluorine and chlorine rare-gas lasers.
Even different materials for either the cathode or the
anode, or over the profile of one electrode have been
used [11.1487]. Rapid transverse gas circulation provides cooling and supply of fresh laser gas for every
shot. In order to achieve stable laser output power,
halogen gas consumption is compensated by processorcontrolled gas injections so that the laser tube can be
operated with a single main fill typically for about 1
billion pulses.
Excimer laser resonators (Fig. 11.165a) mostly consist simply of plane windows made of CaF2 , allowing
high out-coupling in the range 50–92%. For special
applications, unstable resonators or resonators with
frequency-selective optics are employed, as well as
oscillator-amplifier systems.
The number of technical papers on the technology
and construction of excimer lasers and their applications has become numerous. Excimer laser parameters
are scalable to a considerable extent. Special excimer
lasers have been developed by putting in the foreground either high single-pulse energy (up to 10 J),
or high repetition rate (6 kHz), or medium or high
average power (up to 1 kW). The efficiencies, calculated from the ratio of laser output energy to stored
electrical energy, are typically a few percent (< 5%).
Since digital inter-publisher retrieval has become possible [11.1490], nearly every combination of the above can
be electronically traced back, in part, over the last three
decades. As an example, Table 11.46 shows data specified for an XeCl excimer laser designed for industrial
applications.
Beam Characterization of Excimer Lasers
For various applications such as the production of
diffractive structures via direct patterning [11.1491,
1492], semiconductor microlithography or eye surgery,
a detailed knowledge of the wavefront of the emitted excimer laser radiation is necessary. In addition, all these
applications strongly rely on the stability and the precise
control of the laser parameters, such as pulse energy,
beam width, divergence, pointing stability, uniformity
etc. Thus reliable, standardized methods for the evaluation of beam parameters as well as accurate diagnostic
tools for UV laser beam characterization are mandatory.
While the output energy and the power can be monitored with the standard tools that are used also for other
high-power lasers, the recording of spatial beam profiles and directional distributions (wavefronts) requires
specific instrumentation adapted to the characteristics of
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Table 11.45 Pre-ionization techniques applied in excimer-laser discharges

Preionization of the laser gas by UV radiation emitted from spark discharges
between pin electrodes mounted in a row parallel to the laser channel. Sparks
are being ignited some 10 ns before the main discharge starts so that at least
108 electrons/cm3 are created as a seed for the main discharge.

Dielectric(alumina)-surface-guided spark discharge for preionization. Because the discharge spreads, erosion of the pins is reduced considerably, thus
the lifetime of the laser gas is increased, and the laser tube can be operated
up to 10 billion shots. This design is mostly used in high-average-power
excimer lasers.

Ceramic

H.V.

Surface corona discharges on a dielectric sheet emit UV with high spatial
uniformity. Consuming a lower amount of energy as compared to sparks,
they supply an electron density sufficient for a narrow discharge volume as
used in high-repetition-rate excimer lasers, and provide increased discharge
electrode lifetime.

H.V.
Knife-edge-released discharges creeping on a dielectric surface (similar to
the well-known Lichtenberg discharges) cover a large area, thus can be
conveniently applied for the preionization of large-aperture excimer lasers.
The knife edge is connected to the ground electrode of the main discharge.
H.V.

Knife

Table 11.46 Data from an XeCl excimer laser for industrial use. (Type: Steel 2000, Coherent Lambda Physik 2005)
Maximum
stabilized energy
(mJ)

Maximum
average power
(W)

Maximum
repetition rate
(Hz)

Pulse
duration
(ns)

FWHM beam
dimensions
V × H (mm)

Divergence
V×H
(mrad)

Beam point.
stability
V × H (mrad)

1050

315

300

29

37 × 13

4.5 × 1.5

0.45 × 0.15

excimer lasers. Besides sensitivity to the various wavelengths in the deep-UV spectral range, such diagnostic
systems must also possess detector apertures adapted
to the large near-field beam cross section of excimer
lasers, and, most important, must guarantee long-term

stability of the employed optics and sensors under pulsed
high-power UV irradiation. The evaluation of relevant
excimer beam propagation parameters is now possible
with camera-based profile and wavefront measurements
in accordance with current International Organization
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A possible modification of a: spark preionization through one of the electrodes designed as a screen or mesh electrode.
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Fig. 11.166 Near-field (left) and far-field profile (right)
of F2 laser (157 nm, Novaline F1030, Lambda Physik)
recorded simultaneously with a camera-based measurement
system. The evaluated second-moment beam widths in the
horizontal and vertical directions are also indicated

for Standardization (ISO) standards [11.1493, 1494].
Figures 11.166 and 11.167 show results obtained with
a Hartmann camera-based measurement system.
Brief Recollection of the N2 UV laser
The molecular nitrogen laser, realized as early as
1963 with emission in the near infrared [11.1495]

203
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Fig. 11.167 Wavefront measurement of the emission of an F2 laser

(157 nm) using a Hartmann camera (40 × 30 pinholes, diameter
100 µm, pitch 1 mm). This technique provides comprehensive beam
characterization and propagation analysis of excimer lasers from
a single measurement

and shortly later between 300 and 400 nm with the
strongest line at 337 nm [11.1496] (described in detail
in 1965 [11.1497,1498]) quickly became the workhorse
for laser spectroscopy. Its predominant use was, and still
is, optical pumping of pulsed dye lasers throughout the
near-UV, the visible and near-infrared spectrum. In addition, it serves as an excitation source in photochemistry
and biological research. The lasing is achieved in highvoltage (10–20 kV) high-speed (few-ns) transverse gas
discharges in a broad pressure range from some 10 mbar
up to atmospheric pressure (TEA laser), in pure nitrogen and also, with lower efficiency, in air. The 337 nm
transition is the most intense of the vibronic transitions
(0–0) between the C3 Πu and the B3 Πg states. Since
the B state is long-lived (about 10 µs) with respect to
the C state (about 10 ns), the laser action is quickly
self-terminating.
The pumping is achieved from the X state by direct electronic excitation of the C state, which happens
to occur with a larger cross section than that for the
B state, so that population inversion can be obtained
if the discharge current rises much faster than radiative increase of population of the B state. To emit pulse
energies in the mJ range, N2 lasers must be equipped
with low-impedance discharge circuits, such as for example can be realized by embedding the laser channel
into a Blümlein transmission line, which enables a rise
time of a few nanoseconds. Since the gain is very large,
the emission may be stimulated predominantly in one
direction when the excitation wave is made to reach
the discharge channel synchronous to the light propagation; in this way a 10:1 ratio in favor of one direction
can be achieved [11.1499], and fairly short lasers with
considerable peak output power (1.2 MW) are possible [11.1500]. Transmission line circuits are thoroughly
analyzed in [11.1501]. A pulse energy of 20 mJ has
been realized using a fast circuit with magnetic pulse
compression [11.1502]. On the other hand, just for
demonstration purpose, a nitrogen laser can be easily
realized by adjusting two electrodes on a glass sheet
and supplying the electrodes with a spark-gap-switched
high-voltage source. A home-built nitrogen laser, using
standard ignition transformers, spark gaps, refrigerator
circulating pumps, and some dielectrics and aluminium
foil or copper-layered circuit boards, is precisely described on the web [11.1503].
Historically speaking, N2 lasers as well as the
homonuclear excimer lasers and metastable mercury
compounds was proposed as early as 1960 by Houtermans [11.1504] – much earlier than the first ruby laser
had been realized.
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11.7.3 Applications
Physically, the applications of excimer lasers can be
grouped according to the benefits from

Property 1 allows exposing and patterning of sub100 nm structures in photoresists for semiconductor
lithography, property 2 allows photochemical nearsurface modifications such as color change, as used
for marking of plastics, and index-of-refraction change
used for the generation of fibre Bragg gratings. Property 3 allows the melting of thin silicon films, used
to induce large-grain crystallization in the production

2005 2006
DRAM 1/2 pitch

65

2007

2008 2009

65 nm

line of thin-film transistor (TFT) displays. The properties 1–3 enable microstructuring by material ablation
including biological tissue, and property 4 opens the
door for the generation of X-rays of extreme brilliance.
Besides these technical applications, excimer laser radiation is still widely used for scientific purposes, such as
optical pumping of dye lasers. Here, we briefly refer to
a few of the technical applications.
Excimer Lasers in the Electronics Industry
Lithography for the generation of semiconductor circuits
has been based on excimer laser light sources for more
than a decade now, and will continue to do so for a couple
of years. Thus this is the economically most important
application of these lasers. Because the diffractionlimited minimum (half pitch) that is resolvable in optical
projection is given by k1 λ/NA, every effort is made to
decrease the wavelength λ for the illumination together
with the process factor k1 , and to increase the numerical
aperture (NA) of the projection system. After extensive
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This legend indicates the time during which research, development, and qualification/pre-production should be taking place for the solution.

Fig. 11.168 Potential lithography exposure tool solutions according to the International Technology Roadmap for

Semiconductors 2005 [11.1505]. Courtesy ITRS
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1. short wavelength, and correspondingly,
2. their high quantum energy,
3. the high pulse energy density obtained by focusing,
and
4. the extreme peak power when the pulse energy is
compressed into ultrashort pulses.
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Fig. 11.169 30 nm-wide lines and equally sized spaces ob-

tained at IBM Almaden Research Center (left) using 193 nm
interferometric high-index immersion lithography, compared to current 90 nm features. Courtesy IBM

use of 248 nm lasers, 193 nm illumination is now state of
the art, and increasing the NA by using immersion optics turned out to be a highly successful method to arrive
considerably below the diffraction limit. In the International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors 2005
(Fig. 11.168 [11.1505]) the 45 nm half-pitch for dynamic
random-access memories (DRAMs) in production is
scheduled for 2010, to be achieved with 193 nm immersion technology. Fluorine lasers (157 nm) are not in
discussion any more since immersion fluids with an in-
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Fig. 11.170 Schematic of a master oscillator power amplifier

(MOPA) excimer laser system to be used in semiconductor lithography [11.1507]. Courtesy Cymer Inc.

dex of refraction higher than that of pure water are being
investigated. These could extend the use of 193 nm down
to a 30 nm half-pitch (see Fig. 11.169 from [11.1506]).
For the lasers to be used in lithography, there are
considerable requirements with respect to line width,
wavelength and pulse-to-pulse stability, lifetime of the
laser tube and all the optics [11.1508]. Dual-chamber
systems distribute the task of narrow-band generation
in the oscillator and power generation in the amplifier
tube; the latter can be designed as a regenerative ring
amplifier [11.1508]. Recently, a 60 W system operating
at 193 nm was introduced (Fig. 11.170 [11.1507]) with
the benefit of improved energy stability of the 6 kHz
pulses, so that the exposure dose of the resist can be
precisely controlled. This system aims for 45 nm halfpitch production.
Transistors in thin films are the key elements to control the individual pixels in displays. To increase the
mobility of the electrons, large silicon crystal grains are
produced by applying excimer laser radiation to cause
melting and controlled recrystallization, the beam being scanned in lines across the surface [11.1509, 1510].
This process, summarized as excimer laser annealing
(ELA), is performed by applying 308 nm radiation that
is strongly absorbed by silicon so that thin films on glass
can be melted without damage to the substrate [11.1511].
In this way, large-area TFT displays can be manufactured. Even doping imperfections due to incomplete
annealing near source/drain junctions can be eliminated
by oblique-incidence ELA [11.1512].
Further excimer laser applications that are well established in electronics are printed circuit board (PCB)
via drilling [11.1513], wire stripping and wire marking [11.1473]. A rather new technology is the lift-off
method to de-bond for example an electronic GaN LED
from its sapphire substrate, which is used for crystal growth, by shining the laser through the substrate,
thereby ejecting the LED onto its heat-sink electrical
interconnect [11.1514]. For future optical coupling of
PCBs, attempts to integrate optical mirrors manufactured by ablation should be mentioned [11.1515, 1516].
Processing of Optical, Ceramic, Polymeric,
and Biological Materials
Ablation is surely the best-known application of excimer
lasers: drilling and microstructuring of glass, quartz,
even diamond, ceramics and polymers [11.1517] allows
highly precise contouring with high reproducibility. This
subject is covered in chapters 11–14 and 16 of [11.1473],
which also includes the ophthalmological application including the laser-assisted in situ keratomileusis (LASIK)
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method ([11.1473, Chap. 19], [11.1518]). Nonablative
processing of glass and polymers allows one to generate
fiber Bragg gratings in optical waveguides by changing
the index of refraction [11.1473,1519]. Microstructuring
is going to play a role also in the upcoming technology
of organic light emitting devices (OLEDs) [11.1520].

UV femtosecond material processing. Nanoscale fabrication of materials is more and more in demand in
scientific and industrial applications. The general trend
to reduce the size of optomechanical devices and the
growing need for assemblies with feature sizes below
one micron generates new challenges for laser fabrication techniques.
Short-pulse lasers with picosecond and femtosecond pulse duration offer material processing capabilities
with highly decreased damaged area around the irradiated spot, and consequently smaller feature sizes. If the
short pulse duration is combined with short wavelengths,
unprecedented results can be achieved due to the dependence of the spatial resolution on the wavelength. Thus
UV femtosecond laser systems provide superior material
processing quality.

a)
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Fig. 11.171 (a) Layout of the UV femtosecond hybrid laser system

showing Ti:sapphire seed system and three-pass off-axis KrF amplifier. (b) Comparison between calculated and measured surface
textures for four-beam interference at a phase difference of 0π (left)
and 0.5π (right). The surface contours top left and bottom right were
measured via atomic force microscopy (AFM)

Such pulses are ideally suited for sub-micron machining of solid surfaces. Applying various diffractive
optical masks in combination with reflective imaging/focusing systems allows the generation of complex
2-D and 3-D structures with feature sizes down to
≈ 200 nm or lower on all materials, including metals,
semiconductors and dielectrics. Figure 11.171 shows
the calculated and experimentally obtained surface
relief structures fabricated with the technique of phasecontrolled multiple-beam interference [11.1524].
High-intensity UV femtosecond studies. A leading ap-

plication of KrF∗ (248 nm) excimer lasers has been the
demonstration of saturated amplification in the multi-
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Femtosecond Excimer Laser Pulses
Another interesting subject of today’s excimer technology is their conversion into UV light sources with
femtosecond pulse duration. Basically a femtosecond
seed pulse at 248 nm is injected into an appropriately
modified standard excimer laser resonator to achieve
a powerful highly directed short pulse emission. As
examples are presented material processing with this
radiation and high-intensity studies for the generation
of tunable X-rays.
Conversion of a nanosecond excimer-laser system
into a fs system is described in [11.1521–1523] and
briefly in Fig. 11.171a. The ultrafast UV laser system
consists of a Ti:sapphire front laser, a frequency-tripling
unit to convert the wavelength of the ultrashort pulses
into the UV spectral range, and a specially designed KrF
amplifier to boost the energy of the pulses to several mJ.
The current laser arrangement, as shown in Fig. 11.171a,
uses a commercial Ti:sapphire front-end system (Coherent) delivering pulses of 150 fs duration at a wavelength
of 745 nm. After frequency tripling, seed pulses are obtained for the KrF amplifier module, which is the key
component of the system. This module is a modified
version of a commercial excimer laser. In a three-pass
amplification scheme the pulses are amplified up to energies of ≈ 30 mJ at repetition rates exceeding 300 Hz,
resulting in an average power of 10 W at 248 nm.
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kilovolt X-ray regime that arises from the ability to
produce and controllably combine two new highly ordered forms of excited matter:
1. hollow atoms and
2. stable electronically hollow plasma channels.

Part C 11.7

The realization of this new X-ray source provides a peak
brightness that is sufficient for the implementation of
a new high-resolution technology for biological microimaging.
Hollow atoms and the cluster concept for X-ray amplification. Previous work [11.1526] on the nitrogen

molecule N2 suggested the possibility of designing a new
class of molecular materials optimized for the efficient
production and amplification of X-rays [11.1527]. This
idea was immediately tested with Xe clusters [11.1528]
with the outcome that the copious production of Xe
hollow-atom states [11.1529] emitting both Xe(M) and
Xe(L) radiation in the kilovolt spectral region [11.1528]
Intensity (arb. units)
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power compression and its spatial organization were
found in the alliance of the two basic phenomena mentioned above. They are
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Multi-kilovolt X-ray amplification with clusters in
self-trapped plasma channels. The fundamental

1. the direct multiphoton excitation of hollow atoms
from clusters with ultraviolet radiation and
2. a nonlinear mode of stable confined propagation
in plasmas resulting from a relativistic/chargedisplacement mechanism of self-channeling [11.1533,
1534].

36+

140

was observed. These data confirmed that the selective
excitation of the inner-shell states initially observed
in N2 could be scaled into the multi-kilovolt spectral region. A good example [11.1528, 1529] is given
by the characteristic Xe(L) 3d2p hollow-atom emission profile centered at ≈ 2.8 Å shown in Fig. 11.172.
Hollow atoms are atoms (ions) that intrinsically possess an inverted electronic configuration consisting of
deeply bound inner-shell vacancies, perhaps multiple,
with the simultaneous retention of several electrons in
relatively weakly bound outer orbitals. Accordingly,
these states are optimally suited for the prompt emission and amplification of X-rays. The demonstration of
saturated amplification [11.1525, 1530–1532] followed,
together with the ability to form self-trapped plasma
channels [11.1533, 1534]] that are well matched to the
conditions necessary for Xe(L) excitation in clusters.
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The spectrum typical of the X-ray beam amplified
axially in the Xe plasma channel and recorded on
film with a von-Hámos-spectrograph is illustrated
in Fig. 11.173.
In Fig. 11.174 the axially recorded spectrum presented in Fig. 11.173 is compared to a transversely
observed single-pulse spectrum that exhibits deep and
broad spectral hole burning [11.1535] that corresponds
well with the axially amplified transition arrays. This result demonstrates two key attributes of the Xe(L) system,
namely,

Fig. 11.172 Characteristic spontaneous emission profile of

the Xe(L) 3d̃2p hollow-atom spectrum produced from Xe
clusters with intense (≈ 1019 W/cm2 ) femtosecond 248 nm
excitation. The splitting between the major and minor lobes
arises from the spin–orbit interaction of the 2p vacancy. The
full width of the main feature is ≈ 200 eV. The positions
of selected charge-state transition arrays (Xe31+ , Xe32+ ,
Xe34+ , Xe35+ , and Xe36+ ) are indicated. The spectral
resolution of these film data is ≈ 4 eV. (After [11.1525])

1. a high efficiency of energy extraction and
2. a very broad bandwidth (60 eV) for amplification.
In this case, the strongly enhanced lines observed correspond to the Xe34+ , Xe35+ , and Xe36+ charge state
arrays of the major lobe shown in Fig. 11.172. These
observations, along with additional spectra showing
comparable results on several other transition arrays in
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Fig. 11.173 Axially recorded spectrum showing sharp peaks

at the positions of the Xe34+ , Xe35+ , and Xe36+ transition
arrays. On the basis of geometric considerations concerning the von-Hámos-spectrograph and the ratio of exposures
corresponding to the spontaneous signal and the amplified
lines, the recorded enhancement of these features is estimated to be minimally ≈ 1.5–3.0 × 103 over the strength
of the spontaneous emission

the ≈ 2.71–2.93 Å region, indicate that the hollow-atom
states are strongly inverted and that the amplification
can be tuned across a substantial fraction of the spectral profile illustrated in Fig. 11.172. An estimate of the
peak spectral brightness achieved in the initial experiments [11.1525] gave a value of ≈ 1031 –1032 photons
(s mm 2 mr 2 )−1 and (0.1% bandwidth)−1 , a range approaching that required for single-molecule imaging in
living biological material [11.1536–1538].
In summary, the study of high-intensity interactions
with ultraviolet excimer lasers on atoms, molecules,
and plasmas over the last 20 years has culminated
in the ability to produce new forms of matter that
are both highly excited and highly ordered [11.1539].
A consequence is the capacity to achieve saturated
X-ray amplification in the multi-kilovolt regime at peak
brightness figures sufficient for the implementation of
biological microimaging. Basically, the amplification
proceeds through the creation of a highly ordered excited state [11.1525, 1535] that is comprised of four
mutually coupled components: atomic (ionic) matter,
plasma electrons, and the two coherent radiative fields,
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Fig. 11.174 Comparison of the axially detected film #2
shown in Fig. 11.173 with a single pulse spectrum
(#030226B) recorded transversely, illustrating deep spectral hole-burning corresponding to the region of the Xe34+ ,
Xe35+ , and Xe36+ arrays. Since the hole burning descends
to the noise level of the detector, efficient energy extraction
is evident. The width of the spectral gap is ≈ 60 eV, a value
sufficient for amplification of a pulse with a duration of
≈ 30 as

which are the ultraviolet and X-ray waves propagating
in the channel. The chief consequence is well-ordered
and efficient energy flow conducted through radiationdominated interactions that are confined to a small
phase-space volume. Finally, it is significant to note
that ordered energy flow was the principal characteristic of excimer systems that made [11.1472] them so
abundantly useful over the last three decades. Hence,
a key feature of that history appears prominently again
in the X-ray range.

11.7.4 Outlook:
Radiation in the EUV
The roadmap of the semiconductor industry (Fig. 11.168)
shows in which way computer chips with critical
dimensions of 32 nm and below are planned to be
manufactured: light sources with emission in the extreme ultraviolet (EUV) at a wavelength of 13.5 nm will
be used. EUV lithography is considered as the nextgeneration lithography (NGL) to be established after
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Fig. 11.175 EUV microexposure tool from Exitech with an
integrated EUV source from XTREME technologies (left)

reaching the physical limits of ultraviolet (immersion)
lithography based on ArF excimer lasers.
13.5 nm Technology
The first EUV microexposure tools are already under
operation for technology development and feasibility
studies (Fig. 11.175).
One of the biggest challenges concerning the introduction of EUV lithography is the development of
high-power EUV sources at a reasonable cost. Making the operation of the photolithography manufacturing
tools economically viable requires a source with power
in the kilowatt range at the 13.5 nm exposure wavelength. In addition, the optical design of the collector
optics sets limits on the source size, i. e., an emission
volume of a few cubic millimeters. Only the combination of both the high power and small emission volume
will enable high optical efficiency and therefore high
wafer throughput. The goal is the development and
manufacturing of these high-power EUV sources as
well as their integration into the optical system of the
photolithography tool (Fig. 11.176).
Plasmas are known as efficient emitters of 13.5 nm
EUV radiation, if their temperature reaches about
200 000 ◦ C, i. e., approximately 35 times higher than
at the surface of the sun. Plasmas can be generated either by an electrical discharge or by means of pulsed
laser excitation. Both methods are able to generate small
plasma volumes fulfilling the technical requirements
of photolithography [11.1540, 1541]. The spatially ho-

Fig. 11.176 EUV plasma source integrated into an optical

system

mogeneously emitted radiation from such plasmas is
pulsed with lengths in the nanosecond range (typically).
The distribution of the wavelength spectrum is narrow
from elements with low atomic numbers and broad from
elements with high atomic numbers. In addition, the radiation is almost fully incoherent, as from a thermal
Planck emitter.
Today the highest EUV power is achieved in socalled pinch plasma sources. However, the heat load on
the static electrode configuration can lead to fast erosion
and even melting of the surfaces, thereby limiting the
power scaling through increasing repetition rates. Alternative technologies with moving electrodes have been
investigated and finally a potential solution with rotating
disc electrodes (RDE) has been found. A new excitation
scheme has been applied to this technology at XTREME
technologies, resulting in a world record (170 mJ/2π sr)
of the achieved EUV pulse energy [11.1542]. This effect
resulted in a reasonable repetition rate to fulfill the power
requirements of high volume manufacturing tools. Further development efforts will be directed to combine the
power-scaling capability with the reliability goals for
this concept.
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11.8 Dye Lasers
11.8.1 Overview

11.8.3 Flashlamp-Pumped Dye Lasers
A flashlamp was the pump source for Maiman’s epochmaking ruby laser. Today’s flashlamps are still used
to pump liquid and solid-state lasers. Linear flashTotal reflector

Reflectors

11.8.2 General Description
Dyes are organic compounds that contain conjugate double bonds. The presence of the conjugate double bonds
renders these compounds optically active. There are over
200 laser dyes that can, in principle, provide spectral
coverage from 320 to 1200 nm [11.1545]. The tuning
range of each dye is 40–60 nm. When used sequen-

Laser
output
Output coupler

Dye cell

Coaxial
flashlamp

Fig. 11.177 Schematics of a coaxial flashlamp-pumped dye

laser
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The distinctive feature of dyes as a lasing media is the
broad emission band with a typical bandwidth of 50 nm.
Laser action from dye molecules was first observed by
several research groups in 1966 [11.1543, 1544]. Compared to the gas and solid-state lasers of the 1960s,
dye lasers easily excelled both in terms of broad spectral coverage and in versatility of output performance
(viz. high per-pulse energy output, long or short pulse
operation, flashlamp or laser pumping) Researchers
quickly recognized the wavelength tuning capability of
dye lasers, which is probably one of the most important operation characteristics in view of applications. In
the following years, literally hundreds of organic dyes
with emission spectra from the near ultraviolet to the
near infrared (300–1200 nm) have been made to lase.
Continuous-wave (CW) or ultrashort pulse (femtoseconds) operation of dye laser was also demonstrated. With
their broad spectral coverage and narrow linewidth tunability, dye lasers have been the workhorse in scientific
laboratories for applications ranging from fundamental physics to clinical medicine for many years. Despite
the bad reputation of being prone to various mishaps
during operation (e.g., spilling of dye solution being
a not infrequent occurrence), there are many loyal fans
of liquid dye lasers in the scientific community. This
popular support is a tribute to the versatile output performance of these liquid lasers and the simplicity of
the technology involved in constructing a liquid dye
laser. Almost any research lab can put together a flashlamp with power supply, two mirrors, some common
dye (e.g., rhodamine 6 G), and nuts and bolts to build
a pulsed liquid dye laser. There are of course numerous
user-friendly and powerful liquid dye lasers available.
We will first give a short description of the characteristics of liquid dye lasers and then discuss several
types that are commonly found in research laboratories for photophysical, photochemical and spectroscopy
applications.

tially, continuous tunable laser action can be obtained
from the near ultraviolet to the near infrared. Typically a strongly absorbing and strongly emitting dye
is dissolved in a suitable solvent (e.g., a polar solvent
such as ethanol or a nonpolar solvent such as chloroform) at concentrations of 10−3 –10−4 molar to serve as
the gain medium. A flashlamp or another laser is used
as the pump. Powerful coaxial flashlamp-pumped rhodamine 6 G dye lasers can deliver laser energy up to
400 J per pulse [11.1546]. Average output power of up
to 1.2 kW in burst mode were obtained in a flashlamppumped dye laser by Morton and Dragoo [11.1547].
Since the advent of high-power short-wavelength lasers
in the 1970s, excimer, nitrogen or frequency-multiplied
Nd:YAG lasers are frequently used for pumping liquid
dye lasers with output pulse around 10 ns and energy
output of tens of millijoules. A saturable absorber (another dye) is used to passively mode-lock the dye laser
to generate pulses of about 200 fs without dispersive
elements and down to tens of fs with dispersive optical elements [11.1548]. For applications that require
single-longitudinal-mode laser output, CW operation of
dye lasers is achieved by using a modified flow system
to remove the long-lived triplet state of the dye molecule. The linewidth of a free-running jet-stream CW
dye laser can be as low as to 2 MHz [11.1549]. In the
following sections, we discuss several common dye laser
arrangements.
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lamps are often the choice for laser pumping and
usually consist of a tubular quartz envelope sealed by
tungsten electrodes at both ends. The tube is often
filled with a heavy rare gas (e.g., xenon or krypton) for high electrical-to-optical conversion efficiency.
Still close to 90% of the electrical power ends up
as heat, which requires a cooling system for its removal. Often, an elliptical reflector is used to focus the
output from the flashlamp into the dye cell. For optimum coupling of the light from the flashlamp into
the dye, the dye cell must be placed close to the lamp.
Coaxial lamps have emitting surfaces that completely
surround the flowing dye. Figure 11.177 shows a coaxial flashlamp-pumped dye laser, a structure commonly
employed in many commercial dye as well as solidstate lasers. The dye cell is set at the center of the
coaxial, cylindrically shaped xenon flashlamp for optimal pumping. Two broadband mirrors provide the
optical feedback. Such a flashlamp-pumped dye laser
typically produces a broadband emission (about 10 nm
linewidth) centered at the peak of the gain profile
with a pulse duration of 1–2 µs. The output energy is
about 100 mJ for most commercial flashlamp-pump dye
lasers.
Dye cell
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Laser
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Fig. 11.178 Schematics of a Hänsch-type cavity dye laser. A tele-

scopic lens is used to improve the spectral resolving power of the
grating
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Fig. 11.179 Schematic of a colliding-pulse dye laser for ultrashortpulse generation

11.8.4 Tunable Dye Lasers Pumped
by High-Power Short-Wavelength
Lasers
By incorporating wavelength-selective elements inside
the resonator cavity, dye laser output can be tuned.
Increasingly excimer or frequency-multiplied Nd:YAG
lasers are used to pump dye lasers. Excimer, nitrogen
and frequency-multiplied Nd:YAG lasers all provide
high pump power (peak power of several MW) at
short wavelengths, making them highly suitable for
pumping dye lasers. Dye lasers pumped by high-power
short-wavelength lasers exhibit such high gain that loss
introduced by the additional wavelength-selective elements inside the resonator cavity can be overcome.
Either prisms or diffraction gratings can be used for
wavelength selection, and gratings are generally superior
in terms of large dispersion and wavelength-resolving
power. Figure 11.178 shows a variant of the telescopic
grating resonator originally used by Hänsch [11.1550]
for the generation of narrow-linewidth laser output.
A nitrogen laser provided the pumping. The use of the
telescopic lens increases the number of grooves illuminated by the laser light and reduces the light intensity
on the grating, preventing damage to the coating on the
grating surface. The linewidth of a telescopic-grating
cavity dye laser is in the range of 0.1 nm. To further
reduce the linewidth to 0.01–0.05 nm, an intracavity
etalon (e.g., a coated optical flat or air-spaced Fabry–
Pérot cavity) may be introduced. Many variants of the
grating-cavity (e.g., the hybrid prism–grating cavity) dye
lasers have been developed to achieve narrow-linewidth
output [11.1551].

11.8.5 Colliding-Pulse Mode-Locked Dye
Lasers
The broad emission band of a dye can be used effectively to generate ultrashort laser pulses, since the
theoretical limit of the ultrashort-pulse duration supported by the gain medium is proportional to the inverse
of the gain bandwidth. As the emission bandwidth of
many laser dyes is 40–50 nm, pulse durations down to
tens of fs can be produced. The development of passive
mode-locking is essential to the successful demonstration of femtosecond pulse generation in dye lasers. In
passive mode-locking, a saturable (nonlinear) absorber
(an absorbing dye) with an absorption that matches the
emission wavelength of the lasing dye is placed inside
the resonator cavity. Ideally, the leading and trailing
edges of the optical pulse are removed by the absorber
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Fig. 11.180 Schematic of a linear-cavity CW dye laser for singlemode operation
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11.8.6 Tunable Continuous-Wave Dye Lasers
The linewidth of tunable pulsed dye lasers with intracavity dispersive element for narrow-linewidth operation
are of the order of 500 MHz. In contrast, a continuouswave dye laser is capable of delivering laser output with
linewidths as narrow as tens of kHz. The high resolving
power is ideal for spectroscopy. Such high performance
is connected with high cost, complicated design and
a high-power pump source (often a CW argon-ion laser
with 10–20 W output power). Continuous-wave dye
lasers have much lower gain than their pulsed counter
part. The loss reduction becomes critical and the removal of the long-lived triplet state is crucial for the
stable operation of the laser. A free-flowing jet is used
to effect rapid circulation of the dye. Since the gain profile of most dyes may be regarded as homogeneously
broadened, one might expect single longitudinal-mode
output from a simple grating or prism-cavity CW dye
laser. However, single longitudinal-mode operation may
not be possible in such linear-cavity dye lasers without intracavity frequency-selecting elements because
spatial hole burning can arise gain saturation by the
standing wave. Multimode output then results. Additional frequency-selecting elements such as an etalon
must be inserted inside the cavity for single-mode operation increasing losses and lowering output power.
Figure 11.180 shows a linear (standing-wave) cavity
arrangement for a CW dye laser end-pumped by an
argon-ion laser for single-mode operation. The dye jet
flows perpendicularly to the page. The etalons assure
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Fig. 11.181 Schematic of a ring-cavity CW dye laser for single-mode
operation. Note the use of an optical diode to assure unidirectional
propagation of the traveling wave

narrow-linewidth output. The birefringent filters are for
wavelength tuning. A ring-cavity supports the propagation of traveling waves and thus is ideal for single-mode
operation. Figure 11.181 shows a tunable single-mode
ring laser supporting single-mode operation. The optical diode (a Faraday isolator) ensures unidirectional
travelling waves thus avoiding spatial hole burning.

11.8.7 Advanced Solid-State Dye Lasers
The contribution of liquid dye lasers to the advance of
laser technology, particularly to ultrafast laser technology and the many applications of tunable lasers, cannot
be overstated. Interested readers should consult monographs such as Dye Lasers by Schäfer [11.1553] or Dye
Laser Principles by Duarte and Hillman [11.1554] and
references therein for more detailed information on the
range of applications of dye lasers. The excellent out-
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whilst the peak of the pulse, unaffected by the absorber,
experiences amplification. The efficiency of the absorber
increases considerably if two oppositely traveling pulses
interact or collide in the saturable absorber at the same
time (colliding-pulse mode locking). This is a result of
the two coherent pulses interfering constructively, leading to the reduction of power required for the saturation
of the absorber. The colliding-pulse mode-locking configuration can be realized in either a linear or ring cavity.
Because of the ease of alignment, the ring cavity is
often preferred. Figure 11.179 shows the type of ring
laser used originally by Fork et al. to generate pulses
shorter than 100 fs [11.1552]. Both the laser dye (e.g.,
rhodamine 6 G) and the absorbing dye (e.g., DODCI)
are in the form of a free-flowing stream jet, and a CW
argon-ion laser serves as the pump. The radii of curvature of the mirrors must be carefully chosen so that the
spot size in the absorber is smaller than that in the gain
medium to assure pulse-forming stability.
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put performance (as mentioned in the last paragraph)
notwithstanding, dye lasers earn skepticism among their
users. The main misgivings for dye lasers in liquid form,
may be the disposal of the used dye and the maintenance
problems associated with the physically large circulation
loop for the dye flow. With the emergence of transitionmetal solid-state lasers in 1980s, the position of dye
lasers as the tunable laser-light source of choice has been
facing a rising challenge. These solid-state lasers are
based on the vibronic transitions of 3d transition-metal
ions such as Cr3+ , Ti3+ , and Co2+ doped into oxide
or fluoride crystals that served as the host [11.1555].
These transitional-metal ion-doped crystals show broad
emission bands (typically 200–300 nm) in the visible to
near-infrared spectral region and thus are good tunablelaser candidates. The most well known among them is
the Ti3+ :Al2 O3 (titanium:sapphire) laser. Tunable radiation in the blue–green and in the ultraviolet can in
principle be obtained by frequency doubling or tripling
the fundamental output of Ti3+ :Al2 O3 lasers. In addition
optical parametric oscillators (OPO) based on nonlinear optical crystals such as ADP or BBO (BaB2 O4 )
are capable of providing tunable radiation well into
the infrared [11.1556]. The leading role of dye lasers
as a tunable coherent-light source is indeed somewhat
diminished.
Challenges and Opportunities
Solid-state lasers are often preferred because of their
ruggedness and easy maintenance. User-friendly dye
lasers must do without the flow loop that circulates the
dye solvent. Solid-state dye lasers (SSDL) incorporating
the dye molecules in solid matrices appear to be able to
combine the cost-effectiveness of liquid dye lasers and
the ruggedness of inorganic solid-state lasers. In order
for SSDL to be a serious competitor to inorganic solidstate lasers in various fields of applications, the problem
of photodegradation of dye molecules must first be dealt
with.
Good progress has been made in the synthesis of
photostable dyes. The recently synthesized perylene
family [11.1557] and the pyrromethene family [11.1558]
of laser dyes have been shown to outperform rhodamine6G in efficiency, tunability and photostability. Equally
important to the development of SSDL are the solidstate matrices that serve as host materials where there
has also been impressive progress. In the 1980s Avnir
et al. [11.1559] and Gromov et al. [11.1560] demonstrated dye-doped sol-gel materials and dye-doped
polymeric materials, respectively, as promising laser
media. Both sol-gel materials and polymeric materials

were shown to have good chemical stability and wide
optical transparency for use as host materials for laser
dyes. The pace of research activity has increased considerably since then. In the sections to follow, we will
bring the reader up to date with the latest development of
solid-state dye lasers. The state of the art of solid-state
dye lasers based on pure and hybrid sol-gel materials and
on advanced polymers is covered in the next section. The
most current development of solid-state dye lasers may
be polymeric [11.1561] or sol-gel [11.1562] waveguide
lasers using a distributed feedback configuration. These
compact lasers produce tunable narrow-linewidth output
and appear to be readily integrable into planar optical
circuits. This is covered in the penultimate section. Finally the topic of tunable upconverted DFB dye lasers is
presented.
Solid-State Dye Lasers Based on a Polymer Host
In 1967, one year after the demonstration of the
first liquid dye lasers, Soffer and McFarland observed
lasing in rhodamine-doped poly(methyl methacrylate)
(PMMA) [11.1563]. The first polymeric hosts suffered
from large thermal coefficients, stress birefringence, optical inhomogeneity and chemical reactivity with laser
dyes. The most serious problem of dye-doped polymers is the tendency of aggregation of dye molecules,
which effectively quenches fluorescence. As a result,
the performance of the initial solid-state dye lasers
was less than satisfactory. The properties of PMMA
can, however, be improved by purification of the
monomer, by introducing alcohol additives [11.1560]
Holographic grating
Aperture
Laser pump

Lens
Mirror

Dye-doped
sol-gel film

Mirror

Mirror

è
Glass substrate
DFB output

DFB output

Dye-doped sol-gel waveguide

Fig. 11.182 Experimental arrangement of a sol-gel DFB
waveguide dye laser
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Solid-State Dye Lasers Based on a Sol-Gel Host
The sol-gel method is a low-temperature glass-making
technique that enables the introduction of organic dyes
into inorganic glasses. Porous glass can be obtained
via the sol-gel route by hydrolysis and polycondensation of metal alkoxides [11.1568]. Initial studies of
sol-gel silica doped with organic dyes indicated that
sol-gel materials held good promise as SSDL host materials because of their wide transparency range and the
apparently excellent optical and thermal properties of
silica [11.1559, 1569]. An added advantage is the high
concentration without aggregation and the photostability of a dye when trapped in sol-gel silica, as a result
of the isolation of dye molecules in the silica cage.
Soon tunable laser action from sulforhodamine-doped
sol-gel silica was demonstrated [11.1570]. Lasing and
fluorescence properties of a large number of dyes in
sol-gel silica that cover the spectral range from the near
ultraviolet to the near infrared were fabricated and examined [11.1571]. Several variants of sol-gel materials
have been used as solid-state dye-laser host materials
with varying degree of success. The first sol-gel material used in dye-laser experiments was in fact a glassy gel
obtained by the gelation of a solution and is sometimes
called a xerogel [11.1572]. Xerogel derived from inor-

ganic precursors is mechanically fragile and optically
lossy due to the presence of numerous pores. The use
of organically modified precursors or organic modifiers
during the sol-gel process results in organically modified
silicates (ORMOSILs) that show improved mechanical
strength and much reduced optical loss [11.1565,1566].
The combined use of the improved sol-gel materials as
host and the deoxygenation procedures during sample
preparation has lead to sol-gel dye lasers with lifetime
exceeding one million shots [11.1573].
One of the attractions of sol-gel materials is the
potential that such glassy materials can have properties similar to glasses made via the traditional
high-temperature approach. Another attraction is the
ability of sol-gel materials to trap both organic and
inorganic dopants while showing exceptional chemical stability. Whilst very few polymeric dye lasers
work in the blue to near-UV range due to problems
related to attenuation and photostability under UV excitation, several UV laser dyes have been doped into
sol-gel materials [11.1574, 1575]. Laser action with
output wavelengths as short as 340 nm have been observed [11.1575].
From the recent development of polymer or solgel dye lasers, one must rely on the role of materials
engineering in advancing solid-state dye lasers.
Distributed Feedback Waveguide Dye Lasers
Distributed feedback (DFB) lasers are compact tunable
laser sources that produce narrow-linewidth output. The
first DFB laser was in fact a solid-state dye laser (dyedoped gelatin film), but it did not operate as a waveguide
laser because of the high film thickness [11.1576]. In
subsequent developments, the majority of DFB laser
work has concentrated on semiconductor lasers that
have been of obvious industrial significance. Recently
there has been a renewal of interest in organic DFB
lasers, particularly those based on waveguide structures. This renewal in interest was caused in part by the
application of conjugated polymers as luminescent materials [11.1577, 1578] and the subsequent conjugated
polymer laser experiments [11.1579, 1580]. Dye-doped
polymeric materials or sol-gel materials can be prepared in a planar waveguide structure by simply using
spin-coating or dip-coating. Sol–gel materials have the
additional advantage of a larger range of refractive index variation [11.1581, 1582] which allows integrated
optics application on a large number of polymer or glass
substrates. DFB configuration seems ideally suited for
laser output generation in these waveguide structures.
Polymeric [11.1583] and sol-gel [11.1562] DFB wave-
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and can be modified through copolymerization with
a low molecular-weight polymer [11.1564]. The result is
an improved polymer: modified poly(methyl methacrylate) (MPMMA) with the desired optical homogeneity
and chemical stability suitable for use as a solid-state
dye laser host [11.1565]. Work on the development
of new polymeric hosts has been very active. King
and coworkers showed that the photostability of solidstate dye lasers can be enhanced by deoxygenation of
the host [11.1566] and the addition of a triplet-state
quencher [11.1567]. Following the idea that photodegradation of dye molecules can be reduced by increasing the
rigidity and hence the rate of heat dissipation of the host
matrix, Costela et al. [11.1568] prepared pyrromethene
dye-doped copolymers of methyl methacrylate (MMA)
and different methacrylic and acrylic crosslinking polymers. The combined use of a photostable dye and new
polymeric hosts results in SSDLs that boost the lifetime exceeding 106 shots at a repetition rate of a few
Hz when pumped at 532 nm. Narrow-linewidth operation with a linewidth of 1.12 GHz has also been achieved
in dye-doped MPMMA using a multiple-prism grating
resonator cavity [11.1565]. Further improvement of the
polymer host will undoubtedly lead to SSDLs that would
gain the acceptance of the common laser users.
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Fig. 11.183 Schematics of Nd:YAG-microchip-pumped DFB dye

lasers [11.1578]

guide dye lasers with tunable narrow-linewidth output
have indeed been demonstrated.
Figure 11.182 shows the typical setup for the generation of a sol-gel DFB waveguide dye laser. The
dynamic grating responsible for the lasing effect was
produced by the crossing beams, which also served as
the pump. Tuning was by varying the incident angle
of the beams and hence the grating period. The periodic perturbation necessary for DFB lasing can also
be produced by permanent morphological modulation
Intensity (arb. units)
400
TM
300

of the substrate surface. One of the interesting features
of DFB waveguide dye lasers is the possibility of the
production of tunable multiple-wavelength output. Oki
et al. [11.1584, 1585] fabricated a multi-striped plastic
waveguide laser array that could generate multiple output wavelengths in the range 575–945 nm (Fig. 11.183).
Another approach to obtain multiple output wavelengths
is to take advantage of waveguide structures that support
multiple propagation modes [11.1586]. Figure 11.184
shows the scan traces of a prism coupler for a titania–
zirconia organically modified silicate waveguide on
a glass substrate [11.1587]. The titania–zirconia organically modified silicate film has a thickness of 6.7 µm
and a refractive index of 1.56. Eight TE modes and
eight TM modes were observed. The action of the crossing beams produced DFB laser output with wavelengths
that obey the Bragg condition, λL = ηλp /M sin θ, where
η is the refractive index of the gain medium at λL , λp
is the pump-laser wavelength, and M is the Bragg reflection order. For DFB laser action in waveguides, η
takes on the values of the effective indices for TEi
modes or TMi modes (i. e., i varies from 0 to 7 for
a 6.7 µm film). Figure 11.185 shows a typical DFB laser
output spectrum with a polarizer that blocks the TM
modes [11.1587]. Without the polarizer all eight pairs of
TE/TM modes could be observed. It was found that the
crossing s-polarized beam generated purely TE modes,
whilst pairs of TE/TM modes were produced when ppolarized beams were used. Furthermore, the separation
between the modes and the number of modes can be
controlled by varying the waveguide parameters such
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Fig. 11.184 Scans of TE TM waveguide modes for a sol-gel

titania–zirconia organically modified silicate waveguide of
thickness 6.7 µm and a refractive index of 1.56 on a glass
substrate using a prism coupler
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Fig. 11.185 Output emission spectrum of a multiple wave-

length sol-gel DFB waveguide dye laser. The conditions of
the waveguide are the same as in Fig. 11.184
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as the index difference and guiding-film thickness. Simultaneous tuning of multiple output modes was also
achieved (Fig. 11.186). Such compact tunable multiplewavelength lasers should find wide applications from
analytical spectroscopy to optical communications.
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Fig. 11.186 Wavelength tuning of a multiple wavelength sol-gel

DFB waveguide dye laser. The conditions of the waveguide are
the same as in Fig. 11.184

time the feedback mechanism was provided by polarization modulation. The distinguishing feature of DFB
lasing induced by the polarization modulation is the appearance of a pair of TE0 /TM0 output modes, whereas
only the TE0 mode is observed in the case of intensity
modulation.
Our latest experiments on polarization modulation
have revealed that DFB lasing can also be induced in
liquid dye solution. The pump threshold is drastically reduced by increasing θ. For θ larger than 75◦ , as is the case
for DFB lasing of liquid oxazine dye near 800 nm under the first-order Bragg condition, the threshold pump

DFB output

DFB output

Sample
O

Ö

2è

S

Fig. 11.187 Schematics for polarization modulation DFB

laser experiments
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Distributed Feedback Laser Action
by Polarization Modulation
The original DFB laser theory describes the laser action
caused by periodic perturbation of gain or refractive index [11.1576, 1588] both of which could be generated
by intensity modulation. A schematic of a typical crossing beam experiment is illustrated in Fig. 11.187. The
two beams are shown to have their polarization directions at an angle Φ. The crossing beams must both be
s-polarized (Φ = 0◦ ) for the formation of an intensity
interference pattern (intensity modulation). The intensity interference pattern in the gain medium produces
a concentration grating of excited-state atoms/molecules
which will provide the periodic change in gain or refractive index necessary for DFB laser action. The
crossing of an s-polarized beam with a p-polarized beam
(Φ = 90◦ ), however, does not produce an intensity interference pattern. Instead, a periodic change of the
polarization (polarization modulation) of the resultant
field that changes from linear polarization to elliptical
polarization to circular polarization and then back to elliptical polarization after one period. The grating that
results from polarization modulation is a polarization
grating.
Figure 11.188 shows the DFB laser emission spectra of rhodamoine 6G-doped zirconia waveguides as Φ
changes from 0◦ to 90◦ for θ ≈ 44◦ [11.1587]. The pump
energy used was 10 µJ. The situation at Φ = 0◦ corresponds to the case of pure intensity modulation. The
variation of Φ changes the amplitude of the s-polarized
component of the beam. As Φ increases, the effectiveness of intensity modulation weakens as the disparity
in amplitude of the s-polarized components of the two
crossing beams grows, resulting in a low degree of modulation in the transient intensity grating. At Φ = 60◦ ,
the amplitude of the electric field of the s-polarized
component is 1/2 of the companion beam. The effect
of intensity modulation is already so weakened that
a substantial ASE (attenuated spontaneous emission)
background (ratio of the DFB output intensity to the ASE
intensity of 10:3) appears in the emission spectrum. At
Φ = 90◦ , DFB lasing is completely extinguished since
the s-polarized component of one of the beams has zero
amplitude. The pump energy was then gradually raised
to about 30 µJ. DFB lasing reappeared at 30 µJ, but this
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Fig. 11.188 Output emission spectra of sol-gel DFB waveguide dye lasers as Φ varies

energy for DFB lasing by polarization modulation is the
same as that by intensity modulation. Further work on
DFB lasing by polarization modulation is underway.
Two-Photon-Pumped Solid-State Dye Lasers
Compact visible lasers by direct upconversion of infrared light are versatile light sources that hold promise

for many applications in optoelectronics. Many dyes
(e.g., R6G, DCM) have been known to emit weakly
in the visible when pumped in the near infrared. Indeed, broadband laser emission in the visible was
observed in two-photon pumped polymer waveguide
and fiber [11.1589, 1590]. A number of dyes with
large two-photon pump upconverted absorption cross
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and ASE spectra for an HMASPS-doped zirconia waveguide

Fig. 11.190 Tuning curves for DFB lasing in HMASPS-

section have been synthesized recently. In particular,
a styrylpyridinium dye: trans-4-[p-(N-hydroxyethylN-methylamino) styryl]-N-methylpyridinium p-toluene
sulfonate (abbreviated as HMASPS) that shows strong
emission in the red [11.1591] was doped in sol-gel
zirconia thin films on a glass substrate [11.1592]. Figure 11.189 shows the absorption, two-photon-pumped
fluorescence and ASE spectra from the HMASPS thinfilm waveguides. A strong emission peak centered at
620 nm is seen. Using two crossing 1.06 µm beams as

the pump, DFB lasing was observed in the red with
a linewidth as narrow as 45 GHz. Subsequent experiments demonstrated tuning by varying the intersection
angle of the two 1.06 µm crossing beams [11.1592].
Figure 11.190 shows the tuning curves for second
(M = 2) and third (M = 3) Bragg orders. A tuning range
of 25–30 nm was observed. Extension of the spectral
coverage and improved output performance of the twophoton-pumped DFB lasing are expected as more new
two-photon dyes are explored for DFB lasing study.

doped zirconia waveguides

11.9 Optical Parametric Oscillators
Optical parametric oscillators (OPO) are based on nonlinear frequency conversion of laser radiation into two
coherent light waves with lower frequencies, called the
signal and idler waves. The first optical nonlinear conversion experiment was demonstrated soon after the
invention of the laser by the observation of secondharmonic generation of ruby laser radiation in a quartz
crystal [11.1593]. This first result initiated intense experimental and theoretical investigations to increase
the conversion efficiency and the available wavelength
range. In the following several years the physics of the
nonlinear frequency conversion was theoretically well
understood and all important methods of maximizing
the conversion efficiency were elaborated, including
quasi-phase matching [11.1594, 1595], birefringence
phase matching in crystals [11.1596, 1597] and the requirement for optimum focusing [11.1598]. The first
optical parametric oscillator was proposed in 1962 by

Kroll [11.1599] and realized in 1965 by Giordmaine
and Miller [11.1600], followed by detailed theoretical
and experimental investigations [11.1601–1603]. Several review articles display a survey about the state of
the art of optical parametric oscillation until the mid
1980s [11.1604–1607].
However, despite this initial efforts, the success of
OPOs as a versatile tunable light source fell short of expectations for almost a decade. At that time the reasons
were unsuitable birefringence of the crystals to permit
phase matching, low transparency and damage thresholds, difficulties in growing large homogenous crystals
and the lack of reliable laser sources with good spatial
and spectral properties, which are important for efficient
frequency conversion.
This situation changed due to significant advances
in crystal growth techniques in the mid 1980s for both
laser-active and nonlinear crystals [11.1608,1609], lead-
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ing to a renaissance of solid-state lasers. The availability
of reliable pump sources with high spatial and spectral
coherence (in continuous and pulsed operation mode),
low-loss optical components and the appearance of new
or optimized nonlinear materials (BBO, LiB3 O5 (LBO),
KTiOPO4 (KTP), KNbO3 ) started a new OPO evolution. Optical parametric oscillators are powerful devices
for the efficient generation of widely tunable coherent light. The intense research in OPOs has resulted
in reliable OPO systems, which are commercially available. The tunability and the high output power define
the optical parametric oscillator as an attractive source
in many applications including high-resolution spectroscopy, environmental monitoring, medical research,
process control, remote sensing and precision frequency
measurements.
Recently a new generation of conversion media
have appeared with periodically structured ferroelectric materials for quasi-phase matching. Together with
the development of diode-pumped all-solid-state lasers
and in particular high-brightness diode-laser systems
new perspectives are opened towards modern, compact,
efficient, powerful, tunable OPO systems.

11.9.1 Optical Parametric Generation
The theoretical treatment of optical parametric generation has been presented in the early 1960s [11.1610,
1611] and is found in many textbooks and review articles [11.1604–1606,1612–1614]. Therefore, this section
will provide only a brief description of the most important equations. The interaction of intense laser fields
with a dielectric material induces nonlinear susceptibilities and causes the polarization of the medium to develop
new frequency components not present in the incident
radiation field.
The lowest-order nonlinear susceptibility χ (2) is
responsible for three-wave mixing processes such
as second-harmonic generation (SHG), sum- and
difference-frequency mixing (SFG, DFG), optical rectification and the optical parametric generation (OPG).
Optical parametric generation with a feedback resonator
for at least one of the waves is called optical parametric oscillation (OPO). The relation between the electric
field E and the polarization density P in the medium is
given for a second-order susceptibility as
P = ε0 (χ (1) E + χ (2) EE)
P = Pl + Pnl

(11.159)

with ε0 the vacuum permittivity and the susceptibility
χ (k) , which are tensors of the rank k for an anisotropic

medium. Because χ (2) is zero in centrosymmetric systems three-wave mixing is only possible in non-isotropic
media. Generally, the χ (2) tensor possesses 27 elements,
but many of the components vanish under certain symmetry conditions. The tensor can be reduced even to
a scalar if the interacting waves are linearly polarized
and monochromatic for a fixed crystal orientation. In this
case, the effective nonlinearity is denoted by a coefficient
(2)
χeff . In the literature [11.1614] the second-order susceptibility is often expressed by a coefficient d defined by
d := χ (2) /2.
The dynamics of optical parametric generation or
three wave-mixing processes in general can be described
by a set of nonlinear coupled differential equations for
the field amplitudes of the optical waves interacting with
the nonlinear medium.
Considering the basic wave equation derived from
Maxwell’s equations for nonmagnetic dielectric media
where Pnl is regarded as source radiation
∇ 2 E = µ0 ε

d2
d2
E
+
µ
Pnl
0
dt 2
dt 2

(11.160)

and assuming
∂E 1 (z)
= iκ1 E 3 (z)E 2∗ (z) ei∆kz ,
(11.161)
∂z
∂E 2 (z)
= iκ2 E 3 (z)E 1∗ (z) ei∆kz ,
(11.162)
∂z
∂E 3 (z)
= iκ3 E 1 (z)E 2 (z) e−i∆kz ,
(11.163)
∂z
with the coefficients κi = ωi deff /n i c0 (i = 1, 2, 3), deff
the nonlinear coefficient, z the propagation direction and
∆k = k3 − k2 − k1 the phase mismatch.
This set of equations, the coupled wave equations
represents the interaction of three plane waves in a χ (2)
nonlinear dielectric. They have been solved exactly by
Armstrong et al. [11.1594] for various input conditions.
Depending on the initial conditions for the three complex
amplitudes, these equations describe the various types
of three wave-mixing processes generated by the singlepass propagation of the electromagnetic field through the
crystal, such as second-harmonic generation, sum- and
difference-frequency mixing and parametric generation.
The optical parametric generation process where
only one wave with frequency ω3 enters the dielectric medium and generates two waves with the lower
frequencies ω1 and ω2 is based on the optical parametric fluorescence starting from the quantum noise.
This pure quantum mechanical effect was first proposed and studied in 1961 by Louisell et al. [11.1615].
A quantum-mechanical model [11.1616] and semiclas-
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dIp
dIi
dIs
=
=−
ωs dz
ωi dz
ωp dz

(11.164)

The conversion of every pump photon generates a pair
of signal and corresponding idler photons. In this sense
the relation ωp = ωs + ωi corresponds to energy conservation and ∆k = kp − ks − ki = 0 to the impulse
conservation of the parametric process.
Neglecting pump field depletion ( dE p / dz = 0) and
assuming the presence of only the signal field (E i = 0)
in the beginning of parametric process the coupled wave
equations can be solved analytically [11.1605, 1606].
The single-pass fractional gain in signal intensity is
obtained as
G s (l) =

Is (z = l)
sinh2 gl
− 1 = Γ 2l 2
,
Is (z = 0)
(gl)2

(11.165)

where l is the length of the nonlinear medium and g the
total gain factor



∆k 2
g = Γ2−
,
(11.166)
2
and Γ the parametric gain factor
Γ2 =

2ωs ωi |deff |2 Ip
.
n p n s n i ε0 c3

The material-dependent part of the gain coefficient
|deff |2 /(n p n s n i ) is called the figure of merit (FOM)
and classifies the nonlinear quality of the conversion
medium.
In the high-gain limit the single-pass gain becomes

 

∆k 2
sinh2 gl
(11.168)
Gs = 1 +
2g
which reduces to
1
G s (l) ∼
= e2Γ l
4
when ∆k < g.

In the low-gain limit where Γ 2l 2 < (∆k/2)2 the gain
of a parametric amplifier is
 2
1 
∆k
2 2 l
sin2
−
Γ
2
 2

G s (l) = Γ 2 l 2
.
(11.170)
∆k
2 l
−
Γ
2
Considering perfect phase matching ∆k = 0, the singlepass signal gain in the low-gain limit approximates to
G s (l) ∼
(11.171)
= Γ 2l 2 ∝ d 2 l 2
eff

It can be seen that the magnitude of the parametric
gain depends on the intensity of the incoming field, as
well as on the material parameters such as nonlinear
coefficient, refractive index and the interaction length.
However, the main condition for an efficient parametric
amplification is the phase-matching condition. As shown
in Fig. 11.191 the parametric gain reaches a maximum
for ∆k = 0, and decreases symmetrically to zero for
|∆kl| = π.
The gain bandwidth is defined by


1/2
1 2
∆k − Γ 2
l=π ,
(11.172)
2
which reduces for low gain to
 
1
∆kl = π .
(11.173)
2
The gain bandwidth increases with higher gain, but
until reaching Γ 2 l 2 ∼
= π the bandwidth broadening is
small.
sinc2 (Äk l/2)
1.0

(11.167)

(11.169)
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Fig. 11.191 Parametric gain of a nonlinear crystal of length
l as a function of the phase mismatch ∆kl. The gain is
maximum by optimum phase matching ∆kl = 0. The full
width at half-maximum (FHWM) of the gain function is
0.88π
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sical descriptions of the optical parametric fluorescence
can be found in the literature [11.1612, 1613, 1617].
The process of parametric amplification starts with
a small field amplitude of the signal (ω1 = ωs ) or idler
wave (ω2 = ωi ). The relation between the frequencies is
always ωs + ωi = ωp and per the definition ωs ≥ ωi .
Introducing the definition for the intensity
I = 1/2ε0 nc|E|2 the coupled field equations lead to the
Manley–Rowe equation [11.1618] which is equivalent
to photon conservation.
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As shown before effective three-wave-mixing in a nonlinear medium is only achieved if the phase-matching
condition (∆k = kp − ks − ki = 0) is fulfilled. Together
with the frequency-matching condition (ωp = ωs + ωi ),
this condition implies the spatial phase matching of the
three waves which is necessary for constructive interference of the interacting waves within the nonlinear
medium.
This conservation of energy and momentum is not
possible in materials with isotropic dispersion. Due to
the different diffraction indices, the optical fields of the
three frequencies differ in phase velocity and the relative
phase of the interactive waves varies along the medium.
A measure of the phase mismatch is the coherence length
L c = π/|∆k|, which defines the distance over which
the relative phase of the interacting waves shifts by π.
The propagation beyond the coherence length, which is
typically several µm, leads to back-conversion from the
generated waves into the pump wave. The oscillating
behavior of the generated intensity depending on the
interaction length is shown in Fig. 11.192.
Today there are two different techniques to realize a phase-matched conversion process: birefringence
phase matching and the quasi-phase matching.
Birefringence Phase Matching
This method uses the dependence of the refractive index on the propagation direction and polarization of
electromagnetic waves in birefringence crystals. The
waves are distinguished into ordinary (o) and extraordinary (e) waves depending on their polarization direction.
In uniaxial crystals the refractive index of the ordinary wave is independent from the propagation direction
whereas the refractive index of the extraordinary wave
depends on the polar angle between the optical axis
and the propagation direction. To achieve phase matching the polarization of the high-frequency pump wave
should be selected so that the index of refraction is
smallest. The phase-matching condition can be realized
by choosing an appropriate angle between propagation direction and optical axis. Angular phase-matched
wavelength tuning is then possible by changing the
phase-matching angle with regard to the phase-matching
condition n p ωp = n s ωs + n i ωi . The process is called
type I phase matching when both generated waves have
the same polarization perpendicular to the polarization
of the pump wave, for example (e–oo). For type II phase
matching the polarization of the generated waves are
oriented perpendicular to each other (e–oe). An analyti-

Intensity

QPM
BPM
NPM

0

1

2

3
4
Length (lc)

Fig. 11.192 Conversion intensity as function of the prop-

agation length in a nonlinear crystal. NPM: Non-phasematched process with no significant total conversion
intensity. BPM: birefringence phase matching. Intensity in2
.
creases quadratically with z, with a slope given by deff,BPM
QPM: Quasi-phase-matched process. Intensity increases
quadratically with z on average, with a slope given by
2
2
deff,BPM
deff,QPM

cal solution of the phase matching angle is only possible
for type I phase matching in uniaxial crystals, the other
processes have to be solved numerically [11.1609]. The
analysis in biaxial crystals is more complicate and has
only numerical solutions; only in their principle planes
can the formalism be reduced to the uniaxial conditions (Table 11.47 [11.1619, 1620]. A consequence of
angular birefringence phase matching is the spatial walkoff generated by the birefringence, which reduces the
interaction length of the optical waves. Besides the angular phase matching the indices of refraction can be
matched by changing the crystal temperature (temperature phase matching). Combined with a propagation
direction perpendicular to the principal axis this method
is called noncritical phase matching (NCPM) and results in the absence of spatial walk-off and less angular
sensitivity, which is important in applications with tight
focusing.
The vector equation of the phase matching condition can be realized in a non-collinear or a collinear
way. In contrast to the collinear phase matching is the
non-collinear phase matching a vector phase matching.
Figure 11.193 shows the non-collinear angle included
by the wavevectors. With the choice of a suitable noncollinear angle the angular acceptance is enlarged or
the Poynting vector walk-off can be compensated. The
conditions for the walk-off compensation are shown
in Fig. 11.193a; the Poynting vectors of the ordinary
signal and the extraordinary pump wave are paral-
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Table 11.47 Refraction indices of ordinary and extraordinary wave for uniaxial and biaxial crystals in the principle planes
Crystal

Extraordinary wave (e)

Ordinary wave (o)

no n e

2
n 2e cos2 Θ+n 2
o sin

n e (Θ) =

Biaxial, xy-plane

n e (Φ) =

nx n y

n 2x cos2 Φ+n 2y sin2 Φ

n o (Φ) = n z

Biaxial, xz-plane

n xz
e (Θ) =

nx nz

n 2x cos2 Θ+n 2z sin2 Θ

n o (Θ) = n y

Biaxial, yz-plane

n e (Θ) =

n y nz

n 2y cos2 Θ+n 2z sin2 Θ

n o (Θ) = n x

xy

yz

lel. Such walk-off compensation is of advantage for
nanosecond OPOs reaching higher conversion efficiencies [11.1621] and necessary for critical-phase-matched
OPOs pumped by ultrashort pulses because of the small
beam radii [11.1622, 1623]. The diagram of tangential
phase matching is shown in Fig. 11.193b. This special
case of non-collinear phase matching produces a significant enlarged angular acceptance for the extraordinary
pump wave. In addition, group-velocity matching for
ultrashort pulses is realized via non-collinear phase
matching [11.1624].
Quasi-Phase Matching
An alternative method to achieve phase matching
via phase correction is quasi-phase matching (QPM).
Here the relative phase between the three waves is
corrected using a periodic change in the sign of
the nonlinear susceptibility (Fig. 11.192) before the
back conversion starts. Although the technique of
QPM was proposed even before birefringence phase
matching [11.1594], difficulties in fabrication of the periodic structure in the range of the coherence length
(typically 1–100 µm) have prevented its realization
a) Principal axis

n o (Θ) = n o

for a long time. Recent advances in the fabrication
of structured ferroelectrics meanwhile have established this technique for efficient frequency-conversion
applications.
Quasi-phase matching through periodically poling offers two major advantages over birefringence
phase matching. First, the polarization of the interacting waves can be equal. This allows the use
of the largest χ (2) coefficient of the crystal, which
reduces the pump threshold and increases the conversion efficiency. The second advantage is that the
quasi-phase matching of any combination of pump,
signal and idler wavelength can be realized in such
materials via periodic poling. In addition, QPM provides design flexibility of nonlinear conversion devices
by engineered domain structures. Applications with
novel configurations such as chirped gratings for
pulse compression [11.1625], fan-out gratings for
broad tunability [11.1626], quasi-periodic structures
for simultaneous operation of two three-wave-mixing
processes [11.1627] and two-dimensional gratings for
multiple direction phase-matching processes [11.1628]
have been demonstrated.

b) Principal axis
S3

S3
S3

k2

k2

k3

k1

k3

Fig. 11.193a,b Wavevector diagram
k1
Noncollinear
angle

Noncollinear
angle

for different non-collinear phasematching schemes. (a) Walk-off
compensation, (b) scheme for tangential phase matching
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Phase Mismatch and Acceptance Bandwidths
The ideal phase-matched interaction, where the pump
wave and idler and signal waves propagate with the
same velocity through the nonlinear crystal, ∆k = 0,
is affected under real experimental conditions by several parameters such as the divergence and bandwidth
of the pump radiation, the bandwidth of the generated
radiation and an inhomogeneous temperature distribution. The tolerances of the nonlinear material concerning
to these perturbations are expressed by the acceptance
bandwidths. They are defined by the FWHM of the parametric gain width (Fig. 11.191) and developed in Taylor
series of ∆k(0):

Angular acceptance
∆δ = 2 × 0.886πl −1 (δ∆k/δδ)−1 ;
Gain band width
∆ωs = 2 × 0.886πl −1 (δ∆k/δωs )−1 ;
Spectral acceptance
∆ωp = 2 × 0.886πl −1 (δ∆k/δωp )−1 ;
Temperature acceptance
∆T = 2 × 0.886πl −1 (δ∆k/δT )−1 .

(11.174)

11.9.3 Optical Parametric Oscillators
An optical parametric oscillator consists of three basic
components, namely the pump source, the gain medium,
and the feedback resonator. For a qualitative description
of the operation principle we consider the most basic
OPO setup, as shown schematically in Fig. 11.194.
An intense coherent light field produced by a laser
beam propagates through an optically nonlinear crystal
with the frequency ωp . The crystal is placed inside an
optical resonator, which resonates for reasons of simplicity with one wave, for example the signal wave.
As the nonlinear crystal provides a sufficient nonlinearity, parametric generation takes place and a pump

Pump source

Nonlinear
crystal

íp

ís
íi

M1

M2

photon is converted into a signal and idler photon fulfilling photon-wise energy conservation ωp = ωs + ωi . The
resonator feeds the signal wave back into the crystal
where it is further amplified through the power transfer
from the pump wave, as expressed in (11.164). Optical
parametric oscillation starts, when the increased signal
intensity surpasses threshold that means the amplified
signal wave compensates for the round-trip losses in
the resonator (due to mirror transmission, absorption,
scattering and diffraction). Reaching this distinct pump
intensity, the threshold pump intensity, a significant portion of the pump intensity is converted into signal and
idler intensity. This power transfer from the pump to the
generated waves reduces the (spatially averaged) pump
intensity inside the nonlinear crystal and thus the signal gain. This effect is called gain saturation. It leads
to steady-state operation of the OPO, where the signal
power generated inside the crystal exactly balances the
resonator losses for the signal wave.
As any pair of signal and idler photon can be generated from the initially random vacuum field fluctuations
in steady-state operation, the signal and idler frequency
pair that has the minimum threshold pump intensity
is generated. Thus the generated frequencies, and with
them the ratio of the signal and idler frequency, are determined by the frequency dependence of the parametric
gain in the crystal and the frequency dependence of the
resonator losses.
A detailed description of the behavior of optical
parametric oscillators has been published in several
reviews [11.1604–1606] and the physics of OPOs is
discussed more fundamentally in a number of textbooks
about nonlinear optics [11.1612–1614].
In the literature, optical parametric oscillators are
mostly classified into three groups: continuous-wave optical parametric oscillators, nanosecond pulsed optical
parametric oscillators and synchronously pumped picosecond or femtosecond optical parametric oscillators,
depending on the temporal characteristic of their pump
laser.
This distinction is not only a practical classification
but is important for the theoretical description and the
basic performance, such as pump intensity at threshold,
conversion efficiency and spectral performance.

Fig. 11.194 Schematic setup of an OPO. An optical wave

11.9.4 Design and Performance
of Optical Parametric Oscillators

with frequency νp from the pump source is converted into
two output waves with frequencies νs and νi via three-wave
interaction in a nonlinear crystal. M1 and M2 are mirrors
of a feedback resonator

The performance of an optical parametric system concerning tunability, high output intensity, spectral and
spatial coherence is directly related to key elements
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the available pump power is restricted the OPO design
may have to be modified for lower threshold, which
might however restrict the tuning capabilities of the
OPO. Three types of feedback resonators are distinguished, depending on the number of resonating waves.
The singly resonant OPO (SRO) has highly reflecting
mirrors at the signal or the idler wave. In principle, this
configuration is of particular advantage because it should
provide continuous wavelength tunability. The disadvantage of these systems are their high pump power at
threshold, which exceeds several watts [11.1629, 1630].
Therefore SRO devices are mainly found for pulsed OPO
configurations.
Doubly resonant OPO configurations (DRO) where
both signal and idler waves are resonated have received
much attention, because the pump power at threshold is reduced by one to three orders of magnitude.
However, such DRO OPOs do not provide modehop-free tunability and often suffer from frequency
and power instabilities [11.1631, 1632]. Continuous
wavelength tuning requires active stabilization techniques [11.1633, 1634].
The doubly resonant configuration where pump
and signal (or idler) waves are resonated is called
pump-enhanced SRO (PESRO). Such devices are very
attractive because they provide a compromise between
the low pump power at threshold of DROs and the
wide tunability of SROs when the length of the OPO
is carefully locked to a frequency-stabilized pump
laser [11.1635]. In addition, a continuous tunability is
possible with a pump-enhanced SRO, by using a resonator internal beam splitter to separate the pump
spatially from the resonated OPO wave [11.1636]. These
waves are then resonated on two separate cavity end
mirrors (dual cavity) for independent control of the
resonated OPO wave and the length of the pump cavity.
Triply resonant OPOs (TRO) suffer from the combined problems of both types of DROs, consequently
they provide less tunability in comparison to SRO and
DRO, but they are remarkable because of their low
threshold pump power in the range of several mW or
below [11.1637, 1638].
Continuous-Wave Optical Parametric Oscillators
Continuous-wave optical parametric oscillators (CWOPOs) are efficient and highly coherent light sources
in the near- and mid-infrared. Due to their tunability,
these sources are of considerable interest for highresolution spectroscopy of molecules and trace-gas
detection [11.1639]. Simplified and improved frequency
standards are currently being considered, based on the
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of the OPO’s architecture, which are pump source,
nonlinear material and feedback resonator. In general,
the physics of the optical parametric process imposes
several requirements of potential OPO components.
A simultaneous optimization of all OPO features
cannot be fairly done because of material problems and
physical conflicts. Therefore, a general description of
an optimized OPO design is not possible and the device
configuration is always a compromise depending on the
requirements of the specific application.
The choice of the pump laser depends together with
the selection of the nonlinear material on the required
wavelength range and time resolution for a given application. Obviously, the pump laser has to be powerful
enough to drive the OPO well above threshold and guarantee stable OPO operation. Since good spatial and
spectral beam quality reduces the threshold, preferred
pump sources will be high-power lasers of several watts,
which also provide an excellent spatial beam quality,
and good power and frequency stability. If the available
pump power is restricted, low beam divergence is of particular importance to allow focusing into the nonlinear
crystal. The deviations in spectral and spatial coherence
tolerated by the parametric frequency conversion are determined by the acceptance bandwidths of the nonlinear
material. Wavelength tunability of the pump laser offers
an additional attractive feature: tuning of the OPO via
the pump wavelength.
The selection of the nonlinear material depends
on the nonlinear parametric process, the experimental
design and the properties of the pump source. Fundamentally, the nonlinear crystal should be distinguished
by a broad transparency range, a high optical-damage
threshold and large effective nonlinearity. An important
parameter is the birefringence of the crystal that has
to be high enough to maintain phase matching. However, this effect should not be too large because another
consequence of birefringence is spatial walk-off, which
reduces the interacting length of the coupled fields.
Large spectral and angular acceptance bandwidths are
advantageous because real laser systems show finite
bandwidths and divergence and in ultrashort optical
parametric oscillation, the temporal walk-off and groupvelocity dispersion between pump, signal and idler wave
should be low. For stable operation of OPO systems with
high energies the thermo-mechanical and thermo-optical
stability of the crystal should be sufficient. Finally, the
crystals should be available in appropriate dimensions
and excellent optical homogeneity.
The design of the feedback resonator is strongly connected to the output characteristic of the pump source. If
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strong frequency and phase correlation of the OPO’s
signal and idler output waves [11.1640, 1641].
After the first demonstration of CW OPOs in 1968
by Smith et al. [11.1601] and Byer et al. [11.1602] significant progress is this field was made in the beginning
of the 1990s, supported by advances in crystal growth
techniques [11.1609], low-loss optical components and
CW solid-state lasers.
As discussed before pump power at threshold decreases with increasing cavity finesse for each of the
wavelengths. Typical values for the pump power at
threshold are listed in Table 11.48 for CW OPOs with
the different resonators (TRO, DRO, SRO).
The pump power at threshold of singly resonant
OPOs is significantly higher than 1 W, even in a highfinesse cavity with no significant output coupling of
the resonant wave. Since most commercially available
single-frequency lasers provide maximum pump powers of about 1 W, most CW OPOs demonstrated in the
past are doubly or triply resonant devices.
The threshold pump intensity can be calculated from
the coupled wave equations in analogy to the parametric
gain assuming all three waves (pump, signal and idler)
are infinite plane waves, with uniform intensity across
the beam, neglecting focusing and double refraction.
The gain is considered to be unidirectional and the pump
depletion is always small at threshold.
At the steady-state threshold, the gain balances
the resonator losses for each resonator round-trip. The
threshold condition for an SRO is
E s (0) = (1 − αs )E s (lc ) .

(11.175)

Where αs are the round-trip losses of the resonant
signal wave and lc is the crystal length. In the low-gain
limit and assuming small losses, the parametric gain
coefficient (11.167) can be written [11.1606]
Γ 2 lc2 = 2αs .

(11.176)

Then we obtain the pump intensity at the SRO
threshold


npnsni
−2 ∆klc
Ip,th = αs
.
sinc
(11.177)
2 l2
2
ωs ωi deff
c
Table 11.48 Typical pump power at threshold for CW TRO,

DRO, SRO
OPO

Pump threshold (mW)

Ref.

TRO
DRO
SRO

<1
100
2600

[11.1633]
[11.1642]
[11.1643]

With Γ 2lc2 = αι αs the pump intensity at the DRO
threshold is similarly derived as


αi αs n p n s n i
−2 ∆klc
. (11.178)
Ip,th =
sinc
2 l2
4 ωs ωi deff
2
c
A low threshold is achieved when a long nonlinear
crystal with a high figure of merit is used inside a signal resonator with highly reflecting mirrors. In general
the pump threshold is lower for higher signal and idler
frequencies. However, via the sinc function of the phase
mismatch the pump threshold is exposed to an additional
and much stronger dependence on the signal and idler
wavelength. A minimum threshold is achieved for signal
and idler wavelengths with ∆k = 0. As a consequence
the OPO always seeks to oscillate as close as possible to
the phase-matched wavelengths.
Usually CW OPOs are pumped with focused
beams to enhance the pump power, therefore pump,
idler and signal waves are expressed as Gaussian
beams [11.1644]. In this case the intensity shows an
inhomogeneous distribution along the propagation axes
z and the intensity and phases are not constant within
each of the xy-planes. Only for loose focussing can
these inhomogeneities be neglected and is equation
(11.177) still a good estimation of the pump intensity
at threshold. The pump power at threshold for tight focussing has been derived in an detailed mathematical
treatment [11.1614, 1645], which is beyond this scope.
For optimized confocal focussing [11.1598], the pump
power at threshold is given by
Pp,th =

4πc2 n s n i αs
.
2 l
µ0 ωs ωi ωp deff
c

(11.179)

As opposed to the lc−2 dependence of the threshold intensity for plane waves (11.177) for the pump power
of Gaussian beams decreases linearly with the crystal
length.
Once above threshold a part of the pump power Pp is
converted into the appropriate signal and idler waves as
long as the effective gain is larger than one. An important parameter is the pump depletion, which occurs until
the gain is saturated and the steady state is reached.
The analytical description of the internal conversion
efficiency ηint can be obtained under steady-state conditions assuming small cavity losses and optimum phase
matching. The conversion efficiency
Pout,p
ηint = 1 −
(11.180)
Pin,p
depends on the ratio of the incoming and the transmitted pump power and is a function of the pump ratio
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assuming small transmission T of the output mirror and
small losses L for the resonant signal wave.
In order to operate the CW OPO continuously
with low fluctuations in output power and frequency,
the cavity length needs to be stabilized. The main
sources of cavity length fluctuations are thermally induced fluctuations of the refractive index, mostly in the
crystal, and acoustically and thermally induced perturbations of the position of the cavity mirrors. Fluctuations
caused by these sources are usually significant just
for low-frequency ranges, i. e., ν < 10 kHz, which can
be compensated, for example, by an electronic stabilization device. (For higher-frequency components,
i. e., ν > 10 kHz, the noise of the pump laser is significant instead of the cavity length fluctuations). For
an OPO with pump enhancement resonance, a change
of the cavity length induces a mismatch between the
cavity resonance frequency and the pump laser frequency, resulting in an increased OPO threshold and
decreased output power. If the OPO is resonant for the
signal or the idler wave or for both simultaneously, the
change of the cavity length leads to fluctuations of the
signal and idler frequencies and to mode hops and cluster hops. One possible method to stabilize the cavity
length is to increase the passive stability in a monolithic
setup [11.1646]. However, pump-enhanced OPOs and
doubly resonant OPOs usually require active control of
the cavity length [11.1647]. To stabilize a cavity resonance to a laser frequency several methods have been
successfully demonstrated [11.1648–1650]. Long-term
stabilization of a doubly resonant parametric oscillator
where the frequency instability is below 1 kHz has been
demonstrated [11.1651]

One of the most crucial components of CW OPOs
is the nonlinear material. For successful CW OPO operation it is of particular importance that the crystals
nonlinearity is high and noncritical phase matching is possible. Crystals used so far are noncritical
phase-matched LiNbO3 , KTP, LBO, Ba2 NaNb5 O15
and KNbO3 whereas especially KTP and its arsenate
isomorphs KTiOAsO4 (KTA) and RbTiOAsO4 (RTA)
turned out to be attractive materials for CW OPOs.
Wavelength tuning of NCPM OPOs requires either
temperature tuning of the crystal or wavelength tuning of the pump laser. Because of the low-temperature
tuning capability of the KTP crystal family wavelength tuning in such OPOs depends on tunable pump
sources. Many investigations have been performed with
DROs and pump-enhanced OPOs to achieve continuous tunability. A significant increase of the continuous
tuning range was realized with the dual-cavity design [11.1634,1636,1652]. Low-threshold operation has
been demonstrated with a TRO and pump-enhanced
SRO KTP OPO pumped with a single-stripe GaAlAs
diode laser [11.1652, 1653]. High idler powers of
840 mW in the wavelength range of 2.4–2.9 µm have
been achieved with KTP and KTA OPOs designed
as an intracavity SRO configuration and pumped by
Ti:sapphire lasers [11.1654]. An important step was the
realization of a singly resonant CW OPO [11.1629].
In recent years the availability of novel quasi-phasematched nonlinear material and high-power solid-state
lasers enabled significant advances in the development
of CW OPOs. The high optical nonlinearity of periodically poled LiNbO3 (PPLN) and long interaction lengths
up to 50 mm enables the operation of CW SROs pumped
by CW solid-state lasers. Pumping such a 50 mm-long
PPLN crystal with the 13.5 W output of a high-power
diode-pumped Nd:YAG laser, infrared radiation tunable
in the range of 3.25–3.95 µm with an output power of
3.6 W has been reported [11.1655]. The measured pump
depletion was as high as 93%. Wavelength tuning was
achieved through temperature tuning or by using different poling periods implemented on the crystal. A step
toward compact efficient and powerful CW OPOs was
performed with the realization of a diode-laser-pumped
singly resonant PPLN OPO [11.1656]. The SRO consists of a 38 mm-long PPLN in a four-mirror cavity
(Fig. 11.195). Pumping with 25 W of 925 nm laser radiation from an AlGaAs master-oscillator power-amplifier
(MOPA) system, 480 mW of single-frequency idler radiation was generated. The tuning range of the idler
covers 2.03–2.29 µm. In addition several investigations
have been performed with pump-enhanced SROs in
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N0 (N0 = Pp /Pp,th ) [11.1645]. The maximum conversion efficiency for plane waves comes to 100% for
a pump ratio of N0 = (π/2)2 . The extension of this
model to Gaussian intensity distributions with plane
wavefronts yields maximal conversion efficiency of 71%
supposing a pump ratio of 6.5. The conversion efficiency
is reduced by the inhomogeneous intensity distribution of the pump wave as well as distortions of the
wavefronts.
Due to parasitical losses in the cavity (Fresnel losses
at the surfaces, diffraction and absorption), the measured
output power is lower than predicted by the internal
efficiency. Therefore, it is useful to determine an external
(utilizable) conversion efficiency, which in steady-state
conditions is
T ωs
ηext,s =
η,
(11.181)
T + L ωp
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Fig. 11.195 Experimental setup of the diode laser pumped

singly resonant OPO (SRO). The pump beam from the
MOPA system propagates through a 60 dB isolator (iso)
and focuses into the PPLN crystal. All mirrors of the ring
cavity are highly reflecting for the signal wave and highly
transmitting for the pump and idler wave. The idler output
behind M2 is filtered from the residual pump and signal
radiation by dielectric filters [11.1656]

PPLN. Tunable radiation was generated in the range
of 2.29–2.96 µm with an output power of 140 mW
pumped by 800 mW delivered from a miniature diodepumped single-frequency Nd:YAG laser [11.1657]. An
extension of the wavelength into the mid-IR between
4.07–5.26 µm was demonstrated by pumping a PPLN
PESRO by CW single-frequency Ti:sapphire radiation [11.1658]. Another pumping design was performed
using a high-power fiber laser. The Yb-doped fiber laser
generated in a 40 mm-long PPLN crystal mid-IR idler
powers in the range 2.98–3.7 µm. Pumping with 8.3 W
laser power the OPO generated 1.9 W [11.1659].
Besides the successful demonstration of powerful
PPLN OPOs one severe disadvantage of PPLN is the
appearance of photorefractive effects, which may damage the crystal. Some effort is made to optimize the
growing technique in such a way that these defects can
be avoided.
Other QPM materials have also been developed,
such as periodically poled KTP (PPKTP) [11.1662–
1664], RTA (PPRTA) [11.1665] and Lithium tantalate
(PPLT) [11.1660]. Due to the high purity of these materials photorefractive defects do not occur even at high
pump levels.
Wide wavelength tunability has been reported in the
range 1.5–4 µm in PPLN [11.1666] and 1.55–2.3 µm
in PPLT[11.1660] pumping the OPOs near degeneracy,
which provides large parametric gain bandwidths for
a given poling period, crystal temperature and pump
wavelength (Fig. 11.196). In PPLT the wavelength tuning is achieved by changing the crystal temperature
within an interval of only 10 K. Operating a CW OPO
with subsequent frequency-doubling wavelength tunability from the visible to the mid-IR range between
550–2830 nm has recently been demonstrated. A com-
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Fig. 11.196 Temperature tuning curve of a near-degenerate

PPLT OPO calculated for a pump wave of 925 nm and
a grating period of 27.3 µm [11.1660]. Shaded areas: parametric gain bandwidth of the 35 mm long PPLT crystal at
degeneracy is as large as 460 nm. The Sellmeier coefficients
can be found in [11.1661]

parison between the performance of PPKTP and PPLN
was performed within these investigations [11.1664].
These cited examples clearly indicate the dynamic in
this field. Further research in new ferroelectrics generating radiation beyond 5 µm and the improvement of the
existing materials concerning dimensions, homogeneity
and structure design will lead to high-efficiency compact
integrated optical systems.
Nanosecond Optical Parametric Oscillators
Optical parametric oscillators pumped with nanosecond
pulses are the most well-established OPO systems generating powerful tunable radiation in the spectral range
from the visible to the near infrared. Since the first
demonstrated optical parametric oscillator [11.1600],
which was a nanosecond pulsed OPO, reliable nanosecond OPOs were not established before the late 1980s.
The appearance of new nonlinear materials with large
nonlinearity and high damage thresholds (larger than
1 J/cm2 ) such as BBO, LBO, and the improvement of
the optical quality of KTP or KNbO3 was the start of
an intense OPO evolution. These materials together with
the optimized spatial beam quality and high peak powers
of modern nanosecond Q-switched lasers made it possible to reach the threshold of the single-resonant OPO
configuration.
The basic principle of optical parametric oscillation
for nanosecond OPOs is the same as for CW oscilla-
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Γt =

√

gs Γ e−( τ )

t 2

with

gs =

ω2p
2
ωp + ω2s

,
(11.182)

where τ is the 1/ e2 intensity half-width of the Gaussian
pump pulse. The spatial coupling efficient gs describe
the mode overlap between the resonant signal wave and
the pump wave. The influence of the Poynting vector
walk-off defines the effective parametric gain length Λ

√
π lc
Λ = lω erf
(11.183)
2 lω
with the walk-off length, which depends on the birefringence angle ρ,


√
π ω  ω2p + ω2s
lω =
(11.184)
.
2 ρ ω2p + ω2s /2
The threshold energy fluence for the single-resonant
OPO is derived from the coupled wave equations, assuming low pump depletion, as
Jth =

2.25
τ
κgs Λ2
2

Ps,th
1
lr
ln
+ 2α2 lc + ln √ + ln 2
×
2τc
Ps,0
R
(11.185)

2ω ω d 2
with κ = n ns n i εeffc3 , where
p s i 0
mirrors, α2 are the internal

R is the reflectivity of the
losses of the resonant wave
inside the crystal, lr is the optical cavity length and lc is

the length of the crystal. The threshold identifies the detectable level of the signal energy, which corresponds to
an energy of typical 100 µJ, giving a threshold power to
noise ratio of ln(Pth /Ps ) = 33. The time required from
the parametric gain of the signal field starting from the
noise level P0 to reach the oscillation threshold Pth is
called the rise time of the parametric oscillator. The
rise time is an important parameter in the design and
operation of a parametric oscillator and can be calculated from the time-dependent coupled amplitudes
equations. For efficient conversion, the rise time has
to be as short as possible. Pearson et al. [11.1668]
carried out a detailed investigation of the rise time as
a function of various experimental parameters, such as
pump pulse length, cavity length, cavity losses and the
pump ratio N0 , which is the factor between the pump
pulse energy and the pump pulse energy at threshold,
N0 = Pp /Pp,th . Important experimental parameters to
minimize the rise time are high pump energy densities
and a short cavity length. Beyond the influence of the
rise time the threshold energy density can be reduced
by using long pump pulse durations τ, optimizing the
reflectivity R and avoiding intracavity losses α. Additionally the nonlinearity of the crystal should be large
and the length of the crystal should be as long as possible with regard to the limitation through the Poynting
vector walk-off.
The spectral bandwidth of a singly resonant optical parametric oscillator depends primarily on the gain
bandwidth, which is determined by the dispersion, the
birefringence and the length of the nonlinear crystal.
In addition, the bandwidth is determined by the spectral properties of the resonator, the correlation between
the resonator modes and the characteristics of the pump
laser, the wavelength, spectral bandwidth, intensity and
divergence. Because of the short pump pulse duration
for nanosecond pumped OPOs there is only a weak
spectral-mode condensation and the nanosecond OPO
does not reach the stationary state, unlike the CW OPO.
Usually the nanosecond OPO bandwidth is estimated
with the gain bandwidth, as there is no exact analytical
description of the spectral bandwidth of pulsed OPOs.
Neglecting any saturation Brosnan and Byer [11.1667]
deduced an expression for the spectral condensation
depending on the number p of cavity round-trips
1
∆ν( p) = √ ∆ν .
p

(11.186)

A more exact prediction concerning the theoretical
bandwidth can be calculated using numerically simulations [11.1669, 1670].
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tors; however, due to the finite length of the pump pulse
(typical pulse lengths are 2–30 ns) the OPO does not
reach the steady-state regime. In nanosecond OPOs, the
cavity length is about a few centimeters, which corresponds to less than 100 round-trips for the pump pulse.
The steady-state threshold is no longer valid because
of the transient character of pulsed OPOs. The dynamic behavior was considered in a model developed
by Brosnan and Byer [11.1667] using a time-dependent
gain analysis. They calculated the buildup to threshold
for a signal resonant optical parametric oscillator by
assuming a Gaussian temporal profile for the incident
pump pulse intensity and a Gaussian spatial distribution for the pump and the signal beams. Additionally
their model assumes single pass of the pump wave
and considers the effects of mode overlap and spatial
walk-off.
They introduced the time-dependent parametric gain
coefficient Γt

11.9 Optical Parametric Oscillators
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Nanosecond pulsed optical parametric oscillators are
powerful devices of widely tunable coherent light. With
the nonlinear crystals BBO and LBO such OPOs provide coherent radiation in the entire spectral range from
the UV (300 nm) to the near IR (2.5 µm). The advantageous properties of these crystals are high optical
damage threshold, high nonlinearities, a wide transparency range and a large birefringence. Since the first
successful operation of a BBO OPO reported by Fan
et al. in 1989 [11.1671] significant progress in OPO technology has been achieved. In the investigations reported
so far, BBO OPOs have been pumped with the second,
third, and fourth harmonics of a Q-switched Nd:YAG
laser at 532 nm [11.1671,1672], 355 nm [11.1672–1677]
and 266 nm [11.1672, 1678], and with the fundamental
of an XeCl excimer laser at 308 nm [11.1679,1680]. The
highest output energies and efficiencies have been obtained with the third harmonic of Q-switched Nd:YAG
laser. The generated output energies are in the range
100–200 mJ/pulse and external conversion efficiencies
of up to 61% have been reported [11.1672, 1681].
Similar advances have been demonstrated for
the LBO OPO that covers almost the same spectral range [11.1669, 1682–1688]. The power densities
at threshold for the 355 nm-pumped LBO OPO are
typically higher by a factor of two compared to
those of equivalent BBO OPOs due to the lower
effective nonlinear coefficient. However, LBO possesses a smaller spatial walk-off angle than BBO
[ρ(LBO) ≈ 0.25ρ(BBO)] allowing the use of longer
LBO crystals to compensate the lower nonlinearity. The
experimental comparisons of LBO and BBO [11.1669,
1686] demonstrate the advantageous properties of LBO
as there are large angular acceptance, low spatial walkoff (which can even be zero for temperature-tuned
noncritical phase matching). These properties are valuable if the OPO is to be operated with low-pump-energy
laser sources (< 3 mJ) [11.1689], whereas BBO with
restricted angular acceptance and larger nonlinearity
is more suitable for high-pump-energy laser sources
(> 100 mJ).
In the past many investigations were performed primarily for the type I critically phase matched BBO
OPO pumped by the third harmonic of a Nd:YAG laser.
This well-established standard OPO consists typically of
a 12–15 mm-long BBO crystal placed in a linear signal
resonant Fabry–Pérot resonator. Changing the phasematching angle in the range of 10◦ the OPO covers
a tuning range of 400–710 nm for the signal wave and
710–3100 nm for the idler wave. Experimentally the
idler tuning is restricted by an increase of absorption in

the crystal for wavelengths longer than 2600 nm. The
pump energy density at threshold is about 200 mJ/cm2 .
Pumped with 2–10 ns-long pulses such OPO devices operate routinely with conversion efficiencies in the range
of 20–50% whereby the optical damage threshold of the
OPO components limits the pump ratio. The spectral
bandwidth of the type I phase-matched 355 nm-pumped
BBO OPO varies from 0.2 nm in the blue spectral
range (λ = 400 nm) to more than 10 nm at degeneracy
(λ = 710 nm). The spectral bandwidth of the idler wave
equals (expressed in wavenumbers or GHz) that of the
corresponding signal frequency.
In the past, many efforts have been made to reduce the spectral bandwidth of OPOs. Significant line
narrowing, even to single-mode operation, can be
achieved with the insertion of frequency selective elements (such as gratings or etalons) into the OPO
resonator or with external injection seeding of the OPO.
Although these methods can provide single-mode operation, the disadvantages are obvious. First, the addition
of frequency-selective elements increases the resonator
length, the cavity losses and thus the oscillation threshold. Therefore, higher pump densities are required and
a compromise is needed between the necessary pump
power and the damage threshold of the optical components. Second, continuous wavelength tuning may be
affected by the complexity of such devices. The spectral line narrowing via injection seeding avoids these
disadvantages; the threshold is even reduced, because
of a shorter rise time [11.1690]. Nevertheless, successful injection seeding in pulsed OPOs depends on many
fundamental parameters of the OPO operation. Besides
proper collinear alignment and divergence adaptation
between the seed radiation and the seeded OPO wave,
the frequency matching between the cavity mode and
the seed frequency is essential. Despite these difficulties
successful line narrowing was demonstrated with both
methods [11.1675, 1681, 1691–1693]. A theoretical description of the spectral characteristic of free-running
or injection-seeded OPO systems are given in several
numerical models [11.1669, 1670, 1694, 1695].
The investigation and the control of the spatial beam
quality of nanosecond OPOs is still a challenge. As a result of large pump-beam diameters, high nonlinear gain
in the crystal and a large Fresnel number of the optical
resonator the beam quality factor M 2 of the generated
radiation are often high > 2–10 and thus far from the
diffraction limit (M 2 = 1). Most of the numerical models
simulating the spatial behavior of nanoseconds OPO are
time integrated [11.1696–1699]. Recently time-resolved
experimental and numerical investigation of the spec-
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Fig. 11.197 Mode spectra of the signal wave (550 nm)
recorded for 10 successive OPO pulses. The OPO is operated at 1.44 times above threshold. The mode spacing is
28.8 GHz (0.96 cm−1 ) [11.1670]

ficiencies up to 40%, generating output powers of about
5 W or pulse energies of 5 mJ [11.1716, 1717]. The difficulty of finding the appropriate pump lasers for these
materials has been overcome with cascaded OPO systems published for AgGaSe2 and CdSe [11.1717–1720].
A new generation of nanosecond OPOs appeared
with the availability of periodically poled QPM materials as there are PPLN, PPKTP, PPKTA and
PPRTA. These crystals have large effective nonlinearities (8–16 pm/V), up to eight times higher than in
a corresponding BBO crystal, and possess long interaction lengths. Typically the aperture of the QPM
crystals are 1 mm high. Therefore, these materials
are well suited for the generation of mid-IR radiation pumped with high-repetition low-power-pump
pulses [11.1721–1723]. With the development of wide
large-aperture PPRTA crystals, QPM becomes suitable
also for high-power applications [11.1724, 1725]. The
large nonlinearity of PPLN enables the operation of efficient single-pass optical parametric oscillators [11.1721,
1726–1728]. More recently tunable single-frequency
generation has been demonstrated with injection-seeded
PPLN OPOs and PPLN OPGs [11.1729–1731].
Synchronously Pumped Optical Parametric
Oscillators
Optical parametric oscillators synchronously pumped
by mode-locked solid-state lasers are powerful devices
for the generation of tunable ultrashort laser pulses. The
first CW synchronously pumped picosecond OPO was
demonstrated by Piskarskas et al. in 1988 [11.1732] and
the first synchronously pumped femtosecond OPO by
Edelstein et al. in 1989 [11.1733].
Many reports of such OPOs generating pulses in
the picosecond or femtosecond regime have been published in recent years [11.1734–1736]. Ultrafast laser
systems are attractive pump sources for optical parametric oscillators. They combine high peak pulse intensities
providing sufficient nonlinear gain with a moderate energy fluence preventing optical damage of the material.
However, remembering the instantaneous character of
nonlinear polarization the optical gain is obtained exclusively during the time interval of the pump pulses length.
In contrast to nanosecond OPOs, the time interval of ultrashort pulses (τ < 100 ps) is too short to allow a finite
number of cavity round-trips. Therefore, the basic operation principle of ultrafast optical parametric oscillators
is synchronous pumping to achieve macroscopic amplification of the parametric waves from quantum noise.
In this pumping scheme the length of the optical parametric oscillator is matched to that of the pump laser
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tral and spatial dynamics of nanosecond OPO has been
reported [11.1700, 1701]. The result of the different investigations is, that the OPO starts on the optical axis
with an almost Gaussian beam profile. However, during
the buildup of the pulse the fields undergo an inhomogeneous gain caused by the birefringence walk-off in the
OPO crystal, pump depletion and back-conversion and
as consequence the M 2 value increases with the size of
the pump energy, pump depletion and back-conversion.
Some investigations of the spectral and temporal dynamics of the OPO has been performed using
a BBO OPO, which consists of a 2–3 mm-long crystal in a 3.5 mm-long cavity [11.1670, 1701]. Due to the
wide mode spacing of about 1 cm−1 each single mode
can be considered. Figure 11.197 shows the statistical mode fluctuation of 10 successive pulses. Thus, the
short-cavity OPO proofs the macroscopic manifestation
of the zero-point fluctuation of the vacuum.
Based on the numerical and experimental results
some improvement on the spectral and spatial performance of nanosecond OPOs were developed based on
novel pumping and resonator configurations [11.1621,
1702–1708].
For the generation of wavelengths up to 5 µm the appropriate crystals are KTP, KTA and KNbO3 [11.1709–
1712]. Further extension to wavelengths beyond
5 µm can be achieved in ZnGeP2 , CdSe and
AgGaSe2 [11.1713–1717]. Avoiding two-photon absorption in the materials these crystals have to be
operated with pump wavelengths longer than 1.5 µm.
Meanwhile nanosecond OPOs are demonstrated with
a tuning range up to 14 µm. They provide conversion ef-
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resonator, so that the round-trip transit time in the OPO
resonator corresponds to the repetition time of the pump
pulses. The consecutive coincidence of parametric and
pump wave in the nonlinear crystal amplifies the gain
until it overcomes the threshold.
In general, two types of synchronously pumped
OPOs are to be distinguished: the pulsed (or quasiCW) synchronously and the continuous synchronously
pumped OPOs. CW synchronously pumped OPOs are
pumped with a continuous train of ultrashort pulses as
they are emitted by CW mode-locked neodymium lasers
or Kerr lens mode-locked Ti:sapphire lasers, while the
pump sources of pulsed synchronously pumped OPOs
are mode locked Q-switched Nd lasers generating a train
of ultrashort pulses contained within a nanosecond or
microsecond envelope.
The physical description of CW synchronously
pumped OPOs is equivalent to the steady-state formalism for CW OPOs considering the peak pump
pulse intensity determining the nonlinear gain. Pulsed
synchronously pumped OPOs show the transient behavior of nanosecond OPOs so their analysis has to
take into account the rise-time effects caused by the
finite time duration of the nanosecond pulsed envelope [11.1667]. An analysis of synchronously pumped
OPOs can be found for plane-wave conditions [11.1737]
and for Gaussian beams in CW synchronously pumped
OPOs [11.1738, 1739].
Most of the early synchronously pumped OPOs were
pulsed OPOs [11.1734] because of the significant higher
peak pump pulse powers compared to CW mode-locked
pump lasers at that time. Picosecond optical parametric
oscillation even in the SRO configuration was generated using the nonlinear materials KTP [11.1740],
BBO [11.1622] and LBO [11.1741]. However due to
the pulsed pump characteristic the output of such OPOs
does not consist of a really repetitive pulse train, and
the amplitude, intensity and the pulse duration of the
output pulse can vary under the pulse envelope. In applications where no high peak powers are needed CW
synchronously pumped OPO are advantageous because
of their continuous train of output pulses. Meanwhile
with the availability of efficient CW mode-locked lasers
and more-reliable nonlinear materials the research in this
field is focused on CW synchronously pumped OPOs.
In practice, synchronously pumping is a reasonable pumping mechanism only for high repetition rates
(> 50 MHz) otherwise the resonator length becomes too
long and unpractical. For example, typical repetition
rates of Kerr lens mode-locked Ti:sapphire lasers are
about 80 MHz, which corresponds to an OPO resonator

l3
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Pump

l2
M2
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Fig. 11.198 Experimental setup for a linear standing wave

resonator consisting of two plane mirrors M1 and M4 and
two spherical mirrors M2 and M3. The pump laser beam is
focused into the crystal C between the spherical mirrors M2
and M3. The total resonator length depends on the distance
between two successively pump pulses

length of 1.85 m. The tolerance of the resonator length
detuning can be calculated from ∆lres = ∆τ(c/2), which
is half the geometrical pump pulse length. The theoretical detuning calculated for 1 ps is about 150 µm,
however experimentally even shorter detuning tolerances of 30 µm are affordable.
Commonly used resonator designs for synchronously pumped OPOs are ring or standing-wave
resonators, where the latter is favorable for compactness
reasons (its length is half that of the ring). A typical standing-wave resonator for synchronously pumped
OPOs is shown in Fig. 11.198 consisting of two plane
and two spherical mirrors.
Picosecond optical parametric oscillators. Picosecond
optical parametric oscillators synchronously pumped by
CW mode-locked solid-state lasers are powerful devices
for the generation of tunable ultrashort laser pulses especially in the IR spectral region. For many applications
in high-resolution spectroscopy a high spectral intensity and a narrow bandwidth is required. As the light of
such OPOs is almost Fourier limited (15 ps = 1 cm−1 )
picosecond pulses (with t > 10 ps) have a sufficient selectivity for spectroscopy, in contrast to pulses in the
femtosecond regime. Similar to the nanosecond pulsed
OPOs the high peak powers of modern CW mode-locked
lasers easily overcome the threshold of SRO resonators.
As a consequence, most synchronously pumped CW
OPOs operate in the SRO configuration.
In the past, there have been various ways to generate
tunable picosecond IR radiation by CW synchronously
pumped OPOs. In most synchronously pumped picosecond OPOs, the use of noncritical phase matching
prevents a reduction of interaction length due to walk-off
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wave, are summarized in experimental investigations for
picosecond and femtosecond radiation [11.1748, 1749].
High-power operation of a singly resonant picosecond OPO has been reported pumping a criticalphase-matched KTP OPO with the fundamental of an
mode-locked Nd:YLF laser at 1.053 µm [11.1750]. This
device generates 12 ps-long signal pulses at 1.55 µm for
40 ps-long pump pulses at a repetition rate of 76 MHz.
A total average output power of 2.8 W was achieved
with 800 mW in the idler wave at 3.28 µm.
The new generation of mode-locked lasers are
diode-pumped CW mode-locked Nd:YVO4 oscillator–
amplifier laser systems. Such an all-solid-state laser
system operating at 1.064 µm with 7 ps pulse lengths at
repetition rates of about 83 MHz delivers average output
powers of 29 W. Pumping a noncritical-phase-matched
KTA OPO the OPO output power reaches the multiwatt
region providing a signal wavelength of 1.53 µm with
an output power of 14.6 W and an idler output power as
high as 6.4 W at 3.47 µm in the mid-IR [11.1751]. The
total average output power of 21 W corresponds to an
external efficiency of 70%. However, both systems operate at a specific signal and idler wavelength without
any tunability.
With the availability of QPM nonlinear materials like
PPLN, PPKTP, PPRTA new perspectives have arisen
in the research of efficient tunable picosecond OPOs.
With the advantageous properties of these materials as
their large nonlinearities, transparency in the mid IR and
the capability to choose an optimized phase-matching
condition for the interacting waves, for example noncritical phase matching, they become ideal candidates
to realize singly resonant synchronously pumped OPOs
with low thresholds, large tunability and efficient output powers. Compact all-solid-state devices have been
reported based on PPLN and PPRTA with a pump
power threshold as low as 10 mW [11.1752, 1753]. The
generated radiation covers the wavelength range from
3.35–5 µm with total output powers of up to 400 mW
in 1–5 ps pulses. The power of the idler wave was
up to 100 mW. The spectral range of the PPLN OPO
has been extended even beyond 5 µm [11.1754] and
idler output powers of 0.5 mW are achieved. The operation of a PPLN OPO at GHz repetition rates was
demonstrated by pumping the PPLN OPO with an
all-solid-state neodymium laser at 10 GHz [11.1755].
Rapid wavelength access was achieved with the use
of a mode-locked diode laser master-oscillator poweramplifier (MOPA) system providing 7.8 ps pulses at
2.5 GHz repetition rate. The InGaAs oscillator–amplifier
system delivered an output power of 900 mW, which was
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between the focused beams inside the nonlinear crystal.
Wavelength tuning of noncritical OPOs requires a variation of the pump wavelength or the crystal temperature.
A temperature-tuned picosecond LBO OPO has
been reported [11.1742] generating continuously tunable radiation between 650 nm and 2.5 µm with a single
crystal. The average output power achieved by this system was below 100 mW. By using tunable pump laser
systems like the Kerr-lens mode-locked Ti:sapphire
laser pump wavelength tuning offers a convenient tuning
mechanism.
A noncritical-phase-matched picosecond KTP OPO
[11.1743] generates tunable picosecond pulses in
the spectral ranges of 1–1.2 µm for the signal and
2.3–2.9 µm for the idler wave via wavelength tuning of
the pump between 720–853 nm. Average output powers
of up to 700 mW in 1.2 ps pulses has been achieved with
a pump power of 1.6 W at a 82 MHz repetition rate.
The combination of wavelength tuning of the
Ti:sapphire laser and temperature tuning in LBO
has been performed under the type I noncriticalphase-matching condition, providing continuously tunable picosecond pulses in the spectral range of
1–2.4 µm [11.1744]. The pump power was 1.2 W in
1–2 ps pulses at a 81 MHz repetition rate and generated
an average OPO output power of about 325 mW. Using
the arsenate isomorphs of KTP, such as KTA and RTA,
the wavelength range of the OPO can be extended up to
3.6 µm [11.1745]. Due to their wider transparency range
and the lack of grey tracking inside the crystal these
materials are advantageous for IR picosecond OPOs.
Further extension of the tuning range of picosecond
OPOs into the mid-IR was demonstrated with a criticalphase-matched AgGaS2 OPO pumped by a Q-switched
mode-locked Nd:YAG laser [11.1746]. This OPO had
an idler tuning range of 3.5–4.5 µm and a maximum
output power of 2 W.
Picosecond pulse generation in the visible spectral
range has been demonstrated in an LBO OPO pumped
with the third harmonic of a CW mode-locked Nd:YLF
laser [11.1747]. The generated output power was about
275 mW in the spectral range of 453–472 nm in 15 pslong pulses at a repetition rate of 75 MHz.
In general, it should be pointed out that the device Ti:sapphire-laser-pumped KTP or KTA OPO is
a versatile tool for the generation of tunable picosecond pulses in the entire spectral region from the UV
to the near-IR. The frequency-conversion schemes involved, such as second, third, and fourth harmonics
of the Ti:sapphire laser, optical parametric oscillation
in KTP and frequency doubling of the OPO’s signal
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converted to 78 mW idler power tunable in the spectral
range of 2.2–2.8 µm [11.1756].
A high-power picosecond PPLN-OPO was performed by synchronously pumping a PPLN crystal with
the fundamental wave of a CW mode-locked Nd:YLF
laser. The tuning range of the PPLN OPO is for the signal radiation 1.765–2.06 µm and 2.155–2.61 µm for the
idler radiation, respectively. High average output powers
for the signal and idler radiation of 2.55 W and 2.4 W
have been achieved in 45 ps-long pulses at a 76 MHz
repetition rate for an input pump power of 7.4 W, which
corresponds to a total external conversion of about 67%.
The measured pump depletion was 71% [11.1757].
Much emphasis is placed on further extension of
the tuning range of picosecond systems into the IR.
For this purpose OPO/OPA and OPG/OPA devices are
of great interest [11.1758, 1759] as their output powers and tuning ranges are sufficient to be used for
difference-frequency mixing into the mid-IR. The difference frequency mixing in GaSe or CdSe [11.1760–1762]
of signal and idler frequencies generated from an PPLN
OPO seeded KTP-OPA provides picosecond pulses tunable at 3–24 µm.
Femtosecond optical parametric oscillators. Tunable
femtosecond OPOs are attractive light sources for
time-resolved spectroscopy of chemical and biological
reactions. Femtosecond pulses are characterized by their
high peak powers, which easily overcome the threshold
of a singly resonant OPO configuration. The short pulse
length of about 100 fs is combined with a huge spectral
bandwidth of several nanometers (≈ 10 nm) and dispersion effects, such as group velocity dispersion, group
velocity mismatch (i. e., temporal walk-off) and spectral acceptance bandwidths can no longer be neglected.
The group-velocity dispersion causes a pulse broadening whereas the temporal walk-off lowers the nonlinear
gain and/or changes the time characteristic of output
pulse. For efficient frequency conversion, the temporal
walk-off has to be minimized by an appropriate choice
of the crystal length. Typical crystal lengths of femtosecond OPOs are only 1–2 mm, and therefore high
nonlinearities are desirable for low operation thresholds.
The group velocity dispersion can be minimized via dispersion compensation in the OPO cavity. Additionally
to these dispersion effects, other higher-order nonlinear effects come with the high peak pump powers, such
as self-phase modulation and cross-phase modulation
which result in a chirped OPO output pulse [11.1613].
The start of an extensive development of femtosecond OPOs was initiated with the commercial

availability of the Kerr-lens mode-locked Ti:sapphire
laser. The first material used in synchronously pumped
femtosecond OPOs was KTP [11.1763–1765] in
non-collinear critical-phase-matching conditions and
collinear noncritical-phase-matching condition. Due to
the higher transmission in the mid-IRA OPOs with
KTA [11.1766, 1767], RTA [11.1768], CsTiOAsO4
(CTA) [11.1769, 1770], and KNbO3 [11.1771] generate a wider wavelength range of 1–5 µm with pulse
durations of less than 100 fs. Typical maximum output
powers of such devices are 100–200 mW for the signal
and 50–100 mW for the idler wave.
The periodically poled nonlinear materials PPLN,
PPRTA, and PPKTP are of particular importance for
femtosecond OPOs because noncritical phase matching becomes possible even for the extended wavelength
tuning. This feature results in compact, low-threshold,
efficient OPO devices. The wavelength tuning of such
femtosecond QPM OPOs is performed via grating, pump
wavelength or cavity tuning and covers the spectral range
from 1.7–5.4 µm in PPLN [11.1772], 1.06–1.22 µm
(λs ) and 2.67–4.5 µm (λi ) in PPRTA [11.1773], and
1–1.2 µm in PPKTP [11.1774]. Comparing these QPM
materials, PPLN and PPRTA have an advantage because
of their large transmission range, where PPLN possesses
the higher nonlinearity. However PPLN suffers from
process-induced photorefractive defects, which may be
suppressed by heating the crystal to temperatures higher
than 100 ◦ C. Recently MgO-doped PPLN-OPO was investigated [11.1775] allowing reliable OPO operation at
room temperature.
Tunable radiation in the range of 4–8 µm have been
achieved using a cascaded AgGaSe2 OPO, which has
been pumped with the idler of a CTA OPO. This system
generates average powers of 35 mW in 300–600 fs-long
pulses at a repetition rate of 82 MHz.
Moreover, optical parametric generators and amplifiers are powerful tools for the generation of ultrashort
pulses into further infrared regions [11.1776]. The generation of femtosecond pulses in the spectral range
3–12 µm with almost bandwidth limited pulses of
100–200 fs have been reviewed for different parametric
processes and a number of relevant materials [11.1777].
Many new perspectives for the generation of intense
ultrashort pulses are given by parametric amplification
of chirped laser pulses. The basic principle of optical parametric chirped pulse amplification (OPCPA) is
that stretched linearly chirped pump pulses are amplified in a non-collinear phase-matched OPA. After the
single-pass amplification, the pulses are compressed,
providing high energy in short pulse lengths of 10 fs
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to non-collinear phase matching but can be obtained
at practically any center wavelength in the crystals
transparency window. Additionally QPM OPA can be
increased by using engineered grating profiles, such as
chirped gratings [11.1625], fanned gratings [11.1626],
and aperiodic gratings [11.1786].
Nondegenerate OPCPA has been demonstrated in
PPKTP at a wavelength of 1573 nm pumped by
a Nd:YAG laser [11.1787] and close to degeneracy
at a wavelength of 1053 nm pumped by a Nd:glass
laser [11.1788].
This chapter describes the basic properties and current performance of CW, nanosecond and ultrashort
optical parametric oscillators. Today these parametric
systems are powerful tunable light sources providing
a spectral range from the visible to the mid-IR in all
time regimes. The main progress in this field is based on
the development of more-sophisticated optical materials
and efficient, reliable laser systems. With the realization
of QPM materials there was an important breakthrough
towards compact widely tunable OPOs. Especially for
CW OPOs, QPM materials are the key element for
the realization of widely tunable singly resonant OPOs.
The high nonlinear gain of QPM materials enables the
reduction of the optical parametric oscillation to optical parametric generation, which leads to more-simple
devices. The combination of diode-pumped solid-state
laser systems and QPM crystals, which already leads
to direct diode-pumped OPOs, is the way to future,
compact tunable laser systems that may be realized in
integrated designs.
Finally it should be mentioned that, besides the
importance of the generated OPO radiation for many
spectroscopic and technical applications, the OPO itself
is still an interesting physical system to be explored in
the field of quantum mechanics.

11.10 Generation of Coherent Mid-Infrared Radiation
by Difference-Frequency Mixing
The fundamental infrared (IR) or mid-IR region of the
electromagnetic spectrum between, say 3–20 µm, is of
special interest for many applications, notably molecular
spectroscopy [11.1789]. The reason is that most organic
and inorganic molecules exhibit strong vibrational–
rotational transitions in this wavelength region. This is
illustrated in Fig. 11.199, where the absorption ranges
of some important functional groups of molecules are
plotted for wavelengths of 2–20 µm (top), whereas
absorption features of a few selected molecules are

depicted in the center. In view of applications in air monitoring the (relative) transmission through the terrestrial
atmosphere is plotted at the bottom of Fig. 11.199.
This atmospheric absorption is obviously dominated
by the presence of water vapor and CO2 . The atmospheric windows at 3–5 µm and 8–14 µm are clearly
visible.
In addition to the ultraviolet–visible and the near-IR
range, the mid-IR region has attracted a lot of interest
in recent times owing to the numerous applications of
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or less. The non-collinear phase-matching scheme is
important because of the huge spectral bandwidths of
femtosecond pulses. For ideal OPCPA the pump pulse
duration corresponds to the length of the chirped pulse.
The spatial beam profile should be rectangular (flat-top),
and the gain should be constant temporally and spatially.
Dubietis et al. [11.1776] published the first proposal
and demonstration of OPCPA. The first experimental
demonstrations of OPCPA were performed in degenerate LBO, KDP and BBO [11.1778–1782]. Amplification
of 1010 have been achieved in single-pass amplification
at degeneracy.
The use of non-collinear phase matching enables
the efficient parametrical amplification of nondegenerate
wavelengths despite large spectral bandwidth. Recently
different sources of supercontinuum have been amplified in BBO and other crystals via frequency-doubled
Ti:sapphire lasers with 1 kHz repetition rate [11.1783,
1784]. Ultrashort pulses below 6 fs have been generated, however the achieved pulse energies was lower
than 5 µJ.
The generation of higher energies is possible by employing visible picosecond pump pulses and temporally
stretched seed pulses. At a center wavelength of 800 nm
and a pump wavelength of about 530 nm in BBO and
LBO gain bandwidths broader than 2000 cm−1 are obtained, which is sufficient to amplify Fourier-limited
pulses with 5 fs duration [11.1778]. Due to the large
damage thresholds of both materials, high pump intensities can be applied. Recently OPCPA was performed
at 800 nm and with a Nd:YAG laser at 532 nm, generating a gain of 4 × 106 in two BBO crystals [11.1785].
The pulse energy was 2 mJ at a 10 Hz repetition rate.
QPM materials also turn out to be advantageous in
OPCPA. Broad-bandwidth amplification is not restricted
any longer to collinear phase matching at degeneracy or
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Fig. 11.199 Absorption ranges of important molecular functional

groups (top) and of selected molecules (center). The size of the symbols is related to the absorption strength. Atmospheric transmission
is depicted at the bottom

trace-gas sensing in rather diverse fields including environmental monitoring and climate research, industrial
and process surveillance, workplace safety, agriculture
(e.g., ethylene or ammonia detection, surveillance of fermentation), homeland security (e.g., chemical warfare
or explosives detection) and medical diagnosis (e.g., human breath monitoring). It has been demonstrated in
numerous cases that laser spectroscopy offers the potential for high sensitivity and selectivity, multicomponent
capability, and large dynamic range. These are all crucial properties for trace-gas sensing. An important aspect
of laser-based sensors is that usually no sample preparation, i. e., neither pretreatment nor pre-concentration,
are required, in contrast to many competing techniques.
Apart from an appropriate detection scheme, which enables sensitive absorption measurements, a mid-infrared

tunable laser source is a prerequisite for successful
trace-gas sensing and analysis. In addition to tunability,
a narrow line width guarantees sufficient specificity of
detection in multicomponent real-world gas mixtures.
In the preferred mid-IR range, the choice of coherent
sources is, however, rather limited. Table 11.49 lists
tunable lasers with wavelengths longer than 3 µm. It
essentially includes the conventional well-established
line-tunable CO and CO2 gas lasers, continuously tunable semiconductor lasers (lead-salt diode and quantum
cascade lasers), color center lasers, novel crystalline
solid-state lasers and nonlinear optical devices [optical
parametric oscillators (OPOs) and difference-frequency
generation (DFG) sources].
Recent progress both in solid-state lasers and
in quantum cascade lasers (QCLs) appears promising. Solid-state laser materials such as Ce2+ :ZnSe or
Fe2+ :ZnSe offer tuning ranges of 2.2–3.1 µm [11.1790]
or 4–4.5 µm, respectively (though the latter only when
pulsed and with cryogenic cooling) [11.1791]. New
developments in QCLs equipped with external cavities yield a continuous tuning range of around 10%
of the central wavelength and – at least partly –
room-temperature continuous-wave operation [11.1792,
1793]. Despite these attractive prospects the broadest tuning range, best wavelength coverage, roomtemperature operation and highest flexibility in terms of
wavelength selection is currently still achieved with nonlinear optical devices (DFG and OPOs) [11.1794]. Here
we focus on DFG as the scheme that has been widely
used in recent times to access mid-IR wavelengths for
trace-gas sensing. In fact, these important applications
have fostered further developments of DFG systems.

11.10.1 Difference-Frequency Generation
(DFG)
Difference-frequency generation (DFG) represents
a nonlinear optical effect that is related to the nonlinear
susceptibility of second order (χ (2) ) of a material. Other
related effects are second-harmonic generation (SHG)
and sum-frequency generation (SFG). Hence, DFG represents a three-beam interaction process that is mostly
used to generate tunable coherent mid-infrared radiation,
although it has also been employed for THz generation.
Birefringent, Quasi-Phase Matching
and Conversion Efficiency
In difference-frequency generation the light of two laser
beams is mixed in a nonlinear crystal and light with
a frequency of the difference of the two incident fre-
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Table 11.49 Tunable continuous-wave mid-IR laser sources with wavelengths ≥ 3 µm. RT: room temperature, LN2 :
liquid nitrogen (77 K), TE: thermoelectric cooling, SHG: second-harmonic generation, QCL: quantum cascade laser,
OPO: optical parametric oscillator, DFG: difference-frequency generation
Wavelength (µm)

Tuning characteristics

Power

Operation

CO
CO2
Lead salt diode
QCL
Color center
Solid-state
OPO
DFG

5–6 (2.7 – 4, overtone)
9–11 (4.5–5.5, SHG)
4–30
4–> 24, THz
1–3.3
2.2–3.1
3–16
3–16

only line tunable
only line tunable
≈ cm−1 mode hop-free
cm−1 to > 100 cm−1 per device
≈ 0.5 µm for single crystal
≈ 0.5–1 µm
∼ µm for specific setup
∼ µm for specific setup

50 mW to W
W
< 0.1 mW
mW
100 mW
≤ 1W
≤ 1W
µW to mW

LN2 cooling, also ≤ 0 ◦ C
RT operation
Cryogenic cooling
LN2 /TE cooling, also RT
LN2 cooling
RT operation
RT operation
RT operation

quencies is generated. The generated frequency is given
by energy conservation:
ωp − ωs = ωi → ωi = ωp − ωs .

(11.187)

The laser with the highest frequency ωp is called the
pump laser, while the second laser is called the signal
laser with a frequency ωs . The generated idler beam has
the lowest frequency ωi . The phase-matching condition
is given by the conservation of momentum:
∆k = kp − ks − ki = 0 ,

(11.188)

where ∆k is the phase mismatch, and kp , ks , and ki are
the wavevectors of the pump, signal, and idler beam, respectively. In the case of collinear wave propagation the
wavevectors can be replaced by |k| = nc/λ and (11.188)
changes to:
np ns ni
− − =0,
λp λs λi

s, and i corresponding to pump, signal and idler, respectively, and c is the speed of light in vacuum. Phase
matching in a birefringent crystal can be achieved by

(11.189)

where n is the refractive index at the corresponding
wavelength, λ is the wavelength with the subscripts p,
Table 11.50 Different phase matching types for DFG processes for positive and negative birefringent crystals. PM:
phase matching, e: extraordinarily polarized, o: ordinarily
polarized, QPM: quasi-phase matching
PM
type

Birefringence

Pump
beam

Signal
beam

Idler
beam

I
I
II
II
III
III
QPM

Positive
Negative
Positive
Negative
Positive
Negative

o
e
o
e
o
e
e

e
o
e
o
o
e
e

e
o
o
e
e
o
e

1. angle tuning
2. temperature tuning
3. wavelength tuning (changing the wavelength of the
pump and/or signal laser).
The most common way to achieve phase matching with
a birefringent crystal is realized by angle tuning, i. e., by
rotating the crystal until the phase-matching condition
is fulfilled.
For infinite plane waves the idler intensity is given
by [11.1795]:


ω2 d 2 L 2 Is Ip
∆kL
sinc2
(11.190)
Ii = 2 i3 eff
2
c ε0 n p n s n i
where deff is the effective nonlinear coefficient, L is the
crystal length, I is the intensity of the laser beam for
pump, signal and idler beams, respectively, ε0 is the dielectric constant, and ∆k is the phase mismatch. Hence
the idler intensity scales with the product of the incident
intensities Is Ip and the square of the crystal length L 2 .
This is valid as long as there is no pump depletion and
negligible walk-off between the beams. These effects
limit the useful crystal length and they are discussed
in more detail in the section on nonlinear crystals. The
effective nonlinear coefficient deff describes the nonlinearity of the crystal seen by the incident light and
depends on the crystal structure, the direction of propagation, the polarization of the light, and the nonlinear
coefficients dij (Table 11.51) given by the tensor of the
nonlinear susceptibility χ(2) = 2d.
To achieve phase matching it is taken advantage of
the different refractive index for ordinarily and extraordinarily polarized light. Depending on the combination
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Table 11.51 Nonlinear coefficients dij measured at wavelength λm , transparency range and approximate damage threshold

for ns pulses of selected nonlinear optical crystals used in DFG
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Crystal

Nonlinear coefficients (pm/V) [11.1796]

λm
(µm)

Transparency
range (µm)
[11.1797]

Damage threshold
pulsed (MW/cm2 )
[11.1797, 1798]

AgGaS2

d14 = 57

10.6
1.064

0.46– 13

25

AgGaSe2

d36 = 33

10.6

0.7–19

25

Ba2 NaNb5 O15

d31 = 12
[11.1797]

0.37– 5

4

CdGeAs2

d36 = 235

10.6

2.4–18

20– 40 [11.1799]

CdSe

10.6

0.57– 25

60

d36 = 20
d36 = 23.6
d32 = 12
[11.1797]

d33 = 16.5
[11.1797]

d15 = 18

d31 = −18
[11.1800]

d33 = 36
[11.1800]

CsTiOAsO4 (CTA)

d31 = 2.1

d32 = 3.4

d33 = 18.1

GaAs

d14 = 368.7

d36 = 83
[11.1800]

GaSe

d22 = 54.4

HgGa2 S4

d36 = 26

d31 = 6.7
[11.1797]

KNbO3

d15 = −17.1
d32 = −15.8

d24 = −16.5
d33 = −27.4

KTiOAsO4 (KTA)

d31 = 4.2
d24 = 2.9
[11.1800]

KTiOPO4 (KTP)

1.064

0.35– 5.3

500 [11.1801]

10.6

1.064

1–17 [11.1799]

60 [11.1799]

10.6

0.62– 20

30

1.064

0.55– 13

60

d31 = −18.3

1.064

0.4–> 4

180

d32 = 2.8

d33 = 16.2

1.064

0.35– 5.3

1200

d15 = 1.91
d32 = 4.53

d24 = 3.64
d33 = 16.9

d31 = 2.54

1.064

0.35– 4.5

150

LiB3 O5 (LBO)

d24 = 0.74
d15 = 1.03
d32 = −10

d31 = 0.8–1.3
d24 = −0.94
d33 = −0.94

d33 = 0
d31 = 1.09

1.064
1.079

0.155– 3.2

900

LiIO3

d15 = −5.53

d31 = −7.11

d33 = −7.02

1.064

0.28– 6

120

LiInS2

d31 = 9.9

d32 = 8.6

d33 = 15.8

LiNbO3

d31 = −5.95

d33 = −34.4
d33 = −27
[11.1800]
d33 = −33.4
d33 = −31.8

d31 = −5.77
d31 = 3.77

10.6
1.064

d32 = −29.1
d15 = −5.95
[11.1803]
d22 = 3.07
[11.1803]

0.35– 12.5 [11.1802]

100 [11.1802]

0.4–5.5 [11.1803]

300

1.150
1.318
2.120
–
–

LiTaO3

d22 = 2
[11.1802]

d31 = −1
[11.1802]

d33 = −21
[11.1802]

1.064

0.4– 5 [11.1802]

–

RbTiOAsO4 (RTA)

d31 = 3.8

d32 = 2.3

d33 = 15.8

1.064

0.35– 5.3 [11.1804]

400 [11.1804]

RTiOPO4 (RTP)

d31 = 4.1

d32 = 3.3

d33 = 17.1

1.064

0.35– 4.3 [11.1804]

600 [11.1804]

ZnGeP2

d36 = 75

d14 = 69
[11.1800]

d25 = 69
[11.1800]

0.74– 12

3
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np ns ni
1
− − − =0.
λp λs λi Λ

implemented during crystal growth [11.1806–1808], is
becoming available.
Equation (11.190)) is obtained under the assumption
of infinite plane waves and no absorption. For Gaussian
beams the relationship between idler power Pi , crystal length L, pump power Pp , signal power Ps , and
absorption coefficient α is given by [11.1809–1811]:
Pi = Pp Ps

2 L
32π 2 deff
h(ξ, σ, µ, α, L) .
2
ε0 cn i λi (n s λp + n p λs )

(11.192)

The focusing function h(ξ, σ, µ, α, L) for diffractionlimited Gaussian beams is given by:
h (ξ, σ, α, L)
⎛

− αL
2

⎜e
= Re ⎝

4ξ

ξ

ξ
dτ

×
−ξ

⎞

−iσ(τ−τ )+ αL
4ξ (τ+τ )

dτ
−ξ

e

1 + ττ

1+µ2
− i 1−µ
2 (τ − τ

)

⎟
⎠,
(11.193)

(11.191)

For the same parameters as for the bulk material less
idler power will be generated for quasi-phase matching than for birefringent phase matching by a factor of
(2/π)2 . This factor is often included in deff by reducing its value by a factor 2/π. Although the efficiency is
lower than in the case of birefringent phase matching,
more power can often be generated this way because
the highest nonlinear coefficient can be used [e.g.,
for LiNbO3 d33 = −27 pm/V (Table 11.51) instead
of d22 = 3.07 pm/V, which is relevant for birefringent
type II phase matching]. Since all involved polarizations
are the same (extraordinarily polarized, Table 11.50),
the walk-off angle is zero, therefore longer crystals can
be used, resulting in higher idler power. Furthermore,
the selection of pump and signal wavelengths is rather
flexible. However, the production of periodically poled
crystals is difficult and not possible for all crystals. Until now only LiNbO3 (PPLN), RbTiOAsO4 (PPRTA),
KTiOPO4 (PPKTP), and KTiOAsO4 (PPKTA) are
commercially available periodically poled. These are
ferroelectric crystals that are poled by applying a strong
electrical field. Another, non-ferroelectric material is
GaAs. In the beginning thin plates of GaAs with alternate
polarization were stacked manually [11.1805]. Today
orientation patterned GaAs, where the periodic poling is

where
ξ=

L
,
b

(11.194)

µ=

n s λp
ks
=
,
kp
n p λs

(11.195)


σ = −πb

np ns ni
1
− − −
λp λs λi Λ


.

(11.196)

Here Λ is the grating period, and b is the confocal parameter of both the pump and signal beam and is given
by the minimal beam waist w : b = kp w2p = ks w2s , σ describes the phase mismatch. The focusing function h is
discussed further below (see also Figs. 11.204, 205, 206
and 11.208). These equations are valid for both bulk and
periodically poled crystals, only deff changes by a factor
2/π compared to the case of a bulk crystal. The focusing
function describes two competing effects: the efficiency
is increased by focusing the beams because of higher intensities, but at the same time reduced because of less
collinear wavevectors. A possibility to overcome this
problem is to use waveguide periodically poled nonlinear crystals [11.1812]. Here the beams are confined in
a waveguide in the crystal leading to collinear wavevectors and high intensities at the same time. With this
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of polarization of the pump and signal beam and depending on positive or negative birefringence of the crystal,
the phase matching is called type I, type II or type III, as
defined in Table 11.50. For quasi-phase matching (see
below) all three beams have the same polarization.
Equation (11.190) implies a possibility to generate
light at the idler frequency without phase matching. Ii
has a maximum at ∆kL/2 = mπ/2, where m is a natural number. This yields the coherence length lc = π/∆k
after which the newly generated idler light will interfere destructively with the light generated within the
previous coherence length. Thus, after twice the coherence length all generated light is destroyed. This can be
avoided by changing the polarization of the material by
180◦ after one or an odd multiple of the coherence length
lc because this will change the sign of the nonlinear coefficient, so the light will interfere constructively and
a buildup of the generated light occurs, as illustrated in
Fig. 11.200. This means that idler power can be generated without fulfilling the phase-matching condition by
using a periodically poled crystal. A quasi-phase matching (QPM) condition can be written by using the grating
period Λ = 2lc of the crystal:
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LiNbO3 [11.1817]:

IDFG

n 2e = 5.35583 + 4.629 × 10−7 F

IDFG (4lc)

0.100473 + 3.862 × 10−2 F
λ2 − (0.20692 − 0.89 × 10−8 F)2
100 + 2.657 × 10−5 F
+
− 1.5334 × 10−2 λ2 .
λ2 − 11.349272
+
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A

(2/ð)2 IDFG (4lc)

0

(11.197)

B

C
lc

lc

z
Polarization direction

Nonlinear material

Fig. 11.200 Idler power generation for phase-matching

condition ∆k = 0 (A), non-phase-matching condition
∆k  = 0 (C) and quasi-phase-matching condition in the case
of a periodically poled crystal (B). lc denotes the coherence
length [11.1813]

technique continuous-wave (CW) idler powers in the
milliwatt range can be achieved whereas with bulk or periodically poled crystals the CW idler power is normally
in the microwatt range.
The limit ξ → 0 gives the result for the infinite plane
wave because b → ∞ for plane waves. In this case the
focusing function reduces to h ∼ ξ, resulting in an idler
power proportional to L 2 , as in the case for the plane
waves (11.190).
An often used nonlinear crystal for differencefrequency generation in the mid-infrared is LiNbO3
because it can be made periodically poled (known as
PPLN) and has a large nonlinear coefficient. Its effective nonlinear coefficient is given by deff = 2/πd33 Mij =
− 14.4 pm/V with d33 = −27 pm/V and Mij = 0.85 for
LiNbO3 at 3.3 µm [11.1814]. Mij is the Miller factor,
which describes the dispersion of the nonlinear coefficient [11.1800, 1815, 1816]. The factor 2/π is needed
when using quasi-phase matching.
To calculate the phase-matching condition the refractive index needs to be known for all wavelengths.
It is given by the temperature-dependent Sellmeier
equation, e.g., for extraordinary polarized light in

Here F = (T − 24.5)(T + 570.82) describes the temperature dependence when T is the temperature in ◦ C and
λ is the wavelength in nm. This equation takes also
the multiphonon absorption into account, which yields
more-accurate data for wavelengths between 4 µm and
5 µm.
When choosing the grating period and the temperature of the crystal, the thermal expansion of the crystal
also needs to be taken into account because it also influences the grating period, although much less than the
change of the refractive index with temperature. The
thermal expansion is (at 25 ◦ C) aa = 15 × 10−6 /◦ C and
ac = 7.5 × 10−6 /◦ C [11.1818] where the indices a and
c correspond to the crystal axis. The refractive index of
LiNbO3 strongly depends on its composition, the Sellmeier equation is for congruent composition, it will be
different for stoichiometric composition. Also the refractive index of MgO doped LiNbO3 , as often used in
experiments, differs from that of ordinary LiNbO3 .
Nonlinear Crystals
Numerous crystals show nonlinear optical effects, but
only a few are useful for difference-frequency generation. The crystal material needs to be transparent at
all wavelengths of pump, signal and idler beams, it
should have a high nonlinear coefficient and a high
damage threshold. In some cases, e.g., strong dispersion
and weak birefringence, phase matching is not possible.
These requirements limit the choice of nonlinear crystals. The optical properties of some nonlinear crystals
used in DFG systems are listed in Table 11.51. Figure 11.201 shows the absolute nonlinear coefficient and
the transparency range of selected crystals for comparison.
For an easier comparison and characterization of
crystals and DFG setups reported in the literature the
following figure of merit (FoM) is useful:

FoM =

Pi
,
Pp Ps L

(11.198)

where Pi , Pp and Ps denote the power of the idler,
pump and signal beams, respectively, and L is the crystal
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Absolute nonlinear coefficient (pm/V)
CdGeAs2

100

CdSe

AgGaSe2
HgGa2S4

PPLN
KNbO3
PPRTA

AgGaS2
PPKTA

AgAsS3

10
LiO3

PPKTP
KTA
LiNbO3
KTP

RTA

KDP

1

CLBO
LBO
ADP

BBO

0.1

SiO2

1

10
Transparency range (µm)

Fig. 11.201 Transparency range of some selected nonlinear

crystals used for mid-IR DFG generation as a function of
the absolute value of the nonlinear coefficient. For the periodically poled materials (PPLN, PPRTA, PPKTA, PPKTP),
the nonlinear coefficient d33 is given [11.1813]

length. This way the comparison is independent of the
laser powers and crystal lengths chosen. In Table 11.52
this FoM is listed for some representative setups involving various crystals and combinations of pump and
signal lasers. Some of the setups generate a CW idler
beam by using two CW lasers for pump and signal; other
setups have a pulsed idler beam by using two pulsed
lasers or one pulsed and one CW laser.
When choosing the pump and signal lasers several
issues have to be considered. The laser wavelengths need
to be within the transparency range of the crystal, and
the wavelengths and the polarizations should be chosen
so that phase matching is possible. Another important
aspect is the laser power. As the conversion efficiency is
rather low, high laser powers are preferred, but too-high
powers will damage the crystal, the surface of the crystal or the antireflection (AR) coating on the crystal. The

η=

2 L2 I
8π 2 deff
Ii
s
=
1,
Ip
ε0 n p n s n i cλ2i

(11.199)

where Ii , Ip , and Is denote the idler, pump, and signal intensity, respectively, deff is the effective nonlinear
coefficient, L is the crystal length, λi is the idler wavelength, ε0 is the dielectric constant and n is the refractive
index with the subscripts p, s, and i referring to pump,
signal and idler, respectively. η is the conversion efficiency from pump beam to idler beam, where η = 1
implies that 100% of the pump beam is converted to
the idler beam. This case gives the nonlinear interaction length L nl , one of several characteristic lengths of
a DFG system

ε0 n p n s n i cλ2i
L nl =
.
(11.200)
2 I
8π 2 deff
s
Crystal lengths longer than L nl will not increase the idler
power because of pump depletion. The aperture length
L an is the distance after which the beam is displaced by
2w0 because of walk-off effects and is given by:
√ w0
,
(11.201)
L an = π
ρn
where w0 is the minimal beam waist and ρn is the walkoff angle. The diffraction length L diff is the length after
which
the beam diameter has increased by a factor of
√
2. Longer crystals will not increase the idler power.
This effect can be calculated more precisely by using
the focusing function in (11.192).
L diff = 4kw20 .

(11.202)

For pulsed lasers the interaction length L qs represents
a further important issue


√
1 −1
1
−
,
(11.203)
L qs = πτ
vg1 vg2
where τ is the pulse duration, vg1 and vg2 are the group
velocities of the pump and the signal beams, respec-
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ZnGeP2
GaSe

AR coating often has a lower damage threshold than
the crystal itself. At high power of the pump laser other
effects such as optical parametric generation (OPG) or
amplification (OPA) could become even stronger than
the difference-frequency generation, resulting in an enlarged line width. If the signal laser has much more
power than the pump laser, pump depletion might be
a problem. Therefore pump and signal laser and nonlinear crystal have to be carefully matched. To estimate
how low the signal power needs to be to avoid pump
depletion, the following formula can be used:
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Table 11.52 Figure of merit (FoM) for different setups and crystals. PP: periodically poled, OP: orientation patterned, ECDL:
external-cavity diode laser
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Crystal

Pump laser

Signal laser

Idler
wavelength
(µm)

Idler
power (µW)

Figure of
merit
(µW/(W2 cm))

LiNbO3 bulk
[11.1819]
PPLN [11.1820]

ECDL 795–825 nm
25–30 mW CW
ECDL 1030–1070 nm,
with Yb-fiber amplifier
700 mW CW
Nd:YAG 1064 nm
pulsed 6 ns rep. 4 –8 kHz
5 kW peak power
ECDL 808 nm
20 mW CW
Diode laser master/slave
848–855 nm
78 mW CW
ECDL 850–870 nm
125 mW CW

Nd:YAG 1064 nm
1 Watt CW
Er-fiber laser 1545– 1605 nm
5 W CW

3.16–3.67

CW 0.030

0.4

2.9–3.5

CW 3500

200

ECDL 1500– 1600 nm
5 mW CW

3.2–3.7

4.4 × 105a
4.4 × 105b

Nd:YAG 1064 nm
660 mW CW
Nd:YAG 1064 nm
with Yb-fiber amplifier
5 W CW
Nd:YAG 1064 nm
2 W CW

3.3

Pulsed 2000
Average
power
CW 27

4.15–4.35

CW 172

110

4.3–4.7

CW 5–23

4–19

Diode laser 940 nm
17.5 mW CW
ECDL 679–683 nm
40 mW CW
Fabry-Perot diode laser
1290 nm
8 mW CW
Nd:YAG 1064 nm
222 mW CW

ECDL 1550 nm
20 mW CW
Diode laser 786– 791 nm
20 mW CW
ECDL 1504– 1589 nm
6 mW CW

2.30–2.44

CW 400

1.2 × 105

4.9–5.1

CW 0.1

31

7.1–7.3

CW 0.010

52

ECDL 1490– 1568 nm
with Er-fiber amplifier
34 mW CW
ECDL 1519 nm
17.4 mW CW
Ti:Al2 O3 laser 874–915 nm
200 mW CW
ECDL 1535– 1570 nm
with Er-fiber amplifier
1 W CW
OPA 1100–4800 nm
pulsed 5 ps
35–50 µJ
Ti:Sapphire
800–900 nm CW
OPO idler 2710– 2330 nm
pulsed 7 ns, rep. 17 Hz
0.95 mJ

3.2–3.4

CW 0.170

22

3.45–3.75

CW 0.140

70

3.4–4.5

CW 10

250

7.9

CW 0.038

6

2.4–28

Pulsed 5 µJ

0.0041a
2.1 × 106b

5.5–11.3

CW -

12.4

5 –12

Pulsed 25 µJ

0.2a
1.6 × 106b

PPLN [11.1821]

PPLN [11.1814]
PPLN [11.1809]

PPLN
This setup
(see Sect. 11.10.3)
Waveguide PPLN
[11.1812]
AgGaS2 [11.1822]
AgGaSe2 [11.1823]

PPKTP [11.1824]

PPKTA [11.1825]
PPRTA [11.1826]
OP GaAs [11.1808]

GaSe [11.1827]

LiInS2 [11.1828]
ZnGeP2 [11.1829]

a
b

Nd:YAG 1064 nm
117.2 mW CW
Ti:Al2 O3 laser 710 –720 nm
100 mW CW
DFB diode laser
1306–1314 nm
1.5–3.3 mW CW
Nd:YAG 1064 nm
pulsed 20 ps
750 µJ rep. 10 Hz
Ti:Sapphire
700–810 nm CW
OPO signal 1760–1950 nm
pulsed 7 ns, rep. 17 Hz
0.95 mJ

FoM calculated with peak powers
FoM calculated with average powers
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tively. L qs describes the length after which the pulses
from the two beams are separated by τ. Another characteristic length for pulsed laser is the dispersion length
L ds , given by
L ds =

τ2
,
gn

(11.204)

Line strength (cm1/molecule cm2)
400 × 1021
300
200
100
0
1 × 1018
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0

CO

N 2O

3 × 1018

CO2

2
1

11.10.2 DFG Laser Sources
The literature on DFG laser sources, new nonlinear
crystal materials and applications has become extensive in recent years. By far the largest part of these
systems have been, and still are, developed for spectroscopic gas sensing and analysis application. A recent
overview of systems is given in reference [11.1813].
In the following we describe a typical DFG setup that
has been implemented in our laboratory for measurements on isotopomers of trace gases. Precise isotope
ratio measurements of trace gases represent an important contribution to the solution of key questions in
various areas, e.g., differentiation between natural and
anthropogenic origin of specific compounds. Isotopic
compositions are of interest in such diverse fields as
ecological CO2 exchange, volcanic emission, medical
diagnostics, extraterrestrial atmospheres, etc.
Detailed Discussion of a DFG Laser Source
Isotopic composition of trace gases such as CO2 , CO or
N2 O are of special interest. These molecules with their
isotopomers exhibit strong absorption lines between 4.3
to 4.7 µm (Fig. 11.202). Therefore a continuous-wave
DFG source, which enables continuous tuning and narrow line width (to differentiate between isotopomers),
was implemented. In the following sections the theoretical calculations, the setup and the characterization of
this system is described.
Calculations of optimal crystal length and beam parameter. For the wavelengths of interest we chose

LiNbO3 as nonlinear optical medium because it has
a transmission range from 0.4 µm to 5.0 µm, a large
nonlinear coefficient, and it can be produced periodically
poled.
However, LiNbO3 has an absorption band at 5 µm
so the absorption between 4 µm and 5 µm cannot

0
2500

2100

2200

2300

2400

2500

Wavenumber (cm1)

Fig. 11.202 Absorption lines of CO, N2 O and CO2 as
a function of wavenumber in the mid-IR region [11.1830]

be neglected. The absorption coefficient at 4.3 µm is
0.25 cm−1 , at 4.6 µm it is 0.55 cm−1 and at 4.7 µm
0.75 cm−1 [11.1831]. There are other crystals that can
be used at this wavelength, e.g., AgGaS2 or AgGaSe2
(Table 11.51), but they are not available periodically
poled, so birefringent phase matching has to be used.
This means the crystal length needs to be shorter because of walk-off effects and it is not possible to use
the maximum nonlinear coefficient. Furthermore alignment is more critical than with a periodically poled
crystal. Finally, wavelength tuning is also an important
issue. When working with such crystals angle tuning has to be used, which makes wavelength tuning
over larger ranges more complicated. Often noncritical
phase matching is used, because of its larger acceptance bandwidth, but for a certain idler wavelength the
pair of signal and pump wavelength is fixed in this
case. This limits the choice of lasers and normally two
diode lasers with lower power than other lasers have to
be used.
In contrast, when using quasi-phase matching, the
phase matching is realized by choosing a grating period, so nearly every combination of lasers can be
used (e.g., an external cavity diode laser (ECDL) that
can be conveniently wavelength tuned, and a Nd:YAG
laser that delivers high laser power). Phase matching
is achieved by choosing the correct grating period Λ,
which can be adjusted to other wavelengths by changing
the temperature of the crystal because of the temperature dependence of the refractive index (11.197). When
scanning the wavelength for spectroscopy, the crystal
temperature can be changed simultaneously to achieve
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where gn is the group-velocity dispersion. This length
describes the length after which the pulse duration has
doubled. With these characteristic lengths first estimations for crystal lengths and pulse durations can be
made.
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Fig. 11.203 A periodically poled crystal with several gratings for different wavelengths. λp,s,i : pump, signal, idler
wavelength, respectively; Λ: grating period

mid-IR wavelength ranges of several hundred nm with
only one grating period. Depending on wavelength the
temperature acceptance bandwidth can be quite large
(Fig. 11.209b). Even larger wavelength ranges can be
achieved by using a crystal with several gratings, as
shown in Fig. 11.203. Typical grating periods for our
wavelength range are approximately 23 µm. As a result
it appears advantageous to use PPLN for the envisaged 4.3–4.7 µm wavelength range rather than a bulk
AgGaS2 or other crystal despite the non-negligible absorption of PPLN.
According to (11.192) the idler power increases with
the crystal length but also the absorption increases,
therefore there is an optimum crystal length for this
wavelength region. The maximum of the focusing function h (11.193) is not at σ = 0 but, e.g., at σ = 1.3 for
a pump wavelength of 863 nm, a signal wavelength of
h (î )

1064 nm and a crystal length of 5 cm (Fig. 11.208), so
the maximum idler power is not obtained at perfect phase
matching, but for a slightly different grating period.
However, to simplify the calculations, σ was set to 0. The
focusing function and hence the idler power has a clear
maximum at about ξ = 1.3 (Fig. 11.204). It depends only
slightly on wavelength and absorption. Therefore for
a chosen crystal length L there is an optimal confocal
parameter b.
When the idler power is plotted as a function of crystal length L and of the confocal parameter b, it can be
seen that a long crystal combined with a large confocal parameter yields higher idler power (Fig. 11.205).
However, in a real experiment the confocal parameter
is limited by the thickness of the crystal and crystals
longer than 6 cm are not easily commercially available.
The problem with longer crystals is that crystal defects
have too much influence. The thickness of the crystal
is limited by the production process of the periodically
poled grating. This is done by applying an electric field
to change the orientation in the crystal, which requires
very strong field strengths. This limits the thickness to
1 mm. Most crystals have a thickness of 0.5 mm, resulting in a better grating quality than for a thickness of
1 mm.
In Fig. 11.206 it can be seen how the idler power
changes for different crystal lengths. The calculations
were made with σ = 0 and keeping ξ = L/b = 1.3
at the maximum. The result is that at λp = 853 nm
(λs = 1064 nm, λi = 4.3 µm) the optimal length is longer
Pi (L, b) (µW)

50 × 103
350

40

300
250

30

200

20

150
100

10
0

9

0

2

4

6

8

10
î

Fig. 11.204 Focusing function h(ξ) versus ξ calculated for

λp = 868 nm, λs = 1064 nm, α = 0.75 cm−1 , σ = 0, and
L = 5 cm. The maximum is at ξ = 1.3 and for small ξ the
focusing function h is proportional to ξ. The symbols are
explained in (11.192, 193, 194, 195, 196)
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Fig. 11.205 Idler power Pi versus crystal length L and confocal parameter b calculated at a pump wavelength of
853 nm. The idler power increases with increasing crystal
length and confocal parameter
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Fig. 11.206 Idler power as a function of crystal length for pump wavelengths λp of 853 nm, 863 nm, 868 nm. The signal
laser is a Nd:YAG laser fixed at λs = 1064 nm. The calculations were made with σ = 0 and keeping ξ = L/b = 1.3 at the
maximum. At 853 nm the ideal crystal length is longer than 10 cm, at 863 nm it is 5.9 cm, at 868 cm it is 4.0 cm

than 10 cm, at λp = 863 nm (λi = 4.6 µm) it is 5.9 cm,
and at λp = 868 nm (λi = 4.7 µm) it is 4.0 cm. We chose
a crystal length of 5 cm, implying b = 4 cm, which
gives a minimal beam waist of 0.13 mm. Such a Gaussian beam propagates within the crystal over the whole
length.
Based on (11.192), an idler power of 55–170 µW is
expected for a pump power of 150 mW, a signal power
of 2 W and a crystal length of 5 cm.
Setup and characterization. Our DFG system consists of an external cavity diode laser (EDCL) as pump
laser, a continuous-wave Nd:YAG laser as signal laser
and a MgO-doped periodically poled LiNbO3 crystal
(MgO:PPLN). The ECDL (Sacher TEC-120-850-150)
has a power of 150 mW and a wavelength range of
820–875 nm. To cover the idler wavelength range of
4.3–4.7 µm, pump wavelengths of 852–868 nm are
needed. The Nd:YAG laser (Innolight Mephisto) has
a CW power of 2 W and a wavelength of 1064.5 nm.
The MgO:PPLN crystal (HC-Photonics) is 5 cm long
and 0.5 mm thick. It has several gratings with periods
of 21.45, 22.00, 22.50, 23.10, and 23.65 µm, each with
a width of 1.2 mm. For the wavelength of interest in
this experiment, only the grating period of 23.1 µm
is needed, it is quasi-phase matched for the different
wavelengths by changing the temperature from 30 ◦ C to
130 ◦ C. The crystal is antireflection coated for the pump,
signal and idler wavelengths.
The laser beams are focused by several lenses (including cylindrical lenses, not shown in Fig. 11.207) so
that the minimal beam radius is 0.13 mm within the
crystal. The λ/4 and λ/2 plates are used to match the

beam polarization for quasi-phase matching in the PPLN
crystal. A small part of the pump beam is directed to
a wavemeter. The recorded pump wavelength then yields
the idler wavelength. After the crystal a germanium filter is used to block the near-infrared light. The setup is
depicted in Fig. 11.207.
This DFG system was tested and characterized
by focusing the mid-IR beam onto a detector (VIGO
PDI-2TE-5, TE-cooled) and recording the signal with
a lock-in amplifier with a time constant of 100 ms.
For modulating the laser power with a frequency of
1.8 kHz, a chopper was placed after the Nd:YAG laser.
To find the crystal temperature for phase matching,
the temperature was increased in steps of 0.2 ◦ C or
0.5 ◦ C while keeping the pump wavelength constant
(Fig. 11.208).
The temperature for phase matching is 6.6–11.2%
higher than theoretically calculated (Fig. 11.209a) and

Nd:YAG
laser

Diode
laser

ë/4 ë/2
plate plate

Mirror

Lens
Mirror
ë/2
Ol plate
Lens PBS DBS

Lens

Wavemeter

Lens

Filter
PPLN

Lens

Mirror
Mirror
Mid-IR
laser beam

Fig. 11.207 Setup for difference-frequency generation. OI: optical

isolator, PBS: polarizing beam splitter, DBS: dichroic beam splitter,
PPLN: periodically poled LiNbO3
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b) Idler power (µW)
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the temperature acceptance bandwidth increase for
longer wavelengths and is 2.5–3.7 ◦ C (Fig. 11.209b).
The power of the CW mid-infrared beam amounts to
23 µW at 4.3 µm and 5 µW at 4.76 µm (Fig. 11.209c).
It decreases for increasing wavelengths because of the
crystal absorption near 5 µm. The generated idler power
is about four to ten times lower than calculated, most
probably because of imperfections in the crystal, its grating quality and non-Gaussian beam shape of the ECDL
pump laser.
For measurements of the isotopic composition of
trace gases, the laser line width should be sufficiently
narrow to resolve adjacent molecular lines clearly, also
when recorded at reduced gas pressure. The line width
of our CW mid-IR source has been determined as approximately 1 MHz and thus fulfills the requirements by
far.
Measurement of isotopic composition of trace gases.

We measured the isotopic ratios of 13 C/12 C and
18 O/16 O in CO and CO, and of 15 N/14 N in N O. N O
2
2
2
is of special interest because 14 N15 N16 O and 15 N14 N16 O
have the same mass, so they cannot be distinguished by
a) Temperature (° C)

80

conventional mass spectrometry but laser spectroscopy
enables an easy identification. Our measurements were
done with the DFG system described above and direct
absorption spectroscopy with an astigmatic Herriot cell
(New Focus 5611) with an optical path length of 10 m.
The setup is shown in Fig. 11.210.
One problem in measuring isotopomers is that
the concentration of the main isotopomer is typically
a hundred times higher than that of the less-abundant
isotopomer. There are two possibilities to overcome this
problem, either to measure two lines of similar strength
resulting in a strong temperature sensitivity of the measurement, or by choosing lines with similar lower energy
levels but with very different line strength. The astigmatic multipass Herriot cell offers the possibility to enter
the cell at a different angle than usual, so that the beam
leaves the cell after only two passes (Fig. 11.210). This
makes it possible to measure two lines of very different line strength by using two different path lengths (the
balanced-path-length detection scheme) [11.1832].
As an example, Fig. 11.211 shows the result of
a measurement on CO2 isotopomers in ambient air at
a concentration of 350 ppm. The measurements were

b) Acceptance bandwidth (° C)
Theory
Measurement
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c) Idler power (µW)
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Fig. 11.208 (a) Idler power as a function of phase mismatch σ (11.196),
calculated for a pump wavelength
of 863 nm, a signal wavelength of
1064 nm, and a crystal length of 5 cm.
(b) Measured idler power as a function
of crystal temperature corresponding
to phase mismatch, at a wavelength of
863.5 nm and a crystal length of 5 cm.
It can be seen that the measured and
the calculated curve have a similar
shape
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Fig. 11.209 (a) Quasi-phase-matching temperature as a function of pump wavelength. (b) Acceptance bandwidth as
a function of the temperature. (c) Idler power as a function of the idler wavelength
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11.10.3 Outlook

Reference
detector
Multipass cell

Signal detector

Fig. 11.210 Setup for transmission spectroscopy. In the

astigmatic Herriot cell there are two paths, one of 10 m
(solid line) and one of 40 cm (dashed line)

performed at a total pressure of 50 mbar and at room
temperature. The experimental data are fitted with
Voigt curves to calculate the concentrations of the isotopomers.
The derived isotope ratios of 13 C/12 C for CO2
are 1.3% ± 0.2% (only long path) and 1.4% ± 0.3%
(balanced-path-length detection scheme), which is in
good agreement with the natural abundance of 1.1%.
The isotope ratio 18 O/16 O of CO2 is deduced as
0.44% ± 0.06% (only long path) and 0.47% ± 0.11%
(balanced-path-length detection scheme), which again
is in good agreement with the natural abundance of
0.39%. A more-detailed discussion of these studies,
which also includes measurements of CO and N2 O isotopomers, can be found in [11.1833]. A further study on
N2 O isotopomers, testing different detection schemes
for low concentrations (100 ppm) has been published
in [11.1834].
Res. × 106

Tunable coherent sources in the mid-infrared range
play an important role. This is manifested by the evergrowing number of publications. The development is
fostered by numerous applications, primarily in gas
sensing. The requirements with respect to sensitive and
selective monitoring devices with multicomponent capability are manifold: access to a broad wavelength range,
broad – preferentially continuous – wavelength tunability, narrow line width (i. e., much narrower than typical
molecular absorption line widths), preferentially roomtemperature (RT) or near-RT operation, and compact
and robust setups for field applications. In this respect,
DFG systems represent a very valuable choice. Since
their first realization in 1974 [11.1835], DFG-based
devices have reached a mature level. Today, their wavelength range can be chosen between, e.g., 2 µm and
19 µm only depending on the available pump and signal sources and nonlinear crystals. The tuning of a DFG
source is straightforward and continuous, and the wavelength generated can be accurately determined via the
near-infrared input wavelengths. The line width is basically given by the line width of the pump and signal
laser. This enables narrow mid-IR line widths as required for high-resolution spectroscopy. In contrast to
alternative mid-IR sources, DFG systems are generally
room-temperature devices except for the crystal, which
may require heating in a small temperature-controlled
oven. Line widths of continuous-wave DFG sources
are in the MHz range, which makes them attractive
Res. × 106
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Fig. 11.211 Absorption lines of different isotopomers of 350 ppm CO2 in ambient air. Experimental data (dots) and Voigt

fit (solid line) for 10 m path length, residuals on top
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for studies requiring high spectral resolution such as
the briefly discussed isotopomer measurements. DFG
sources are rather low-power lasers with CW powers
in the µW to mW range. With fiber amplifiers for the
near-IR pump and signal sources, higher powers can be
achieved if necessary [11.1820]. Recent developments
in waveguide technology in PPLN [11.1812] or KTP
appear particularly attractive in view of higher conversion efficiencies. Last but not least, a DFG system can
be made compact in view of today’s diode lasers and
diode-pumped solid-state lasers used as pump and signal
sources.
In view of the variety of applications a further
impetus for DFG systems can be expected. Cur-

rent developments in several areas appear promising:
the availability of compact and powerful signal and
pump lasers, fiber amplifiers, new nonlinear crystal
materials including organic media to access further
wavelength ranges, new materials with higher nonlinear optical coefficients, birefringent bulk crystals
with better quality, larger crystal sizes and higher
damage thresholds, quasi-phase matching becoming
available for more crystals than today, waveguide
technology, etc. These developments will contribute
to improve the performance of DFG devices, enhance their distribution, lower their costs and hence
further increase their role as attractive spectroscopic
tools.

11.11 Free-Electron Lasers
The free-electron laser (FEL) is a system consisting of
a relativistic electron beam and a radiation field interacting with each other while they propagate through
an undulator [11.1836, 1837]. The main components
of the free-electron laser are electron accelerator, undulator, and optical resonator (optionally for an FEL
oscillator). The undulator is a periodic magnetic structure with a planar, or helical magnetic field that causes
periodical transverse deflections of the electron-beam
trajectory [11.1838]. Optical resonators are fairly similar to those used in conventional lasers. FEL devices
have been realized with nearly all types of accelerators: electrostatic accelerators, RF linear accelerators,
induction accelerators, microtrons, storage rings, etc.
The wavelength range covered by FELs spans from centimeters down to nanometers [11.1839] (Table 11.53).
Table 11.53 Parameter space of free-electron lasers as of

2006
Radiation
Wavelength
Peak power
Average power
Pulse duration
Driving electron beam

13 nm–10 mm
up to 5 GW
up to 10 kW
10 fs to CW

Energy
Peak current
Undulator

200 keV–1 GeV
1–3000 A

Period
Peak magnetic field
Undulator length

0.5–20 cm
0.1–1 T
0.5–27 m

The scale of the FEL setup is mainly defined by the scale
of the driving accelerator. For FELs operating in the millimeter wavelength range this could be a room scale,
while unique devices such as VUV and X-ray FELs
user facilities have a scale comparable with conventional third-generation synchrotron radiation facilities
(Fig. 11.212).

11.11.1 Principle of Operation
The FEL is not actually a laser; it is most closely related to vacuum-tube devices. As with vacuum-tube
devices, FEL devices can be divided in two classes:
amplifiers and oscillators (Fig. 11.213). An FEL amplifier is a single-pass device, and there is no feedback
between the output and input. The FEL oscillator can
be considered as an FEL amplifier with feedback. For
an FEL oscillator in the optical wavelength range the
feedback is carried out by means of an optical resonator.
FELs based on the oscillator principle are limited on the
short-wavelength side to ultraviolet wavelengths primarily because of mirror limitations. Free-electron lasing at
wavelengths shorter than the ultraviolet can be achieved
with a single-pass high-gain FEL amplifier.
The field of the electromagnetic wave only has transverse components, so the energy exchange between the
electron and the electromagnetic wave is due to the
transverse component of the electron velocity. The latter occurs due to periodical wiggling of the electron in
the undulator. The driving mechanism of free-electron
lasers is the radiative instability of the electron beam,
which develops due to the collective interaction of elec-
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11.11.2 Current Status and Perspective
Applications of Free-Electron Lasers
Free-electron lasers hold several potential advantages:
continuous tunability of the radiation wavelength, the
possibility to obtain high levels of average output power,
and the possibility to obtain high conversion efficiencies
of the net electrical power to radiation power. An important feature of the FEL radiation is that it has a high
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trons with the electromagnetic field in the undulator.
The basic principle of radiation-induced instability can
be described within the standard picture for the generation of the synchrotron radiation. Electrons propagate
along a sinusoidal path and emit synchrotron radiation
in a narrow cone in the forward direction. When an
electron beam traverses an undulator, it emits radiation
at the resonance wavelength λ = (λw /2γ 2 )(1 + K 2 /2).
Here, λw is the undulator period, mc2 γ is the electron
beam energy, K = eHw λw /2πmc is the dimensionless
undulator strength parameter, and Hw is the maximum
on-axis magnetic field strength of the undulator. Although the electromagnetic wave is always faster than
the electrons, a resonant condition occurs such that the
radiation slips a distance λ relative to the electrons after one undulator period. The fields produced by the
moving charges in one part of the undulator react on
moving charges in another part of the undulator. Thus,
we deal with some tail–head instability, which leads to
a growing concentration of particles wherever a small
perturbation started to occur (Fig. 11.214). In the beginning – without microbunching – all N electrons can be
treated as individually radiating charges producing the
power of the spontaneous emission ∝ N. With complete
microbunching, all electrons radiate almost in phase.
This leads to a radiation power ∝ N 2 and thus to an amplification of many orders of magnitude with respect to
the spontaneous emission of the undulator.
The figure of merit for FEL performance is the radiation power gain during one pass of the undulator.
The gain primarily depends on the value of the peak
beam current. Another quantity of importance for the
development of the radiative instability is the electron
beam density in the six-dimensional phase space. Low
beam quality (large energy spread and emittance) leads
to degradation of the FEL gain. Errors in the periodical magnetic structure also degrade FEL performance.
Presently accelerator techniques and undulator technology have reached such a level that it is possible to have
power gains of the order of 107 for the amplification of
the radiation of a nanometer wavelength range.

11.11 Free-Electron Lasers

Fig. 11.212 Aerial view of the experimental hall for the FLASH user
facility in Hamburg (center) and the tunnel for the superconducting
accelerator and undulator (covered with grass). The hall in the upper right corner houses the injector part of the linac. The total length
of the FLASH facility is 300 m. The maximum energy of electrons
is 1 GeV, and the minimum radiation wavelength is 6 nm. The undulator of the FLASH (photo in the upper left corner) is a permanent
magnet device (period 2.73 cm, gap 12 mm, peak field 0.47 T). The
undulator system is subdivided into six segments, each 4.5 m long

degree of transverse coherence. In other words, the FEL
radiation can always be focused on to a spot whose size
is defined totally by diffraction effects. This feature reveals a wide range of possibilities for FEL applications
in the transportation of the radiation over long distances
and in obtaining high focused intensities.
However, FELs are relatively expensive devices,
thus their applications are in the fields not covered
by conventional radiation sources, in the far-infrared
wavelength range and the THz gap (the sub-millimeter
wavelength range). Another field for FEL applications
is the generation of short-wavelength radiation, from the
vacuum ultraviolet down to X-ray range. Technological
developments are on the way, aiming at industrial applications of powerful FELs, and the use of FELs for energy
transfer in space is also under consideration. Organiza-
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Fig. 11.213 Free-electron laser configurations: oscillator
(top), seeded amplifier (middle), and self-amplified spontaneous emission (SASE) FEL (bottom)

tion of user operation at the FEL facilities is similar to
that used at synchrotron radiation facilities: the host organization constructs and serves free-electron laser and
user beam lines, and users perform their experiments
according to the schedule of the facility.
Linac-Based FEL User Facilities
There are several operating linear accelerator (linac)based FEL user facilities (in China, France, Germany,
Japan, Korea, The Netherlands, Russia, and USA) working for scientific applications [11.1840–1853]. The
wavelength range covered with these facilities spans
from 200 nm to a few hundred micrometers. Typical
parameters of the FELs driven by RF linear accelerators are: pulse duration of a few picoseconds, peak
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power in the MW range, and micropulse repetition rate
in the range 10 MHz to 3 GHz. FELs driven by normal conducting RF accelerators operate in pulsed mode
with a macropulse repetition rate of 10–100 Hz. The
macropulse duration is defined by the length of the RF
pulse, typically 1–20 µs. Thus, the average radiation
power is in the watt range. FELs driven by superconducting accelerators operate in continuous mode and produce
a high level of average output power, up to a few kW.
Linac-based FEL facilities are recognized nowadays as
a unique tool for scientific applications that require tunable coherent radiation in the infrared wavelength range.
The general tendency is that the wavelength region of
interest for users at these facilities is moving into the
far-infrared and THz gap.
FEL User Facilities at Storage Rings
Several storage rings are equipped with free-electron
lasers [11.1854–1857]. Typical parameters of the radiation are: wavelength range of 190–700 nm, pulse
duration of some tens of picoseconds, average power
of 10–300 mW, and peak power in the kW range. Operation in a locked-mode regime allows the peak power
to be increased by an order of magnitude. The general
tendency is that users’ interest in these facilities is gradually reducing due to the limited features compared with
conventional lasers.
High-Average-Power FELs
Recent progress in accelerator technology has paved
the way for construction of high-average-power linear
accelerators. The quality of electron beams produced
by such machines are sufficient to drive free-electron
lasers. Application of the energy-recovery technique allows a high level of overall efficiency to be achieved.
Pilot facility are already in operation in Japan, Russia, and USA [11.1851–1853]. The demonstrated level
of the average radiation power is about 10 kW in the
3–20 µm wavelength range [11.1852], and about 0.4 kW
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Fig. 11.214 Distribution of the electrons in the electron beam (longitudinal cut). The left, middle, and right snapshots are
taken at the beginning, middle, and the end of the undulator. Electron beam density is modulated periodically with the
period of the resonance wavelength due to the radiative instability
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X-ray Free-Electron Lasers
At the start of this century, we have seen a revolution in synchrotron source intensities. This revolution
stemmed from the technique of free-0electron lasers
combined with recent progress in accelerator technologies, developed in connection with high-energy linear
colliders [11.1866]. X-ray FELS (XFELs) have made
a new regime of intensities accessible, thus opening up
a fundamentally new physical domain.

A new era of synchrotron radiation research has
begun withthe first user experiments on a vacuum
UV FEL based on self-amplified spontaneous emission (SASE) [11.1865, 1867]. It is worth mentioning
that such an essentially quantum terminology [introduced after amplified spontaneous emission (ASE)]
does not reflect the actual physics of the process. The
amplification process in the SASE FEL has its origin in density fluctuations in the electron beam. The
latter effect is completely classical. The results have
been obtained at the TESLA test facility (TTF) at
the Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron DESY (Hamburg, Germany), using radiation pulses at a wavelength
of 98 nm with a 40 fs pulse duration and a peak
power of 1.5 GW [11.1864, 1868] (Fig. 11.215). Compared to present-day synchrotron radiation sources its
peak brilliance is more than 100 million times higher
(Fig. 11.216), the radiation has a high degree of transverse coherence and the pulse duration is reduced from
hundreds of picoseconds down to ten-femtosecond time
domain. While modern third-generation synchrotron
light sources are reaching their fundamental performance limit, recent success in the development of the
VUV FEL at DESY has paved the way for the construction of a novel type of light source that will combine most
of the positive aspects of both a laser and a synchrotron.
In an X-ray FEL the radiation is produced by the
electron beam during a single pass of the undulator [11.1869–1871]. The amplification process starts
from shot noise in the electron beam. Any random fluctuations in the beam current correspond to an intensity
modulation of the beam current at all frequencies simultaneously – including of course, the frequency to which
the undulator is tuned. When the electron beam enters
the undulator, the presence of the beam modulation at
frequencies close to the resonance frequency initiates
the process of radiation. The FEL collective instability
in the electron beam produces an exponential growth
(along the undulator) of the modulation of the electron
Fig. 11.215 Left: Average energy
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in the radiation pulse versus undulator length for TTF FEL at
DESY [11.1864]. Right: interaction of powerful VUV radiation with
solids [11.1865]. Ablation of a gold
target after one pulse of the TTF FEL
at DESY. The radiation wavelength
is 98 nm, the pulse duration is 40 fs,
and the peak power density is about
100 TW/cm2
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in the THz gap [11.1851]. Projects of next-generation
FELs based on energy-recovery linacs aim at increasing the average power into the tens of kilowatt range,
and also to build high-power FELs operating in the UV
range [11.1858–1863].
Potential industrial applications of high-averagepower FELs involve material processing (for instance,
the treatment of polymer surfaces), lithography, isotope separation, and chemical applications. Production
of pure isotopes on an industrial scale may have a big
impact on future developments. For instance, isotope
28 Si is a radiation-resistant material of great interest
for space research and the nuclear energy industry. The
thermal conductivity of the pure isotope 28 Si is 50%
higher than that in the natural mixture, which seems
very attractive for the semiconductor industry. The are
also many other isotopes of great practical interest such
as 13 C (medical applications) and 15 N (for the study
and current control of use of nitrogen fertilizers in
agriculture and agrochemistry). The basic process of
isotope separation is a selective multiphoton dissociation of molecules. The required resonance wavelength
range is in the range 2–50 µm. The required energy in
a pulse is no less than 0.1 mJ and monochromaticity of
10−2 –10−4 , depending on the type of reaction. Industrial production of isotopes requires FELs with average
power exceeding 10 kW. Construction of such facilities
is on the way, and the first results are expected in the
near future.

11.11 Free-Electron Lasers
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Fig. 11.216 Peak brilliance of X-ray FELs versus thirdgeneration storage rings light sources. Circles show the
experimental performance of the FLASH free-electron laser
at DESY

density on the scale of undulator radiation wavelength
(Figs. 11.214, 215). The fluctuations of current density in
the electron beam are uncorrelated, not only in time but
also in space. Thus, a large number of transverse radiation modes are excited when the electron beam enters the
undulator. These radiation modes have different gains.
Obviously, as undulator length progresses, the high-gain
modes will predominate increasingly and we can regard
the XFEL as a filter, in the sense that it filters from arbitrary radiation field those components corresponding
to the high-gain modes. Hence, for a long enough undulator, the emission will emerge in nearly complete
transverse coherence. An intensity gain in excess of 107
is obtained in the saturation regime. At this level, the
shot noise of the electron beam is amplified up to complete microbunching, and all electrons radiate almost in
phase, producing powerful, coherent radiation.
The amplification bandwidth of a high-gain FEL
amplifier is restricted by the resonance properties of
the undulator, that is, by the number of undulator periods Nw within one gain length (the distance over

which the power increases by the factor of e = 2.718).
The spectrum of transversely coherent fraction of
the radiation is concentrated within the narrow band,
∆λ/λ  (2π Nw )−1 . The typical amplification bandwidth of the XFEL is of the order of 0.1%. The electron
beam in an XFEL transfers enormous peak power. For
instance, for typical XFEL parameters (electron energy
of 17.5 GeV and peak current 5 kA) it is about 100 TW.
The conversion efficiency of kinetic energy of electrons
to the light is of the order of the amplification bandwidth, thus the peak power of X-ray radiation is in the
multi-GW range (Table 11.54).
Experimental realization of XFELs has developed
very rapidly during the last decade. The first demonstration of the SASE FEL mechanism took place in
1997 in the infrared wavelength range [11.1874]. In
September 2000, a group at Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) became the first to demonstrate saturation in
a visible (390 nm) SASE FEL [11.1875]. In September
2001, a group at DESY (Hamburg, Germany) demonstrated lasing to saturation at 98 nm [11.1864, 1868].
In June 2006 saturation was achieved at 13 nm, the
shortest wavelength ever generated by FELs. The
experimental results have been achieved at FLASH
(Free-Electron-LASer in Hamburg, Fig. 11.212). Regular user operation of FLASH started in 2005 [11.1872].
Currently FLASH produces GW-level, laser-like VUV
radiation pulses with 10–50 fs duration in the wavelength range 13–45 nm. After the energy upgrade of
the FLASH linac to 1 GeV planned in 2007, it will be
possible to generate wavelengths down to 6 nm.
Recently the German government, encouraged by
these results, approved funding of a hard-X-ray SASE
Table 11.54 Main parameters of present and future X-ray
FELs [11.1872, 1873]
2006:
FLASH

2013:
European XFEL

Wavelength
Peak power
Average power
Pulse duration
Driving electron beam

13– 180 nm
up to 5 GW
10 mW
10–50 fs

down to 0.1 nm
up to 150 GW
up to 500 W
0.2–100 fs

Energy
Peak current
Undulator

0.3–0.7 GeV
1–3 kA

up to 20 GeV
up to 5 kA

Period
Peak magnetic field
Undulator length

2.73 cm
0.5 T
27 m

3.6–8 cm
0.5–1.4 T
up to 200 m

Radiation
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11.11.3 Suggested further reading
Books
1. T. C. Marshall: Free-Electron Lasers (Macmillan,
New York 1985)

2. C. A. Brau: Free-Electron Lasers (Academic,
Boston 1990)
3. P. Luchini and H. Motz: Undulators and FreeElectron Lasers (Clarendon, Oxford 1990)
4. W. B. Colson, C. Pellegrini and A. Renieri (Eds.):
Free Electron Lasers, Laser Handbook, Vol. 6 (North
Holland, Amsterdam 1990)
5. G. Dattoli, A. Renieri, A. Torre: Lectures on the Free
Electron Laser Theory and Related Topics (World
Scientific, Singapore 1993)
6. H. P. Freund, T. M. Antonsen: Principles of
Free Electron Lasers (Chapman Hall, New York
1996)
7. E. L. Saldin, E. A. Schneidmiller, M. V. Yurkov: The
Physics of Free Electron Lasers (Springer, Berlin,
Heidelberg 1999)
FEL Conference Proceedings
In the period from 1985 to 2002 the FEL Conference
Proceedings have been published in Nuclear Instruments
and Methods, Section A. Starting from 2004 they are
collected in electronic form on a WEB page dedicated
to accelerator physics http://www.JACoW.org.

11.12 X-ray and EUV Sources
The extension of lasing into the X-ray region has been
investigated by a wide variety of methods since the
first demonstration of the visible laser in 1960. Although laser operation in the hard-X-ray region, which
can be categorized as wavelengths shorter than 0.2 nm,
has not been realized, much progress on the development of coherent light sources has been made in the
soft-X-ray (0.2–30 nm) and extreme-ultraviolet (EUV,
30–100 nm) regions during these 20 years. There are two
major methods to produce coherent short-wavelength
radiation in these spectral regions. One is the use of
transitions in highly charged ions in high-density plasmas created by laser irradiation of various targets or
electric discharge. The other is the generation of very
high harmonics of intense laser pulses. Each method
has its advantages. X-ray lasers based on high-density
plasmas can produce much higher energy per pulse and
narrower spectra. High harmonics can be generated with
compact, high-repetition rated lasers and produce a wide
range of the spectrum from 100 nm to 3 nm. The use of
these sources depends on the application and will be
complementary.

11.12.1 X-Ray Lasers
The development of an X-ray laser has been one
of the elusive dreams of laser physicists. Proposals
for excitation schemes for X-ray lasers date back to
1965, when the possibility of achieving soft-X-ray
amplification by collisional recombination was first suggested by Gudzenko and Shelepin [11.1877]. This was
followed by proposals for photoionization pumping
of X-ray lasers in 1967 [11.1878] and of electronimpact excitation schemes [11.1879]. The latter were
inspired in part by the earlier success in the development of visible and ultraviolet ion lasers excited
by electron collisions. However, the drastic scaling of
the pump power requirements with decreasing wavelength and the low reflectivity of optics at soft-X-ray
wavelengths, combined with the short lifetime of the
excited levels involved in the lasing process, made
the realization of soft-X-ray lasers a very challenging task [11.1880, 1881]. Several experiments carried
out during the 1970s and early 1980s yielded the observation of population inversion and gain [11.1882].
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FEL user facility – the European X-ray free-electron
laser [11.1873]. The US department of energy (DOE)
has given SLAC the go ahead for the engineering design
of the linac coherent light source (LCLS) device to be
constructed at SLAC [11.1876]. These devices should
produce 100 fs X-ray pulses with over 10 GW of peak
power. New X-ray sources will be able to produce intensities of the order of 1018 W/cm2 . The main difference
between these projects is the linear accelerator: an existing room-temperature linac for LCLS at SLAC, and
a future superconducting linac for the European XFEL.
The XFEL based on superconducting accelerator technology will enable not only a jump in peak brilliance
of ten orders of magnitude, but also an increase by
five orders of magnitude in the average brilliance. The
LCLS and European XFEL projects are scheduled to
start operation in 2009 and 2013, respectively.
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and were operated at a low repetition rate. Since saturated amplification at a water window wavelength has
not been accomplished even with the world largest
laser driver [11.1891], a new excitation scheme has
been sought for obtaining soft-X-ray lasers operating
at shorter wavelengths. Many efforts have been directed in order to reduce the driver laser energy. The
reduction of the pump laser energy is essential for the
realization of tabletop X-ray lasers for potential applications [11.1892].

Thin foil

Optical laser light
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Fig. 11.217 Schematic drawing of an exploding-foil-target

X-ray laser

Nevertheless, the experimental demonstration of large
amplification at soft-X-ray wavelengths was not realized
until 1984. Matthews et al. [11.1883] at the Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory reported soft-X-ray amplification at wavelengths of 20.6 and 21.0 nm in Ne-like
Se by electron collisional excitation. An explodingfoil-target X-ray laser demonstrated by Matthews et al.
and the observed spectra are shown in Figs. 11.217
and 11.218, respectively. In parallel with this, Suckewer et al. [11.1884] at Princeton University reported
amplification at 18.2 nm in H-like C by recombination
excitation. These pioneering works were soon followed
by numerous successful soft-X-ray amplification experiments conducted using of the world’s most powerful
lasers as pump sources [11.1885–1887]. Subsequent experiments achieved soft-X-ray laser operation in the
saturated-gain regime [11.1888], and brought several
potential applications to fruition [11.1889, 1890]. These
applications include microscopy, holography, diagnostics of dense plasmas, and the excitation of nonlinear
photoluminescence in crystals. In spite of their pioneering works, these soft-X-ray lasers have not been
used as a laboratory tool because both schemes required huge laser energies of several hundred joules
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Electron Collision Excitation
Ions with specific numbers of electrons have a fully
occupied outer-shell structure and survive over a wide
range of plasma parameters. This is a significant advantage for plasma X-ray lasers because it results in
a high relative abundance of the lasing ions over a wide
range of temperature and density. To date, amplification has been observed in those ions. For example, the
electronic structure of highly ionized selenium with 24
electrons removed (Se24+ ) is similar to that of neutral
neon (Ne-like), and the transitions are also similar to
those of neutral neon [11.1893]. Such a comparison is
referred to as isoelectronic scaling of energy levels and
transitions.
Figure 11.219 shows a simplified energy-level diagram of a Ne-like ion scheme. The 3p laser upper
states are populated mainly by electron collision excitation from the 2p6 Ne-like ion ground state. The
population inversions are maintained by the rapid radiative decay of the 3s lower states to the ground
state. The Ne-like scheme is well studied and is the
most robust for electron collisional soft-X-ray lasers.
However, it has the disadvantages that a large pump
power is required to produce population inversion at
a given wavelength. The nickel-like scheme was first
proposed by Maxon et al. [11.1894] and proved to
be useful for shorter-wavelength amplification, below
10 nm [11.1895]. Although the lasing scheme of the Nilike ions is directly analogous to that of Ne-like ions,
its higher quantum efficiency for a given ionization state
allows the required pumping energy to be significantly
reduced. Recently, gain-saturated amplification in the
Ni-like scheme has been obtained at wavelengths as
short as 7.3 nm [11.1896].
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Fig. 11.218a,b Grazing-incidence spectrograph data from (a) off
axis and (b) on axis

Transient Collision Excitation
The transient collisional excitation (TCE) scheme first
proposed by Afanasiev and Shlyaptsev [11.1897] is
a variation of the electron collisional excitation. TCE
has attractive properties such as:
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1. the gain coefficients are 1–2 orders of magnitude
larger than those obtained for the same transition in
the quasi-steady-state regime,
2. the required laser energy for amplification can be reduced greatly, resulting in the realization of tabletop
X-ray lasers.

Optical-Field Ionization X-Ray Lasers
There are two kinds of plasma production scheme
for X-ray laser media by use of high-power lasers.
The optical-field ionization (OFI) scheme is completely
different from the conventional plasma production
scheme. The OFI is direct ionization by a strong
optical field, which modifies the Coulomb potential
of the atoms or ions to create electrons by tunneling ionization [11.1902]. In contrast to conventional
X-ray laser schemes using electron collisional ionization, the OFI scheme requires an intense laser power
rather than the large laser energy. Recent advances in
the technology of ultrashort-pulse generation and amplification have achieved laser powers high enough
to realize OFI X-ray lasers with a tabletop device.
The requirement for low pump energy will also allow soft-X-ray lasers to operate at high repetition
rates, which is critical for most of the promising
applications.
By applying this scheme to low-atomic-number media, a plasma consisting of fully stripped ions and free
electrons is produced on a time scale much shorter than
their collisional and radiative time. In other words, the
temperature of electrons produced by the OFI is not
determined by the charge state of ions, but can be controlled separately by ionizing-laser parameters such as
the polarization and wavelength [11.1903]. By means
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In the TCE scheme, an intense picosecond laser pulse
overheats the preformed plasma at a rate faster than other
collisional processes. The preformed plasma, containing
the lasing ions such as Ne-like and Ni-like ions, is produced by a preceeding low-intensity nanosecond laser
pulse. Transient gains in excess of 100 cm−1 have been
predicted theoretically. Similar to the quasi-steady-state
scheme, the TEC was firstly demonstrated in an Ne-like
ion [11.1898] and has been successfully applied to Nilike ions [11.1899]. Saturated amplification with a gain
coefficient as high as 63 cm−1 has been reported from
Ni-like Pd at 14.7 nm with a total pump energy as low as
7 J [11.1900]. Figure 11.220 shows the evolution of the
14.7 nm laser line along the plasma column. Recently,
this scheme has been extended to lasing at 8.8 nm in
Ni-like La [11.1901].
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Fig. 11.219 Simplified energy-level diagram for Ne-like Se

of a quasistatic model, Burnett and Corkum [11.1904]
showed that cold dense multiply ionized plasmas could
be produced by OFI, which are suitable for recombination X-ray lasers. Nagata et al. [11.1905] demonstrated
amplification of the Lyman α(n = 2 − 1) transition at
13.5 nm in H-like Li by the recombination pumping
scheme following the OFI. Using a sub-picosecond KrF
XRL intensity (arb. units)
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Fig. 11.220 Intensity of 14.7 nm X-ray laser line for
1–8 mm Pd target lengths
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Fig. 11.221 Schematic diagram of the experimental setup of 13.5 nm
optical-field ionization X-ray laser

excimer laser focused at 1017 W/cm−2 (Fig. 11.221),
singly ionized lithium ions were further ionized to fully
stripped states, resulting in population inversion with respect to the ground state of hydrogen ions. A small signal
gain of 20 cm−1 and a gain-length product of 4 have been
observed. Subsequently, Korobokin et al. [11.1906] used
a plasma waveguide in a LiF microcapillary to improve
the propagation of the pump pulse and successfully
increase the gain-length product to 5.5.
On the other hand, Corkum et al. also suggested the
use of circularly polarized laser pulses for collisional
excitation following OFI [11.1907]. Lemoff et al. proposed the specific systems [11.1908] and demonstrated
lasing at 41.8 nm in eightfold-ionized Xe [11.1909]. In
this experiments, circularly polarized Ti:sapphire laser
pulse with an energy of 70 mJ and a duration of 40 fs
was focused into a Xe static gas cell to create Pd-like
Xe. The intense pump pulse produce the hot electrons
which collisionally excite the Pd-like ions to the laser
upper level. Recently, Sebbon et al. reported the satTi: Sapphire laser
Al filter
Spherical
mirror

X-ray laser

ë/4

Gas cell

Transmission
grating spectrometer

Fig. 11.222 Schematic diagram of the experimental setup of optical-

field ionization X-ray laser based on electron collision excitation

urated amplification of the 41.8 nm line in Pd-like Xe
with 0.6 J, 30 fs Ti:sapphire laser pulses. 5 × 109 photons
per pulse were obtained at gain saturation [11.1910].
They also reported the lasing at 32 nm in nickel-like
krypton [11.1911]. The experimental setup is shown
in Fig. 11.222.
Discharge Excitation
Direct excitation of plasma X-ray lasers by an electrical
discharge has the potential advantage of high efficiency and compactness over a laser-produced-plasma
device. The uniform high-density plasmas required
for X-ray amplification can barely by produced by
a conventional electric discharge. Rocca et al. proposed [11.1912] and demonstrated [11.1913] a capillary
discharged soft-X-ray laser operating on the 46.9 nm
transition in Ne-like Ar in 1994. A fast electrical
discharge in a capillary was used to excite plasma
columns up to 20 cm in length with a peak current
of 40 kA. Figure 11.223 shows the fast capillary discharge soft-X-ray laser setup. The variation of the
spectra as a function of capillary length is shown in
Fig. 11.224. A recently developed compact discharge
occupies a space of only 0.4 × 1 m2 in an optical table and produces an average output energy of 0.88 mJ
at a repetition rate of 4 Hz. In two-pinhole interference
experiments, a high degree of spatial coherence was
observed by single-pass amplification in a 36 cm-long
capillary. This compact soft-X-ray laser has been used
in a variety areas including plasma physics, material
characterization, and the characterization of soft-X-ray
optics [11.1914].

11.12.2 High-Order Harmonics
Survey
High-order-harmonic generation (HHG) by the interaction of femtosecond high-intensity laser pulses with
a gaseous medium has been extensively studied since it
has promising potential for use as a coherent extreme
ultraviolet and a soft-X-ray (XUV) source as an alternative to soft-X-ray lasers or synchrotron radiation sources.
The harmonic spectrum has a very characteristic shape,
that is, it falls off for the first few harmonics, then shows
a plateau where all the harmonics have the same intensity strength, and finally ends with a sharp cut-off.
A typical harmonic spectrum observed by the interaction of ultrashort high-intensity pulses with rare gases
is shown in Fig. 11.225. The temporal duration of the
harmonics is considered to be shorter than that of the
driving laser pulse whose width is typically 100 fs or
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less. These spectral and short temporal properties make
the high-order harmonics an unique coherent source
in the XUV region and are opening new application
fields.
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Theoretical Progress
Theoretical understanding of HHG must be based on
two processes:

1. a single-atom response in the driving laser field, and
2. a macroscopic response including propagation effects.
Both responses must be taken into account to make
a comparison between the experimental and theoretical
results.
The emission property of harmonic radiation from
a single atom is determined by the induced atomic polarization, or dipole acceleration, which is calculated
from the solution of the time-dependent Schrödinger
equation (TDSE). Krause et al. [11.1932] showed that
the photon energy E max of the highest harmonic in
the plateau is give by E max = Ip + 3.17Up , where Ip
is the ionization energy of the nonlinear medium and
Up = 9.33 × 10−14 Iλ2 (eV) is the ponderomotive energy of the electron subjected in the pump laser field
I (W/cm2 ) at a wavelength of λ (µm). In a semiclassical picture [11.1933], the physical origin of this
expression is explained in terms of tunneling ionization
of the atom, followed by acceleration of the ionized
electron in the pump field and recombination with
its parent ion. During the acceleration by the optical field, the electron obtains the maximum energy
of 3.17Up . When this electron recombines with the
parent ion, the electron release this energy plus the ionization energy as a harmonic photon. Figure 11.226
shows a semiclassical model of high-order-harmonic
generation.
Since calculation based on the TDSE is quite time
consuming, it is very difficult to combine the numerical results of TDSE with the propagation equations.
The calculation load is considerably relieved by using
the model of Lewenstein et al. [11.1934, 1935]. This
model is based on the strong-field approximation and is
valid in the region Up > Ip . L’Huillier et al. developed
a propagation code coupled to the Lewenstein model
and successfully described the harmonics characteristics
observed in various experiments [11.1936, 1937].
Phase Matching
In order to increase conversion efficiency and improve
the spatial quality of high harmonics, phase matching is
essential. It is, however, not easy to satisfy the phasematching condition along the interaction length because,
in contrast with low-order-harmonic generation in the
perturbative regime, the dipole phase is dependent on
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Approach to Shorter-Wavelength Generation
Since the demonstration of HHG in rare gases using
a KrF excimer laser by McPherson et al. [11.1915] and
a mode-locked Nd:YAG laser by Ferray et al. [11.1916]
in 1987, much effort has been made to extend the harmonic wavelength to a shorter one with various pumping
sources. Macklin et al. [11.1917] generated the 109th
harmonic (7.4 nm) in neon gas excited with a 806 nm
Ti:sapphire laser. L’Huillier and Balcou [11.1918] observed the 135th harmonic (7.8 nm) using a 1 ps Nd:glass
laser. In these experiments, ionization of the neutral
rare-gas medium limits the achievable wavelength because of the low effective interaction intensity due
to the occurrence of ionization during the interaction. Although ions having larger ionization energy
potentially produce higher harmonics, simultaneously
existing free electrons cause a large phase mismatch between the pump and high-harmonic waves, resulting in
the lowering of cut-off orders. This drawback, which
arises from the use of ions as a nonlinear medium,
was compensated for to some extent with an ultraviolet pump source [11.1919]. Nagata et al. [11.1920]
and Preston et al. [11.1921] reported the generation
of the 37th harmonic (6.7 nm) of a 248 nm KrF excimer laser. In those studies with pumping pulses
longer than 100 fs, the shortest wavelength achieved
was limited to around 7 nm. More recently, however,
progress of ultrashort-pulse laser technology has enabled the use of extremely short pulses with high
intensity, which allows the circumvention of the limitation due to ionization [11.1922, 1923]. That is,
the effective interaction intensity before the occurrence of ionization can be increase with the extremely
short pulses. Consequently, harmonic wavelengths well
within the water window region was attained, using
an ultrashort Ti:sapphire laser operating with a 26 fs
pulse duration [11.1924]. With a sub-10 fs Ti:sapphire
laser, Spielmann et al. [11.1925] obtained coherent
continuum emission shorter than 2.5 nm, which corresponds to a photon energy greater than 0.5 KeV. On
the other hand, a few approaches from the medium
side were reported. Although ions [11.1926, 1927],
molecules [11.1928, 1929] and clusters [11.1930, 1931]
have been investigated as nonlinear medium in place of
rare gases, the output property of the harmonics was
hardly improved for practical use.
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the driving laser intensity [11.1938]. Furthermore, in
addition to the medium’s dispersion, nonlinear phenomena such as self-focusing and plasma defocusing of the

e
Tunneling ionization

Coulomb potential
modified by optical field

Fig. 11.226 Schematic drawing of a semiclassical model of

high-order-harmonic generation

pump pulse also make the experimental achievement of
phase matching quite troublesome.
Several techniques to control the phase-matching
conditions have been investigated. Phase matching can
be achieved by controlling the balance of
1. the Gouy phase shift and atomic dispersion
[11.1939, 1940]
2. nonlinear phase shift and plasma dispersion
[11.1941] or
3. waveguide dispersion of hollow fiber and atomic
dispersion [11.1942, 1943]
A geometrical phase and a dipole phase that have opposite dispersions are compensated by adjusting the focal
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10

a) 3 cm hollow fiber

low fiber. However, the output energy from the hollow
fiber was restricted to a few nanojoules because only
a few millijoules of laser pulse could be introduced due
to the limited aperture of the hollow fiber [11.1948].
Energy Scaling
For the development of a variety of applications of high
harmonics (HH), one of the most important issues is
energy scaling. High-energy HH is expected to boost
new physics in the soft-X-ray region. Takahashi et al.
report energy scaling of HH in Ar under the optimized
phase-matched condition [11.1944,1949]. Their scaling
method demonstrated a linear increase of harmonic energy with respect to the geometrical focusing area of
the pump pulse, while keeping an almost perfect spatial
profile of the harmonic output. The maximum energy
of the 27th harmonic attained was 0.33 nJ with a conversion efficiency of 1.5 × 10−5 . The evolution of HH
intensities in the spectral region from the 23rd- to 27thorder harmonics was also measured as a function of
medium length. The result is shown in Fig. 11.228. The
solid line shows theoretically fitted intensities for the
23rd, 25th and 27th harmonics. The coherence length
was estimated to be ≈ 15 cm by fitting the theoretical
curves. As was pointed out by Constant et al. [11.1943],
the optimizing conditions for the medium, coherence
and absorption lengths are given by L med > 3L abs and
L c > 5L abs , where L med , L c , and L abs are the medium
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position around a gas jet. This method is extended to
a loosely focused geometry and successfully improved
conversion efficiency and beam quality [11.1944]. The
use of a hollow fiber provides a few advantages for
high-harmonic generation. Due to the flat phase front
of the driving (pumping) laser in the hollow fiber, one
can avoid undesirable phase modulation of the harmonics, which originates from the intensity-dependent phase
change around the focus [11.1938]. This facilitates the
clear and easy identification of the phase-matching conditions by adjusting the medium density. The increase
of the intensity–interaction length product would also
lead to an improvement in conversion efficiency. Furthermore, the use of a hollow fiber results in lower
beam divergence and better spatial coherence. Such improvements are very important for practical applications.
With this new technique, several groups have reported
harmonic generation. Tamaki et al. first demonstrated
HHG of a Ti:sapphire laser pulse in an Ar-gas-filled hollow fiber and showed hundredfold enhancement around
the 25th harmonic [11.1945], [11.1946]. Figure 11.227
shows the observed harmonic spectra with and without the hollow fiber filled with 5 torr Ar gas. Rundquist
et al. [11.1942, 1947] also reported phase-matched generation of the 29th harmonic and improvement of both
the generation efficiency and the beam quality in the hol-
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length, the coherence length, and the absorption length,
respectively. The 23rd- and 25th-order harmonics satisfied the optimized condition for this relation. Therefore,
those orders were saturated under the experimental conditions. On the other hand, the 27th-order harmonic did
not yet satisfy the above conditions, because of low
absorption.
Spatial Coherence
Since HHG is based on nonlinear frequency conversion,
the spatial and temporal coherences of high-order harmonics are expected inherently to succeed to those of
the fundamental laser pulse. However, HHG conducted
by use of a tight-focusing geometry in thin gas media did
not allow full phase matching to enhance the coherence.
Typically multimode components are observed as broadened peaks in the spectrum or the pedestal of the spatial
profiles. Recent studies have revealed that macroscopic
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Fig. 11.230 (a) Interferogram recorded with a PDI plate
with a 10 µm pinhole. (b) Intensity profile of interferogram
along a horizontal line passing through the center

phase matching can realize highly efficient and spatially
well-characterized (nearly Gaussian profile) high-order
harmonic light [11.1949, 1950]. Several groups have reported the interferometric measurement of the spatial
coherence of high harmonics [11.1951–1954]. When
the macroscopic phase matching is achieved in the
hollow fiber or loosely focused geometry, the measurements show that the harmonic beams have almost
perfect spatial coherence. Figure 11.229 shows the
interferogram of the 27th-harmonic beam generated
with an Ar-filled hollow fiber pumped with 20 fs,
0.35 mJ Ti:sapphire laser pulses [11.1954]. This interferogram was obtained with two pinholes separated
by 100 µm, while the harmonic-beam diameter was
measured to be 130 µm. Figure 11.230 also shows the
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interferogram recorded by point-diffraction interferometry, which indicates that the harmonic beam can be
considered as a spherical wave within a phase error of
λ/15 [11.1954].

11.13 Generation of Ultrahigh Light Intensities
and Relativistic Laser–Matter Interaction
Modern laser technologies allow the amplification of
short laser pulses to energies of some tens of kJ. Additionally, ultrashort pulses containing only a few optical
cycles can be generated. By merging these techniques
nowadays focused laser beams can reach unprecedented
intensities in the range of 1021 W/cm2 and will reach
even higher values in the near future. At these intensities the electric and magnetic field strength is many
orders of magnitude higher than those that will ever be
possible in a static generation scheme. By applying these
fields to a target it becomes possible to gain access to
a new interaction regime of light and matter: relativistic optics. This opens a new wide area in experimental
science where classical optics meets plasma dynamics, relativistic quantum mechanics, and high-energy
physics.

of the laser material. Hence, a short pulse cannot be amplified efficiently. The chirped pulse amplification (CPA)

Chirped pulse
Compressor

11.13.1 Laser Systems for the Generation
of Ultrahigh Intensities
Amplification of Ultrashort Pulses
to High Energies
For ultrashort pulses the energy density of light at the
surface and in the volume of all the optical elements
is limited by the onset of nonlinear effects and laser
damage due to the high peak power. Moreover, in a laser
amplifier the energy extraction efficiency is a function of
the ratio of the energy density and the saturation fluence

Amplifier
Stretcher

Fig. 11.231 The CPA principle. An ultrashort pulse generated in a mode-locked laser is stretched by adding a spectral
phase that group delay different wavelengths of the pulse.
After amplification retaining the pulse spectrum and chirp
the pulse is recompressed to its original length, resulting in
ultrahigh peak power
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Applications
In addition to applications in atomic physics [11.1955],
high harmonics have been used for solid-state spectroscopy [11.1956] and plasma diagnostics [11.1957].
High intensity of high harmonics is also expected to
give rise to nonlinear phenomena in the XUV region. As
described above, Takahashi et al. [11.1944, 1950] generated a peak power of 130 MW at 62.3 nm in 0.6 torr
Xe and 10 MW at 30 nm in 2 torr Ar. When these
harmonic pulses are focused with multilayer mirrors,
the focused intensity will reach 1014 W/cm2 , which is
high enough to cause nonlinear interactions. Theoretical predictions of nonlinear interaction between soft

X-rays and matter have been reported by a few groups,
such as two-photon ionization of He+ [11.1958], He
double ionization for the autocorrelation of an extremeultraviolet (XUV) pulses [11.1959], the advantages of
high-intensity short-wavelength radiation for Coulomb
explosion imaging [11.1960], and the ionization of cluster targets. These research field can be expected to open
a new area in high-intensity physics.
Furthermore, coherent XUV and X-ray pulses are
not only useful owing to their short wavelengths, but
are also important due to their potential to produce
electromagnetic radiation in the range of attoseconds.
High-order harmonics have been expected to be the
source of attosecond pulses [11.1961, 1962]. Recently,
Hentschel et al. [11.1963] demonstrated the generation of isolated soft-X-ray attosecond pulses and their
temporal characterization by a novel cross-correlation
technique using intense few-cycle visible laser pulses.
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technique [11.1964] circumvents this difficulty. The
principle of CPA is depicted in Fig. 11.231. Ultrashort
pulses contain a broad spectral bandwidth according to
their Fourier transformation (see Chap. 12). This fact
enable the possibility to add a phase shift to different
frequencies or wavelengths of the laser pulse just after
its generation in a mode-locked laser cavity. The result
is a stretched pulse containing a chirp, i. e., the pulse duration is no longer bandwidth limited. The lengthened
pulse has accordingly a lower peak power. It can be amplified much more efficiently and compressed to a very
short pulse afterwards by adding a spectral phase with
an opposite sign to that introduced by the stretcher.
After the invention of the CPA technique tremendous progress in the development of ultrashort pulse
lasers towards higher peak power has been witnessed.
Nowadays, terawatt (TW) laser pulses can be produced
using tabletop laboratory-scale laser systems that operate at repetition rates of 10 Hz or higher. Whereas,
even higher power up to the petawatt (PW) can be
generated by flashlamp-pumped lasers that have factorybuilding sizes, like the first PW laser, that was realized
in 1999 [11.1965]. The CPA technique is common to all
of these devices.
Because pulse stretching and compression are related to each other and are normally based on the same
principle, the stretcher and compressor are treated here
as a stretcher–compressor pair (SCP). Pulse stretching
naturally occurs in the vicinity of dispersion. Hence,
the propagation of pulses in dispersive media always
leads to pulse stretching. In order to keep the required
space and size of optical elements as small as possible
highly dispersive optics, i. e., gratings will be used. Nevertheless other elements such as prisms, grating prisms
(so called grisms), fibers and chirped fiber Bragg gratings as well as chirped mirrors can be applied. Here
we limit ourselves to the simplest case of flat reflective phase gratings, because these offer the largest group
delay.
The principle of pulse compression with identical
parallel gratings was first described by Treacy [11.1966].
A pulse is diffracted by a grating, angularly split into
its different wavelengths and propagated to the second
parallel-aligned grating. The second grating removes the
angular modulation, i. e., redirects all wavevectors of
the different wavelets into the same direction. If all the
waves are treated as plane waves, the introduced lateral shift can be neglected. For a real, limited beam
size the same device of parallel gratings has to be used
once more in order to combine the wavelets again spatially. As a side effect this doubles the stretching factor

of the arrangement. Section 12.1.3 contains a detailed
description of these devices.
For ultrahigh-peak-power lasers a maximum stretching/compression factor, i. e., the ratio of stretched pulse
length to bandwidth limited pulse length is required in
order to maximize the fluence in the amplifier chain. The
stretching factor depends on the line density of the gratings, the center wavelength, and the bandwidth of the
pulse. Very long stretching factors of 10 000 or more are
required for most broadband rare-earth-doped laser materials in order to allow fluences in the amplifier close to
or above the gain-saturation fluence.
If the grating distance is chosen in this way, such that
the unclipped spectral bandwidth is twice the spectral
full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the pulse, the
maximum stretched pulse length τmax is only a function
of the grating size L:
τmax = 2

L
cos (α) ,
c

(11.205)

where cos α is a factor according to the diffraction angle
α of the grating and has a maximum of unity in the unrealistic case of a diffracted beam parallel to the grating
surface. The factor of 2 refers to the Littrow case, i. e.,
the input and diffraction angle being equal. The latter
normally maximizes the grating diffraction efficiency.
For holographic metal-coated diffraction gratings with
near-rectangular groove shapes it has been shown that
an optimum diffraction efficiency of a metal grating at
wavelength
λ can be achieved for a grating constant of
√
about 2λ [11.1967], which results in a Littrow angle of
45◦ . This leads to a minimum grating size for an SCP of
about 24 cm if a femtosecond pulse has to be stretched
to 1 ns. Passing a stretcher or compressor setup again
can, in principle, increase the stretching factor, but introduces losses that are most often acceptable for the
stretcher but not for the pulse compressor.
Very large grating distances and hence long stretched
pulses require a similar accuracy for the compensation
of dispersion by a well-matched stretcher and compressor as in the case of ultra-broadband fs pulses, because
higher-order dispersion terms increase together with the
second-order term. Because most often aberrations of
the telescope optics cannot be tolerated, aberration-free
all-reflective designs like the Öffner triplet are applied [11.1968]. In special cases aberrations introduced
by the stretcher may help to compensate for lasermaterial dispersion in the amplifier chain [11.1969].
The required grating sizes for the compressor of
a high-energy laser system is ruled by the generated
group delay in order recompress the pulse and the size
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required to fit the compressor to the beam diameter. Before compression the laser beam has to be expanded to
reduce the fluence in the beam to an amount well below
the damage threshold of the compressor optics, particularly the gratings. For a metal-coated grating damage
thresholds may reach the 0.5 J/cm2 level [11.1967] for
half-ps pulses, but will normally be less than 0.25 J/cm2 .
In the compressor setup these fluences result in intensities that are well above the onset of nonlinear effects in
air at normal pressures. In order to prevent the pulse
from self-focusing and self-splitting into white-light
filaments, pulse compression has to be performed in
a vacuum vessel.
In the region of fs to ps pulses the damage threshold for metal coatings is nearly independent of pulse
duration, in contrast to dielectrics where the main damage mechanism is linked to nonlinear absorption effects.
For pulses longer than 100 fs dielectric gratings may
substantially improve overall performance [11.1970].
Damage thresholds two to four times that of gold-coated
gratings are reported. These dielectric phase gratings on
top of a multilayer mirror can, in principle, show a 100%
diffraction efficiency to the minus-first order [11.1971].
Therefore they are favored in high-energy high-peakpower laser systems.
The peak power of a laser system is limited mainly
by the possible sizes of the diffraction gratings. A workaround is to add identical smaller gratings to a mosaic
grating or tiled grating. The smaller grating tiles have
to be coherently phased together in order to make them
work like a single one. Using this technique to build
a compressor opens the way to further power scaling
of high-peak-intensity lasers. Compression of pulses
to 650 fs with a tiled grating replacing a meter-sized
grating in a high-energy laser system has already been
demonstrated [11.1972], as well as pulse compression of
a chirped 2 ns pulse down to 150 fs [11.1973] by phasing
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two 350 mm-wide gold-coated gratings with the help of
a six-axis piezo-driven mount.
Laser Materials for High Peak Power
A crucial issue conceiving a high-peak-power laser system is the choice of the gain material. Broad band width
and a high cross section for stimulated emission are
required. Due to the limited peak power of the pump
source a long fluorescence lifetime for energy storage
is desired. At higher fluorescence lifetimes either the
emission cross section, or the gain bandwidth, or both
decrease. For efficient amplification the extracted laser
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Fig. 11.232 (a) Capability of laser materials for energy storage and generation of high energy pulses. The inverse
saturation fluence is plotted against the fluorescence lifetime. For a higher gain amplified spontaneous emission
(ASE) become an issue whereas for lower gain damage
limits efficient energy extraction. Effective pumping will be
useful if the fluorescence lifetime exceeds a certain limit.
The limits are marked with dashed lines. (b) Capability of
laser materials for energy storage and generation of high
peak power. The inverse saturation fluence multiplied by
minimum possible pulse width plotted against fluorescence
lifetime τ. Differently doped materials are marked with
different colors
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pulse energy density has to be close to the saturation
fluence of the gain medium.
Figure 11.232 illustrates the possibility of generating
high peak power out of some established laser materials. The inverse of the product of the saturation fluence
and the shortest pulse duration indicates the capability
of a laser material for high amplification at maximum
bandwidth. Assuming Gaussian-shaped gain spectra the
correlation between the emission cross section, bandwidth and fluorescence lifetime of a laser material is
given by
√
c20
1 ln 2
σem =
(11.206)
√
4πn 2 ν2 τf ∆ν π
with c0 the velocity of light in vacuum, n the refractive
index, h Planck’s constant, ν the center frequency, τ f the
fluorescence lifetime, and ∆ν the bandwidth (FWHM).
Applying the time–bandwidth product for Gaussian lineshape a criteria for the generation of high peak power
at a corresponding fluorescence lifetime depending on
the laser wavelength lambda and the refractive index n
is obtained
τf
(λ[µm])3 [cm2 ]
.
≤ 4.26 × 109
tp Fsat
[J]
n2

(11.207)

Here the saturation fluence Fsat is given by
Fsat = hν/σem .
In Fig. 11.232 suitable materials for amplification
to a high energy level are mapped. Furthermore, there
is an optimum region between high gain and low gain,
where amplified stimulated emission and damage issues,
respectively, are likely to occur.
Recently, it was observed that cryogenic laser
materials may show enhanced performance. Either
spectroscopic parameters and thermal behavior can
be improved by cooling to liquid-nitrogen temperatures [11.1974]. Ti:Sapphire for instance gain, higher
efficiency and thermal conductivity. Quasi-three-level
systems represented by the Yb-level system show higher
emission cross sections and additionally reduced absorption at the laser wavelength, because population of the
low laser level is suppressed.
Laser Amplifier Schemes for High Peak Power
Except some examples of high-energy excimer lasers
and upcoming free-electron lasers for the generation of
high peak power at very short wavelengths typical scientific lasers are based on solid-state lasing materials
as presented above, all of which are pumped optically. Because a high flux of pump photons is needed
to invert the energy-level population significantly only

three options for pumping exist: flashlamps, lasers, and
diode lasers. Diode lasers are treated separately because
no enhanced additional pumping is required for them,
providing a stabilized current is sufficient.
So far the flashlamp is the cheapest generator for
a high pump photon flux. In the past flashlamp-pumped
solid-state lasers have been scaled to 20 kJ pulse energy in a single beam. Such systems are based on
schemes where bundles of meter-size flashlamps pumping several Nd-doped glass discs arranged at Brewster’s
angle in the laser beam path as sketched in Fig. 11.233.
For fusion lasers like the National Ignition Facility in
the US (NIF) [11.1975], Laser Megajoule in France
(LMJ) [11.1976] or Gekko in Japan [11.1977] several
such beam lines are bundled together to form megajoule
laser facilities. Such beam lines were the first with the
capability to generate petawatt laser pulses [11.1965].
Typical for this kind of lasers are a double-pass main
amplifier and a single-pass booster amplifier section.
The drawback of flashlamp pumping is the low efficiency of this scheme. Pump photons are not only
generated at the absorption wavelength of the laser
material but also at wavelengths not involved in the
lasing process. This low efficiency results in substantial heat left inside the laser materials, which
are themselves poor heat conductors. The maximum
repetition rate of this disc configuration scales with
the inverse square of the beam diameter. Amplifiers
with beam diameters of some 10 cm can be operated at repetition rates of some shots per day only.
With these systems scientific investigations of plasma
effects are extremely difficult and expensive. For Nddoped glasses the gain bandwidth limits the shortest
pulses to about 400 fs. To generate 100 TW to PW
peak power pulses, energies in the 100 J range are
needed, which require large amplifiers. Nevertheless,
using these lasers for pumping an OPCPA (see below)
opens the door for ultra-broadband amplification of fewFlashlamps

Flashlamps
Spatial
filter

Flashlamps

Input

Flashlamps

Fig. 11.233 Typical flashlamp pumped slab amplifier con-

figuration. The seed pulse is injected at the spatial filter
between a double-pass section and a single-pass booster
amplifier
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cycle pulses to the 10 J level with reasonable repetition
rates [11.1978].
Using laser diodes as the pump source helps to
relieve some of these difficulties because their emission spectrum is much narrower and can be fitted to
the absorption line of the laser-active medium. Consequently less energy is wasted and less heat is left
inside the laser active medium. However, high-power
diodes with energy-conversion efficiencies up to 75%
and continuous-wave output in the 100 W range are
only available in the red and near-infrared spectrum.
These diodes are based on double heterostructures of
ternary and quaternary semiconductors incorporating
GaAs. This spectral range is preferred for pumping rareearth-doped laser materials, where Nd and Yb are most
favored. Broadband gain materials including transition
metals such as Cr:LiSAF will attract more interest if
suitable diodes providing high brightness are developed.
Today diode-pumped infrared frequency-doubled lasers
are used to pump Ti:sapphire, the laser material able
to amplify the widest spectrum and hence the shortest
pulses.
The direct diode-pumped amplification of 150 fs
pulses to the joule and 10 J level has already been
shown by pumping an Yb-doped fluoride-phosphate
glass at 940 nm [11.1979, 1980] with the edge-cooled
disc arrangement shown in Fig. 11.234a.
To accomplish experimentalists’ demands for higher
repetition rates advanced cooling technologies have to
be developed even for diode-pumped solid-state lasers
(DPSSL). Figure 11.234 shows a variety of DPSSL
pumping schemes with different cooling architectures.
In slab lasers, where the various pump schemes depicted in Fig. 11.234b–d are employed, one dimension
is used to provide a small distance for heat removal.
They differ in the way in which pump light is provided. Expanding this idea to two dimensions results
in the cladding pumped fiber amplifier (Fig. 11.234g),
which is not or only radiatively cooled like the heat
capacity lasers (Fig. 11.234f), which are able to run
as long as the temperature does not reach a certain
level. These lasers provide bursts of pulses. Thin disc
lasers (Fig. 11.234e) allow a very high average power
and can produce very good beam profiles but are difficult to scale to larger beam diameters and higher
pulse energies. A compromise is the use of a thicker
disc at a moderate repetition rate in the same configuration. The thicker disc does not require multiple
pump-beam passes for full absorption and provides
a larger single-pass amplification than the thin-disc
amplifier.
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Gas flow

Fig. 11.234a–h Amplifier schemes for diode pumping. Edge cooling: (a) discs – conductive cooling (b) transverse diode-pumped
structured slab and (c) transverse diode-pumped slab. Water cooling: (d) zigzag slabs and (e) thin discs. No cooling: (f) heat-capacity
lasers and (g) fiber amplifiers. Gas cooling: (h) thin-disc assemblies

By putting several thin discs together and using the
amplifier slab interspace for gas cooling, as in the architecture sketched in Fig. 11.234h, the gain and absorption
equals that of the thick disc but efficient cooling is
enabled. A diode-pumped laser of this type was developed at the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
in the US. It is called Mercury [11.1981] and allows
an output of 65 J, the highest ns pulse energy from
a single DPSSL at a repetition rate of 10 Hz so far
reported.
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The long propagation length in a fiber that confines the laser light field to the doped and amplifying
core allows high amplification factors in a single pass
and optical-to-optical efficiencies close to the theoretical
limit given by the quantum efficiency. For TEM00 -mode
radiation the maximum pulse energy is limited to some
mJ for CPA. Nevertheless, average powers from several 100 W to the kW region are possible. To reach
a high extraction efficiency for the low-energy seed
pulses provided by fs oscillators multipass amplifiers
or regenerative amplifiers are adopted. Multipass amplifiers can be found with a variety of geometries. All pulse
parameters, such as the polarization or propagation direction, can be used to separate pulses from successive
passes and finally for out-coupling.
The regenerative amplifier is a seeded oscillator with
an active element, in most cases a fast switching Pockels cell, that allows the extraction of the amplified pulse
when the gain of the active medium is saturated. It benefits from a stability that stems from gain saturation
and beam quality that is ensured by successive spatial
filtering in the laser cavity. The drawbacks of regenerative amplifiers are pre-pulses produced by leakage from
the cavity in round-trips before extraction and long path
lengths in dispersive material that has to be compensated
by the SCP of a CPA system.
The last section of a high-power laser amplifier system is a booster amplifier with a low number of passes or
one pass only. In order to extract the energy with highefficiency, saturation fluence has to be reached across the
full beam diameter. The result is a so-called top-hat beam
profile with a uniform fluence in the center and a steep
fluence rise at the edge. In gain media with a long propagation distance this may be achieved automatically after
some distance and the length were uniform aperture filling is not guaranteed hardly affects the overall efficiency
of the amplifier. For amplifiers with short propagation

ks

ki

kp

Fig. 11.235 Scheme to achieve broadband optical paramet-

ric amplification. In order to achieve broadband signal
amplification in a parametric nonlinear optical process using a narrow-band pump different idler wavelengths have
different propagating directions in a crystal to fulfill the
phase-matching condition while all signal waves propagate
collinearly

distances of the pulse in the active medium the seed pulse
itself has to be converted into a top-hat profile starting
from a Gaussian. A simple method to implement this is
by diffraction at a serrated aperture [11.1982].
Because a top-hat beam unlike the Gaussian changes
its profile while propagating it has to be relay imaged to
successive optical elements of the laser system to avoid
hot spots and laser damage. In high-power laser systems
relay imaging is often combined with beam expanders
and spatial filters [11.1983].
Broadband Optical Parametric Chirped Pulse
Amplification
Alternatively instead of conventional laser amplifiers
a parametric amplification process (OPA) can be used
for the generation of high-energy broadband pulses. In
this second-order nonlinear interaction a pump photon
is split into a signal and an idler photon. This process
is the reverse of sum-frequency generation. Energyconservation demands that the sum of the signal and idler
frequencies equals the pump frequency. Additionally,
fulfilling momentum conservation ensures coherence
of the involved waves while propagating through the
nonlinear medium. The latter is known as phase matching. The nonlinear medium has to be a crystal in order
to show second-order nonlinearity and achieve phase
matching. The phase-matching condition also determines the wavelengths of the signal and idler waves.
For a certain direction of pump, signal, and idler
waves only one combination of wavelengths can be
generated. In order to allow broadband amplification
of a signal input wave using a narrow-band pump the
different idler wavelengths should have different directions in the crystal. This principle is illustrated in
Fig. 11.235 and is called optical chirped pulse amplification (OPCPA) if the signal beam is a chirped stretched
pulse [11.1984–1987].
With the OPCPA scheme, energy can be transferred
from a narrow-band nanosecond pulse to a stretched
broadband signal pulse. The problem of amplification
of ultrashort pulses is thereby split into the task of
amplification of high-energy laser pulses and the task
of implementation of broadband OPA. Comparing the
OPCPA with a conventional laser-pumped CPA several
advantages can be realized. Firstly no energy is stored
in the nonlinear crystal and, except parasitic absorption,
no energy is lost in the crystal, which results in no heat
being produced in the process. This fact allow easy highrepetition-rate scaling of the amplifiers without phase
distortions by thermal effects. Because no resonance to
energy levels of a dielectric medium is required, very
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Fig. 11.236 Typical pulse contrast characteristics. The main

femtosecond laser pulse is typically preceded by amplified stimulated emission (ASE), amplified pre-pulses and
uncompressed chirp

at a fixed fluence, which reduces the required crystal
length, with the advantage of increasing the amplification bandwidth without changing the crystal orientation.
More requirements may arise at different wavelengths
involved, like absorption, or second-harmonic generation from the signal or idler beams, amongst others.
Nevertheless, OPCPA is the technique that allows
the implementation of an ultrashort pulse option to all
coherent high-energy light sources that emit pulses in the
nanosecond and picosecond range and transfers them to
an ultrahigh-peak-power laser system. A 200 TW 45 fs
laser system was recently demonstrated [11.1988] based
on OPCPA in a large-aperture KDP crystal. These crystals are used for Pockels cells and frequency converters
in fusion laser systems and can be grown with meter-size
apertures. This in principle allows multi-petawatt power
scaling.
High Demands on Pulse Preparation
for Advanced Experiments
The acceleration of electrons and protons by a laser
requires light intensities on the order of 1020 W/cm2 ,
which is many orders of magnitude above the onset of
nonlinear effects and atom ionization, which results in
Coulomb explosion even in low-density targets such as
gases, triggered by lower intensity background radiation of the laser. Experiments are strongly affected by
this pre-pulse laser-target interaction [11.1989]. To prevent the target from being destroyed before the main part
of the laser pulse arrives, laser output has to be cleaned
from its leading pedestal. A typical laser pulse characteristic is shown in Figure 11.236. The long-term pre-pulse
pedestal results from ASE of the laser active material,
whose duration is closely linked to its fluorescence lifetime. Additionally, regenerative amplifiers that are often
used as the first devices in the amplifier chain, always
have a certain leakage of pulses from preceding roundtrips. The pulses are again amplified in successive multipass and booster amplifiers, generating high-energy
pre-pulses on target. Finally, non-bandwidth-limited
pulse recompression based on material dispersion, wavelength clipping, aberrations in stretcher and compressor
setups and uncompensated higher-order dispersion
terms result in pre-pulses and pedestals as shown in
Sect. 12.1.2 for frequency-domain-filtered short pulses.
Numerous methods are used to remove this unwanted pre-pulse laser light. Primarily, the total
amplification is split into stepwise amplification with additional possibilities for time-domain and spatial pulse
filtering. For this purpose fast Pockels cells [11.1990]
and spatial filters, which are often combined with
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large band widths at any center wave length can be generated. It was shown that pulses shorter than 10 fs can
be amplified. Using crystals with high nonlinear optical
coefficients like the most prominent crystal BBO and at
sufficient intensities a single pass can provide an amplification of the signal by many orders of magnitude.
Regenerative amplifiers are not needed and the problem
of pulse leakage from them disappears. Amplification
lasts only as long as the pump passes the crystal and
therefore pre-pulses and post-pulses as well as backreflected pulses are not amplified any more and higher
pulse contrasts are possible with the OPCPA technique.
Lastly the amplified signal beam is an analog of the
input signal and unwanted phase distortions of the highenergy pump are carried away with the idler beam like
the different k vectors in Fig. 11.236.
In order to use all of these advantages a careful design of OPCPA is required. For instance if an OPCPA
stage is driven to its maximum amplification and the
process starts to saturate, the impact of intensity variations of the signal to the output is reduced but intensity
variations of the pump are transferred to the amplified
beam. Additionally, signal and idler waves are generated
starting from noise, a problem similar to the amplified
spontaneous emission (ASE) in a conventional laser amplifier. To minimize this effect a pump pulse length no
longer than the seeding signal pulse and their perfect
synchronization is required, which is challenging for ps
pulses. Contrariwise ps pulses offer higher intensities
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beam expanders, are applied. Spatial filters and apertures prevent spontaneously emitted fluorescence light
from propagation to the subsequent amplifiers. These
measures can often improve pulse contrast ratios considerably [11.1991].
Nonlinear optical effects that favor high intensities can be used as well. Examples of the latter
case are saturable absorbers and laser pulse switched
gates. The OPCPA inherently embodies such a gate if
a rectangular-shaped pump pulse is used. Therefore prepulse suppression in the OPCPA [11.1992] can be as
high as its gain.
Saturable absorbers and self-phase-conjugating mirrors are used for nanosecond laser systems. In the case
of a chirped pulse amplification system these techniques
require pulse compression before and stretching after filtering. This limits their application to low-energy pulses
or prohibits their use if very long stretching factors are
needed.
Nonlinear effects can also be used after final pulse
recompression. One possibility is frequency conversion
by second-harmonic generation. Another pre-pulse suppression method with high efficiency and low loss is the
usage of a plasma mirror [11.1993]. Because the laser
has to be focused anyway a perfectly transmitting dielectric medium is placed near the focus of the beam.
The leading edge of the pulse is transmitted until the
intensity reaches the ionization threshold. At this step
a plasma is generated with increasing electron density.
The plasma occurs on a time scale that does not allow
it to expand. If the plasma frequency matches the laser
frequency this plasma acts as a perfect mirror and the
main pulse is reflected to the target. With a single plasma
mirror the contrast ratio for petawatt-class lasers can be
improved by factors of about 100 [11.1965].
Experiments with lasers at ultrahigh intensities require the focusing of a high-peak-power laser onto
a very small spot. Phase distortions in the beam
line can increase the minimum spot size in the focal plane considerably. Adaptive mirrors are used to
correct phase fronts [11.1994]. Closed-loop systems
allow near-diffraction-limited focusing of ultrashort
pulses [11.1995,1996]. These techniques today allow intensities in the range of 1020 –1021 W/cm2 with terawatt
and petawatt laser systems.

11.13.2 Relativistic Optics
and Laser Particle Acceleration
The interaction of light and matter at intensities of
1020 –1021 W/cm2 changes considerably when com-

pared to classical, even classical nonlinear optics. At
intensities of 1013 –1015 W/cm2 matter becomes ionized and the high intensity laser pulse interacts with
a dynamically evolving plasma where the dominant
mechanism for the interaction of light and matter is the
interaction with free electrons.
In classical optics the interaction of light and matter
is described in the following way: the electric field of
an electromagnetic wave exerts a force on the bound or
free electrons, which then oscillate with the frequency of
the wave. The dependence of the oscillating polarization
induced in the material by the motion of the electrons
on the driving electric field then yields the linear and
nonlinear optical constants of the material. Although
this picture is inherently classical it also provides the
general idea of a quantum-mechanical description of
light–matter interaction.
This classical description of light–matter interaction is based on two assumptions, which are valid for
sufficiently low light intensities:
1. the force exerted on the electrons by the magnetic
field of the electromagnetic wave may be neglected.
2. The speed of the oscillating motion of the electron
is small compared to the speed of light.
The breakdown of these two approximations marks the
onset of relativistic optics, which is based on a fully
relativistic description of the interaction of an electromagnetic wave with matter.
Relativistic Motion of an Electron
in an Electromagnetic Wave
We first consider the equation of motion of a free electron
in the field of an electromagnetic wave




d 
γ m ṙ = −e E + ṙ × B ,
dt

(11.208)

where t is the time, m the electron rest mass, ṙ the
velocity of the electron, e the elementary charge, E the
electric, B the magnetic field of the electromagnetic
wave, and
2

γ = 1 − ṙ /c2

− 12

,

where c is the speed of light in vacuum. For a plane
electromagnetic wave of frequency ω and wavenumber k = ωc propagating in the z-direction we insert
E = E0 cos (ωt − kz). Since ∇ × E = −∂ B/∂t we obtain: |B| = |E| /c. Before solving (11.208) we introduce
the normalized quantities: tˆ = ωt, ẑ = zω/c, β = ṙ/c and
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eE 0
a0 = mωc
. Then we rewrite (11.208) in components assuming linear polarization of the electric field in the
x-direction:

(11.209)

Although (11.209) may be solved for more-general initial conditions we give here the solution for an electron
initially at rest in the origin of our coordinate system,
i. e., r(0) = 0 and ṙ(0) = 0, with the phase parameter
a) x (c/wL)
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Fig. 11.237 (a) Trajectories of a free electron in a traveling electromagnetic wave for different laser field strengths
a0 = 1 and a0 = 2 calculated for the initial conditions
θin = 0 and βz0 = 0 in the laboratory frame. (b) The trajectories in the moving frame of the electron (indicated by
the primed coordinate) exhibit the characteristic figure-ofeight movement. Laser field strength and initial conditions
corresponding to (a) were used

(11.210)

The motion of the electron is displayed in Fig. 11.237
in two different coordinate systems:
1. the laboratory frame and
2. the average rest frame of the electron, which is
a coordinate system co-moving with the electron in
the ẑ -direction, where the coordinate ẑ is given by
ẑ = ẑ − a02 /4Θ.
It is immediately apparent that the motion of the electron
in the fully relativistic case is quite different from the
classical picture, where a solution of (11.208) is obtained
for γ = 1 and B = 0.
The electron oscillates, as in the classical case, periodically in the x̃-direction, the direction of polarization
of the oscillating electric field. However, unlike in the
classical case the electron is also accelerated in the
ẑ-direction, the propagation direction of the electromagnetic wave. The magnitude of the electron motion is
governed by the parameter a0 , the dimensionless electric
field strength [11.1997]. In the classical picture γ = 1,
B = 0 which of course becomes incorrect at high velocities; the condition a0 = 1 would correspond to an
electron that acquires a maximum oscillation velocity of
ṙ = c. The condition a0  1, therefore corresponds to
the classical case of |ṙ|  c while a0 1 describes the
extreme relativistic motion of the electron. In practical
units a0 is given by:
a02 =

0.5
0.4

Θ = tˆ − ẑ:

Iλ2
1.37 × 1018 W cm−2 µm2

(11.211)

where I is the light intensity and λ its wavelength. For
optical wavelength where λ ≈ 1 µm intensities above
I ≈ 1018 W/cm2 are therefore called relativistic intensities. In the extreme relativistic case a0 1 the distance
the electron travels in ẑ-direction during one electric
field oscillation is much larger than its excursion in the
x̂-direction, and a complete reversal of the conditions
found in the weakly relativistic case a0 < 1 occurs. The
acceleration of electrons in the propagation direction of
the electromagnetic wave appears to be in contradiction to the well-known fact derived from energy and
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d
(γβx ) = a0 (1 − βz ) cos tˆ − ẑ ,
dtˆ

d 
γβ y = 0 ,
dtˆ


d
(γβz ) = a0 βx cos tˆ − ẑ .
ˆ
dt
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momentum conversation that free photons cannot accelerate free electrons. In fact if a light pulse is considered
the electron acquires kinetic energy in the rising part of
the pulse and looses it again to the electromagnetic wave
in the falling part of the pulse. After the pulse has left,
the electron experiences a shift in the propagation direction of the pulse but has not acquired a net energy
in agreement with the conservation laws for energy and
momentum. If, however, the field of the electromagnetic
wave is suddenly switched off while the electron moves
in the propagation direction the electron cannot give its
energy back to the field and maintains its energy acquired from the field. The switching of the field may be
achieved, i. e., by shielding the field in a steep plasma
gradient or by a guiding channel.
The second interesting feature of the solution of the
equation of motion (11.209) is the anharmonic oscillating motion of the electron in the x̂- and ẑ-direction best
seen in the co-moving frame (Fig. 11.237b). This means
that the electron radiates not only at the frequency of
the diving electromagnetic wave but also emits other
frequencies. While for a0 < 1 the spectrum contains
essentially the even (polarized in the ẑ-direction) and
odd (polarized in the x̂-direction) harmonics, the spatial
and spectral emission pattern becomes very complex for
higher intensities (a0 > 1). This phenomenon is called
nonlinear Thomson scattering and has been observed
experimentally.
The Ponderomotive Force
The total energy of the electrons driven by the electromagnetic field of a laser is given by

E(r, t) = γ (r, t)mc2 .

(11.212)

Due to the dependence of γ on the electron velocity
|ṙ| the energy will vary widely on the length scale of the
laser wavelength and the time scale given by the laser
frequency. If one is not interested in the fast, mostly
oscillatory motion of the electrons one may average over
time, yielding:

a2 (r)
γ (r) = 1 + 0
.
(11.213)
2
The slow spatial dependence indicated in a02 (r) may,
for example, be due to the intensity variation over the
focus of the laser beam, which usually occurs over much
larger length scales than a wavelength.
The spatial dependence of the time-averaged energy
gives rise to a force called the ponderomotive force
Fp = −∇ E(r) = −mc2 ∇ γ (r) .

(11.214)

This force will act on particles that oscillate in spatial regions where the laser intensity is high and push them into
regions of lower laser intensity. It is instructive to consider the weakly relativistic limit of the ponderomotive
force. With the definition of a0 we find for γ  − 1  1:
e2
Fp = −
∇ E 02 (r) .
(11.215)
4mω2
In the classical limit this constitutes the gradient of the
time-averaged kinetic energy of the electron oscillating
in the laser field [11.1998].
Another way to look at the ponderomotive force is
to view regions of high laser intensity as regions of
high electromagnetic energy density W = ε0 E2 (r, t)/2,
which represents a pressure pushing the electrons from
regions of high pressure to those of low pressure.
The Optical Properties of a Relativistic Laser
Plasma and Relativistic Channeling
When an intense laser pulse at relativistic intensities
propagates through a gas consisting of atoms with low
atomic number, such as hydrogen or helium, the rising
part of the laser pulse fully ionizes the gas and the laser
pulse interacts with a fully ionized plasma. For example
helium is fully ionized already at an intensity of a few
times 1016 W/cm2 while relativistic intensities usually
exceed 1018 W/cm2 . The dielectric constant of a fully
ionized plasma is given by

εr = 1 −

ω2p
ω2

,

(11.216)

2

where ω2p = εe0 γnme and n e is the electron density.
Collisions have been neglected here which is a reasonable assumption for laser pulses of durations of
less than 1 ps and electron densities of n e ≤ 1022 cm−3 .
It should be noted that in a relativistic plasma the
plasma frequency ωp depends on γ and therefore on
the laser intensity. The dielectric constant becomes negative for electron densities where the plasma frequency
ωp exceeds the laser frequency ω. In the nonrelativistic
case (γ = 1) an critical electron density n crit is defined
through the condition ω2p = ω2 yielding [11.1998]
ε0 mω2
.
(11.217)
e2
For electron densities n e > n crit the plasma is called
dense while it is underdense for n e < n crit . In practical units the critical electron density is given by
n crit = 1.1 × 1021 (1 µm/λ)2 cm−3 . With this definition
the dielectric constant may be rewritten
ne
(11.218)
εr = 1 −
γ n crit
n crit =
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Fig. 11.238 Experimental setup. The main pulse is focused to an intensity of a few 19 W/cm2 into a pulsed He-gas jet,

where a relativistic channel due to relativistic self-focusing is forming. By splitting and frequency doubling part of the
main pulse a probe pulse is generated. This probe pulse is used for imaging and observing the laser–plasma interaction
on a time scale determined by the probe pulse duration of ≈ 100 fs. The electrons that are accelerated in the relativistic
channel are characterized by magnetic spectroscopy and nuclear reactions

Electromagnetic radiation propagates in a medium
where εr > 0 and is reflected from a medium with εr < 0.
The condition for light propagation is therefore n e /γ <
n crit .
The index of refraction of the plasma is given by
√
n = εr . In an underdense plasma n is real and the laser
pulse propagates. But n is a complicated function of
intensity for two reasons:
1. At the center of the propagating laser pulse the intensity is high. Therefore the ponderomotive force
pushes the electrons away from the center and the
electron density in the center decreases, increasing
the index of refraction.
2. The remaining electrons in the center gain higher
energies in the laser field than those sitting at the
edges of the laser beam. This increases γ further and
thus increases the index of refraction at the center of
the laser beam.
This means that a relativistic laser pulse selfmodulates the index of refraction in such a way that
self-focusing of the laser occurs. As in other selffocusing phenomena known from nonlinear optics
self-focusing is countered by diffraction and therefore self-focusing depends on a critical power rather
than on intensity. A laser pulse interacting with
a fully ionized plasma will therefore undergo selffocusing if its total power P exceeds the critical power

Pcrit [11.1999].
P > Pcrit =

837

8πε0 m 2 c5 n crit
n crit
= 17.4 GW
.
2
ne
ne
e
(11.219)

The dynamic equilibrium of defocusing because of
diffraction and self-focusing due to nonlinear effects
leads to a guiding effect for the high-intensity laser
pulse in a plasma called relativistic channeling. This phenomenon has been observed experimentally. A typical
experimental arrangement is shown in Fig. 11.238.
A Ti:sapphire laser (λ = 800 nm) with a total
power of 8 TW is focused to an intensity of about
2 × 1019 W/cm2 into a helium gas jet from a nozzle with a very well-characterized gas density profile
(Fig. 11.239).
Figure 11.239 shows the relativistic channel which
extends over a length of about 300 µm, corresponding to
about 15 Rayleigh lengths of the laser focusing optics.
At the onset of the channel the electron density amounts
21
−3
to 5 × 1019 cm−3
0 . The critical density is 1.7 × 10 cm
at λ = 800 nm. Therefore the total laser power of 8 TW
exceeds the critical power of Pcrit ≈ 0.6 TW obtained
from (11.219) substantially and relativistic channeling
is expected and observed. In addition a probe pulse at
λ = 400 nm was used to measure the electron density in
the channel interferometrically (Fig. 11.238). The result
shown in Fig. 11.240 gives the electron density profile
across the channel at the onset of the channel. It is ap-
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Finally it should be noted that optics in the relativistic regime is always nonlinear. The index of refraction
is always intensity dependent due to the ponderomotive force and the intensity dependence of the electron
mass.
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Fig. 11.239 The lateral plasma density profile above the
nozzle has a Gaussian shape (dotted line). The density along
the channel and its position is indicated by the bold line.
The inset shows the corresponding observed channel of the
same spatial region. The extension of the emission indicates
a channel length of 274 µm, about 12 times the Rayleigh
length of the laser. The relativistic channel starts near the
steepest density gradient and ends close to the maximum
density (grad n e = 0)

parent that the electron density at the channel center is
depressed, due to the expulsion of electrons because of
the ponderomotive force. This result also provides direct evidence for the guiding structure of a relativistic
channel.
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Fig. 11.240 Plasma density at the start of the channel deter-

mined by interferometry. The electron density in the walls
of the channel rose up to values of n e (wall) = 6 × 1019 cm −3 .
The image in the upper right corner shows the interferogram
from which the plasma density was obtained

Electron Acceleration
Since in the relativistic regime of laser–plasma interaction charged particles may be accelerated to high
energies, it has been recognized for some time that laser
plasmas are an ideal medium for high-field compact
accelerators. The plasma as an ionized medium may
sustain much higher fields than it is possible to generate
with conventional accelerator technology, where material breakdown imposes a limit at less than 100 MV/m.
Electric fields in the TV/m range may however be
generated in laser plasmas.
In many experiments over the past two decades
a variety of acceleration mechanisms have been identified. A selection of these mechanisms will briefly
be described in the following with focus on schemes
where only a single laser pulse is needed to accelerate initially resting electrons to relativistic energies. All
these schemes have in common that a laser pulse is focused into a gas jet, generating an underdense plasma
(Fig. 11.238).
Laser wakefield acceleration. When a relativistic laser

pulse impinges on a plasma the ponderomotive force
expels electrons in both the transverse and longitudinal
directions. The electrons expelled from the laser pulse
in the backward direction lead to a plasma wave called
the laser wakefield (Fig. 11.241) [11.2000].
The plasma wave follows the driving laser pulse with
a phase velocity determined by the laser pulse group
velocity. The electric fields associated with the plasma
wave are now longitudinal. An electron can ride on the
plasma wave and be accelerated to relativistic energies in
the direction of laser propagation. This process is called
laser wakefield acceleration (LWFA).
This process is most efficient when the laser pulse
length cτ, where τ is the pulse duration, is shorter than
the plasma wavelength λp = 2πc/ωp .
This condition is depicted in Fig. 11.241a. When
a large number of electrons acquire a velocity close to
the phase velocity of the plasma wave, wave-breaking
occurs. The fast electrons are surfing on the wake of the
plasma wave.
Self-modulated laser wakefield acceleration. If the
laser pulse length is longer than the plasma wavelength
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11.13 Generation of Ultrahigh Light Intensities and Relativistic Laser–Matter Interaction

Direct laser acceleration. Another acceleration pro-

cess which is quite different in nature to wakefield
acceleration is direct laser acceleration (DLA) which
is closely related to the formation of a relativistic
channel. The ponderomotive force expels electrons
from the laser beam axis and generates a radial quasistatic electric field. Electrons that are accelerated along
the laser propagation generate an azimuthal magnetic
field. The combination of these two fields results in
an effective potential well for relativistic electrons.
Electrons trapped in
this well will oscillate at the fre √
quency ωβ = ωp / 2 γ , the betatron frequency. If
the trapped electron is moving fast enough along the
laser propagation, the laser oscillations may be in
phase with the betatron oscillations in the frame of the
electron.
In this case, an efficient energy coupling is possible.
The energy gained by the electron in this process directly
results from the laser field and therefore the name direct
laser acceleration is appropriate.
Bubble acceleration. A novel regime of laser wake-

field acceleration, called bubble acceleration, was
proposed in 2002 on the basis of particle-in-cell
(PIC) simulations [11.2002]. Short (τ < 7 fs) and intense (a0 > 1) laser pulses were predicted to produce
quasi-monoenergetic electrons with energies exceeding
100 MeV.
The ponderomotive force also plays an important
role for this acceleration mechanism. In a frame moving with an intensive laser pulse propagating through
a plasma the electrons are expelled from the center of the
pulse in both the longitudinal and transverse directions.
It turns out that behind the laser pulse an electron density
depression, called a bubble, is generated and electrons
the stream around this bubble and enter it again from the
back side. In this way a strong electric field in longitudi-

a)

b)
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Fig. 11.241 (a) LWFA: a short laser pulse (cτ ≤ p) shown as a dashed
line drives a plasma wave. (b) SM-LWFA: an initially long laser
pulse (dashed line) breaks up into a train of shorter pulses that
match the condition of LWFA and resonantly drive a plasma wave
(after [11.1999])

nal direction reaching TV/m is generated, which leads
to efficient electron acceleration.
Experiments. Numerous laser acceleration experiments
have been carried out, mostly using experimental setups
like the one shown in Fig. 11.238. Initially always quasiexponential electron spectra were obtained with electron
temperatures that follow the scaling law
⎛
⎞
2
a
kTe ≈ mc2 ⎝ 1 + 0 − 1⎠ ,
(11.220)
2

which corresponds to the kinetic energy of the electron in the laser field. These exponential spectra
Number of electrons per relative energy
spread per steradian [N/(dE/E) / Ù]
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Fig. 11.242 Monoenergetic electron spectrum generated
in an experimental setup similar to the one shown in
Fig. 11.232 [11.2001]
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cτ > λp the laser pulse undergoes a self-modulation
instability. The leading edge of the laser pulse drives
a plasma wave. The electron density modulation of
the plasma wave in turn represents a periodic modulation of the refractive index. It acts on the long laser
pulse such that the pulse is self-modulated and breaks
up into a train of short pulses (Fig. 11.241b). These
shorter pulses now match the conditions for LWFA
and can resonantly drive a plasma wave. This selfmodulated laser wakefield acceleration (SM-LWFA)
is not as efficient as pure LWFA, but still highenergy even quasi-monoenergetic electron beams may
be generated.
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are not only observed in underdense plasmas but
also in the overdense plasmas encountered in laser–
solid interactions [11.2003]. For a typical intensity of
I = 1020 W/cm2 and λ = 1 µm, a0 = 8.5 we obtain
kTe ≈ 2.6 MeV from (11.220).
Only recently, however, has it became possible
to generate monoenergetic electron spectra. As predicted by numerical simulations the bubble regime
may be reached for high-power, gently focused laser
pulses of short pulse duration. Although the requirements of the pure bubble regime have not yet quite
been reached experimentally the experiments show that
in the transition regime between LWFA and bubble
acceleration monoenergetic electron spectra may be generated [11.2001, 2004, 2005]. A typical result is shown
in Fig. 11.242.
Ion Acceleration
Relativistic laser–matter interaction also leads to the
generation of monoenergetic beam of ions of MeV ener-

Thin foil target with
polymer dot
20 × 20 × 0.5 µm3
Laser incidence

Hot electron
cloud

Blow-off
plasma
Nd: YAG
ablation laser

Fig. 11.243 Laser acceleration of protons from the back side of a mi-

crostructured target. A terawatt (TW) laser pulse is focused onto the
front side of the target foil, where it generates a blow-off plasma
and subsequently accelerates electrons. The electrons penetrate the
foil, ionize hydrogen and other atoms at the back surface and set up
a Debye sheath. The inhomogeneous distribution of the hot electron
cloud causes a transversely inhomogeneous accelerating field [target
normal sheath acceleration (TNSA)]. Applying a small hydrogenrich dot on the back surface enhances the proton yield in the central
part of the accelerating field, where it is nearly homogenous. These
protons constitute the quasi-monoenergetic bunch

gies by a mechanism quite different from the mechanism
involved in electron acceleration.
As discussed earlier the interaction of an intense
light field with matter yields the generation of a hot
plasma and the subsequent acceleration of electrons
up to relativistic energies. Protons and ions are accelerated by a well-controlled mechanism known as
target normal sheath acceleration (TNSA) following
the initial electron acceleration (Fig. 11.243). Fast electrons are accelerated by an intense laser pulse (intensity
I ≥ 1019 W/cm2 ) from the surface of a thin metal foil in
the forward direction. They penetrate the foil and ionize atoms along their paths. Within about a picosecond,
those electrons leaving the target at the rear surface (that
is, the back surface with respect to the laser irradiation)
build up a quasistatic electric field. The field acts normally to the target surface, has cylindrical symmetry and
decreases in the transverse direction. Owing to the ultrashort duration of the electron bunch and its high charge,
this field may reach values of several TV/m close to
the axis and thus the potential can attain several tens of
MeV. Protons and positively charged ions present on the
back surface of the foil may be accelerated by this field
until they compensate the electron charge. In most cases,
the origin of these parasitic protons has been identified
to be a hydrocarbon contamination layer on the target
surface.
As the duration of the acceleration is ultrashort and
the protons (as well as the ions) are at rest before acceleration, comprising a very small phase-space volume,
the transverse emittance of the proton beam reaches values as low as a few 10−3 mm mrad for 10 MeV protons.
However, laser-accelerated ion beams still show an energy spectrum exhibiting a quasi-exponential shape with
a distinct cut-off energy. This can be explained by the
inhomogeneous distribution of electrons in the sheath,
which causes an accelerating field that is inhomogeneous
in the transverse direction. For a plane and unstructured
target, the transverse dimension of the electric field and
hence the source size of the accelerated protons is much
larger than the laser’s focal spot. Therefore, different parasitic protons experience a range of potentials, resulting
in a broad distribution of energies.
Following this understanding of the mechanism of
laser acceleration of protons, it was pointed out that
the resulting proton energy spectrum has a strong correlation to the spatial distribution of the protons on the
target surface. In order to generate high-quality proton
beams with monoenergetic features, a bilayered, microstructured target, consisting of a thin high-Z metal
foil and a small proton-rich dot on the back surface
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Applications and Future Developments
Relativistic optics leads to laser particle accelerators
that are considerably more compact than classical accelerators. Presently laser accelerators reach maximum
energies for monoenergetic electron beams approaching
1 GeV and several MeV for monoenergetic ion beams
with a total charge of up to 1 nC per bunch. The scaling for both electron and ion acceleration with laser and
target parameters appears to be sufficiently well understood that electron energies exceeding 1 GeV and ion
energies of a few hundred MeV in a single acceleration
stage appear to be possible in the near future. There are

however at least two challenges laser accelerators that
have to overcome before widespread applications will
become attractive.
In order to reach energies in the TeV range
multistaging of both electron and ion accelerators
appears necessary. Although energy, beam quality
and charge per bunch are already attractive for
low-energy applications of laser accelerators their average power presently remains orders of magnitude
below the average power of conventional accelerators. This is solely due to limitations in laser
technology and may be overcome in the future
when high-average-power high-intensity lasers become
available.
Laser accelerators have already been used for
a number of demonstration experiments. Low-energy
nuclear reactions have been induced using high-intensity
lasers [11.1999] and nuclear transmutation scenarios
employing lasers have been discussed [11.2008]. Lasergenerated ion beams carry enough dose for radiation
therapy using ion beams, a very promising application
because the average power of a laser accelerator is already sufficient for this innovative method of cancer
treatment.
With ever-increasing laser intensities other areas
of physics such as gravitational physics, elementary
particle physics or nonlinear quantum electrodynamics
(QED) effects [11.1999] also come into the focus of
high-intensity lasers.

11.14 Frequency Stabilization of Lasers
Soon after the development of the first HeNe laser, it was
realized that the radiation of a continuous-wave laser
would be ideally suited as a measurement tool, provided
its frequency was stable and reproducible. Applications
of frequency-stabilized lasers include high-resolution
laser spectroscopy, quantum optics, optical frequency
standards, the determination of fundamental constants,
and the detection of gravitational waves. In these various cases, the requirements on frequency-stabilized
lasers are quite different. For example, optical frequency
standards and optical clocks need the smallest possible uncertainty in the knowledge of the absolute laser
frequency whereas gravity-wave detectors need lasers
of extremely low frequency noise while the absolute
laser frequency is less important. Hence, different stabilization methods have been developed to address the
various tasks. The purpose of this chapter is to review

the general methods of laser frequency stabilization and
to describe some representative examples of frequencystabilized lasers. The radiations of a variety of stabilized
lasers are recommended as optical reference frequencies [11.2009].
Basically, the frequency of any laser is determined
within the bandwidth of its amplifying medium by the
optical length of the resonator. This optical length in turn
is a function not only of its actual geometrical length
but also of the refractive index of the gain medium
itself, which may depend on several different parameters. The width of the gain profile may vary between
a few 10−6 ν for gas lasers up to approximately 10% for,
e.g., dye lasers or laser diodes. Different types of lasers
have different noise characteristics. In most cases, the
dominant frequency noise is of technical nature and is
far above the Schawlow–Townes limit [11.2010]. Since
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was proposed. The transverse dimension of such dots is
smaller than that of the acceleration sheath, and hence
the protons will only be subject to the central – that
is, homogeneous – part of the acceleration field. In
this configuration, the protons all experience the same
electric field and are accelerated in the same potential
(Fig. 11.243). The resulting proton beam has a spectrum
with a strong monoenergetic peak [11.2006].
Recent experiments with a 10 TW, 600 mJ laser
showed that in this way quasi-monoenergetic proton
beams containing 108 protons with energies of a few
MeV and a relative width of ∆E/E ≈ 10% and a total
charge of about 100 pC were generated.
In a different experiment quasi-monoenergetic carbon ions of 4 MeV energy were generated from a very
thin carbon layer on a metal target [11.2007].
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such technical frequency fluctuations are relatively slow
they can be controlled by a suitable electronic servo system even if the frequency excursions of the free-running
laser are large. Different laser types and the specific
requirements on these lasers have led to a variety of
stabilization methods. Within the limited space of this
article, it is impossible to present a comprehensive and
detailed description of all these stabilization schemes.
Hence, we concentrate on the description of the basic
principles of laser frequency stabilization. For a deeper
understanding, the reader is encouraged to study the references given in this article as well as textbooks on laser
spectroscopy and optical clocks [11.2011–2014].
We start with a brief discussion of the terms characterizing the frequency behavior of a laser. These
are noise, stability, line width, reproducibility, and
the uncertainty of the laser frequency. Section 11.14.2
describes the basics of laser frequency stabilization. Examples of stabilized lasers are presented in Sect. 11.14.3.
Section 11.14.4 explains a universal method of optical frequency measurements by means of mode-locked
femtosecond lasers.

11.14.1 Characterization
of Noise, Stability, Line Width,
Reproducibility, and Uncertainty
of the Laser Frequency
Noise, stability, line width, reproducibility, and the uncertainty of the frequency are important parameters of
any frequency-stabilized laser. In general, the laser frequency fluctuates about a mean value which itself may
drift and walk randomly. Such variations may be caused,
e.g., by changes in the temperature, air pressure, vibrations, acoustics or by fluctuations within the active laser
medium itself.
The variations in the laser frequency can be investigated, e.g., by measuring the beat frequency νB = |ν1 −
ν2 | between two identical but independently stabilized
lasers 1 and 2 (Fig. 11.244). For this purpose, the beams

Laser 1

Laser 2

Detector +
amplifier
|í2  í1|

BS
í1

í2

í 1, í 2

Frequency
counter

Spectrum
anaylzer

Fig. 11.244 Schematics of a beat-frequency measurement

of two lasers are coaxially combined by a beam splitter
and focused onto a fast photodetector. The beat frequency νB shows up as an oscillation in the power of the
combined laser beams. The photodetector transforms
it to an oscillation of the photocurrent, provided νB is
small enough that it can be processed by state-of-the-art
electronics.
Frequency fluctuations of a laser can be measured
in both the frequency and time domain. Measurements
in the frequency domain are often used at higher fluctuation (Fourier) frequencies whereas slower-frequency
fluctuations and drifts can be measured conveniently in
the time domain (see below).
Spectral Density of Frequency Noise
In the frequency domain, fluctuations δν at the frequency f can be detected by a frequency discriminator,
which converts frequency fluctuations to proportional
voltage fluctuations. Since the noise components are not
correlated, it is convenient to describe the fluctuations
δν( f ) by the mean square δν( f )2  which occurs within
a bandwidth B at the Fourier frequency f . This value
is equivalent to the spectral noise power. The power
spectral density is then defined as Sf = δν2 /B and the
integration of Sf over B results in the total power of the
frequency noise within the bandwidth B. For the relative
power spectral density S y we get S y = (δν/ν)2 /B.
To a good approximation, the frequency noise of
any oscillator can be modeled by a power series of the
Fourier frequency

Sy =

2


cα f α .

(11.221)

α=−2

Depending on the exponent a the five terms of (11.221)
describe

•
•
•
•
•

a random frequency walk for α = −2
flicker (1/ f ) frequency noise for α = −1
white frequency noise for α = 0
flicker (1/ f ) phase noise for α = 1
white phase noise for α = 2

Superimposed on the noise given in (11.221), we may
also find peculiarities in the noise spectrum that are generated by noise sources specific to the individual laser.
Such noise may be generated, e.g., by environmental
sources such as the excitation of mechanical resonances
in the laser resonator, by instabilities of the mechanical setup, or by fluctuations in the refractive index of
the laser medium. Furthermore, the laser frequency is
sensitive to optical feedback and careful isolation of the
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Allan Standard Deviation
Slow variations, in particular drifts and random walk of
the laser frequency can be measured conveniently in the
time domain by counting the mean frequency ν within
a time interval τ. Such measurements are advantageous
if changes in the frequency within time intervals between
seconds and several hours are of interest. The relative
frequency instability in the time domain is characterized
by the Allan deviation [11.2015, 2016]

σ y (τ) =

1
ν



1
2(N − 1)

N−1


1/2
(νn+1 − νn )2

νn+1 in (11.222)
1
νn+1 =
τ

(n+1)τ


νi (t) dt

(11.223)

i=nτ

represent the mean frequency averaged during the n-th
interval of duration τ. Since it is difficult to measure
the optical frequency directly, it can be down-converted
by beating the laser radiation against the radiation of
a second laser such that the beat frequency arrives in the
radio-frequency range, where it can be counted directly.
In this case, the measurement contains the instabilities
of both lasers. If the two lasers are identical but independent, we can assume that both lasers contribute equally
to the standard deviation √
and consequently, the measured value corresponds to 2 times the Allan deviation
σ y (τ) of a single laser.
The dependence of σ y (τ) on the averaging time τ
contains information about the frequency noise spectrum
of the laser. If the relative power spectral density of
the noise S y is known, σ y (τ) can be calculated by the
relation [11.2016]
∞
σ y2 (τ) =

Sy ( f )
0

(sin π f τ)4
df .
(π f τ)2

(11.224)

For the different models of the noise process given in
(11.221), we can describe the Allan variance σ y2 (τ) by
the relation
σ y2 (τ) = dα τ β

(11.225)

where β is determined by the relation [11.2016]
⎧
⎨−α − 1 for α ≤ 1
β=
(11.226)
⎩−2
for α > 1
and dα is a constant. The dependence of σ y2 (τ) on τ is
listed for the noise processes of (11.226) in Table 11.55.
Of course, any frequency modulation will also show
up in the Allan standard deviation. In the case that the
Table 11.55 Dependence of the Allan deviation on τ for the

different noise processes discussed in (11.226)

,

n=1

(11.222)

where the root mean square of the difference between
two consecutive frequency measurements (νn+1 − νn ) is
used as a measure of the stability. The frequency values
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Noise category

α

β

σ y2 (2, τ)

White frequency noise
White phase noise
1/ f (frequency noise)
1/ f (phase noise)
Random frequency noise

0
2
−1
1
−2

−1
−2
0
−2
1

∝ 1/τ
∝ 1/τ 2
constant
∝ 1/τ 2
∝τ
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laser system from back-scattered light is important for
successful operation of stabilized lasers. Usually, the
different noise components show up at different Fourier
frequencies. Hence, the detection of these noise components helps us to identify the various noise sources and
to reduce their influence. In addition, the knowledge of
the frequency noise spectrum of a free-running laser is
also important for the design and optimization of the
frequency control system.
The noise spectra of various types of lasers may
be quite different. For example, most of the frequency
noise in gas lasers such as HeNe or CO2 lasers occurs at low Fourier frequencies. It is generated in part
by mechanical instabilities of the laser setup. The corresponding frequency excursions δν may amount to
a few MHz at Fourier frequencies up to about 10 kHz.
In addition, random-walk and flicker (1/ f ) frequency
noise shows up at these low frequencies. Neglecting
further possible noise sources originating from plasma
resonances of the discharge, the noise spectrum at
higher Fourier frequencies may be approximated by
white frequency noise. In tunable CW dye lasers, on
the other hand, the frequency noise is much larger
than in gas lasers. It is generated mostly by variations
in the thickness and the refractive index of the dye
jet, which is flowing at high speed through the small
active volume of the laser. Hence, rather strong frequency fluctuations are observed at Fourier frequencies
around 50 kHz. At higher Fourier frequencies the influence of the dye jet decreases and hence the noise also
decreases, eventually reaching the photon shot-noise
level.
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gate time τ is an integer multiple of the modulation period τm = 1/ f m , where f m is the modulation frequency,
the influence of the modulation is eliminated. It will be
maximum for τm = (2n + 1)/(2 f m ). With increasing integration times τ, the influence of the modulation washes
out and can be neglected, eventually.
As a result of (11.227), we find that the noise process can be estimated from the slope of a log–log σ y (τ)
plot. For example, in a HeNe laser that is frequency stabilized to an absorption line of molecular iodine, σ y (τ)
decreases in a wide range of τ with the square root of
τ corresponding to a slope of −1/2, (Fig. 11.245) indicating white frequency noise within the corresponding
time interval τ. At longer integration times, σ y (τ) flattens out due to flicker frequency noise and in some cases
eventually increases again due to drifts and random frequency walks. For practical applications, the σ y (τ) plot
indicates the minimum integration time τ necessary to
achieve a given statistical frequency uncertainty.
Line Width of Laser Radiation
In incoherent light sources such as spectral lamps, where
the radiation consists of uncorrelated photons emitted
within a certain narrow frequency band, the line width is
determined by a superposition of the natural width of the
transition and Doppler broadening. It can be measured,
for example, by a high-resolution scanning Fabry–Pérot
interferometer. In the case of laser radiation, the line
broadening is caused by frequency fluctuations of the
continuously emitted coherent laser radiation. The frequency fluctuations generate noise sidebands that cause
broadening of the laser spectrum. The line width is then
ó (ô)
1010

1011

1012

10

E(t) = E sin [Ω0 t + δφ sin (ωt)]
= E J0 (δφ) sin(Ω0 t)
+
+

∞

n=1
∞


Jn (δφ) exp[i(Ω0 + nω)t]

Jn (−δφ) exp[i(Ω0 − nω)t] ,

n=1

(11.227)

where Ω0 = 2πν0 and ω = 2π f represent the carrier and
modulation frequency, respectively; δφ = δν/ f is the
modulation index with δν the amplitude of the frequency
deviation. The amplitude of the n-th sideband given by
the n-th order of the Bessel function Jn (δφ) decreases
strongly with n for n > δφ. Basically, we can distinguish
between the two limiting cases of
1. large frequency fluctuations δν at low Fourier frequencies f and
2. small, fast frequency fluctuations δ f in a broad band.
Case 1 is frequently observed with laser resonators,
which pick up environmental acoustic or mechanical
noise. The mean amplitudes δν2 1/2 of such fluctuations may be in the range between a few 10 kHz up to
several megahertz, whereas they usually occur at Fourier
frequencies in a range below 1 kHz. Hence the modulation index δϕ 1. In this case, the line width is given
by [11.2017]

1/2
∆νFWHM = 8 ln (2)δν2 
∼
= 2.355δν2 1/2

ô 1/2

1

determined by the size and spectral extension of these
sidebands. In the case of pure harmonic phase modulation, the field E of the laser radiation is given by the
relation

100

1000
ô (s)

Fig. 11.245 Allan deviation σ y (τ) versus integration time τ
of an iodine-stabilized HeNe laser

(11.228)

close to the frequency excursions between the peaks.
If the servo gain of the frequency stabilization is
high enough to reduce the frequency fluctuations at
low Fourier frequencies, we may observe case 2. Under the assumption that we can neglect frequency drifts
and frequency changes at very low Fourier frequencies,
we arrive at frequency fluctuations (δν2 )1/2  B and
correspondingly to a small modulation index. In this
case, only the amplitudes of the first-order sidebands
Jn (δφ) and J−n (δφ) contribute significantly to the line
width. If the spectral density Sf is constant, the line
profile is Lorentzian and the line width is given by the
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relation [11.2017]
∆νFWHM = π Sf .

(11.229)

11.14.2 Basics
of Laser Frequency Stabilization
In any active frequency control system, the laser frequency is servo-controlled to a reference frequency. This
may be provided by an eigenfrequency of a stable optical
(Fabry–Pérot) resonator, by the gain profile of the laser
itself, or by a suitable atomic or molecular transition.
The first case has the advantage that it provides a good

signal-to-noise ratio, allowing a fast servo lock. However, since the laser frequency is coupled to the length of
an artifact, it may change in time. Stabilization to such
artifacts is often applied as an intermediate step to reduce the line width of the laser emission and to allow for
high spectral resolution. In a second step, the frequency
can then be stabilized to an absolute frequency reference
provided by a suitable atomic or molecular absorption
line.
The following sections give an introduction to basic methods of laser frequency stabilization. We start
with the generation of the error signal and review four
prominent examples. The first two methods – the sideof-the-fringe stabilization and the phase-modulation
(Pound–Drever–Hall) technique are used to stabilize the
laser frequency to a resonance of a stable optical cavity.
Absolute frequency stabilization to an atomic reference
is then reviewed and the fundamentals of the electronic
servo-control system are described.
Generation of the Error Signal
Basically, the frequency stabilization of a laser converts
the frequency deviation δν = νl − ν0 between the laser
frequency νl and the reference frequency ν0 to an error
signal that is proportional to δν. This signal is amplified
by a servo amplifier and used to control the laser frequency such that the error signal vanishes. Figure 11.246
shows the basic scheme of a stabilization to an atomic
reference frequency.
Side-of-the-fringe stabilization. In commercial stabilized lasers such as tunable dye lasers, it is
a well-established practice to stabilize the frequency to
a resonance of a stable optical cavity. The frequency
Atoms, molecules, or ions
Laser

Detector
s

í0

í0 í

Absorption
signal

Electronic
servo control

Error signal

í0

í

Fig. 11.246 Schematic of a laser frequency stabilization to

the center of an absorption line
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Frequency Reproducibility and Uncertainty
of Laser Radiation
Whenever the laser frequency is needed as a precise reference, knowledge of the reproducibility and uncertainty
is essential. Since the frequency of the stabilized laser
depends on various operational and environmental parameters it is necessary to analyze this dependence and
to control these parameters carefully. The frequency reproducibility is a measure of the scatter in the frequency
values either of an ensemble of differently designed
laser systems of the same kind, developed for example in different laboratories. The reproducibility can then
be investigated by frequency inter-comparisons between
such differently designed lasers. Alternatively, the term
frequency reproducibility is also used to describe the
scatter in the frequency of a single laser caused by the
uncertainty in the precise control and optimization of
the operation parameters.
The frequency uncertainty is a measure of how accurately we can realize the reference frequency and
determine its value. Basically, the total uncertainty
contains two contributions. The first represents the
uncertainty to which the transition frequency of an unperturbed atomic or molecular absorber at rest can be
realized. This part contains all values in the uncertainty
of frequency shifts caused by environmental and/or operational conditions. Such shifts may be generated, e.g.,
by a residual Doppler effect, by collisions, and by external fields. The second term in the total uncertainty is
linked to the determination of the frequency value. Such
frequency measurements have to be referenced to the
primary standard of time and frequency, the Cs atomic
clock. If the frequency measurement is phase-coherent,
the measurement itself does not contribute to the total
uncertainty. Under this condition, the uncertainty of the
optical frequency is determined only by the uncertainty
of the standard itself and that of the Cs reference.
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discriminator is provided by the side of a transmission
fringe [11.2018]. The basic idea is that the sloping side
of the fringe converts the laser frequency fluctuations to
amplitude fluctuations with high conversion efficiency
and a good signal-to-noise ratio. To prevent laser amplitude noise from entering the discriminator channel, two
balanced photodetectors are used (Fig. 11.247a). One
looks at the frequency-selective transmission of the resonator and the other views an attenuated portion of the
input beam.
The attenuation is adjusted such that the resulting
difference of the two photodetector signals crosses zero
at the half-point of the maximum transmission. In a frequency interval close to the zero crossing, the signal
depends almost linearly on the frequency deviation δν
and can be used as an error signal for stabilization. This
side-of-the-fringe method is quite simple and very useful
for many applications. However, if high spectral resolution and low drift rates are required, it turns out that
the reference frequency is not defined precisely enough.
For example, if the direction of the laser beam incident to the resonator changes, the transmission will also
change whereas the power in the other reference beam
stays constant. Hence, the zero crossing of the error signal changes, leading to a shift of the stabilized laser
frequency. A further difficulty arises from the fact that
a)
BS
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resonator

PD 1

PD 2
Variable attenuator
S

b)

A

B
í

í0

Fig. 11.247a,b Frequency stabilization to the side of
a fringe. (a) Experimental setup, (b) either point A or point B
can be selected as the reference

the speed of the servo control is ultimately limited by
the response time of the cavity [11.2019]. Furthermore,
the locking range of the servo control is asymmetric.
For example, if the laser frequency is locked to point A
(Fig. 11.247b), the locking range towards lower frequencies corresponds almost to the total free spectral range of
the cavity, whereas for higher frequencies it corresponds
only to approximately one full width at half-maximum.
Hence, spontaneous and fast excursions towards higher
frequencies exceeding the half-width may force the laser
to fall out of lock and relock at the next-higher interference order. To increase the locking range and to avoid
such unwanted frequency jumps, commercial lasers usually apply reference resonators of rather low finesse
at the cost of a strongly reduced sensitivity. Nevertheless, side-of-the-fringe stabilization has been used very
successfully in many stabilized lasers.
Phase-modulation technique. Many of the shortcom-

ings of the side-of-the-fringe method are avoided if the
laser frequency is locked to the center of a symmetric
resonance. This can be achieved in transmission or reflection. In the latter case, the amplitude of the return
beam is a superposition of the beam reflected directly at
the entrance mirror and a small part of the light stored
inside, which is leaking out of the cavity. At resonance,
the two beams interfere destructively and the intensity
of the return beam has a minimum at the line center.
It follows that an abrupt change of the laser frequency
shows up instantaneously in the interference signal between these two beams and the transient behavior of the
resonator does not limit the bandwidth of the servo control [11.2020, 2021]. Hence, a servo bandwidth up to
a few megahertz can be achieved even with ultrahighfinesse cavities with line widths in the low kilohertz
range.
Fast stabilization techniques to line center have been
developed [11.2022–2024] utilizing either DC or radiofrequency (RF) methods. In the following, we describe
an RF method where the signal is detected in reflection.
This method was introduced by Pound [11.2025] to stabilize the frequency of a microwave oscillator and later
applied in the optical range by Drever (the PDH technique) [11.2023]. To generate the error signal, the phase
of the laser radiation is modulated at a radio frequency.
For an optimum signal size, the modulation frequency
should be larger than the width of the cavity resonance.
A high modulation frequency is also advantageous, since
the influence of 1/ f noise decreases and can eventually
be neglected, leading to a signal-to-noise level close to
the shot-noise limit.
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Fig. 11.249a,b Demodulated signals versus detuning observed with the PDH technique, (a) in phase (ϕ = 0)
and (b) in quadrature (ϕ = π/2) with the modulation.

G = (νm /νh ) corresponds to the ratio between the modulation frequency νm and the half-width νh of the resonance

frequency in Fig. 11.249a in phase and Fig. 11.249b in
quadrature with the modulation voltage at the EOM.
In the first case (Fig. 11.249a), we observe a dispersive signal D(∆) with zero crossings at the resonance of
the carrier and close to the resonances of the sidebands.
It is given by the relation [11.2013].
D(∆)

DBM

∝

Ω 2 Γ∆(Γ 2 + Ω 2 − ∆2 )
.
(∆2 + Γ 2 )[(∆ + Ω)2 + Γ 2 ][(∆ − Ω)2 + Γ 2 ]
(11.230a)

The absorptive signal A(∆) (Fig. 11.249b) is given by
Servo amplifier

Fig. 11.248 Schematic of the PDH frequency stabilization

technique (see text) (BS: beam splitter, PBS: polarizing beam splitter, EOM: electrooptic modulator, RF:
modulation-frequency generator, PD: photodetector, DBM:
double balanced mixer)
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A(∆)
∝

ΩΓ∆(Γ 2 + Ω 2 + ∆2 )
(∆2 + Γ 2 )[(∆ + Ω)2 + Γ 2 ][(∆ − Ω)2 + Γ 2 ]

.

(11.230b)

In (11.230), Γ /2π = νh is the half-width at halfmaximum of the cavity resonance, Ω/2π is the
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The basic experimental setup of the PDH stabilization scheme is shown in Fig. 11.248. A small fraction of
the laser power (< 10%) is split off the main laser beam
and used for the stabilization. It is phase modulated by
an electrooptic modulator (EOM). The modulation frequency (typically ≈ 15 MHz) is several times larger than
the width of the resonance. The modulation index δν/ f m
is in the range 10–30%. After passing a polarizing beam
splitter (PBS) and a 45◦ Faraday polarization rotator
(FR), the incident beam is mode-matched into the reference resonator. The polarization of the returning beam
is rotated by another 45◦ . Hence, the incident and the returning beam are polarized perpendicular to each other
and separated by the PBS. The return beam is sent to
a photodetector (PD).
If the laser frequency is tuned far from resonance,
the carrier and the sidebands of the modulated beam
are promptly reflected and no intensity modulation is
observed by the photodetector. If the carrier or either
sideband approaches the cavity resonance, its amplitude and phase changes depending on the detuning of
the corresponding frequency component from the cavity resonance. The other frequency components which
are off-resonance are promptly reflected. Hence, in the
returning beam, the balance between the carrier and the
sidebands is broken and power modulation is generated. The corresponding amplitude modulation of the
photocurrent is phase-sensitively detected by the PD followed by a double-balanced mixer, which is driven at the
modulation frequency. The corresponding demodulated
signals – after passing a low-pass filter – are shown
for different modulation frequencies G versus the laser
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modulation frequency, and ∆/2π = (ν − ν0 ) is the frequency detuning.
The central zero crossing of the dispersion signal
D(∆) (Fig. 11.249a) is used as the error signal for the
frequency control. The signal detected in quadrature
(Fig. 11.249b) shows a resonance feature when either
of the sidebands coincides with the cavity resonance.
The different polarities of the two features are caused by
the phase difference π between the carrier and the upper sideband and that between the carrier and the lower
sideband. Independent of the detection phase, the demodulated signal is always antisymmetric with respect
to the central zero crossing. Consequently, a small phase
deviation from zero does not change the frequency of the
central zero crossing. However, it will slightly change
the slope of the frequency discriminator and thereby the
gain of the servo loop.
Since the returning beam results from an interference
between the frequency components promptly reflected
at the entrance mirror and part of the stored radiation
leaking out of the cavity, any fast frequency change
shows up as a change in the interference signal instantaneously even if the response time of the cavity is much
longer. At low Fourier frequencies f , smaller than the
half-width Γ /2π(2π f  Γ ), the transient response of
the cavity can be neglected and the demodulated signal acts as a frequency discriminator. With increasing
Fourier frequency, the signal turns to a phase discriminator for 2π f
Γ . Hence, the amplitude A( f ) and the
phase φ( f ) of the error signal, have a low-pass characteristic which rolls off with 1/ f for frequencies f above
the cut-off frequency Γ /2π [11.2020]
1
A( f ) = A(0) 
,
1 + (2π f/Γ )2
ϕ( f ) = − arctan(2π f/Γ ) .

the laser can be estimated only by methods independent
of the actual servo loop, e.g., by beat-frequency comparisons with a second laser or by the use of a second
independent frequency discriminator.
To achieve a narrow line width, it is important to
isolate the cavity from any distortions, e.g., from vibrations, acoustics, and temperature changes, caused by the
environment. For this reason, the resonator is frequently
vibration isolated and supported in a temperaturecontrolled vacuum chamber [11.2020, 2026]. A further
cause of possible frequency offsets is a spurious residual amplitude modulation (RAM) of the intrinsic laser
beam. Such RAM may be generated, e.g., by an imperfect phase modulator itself. Very often, RAM is also
introduced by spurious interferences in the optical setup
caused, for example, by light backscattered at the surfaces of optical elements. The servo cannot distinguish
between the true error signal and the RAM. Hence, the
total of the superimposed signals are servo controlled to
zero, leading to a nonzero error signal and consequently
to a frequency shift. Usually, this spurious RAM varies
with time and we experience frequency fluctuations that
are not identified by the error signal of the servo loop.
At high spectral resolution, these fluctuations may be orders of magnitude larger than those estimated from the
noise in the error signal. Hence, it is important to isolate the cavity from environmental disturbances and to
minimize the RAM very carefully.
The narrowest line width achieved with the PDH
method in a dye laser was as low as 0.5 Hz [11.2027]
and even with diode lasers a line width in the range of approximately 1 Hz could be achieved [11.2021]. The PDH
stabilization technique is now used almost exclusively, if
a precision stabilization to a cavity resonance is required
combined with extremely high spectral resolution.

(11.231)

If this integrating behavior for Γ > 2π f is taken into
account in the design of the servo amplifier, a servo
bandwidth much larger than Γ /2π can be envisaged. Basically, the servo bandwidth is limited to a few megahertz
by delays in the servo system.
If the frequency of the laser is stabilized, the size
of the residual error signal provides us with information
about the quality of the servo electronics. However, this
error signal is by no means a measure of the actually
achieved frequency stability or laser line width. There
are still frequency fluctuations that are not detected by
the electronic servo. In particular, at very high spectral
resolution, small variations of the optical length in the
cavity can no longer be neglected. The true line width of

Stabilization to a Doppler-free atomic reference. The

stabilization methods discussed above describe methods
to stabilize the laser frequency to a reference provided
by the length of an artifact. An absolute stabilization
requires that the frequency is traced back to a natural constant, e.g., to the center of a suitable atomic
or molecular absorption line. Ideally, the frequency
of such transition should not depend on environmental or operational parameters such as external fields,
atomic collisions, laser power, etc. The atomic reference
line should be narrow and provide us with a sufficient
signal-to-noise ratio. The atoms may be contained in an
absorption cell, in an atomic beam or stored in a trap.
At room temperature, the thermal velocity distribution
of the atomic absorbers cause a Doppler broadening of
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where νl is the laser frequency and νz is the velocity component in the direction of the laser beam. In (11.232),
the term νl νz /c represents the first-order Doppler effect.
The positive sign is valid for atoms counter-propagating
to the laser beam whereas the minus sign belongs to the
co-propagating ones. The third term νl ν2 /(2c2 ) corresponds to the (relativistic) second-order Doppler effect.
Whereas the first-order Doppler effect can be strongly
suppressed by the application of nonlinear Dopplerfree spectroscopic methods such as, e.g., saturated
absorption [11.2028, 2029] or Doppler-free two-photon
excitation [11.2030, 2031] the second-order effect can
be reduced only by cooling the absorbers.
As a typical example of Doppler-free spectroscopy,
we concentrate on the saturated absorption and give
a brief description of this method. For simplicity, we
neglect the influence of the second order Doppler effect.
Let us consider an atomic ensemble which is excited by
two counter-propagating laser beams of the same frequency νl . If νl does not coincide with the line center
ν0 of the transition, the two beams will excite and saturate two groups of atoms with velocity components νz
and −νz , of which the Doppler-shifted frequencies νD
coincide with the laser frequency νl . Consequently, two
saturation holes are burned into the velocity distribution
of the ground state. If we tune the laser frequency closer
to the center of the line, |νz | decreases and the holes approach each other until they overlap for νz = 0 when the
laser frequency is tuned to line center. In this singular
case, the number of atoms contributing to the absorption decreases and hence less laser power is absorbed,
resulting in a narrow Doppler-free absorption dip which
is used as a reference for the stabilization. Hence, (firstorder) Doppler broadening is suppressed and the width
of this dip is determined by the natural width of the transition, by power and collision broadening of the line, and
ultimately by the limited interaction time of the atoms
moving across the laser beam. To first order, the profile of this dip can be approximated by a Lorentzian line
shape.
As a practical example, let us consider an absorbing
gas contained in a cell at low pressure. It can be placed
inside or outside the laser cavity. If the cell is placed
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Fig. 11.250 Generation of the error signal by a square-wave fre-

quency modulation

inside, a Doppler-free feature caused by saturated absorption will show up as a small symmetric dip in the
tuning curve of the laser at the center of the reference
transition. This feature has to be converted to an error
signal which is antisymmetric with respect to the detuning ∆ν = νl − ν0 . A simple concept to generate the
error signal is to switch the laser frequency between
two discrete values (Fig. 11.250a). The difference in the
corresponding two absorption signals I2 − I1 leads to an
antisymmetric error signal with a zero crossing at the line
center (Fig. 11.250b). For small modulation amplitudes,
the error signal is proportional to the first derivative of
the absorption signal.
Instead of a square-wave modulation, most lasers
use a harmonic frequency modulation. Consequently,
the laser power will contain harmonics of the modulation frequency. The amplitudes of these harmonics
depend on the modulation width and on the detuning.
The amplitude of a particular harmonic signal in the
laser power can be detected by a photodetector followed
by a phase-sensitive detector which is gated by the corresponding harmonic of the modulation frequency. For
a symmetric absorption line, the amplitudes of the odd
harmonics are antisymmetric and have a zero crossing
at ∆ν = 0. Hence, these odd harmonics are suitable as
error signals for frequency stabilization. In many cases,
third-harmonic detection is applied in order to suppress
a residual slope [11.2032,2033]. If the modulation width
is small compared to the line width, the derived signal
represents the corresponding derivative of the saturation
signal, e.g., the first derivative for the first harmonic and
the third derivative for the third harmonic.
If we approximate the Doppler-free saturation feature by a Lorentzian line profile I(ν).
A
I(ν) =
(11.233)
2

1 + (ν − ν0 ) /ν1/2
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the line which is in the range of δν/ν ∼
= 10−6 and which
is usually much larger than the natural line width of the
reference transition. An atom moving with a velocity
component vz in the direction of the laser beam sees
a Doppler-shifted frequency


νD = νl 1 ± νz /c + ν2 /(2c2 ) ,
(11.232)
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we can estimate the amplitudes of the harmonics versus
the detuning for various modulation widths [11.2034].
In (11.233), A and ν1/2 are the height and the half-width
(HWHM) of the saturated absorption feature, respectively. The modulated laser frequency ν(t) can be written
as

Part C 11.14

ν(t) = ν0 + ∆ν + δν A cos(ωt) ,

(11.234)

where ∆ν is the detuning of the mean laser frequency
from the line center ν0 and δνA is the modulation amplitude. If the modulation frequency ω/2π is small
compared to the line width, the detected signal follows
the laser frequency ν(t) closely and we can replace ν in
(11.233) by ν(t) of (11.234), leading to a time-dependent
absorption signal
I(t) =

(2 .
'
1 + [∆ν + δνA cos(ωt)] /ν1/2

A
1 + [dD + dA cos(ωt)]2

.

A3 =

4

6

8

2

4

6

8

dD
10

0.1
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0.4
0.5

b) A3
0.2

A0
+
2

∞


Am cos(mωt) ,

2
π

0
0.1
0

(11.236)

m=1

π
I(τ) cos(mτ) dτ .
0

For the coefficients A1 and A3 we get [11.2034]

1 
A1 =
(11.237a)
(sign dD ) P− − dD P+
dA
and

2

(11.235)

where the Fourier coefficient Am represents the signal amplitude of the m-th harmonic of the modulation
frequency ω/(2π). It can be calculated by the relation
Am =

0

0.1

The signal I(t) is periodic in time and can be expressed
by a Fourier series
I(t) =

0.2

A

If we relate ∆ν and δνA to the half-width (HWHM) ν1/2
we get with the reduced detuning dD = ∆ν/ν1/2 and the
reduced modulation amplitude dA = δνA /ν1/2
I(t) =

a) A1



2
2
4
1
−
3d
+
3d
P−
d
)
(sign
D
D
A
3
dA

*

2
2
+ 3dA
dD P+ − 16dD
+ 4 3 − dD
1 )

(11.237b)


√
2 and α =
with P± = ρ1 2(ρ ± α) and ρ = α2 + 4dD
2 − d2 .
1 + dA
D

10
dD

Fig. 11.251 Amplitudes of the first harmonic ( A1 )
and the third harmonic ( A3 ) versus the detuning
dD = ∆ν/ν1/2 . The modulation amplitude was chosen as dA = 0.2, 0.6, 1.0, . . . , 3.0 for A1 , and dA =
0.5, 1.0, 1.5, . . . , 6.0 for A3

A1 and A3 are shown versus the detuning dD for
various modulation amplitudes dA in Fig. 11.251a and
Fig. 11.251b, respectively. Both curves have zero crossings at dD = 0. In the central part, their amplitudes
depend linearly on the detuning dD . Hence, both signals A1 and A3 can be used as discriminator signals for
frequency control. Their slope depends on the modulation width dA . For small amplitudes dA  1, the slope of
the first-harmonic signal depends linearly on dA and that
of the third harmonic increases with the third power of
dA . The largest slope and consequently the highest sensitivity can be obtained with the first harmonic A1 (dD ).
In many cases, however, the saturation signal I(dD )
is superimposed on a frequency-dependent (sloping)
background. Consequently, a signal is added to the firstharmonic signal A1 (dD ) and the zero crossing is shifted,
leading to a frequency offset of the stabilized laser frequency. This shift can be strongly reduced if the third or
a higher odd harmonic is applied for the stabilization.
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A typical example of a laser utilizing the third-harmonic
detection technique is the iodine-stabilized HeNe laser
(see Sect. 11.14.3).

νS = νi − C Dg( f )δν

(11.238)

which can be transformed to
δν
1
=
,
∆ν 1 + C Dg( f )

(11.239)

where ∆ν = νi − ν0 is the initial frequency offset of the
free-running laser.
We see that the servo-control circuit reduces the
frequency deviation ∆ν of the free-running laser by
a factor of 1/[1 + C Dg( f )], where C Dg( f ) represents
the gain of the open servo loop. To achieve a negligibly small value of the residual frequency deviation δν,

the servo gain should be as high as possible. In particular, the deviation of the mean frequency averaged
over long times should be close to zero. This requires
that g( f → 0) → ∞. In any servo-control system, phase
shifts and time delays of the servo loop put limitations
on the maximum gain and the bandwidth of the servocontrol. A simple technique to provide high servo gain
at low frequencies and to reduce the influence of phase
shifts and time delays at high frequencies is to reduce
the servo gain with increasing Fourier frequency f . Such
a characteristic can be obtained by an integrating behavior of the servo gain, i. e., if C Dg( f ) decreases with 1/ f
for increasing frequencies. In this case, the total transfer
function of the control system can be characterized by
a unity-gain frequency f C , the frequency at which the
gain of the open servo loop C Dg( f C ) = 1. At low fluctuation frequencies f  f C , the frequency deviations
∆ν( f ) will be reduced by a factor of f/ f C and an increase of the servo gain corresponds to a proportional
increase of the unity-gain frequency f C . Consequently,
in an integrating servo loop a high servo gain requires
a large servo bandwidth f C . In cases where the servo
bandwidth f C is limited and where large frequency
fluctuations at low frequencies have to be suppressed,
an additional integration can be introduced, leading
to a double integrating behavior and consequently to
a higher servo gain at low frequencies. The stability of
the servo loop requires that this double integration is
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Servo Amplifier and Filter
This subsection describes how the error signal is used
to control the laser frequency. If the servo control is operating, the initial frequency νi of the free-running laser
is corrected by the servo loop to νS , which is close to
the reference frequency ν0 (Fig. 11.252). The difference
δν = νS − ν0 represents the residual frequency deviation from the line center ν0 of the stabilized laser. The
deviation δν is converted to an amplitude U = Cδν by
the error signal, where the constant C is proportional to
the sensitivity of the frequency discriminator. The signal Cδν is amplified in the following servo amplifier
by a factor g( f ) and is then transferred to a frequency
transducer, which corrects the laser frequency νi by
−C Dg( f )δν. Here D is the sensitivity of the transducer,
which transforms the control voltage to a corresponding
frequency shift of the laser. The term g( f ) characterizes
the frequency-dependent gain of the electronic servo amplifier. The servo loop provides a negative feedback to
the laser frequency and the corrected value νS can be
written as
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effective only at frequencies well below the unity-gain
frequency f C . In practice, the maximum crossover frequency f di between single and double integration should
be smaller than f C /4. Figure 11.253 shows a typical dependence of servo gain on the fluctuation frequency of
a frequency stabilization to a narrow cavity resonance
using the PHD technique.

11.14.3 Examples
of Frequency-Stabilized Lasers
This section describes a few examples of stabilized
lasers. The radiations of some of them are recommended as reference frequencies for the realization of
the length unit meter and as references for scientific applications [11.2009]. Frequency-stabilized lasers have
been developed covering a wide range of wavelengths
from the near UV to the far IR. Of these examples, HeNe
lasers are of great practical importance since they are often employed in many applications, e.g., as wavelength
standards in interferometers for dimensional metrology.
Most of these lasers utilize the frequency of their gain
profile itself as the reference for the stabilization. In these
cases, the stabilized frequency depends on the discharge
parameters, the gas pressure, and gas mixture inside the
laser tube and the relative reproducibility is limited to
some 10−7 . Hence, if the absolute value of the laser frequency is important, it should be compared from time
to time with a superior standard, e.g., a HeNe Laser of
which the frequency is stabilized to an absorption line
of molecular iodine.
With increasing requirements on reproducibility and
accuracy, the laser frequency needs to be stabilized to
suitable references such as the narrow absorption lines
of atoms, molecules, or ions and line broadening caused
by the movement of the absorbers needs to be reduced by
Doppler-free techniques such as saturated absorption or
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Fig. 11.254a,b Typical setups of extended-cavity diode lasers
(ECDLs). (a) Littrow configuration, (b) Littman configuration (see
text)

two-photon excitation. Ultimately any frequency shifts
caused by a residual Doppler effect can be strongly reduced if the laser radiation interacts with cold atomic
absorbers only.
This section is organized as follows. In the first part,
we explain as a typical example the stabilization of a tunable diode laser to the resonance of a stable optical
cavity. We then continue with HeNe lasers stabilized
to their gain profile. The next section represents laser radiations that are stabilized to suitable absorption lines
of atoms, molecules, or ions. In view of its practical
importance, we focus on HeNe lasers, which can be stabilized to the absorption lines of molecular iodine. The
absorbing particles of these lasers are contained in an
absorption cell. In the next step, laser stabilization systems based on atomic or molecular beams are discussed.
The last part of this section presents a brief description
of lasers stabilized to cold ions and atoms.
Frequency Stabilization of Diode Lasers
Tunable lasers are important tools in the field of precision laser spectroscopy. Whereas in the past the visible
spectrum was covered mostly by dye lasers, diode lasers
are increasingly taking over due to their small size, high
efficiency, high power, and reliability. They are available in a wide range of the visible and infrared spectrum.
However, if high spectral resolution is required, the line
width of most solitary laser diodes, which ranges from
10 MHz to 300 MHz, is orders of magnitude too large.
Several methods have been developed to improve the
spectral purity of these lasers. Most of them apply optical
feedback [11.2035, 2036]. This section discusses a typical example, where the length of the laser resonator
is increased by an external reflector [11.2037, 2038].
Compared to solitary laser diodes, the line width of such
extended-cavity diode lasers (ECDL) can be reduced to
some 100 kHz. Figure 11.254 shows two typical setups
of ECDLs in the Littrow and Littman configurations. In
both configurations, the beam leaving the antireflectioncoated facet of the laser diode (LD) is collimated and
directed onto a reflection grating. In the Littrow configuration (Fig. 11.254a), the laser grating acts as the
end mirror of the extended laser resonator where the
beam is back-reflected into the laser diode in the first
diffraction order. The zeroth-order beam is coupled out.
Coarse frequency tuning can be performed by rotating
the grating whereas a piezoelectric transducer (PZT)
and/or an electrooptic modulator (EOM) can be used to
fine-tune and control the laser frequency by changing
the optical length of the cavity. Frequency tuning can
also be achieved by changing the injection current of the
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Frequency Stabilization of HeNe Lasers
HeNe lasers can operate at several different wavelengths within the spectral range between the green
(λ = 543 nm) and the infrared (λ = 3.39 µm). Regarding the various wavelengths, the emission at λ = 633 nm
is probably most important. HeNe lasers are advantageous since their operation is simple, the intrinsic
frequency noise is small, and the output power in the
range between 100 µW and some 3 mW is sufficient

for many applications in metrology. Provided the neon
gas inside the laser tube consists of a single isotope,
the width of the Doppler-broadened gain profile is in
the range of approximately 1.5 GHz and single- or twofrequency operation can easily be achieved by choosing
a sufficiently short length of the laser resonator. Owing to these favored properties and their simplicity,
frequency-stabilized HeNe lasers were developed very
early [11.2041]. The first stabilization systems – which
are still used in many laboratories – apply the gain profile
itself as the frequency reference.
Lamb-dip stabilization. The Lamb-dip-stabilized

laser was one of the first frequency-stabilized
lasers [11.2042]. It makes use of the fact that the output power passes through a local minimum – the Lamb
dip – when the laser frequency is tuned across the center
of the gain curve (Fig. 11.255a). Similar to the Dopplerfree minimum of saturated absorption, the Lamb dip is
caused by an increased saturation of the gain at the line
center when both the forward- and backward-running
waves inside the resonator interact with the same velocity group (νz = 0) of atoms. Hence the number of atoms
contributing to the laser action is decreased, leading to
a reduced laser power at line center. To generate the error
signal (Fig. 11.255b), the laser frequency is modulated
and the first harmonic in the output power is detected.
Two-mode stabilization. A simple stabilization sys-

tem can easily be set up, if the HeNe laser is operating
at two adjacent longitudinal modes (Fig. 11.256a) and if
Laser power

Error signal

Fig. 11.255a,b
0
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Tuning curve
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laser diode; this method, however, will also change the
laser power. The Littrow configuration can be designed
to be very compact. Unfortunately, the direction of its
output beam changes with any rotation of the grating.
This shortcoming is avoided in the Littman configuration [11.2039] where the ECDL contains an additional
mirror (Fig. 11.254b). In this configuration the beam
deflected in the first diffraction order is directed onto
this extra mirror and back-reflected from there into the
laser diode. In the Littman configuration, the laser beam
passes the grating twice and hence the wavelength selectivity is increased compared to the Littrow configuration.
The output beam leaves the grating in the zeroth order. In
this configuration, coarse frequency setting is achieved
by rotating the end mirror, with the consequence that
the direction of the output beam does not change. Finetuning of the frequency can be performed in the same
way as with the Littrow configuration by means of a PZT
or an EOM.
The frequency noise of ECDLs occurs at Fourier frequencies low enough that a further line width reduction
below 100 kHz can be achieved by active frequency stabilization to the resonance of an optical cavity [11.2040],
as described in Sect. 11.14.2. Precise frequency tuning
can be performed, e.g., by changing the length of the
optical reference cavity. This method, however, strongly
perturbs the stability of the cavity. To achieve the highest possible resolution, it is better to introduce a variable
frequency difference between the laser output beam and
the cavity resonance. Since the frequency-shifted beam
is locked to the cavity resonance, which is not affected,
the stabilization circuit will shift the laser frequency,
with the consequence that it can be tuned very precisely
relative to the stable cavity resonance. Such a shift can
be achieved, e.g., by an acoustooptic modulator or an
electrooptic modulator. Using the PDH technique and
a carefully designed and isolated reference cavity of
ultrahigh finesse, a line width as narrow as 1 Hz was
recently observed, demonstrating the great potential of
diode lasers for applications in precision spectroscopy
and optical frequency standards [11.2021].
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Fig. 11.256a,b Tuning curve (a) and error signal (b) of a two-mode
stabilized HeNe laser

these modes are polarized perpendicular to each other.
These conditions are provided, e.g., in commercial HeNe
laser tubes of 30 cm length with internal mirrors. Perpendicular polarization is observed since it minimizes
the gain competition of two modes. Furthermore, the
two planes of polarization are fixed within the tube.
These properties allow us to separate the two modes
by a polarization divider, e.g., a Wollaston prism, and
to monitor the power in each mode by a separate photodetector. The difference between the photocurrents of
the two detectors I1 − I2 depends on the frequencies of
the two modes (Fig. 11.256b). It crosses zero when they
are distributed symmetrically with respect to the center
of the gain curve and the powers in the two modes are
identical. Hence, the difference in the photocurrents is
used as the error signal for frequency stabilization and
no frequency modulation is necessary [11.2043]. Several means can be applied to transfer the control signal
to the length of laser tube, such as heating the tube via
the discharge current or a separate external heater. With
this simple laser stabilization technique, a relative reproducibility of better than 10−7 has been demonstrated.
During a time interval of five days relative frequency
variations as low as 10−9 have been demonstrated under
favored laboratory conditions [11.2044].
Zeeman stabilization. Another method of frequency

stabilization widely applied in commercial HeNe lasers
and laser interferometers utilizes the Zeeman effect
in a short (≈ 10 cm) single-mode laser. If we apply
a longitudinal magnetic field, the Zeeman effect causes
a splitting of the laser mode into two submodes ν+ and
ν− of opposite circular polarization and slightly different frequencies. Depending on the size of the magnetic
field, the frequency difference ν+ − ν− is in the range
between 300 kHz and 2 MHz. The two submodes can be
separated by a quarter-wave plate followed by a polar-

izing beam splitter. Similar to two-mode stabilization,
the difference of the output powers at ν+ and ν− can be
utilized as the error signal [11.2045].
Alternatively, the error signal can also be generated
by utilizing the frequency difference δν = ν+ − ν− . It
has been shown that δν changes with the mean laser frequency and that it has a minimum at the line center. This
dependence is caused by nonlinear mode-pulling effects
in the gain medium. The error signal to find this minimum is generated by modulating the laser frequency
and monitoring the beat frequency between the two Zeeman modes by means of a reversible counter [11.2046].
To derive the error signal, the direction of counting is
reversed at every half period of the modulation. The accumulated counter content, which corresponds to the
integrated error signal, is then fed into a digital-toanalog converter after each period. Its output is used
to control the frequency of the laser so that the mean
laser frequency coincides with the minimum of the beat
frequency. With such lasers a relative frequency reproducibility of 10−8 can be achieved over a period of five
months under laboratory conditions [11.2046].
Absolute Frequency Stabilization Utilizing
Separate Absorption Cells
As indicated above, the frequency of HeNe lasers stabilized to their gain profile may change with time. Such
frequency shifts can be reduced by several orders of
magnitude if the frequency reference is provided by
a suitable narrow absorption line of which the transition frequency is largely independent on the parameters
of operation. There are now several different laser systems available in a wide range of the optical spectrum
which are stabilized to such frequency references. Some
of these have been recommended by the Comité International des Poids et Mesures (CIPM) [11.2009]. Their
radiations are listed together with the values of their frequencies, wavelengths, and their relative uncertainties in
Table 11.56. Six of the recommended reference frequencies are stabilized to hyperfine-structure components of
molecular iodine, which has a rich spectrum of narrow
absorption lines in the visible range. They belong to the
transition between the electronic B level and the ground
state (X level). Since the iodine molecule is heavy, its velocity – and hence the Doppler broadening – is rather low
at room temperature. Furthermore, the vapor pressure –
causing a pressure-induced shift and broadening – can
be controlled conveniently via the temperature of a cooling finger attached to the iodine absorption cell. Four of
the iodine references are used to stabilize HeNe lasers
at λ ≈ 543 nm, 612 nm, 633 nm, and 640 nm. From this
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Table 11.56 Recommended reference wavelengths/frequencies generated by stabilized lasers [11.2009]

1
2
3

13

Transition

Wavelength (fm)

Frequency

Rel. std.
uncertainty (1 σ)

115 In+

5s2 1 S0 –5s5p 3 P0
1S–2S (Two-photon transition)
5d10 6s 2 S1/2 (F = 0)–5d9 6s2 2 D5/2 (F = 2)
∆m F = 0
6s 2 S1/2 (F = 0)–5d 2 D3/2 (F = 2)
2S
2
1/2 (F = 0, m F = 0)– F7/2 (F = 3, m F = 0)
R(56) 32-0, component, a10
R(127) 11-5 component a16 (or f)
1 S –3 P ; ∆m = 0
0
1
J
5 2 S1/2 –42 D5/2
5S1/2 (Fg = 3)–5D5/2 (F e = 5) two-photon
P(16)(ν1 + ν3 )
(2)
P(7) ν3 , component of the F2
central hyperfine structure
R(10) (000 1)–(100 0) line of the CO2 -laser

236 540 853.54976
243 134 624.62603
281 568 867.591969

1 267 402 452 899.92 kHz
1 233 030 706 593.61 kHz
1 064 721 609 899.143 Hz

3.6 × 10−13
2.0 × 10−13
1.9 × 10−14

435 517 610.73969
466 878 090.061
532 245 036.104
632 991 212.58
657 459 439.29167
674 025 590.8631
778 105 421.23
λ = 1 542 383 712
3 392 231 397.327

688 358 979 309 312 Hz
642 121 496 772.6 kHz
563 260 223 514 kHz
473 612 353 604 kHz
455 986 240 494 150 Hz
444 779 044 095.5 kHz
385 285 142 375 kHz
194 369 569.4 MHz
88 376 181 600.18 kHz

2.9 × 10−14
4.0 × 10−12
8.9 × 10−12
2.1 × 10−11
1.1 × 10−13
7.9 × 10−13
1.3 × 10−11
5.2 × 10−10
3 × 10−12

10 318 436 884.460

29 054 057 446 579 Hz

1.4 − 13

1H
199 Hg+
171 Yb+
171 Yb+
127 I
2
127 I
2
40 Ca
88 Sr+
85 Rb
13 C H
2 2

CH4
12 C16 O
2

group, the one operating at 633 nm is of particular importance since it is used in many standard laboratories
as a reference for interferometric length measurements,
laser wavelength calibrations, and applications in precision laser spectroscopy. It can also act as a reference
to calibrate HeNe lasers that are stabilized to their gain
profile by beat-frequency comparisons. Hence, the I2 stabilized HeNe laser at λ = 633 nm can be regarded as
the workhorse in many laboratories.
The iodine molecules are contained at low vapor
pressure in a cell. Depending on the laser system, the
length of the cell may range from a few centimeters up
to several meters. In either case, the content of impurities has to be low in order to prevent any frequency shifts
caused by collisions with impurities. For example, in the
case of iodine-stabilized lasers, the quality of the iodine
filling limits the uncertainty ultimately achievable. Nevertheless, as a result of its rich spectrum, I2 is often used
as the frequency reference for different types of lasers
operating within the visible spectrum. Two types of I2 stabilized lasers, the HeNe laser (λ = 633 nm) and the
frequency-doubled Nd:YAG laser (λ = 532 nm) will be
discussed in the following.

20 cm and 10 cm, respectively, corresponding to a minimum length of the resonator of approximately 35 cm
and a free spectral range of ≈ 430 MHz. Despite of the
rather long resonator the laser emits only one single frequency, owing to the loss in the absorption cell. In order
to reduce the influence of acoustics and vibrations, the
resonator should be made as rugged as possible. The
spacers should consist of a material of low thermal expansion. The radii of curvature of the laser mirrors are
usually in the range r = 0.6–4 m with a radius of r = 1 m
most commonly used. Both mirrors have a reflectivity
of approximately 98%, allowing single-frequency operation over most of the free spectral range. Output powers
of up to 300 µW have been achieved, sufficient for most
applications in laser spectroscopy and interferometry.
Photo detector
+ preamplifier

HeNe laser tube

I2 absorption
cell

PZT
Output

f
3f

Iodine-stabilized HeNe laser (λ = 633 nm). Fig-

ure 11.257 schematically shows a typical setup of an
iodine-stabilized HeNe laser. The laser head consists
of a HeNe discharge tube and an iodine absorption
cell mounted inside the laser resonator. The lengths of
the discharge tube and the absorption cell are typically

PZT

Modulation
frequency
generator
PZT
driver

3f
filter

PSD

Integrator

Fig. 11.257 Experimental scheme of an iodine-stabilized HeNe laser
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The two mirrors are mounted on PZT actuators, allowing one to change the resonator length and thereby the
laser frequency by applying a voltage to the PZTs.
Figure 11.258a shows four absorption features in the
tuning curve of the laser. They belong to the hyperfinestructure (HFS) components d, e, f, and g of the transition
R(127), v = 5, v = 11 of 127 I2 . The separation between
the components d, e, f, g is approximately 13 MHz and
the full width at half-maximum of each line is in the
range of 5 MHz, corresponding to a quality factor of
Q = ν/δν ≈ 108 . The height is approximately 0.1% of
the laser power. To generate the error signal for the stabilization, the length and thereby the frequency of the laser
is modulated harmonically by applying a sine-wave voltage to the left PZT (Fig. 11.257). For the stabilization,
third-harmonic detection is used. The third-harmonic
signal in the output power is filtered out, demodulated
by a phase-sensitive detector (PSD) and passed through
a low-pass filter. It then serves as error signal for the
stabilization. A typical third-harmonic spectrum of molecular iodine containing seven HFS components within
the tuning range of the laser is shown in Fig. 11.258b.
Each absorption feature is suitable as a reference for the
stabilization.
With the servo loop operating, the length of the laser
is stabilized such that the third-harmonic signal of the
corresponding HFS component vanishes at its central
zero crossing.
The stability and the reproducibility of the
I2 -stabilized HeNe laser can be investigated by beatfrequency measurements of two independent laser
systems. Figure 11.245 shows the measured Allan standard deviation σ(τ) of an iodine-stabilized HeNe laser
versus the integrating time τ. In the range between
τ = 10 ms and τ = 100 s, σ(τ) decreases approximately
with the square root of τ, corresponding to white
frequency noise. The minimum instability of about
2 × 10−13 is observed at an integrating time τ ≈ 1000 s.
a) Outpout power

b) Discriminator signal
j

Laser frequency

i h

22 MHz

gfed

Laser frequency

Fig. 11.258a,b Saturation dips (a) and error signals (b) of an iodinestabilized HeNe laser (λ = 633 nm)

The reproducibility of the iodine-stabilized HeNe
laser was investigated by measuring the dependence of
the laser frequency on the various operation parameters and by frequency inter-comparisons between lasers
of different institutes. The laser frequency depends on
the modulation width, the iodine vapor pressure, and
slightly on the laser power. The coefficients are approximately −6 kHz/Pa and −10 kHz/MHz for the pressure
and modulation dependence, respectively. International
frequency comparisons between iodine-stabilized lasers
have shown that the stabilized frequencies of the majority of iodine-stabilized HeNe lasers coincide within
a range of approximately 12 kHz, corresponding to
2.5 × 10−11 ν. For specified operation parameters (temperature of the cell: (25±5) ◦ C, temperature of the
cold point: (15 ± 0.2) ◦ C, width of frequency modulation between the peaks: (6 ± 0.3) MHz, one-way
intracavity beam power: (10±5) mW) a relative standard uncertainty of the recommended frequency value
of 2.5 × 10−11 can be achieved [11.2009].
Iodine-stabilized frequency-doubled Nd:YAG lasers
(λ = 532 nm). Frequency-doubled YAG lasers pumped

by diode lasers are of particular interest in applications
as optical frequency standards for the following reasons. Small lasers providing us with high output powers
of 100 mW at 532 nm are commercially available. The
intrinsic frequency noise of YAG lasers can be very low.
Part of the emission range coincides with strong absorption lines of molecular iodine (Fig. 11.259a) that
are suitable as reference frequencies for the stabilization. Figure 11.259b shows the Doppler-free absorption
spectrum observed within the continuous tuning range
of 5 GHz of a commercial laser. The observed absorption
lines represent two sets of hyperfine components belonging to the 32-0, R(57) and the 32-0, P(54) ro-vibrational
lines labeled #1104 and #1105, respectively [11.2047].
Any of these transitions is suitable as a frequency
reference. Since the frequency difference to the recommended a10 component of the 32-0, R(56) transition is
known to about 2 kHz an accurate optical frequency can
be attributed to each HFS component.
Various methods have been used in different laboratories to generate the error signal. The methods of
modulation transfer spectroscopy [11.2048, 2049] and
phase-modulation spectroscopy [11.2050,2051] are very
powerful to achieve discriminant signal with a high
signal-to-noise ratio.
International frequency comparisons show that the
frequency reproducibility of these lasers is in the range
of 5 kHz [11.2052,2053], mostly limited by potential im-
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Fig. 11.259a,b Absorption lines of molecular iodine within

the emission profile of a commercial frequency-doubled
Nd:YAG laser. (a) Doppler-limited, (b) with Doppler-free
excitation, the hyperfine structure is resolved

purities in the absorption cell. Regarding its high power,
its compactness, and its high frequency reproducibility,
the iodine-stabilized frequency-doubled Nd:YAG laser
represents an optical frequency standard with important
applications in precision length metrology, interferometry, and spectroscopy.
Laser stabilized to a two-photon transition in
rubidium. The radiation of a laser stabilized to

the two-photon transition 5S1/2 –5D5/2 in rubidium
(Fig. 11.260) [11.2054] represents a reference in the
near infrared at a wavelength of 778 nm. In this spectral range, easy-to-handle laser diodes of low frequency
noise are available, allowing the development of a transportable optical frequency standard of high precision.
Furthermore, the laser may provide a precise frequency reference for optical communication systems
since twice its wavelength coincides with the transmis-

sion band at 1.55 µm. Its optical frequency has been
determined [11.2055].
In a simple setup [11.2054], the collimated beam of
an extended-cavity diode laser passes through an absorption cell filled with rubidium vapor. The cell is sealed
with Brewster windows at its ends and filled with natural rubidium (73% 85 Rb and 27% 87 Rb). The beam
is retro-reflected by a mirror or a cat’s eye in order
to allow Doppler-free two-photon excitation. Optical
feedback into the diode laser is avoided by Faraday isolators. When the laser frequency is scanned through the
two-photon resonance, the excitation of the upper level
(52 D5/2 ) is observed via the blue fluorescence (420 nm)
of the 6P–5S transition in the cascade of the spontaneous
decay 5D → 6P → 5S. With this setup, a frequency stability of σ(τ) = 3 × 10−13 τ −1/2 has been achieved for
integrating times τ up to 2000 s.
It is known that the stabilized frequencies of standards based on two-photon transitions suffer from light
shifts. Its magnitude depends linearly on the intensity.
Therefore, it is important to control the laser power and
to prepare a well-defined laser beam geometry for the
excitation. This requirement can be fulfilled if the absorption cell is mounted inside a nondegenerate optical
resonator. The use of a resonator also allows a power
buildup of the radiation and therefore an increase of
the two-photon excitation. Furthermore, it provides exact retro-reflection of the laser beam, which is necessary
to suppress residual first-order Doppler shifts. In the
experiments [11.2054], the laser frequency was prestabilized in a first step to a resonance of this cavity.
It could then be tuned through the two-photon resonance by changing the length of the resonator via
a PZT actuator to which one of the mirrors is mounted.
Compared to the results of the simple setup described
before, the observed frequency stability was approximately the same. However the light shift could be better
controlled and consequently the frequency of the tran-
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sition can be extrapolated more precisely to zero laser
power.
Laser-cooled ensembles of Rb atoms have also been
used for frequency stabilization to reduce the influence
of the second-order Doppler effect [11.2056]. Further
evaluations will show if a standard based on cold Rb
atoms leads to a significant reduction of the relative frequency uncertainty. Nevertheless, in its present state, the
Rb-stabilized laser represents an interesting precision
frequency reference.
Stabilized Lasers Based
on Atomic or Molecular Beams
Atomic and molecular absorbers are often prepared in
beams rather than in absorption cells for various reasons. First, some gases such as hydrogen are not stable
as atomic species and need to be prepared just shortly
before excitation. Vapors of metals would soon coat the
cell windows and strongly decrease their transparency.
Second, the use of a collimated beam allows us to utilize an excitation geometry in which the laser beam
crosses the atomic beam at a right angle. In the case
of single-photon transitions, this may reduce the firstorder Doppler effect by several orders of magnitude.
Furthermore, for long-lived atomic states, the excitation
and detection zones can be separated, leading to an increased signal-to-noise ratio since scattered light from
the excitation beam can be better suppressed.
The mean velocity of molecules or atoms at room
temperature ranges from approximately 100 m/s to more
than 2000 m/s. At this velocity, the interaction time of
the particles crossing the laser beam at a right angle, is
typically less than 10−5 s for beam diameters of a few
millimeters. Hence, the corresponding line broadening is
more than 0.1 MHz. This broadening can be reduced by
applying Ramsey’s method of separated field excitation
first introduced in the microwave range [11.2057]. For
single-photon transitions in the optical regime, where
the wavelength of the radiation is typically much smaller
than the diameter of the atomic beam, additional steps
need to be taken to use separated field excitation. This
can be achieved either by blocking well-defined trajectories of the atomic beam [11.2058] or by using
three [11.2059] or more [11.2060] spatially separated
excitation zones.
An alternative method is a longitudinal excitation
where the atoms fly parallel or anti-parallel to the laser
beam. This method is suitable in the case of two-photon
transitions. For example, one of the recommended radiations (Table 11.56) corresponds to the 1S–2S two-photon
transition of atomic hydrogen. In the experiment, a beam

of cold atomic hydrogen is formed by guiding hydrogen
molecules through a gas discharge and reflecting the
atomic particles at a plate which is cooled by liquid helium. The reflector directs the hydrogen atoms on the
optical axis of an optical resonator which is tuned close
to the 1S–2S two-photon transition. The longitudinal
excitation inside a resonator allows the strong power
buildup necessary for a two-photon excitation, precise
mode-matching of the forward- and backward-running
waves inside the resonator, and an increased interaction
time of the atoms with the laser beam, leading to increased spectral resolution. The relative uncertainty of
the transition frequency recommended by the CIPM is
as low as 2.0 × 10−13 [11.2009].
In the case of single photon transitions, the transvers
excitation by separated laser fields (Fig. 11.262) is frequently applied to achieve high spectral resolution
and a good signal-to-noise ratio. It was shown by
Bordé that this method leads to an atom interferometer (Ramsey–Bordé interferometer) where the laser
beams act as coherent beam splitters for the atomic
beam [11.2061–2063]. The prominent advantage of optical Ramsey excitation with separated fields results from
the fact that the transit-time broadening and the resolution can be adjusted independently. The former can be
increased by choosing short interaction times in each
zone, thereby allowing a large fraction of the atoms
to contribute to the signal. The resolution, however, is
mainly determined by the time of flight between the
interaction zones. In the following, we give a brief description of the Ramsey–Bordé interferometer. Utilizing
the internal energy structure of the atoms, absorption and
induced emission, processes can be used to split or deflect atomic beams. If an atom absorbs a photon from
a traveling wave, it also absorbs the photon momentum
k (Fig. 11.261a). Hence, the excited atom suffers a photon recoil. If the atomic wave was in the excited state
a)

|eñ

b)

|eñ

|gñ

|gñ
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Fig. 11.261 Laser beams as beam splitters for an atomic

wave
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Fig. 11.262 Ramsey–Bordé matter–wave interferometer

(the figure shows only those partial beams that lead to an
interference structure)

before interaction with the laser radiation, the inverse
process (induced emission) will occur (Fig. 11.261b).
The probability ρ of observing such excitation or emission process depends on the intensity, the frequency of
the light field, and the duration of the interaction. In general, the atom will be left in a coherent superposition of
the ground and the excited state (Fig. 11.261). Since the
atoms have different momenta in both states, it is more
appropriate to use the picture of atomic wave packets.
The interaction can act, e.g., as a 50% beam splitter
(ρ = 0.5, π/2 pulse) or as a mirror (ρ = 1, π pulse). In
any case, the phase of the light beam is transferred to the
deflected partial atomic wave. If the light field is slightly
detuned from the atomic resonance, the corresponding
energy difference δω is also transferred to the deflected
partial wave as kinetic energy and consequently the
de Broglie wavelength is changed.
The combination of such beam splitters may lead
to atom interferometers that are similar to an optical
Mach–Zehnder interferometer (Fig. 11.262). During the
first and each subsequent interaction, the matter wave
is coherently split into partial waves with the internal
states |g and |e, which are represented by the solid and
the dashed lines in Figs. 11.261 and 11.262. If an absorption or emission is induced, the momentum of the
corresponding wave packet is changed by the photon
momentum k. At the final interaction, the loop of the
trajectories closes and the laser field superimposes the
partial waves, resulting in an atom interference. Since
the atomic wave packets leave the two outputs of each interferometer in different internal states, the interference
structure can be observed by monitoring the population
either in the excited or the ground state.
The inter-combination transitions 1 S0 –3 P1 of the
alkaline-earth atoms are well known to represent excellent references for optical frequency standards (see,
for example, [11.2065] and references therein). They
exhibit narrow natural line widths of about 0.04 kHz
(Mg), 0.3 kHz (Ca), and 6 kHz (Sr). In all three cases

1

äí = 0.4 KHz
ë = 657 nm
S0

Fig. 11.263 Partial energy-level diagram of 40 Ca

the frequencies of the ∆m J = 0 transitions are almost
insensitive to electric and magnetic fields.
The inter-combination lines have been investigated
in effusive beams of magnesium [11.2066], strontium [11.2067, 2068], and barium atoms [11.2069].
Most work for optical frequency standard applications has probably been performed with Ca atomic
beams [11.2070, 2071]. This transition was investigated
by various groups [11.2064, 2072–2074]. The radiation
of a Ca-stabilized laser is also recommended as a reference frequency by the CIPM [11.2009]. As a typical
example let us discuss the layout of a transportable
Ca-atomic-beam standard (Fig. 11.264) [11.2064].
A few milliwatts of the available output power of an
ECDL – pre-stabilized to a reference frequency of an optical cavity – is sent through a polarization-preserving
single-mode fiber to a beam splitter/mirror configuration and is split into two beams 1 and 2 of equal
power. From each one of the beams (1 or 2) crossing

Photomultiplier

D
d
D
Phase
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2

Laser
ë = 657.46 nm

Beam
splitter

Ca atomic beam

Fig. 11.264 Scheme of a transportable diode-laser fre-

quency stabilized to the 1 S0 –3 P1 inter-combination
transition by means of separated field excitation of a 40 Ca
beam [11.2064]
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the atomic beam perpendicularly an excitation geometry with two pairs of counter-propagating laser beams
is obtained by the help of two cat’s-eye retro-reflectors.
The co-propagating beams are separated by the distance
D = 10 mm and the distance between the two innermost
counter-propagating beams is d = 13 mm. The optical
layout with the fused silica block is designed in such
a way that the part 2 leads to the same excitation geometry as part 1, but its direction with respect to the atomic
beam is reversed (Fig. 11.264). During the experiment,
the laser beams are propagating either in direction 1 or 2
and the beams propagating in the opposite direction are
blocked.
The excited atoms are detected by measuring the fluorescence intensity from the decay of the excited atoms
by a photomultiplier. The detected fluorescence intensity
of the ∆m j = 0 transition versus laser frequency detuning ∆ω/2π = (ω − ωg )/2π, representing the frequency
difference between the laser frequency ω/2π and the
frequency ω0 /2π of the Ca inter-combination line, can
be described by the expression [11.2060].
I(∆0 )
∞
= A(P, ν, ∆0 ) f (ν)
0


 
ω0 ν2
+ ΦL
× cos 2T ∆0 + δrec +
2c2


 
ω0 ν2
+ ΦL dν
+ cos 2T ∆0 − δrec +
2c2
+ B(P, ∆0 ) .
(11.240)
In (11.240), A(P, ν, ∆0 ) describes the contribution of
a particular atom with velocity ν to the signal, and
B(P, ν, ∆0 ) describes the amplitude of the background
of the Doppler-broadened line including the saturation
dip, both depending on the laser power P and weakly on
the detuning δν = ∆0 /2π of the laser frequency. The factor f (ν) represents the velocity distribution, where we
have neglected the influence of the velocity components
perpendicular to the atomic beam.
ΦL = Φ2 − Φ1 + Φ4 − Φ3

or vice versa, Fig. 11.264) and compensated by rotating
the phase plate [11.2064].
The phase of each cosine function in (11.240) contains three contributions. Besides ΦL there are the terms
∆0 resulting from the detuning, δrec = k2 /(2m Ca c2 )
from the photon recoil where k is the wavevector of
the laser field and m Ca the mass of a Ca atom, and
ω0 ν2 /(2c2 ) from the second-order Doppler effect.
The signal for each velocity group ν consists of two
cosine functions with a period 1/(2T ) that is determined
by the distance D and the atomic velocity. The two
components are separated by the recoil splitting 2δrec =
2π23.1 kHz. For an optimum superposition of the two
cosines, the period should be an integer fraction of the
recoil splitting. The FWHM line width of the signal is
approximately given by 1/(4T ).
From the measured fluorescence signal versus detuning δν = ν − νo (Fig. 11.265) one clearly recognizes
in the central part of the saturation dip the two central minima of the two cosine terms separated by the
recoil splitting. With increasing detuning the cosine
structure is washed out, since all velocity groups ν of
the atomic beam contribute with a slightly different period. The inset of Fig. 11.265 shows the total detected
signal where the Doppler broadening is determined by
the degree of collimation and the velocity distribution
of the atomic beam, leading to a FWHM of the structure of 7.5 MHz. With an evaluated relative uncertainty
of 1.3 × 10−12 combined with a relative stability of
σ(τ) = 9 × 10−13 at τ = 1 s, the transportable Ca frequency standard is one order of magnitude superior to
Fluorescence signal
7.5 MHz

(11.241)

is a residual phase between the four exciting laser beams
having the phases Φi in the interaction zone, and T =
D/ν is the flight time of the atoms between two copropagating beams. The phase ΦL – which shifts the
frequency of the interference structure – can be detected
by reversing the directions of the laser beams (from 1 to 2

23.1 kHz
80

40

0

40

80
í  í0 (kHz)

Fig. 11.265 Atom interference structures observed in a thermal beam of Ca atoms [11.2064]
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the widely used transportable iodine-stabilized HeNe
laser at λ = 633 nm.

Optical frequency standards based on cold, stored
ions. The ideal reference for an optical frequency stan-

dard would consist of an ensemble of identical but
independent atoms at rest in free space. This condition
can be approximated in part by a single ion confined
in a small volume inside an axially symmetric configuration of electrodes shown schematically in Fig. 11.266
(Paul trap) [11.2075]. Trapping is performed by applying a suitable RF voltage to the electrodes. Such traps
allow us to store and cool single ions in the field-free
region of the trap center.
Ions suitable for precision frequency standards provide a closed transition for cooling and a reference
(clock) transition. Cooling of the ion is performed by
irradiating it with laser radiation which is tuned slightly

1
3

2

P1/2

D[3/2]1/2

2

D5/2

2

D3/2

411 nm
435 nm
2

D[5/2]5/2

638 nm

935 nm

369 nm

2

F7/2

467 nm

S1/2

Fig. 11.267 Simplified energy-level diagram of 171 Yb

below resonance and the cooling occurs by repeated absorption and emission [11.2077, 2078]. When the clock
transition is probed, the cooling radiation has to be
turned off in order to suppress light shifts and strong
line broadening. The RF trapping field, however, may
stay unchanged, allowing ideally unlimited interrogation times. If several ions are confined in a trap, their
repelling forces will lead to an ion cloud, extending into
the nonvanishing RF field and kinetic energy from the
oscillating trapping field will be picked up. Such heating can be avoided if only a single ion is trapped in
the center of the trap, where the trapping field vanishes.
Since only one ion can contribute to the stabilization, it
is important to detect the excitation of the reference transition with high efficiency. An efficiency close to 100%
Excitation probability
0.8

30 Hz
Endcap
Ring
electrode

0.4

z0

r0

Ö

Endcap

Fig. 11.266 Electrode configuration of an RF ion trap (Paul

trap) [11.2075]
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Fig. 11.268 Absorption signal of a single trapped and
cooled 171 Yb+ ion [11.2076]
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Optical Frequency Standards Based
on Laser-Cooled Absorbers
In the case of frequency-stabilized lasers utilizing
thermal absorbers, the uncertainty in the center of
the reference line is ultimately limited by frequency
shifts caused by residual phase errors in the optical excitation and by the second-order Doppler shift
δν/ν = −ν2 /(2c2 ). Both frequency shifts scale with the
velocity of the absorbers and can be reduced by orders
of magnitude if the control signal is only generated by
slow absorbers. In addition, the increased interaction
time of the atoms with the laser beam leads to reduced
broadening of the reference line. Hence, the most accurate optical frequency standards are based on cold
absorbers. Two typical examples are described in the
following subsections. The first describes a standard utilizing a single trapped Yb+ ion whereas the second part
presents a frequency standard based on an ensemble of
cold Ca atoms.
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Cooling/trapping
15 ms

Reference transition
T

of optical frequency standards based on cold stored
ions.

Detection

T

Frequency standards based on cold neutral atoms.
t
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Fig. 11.269 Time sequence of atom cooling and trapping

and probing of the reference transition

can be accomplished by the method of electron shelving [11.2079], which utilizes the fact that the strong
fluorescence on the cooling transition is interrupted if
the ion is excited to the upper state of the reference
transition.
Several different ions are being investigated for applications in frequency-stabilized lasers. Very promising
results have been observed with standards based on the
ions of mercury [11.2080], strontium [11.2081, 2082],
indium [11.2083], and ytterbium [11.2076, 2084]. As
a typical example, we consider an optical standard
based on a single 171 Yb ion (Fig. 11.267). There are
three different clock transitions that can be accessed
by the frequency-doubled radiation of diode lasers. The
435 nm clock transition has recently been observed
with a line width as narrow as 30 Hz (Fig. 11.268).
In the meantime, this linewidth could be further reduced to 10 Hz [11.2085]. Utilizing this reference line
a relative uncertainty of 9 × 10−15 has recently been
estimated [11.2086], demonstrating the great potential
Fluorescence 657 nm

Signal
1
47
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Fig. 11.270 Interference structure of cold, free Ca atoms generated
by time-separated excitation

Neutral atoms can be cooled and trapped in a magnetooptical trap (MOT) [11.2087] if they have a suitable
cooling transition. In contrast to ions, a large number of
atoms in the range of 107 can be utilized to contribute to
the stabilization, leading to an increased signal-to-noise
ratio. However, to avoid unwanted frequency shifts, all
trapping fields have to switched off when the reference
transition is probed. Hence, the interaction time of the
free atoms released from the trap is limited by their
acceleration in the gravitational field.
Candidates for cold-atom optical frequency standards are silver [11.2088] and the alkali-earth atoms
magnesium [11.2089, 2090], strontium [11.2091, 2092],
and calcium [11.2065, 2070, 2088]. As a typical example, we describe a frequency-stabilized laser based on
cold neutral calcium atoms.
Besides of the narrow reference transition 1 S0 –3 P1
at λ = 657 nm (Fig. 11.263), 40 Ca has a strong cooling transition 1 S0 –1 P1 (λ = 423 nm) that can be used to
cool and trap Ca atoms in a MOT [11.2093]. On this
transition, the Ca atoms can be cooled to approximately
3 mK. Further cooling to several mikrokelvin can then be
achieved in a second step by means of the narrow intercombination transition 1 S0 –3 P1 utilizing the method of
quench cooling [11.2094].
In order to achieve high spectral resolution combined
with a good signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), the method of
separated field excitation in the time domain can be applied, similar to the spatially separated field excitation of
an atomic beam. Short pulses of 1 µs duration are used
to excite a significant part of the cold ensemble of atoms.
The necessary high spectral resolution is then achieved
by a sufficiently large time separation T between two
consecutive pulses. If the lengths of the pulses are small
compared to their separation, the width of the interference fringes δν = 1/(4T ) is inversely proportional
to T .
Cooling and trapping of the atoms and probing of the clock transition are performed sequentially
(Fig. 11.269). After the atoms have been trapped and
cooled for about 15 ms in the first step, the trapping
fields (laser beams and magnetic quadrupole field) are
switched off, a small homogeneous magnetic quantization field (Helmholtz field) is turned on and the clock
transition is probed by two pulsed pairs of counterpropagating laser beams (Fig. 11.269). During this time,
the cloud of cold, free Ca atoms expands according to
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11.14.4 Measurement
of Optical Frequencies
In many cases, the use of frequency-stabilized lasers
requires precise knowledge of their frequencies. They
have to be determined in relation to the primary standard of time and frequency, the Cs atomic clock. Earlier
concepts of optical frequency measurements used a harmonic frequency chain of several lasers [11.2096]. For
example, measurements of the Ca inter-combination
line with such harmonic chain led to a fractional uncertainty of 2.5 × 10−13 [11.2097]. In the meantime
alternative powerful methods have been developed to
determine optical frequencies. An elegant and successful method is based on a mode-locked femtosecond

a)
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the temperature of about 3 mK at a root-mean-square velocity of vrms ≈ 80 cm/s. In the third step, the excitation
to the 3 P1 state is detected by observing the fluorescence
of its spontaneous decay to the 1 S0 ground state.
If the laser frequency is tuned across the atomic
resonance, the fluorescence intensity contains a contribution that oscillates with the cosine of the laser detuning
(Fig. 11.270). Similar to spatially separated field excitation, this oscillating behavior can be explained by
an atom interference generated by the excitation with
time-separated fields [11.2093].
The error signal for the stabilization is generated
from the interference signal by modulating the laser
frequency and simultaneously measuring the fluorescence intensity. In the most straightforward approach,
the frequency is square-wave modulated between two
discrete values with the mean frequency tuned close to
the center of the central fringe. The difference in the
corresponding fluorescence intensities is used as the error signal. This method corresponds to a first-harmonic
detection (1f method) of a servo-control system using
analog electronics and harmonic modulation. The maximum slope is obtained for a total modulation width
of δνmod = 1/4T , i. e., if the frequency alternates between the points of maximum slope of the interference
signal. After detection, the error signal is used to step
the frequency of the laser spectrometer which corresponds to a digital integrating servo control. The linear
drift of the eigenfrequency of the reference resonator
can be determined by the servo control and compensated for by adding a corresponding feedforward signal
to the signal controlling the laser frequency. Using Ca
atoms, cooled on the 1 S0 –1 P1 transition to approximately 3 mK, a relative uncertainty of δν/ν ∼
= 2 × 10−14
has been determined [11.2095].
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í (m)
f rep

í(0)
í=0

Frequency

Fig. 11.271a,b Signal of a mode-locked fs laser, shown
(a) in the time domain and (b) in the frequency domain

laser [11.2098–2101]. Such lasers emit a continuous
train of very short pulses covering a wide range of the
optical spectrum of some 100 THz. This range can be
further increased to more than one octave utilizing the
phase modulation induced by the pulsed laser beam in
an optical fiber of low dispersion [11.2102].
In the frequency domain, the continuous train of femtosecond pulses (Fig. 11.271a) corresponds to a comb
of frequencies of which the inverse of the pulse separation is equal to the pulse repetition frequency f rep
(Fig. 11.271b). The value of an arbitrary comb frequency
ν(m) is determined by
ν(m) = ν(0) + m f rep ,

(11.242)

where m is an integer representing the respective order number of the comb frequency ν(m) and f rep is
the repetition frequency (Fig. 11.271b). Since the group
velocity and the phase velocity of the short light pulses
circulating in the laser cavity are slightly different an extrapolation to m = 0 leads to the frequency ν(0) which
– in general – does not coincide with the zero frequency
(Fig. 11.271b). According to (11.242), the determination
of an arbitrary frequency ν(m) requires the knowledge
of f rep , the integer m, and ν(0). The pulse repetition frequency f rep can be measured phase-coherently against
the primary standard of time and frequency. If f rep is
larger than approximately 100 MHz it can easily be identified by an interferometric wavelength measurement of
moderate relative uncertainty (≤ 10−7 ). In order to measure ν(0), we take advantage of the fact that the comb
spans over a frequency range of more than one octave.
This allows us to frequency double the low frequency
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part of the comb spectrum 2ν(0) + 2m f rep and beat
it against the corresponding high-frequency part of the
comb spectrum ν(0) + n f rep . This self-referencing of the
frequency comb leads to a beat


δν = 2ν(0) + 2n f rep − ν(0) + mνrep
= ν(0) + (2n − m) f rep
(11.243)
that contains ν(0) plus integer multiples of the pulse
repetition frequency f rep . Since m, n and f rep are
known, ν(0) can now be measured with very low uncertainty [11.2099, 2100]. Hence, any comb frequency
ν(m) can now be connected phase-coherently to the
frequency of the primary standard of time and frequency, the Cs atomic clock. Therefore, we can conclude
that the frequency of any other laser emitting within
the spectral range of the frequency comb can also be
determined phase-coherently by measuring the beat between the laser frequency and a corresponding comb
frequency ν(m). Femtosecond lasers have been applied
for the first time to measure the frequency measurements
of 1S–2S two-photon transition in hydrogen, leading
to the recommended value of the frequency given in
Table 11.56 [11.2098].
In the meantime femtosecond lasers are widely
used for optical frequency measurements in many
laboratories worldwide. The first experiments applied
titanium-sapphire femtosecond lasers as frequency
comb generators. They are now going to be replaced
by femtosecond fibre lasers in view of their high reliability,ease of operation, and accuracy [11.2103]. It
has been shown that frequency comb generators based
upon fs lasers are well suited for optical frequency
measurements of the lowest possible uncertainty. Furthermore, it was demonstrated that frequency ratios
could be determined with fs lasers with relative uncertainties as low as 10−18 [11.2104]. Basically, in their
present state, frequency comb generators based on fs
lasers allow the measurement of optical frequencies
with uncertainties determined only by the uncertainty
of the primary standard of time and frequency and
the reproducibility of the stabilized laser whereas the

uncertainty of the comb generator itself can still be
neglected.

11.14.5 Conclusion and Outlook
The aim of this chapter was to review the foundations
and methods of laser frequency stabilization including
modern methods of optical frequency measurements.
Regarding the wide field of lasers, laser spectroscopy
and frequency stabilization and the fast development in
these fields, this chapter could not be comprehensive
within the limited space available. However, we hope
that it presents a reasonable overview and gives some
introduction to those scientists who are entering the fascinating field of laser frequency stabilization and laser
spectroscopy.
The examples of stabilized lasers in Sect. 11.14.3
are discussed to illustrate the variety of methods applied in this field. The development of stabilized lasers
is still progressing in various directions. One is the development of efficient, reliable and small lasers, e.g.,
diode lasers, diode-pumped solid-state lasers, or optical
parametric oscillators (OPOs), which may be important to achieve efficient, reliable long-term operation.
Another branch is the design of stable optical reference resonators to further decrease the laser line width
close to the quantum limit. An important task is to isolate them from seismic influences and environmental
disturbances. Here, alternative novel methods are being developed to compensate and reduce the seismic
influence. A further reduction of the frequency uncertainty can be envisaged from the refinement of laser
cooling. The introduction of optical frequency combs
created by mode-locked fs lasers has provided us with
a universal tool to determine optical frequencies and optical frequency ratios. This field will certainly be further
explored by the development of frequency combs operating continuously over long periods and by increasing
the total width of their emission ranges. It is expected
that the combination of all these efforts will lead to optical frequency standards and clocks of unprecedented
low uncertainty.
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Femtosecond
12. Femtosecond Laser Pulses:
Linear Properties, Manipulation,
Generation and Measurement

A central building block for generating femtosecond
light pulses are lasers. Within only two decades of
the invention of the laser the duration of the shortest pulse shrunk by six orders of magnitude from the
nanosecond regime to the femtosecond regime. Nowadays femtosecond pulses in the range of 10 fs and below
can be generated directly from compact and reliable
laser oscillators and the temporal resolution of measurements has outpaced the resolution even of modern
sampling oscilloscopes by orders of magnitude. With
the help of some simple comparisons the incredibly fast
femtosecond time scale can be put into perspective:
on a logarithmic time scale one minute is approximately half-way between 10 fs and the age of the
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In Sect. 12.3 we deal with the measurement of
ultrashort pulses. Traditionally a short event has
been characterized with the aid of an even shorter
event. This is not an option for ultrashort light
pulses. The characterization of ultrashort pulses
with respect to amplitude and phase is therefore
based on optical correlation techniques that make
use of the short pulse itself. Methods operating in
the time–frequency domain are especially useful.

universe. Taking the speed of light in vacuum into account, a 10 fs light pulse can be considered as a 3 µm
thick slice of light whereas a light pulse of one second spans approximately the distance between earth and
moon. It is also useful to realize that the fastest molecular vibrations in nature have an oscillation time of
about 10 fs.
It is the unique attributes of these light pulses that
open up new frontiers both in basic research and for
applications. The ultrashort pulse duration for example allows the motion of electrons and molecules to be
frozen by making use of so-called pump probe techniques that work similar to strobe light techniques. In
chemistry complex reaction dynamics have been meas-
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In this contribution some basic properties of femtosecond laser pulses are summarized. In Sect. 12.1
we start with the linear properties of ultrashort
light pulses. Nonlinear optical effects that would
alter the frequency spectrum of an ultrashort pulse
are not considered. However, due to the large
bandwidth, the linear dispersion is responsible
for dramatic effects. For example, a 10 fs laser
pulse at a center wavelength of 800 nm propagating through 4 mm of BK7 glass will be temporally
broadened to 50 fs. In order to describe and
manage such dispersion effects a mathematical
description of an ultrashort laser pulse is given first
before we continue with methods how to change
the temporal shape via the frequency domain. The
chapter ends with a paragraph on the powerful
technique of pulse shaping, which can be used
to create complex-shaped ultrashort laser pulses
with respect to phase, amplitude and polarization
state.
In Sect. 12.2 the generation of femtosecond
laser pulses via mode locking is described in simple
physical terms. As femtosecond laser pulses can
be generated directly from a wide variety of lasers
with wavelengths ranging from the ultraviolet
to the infrared no attempt is made to cover the
different technical approaches.
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ured directly in the time domain and this work was
rewarded with the Nobel price in chemistry for A. H. Zewail in 1999. The broad spectral width can be used for
example in medical diagnostics or – by taking the longitudinal frequency comb mode structure into account
– for high-precision optical frequency metrology. The
latter is expected to outperform today’s state-of-the-art
caesium clocks and was rewarded with the 2005 Nobel price in physics for J. L. Hall and T. W. Hänsch.
The extreme concentration of a modest energy content
in focused femtosecond pulses delivers high peak intensities that are used for example in a reversible light
matter interaction regime for the development of nonlinear microscopy techniques. The irreversible light matter
regime can be for example applied to nonthermal ma-

terial processing leading to precise microstructures in
a whole variety of solid state materials. Finally the
high pulse repetition rate is exploited, for example, in
telecommunication applications.
These topics have been reviewed recently in [12.1].
The biannual international conference series Ultrafast
Phenomena and Ultrafast Optics, including the corresponding conference proceedings, cover a broad range
of applications and latest developments.
Besides the specific literature given in the individual chapters some textbooks devoted to ultrafast laser
pulses are recommended for a more in-depth discussion
of the topics presented here and beyond (see, for example, [12.2–5] and especially for the measurement of
ultrashort pulses see [12.6]).

12.1 Linear Properties of Ultrashort Light Pulses
12.1.1 Descriptive Introduction
It is quite easy to construct the electric field of
a Gedanken optical pulse at a fixed position in space, corresponding to the physical situation of a fixed detector
in space. Assuming the light field to be linearly polarE (t)
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Fig. 12.1a–d Electric field E(t) and temporal amplitude function
A(t) for a cosine pulse (a), a sine pulse (b), an up-chirped pulse
(c) and a down-chirped pulse (d). The pulse duration in all cases is
∆t = 5 fs. For (c) and (d) the parameter a was chosen to be ±0.15/fs2

ized, we may write the real electric field strength E(t) as
a scalar quantity whereas a harmonic wave is multiplied
with a temporal amplitude or envelope function A(t)
E(t) = A(t) cos(Φ0 + ω0 t)

(12.1)

with ω0 being the carrier circular (or angular) frequency.
ω0
The light frequency is given by ν0 = 2π
. In the following, angular frequencies and frequencies are only
distinguished from each other via their notation. For illustration we will use optical pulses centered at 800 nm,
corresponding to a carrier frequency of ω0 = 2.35 rad/fs
(oscillation period T = 2.67 fs) with a Gaussian envelope function (the numbers refer to pulses that are
generated by the widely spread femtosecond laser systems based on Ti:sapphire as the active medium). For
simple envelope functions the pulse duration ∆t is usually defined by the FWHM (full width at half-maximum)
of the temporal intensity function I(t)
1
I(t) = ε0 cn A(t)2 ,
(12.2)
2
with ε0 being the vacuum permittivity, c the speed of
light and n the refractive index. The factor 1/2 arises
from averaging the oscillations. If the temporal intensity
is given in W/cm2 the temporal amplitude A(t) (in V/cm
for n = 1) is given by


2 
A(t) =
I(t) = 27.4 I(t) .
(12.3)
ε0 c
Figure 12.1a displays E(t) for a Gaussian pulse with
∆t = 5 fs and Φ0 = 0. At t = 0 the electric field strength

Femtosecond Laser Pulses

Φ(t) = Φ0 + ω0 t + Φa (t)

(12.4)

and define the momentary or instantaneous light frequency ω(t) as
dΦ(t)
dΦa (t)
= ω0 +
.
(12.5)
dt
dt
This additional phase function describes variations of the
frequency in time, called a chirp. In Fig. 12.1c,d Φa (t) is
set to be at 2 . For a = 0.15/fs2 we see a linear increase
of the frequency in time, called a linear up-chirp. For
a = −0.15/fs2 a linear down-chirped pulse is obtained
with a linear decrease of the frequency in time. However, a direct manipulation of the temporal phase cannot
be achieved by any electronic device. Note that nonlinear optical processes such as, for example, self-phase
modulation (SPM) are able to influence the temporal
phase and lead to a change in the frequency spectrum of
the pulse. In this chapter we will mainly focus on linear
optical effects where the spectrum of the pulse is unchanged and changes in the temporal pulse shape are due
to manipulations in the frequency domain (Sect. 12.1.3).
Before we start, a more mathematical description of an
ultrashort light pulse is presented.
ω(t) =

939

12.1.2 Mathematical Description
For the mathematical description we followed the
approaches of [12.4,14–19]. In linear optics the superposition principle holds and the real-valued electric field
E(t) of an ultrashort optical pulse at a fixed point in
space has the Fourier decomposition into monochromatic waves
1
E(t) =
2π

∞
Ẽ(ω) eiωt dω .

(12.6)

−∞

The, in general complex-valued, spectrum Ẽ(ω) is obtained by the Fourier inversion theorem
∞
Ẽ(ω) =

E(t) e−iωt dt .

(12.7)

−∞

Since E(t) is real-valued Ẽ(ω) is Hermitian, i. e., obeys
the condition
Ẽ(ω) = Ẽ ∗ (−ω) ,

(12.8)

where ∗ denotes complex conjugation. Hence knowledge of the spectrum for positive frequencies is
sufficient for a full characterization of a light field without dc component we can define the positive part of the
spectrum as
Ẽ + (ω) = Ẽ(ω) for ω ≥ 0 and
0 for ω < 0 .

(12.9)

The negative part of the spectrum Ẽ − (ω) is defined as
Ẽ − (ω) = Ẽ(ω) for ω < 0 and
0 for ω ≥ 0 .

(12.10)

Just as the replacement of real-valued sines and cosines
by complex exponentials often simplifies Fourier analysis, so too does the use of complex-valued functions
in place of the real electric field E(t). For this purpose we separate the Fourier transform integral of E(t)
into two parts. The complex-valued temporal function
E + (t) contains only the positive frequency segment
of the spectrum. In communication theory and optics
E + (t) is termed the analytic signal (its complex conjugate is E − (t) and contains the negative frequency part).
By definition E + (t) and Ẽ + (ω) as well as E − (t) and
Ẽ − (ω) are Fourier pairs where only the relations for the

Part C 12.1

reaches its maximum value. This situation is called
a cosine pulse: for Φ0 = −π/2 we get a sine pulse
E(t) = A(t) sin(ω0 t) (Fig. 12.1b) where the maxima of
the carrier oscillations do not coincide with the maximum of the envelope A(t) at t = 0 and the maximum
value of E(t) is therefore smaller than in a cosine pulse.
In general Φ0 is termed the absolute phase or carrierenvelope phase and determines the temporal relation
of the pulse envelope with respect to the underlying
carrier oscillation. The absolute phase is not important if the pulse envelope A(t) does not significantly
vary within one oscillation period T . The longer the
temporal duration of the pulses, the more closely this
condition is met and the decomposition of the electric field into an envelope function and a harmonic
oscillation with carrier frequency ω0 (12.1) is meaningful. Conventional pulse characterization methods as
described in Sect. 12.3 are not able to measure the absolute value of Φ0 . Furthermore the absolute phase does
not remain stable in a conventional femtosecond laser
system. Progress in controlling and measuring the absolute phase has been made only recently [12.7–10] and
experiments depending on the absolute phase are starting to appear [12.11–13]. In the following we will not
emphasize the role of Φ0 any more.
In general, we may add an additional time dependent
phase function Φa (t) to the temporal phase term in (12.1)

12.1 Linear Properties of Ultrashort Light Pulses
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E (t)

positive-frequency part are given as

I (t)

1
E (t) =
2π
+

0

Ẽ + (ω) =

0
40

0

40
t (fs)

Öa (t) (rad)
12

40

0

ù (t) (rad/fs)

40
t (fs)

∞

∞

Ẽ + (ω) eiωt dω

E + (t) e−iωt dt .

These quantities relate to the real electric field
E(t) = E + (t) + E − (t)
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Ẽ(ω) = Ẽ + (ω) + Ẽ − (ω) .

(12.14)

E + (t) is complex-valued and can therefore be expressed
uniquely in terms of its amplitude and phase
E + (t) = |E + (t)| eiΦ(t)

2.6 2.8
ù (rad/fs)

0

20

(12.13)

and its complex Fourier transform

2
40

(12.12)
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Fig. 12.2 Electric field E(t), temporal intensity I (t), additional temporal phase Φa (t), instantaneous frequency ω(t), spectrum | Ẽ(ω)|,
spectral intensity I (ω), spectral phase φ(ω) and group delay Tg (ω)
of a pulse that looks complicated on first glance [having a relatively
simple spectral phase φ(ω)]. When measured with a spectrometer the
spectral intensity as a function of wavelength is usually obtained, and
the corresponding transformation on the basis of I (λ) dλ = I (ω) dω
where the minus sign indicates the change
yields I (λ) = −I (ω) 2πc
λ2
in the direction of the axis. To avoid phase jumps when the phase
exceeds 2π, phase unwrapping is employed. That means adding or
subtracting 2π to the phase at each discontinuity. When the intensity is close to zero, the phase is meaningless and usually the phase
is not plotted in such regions (phase blanking)

= |E + (t)| eiΦ0 eiω0 t eiΦa (t)

I(t) iΦ0 iω0 t iΦa (t)
e e e
=
2ε0 cn
1
= A(t) eiΦ0 eiω0 t eiΦa (t)
2
= E c (t) eiΦ0 eiω0 t

(12.15)

where the meaning of A(t), Φ0 , ω0 and Φa (t) is the same
as in Sect. 12.1.1 and E c (t) is the complex-valued envelope function without the absolute phase and without
the rapidly oscillating carrier-frequency phase factor,
a quantity often used in ultrafast optics. The envelope
function A(t) is given by

A(t) = 2|E + (t)| = 2|E − (t)| = 2 E + (t)E − (t)
(12.16)

and coincides with the less general expression in (12.1).
The complex positive-frequency part Ẽ + (ω) can be
analogously decomposed into amplitude and phase
Ẽ + (ω) = | Ẽ + (ω)| e−iφ(ω)

π
I(ω) e−iφ(ω) ,
=
ε0 cn

(12.17)

where | Ẽ + (ω)| is the spectral amplitude, φ(ω) is the
spectral phase and I(ω) is the spectral intensity proportional to the power spectrum density (PSD) – the
familiar quantity measured with a spectrometer. From
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Fig. 12.3a–o Examples for changing the temporal shape

(12.8) the relation −φ(ω) = φ(−ω) is obtained. As will
be shown in Sect. 12.1.3 it is precisely the manipulation
of this spectral phase φ(ω) in the experiment which –
by virtue of the Fourier transformation (12.11) – creates
changes in the real electric field strength E(t) (12.13)
without changing I(ω). If the spectral intensity I(ω) is
manipulated as well, additional degrees of freedom are
accessible for generating temporal pulse shapes at the
expense of lower energy.
Note that the distinction between positive- and
negative-frequency parts is made for mathematical correctness. In practice only real electric fields and positive
frequencies are displayed. Moreover, as usually only the
shape and not the absolute magnitude of the envelope
functions in addition to the phase function are the quantities of interest, all the prefactors are commonly omitted.
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The temporal phase Φ(t) (12.4) contains frequencyversus-time information, leading to the definition of the
instantaneous frequency ω(t) (12.5). In a similar fashion
φ(ω) contains time-versus-frequency information and
we can define the group delay Tg (ω), which describes
the relative temporal delay of a given spectral component

100
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of a 800 nm 10 fs pulse via the frequency domain (except
(n)). Left: temporal intensity I (t) (shaded), additional temporal phase Φa (t) (dotted), instantaneous frequency ω(t)
(dashed), right: spectral intensity I (ω) (shaded), spectral
phase φ(ω) (dotted) and group delay Tg (ω) (dashed) for a:
(a) bandwidth-limited Gaussian laser pulse of 10 fs duration; (b) bandwidth-limited Gaussian laser pulse of 10 fs
duration shifted in time to −20 fs due to a linear phase
term in the spectral domain (φ = −20 fs); (c) symmetrical broadened Gaussian laser pulse due to φ = 200 fs2 ;
(d) third-order spectral phase (φ = 1000 fs3 ) leading to
a quadratic group delay. The central frequency of the pulse
arrives first, while frequencies on either side arrive later.
The corresponding differences in frequencies cause beats
in the temporal intensity profile. Pulses with cubic spectral
phase distortion have therefore oscillations after (or before)
a main pulse depending on the sign of φ . The higher the
side pulses, the less meaningful the FWHM pulse duration; (e) combined action of all spectral phase coefficients
(a)–(d). Phase unwrapping and blanking is employed when
appropriate;
(f) π step at the central frequency; (g) π step displaced
from central frequency; (h) sine modulation at central
frequency with φ(ω) = 1 sin[20 fs(ω − ω0 )]; (i) cosine modulation at central frequency with φ(ω) = 1 cos[20 fs(ω −
ω0 )]; (j) sine modulation at central frequency with
φ(ω) = 1 sin[30 fs(ω − ω0 )].
Amplitude modulation: (k) symmetrical clipping of
spectrum; (l) blocking of central frequency components;
(m) off center absorption.
Modulation in time domain: (n) self-phase modulation.
Note the spectral broadening; (o) double pulse with pulse
to pulse delay of 60 fs 
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(Sect. 12.1.3).
Tg (ω) =

dφ
.
dω

(12.18)

All quantities discussed so far are displayed in Fig. 12.2
for a pulse that initially appears to be complex. Usu-

ally the spectral amplitude is distributed around a center
frequency (or carrier frequency) ω0 . Therefore – for
well-behaved pulses – it is often helpful to expand the
spectral phase into a Taylor series
φ(ω) =

∞

φ( j) (ω0 )

j!

j=0

· (ω − ω0 ) j


∂ j φ(ω) 
with φ (ω0 ) =
∂ω j ω0
( j)

= φ(ω0 ) + φ (ω0 )(ω − ω0 )
1
+ φ (ω0 )(ω − ω0 )2
2
1 
+ φ (ω0 )(ω − ω0 )3 + . . .
(12.19)
6
The spectral phase coefficient of zeroth order describes
in the time domain the absolute phase (Φ0 = −φ(ω0 )).
The first-order term leads to a temporal translation of
the envelope of the laser pulse in the time domain (the
Fourier shift theorem) but not to a translation of the carrier. A positive φ (ω0 ) corresponds to a shift towards later
times. An experimental distinction between the temporal translation of the envelope via linear spectral phases
in comparison to the temporal translation of the whole
pulse is, for example, discussed in [12.20,21]. The coefficients of higher order are responsible for changes in the
temporal structure of the electric field. The minus sign
in front of the spectral phase in (12.17) is chosen so that
a positive φ (ω0 ) corresponds to a linearly up-chirped
laser pulse. For illustrations see Figs. 12.2 and 12.3a–e.
There is a variety of analytical pulse shapes where
this formalism can be applied to get analytical expressions in both domains. For general pulse shapes
a numerical implementation is helpful. For illustrations
+ (t) (not norwe will focus on a Gaussian laser pulse E in
malized to pulse energy) with a corresponding spectrum
+ (ω). Phase modulation in the frequency domain leads
Ẽ in
+
to a spectrum Ẽ out
(ω) with a corresponding electric field
+
E out (t) of
E 0 −2 ln 2 t 22 iω0 t
∆t e
e
.
(12.20)
2
Here ∆t denotes the FWHM of the corresponding intensity I(t). The absolute phase is set to zero, the carrier
frequency is set to ω0 , additional phase terms are set to
zero as well. The pulse is termed an unchirped pulse in
+ (ω) we obtain the spectrum
the time domain. For Ẽ in

E 0 ∆t
π − ∆t 2 (ω−ω0 )2
+
e 8 ln 2
Ẽ in
(ω) =
.
(12.21)
2
2 ln 2
+
E in
(t) =
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The FWHM of the temporal intensity profile I(t) and the
spectral intensity profile I(ω) are related by ∆t∆ω =
4 ln 2, where ∆ω is the FWHM of the spectral intensity
profile I(ω).
Usually this equation, known as the time–bandwidth
product, is given in terms of frequencies ν rather than
circular frequencies ω and we obtain
∆t∆ν =

2 ln 2
= 0.441 .
π

(12.22)

Several important consequences arise from this approach and are summarized before we proceed:

•

•
•

The shorter the pulse duration, the larger the spectral
width. A Gaussian pulse with ∆t = 10 fs centered at
800 nm has a ratio of ∆ν
ν ≈ 10%, corresponding to
a wavelength interval ∆λ of about 100 nm. Taking
into account the wings of the spectrum, a bandwidth
comparable to the visible spectrum is “consumed”
to create the 10 fs pulse.
For a Gaussian pulse the equality in (12.22) is
only reached when the instantaneous frequency
(12.5) is time-independent, that is the temporal
phase variation is linear. Such pulses are termed
Fourier-transform-limited pulses or bandwidthlimited pulses.
Adding nonlinear phase terms leads to the inequality
∆t∆ν ≥ 0.441.
For other pulse shapes a similar time-bandwidth
inequality can be derived

ù (t) (rad/fs)

10
5
0

40

0

5

•

(12.23)

40

0

m) Öa (t) (rad)

Values of K for different pulse shapes are given in
Table 12.1 and [12.22]
Sometimes pulse durations and spectral widths defined by the FWHM values are not suitable measures.
This is, for example, the case in pulses with substructure or broad wings causing a considerable part
of the energy to lie outside the range given by the
FWHM. In these cases one can use averaged values
derived from the appropriate second-order moments [12.4,23]. By this it can be shown [12.6,24,25]
that, for any spectrum, the shortest pulse in time
always occurs for a constant spectral phase φ(ω).
Taking a shift in the time domain also into account
a description of a bandwidth-limited pulse is given
by

5



Ẽ + (ω) = | Ẽ + (ω)| e−iφ(ω0 ) e−iφ (ω0 )(ω−ω0 ) .
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2

2.4

2.8
ù (rad/fs)

One feature of Gaussian laser pulses is that adding
the quadratic term 12 φ (ω0 )(ω − ω0 )2 to the spectral
phase function also leads to a quadratic term in the temporal phase function and therefore to linearly chirped
pulses. This situation arises for example when passing
an optical pulse through a transparent medium as will be

100
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•
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Table 12.1 Temporal and spectral intensity profiles and time bandwidth products (∆ν∆t ≥ K ) of various pulse shapes;
∆ν and ∆t are FWHM quantities of the corresponding intensity profiles. The ratio ∆tintAC /∆t, where ∆tintAC is the
FWHM of the intensity autocorrelation with respect to background (Sect. 12.3.2), is also given. In the following formulas employed in the calculations we set ω0 = 0 for simplicity.

Gaussian:
Sech:

Part C 12.1

Rect:
Single sided Exp.:
Symmetric Exp.:

E 0 −2 ln 2 t 2
∆t
e
2
√  t

E0
sech 2 ln 1 + 2
E + (t) =
2
∆t
E + (t) =



E0
∆t ∆t
t∈ −
,
, 0 elsewhere
2
2
2
E 0 − ln 2 t
e 2 ∆t t ∈ [0, ∞] , 0 elsewhere
E + (t) =
2
E 0 − ln 2 t
∆t
E + (t) =
e
2
E + (t) =

Shape

I (t)

I( )

Gaussian
40

0

40

1

2

3

0

40

1

2

3

0

40

1

2

3

0

40

1

2

3

0

40

1

2

3

1.414

0.315

1.543

0.886

1.000

0.110

2.000

0.142

2.421

4

Symmetric
exponential
40

0.441

4

Single sided
exponential
40

ÄtintAC /Ät

4

Square
40

Ä ·At

4

Hyperbolic
sechant
40

E 0 ∆t
2



π − ∆t 2 ω2
e 8 ln 2 ,
2 ln 2
π
Ẽ + (ω) = E 0 ∆t
√
4 ln 1 + 2
⎛
⎞
π∆t
× sech ⎝
√ ω⎠ ,
4 ln 1 + 2


E 0 ∆t
∆t
Ẽ + (ω) =
sinc
ω ,
2
2
E
∆t
0
,
Ẽ + (ω) =
2i∆t ω + ln 2
E 0 ∆t ln 2
Ẽ + (ω) = 2 2
.
∆t ω + (ln 2)2
Ẽ + (ω) =

4
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Table 12.2 Temporal broadening of a Gaussian laser pulse ∆tout in fs for various initial pulse durations ∆t and various

values of the second-order phase coefficient φ , calculated with the help of (12.26). (The passage of a bandwidth-limited
laser pulse at 800 nm through 1 cm of BK7 glass corresponds to φ = 440 fs2 . For the dispersion parameters of other
materials see Table 12.3. Dispersion parameters of further optical elements are given in Sect. 12.1.3.)
∆t(fs)

φ
100 fs2

200 fs2

500 fs2

1000 fs2

2000 fs2

4000 fs2

8000 fs2

5
10
20
40
80
160

55.7
29.5
24.3
40.6
80.1
160.0

111.0
56.3
34.2
42.3
80.3
160.0

277.3
139.0
72.1
52.9
81.9
160.2

554.5
277.4
140.1
80.0
87.2
160.9

1109.0
554.6
278.0
144.3
105.9
163.9

2218.1
1109.1
554.9
280.1
160.1
174.4

4436.1
2218.1
1109.2
556.0
288.6
211.7

+
Ẽ out
(ω) =

E 0 ∆t
2
π − ∆t 2 (ω−ω0 )2 −i 1 φ (ω0 )(ω−ω0 )2
×
e 8 ln 2
e 2
2 ln 2

ric pulse broadening due to φ are given in Table 12.2
and exemplified in Fig. 12.3c.
Spectral phase coefficients of third order, i. e.,
a contribution to the phase function φ(ω) of the form
1 
3
6 φ (ω0 ) · (ω − ω0 ) are referred to as third-order dispersion (TOD). TOD applied to the spectrum given by
(12.21) yields the phase-modulated spectrum

(12.24)
+
E out
(t) =

E0
1

t2
− 4βγ

e

i(at 2 −ε)

eiω0 t e

(12.25)

+
(ω) =
Ẽ out

2γ 4

with
φ 2
4β 2

β=

2
∆tin
8 ln 2

ε=

 φ 
1
arctan
= −Φ0 .
2
2β

γ = 1+

a=

φ
8β 2 γ

and

For the pulse duration ∆tout (FWHM) of the linearly
chirped pulse (quadratic temporal phase function at 2 )
we obtain the convenient formula



φ 2
2
.
(12.26)
∆tout = ∆t + 4 ln 2
∆t
The statistical definition of the pulse duration derived
with the help of the second moment of the intensity
distribution uses twice the standard deviation σ to characterize the pulse duration by
∆tout
(12.27)
2σ = √
,
2 ln 2
which is slightly shorter than the FWHM. These values are exact for Gaussian pulses considering only the
φ part and can be used as a first estimate for temporal
pulse broadening whenever φ effects are the dominant
contribution (Sect. 12.1.3). Some values of the symmet-

E 0 ∆t
2
π − ∆t 2 (ω−ω0 )2 −i 1 φ (ω0 )·(ω−ω0 )3
×
e 8 ln 2
e 6
2 ln 2
(12.28)

and leads to asymmetric temporal pulse shapes [12.27]
of the form

 ln 2 23 τ−t

E0
τ −t
π ∆t
− ·
+
e 2 τ1/2 eiω0 t
Ai
E out (t) =
2 2 ln 2 τ0
∆τ


3 |φ |
φ3 = 2(ln 2)2 φ
with τ0 =
2
∆τ = τ0 sign(φ )
τ=

∆t 4
16φ3

and τ1/2 =

φ3
∆t 2

(12.29)

where Ai describes the Airy function. Equation (12.29)
shows that the temporal pulse shape is given by the product of an exponential decay with a half-life period of τ1/2
and the Airy function shifted by τ and stretched by ∆τ.
Figure 12.3d shows an example of a pulse subjected to
TOD. The pulse shape is characterized by a strong initial
pulse followed by a decaying pulse sequence. Because
TOD leads to a quadratic group delay the central frequency of the pulse arrives first, while frequencies on
either side arrive later. The corresponding differences in
frequencies cause beats in the temporal intensity profile explaining the oscillations after (or before) the main
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shown in Sect. 12.1.3. The complex fields for such laser
pulses are given by [12.26, 27]
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dn d2 n d3 n
dλ , dλ2 , dλ3 , Tg ,

GDD and TOD for common optical
materials
for L = 1 mm.



The data
were calculated using Sellmeier’s equation in the form n 2 (λ) − 1 = B1 λ2 / λ2 − C1 + B2 λ2 / λ2 − C2 +

2
2
B3 λ / λ − C3 and data from various sources (BK7, SF10 from Schott – Optisches Glas catalogue; sapphire and quartz
from the Melles Griot catalogue)
Table 12.3 Dispersion parameters n,

Material

BK7

Part C 12.1

SF10

Sapphire

Quartz

λ (nm)

400
500
600
800
1000
1200
400
500
600
800
1000
1200
400
500
600
800
1000
1200
300
400
500
600
800
1000
1200

n (λ)

1.5308
1.5214
1.5163
1.5108
1.5075
1.5049
1.7783
1.7432
1.7267
1.7112
1.7038
1.6992
1.7866
1.7743
1.7676
1.7602
1.7557
1.7522
1.4878
1.4701
1.4623
1.4580
1.4533
1.4504
1.4481

dn
dλ



· 10−2


1
µm

−13.17
−6.58
−3.91
−1.97
−1.40
−1.23
−52.02
−20.89
−11.00
−4.55
−2.62
−1.88
−17.20
−8.72
−5.23
−2.68
−1.92
−1.70
−30.04
−11.70
−5.93
−3.55
−1.80
−1.27
−1.12

d2 n
dλ2



· 10−1


1
µm2

10.66
3.92
1.77
0.48
0.15
0.03
59.44
15.55
6.12
1.58
0.56
0.22
13.55
5.10
2.32
0.64
0.20
0.04
34.31
9.20
3.48
1.59
0.44
0.14
0.03

pulse. The beating is also responsible for the phase jumps
of π which occur at the zeros of the Airy function. Most
of the relevant properties of TOD modulation are determined
by the parameter ∆τ, which is proportional to
√
3
|φ |. The ratio ∆τ/∆t determines whether the pulse
is significantly modulated. If |∆τ/∆t| ≥ 1, a series of
sub-pulses and phase jumps are observed. The sign of
φ controls the time direction of the pulse shape: a positive value of φ leads to a series of post-pulses as shown
in Fig. 12.3d whereas negative values of φ cause a series of pre-pulses. The time shift of the most intense
sub-pulse with respect to the unmodulated pulse and
the FWHM of the sub-pulses are on the order of ∆τ.
For these highly asymmetric pulses, the FWHM is not
a meaningful quantity to characterize the pulse duration.
Instead, the statistical definition of the pulse duration

dn3
dλ3



1
µm3



−12.21
−3.46
−1.29
−0.29
−0.09
−0.04
−101.56
−16.81
−4.98
−0.91
−0.27
−0.10
−15.05
−4.42
−1.68
−0.38
−0.12
−0.05
−54.66
−10.17
−3.00
−1.14
−0.26
−0.08
−0.03

Tg


fs
mm

5282
5185
5136
5092
5075
5069
6626
6163
5980
5830
5771
5743
6189
6064
6001
5943
5921
5913
5263
5060
4977
4934
4896
4880
4875



GDD
 2

TOD
 3

120.79
86.87
67.52
43.96
26.93
10.43
673.68
344.19
233.91
143.38
99.42
68.59
153.62
112.98
88.65
58.00
35.33
13.40
164.06
104.31
77.04
60.66
40.00
24.71
9.76

40.57
32.34
29.70
31.90
42.88
66.12
548.50
219.81
140.82
97.26
92.79
107.51
47.03
39.98
37.97
42.19
57.22
87.30
46.49
31.49
26.88
25.59
28.43
38.73
60.05

fs
mm

fs
mm

yields a formula similar to (12.26) and (12.27)

  2
∆t 2
φ
2
+ 8(ln 2)
2σ =
.
(12.30)
2 ln 2
∆t 2
It is a general feature of polynomial phase modulation
functions that the statistical pulse duration of a modulated pulse is

(12.31)
2σ = τ12 + τ22 ,
where τ1 =

√ ∆t
2 ln 2

is the statistical duration of the

unmodulated pulse [cf. (12.21)] and τ2 ∝ ∆tφ n−1 a contribution only dependent on the nth-order spectral phase
coefficient. As a consequence, for strongly modulated
pulses, when τ2 τ1 , the statistical pulse duration increases approximately linearly with φ(n) .
(n)

Femtosecond Laser Pulses

It is not always advantageous to expand the phase
function φ(ω) into a Taylor series. Periodic phase functions, for example, are generally not well approximated
by polynomial functions. For sinusoidal phase functions
of the form φ (ω) = A sin (ωΥ + ϕ0 ) analytic solutions
for the temporal electric field can be found for any ar+ (ω). To this end we
bitrary unmodulated spectrum Ẽ in
consider the modulated spectrum (see also Sect. 12.1.3)
+
+
Ẽ out
(ω) = Ẽ in
(ω) e−i A sin(ωΥ +ϕ0 ) ,

(12.32)

e−A sin(ωΥ +ϕ0 ) =

∞


Jn (A) e−in(ωΥ +ϕ0 ) , (12.33)

n=−∞

where Jn (A) describes the Bessel function of the first
kind and order n, we rewrite the phase modulation
function
∞


M̃(ω) =

Jn (A) e−in(ωΥ +ϕ0 )

(12.34)

n=−∞

to obtain its Fourier transform
M(t) =

∞


Jn (A) e−in ϕ0 δ (nΥ − t) ,

(12.35)

n=−∞

where δ (t) describes the delta function. Since multiplication in the frequency domain corresponds to
convolution in the time domain, the modulated tempo+
ral electrical field E out
(t) is given by the convolution of
+ (t) with the Fourier transform
the unmodulated field E in
+
+ (t) ∗
of the modulation function M(t), i. e., E out
(t) = E in
M(t). Making use of (12.35) the modulated field reads
+
E out
(t) =

∞


+
Jn (A)E in
(t − nΥ ) e−inϕ0 . (12.36)

n=−∞

Equation (12.36) shows that sinusoidal phase modulation in the frequency domain produces a sequence of
sub-pulses with a temporal separation determined by the
parameter Υ and well-defined relative temporal phases
controlled by the absolute phase ϕ0 . Provided the individual sub-pulses are temporally separated, i. e., Υ is
chosen to exceed the pulse width, the envelope of each
sub-pulse is a (scaled) replica of the unmodulated pulse
envelope. The amplitudes of the sub-pulses are given by

947

Jn (A) and can therefore be controlled by the modulation
parameter A. Examples of sinusoidal phase modulation
are shown in Fig. 12.3h–j. The influence of the absolute phase ϕ0 is depicted in Fig. 12.3h and i, whereas
Fig. 12.3j shows how separated pulses are obtained by
changing the modulation frequency Υ . A detailed description of the effect of sinusoidal phase modulation
can be found in [12.28].

12.1.3 Changing the Temporal Shape
via the Frequency Domain
For the following discussion it is useful to think of an
ultrashort pulse as being composed of groups of quasimonochromatic waves, that is of a set of much longer
wave packets of narrow spectrum all added together coherently. In vacuum the phase velocity vp = ω/k and
the group velocity vg = dω/ dk are both constant and
equal to the speed of light c, where k denotes the wave
number. Therefore an ultrashort pulse – no matter how
complicated its temporal electric field is – will maintain
its shape upon propagation in vacuum. In the following we will always consider a bandwidth-limited pulse
entering an optical system such as, for example, air,
lenses, mirrors, prisms, gratings and combinations of
these optical elements. Usually these optical systems
will introduce dispersion, that is a different group velocity for each group of quasi-monochromatic waves, and
consequently the initial short pulse will broaden in time.
In this context the group delay Tg (ω) defined in (12.18)
is the transit time for such a group of monochromatic
waves through the system. As long as the intensities are
kept low, no new frequencies are generated. This is the
area of linear optics and the corresponding pulse propagation has been termed linear pulse propagation. It is
convenient to describe the passage of an ultrashort pulse
through a linear optical system by a complex optical
transfer function [12.4, 25, 29]
M̃(ω) = R̃(ω) e−iφd ,

(12.37)

+ (ω) to the output
that relates the incident electric field Ẽ in
field
+
+
+
(ω) = M̃(ω) Ẽ in
(ω) = R̃(ω) e−iφd Ẽ in
(ω) ,
Ẽ out

(12.38)

where R̃(ω) is the real-valued spectral amplitude response describing for example the variable diffraction
efficiency of a grating, linear gain or loss or direct amplitude manipulation. The phase φd (ω) is termed the
spectral phase transfer function. This is the phase ac-
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where A describes the amplitude of the sinusoidal modulation, Υ the frequency of the modulation function (in
units of time) and ϕ0 the absolute phase of the sine
function. Making use of the Jacobi–Anger identity
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cumulated by the spectral component of the pulse at
frequency ω upon propagation between the input and
output planes that define the optical system. It is this
spectral phase transfer function that plays a crucial
role in the design of ultrafast optical systems. Note
that this approach is more involved when additional
spatial coordinates have to be taken into account as,
for example, in the case of spatial chirp (i. e., each
frequency is displaced in the transverse spatial coordinates). Neglecting spatial chirp this approach can be
taken as a first-order analysis of ultrafast optical systems. Although inside an optical system this condition
might not be met, usually at the input and output all
frequencies are assumed to be spatially overlapped for
this kind of analysis. Note also that the independence
of the different spectral components in this picture
does not mean that the phase relations are random –
they are uniquely defined with respect to each other.
That means that the corresponding pulse in the time
domain (by making use of (12.11) and (12.13)) is completely coherent [12.30] no matter how complicated the
shape of the femtosecond laser pulse appears. In the
first-order autocorrelation function a coherence time
of the corresponding bandwidth-limited pulse would
be observed. Only in the higher-order autocorrelations
the uniquely defined phase relations show up (examples of second-order autocorrelations for phase- and
amplitude-shaped laser pulses are given in Fig. 12.28).
Figure 12.3f–j exemplifies the temporal intensity, spectral intensity and related phase functions for often
employed phase functions. Figure 12.3k–m displays the
same quantities for amplitude modulation. Figure 12.3n
is an example for self-phase modulation and Fig. 12.3o
shows a double pulse with pulse to pulse delay of
60 fs.
In the following discussion we will concentrate
mainly on pure phase modulation and therefore set R̃(ω)
constant for all frequencies and omit it initially. To model
the system the most accurate approach is to include the
whole spectral phase transfer function. Often however
only the first orders of a Taylor expansion around the
central frequency ω0 are needed.
φd (ω) = φd (ω0 ) + φd (ω0 )(ω − ω0 )
1
+ φd (ω0 )(ω − ω0 )2
2
1 
+ φd (ω0 )(ω − ω0 )3 + . . .
6

(12.39)

If we describe the incident bandwidth-limited pulse by
+ (ω) = | Ẽ + (ω)| e−iφ(ω0 ) e−iφ (ω0 )(ω−ω0 ) then the overẼ in

+
(ω) is given by
all phase φop of Ẽ out

φop (ω) = φ(ω0 ) + φ (ω0 )(ω − ω0 )
+ φd (ω0 ) + φd (ω0 )(ω − ω0 )
1
+ φd (ω0 )(ω − ω0 )2
2
1 
+ φd (ω0 )(ω − ω0 )3 + . . .
6

(12.40)

As discussed in the context of (12.19) the constant and
linear terms do not lead to a change of the temporal envelope of the pulse. Therefore we will omit in the following
these terms and concentrate mainly on the second-order
dispersion φ [also termed the group velocity dispersion (GVD) or group delay dispersion (GDD)] and the
third-order dispersion φ (TOD) whereas we have omitted the subscript d. Strictly they have units of [fs2 /rad]
and [fs3 /rad2 ], respectively, but usually the units are
simplified to [fs2 ] and [fs3 ].
A main topic in the design of ultrafast laser systems
is the minimization of these higher dispersion terms with
the help of suitably designed optical systems to keep the
pulse duration inside a laser cavity or at the place of
an experiment as short as possible. In the following we
will discuss the elements that are commonly used for the
dispersion management.
Dispersion due to Transparent Media
A pulse traveling a distance L through a medium with
index of refraction n(ω) accumulates the spectral phase

φm (ω) = k(ω)L =

ω
n(ω)L ,
c

(12.41)

which is the spectral transfer function due to propagation
in the medium as defined above.
The first derivative


dφm
d(kL)
L
dω −1

= φm
=L
=
=
= Tg
dω
dω
dk
vg
(12.42)

yields the group delay Tg and describes the delay of
the peak of the envelope of the incident pulse. Usually
the index of refraction n(ω) is given as a function of
wavelength λ, i. e., n(λ). Equation (12.42) then reads




L
dn
L
dn
dφm
Tg =
=
n +ω
=
n −λ
.
dω
c
dω
c
dλ
(12.43)

As different groups of the quasi-monochromatic
waves move with different group velocities the pulse will
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be broadened. For second-order dispersion we obtain the
group delay dispersion (GDD)


dn
d2 n
d2 φm
L

2
+ω 2
=
GDD = φm =
c
dω
dω2
dω
3
2
λ L d n
.
(12.44)
=
2πc2 dλ2

Empirical formulas for n(λ) such as Sellmeier’s equations are usually tabulated for common optical materials
so that all dispersion quantities in (12.43–12.45) can
be calculated. Parameters for some optical materials are
given in Table 12.3 for L = 1 mm.
Note that in fiber optics a slightly different terminology is used [12.25]. There the second-order dispersion
is the dominant contribution to pulse broadening. The
β parameter of a fiber is related to the second-order
dispersion by

d2 φm 

 
2
dω ω0 ps2
β=
,
(12.46)
L
km
where L denotes the length of the fiber. The dispersion
parameter D is a measure for the group delay dispersion
per unit bandwidth and is given by
D=

 ps 
ω20
|β|
.
2πc
nm km

faster than the red spectral components. Convenient devices for that purpose are based on angular dispersion
delivered by prisms and gratings. We start our discussion
again with the spectral transfer function [12.4]
ω
φ(ω) = Pop (ω) ,
(12.48)
c
where Pop denotes the optical path length. Equation (12.48) is the generalization of (12.41). The group
delay dispersion is given by


dPop
d2 Pop
1
λ3 d2 Pop
d2 φ
2
+
ω
=
=
c
dω
dω2
dω2
2πc2 dλ2
(12.49)

and is similar to (12.44). In a dispersive system the
optical path from an input reference plane to an output
reference plane can be written
Pop = l cos α ,

(12.50)

where l = l(ω0 ) is the distance from the input plane to
the output plane for the center frequency ω0 and α is the
angle of rays with frequency ω with respect to the ray
corresponding to ω0 . In general, it can be shown [12.4]
that the angular dispersion produces negative group
delay dispersion

 2
d2 φ
lω0 dα 
≈−
.
(12.51)
c
dω ω0
dω2
a)

lp = l (ù0)

b)

Down chirp

(12.47)

Angular Dispersion
Transparent media in the optical domain possess positive
group delay dispersion leading to up-chirped femtosecond pulses. To compress these pulses, optical systems
are needed that deliver negative group delay dispersion,
that is systems where the blue spectral components travel
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For ordinary optical glasses in the visible range we encounter normal dispersion, i. e., red parts of the laser
pulse will travel faster through the medium than blue
parts. So the symmetric temporal broadening of the pulse
due to φ will lead to a linearly up-chirped laser pulse
as discussed in the context of (12.19) and Fig. 12.3c. In
these cases the curvature of n(λ) is positive (upward concavity) emphasizing the terminology that positive GDD
leads to up-chirped pulses.
For the third-order dispersion (TOD) we obtain

 2
d n
d3 φm
L
d3 n

TOD = φm
3
=
=
+
ω
c
dω3
dω2
dω3
 2

4
3
d n
d n
−λ L
3 2 +λ 3 .
(12.45)
=
4π 2 c3
dλ
dλ
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Up chirp
No chirp

Time

Fig. 12.4a,b Prism sequences for adjustable group delay dispersion.
(a) Two-prism sequence in double-pass configuration (b) four-prism

sequence. Note that the spatial distribution of the frequency (spatial
chirp) after the second prism can be exploited for phase and/or
amplitude manipulations
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For pairs of elements (prisms or gratings) the first element provides the angular dispersion and the second
element recollimates the spectral components (see, for
example, Fig. 12.4). Using two pairs of elements permits
the lateral displacement of the spectral components (spatial chirp) to be canceled out and recovers the original
beam profile.
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Prism Sequences. Prism pairs [12.31] are well suited to
introduce adjustable group delay dispersion (Fig. 12.4).
Negative group delay dispersion is obtained via the angular dispersion of the first prism where the second prism
is recollimating the beam. Recovering the original beam
can be accomplished by either using a second pair of
prisms or by using a mirror. Inside a laser cavity one can
use either the four-prism arrangement or the two-prism
arrangement for linear cavities together with a retroreflecting mirror. Outside a laser cavity the two-prism
arrangement is often used, where the retroreflecting mirror is slightly off-axis to translate the recovered beam
at the entrance of the system to be picked of by an
additional mirror. There is also positive group delay dispersion in the system due to the material dispersion of
the actual glass path the laser beam takes through the
prism sequence. By translating one of the prisms along
its axis of symmetry it is possible to change the amount
of glass and therefore the amount of positive group delay
dispersion. These devices allow a convenient continuous
tuning of group delay dispersion from negative to positive values without beam deviation. The negative group
delay dispersion via the angular dispersion can be calculated with the help of (12.48) and (12.50). In the case of
minimum deviation and with the apex angle chosen so
that the Brewster condition is satisfied (minimum reflection losses), the spectra phase introduced by a four-prism
sequence φp (ω) can be used to approximate the group
delay dispersion by [12.4]

4lp λ3
d2 φp
≈
−
dω2
πc2



dn
dλ

2



d2 n
dn
+λ 2
dλ
dλ

(12.54)

d3 φfour−prism
d3 φm d3 φp
≈
+
3
dω
dω3
dω3
 2

4
d n
−λ L
d3 n
3
=
+
λ
4π 2 c3
dλ2
dλ3


6lp λ4 dn dn
d2 n
+ 2 3
+λ 2 .
π c dλ dλ
dλ
(12.55)

For a more-detailed discussion and other approaches to
the derivation of the total GDD and TOD for a prism
sequence see [12.31–35].
In principle one can get any amount of negative
group velocity using this method. However a prism
distance exceeding 1 m is often impractical. Higher
amounts of positive group delay dispersion might be
compensated for by the use of highly dispersive SF10
prisms but the higher third-order contribution prevent the
generation of ultrashort pulses in the 10 fs regime. Fused
quartz is a suitable material for ultrashort pulse generation with minimal higher-order dispersion. For example
a four-prism sequence with lp = 50 cm of fused quartz
d2 φ

used at 800 nm yields roughly dω2p ≈ −1000 fs2 . Estimating a cumulative glass path of L = 8 mm when going
2
through the apexes of the prisms yields ddωφ2m ≈ 300 fs2 .
In this way a maximum group delay dispersion of
+700 fs2 can be compensated.
Note that in such prism sequences the spatial distribution of the frequency components after the second
prism can be exploited. Simple apertures can be used to
tune the laser or to restrict the bandwidth. Appropriate
phase or amplitude masks might be inserted as well.

(12.52)

and the corresponding third-order dispersion yields approximately
d3 φp
6lp λ4 dn
≈
dω3
π 2 c3 dλ

be added
d2 φfour−prism
d2 φm d2 φp
≈
+
dω2
dω2
dω2
 
3
2
λ L d n 4lp λ3 dn 2
=
−
,
dλ
2πc2 dλ2
πc2


.

(12.53)

In order to determine the total GDD and TOD of the
four-prism sequence the corresponding contributions of
the cumulative mean glass path L (12.44, 12.45) have to

Grating Arrangements. Diffraction gratings provide
group delay dispersion in a similar manner to prisms.
Suitable arrangements can introduce positive as well
as negative group delay dispersion (see below). When
introducing negative group delay dispersion the corresponding device is termed a compressor, while a device
introducing positive group delay dispersion is termed
a stretcher. Grating arrangements have the advantage
of being much more dispersive but the disadvantage
of introducing higher losses than prism arrangements.
As intracavity elements they are used, for example, in
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high-gain fiber lasers. Outside laser cavities gratings are
widely used:

•
•

In Fig. 12.5 the reflection of a laser beam from a grating
is displayed. The spectrum of an ultrashort laser pulse
will be decomposed after reflection into the first order
according to the grating equation
sin (γ ) + sin (θ) =

λ
,
d

(12.56)

where γ is the angle of incidence, θ is the angle of
the reflected wavelength component and d −1 is the grating constant. Blazed diffraction gratings have maximum
transmission efficiency when employed in the Littrow
ã

è (ë)

d

Fig. 12.5 Reflection from a grating: the spectrum of an ul-

trashort laser pulse will be decomposed after reflection (γ =
angle of incidence, θ(λ) = angle of reflection, d −1 = grating
constant)

lg
Blue

è (ë0)
ã

Red

l0

Fig. 12.6 Grating compressor with parallel gratings and a mirror for
beam inversion (cf. the corresponding prism setup in Fig. 12.4a). The
red spectral components travel a longer optical path than the blue
spectral components (lg denotes the distance between the grating; l0
denotes the optical path for the center wavelength λ0 between two
gratings; both lengths are used by different authors in deriving the
group delay dispersion and the third order dispersion)

configuration, i. e., γ = θ(λ0 ) = blaze angle. This has
the additional advantage that astigmatism is minimized.
Blazed gold gratings with an efficiency of 90–95%
are commercially available with a damage threshold of
> 250 mJ/cm2 for a 1 ps pulse. For higher efficiency
and higher damage threshold dielectric gratings have
been developed, for example, dielectric gratings with
98% efficiency at 1053 nm and a damage threshold
> 500 mJ/cm2 for fs pulses are available.
A basic grating compressor (Fig. 12.6) consists
of two parallel gratings in a double-pass configuration [12.40]. The first grating decomposes the ultrashort
laser pulse into its spectral components. The second
grating is recollimating the beam. The original beam is
recovered by use of a mirror that inverts the beam. As in
such a device the red spectral components experience
a longer optical path than the blue spectral components, such an arrangement is suitable to compensate
for material dispersion.
In Fig. 12.7 different grating configurations are
displayed that produce: (a) zero, (b) positive and (c) negative group delay dispersion. Between the gratings an
additional telescope is employed.
In Fig. 12.7a, a so-called zero-dispersion compressor is depicted. The system consists of a telescope that

Part C 12.1

•
•

To compensate for large amounts of dispersion in
optical fibers;
For ultrashort pulse amplification up to the petawatt
regime with a technique called chirped pulse amplification (CPA) [12.36]: In order to avoid damage to
the optics and to avoid nonlinear distortion of the
spatial and temporal profile of the laser beam, ultrashort pulses (10 fs to 1 ps) are typically stretched in
time by a factor of 103 –104 prior to injection into the
amplifier. After the amplification process the pulses
have to be recompressed, compensating also for additional phase accumulated during the amplification
process. The topic is reviewed in [12.37];
For pulse-shaping applications (Sect. 12.1.3);
In combination with prism compressors to compensate third-order dispersion terms in addition to the
group delay dispersion [12.38]. This was the combination employed to establish the long standing world
record of 6 fs with dye lasers in 1987 [12.39].
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a)

The dispersion can be further modified by the use of
a magnifying telescope. In order to avoid material dispersion in the lenses and to minimize aberration effects,
reflective telescopes and especially Öffner telescopes are
usually employed [12.41, 42].
The phase transfer function φg for these arrangements can be calculated with the help of a matrix
formalism [12.43] and considering the case of finite
beam size [12.44].
For a reflective setup (neglecting material dispersion) the group delay dispersion and the thirdorder dispersion of the three telescope arrangements
(magnification = 1) in Fig. 12.7 can be described using
a characteristic length L

Red

a=0
Blue
f

2f

b)

f

Red

a<0
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(12.58)

With the help of the grating equation (12.56) cos[θ(λ)]
is given by:

2

λ
− sin γ .
cos[θ(λ)] = 1 −
(12.59)
d

a>0

f

(12.57)

f
lt

Fig. 12.7a–c Different grating configurations that produce (a) zero,
(b) positive and (c) negative group delay dispersion. Arrangement
(a) corresponds to a zero-dispersion compressor, (b) to a stretcher
and (c) to a compressor. The zero-dispersion compressor is often
used in pulse-shaping devices. The dashed line in (a) indicates the

Fourier-transform plane, whereas the stretcher and compressor are
key components for chirped pulse amplification

images the laser spot on the first grating onto the second grating. All wavelength components experience the
same optical path. In this manner zero net dispersion is
obtained. Due to the finite beam size on the grating the
components belonging to the same wavelength emerge
as a parallel beam and are focused with the lens of focal
length f spectrally into the symmetry plane thus providing a Fourier transform plane for pulse shaping, masking
or encoding (Sect. 12.1.3 and Fig. 12.11).
Translating one of the gratings out of the focal plane
closer to the telescope (Fig. 12.7b) results in an arrangement where the red components travel along a shorter
optical path. The device introduces positive group delay
dispersion (stretcher).
A compressor is realized by translating the grating
away from the focal plane. (Fig. 12.7c).

In reflective telescope setups usually only one grating
is employed using suitable beam-folding arrangements.
This reflects the situation when both gratings in Fig. 12.7
are moved out of the focal plane symmetrically. For
the telescope arrangements we therefore obtain as the
characteristic length L = 2 fa. According to Fig. 12.7
the parameter a is determined by the distance of the
grating to the lens
⎧
⎪
Compressor: lt > f, a > 0
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨
lt
Zero-dispersion compressor: : lt = f,
a = −1
⎪
f
⎪
a=0
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩
Stretcher: lt < f, a < 0 .
(12.60)

For the grating compressor depicted in Fig. 12.6 the
characteristic length L is given by
lg
(12.61)
L = l0 = 
λ
2 ,
1 − d − sin (γ )
where l0 is the optical path length of the center wavelength λ0 between the gratings and lg is the distance of
the gratings.
For the compressor in Fig. 12.6 we obtain a group
delay dispersion of − 1 × 106 fs2 [λ = 800 nm, d −1 =

Femtosecond Laser Pulses

1200 l/mm, l0 = 300 mm; γ = 28, 6◦ (Littrow)] being
orders of magnitude higher than the example given for
the prism sequence.
Dispersion due to Interference (Gires–Tournois
Interferometers and Chirped Mirrors)
The physics behind dispersion due to interference can
be illustrated in the following way [12.25]. Periodic
structures transmit or reflect waves of certain frequencies. Strong Bragg-type scattering usually occurs for
wavelengths comparable to the periodicity of the struc-

n

Iin

è

Iout
d

M1

M2

Fig. 12.8 Schematic diagram of a Gires–Tournois interferometer (GTI)

ture. In this context the periodicity induces a resonance
in the transfer function of the system, which then has
dispersion associated with it.
A Gires–Tournois interferometer (GTI) [12.45] is
a special case of a Fabry–Pérot interferometer in which
one mirror (M1) is a 100% reflector and the top mirror
(M2) is a low reflector, typically with a reflectivity of
a few percent (Fig. 12.8). The group delay dispersion
of such a device is given by (see for example [12.46]
or [12.3] and references therein)
√
−2t02 (1 − R) R sin ωt0
d2 φGTI
=
.
(12.62)
√
dω2
(1 + R − 2 R cos ωt0 )2
where t0 = (2nd cos θ)/c is the round-trip time of the
Fabry-Pérot [12.47], n is the refractive index of the material between the two layers, d is the thickness of the
interferometer and θ is the internal angle of the beam
between the layers. In this formula material dispersion
is neglected and R is the intensity reflectivity of the
top reflector. The group delay dispersion can be conveniently tuned either by tilting the device or by changing
the interferometer spacing. Increasing t0 increases the
dispersion, but at the same time reduces the frequency
range over which the group delay dispersion is constant.
These devices are typically used in applications employing pulses larger than 100 fs. For picosecond pulses
Time

Simple-chirped mirror
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Substrate
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Double-chirped mirror (DCM)
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Fig. 12.9a,b Schematic of different types of chirped mirrors: (a) simple chirped mirror; the wavelength-dependent

penetration depth is depicted. For a proper design, for example, an incoming up-chirped laser pulse can be transformed into
a bandwidth-limited pulse after reflection. (b) double chirped mirror; impedance matching by an additional antireflection
coating on top of the mirror and by a duty-cycle modulation inside the mirror
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the mirror spacing is on the order of several mm, for
femtosecond lasers the spacing has to be on the order of a few µm. In order to overcome the limitations
for femtosecond applications, GTIs were constructed on
the basis of dielectric multilayer systems [12.48]. The
corresponding spectral transfer functions can be found
in [12.4].
Nowadays specially designed dielectric multilayer
mirrors offer a powerful alternative for dispersion
management. Usually a dielectric mirror consists of alternating transparent pairs of high-index and low-index
layers where the optical thickness of all layers is chosen
to equal to 1/4 of the Bragg wavelength λB . Interference of the reflections at the index discontinuities add
up constructively for the Bragg wavelength. If the optia)
Pulse shaper

b) Objective

Calculated modified
electric fields

Computer
learning
algorithm

Feedback
signal

Pulse shaper

Real
electric fields

Experiment

Fig. 12.10 (a) Pulse-shaping issues (schematic): creation of
bandwidth-limited pulses from complex-structured pulses (left to
right). Creation of tailored pulse shapes (right to left). (b) Adaptive
femtosecond pulse shaping: a femtosecond laser system (not indicated) and a computer-controlled pulse shaper are used to generate
specific electric fields that are sent into an experiment. After deriving
a suitable feedback signal from the experiment a learning algorithm
calculates a modified electric fields based on the information from
the experimental feedback signal and the user-defined control objective. The improved laser pulse shapes are tested and evaluated
in the same manner. Cycling through this loop many times results
in iteratively optimized laser pulse shapes that finally approach the
objective

cal thickness of the layers along the mirror structure is
varied, then the Bragg wavelength depends on the penetration depth. Figure 12.9 shows an example where the
red wavelength components penetrate deeper into the
mirror structure then the blue wavelength components.
An up-chirped pulse impinging on the mirror surface
can be transformed into a bandwidth-limited pulse after reflection from this mirror. A gradual increase of the
Bragg wavelength along the mirror producing a negative
group delay dispersion was demonstrated by [12.49] and
the corresponding mirror was termed a chirped mirror,
allowing for the construction of compact femtosecond
oscillators [12.50]. Of course the Bragg wavelength
does not have to be varied linearly with the penetration depth. In principle chirp laws λB (z) can be
found for compensation of higher-order dispersion in
addition. It was realized, that the desired dispersion
characteristics of the chirped mirrors can be spoiled
by spurious effects originating from multiple reflections
within the coating stack and at the interface to the ambient medium, leading to dispersion oscillations (see
the discussion on GTI). An exact coupled-mode analysis [12.51] was used to develop a so-called double-chirp
technique in combination with a broadband antireflection coating, in order to avoid the oscillations in the
group delay dispersion. Using accurate analytical expressions double chirped mirrors could be designed and
fabricated with a smooth and custom-tailored group delay dispersion [12.52] suitable for generating pulses
in the two cycle regime directly from a Ti:sapphire
laser [12.53]. Double chirping has the following meaning: in conventional chirped mirrors, equal optical
lengths of high-index (hi) and low-index (lo) material
within one period are employed, i. e., Plo = Phi = λB /4.
Double chirping keeps the duty cycle η as an additional degree of freedom under the constraint: Plo +
Phi = (1 − η)λB /2 + ηλB /2 = λB /2. Dispersion oscillations could further be suppressed by a back-side-coated
double-mirror design [12.54].
Pulse Shaping
The methods for dispersion management described so
far are well suited to compensate higher-order dispersion terms in linear optical setups such as group delay
dispersion and third-order dispersion. Much greater flexibility in dispersion management and the possibility of
creating complex-shaped laser pulses with respect to
phase, amplitude and polarization state is given with
the help of (computer-controlled) pulse-shaping techniques (Fig. 12.10a). The issue was recently reviewed
by Weiner [12.29, 55].
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Fig. 12.11 Basic layout for Fourier-transform femtosecond pulse
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Fig. 12.12 Dispersion-optimized layout for Fourier transform femtosecond pulse shaping. The incoming beam is
dispersed by the first grating (G). The spectral components
go slightly out of plane and are sagitally focused by a cylindrical mirror (CM) via a plane-folding mirror (FM) in the
Fourier plane (FP). Then the original beam is reconstructed
by a mirrored setup

components are positioned along an optical line (grating
in the Littrow configuration). For ultrashort pulses below 100 fs, however, spatial and temporal reconstruction
errors become a problem due to the chromatic abberations introduced by the lenses. Therefore, lenses are
often replaced by curved mirrors. In general, optical errors are minimized if the tilting angles of the curved
mirrors within the telescope are as small as possible.
A folded, compact and dispersion optimized setup is de-
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A new class of experiments emerged in which
pulse-shaping techniques were combined with some
experimental signal embedded in a feedback learning
loop [12.56–59]. In this approach a given pulse shape is
evaluated in order to produce an improved pulse shape,
which enhances the feedback signal (see Fig. 12.10b).
These techniques have an impact on an increasing number of scientists in physics, chemistry, biology and
engineering. This is due to the fact that primary lightinduced processes can be studied and even actively
controlled via adaptive femtosecond pulse shaping. For
a small selection of work in various areas see [12.60–71].
Because of their short duration, femtosecond laser
pulses cannot be directly shaped in the time domain.
Therefore, the idea of pulse shaping is to modulate the
+ (ω) by a linear mask,
incident spectral electric field Ẽ in
i. e., the optical transfer function, M̃(ω) in the frequency
domain. According to (12.38) this results in an outgoing
+
+ (ω) =
shaped spectral electric field Ẽ out
(ω) = M̃(ω) Ẽ in
−iφ
+
R̃(ω) e d Ẽ in (ω). The mask may modulate the spectral
amplitude response R̃(ω) and the spectral phase transfer
function φd (ω). Furthermore, polarization shaping has
been demonstrated [12.72].
One way to realize a pulse shaper is the Fouriertransform pulse shaper. Its operation principle is based
on optical Fourier transformations from the time domain
into the frequency domain and vice versa. In Fig. 12.11
a standard design of such a pulse shaper is sketched. The
incoming ultrashort laser pulse is dispersed by a grating
and the spectral components are focused by a lens of focal length f . In the back focal plane of this lens – the
Fourier plane – the spectral components of the original
pulse are separated from each other, having minimum
beam waists. By this means, the spectral components
can be modulated individually by placing a linear mask
into the Fourier plane. Afterwards, the laser pulse is
reconstructed by performing an inverse Fourier transformation back into the time domain. Optically, this is
realized by a mirrored setup consisting of an identical
lens and grating. The whole setup – without the linear
mask – is called a zero-dispersion compressor since it
introduces no dispersion if the 4 f condition is met (see
also Fig. 12.7a). As a part of such a zero-dispersion compressor, the lenses separated by the distance 2 f , form
a telescope with unitary magnification. Spectral modulations as stated by (12.38) can be set by inserting the
linear mask.
Due to the damage threshold of the linear masks
used, cylindrical focusing lenses (or mirrors) are normally used instead of spherical optics. The standard
design in Fig. 12.11 has the advantage that all optical
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Fig. 12.13 Schematic diagram of an electronically addressed phaseonly liquid-crystal spatial light modulator (LC-SLM). By adjusting
the voltages of the individual pixels, the liquid-crystal molecules
reorient themselves on average partially along the direction of the
electric field. This leads to a change in refractive index and therefore
to a phase modulation which can be independently controlled for
different wavelength components
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picted in Fig. 12.12 [12.73]. For ultrashort pulses in the
< 10 fs regime prisms have been employed as dispersive
elements instead of gratings [12.74].
A very popular linear mask for computer-controlled
pulse shaping in such setups is the liquid-crystal spatial light modulator (LC-SLM). A schematic diagram
of an electronically addressed phase-only LC-SLM is
depicted in Fig. 12.13. In the Fourier plane the individual wavelength components of the laser pulse are
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Fig. 12.14 Schematic illustration of shaping the temporal profile of

an ultrashort laser pulse by retardation of the spectrally dispersed
individual wavelength components in a phase only LC-SLM. The
LC-SLM is located in the Fourier plane of the setups displayed in
Fig. 12.11 and Fig. 12.12

spatially dispersed and can be conveniently manipulated by applying voltages at the separate pixels leading
to changes of the refractive index . Upon transmission
of the laser beam through the LC-SLM a frequencydependent phase is acquired due to the individual pixel
voltage values and consequently the individual wavelength components are retarded with respect to each
other. Actual LC-SLMs contain up to 640 pixels [12.75].
In this way, an immensely large number of different
spectrally phase modulated pulses can be produced.
A phase-only LC-SLM does to a first approximation not
change the spectral amplitudes and therefore the integrated pulse energy remains constant for different pulse
shapes. By virtue of the Fourier transform properties,
spectral phase changes result in phase- and amplitudemodulated laser pulse temporal profiles, as depicted
schematically in Fig. 12.14.
If such an LC-SLM is oriented at 45◦ with respect
to the linear polarization of the incident light field (either with the help of a wave plate or a suitably designed
LC-SLM), polarization is induced in addition to retardance. A single LC-SLM together with a polarizer can
be used therefore as an amplitude modulator. However,
this also leads to phase modulation depending on the
amplitude modulation level. For independent phase and
amplitude control dual LC-SLMs are currently used. In
such a setup a second LC-SLM is fixed back-to-back at
−45◦ with respect to the linear polarization of light in
front of the first LC-SLM and the stack is completed
with a polarizer. For an early setup for independent
phase and amplitude modulations see [12.76] whereas
modern configurations are described in [12.55]. Alternatively, simple amplitude modulation functions R̃(ω)
can be realized by insertion of absorbing material at
specific locations in the Fourier plane, thus eliminating
the corresponding spectral components within the pulse
spectrum [12.77].
For polarization shaping [12.72] the polarizer is
removed and spectral phase modulation can be imposed independently onto two orthogonal polarization
directions. The interference of the resulting elliptically polarized spectral components leads to complex
evolutions of the polarization state in the time domain. As any element between the LC-SLM stack and
the experiment can modify the polarization evolution,
dual-channel spectral interferometry and experimentally
calibrated Jones matrix analysis have been employed
for characterization [12.78]. A representation of a complex polarization shaped pulse is displayed in Fig. 12.15.
Such pulses open up an immense range of applications,
especially in quantum control, because vectorial proper-
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Fig. 12.15a,b Electric field representation for a polarizationmodulated laser pulse. Time evolves from left to right,
and electric field amplitudes are indicated by the sizes
of the corresponding ellipses. The momentary frequency
can be indicated by colors, and the shadows represent the
amplitude envelopes of the orthogonal electric field components. (a) A Gaussian-shaped laser spectrum supporting
80 fs laser pulses is taken for an illustrative theoretical example. (b) A complex experimentally realized polarization
modulated laser pulse is shown. The width of the temporal
window is 7.5 ps (After [12.78])
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ties of multiphoton transitions can be addressed [12.79,
80].
Another possibility to realize phase-only pulse shaping is based on deformable mirrors consisting of a small
number (∼10) of electrostatically controlled membrane
mirrors [12.81]. These devices are placed in the Fourier
plane and by a slight out-of-plane tilt upon reflection half
of the optics can be saved (see Fig. 12.16 for an illustration). The use of a micro-mirror array with 240 × 200
pixels used in reflection and a waveform update rate
larger than 1 kHz has also been demonstrated [12.82].
Acousto-optic modulators (AOMs) can be used for
programmable pulse shaping as well. Two different
approaches exist.
One approach is depicted in Fig. 12.17 and is reviewed in [12.83, 84]. The AOM crystal is oriented at
the Bragg angle to the Fourier plane of a zero-dispersion
compressor. In the visible TeO2 crystals are normally
used whereas in the infrared InP crystals are employed.
A programmable radio-frequency (RF) signal driving
the piezoelectric transducer of the AOM creates an
acoustic wave that propagates through the crystal. As
light travels at orders of magnitude faster velocity, the
acoustic wave can be considered as a fixed modulated
grating at the moment the spatially dispersed laser beam
hits the crystal. The amplitude and phase of the acoustic wave determine the diffraction efficiency and phase
shift at each point in space. The beam is diffracted typically below 1◦ by the AOM via the photoelastic effect.
AOMs can place in the order of thousand independent
features onto the spectrum and have a significantly faster
update rate than an LC-SLMs. On the other hand the optical throughput of such devices is well below 50% and
typical mode-locked laser sources running at 100 MHz
repetition rate in general cannot be pulse shaped because
the acoustic wave is traveling several tens of microns in
10 ns. This is not a limitation for amplified ultrafast laser
systems where the pulse repetition rate is usually slower
than the acoustic aperture time, since this allows the
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acoustic pattern to be synchronized to each amplifier
pulse and to be refreshed before the next pulse arrives.
The other AOM approach is based on an acoustooptic programmable dispersive filter (AOPDF) and does
not need to be placed in the Fourier plane of a 4 f device [12.85–87]. A schematic of this device is shown
in Fig. 12.18. Again, a programmable signal driving the
piezoelectric transducer of the AOM creates an acoustic
Silicon nitride membrane
coated with gold

f

f
Linear array of electrodes

Fig. 12.16 Schematic of a phase-only deformable-mirror pulse

shaper
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Fig. 12.17 Programmable pulse-shaping device based on the use of an acoustooptic modulator as the spatial light modulator
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Fig. 12.18 Schematic of an acoustooptic programmable dispersive
filter (AOPDF)

wave that propagates through the crystal and reproduces
spatially the temporal shape of the RF signal. Two optical modes can be coupled efficiently by acoustooptic
interaction only in the case of phase matching. If there is
locally only one spatial frequency in the acoustic grating,
then only one optical frequency can be diffracted at that
position from the fast ordinary axis (mode 1) to the slow
extraordinary axis (mode 2). The incident optical short
pulse is initially in mode 1. Different groups of optical
frequency components travel a different distance before
they encounter phase-matched spatial frequencies in the
acoustic grating. At that position part of the energy is
diffracted onto mode 2. The pulse leaving the device
at mode 2 will be made of all spectral components that
have been diffracted at the various positions. If the velocities of the two modes are different, each frequency will

see a different time delay. The amplitude of specific frequency components of the output pulse is controlled by
the acoustic power at the position where that frequency
components are diffracted. With the help of a 2.5 cmlong TeO2 crystal, a group delay range of 3 ps, 6.7 fs
temporal resolution and 30% diffraction efficiency has
been reported [12.86]. In general pulse shapers based on
LC-SLMs or deformable mirrors have low transmission
losses, are suitable also for high-repetition-rate modelocked laser oscillators, do not impose additional chirp
and have a low waveform update rate on the order of
10 Hz. Setups based on AOMs have high transmission
losses and impose additional chirp, but they have a waveform update rate on the order of 100 kHz. Both AOMs
and LC-SLMs can impose on the order of 1000 independent features onto the spectrum and are both suitable for
amplitude and phase modulation. Programmable polarization shaping has been demonstrated so far only with
LC-SLMs.
The programmable femtosecond pulse-shaping techniques described so far allow control of the temporal
profile of an output waveform in phase, amplitude and
polarization. This can be thought of as control over
one spatial dimension, the direction of propagation.
With that respect this temporal-only pulse shaping is
one dimensional. Automated two-dimensional phaseonly pulse shaping employing an optically addressed
reflective two-dimensional SLM with negligible interpixel gaps allows real-space pulse shaping, in which
a sample or device is irradiated with different tempo-
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rally shaped waveforms at different locations [12.88].
The pulse-shaping arrangement is similar to conventional 4 f spectral filtering arrangements, with the
difference that the incoming beam is expanded in
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one dimension and the two-dimensional SLM is employed in a reflection geometry. Such a unit has been
employed for two-dimensional shaping of surface polaritons [12.89].
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TRT =

2L
c

(12.63)

(c is the velocity of light and for simplicity the refractive
index is taken as unity) the radiation energy is spread
out fairly uniform between the mirrors. The generation
of ultrashort laser pulses is based on the confinement of

2L

2L

L

EM
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Femtosecond laser pulses can be generated directly from
a wide variety of lasers with wavelengths ranging from
the ultraviolet to the infrared. This range is greatly extended by the use of nonlinear frequency-conversion
techniques. Continuous tuning is achieved, for example,
via optical parametric oscillators followed by (cascaded)
sum- and difference-frequency mixing. Tuning of amplified femtosecond laser systems is achieved via optical
parametric amplifiers. The generation of a white-light
continuum is also a standard technique for the generation of new wavelengths. With high-power femtosecond
laser systems the X-ray region can be reached by focusing the radiation into a solid-state material or via
high-harmonic generation whereas the latter technique
also opens the door to the attosecond regime. The THz
spectral region can be accessed via femtosecond lasers
as well.
With very few exceptions the generation of ultrashort pulses relies on a technique known as mode
locking. The topic has been covered in review articles (see, for example, [12.46, 90–93]), in several
books devoted to ultrashort laser pulses (see, for example, [12.2–5,94]) and in general laser text books (see,
for example, [12.47, 95–97]). For a recent compilation
of mode locking different laser systems ranging from
solid-state lasers through fiber lasers to semiconductor
lasers see, for example, [12.98].
Here we will limit the description to the basic concepts of mode locking.
A laser is typically constructed with a pair of mirrors separated by a distance L which enclose a gain
medium and other components. In a continuous-wave
(CW) laser or in a pulsed laser where the pulse duration is substantially greater then the cavity round-trip
time TRT

OC

Fig. 12.19 Simple snapshot representation of a mode-locked laser.
The pulse is propagating back and forth between the end mirror
(EM) and the output coupler (OC). The pulses in the output beam
are separated by 2L in space (or 2L/c = TRT in time). The dashed
box represents the gain medium and other laser components

the energy in the cavity into a small spatial region. This
single pulse bounces back and forth between the mirrors
at the velocity of light. As indicated in Fig. 12.19 the
output beam arises from partial transmission of the intracavity pulse through the output coupler and therefore
consists of a train of replicas of the cavity pulse separated by 2L in space or by TRT in time. A laser operating
in this fashion is said to be mode locked for reasons that
will become apparent soon.
In order to understand the physics behind mode locking a more precise discussion is necessary. Generally two
conditions govern the frequency spectrum of a laser. On
the one hand the overall envelope of the spectrum is determined by the emission profile of the lasing medium
and by the characteristics of any wavelength selective
element within the cavity. On the other hand for each
transverse mode the cavity allows oscillations only at
discrete frequencies νn the so-called longitudinal modes.
Usually only one transverse mode namely the lowestorder mode having a Gaussian profile is permitted to
oscillate in mode-locked laser systems. The corresponding set of longitudinal modes consists of a picket fence
of regularly spaced modes – also termed the frequency
comb – being separated by a frequency of δν
δν = νn+1 − νn =

1
c
=
.
2L
TRT

(12.64)
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Fig. 12.20 Longitudinal modes in a laser cavity. The spac-

ing δν of the modes is determined by the cavity length via
δν = c/2L = 1/TRT . Only those modes exceeding the loss
line will lase. The FWHM of the spectral intensity function δν is also indicated in addition. In lasers used for pulse
generation below 10 fs the number of modes lasing is of the
order 106

Taking both conditions together the emission spectrum
of the laser will consist of those modes which have sufficient gain to lie above the threshold for lasing. The
corresponding relationships are depicted in Fig. 12.20.
The total electric field E(t) resulting from such a multimode oscillation at a fixed point in space, say at one of
the mirrors, is given by
E(t) =

N−1


Total electrical
field E (t)

TRT = 2L
c

Laser power
output P (t)
Ppeak

E n sin[2π(ν0 + nδν)t + ϕn (t)] , (12.65)

n=0

where N is the number of oscillating modes, ϕn (t) is the
phase of the nth mode and ν0 is the lowest-frequency
mode above the lasing threshold.
The average laser power output P(t) is proportional to the square of the total electric field. Unless
some method of fixing the relative phases ϕn (t) of the
modes is used they will generally vary randomly in time.
This produces a random variation of the average laser
power output P(t) as a result of the random interference
between modes.
If the phases are fixed with respect to each other
[ϕn (t) → ϕn ], it can be shown that E(t) and accordingly
P(t) repeats with the period TRT . In the case that the
individual ϕn are randomly fixed, each noise spike in
the random but periodic laser output power has a duration ∆t roughly equal to 1/∆ν with ∆ν being the
FWHM of the spectral intensity function (Fig. 12.23e,
f). Within this approach the properties of perfectly mode-

Ät » TRT
N

P
Time t

Fig. 12.21 Superposition of four sine waves with equal amplitude E 0 , differing in frequency by δν. The electric field
of the individual waveforms, the total electric field E(t ), its
envelope and the output power P(t ) as well as the average
power P̄ are shown

locked lasers are determined by a linear phase relation
ϕn = nα amongst the modes, that is, a constant phase relation between two adjacent modes. This is the so-called
mode-locking condition. To simplify the analysis of this
case identical amplitudes E n = E 0 for all modes are assumed corresponding to a square gain profile and for
convenience α is set to zero. The summation of (12.65)
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then yields


 
N −1
sin(Nπδνt)
δν t
.
E(t) = E 0 sin 2π ν0 +
2
sin(πδνt)
(12.66)

The resulting electric field consists of a rapid oscillating
part at the light central frequency
νc = ν0 + N−1
2 δν with

sin(Nπδνt) 

the envelope sin(πδνt) oscillating with δν = 1/TRT .
Averaging the fast oscillation νc the output power P(t)
is given by


sin(Nπδνt) 2
P(t) = P0
(12.67)
sin(πδνt)

1. The power is emitted in the form of a train of pulses
with a period corresponding to the cavity round-trip
1
.
time TRT = δν
2. The peak power PPeak increases quadratically with
the number N of modes locked together: PPeak =
N 2 P0 . Mode locking is therefore useful to produce
high peak powers and by focusing the laser beam to
create high peak intensities; the average power P̄ of
both a mode-locked and a non-mode-locked laser is
given by P̄ = N P0 .
3. The FWHM pulse duration ∆t decreases linearly
with the number N of modes locked together or
equivalent is approximately the inverse of the gain
bandwidth ∆ν:
TRT
1
1
∆t ≈
=
=
.
N
Nδν ∆ν
This is why in the past dye lasers and nowadays
solid-state lasers with large gain bandwidths are
used to create femtosecond pulses. Ultrafast dye
lasers generated pulses as short as 27 fs with around
10 mW of average power [12.99], whereas pulses
around 5–6 fs with around 100 mW average power
can be produced with Ti:sapphire lasers [12.53,100].
In general the minimum pulse duration for a given
gain profile can be estimated via the bandwidth product introduced in Sect. 12.1.2 and is summarized for
various line shapes in Table 12.1.
The basic properties of mode locking are visualized
with the help of Figs. 12.21–12.23. Figure 12.21 depicts
the Fourier synthesis of a pulse obtained by the superposition of four sine waves with same amplitude and
ϕn (t) = 0 according to (12.65, 12.66, 12.67).
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Fig. 12.22 Comparison of the one, two-, four- and six-mode
cases. An increase in the number of modes leads to a decrease in pulse duration. The peak power Ppeak increases
quadratically with the number N of modes locked together,
whereas the average power P̄ of both a mode-locked and
a non-mode-locked laser scales linearly with N

In Fig. 12.22 the dependence of the pulse duration
and peak power on the number of locked modes is illustrated for this case. Finally in Fig. 12.23 the shape
of the average output power is displayed for N = 10
equally spaced modes with different relative amplitudes
and phase angles according to (12.65).
In the following we will summarize some moretechnical related considerations. Mode locking is
essentially achieved by applying a periodic loss (or gain)
modulation to the intracavity radiation whose period is
matched to the cavity round trip time. The mechanisms
can be described either in the frequency or time domain.
In the frequency domain one can start the consideration from the lowest-loss longitudinal mode. The
periodic modulation at the frequency of the round-trip
time leads to sidebands whose frequencies coincide with
those of the adjacent longitudinal laser modes. In this
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where P0 is the average power of one wave.
A discussion of this equation yields important insight
into the properties of laser pulses generated via mode
locking.
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b) Laser power output P (t)
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e) Laser power output P (t)
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c) Laser power output P (t)
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f) Laser power output P (t)
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Fig. 12.23a–f Output power for 10 equally spaced modes with dif-

ferent relative amplitudes (as indicated in the insets) and phase
angles (TRT is the round-trip time): (a) linear phase relation ϕn = nα
amongst the modes (i. e., a constant phase relation between two adjacent modes) with α = 0, (b) linear phase relation ϕn = nα with
α = π, (c) Gaussian spectrum with five modes at FWHM and linear
phase relation with α = 0, (d) random spectrum and linear phase relation with α = 0, (e) constant spectrum and random phase, (f) constant
spectrum and different random phase

way energy is shifted from one mode to adjacent modes
and as a result all longitudinal modes become finally

locked in phase. In the time domain, the periodic modulation can be visualized as an intracavity shutter that
is open once per round trip time. Such a stationary
time window of minimum loss will provide a higher
net gain on each round trip for those photons that are
concentrated in that time window.
Approaches for providing the periodic modulation
are grouped into active and passive schemes, and hybrid schemes that make use of a combination of the two.
Active mode locking is obtained with an active element
within the laser cavity, for example an acoustooptic modulator, generating a loss modulation. The modulation has
to be precisely synchronized with the cavity round trips.
Modulating the gain is also possible and can be achieved
by synchronous pumping. In this case the amplifying
medium of the laser is pumped with the output of another
mode-locked laser whereby the cavity round-trip times
for both lasers have to be matched. Passive mode locking
is obtained by the laser radiation itself that produces the
modulation via the interaction with a nonlinear device
in the laser cavity. Typical nonlinear devices are some
type of saturable absorbers which exhibit an intensity
dependent loss as they interact with the laser radiation.
This modulation is thus automatically synchronized to
the cavity round-trip frequency. Because pulse timing
does not have to be externally controlled there is usually
no need for synchronization electronics, making passive schemes conceptually simpler compared to active
schemes. Originally organic dyes were used as real saturable absorbers, for example to generate picosecond
pulses from solid-state lasers and pulses down to 27 fs
from dye lasers [12.99]. The shortest pulses nowadays
are generated in solid-state laser media, being passively
mode-locked using the optical Kerr effect. This approach
was originated by [12.101]. Pulses with less than 6 fs
are nowadays generated directly from Ti:sapphire lasers
with Kerr-lens mode locking [12.53, 100]. At a center
wavelength of 800 nm a pulse duration of 5.4 fs contains
only two optical cycles at full-width half-maximum of
the pulse intensity.

12.3 Measurement Techniques for Femtosecond Laser Pulses
For energy, power, spectrum and spatial beam measurements of ultrashort laser pulses standard laser
diagnostic techniques are employed [12.5, 47]. For
a measurement of the pulse duration or more interesting of the time-dependent amplitude and phase of
an ultrashort laser pulse, dedicated methods have been
developed and are described in several textbooks and

references therein [12.4–6]. Here the basic ideas and
underlying concepts are highlighted.
As the time and frequency domain are related by
the Fourier transformation (12.6, 12.7, 12.11, 12.12) it
should be sufficient to measure amplitude and phase in
only one of the domains. Let us first shortly reflect on the
frequency domain. All spectrometers no matter whether

Femtosecond Laser Pulses

12.3.1 Streak Camera
The basic principle of a streak camera is depicted in
Fig. 12.24. The ultrafast optical signal I(t) to be analyzed is focused on a photocathode, where the signal is
converted almost instantaneously into a number of electrons. The electrons then pass through a horizontal pair

of accelerating electrodes and hit a phosphor screen after passing an electron multiplier (MCP). The screen is
then imaged with the help of a highly sensitive camera (not shown). The temporal resolution relies on the
concept of transferring a temporal profile into a spatial
profile. This is done by passing the electron pulse between a pair of vertical sweep electrodes. A high voltage
is applied to the sweep electrodes at a timing synchronized to the incident light. During this high-speed sweep
the electrons arriving at different times are deflected at
different angles and consequently hit the MCP at different vertical directions. In this manner the vertical
position on the phosphor screen serves as a time axis.
The brightness of the signal is proportional to the intensity profile of the incident ultrashort optical signal.
The horizontal direction of the image corresponds to the
horizontal location of the incident light. For example if
the streak camera is used in combination with a polychromator the time variation of the incident light with
respect to wavelength can be measured. Time-resolved
spectroscopy is therefore one of the application areas
of these devices. Commercial devices [12.102, 103] are
quoted with a temporal resolution of < 200 fs. Using
different photocathode materials a spectral response can
be achieved from 115 nm up to 1600 nm. X-ray streak
cameras with a temporal resolution of 1.5 ps are quoted
as well.

Sweep circuit

Trigger signal

Streak image on
phosphor screen

Sweep
electrode

Lens
Light
intensity

Time

Space

Incident light

Time
Slit

Photocathode Accelerating
mesh

Trigger signal
Sweep voltage

Incident light

MCP

Phosphor
screen

Space

Phosphor image

Phosphor screen
Time

Fig. 12.24 Working principle (top) and timing (bottom) of a streak camera (After [12.102]). The spatial coordinate might
be a wavelength coordinate after having dispersed the ultrashort optical signal with the help of a polychromator
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diffraction-grating or Fourier-transform devices measure a quantity that is proportional to the spectral intensity
(Sect. 12.3.3) and therefore the phase information is lost.
On the other hand direct electronic techniques for
temporal pulse-width measurements, consisting of fast
photodiodes and high-bandwidth (sampling) oscilloscopes, are limited to the several-picosecond regime.
Fast photodiodes are therefore not suited to record
the temporal profile of an ultrashort laser pulse. Often they are employed to check on the mode-locked
operation of an ultrafast oscillator or to derive synchronization signals for amplification setups or synchronized
experiments. The only detector that reaches a time resolution below one picosecond is the streak camera.
However, a characterization of ultrashort pulses with
respect to amplitude and phase requires optical correlation techniques, especially methods that operate in the
time–frequency domain. The latter techniques will be
described in more detail.

12.3 Measurement Techniques for Femtosecond Laser Pulses
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12.3.2 Intensity Autocorrelation
and Cross-Correlation
A widely used technique to estimate the pulse duration
or to check whether a laser produces pulses rather than
statistical intensity fluctuations is to measure the socalled intensity autocorrelation SintAC [12.104]
∞
SintAC (τ) = I(t)I(t + τ) dt
−∞
∞

Part C 12.3

=

and two-photon absorption in semiconductor photodiodes [12.105, 106] are commonly used (in a two-photon
diode the photon energy is within the band gap and
only simultaneous two-photon absorption can lead to
a signal). In the case of frequency-doubling crystals thin
crystals have to be used in order to ensure that the ratio
of the crystals phase-matching bandwidth to the pulse
spectral bandwidth is large. For 100 fs pulses at 800 nm
the beta-barium borate (BBO) crystal thickness should
a)
E (t)

I(t)I(t − τ) dt = SintAC (−τ) . (12.68)

−∞

This is the time integral of one pulse intensity multiplied by the intensity of a time-shifted replica of the
same pulse as a function of the time shift τ. The intensity autocorrelation has its maximum at τ = 0 and is
always symmetrical [see (12.68)]. In this fundamental
arrangement one pulse serves as a gate to scan the other.
It can be realized with any interferometer (for examples see Fig. 12.25) that splits the pulse into two pulses
and recombines them with an adjustable time delay between them. Note within that context that, for example
a 100 fs pulse duration, corresponds to a spatial extent
of 30 µm, a dimension readily measurable with standard
translation stages. Measuring the spatial overlap of the
two pulses requires a nonlinear process to generate a detection signal proportional to the intensity product of the
two pulses. Second-harmonic generation in thin crystals

M
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ô

M
M

NLSG

M

Delay stage (ô)
(300nm = 1 fs)
Nonlinear signal
3
1

Fig. 12.25a,b Optical layout for autocorrelation setups.
(a) Collinear autocorrelator (dispersion minimized): the

incoming pulse is split into two parts, where one is variably delayed with respect to the other. The pulses are
recombined and focused on a nonlinear signal generator
(NLSG). Second-harmonic generation in thin crystals and
two-photon absorption in semiconductor photodiodes are
commonly used for this purpose. Other second-order nonlinear effects can be used as well. The nonlinear signal
is measured as a function of delay. If the measurement is
performed with interferometric accuracy the interferometric autocorrelation is recorded. If the setup averages the
fast oscillations of the light field (see (12.76)) the intensity autocorrelation with background is recorded, having
a center-to-offset ratio of 3:1 (see (12.77)).
(b) Non-collinear autocorrelator for recording the background free intensity autocorrelation (M = mirror; BS =
beam splitter; SHG = second harmonic generation; D =
detector; L = lens)
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∞
SintCC (τ) =

I1 (t)I2 (t + τ) dt .

(12.69)

ù

t+ô

x

t

−∞

For Gaussian pulse shapes the corresponding FWHM
quantities are related by
2
∆tintCC
= ∆t12 + ∆t22 .

I (t)

(12.70)

Fig. 12.26 (a) Optical layout for a single-shot autocorrelator. The

In general the second momenta of the individual pulses
have to be considered [12.23].
For high-power femtosecond laser systems higherorder cross-correlations Shigher order int CC are a very
convenient and powerful tool to determine intensity profiles by making use of nonlinear optical processes of the
order n + 1 and m + 1

delayed replicas of the incident pulse are focused with the help of
a cylindrical lens (CL) onto a second-harmonic generation (SHG)
crystal. The spatiotemporal overlap of the two spatially extended
pulses is measured via SHG and recorded with a camera (M = mirror;
BS = beam splitter). (b) Detail of (a). In the region of spatiotemporal
overlap, second-harmonic generation is induced via type I phase
matching and the autocorrelation in time is transformed into a spatial
intensity distribution along the x-axis. (After [12.5])

∞
Shigher order intCC (τ) =

I1n (t)I2m (t + τ) dt .

−∞

(12.71)
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not be thicker than ≈ 100 µm and crystals as thin as
5 µm have been used to measure few-fs pulses [12.6].
The intensity autocorrelation is obtained directly,
when the two time-delayed laser pulses are not recombined collinearly but focused at a mutual angle into the
thin nonlinear crystal. This leads to the so-called background free intensity autocorrelation. For the collinear
setup the intensity autocorrelation is obtained by averaging the fast oscillations of the light field [(12.76) in
Sect. 12.3.3].
The collinear intensity autocorrelation has a signalto-background ratio of 3:1 [(12.77) in Sect. 12.3.3].
The intensity autocorrelation provides only limited
information on the pulse shape, because there are infinitely many symmetric and asymmetric pulse shapes
that lead to very similar symmetric autocorrelation
traces. The procedure to estimate a pulse duration from
intensity autocorrelations is to assume a pulse shape and
then to calculate the FWHM pulse duration ∆t from the
known ratio with respect to the FWHM of the intensity autocorrelation ∆tintAC . In this approach generally
Gaussian shapes or hyperbolic secant shapes are assumed. The ratio ∆tintAC /∆t for various shapes [12.22]
is given in Table 12.1.
If a pulse I1 (t) is characterized, for example, in such
a way it can be used to gate a second unknown pulse
I2 (t) by measuring the intensity cross-correlation SintCC
with a suitable nonlinear second-order signal like, for
example, sum- or difference-frequency mixing or twophoton photodiodes

12.3 Measurement Techniques for Femtosecond Laser Pulses

In this case the corresponding FWHM quantities assuming Gaussian pulse shapes are given by
1 2 1 2
2
∆t .
(12.72)
∆thigher-order
intCC = ∆t1 +
n
m 2
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The intensity autocorrelation does not necessarily have
to be recorded by moving one interferometer arm as
depicted in Fig. 12.25. In a so-called single-shot autocorrelator [12.107, 108] the two pulses are coupled
non-collinearly into a thin frequency-doubling crystal
(Fig. 12.26). Only in a small region within the crystal the pulses have spatiotemporal overlap. According
to the geometry of the setup in Fig. 12.26b the delay
time τ is related to the spatial coordinate x0 . Imaging the frequency-doubled signal yields an intensity
autocorrelation as a function of the spatial coordinate

12.3.3 Interferometric Autocorrelations
We will now discuss the case of a collinear autocorrelation in more detail. The simplest interferometric signal
is that from a linear detector that records the intensity
of the recombined pulses. For identical electric fields
E of the two pulses, the signal Slinear interferometric AC as
a function of their relative delay τ is
∞
Slinear interferometric AC (τ) =
[E(t) + E(t + τ)]2 dt
−∞

∞
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SintAC (x0 ) =

I(x)I(x + x0 ) dx .

∞

(12.73)

=2

−∞

−∞

∞

These single-shot devices are especially suited for highintensity femtosecond laser pulses and are therefore
convenient tools to adjust low-repetition femtosecond
amplifiers. Phase-sensitive setups have also been reported [12.108, 109].
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(12.74)

where we have skipped the prefactors defined in
Sects. 12.1.1 and 12.1.2. The signal consists of an offset given by the summed intensity of the two pulses
and the interference term that is described by an autocorrelation of the electric field. The Wiener–Khintchine
theorem states that the Fourier transformation of the
autocorrelation of the electric field yields the spectral
density [12.110] – a quantity that is proportional to the
spectral intensity I(ω), which is the basis for Fourier
spectroscopy. A linear autocorrelation therefore contains
no information beyond the amplitude of the spectrum
and the total intensity of the pulse.
A solution to this problem is a nonlinear detector
that is sensitive to the squared intensity and yields the
signal Squadratic interferometric AC

(12.75)

−∞

Sf 1

c)

2

+2

Squadratic interferometric AC (τ)
∞
!2
=
[E(t) + E(t + τ)]2 dt .

S (S0)
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Delay ô (fs)

|S (ù)|2

FT

I(t) dt

Taking the electric "field as E(t) = Re[A(t) eiΦa (t) eiω0 t ]
∞
and defining S0 = −∞ A4 (t) dt in order to normalize
Fig. 12.27a–e Quadratic interferometric autocorrelation
(a) and the isolated components S f 0 , S f 1 and S f 2 in the time
domain (b)–(d) for a bandwidth-limited Gaussian pulse of
10 fs pulse duration. Note that the offset in (a) introduces an
additive value at ω = 0 and (e) is therefore the Fourier trans-
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form of the offset-corrected curve. ∆tquadratic interferometric AC
is indicated in (a) in addition (in the figure qiAC is used as
a shorthand notation for quadratic interferometric AC)
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one obtains, similar to [12.4, 111],
!
1
Squadratic interferometric AC (τ) =
Sf0 + Sf1 + Sf2
S0
with
∞ #
$
A4 (t) + 2A2 (t)A2 (t + τ) dt ,
Sf0 =
−∞

S f 1 = 2 Re

S f 2 = Re

⎩

eiω0 τ

A(t)A(t + τ)

⎩

i2ω0 τ

−∞

⎫
⎬
⎭

,

A2 (t)A2 (t + τ)
−∞

× ei2(Φa (t+τ)−Φa (t)) dt

⎫
⎬
⎭

,

−∞

"∞

E 4 dt +

"∞
−∞

=
E 4 dt

2

−∞
"∞

−∞

=
E 4 dt

8
.
1
(12.78)

∞

e

Squadratic interferometric AC (0)
Squadratic interferometric AC (∞)
"∞
"∞ 4
E dt
16
(E + E)4 dt

−∞

A2 (t) + A2 (t + τ) ei(Φa (t+τ)−Φa (t)) dt
⎧
⎨

three components add constructively at τ = 0 and yield
a center to background ratio of 8:1. This can be directly
seen from (12.75)

=

∞

967

(12.76)

where Re denotes the real part. According to (12.48) the
signal Squadratic interferometric AC can be decomposed into
three frequency components, S f 0 , S f 1 and S f 2 , at ω ≈ 0,
ω ≈ ±ω0 , and ω ≈ ±2ω0 , respectively, as illustrated in
Fig. 12.27.
S f 0 corresponds to an intensity correlation with
background. It can be obtained either by Fourier filtering
or by averaging the fast oscillations in the experiment
directly. With (12.76) it follows that this intensity autocorrelation has a center-to-offset ratio of
"∞
3A4 (t) dt
S f 0 (0)
3
−∞
= ∞
(12.77)
= .
"
S f 0 (∞)
1
4
A (t) dt
−∞

S f 1 is a sum of two mutual symmetric cross-correlations
and depends explicitly on the temporal phase Φa (t).
S f 2 represents an autocorrelation of the second
harmonic field and is therefore related to the spectral intensity of the second-harmonic spectrum. It also depends
on the temporal phase Φa (t). Note that phase-modulated
pulses having the same spectral intensity can have very
different spectral intensities after frequency doubling
(Fig. 12.28). This has been exploited in recent experiments [12.21, 112, 113]. Making use of a pulse shaper
(Sect. 12.1.3) that scans calibrated phase functions and
at the same time measuring the second-harmonic spectrum is a noninterferometric method to characterize the
spectral phase of ultrashort laser pulses [12.114]. All

The center-to-background ratios are used in experiments
to check the proper alignment of the interferometer.
In order to derive phase information analytical functions, for example Gaussians, can be fitted to the
Squadratic interferometric AC [12.111]. Taking the knowledge
of the spectrum into account iterative algorithms that
make no assumptions about the underlying pulse shapes
have been reported [12.115, 116]. Both approaches deliver meaningful results only for linear chirps and in the
case of nearly no noise. The influence of noise on autocorrelation measurements is discussed in [12.4, 117].
This is an important point as most often measurements
are performed over an average of pulse trains. Other
sources of systematic error in autocorrelation measurements are discussed in [12.6].
The ratio ∆tintAC /∆t is only valid for the intensity autocorrelation of a bandwidth-limited pulse.
For bandwidth-limited Gaussian pulses the FWHM of
a quadratic interferometric autocorrelation signal (taken
at 4 in a 8:1 plot as displayed in Fig. 12.27a) relates to
the pulse duration by
∆tquadratic interferometric AC
= 1.6963
∆t

(12.79)

for bandwidth-limited Gaussian pulses. Figure 12.28
compiles for different pulses the resulting interferometric autocorrelation traces together with the intensity
autocorrelation and the spectrum at the second harmonic
of the fundamental.

12.3.4 Time–Frequency Methods
As described above, the interferometric autocorrelation, even together with the independently measured
spectrum, does not give sufficient information to characterize arbitrary-shaped ultrashort laser pulses with
respect to their temporal amplitude A(t) or temporal
intensity I(t) and the temporal phase function Φa (t)
or their frequency-domain counterparts (Sect. 12.1.2).
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Techniques have emerged that operate not in the time
or frequency domain but in the joint time–frequency domain, involving both temporal resolution and frequency
resolution simultaneously [12.24,118] and being able to
completely determine the pulse shape [12.6].
a) SqiAC (ô)
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SintAC (ô) PSD (ù)

I(t)
ù(t)
Öa (t)

For illustration purposes we start with an example
from music: in order to describe a line of music we use
notes. The frequency is indicated by the pitch of the
note and the duration of the note indicates how long
the frequency has to be held. The sheet of music will
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tell us in what order the notes have to be played and
additional information like piano and forte is given to
indicate the intensity to be played. The first few notes
of Beethoven’s fifth symphony are given as an example
in Fig. 12.30a. If an orchestra is playing the music and
we wish to graphically record the music, a spectrogram
Sspectrogram (ω, τ) is a useful quantity. A spectrogram of
a function f (t) is defined as the energy density spectrum
of a short-time Fourier transform STFT(ω, τ)

−∞

(12.80)

Fig. 12.28a–o Left: quadratic interferometric autocorre-

lation Squadratic interferometric AC (τ) (black) and intensity
autocorrelation Sint AC (τ) (grey) for the pulse shapes of
Fig. 12.3 with a central wavelength of 800 nm. The temporal intensity I (t), the additional temporal phase Φa (t)
and the instantaneous frequency ω(t) are shown in the insets. Right: corresponding power spectrum density PSD(ω)
of SqiAC (τ) displayed in the region of the second harmonic. Note that for pulses (a) to (j) the linear spectrum
remains unchanged. (a) bandwidth-limited Gaussian laser
pulse of 10 fs duration, (b) bandwidth-limited Gaussian
laser pulse of 10 fs duration shifted in time to −20 fs due
to a linear phase term in the spectral domain (φ = −20 fs),
(c) symmetrical broadened Gaussian laser pulse due to
φ = 200 fs2 , (d) third-order spectral phase (φ = 1000 fs3 )
leading to a quadratic group delay, (e) combined action of all spectral phase coefficients (a)-(d), (f) π step
at the central frequency, (g) π step displaced from the
central frequency, (h) sine modulation at the central
frequency with φ(ω) = 1 sin[20 fs(ω − ω0 )], (i) cosine modulation at the central frequency with φ(ω) = 1 cos[20 fs(ω −
ω0 )], (j) sine modulation at the central frequency with
φ(ω) = 1 sin[30 fs(ω − ω0 )], (k) symmetrical clipping of
spectrum, (l) blocking of the central frequency components,
(m) off-center absorption, (n) self-phase modulation. Note
the spectral broadening, (o) double pulse, with a pulseto-pulse delay of 60 fs. Note that the second harmonic
2iω t
field E 2 (t) = A2 (t) e2iΦa (t) e 0 gives rise to the autocorrelation function Sf2 is related to the second harmonic PSD,
i. e. squared modulus of the Fourier transform of E 2 (t) as
displayed in the right column. Hence, the shape of the second harmonic PSD is determined by phase modulation of
the linear spectrum and can be used to efficiently control
two-photon resonant processes [12.21, 112, 113]  
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where g(t − τ) denotes the gate (or window) function.
The concept behind it is simple and powerful. If we
want to analyze what is happening at a particular time,
we just use a small portion of the signal centered at that
time, calculate its spectrum and do it for each instant of
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Sspectrogram (ω, τ) ≡ |STFT(ω, τ)|2
 ∞
2




= 
f (t)g(t − τ) e−iωt dt  .
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Ludwig van Beethoven

a) Electric field

Symphony No. 5
C minor op. 67
Allegro con brio

a)

Time t

b) PSD

b)

Audio frequency
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Fig. 12.30a,b Sheet of music (a) and corresponding spectrogram (b) of Beethoven’s fifth symphony
Time t

d) Windowed PSD
ô1

e) Frequency

ô2

ô3

ô4

Time ô

is retrieved in amplitude and phase there are other
time – frequency distributions in use for displaying
the data like for example the Wigner [12.24, 119–122]
and Husimi representations [12.123, 124]. A quantity
closely related to the spectrogram is the sonogram
Ssonogram (ω, τ)
 ∞
2






 +iω τ


˜
dω  ,
Ssonogram (ω, τ) ≡ 
f (ω )g̃(ω − ω ) e


−∞

(12.81)

Time ô

Fig. 12.29a–e Illustration of a short-time Fourier transform of
a complicated electric field. (a) Electric field as a function of time;
(b) power spectrum density as a function of frequency; (c) gating the
electric field; four different time delays are shown; (d) power spectrum density for each gate; (e) spectrogram, revealing an oscillating

instantaneous frequency as a function of time being the origin for
the complicated electric field in (a)

time. A spectrogram corresponding to the beginning of
Beethoven’s fifth symphony is shown in Fig. 12.30b.
Figure 12.29 shows the concept of STFT on a complicated electric field of a laser. Once an electric field

where g̃(ω − ω ) is a frequency gate in analogy to the
time gate g(t − τ) used in the spectrogram. If g̃(ω) is the
Fourier transform of g(t) then it can be shown that the
sonogram is equivalent to the spectrogram [12.6].
In ultrafast optics, the gate to record the spectrogram
or the sonogram is usually the pulse itself.
Spectrogram-Based Methods
Recording a spectrogram is accomplished experimentally by gating the pulse with a variable delayed
replica of the pulse in an instantaneous nonlinear optical medium followed by spectrally resolving the gated
pulse. The basic optical layout of such a device is almost the same as a non-collinear autocorrelation setup
depicted in Fig. 12.25b. Only the detector has to be replaced by a spectrometer and camera system in order to
spectrally resolve the gated pulse. The corresponding

Femtosecond Laser Pulses

technique has been termed frequency-resolved optical gating (FROG) and is described in great detail
in [12.6, 125] and references therein.
Depending on the instantaneous nonlinear optical
effect used to gate the pulse in FROG, several different FROG geometries have been investigated [the
setup of Fig. 12.25b) would correspond to a secondharmonic-generation (SHG) FROG]. These geometries
can also be implemented as single-shot devices, similar
to the single-shot autocorrelator depicted in Fig. 12.26.
The FROG trace IFROG (ω, τ), that is a plot of frequency (wavelength) versus delay, is a spectrogram of
the complex amplitude E c [see (12.15)]. Neglecting any
prefactors, different nonlinear optical effects yield the
following expressions according to [12.6, 125].
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Polarization-Gate (PG) FROG.
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PG (ω, τ) = 
2 −iωt 
|E
IFROG
E
(t)
(t
−
τ)|
e
dt
c
c

 .


−∞

(12.82)

In a crossed-polarizer arrangement for the probe pulse
this technique makes use of induced birefringence in
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fused silica in the presence of the gate pulse. The thirdorder optical nonlinearity is the electronic Kerr effect.
The FROG traces obtained by this method are very
intuitive (Fig. 12.31).

75

ô (fs)
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Fig. 12.31a–o Calculated FROG traces at corresponding
frequencies for various ultrashort pulse shapes with a central wavelength of 800 nm according to the pulses displayed
in Fig. 12.3. Left: polarization gate (PG) FROG. Right:
second-harmonic generation (SHG) FROG. The temporal intensity I (t), the additional temporal phase Φa (t)
and the instantaneous frequency ω(t) are shown in the
insets as a reminder. (a) bandwidth-limited Gaussian
laser pulse of 10 fs duration, (b) bandwidth-limited Gaussian laser pulse of 10 fs duration shifted in time to
−20 fs due to a linear phase term in the spectral domain
(φ = −20 fs), (c) symmetrical broadened up chirped Gaussian laser pulse due to φ = 200 fs2 , (d) third-order spectral
phase (φ = 1000 fs3 ) leading to a quadratic group delay, (e) combined action of all spectral phase coefficients
(a)–(d), (f) π step at the central frequency, (g) π step
displaced from the central frequency, (h) sine modulation at the central frequency with φ(ω) = 1 sin[20 fs(ω −
ω0 )], (i) cosine modulation at the central frequency
with φ(ω) = 1 cos[20 fs(ω − ω0 )], (j) sine modulation at
the central frequency with φ(ω) = 1 sin[30 fs(ω − ω0 )],
(k) symmetrical clipping of spectrum, (l) blocking of
the central frequency components, (m) off-center absorption, (n) self-phase modulation, (note the spectral
broadening), (o) double pulse, with a pulse-to-pulse delay
of 60 fs 
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In this approach the two beams (with the same polarization) generate a sinusoidal intensity pattern in the
nonlinear medium (for example, fused silica) and hence
introduce a material grating, which diffracts each beam.
One of the diffracted beams is then the signal beam sent
to the spectrometer.
Transient-Grating (TG) FROG.
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This is a three-beam setup, where two pulses are overlapped in time and space at the optical Kerr medium
(for example fused silica), producing a refractive index grating similar as in SD FROG. In a TG a third
pulse is variably delayed and overlapped in the fused
silica and is diffracted by the induced grating, producing the signal beam for the spectrometer. The beams
in the TG geometry (three input and one output) are
kept nearly collinear and form a so-called boxcars arrangement, where the four spots appear in the corners of
a rectangle when placing a card into the beams after the
nonlinear medium. As TG is a phase-matched process,
the sensitivity is higher compared to the SD approach.
Depending on which pulse is variably delayed – with
the other two coincident in time – the TG FROG trace is
mathematically equivalent to the PG FROG (pulse one
or three is delayed) or to the SD FROG (pulse two is
delayed).
Third-Harmonic-Generation (THG) FROG.
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This method makes use of third-harmonic generation as
the nonlinear process.
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Second-Harmonic-Generation (SHG) FROG.
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As the FROG trace consists of N × N points, while
the intensity and phase on the other hand only have
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SHG FROG involves spectrally resolving a standard SHG-based non-collinear intensity autocorrelator,
which always yields symmetric traces, resulting in a direction of time ambiguity for the SHG FROG. This
ambiguity can experimentally be removed, for example, by placing a piece of glass in the beam before the
beam splitter to introduce positive chirp or to create
satellite pulses via surface reflections. Because of its
high sensitivity and as it is based on a standard SHG autocorrelator, this method is widely employed. Examples
of SHG FROG traces for various pulse shapes are given
in Fig. 12.31.
A comparison of the different approaches is given
in Table 12.4. Various calculated traces for common
ultrashort pulse distortions for the PG and the SHG
FROG geometries are given in Fig. 12.31. Calculated
FROG traces for the other beam geometries are given
in [12.125]. Measured FROG traces for different geometries are compiled in [12.6].
It is important to note that knowledge of the spectrogram (or sonogram) of the electric field of an
ultrashort laser pulse is sufficient to completely determine the electric field in amplitude and phase (besides
some ambiguities such as the absolute phase) because
a spectrogram is equivalent to the two-dimensional
phase-retrieval problem in image science and astronomy [12.126]. In general, phase retrieval is the problem
of finding a function knowing only the magnitude (but
not the phase) of its Fourier transform. Phase retrieval
for a function of one variable is impossible. For example, knowledge of a pulse spectrum does not fully
determine the pulse as infinitely many different pulses
have the same spectrum (Fig. 12.3a–j). However, phase
retrieval for a function of two variables is possible and
the FROG trace can be rewritten as the squared magnitude of a two-dimensional Fourier transform [12.125].
Very sophisticated iterative retrieval procedures, which
can rapidly retrieve the pulse from the FROG trace with
update rates up to several Hz, exist [12.127].
In the following some additional attributes of FROG
techniques, which also partially hold for sonogram
methods, are summarized:
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Table 12.4 Comparison of different FROG geometries (PG = polarization gate; SD = self-diffraction; TG = transient
grating; THG = third-harmonic generation; SHG = second-harmonic generation). Sensitivities are only approximate and
assume 800 nm 100 fs pulses focused to about 100 µm (10 µm for THG) to be measured. In the schematics only the part
involving the nonlinear optical effect characterized by its nonlinearity is displayed. Not shown are delay lines and various
lenses, as these are common to all setups and are similar to the optical layouts shown in Fig. 12.25b and Fig. 12.26.
Solid lines indicate input pulses; dashed lines indicate signal pulses. The frequencies shown (ω, 2ω, 3ω) are the carrier
frequencies of the pulses taking part and indicate whether the signal pulse has the same carrier frequency as the input
pulse or is shifted as in SHG and THG. D denotes a detector being composed of a spectrometer and camera system. (WP
= wave plate; P = polarizer) (after [12.6])
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Geometry

PG

SD

TG

THG

SHG

Nonlinearity
Sensitivity
(single shot) (µJ)
Sensitivity
(multi shot) (nJ)
Advantages

χ (3)
≈1

χ (3)
≈ 10

χ (3)
≈ 0.1

χ (3)
≈ 0.03

χ (2)
≈ 0.01

≈ 100

≈ 1000

≈ 10

≈3

≈ 0.001

Intuitive traces;
automatic phase
matching

Intuitive traces;
deep UV
capability

Sensitive;
very large
bandwidth

Very sensitive

Disadvantages

Requires
polarizers

Unintuitive traces;
very short
λ signal

Unintuitive traces;
short λ signal

Ambiguities

None known

Requires thin
medium;
not phase
matched
None known

Background–free;
sensitive;
intuitive traces;
deep UV capability
Three beams

None known

Relative phase
of multiple
pulses
φ, φ + / − 2π/3

Relative phase
of multiple
pulses
φ, φ + π;
direction of time

Schematics
WP

P

ù
ù

•

÷(3)

ù
ù

ù

ù

ù

ù

ù

ù
÷(3) ù

2N points, the FROG trace overdetermines the pulse.
This gives rise to an increased robustness of the twodimensional methods and to an improved immunity
towards measurement noise. The nonconvergence of
the FROG algorithm therefore can be a hint of the
presence of systematic errors.
Other than autocorrelation techniques, FROG offers a built-in consistency check to detect systematic
errors. It involves computing the marginals of the
FROG trace, that is, integrals of the trace with respect to delay or frequency. The marginals can be
compared to the independently measured spectrum
or autocorrelation. For an SHG FROG the time
marginal yields the intensity autocorrelation and
the frequency marginal yields the second-harmonic
spectrum. The marginals of the SHG FROG traces in

2ù

3ù

ù

•

•

÷(3)

ù

÷(3)

ù

÷(2)

Fig. 12.31 are therefore given in the corresponding
pictures of Fig. 12.28.
FROG can also be used in a cross-correlation variant named XFROG [12.128]. In this case a known
pulse is used to gate an unknown pulse (usually
derived from the known one), where no spectral
overlap between the pulses is required. Via sum- or
difference-frequency generation or other nonlinear
processes, pulses in the ultraviolet (UV) and infrared
(IR) spectral range can be characterized. The technique has been refined for measuring pulses in the
attojoule (per pulse) regime and is capable of measuring pulses with poor spatial coherence and random
phase, such as fluorescence [12.129].
In the sub-10 fs range SHG FROG has been demonstrated down to 4.5 fs pulse durations with the help
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•

Sonogram-Based Methods
Recording the sonogram involves slicing the frequency spectrum and measuring the arrival time of
the frequency components. Experimentally this can
be achieved, for example, by cross-correlation of
a pulse with a frequency-filtered replica of the pulse
in an instantaneous nonlinear medium (Fig. 12.32).
The corresponding technique is known as frequencydomain phase measurement (FDPM) and is described
in [12.139]. The method gives information on the group
delay and an integration can be performed that gives
the spectral phase function without any iterative al-
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E (t)

BS

Variabel
frequency
filter

Nonlinear
medium
Detector
Nonlinear
signal

M

M

Variable delay

Fig. 12.32 Schematic of a frequency-domain phase measurement
(FDPM) or spectrally and temporally resolved upconversion technique (STRUT) apparatus
Reference in

Spectrometer

ô

Signal in
E (t)

Eref (t)

Fig. 12.33 Basic setup for spectral interferometry (SI) to characterize the phase difference between an ultrashort (signal) pulse E(t)
and a time-delayed reference pulse E ref (t)

Grating

Cylindrical lens

Detector

f

Signal

Reference

Fig. 12.34 Experimental setup for real-time spatial–spectral inter-

ference (SSI) measurements. (After [12.133])

gorithm. An experimental realization has been termed
spectrally and temporally resolved upconversion technique (STRUT) [12.140] and also exists in a single-shot
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•

of type I phase matching in a 10 µm-thick BBO
crystal [12.130]. In this regime the non-collinear
beam geometry can also introduce beam smearing
artefacts. Type II phase matching allows the use of
a collinear SHG FROG geometry, which is free of geometrical smearing [12.131, 132]. The FROG traces
generated in this arrangement do not contain the
optical fringes associated with interferometric autocorrelations and, therefore, can be processed by
existing SHG FROG algorithms.
Making use of a thick SHG crystal as a frequency
filter [12.134, 135] allows for the construction of an
extremely simple and robust FROG setup that has
been demonstrated for 800 nm pulses in the range
from 20 fs to 5 ps for different spectral widths of the
ultrashort pulses. The device was termed gratingeliminated no-nonsense observation of ultrafast
incident laser light E-fields (GRENOUILLE) [12.6].
Spatial temporal distortions such as spatial chirp
and pulse front tilt can also be measured via
GRENOUILLE [12.136, 137] [spatial chirp: each
frequency is displaced in the transverse spatial coordinates, often resulting from misaligned prism pairs
and tilted windows; pulse front tilt: the pulse group
fronts (intensity contours) are tilted with respect to
the perpendicular to the propagation direction, resulting from residual angular dispersion after pulse
compressor or stretcher units].
The wavelength limitation due to nonlinear optical
processes can be circumvented by the use of multiphoton ionization as a nonlinearity. Measurements of
interferometrically recorded energy-resolved photoelectron spectra generated by above-threshold
ionization were demonstrated to yield FROG-type
time–frequency distributions that were used to
characterize ultrashort laser pulses [12.138]). This
approach is potentially applicable to the XUV wavelength region.
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Fig. 12.35a–o Calculated spectral interference (SI) and
spatial–spectral interference (SSI) traces for various ultrashort pulse shapes with a central wavelength of 800 nm
according to the pulses displayed in Fig. 12.3. Left – SI:
the time delay between both pulses is 100 fs. Right: SSI
the angle 2Θ between both beams is 2◦ . The temporal intensity I (t), the additional temporal phase Φa (t) and the
instantaneous frequency ω(t) are shown in the insets as
a reminder. (a) bandwidth-limited Gaussian laser pulse
of 10 fs duration, (b) bandwidth-limited Gaussian laser
pulse of 10 fs duration shifted in time to -20 fs due to
a linear phase term in the spectral domain (φ = −20 fs),
(c) symmetrical broadened Gaussian laser pulse due to
φ = 200 fs2 , (d) third-order spectral phase (φ = 1000 fs3 )
leading to a quadratic group delay, (e) combined action of all spectral phase coefficients, (a)-(d)(f) π step
at the central frequency, (g) π step displaced from the
central frequency, (h) sine modulation at the central
frequency with φ(ω) = 1 sin[20 fs(ω − ω0 )], (i) cosine modulation at the central frequency with φ(ω) = 1 cos[20 fs(ω −
ω0 )], (j) sine modulation at the central frequency with
φ(ω) = 1 sin[30 fs(ω − ω0 )], (k) symmetrical clipping of
spectrum, (l) blocking of the central frequency components,
(m) off-center absorption, (n) self-phase modulation, (note
the spectral broadening) (o) double pulse, with a pulse-topulse delay of 60 fs , 

version [12.141]. As the sonogram and the spectrogram
are mathematically equivalent FROG retrieval algorithms (being in principle somewhat slower) can also be
used in this approach [12.141]. From a practical point of
view the method is experimentally more involved than
a FROG setup and it is less sensitive, because energy
is lost at the filter before the nonlinear medium. In the
SHG version, the STRUT apparatus and the FROG apparatus are identical when removing the frequency filter
and using a spectrometer as the detector in Fig. 12.32.

12.3.5 Spectral Interferometry
The techniques described so far make use of nonlinear
optical processes in order to determine the amplitude and
phase of ultrashort laser pulses. Although, with the help
of SHG FROG, pulses down to the picojoule regime
can be measured in a multishot setup, shaped ultrashort laser pulses might spread out their energy over
a time scale of picoseconds and thus prevent characterization with the help of nonlinear processes. However,
as these pulses are usually created from an oscillator
or an amplifier a well-characterized reference pulse is
often available. This allows to make use of highly sensi-
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tive linear techniques to determine the amplitude and
phase of an ultrashort laser pulse. The technique is
named spectral interferometry (SI), frequency-domain
interferometry or Fourier-transform spectral interferometry [12.6, 142–145]. The basic SI setup is depicted in
Fig. 12.33. A well-characterized reference pulse E ref (t)
and a modified signal pulse E(t) derived from an experiment or a pulse shaper are directed collinearly into
a spectrometer. The measured SI spectrum SSI (ω) is
proportional to the square of the Fourier transform of
the sum of the two fields:

× ( eiφref (ω)−iφ(ω)−iωτ + c.c.)


= Iref (ω) + I(ω) + 2 Iref (ω) I(ω)
× cos(φref (ω) − φ(ω) − ωτ) .
(12.87)
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SI requires the spectrum of the reference pulse to
contain completely the spectrum of the unknown
pulse.
If the reference pulse and the signal pulse are identical, the phase difference is zero. The remaining
oscillations on the spectrum due to the delay term
are a convenient tool to adjust, for example, interferometric autocorrelator setups.
Using the FROG technique for characterization of
the reference pulse, the combined technique was
termed temporal analysis by dispersing a pair of light
E-fields (TADPOLE) [12.6, 147].

2.4

x (ù)

250

can be extracted from the measured SSI (ω). Using the arcos function is not recommended because experimental
noise can lead to large phase errors [12.145]. Commonly
a Fourier-transform technique is used [12.145, 146]
where the phase difference is extracted by the Fourier
transform of the measured spectrum, ignoring the negative and zero-frequency components and shifting the
positive-frequency components to direct current (DC) in
order to remove the delay term e−iωτ . An inverse Fourier
transform then yields the phase difference ∆φ(ω). With
the help of the known reference phase φref (ω), φ(ω) is
finally obtained.
In the following some attributes of SI are summarized:

•
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(12.88)
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The phase difference
∆φ(ω) = φref (ω) − φ(ω)
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SSI (ω) ∝ |Fouriertransform {E ref (t) + E(t − τ)}|2

2
∝  Ẽ ref (ω) + Ẽ(ω) e−iωτ 


∝ | Iref (ω) e−iφref (ω) + I(ω) e−iφ(ω)−iωτ |2


= Iref (ω) + I(ω) + Iref (ω) I(ω)
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SI is a heterodyne technique and amplifies the generally weak signal pulse [see (12.87)]. With the help
of TADPOLE, pulse trains with an energy per pulse
in the zeptojoule (zepto = 10−21 ) regime have been
analyzed [12.147].
Once the reference phase is known, phase retrieval does not require an iterative procedure and
is therefore fast. This allows, for example, for
the synthesis of arbitrary laser pulse shapes with
the help of feedback-controlled femtosecond pulse
shaping techniques [12.148]. Together with its high
sensitivity, TADPOLE is well suited to the characterization of complex-shaped femtosecond laser
pulses. Furthermore, in a dual-channel setup SI
has been used to characterize complex polarizationshaped femtosecond laser pulses [12.78]. The setup
for the characterization of time-dependent polarization profiles has been called polarization-labeled
interference versus wavelength for only a glint
(POLLIWOG) [12.149].
SI can also be implemented in a spatial variation,
where the reference pulse and the signal pulse propagate at an angle of 2Θ with respect to each other
(Fig. 12.34). The frequency components of the optical fields of the two propagating pulses are mapped
in one dimension by a diffraction grating and a cylindrical lens and interfere at the focal plane of the lens.
The technique is called spatial–spectral interference
(SSI). The corresponding device is a convenient tool
for optimizing various setups such as pulse shapers
and compressors as the fringe patterns are displayed
in real time and the information is encoded in an intuitively interpretable pattern [12.133]. A comparison
of calculated SI and SSI traces for various ultrashort
pulse distortions is given in Fig. 12.35.
There also exists a self-referencing variant of SI that
does not require separate characterization of the reference pulse. This technique is called spectral phase
interferometry for direct electric field reconstruction (SPIDER) [12.17,150] and involves appropriate
temporal stretching of a reference pulse followed by
sum-frequency generation with two well-displaced
copies of the unstretched input pulse. This technique has been successfully demonstrated for the
characterization of ultrashort pulses in the few-cycle
regime [12.151]. Due to the nonlinear process involved, SPIDER is less sensitive than TADPOLE.
A comparison of SHG FROG and SPIDER for
sub-ten-femtosecond pulse characterization is given
in [12.152]. A spatially resolved version of SPIDER
has also been demonstrated [12.153]. A setup that is
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capable of characterizing a pulse at the interaction
point of an experiment, called zero additional phase
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(ZAP) SPIDER, has been demonstrated for visible
and sub-20-femtosecond ultraviolet pulses [12.154].
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Spectroscopy is the most important method for
gaining detailed information on the structure
and dynamics of atoms and molecules. The essential criteria of any spectroscopic technique
are the attainable spectral resolution and the
sensitivity.
Since lasers have been introduced as coherent narrow-band, intense radiation sources,
spectroscopy has seen impressive progress. With
single-mode lasers the spectral resolution can be
greatly increased and finer details, generally hidden within the Doppler width of spectral lines, can
be resolved. The available high intensity of lasers
allows nonlinear spectroscopic techniques and the
possibility of generating ultra-short light pulses
has opened access to studies of very fast dynamical processes, such as the breaking of chemical
bonds or the time-resolved redistribution of energy pumped into molecules by the absorption of
photons.
In this first part we will concentrate on stationary methods of spectroscopy where the spectral
resolution, the maximum achievable sensitivity
and the development of optimum detectors are
the main subjects.
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13.1 Stationary Methods
Basic Principles of Spectroscopic Techniques
All spectroscopic techniques can be classified into those
suitable for absorption spectroscopy and others adapted
to emission spectroscopy. Emission spectroscopy demands the population of excited states that can emit
the radiation. This excitation can be achieved by collisions (examples are gas discharges where electron
impact excitation is the main excitation mechanism,
or hot gases, such as the atmospheres of stars, where
collisions between atoms or ions populate excited
states) or by photon absorption (e.g. laser-excited
fluorescence).
One important criterion for any spectroscopic techniques is its sensitivity, which is defined as the minimum
detectable number of photons absorbed or emitted on

a transition. This is also a measure for the minimum
number of atoms or molecules which can be monitored.
In particular for analytical investigations the question of
how few atoms or molecules can still be detected in the
presence of other species and in a rough environment, is
of crucial importance for the selection of the optimum
technique. The ultimate sensitivity is reached when single atoms or molecules, for instance as pollutants in
a gas, in a liquid or on surfaces can still be measured.
One example, where this sensitivity is really needed, is
the optical detection of rare isotopes in the presence of
other species that are more abundant by many orders of
magnitude.
Another essential feature of all spectroscopic techniques is the spectral resolving power R. It is defined
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as
R =| λ/∆λmin |=| ν/∆νmin |

(13.1)

where ∆λmin or ∆νmin is the minimum spectral interval (measured in wavelengths λ or in frequencies ν) that
can still be resolved, i. e. two spectral lines separated
by ∆λ > ∆λmin can be recognized as two separated
lines. This minimal interval ∆λmin depends on the profile of the spectral lines. A criterium postulated by Lord
Rayleigh is the following Fig. 13.1.
Two spectral lines can be regarded as resolved, when
the two partly overlapping line profiles have a dip between the two maxima with intensity Imax , which does
not exceed 0.8 Imax .
The spectral resolving power R depends on
1. The spectroscopic instrument used for the separation
of different wavelengths of absorbing or emitting
transitions. These can be either spectrometers or
interferometers.
2. On the line width of the absorption- or emission
lines. For gaseous samples at low pressures this is
generally the Doppler width, at higher pressures the
pressure-broadened line profiles.
Absorption Techniques
Most spectroscopic applications are based on the absorption of radiation. Several techniques have been
developed that either use the attenuation of the radiation
passing through the absorbing sample, or that monitor
various effects caused by the absorption of photons, such
as a temperature increase in the sample, the change of
electrical conductivity or light emission induced by the
absorption [13.1].
We will start with classical absorption spectroscopy,
in order to see which factors limit sensitivity.

Classical Absorption Spectroscopy. When a monochromatic electromagnetic wave with frequency ω and
intensity I0 passes through an absorbing sample with
absorption path length L, the transmitted intensity is
(Fig. 13.2)

It = I0 e−αL .

(13.2)

The spectral absorption coefficient α(ωik ) of a transition
E k → E i is determined by the absorption cross section
σik of the individual molecule on the transition |i → |k,
the difference Nk − Ni of the populations densities and
the ratio gk /gi of the statistical weights
L(Ωik ) = [Nk − (gk /gi )Ni ]σik (Ω) ,

where the statistical weights g = (2J + 1) give the
number of possible orientations of the total angular
momentum J of the levels involved.
For small absorptions the exponential function in
(13.2) can be expanded into
It ≈ I0 (1 − αL) ⇒ ∆I = I0 − It ≈ αL I0

∆I = [Nk − (gk /gi )Ni ]σik L I0 .

a)

b)
Absorbed
fraction

I0
It

I (x2)
x(µ2) –x(µ1)  x
I(λ1)

(13.5)

For non-monochromatic radiation the total absorption
depends on the relation between the spectral width of the
absorbing transition and the bandwidth of the incident
radiation.
For a spectral bandwidth ∆ωr of the radiation and an
absorption half-width ∆ωa the relative total absorption
is

L α(ω)I(ω) dω
∆ωα
∆I

≈ ᾱ
=
,
(13.6)
I0
∆ωr
I(ω) dω

I0

1
8/π2

(13.4)

and we obtain from (13.3) for an absorption length L

It

I(x2)

(13.3)

Iabs
Absorption
profile

Bandwidth
of radiation

I(λ2)
x

ν
x(λ1)

x(λ2)

x2

Fig. 13.1 Rayleigh criterium for the resolution of two close

spectral line profiles

ν

Fig. 13.2a,b Relative absorption by a transition with spec-

tral half-width ∆ωa for different bandwidths ∆ωr of the
incident radiation. (a) ∆ωr > ∆ωa , (b) for monochromatic
radiation
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S ≥ δS ⇒ ∆I ≥ ∆Inoise ,

(13.7)

we obtain with (13.6) the minimum detectable number
density of absorbing molecules as
∆N = [Nk − (gk /gi )Ni ] ≥

1
.
σik L(SδS)

(13.8)

This shows that for a high sensitivity the absorption path
length L should be as long as possible, the signal-tonoise ratio S/δS as large as possible, and transitions with
a large absorption cross section σ should be selected.
We will see later how these requirements can be met
experimentally.
Laser Absorption Spectroscopy. The aforementioned

demands for high sensitivity and optimum spectral resolution can be best met when narrow-band lasers are used
as the radiation sources. Absorption spectroscopy with
monochromatic wavelength-tunable lasers resembles in
many aspects microwave spectroscopy. The advantages
of lasers are their wide tuning range and their possible applications in many spectral regions from the far
infrared to the extreme ultraviolet.
A typical experimental set up is shown in Fig. 13.3.
The output beam of a tunable laser is split by a 50%
beam splitter BS2 into a reference beam and the signal
beam that passes through the absorption cell. Another
beam splitter BS1 directs a small fraction of the laser
beam into a long Fabry–Pérot interferometer with mirror

a)

L1

Continuum
light source

L2

Photodetector

Absorption
cell

b)

Spectrograph

Recorder

Photodiodes

Tunable laser
It = I0

Absorbed
fraction
∆ωsp

Reference beam I2

Recorder
50 %

I0

Multiple
reflection cell

BS
∆ωa
ω0

PD2
I1 – I2

I1

PD1

d

∆ωL

PD3

ω
Long Fabry-Perot
interferometer

Frequency
markers

Fig. 13.3a,b Comparison of absorption spectroscopy (a) with
a broadband incoherent source, (b) with a tunable monochromatic

laser

separation d which gives equidistant frequency markers
separated by ∆ν = c/2d.
The advantages of this arrangement compared with
conventional spectroscopy without lasers can be summarized as follows. (1) There is no need for a spectrometer
for wavelength dispersion because the tunable laser is
already monochromatic and the absorption lines appear
as dips in the transmitted laser intensity It when the laser
is scanned through the spectrum. (2) The spectral resolution is not limited by any instrument, but solely by the
width of the absorption lines, which is generally given
by their Doppler width. With Doppler-free techniques
Sect. 13.1.4 even this limitation can be overcome. (3) Because of the good collimation of the parallel laser beam
a long path length L through the absorption cell can be
realized, for instance by multi-path arrangements with
spherical mirrors. This enhances the sensitivity (since
the absorption ∆I = I0 αL is proportional to the absorption length L) and allows the detection of weak
transitions or of tiny densities of absorbing molecules.
(4) The small line width ∆ωL of the laser further increases the sensitivity (13.6). The latter advantage is
often overlooked which is, however, not justified, as the
following example illustrates:
Example. In conventional spectroscopy with a spectral

continuum and a wavelength-selecting spectrometer the grating spectrometer may have a resolution
of δν = 0.5 cm−1 , while the Doppler width of the
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where the integration extends over all frequencies, although only the interval ∆ωa within the absorption line
profile contributes significantly to the absorption. This
demonstrates that for ∆ωr > ∆ωa the relative absorption
increases with increasing ratio ∆ωa /∆ωr of absorption
line width ∆ωa to radiation bandwidth ∆ωr Fig. 13.2.
The use of narrow-band radiation sources is therefore
not only advantageous for spectral resolution but also
for increasing the sensitivity; this is often overlooked.
Spectral profiles of absorption lines can only be measured if the bandwidth ∆ωr of the incident radiation is
smaller than the absorption line width ∆ωa .
The minimum detectable intensity change ∆I
mainly depends on possible fluctuations of the incident
intensity I0 and on other noise sources such as detector
noise. We summarize all noise contributions to a total
noise ∆Inoise . Small absorptions ∆I = I0 αL < ∆Inoise
need special electronic devices to be detectable. For
the intensity change ∆I the detector gives an output
signal S ∝ ∆I, while the noise contributes the amount
δS ∝ ∆Inoise . A measure of the sensitivity is the achievable signal-to-noise ratio S/δS. From the condition
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absorption lines in the visible is typical about
∆νa = 0.03 cm−1 . This gives for the same absorption
αL an intensity change ∆I that is 16 times smaller than
for monochromatic radiation, resulting in a 16 times
smaller sensitivity.
Modulated Absorption Spectroscopy. The sensitivity

can be further enhanced by modulating the laser frequency ωL at a modulation frequency f , similar to the
situation in microwave spectroscopy [13.2]. The incident
intensity can then be represented by
I(ω, f ) = I0 {1 + cos[ω + a sin(2π ft)t]} .

(13.9)

This frequency modulation generates sidebands with the
frequencies ω = ωL ± nΩ with Ω = 2π f . The modulation amplitude may be smaller or larger than the line
width ∆ωa of the absorption lines. We will first consider
the case where it is larger than the line width of the absorbing transitions. In this case the sidebands lie outside
the absorption profile if the frequency ωL is tuned to the
center ω0 of the absorption line.
The experimental set up for modulation spectroscopy can be realized as follows Fig. 13.4. When

Tunable laser
Modulator
r. f.

Computer

l2
l2 – l1
Absorption cell

l1

Reference beam

Fig. 13.4 Absorption spectroscopy with a frequency-

modulated tunable laser, a reference beam and difference
detection
a)

Absorption profile

ω–  1

the laser beam from a tunable laser passes through an
electro-optic modulator (a crystal which changes its refractive index proportional to the voltage applied to
electrodes on opposite sides of the crystal) the optical path length is periodically changed and with it the
phase of the optical wave. This phase modulation results in a frequency modulation because the frequency
ω = dφ/ dt is the derivative of the phase φ. In contrast
to pure frequency modulation here the phases of the two
sidebands are opposite Fig. 13.5. If the transmitted intensity (the sum of the intensities of carrier and sidebands)
is detected by a phase-sensitive detector (lock-in) tuned
to the modulation frequency Ω, the measured signal is
zero if there in no absorption because the lock-in detector measures the two differences Ic − I+ and Ic − I− of
the intensities Ic of the carrier and I± of the two sidebands, which have equal amplitudes but opposite signs
and therefore cancel each other.
If, however, one of the sidebands coincides with an
absorption line this sideband is attenuated and the balance is perturbed. Fluctuations of the incident intensity
appear in the carrier as well as in the sidebands and
therefore cancel for the difference measurement.
This eliminates most of the noise and therefore
increases the sensitivity. When the carrier frequency coincides with the center frequency of the absorption line,
the signal is zero. Since the signal has a zero-crossing
at the center frequency of the absorbing transition, this
frequency can be determined very accurately.
A further enhancement can be achieved, when the
absorption path length L is increased. This can be realized by placing the sample inside an optical multipass
configuration, which is shown in Fig. 13.6. It consists
of two spherical mirrors with radius of curvature r and
a separation of d ≈ r. The incident laser beam enters
through a small hole in one of the mirrors, is reflected
by the opposite mirror and is focussed onto the first
mirror. After many round trips the beam leaves through
the same hole but at another angle, thus avoiding backreflection into the source. The laser-beam spots on the

b)
Gas inlet
ω–  1

ω

ω+  1

ω0

ω

ω+  1

Out
In

Fig. 13.5 Principle of phase-modulated absorption spectroscopy,

where the modulation amplitude is larger than the line width of
the absorbing transitions

Absortion cell

Optical multipass cell

Fig. 13.6 Multipass absorption cell with spherical mirrors
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Fig. 13.7 Laser beam spots on the mirror surfaces for suc-

cessive reflections. Brown circles are on mirror M2 , gray
circles on mirror M1
a)
Difference-absorption signal
Absorption 0.05 %

b)
4000
2000

AM / PM-Signal
Absorption 5 × 10– 4
SNR 330 : 1

Example. For example, with a mirror reflectivity r of

98% the transmitted intensity has dropped after N round
trips without absorption cell to
It = I0 r −2N = 0.01765I0 for N = 100.
Assuming an absorption coefficient of α = 10−5 m−1
and an absorption path length of 2NL the transmitted
intensity becomes for L = 1 m is It = I0r −2N e−2NαL =
0.0176 e−0.002 ≈ 0.01765 × 0.998 ≈ 0.01760.
This illustrates that for weakly absorbing samples
the mirror reflectivity rather than the sample absorption is the limiting factor for the number of passes.
The enhanced sensitivity is illustrated in Fig. 13.8 where
a conventional absorption measurement of a weak overtone absorption line of the H2 O molecule is compared
with the signal obtained by the modulation technique.
The enhancement of sensitivity amounts to two orders
of magnitude.
If the modulation amplitude is smaller than the absorption line width we have the situation depicted in
Fig. 13.9. A lock-in detector tuned to the modulation frequency measures the derivative of the absorption profile.
From (13.4) we obtain for αL  1
1 dIt
dα
=−
.
dω
L I0 dω

(13.10)

0
–2000

Tunable
laser

Sample
cell

Detector

Frequency
modulator

Reference

Lock-in
amplifier

–4000
–6000

α (ω)

Fig. 13.8a,b Absorption feature of a weak overtone transition in H2 O molecules. (a) measured with conventional
unmodulated absorption spectroscopy, (b) with a phasemodulated (PM) laser and difference detection

mirrors form a circle Fig. 13.7 with an angular distance
that can be controlled by changing the mirror separation
d. Due to the focusing by the spherical mirrors the spot
size remains fairly constant even for many passes between the mirrors. This minimizes the overlap of spots
from different reflections. Such an overlap would result

∆α

ω0

Recorder

∆α

ω

ω0

ω

ωL

Fig. 13.9 Principle of frequency-modulation spectroscopy with
a modulation amplitude smaller than the absorption line width
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in interference that would change with the wavelength λ.
When the laser wavelength is tuned over the spectral region of interest, this would result in perturbing features
overlapping the spectral lines. The maximum number of
round trips is limited by the absorption of the sample
and by the reflectivity r of the mirrors.

y

6'
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a)

α(ω)

b)
dα
dω
γ

ω

ω0

ω

their harmonic frequencies nΩ one obtains



dα
∆I
≈ −aL C +
sin(Ωt)
I0
dω ω0


a d2 α
−
cos(2Ωt)
4 dω2
ω0



d2 d3 α
−
sin(3Ωt)
+
·
·
·
.
24 dω3
ω0

(13.13)
γ/ 3

c)

d)
d2α
dω2

d3α
dω3

Optoacoustic and Optothermal Spectroscopy. With the

γ/ 8
 γ/ 3

Fig. 13.10 Signal profiles of absorption lines when α(ω)
and its first three derivatives are measured

When inserting the modulated laser frequency
Ω L = ω0 (1 + a sin Ωt)

(13.11)

this yields the Taylor expansion
It (ω) = It (ω0 ) +

 αn
n

n!


n

sin (Ωt)

dn It
dωn


ω0

.
(13.12)

According to trigonometric relations the terms sinn Ωt
can be replaced by a linear combination of sin(nΩt) and
cos(nΩt). Ordering the different terms with respect to
Ek
Laser
Laser

Ej

Condensor
microphone

Chopper
Collisions

This means that the n-th derivative of the absorption
profile is obtained if the lock-in detector is tuned to the
harmonics nΩ of the modulation frequency Ω.
In Fig. 13.10 the measured profiles for the first
three harmonics are illustrated. Since the technical noise
generally decreases with increasing frequency, measurements at higher harmonics often yield a higher
signal-to-noise ratio [13.3].

Preamplifier

Lock-in
amplifier

Fig. 13.11 The principle of optoacoustic spectroscopy

Recorder

techniques of absorption spectroscopy discussed so far
absorption is detected as the difference between the
transmitted and incident intensities. For small absorptions one has to measure a small difference of two
large quantities, which has, of course, a larger noise
than if the absorbed radiation power could be directly
measured. This can be achieved by several techniques,
which shall now be discussed. These are based on energy transfer from the absorbed photons to heat, and
they monitor various effects caused by the temperature
rise of the absorbing sample. We start with optoacoustic
spectroscopy [13.4].
An absorption cell with volume V may contain N =
nV absorbing molecules, which can be excited into the
energy level E i = E k + hν by absorption of a photon
hν (Fig. 13.11). If the excited molecule collides with
other atoms or molecules in the cell, it can transfer its
excitation energy into translational or internal energy of
the collision partners. If N1 molecules are excited and
transfer their excitation energy to the N molecules in the
cell with f degrees of freedom, the energy E = ( f/2)kT
of each particle is increased and the temperature of the
gas rises by
N1
∆T =
hν/( fk) .
(13.14)
N
For a closed cell the total number N of molecules is
constant. A temperature rise therefore increases the gas
pressure p = nkT by
N1 hν
∆ p = nk∆T =
.
(13.15)
V k
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η = Rrad /(Rrad + Rnr ) = 1/(1 + τall /τnr )

Acoustic
resonator

Microphone

51 95

Entrance –
exit hole

450

(13.16)

and the transferred energy decreases to

Optical
multipass
cell

950

Fig. 13.13 Optoacoustic spectroscopy in an acoustic resonance cell
placed inside an optical multipass cell

∆E = N1 (1 − η)hν = N1 hντrad /(τrad + τnr ) .
(13.17)

The energy conversion increases with the ratio τrad /τcoll
of radiative lifetime to the collisional deactivation time
of the excited level.
If the exciting laser beam is chopped at a frequency f that is smaller than the inverse transfer time
(1/τcoll + 1/τrad ) the pressure in the cell is modulated at
the frequency f . A sensitive microphone in the side wall
of the cell detects these pressure changes which represent acoustic waves. When the chopping frequency is
chosen to coincide with one of the acoustical eigenresonances of the cell, standing acoustic waves are
generated with amplitudes that are dependent on the
acoustic quality factor Q of the cell and which are much
higher than for the nonresonant case.
The technique is quite sensitive because the acoustic
resonator acts as amplifier and stores the energy converted from the excited molecules into standing acoustic
waves for a time Tr ∝ Q. For illustration Fig. 13.12

P-branch

Gas inlet

R-branch

shows the optoacoustic spectrum of a very weak overtone band in acetylene, with the different rotational lines.
Since the absorbed optical photon energy is converted
into acoustic energy the method is named optoacoustic
spectroscopy.
The sensitivity can be further enhanced when the
acoustic cell is placed inside an optical multipass cell
Fig. 13.13. The laser beams inside this cell with spherical
mirrors form a hyperboloid and excite acoustic standing waves on those locations in the acoustic cell where
the standing acoustic waves have maximum amplitude,
which optimizes the conversion efficiency for the energy
transfer from the excited molecules into the acoustic
mode.
The technique can also be applied to the investigation
of thin films or of surfaces of solids and liquids. The
absorbed incident radiation causes local heating, which
results in a thermal deformation. This can be detected
with a weak probe laser beam, which is incident on the
surface at an angle α against the surface normal. For
a flat surface the reflection angle is again α. However,
if the surface is deformed by local heating, the local
surface normal is inclined and therefore the reflection
angle is changing Fig. 13.14 [13.6]. When the surface is
heated by a pulsed laser, focussed onto the surface, the
change of reflection angle of the continuous-wave (CW)
He-Ne laser

Pump laser
15560

15580

15 600

15 620(cm–1)

Fig. 13.12 Rotational lines in a vibration overtone tran-

sition of acetylene C2 H2 measured with optoacoustic
spectroscopy [13.5]

1Å

∆x
∆y

Fig. 13.14 Time-resolved measurements of surface deformations due to local heating induced by a laser pulse [13.6]
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The energy of the absorbed photons is converted into
kinetic energy, resulting in a pressure rise of ∆ p.
Until now we have neglected the radiative decay of
the excited level. If the emitted fluorescence photons are
not absorbed within the cell, their energy is not converted
into a pressure increase. With the radiative transition rate
Rrad and the nonradiative rate Rnr , which is caused by
collisions, the quantum efficiency is
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For transmitted
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Fig. 13.15 Measurements of thermal waves in a thin
metal sheet induced by absorption of a modulated laser
beam [13.7]

probe laser can be monitored as a function of time. This
gives a measure of the time constants of heat transfer
from the local spot into the surrounding.
When the heating laser is pulsed or modulated, thermal waves are generated, which transfer the heat away
from the local heat source at the focus of the laser. At
a distance x from the heat source the temperature reaches
its maximum a time
(13.18)

after the heating pulse, where ρ is the density, C is the
specific heat, and k is the thermal conductivity of the
sample material. After the thermal diffusion length
x = D = (k/πcρ f )1/2

Lock-in
amplifier
Ri

CW
dye
laser

Reference

Recorder

Sample

∆t = (ρc/2k)x 2

Chopper

R

(13.19)

the amplitude of the thermal wave generated by a heat
source modulated at a frequency f , has decreased to
A0 e−2π ≈ 2 × 10−3 A0 .
Measurements of such thermal waves allow the
determination of the thermal conductivity of the sample. A possible experimental arrangement is shown in
Fig. 13.15. The temperature wave transmitted through
the sample can be monitored with an infrared detector. The time constant of this detector limits the time
resolution. In the case of a sinusoidally modulated heat
source the detected signal is also modulated but shows
a phase lag, which is a measure for the time delay
between the generation and the arrival of the thermal
wave.
Optogalvanic Spectroscopy. For the spectroscopy of
high-lying atomic, molecular or ionic levels, gas discharges are convenient because many of these levels are
populated by electron impact, in particular metastable

Fig. 13.16 Schematic arrangement for optogalvanic spec-

troscopy in a hollow cathode discharge

levels with long lifetimes. The discharge impedance depends on the number of electrically charged carriers, i. e.,
electrons and ions, which are created by electron impact
ionization from excited levels of the neutral species. If
the population of these excited levels is changed, for instance by absorption of photons, the electron density will
change and therefore the impedance of the discharge.
If the discharge is fed through a ballast resistor R by
a power supply with constant voltage, the impedance
change causes a corresponding change of the discharge
current and of the voltage drop across the resistor R. This
forms the basis for optogalvanic spectroscopy [13.8].
The experimental arrangement is shown in
Fig. 13.16. The discharge tube (which might be a hollow cathode discharge or a discharge through a capillary,
such as that used for the He–Ne laser or the argonion laser) is irradiated by the chopped output beam of
a tunable laser (dye or semiconductor laser). This causes
a modulation ∆i of the discharge current at the chopping
frequency f and a corresponding voltage modulation
∆U = R∆i across the ballast resistor R, which is coupled through a capacitance C into a lock-in amplifier
and recorded by a computer. If the laser wavelength is
tuned to a transition Ei → E k the population of the two
levels changes due to laser-induced transitions by
∆n i = n i0 − n iL ; ∆n k = n k0 − n kL .

(13.20)

The corresponding voltage change is then
∆V = R∆i = a[∆n i IP(E i ) − ∆n k IP(E k )] ,
(13.21)

where IP(E i ) is the ionization probability of level E i .
The optogalvanic signals might be positive or negative,
depending on the different ionization probabilities of the
levels E i and E k .
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Fig. 13.17 Optogalvanic spectrum of a neon discharge in a hollow cathode covered with a mixture of different metals [13.9]

Most gas discharge tubes are filled with noble gases.
However, if the noble gas is mixed with other volatile
components their spectra can also be measured by this
technique.
Even molecules can be inserted into the discharge.
Since some of the molecules might be fragmentized by
electron impact the spectra of the mother molecules
and their fragments overlap and assignment might be
difficult [13.10].
In a hollow cathode discharge the ions that impinge
onto the inner walls of the hollow cathode release atoms
and ions of the wall material by sputtering processes.
With higher discharge currents the spectra of these sputtered materials become increasingly prominent. This is
illustrated in Fig. 13.17 where the optogalvanic spectrum
of aluminium, copper and iron measured in a hollow
cathode discharge is shown.
Investigations of the intensity and time behavior of
optogalvanic signals give information on the radiative
decay constants of highly excited levels and on collision
cross sections for electron impact excitation and ionization. These parameters are important for understanding
plasma characteristics.
Ionization Spectroscopy. The most sensitive detection

technique is ionization spectroscopy. Here a laser is
tuned through the spectrum of interest and excites a selected upper level for each absorbing transition. This
excited level is ionized by a second laser Fig. 13.18. If
the second laser is sufficiently intense, the ionizing transition can be saturated, which means that every excited
molecule is ionized before it can emit a fluorescence
photon or is deactivated by collisions. The ions can be
collected by an electric field, accelerated and imaged

onto the cathode of an open ion multiplier. This is a device that is quite similar to a photomultiplier, except the
photocathode is replaced by a metal cathode, where the
ions, impinging with energies of a few keV produce electrons by ion bombardment. These electrons are further
accelerated and multiplied as in a photomultiplier.
With an optimum design of the ion-collecting system each ion produced through photoionization by the
second laser can be imaged onto the ion multiplier and
produces a voltage pulse at the multiplier output, which
can be counted.
If the first laser with wavelength λ1 is tuned through
the spectral region of interest and the second laser has
a fixed wavelength λ2 , the measured ion rate Nion (λ1 )
essentially gives the absorption spectrum α(λ1 ) of transitions from the absorbing levels to the levels excited by
laser L1. The sensitivity of this method is, however by
several orders of magnitude higher than in absorption
a)

b)

c)
Autoionization
R

hv2

IP
hv2

hv2

Pkl

hv2
Ek
hv1
Ej

Rk

Ek
hv1
Ej

995

hv1

Fig. 13.18a–c Level scheme for multiphoton ionization
(a) resonant two-photon ionization, (b) excitation of
auto-ionizing Rydberg states, (c) nonresonant two-photon

ionization of molecules in a level excited by a third photon
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spectroscopy, where the attenuation of the transmitted
laser intensity is monitored. In favorable cases single
atoms or molecules can be detected [13.11].
With a photon flux NL2 of the ionizing laser, the
number of ions produced per second is
Ṅion = n k V ΣkI ṄL2 ,

(13.22)

where PkI = σkI ṄL2 is the ionization probability by
laser L1 , and n k is the stationary population density of
the excited level k| in the volume V inside the ionizing
laser beam, from which ions can be extracted.
The stationary density n k of molecules in level |k is
determined by the balance between excitation by laser
L1 and depopulation processes. If Rk + PkI is the total
relaxation probability of the excited level |k, we obtain
ṅ k = 0 = n i ṄL1 Σik − n k (PkI + Rk ) ⇒
nk = ni

ṄL1 Σik
.
Pki + Rk

(13.23)

With the ion yield efficiency η = PkI /(PkI + Rk ) this
gives for the measured ion rate
S = δ Ṅion = n i ṄL1 ṄL2 V

Σik ΣkI
,
PkI + Rk

(13.24)

where δ is the collection efficiency for the ions onto the
detector.

spectroscopy is a very sensitive version of absorption
spectroscopy, as can be seen from the following estimation.
The fluorescence photons, imaged onto the cathode of a photomultiplier, create n pe photoelectrons per
second. With the quantum efficiency of the photocathode ηph = Npe /Nfl , the rate of absorbed laser photons
Na , the fluorescence quantum yield ηfl = Nfl /Na , the
geometrical collection efficiency δ of the fluorescence
photons onto the photocathode, the measured rate of
photoelectrons is given by
S = Npe = Na ηfl ηph δ .

(13.25)

The absorption rate
Na = n i σik NL A∆x

(13.26)

depends on the number density n i of molecules in the absorbing level i| within the excitation volume V = A∆x,
the absorption cross section σik , the number N L of laser
photons incident per second and cm2 in a laser beam
with cross section A onto the sample with absorption
path length ∆x.
The collection efficiency δ for fluorescence photons can be enlarged by an elliptical mirror arrangement
Fig. 13.20. When the intersection volume V of the laser
and molecular beams is placed around one focal point
A of the ellipsoid, the fluorescence is imaged at the second focal point B where an optical-fiber bundle transmits

Excitation Spectroscopy with Fluorescence Detection.

The total fluorescence intensity emitted from an excited
level can be measured (without dispersion by a spectrometer) as a function of the wavelength λ of the
exciting laser Fig. 13.19. Each absorbed photon creates
a fluorescence photon if other deactivation processes of
the excited level (for instance collision-induced radiationless transitions) can be neglected. This excitation

Ek
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Holes for
molecular
beam

Probe

Akm

A
Foci
B

Spherical
reflector

Fiber
To entrance slit
of monochromator

Em

Ej

Elliptical reflector

Fluorescence
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Fig. 13.19 Level scheme and experimental set up for excitation spectroscopy, where the undispersed laser-induced
fluorescence is measured as a function of the excitation
wavelength (PM = photomultiplier)

Fig. 13.20 Optical set up with elliptical mirror and fibre
bundle for effective collection of fluorescence photons
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decrease the output power. This effect is particularly
strong if the laser operates close above the lasing
threshold Fig. 13.22. Under stationary conditions the
population inversion saturates such that the saturated
gain
g0
g0
gs =
=
=γ
(13.27)
1 + I/Is
1 + P/Ps

Example. For example with a quantum efficiency
ηph = 0.2 of the multiplier photocathode, a collection
efficiency of δ = 0.1, which demands collection optics
for the fluorescence, which covers a solid angle of 0.4π,
a fluorescence yield ηk = 1 for the excited level k|
and a laser photon flux of NL = 3 × 1018 /s, which corresponds to a laser power of 1 W at λ = 500 nm, an
absorption rate Na = 104 /s (which means a relative
laser absorption of ∆IL /IL = 3 × 10−15 ) gives a photoelectron rate Npe = 200 /s. If the dark current of the
photomultiplier is Npe (0) = 50 /s, this gives a signal-tobackground ratio of 4, which demonstrates that relative
absorptions of less than 10−15 can still be detected.
This represents a much higher sensitivity than any direct
absorption measurement.

just equals the total losses. Here g0 is the unsaturated
gain and Is is the saturation intensity Sect. 13.3.1,
which decreases the population inversion to one half
of its unsaturated value.
This gives for the laser output power
g0 − γ
P = Ps
.
(13.28)
γ
If additional losses ∆γ are introduced by the absorbing sample the laser power drops to
Pa = P − ∆P = Ps

Intracavity Absorption. A large enhancement in sen-

sitivity can be achieved when the absorbing sample is
placed inside the cavity of the laser [13.12]. This increase
of sensitivity has several causes:

Laser

Absorption cell

g0 ∆γ
∆P P − Pa
=
=
P
P
(g0 − γ )(γ + ∆γ )
g0 ∆γ
fVN∆γ  γ .
≈
γ g0 − γ

(13.30)

Compared with the single-pass absorption ∆P =
PαL for an absorption cell with length L outside
the laser resonator the sensitivity enhancement is,
with ∆γ = αL,
g0
Q=
.
(13.31)
γ (g0 − γ )
Just above threshold g0 is only slightly larger than
γ and Q becomes very large. However, the laser
output power becomes increasingly unstable as the
threshold is approached. Therefore there is an upper
limit on the attainable signal-to-noise ratio.

Detector

a)
L

Laser ouput power

2
Tuning device
Fluorescence
detector

(13.29)

The relative change of the output power is then

1. When the resonator mirrors have transmission
T1 = 0 and T2 > 0, the radiation intensity inside
the cavity is larger by a factor q = 1/T2 than outside and therefore the number of absorbed photons
is multiplied by q. This advantage is quite similar
to that of a multipass cell. Observing the laserinduced fluorescence emitted from excited atoms or
molecules inside the resonator Fig. 13.21 therefore
gives a larger signal proportional to the number of
absorbed photons.
2. The output power of the laser depends on the gain of
the active medium and the losses inside the laser cavity. Therefore additional losses by absorbing species
M1

g0 − γ − ∆γ
.
γ + ∆γ

1

Fig. 13.21 Set up for intracavity absorption, monitored

either by the laser-induced fluorescence (13.1) or by the
laser output power (13.2)

b) Q
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γ + ∆γ
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0.3
(g0 – γ) /g0  Ppump

Fig. 13.22 Laser output power as a function of pump power
with and without an absorbing sample inside the laser cavity
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it either directly to the photomultiplier or to the entrance
slit of the spectrometer.
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3. The most sensitive technique for intracavity absorption is based on multimode lasers, where the
coupling between different modes is essential for
the high sensitivity. This can be understood as follows. Assume that one of the oscillating laser modes
coincides with an absorption line of the intracavity
sample. The power in this mode is then decreased
and this mode causes less saturation of the gain
medium. Neighboring laser modes that are closer
to the absorbed mode than the saturation line width
can take advantage of this decrease in the population
inversion and gain intensity. This in turn decreases
the gain for the weaker absorbed mode and weakens
its power further. This mode coupling can therefore
lead to a complete extinction of the absorbing mode.
This means that a tiny absorption can cause a drastic
change in the intensity of the absorbed mode.
More-detailed calculations show that the relative
change of the output power is now
∆P
g0 ∆γ
=
(1 + K M) ,
(13.32)
P
γ (g0 − γ )
where M is the number of coupled laser modes and K
(0 ≤ K ≤ 1) is a measure of the coupling strength. For
K = 0 we obtain the same result as for a single-mode
laser, while for K = 1 and a large number M of coupled
modes the increase in sensitivity is remarkable.
In real lasers the mode coupling and the mode frequencies fluctuate with time due to thermal instabilities
or fluctuations in the refractive index of the liquid gain
medium of dye lasers. This introduces additional noise
and decreases the sensitivity. It is therefore better to
pump the laser with a pump laser whose output power
follows a step function that starts at time t = 0 and then
remains constant. The intracavity absorption is measured at times t with 0 ≤ t ≤ tm that are shorter than
AOM 1

Pump beam

Argon laser

MP

AOM 2 M0

M2
Sample cell

Jet

Spectrograph
M1
Diode
array

Computer

Pump

Fig. 13.23 Experimental arrangement for intracavity laser
spectroscopy with a step-function pump power and a variable delay for detecting the transmitted dye-laser output

the mean mode lifetime tm . The experimental set up is
shown in Fig. 13.23 [13.13]. The CW broadband dye
laser is pumped by an argon laser, whose output can be
switched by the acoustooptical modulator AOM1. The
laser output through mirror M0 is gated by AOM2, dispersed by a spectrograph with a charge-coupled device
(CCD) array and monitored by a computer.
In the course of time the spectral absorption profiles
become deeper and narrower until they reach the spectral
resolution of the spectrograph.
The maximum effective absorption length achieved
with this technique is
L eff = ctmax ,

(13.33)

where c is the velocity of light and tmax is the maximum
observation time.
Example. With a typical delay time tmax = 100 µs

the effective absorption length becomes L eff =
3 × 108 10−4 m = 30 km. If an absorption dip in the dispersed output power of 1% can still be detected, this
gives a sensitivity limit for the absorption coefficient of
αmin = 3 × 10−9 cm−1 [13.14].

13.1.1 Absorption and Emission
Spectroscopy, Laser-Induced
Fluorescence
Until now we have mainly discussed different techniques of absorption spectroscopy. The spectroscopy of
radiation emitted from the excited levels of atoms or
molecules plays an important role in plasma physics and
in particular in astrophysics where the radiation emitted
from stars or reflected by planets is the main source of
information about extraterrestrial objects.
Emission spectroscopy requires a sufficient population of excited states and needs dispersive instruments
to measure the spectrum, i. e. the wavelengths, intensities, line profiles and the degree of polarization of the
emission lines.
The excited levels can be populated by thermal collisions if the temperature is sufficiently high (e.g. in the
atmospheres of stars), or by electron impact in gas discharges. These mechanisms generally populate many
levels and the emission spectrum is accordingly complex. The spectral resolution is limited by the dispersing
instrument and reaches about 0.1–0.01 nm for grating
spectrometers, while with interferometers the Doppler
width of the emission lines can be seen.
The spectrum becomes much simpler if a single upper level can be selectively excited. This is possible in
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Fig. 13.24 Measurement of dispersed laser-induced fluorescence spectrum with wavelength calibration

decreased due to adiabatic cooling during the expansion
of the beam from the reservoir through a nozzle into the
vacuum chamber.
The laser-induced fluorescence spectroscopy has
proved very useful for the investigation of inelastic
collisions in excited states. These collisions transfer
the initial population from the selectively excited level
|k into neighboring rotational–vibration levels | j. The
fluorescence emitted from these levels is a direct measure of the transfer probability. The ratio Ifl ( j)/Ifl (k)
yields the collision cross section for individual transitions if the densities of the collision partners is known.
For such measurements the fluorescence must be dispersed by a spectrometer to separate the contributions
emitted from the different levels.
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many cases, when a single-mode laser is used for excitation and the fluorescence spectrum emitted by this single
level is measured. A typical experimental set up is shown
in Fig. 13.24. The fluorescence spectrum emitted by this
excited level is dispersed by a spectrometer and the
fluorescence lines are recorded by a photomultiplier or
a charge-coupled device (CCD) array. If the fluorescence
is, for instance, emitted from a single upper rotational–
vibrational level (v, J) of a diatomic molecule, the
allowed transitions represent a relatively simple vibrational progression with only one or two rotational lines
in each vibrational band Fig. 13.23. The relative intensities of these vibrational bands allow the determination
of the Franck–Condon factors. Such a laser-induced
fluorescence spectrum is indeed much simpler than the
emission spectrum from a gas discharge where many upper levels are populated and the total fluorescence is the
superposition of all fluorescence series emitted by the
different upper levels.
The wave numbers of the fluorescence lines are equal
to the differences between the term values of the upper
level and the terminating lower levels. If the upper level
is the same for all lines the separations of the fluorescence lines just give the energy differences between
the levels in the lower state Fig. 13.25. The vibrational
spacings yield the vibrational constants of the lower
electronic state and the rotational spacings the rotational constants and their dependence on the vibrational
level. If the Franck–Condon factors for transitions into
high vibrational levels of the electronic ground state are
sufficiently large (this depends on the excited upper vibrational level), the vibrational levels in the electronic
ground state can be measured up to the dissociation energy. This allows a very accurate determination of the
potential curve [13.15].
The selective excitation of a single upper level is
only possible if there is no overlap of absorptions lines
within their line width. For excitation in a gas cell
the spectral width is generally limited by the Doppler
width. At higher temperatures many levels in the electronic ground state are thermally populated, which
results in a higher density of absorption lines, and the
mean distance between different lines is often smaller
than the Doppler width. In such cases several upper
levels are excited even with a single-mode laser. However, even then the resulting fluorescence spectrum is
still simpler than the emission spectrum from a gas
discharge.
This problem can be overcome by laser excitation
in a cold and collimated molecular beam, where the
Doppler width is greatly reduced and the temperature is

13.1 Stationary Methods

530 (nm)

Fig. 13.25a–c Laser-induced fluorescence spectra of the Na2 molecule for two different selectively excited upper levels: (b) v = 3,
J = 43,(c) v = 6, J = 27 in the B1 πu state
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13.1.2 Laser Spectroscopy
in Molecular Beams
The combination of laser spectroscopy with molecularbeam techniques has brought about a wealth of new
information [13.16]. First of all there is the possible reduction of the Doppler width in collimated molecular
beams, when a laser beam is crossed perpendicularly
with the molecular beam. Due to the collimation the velocity components of the molecules parallel to the laser
beam are greatly reduced. This line-width reduction allows the resolution of finer details in atomic or molecular
spectra.
The second advantage is the drastic reduction of
the temperature in a supersonic beam, where adiabatic
cooling during the expansion of the molecules from
their reservoir at high pressure through a narrow nozzle into the vacuum chamber converts the gas at thermal
equilibrium at a temperature T0 into a directed flow of
molecules with a narrow spread of parallel velocities
around the flow velocity ϑ. Through collisions during
the expansion this drop of the translational temperature is partly transferred to the rotational and vibrational
degrees of freedom and the population distribution is
compressed into the lowest vibrational–rotational states.
Although this might not be a strict thermal equilibrium,
the rotational as well as the vibrational distribution can
be approximated by a Maxwell–Boltzmann distribution
and a temperature can be attributed. Typical values are
Ttrans = 0.1–1 K, Trot = 1–10 K and Tvib = 10–100 K,
depending on the pressure in the reservoir, the nozzle
diameter and the specific molecules. This reduction of
a)

Laser

PM

d
Oven
P

the population distribution onto the lowest levels results
in a drastic simplification of the absorption spectrum and
facilitates the assignment considerably [13.17].
The third advantage is the possible application of
laser spectroscopy in the investigation of collision processes in crossed molecular beams. In particular for
experiments on state-to-state inelastic or reactive collisions the laser can prepare the initial state of the collision
partners and detect their final states. Therefore maximum information can be obtained about the interaction
potential and its dependence on the distance between the
collision partners and on their relative orientation.
Reduction of Doppler Width
In many cases spectral resolution is limited by the
Doppler width of the absorption lines. This limitation
often prevents the recognition of finer details in the
spectrum, such as hyperfine splittings, Zeeman splittings in weak external fields or the rotational structure
in molecular spectra. Doppler-free techniques that can
overcome the limitations set by the Doppler width are
then required to get full information from the atomic or
molecular spectra.
An elegant way to reduce the Doppler width is
the reduction of the velocity distribution of atoms or
molecules in collimated molecular beams Fig. 13.26.
Molecules, effusing from a reservoir through a small
hole A into a vacuum chamber have to pass through
a narrow slit with width b, at a distance d downstream
of the molecular beam in order to reach the interaction
region with the laser beam. If we choose the molecularbeam axis as the z-axis and the slit along the y-direction,
the vx -component of the molecules passing through the
slit is reduced by the geometrical factor

vx ≤ (b/2d)v = vz tan ε ,

(13.34)

where v̄ = (8kT/πm)1/2

Θ ε
A

B

b
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Fig. 13.26 Laser spectroscopy in a collimated molecular beam with

reduction of the Doppler width (PM = photomultiplier)

is the mean velocity of particles
with mass m, when the temperature of the reservoir is
T , vz is the velocity component parallel to the beam axis
and ε with tanε = b/2d being the collimation angle.
If the beam of a tunable single-mode laser crosses the
molecular beam in the x-direction (i. e., perpendicular to
the molecular-beam axis) behind the slit, only molecules
within the narrow interval vx ≤ (b/2d)v contribute to
the absorption, which means that the width ∆ν of the
absorption line is reduced compared to its Doppler width
in a gas at thermal equilibrium.
Example. With b = 1 mm, d = 100 mm ⇒ tan ε =
5 × 10−3 . instead of a typical Doppler width of
∆ν D = 1 GHz in the optical range, the line width is now
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cosΘ 2 −(v|vp )2
nv e
dv , (13.35)
r2
√
where the normalization factor C = (4/ π)/vp3 assures
that the total density n of the molecules is
n(V , r , Θ) dV = ϕi

n=

n(v) dv

(13.36)

Monochromator
PM 2

Amplifier

Heaters Skimmer
Argon

(13.37)

with vx = (x/r)v ⇒ dvx = (x/r) dv and cosΘ = z/r
(Fig. 13.26b). We derive from (13.35) for the molecular
density
n(vx , x) dvx = ϕn

z 2
v exp[−(rvx /xvp )2 ] dvx .
x3 x
(13.38)
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and vp
is the most probable velocity. The
spectral profile of the absorption coefficient is
n(vx , x)Σ(ω , vx ) dvx ,
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Fig. 13.27 Molecular-beam apparatus with different cross-

ing points with laser beams for measuring the undispersed
and the dispersed laser-induced fluorescence, and the ions
produced by resonant two-photon ionization with subsequent mass selection by a quadrupole spectrometer (QMS)
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The absorption cross section σ(ω , vx ) is a Lorentzian
profile, Doppler-shifted by kvx ,
σ(ω , vx ) = Σ0

(γ /2)2
. (13.39)
(ω − ω0 − kvx )2 + (γ /2)2

Inserting (13.38) and (13.39) into (13.37) gives (with
dvx = dω/k) the spectral profile of the absorption coefficient
+∞

α(ω) = ϕ
−∞


−

ω−ω0
ω0 vp sin(ε/c)

63 MHz

2

e
dω
(ω − ω0 )2 + (γ /2)2 0

with ω0 = ω0 (1 + vx /c)

a3π0 R(23)

625.665 nm

Fig. 13.28 Resolved hyperfine structure (HFS) of a ro(13.40)

which is called a Voigt profile. The Gaussian profile has
a width of ∆ωD sinε, reduced by a factor sinε compared
to the Doppler width in a gas at thermal equilibrium.
High-resolution absorption spectra can be measured
by monitoring the total fluorescence Ifl (λL ) as a function of the laser wavelength (excitation spectroscopy),
or by resonant two-photon ionization, where the ions
are extracted by an electric field from the intersection volume of molecular and laser beams onto the

tational transition in the Na2 molecule, measured in
a collimated molecular beam [13.18]

ion multiplier. A typical experimental arrangement is
shown in Fig. 13.27. Here the molecular beam is crossed
by several laser beams. In the first crossing point the
laser-induced fluorescence is collected on both sides.
The photomultiplier PM1 measures the total fluorescence while PM2 behind a monochromator monitors
the dispersed fluorescence for a fixed excitation laser
wavelength.
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reduced by a factor of 200 to ∆νred
D = 5 MHz. This is
already in the range of the natural line width. The quantitative treatment starts with the density of molecules in
the beam with velocities v within the interval dv
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The second crossing point between the molecular
beam and two superimposed laser beams is located in
the ion source of a mass spectrometer. The first laser
excites the molecules into an intermediate level |i and
the second CW argon laser brings them from the state |i
into an energy state just above the ionization threshold.
This resonant two-photon ionization is very efficient in
producing isotope-selective ions, or in the case of cluster
beams to select specific cluster sizes for ionization. This
is very helpful for the assignment of the spectra, if many
different masses (e.g. isotopes or different cluster sizes
in a cluster beam) are present.
For illustration of the attainable spectral resolution
Fig. 13.28 shows the hyperfine structure (HFS) of a rotational transition (J ← J ) in the electronic transition
of Na2 molecules from the X 1 Σg ground state into the
mixed A1 Σu − a3 Πu upper state, where the two states
are coupled by spin–orbit coupling [13.18].
Optothermal Spectroscopy
in Molecular Beams
The temperature increase caused by the transfer of excitation energy can also be monitored by the change
of electrical conductivity with temperature. This is
used in the bolometer, which is a detector made
of a material with a high temperature coefficient
α of electrical conductivity σ = σ0 [1 + α(T )]. Generally doped semiconductor materials are used. The
coefficient α decreases with decreasing temperature.
Therefore a bolometer is generally operated at low temperatures, e.g., at T = 1.5 K, which can be reached
by evaporating 4 He in a helium cryostat. Even lower
temperatures down into the milliKelvin range can be
obtained by a 3 He 4 He dilution refrigerator.
The temperature increase can be caused by the absorption of photons (in this case the bolometer acts as
a radiation detector) or by the adsorption of excited
Dewar N2

Laser
Mirrors

He
Reservoir
Molecular
beam
Bolometer
Multiple reflection
arrangement

atoms or molecules at the surface of the bolometer. Here
they transfer their excitation energy to the bolometer.
A typical arrangement for molecular spectroscopy
in molecular beams is shown in Fig. 13.29 [13.19].
The molecular beam is crossed perpendicular by
the beam of a single-mode laser, which excites the
molecules into long-lived higher states (for example excited vibrational levels in the electronic ground state or
Rydberg states with a long radiative lifetime).
The heat transfer rate from N molecules per sec with
excitation energy ∆E = hν is
dQ/ dt = N∆E = Nhν .

(13.41)

This results in a temperature increase ∆T = T − T0 of
a bolometer with heat capacity C and heat conduction G(T − T0 ) to the surroundings at temperature T0
without molecules impinging on the bolometer at the
temperature T , which can be determined from energy
conservation
P = Nhν = C( dT/ dt) + G(T − T0 ) ,

(13.42)

where the incident power equals the thermal energy
increase per sec of the bolometer and the power conducted to the surrounding. Under stationary conditions
( dT/ dt = 0) the temperature rise is obtained from
(13.42) as
∆T = T − T0 = Nhν/G .

(13.43)

In order to increase the sensitivity of a bolometer, heat
conductivity to the surrounding should be as small as
possible, i. e. the bolometer has to be thermally well
isolated.
In order to subtract the background signal caused
by the adsorption of molecules in their ground state, the
excitation laser is chopped at a frequency f and the optothermal signal is detected through a lock-in amplifier.
Now the energy transferred to the bolometer is timedependent. The time constant of the bolometer should
be shorter than the chopping period.
The time constant depends on the heat capacity C
and the heat conductivity G. This can be seen as follows.
Assume the transferred power is
P = P0 (1 + a cos Ωt)
with a ≤ 1 and Ω = 2π f .

(13.44)

Inserting (13.44) into (13.42) gives

Fig. 13.29 Optothermal spectroscopy in a molecular beam

with laser excitation and detection by a cooled bolometer

T (Ω) = T0 + ∆T [1 + cos(Ωt + φ)] .

(13.45)
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tan φ = ΩC/G

a)

(13.47)

At the frequency Ωc√= G/C the amplitude ∆T decreases by a factor of 2 against its DC value.
We see that the sensitivity is proportional to 1/G
but the time constant τ ∼ G/C. A sufficiently fast and
sensitive detector should have a minimum heat capacity. Since C decreases with temperature, this is again an
argument for operating the bolometer at low temperatures [13.20].
In Sect. 13.2 it was shown that the absorption path
length should be as large as possible in order to reach
a higher sensitivity. Since a single pass through the collimated molecular beam is only about 1 mm, optical
arrangements for increasing this absorption length have
been designed. In Fig. 13.30 several solutions are illustrated. They consist either of two parallel mirrors, where
the incoming laser beam is reflected back and forth between the mirrors, or of a pair of cat-eyes that are shifted
against each other by a small amount δ. In the former arrangement the laser beam passes the molecular beam at
an angle 90◦ − ε and the absorption lines are therefore
Doppler-shifted by an amount ∆ν = (v/c) sin ε, where
v is the velocity of the molecules. The largest advantage
can be reached when the crossing point is placed in the
beam waist of an external nearly confocal enhancement
resonator with highly reflecting mirrors. The incoming
laser beam has to be mode-matched to the fundamental
mode of the resonator by an appropriate optical design,
consisting of two lenses Fig. 13.28c. With such a design
an enhancement by a factor 200 of the optical power in
the crossing point can be achieved.

13.1.3 Nonlinear Laser Spectroscopy
Several spectroscopic techniques that achieve subDoppler resolution are based on the nonlinear interaction
of molecules with laser radiation. When a plane electromagnetic wave passes in the x-direction through an
absorbing gas. We have seen above, that the attenuation
dI of the intensity is related to the absorption coefficient

90° mirror

Molecular
beam

(13.46)

against the modulated incident power, which depends
on the heat capacity C, the heat conductivity G and
the frequency Ω. The amplitude ∆T of the temperature
modulation is
ā P0 Σ
∆T = √
.
Σ2 + Ω2 P2

b)

From
laser

c)

Detector

Molecular
beam

Optical fiber

Modematching lens

Piezo

Highly reflecting
mirrors

Fig. 13.30a–c Optical arrangements for generating many crossings
of the laser beam with the molecular beam. (a) two plane-parallel
mirrors, (b) two cat eyes arrangement, (c) crossing point inside a high

Q enhancement resonator, where the laser beam is mode-matched
to the fundamental mode of the resonator

α by
dI = −αI dx .

(13.48)

The absorption coefficient
α =∆NΣik
with ∆N =[Nk − (gk /gi )Ni ]
is determined by the population difference ∆N and the
absorption cross section σ. This gives for (13.48) the
relation
dI = −[Nk − (gk /gi )Ni ]Σik I dx .

(13.49)

For sufficiently small intensities I the population densities Ni and Nk are not much affected, because relaxation
processes can refill the population Nk of the absorbing
level Fig. 13.31a. In this case the absorption coefficient
α is independent of the intensity I and integration of
(13.48) yields Beer’s law of linear absorption
I = I e−δNΣx .

(13.50)

For higher intensities the absorption rate can exceed the
relaxation rates refilling the absorbing level k|. This
means that the population Nk decreases with increasing
intensity I and the absorption coefficient therefore also
decreases. Instead of (13.51) we have to write
dI = −∆N(I)Iσ dx .

(13.51)
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The temperature T is modulated at the same frequency Ω
but shows a phase lag φ with
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Inserting this into (13.51) gives

Ifl

∆N

dI = ∆N0 Σ dx(I − 2aI 2 − 2bI 3 − · · · ) .

Nk
Ifl

Ifl

Nj – Nk
Relaxation
Nj

IL

Fig. 13.31a,b Saturation of a transition (a) fluorescence
intensity and population difference as a function of the
excitation intensity, (b) level scheme

The change dI of the intensity and therefore also the
absorbed power depends in a nonlinear way on the incident intensity. We can write the intensity-dependent
population of the absorbing level |k| as a power series
Nk = Nk0 (1 − aI − bI 2 − · · · )

(13.54)

The first term describes the linear absorption, the second
term is quadratically dependent on I and diminishes the
absorption because d(∆N)/ dI < 0.
The nonlinear absorption can be demonstrated by
measuring the intensity of the laser-induced fluorescence
Ifl (IL ) as a function of the laser intensity Fig. 13.31c.
One can see, that Ifl first increases linearly with IL ,
but for higher laser intensities the increase is sublinear, because the population difference and therefore the
absorption coefficient decreases, which causes a smaller
relative absorption of the laser intensity dIL /IL . For high
laser intensities the fluorescence intensity approaches
a constant value (saturation) that is limited by the rate of
the relaxation processes refilling the absorbing level |k.
This saturation of the absorption can be used for
Doppler-free spectroscopy [13.21], as will be outlined
in the next section.

(13.52a)

with b  a  1 and a corresponding relation for the
upper level |i
Ni = Ni0 (1 + aI − bI 2 · · · ) .

(13.52b)

For the population difference we obtain Fig. 13.31b:
∆N = ∆N0 (1 − 2aI − 2bI 2 − · · · ) .

(13.53)

Saturation Spectroscopy
We consider a sample of atoms or molecules in the
gas phase with a Doppler-broadened absorption profile
around the center frequency ω0 . When a monochromatic
laser beam with frequency ω passes in the x-direction
through the sample, only those molecules can absorb
the laser photons that are Doppler-shifted into resonance with the laser frequency. Since the Doppler shift is
∆ω = kvx these molecules must have velocity compo-
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ω

Fig. 13.32a–c Principle of saturation spectroscopy of Doppler-broadened transitions: (a) saturation hole and saturation
peak in the velocity distribution of lower and upper level population, (b) situation for a standing wave, (c) Lamb dip in

the Doppler-broadened absorption profile
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ω = ω0 (1 + kvx ) ± γ ,

(13.55)

where γ is the homogeneous line width of the transition.
Because of saturation the population Nk in the absorbing level of these molecules decreases and Ni increases
accordingly. In the velocity distribution Nk (vx ) of all
molecules a narrow dip is burnt with a spectral width γ ,
while a corresponding peak appears in the distribution
Ni (vx ) of molecules in the upper level Fig. 13.32a.
If the laser beam is reflected back into the sample
by a mirror, its k vector is reversed and molecules with
opposite velocity components interact with the reflected
beam Fig. 13.32b. Now two holes, symmetric to vx = 0
are burnt into the velocity distribution of the inversion
∆N(vx ), i. e., two different velocity classes ±(vx ± γ )
interact with the two laser beams.
When the laser frequency ωL is tuned over the
Doppler-broadened absorption profile the two holes
move towards each other as ωL approaches the center
frequency ω0 of the molecular transition. For ωL = ω0
only one velocity class in the interval dvx around
vx = 0 interacts with both laser beams. The molecules
experience the double intensity and therefore the population inversion ∆N will more decrease for ωL = ω0
than for ωL = ω0 . The absorption coefficient α(ω) with
a Doppler-broadened profile therefore has a dip around
the center frequency ω0 Fig. 13.32c. This dip, caused by
the saturation of the population, is called the Lamb dip,
named after Willis Lamb who explained this saturation
effect quantitatively.
The width of the Lamb dip equals the natural line
width of the molecular transition, broadened by saturation. It is about two orders of magnitude smaller than
the Doppler width.
This narrow Lamb dip is used for Doppler-free spectroscopy (called saturation, or Lamb dip spectroscopy).
Assume two transitions from a common level c| into
two slightly split levels a| and b|. If the splitting
is smaller than the Doppler width the two Dopplerbroadened spectral lines cannot be resolved. However,
the two Lamb dips of these transitions are well separated
Fig. 13.33.
A possible experimental arrangement is shown in
Fig. 13.34. The beam of a wavelength-tunable laser is
split by beam splitter (BS) into a strong pump beam
and a weak probe beam, which pass in opposite directions through the sample cell. The detector measures
the transmitted probe beam intensity as a function of
the laser frequency ωL . Each time the laser frequency
coincides with the center frequency of a molecular

transition, a Lamb peak appears in the transmitted intensity because the absorption exhibits a dip at this
frequency.
The Doppler-broadened background can be eliminated when the pump beam is periodically chopped.
Now a lock-in detector measures the difference of the
transmitted probe intensity with the pump beam on and
a) α(ω)

a

b

c

ω

b) ∆α(ω)

ω

Fig. 13.33 Resolution of the two Lamb dips of two close

overlapping Doppler-broadened transitions with a common
lower level
From laser

Beam splitter
Chopper

I2

Lockin
amplifier

I1

Probe
beam

f

Pump
beam

It2

Detector

It2

ω

Fig. 13.34 Experimental arrangement for saturation spec-

troscopy with detection of the transmitted probe beam,
resulting in Lamb dips on a Doppler-broadened background
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62 S1/2 → 72 P transition at λ = 459.3 nm in a mixture of the isotopes
133 Cs, 135 Cs and 137 Cs [13.22]

off. The result is a Doppler-free spectrum Fig. 13.35 with
a better signal-to-noise ratio.
Even with low-power lasers saturation spectroscopy
can be performed when the sample is placed inside the
laser resonator, where the intensity is much higher than
outside Fig. 13.36. The standing wave inside the resonator can be composed of a back-and-forth traveling
wave. Therefore the conditions for producing a Lamb
dip are automatically fulfilled. Either the laser-induced
fluorescence from the sample molecules can be monitored, which exhibits the Lamb dips, or the laser intensity
transmitted through one of the resonator mirrors is measured, which shows corresponding narrow peaks in the
laser output power at the center frequencies of the
absorption lines of the sample molecules. If the resonator length is modulated while the laser wavelength
is scanned, the first derivative of the Lamb dips or peaks
is measured with a lock-in tuned to the modulation
frequency f . Since the modulation of the absorption
is not harmonic (even if the laser frequency is modulated sinusoidally), the modulated laser output also
contains higher harmonics Sect. 13.1.2. When the lockin is tuned to 3 f the third derivative spectrum is obtained

M1
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Etalon

Detector
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L
2

Tuning device
Fluorescence
detector

1

Fig. 13.36 Saturation spectroscopy with the sample inside the laser

resonator
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amplifier
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<<
Filter for
3f

>>

v

Fig. 13.35 Saturation spectrum of the hyperfine-components of the
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f
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b)
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12

vL

Fig. 13.37a,b Third-derivative technique for saturation
spectroscopy inside the laser cavity. (a) Experimental arrangement; (b) third-derivative saturation spectrum of the

hyperfine components of a rotational transition in I2

Fig. 13.37. Here the Doppler-broadened background
is essentially suppressed. Figure 13.36b shows such
a third-derivative spectrum for the rotational transition
B 3 Π mathrmu (v = 58, J = 99) ← X 1 Σg+ (v = 1, J =
98) in the I2 molecule with its 21 hyperfine components.
Polarization Spectroscopy
While in saturation spectroscopy the selective decrease
of absorption by the pump laser was monitored by the
counter-propagating probe laser, in polarization spectroscopy it is the birefringence induced by the pump
laser that is monitored by the probe laser [13.23]. The
principle is shown in Fig. 13.38. The sample is placed
between two crossed polarizers P1 and P2 that attenuate
the linearly polarized probe laser by a factor of 105 –107 ,
depending on the quality of the polarizers. A larger portion of the laser beam is split off by the beam splitter
S and acts as a pump beam, which passes in the opposite direction through the sample cell. If the pump laser
beam is circularly polarized (e.g., σ + -polarization), it
induces transitions with ∆M = +1, where Mh is the
projection of the angular momentum J of the sample
molecules onto the direction of the pump beam. Due to
saturation some of the M sublevels are partly depopulated (for our example in Fig. 13.38a these are the levels
with M = −2, −1, 0). This leads to a partial orientation

of the molecules because their angular momentum J
no longer has an isotropic orientational distribution but
points more against the direction of the pump beam.
The linearly polarized probe beam can be composed
of a σ + and a σ − component. The two components experience different absorption and a different index of
refraction when passing through the sample of orientated molecules. Adding the two components again after
they have passed through the sample results in an elliptical polarization of the probe beam with the major axis
rotated by a small angle α compared to the initial polarization direction, because of the different phase shifts of
the σ + and the σ − components. Now a small component
of the electric vector parallel to the transmission axis of
the second polarizer exists, which is transmitted to the
detector. We will discuss this now more quantitatively.
The linearly polarized probe wave
E = E0 e

i(ωt−kz)

with

E 0 = {E 0 , 0 , 0}

+ z)

E − = 0E 0+ ei(ωt−k

,

− z)

1
E 0 (x̂ + i ŷ) ,
2
1
E 0− = E 0 (x̂ − i ŷ) ,
2

E 0+ =

(13.57)

where x̂ and ŷ are unit vectors.
The two components experience different absorption coefficients α+ and α− and also different refractive
indices n + and n − . After a path length L through the
sample region that has been orientated by the pump laser
the two components are
E + =E 0+ ei(ωt−k
E

−

+ L+iα+ L/2)

−
−
=E 0+ ei(ωt−k L+iα L/2)

,
.

(13.58)
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Fig. 13.38 Level scheme and experimental set up for Doppler-free
polarization spectroscopy

Behind the exit window the electric field vector of
the probe beam is obtained by adding the σ + and σ −
components. This gives a slightly elliptical polarized
wave with a major axis that is tilted by the small angle θ against the x-axis. This increases the transmittance
through the crossed analyzer. The transmitted amplitude
becomes (Fig. 13.39)
E t = E x sin θ + E y cos θ .

(13.61)

The detector signal is proportional to the transmitted intensity. Besides the signal there is also
a frequency-independent background due to the residual
transmission ξ of the crossed polarizers.
Similar to the case in saturation spectroscopy the
line profile of the signals are Doppler-free and are determined by the homogeneous line width γ (natural line
width plus collision broadening plus saturation broaden-

Because of the difference ∆n = n + − n − a phase difference
∆Φ = (k+ − k− )L = (ωL/c)(n + − n − )

b)

M = –1 0 +1
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(13.56)

can be composed of a σ + and a σ − component
E + = E 0+ ei(ωt−k

a)
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y
Transmission axis of P2

(13.59)

has developed between the two components and because
of the difference ∆α = α+ − α− there is also a difference
∆E 0 = (E 0 /2)[ e−α

+ L/2

− e−α

− L/2

]

(13.60)

in the two amplitudes.
The windows of the absorption cell are slightly
bent because of external atmospheric pressure and they
therefore show a birefringence which is different for
the two circularly polarized components and causes an
additional phase shift.

θ
Etx
Ey

θ
Ety

Ex

x

Fig. 13.39 Transmitted polarization components through
the analyzer
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ing), because only molecules with velocity components
vx = 0 ± γ k can interact with both counter-propagating
laser beams.
The final result for the transmitted intensity, measured when the laser frequency is tuned over an
absorption line of the sample molecules, is


x
−αL
2
2
2
1
Σ + Θ + 4 ∆αω + Θ ∆α0 L
It = I0 e
1 + x2

2
∆α0 L
1
+ 14 ∆α0 ∆αω L +
4
1 + x2

tions of the two photon spins, transitions with ∆L = 0
or ∆L = ±2 are induced. Two-photon transitions are
weaker by several orders of magnitude than allowed onephoton transitions. Therefore lasers with sufficient high
intensities are demanded for their observation. The probability of two-photon absorption is greatly enhanced if
a molecular level E m is close to the energy E k + ω1 or
E k + ω2 .
For a two-photon transition from the initial lower
level k| to the final level  f | in a molecule at rest energy
conservation demands
E f − E k = (ω1 + ω2 ) .

with
ω0 − ω
.
x=
(13.62)
γs /2
The advantages of polarization spectroscopy, compared
to saturation spectroscopy are as follows:
1. The technique is essentially background-free.
Besides the small residual terms I0 ξ with
ξ = 10−5 –10−7 the detector only receives a signal
when the pump beam is not blocked. In saturation
spectroscopy the pump beam changes the absorption
of the probe beam by a small amount and the small
difference between two large signals is detected. The
sensitivity of polarization spectroscopy is therefore
much higher.
2. Uncrossing of the polarizers (θ > 0) increases the
dispersion term in (13.62). Such a dispersion signal
is ideally suited to stabilize a laser frequency onto
the zero-crossing of the signal, which occurs at the
center of the Doppler-free absorption line. Choosing
θ = 0 yields Lorentzian line profiles, where the magnitude of the signals can be optimized by changing
the birefringence of the windows (e.g., by squeezing
them gently).
3. It turns out that the signal magnitude and profile
depends on the specific molecular transition. For
a circularly polarized pump beam the signals of
Q-lines (∆J = 0) are suppressed, while for a linearly polarized pump beam the magnitude of the
signals for P- and R-lines (∆J = ±1) decreases
rapidly with increasing rotational quantum number
J. The assignment of a complex molecular spectrum
is therefore facilitated.
Doppler-Free Two-Photon Spectroscopy
For sufficiently strong laser intensities it can happen that
an atom or molecule simultaneously absorbs two photons ω1 and ω2 from two lasers, or two photons ω1
from the same laser. Depending on the relative orienta-

(13.63)

When the molecule moves with velocity v the frequency
ω of the light wave is shifted in the molecular frame
to ω = ω − kv. The resonance condition (13.63) now
becomes
E f − E k = (ω1 + ω2 ) − hv(k1 + k2 ) .

(13.64)

If the two photons come from two counter-propagating
traveling beams from the same laser, we have the
situation that ω1 = ω2 and k1 = −k2 . This has the consequence that the last term in (13.64), which contains
the velocity of the molecule, is zero. The two-photon
absorption in this case becomes independent of the molecular velocity, which means that all molecules within
the velocity distribution contribute to the two-photon
absorption, which is now Doppler-free. The experimental arrangement is shown in Fig. 13.40. The sample is
placed inside the resonator of a single-mode laser. The
two-photon transition is monitored by the laser-induced
fluorescence, emitted from the upper level E f into intermediate levels E m that are connected to  f | by allowed
one-photon transitions. A Faraday rotator acts as an optical diode and prevents the reflected beam from passing
Dye laser

ki
kr

Faraday
rotator

L
Ef

M
Filter

Fluorescence
Em

Spectrum
analyzer

Photomultiplier

Ej

Fig. 13.40 Doppler-free two-photon spectroscopy
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13.1.4 Polarimetry and Ellipsometry
Similar to the principle in polarization spectroscopy
a technique called polarimetry uses the change of the
polarization of a light wave which has passed through
an anisotropic sample. However, in contrast to polarization spectroscopy the anisotropy is not induced by
a polarized pump wave but is inherent to the sample,
which consists of so-called active molecules. For example, all chiral molecules, such as butanol Fig. 13.43
or blood sugar, turn the polarization vector of a linearly
polarized wave by an angle
α = (n + − n − )πd/λ ,

0

500

Laser frequency v (MHz)

Fig. 13.42 Doppler-free two-photon spectrum of the

6p2 3P0 → 7p3 P0 transition in the different isotopes of
lead [13.24]
Mirror plane
CH3

(13.65)

where n + and n − are the refractive indices for σ + and
σ − light and d is the path length through the sample
Fig. 13.44.
In solids optical anisotropy can be induced by internal or external stress. In such cases optical polarimetry
can give a two-dimensional picture of the stress distribution. This is used by glass blowers to check whether
glass after tempering is stress-free. For mechanical engineering models, Plexiglas can be used to test the
stress distribution in frame constructions of buildings
and bridges [13.26].
The spectral ellipsometry technique uses the polarization characteristics of an optical wave and their

ωL

Fig. 13.41 Narrow line profile of Doppler-free two-photon absorption with Doppler-broadened background
6p2 3P0 – 7p 3P0 (225.2 nm)

CH3

C

C
H

C2H5

OH

+

H
OH

–
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back into the laser, because this could cause instabilities
in the laser.
When the laser frequency ω is tuned over the twophoton resonance the signal consists of a narrow peak
(produced by two photons with opposite k-vector) and
a Doppler-broadened background, produced by two
photons from the same beam with parallel k-vectors
Fig. 13.41. The Doppler width is twice as large as that
of a one-photon transition with frequency ω. The probability that the two photons come from opposite beams
is twice as large as that for two photons from the same
beam. This implies that twice as many molecules contribute to the narrow peak than to the broad background.
The narrow peak is therefore 2∆ωD /∆ωn times as high
than the background. Since the Doppler width ∆ωD is
about two orders of magnitude larger than the natural
line width ∆ωn the background can be neglected.
In Fig. 13.42 the Doppler-free spectrum of
lead atoms on the transition 7p3P 0 ← 6p23P 0 at
λ = 450.4 nm illustrates the high spectral resolution
allowing the measurement of the isotope shifts [13.24].
More extensive coverage of two-photon spectroscopy can be found in [13.25].
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C2H5

Fig. 13.43 The two mirror images of butanol as example of
chiral molecules

changes when the wave is reflected by a surface or
transmitted through a sample for sensitive detection of
material parameters, such as absorption and birefringence. It is generally applied to solids and liquids, where
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ponents of the electric field vectors of the incident and
reflected wave

erally elliptically polarized, which gives the name to the
method [13.27].
For non-absorbing samples the refractive index n is
real and the intensity and the polarization characteristics
of the reflected light are governed by the Fresnel formulas. We can compose the electric vector of the incident
linearly polarized light of a component E || parallel and
a component E ⊥ perpendicular to the plane of incidence
Fig. 13.46. The amplitude reflection coefficient for the
two components [13.28]

Computer

Fig. 13.45 Schematic experimental arrangement for ellip-

P|| =

E r||
n 2 cos α − n 1 cos β
,
=
E i||
n 2 cos α + n 2 cos β

(13.66a)

P⊥ =

E r⊥
n 1 cos α − n 2 cos β
,
=
E i⊥
n 1 cos α + n 2 cos β

(13.66b)

sometry

there are no sharp absorption lines. Therefore the main
emphasis is placed on the sensitivity rather than on the
spectral resolution. Besides tunable lasers as radiation
sources broadband incoherent light sources are also used
in combination with a monochromator for wavelength
selection.
The basic principle is illustrated in Fig. 13.45. The
incident light passes through a polarizer P and is reflected at the surface of the sample. The polarization
characteristics of the reflected light are analyzed by the
analyzer A and the photomultiplier behind the spectrometer monitors the intensity of a selected spectral interval
transmitted through the spectrometer.
Depending on the absorption coefficient α(ω) light
with intensity I0 penetrates into the sample. After a penetration depth d = 1/α its intensity has decreased to
I0 / e and the reflected light with intensity Ir = rI0 gives
information on the complex reflection coefficient r,
which also depends on the absorption coefficient α. For
linearly polarized incident light the reflected light is gen-

is then determined by the refractive indices n 1 and n 2 of
the two media and the angle α against the surface normal.
Using the Snellius refraction law sin α/ sin β = n 2 /n 1
we can replace the refractive indices by the refraction
angle β and obtain
tan(α − β)
,
tan(α + β)
sin(α − β)
P⊥ =
.
sin(α + β)
P|| =

(13.67)

The reflected intensity is then
tan2 (α − ρ)
,
tan2 (α + ρ)
sin2 (α − ρ)
Ir⊥ =
.
sin2 (α + ρ)
Ir|| = Ii||

Since the reflection coefficients for the two components
are different, the plane of polarization of the reflected
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For absorbing materials the index of refraction
n = n − iκ

(13.69)

becomes complex where both the real part n and the
imaginary part κ depend on the wavelength. This introduces a phase shift, which is generally different for
the two polarization components. The reflected light is
elliptically polarized.

13.1.5 Optical Pumping
and Double Resonance
We have discussed in Sect. 13.1.1 that emission spectra
become much simpler when a single level is selectively
populated. Such a selective population or depletion of
a level by absorption of photons is called optical pumping, when a noticeable population change ∆N against
the thermal population is achieved. The technique of
optical pumping is, however, more general than just
changing the population of a level. It can also create
an alignment of atoms or molecules in the labeled level,
as we have seen for the example of polarization spectroscopy. This changes the polarization characteristics
of a wave transmitted through the sample.
Optical pumping forms the basis for various doubleresonance techniques. Assume the pump laser is tuned
to a selected transition |i → |k Fig. 13.47 and depletes
the lower level |i. If a second radiation field [radiofrequency (RF), microwave, infrared or visible radiation]

with tunable frequency is simultaneously applied to the
sample, the depleted level will be partly refilled, when
the frequency of this second radiation field coincides
with a transition |i → |m from the depleted level |i to
other levels |m. This can be monitored either by the increased absorption of a probe laser or by the increase of
the fluorescence induced by the pump laser.
If, for example, the pump laser depletes a hyperfine
component of an atomic state, the depleted level can
be refilled by RF transitions |ij → |in from another
HFS component, which is not depleted by the pump
Fig. 13.47. When the laser-induced fluorescence is observed as a function of the radiofrequency, a peak is
measured at the resonance frequency ωin j , which gives
the separation of the two HFS levels. In this case the
RF–optical double resonance acts like an amplifier of
the RF transitions, because
1. the optical pump increases the population difference
∆N between the two HFS levels and therefore the
absorption of the radio frequency (RF).
2. The absorption of one RF photon is monitored by
emission of a visible photon, which has an energy
about 106 times larger than the RF photon and can
be detected with a much higher efficiency.
The accuracy of measuring the separation of the levels
using radio frequencies is much higher than through the
difference of the frequencies of two optical transitions
from the two HFS levels into a level in the upper excited
state. The RF transition can occur in the lower as well
as in the upper state of the optical transition. In the latter
case one observes a dip in the fluorescence intensity
from level |k when the RF is tuned through resonance.
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Fig. 13.47 Schematic level scheme for optical pumping

and optical–microwave double resonance with fluorescence
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Fig. 13.48 Example of optical–microwave double-resonance spectroscopy in the excited electronic state of BaO [13.29]
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wave is tilted against that of the incident wave. If γi is the
angle of the electric vector E of the incident wave against
the plane of incidence, the angle γr of the reflected wave
becomes, according to the Fresnel formulas,
E r⊥
cos(α − β)
tan γi .
tan γr =
=−
(13.68)
E r||
cos(α + β)
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Fig. 13.49 Optical double resonance in a molecular beam as a sub-

stitute for the conventional Rabi technique

Optical–microwave double resonance can be applied to transitions between two rotational levels of
molecules, where the optical pump depletes one of the
levels in the ground state or populates one of the two
levels in an excited state Fig. 13.48. Besides increasing
the absorption of the microwave the double resonance
in excited states transfers the accuracy of microwave
spectroscopy to measurements of excited states that are
thermally not populated and are therefore not accessible
to conventional microwave spectroscopy.
An interesting application of this double-resonance
spectroscopy is the modification of the Rabi technique
for RF transitions in molecular beams [13.30]. The in-

homogeneous magnetic fields A and B are replaced by
two beams of the pump laser Fig. 13.49. Radiofrequency
or microwave transitions in a region between the two
crossing points induce population changes that are detected by the corresponding changes in the laser-induced
fluorescence in the second crossing point B. Since the
fluorescence detection is very sensitive Sect. 13.1.2, this
method is very useful for measuring small level splittings of free molecules or Zeeman or Stark splittings in
a homogeneous magnetic or electric field in region C
with high accuracy.
Similar to the simplification of the fluorescence spectrum by selective excitation of a single upper level,
double-resonance methods are valuable tools for assigning complex absorption spectra. Assume the probe laser
is tuned through the absorption spectrum and the absorption is monitored via the laser-induced fluorescence.
When the pump laser, tuned to a specific optical transition, is chopped the population of the upper and the
lower levels of the pump transition are modulated with
opposite phases. Measuring the laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) induced by the probe laser with a lock-in
amplifier while the probe-laser frequency is tuned yields
only those transitions out of the whole spectrum that
start or terminate in the modulated levels. Since one
level of these probe transitions is already known, the assignment of the other level can be readily performed
by applying the selection rules for the probe transitions [13.31].

13.2 Time-Resolved Methods
13.2.1 Basic Principles
The high-resolution techniques outlined in Sect. 13.1
of this chapter allow the very precise determination
of energy levels in atoms and molecules from which
the structure of atoms and molecules can be inferred.
Their high sensitivity makes them useful for analytical applications where a tiny number of molecules can
be detected. These CW techniques may be called static
methods.
On the other hand the investigation of dynamical
processes demands time-resolved methods, where the
time resolution covers the large span from many seconds to attoseconds (10−18 s) [13.32–36]. Examples are
the decay of excited atomic or molecular states populated by short pulses of light in the ultraviolet, optical
or infrared spectral region. The excitations of valence

electrons generally decay within 10−3 –10−9 s, while
high-energy atomic states populated by inner-shell excitation with subsequent X-ray emission might decay
in times as short as 10−15 s. metastable states of atoms
or molecules may persist for milliseconds to even many
seconds, while the dissociation of molecules excited into
states with repulsive potentials can occur within less
than 10−12 s [13.37]. Relaxation of excited electrons in
metals or semiconductors occurs within a time scale of
10−13 –10−15 s and excited states of atomic nuclei can
even decay in times shorter than 10−18 s.
Another class of time-dependent processes are
collision-induced transitions in atoms or molecules,
where two partners A and B collide and the internal
structure of A or B may be changed during the collision
and energy may be exchanged between the collision partners. Examples are energy transfer between the internal
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powers but have only moderate pulse energies. Their
wavelength can be tuned over the gain profile of the
laser. There are two ways of amplifying their pulse energies: conventional amplification in a gain medium with
inverted population, which is pumped by a powerful
pump laser, or parametric amplification. While the first
method has only moderate gain in one amplifying stage
and therefore needs several successive stages, the second
method exhibits much larger gain in a single stage.
In particular for the production of coherent radiation in the vacuum ultraviolet (VUV), where either high
harmonics of the fundamental laser wavelength are produced or several successive steps of frequency doubling
or tripling in nonlinear crystals and gases are necessary [13.42], high peak powers and pulse energies of
the laser output in the visible are needed. We therefore
start with experimental techniques for the amplification
of wavelength-tunable short pulses.
Nd:
YAG

Argon ion laser
Ti: Sapphire laser

13.2.2 Wavelength-Tunable Short Pulses
The generation and detection of short laser pulses with
fixed center frequencies has already been discussed in
detail in Chap. 12 of this handbook. For many applications in time-resolved spectroscopy wavelength-tunable
pulses are demanded. They can be produced in different
ways.
1. A laser with a broad spectral gain profile is used as
a light source and the wavelength is tuned across
the gain profile by wavelength-selecting elements
(such as prisms, gratings or interferometers) inside
the laser cavity.
2. Optical parametric amplification in nonlinear optical crystals are used where a pump photon is
split in a nonlinear crystal into two photons, called
the signal and idler, and both the signal and the
idler can be tuned over a wide range in the visible or infrared region, either by seeding the system
with a wavelength-tunable laser, and/or by using
an optical parametric oscillator and changing the
phase-matching conditions of the crystal [13.40].
3. Optical frequency mixing in nonlinear crystals (sum
or difference frequencies) can transfer the tuning
range of visible lasers into the ultraviolet or infrared
region [13.41].
For the generation of ultrashort pulses Ti:sapphire
lasers are generally used. They can deliver high peak

10 fs

Pulse
stretcher

PC

Polarizer
WP
1st stage amplifier

2nd stage amplifier
PC

Output:
3TW, 70mJ, 25fs
Pulse
compressor

Fig. 13.50 Regenerative amplifier system for ultrafast chirped

pulses [13.39]
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energies of A and B or deactivation of excited states in
one of the collision partners. Such processes generally
take place within the nano- to femtosecond time scales,
depending on the density and the relative velocity of the
collision partners [13.38].
The time resolution achieved in spectroscopy is determined by the light source and the detector. In the
pre-laser period flash lamps with pulse durations between 10−3 to 10−6 s have been used and the available
detectors were also limited in their time resolution to
about 10−6 s. The invention of pulsed lasers has changed
the situation dramatically. It is now possible to produce
sub-femtosecond pulses down to about 10−16 s using
high-harmonic generation by femtosecond lasers. Also
the limit in time resolution of detectors can be overcome
by new detection techniques, such as pump-and-probe
experiments.
In this chapter different techniques of time-resolved
spectroscopy, detection schemes and a selection of possible applications are presented and their advantages and
limitations are discussed.

13.2 Time-Resolved Methods
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Generation of Tunable Femtosecond Pulses
with High Peak Powers
The output pulses from a femtosecond oscillator can be
amplified in a regenerative amplifier. A schematic diagram of the set up for a high-power femtosecond laser
system is depicted in Fig. 13.50 [13.39]. The laser oscillator consists of a Ti:sapphire crystal in a resonator
formed by two spherical and a flat mirror. Two prisms
serve as dispersion compensators. The crystal is pumped
by a mode-locked argon laser. The femtosecond output
pulses generally show a frequency chirp (i.e., the optical frequency varies from the leading to the trailing
edge of the pulse). These chirped pulses are expanded
in time by a grating pair, where the two gratings are
not parallel as for pulse compression, but are arranged
in such a way that the time profile of the chirped optical pulse becomes broader (pulse stretcher). This pulse
stretching is necessary before the pulses are amplified
in order to avoid excessively high peak powers in the
amplifier, which would destroy the optics. The amplifier, generally a Ti:sapphire crystal pumped by a pulsed
solid-state laser, is placed inside a multiple-reflection
device that allows the laser pulse to travel many times
through the amplifying medium. The energy of the pump
pulse must be high enough to restore the inversion of
the gain medium between two successive traversals of
the amplified pulses (regenerative amplifier). The energy
amplification of this multipass device might be as high as
106 . The repetition rate of the amplified output pulses is
limited by that of the pump laser for the regenerative amplifier and is generally not higher than 10 kHz while the
mode-locked oscillator before amplification has a repetition frequency of about 100 MHz, which means that
only every 10 000th pulse of the mode-locked train is amplified. These amplified pulses are selected by a Pockels
cell (PC) and are then further amplified in a second
amplifier stage before they are compressed by a parallel grating pair, resulting in ultrashort pulses with peak
powers of up to 10 TW [13.43, 44].

pulse energy of 1 mJ (peak power 0.2 TW) can be generated [13.45].
Optical Parametric Systems
Optical parametric devices, delivering femtosecond
pulses with widely tunable wavelengths from the ultraviolet into the near-infrared spectral region, are very
useful tools for spectroscopy [13.40,46–48]. Their basic
principle can be described as follows (Fig. 13.51):
A pump photon with energy ωp and wave vector
kp is split by parametric interaction in a nonlinear optical crystal (e.g. β-Barium-Borate BBO) into a signal
photon ω1 and an idler photon ω2 , such that energy
conservation

ωp = ω1 + ω2
and momentum conservation
kp = k1 + k2

(13.70b)

for the frequencies ωi and the wave vectors ki are fulfilled. The phase velocities of the pump, signal and idler
waves are matched by proper orientation of the birefringent crystal. Since the extraordinary index of refraction
depends on the angle between the beam propagation and
the optical axis of the nonlinear crystal, tilting the crystal
allows continuous wavelength tuning of the signal and
idler waves. If besides the pump wave, a weak signal
wave (seed beam) is sent into the nonlinear crystal the
signal wave will be enhanced much more than the idler
wave. For the generation of high-power ultrashort pulses
a non-collinear optical parametric amplifier (NOPA) has
proved to be efficient [13.48]. Its basic principle is shown
in Fig. 13.52. It consists of three main functional blocks:
1. Continuum generation by focussing a small fraction of the near-infrared (NIR) pump beam onto
a sapphire disk
a)

hki
hkp

Example. The oscillator may deliver output pulses with

50 fs pulse width and 30 nJ energy. This gives a peak
power of 600 kW. With an energy amplification of 106
the peak power of the amplified and compressed pulse
is then 600 GW. If a compression down to 10 fs can be
reached the peak power may be as high as 3 TW.
Optical pulse compression can also be realized
using nonlinear dispersion in optical transparent materials. By compressing the output pulses of a multistage
Ti:sapphire laser amplifier system in a neon-gas-filled
hollow fibre, optical pulses with duration of 5 fs and

(13.70a)

hks

hωp
hωs

hωi

b)
Nd:YLF or Nd:YAG
pump laser
KTP OPO
Telescope

Input mirror

Output mirror
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signal
output

Fig. 13.51 Principle of optical parametric processes
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The difference of this system, compared to amplification
by an inverted gain medium is the following: while for
conventional amplification the inversion can be stored
for a time depending on the relaxation rates of the active
medium, in parametric amplification there is only gain
during the time of the pump pulse. It is therefore necessary that the seed and pump pulses overlap in time. This
can be achieved by using the same laser source for the
seed and pump. If for instance, the pump beam is provided by the frequency-doubled output of a Ti:sapphire
femtosecond laser and the seed beam comes from the
spectral continuum (generated by focussing the output beam of the Ti:sapphire laser at λ = 800 nm onto
a sapphire plate) both beams are generated by the same
laser and the time overlap is guaranteed (Fig. 13.53).
The phase-matching condition ((13.70a) and (13.70b))
selects from the continuum of difference frequencies
R = 20%

CPA 2001

R = 20%

2ω

BBO
WL

BBO

Fig. 13.53 Schematic set up for a widely tunable optical

parametric amplifier [13.49]

M8 M1
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M2 M3

Amplifier

Fig. 13.54 (a) Schematic diagram for multipass non-collinear optical parametric chirped pulse amplifier (DG = diffraction grating, PC
= Pockels cell) (b) beam alignment in the amplifier. The pump beam
(not shown) aims at the center of the circle [13.50]

ω = ωp − ωs the desired wavelength for amplification
(Fig. 13.52b). If the output of the OPA is mixed with
the pump beam in a second BBO crystal, sum or difference frequencies can be generated and this widely
tunable intense coherent source proves very useful for
spectroscopy across a broad spectral range [13.49].
In Fig. 13.54 a possible experimental set up for
multipass non-collinear parametric chirped-pulse amplification is shown [13.50]. The seed source is a Kerr-lens
mode-locked Ti:sapphire laser, which delivers a 78 MHz
train of pulses with 30 nm spectral width. After passing
a pulse stretcher the prolonged pulses enter the multipass parametric amplifier with a BBO crystal, which is
pumped by the frequency-doubled output of a Nd:YAG
laser with a pulse width of 8 ns. The pump and seed
beams cross each other in the BBO crystal at an angle of
2.4◦ . The amplified pulses are compressed by a grating
pair. With such an arrangement terawatt femtosecond
pulses can be realized [13.51].
Ultraviolet pulses with duration of 7 fs are efficiently generated by frequency doubling the output of
a non-collinear optical parametric amplifier [13.52]. The
ultraviolet pulses are tunable between 275 to 335 nm.
The acceptance bandwidth of the doubling crystal is increased by a factor of 80 through high-order achromatic
phase-matching. The chirp of the visible pulses and the
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dispersion introduced along the beam path are compensated partially before and partially after the doubling
crystal [13.53].

The measurement of the intensity at a point x is directly
related to the phase difference

Measuring Spectral and Time Profiles
of Ultrashort Optical Pulses
Often ultrashort laser pulses show a time-dependent frequency profile, where the optical frequency of the pulse
changes during the pulse width ∆T (chirp). Furthermore, its time and frequency profile may change on its
way from the point of generation to the point where the
measurement takes place because of dispersion in the
air and in any optical elements through which the pulse
passes. There are several detection techniques that can
measure the time and frequency profile of the pulses.
One of them is the frequency-resolved optical gating
(FROG) method, which has already been discussed in
Chap. 12 of this handbook. Recently, a new technique for
direct electric field reconstruction [13.53], which is capable of measuring not only the temporal shape but also
the phase of ultrashort pulses directly at the interaction
point of a spectroscopic measurement, has been developed. It is called spectral phase interferometry for direct
electric field reconstruction (SPIDER) and is a modification of spectral shearing interferometry, which relies on
the measurement of interference between two replicas
of the wavefront one wants to characterize, displaced by
a small amount X along the spatial x-axis (Fig. 13.55).
For an electric field

between the phase of the initial wavefront at point x
and at point x + X. This phase difference can be extracted for the interference pattern by Fourier-transform
techniques [13.54].
Now a third pulse that is obtained from the initial
pulse by a beam splitter is sent through a dispersive
medium where the pulse gets a frequency chirp and
becomes much broader. This is superimposed in a nonlinear crystal with the two replicas of the short unknown
pulses. During the short pulse the chirped pulse can be
regarded as monochromatic but during the delay time
τ = X/c between the two replica pulses the frequency
of the chirped pulse changes from ωc to ωc + Ω. Therefore, the sum frequency is accordingly changed. The
total signal measured by the square-law detector after
sum-frequency generation is given by

E(x) =

I(x) eiϕ(x)

(13.71a)

which interferes with a spatially shifted replica of itself
E(x + X) =

I(x + X) eiϕ(x+X) .

(13.71b)

The interference pattern is recorded by a square-law
detector as
S(x) =I(x) + I(x + X)
+ 2 I(x) I(x + X) cos [ϕ(x) − ϕ(x + X)] .
(13.71c)

Generation of
2 replicas
Pulse to be
characterized

Nonlinear
interaction

Interferogram
acquisition

Generation of
a chirped pulse

Fig. 13.55 Experimental set up for the SPIDER detection tech-

nique [13.54]

∆ϕ(x) = ϕ(x) − ϕ(x + X)

(13.71d)

S(ωs ) =I(ω + ωc ) + I(ω + ωc + Ω)
+ 2 I(ω + ωc ) I(ω + ωc + Ω)
× cos [ϕ(ω + ωc ) − ϕ(ω + ωc + Ω)] .
(13.71e)

This signal contains all the information on the phase
and spectral profile of the unknown pulse, which can
be obtained by a Fourier transform from the measured
signal as a function of the delay time τ, which is related
to the phase difference ∆ϕ = Ω/τ.
The advantages of the SPIDER technique can be
summarized as:
1. The experimental set up is simple and does not
involve any moving parts,
2. The interferogram is measured with a onedimensional spectrometer,
3. The acquisition of the experimental trace is done in
a single shot,
4. The reconstruction of the pulse shape from the experimental data is quick and shows low sensitivity
to the noise background.
One disadvantage is that this technique does not
characterize the pulses at the position of the experiment
because they split the beam before the actual characterization, thus introducing additional phase through
the material dispersion. Therefore a modification of
the SPIDER technique has been developed [13.55, 56],
called zero-additional-phase SPIDER (ZAP-SPIDER).
Its basic principle is based on interference between
a pair of temporally delayed pulses that are spectrally
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Fig. 13.56 (a) Set up for the ZAP-SPIDER method. (b) Experimen-

In this section some techniques that allow the study
of dynamical problems with a time resolution ranging from microseconds to femtoseconds are described.
We will first discuss a sensitive method for absorption
spectroscopy transferred to measurements in the time
domain. Then an old problem will be presented, namely
the determination of the lifetimes of excited states
of atoms and molecules. These lifetime measurements
yield very accurate values for transition probabilities and
give, together with measurements of line intensities, information about the abundance of different elements in
the atmospheres of stars.
Cavity-Ring-Down Spectroscopy
During recent years a new very sensitive absorption
spectroscopy technique has been developed, named
cavity-ring-down spectroscopy (CRDS). It measures the
absorption of a sample placed inside an optical cavity by
monitoring the time decay of the radiation power stored
in the cavity [13.58]. Instead of measuring the small
difference between the incident and transmitted radiation power in conventional absorption spectroscopy,

tal set up. SF57 = dispersive glass, BS = beam splitter, Ω = delay for
adjusting the spectral shear, τ = delay to adjust mean fringe spacing. (c) Interference of two spatially separated beams focussed into
a thin slit [13.56]

this technique measures the number of cavity round-trip
times after which the power has dropped to 1/ e of its
initial value. Its basic principle can be understood as
follows.
When a laser pulse with input power P0 is sent into
an optical cavity with two highly reflecting mirrors the
pulse will be reflected back and forth between the two
mirrors (Fig. 13.57a). For each round trip a small fraction will be transmitted through the end mirror M2 to
the detector. With a mirror reflectivity R1 = R2 = R,
and transmission T = 1 − R − A, where A includes all
losses of the cavity (absorption, diffraction, scattering
except those losses introduced by the absorbing sample) the transmitted power of the first output pulse
is
P1 = T 2 e−αL P0 ,

(13.72a)
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shifted against each other (Fig. 13.56). The unknown
pulse to be characterized is sent into a nonlinear crystal where it overlaps with two strongly chirped auxiliary
pulses coming from different directions, which are replicas of the same parent pulse. The nonlinear interaction
between the three pulses results in two approximately
monochromatic pulses at the sum and difference frequencies, which overlap in the BBO crystal with the
pulses to be characterized. For visible pulses the crystal
is adjusted for sum-frequency mixing and for UV pulses
for difference-frequency mixing. Changing the time delay between the unknown pulse and the auxiliary pulses
results in mixing of the unknown pulse with different frequencies (because of the strong chirp) of the auxiliary
pulses. One thus obtains two spectrally sheared replicas with center frequencies at ω0 and ω0 + Ω, which
propagate in two different directions because of the
phase-matching condition in the nonlinear crystal. The
two pulses are recombined with a small delay τ in a spectrograph. The resulting interferogram encodes the phase
difference between pairs of sheared frequencies. The
complete spectral phase of the unknown pulse is then
obtained from a Fourier transform and a special filtering
technique [13.56]. A good comparison between different techniques for measuring ultrashort optical pulses
can be found in [13.57].

13.2 Time-Resolved Methods
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Fig. 13.57 (a) Set up for cavity-ring-down spectroscopy.
(b) Coupling of incident laser beam into the ring-down

cavity with mode-matching optics

where α is the absorption coefficient of the absorbing
sample with absorption length L inside the optical cavity
with mirror separation d. If the sample fills the whole
cavity we obtain L = d. For each additional round trip
the pulse power decreases by the factor R2 exp(−2αL):
After n round trips the output power of the (n + 1)-th
pulse has decreased to
Pn+1 = (R e−αL )2n P1 .

(13.72b)

With R = 1 − (T + A) and A + T  1 → ln (1 − A − T )
≈ −(A + T ) = 1 − R this can be written as
Pn+1 = P1 e−2n(1−R+αL) .

(13.72c)

The time interval between two successive pulses
equals the round-trip time T = 2d/c. The envelope of
the discrete pulse sequence is the continuously decaying function of the output power from the resonator with
the absorbing sample
P(t) = P1 e−t/τ1

(13.72d)

with the time constant (Fig. 13.57b)
τ1 = (d/c)/(1 − R + αL) .

(13.73a)

The empty cavity (α = 0) has the longer decay
time
τ2 = (d/c)/(1 − R) .

(13.73b)

The difference between the reciprocal decay times
1/τ1 − 1/τ2 = (c/d)αL
directly yields the absorption αL.

(13.74)

Example. R = 0.999, d = L = 1 m, α = 10−6 cm−1 =
10−4 m−1 → τ1 = 3.03 µs, τ2 = 3.33 µs. The difference is small. However, with R = 0.9999 we obtain
τ1 = 16.5 µs and τ2 = 33 µs. This shows how important
a high reflectivity of the cavity mirrors is.
A more detailed treatment of CRDS has to take into
account the mode structure of the cavity, because the
high Q-value of the cavity can only be obtained for
those frequencies that match the optical modes of the
cavity. For all those wavelengths λi contained in a laser
pulse, for which νi = c/λi = m c/2d, the cavity Q, and
with it the sensitivity, will be small. Therefore, small
absorption lines at those wavelengths may just escape
detection. There are several solutions to this problem.

1. The laser pulse is sent into the high-Q cavity without mode-matching optics. It then excites not only
longitudinal modes but also many transverse modes.
In a non-confocal cavity the frequencies of these
transverse modes are closely spaced and fill the
frequency distance ∆ν = c/2d between the longitudinal modes. Their frequency separation is smaller
than the Doppler width of the absorption lines, insuring that all absorption lines are detected. The
advantage of this method is the simple experimental
set up without mode-matching optics. Its disadvantage is the smaller sensitivity, because the average
over all transversal and longitudinal modes yields
a smaller Q-value, than for a single longitudinal
mode.
2. The phase fronts of the incoming pulses are imaged
by a suitable optical system into the cavity in such
a way that they coincide exactly with those of the
fundamental modes of the cavity (Fig. 13.57b). This
gives the highest possible Q-value. However, now
the cavity length has to be stabilized onto the laser
frequency and has to be synchronously tuned when
the laser frequency is tuned through the absorption
spectrum, insuring that the cavity mode is always in
resonance with the laser frequency. With this modematching set up the spectral resolution is limited
either by the Doppler width of the absorption lines
or by the pulse length ∆T , which gives a Fourierlimited resolution of ∆ν = 1/(2π∆T ).
The highest Q-value and therefore the highest sensitivity is achieved with CW lasers where the output
beam of the laser is sent through a modulator that forms
pulses of the desired length ∆T and a spectral bandwidth that is adapted to the width of the cavity modes.
Since this width ∆ν is smaller than the Doppler width,
one can measure the line profiles and can investigate the
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Fig. 13.58 Experimental arrangement for cavity-ring-down spectroscopy with a CW external cavity diode laser [13.58]
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influence of pressure broadening. In Fig. 13.58 a possible set up for cavity-ring-down spectroscopy with an
external cavity CW diode laser is shown [13.58].The
output beam is pulsed by an acousto-optical modulator
and the length of the ring-down cavity is slowly changed
by a sawtooth voltage to the piezo, on which one of the
mirrors is mounted.
The achievable sensitivity is limited by the accuracy of measuring the decay times τ1 and τ2 . This
accuracy in turn is limited by the noise of the decay
curve. The main sources of noise are the intensity fluctuations of the laser and fluctuations and drifts of the
cavity length.
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A particularly sensitive technique that can eliminate
at least part of this noise is based on heterodyne measurements (Fig. 13.59). The output beam of a CW laser is
split into two partial beams. One of these is sent directly
through mode-matching optics into the cavity, which is
stabilized onto the laser frequency. The output signal of
the cavity serves as a local oscillator.
The optical frequency of the second beam is shifted
by an acoustooptic modulator by exactly the mode separation ∆ν = c/2d, thus matching the neighboring mode.
The amplitude of this signal beam is modulated at
a frequency of 40 kHz. Both partial beams are again
superimposed before they enter the cavity and are in
resonance with two adjacent longitudinal cavity modes.
The transmitted power
Pt ≈ |E s (t) + E LO ei(2πt∆ν+ϕ) |2
= |E s (t)|2 + |E LO |2 + 2E s E LO cos (2π∆νt + ϕ)
(13.75)

is measured by the detector. While the second beam
consists of pulses with 25 µs pulse width and results in
an exponential decay of the transmitted signal, the power
of the fist beam is constant and can therefore be used to
stabilize the cavity.
The interference term in (13.75) is the product of the
large amplitude of the local oscillator (note that the transmitted amplitude of the CW beam At = (1 − A)2 e−αL
is for A  1 and αL  1 nearly that of the incident
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amplitude) and the much smaller amplitude E s of the
modulated signal beam. Measuring the decay of this
interference term at the frequency ∆ν = c/2d yields
a much larger signal as obtained with the conventional
cavity ring-down technique, which now decay with the
time constant 2τ, but has a much better signal-to-noise
ratio.
More information on CRDS can be obtained from
the reviews [13.60–62].
Lifetime Measurements
The population Ni of an excited state |i of a free atom
decays exponentially from the value Ni (0) at time t = 0,
to the value

Ni (t) = Ni (0) e−t/τ

(13.76)

at time t > 0. The quantity τ is the mean spontaneous
lifetime of state |i, which is related to the total transition
probability Ai by Ai = 1/τi . Typical values of the lifetime of excited valence electrons lie in the nanosecond
range.
If the excited atom A collides with other atoms or
molecules B, its population can additionally decrease
by inelastic collisions. The rate of such deactivating
collisions
(13.77a)

depends on the number density NB of the collision
partners B, the collision cross section σ and the relative velocity vr . The total transition probability for
deactivating the excited state |i is then increased to
spont

spont

1/τieff = 1/τi

+ Ri .

The experimental technique for measuring lifetimes
depends on the order of magnitude for τ. For lifetimes
in the micro- to nanosecond range, the atoms can be excited by a short laser pulse (e.g., a nanosecond pulse)
and the decay of the laser-induced fluorescence is monitored with a fast oscilloscope. Digital transient recorders
can measure decay curves with a time resolution in the
picosecond range.
For small intensities another method is more suitable. It is based on time-correlation spectroscopy of
single fluorescence photons [13.63]. Its principle is depicted in Fig. 13.60. The sample atoms or molecules
are irradiated by a regular time sequence of short
pulses delivered from a mode-locked cavity-dumped
CW laser. The cavity-dumping frequency is chosen such
that the time interval between two successive pulses is
at least three times the expected lifetime of the excited
Fluorescence
cell

T
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laser pulses
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Pump-and-Probe Techniques
If time resolution in the pico- to femtosecond range is
required, direct detection by electronic devices is not
fast enough. Here a new technique has been developed,
which uses a fast pump pulse that excites or depletes
a specific level in atoms or molecules, and a delayed fast
probe pulse, that probes the effect of the pump pulse
at a controlled time delay (Fig. 13.62). Generally both
pulses come from the same laser. The output pulse of
the laser is split by a beam splitter into two parts, which
Retroreflector

Variable
time delay

Nd: YAG-Laser
Pump pulse
Raman
cell
Aperture

Probe pulse

Fig. 13.62 Pump-and-probe technique
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Fig. 13.63 Possible level schemes for the pump-and-probe

technique

travel through different path lengths before they are recombined by a second beam splitter. The pump pulse
depletes the lower level of the pump transition in a molecule and populates the upper level. The probe pulse
can either probe the depletion of the lower level, or
can further excite the excited molecules. The intensity
of the fluorescence from the excited levels can serve
as a monitor (Fig. 13.63a). The intensity of the probelaser-induced fluorescence from level |2 is measured as
a function of the delay time between pump and probe.
If the sum of the photon energies is above the ionization limit, the probe laser can even ionize the excited
molecules. The measured ion rate Nion (t) as a function
of the delay time t of the probe pulse then gives the
time-dependent population of the upper level |1.
The depleted lower level can be refilled by fluorescence from the upper level or by inelastic collisions. The
weak probe pulse monitors this refilling process by measuring the fluorescence intensity induced by the probe
pulse as a function of the delay time (Fig. 13.63b) because the fluorescence intensity is proportional to the
population of the lower level. With this technique a time
resolution of a few femtoseconds can be achieved. Note,
that the time resolution of the detector can be much
worse.
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molecules. A fraction of each laser pulse is sent to a fast
photodiode, which delivers the trigger signal to define
the starting time t = 0 of a time-to-amplitude converter
(TAC). This TAC delivers a ramp voltage U = at. The
first fluorescence photon detected at time t1 after the excitation pulse stops the ramp. The output voltage U = at1
is stored in a multichannel analyzer or in a computer.
Measuring many events yields the probability distribution of decay times, which gives the exponential decay of
(13.76). The detected fluorescence rate should be smaller
than the repetition rate f = 1/T of the laser pulses in
order to insure that at most one fluorescence photon
is detected during the time T between two excitation
pulses. With a ramp time of 50 ns and 1000 channels
the time resolution is 50 ps. In order to reduce the dead
time of the TAC, the time sequence is often inverted:
the TAC is started by the fluorescence photon emitted
at time t1 after the excitation pulse and is stopped by
the next excitation pulse. Since the repetition rate of the
pulses from a mode-locked laser is very stable, the true
delay time t1 can be directly inferred from the measured
time difference T − t1 . In Fig. 13.61 the whole set up for
this method is depicted and a decay curve of an excited
level of the Na2 molecule with the inverted time scale is
shown for illustration [13.64].
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Fig. 13.64 Schematic level scheme for pump-and-probe

experiments with a Raman-shifted probe beam

Often it is desirable that the pump and probe lasers
have different wavelengths. When two different lasers
are used for the pump and the probe pulses even good
time synchronization between the two pulses shows a jitter, which might be as large as a few nanoseconds.
Therefore time resolution in the femtosecond range cannot be achieved. There are, however, ways to get around
this problem. If a tunable laser is pumped by a short laser
pulse, a fraction of the pump pulse energy can be used
as the pump for the experiment and the tunable laser
pulse as the probe. Another method uses the Raman
shift of a fixed-frequency laser. By selecting different
molecules in the Raman shifter the wavelength of the
probe pulse can be shifted against that of the pump pulse
into resonance with another transition of the sample
molecule. With this technique the time-dependent population of other vibrational or rotational levels than those
connected with the pump transition can be monitored.
An even more general technique uses a white-light
source as a pump and an NOPA as the probe (Fig. 13.64).
If the output of the NOPA is superimposed in the sample with the spectral continuum from the white-light
source, generated by the same Ti:sapphire laser that
pumps the NOPA, the whole spectrum of the sample
within the bandwidth of the white-light source and the
dynamics of the sample molecules can be measured with
the pump-and-probe technique, where the delay between
the pump and probe can be mechanically adjusted by an
appropriate optical delay line.
Examples
Examples for applications of this pump-and-probe technique are measurements of the fast relaxation processes
of excited vibrational levels of molecules in liquids,
induced by collisions [13.65], which play an important role in chemical reactions. The enhancement of
the reaction rate by vibrational excitation of the reac-

Fig. 13.65 Pump-and-probe technique with a white-light

continuum and a non-collinear optical amplifier, allowing
measurements of the dynamical processes over a broad
spectral range

tants can select specific reactions. For the investigation
of such processes infrared pico- to femtosecond laser
pulses are used as the pump and probe. With frequencydoubled visible laser photons excited electronic states
of molecules can be populated and may either dissociate, or transfer their excitation energy in collisions to
their collision partner. The pump-and-probe technique
can measure the energy transfer times.
If polyatomic molecules are photo-ionized by two or
more photons in a short laser pulse, the excited molecular
ions can be into excited states which either radiate or
dissociate into different neutral or ionized fragments
(Fig. 13.65). The ionized fragments can be detected by
a time-of-flight mass spectrometer. The detection of the
neutral fragments, which are much more abundant at
low excitation energies of the molecular parent ion, can
be measured by ionizing them with a second laser pulse
(probe pulse). It is interesting to follow the reaction
paths in the excited parent molecules that lead to the
measured fragmentation, which often involves energy
conversion from electronic to vibration energy of the
excited species. This can be achieved by varying the time
delay between the pump and probe pulses and observing
the fragment mass spectrum as a function of the delay
time [13.66].

13.2.4 Coherent Time-Resolved
Spectroscopy
While in the foregoing sections mainly the intensity profiles of the short pulses were utilized for spectroscopic
measurements, for many experiments the information
about the phase of the optical oscillation is important.
If definite correlations between the phases of optical
pulses can be established, the phases of molecular wave
functions in excited states can be controlled if these levels are excited by such phase-controlled pulses. In these
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Quantum Beat Spectroscopy
Quantum beat spectroscopy is based on the coherent
simultaneous excitation of two or more molecular levels
from a common lower level by a short optical pulse
(Fig. 13.66).
The wave function of these levels at time t = 0 of
the exciting pulse is the coherent superposition

Ψ (t = 0) = Σck ψk (0)

(13.79)

of the wave functions of the different excited states. If
the level |k decays with decay constant γk = 1/τk into
a lower level |m, the wave function Ψ (t) becomes
Ψ (t) = Σck ψk (0) e−iω+γ /2)t

The intensity I(t) shows an exponential decay
superimposed with a modulation at the frequency
ω12 = (E 1 − E 2 )/ , which directly yields the level separation ∆E = (E 1 − E 2 ).
If the levels are separated by an external electric or
magnetic field, the measured splittings yield the electric
or magnetic dipole moments in these states. Since the
dipole moments depend on the coupling of angular momenta, the specific coupling scheme for the investigated
states can be inferred. Often the total angular momentum of a molecular level results from coupling of this
level with other levels in different electronic states, e.g.
spin–orbit couplings between singlet and triplet states. In
such cases quantum beat spectroscopy can give valuable
information about these couplings, because it measures
the lifetimes and the energy separation simultaneously.
Figure 13.67 illustrates the Zeeman quantum beats of ex-

(13.80)

with ωkm = (E k − E m )/ . If this decay is due to population decay the fluorescence power emitted by the excited
levels is proportional to the square of the transitionmatrix element and we obtain the signal

a)
Fluorescence intensity

O
C H

2

S(t) ≈ IFl (t) = C ψm |ε· µ|Ψ (t) ,

(13.81)

C
C

where C is a constant factor that depends on the experimental conditions, ε is the polarization unit vector of the
emitted light, and µ = e · r is the electric dipole operator.
If we insert (13.80) into (13.81) we obtain, for the
example of two excited levels |1 and |2 with equal
decay constants γ1 = γ2 = γ , the result:
I(t) = C e−γ t (A + B cos ω12 t)

(13.82)
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with A = c21 ψm |εµ|ψ1  + c22 ψm |εµ|ψ2  and B =
2c1 c2 ψm |εµ|ψ1  · ψm |εµ|ψ2  .
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Fig. 13.66a,b Quantum-beat spectroscopy (a) level scheme,
(b) quantum beats observed in the fluorescence of two co-

herently excited levels and the Fourier transform of the beat
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Fig. 13.67 Zeeman quantum beat fluorescence signal of excited propynal molecules where at least seven levels were
coherently excited [13.67]
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cases new interference effects are observed that can give
more-detailed information on these states and their time
evolution. We will illustrate this by several examples.
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cited levels in the propynal molecule [13.67], where the
Fourier transform of the complex measured beat signal
yields the energy levels involved.

ions [13.68]. This is an example how a specific product
channel can be selected just by choosing the proper time
delay between the pump and probe pulses.

Molecular Wave-Packet Dynamics
Another example for time-resolved coherent spectroscopy is the investigation of wave packet dynamics
of electronically excited molecules. The femtosecond
pump laser with optical frequency ν = E/h, time duration ∆t and Fourier-limited energy width ∆E = /∆t
coherently excites a group of vibrational levels within
the energy range E ± ∆E. The superposition of their
wave functions represents a wave packet that moves with
the average vibrational frequency between the inner and
outer turning points of the potential. For the example of
the Na2 molecule shown in Fig. 13.68, the wave packet
is excited by two-photon absorption from the electronic
ground state into the 21 Πg state. The further excitation
of the excited molecule by the probe laser depends on
the delay between the pump and probe pulses. If the
molecule is excited at that time, when the wave packet
is at the inner turning point, molecular Na+
2 ions are
formed, while excitation at the outer turning point leads
to dissociation into Na + Na+ and produces atomic Na+

Photon Echoes
The time-resolved coherent excitation of molecules can
also be used to obtain information not only about the
population decay but also about the phase decay. This is
realized with the technique of photon echoes which can
be understood as follows.
Assume N molecules have been simultaneously excited by a short laser pulse from a lower level |1 into
the upper level |2. The total fluorescence power emitted
by the transition |2 → |1 is given by

PFl = Σ ωD21 ,

where D21 is the dipole matrix element for the transition |2 → |1 and g1 and g2 are the statistical weight
factors of levels |1 and |2. The sum extends over all N
molecules.
With coherent excitation at time t = 0 a definite
phase relation is established between the wave functions
of the N molecules in level |2. We therefore obtain:
|ΣD12 |2 = |N D12 |2 = N 2 |D12 |2 ,
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Fig. 13.68 Wave-packet dynamics and coherent control for the dis-

sociation and selective ionization of the Na2 molecule [13.68]

(13.83)

(13.84)

whereas for incoherent excitation the phases of the N
molecules are random and the result would be N|D12 |2 .
This shows that the total fluorescence power at a time t
just after the excitation pulse, where the molecules are
still in phase, is N times larger than that for incoherent
excitation.
In order to produce photon echoes the molecules
are excited at time t1 = 0 by a π/2 pulse (Fig. 13.69).
This is a pulse with a controlled energy that changes
the phase of the wave functions of both levels by π/2
and creates equal populations in levels |1 and |2. Such
a system represents an oscillating dipole with oscillation
frequency ω12 = E/ .
Because of the finite line width ∆ω of the absorbing
transition |1 → |2 (for example the Doppler width) the
frequencies ω12 of the N molecules are not all equal but
are distributed within the interval ∆ω. This causes the
phases of the N oscillating dipoles to develop in time at
different rates after the end of the π/2 pulse. At a time
t2 < T1 smaller than the population decay time T1 but
larger than the phase relaxation time T2 the phases of
the N dipoles are randomly distributed.
The molecules are now irradiated at time t = t2 by
a second pulse with twice the energy of the first excitation pulse. This pulse inverts the phase of the induced
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Fig. 13.69 Pulse sequence for the generation of photon echoes and the time evolution of the pseudo-polarization vector,

where the photon echo is emitted at t = 2τ

polarization and is therefore called a π pulse. It causes
a reversal of the phase development for each dipole. After the time t3 = 2t2 all molecules are again in phase and
they emit a signal which is proportional to N22 , where
N2 (2t2 ) = N2 (0) e−2t2 /T1

f

a)

f
λ/2

f
λ/2

f

(13.85)

is the population of molecules in the excited state |2,
that have survived the time 2t2 after excitation by the first
pulse. This signal is called the photon echo and is much
stronger than the incoherent fluorescence that is emitted
at all times t > 0 but is only proportional to N2 (t).
The amplitude of the photon echo decreases with
increasing time delay due to the population relaxation
with the longitudinal relaxation time T1 .
A second, generally faster relaxation process is the
phase relaxation with the transverse relaxation time T2 .
This can have several causes:
1. Phase-perturbing collisions change the phase of the
oscillating dipoles and therefore prevent them from
all being in phase at t = 2t2 . Since such collisions
give rise to homogeneous line broadening, this contribution to the echo decay is the homogeneous
part.
2. The different velocities of the molecules within their
Doppler width also cause different phase shifts (the
inhomogeneous part).
This second contribution, however, does not prevent
the dipoles from restoring their phase at the echo time
t = 2t2 and therefore does not diminish the amplitude
of the photon echo. The Fourier transform of the decay
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b)
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Fig. 13.70 Pulse shaping for coherent control by controlling the
refractive index of transparent pixels in a liquid-crystal mask

times of the photon echo therefore gives Doppler-free
line widths.
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The time evolution of the system can be best described by the pseudo-polarization vector, which is
defined as P = {Px , Py , Pz }, where Px and Py describe
the components of the atomic polarization by the optical
wave traveling in the z-direction, and Pz = D12 ∆N is
the product of the transition dipole moment D12 and the
population difference ∆N = N1 − N2 between the two
levels. The time development of P describes the timedependent polarization of the molecular system. This is
depicted schematically in Fig. 13.70, where relaxation
processes have been neglected.
More-detailed information about photon echoes and
their applications can be found in [13.70, 71].

13.2.5 Applications of Short Laser Pulses
In this section some selected applications of short laser
pulses will be presented, in order to give a feeling for
the large variety of possible applications of light pulses
in different time domains.
Generation of High Harmonics and X-Ray
Spectroscopy
When an intense visible laser pulse is focussed into a noble gas high harmonics of the fundamental wavelength
are generated. This can be understood as follows: due
to the strong electric field of the light pulse rapid multiphoton ionization of the gas atoms takes place within
a fraction of the cycle of the light. The free photoelectrons are accelerated back and forth through the atomic
core by the alternating electric field, which changes its
HH Intensity (arb. units)
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Fig. 13.71 Generation of high harmonics of focussed intense femtosecond pulses [13.69]

direction so fast that the electrons cannot leave the atom.
During this acceleration period they emit radiation from
the visible down to the X-ray region. Although the period
of the electron movement is that of the fundamental light
wave, high harmonics are generated due to the nonlinear
interaction with the atomic force field and the electric
field of the light wave (Fig. 13.71). Coherent X-ray radiation up to photon energies of 700 eV has been observed
when a 10 fs pulse of several mJ energy (peak power
109 W) is focussed onto a xenon sample, where an intensity of 1019 W/m2 was reached at a focus diameter of
10 µm. The photon yield was nearly constant over several hundred eV [13.69, 72]. This system represents an
intense source of soft X-ray radiation that can compete
well with synchrotron radiation in terms of spectral intensity, but is much cheaper than an electron accelerator
and storage ring.
Applications in Chemistry
and Molecular Dynamics
The dream of chemists is to control chemical reactions
by excitation with properly formed laser pulses. This
dream has meanwhile become true at least for some favorable cases by a method called coherent control. Its
implementation demands very short laser pulses for the
following reason: in order to enhance a specific reaction one has to excite specific molecular levels, which
decay into the wanted reaction channel. The density
of states in electronically excited molecules increases
strongly with excitation energy and with the number of
atoms in a molecule and the interaction between different states also increases. Even if a single selected
level has been excited by photon absorption the excitation energy is spread among many interacting states
within a short time, thus washing out the desired selectivity. Therefore the wanted reaction has to start before
this energy redistribution takes place. The method of coherent control can overcome these difficulties because it
uses femtosecond pulses and prepares a favourable excited state that leads to the optimization of the wanted
reaction. Its basic principle is as follows.
The reaction path of an excited polyatomic molecule
often depends on the spatial distribution of the molecular wave function in this state, which can be controlled
by the shape and frequency distribution of the excitation pulse. When the molecules under investigation are
excited by femtosecond pulses the rate of the desired reaction is monitored and serves as the input signal for
an optimization procedure where the time profile of the
pulse is modified until the optimum reaction rate has
been achieved. This optimization can be reached even
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Fig. 13.72a,b Time-resolved spectroscopy of the dissociation of NaI [13.73]. (a) Potential diagram with the pump
transition at λ1 and the probe transition at λ2 (R). (b) Atomic

Na fluorescence IFl (∆t) as a function of the delay time ∆t
with λ2 tuned to the atomic Na transition (curve a) and to
λ2 (R) with R < Rc (curve b)

angle depends on the wavelength, the different spectral components in the pulse are spatially separated
and pass through a mask consisting of many liquidcrystal pixels. The refractive index of these pixels can
be controlled by an appropriate applied voltage, thus introducing a controlled phase shift of the light passing
through them. These phase shifts can be independently
changed for the various spectral components. After passing through a second lens a second grating recombines
the spatially separated spectral components. Their superposition gives a pulse shape that depends on the
amplitudes and the phases of these components and can
therefore be changed by the voltages applied to the pixels, which are in turn controlled by the optimization
signal. A learning algorithm changes the different voltages in small steps until an overall optimum for the
reaction rate has been reached [13.74, 75].
This technique has been successfully applied to
a number of molecules [13.76], even including large
biological molecules such as the carotenoid molecules,
which play an important role in photosynthetic lightharvesting [13.77].
In many cases excitation of higher vibration levels in
the electronic ground state can itself enhance a chemical
reaction considerably, in particular if local bonds can be
excited. For instance the excitation of a local vibration
involving the double bond in ethylene CH2 =CH2 will
lead to fragmentation into two CH2 radicals, while excitation of a single bond will split off a hydrogen atom.
Here pulse shaping in the infrared spectral region is required in order to excited the desired vibrational mode.
Unfortunately there are no liquid masks available for the
mid-infrared. It is, however, possible to transfer the pulse
shape of a visible pulse by difference-frequency mixing in a nonlinear crystal to a pulse with the difference
frequency in the infrared [13.78].
The application of femtosecond spectroscopy to fast
molecular processes allows one for the first time to observe in real time the breaking and formation of chemical
bonds. We will illustrate this by some examples. The first
is the photodissociation of NaI [13.37,73]. The adiabatic
potential diagram of NaI (Fig. 13.72) shows an avoided
crossing between the repulsive potential of the two interacting neutral atom Na+I and attractive Coulomb
potential of the ions Na+ +I− , which is mainly responsible for the strong binding of NaI at small internuclear
distances R. If the molecule NaI is excited by a short
laser pulse with wavelength λ1 the excited molecule
with reduced mass µ starts to move towards larger distances R with a velocity v(R) = [(2/µ)(E − E pot (R)]1/2 .
When it reaches the avoided crossing at R = Rc it may
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if the detailed nature of the excited-state wave function
is not known. Since the spatial and time distribution of
the molecular wave packet is created by the coherent excitation of ultrashort laser pulses with controlled time,
frequency and phase profiles, the technique is called coherent control. The pulse shaping (Fig. 13.70) can be
performed as follows.
The incoming beam is diffracted by an optical grating in the focal plane of a lens. Since the diffraction
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either stay on the potential curve V1 (R) and oscillate
back and forth between R1 and R2 , or it may tunnel to the potential curve V0 (R), where it separates
into Na+I.
This can be measured with a probe pulse with
a wavelength λ2 tuned into resonance with the transition from V1 (R) into the excited-state potential V2 (R)
that dissociates into Na∗ +I. Since the dissociation time
(a few picoseconds) is very short compared with the
lifetime of the excited Na∗ (3p) atom,the dissociation
NaI∗ molecule nearly exclusively emits at the atomic
resonance fluorescence of λ =589 nm. Monitoring the
intensity of the atomic fluorescence as a function of the
delay time yields the time behavior of the dissociation
process. If the probe laser wavelength λ2 is tuned to to
a transition at R < Rc one obtains the lower curve in
Fig. 13.72b, showing the oscillation of the system between R1 and R2 , while for R > Rc the upper curve is
obtained, giving the number of molecules in the potential
V0 (R > Rc ).
The second example is the isomerization of Stilbene,
i. e. the photoinduced structural change of excited stilbene form trans- to cis-stilbene (Fig. 13.73). Since the
structural change also causes a corresponding change
of the rotational constants, a pump-and-probe experiment of the rotating molecule can measure the rotational
period and with it the rotational constants [13.79].
Often the molecular structure in excited electronic
states is not known and in many cases it might even
change with time, due to isomerization processes. Here
a very elegant technique has been developed based on
time-resolved Laue diagrams of excited molecules. The
molecules are excited by a femtosecond pulse. Part of
the same laser pulse is focussed onto a target, where
a very hot plasma that emits short X-ray pulses in the
femto- to attosecond range is produced. These are used
to take a Laue diagram of the excited molecule. Varying
the time delay between the excitation and the X-ray
pulses can follow the structural change of the excited
molecule [13.80–82].

H
Light
H
H

H

cis-stilbene

Fig. 13.73 Isomerization of stilbene

trans-stilbene

Ultrafast Processes in Biology
Many primary processes of biological reactions proceed on a femtosecond time scale. Examples are the
visual process in the retina cells of the eye after photon excitation, or the photosynthesis of green plants.
The investigation of the different steps in these complex processes demands a combination of spectroscopic
techniques with high time resolution and spectral selectivity [13.83].
The first steps in the visual process after the excitation of retinal molecules in the protein rhodopsin
in the retina of the eye are isomerization processes
where the structure of the molecules in the excited
states is changing in such a way that the energy decreases. This can be studied by time-resolved Raman
spectroscopy, which gives information on the vibrational
frequencies [13.84].
In the photosynthesis of green plants the lightharvesting molecules are carotenoids, which absorb in
the blue–green spectral range and transfer their excitation energy to chlorophyll molecules. These transfer
processes are in competition with radiationless deactivation. Both kinds of processes proceed on a femtosecond
time scale. The final outcome of such transfer processes
is proton transfer in chlorophyll, which has been found
to be the most important process in the photosynthesis of green plants. It consists of many steps that can
be followed by femtosecond spectroscopy. With coherent control, the intermediate processes that decrease the
efficiency of proton transfer can be suppressed, thus
increasing the yield [13.85].
Applications in Medicine
Although for many medical applications ultrashort lasers
do not play an essential role, there are some examples
where femtosecond pulses are superior to longer laser
pulses [13.86] for the following reasons. Femtosecond
lasers allow the application of high peak powers but
low energy to human tissues. Because of the low energy, damaging high temperatures are avoided but the
resultant nonlinear effects cause absorption in regions
of the body which are transparent for linear absorption. By sending the laser pulses through a microscope
with a large numerical aperture, small focal spots can
be realized and microsurgery is possible. This is, for instance, used for intraocular and intrastromal refractive
surgery. The high peak power may result in microplasma
formation with subsequent stress waves into the surrounding tissue and chemical reactions. If the limits of
unwanted destruction are precisely known, this can be
used to create surgical effects. Therefore femtosecond
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lasers enable the creation of extremely spatially confined
chemical, thermal and mechanical effects in biological
media.
Another area where the high time resolution is essential is optical tomography; here the output beam of
the laser is split into a reference beam and a part that
is sent into selected parts of the body (Fig. 13.74), for
instance into the brain. The interference between the
reference beam and the radiation backscattered from
a thin region of the sample is measured as a function of the delay time between the reference and
backscattered signal pulses. Any change in the composition of the tissue changes the interference pattern.
The spatial localization becomes better with increasing spectral width of the radiation source. Therefore
light-emitting diodes or broadband pulsed lasers are
often used. Examples where this technique has been
successfully applied are tumors in the brain or in the female breast or plaques in arteries that might cause heart
attack [13.87].
A modern device based on an interferometer for optical tomography using optical fibres and a fibre beam
splitter is shown in Fig. 13.74b.

Applications in Geodesy
and Environmental Research
Short laser pulses are well suited for accurate distance
measurements. When a pulse is emitted at time t = 0
and is reflected by a target at time t = t1 the backscattered light, collected by a telescope, is received at
t = t2 = 2t1 . The distance between the receiver and target is then d = t1 /c, where c is the speed of light. With
intense picosecond laser pulses the distance between
the retro-reflector, placed by astronauts on the moon,
and the receiver could be measured within a few centimeters [13.88]. In order to decrease the divergence of
the beam caused by diffraction, the laser beam has to be
enlarged by a telescope.
For many applications in distance measurements this
method has become the standard technique. For shorter
distances pulsed diode lasers have sufficient intensity
to give a good signal-to-noise ratio and accuracies with
uncertainties within the mm–cm range.
For environmental studies of our atmosphere different techniques have been developed (Sect. 13.3). The
light detection and ranging (LIDAR) method is based
on Mie backscattering by aerosols in the atmosphere.
Pollutant molecules in the atmosphere lead to specific
absorption of the beam if the laser wavelength is tuned
to an absorption line of these molecules, thus decreasing the intensity of the backscattered pulse. For LIDAR
measurements the backscattered intensity is alternately
measured at an absorption wavelength λ1 and a wavelength λ2 where the molecules do not absorb. The ratio
of the two backscattered intensities measured at time t

Ib (λ1 , t) = A exp(−2α1 L) and
Ib (λ2 , t) = A exp(−2α2 L)

(13.86)

gives the absorption L(α2 − α1 ). Here L = t/c is the
distance to the backscattering target and α = Nσ is the
absorption coefficient, which depends on the density
N of the absorbing molecules and the absorption cross
section σ. The scattering cross section does not differ
much for two close wavelengths λ1 and λ2 .
If this intensity-ratio signal is measured at two different times t1 and t2 , the ratio of the two signals just
gives the absorption which takes place within the spatial
range ∆L = L 1 − L 2 (differential LIDAR) [13.89].
With femtosecond terawatt lasers a long plasma
channel can be produced along the laser beam. Due
to self-focussing caused by the nonlinear part of the refractive index, in atmospheric air the laser beam shows
a series of plasma regions along the beam (like sausages
on a string), which emit brilliant white light. These bright
plasma spots can be used as spatially well-defined and
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spectrally broad light source in the atmosphere. If the
telescope is directed towards one of these plasma regions
the received radiation has passed through the atmospheric layer between the telescope and the light source.
The resulting absorption lines of this layer can be spectrally resolved and give for a single laser shot the whole
spectrum of absorbing molecules in this layer [13.90].
The advantage of this method is the simultaneous detection of the whole spectrum of all absorbing constituents.
Its disadvantage is that it only measures the total absorption integrated over the path length from the radiation
source to the detector without giving information about
the local variation of the density of absorbing molecules.
This disadvantage can be partly compensated by viewing different parts of the plasma channel, which extends
over several hundred meters.
Applications of Femtosecond Lasers
in Material Science and Processing
The ultimate switching time in semiconductor chips is
limited by the relaxation and diffusion times of excited
electrons. With the decreasing size of electronic devices the electronic properties of metals are changing
with the size of the nanostructures. Here femtosecond
spectroscopy can obtain information about the different processes. One example is the investigation of the
electron–lattice interaction in single silver nanoparticles [13.91].
Short-pulse lasers are also playing an increasing role
in material processing. Although there are many applications of CW lasers and laser pulses with pulse widths
in the milli- to nanosecond range for welding or cutting
of materials or for drilling holes into specific hard materials, such as diamonds, ceramics, where mechanical
drills are hard to use, femtosecond pulses have specific
characteristics that make them superior to longer laser
pulses in many cases. For example for drilling holes
with diameters below 100 µm but a larger depth, femtosecond pulses give cleaner and better-defined holes.
This is due to the fact that the material is just evaporated
without forming liquid drops that deteriorate the crater
edge [13.92, 93].
Generation and Applications
of Attosecond Pulses
Although the realization of attosecond pulses is only
a few years old, there are already numerous applications. Attosecond pulses are produced by focussing
high-intensity femtosecond laser pulses into a sample
of noble gas atoms in an atomic beam. The extremely

high electric field of the pulse, which might even exceed the Coulomb field of the atom core, generates
a highly nonlinear field where the atomic electrons are
accelerated and emit high harmonics of the fundamental
wavelength of the femtosecond pulse. Since the intensity of the n-th harmonics is proportional to the n-th
power of the fundamental intensity, the higher harmonics are preferentially produced during the peak of the
femtosecond pulse and their time profile is therefore
much narrower than that of the fundamental pulse. From
this process ultrashort X-ray pulses are available, which
can be used for X-ray diagnostics of ultrafast processes.
One example is the production of Laue- iagrams of
excited vibrating molecules [13.37, 73]. Since for ordinary Laue diagrams the molecular vibrations wash
out the exact geometry of the molecule, pulses with
a pulse width short compared to the vibration period
can give sharp Laue diagrams for the molecular structure at a specific moment of the vibration. Therefore
direct information can be gained about the change of the
molecular geometry when the molecule is excited. For
biomolecules such a change might be essential for the
biological function of the molecule. The experimental
technique uses the femtosecond pulse at the fundamental frequency or at its second harmonic for excitation of
the molecule and the X-ray attosecond pulse, generated

a)

Ψc = a(k)eikx–iωt

Ψg
30 Å

b)

Molecular interferometer

Optical interferometer

Fig. 13.75 (a) One-dimensional cut through an atomic po-

tential in the strong field of a high-power femtosecond laser,
showing the paths of the wave packets of the photodetached
and returning electron, (b) comparison between molecular
and optical interferometers [13.87]
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away, many laser laboratories and theoretical groups are
working on this subject with increasing success [13.96].
A very interesting field is the study of electron dynamics during photo-ionization of atoms or molecules.
The ejected electron might be forced by the strong laser
field to return to the ion core before it can escape
(Fig. 13.75a). The resulting interference between the
wave functions of the outgoing and the returning electron give information on the structure of the electronic
wavefunction of the orbital from which the electron
was released [13.97]. As illustrated in Fig. 13.75b this
techniques may be regarded as molecular interferometry, in analogy to optical interferometry. Depending
on the phase of the optical field, angular asymmetries
of the ejected photoelectrons are observed, which can
be utilized to measure the absolute phase of optical
fields [13.98].

13.3 LIDAR
13.3.1 Introduction
LIDAR stands for light detection and ranging and is
the optical counterpart to radio detection and ranging
(RADAR). As the name suggests these are rangeresolved mapping techniques, where a microwave
transmitter is replaced with a pulsed laser system. Photons backscattered from solid targets or from aerosol
particles or molecules in the atmosphere are recorded
using an optical telescope and an appropriate detection system. Range information is obtained through the
time delay of the backscattered photons. Solid or liquid
targets give rise to a sharp echo in the backscattered
radiation at a time delay
T=

2R
,
c

(13.87)

where R is the distance and c is the velocity of light. This
means that a time delay of 1 µs corresponds to a distance
of 150 m. We thus see that for laser pulses of a typical length of 10 ns, resulting in an echo width of 1.5 m
(light travels 30 cm in a ns), quite good range resolution can be obtained. This is the basis for normal pulsed
laser range-finders. For laser light with a sharp emitted wavelength the elastically scattered echo is detected
at the same wavelength. However, weak inelastically
scattered Raman components, specific to the molecules
irradiated, can also be detected offset from the laser frequency by the molecular vibrational frequency. More
prominently, laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) from the

target molecules is also observed on the long-wavelength
side, in particular if the laser emits at ultraviolet (UV)
wavelengths. The LIF signal is frequently spectrally
broad, but certain information about the target molecules
can still be obtained. In contrast, if a sufficiently powerful laser beam is focused onto a target, the pulses
may induce optical breakdown and laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy (LIBS) signals from the free atoms
and ions in the hot plasma can be recorded, providing
elemental information.
It may be more unexpected to find that a signal from
the free atmosphere itself is obtained when the laser
pulse traverses it. This is due to elastic Mie and Rayleigh
scattering from particles and molecules, respectively.
Raman and fluorescence signals can also occur. Fluorescence from atoms or molecules in the atmosphere is
normally quenched due to collisional de-excitation, but
is prominent if the pressure is low, such as in the Earth’s
mesosphere. With reference to Fig. 13.76 [13.99], which
shows a LIDAR measurement scenario, the intensity of
the backscattered radiation, P(λ, R), as a function of
range R, is given by
P(λ, R) =CWn b (R)σb

∆R
R2

R

[σ(λ)N(r) + K ext (r)] dr ,

× exp(−2
0

(13.88)
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as high harmonics by the same femtosecond pulse for
diagnostics [13.94].
Another interesting application is the diagnostics of
laser-produced high-temperature plasmas and inertially
confined fusion. The fast ignition process can occur
within attoseconds and the detailed diagnostics of these
processes and their time sequence may result in a better
understanding and optimization of laser-induced fusion
processes [13.95].
The high peak powers attainable with femto- and attosecond pulses can generate electron bunches with high
energies reaching beyond 1 MeV. There are serious estimations that even GeV electron pulses can be produced
by wake-field acceleration in laser-produced plasmas.
This new kind of particle accelerators has found wide
interest, since it might also be used for proton acceleration. Although practical realization might still be far
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a)

c)
Particles

Ratio P (λon, R) / P (λ off, R)
1.0

Gas

R

Distance R

b)
Backscattered intensity P

Distance R

d)
Gas concentration N(R)

Absorption
λ on

λ off
Wavelength

Distance R

Distance R

Fig. 13.76a–d The principles of LIDAR (a) scenario of LIDAR measurement at an industrial plant, with the atmosphere
also seen from above (b) LIDAR curves for on- and off-resonant wavelengths (c) divided DIAL curve, on/off (d) evaluated
gas concentrations for the chosen direction (After [13.99])

where C is a system constant, W is the transmitted pulse
energy, and n b (R) is the number density of scattering objects with backscattering coefficient σb . Generally, the
signal is for realistic atmospheres dominated by the elastic Mie scattering from particles. A main, and expected,
observation from (13.88) is that the signal falls off with
a 1/R2 dependence, basically reflecting the normal illumination law. Further, exponential light attenuation
due to absorbing molecules or atoms of a concentration N(r) and with wavelength-dependent absorption
cross section σ(λ) occurs, integrated over the range R,
which is traversed twice. There is also an attenuation
K ext due to scattering particles with negligible wavelength dependence for small frequency excursions. In
the differential absorption LIDAR (DIAL) approach,
which is used for the monitoring of minor species such
as air pollutants, a tuneable laser is intermittently fired
at a wavelength λon for which a gas of interest absorbs,
and at a reference, non-absorbed wavelength λoff , which

is located so close that the scattering properties are the
same. All on-resonance LIDAR transients are averaged
in one computer memory, and all off-resonance (reference) transients are averaged in a second one. By
then dividing the two signals, as indicated in (13.89),
and in Fig. 13.76, it is possible to eliminate almost all
unknown system and atmospheric parameters, leaving
a ratio signal that only depends on the differential absorption coefficient for the gas (ideally the off-resonance
cross section is zero, but this is not always the case)
⎡
⎤
R
P(λon , R)
= exp ⎣−2(σon − σoff ) N(r) dr ⎦ .
P(λoff , R)
0

(13.89)

We note, that the 1/R2 dependence is now eliminated,
and in particular that the ratio is independent of the
range-dependent number of scattering particles. Thus
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(13.90)

LIDAR work was pioneered by Fiocco and Smullin
[13.100]. R. M. Shotland performed initial DIAL work
on water vapor [13.101], while early DIAL experiments
on an air pollutant (NO2 ) were demonstrated by Rothe
et al. [13.102] and Grant et al. [13.103]. Our own LIDAR
work started in 1975.
LIDAR techniques are extensively discussed in
a number of monographs; [13.104–106] and [13.107,
108] represent recent additions. LIDAR achievements
are reported in the biennial International Laser Radar
Conferences (ILRC), arranged by the International
Coordination Group for Laser Atmospheric Studies
(ICLAS). The most recent conference was arranged in
Nara, Japan, in 2006 [13.109]. This literature provides
comprehensive coverage of the field. In the present account, the field will mainly be illustrated by examples
from the laboratory of the present author; further information on this work can be found, e.g., in the reviews
[13.110–112].
The next section discusses the basic instrumentation
used in LIDAR measurements. Then atmospheric applications including meteorology, pollution monitoring
and space experiments will be presented. Section 13.3.4
deals with LIDAR experiments on fixed targets, including altimeter, LIF and LIBS LIDAR applications.
Unconventional LIDAR-like applications in other fields
of science, such as medicine and materials sciences,
will then be exemplified. Finally, some conclusions are
drawn.

13.3.2 Instrumentation
A LIDAR system consists of a transmitting laser, a receiving telescope, a detector, signal-handling electronics
and a computer for capturing the signals and evaluating the data. The system can be placed fixed or be

installed in a truck, an airborne platform or a satellite.
Means for scanning the laser beam for interrogating
a certain area are also frequently provided. The laser
transmitter should be pulsed to provide adequate range
resolution. For studying particles in the atmosphere, i. e.
aerosols, a fixed frequency laser, such as a Q-switched
Nd:YAG laser operating at 1064 nm can be used. Flashlamp pumping is now increasingly being replaced by
pumping by powerful diode lasers that provide higher
efficiency, lower heat dissipation and longer lifetime.
It is also common to use harmonics of the emission at
532, 355 and 266 nm, generated with high efficiency
in nonlinear optical crystals. By using a number of such
frequencies, information on the size of the scattering particles can be obtained due to the wavelength dependence
of the Mie scattering. Clearly, particles both backscatter
through σb and attenuate through K ext . For evaluation of
the particle concentrations and properties a relation between these two quantities must be established, which
is a key aspect in inversion algorithms being developed
for this purpose. To use the DIAL method a narrowband tuneable laser must be used, and here dye lasers
or titanium-doped sapphire lasers can be employed with
the second or third harmonic of the Nd:YAG laser normally used as the pump. Such pump radiation can also
be frequency converted over wide wavelength ranges using an optical parametric oscillator (OPO). By nonlinear
harmonic generation, or mixing with fixed-frequency
radiation, tuneable radiation over a wide range from
the deep UV to the mid-IR spectral regions can be obtained. Excimer lasers, crudely tuneable by stimulated
Raman scattering in hydrogen or deuterium gas, are
sometimes used in the UV region, mostly for ozone
monitoring.
The laser radiation is normally sent with a controlled divergence into the atmosphere by using a beam
expander. A folding and beam-directing mirror is frequently used, also for directing backscattered radiation
into the receiving telescope, which is normally of a Newtonian or Cassegrainian type and with a typical diameter
of 10–100 cm. The laser beam typically has a divergence of 1 mrad and the telescope field of view
is selected to match this value using an appropriate
aperture. Backscattered light is detected by a photomultiplier tube or an avalanche photodiode placed behind
a narrow-band filter matching the detection wavelength
and blocking out sunlight. Gain-switching is frequently
employed to handle the large signal dynamic range otherwise obtained. The signal is digitized with a transient
recorder and signal averaging is performed until an adequate signal-to-noise ratio is obtained at the longest
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the method works without knowledge of this otherwise
very crucial parameter. The range-resolved concentration of gas molecules can be obtained from the slope of
the ratio curve, as evaluated in (13.90)) and indicated
in Fig. 13.76. Clearly the range of useful measurements
is limited by the signal-to-noise ratio, and for very long
ranges basically zero is divided by zero. Measurement
in different directions allows a three-dimensional picture
of the gas distribution to be determined.
1
N(R, R + ∆R) =
2∆R(σon − σoff )
P(λoff , R + ∆R)P(λon , R)
.
× ln
P(λon , R + ∆R)P(λoff , R)
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ranges of interest. In order to ascertain the validity of
(13.90) in DIAL measurements (i. e., that particle scattering did not change between on- and off-resonance
measurements) the laser wavelength has to be switched
back and forth between adjacent shots.
In the IR region, where photomultiplier tubes having high efficiency and amplification are not available,
it can be advantages to use heterodyne or coherent detection of the LIDAR signal. Then the LIDAR signal is
mixed at the detector with a frequency-offset laser frequency and the beat note is detected at an intermediate
frequency. This technique is best achieved if the system
is equipped with a CW seeding laser which is pulseamplified in the LIDAR transmitter. The seeding laser
is then also a suitable local oscillator for the heterodyne
detection. Clearly, Doppler shifts due to moving atmospheric particles occur, and this is a basis for LIDAR
detection of wind speed.

Air and
water
cooling

When LIF or LIBS signals from solid targets are
to be detected the detector is replaced with an optical
multichannel analyzer, i. e., a spectrometer followed by
a gated and image-intensified CCD. The spectrometer
can be fibre-coupled to the focal plane of the telescope,
and by properly gating the system, the full LIF or LIBS
signal can be captured for each laser shot, with suppression of the ambient light, which can be made negligible
during the short gate when the desired signal is present.
An example of a mobile laser radar system is
shown in Fig. 13.77 [13.113]. The system, currently
used by the Lund University group, has a Nd:YAGpumped OPO as a transmitter, which covers the spectral
range 220–3500 nm by nonlinear optical wavelength
extensions. A vertically directed 40 cm-diameter Newtonian telescope is used in conjunction with a rooftop
computer-controlled scanning mirror that selects the
measurement direction for the aligned transmission and

Electronics

Nd: YAG

OPO

IR mix
Calib.

Power
supply

Air
sys

Nd: YAG
Power
supply

6m
IR mix
El

Nd: YAG

Nd: YAG

OPO
OMA

2.3 m

Fig. 13.77 Lund University mobile LIDAR system configured for vertical traverses or free scanning atmospheric

measurements, and for water sounding downwards. (After [13.113])
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13.3.3 Atmospheric LIDAR Applications
Mesosphere
There are numerous applications of LIDAR techniques
for atmospheric sounding. A specialized application is
to investigate the low-density layers of atoms, such as
sodium, potassium and iron in the mesosphere at heights
of about 100 km, where meteorites impinging on the
Earth’s upper atmosphere are vaporized. The pressure is
so low that collisional de-excitation of the laser-excited
species (at about 589, 765 and 372 nm, respectively) is
negligible and bright atomic fluorescence can be observed. These layers exhibit gravitational-wave patterns
and, by probing the line shapes with a narrow-band excitation laser, temperature as well as velocities can be
derived from line widths and shifts. A recent utilization
of the bright emission is for laser guide star applications [13.114], where the localized emission is used for
active control of astronomical telescopes to compensate
for atmospheric turbulence using adaptive optics.
Meteorology
Accurate weather forecasting requires powerful prediction models and equally important, accurate input data.
Traditionally, synoptic observations from a global network of observational sites have been used. With the
availability of meteorological satellites in geostationary
orbits global coverage of many important parameters has
been achieved. However, to increase predictive accuracy
global wind fields and vertical water-vapor profiles are
much needed. Such information can be obtained with
LIDAR techniques. Actually, we have already discussed
above how Doppler heterodyne techniques can be used
to measure range-resolved wind speed. The Doppler
shift in the line profile of the scattering molecules and
particles can also be observed in direct intensity measurements where a narrow-band transmitter is used to
induce the scattering and the so called double-edge technique [13.115, 116] is used to observe wind-induced
frequency shifts. By using a Fabry–Pérot interferometer

or optically thick atomic or molecular gas cells in the
path of the detected light this can be partially blocked
out. When the profile is moved in frequency due to the
wind, more or less of the light is scraped off by the sharp
edge filter, and the data can be converted into velocity.
After extensive fixed-system and airborne tests the technique is now ready for satellite global coverage within
the European Space Agency’s (ESA) AEOLUS project,
where a frequency-tripled Nd:YAG laser at 355 nm is
used.
Water vapor can be measured by DIAL but also
more simply using Raman scattering of this highconcentration molecule. By blocking the elastically
scattered laser radiation at, e.g., 355 nm and by only
monitoring the intensity of the Raman–Stokes shifted
water-vapor line at 408 nm through a narrow-band interference filter, vertical profiles for many kilometers are
readily obtained.
We have already discussed that, while aerosols and
cloud particles yield a strong elastic Mie scattering signal, its interpretation is complex due to the interplay
of backscattering and extinction. Accurate measurements of the aerosol influence on the Earth’s radiation
budget are very important in assessing global change
and warming. The uncertainty in the aerosol load is
presently the single most important uncertainty in modeling climate forcing [13.117]. By using strong Raman
scattering from the uniformly mixed major species nitrogen, in the case for 355 nm excitation centered at
387 nm, it is possible to measure particle extinction
independently, since the Raman signal can only be reduced by the particles. In contrast, the elastic signal
due to particles is increased by an increasing load of
particles but reduced by attenuation. By studying the
detected depolarization of primary linearly polarized
laser light it is possible to determine the shape of the
scattering particles. Spherical particles (such as water
droplets) keep the initial polarization, while elongated
particles, such as ice needles and snow crystals, exhibit depolarization. A complication is that multiple
scattering in spherical particles is also depolarizing.
After many years of extensive studies in fixed and
airborne LIDAR installations, a dedicated satellite system, (CALIPSO), was launched in 2006, and is now
providing global coverage of particle scattering and
depolarization using 1064 and 532 nm radiation from
a Nd:YAG laser, designed to operate for few years
at 20 Hz.
The backscattered signal due to particles and
molecules can further be separated by using a Fabry–
Pérot interferometer or a gas filter to block the spectrally
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detection lobes. A gated spectrometer is also shown for
solid-target applications. Equipped with a motor generator, towed by the truck and providing electricity, a fully
autonomous LIDAR system is obtained for land-based
and ship-borne applications. The examples of LIDAR
experiments shown in the figures of the present paper
were all obtained using this system. Clearly, an airborne
or satellite-installed LIDAR system must fulfill stringent requirements with regards to weight, efficiency and
reliability. We will discuss this further below.
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sharp Mie signal (the particles only move due to
the wind), while the wings of the Doppler-broadened
Rayleigh scattering is passed (as molecules move at
thermal velocities, typically a few hundred meters per
second). This technique obviously then also leads to
the possibility of measuring range-resolved atmospheric
temperature. A further method to measure temperature
by LIDAR is to use the rotational Raman signal from
nitrogen, which maps out the Boltzmann thermal population distribution on the different rotational levels of the
ground-state molecule.
Global warming is a great concern, and is primarily
believed to be induced by carbon dioxide emissions due
to increasing burning of fossil fuels. Thus, detailed mapping of the sources and sinks of this gas is important,
and many projects aimed at DIAL monitoring of CO2
around 2 µm using Tm,Ho:YLF lasers are now under
way.
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Minor Species and Pollution
Minor species and pollutant gases in the troposphere
can be mapped using the DIAL technique. Raman
LIDAR does not have the required sensitivity and fluorescence does not work because of the quenching at
atmospheric pressures. As a first illustration we will
discuss a very special pollutant, mercury, actually the
only one present in the atmosphere as a free atom,
rather than as a molecular compound. Disregarding
isotopic shifts and the hyperfine structure, mercury
atoms have a single transition rather then a multitude of vibrational–rotational transitions over which the
molecules are distributed. Thus we automatically gain
a sensitivity increase of a factor of about 1000 for mercury, which is needed, since the background levels of
this gas is on the ppt (1:1012 ) level. Mercury, atmospherically present in atomic form to about 90%, is
emitted from chlor-alkali plants producing sodium hy-
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Fig. 13.78 DIAL measurements of atomic mercury. Top, mobile LIDAR system seen at the Rosignano Solvay chlor-alkali plant,
Bottom left, vertical scan, and bottom right, horizontal scan. (From [13.118, 119])
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yielding the proper flux unit g/s. Typical fluxes for plants
of this kind can be tens of g/h. Atomic mercury monitoring is considered as a special case study in [13.110]
and is also discussed in [13.111] regarding geophysical emissions. We performed LIDAR measurements of
mercury at the three largest mercury mines in the world:
Almaden (Spain), Abbadia S. Salvatore (Italy) and Idrija
(Slovenia).
Another pollutant of even more concern is sulphur dioxide SO2 , which contributes heavily to the
acidification of lakes and to atmospheric loading with
sulphate particles. Sulphur dioxide is emitted from volcanoes, but the main sources are anthropogenic and
are due to the combustion of sulphur-containing fuels.
We illustrate SO2 monitoring with the case of volcanic
emission. Figure 13.79 shows data from ship-borne measurements of the Italian volcano Mt. Etna, where the
Swedish mobile LIDAR system is placed on the aft
deck of the Italian research vessel Urania, making a
12 km-long underpass of the volcanic plume, which is
encountered at about 3 km height [13.120]. Individual
on and off LIDAR returns are also shown at a particular location to illustrate how the plume cross section
is built up. It can be noted that the curves are identical until the height of the plume, where they run
apart. Both curves also show extended backscattering
due to volcanic aerosols above the smooth background.
It is interesting to note that the aerosol plume is

ln (Signal × R 2)
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Fig. 13.79 DIAL monitoring of SO2 from Mt. Etna. The measurements were performed in a 12 km scan with the system firing
vertically from the aft deck of the research vessel Urania, making a traverse under the volcanic plume off the city of Catania. Onand off-resonance LIDAR curves are shown in the upper part of the
figure for one particular location. (After [13.120])

slightly below the SO2 plume due to gravitational separation. This recording yielded a flux of about 50 t/h
as the background emission for this active volcano.
LIDAR measurements of geophysical gases are discussed in [13.111].
As a third example of LIDAR measurements we will
discuss the monitoring of hydrocarbons, which poses
special challenges. The primary C−H stretch vibrational
transition in hydrocarbons is around 3.4 µm with small
variations between different species. The individual rotational structures also lead to heavy spectral overlap
between different hydrocarbons. Thus, in the presence
of several hydrocarbons it is not possible to use the basic DIAL concept with an on and an off wavelength,
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droxide (the cathode in the cells for electrolysis of brine
is liquid mercury, into which the sodium ions move,
forming amalgam, which on washing yields the natron
lye). Furthermore, coal-fired power plants and incineration plants including crematories emit mercury. It
is also an interesting geophysical tracer gas related to
ore deposits, geothermal reservoirs and volcanic activities. DIAL measurements are performed using the
254 nm mercury transition, which can be induced using
a frequency-doubled dye laser or OPO. An illustration
of atomic mercury DIAL at a chlor-alkali plant is shown
in Fig. 13.78 [13.118, 119], where individual LIDAR
returns taken fan-like and perpendicularly through the
plume downwind from the plant, have been used to generate a plume cross section showing spatially resolved
concentration. The area-integrated concentration times
the perpendicular wind speed yields the flux, which is
the environmentally important parameter. This reasoning can convincingly be supported by a consideration of
units:
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but rather several, carefully selected wavelengths allowing the different overlapping species to be measured
together. We have developed a swiftly tuneable OPO
for LIDAR applications, where switching to up to 60
wavelengths can be accurately performed between adjacent laser shots, and where LIDAR transients can be
averaged for each selected wavelength [13.113, 121].
We illustrate the monitoring of a controlled release
of a mixture of methane, ethane and propane with
selected DIAL curves showing differential absorption
for each gas at the location of gas release 60 m away
from the LIDAR system. The wavelength pairs chosen
are shown in the spectral inset; in particular the absence of a DIAL signal when two off-resonance curves
are divided is also illustrated. In the case of methane
monitoring we note that the DIAL curve has a continuous slope, apart from the step at the release. This is
due to the ambient presence of methane in the atmosphere at a level of a few ppm. It is difficult to achieve
large ranges in the IR region due to the reduced Mie
and Rayleigh scattering for longer wavelengths. However, effective remote sensing of hydrocarbons can be
achieved using gas correlation imaging as developed in
our group [13.122] and now employed in gas processing
plants.
Nitrogen oxides are also important pollution gases.
In all high-temperature combustion NO is emitted, and
rather quickly reacts to NO2 . DIAL measurements for
these gases can be made around 226 nm and 450 nm, respectively. Actually, NO2 is the only pollutant in the
atmosphere which has a color (brownish) because it
absorbs in the visible region.
Because of its paramount importance for shielding the earth from hard-UV radiation ozone has been
studied much by LIDAR techniques. The stratospheric
ozone layer at 20–30 km height is being depleted
due to catalytic reactions with fluorinated hydrocarbons (freons), which rise to high altitudes as they
are inert and do not undergo atmospheric chemistry
in the troposphere. Much LIDAR work has been performed both with fixed and airborne installations.
Actually, due to atmospheric chemistry involving hydrocarbons, ozone concentrations at ground levels are
frequently elevated, causing damage to health and
vegetation.

13.3.4 LIDAR Monitoring
of Condensed Targets
Laser Altimeters and Bathymeters
As discussed in the introduction, laser ranging by observing the elastically backscattered echo from a solid
target is a straightforward application of lasers. With
pulsed lasers a time-of-flight measurement is performed,
while the phase shifts on reflected modulated CW beams
can also be used. Then modulation must occur at many
different frequencies, where information from the lowfrequency components gives a crude distance estimation,
while the higher frequencies determine the distance with
increasing accuracy. Since many distances modulo the
modulation wavelength are compatible with a particular high-frequency phase shift, the successively slower
modulations ascertain that the right multiple is chosen.
A scanning airborne system can map out surface topography with great precision. Laser ranging towards
the retro-reflectors placed by the Apollo astronauts provides distance measurements to the moon to an accuracy
of about 1 cm. The geoscience laser altimeter system
(GLAS) is part of the ICESat satellite launched in 2003
and was mainly intended for accurate height measurements, primarily for studying the development of polar
ice cover. However, cloud and aerosol data are also obtained. A LIDAR ranging instrument was important in
the successful landing of the Japanese space vehicle
HAYABUSA on an asteroid, Itokawa in 2006. Orbiting laser range-finders will also be used in missions to
Mercury and Mars.
The range resolution of terrestrial laser altimeters is
so good that the echo from tree canopies can be resolved
from the ground echo. In this way forestry applications
have become possible, and biomass assessments can be
made in inaccessible areas such as jungles. Related, and
preceding this application in time, laser bathymetry of
shallow waters has been successfully achieved with airborne LIDAR systems. In order to suppress the strong
surface echo and allow the weak bottom return to be
picked up, a linearly polarized laser can be used. If detection is made at a polarization perpendicular to the
primary one, the polarized surface return is strongly attenuated while the depolarized return from the bottom
can be favored. Depths below 40 m are rarely accessible, and normally much shallower waters are measured,
of main interest for maritime charting. The preferred
laser wavelength in bathymetry applications is 532 nm
from a frequency-doubled Nd:YAG laser, since water
has maximum transmission in the blue–green spectral
region.
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Fig. 13.80 Illustration of simultaneous measurements of
methane, ethane and propane as evaluated from measurements on a calibrated gas mixture release. Seven different
probing wavelengths are indicated and differential absorption in the gases is observed. (After [13.113])
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Fluorescence and Raman LIDAR Studies
of Water, Vegetation and Buildings
As discussed in the introduction, the LIDAR echo from
a fixed target consists not only of the strong elastic
backscattering, but also of laser-induced fluorescence
(LIF) and Raman components. These features, redshifted with regard to the laser pump frequency, can be
isolated with a spectrometer, where additional suppression of the elastic return is provided with a colored-glass
long-pass filter.
An example of an arrangement for LIDAR studies of condensed targets is given in Fig. 13.81 [13.123].
Frequency-tripled Nd:YAG radiation at 355 nm effectively induces fluorescence, leaving a sufficiently large
Stokes-shifted wavelength range to be captured with
available efficient detection systems. Two detection arrangements are shown. In the first, the fluorescence light
is captured with an optical fibre in the image plane of

the telescope and brought to the entrance slit of the
spectrometer with a gated and image-intensified CCD
detector. Frequently, a multi-fibre arrangement is used,
where a cylindrical detection area is transformed into
a slit shape to match the input of the spectrometer.
In a second imaging arrangement, the laser beam is
widened to illuminate a larger area on the target and
a special beam-splitting optical arrangement [13.124]
is used to capture the same image simultaneously, filtered through four individual bandpass filters, leaving
the images detected simultaneously in the four quadrants of the CCD detector. Such an arrangement can be
used for small targets and at background illumination
conditions allowing an expanded laser beam with correspondingly weak signal generation from any individual
target point. More of general purpose is to have a few
cm diameter beam with intense radiation (outperforming the sun background in that spot) and then to sweep
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Fig. 13.81 Fluorescence LIDAR system lay-out for point monitoring and multi-spectral imaging. (After [13.123])
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Fig. 13.82 Remote fluorescence LIDAR spectra, recorded at different stand-off ranges. (After [13.125])

this point over the target in a whisk-broom mode. The
field is reviewed, e.g., in [13.112].
As an example of individual spectra recorded in such
a mode we show in Fig. 13.82 vegetation spectra, captured at distances ranging from 64 to 210 m [13.125].
The dual-peaked chlorophyll signals are clearly seen
as well as a blue light distribution related to the leaf
wax layer and other leaf structures. The relative intensity of the two red peaks gives information on the
chlorophyll concentration, since the first peak is selfabsorbed with increasing levels of the pigment. There
has been a considerable effort in vegetation monitoring using LIF aiming at the detection of water-related
and other environmental stress factors. LIF data may
supplement reflectance data now monitored extensively
using satellite sensors for land coverage assessment (e.g.
LANDSAT, SPOT and ENVISAT sensors).
Cultural heritage studies with spectroscopic methods is an emerging area of laser application. In the same
way as specific LIF signatures are obtained from vege-
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a) Poplar: 100 shots, 64 m
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tation targets, the surface of stone monuments, such as
cathedrals and castles, may also reveal aspects in fluorescence not visible to the naked eye or in reflectance
spectroscopy. Following the first point-monitoring applications by Raimondi et al. [13.126] we have extended
the techniques to multi-spectral imaging with measurement campaigns performed, e.g. at the Lund cathedral
(Sweden) [13.123] and the Parma cathedral and baptistery [13.127]. An example from recent measurements at
the Övedskloster castle in Southern Sweden is shown in
Fig. 13.83. Here the beam was scanned sequentially line
by line from a distance of about 40 m [13.128, 129].
Examples of individual spectra recorded are shown
in the figure, featuring different amounts of chlorophyll from mostly invisible algal growth. It can be
seen that the edges of the tiles are preferred algal locations as are the upper parts of the ornamental urns.
The chlorophyll amount is encoded on the colorscale
of the pixels having at least a minimum amount of
chlorophyll (black).
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Fig. 13.83 Fluorescence LIDAR imaging of a section of the Övedskloster castle, Sweden. Three spectra illustrate the

measurements, and an image with a colorscale indicates the amount of algae invasion. (After [13.128, 129])

A final example is given in Fig. 13.84 with data from
a recent measurement campaign [13.130,131] at the Flavian amphitheater Coliseum, inaugurated in Rome in
80 AD. The monument is constructed out of travertine
quarried nearby in Tivoli. Spectra show differences in
stone surface even if they appear similar. Chlorophyll
invasion is very evident in certain places, and corrosion
protection on iron bars applied during historical preservation efforts also has a very characteristic appearance,
as shown in the figure, which also includes a photograph
from the measuring site.
The first application of fluorescence LIDAR techniques were in the field of water monitoring, as reviewed,
e.g., in [13.132, 133]. Land-based, ship- as well as
air-borne campaigns have been pursued. An important
aspect of water fluorescence monitoring is the assessment or the general level of dissolved organic matter
(DOM) in water. DOM gives rise to broad, bluish fluor-

escence spectrum. By normalizing the DOM signal to
the Raman signal due to the water O−H stretch vibrational mode at a Stokes shift of about 3400 cm−1
a convenient intrinsic reference is obtained, which
makes the measurement independent of a knowledge
of the effective sampling volume. For 355 nm excitation
the O−H stretch Raman signal of liquid water occurs
at 404 nm. By analyzing the shape of the water Raman
peak with a high spectral resolution system it is also possible to measure the depth-resolved water temperature
remotely with a bathymetric system.
Other prominent spectral features in LIDAR spectroscopic studies of water are due to chlorophyll, which
is present in all pelagic algae, and accessory pigments, e.g. phycocyanine and phycoerytrine, which
are present in red algae. The characteristic fluorescence of these pigments peak at 690, 660 and 590 nm,
respectively.
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Fig. 13.84 Fluorescence LIDAR measurements at the Coliseum, Rome. A photograph with the Swedish LIDAR system

in measurement position is shown in the upper part of the figure. Below, individual fluorescence spectra are shown to the
left, while points with a spectral signature similar to A are shown in the middle, and points with a spectral signature similar to D are shown to the right. (After [13.130, 131])
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Fig. 13.85 Laser-induced breakdown spectra (LIBS) recorded with a LIDAR system at 60 m stand-off distance for a lead

plate for different time delays. The lines become narrower and more well defined as the plasma cools. (After [13.129])

The strongest signals received in aquatic monitoring are from oil spills covering the surface [13.134].
At the same time as a strong oil fluorescence replaces the DOM signal in the blue–green region, the
water Raman signal disappears, since even a layer
a few micrometers thick becomes optically thick for
the exciting UV radiation. Thus oil spills have a very
clear spectral signature. Laboratory studies of different types of crude oils and lighter fractions show that
oils of specific origins can be identified. Extensive air-

borne work for oil-spill detection and characterization,
complementing data from side-looking airborne radar
(SLAR) and synthetic-aperture radar (SAR) has been
pursued.
A main limitation of fluorescence LIDAR is
its limited range, which makes satellite implementation difficult. However, passive techniques using
sunlight-induced fluorescence have been considered for
marine oil-slick detection and is now being developed for vegetation monitoring [13.135]. The normal
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from short to longer wavelengths due to the Stokes
shift, and tends to reduce the Fraunhofer line contrast,
a phenomenon directly signaling that fluorescence is
present.

Fig. 13.86 Illustration of remote plasma ablation on different samples placed at 60 m distance from the LIDAR system.
Top: ablation patterns for concrete and Italian alabaster; Bottom left: illustration of the cleaning of an Italian garden statue;
right: a soiled Carrara marble statue before (upper figure) and after (lower figure) remote laser cleaning. (After [13.136])
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reflectance spectrum of a ground surface carries the
dark and narrow Fraunhofer signature lines from the
sun with the same contrast as in direct sunlight.
However, fluorescence transfers part of the radiation
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Laser-Induced
Breakdown Spectroscopy (LIBS) LIDAR
We will finish this section of LIDAR measurements
on condensed targets by a discussion of remote laserinduced breakdown spectroscopy (LIBS). The LIBS
technique makes use of focused laser beams from pulsed
lasers, where a laser spark is produced at the target surface due to strong heating by the pulse [13.137]. The
technique is a valuable analytical analysis method for
elemental measurements of the same kind as in flameemission spectroscopy where vaporization occurs due
to the thermal heating. By expanding the LIDAR beam
and focusing it is possible to reach a sufficiently small
spot size to induce plasma breakdown at a considerable
distance if the pulse energy is large enough [13.138].
This technique is also being developed for space exploration, e.g., rock characterization from the Mars landers
[13.139]. We have recently performed the first imaging
LIDAR LIBS measurements at a distance of 60 m and
with pulse energies at 355 nm of the order of 200 mJ
[13.136]. The same detection system as for LIF is
employed, and by gating a few hundred nanoseconds
later it is possible to observe the cooling plasma, in
which narrow atomic emission lines are obtained rather
than broadened structures observed in the early plasma,
where strong fields due to electrons etc. are present. This
effect is seen in Fig. 13.85, where a LIBS spectrum from
a sheet of lead is observed at 60 m distance for different
delays [13.129].
Small amounts of material are ablated in the LIBS
plasma. This can be utilized for cleaning of soiled
surfaces in the cultural heritage sector. Such remote
cleaning is illustrated in Fig. 13.86. Here samples of
mortar, alabaster and marble were studied from a distance of 60 m. On white marble samples the cleaning
process is self-terminating, since no absorption is obtained once the dirty surface is removed from the original
white material. The ablation and cleaning process could
in principle also be controlled spectroscopically by simultaneously monitoring the plasma spectrum.

13.3.5 Unconventional LIDAR Applications
LIDAR techniques are conventionally associated with
long-range atmospheric measurements. However, a key
aspect in these measurements is that they are performed
time-resolved and non-intrusively. Using topographic
(condensed) targets, the range-resolution aspect is also
sometimes suppressed. In the measurement of combustion processes optical techniques are used at typical
distances 1 m, but motivated by the remote and non-

intrusive nature of optical spectroscopy, avoiding the
prohibitive heat and pressures that are characteristic
of such systems. Elastic scattering, Raman, fluorescence and coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering
(CARS) techniques are employed [13.140]. Rangeresolved measurements in large-scale burners are now
being developed making the parallels with LIDAR very
close [13.141].
Optical mammography for the detection of breast
cancer [13.142] can truly be characterized as shortrange LIDAR. Biological tissue is a strongly scattering
medium, in which molecular compounds can also be
detected using differential absorption. It can be convenient to use white laser light generated by self-phase
modulation of femtosecond laser pulses in such measurements, and molecules, such as tumor seeking agents
can be detected [13.143]. Such techniques can be extended to the monitoring of pharmaceutical tablets that
are strongly scattering [13.144, 145]. Using white-light
laser bursts the concentration of the active molecular
components in the drug can be evaluated from their
imprint in the detected scattered light. These examples constitute multiple-scattering cases much similar
to those pertaining to cloud physics.
The LIDAR analogy becomes almost complete in
the gas in scattering media absorption spectroscopy
(GASMAS) technique [13.146, 147], where free gas enclosures (pores) in highly scattering materials such as
wood, foods and construction materials are studied. Normally, CW diode-laser spectroscopy is being applied
for path-integrated measurements of the free gas signature (e.g. molecular oxygen and water vapor). Gas
concentration determination becomes possible if an independent LIDAR measurement of the time history of
the photons inside the sample is being made [13.148].
The GASMAS technique also gives interesting insight
into everyday processes such as the drying of materials,
e.g. wood [13.149]. The technique has recently been extended to the monitoring of oxygen gas inside the human
sinus cavities [13.150], where the laser light is launched
through the scattering forehead, passes through the sinus, scatters in the brain, with a fraction returning back
through the sinus, passing through the forehead and entering the LIDAR detector. The gas is detected through
its sharp differential absorption superimposed on the
backscattering spectrum from the bulk molecules having
a very slow wavelength dependence (as in atmospheric
LIDAR). Some illustrations of unconventional LIDAR
work are given in Fig. 13.87.
The many parallels between environmental and medical laser spectroscopy have been pointed out, e.g. in
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Fig. 13.87a–d Illustration of different kinds of unconventional short-range “LIDAR” measurements (a) Monitoring of
the drying of wood. Microscope images of wood structure with pores are shown above the temporal development of
molecular water and molecular oxygen signals, and their ratio value during a two-day drying process. (After [13.149])
(b) Molecular oxygen signals from apple exposed to pure oxygen or nitrogen gas before being taken into ambient air where
normal interior gas conditions are restored with a certain time constant. (After [13.147]) (c) Time-resolved measurements
of light scattered in a white pharmaceutical tablet, and (right) observation of the liquid-water absorption spectrum.
(After [13.144]) (d) Observation of free oxygen gas in the frontal sinus cavities when light is launched into the forehead
and backscattered light is detected. Non-zero signals are seen on both sinuses, while zero signal results off the sinuses.
(After [13.150])

[13.151], and further aspects of multidisciplinary spectroscopy bridging many disciplines are discussed in
[13.152].

13.3.6 Discussion and Outlook
As we have seen, LIDAR techniques provide a wide
spectrum of applications regarding the monitoring of the
environment. The rapid development of efficient diodepumped solid-state lasers, sensitive detectors, and fast
electronics and data handling have all contributed to
make the applications of LIDAR more attractive. With
ever more strict considerations regarding the monitor-
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ing of the status of the environment, the utilization of
LIDARs in surveillance and monitoring systems and networks will be a driving force in the development of the
field. Satellite-borne equipment is now planned for many
missions, taking advantage of the emerging robustness
and reliability of these techniques. A major impact on
global atmospheric monitoring and meteorology can be
expected.
Recent trends in the LIDAR field include the use
of intense laser beams of terawatt peak power and femtosecond duration. Reasonably small, table-top systems
have become available after the introduction of the
chirped-pulse amplification (CPA) technique [13.153].
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Filamentation and channeling due to self-focusing occurs in the atmospheric propagation, keeping the beam
together with intense generation of white light through
nonlinear effects, most prominently self-phase modulation [13.154]. Free atmosphere measurements, including
studies of airborne bio-aerosols, as well as remote LIBS
measurements have been demonstrated [13.155, 156].
Clearly, eye-safety considerations are challenging here
with laser light present at all wavelengths. LIDAR sys-

tems operating outside the human cornea transmission
region 400–1400 nm are most convenient for moregeneral applications due to the greatly relaxed safety
aspects.
LIDAR techniques and methods have also stimulated
extensions into more unconventional fields, such as biology and medicine. Many LIDAR concepts can be scaled
down to the cm level, where new medical diagnostics
techniques are now emerging.
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14.1 Quantum Fields
Quantum optics is the study of the quantum theory of
light at low energies. It is a special case of quantum electrodynamics (QED) for the electromagnetic field with
frequencies ranging from microwave to ultraviolet and
electrons bound in atomic systems. We consider first of
all the free electromagnetic field described classically
by the vector potential A(x, t). As this obeys the wave
equation it may be expanded in terms of plane wave
states with two orthogonal transverse polarisations. If
we assume the field is bound in a box of volume V , with
Dirichlet boundary conditions, we find that
A(x, t)
=





2o ωn V
n,ν
 i(k .x−ω )

−i(kn .x−ωn t) ∗
nt α
× en,ν e n
αn,ν ,(14.1)
n,ν + e

where en,ν are two orthonormal polarisation vectors
(ν = 1, 2) which satisfy kn · en,ν = 0, as required for
a transverse field, and the frequency is given by
the dispersion relation ωn = c|kn |. The positive- and

negative-frequency Fourier amplitudes are, respectively,
∗ . The corresponding electric field is given
αn,ν and αm,ν
by
E(x, t)
=i





n,ν

ωn
2o V



∗
.(14.2)
× en,ν ei(kn .x−ωn t) αn,ν − e−i(kn .x−ωn t) αn,ν
Canonical quantisation [14.1] is now carried out by
promoting these Fourier amplitudes to the operators
∗  → a† with bosonic commutation
αn,ν → an,ν , αn,ν
n,ν
relations
†

[an,ν , an  ,ν ] = δνν δnn 

(14.3)

with all other commutations relations zero (we are assuming Coulomb gauge quantisation). The canonical
quantisation procedure then gives the Hamiltonian for
the free field as

†
H=
ωk ak ak ,
(14.4)
k

Part D 14

Quantum optics is the study of the quantum theory of light at low energies and interactions with
bound electronic systems. We discuss physically
achievable states of the electromagnetic field, including squeezed states and single photons states,
as well as schemes by which they may be generated
and measured. Measured systems are necessarily open systems and we discuss how dissipation,
noise and decoherence is treated in quantum optics in terms of Markov master equations, quantum
trajectories and quantum stochastic differential
equations. Quantum optics has recently proved a
valuable test-bed to implement new communication protocols such as teleportation and quantum
information processing and we discus some of
these new schemes including ion traps and linear
optics quantum computing.
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where the subscript k stands for both the wave number
index, n and polarisation index ν. We have explicitly
omitted the constant shift due to the vacuum energy of
ωk /2 per mode. Typically we now take the continuum
limit by

1 
1
→
(14.5)
d3 kaν (k) .
√
(2π)3/2
V

The interaction part may be written as the sum of two
terms HI = HI,1 + HI,2 , where

HI,1 = d3 xψ̂ † (x)
× −

k

The canonical commutation relations then take the form


†
(14.6)
aν (k), aν (k ) = δνν δ3 (k − k ) .
In the full theory of QED, the interaction between
the electromagnetic field and charged matter is described
by coupling between the vector potential and the Dirac
spinor field. In quantum optics we only need the lowenergy (nonrelativistic) limit of this interaction. This is
given by the minimal coupling Hamiltonian [14.2]
1
H=
( p − eA)2 + eV (x) + Hrad ,
(14.7)
2m
where p is the momentum operator for a particle of
charge e moving in a Coulomb potential V (x). The
last term, Hrad , is the Hamiltonian of the free radiation
field given in (14.4). We now use an occupation-number
representation in the antisymmetric sector of the many
body Hilbert space for the electronic system based on
a set of single-particle states |φ j , with position probability amplitudes, φ j (x), which we take as the bound
energy eigenstates of the electronic system without radiation. They could for example be the stationary states
of a atom, the quasi-bound states of a single Cooper pair
on a mesoscopic superconducting metal island, or the
bound exciton states of semiconductor quantum dot. We
then define the electronic field operators

ψ̂(x) =
c j φ j (x) ,
(14.8)
j

where the appropriate commutations relations for the
antisymmetric sector are the fermionic forms
†

†

ck cl + cl ck = δkl ,

† †
† †
ck cl + cl ck = ck cl + cl ck

(14.9)

=0.

(14.10)

In the occupation number representation the Hamiltonian may be written as the sum of three terms,
H = Hel + HI + Hrad where the electronic part is given
by


2
3
†
∇ 2 + eV (x) ψ̂(x)
Hel = d xψ̂ (x) −
2m

†
=
E jcjcj .
(14.11)
j


HI,2 =

e
[A(x) · p + p · A(x)] ψ̂(x) ,
2m
(14.12)

e2
[A(x)2 ] ψ̂(x) .
d3 xψ̂ † (x)
2m

(14.13)

Unless we are dealing with very intense fields for which
multi-photon processes are important, the second term
HI,2 may be neglected.
The dominant interaction energy may then be written
as

†
HI =
gk,n,m (bk + bk )c†n cm ,
(14.14)
k,n,m

where the interaction coupling constant is
1/2
1
e
gk,n,m = −
m 20 ωk V

× d3 xφn∗ (x)( eik.x p)φm (x) .

(14.15)

We now proceed by making the dipole approximation. The factor eikx varies on a spatial scale determined
by the dominant wavelength scale, λ0 , of the field
state. At optical frequencies, λ0 ≈ 10−6 m. However the
atomic wave functions, φn (x) vary on a scale determined
by the Bohr radius, a0 ≈ 10−11 m. Thus we may remove
the oscillatory exponential from the integral and evaluate it at the position of the atom x = x0 . Using the
result
[ p2 , x] = −i2 p

(14.16)

we can write the interaction in terms of the atomic dipole
moments

d3 xφn∗ (x)( eik.x p)φm (x)

m
(14.17)
d3 xφn∗ (x)(ex)φm (x) ,
= i ωnm
e
where ωnm = (E n − E m )/ .
In the interaction picture the interaction Hamiltonian
becomes explicitly time dependent,



†
H̃I (t) =
gk,n,m bk e−iω(k)t + bk eiω(k)t
k,n,m
× c†n cm eiωnm t

,

(14.18)
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k

where
gk = −i [2 0 ω(k)V ]−1/2 µ21 eik.x0

(14.20)

µ21 = ωa φn |ex|φm 

(14.21)

and
with ωa = ω2 − ω1 .
It is conventional to describe the operator algebra of
a two-level system in terms of a peusdo-spin representation by noting that the Pauli operators may be defined
as
†

†

σz = c2 c2 − c1 c1 ,

†
†
σx = c2 c1 + c1 c2 ,
 †
† 
σ y = −i c2 c1 − c1 c2 ,
†
†
σ+ = σ− = c2 c1 .

(14.22)
(14.23)
(14.24)
(14.25)

The operators sα = σα /2 (with α = x, y, z) then obey
the SU(2) algebra for a spin-half system. In terms of

these operators we may write the total Hamiltonian for
the system of field plus atom in the dipole and rotating
wave approximation as


ωa
†
σz +
ω(k)bk bk +
gkbk σ+ + h.c.
H=
2
k

k

(14.26)

If we further restrict the state of the field to include only
a single mode, perhaps using a high-Q optical resonator,
we arrive at the Jaynes–Cummings Hamiltonian,
H = ω0 b† b +



ωa
σz + gbσ+ + g∗ b† σ−
2
(14.27)

coupling a single harmonic oscillator degree of freedom
to a two-level system, which might well be called the
standard model of quantum optics [14.3]. The coupling
constant g can vary from a few kHz to many MHz. This
needs to be compared with the linewidth of the cavity
mode, κ, as well as the spontaneous emission rate, γ ,
of the excited state both of which we have thus far neglected but will discuss in Sect. 14.4. If we can arrange
for g > κ, γ we are in the strong coupling limit. This
is typically achieved by using very small cavity mode
volumes. The resulting physical system is often referred
to as cavity QED. An example is provided by the experiment of Aoki et al. [14.4] in which a cesium atom
interacts with the toroidal whispering gallery mode of
a micro-resonator as it falls under the action of gravity from a magneto-optical trap. The atomic resonance
at is the 6S1/2 ; F = 4 → 6P3/2 ; F  = 5 transition in cesium. A coupling constant as large as g/2π = 50 Mz was
achieved. The corresponding cavity and atomic decay
rates were (κ, γ )/2π = (17.9 ± 2.8, 2.6) MHz.

14.2 States of Light
The simplest state of light is the ground state, or vacuum
state of the free-field Hamiltonian in (14.4) defined by
the tensor product of all states |0k such that ak |0k = 0.
The excited states of the free field are the photon number
states defined by the tensor product |n = Πk |n k k where
n k is the kth component of n and
†

ak ak |n = n k |n .

(14.28)

These states are defined in terms of the plane-wave expansion of the free field in (14.1) and are thus very
delocalised. We can of course expand the field in a completely different set of spatiotemporal modes and define
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photon-number states accordingly. The physical interpretation of the number states depends on what mode
expansion we are using.
The interaction Hamiltonian for the classical electromagnetic field coupled to a classical current four-density
j µ (x, t) is

Hc = d3 xeAµ (x, t) j µ (x, t) .
(14.29)
In quantum optics this may be approximated by treating the current as classical and using the quantised
form of the vector potential. The resulting interaction

Part D 14.2

where the tilde indicates that we are in the interaction
picture. If the field is in a state for which the dominant
frequency is such that ω(k0 ) ≈ ωnm , the field is resonant
with a particular atomic transition and we may neglect
terms rotating at the very high frequency ω(k) + ωnm .
This is known as the rotating wave approximation. This
assumes that the field strength is not too large and further
that the state of the field does not vary rapidly on a time
scale of ω−1
nm , i. e. we ignore fields of very fast strong
pulses. As a special case we assume that the field is
resonant (or near-resonant) with a single pair of levels
with E 2 > E 1 . The interaction picture Hamiltonian in the
dipole and rotating wave approximation is then given by
 † †
H̃I =
c1 c2 bk gk e−i(ω(k)−ω21 )t + h.c ,
(14.19)

14.2 States of Light
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Hamiltonian takes the form


†
E k∗ (t)ak e−iω(k)t − E k (t)ak eiω(k)t .
H̃I (t) = i
k

(14.30)
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If the source is a monochromatic plane wave at frequency ω0 = c|k| we can write this as
H̃I (t) = i (a† − ∗ a) ,

(14.31)

where a = ak0 . If the free field starts in the vacuum state
at t = 0, the state at a later time is a vacuum state for all
modes k = k0 and for mode k0 , the state is
|ψ(t) = exp[t(a† − ∗ a)]|0 .

(14.32)

Expanding the exponential and we see that this state may
be written in the number state basis as
∞

(t)n
2
|ψ(t) = e−|t| /2
(14.33)
√ |nk0 .
n!
n=0
We are thus led to define the coherent states of a single
mode of the field as
|α = D(α)|0 ,

(14.34)

where we have defined the displacement operator
D(α) = eαa

† −α∗ a

(14.35)

the name of which is derived from the result
D† (α)aD(α) = a + α .

(14.36)

Using this last result it is easy to see that a|α = α|α.
Consider the field operator evaluated for convenience at x = 0 and for now ignore the polarisation
degree of freedom. We can express this in terms of sine
and cosine amplitudes at a carrier frequency ωc as
A(t) = A1 (t) cos(ωc t) − A2 (t) sin(ωc 0t) ,

(14.37)

where in the interaction picture

1
A1 (t) =
2
20 ωk V

k
†
× ak (t) e−i(ωk −ωc )t + ak (t) ei(ωk −ωc )t ,
(14.38)


−i 
A2 (t) =
2
20 ωk V

 k
†
× ak (t) e−i(ωk −ωc )t − ak (t) ei(ωk −ωc )t .

(14.39)

We are thus led to define the quadrature phase operators
for each mode of the field as
X = (a + a† ) ,

(14.40)

†

(14.41)

Y = −i(a − a ) .

These operators have the commutation relation
[X, Y ] = 2i, which is isomorphic to the Heisenberg–
Weyl algebra of canonical position and momentum
operators and so there is an equivalent uncertainty principle, ∆X∆Y ≥ 1, where (∆A)2 ≡ A2  − A2 . States
that satisfy the lower bound in this relation are called
minimum-uncertainty states. The vacuum state and
coherent state are minimum-uncertainty states with
∆X = ∆Y . Minimum-uncertainty states for which the
quadrature phase operator uncertainties are not equal
are called squeezed states.
Single-mode squeezed states are generated from the
vacuum state by a unitary transformation defined by
S† (ξ)( X̃ + iỸ )S(ξ) = X̃ er + iỸ e−r ,

(14.42)

= (X + iY ) e−iφ .

where X̃ + iỸ
Thus the canonical pair
( X̃, Ỹ ) are related by a rotation to the original canonical
pair (X, Y ). Clearly the uncertainty in the rotated canonical coordinates are ∆ X̃ = er , ∆Ỹ = e−r . The squeezed
vacuum state is then defined as |0, ξ = S(ξ)|0, where

1
(14.43)
S(ξ) = exp (ξ(a† )2 − ξ ∗ a2 ) ,
2
where ξ = r e2iφ . The corresponding transformation of
the complex amplitude operators is
S† (ξ)aS(ξ) = a cosh r + a† e2iφ sinh r .

(14.44)

We may then add a coherent amplitude by displacing the
squeezed vacuum state |α, ξ = D(α)|0, r.
Of more interest are the two-mode squeezed vacuum
states which correlate two modes, a and b, of the field
through a generalisation of (14.44),
†

S2 (ξ)aS2 (ξ) = a cosh r + b† e2iφ sinh r ,

†
S2 (ξ)bS2 (ξ) = b cosh r + a† e2iφ sinh r ,
where S2 (ξ) = exp[(ξa† b† − ξ ∗ ab)]. The

(14.45)
(14.46)

two-mode

squeezed vacuum state is then defined as
|Eab = exp[(ξa† b† − ξ ∗ ab)]|0a ⊗ |0b .

(14.47)

The two-mode squeezed state is an entangled state of two
modes of an optical field. To see this we note that, for
ξ = r, a real number, the expansion in number eigenstate
basis for each oscillator is
∞


|E2ab = (1 − λ2 )
λn |na ⊗ |nb ,
(14.48)
n=0
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X̂ a = a + a† ,

(14.49)
†

Ŷa = −i(a − a ) ,

(14.50)

X̂ b = b + b† ,

(14.51)

Ŷb = −i(b − b† ) ,

(14.52)

with canonical commutation relations, [ X̂ ν , Ŷµ ] =
2iδν,µ . Then
Var( X̂ a − X̂ b ) = 2 e−2r
−2r

Var(Ŷa + Ŷb ) = 2 e

modes are in the vacuum state. The positive-frequency
components of the electric field for these modes are then
E (+) (x, t) = i

∞

n=0

1/2

ωn
20 V

where Var(A) = A2  − A2 is the variance. Thus in
the limit of r → ∞ the state |E approaches a simultaneous eigenstate of X̂ a − X̂ b and Ŷa + Ŷb . This is the
analogue of the EPR state with position replaced by the
real quadratures X̂ and the momentum replaced by the
imaginary quadratures, Ŷ .
The very strong correlations between the quadrature
phase operators for the squeezed state can be seen in the
diagonal basis of X̂ a , X̂ b
E(xa , xb ) = xa , xb |E
= (2π)−1/2
 2r
e
e−2r
(xa + xb )2
exp − (xa − xb )2 −
8
8
(14.55)

with X̂ α |xα α = xα |xα α and |x, y = |xa ⊗ |yb and
where α → a, b.
We now turn to multimode states of the field to describe more-complex states. To this end we assume that
the only modes that are excited have the same plane
polarisation and are all propagating in the in same direction, which we take to be the x-direction. All other

an e−iωn (t−x/c) .
(14.56)

In ignoring all the other modes, we are implicitly assuming that all our measurements do not respond to
the vacuum state, an assumption which is justified
below. Let us further assume that all excited modes
of this form have frequencies centred on the carrier
frequency of Ω  1. Then we can approximate the
positive-frequency components by
 ∞
Ωn 1/2 c 
(+)
an e−iωn (t−x/c) ,
E (x, t) = i
20 Ac
L
n=0

(14.57)

where A is a characteristic transverse area. This operator
has dimensions of electric field. In order to simplify
the dimensions we now define a field operator that has
dimensions of s−1/2 . Taking the continuum limit we thus
define the positive-frequency operator
∞

(14.53)
(14.54)
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−iΩ(t−x/c)

a(x, t) = e

1
√
2π



dω a(ω ) e−iω (t−x/c) ,

−∞

(14.58)

where we have made a change of variable ω → Ω + ω
and used the fact that Ω  1 to set the lower limit of
integration to minus infinity, and


(14.59)
a(ω1 ), a† (ω2 ) = δ(ω1 − ω2 ) .
In this form the moment n(x, t) = a† (x, t)a(x, t) has
units of s−1 . As we show in the next section this moment
determines the probability per unit time (the count rate)
to count a photon at the space–time point (x, t). The field
operators a(t) and a† (t) can be taken to describe the field
emitted from the end of an optical cavity, which selects
the directionality.
A multimode coherent state is defined by a multimode displacement operator acting on the vacuum D|0,
defined implicitly by
D† a(ω)D = a(ω) + α(ω) ,

(14.60)

where consistent with proceeding assumptions, α(ω) is
peaked at ω = 0, which corresponds to a carrier frequency Ω  1. The average field amplitude for this state

Part D 14.2

where λ = tanh r and a† a|na = n|na and b† b|nb =
n|nb .
The entanglement of this state can be viewed in two
ways. Firstly as an entanglement between pairs of canonically conjugate physical quantities with a continuous
spectrum, the quadrature phases, and secondly as an entanglement between number and phase. We will only
discuss the former case here (see [14.5] for the latter
case). We can easily show that this state approximates
the entangled state first considered by Einstein, Podolsky
and Rosen (an EPR state) in the limit λ → 1 or r → ∞.
The correlation between quadrature phase in each mode
is easily seen by calculating the variances in an appropriate set of joint observables. We first define the quadrature
phase operators for the two modes

14.2 States of Light
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is
1
a(x, t) = e−iΩ(t−x/c) √
2π

∞

α(ω) e−iω(t−x/c)

−∞

≡ α(x, t) e−iΩ(t−x/c)

An important example of a multimode two-photon
state is
∞
∞
|2ab =
dω1
dω2 α(ω1 , α2 )a† (ω1 )b† (ω2 )|0ab ,
−∞

−∞
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(14.61)

(14.63)

which implicitly defines the average complex amplitude of the field as the Fourier transform of the
frequency-dependent displacements α(ω). We can also
calculate the probability per unit time to detect a photon in this state at space-time point (x, t). This is
given by n(x, t) = |α(x, t)|2 . Note that in this case the
second-order moment a† (x, t)a(x, t) factorises, a result characteristic of fields with first-order coherence.
A coherent state is closest to our intuitive idea of a classical electromagnetic field.
The multimode single-photon state is defined by

where a and b are two distinguishable spatial or polarisation modes. This state is important in the theory
of spontaneous parametric down conversion in which
a pump photon at frequency 2Ω is absorbed and simultaneously two photons in each of the modes a and
b are produced with frequencies ω1 and ω2 , respectively, such that ω1 + ω2 = 2Ω, the condition for energy
conservation. A good approximation to the state produced can be written as |0 + κ|2ab where κ is related
to the down-conversion efficiency [14.7]. As we have
shifted all frequencies by the carrier frequency Ω, we
can impose energy conservation as ω1 + ω2 = 0, and
choose

∞
|1 =

ν(ω)a† (ω)|0 .

(14.62)

−∞

This state has zero average field amplitude but
n(x, t) = |ν(t − x/c)|2 , where ν(t) is the Fourier transform of ν(ω). So while the state has zero average field
amplitude there is apparently some sense in which the
coherence implicit in the superposition of (14.62) is
manifest. We discuss in the next section how this coherence is made explicit through fourth-order interference.
For this state the function ν(φ) is periodic in the phase
φ = t − x/c and it is not difficult to choose a form with
a well-defined pulse sequence. However care should be
exercised in interpreting these pulses. They do not represent a sequence of pulses each with one photon, rather
they represent a single photon coherently superposed
over all pulses. Once a photon is counted in a particular pulse, the field is returned to the vacuum state.
A single-photon state is a highly nonclassical state with
applications to quantum information processing. A review of current efforts to produce such a state may be
found in [14.6].

α(ω1 , ω2 ) = α(ω1 )δ(ω1 + ω2 ) .

(14.64)

In other words photons in the symmetric side bands
around the frequency of Ω are correlated. Normalisation
of the state in (14.63) requires
∞
dω|α(ω)|2 = 1 .
(14.65)
−∞

If we ask for the probability per unit time to count a photon from either mode a or b independently it is easily
seen to be a constant in time indicating that we will
count a photon in either beam at completely random
times. However if we count the coincidence correlation
rate C(t, t  ) = a† (t)a(t)b† (t  )b(t  ) we find
C(t, t  ) = |α(t − t  )|2 ,

(14.66)

where α(t) is the Fourier transform of α(ω). The quantum
coherence implicit in the correlations of (14.63) appear
as a two-photon correlation with a maximum for coincidence counting. To put it another way, the two photon
correlation is a fourth-order interference effect as C depends on a fourth-order moment of the field amplitude
operators.

14.3 Measurement
At optical frequencies, all measurements ultimately derive from how the field interacts with matter, and it is
some property of the material which is ultimately meas-

ured. For example if the field is directed to a particular
kinds of semiconductor material free carriers can be
produced, either as electrons or holes, each refereed

Quantum Optics

14.3.1 Photon Counting
If we assume that the interaction between the detector
and signal field is weak, the probability of photoexcitation event per unit time may be calculated from
the interaction Hamiltonian and Fermi’s golden rule.
Typically the interaction Hamiltonian, in the interaction picture takes the form of a dipole interaction in the
rotating wave approximation
H̃I = χ(E (+) (x, t)σ+ (t) + E (−) (x, t)σ− (t)) ,
(14.67)

E (±) (x, t)

where g is a typical coupling constant,
are
the positive- and negative-frequency components of the
field at space time point (x, t), while σ± (t) are the dipole
transition operators. We assume the dipole starts in the
ground state |g defined by σ− |g = 0. The probability
that the dipole, located at x is excited per unit time, i.e.
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the rate of excitation is given by perturbation theory (to
second order in χ) [14.8] as
pe (x, t) ∝ E (−) (x, t)E (+) (x, t) .

(14.68)

Insofar as an excitation event results in a classical signal,
the probability to detect a photon per unit time is then
simply,
p1 (t) = γ E (−) (t)E (+) (t) ,

(14.69)

∝ χ2

where γ
and the other factors that depend on the
details of the detector (such as area and spectral sensitivity) and its ability to respond to a photoexcitation event
with a detectable signal. The counting process is thus
seen to be a classical stochastic random variables dN(t)
which only takes the values 0, 1 in a sufficiently small
time interval dt. This is a Poisson point process. The
classical average of this process is E[ dN(t)] = p1 (t).
If we now consider a count interval of duration T , the
probability to count n photoexcitation events in that time
is [14.9]


[γ I¯(T )T ]n
exp[−γ I¯(T )T ] : ,
pn (T ) = :
n!
(14.70)

where the operator I¯ is defined by
¯ )=
I(T

1
T

T
E (−) (t)E (+) (t) dt ,

(14.71)

0

where : . . . : indicates normal ordering, that is the
power-series expansion is done by ordering all the
negative-frequency components to the right of the
positive-frequency components.
If the count rate is too large to resolve individual
counting events, we need to consider a photocurrent.
We then define the current as
dn(t)
i(t) = e
,
(14.72)
dt
∞
where n(t) = n=0 n pn (t) is the average number of
counts in time
 t t. In terms of the point process
dN(t, n(t)) = 0 dN(t) so that the ensemble average of
i(t) is the average current
dE(n(t))
= γ E (−) (t)E (+) (t) .
i(t) = e
(14.73)
dt
The stationary two-time correlation function of the current is then the classical ensemble average,
G(τ) = lim E [i(t + τ)i(t)] − E[i(t + τ)]E[i(t)] .
t→∞

(14.74)
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to as a photoexcitation event. The resulting charge or
current flow may then be amplified to produce a measurable electrical signal which is entirely classical and
stochastic. There are two special cases. Firstly if we use
light of such low intensity that individual photoexcitation events result in a distinct signal pulse. These pulses
can then be counted and different counts recorded per
count interval. The statistics of this counting process is
ultimately conditioned on the photon-number distribution for the quantum state of the incident light. Secondly
we may have light of a higher intensity so that individual counting events cannot be resolved. The classical
measurement signal is then a fluctuating current. The
noise power spectrum of this current is still conditioned
on the quantum state of the input light. This last case
occurs if a weak signal is first mixed with a strong
coherent light beam by a beam splitter and then the
reflected and transmitted beams individually give rise to
distinct photocurrents on separate detectors. The strong
coherent beam is usually called a local oscillator. The
interference between the signal and local oscillator enables a phase-sensitive measurement of the field to be
made. If it is resonant with the carrier frequency, the
photocurrent has a direct current (DC) average signal
and we refer to the process as homodyne detection. If
the local oscillator is detuned from the signal the photocurrents acquire an alternating current (AC) frequency
component equal to the detuning between the local oscillator and the signal carrier frequency. This is called
heterodyne detection. We now show how these various
classical stochastic signals are conditioned on different
field quantities.

14.3 Measurement
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If we first consider the case τ > 0, then we need to find
E[ dN(t + τ) dN(t)]. The only way this can be nonzero
is for dN(t) = 1 at time t. Thus we need the conditional
average

Part D 14.3

E[ dN(t + τ) dN(t)] = Prob[ dN(t) = 1]
×E[ dN(t + τ)| dN(t)=1 ] .
(14.75)

The details may be fund in [14.10] The two-time correlation function is then seen to be
G(τ) = eīδ(τ) + lim e γ E
2 2

(−)

t→∞

(t)E

(−)

(t + τ)

× E (+) (t + τ)E (+) (t) .

(14.76)

The noise power spectrum is then defined by
∞
S(ω) = 2
dτ G(τ)e−iωτ .

(14.77)

−∞

The commutation relation for the output fields are
the same as the input fields. Suppose now that the
field b(t) is prepared in a coherent state, so that we
may simply replace b(t) → β(t). We will further assume that |β(t)|2 → ∞ and that sin θ → 0 such that
|β(t)|2 sin2 θ ≡ |α(t)|2  1 is a finite average photon
flux. The probability to detect a photon per unit time
in the output field a0 (t) is then given by



n(t) = γ ai† (t) + α∗ (t) [ai (t) + α(t)] .

As the coherent component is assumed to be large, we
are in the limit of a photocurrent detection scheme. Let
us now define a classical stochastic process by subtracting off the background current and normalising by the
coherent flux,
h(t) dt =

In the previous section we considered a special case
in which almost all field modes were taken in the vacuum
state except those propagating in the positive x-direction
which could for example describe the directional emission from an optical cavity. We may write the average
current and G(τ) in terms of the field operators a(t) and
a† (t) defined in (14.58)
i(t) = eγ a† (t)a(t) ,

(14.78)

G(τ) = eīδ(τ) + lim e γ

2 2

t→∞

× a† (t)a† (t + τ)a(t + τ)a(t) .

(14.79)

The delta-correlated term in G(τ) represents the shotnoise component of the photocurrent.

dN(t) − γ |α(t)|2 dt
.
γ |α(t)|2

(14.83)

The ensemble average of the classical current process
h(t) is then well approximated by
E[h(t)] = a(t) ei(θ+ωLO t) + a† (t) e−i(θ+ωLO t) 
(14.84)

where we have assumed that α(t) = |α(t)| exp [−i(φ
+ωLO t)] and ωLO is called the local oscillator frequency. We may write this average current in terms of
the quadrature phase amplitudes defined with respect to
the local oscillator carrier frequency and its phase
E[h(t)] = X θ (t) cos(∆t) + Yθ (t) sin(∆t) ,
(14.85)

14.3.2 Homo-/Heterodyne Detection
We now deal exclusively with the positive and negative
field operators a(t) and a† (t) appropriate for directional
emission from a cavity. Consider two spatially distinct
field modes, ai (t) and bi (t), directed onto opposite sides
of a dielectric interface, so that each field is partially
transmitted and partially reflected. The interaction with
the beam splitter is described by an effective unitary
scattering process that couples the two input fields to
two output fields, ao (t) and bo (t), as




ao (t)
ai (t)
†
= U (θ, φ)
U(θ, φ) ,
(14.80)
bo (t)
bi (t)


ai (t) cos θ + bi (t) eiφ sin θ
. (14.81)
=
bi (t) cos θ − ai (t) e−iφ sin θ

(14.82)

where we have defined the quadrature phase operators
X θ (t) = a(t) ei(θ+ωs t) + a† (t) e−i(θ+ωs t)
Yθ (t) = −i(a(t) e

i(θ+ωs t)

†

−i(θ+ωs t)

− a (t) e

(14.86)

) (14.87)

where we have anticipated that the signal field has a carrier frequency of ωs and we have defined ∆ = ωLO − ωs ,
which is typically a radio frequency. It is then apparent
that the in-phase signal at frequency ∆ is a measurement
of the average quadrature phase amplitude, X θ (t),
while the quadrature phase signal is a measurement of
the complementary quadrature phase amplitude Yθ (t).
Such a measurement is know as the heterodyne measurement. If we choose ∆ = 0, so that we are monitoring
a DC signal, we have the case of homodyne measure-
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ment [14.11]. The higher-order moments of the current
also reveal corresponding higher-order moments of the
signal-field quadrature phase amplitudes. For example,
The stationary second-order correlation function of the
homodyne (∆ = 0) current h(t) is easily seen to be
given by the normally ordered correlation function of

14.4 Dissipation and Noise

the quadrature phase operator:
G(τ) = lim : X θ (t), X θ (t + τ) : .

(14.88)

t→∞

The spectrum of this quantity is called the spectrum of
squeezing as it can only fall below zero if the signal is
in a squeezed state [14.12].
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The interaction between a single mode of an intracavity
field and the many modes external to the cavity can
be modelled in terms of a local harmonic oscillator
coupled to an environment of many harmonic oscillators [14.13, 14] Fig. 14.1. This model is valid when the
cavity finesse is large, so that the line width of each cavity resonance is much less than the resonance frequency,
and we can separate the total field into local discrete
quasi-modes internal to the cavity and many modes outside. This is equivalent to a weak interaction between
the cavity quasi-modes and the external field. We can
then use second-order perturbation theory and, assuming the external field can be treated as a heat bath at
temperature T , we can find a master equation for the dynamics of the density operator for the intracavity field
in the Schrödinger picture as
dρ
i
= − [H, ρ(t)]
dt
+ κ(n̄ + 1)D[a]ρ(t) + κ n̄D[a† ]ρ(t) ,
(14.89)

where we have defined the action of the super-operator
for any operator A as
1
D[A]ρ = Aρ A† − (A† Aρ + ρ A† A)
(14.90)
2
and H is the Hamiltonian for the cavity mode plus any
interactions with matter that may be present and n̄ is
the mean photon number in an external mode at frequency ω = ωc at temperature T . For an empty cavity
H = ωc a† a. The average intracavity field amplitude
and photon number obey the equations
d a
κ
= −iω a + a ,
(14.91)
dt
2
d a† a
= −κ a† a + κ n̄ .
(14.92)
dt
The solutions for which are
a(t) = a(0) e−(κ/2+iωc )t ,
†

†

−κt

a a(t) = a a(0) + n̄(1 − e

(14.93)

).

(14.94)
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ao (t)

ai (t)

a (t)
ã

Fig. 14.1 An optical cavity with a single output mirror. The

cavity is weakly coupled to many external modes, but a particular class of directional input/output modes are defined
by the cavity, indicated as ai (t), ao (t). The cavity quasimode has a field amplitude operator a(t), while γ is the rate
at which photons are lost through the end mirror

Taking the Fourier transform of the first of these
equations we see that the cavity field amplitude has
a Lorentzian spectrum centred at the cavity resonance
frequency and with a linewidth of κ. The second equation indicates that in the steady state, while the mean
field is zero, the mean photon number in the cavity is
the same as the thermal photon number in the environmental mode at the cavity resonance. In fact is is easy
to see that in the steady state, the field in the cavity is in
the thermal state given by
ρ∞ =

∞
1 
n̄
1 + n̄
1 + n̄

n

|n n| .

(14.95)

n=0

In the input/output theory of Gardiner [14.13], the
external field modes are related to the internal mode
through the boundary condition
√
a0 (t) = γ a(t) − ai (t) .
(14.96)
Note that while ai,o (t) are explicitly many-mode fields,
the internal quasi-mode a(t) is represented by a single
harmonic-oscillator degree of freedom with frequency
ωc . In an alternative, but equivalent, formulation to the
master equation we can represent the dynamics in the
Heisenberg picture by a quantum stochastic differential
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equation
i
da(t)
γ
√
= − [HS , a(t)] − a(t) + γ ai (t) . (14.97)
dt
2
In this formulation, the external field input to the cavity
plays the role of a quantum noise term. If these equations
are linear,
γ
da
√
= Aa − a + γ ai (t) ,
(14.98)
dt
2
where


a(t)
,
a† (t)


ai,o (t)
ai,o (t) = †
.
ai,o (t)
a(t) =

(14.99)

(14.100)

We can Fourier transform both sides and ignore initialvalue terms, as we are primarily interested in the
stationary statistics to obtain a linear system of algebraic equations for the frequency components of the
various fields. Combining this with (14.96) we find that


γ 
a0 (ω) = − A + iω +
I
2



γ −1
I
× A + iω −
ai (ω) .
(14.101)
2
In the case of an empty cavity we get an interaction
picture defined with respect to some carrier frequency
ωi for the input external field,
γ
+ i(ω − δ)
(14.102)
ao (ω) = γ2
ai (ω) ,
2 − i(ω − δ)
where δ = ωc − ωi . In other words there is simply
a frequency-dependent phase shift of each field mode
from input to output. Suppose we input a single-photon
state defined by
∞
|ψi =
ν(ω)ai† (ω)|0 .
(14.103)
−∞

After interacting with the cavity this state is transformed
to
∞
|ψo =
ν(ω)ao† (ω)|0 .
(14.104)
−∞

It is then easy to see that the probability per unit time to
detect a single photon in the output field is
 ∞
2
γ


+ i(ω − δ)
ν(ω) e−iωt  ,
n(t) = 
dω γ2
2 − i(ω − δ)
−∞

(14.105)

which is a delayed and broadened pulse.

If the quantum Langevin equations are nonlinear
the standard procedure is to first find the semiclassical steady states. The semiclassical equations result by
ignoring the noise and replacing the creation and annihilation operators by complex numbers, a → α, a† → α∗ .
If the steady state, (α0 , α0∗ ) is stable fixed point, we
write a = δa + α0 , a† = δa† + α0∗ . The dynamics is then
expanded to linear order in δa and δa† and then we proceed as above. An example of this approach is given
in [14.15].
Spontaneous emission can also be treated using
a master equation. In this case the system is a twolevel electronic system, with ground state |g of energy
ω1 and excited state |e with energy ω2 , representing an electric dipole transition, coupled to the many
modes of the radiation field in the dipole and rotating
wave approximation. The master equation is
i
dρ
= − [H, ρ] + γ (n̄ + 1)D[σ− ]ρ + γ n̄D[σ+ ]ρ ,
dt
(14.106)

where n̄ is the thermal occupation of the radiation field
mode at the atomic resonance frequency ωa = ω2 − ω1 .
We have neglected a small term which gives rise to
a shift in the atomic transition frequency and which
contributes to the Lamb shift. At optical frequencies,
n̄ ≈ 0. In the case of a free two-level atom, H = 2ωa σz
the probability to find the atom in the excited state,
pe (t) = e|ρ|e satisfies the equation
d pe
= −γ pe (t)
dt

(14.107)

with the solution pe (t) = pe (0) e−γ t , which describes
spontaneous emission. The dipole polarisation is proportional to the atomic coherence, e|ρ|g = σ− , which
obeys

γ
d σ− 
= − iωa +
σ− 
dt
2

(14.108)

with the solution
σ− (t) = σ− (0) e−(γ /2+iωa )t .

(14.109)

The dipole oscillates at the transition frequency and
decays, as it radiates.
The radiated field is related to the input field and the
local source through an input/output relation in analogy
with the case of a cavity discussed above. The positive-
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the scattered light. For Ω  γ we find that this spectrum has three peaks at ω = ωa and ω = ωa ± Ω. This is
the Mollow spectrum [14.16].
The light scattered by a two-level atom also exhibits
photon anti-bunching. Consider the conditional probability that given a photon is counted at time t another
photon will be counted a time τ later. This is proportional
to the second-order correlation function

H=

ωa
σz + Ω(σ+ e−iω L t + σ− eiω L t ) , (14.111)
2
where Ω is the Rabi frequency and ωL is the carrier
frequency of the driving field. The master equation in an
interaction picture at the frequency ωL is

Usually we are interested in a stationary source so we let
t → ∞ and we normalise this by the intensity squared
to define

∆ω
dρ
= −i
[σz , ρ] − iΩ[σ+ + σ− , ρ] + γ D[σ− ]ρ ,
dt
2

G (2) (t, τ)
.
(14.119)
t→∞ a† (t)a(t)2
Using the result in (14.110) we can express this directly in terms of correlation functions for the atomic
polarisation. As the equations of motion for the atomic
variables are linear, the stationary correlation function
σ+ (t)σ+ (t + τ)σ− (t + τ)σ− (t)t→∞ obeys the same
equations [see below (14.141)]. We then find that

(14.112)

where the detuning is ∆ω = ωa − ωL . The resulting
Bloch equations for the atomic moments are linear
γ

d σ− 
=−
+ i∆ω σ−  + iΩ σz  , (14.113)
dt
2
d σz 
= −γ ( σz  + 1) − 2iΩ( σ+  − σ− ) .
dt
(14.114)

The solutions for resonance (∆ω = 0) are

8Ω 2
1 − e−3γ t/4
σz (t) = 2
γ + 8Ω 2
3γ
sinh κt
−1 ,
× cosh κt +
4κ
(14.115)

γ2
1 − e−3γ t/4
σ+ (t) = 2iΩ 2
γ + 8Ω 2

3γ
κ
+
sinh κt
× cosh κt +
γ 16κ

,

G (2) (t, τ) = a† (t)a† (t + τ)a(t + τ)a(t) .

(14.118)

g(2) (τ) = lim

g(2) (τ) = 1 − e−3γ t/4 cosh κτ +

3γ
sinh κτ
4κ

.

(14.120)

The result g(2) (τ = 0) = 0 indicates photon antibunching, as the probability to count a second photon,
immediately after a first one has been counted, vanishes. This is a direct result of the emission process of
the source. Photons are emitted when an excited atom
relaxes back to the ground state. If a photon is counted,
the atom is likely to be in ground state and thus a finite time must elapse before it is re-excited and capable
of emitting another one. This prediction, first made by
Carmichael and Walls [14.17], was one of the earliest examples of how quantum optics would differ from
a semiclassical description of light. This result has been
seen in the resonance fluorescence of a single trapped
atom.

(14.116)

where
κ=

14.4.1 Quantum Trajectories


γ2
− 16Ω 2 .
4

(14.117)

Clearly there is a threshold at Ω = γ /8 below which the
solutions monotonically approach the steady state and
above which they are oscillating. A similar threshold occurs in the solutions for the two-time correlation function
σ+ (t)σ− (t + τ)t→∞ which determines the spectrum of

The master equation describes the dynamics of a subsystem by averaging over (tracing out) the properties
of the larger bath to which it is coupled. Solving the
master equation typically results in a mixed state. Any
mixed state admits infinitely many decompositions into
convex combinations of (nonorthogonal) pure states. In
a stochastic unravelling of a master equation we represent the solution at any time as a convex combination of

Part D 14.4

frequency components of the field operator take the form
x
ωa2 
µ
×
E o(+) (x, t) = E i(+) (x, t) −
r
4π0 c2 r
x
× σ− (t − x/c) ,
(14.110)
r
where r = |x| is the distance from the course to the point
x and µ is the atomic dipole moment.
If the atom is driven by a classical radiation field, the
Hamiltonian becomes [see (14.27) and replace b → β]
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pure states each evolving under a stochastic Schrödinger
equation such that if we average over the noise we obtain the solution to the original master equation. This
approach leads to a powerful numerical simulation tool
as much less memory is required to store a pure quantum
state at each time step.
Consider a simple harmonic oscillator coupled to
a zero-temperature heat bath. The dynamics, in the interaction picture, is given by the master equation, (14.89)
with n̄ = 0. Solving this equation over a small time
interval dt we can write


γ
ρ(t + dt) = ρ(t) − [a† aρ(t) + ρ(t)a† a] dt
2
(14.121)
+ γ aρ(t)a† dt .
We can think of this as describing photons leaking from
a single-mode cavity at Poisson-distributed times. Suppose there were exactly n photons in the cavity at time t
so that ρ(t) = |n n|. Then (14.121) would become
ρ(t + dt) = (1 − γ n dt)|n n| + γ n dt|n − 1 n − 1| .
(14.122)

We can think of this as follows. In a small increment of
time dt, two events are possible: either a single photon
is lost or no photon is lost. If a photon is lost, the state of
the field has one less photon so that it changes from |n to
|n − 1 and this event will occur with probability γ n dt.
This form results from the last term of (14.121). On the
other hand, if no photon is lost the state is unchanged, and
this will occur with probability 1 − γ n dt, which arises
from the first term in (14.121). Thus (14.121) describes
a statistical mixture of the two events that can occur in
a small time step dt: the first term in square brackets
describes the change in the state of the cavity field given
that no photon is lost in time interval dt, while the second
term describes what happens to the state of the field if
one photon is lost in a time interval dt.
If this interpretation is correct it suggests an answer
to conditional questions such as: if no photon is lost
from time t to t + dt, what is the conditional state of the
field? In this case we have no contribution from the last
term in (14.121) so the conditional state is the solution
to

ρ(t)c − γ2 [a† aρc (t) + ρ(t)c a† a] dt
ρ(t + dt)c = 
tr ρc (t) − γ2 [a† aρc (t) + ρc (t)a† a] dt

1 †
≈ ρc (t) − γ dt
a aρc (t) + ρc (t)a† a
2
− a† ac (t)ρc (t)

to linear order in dt, where the subscript c is to remind
us that we are dealing with a particular conditional state
conditioned on a rather special history of null events
and a† ac (t) is the conditional average of the photon
number in the state ρc (t).
We can now introduce a classical stochastic process, a conditional Poisson process, dN(t) which is the
number of photons lost in time dt. Clearly
dN(t)2 = dN(t) ,

(14.123)

E[ dN(t)] = γ a† ac (t) ,

(14.124)

where E is an average over the classical stochastic variable. In terms of dN(t) we can now define a stochastic
master equation
dρc (t) = dN(t)G[a]ρc (t) − γ dtH[a† a]ρc (t) ,
(14.125)

where we have defined two new super-operators (that
map density operators to density operators),
Aρ A†
−ρ ,
tr[Aρc† ]
H[A]ρ = Aρ + ρ A† − tr[Aρ + ρ A† ] ,
G[A]ρ =

(14.126)
(14.127)

for any operator A. Note that, if we take the classical
ensemble average over the noise process dN(t), we recover the original master unconditional master equation
in (14.121). The solution to (14.125) is the conditional
state at time t conditioned on an entire fine-grained history of jump events (that is to say, the total number of
jumps and the time of each jump event). Denote such
a history as the sequence of jump times on the interval
[0, t) as h[t] = {t1 , t2 , . . . , tm }. The unconditional state
is a sum over all such histories

Pr(h[t])ρc (h[t]) ,
(14.128)
ρ(t) =
h[t]

where we have explicitly indicated that the conditional
state ρc is conditioned on the history of jump events,
h[t] in the time interval of interest and Pr(h[t]) is the
probability for each history. We have unravelled the
solution to the master equation in terms of conditional
stochastic events. For a point process as considered here
the sum over histories has an explicit form in terms of
time-ordered integrals [14.18]
ρ(t) =

∞ 

m=0 0

tm

t

t1
...

dtm
0

. . . JS(t1 )ρ(0) ,

S(t − tm )JS(tm − tm−1 )
0

(14.129)
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where the super operators are defined by
− γ2 ta† a

S(t)ρ = e

− γ2 ta† a

ρe

,

J = γ aρa† .

(14.130)

Clearly the probability of a specific jump history is given
by

a† ac (t) a† a
−
2
2
"

− iH dt |ψc (t) ,

(14.133)

d [|ψc (t) ψc (t)|] = [ d|ψc (t)] ψc (t)| + |ψc (t)
× [ d ψc (t)|] + [ d|ψc (t)|]
(14.134)
× [ d ψc (t)|]
and retaining all terms to first order in dt, noting that
dN 2 = dN.
A point process with a large rate parameter γ can be
well approximated on a time scale long compared to γ −1
by a white-noise process. This suggests that it must be
possible to unravel the master equation in terms of whitenoise processes as well as the point process dN(t). Such
master equations give the conditional dynamics conditioned on homodyne and heterodyne measurements on
the field leaving the cavity. Here we simply quote the
result and show that averaging over the classical noise
returns us to the unconditioned master equation.
In the case of the real valued Weiner process dW(t)
we can write the homodyne stochastic master equation
for a damped simple as
(14.135)

(14.136)

and H[a] is given by (14.127).
In terms of a complex-valued white-noise process,
dW(t) = dW1 (t) + i dW2 (t), where dWi (t) are independent Winer processes, we can write the heterodyne
stochastic master equation
dρc (t) = −i[H, ρc (t)] dt + D[a]ρc (t) dt
1
+ √ [ dW1 (t)H[a]ρc (t)
2
+ dW2 (t)H[−ia]]ρc (t) .

(14.137)

There is a connection between the quantum jump
process and the two-time correlation function discussed
in above. We first define a new stochastic process, the
rate or the current, as
i(t) =

where we have now included the possibility of a Hamiltonian part to the dynamics. We can show the
equivalence between this equation and the stochastic
master equation by considering the Ito-like expansion

dρc (t) = −i[H, ρc (t)] dt + D[a]ρc (t) dt
+ dW(t)H[a]ρc (t) ,

1
D[A]ρ = Aρ A† + (A† Aρ + ρ A† A)
2

dN
.
dt

(14.138)

This is a rather singular stochastic process, consisting
of a series of delta functions concentrated at the actual
jump times. In physical terms this is intended to model
the output of an ideal photon counting detector, with
infinite response bandwidth, that detects every photon
that is lost from the cavity. Define the classical current
two-time correlation function
G(τ, t) = E[i(t + τ)i(t)] .

(14.139)

Given the nature of a Poisson jump process, dN(t) can
only take the values 0 or 1, so it is easy to see that we
can write the two-time correlation function in terms of
the conditional probability to get dN(t + τ) = 1 given
a jump at time t,
G(τ, t) dt 2 = Pr( dN(t + τ) = 1| dN(t) = 1) .
(14.140)

This conditional probability is given by
Pr[ dN(t + τ) = 1| dN(t) = 1]


= γ 2 tr a† a eLτ aρ(t)a† dt 2

(14.141)

where eLt is the formal solution to the unconditional
master equation evolution written in terms of the abstract generator L as ρ̇ = Lρ. The two-time correlation
function is then given by


G(τ, t) = γ 2 tr a† a eLτ aρ(t)a† .
(14.142)
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(14.132)

The form of (14.129) indicates that, if we start in
a pure state and have access to the entire history of
photon loss events h[t], the conditional state ρc (h[t])
must still be a pure state. This implies that we can
write a stochastic Schrödinger for the damped harmonic
oscillator
!


a
d|ψc (t) = dNc (t) 
−1
a† ac (t)
+ γ dt
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(14.131)

Pr(h[t]) = tr[S(t − tm )JS(tm − tm−1 )
. . . JS(t1 )ρ(0)] .
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Note that the so-called regression theorem follows directly from the definition of G,
dG(τ, t)
= LG(τ, t) .
(14.143)
dτ
We usually deal with driven damped harmonic oscillators for which the system settles into a steady
state, emitting photons according to the conditional
Poisson process derived from the steady-state solution
ρ∞ = limt→∞ ρ(t), so we define the stationary two-time
correlation function
 as
 for the current
G(τ) = γ 2 tr a† a eLτ aρ∞ a† .

(14.144)

14.4.2 Simulating Quantum Trajectories
A mixed state for system with a Hilbert space of dimension N requires that we specify N 2 complex matrix
elements. On the other hand a pure state requires that
we specify only N complex numbers. For this reason numerically solving the master equation is more
computationally difficult than solving the Schrödinger
equation. We can use the unravelling of a master equation in terms of a stochastic Schrödinger equation to
make the numerical solution of master equations more
tractable. In this numerical setting, the method of quantum trajectories was independently developed as the
Monte Carlo wavefunction method [14.19]. We will
illustrate the method using the jump process.
Suppose the state at time t is |ψ(t). Then in a time
interval δt, sufficiently short compared to γ −1 , the system will evolve to the (unnormalised) state conditioned
on no jump having occurred,
|ψ̃(t + δt) = e−iHδt−γ a

† aδt/2

|ψ(t) .

(14.145)

To compute this we implement a routine to solve the
Schrödinger equation with the effective non-Hermitian
Hamiltonian
γ
K = H − i a† a .
(14.146)
2
The norm of this state is the probability that no jump has
occurred in the time interval δt,

where it is easy to see that
(14.149)
p = γδt ψ(t)|a† a|ψ(t) ,
which we understand to be the probability that a jump
takes place in this time interval. We need to ensure that
p  1.
Let us now chose a random number r uniformly
distributed on the unit interval. At the end of the time
interval, we compare p and r. If p < r (usually the case)
we normalise the state

|ψ(t + δt) =

|ψ̃(t + δt)
√
p0

(14.150)

and continue the non-Hermitian evolution for a further
time step. If however p > r, we implement a quantum
jump via
|ψ̃(t + δt) → |ψ(t + δt) =

√
γ a|ψ̃(t + δt)
.
p/δt
(14.151)

Based on our previous discussions we see that
p/δt = γ ψ(t)|a† a|ψ(t), and the jump operation is as
described by the first term in (14.133). As the simulation proceeds we accumulate the record of times at
which particular jump events occur. That is to say, we
have access to a sample fine grained history of the jump
process, h[t]. However we are primarily interested in
solving the master equation. We thus run K trials up to
time t, starting from an identical initial state each time,
and then form the mixed state
ρ̄(t) = K −1

K


|ψk (t)

(14.152)

k=1

(14.148)

as a uniform average over the K trials. Strictly speaking
the probability of each of the K trials is not uniform,
however one can show that, for K sufficiently large,
ρ̄(t) ≈ ρ(t), with an error that scales as K −1/2 . In Mølmer
et al. [14.19] more-general cases are discussed including
how to simulate non-zero-temperature master equations
or master equations with multiple jump processes.

The ability to trap an individual ion and cool it close
to the ground state of vibrational motion has enabled
precise quantum control to be achieved together with

very high-efficiency measurement. The technology originated some three decades ago in the effort to develop
ultra-high-precision spectroscopy with particular appli-

p0 = ψ̃(t + δt)|ψ̃(t + δt)
= 1− p ,

(14.147)

14.5 Ion Traps
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The motion is thus separable into axial (ωz ) and transverse motion and, to be specific, we now concentrate on
the axial motion alone, although much of the discussion
can be applied to the transverse motion as well. Henceforth, as we neglect the transverse motion, we will drop
†
the subscript on az , az .
Many different kinds of ions can be trapped but availability of lasers limits the kinds of ions that can be easily
laser cooled. For example, the Wineland group at NIST
Colorado uses 9 Be+ while the Blatt group in Innsbruck

uses 40 Ca+ . When the ion is first trapped it is in a highly
excited state of its vibrational motion, corresponding
to a temperature of the order of 104 K. Cooling typically proceeds in two stages. The first stage is based on
Doppler cooling and is very efficient, the second stage
is based on resolved sideband cooling.
Ion traps are a remarkably versatile quantum devices for a number of reasons. Firstly, it is possible
to coherently couple the vibrational motion and the
internal electronic state using an external laser. Secondly, resolved sideband cooling enables the vibrational
motion to be prepared in its ground state with probability approaching unity. This is done using an external
laser to induce Raman transitions between the ground
and excited internal electronic state which absorb one
photon and one phonon of vibrational per excitation
cycle. Finally, the method of fluorescence shelving enables the internal electronic state of a single trapped
ion to measured with efficiency approaching unity.
In order to understand these three features we need
to begin with a description of how an external laser
can couple the vibrational and electronic degrees of
freedom.
We will assume that the external laser can couple two
internal electronic states, the ground state |g and the
excited state |e. This might involve a direct dipole transition. However for quantum information applications it
typically involves a Raman two-photon transition connecting the ground state to an excited metastable state.
In either case the Hamiltonian describing the system
is
H = νa† a +
+

ωA
σz
2


Ω
σ− ei(ωL t−kL q̂) + σ+ e−i(ωL t−kL q̂) ,
2
(14.154)

where q̂ is the operator for the displacement of the ion
from its equilibrium position in the trap, ν is the trap
(secular) frequency, Ω is the Rabi frequency for the twolevel transition, ω A is the atomic transition frequency,
and ωL , kL are the laser frequency and wave number.
There are three frequencies in the problem: ν, ωA and
ωL . A wide variety of processes can be made dominant
by carefully choosing relationships between these three
frequencies. Note that the phase of the laser field as seen
by the ion is dependent upon the position of the ion.
As the ion moves harmonically in the trap the phase is
thus modulated at the trap frequency. As we shall see
this leads to sidebands in the absorption spectrum for
the two-level system.
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cation to frequency standards. In recent years ion trap
technology has led the field in efforts to implement
quantum information processing following the seminal
proposal of Cirac and Zoller in 1995 [14.20]. The technology is now entering an even more exciting phase with
the development of smaller and more effective traps, ion
trap arrays for coherently processing a large number of
ions and the integration of traps and optical cavities.
One of the keys to the success of ion traps is the
ability to detect the electronic state of a single ion with
high efficiency. This is done by laser-induced fluorescence on a dipole-allowed transition, scattering millions
of photons per second. The idea goes back to a proposal of Dehmelt in 1975 [14.21] and appears in various
applications such as electron shelving, cycling transitions and quantum jumps [14.22]. Another key to the
success of ion traps is the invention of sub Doppler
cooling techniques, particularly resolved side band cooling. This makes it possible to prepare a single ion in
a state with very few quanta of vibrational excitation,
even so few as to reach the vibrational ground state.
A single trapped ion is well approximated by a particle
moving in a three-dimensional harmonic potential. It
is possible to remove vibrational energy stochastically
by laser-induced Raman transitions coupling electronic
and vibrational degrees of freedom. In effect, heat is removed from the vibrational motion of of the ion and
pumped into the very low temperature heat bath associated with the much higher frequency of the fluorescent
radiation.
It is not possible to trap a charged particle in a static
potential. This is because the Laplace equation implies
there is always one unstable (not trapped) direction in the
electrostatic potential. However a time-dependent electric potential can produce an effective harmonic potential
for a charge particle.
The quantum description of the centre of mass motion of the ion is given in terms of the eigenstates of the
Hamiltonian


H = νaz† az + νt a†x ax + a†y a y .
(14.153)
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The ion position operator, in terms of the vibrational
raising and lowering operators, is
1/2

q̂ =

2mν

(a + a† ) .

(14.155)

We now define the Lamb–Dicke parameter, η

Part D 14.5

1/2

η = kL

2mν

= 2π∆xrms /λL

(14.156)

where the root-mean-square (r.m.s.) position fluctuations in the oscillator ground state is ∆xrms . Then
moving to an interaction picture via the unitary transformation
U0 (t) = exp(−iνa† a t − iωA σz t) ,

(14.157)

the interaction Hamiltonian can be written as
Ω
HI (t) =
σ− exp[−iη(a e−iνt + a† eiνt )]
2
(14.158)
× exp[−i(ωA − ωL )t] + h.c
The exponential of exponentials make this a complicated Hamiltonian system. However in most ion trap
experiments the ion is confined to a spatial region
that is significantly smaller than the wavelength of the
exciting laser so that we may assume that the Lamb–
Dicke parameter is small η < 1 (typically η ≈ 0.01–0.1).
Expanding the interaction to second order in the Lamb–
Dicke parameter gives


Ω
HI (t) =
(1 − η2 a† a) σ− e−iδt + σ+ eiδt
2

Ωη  −iνt
ae
−i
+ a† eiνt e−iδt σ−
2

Ωη  −iνt
ae
+i
+ a† eiνt eiδt σ+
2

Ωη2  2 −2iνt
a e
−
+ (a† )2 e2iνt
 4

× e−iδt σ− + eiδt σ+ ,
where the detuning of the laser from the atomic frequency is δ = ω − ωL .
By carefully selecting δ to be positive or negative integer multiples of the trap frequency, various resonant
terms may be extracted and all time dependent terms neglected. In the first case, known as the carrier excitation,
δ = 0, and the resonant terms are
Hc = Ω(1 − η2 a† a)σx

(carrier excitation) ,
(14.159)

where σx = (σ− + σ+ )/2. If we choose δ = ν so that
the laser frequency is detuned below (to the red of) the

carrier frequency by one unit of trap frequency, ωL =
ωA − ν, the resonant terms are

ηΩ 
Hr = i
aσ+ − a† σ−
2
(first red sideband excitation) .
(14.160)
This is just the Jaynes–Cummings Hamiltonian except
that it involves the absorption of a trap phonon as well
as one laser photon. On the other hand we can choose
δ = −ν so that ωL = ωA + ν and the laser is detuned one
unit of vibrational frequency to the blue of the carrier,
the resonant interaction Hamiltonian is

ηΩ  †
Hb = i
a σ+ − aσ−
2
(first blue sideband excitation) .
(14.161)
This describes an excitation process that absorbs one
photon from the laser and emits one trap phonon. Continuing in this way we can define the second red sideband
excitation δ = 2ν and second blue sideband excitation
δ = −2ν, and so on. Figure 14.2 shows an energy-level
diagram that represents the carrier, red and blue sideband
excitations.
Once excited to |e the ion can spontaneously decay to the ground state. For a dipole-allowed transition
this can be quite fast, thus enabling another excitation
process to occur. In the case of red sideband excitation
the net result is to remove one phonon per excitation
cycle. This is the basis of sideband cooling. In effect
the external laser has coupled the vibrational motion to
a very-low-temperature heat bath: the vacuum radiation
field at frequency ωA . Of course it is only possible to address the sidebands if the laser can be accurately tuned
to each. As each transition is homogeneously broadened by a width equal to the spontaneous emission rate,
γ , we require that ν > γ for resolved sideband cooling.
An explicit expression for the spectrum of resonance
fluorescence for a single trapped ion follows from the
a)

b)
|eñ

í

|eñ

í

|eñ

ùL

ùL

ùL = ùA

c)

ùL
|gñ

|gñ
ùL = ùA  í

|gñ
ùL = ùA + í

Fig. 14.2a–c Energy-level diagram for (a) carrier (b) first
red sideband and (c) first blue sideband excitation
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dn̄
= −γ
dt

η2 Ω 2 n̄
2η2 Ω 2 n̄ + γ 2

.

(14.162)

Note that, as the cooling proceeds, the rate decreases
until the vibrational ground state is a steady state. In
a more careful treatment we need to consider heating
mechanisms, for example off-resonant excitation of the
blue sideband [14.24], and the probability of populating the vibrational ground state in the steady state is
less than unity. Despite this, resolved sideband cooling care prepare an ion in the vibrational ground state
with a probability greater than 99%. Ground state cooling in all three dimensions was first achieved by the
NIST group in Boulder [14.25]. Other heating mechanisms due to experimental artifacts are often important.
For example, fluctuating charge distributions on the trap
electrodes lead to a stochastic displacement of the centre
of the trap.
In order to read out the state of the ion, an additional auxiliary level can be coupled by a strong laser
to one or the other of the ground or excited states, to
be specific let us say the ground state Fig. 14.3. If the
ion is in the ground state when the probe laser is turned
on, fluorescent photons are scattered in all directions
and can easily be detected. On the other hand if the
ion is in the excited state, it is not resonant with the
probe laser and no photons are scattered: the ion remains
dark.
If we now apply a weak laser to couple the
ground and excited states, incoherent transitions occur
|g ↔ | e. The net result is that the fluorescent signal due
to the probe laser blinks on and off in fashion of a random telegraph process. A typical signal is also shown
in Fig. 14.3. In so far as fluorescence indicates that the
ion is in the ground state, the random switching of the
fluorescence is a direct indicator of quantum jumps be-
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Fig. 14.3 Energy-level diagram showing fluorescence readout of the
ground atomic state. A strong probe laser drives a dipole-allowed
transition between the ground state |g and an auxiliary state |a
which decays back to the ground state at a rate Γ scattering many
many photons. Also shown (right) is the fluorescent signal on the
probe transition when a weak laser couples the ground and excited
state (after Leibfried et al. [14.24] with permission)

tween the ground and excited states. These jumps were
first reported in a number of laboratories [14.22].
The efficiency of the readout is a function of the
integration time of the fluorescence signal, that is to
say, how long we need to monitor the fluorescence to
be sure that we are in period of high intensity. This
time must be at least of the order of the average time
between photon emission events. In an experiment however there are other sources of error, such as dark counts
in the detector and typically the minimum time to distinguish ground and excited states is of the order of 2 ms.
We capture the quality of the readout in an overall efficiency is η which is the conditional probability for the
ion to be detected in the ground state given that it was
prepared in the ground state before the probe laser was
turned on.
We now return to the experimental determination of
the efficiency of sideband cooling. The objective is to determine the state of vibrational motion by coupling it to
the internal state of the ion and then using the fluorescent
readout technique described above. At the end of a cooling stage, the electronic state of the ion to is first coupled
to its vibrational motion for a time T using the first red
and blue sideband transitions. If we write the probability for the atom to found in the excited state after time T
as PeR (T ) and PeB (T ) for red and blue sideband excitation respectively it can be shown that the mean phonon
number n̄ is given by n̄/(1 + n̄) = PeR (T )/PeB (T ). Thus
measurement of the ratio of excitation probability on the
first red and blue sideband yields n̄ directly.
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methods given in Sect. 14.4. A detailed calculation in
the low intensity limit (Ω < γ ) for a traveling-wave field
was given by Cirac et al. [14.23].
Resolved sideband cooling requires that the exciting laser be tuned one unit of trap frequency below the
atomic transition frequency. The atom is then excited by
the absorption of one laser photon and one trap phonon.
In the Lamb–Dicke limit relaxation is dominated by
spontaneous emission into the spectral peak at the carrier frequency (ω = ωA ). Thus on each excitation cycle
one unit of vibrational energy is removed on average.
A simple rate equation method suffices to understand
this phenomenon. We find that the rate of change of the
average phonon number is given by
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Quantum teleportation is a new communication task enabled by quantum entanglement. It permits the transfer
of an unknown quantum state from a client system (C)
provided to a sender (A), to a remote receiver (B). The
sender and receiver share a maximally entangled state,
and they can communicate via a classical channel. The
original proposal of Bennett et al. [14.26] was posed
in terms of systems with a two-dimensional Hilbert
space (qubits [14.27]). Furasawa et al. [14.28], using a proposal of Braunstein and Kimble [14.29], have
demonstrated that the method can also be applied to
entangled systems with an infinite-dimensional Hilbert
space, specifically for harmonic oscillator states. In that
work, a coherent state was teleported using an entanglement resource that consisted of a two mode squeezed
vacuum state. The joint measurements required for teleportation are joint quadrature phase on the client system
and that part of the entangled resource be shared by the
receiver.
Teleportation of continuous variables is possible using a perfect quadrature phase quantum nondemolition
(QND) measurement between two optical modes, A and
B, to create the entanglement resource. The state that is
produced is an optical analogue of the EPR state which
had previously been shown by Vaidman [14.30] to enable
teleportation of continuous observable. The EPR state is
not a physical state because quadrature phase eigenstates are infinite-energy states. However we can use
arbitrary close approximations to these states in terms
of a squeezed vacuum state (14.163). This is essential
feature exploited in the scheme of Furasawa et al.
Suppose that at some prior time a two-mode
squeezed vacuum state is generated and that one mode
is available for local operations and measurements at the
sender’s location A by observer Alice, while the other
mode is open to local operations and measurements in
the receiver’s location B, by observer Bob. Alice and
Bob can communicate via a classical communication
channel. Thus Alice and Bob each have access to one of
the two entangled subsystems described by
|EAB =

∞


(1 − λ2 )
λn |nA ⊗ |nB

(14.163)

n=0

This state is generated from the vacuum state by the
unitary transformation
U(r) = er(a

† b† −ab)

,

(14.164)

where λ = tanh r and where a, b refer to the mode
accessible to Alice and the mode accessible to Bob,
respectively.
The sender, Alice, has access to another quantum
system, the client (C), in state |ψC . Perfect (projective)
measurements are made of the joint quadrature phase
quantities, X̂ C − X̂ A and ŶC + ŶA on the client mode and
the Alice’s part of the entangled mode, A, with the results
X and Y , respectively. The conditional state resulting
from this joint quadrature measurement is described by
the projection onto the state |X, Y CA where
i

|X, Y CA = e− 2 X̂ A ŶC |XC ⊗ |Y A .

(14.165)

The (unnormalised) conditional state of total system
after the measurement is then seen to be given by
|Ψ̃ (X,Y ) out =CA X, Y |ψC |EAB ⊗ |X, Y CA .
(14.166)

The state of mode B at the receiver, denoted as Bob, is
the pure state
−1/2

|φ(X,Y ) (r)B = [P(X, Y )]CA

X, Y |ψC ⊗ |EAB
(14.167)

with the wave function (in the X̂ B representation),
∞
i 
(X,Y )
φB (x) =
dx  e− 2 x Y E(x, x  )ψ(X + x  )
−∞

(14.168)

where ψ(x) =C x|ψC is the wavefunction for the client
state we seek to teleport. The kernel is simply the wave
function for the two-mode squeezed-state resource.
The state in (14.168) is clearly not the same
as the state we sought to teleport. However in the
limit of infinite squeezing, r → ∞, we find that
G(x1 , x2 ; r) → δ(x1 + x2 ) and the state of mode B approaches
i

i

|φ XY (r)B → e− 2 Y X̂ B e 2 X ŶB |ψB

(14.169)

which, up to the expected unitary translations in phase
space, is the required teleported state.
For finite squeezing the state after Bob’s conditional
control is not an exact replica of the client state. We
can quantify the fidelity of the reproduction by computing the probability that the state received by Bob,
after displacement, is the same as the client state. This
probability is called the fidelity and is given by
i

i

F = | ψ| e 2 µ X̂ B e− 2 νŶB |φ(X,Y ) |2

(14.170)
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F = ψ|ρB |ψ .

(14.171)

We can also define an overall measure of performance
in terms of the average fidelity F̄ obtained by averaging
the fidelity over all possible client states |ψ with some
appropriate measure on the set of pure states. We first
need to specify the class of client states and the ensemble
from which they are drawn. In the case of client states
drawn from an ensemble of coherent states we can obtain
an explicit result. If A and B share no entanglement
F̄ = 12 . This is the classical boundary for teleportation
of a coherent state. A quantum protocol would need to
give an average fidelity greater than 0.5.
Quantum teleportation using squeezed states has
been demonstrated by the group of Kimble at Caltech [14.28]. Related experiments have been performed
by the group of di Martini in Rome [14.31] and Zeilinger
in Innsbruck [14.32]. In order to understand the Caltech
experiment we need to explain how some of the formal
steps in the preceding analysis are done in the laboratory. We will also need to understand how imperfections,
such as photon loss, and noise are included.
In order to effect a joint measurement of the combined quadratures X̂ C − X̂ A , ŶC + Ŷ A , the experiment
first combined the client and sender field amplitudes
on a 50/50 beam splitter, followed by direct homodyne measurements of the output fields after the beam
splitter. After the beam splitter we then make a homodyne measurement of X-quadrature on mode C and

the Y -quadrature on mode A. In the case of homodyne
detection, the actual measurement records are two photocurrents (I X , I P ). For unit efficiency detectors, this is
an optimal measurement of the corresponding quadratures X̂ C , Ŷ A . In reality however efficiency is not unity
and some noise is added to the measurement results. We
shall return to this point later.
The measured photocurrents are a classical stochastic processes and may be sent to the receiver B over
a standard communication channel. On receipt of this
information the receiver must apply the appropriate unitary operator, a displacement, to complete the protocol.
Displacement operators are quite easy to apply in quantum optics. To displace a mode, say B, we first combine
it with another mode, prepared in a coherent state with
large amplitude, α → ∞, on a beam splitter with very
high reflectivity, R → 1, for mode B. If |φB is the state
of B, then after the combination at the beam splitter the
state of B is transformed by
|φB → D(β)|φB ,
exp(βb† − β ∗ b)

where D(β) =
ment operator, and

√
β = lim lim α 1 − R .
R→1 α→∞

(14.172)

is the unitary displace(14.173)

In terms of the quadrature operators for B the displacement operator can be written
D(x, y) = eiy X̂ B +ix ŶB

(14.174)

with β = x + iy. A suitable choice of β will produce
the required displacements to complete the teleportation
protocol. This was achieved by using the measured photocurrents to control the real and imaginary components
of the displacement field using electrically controlled
modulators. As the measurement records, the photocurrents, are classical stochastic processes they can be
scaled by a gain factor, g, to produce the required β.
The experiment included an additional step to verify to what extent the state received by Bob faithfully
reproduced the stat of the client field. In this experiment the state of the client was a coherent state. In
essence another party, Victor, is verifying the fidelity of
the teleportation using homodyne detection to monitor
the quadrature variances of the teleported state.
The key feature that indicates success of the teleportation is a drop in the quadrature noise seen by Victor
when Bob applies the appropriate unitary operator to his
state. This is done by varying the gain g. If Bob simply
does nothing to his state (g = 0), then Victor simply gets
one half of a squeezed state. Such a state has a quadrature
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with µ = gY and ν = gX, which allows for some flexibility in the choice of displacements in the nonideal
case. The quantity g is called the gain. In the limit of
infinite squeezing we expect g → 1.
In the experimental context, imperfections in the
measurements, noise in the classical communication
channel, degradation of the entanglement, and imperfections in the local unitary transformations, mean that
Bob’s state is not precisely the same as the state of the
client C. A final step in any teleportation protocol is to
check to see to what extent the state is teleported. In
other words we need to determine the probability that
the teleported state is the one we want, that is we need
the fidelity. This of course requires knowledge of the
actual state of the mode C. As the fidelity is a probability it must be adequately sampled, so the verification
stage requires repeated measurements upon the output
state of the teleportation scheme at mode B. The previously mentioned errors act independently from trial to
trial which means we must describe the teleported state
as a mixed state ρB in general. In this case the fidelity is
given by

14.6 Quantum Communication and Computation
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noise level well above the vacuum level of the coherent
state. As Bob varies his gain, Victor finds the quadrature
noise level fall until, at optimal gain, the teleportation
is effected and the variance falls to the vacuum level
of a coherent state. In reality of course extra sources
of noise introduced in the detectors and control circuits
limit the extent to which this can be achieved.
In a perfect system the fidelity should be peaked at
unit gain. However photon loss in the shared entanglement resource and detector inefficiencies reduce this.
In the experiment, the average fidelity at unit gain was
found to be F = 0.58 ± 0.002. As discussed previously,
this indicates that entanglement is an essential part of
the protocol.

14.6.1 Linear Optical Quantum Computing
In 1982 Feynman [14.33] suggested there were certain problems that would be difficult to preform on
a computer running according to classical mechanics but
which would be easy to do on a computer running according to quantum principles. In 1985 Deutsch [14.34]
showed in more detail what would be required for
a quantum computer (QC) and gave examples of problems that might be solved more efficiently on such
a machine compared to a classical machine. The promise
of quantum computation suggested by Feynman and
elaborated by Deutsch was made very apparent in the
factoring algorithm of Shor in 1994 [14.35]. Shor’s algorithm is an efficient factoring algorithm for a quantum
computer, while all known algorithms for factoring on
a classical computer require an exponentially increasing
number of steps as the size of the integer to be factored
increases.
How does a quantum computer achieve this enormous increase in efficiency? The answer lies in the
quantum superposition principle. Suppose we wish to
evaluate a function f on some binary input string x to
produce a binary output string f (x). We can code the
input and output binary string as the product state of
N qubits. The output qubits however are preset to zero.
Now we set up a machine so that under unitary quantum
evolution the state transforms as
|x|0 → |x| f (x) .

(14.175)

Why do we demand that the transformation be unitary?
Consider what happens when we prepare the input qubits
in a uniform superposition of all possible input states;


|x|0 →
|x| f (x) .
(14.176)
x

x

If the dynamics is unitary the linearity of quantum mechanics ensures that (14.175) implies (14.176). It would
appear that in a single run of the machine we have
evaluated all possible values of the function.
This is not quite as interesting as it seems. If we
measure the output qubits we will get one value at random. That does not seem very useful. To see why it is
useful to do this let us ask; when would we ever want
to evaluate every value of a particular function? The
answer, is when we are not so much interested in a particular value of the function as a property of the function.
How can we use the superposition state in (14.176) to
determine properties of functions? To see this consider
a function f that maps the binary numbers {0, 1} to
{0, 1}. There must be four such functions, two of which
are constant functions with f (0) = f (1), and two have
f (0) = f (1), so called balanced functions. Suppose now
the problem involves determining if a function is balanced or constant. On a classical computer to answer
this we need to make two evaluations of the function,
f (0) and f (1). We would then need to run the computer
twice. However a quantum computer can determine this
property in only a single run.
Suppose we have two qubits. One qubit will be used
to encode the input data and the other qubit, the output
qubit, will contain the value of the function after the machine is run. The output qubit is initially set to 0. The
machine might then run according to (14.175). However
there is a problem with this expression. If f is a constant function we have two distinct input states unitarily
transformed to the same output state. Clearly this is not
a reversible transformation and thus cannot be implemented unitarily. The problem is easily fixed however
by setting up the machine to evolve the states according
to
|x|y → |x|y ⊕ f (x) ,

(14.177)

where the addition is defined modulo two and we have
allowed all possible settings of both qubits. The unitary
transformation which realises this operation has been
called the f -controlled NOT gate [14.36]. The input
qubit x is the control qubit while the output qubit y is
the target. If the value of f on the control qubit is one,
the bit on the target is flipped; thus the name. Every
unitary transformation on qubits can be realised as suitable networks of simple one- and two-qubit gates using
primitive gate operations.
The quantum algorithm that solves this problem
is a version of a quantum algorithm first proposed by
Deutsch. It proceeds as follows. In the first step we prepare the output qubit in the state |0 − |1 (we ignore
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(|0 + |1)(|0 − |1)
→ [(−1) f (0) |0 + (−1) f (1) |1](|0 − |1) .
(14.178)

In the last step we apply a Hadamard gate to the input
qubit so that
[(−1) f (0) |0 + (−1) f (1) |1](|0 − |1)
→ (−1) f (0) | f (0) ⊕ f (1)(|0 − |1) .

(14.179)

Thus the input qubit is in state 0 if f is constant and is
in state 1 if f is balanced and measurement of the qubit
will determine if the function is balanced or constant
with certainty in a single run of the machine.
There is a simple quantum optical realisation of this
algorithm based on a Mach–Zehnder interferometer, see
Fig. 14.4. The interferometer couples two modes of the
field, labelled upper (U) and lower (L). A single photon
in mode U encodes logical 1 while a single photon in
mode L encodes logical 0. At the input a single photon
in mode U is transformed by the first beam splitter into
a superposition state in which it is in either mode 1 or
mode 0. If we encode our qubits so that a |1 corresponds
to the photon in mode 1 and a |0 corresponds to a photon
in mode 0, the first beam splitter performs a Hadamard
transformation. Now we insert into each arm a phase
U=1

U=1

Single
photon
pulse

|0L = |11 ⊗ |02 ,
|1L = |01 ⊗ |12 .

(14.180)
(14.181)

The modes could be two input modes to a beam splitter
distinguished by the different directions of the wave
vector, or they could be distinguished by polarisation. In
the case of a beam splitter a single qubit gate is easily
implemented by the linear transformation
ai (θ) = U(θ)† ai U(θ)


†
†
with U(θ) = exp θ(a1 a2 − a1 a2 ) . Thus
a1 (θ) = cos θa1 − sin θa2 ,
a2 (θ) = cos θa2 + sin θa1 .

(14.182)

(14.183)
(14.184)

The description in the logical basis becomes,

Ö1

|0L → cos θ1 |0L − sin θ1 |1L ,
|1L → cos θ1 |1L + sin θ1 |0L .

Ö0

L=0

shift φi which can only be set at 0 or π phase shift.
We encode the value of the functions as φ0 = f (0)π and
φ1 = f (1)π. Set the interferometer so that in the absence
of the phase shift the photon emerges with certainty at the
upper detector, which encodes a 1. The lower detector
encodes a zero. It is then clear that if f (0) = f (1) a single
photon will emerge at the upper detector, while if f (0) =
f (1) the photon will be detected at the lower detector,
that is the result is a 0.
The previous example illustrates the key features of
a quantum algorithm. Firstly it involves unitary transformations of pure quantum states. Secondly we need both
single qubit and two qubit interactions to produce entangled states. These were the Hadamard transformation
(H-gate) and a controlled NOT transformation (CNOT
gate). It turns out that suitable networks of an arbitrary
single qubit rotations, together with a controlled NOT
gate, can perform any computation involving arbitrarily
many qubits.
In the interferometric implementation of Deutsch
algorithm we used a simple physical qubit based on
a single-photon excitation of one of a pair of spatial
modes. This is know as a dual-rail logic. The relationship between logical states and the physical photon
number state is

L=0

Fig. 14.4 An optical realisation of the Deutsch algorithm in

terms of a Mach–Zehnder interferometer. The phase shifts
are chosen according to the values of a binary function f
as φ0 = f (0)π, φ1 = f (1)π

(14.185)
(14.186)

While single-qubit gates are readily implemented by
linear optical devices such as beam splitters, quarterwave plates, phase shifters etc., two-qubit gates are
difficult. In order to implement the controlled phase gate
(CSIGN) defined by
|xL |yL → UCP |xL |yL = (−1)x.y |xL |yL .
(14.187)
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normalisation in what follows for simplicity). This can
be done using a single-qubit rotation |1 → |0 − |1.
Such a rotation is called a Hadamard transformation.
In the second step the input qubit is prepared in the 0
state and is then subjected to a Hadamard gate as well,
which immediately produces a superposition of the two
possible inputs for the function f . In the third step we
couple the input and output qubit via the f -controlled
NOT gate. The transformation is

14.6 Quantum Communication and Computation
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with i = 1, 0. The probability to observe each event is
given by

'1'

P(i) = ψ|Υ † (i)Υ̂ (i)|ψ1
| Ø (0) ñ

|0ñ
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Case a

| Ø (1) ñ

|1ñ
Case b

Fig. 14.5 A conditional state transformation conditioned
on photon counting measurements

In a dual-rail single-photon code, this can be implemented using a two-mode Kerr nonlinearity. The
two-mode generalisation is described by the Hamiltonian
H=

†
†
χa1 a1 a2 a2

.

(14.188)

At the level of single photons this Hamiltonian produces the transformation, |x|y → e−ixyχt |x|y and it
is a simple matter to implement the CSIGN gate in the
logical basis for the dual-rail single-photon code.
There are at least two problems in pursuing this
approach: (a) the difficulty of realising number states
in the laboratory, and (b) the difficulty of producing
one-photon phase shifts of the order of π. The second
difficulty is very considerable. Third-order optical nonlinearities are very small for a field with such a low
intensity as a single photon. However experimental advances may eventually overcome this [14.37, 38].
A quite different approach to achieve large singlephoton conditional phase shifts is based on the
nonunitary transformation of a state that results when
a measurement is made. Consider the situation shown in
Fig. 14.5. Two modes of an optical field are coupled via
a beam splitter. One mode is assumed to be in the vacuum state (a) or a one-photon state (b), while the other
mode is arbitrary. A single-photon counter is placed in
the output port of mode 2. What is the conditional state
of mode 1 given a count of n photons?
Consider two modes, a1 and a2 , coupled with
a beam-splitter interaction, described by the oneparameter unitary transformation, given in (14.183),
(14.184) We now assume that photons are counted on
mode a2 and calculate the conditional state for mode a1
for two cases: no count and also for a single count at
mode a2 . The conditional state of mode a1 is given by
(unnormalised),
|ψ̃ 1 = Υ̂ (i)|ψ1 ,
(i)

(14.189)

where
Υ̂ (i) =2 i|U(θ)|i2 ,

(14.190)

(14.191)

which fixes the normalisation of the state,
1
|ψ̃ (i) 1 .
|ψ (i) 1 = √
P(i)

(14.192)

We find that
∞

(cos θ − 1)n  † n n
a1 a1 ,
Υ̂ (0) =
n!
n=0

†

Υ̂ (1) = cos Υ̂ (0) − sin2 θa1 Υ̂ (0) a1 .
This can be written more succinctly using normal ordering,
Υ̂ (0) =: eln(cos θ) : .

(14.193)

In order to see how we can use these kind of transformations to effect a CSIGN gate, consider the situation
shown in Fig. 14.6. Three optical modes are mixed on
a sequence of three beam splitters with beam splitter
parameters θi . The ancilla modes, a1 and a2 are restricted to be in the single-photon states |12 and |03 ,
respectively. We will assume that the signal mode a0 is
restricted to have at most two photons, thus
|ψ = α|00 + β|10 + γ |20 .

(14.194)

This captures the fact that in the dual-rail encoding a general two-qubit state can have at most two photons. The
objective is to chose the beam splitter parameters so
that when the two detectors at the output of modes 2
and 3 detect 1 and 0 photons respectively (that is detect no change in their occupation), the signal state is
transformed as
|ψ → |ψ   = α|0 + β|1 − γ |2

|Ø ñ

a1

(14.195)

|Ø'ñ

ð
è2

|1ñ

a2
è1

|0ñ

a3

è3

n2 = 1
n3 = 0

Fig. 14.6 A conditional state transformation on three opti-

cal modes, conditioned on photon counting measurements
on the ancilla modes a2 , a3 . The signal mode a1 is subjected
to a π phase shift
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Q1in

0

1
0

1

NS1

1
0

multaneously teleport a two-qubit quantum state and
implement a two-qubit gate in the process by first applying the gate to the entangled state that A and B share
prior to teleportation.
We use a nondeterministic NS gate to prepare the
required entangled state, and only complete the teleportation when the this stage is known to work. The
teleportation step itself is nondeterministic but, as we
see below, by using the appropriate entangled resource
the teleportation step can be made near-deterministic.
The near deterministic teleportation protocol requires
only photon counting and fast feedforward. We do not
need to make measurements in a Bell basis.
A nondeterministic teleportation measurement is
shown in Fig. 14.8. The client state is a one-photon state
in mode 0 α|00 + β|10 and we prepare the entangled
ancilla state
|t1 12 = |0112 + |1012 ,

where mode 1 is held by the sender A and mode-2 is
held by the receiver B. For simplicity we omit normalisation constants wherever possible. This an ancilla state
is easily generated from |0112 by means of a beam
splitter.
If the total count is n 0 + n 1 = 0 or n 0 + n 1 = 2, an
affective measurement has been made on the client state
and the teleportation has failed. However if n 0 + n 1 = 1,
which occurs with probability 0.5, teleportation succeeds with the two possible conditional states being
α|02 + β|12
α|02 − β|12

Q2in

1
0

NS2

if n 0 = 1, n 1 = 0 ,
if n 0 = 0, n 1 = 1 .

(14.197)
(14.198)

This procedure implements a partial Bell measurement
and we will refer to it as a nondeterministic teleportation protocol, T1/2 . Note that teleportation failure is
detected and corresponds to a photon-number measurement of the state of the client qubit. Detected number
á| 0 ñ + â| 1 ñ

Q1out

k

50/50

|1ñ
1

(14.196)

1
0

Q2out

0

Fig. 14.7 A conditional state transformation conditioned on
photon counting measurements. A CSIGN gate that works
with probability of 1/16. It uses HOM interference and two
NS gates

50/50

l
k+l = 1

|0ñ
State preparation
| 1 ñ| 0 ñ + | 0 ñ| 1 ñ

Fig. 14.8 A partial teleportation system for single-photons
states using linear optics
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with a probability that is independent of the input state
|ψ. This last condition is essential as, in a quantum
computation, the input state to a general two-qubit gate
is completely unknown. We will call this transformation the NS (for nonlinear sign shift) gate. This can be
achieved using: θ1 = −θ3 = 22.5◦ and θ2 = 65.53◦ . The
probability of the conditioning event (n 2 = 1, n 3 = 0) is
1/4. Note that we cannot be sure in a given trial if the
correct transformation will be implemented. Such a gate
is called a nondeterministic gate. However the key point
is that success is heralded by the results on the photon
counters (assuming ideal operation).
We can now proceed to a CSIGN gate in the dualrail basis. Consider the situation depicted in Fig. 14.7.
We first take two dual-rail qubits encoding for |1L |1L .
The single-photon components of each qubit are directed
towards a 50/50 beam splitter where they overlap perfectly in space and time and produces a state of the
form |02 |23 + |22 |03 ,a effect known as the Hong-OuMandel (HOM) interference [14.39]. We then insert an
NS gate into each output arm of the HOM interference.
When the conditional gates in each arm work, which
occurs with probability 1/16, the state is multiplied by
an overall minus sign. Finally we direct these modes
towards another HOM interference. The output state is
thus seen to be −|1L |1L . One easily checks the three
other cases for the input logical states to see that this device implements the CSIGN gate with a probability of
1/16 and successful operation is heralded.
Clearly a sequence of nondeterministic gates is not
going to be much use: the probability of success after a few steps will be exponentially small. The key
idea in using nondeterministic gates for quantum computation is based on the idea of gate teleportation of
Gottesmann and Chuang [14.40]. In quantum teleportation an unknown quantum state can be transferred from
A to B provided A and B first share an entangled state.
Gottesmann and Chuang realised that it is possible si-
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Fig. 14.9 A CSIGN two-qubit gate with teleportation to increase

the success probability to 1/4. When using the basic teleportation protocol (T1 ), we may need to apply a sign correction. Since
this commutes with CSIGN, it is possible to apply CSIGN to the
prepared state before performing the measurements, reducing the
implementation of CSIGN to a state-preparation (outlined) and two
teleportations. The two teleportation measurements each succeed
with probability 1/2, giving a net success probability of 1/4. The
correction operations C1 consist of applying the phase shifter when
required by the measurement outcomes

measurements are a very special kind of error and can be
easily corrected by a suitable error correction protocol.
For further details see [14.41]
The next step is to use T1/2 to effect a conditional
sign flip csign1/4 which succeeds with probability 1/4.
Note that to implement csign on two bosonic qubits in
modes 1, 2 and 3, 4 respectively, we can first teleport
the first modes of each qubit to two new modes (labelled 6 and 8) and then apply csign to the new modes.
When using T1/2 , we may need to apply a sign correction. Since this commutes with csign, there is nothing
preventing us from applying csign to the prepared state
before performing the measurements. The implementation is shown in Fig. 14.9 and now consists of first trying
to prepare two copies of |t1  with csign already applied,
and then performing two partial Bell measurements.
Given the prepared state, the probability of success is
(1/2)2 . The state can be prepared using csign1/16 , which
means that the preparation has to be retried an average
of 16 times before it is possible to proceed.
To improve the probability of successful teleportation to 1 − 1/(n + 1), we generalise the initial
entanglement by defining
n

|tn 1...2n =
|1 j |0n− j |0 j |1n− j .
(14.199)
j=0


1
ak → √
ωkl al ,
n + 1 l=0
n

0
45°

3

The notation |a j means |a|a . . . , j times. The modes
are labelled from 1 to 2n, left to right. Note that the state
exists in the space of n bosonic qubits, where the kth
qubit is encoded in modes n + k and k (in this order).
To teleport the state α|00 + α|10 using |tn 1...2n we
first couple the client mode to half of the ancilla modes
by applying an n + 1 point Fourier transform on modes
0 to n. This is defined by the mode transformation
(14.200)

where ω = ei2π/(n+1) This transformation does not
change the total photon number and is implementable
with passive linear optics. After applying the Fourier
transform, we measure the number of photons in each
of the modes 0 to n. If the measurement detects k
bosons altogether, it is possible to show [14.41] that, if
0 < k < n + 1, then the teleported state appears in mode
n + k and only needs to be corrected by applying a phase
shift. The modes 2n − l are in state 1 for 0 ≤ l < (n − k)
and can be reused in future preparations requiring single bosons. The modes are in state 0 for n − k < l < n.
If k = 0 or k = n + 1 an effective measurement of the
client is made, and the teleportation fails. The probability of these two events is 1/(n + 1), regardless of
the input. Note that again failure is detected and corresponds to measurements in the basis |0, |1 with the
outcome known. Note that both the necessary correction and the receiving mode are unknown until after the
measurement.
The linear optics quantum computing (LOQC)
model described above can be drastically simplified by
adopting the cluster state method of quantum computation [14.42]. The cluster state model was developed
by Raussendorf and Breigel [14.43] and is quite different from the circuit models that we have been using.
In cluster state QC, an array of qubits is initially prepared in a special entangled state. The computation then
proceeds by making a sequence of single-qubit measurements. Each measurement is made in a basis that
depends on prior measurement outcomes. Nielsen realised that the LOQC mode of [14.41] could be used
to efficiently assemble the cluster using the nondeterministic teleportation tn . As we saw the failure mode
of this gate constituted an accidental measurement of
the qubit in the computational basis. The key point is
that such an error does not destroy the entire assembled
cluster but merely detaches one qubit from the cluster. This enables a protocol to be devised that produces
a cluster that grows on average. The LOQC cluster state
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place of true single-photon sources. An SPDC produces
a photon pair in two distinct spatiotemporal modes at
random times. There is a small probability of producing
more than two photons, but this can be neglected.
A diagnostic of the fidelity of gate operation is provided by state tomography, a reconstruction of the full
density matrix of the output state [14.48], when the output is entangled. State tomography requires sampling of
the statistics for the measurement outcomes of 16 different two-qubit projections. Given these statistics data
inversion can be devised to reconstruct the density matrix for the output state. Given the density matrix, we
can then compute its overlap, or fidelity, with respect to
the pure ideal entangled state |ψ −  that the ideal gate
would produce. In the case of |ψ −  the fidelity obtained
in the UQ experiment was 0.87 ± 0.08. This is sufficiently high that such a state were it not destroyed in the
detection process, would violate a Bell inequality test.
More recent experiments have improved on these
early experiments. An NS gate close to the original proposal, was implemented in the Zeilinger
group, using a polarization encoding and the fourphoton state emitted by spontaneous parametric
down-conversion [14.49]. As in the UQ experiment,
a coincidence detection configuration was used to signal
correct operation of the gate. The experimentally observed conditional phase shift was 1.05 ± 0.06)π. Future
progress on linear optical quantum computing schemes
will most likely be based on cluster state implementations. A four-photon cluster state implementation was
recently implemented by the Zeilinger group [14.50].
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method dramatically reduces the number of optical elements required to implement the original LOQC scheme.
Of course if large single-photon Kerr nonlinearities were
available, the optical cluster state method could be made
deterministic [14.44].
A number of LOQC protocols have been implemented in the laboratory. The first was experiment was
performed by Pittmann and Franson [14.45]. This used
entangled ancillas that are readily produced as photon
pairs in a spontaneous parametric down conversion process. A simplified version of the LOQC model was
implemented by O’Brien et al. [14.46], based on a proposal of Ralph et al. [14.47] for a CNOT gate. The
simplification results by firstly setting the beam splitter
parameters θ1 and θ3 to zero in the NS gate implementation and secondly only detecting photon coincidences
at the output. This gate performs all the operations of
a CNOT gate but requires only a two-photon input. Detecting only coincidences means that the device must be
configured so that correct operation leads to a coincidence detection of both photons at the output. The gate
is nondeterministic but gate failures are simply not detected at all. In essence, the control (C) and target (T)
qubits act as their own ancilla.
In the University of Queensland (UQ) experiment the
two modes of each qubit are distinguished by orthogonal
polarisations. This may be converted to spatial mode
encoding by using polarising beam splitters and a halfwave plate. The key advantage in using a gate based on
two-photon coincidence detection is that spontaneous
parametric down-conversion (SPDC) may be used in
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conventional propagating light is used. As evidence
of such qualitative innovation, this chapter describes novel nanophotonic devices, nanophotonic
fabrication, nanophotonic systems, and extensions
related to science.

15.1 Basics
Nanooptics deals with the light generated in or on
nanometer-sized particles. It has been applied to open
an innovative field of technology, i. e., nanophotonics,
in order to develop novel photonic devices, fabrications,
and systems, as proposed by Ohtsu [15.1]. Nanophotonics is a means, for example, to reduce the size of
photonic devices, improve the resolution of optical fabrications, and increase the storage density of optical disk
memories.
Considering photonic devices, the technologies
listed below, which bear some relation to nanophotonics,
have recently been developed. Nevertheless, they cannot
reduce the size of these devices beyond the diffraction
limit of light.
1. Photonic crystal [15.2] This is a filter device used
to control optical interference and light scattering by installing a subwavelength-sized periodic

structure in the device material, as is the case for
a diffraction grating. Constructive interference between the scattered light takes place at the center
of the material, concentrating the optical energy. In
contrast, at the edge of the material, the scattered
light interferes destructively. In order to maintain the destructive interference, the rim must be
sufficiently larger than the wavelength of light;
otherwise the constructive interference is not maintained, and light concentrated at the center leaks
to the rim. This means that a photonic crystal involves conventional wave-optical technology and
the minimum size of the device is limited by
diffraction.
2. Plasmonics [15.3] This technology utilizes the resonant enhancement of the light in a metal by exciting
free electrons. The optical energy can be concentrated as a plasmon on the metal surface as a result
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Nanooptics deals with optical near fields, the
electromagnetic fields that mediate the interaction between nanometric particles located in close
proximity to each other. The projection-operator
method is a theoretical description of how a virtual exciton–polariton is exchanged between
these particles, corresponding to the nonresonant interaction. The optical near field mediates
this interaction, and is represented by a Yukawa
function, which means that the optical near-field
energy is localized around the nanometric particles like an electron cloud around an atomic
nucleus. Its decay length is proportional to the
particle size. This chapter is primarily a review
of nanophotonics, a leading branch of nanooptics, which is the technology utilizing the optical
near field. The true nature of nanophotonics is
to realize qualitative innovation in photonic devices, fabrication, and systems by utilizing novel
functions and phenomena caused by optical nearfield interactions, which are impossible as long as
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of the strong interaction with free electrons. However, this technology is based on wave optics in the
metal, and so is again limited by diffraction. Related
technologies, such as metaoptics [15.4] and optics
in materials with a negative refractive index [15.5],
are also limited by diffraction.
3. Silicon photonics [15.6] This technology involves
developing narrow-striped optical waveguides using
high-refractive-index silicon crystals to confine the
light effectively. This is also an application of wave
optics in silicon, and is limited by diffraction.
4. Quantum-dot laser [15.7] This is a laser device
that uses nanometer-sized semiconductor quantum
dots as the gain media. Since the quantum dots
are much smaller than the wavelength of light, the
light cannot be confined in an individual quantum
dot efficiently due to scattering and diffraction. To
solve this problem, a large number of quantum

dots are installed in a conventional laser cavity,
which means that the device size is limited by
diffraction.
Although the four examples listed above have been popular subjects of study in recent years, they are all based
on diffraction-limited wave optics. Even if novel or
nanometer-sized materials are used in the future, the
size of a photonic device cannot be reduced beyond the
diffraction limit as long as propagating light is used
for its operation. This also applies to improvements in
the resolution of optical fabrication and for increasing
the storage density of optical disk memories. To go beyond the diffraction limit, one needs non-propagating
nanometer-sized light to induce primary excitation in
a nanometer-sized material in such a manner that the
spatial phase of the excitation is independent of that of
the incident light.

15.2 Nanophotonics Principles
The use of optical near fields has been proposed as a way
to transcend the diffraction limit imposed on optical science and technology [15.8]. This proposal holds that an
optical near field can be generated on a subwavelengthsized aperture by irradiating the propagating light. It also
holds that the size of the spatial distribution of the optical near-field energy depends not on the wavelength
of the incident light, but on the aperture size. Although
these claims are no more than those in the framework
of primitive wave optics, optical near fields have been
applied to realize diffraction-free, high-resolution optical microscopy (i. e., optical near-field microscopy),
which achieved rapid progress after high-resolution,
high-throughput fiber probes were invented and fabricated in a reproducible manner [15.9, 10]. However, in
the early stage of these studies, the concept of optical
near fields was not clearly discriminated from that of an
evanescent wave on a planar material surface (i. e., a twodimensional topographical material) or that of a guided
wave in a subwavelength-sized cross-sectional waveguide (i. e., a one-dimensional topographical material).
In order to distinguish these clearly, note that an
evanescent wave is generated by the primary excitations,
i. e., electric dipoles, induced near the two-dimensional
material surface, which align periodically depending on
the spatial phase of the incident light. In contrast, the
guided wave in a subwavelength-sized cross-sectional
waveguide is generated by the electronic dipoles in-

duced along the one-dimensional waveguide material.
They align periodically depending on the spatial phase of
the incident light. Examples are the silicon and metallic
waveguides used for silicon photonics and plasmonics, respectively. The two-dimensional evanescent wave
and one-dimensional guided wave are both light waves,
which are generated by periodic alignment of electric
dipoles depending on the spatial phase of the incident
light.
Unlike these waves, an optical near field is generated by the electronic dipoles induced in a nanometric
particle (i. e., a subwavelength-sized zero-dimensional
topographical material). Their alignment is independent of the spatial phase of the incident light because
the particles are much smaller than the wavelength of
the incident light. Instead, it depends on the size, conformation, and structure of the particles. Due to this
independence and dependence, optical science and technology beyond the diffraction limit can be realized only
by an optical near field, not by an evanescent wave or
a guided wave.
Classical electromagnetics explains the mechanisms of optical near-field generation described above
(Fig. 15.1): electric dipoles are induced by irradiating
a nanometric particle with the incident light. Among the
electric lines of forces originating from these electric
dipoles, the optical near field is represented by those that
originate from the positive charge of the electric dipole
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and terminate on the negative charge. This does not propagate to the far field. Since the particle is much smaller
than the wavelength of the incident light, the alignment
of the electric dipoles is determined independently of
the spatial phase of the incident light. Therefore, the
spatial distribution and decay length of the optical nearfield energy depend not on the wavelength of the light,
but on the size, conformation, and structure of the particle. Moreover, the scattered light is represented by the
closed loop of the electric line of forces, and propagates
to the far field.
Methods such as Green’s function, numerical calculation using the finite-difference time domain (FDTD)
method, have been developed for semiquantitative description of the optical near field based on conventional
optical theories (i. e., the theories discussed in other
chapters of this handbook) [15.11]. However, conventional optics theories do not provide any physically
intuitive pictures of non-propagating nanometric optical
near fields because these theories have been developed to
describe light waves propagating through macroscopic
space or materials. For nanooptics and nanophotonics,
a novel theory has been developed based on a framework that is completely different from those of the
conventional theories.
This novel theory is based on how one observes an
optical near field, i. e., the interaction and energy transfer
between nanometric particles via an optical near field.
This perspective is essential because the interaction and
energy transfer are indispensable for nanophotonic devices and nanophotonic fabrications. That is, in order to
observe a non-propagating optical near field, a second
particle is inserted to generate observable scattered light
by disturbing the optical near field (Fig. 15.2). However,
the real system is more complicated than that shown in
Fig. 15.2 because the nanometric subsystem (the two
particles and the optical near field) is buried in the
macroscopic subsystem consisting of the macroscopic
substrate material and the macroscopic electromagnetic
fields of the incident and scattered light (Fig. 15.3).
The premise behind the novel theory is to avoid the
complexity of describing all of the behaviors of nanometric and macroscopic subsystems rigorously, since
we are interested only in the behavior of the nanometric subsystem. The macroscopic subsystem is expressed
as an exciton–polariton, which is a mixed state of material excitation and electromagnetic fields. Since the
nanometric subsystem is excited by an electromagnetic interaction with the macroscopic subsystem, the
projection-operator method is effective for describing
the quantum-mechanical states of these systems [15.12].

15.2 Nanophotonics Principles

Electric field
a
Distance

Fig. 15.1 The generation of optical near fields
Optical near field
Scattered light
Incident light
Photodetector
Particle A

Particle B

Fig. 15.2 The observation of optical near fields
Nanometric subsystem

Optical near field
Scattered light
Nanometric
particles

Incident
light

=

Incident
light

Substrate

Scattered light
Macroscopic subsystem

Fig. 15.3 A nanometric subsystem composed of two particles and

an optical near field, buried in a macroscopic subsystem

Under this treatment, the nanometric subsystem is
regarded as being isolated from the macroscopic subsystem, while the functional form and magnitude of the
effective interactions between the elements of the nanometric subsystem are influenced by the macroscopic
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Fig. 15.4 The exchange of a real exciton–polariton and a virtual
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Fig. 15.5 Nanophotonics for realizing qualitative innovation

subsystem. That is, the two nanometric particles can
be considered as being isolated from the surrounding
macroscopic systems and as interacting by exchanging
the exciton–polariton energies.
Since the time required for this local electromagnetic
interaction is very short, the uncertainty principle allows
the exchange of a virtual exciton–polariton between
the two nanometric particles, as well as that of a real
exciton–polariton (Fig. 15.4). The former exchange corresponds to the nonresonant interaction between the two
particles. The optical near field mediates this interac-

tion, which is represented by a Yukawa function. The
Yukawa function represents the localization of the optical near-field energy around the nanometric particles like
an electron cloud around an atomic nucleus whose decay length is equivalent to the material size [15.12]. The
latter corresponds to the resonant interaction mediated
by the conventional propagating scattered light, which is
represented by a conventional spherical wave function.
As described, the optical near field is an electromagnetic field that mediates the interaction between
nanometric particles located in close proximity to each
other. Nanooptics deals with this field. Nanophotonics
is the technology that utilizes this field to realize novel
device, fabrications, and systems. That is, a photonic
device with a novel function can be operated by transferring the optical near-field energy between nanometric
particles. In such a device, the optical near field transfers a signal and carries the information. Novel photonic
systems become possible by using these novel photonic
devices. Furthermore, if the magnitude of the transferred
optical near-field energy is sufficiently large, structures
or conformations of nanometric particles can be modified, which suggests the feasibility of novel photonic
fabrication.
Note that the true nature of nanophotonics is to
realize qualitative innovation in photonic devices, fabrications, and systems by utilizing novel functions and
phenomena caused by optical near-field interactions,
which are impossible as long as conventional propagating light is used (Fig. 15.5). On reading this note,
one may understand that the advantage of going beyond the diffraction limit, i. e., quantitative innovation,
is no longer essential, and is only a secondary nature
of nanophotonics. In this sense, one should also note
that optical near-field microscopy, i. e., the methodology
used for image acquisition and interpretation in a nondestructive manner, is not an appropriate application of
nanooptics and nanophotonics because the magnitude
of the optical near-field energy transferred between the
probe and sample must be extrapolated to zero.
Although few examples of qualitative innovations
in nanooptics exist, nanophotonics has already realized
this innovation by correctly utilizing the true nature of
the optical near-field interaction, which is reviewed in
the following sections.

15.3 Nanophotonic Devices
For the operation of nanophotonic devices, it is essential to transfer the signal and fix the transferred signal

magnitude at the output terminal, which can be achieved
by transferring and dissipating the optical near-field en-
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gates, such as AND and NOT gates [15.15], contentaddressable memory [15.16], and digital-to-analog
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ergy, respectively [15.13]. Several research groups have
recently begun similar discussions on this operation (for
example, refer to [15.14]). A pair of two closely spaced
equivalent quantum dots is used as the input terminal of
the nanophotonic device (Fig. 15.6). As a result of the
optical near-field interaction between the two quantum
dots driven by the input optical signal, the quantized
energy levels of the exciton in the quantum dots are
split into two. One corresponds to the symmetric state
of the exciton, and the other is the antisymmetric state.
They represent the respective parallel and antiparallel
electric dipole moments induced in the two quantum
dots.
The third, larger quantum dot, installed proximal to
the input terminal (Fig. 15.7), is used as the output terminal of the device. The higher energy level of the exciton
in this quantum dot is tuned to that of the symmetric
state of the input terminal, which is made possible by
adjusting the size of the third quantum dot. As a result of
this tuning, optical near-field energy can be transferred
from the input to the output terminal, allowing signal
transfer. The excitation transferred to the output terminal is relaxed immediately to the lower energy level in
the third quantum dot by coupling with phonons, which
fixes the magnitude of the transferred signal.
A device utilizing the symmetric state of the input terminal in the manner shown in Fig. 15.7 is
called a phonon-coupled device. Examples of phononcoupled devices include nanophotonic switches, logic
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Fig. 15.9 The spatial distribution of the output signal energy at the
output terminal of the nanophotonic switch. This switch used three
cubic CuCl quantum dots with sizes of 4, 6, and 8 nm, separated by
a fixed distance of 3 nm

converters [15.17]. Conversely, a device utilizing the antisymmetric state is called a propagating light-coupled
device; for example, optical buffer memory and superradiant-type optical pulse generators [15.18].
As an example of a phonon-coupled device, Fig. 15.8
shows a nanophotonic switch whose operation has been
modified slightly from that shown in Fig. 15.7 [15.19].
√
Three cubic quantum dots with a size ratio of 1 : 2 : 2
are used as the input, output, and control terminals,
respectively. This device utilizes the optical near-field
energy transfer between the resonant energy levels of
the exciton and successive fast relaxation. Note that the
conventional optical transition between two resonant exciton levels in the adjacent quantum dots, e.g., the (1,1,1)
and (2,1,1) energy levels of the input and output terminals, is forbidden. That is, no energies are transferred
as long as the propagating light mediates the interaction between the quantum dots. In contrast, when using
an optical near field, this transition is allowed due to
the exchange of the virtual exciton–polariton. This is
an example of a qualitatively innovative device operation because it is impossible as long as conventional
propagating light is used. Figure 15.9 shows the spatial
distributions of the output signal energy on the output
terminal for the off and on states of the switching operation. The device is as small as 15 nm. Figure 15.10
represents the dynamic behavior of the output signal,
which agrees well with the calculated results based on
the virtual exciton–polariton model.
A figure of merit has been used as an important parameter for evaluating device performance. In the case of
a switch, it is defined as a combination of device volume,
switching time, switching energy, the ratio between onand off-signal magnitudes, etc. The figure of merit for the
nanophotonic switch is 10–100 times larger than those
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Fig. 15.10 Dynamic behavior of the output signal of
a nanophotonic switch. The figure on the bottom shows
the experimental and theoretical curves of the part of the
output signal identified by the ellipse in the figure on the top

of conventional photonic switches operated using propagating light (e.g., devices using optical micromirrors,
Mach–Zehnder interferometer-type waveguides, optically nonlinear media, and the quantum sublevels in
a quantum dot). Furthermore, the magnitude of the heat
dissipated from the nanophotonic switch is estimated to
be as low as 10−12 W in the case of 1 GHz repetitive
operation, which is only 10−5 times that of a conventional semiconductor transistor. Such a large figure of
merit and the ultralow heat dissipation suggest a variety
of applications to novel computation and information
processing systems.
For applications to advanced systems, nanophotonic
devices must be connected to conventional macroscopic
photonic devices, such as optical fibers or semiconductor lasers. Figure 15.11 shows a novel device developed
for this interconnection that concentrates the propagating light energy to a nanometric region [15.20]. It has
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Fig. 15.11 The structure of an optical nanofountain and the
spatial distribution of the optical signal energy, which used
CuCl quantum cubes of 2–10 nm
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smaller quantum dots on the circular rim, medium-sized
quantum dots installed inside, and the largest quantum
dot fixed at the center. The propagating light energy incident into this circular device is concentrated to the
largest quantum dot at the center due to both successive
optical near-field energy transfer from the smaller to the
larger quantum dots and fast relaxation, as in the case of
the nanophotonic switch. This device has been named
an optical nanofountain and its equivalent numerical
aperture is as high as 40.

15.4 Nanophotonic Fabrications
Optical fabrications beyond the diffraction limit are required to produce a variety of conventional devices
and to fabricate the nanophotonic devices reviewed in
Sect. 15.3. To fabricate nanophotonic devices, several
capabilities are required. A variety of materials must
be deposited on a substrate and the inaccuracy of their
sizes and positions must be as low as 1 nm for efficient, reproducible optical near-field energy transfer.
However, conventional fabrication technologies using
electron beams, ion beams, and propagating light cannot
meet these requirements due to their low resolution, contamination, damage to the substrate, and low throughput.
To meet these requirements, novel technologies must
be developed that can be realized by utilizing optical near-field energy transfer. Representative examples
of such nanophotonic fabrications are reviewed in this
section.

15.4.1 Photochemical Vapor Deposition
Photochemical vapor deposition is a way to deposit materials on a substrate using a photochemical reaction
that pre-dissociates metalorganic molecules by irradiating gaseous molecules or molecules adsorbed on the
substrate with ultraviolet light. Consequently, the electrons in the molecules are excited to a higher energy
level following the Franck–Condon principle. This is
an adiabatic process because no molecular vibrations
or rotations are excited; i. e., the Born–Oppenheimer
approximation is valid. After excitation, the electron
transits to the dissociative energy level. As a result of
this transition, the molecule is dissociated and the atoms

composing the molecule are deposited on the substrate.
By using an optical near field as the light source for this
deposition scheme, nanometric materials can be fabricated whose size and position are accurately controlled
by the spatial distribution of the optical near-field energy. Nanometric metallic particles of Zn and Al and
light-emitting semiconductor particles (e.g., ZnO and
GaN) have been deposited with size and positional accuracies beyond the diffraction limit [15.21–25]. This is
an example of a quantitative innovation.
Although an ultraviolet light with high photon energy must be used for the aforementioned adiabatic
process, it has been found that an optical near field
with a much lower photon energy (i. e., visible light)
can dissociate the molecule. This has been explained by
a theoretical model of the virtual exciton–polariton exchange between a metalorganic molecule and the fiber
probe tip used to generate the optical near field. In
other words, this exchange excites not only the electron, but also molecular vibration. This is a nonadiabatic
process, which does not follow the Franck–Condon
principle, and therefore the Born–Oppenheimer approximation is no longer valid. Several experimental results
have been reported, including the nonadiabatic dissociation of diethylzinc (DEZn) molecules by a visible
optical near field and the deposition of nanometric Zn
particles [15.26]. The virtual exciton–polariton model
explains this nonadiabatic process quantitatively by introducing the contribution of a phonon excited in the
fiber probe tip [15.27].
The presented nonadiabatic process suggests that
the large, expensive ultraviolet light sources that are
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indispensable for conventional photochemical vapor deposition are no longer required. It also suggests that the
process can even dissociate optically inactive molecules
(i. e., inactive to the propagating light), which is advantageous for environment protection because most
optically inactive molecules are chemically stable and
harmless. For example, optically inactive Zn(acac)2
molecules have been dissociated nonadiabatically using an optical near field to deposit nanometric Zn
particles [15.28].
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Photolithography is a technology used to carve substrate
material. After coating the substrate with a thin film of
a photoresist, light is irradiated through a photomask
to induce a photochemical reaction in the photoresist.
When the aperture on the photomask is smaller than
the wavelength of the light, the transmission of the
propagating light is sufficiently low while an optical
near field is generated at the aperture. Using the photochemical reaction between the optical near field and
the photoresist, a nanometric pattern beyond the diffraction limit is formed on the photoresist, and a chemical
etching process is subsequently used to carve the substrate. Practical nanophotonic technologies, such as
using a two-layered photoresist, have been developed
to form deep patterns and to realize a quantitative innovation (Fig. 15.12) [15.29].
As long as an adiabatic process is used for photolithography, ultraviolet light with a high photon energy
is required to induce the photochemical reaction via
the optical near field. However, photolithography using a nonadiabatic process is possible, as was the case

Opitcal near field

Incident light
Glass
Cr film

Photomask
Photoresist

Substrate material

20 nm

150 nm

Fig. 15.12 The structure of the photolithography system and the
cross-sectional profile of the photoresist after development. The
photographs were supplied courtesy of R. Kuroda, Canon Corp
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Fig. 15.13 Top view of a photoresist with a corrugated pattern that was fabricated nonadiabatically using optical near
fields

in Sect. 15.4.1; i. e., a photochemical reaction can even
be induced using visible light with a very low photon
energy. Figure 15.13 shows a narrow corrugated pattern
fabricated using nonadiabatic photolithography [15.30],
which has been analyzed theoretically based on a virtual
exciton–polariton model by introducing the contribution of phonons. This result represents a qualitative
innovation in photolithography, suggesting that large,
expensive ultraviolet light sources are no longer required, and that harmless, chemically stable molecules
can be used as the photoresist, even if they are optically
inactive. As an example, an optically inactive resist film
has been used for electron-beam lithography. Although
this film is optically inactive, a photochemical reaction
is induced and fine patterns can be fabricated by using
a photomask consisting of a two-dimensional array of
circular disks (Fig. 15.14) [15.30].
Fabrication using the adiabatic process suffers from
the contribution of the small amount of propagating light
transmitted through the aperture on the photomask and
the plasmon generated on the photomask. This limits
the resolution of fabrication and the pattern contrast.
In contrast, since the nonadiabatic process is free from
these contributions, greater resolution, higher contrast,
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Fig. 15.14 Bird’s-eye view of the optically inactive resist film used for electron-beam lithography, fabricated nonadiabatically using optical near fields

and a variety of patterns (e.g., Ts, Ls, and rings) have
been realized [15.30].

and desorption [15.33, 34]. Since the size of a deposited
particles depends on the photon energy of the optical

15.4.3 Self-Organized Deposition
and Nanoimprinting
Propagating light

Self-organized deposition is a way to deposit nanometersized particles, as discussed in Sect. 15.4.1. In this case,
however, a fine structure, e.g., a narrow groove, is
first patterned on the substrate instead of using a fiber
probe or photomask (Fig. 15.15) [15.31]. While sputtering metallic particles on this patterned substrate,
irradiation with propagating light is used to desorb the
deposited particles. This irradiation generates an optical near field in the groove, which excites free electron
oscillations in the deposited metallic particles. The size
of the deposited metallic particles increases with continued sputtering. As a result, the center frequency of
the electron oscillation spectrum shifts and its spectral
linewidth increases due to the finite path length of the
free electrons and resultant damping of the resonant oscillation. The magnitudes of the center frequency shift
and linewidth increase are nearly proportional to the
particle size if it is sufficiently small [15.32].
When the shifted center frequency is tuned to the
optical near-field frequency (i. e., the particle grows to
a specific size), the magnitude of the optical near-field
energy absorbed by the particle is maximal at this sizedependent optical absorption resonance. Moreover, the
desorption rate is maximal under this resonant condition, so a further increase in particle size is prohibited
by the balance between the magnitudes of sputtering
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Chain of metallic particles
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Optical near field

Substrate

Fig. 15.15 The principle of self-organized deposition

3 µm
Au particles

1 µm
Al particles

Fig. 15.16 Chains of gold and aluminum particles fabricated via self-organized deposition using red (wavelength
= 633 nm) and green (wavelength = 532 nm) light. Their
diameters are 100 nm and 70 nm, respectively
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near field as the result of this balance, the size can be
controlled accurately.
This accurate size-control method forms the first particle, on which a new optical near field is subsequently
generated because the propagating light is still being
irradiated. As a result of this secondary optical near
field, a second particle forms next to the first one, and
the size of the second particle is equivalent to that of
the first because of size-dependent resonant optical absorption [15.33]. Because this formation process occurs
successively, a chain of the metallic particles is formed
along the groove within the area irradiated by the prop-

agating light (Fig. 15.16). Note that this chain is formed
in a self-organized manner, and neither a fiber probe nor
a photomask is used. The sizes and separations of these
particles are determined accurately by the photon energy
of the optical near field.
As a recently developed fabrication technology,
light-assisted nanoimprinting has enabled the formation
of nanometric structures, without the requirement for
a development process [15.35]. By using optical near
fields, the adiabatic process forms a pattern that is even
smaller than that of the mold [15.36]. Further progress is
expected if a nonadiabatic process can also be utilized.
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15.5 Extension to Related Science and Technology
Nanophotonics has led nanooptics and realized qualitative innovation. As examples of its extension to related
science and technology, this section reviews applications
to novel photonic systems and atom photonics.
Nanophotonic systems utilize nanophotonic devices.
For example, novel architectures have been proposed
for optical signal transmission systems and their performance has been confirmed experimentally. They include
interconnections and summation involving an optical
nanofountain [15.16], computing using nanophotonic
switches and an optical nanofountain [15.17], and broadcasting using multiple nanophotonic switches [15.37].
They have realized quantitative innovations by decreasing the device size and power consumption beyond the
diffraction limit. More importantly, qualitative innovation has been realized as a consequence of the novel
functions of nanophotonic devices, which are impossible
with conventional photonic devices.
An optical/magnetic hybrid disk storage system
with a storage density of 1 Tb/in2 has been devel-

oped. Quantitative innovation has already been realized
by transcending the diffraction limit of optical storage density [15.38]. Qualitative innovation in optical
storage and readout has been also proposed by applying the hierarchy in optical near fields to memory
retrieval [15.39].
An example of an extension to related science
is atom photonics, which controls the thermal motion of neutral atoms in a vacuum using optical
near fields [15.40]. Theoretical studies have examined single-atom manipulation based on the virtual
exciton–polariton model [15.41]. Recent experimental
studies have examined atom guidance through a hollow
optical fiber [15.42], atom-detecting devices [15.43],
atom deflectors [15.44], and an atomic funnel [15.45].
Atom photonics will open a new field of science
that examines the interaction between virtual exciton–
polaritons and a single atom. Furthermore, it can be
applied to novel technologies for atomic-level material
fabrication.

15.6 Summary
As a result of the development of nanophotonics, which
utilizes the local electromagnetic interactions between
nanometric particles mediated by optical near fields,
nanooptics now exists as a novel field of optics in
nanometric space. However, the name nanophotonics
is occasionally used for photonic crystals, plasmonics,
silicon photonics, and quantum-dot lasers using conventional propagating lights. Here, one should consider
a stern warning by C. Shannon on the casual use of
the term information theory, which was a trend in its
study during the 1950s [15.46]. The term nanophoton-

ics has been used in a similar way, although some work
in nanophotonics is not based on optical near-field interactions. For the true development of nanophotonics, one
needs deep physical insights into the virtual exciton–
polariton and the nanometric subsystem composed of
electrons and photons. It is both unethical and misleading to use the name nanophotonics in a casual manner,
for example, to obtain a research grant. Since nanooptics
should be defined as a field of optical science and technology including nanophotonics, Shannon’s warning
should be extended to the term nanooptics.
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16. Optics far Beyond the Diffraction Limit:
Stimulated Emission Depletion Microscopy

Optics far Bey

It is sometimes argued that confocal and multiphoton excitation provide subdiffraction resolving power
in fluorescence microscopy; in reality neither breaks the
diffraction barrier. Confocal microscopy can, in principle, attain a 1.4-fold reduction of the effective FWHM of
the focal spot [16.2], because the consecutive point-like
illumination and detection in a confocal fluorescence microscope yields an effective PSF that is the product of the
excitation and detection PSFs. The PSF multiplication
doubles the bandwidth of the optical transfer function of
the system. However, this bandwidth increase is rarely
realized because the larger spatial frequencies are heavily damped, and therefore swamped by noise. If they
are not, the resolution can be improved with the help
of a linear image deconvolution by a factor of 2, but
no more. Hence, this technique is also conceptually
diffraction-limited.
Two- or three-photon excitation fluorescence microscopy benefits from the quadratic or cubic dependence of the fluorescence signal on the focal intensity.
While the nonlinearity provided by multiphoton absorption indeed shifts the generation of the signal to the inner
part of the excitation spot slightly, a narrowing of the effective spot is usually not obtained. The reason is that
the energy gap of the excitation band of the fluorophore
to be imaged is finite. Hence it is bridged by the instant
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16.2 Nanoscale Imaging with STED ................ 1094
References .................................................. 1097
∆r of the main diffraction maximum of the pointspread function (PSF) in the focal plane of the
lens is ∆r = λ/(2n sin α), with λ and n denoting
the wavelength of light and the refractive index,
respectively [16.1]. If the distance between two
objects is smaller than this FWHM, the objects
cannot be readily resolved from one another.
The diffraction resolution limit is particularly
disadvantageous in the life sciences where about
80% of all microscopy applications are carried out
with far-field fluorescence systems.

absorption of m photons of 1/m the energy, which inevitably entails a wavelength of the excitation light m
times longer than in the single-photon excitation case.
The m-times-longer wavelength renders the focal spot
m-times larger, which is not compensated by the nonlinear excitation near the √
focal center [16.3]. In fact,
the resulting spot scales as m. Thus, multiphoton processes do not improve the resolution in absolute terms,
and so it is not surprising that multiphoton processes did
not open up a new chapter in far-field optical resolution,
despite their common use for more than 15 years [16.4].
Moreover, even in the hypothetic case that the requirement for a longer wavelength is not present, a quadratic
or cubic intensity dependence would only expand the
optical transfer function by a factor of two or three, respectively. Thus, the diffraction barrier would just be
shifted but not broken.
The lack of viable concepts for a substantial far-field
resolution improvement led to the development of nearfield optical microscopy, which abandons focusing altogether [16.5]. Here the spatial resolution is improved by
confining the interaction of the sample and the probing
light to sub-λ dimensions using a sub-λ-sized scanning
aperture or tip. This approach requires tight control of
the nanosized stylus, and is limited to imaging surfaces,
substantially restricting its range of applicability.

Part D 16

In this chapter we show that stimulated emission
depletion (STED) microscopy and its derivative concepts are able to radically overcome the diffraction
barrier in far-field fluorescence imaging, thus disclosing fluorescent details on the macromolecular
scale even with diffracted beams of light.
The optical microscope is an invaluable tool
in the life sciences because it is able to noninvasively image structures within cells and tissues.
Unfortunately, due to the fact that light propagates as a wave, the smallest possible size of
a focal spot in a far-field light microscope is limited by diffraction, putting a lower limit on the
size of the structures which can be observed. Concretely, this means that for a lens of semiaperture
angle α, the full-width-half-maximum (FWHM)
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Stimulated emission depletion (STED) microscopy is
the first far-field microscopy concept whose resolution is
no longer limited by diffraction [16.6–8]. While a STED
microscope still relies on diffracted beams the effective PSF of this microscope can be as sharp as a single
molecule and, theoretically, its optical bandwidth can
be infinitely large. The key to this surprising feature is
a nearly exponential depletion of the fluorescent state
by a further beam of light optimized for stimulated
emission. Realized at comparatively low intensities, the
huge nonlinearity connected with the exponential depletion allows one to squeeze the fluorescent spot to
a size corresponding to a fraction of λ. To date, practical
STED fluorescence microscopy has displayed a spatial
resolution of 33 nm (λ/23) along the optic axis [16.9].
In the transverse direction in the focal plane, a lateral FWHM of 15–20 nm has been demonstrated with
single molecules [16.10] and also in biological samples [16.11]. STED microscopy retains the advantages of
far-field optical microscopy, employing regular lenses,
and can be used to noninvasively image samples in
three dimensions (3-D). In this chapter we briefly explain the physical principles of this emerging technique
and illustrate its power by showing recent applications
in biological imaging.
In polyatomic organic molecules, stimulated emission is most effective between the vibrationally relaxed
sublevel of the first electronic singlet state S1 and a vibrational sublevel of the ground state S∗0 (Fig. 16.1a) [16.12,
13]. When not subjected to quenching processes, S1
spontaneously emits a photon within its typical lifetime
τfl of a few nanoseconds, and the S∗0 decays nonradiatively within τvib < 1 ps. A difference of three orders
of magnitude between these lifetimes maintains a population inversion between the two states. Deliberate
depletion of the S1 by stimulated emission [16.6] in
these molecules can be optimized by temporally separating the excitation from the stimulated emission.
In our fluorescence microscope, the excitation of the
fluorescent markers to Franck–Condon vibrational levels in the first singlet state, i.e. S0 → S∗1 (Fig. 16.1a),
is performed by pulsed illumination. The molecules are
excited by single-photon absorption, followed by ultrafast nonradiative decay to the fluorescent state S1 .
For effective depletion of S1 , the molecules are subjected to a synchronized red-shifted STED pulse of
duration τSTED ≈ 300 ps < τfl . Since τvib  τSTED ,
the vibrational decay in the ground state empties the
S∗0 more effectively than the STED pulse could pos-

sibly re-excite the molecules to the fluorescent state
S1 . Moreover, the S1 population of molecules residing
at a spatial coordinate r decreases exponentially with
the fluence h STED (r) of the STED pulse, expressed
in photons per area per pulse (Fig. 16.1b) [16.7, 9, 14].
Denoting the molecular cross section for stimulated
emission by σ, the normalized probability of stimulating an excited molecule to fluoresce at r is given by
F(r) = exp[−σ h STED (r)].
Here we describe the standard set up of a typical STED microscope (Fig. 16.2). An objective with
a high numerical aperture (≈ 1.4) is used to both illuminate and gather light from the sample. Filters and
the dichroic beam splitters are optimized for the ideal
excitation and stimulating-emission wavelengths of the
fluorescent dye used to mark the sample. Excitation is
performed with a laser with pulses typically on the order
of tens of picoseconds. A quarter-wave plate ensures that
the excitation light at the lens is circularly polarized for
uniform excitation of the fluorescent markers. The fluorescent light is collected by the same lens and focused
onto the core of a fiber guiding the fluorescent light to
an avalanche photodiode, where detected photons are
counted. Imaged into the focal plane of the objective
lens, the core diameter corresponded to ≈ 0.7 times the
Airy disk. As a result, the probability of detecting a fluorescent photon is weighted spatially by the detection PSF,
h det (r), which is the normalized diffraction-limited image of the fiber core. Thus when no STED beam is
present, the set up can function as a normal scanning
confocal fluorescence microscope of finite pinhole size
(given by the core diameter of the fiber, which functions
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as a pinhole), facilitating the comparison of the normal
confocal imaging mode with the STED mode. In the
latter, the excitation pulse is immediately followed by
a STED pulse of several hundred picoseconds in length.
This pulse duration not only avoids the re-excitation
from the S∗0 (Fig. 16.1a), but also the two-photon excitation and excessive nonlinear photobleaching of the
dye [16.15].
In a regular scanning fluorescence microscope, the
fluorescence spot is given by the main maximum of
the excitation PSF, i.e., the normalized function h exc (r)
describing the diffraction-limited intensity spot of the
excitation light (Fig. 16.2) [16.2]. The purpose of the
STED pulse is to reduce the focal area in which fluorescence is emitted. To attain quenching of only the
periphery, the STED pulse is modified to form a zero
at the focal center, i.e. a doughnut: h STED (r = 0) ∼
=0
(Fig. 16.2).
To realize the doughnut shape of h STED (r), the planar wavefront of the STED beam is subjected to a helical
phase delay P(φ) = exp(iφ), with 0 < φ < 2π being an
angle centered around the optic axis (Fig. 16.2) [16.16].
The phase delay is produced using a spatial light modulator located optically conjugate to the entrance pupil
of the lens. The objective transforms this wavefront into
a doughnut in the focal plane. Following the exponential
dependence on intensity F(r) = exp[−σ h STED (r)], the
STED pulse suppresses the fluorescence at every point

in the focal region, except at the very point r = 0, where
h STED (r) equals zero (Fig. 16.2).
The effective PSF h eff (r) of this confocalized scanning far-field microscope is given by the product of the
excitation and detection PSF, multiplied by the fluorescence probability F(r):
h eff (r) = h exc (r)h det (r)F(r)
≡ h conf (r) exp[−σ h STED (r)] .

(16.1)

By increasing the power of the STED pulse, the
fluorescent spot remaining in the center becomes
smaller. We define h max
STED ≡ max[h STED (r)] as the
maximum intensity present in the STED PSF and
h sat
STED ≡ 1/σ as a saturation scaling factor, at
which a fraction of (1 − 1/e) of the fluorophores
have been stimulated into the ground state. Subdiffraction resolution prevails for saturation factors
sat
max
ς ≡ h max
STED /h STED = σ h STED 1 [16.17]. Since the
function h STED (r) is parabolic at r = 0 to a first approximation, the fluorescent spot size scales with the square
root of the STED pulse fluence [16.17, 18]. A Taylorseries expansion of h eff (r) yields the FWHM of the
effective PSF of the STED microscope as
λ
∆r ≈
(16.2)
.
√
2n sin α 1 + ς
Here λ denotes the wavelength of the depletion
pulse, because it is the doughnut that is responsible for

Part D 16.1

blue) and is overlapped with a red-shifted doughnut spot for STED. The doughnut is produced by applying a helical phase
delay on the STED beam wavefront exp(iφ), with 0 ≤ φ ≤ 2π. The linear helical progression of the phase from 0 to 2π
ensures that the light field from opposite parts of the entrance pupil of the lens interferes destructively on the optic axis.
Overlap of the two spots confines the focal area in which fluorescence is possible to the doughnut centre, yielding the
effective fluorescent spot of subdiffraction size displayed in the lower row panel (in green). All spots represent measured
data and are drawn to scale. The profile of the green effective spot displays a FWHM of 16 nm and a sharp peak
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the final size of the spot. Under the assumption that
the excitation wavelength and λ are not very different,
∆r elegantly converges towards the diffraction-limited
spot size in the absence of STED, while for ς → ∞
the fluorescence spot size converges to zero. Scanning
with a fluorescent focal spot of subdiffraction size ∆r
delivers images of the same subdiffraction resolution.
It is important to note that, for a significantly narrowed spot (ς >5), the comparatively broad detection
PSF h det (r) of the system does not play a role anymore. Therefore, STED microscopy does not rely on
confocalization, and it is not an expansion of confocal microscopy. Conceptually, the confocal pinhole is
redundant, because the confinement of the spot to subdiffraction dimensions is due to the STED beam. The
confocal pinhole is used to provide other advantages
to the system, such as confocal optical sectioning and
stray-light suppression. The pinhole does not play any
role in breaking the diffraction barrier.
Besides h exc (r) and h STED (r), Fig. 16.2 depicts the
measured F(r) for the STED intensity employed in this
experiment, leading to a very narrow region of remaining fluorescence detection. This figure visualizes that
for strong enough fluences h STED (r), the spatial extent
of h eff (r) is solely determined by the exponential suppression factor. Neither the excitation nor the detection
PSF really matters. In consequence, the same assertion
holds for the excitation and the fluorescence wavelength
as well as for the presence of the confocal pinhole. Thus,
despite the diffraction-limited extent of the local minimum in h STED (r), the exponential factor F(r) allows

one to squeeze the focal fluorescence spot in principle
down to the size of a molecule [16.7].
Challenges toward maximizing both h max
STED and the
detected fluorescent signal in the center of the scanning spot are elevated photobleaching of the fluorescent
marker [16.19] and the actual value of the doughnut
minimum h STED (0), which may not be zero. Nonfulfillment of the second condition reduces the desired signal
by 1 − exp[−ζ h STED (0)]. Therefore, h STED (0) <0.02
h max
STED is imperative to attain high spatial resolution.
Photobleaching can be minimized by attending to the
population of the molecular triplet state. Elimination of
the excitation of molecules trapped in this state has significantly reduced photobleaching in STED microscopy.
With this approach, far-field fluorescence microscopy
with a focal-plane resolution of 15–20 nm in biological
samples has been obtained [16.11]. This corresponds to
a 10–12-fold multilateral increase in resolution below
the diffraction barrier.
Employing pulse repetition rates <1 MHz usually allows enough time for relaxation of the triplet
state between subsequent excitation–depletion cycles.
In a number of dyes, this measure enables up to a
30-fold increase in the fluorescent signal compared to
earlier 80 MHz STED illumination schemes in which
each spot on the sample receives many consecutive excitation and STED pulses. Triplet-state relaxation can
also be realized by increasing the scanning speed such
that the buildup of the triplet state is prevented. We
have termed this illumination scheme triplet-relaxation
(T-Rex) STED.

16.2 Nanoscale Imaging with STED
The resolution attainable under T-Rex conditions was
first demonstrated on yellow–green beads emitting in the
500–530 nm range (Fig. 16.3). Specified by the manufacturer using electron microscopy, the beads varied by
4 nm around a mean diameter of 24 nm. Whereas confocal recording (Figs. 16.3a,c) yielded undefined blobs, the
STED images (Figs. 16.3b,d) discerned virtually every
bead in the focal plane [16.11]. Figures 16.3g,h depict
line profiles through beads located 42 nm and 39 nm
apart, respectively; both are clearly separated.
The function describing the bead image was determined by averaging over 75 beads that were
comparatively isolated and of lesser brightness. The
result is displayed in Fig. 16.3e, exhibiting a full-widthhalf-maximum (FWHM) of (22.3±2) nm. As given by

the convolution of the bead object function with the PSF
of the microscope, the bead image function in Fig. 16.3e
is just an upper bound for the actual PSF. The actual resolution of the STED microscope is below 20 nm. If the
PSF and the bead function are coarsely approximated
by a Gaussian, we
√ can assess the actual focal-plane resolution as 22.3/ 2 = (15.8±4) nm. Comparison of this
value with the resolution limit given by Abbe’s criterion in an epifluorescence microscope, λfl /2 n sin α =
190 nm, demonstrates a ≈12-fold gain in focal-plane
resolution.
We also imaged self-assembling colloidal silica
nanospheres on the surface of a glass cover slip in the
non-T-Rex mode, precisely at a pulse rate of 80 MHz.
The nanospheres were prepared with a fluorescent core
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of 68 nm and a non-fluorescent shell of 132 nm diameter,
as shown in Fig. 16.4c. The STED beam was adjusted to
14 mW of average power and was tuned to λ = 615 nm.
Whereas the confocal image (Fig. 16.4a) is almost featureless, the STED image in Fig. 16.4b fully disclosed
the semicrystalline order of the nanoparticles [16.20]. In
particular, grain boundaries, point defects, disclinations,
and dislocations became clearly visible.
STED microscopy does not require any mathematical postprocessing. Still, one can take advantage of
its optical transfer function (OTF) to strengthen the
higher spatial frequencies gained by STED with a linear
deconvolution. The OTF is obtained by a Fourier transformation of the effective PSF h eff (r), which unlike in
the confocal microscope, depends on the saturation factor ζ and hence on the dye in use. We established h eff (r)
for Atto532, and, for the same power, using single labeled antibodies (size < 15 nm). The result is shown
in Fig. 16.4d along with the associated OTF. Both the
FWHM of 67 nm as well as the enlarged OTF mark a substantial gain in optical bandwidth. The subsequent linear
deconvolution of the STED image yields a significantly
improved contrast in the image (Fig. 16.4e).
We also deconvolved the confocal image, as shown
in the inset of Fig. 16.4a. However, the deconvolved confocal image failed to resolve the nanoparticles, let alone
the crystal defects. In fact, the raw STED image pro-

vides a higher resolution. Changing the physics of image
formation is the more powerful approach.
We also demonstrated the resolution of T-Rex
STED microscopy (0.25 MHz pulse rate) with biological immunofluorescence imaging. We labeled secondary
antibodies with Atto532, which were then coupled,
via primary antibodies, to the proteins of interest.
Figure 16.5 displays the protein heavy subunit of neurofilaments (NF-H) in the human neuroblastoma cell line
SH-SY5Y (retinoic acid-BDNF-differentiated) which
establishes crosslinks to organize and stabilize neurofilaments in axons [16.21]. Neurofilaments play an essential
role in many neurodegenerative diseases such as Parkinsons’. In contrast to the confocal (Fig. 16.5a) image,
the STED (Fig. 16.5d) image identifies neurofilamental
substructures of 20–30 nm size [16.11]. This is particularly apparent in Fig. 16.5e, which shows a partial area
of (Fig. 16.5d) at a larger magnification, as well as in
(Fig. 16.5c) where the details are further enhanced by
a linear deconvolution. The line plots of raw data in
(Fig. 16.5f) prove that substructures that are only 45 nm
apart are separated by a dip of 50%.
The intensity profiles in Figs. 16.3 and 16.5 featuring a FWHM of 22–30 nm demonstrate the fundamental
progress in resolution brought about by T-Rex STED microscopy [16.11]. Representing the convolution of the
microscope’s PSF with the spatial extent of the label-
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Fig. 16.3a–h Resolution ≤20 nm in the focal plane of a STED microscope While the confocal imaging mode ((a), (c))
fails to resolve the bead agglomeration, the corresponding STED recording ((b) and (d)) discerns every 24 nm bead.
(e) Averaged profile of bead images. The 22.3 nm FWHM indicates a lateral resolution of ≈ 16 nm in the focal plane
(after extraction of the bead size). (f) Data as indicated by the dashed line in panel (b), both for the confocal and the
STED recording. Note the sharp peaks resulting from STED superresolution. ((g),(h)) Intensity profiles through the data
in (d) proving the separation capability of the STED microscope
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Fig. 16.4a–e Imaging the spatial order of colloidal nanoparticles (a) Confocal image and (b) corresponding STED
image. (c) Sketch of silica nanoparticles featuring a fluorescent shell core (dye Atto 532, emission 540–620 nm). (d) The

effective PSF and OTF, determined from fluorescent point-objects of the same fluorophore as in the core are utilized to
enhance the STED-image by linear deconvolution; the result is displayed in panel (e) The double-headed arrows mark
different orientations of the colloidal nanoparticles. For comparison, the inset of panel (a) shows the linearly deconvolved
confocal data. Despite this, only the STED-images ((b) and (e)) reveal grain boundaries, defects and dislocations in the
semicrystalline nanoparticle formation. Scale bars = 500 nm

ing, the FWHM of the profiles are just an upper limit for
the actual imaging resolution. In fact, with a complex
size of 6–8 nm, the secondary antibodies form an estimated 12–16 nm-diameter volume around the similarly
sized primary antibody [16.22]. Thus, the resolution has
attained values that are close to the limits set by the
labeling itself.
The full subdiffraction imaging potential of STED
remains to be realized, and the technique continues to
improve after nearly a decade of use. T-Rex STED, for
example, can be further improved with relatively simple
modifications to increase the image acquisition time and
retain its increased resolving power. Though the repetition rate in the T-Rex case (0.25 MHz) is reduced by
320, the effective increase in recording time was only
5- to 10-fold as compared to the 80 MHz case [16.11].

Due to the stronger excitation pumping and triplet-state
relaxation, the typical dwell time in our images was
3–8 ms per 10 nm pixel. T-Rex can also be realized by
scanning with a speed that exceeds the speed given by
the spot size times the pulse repetition rate, e.g. 200 nm
× 80 MHz =16 µm/µs, so the molecules do not encounter successive pulses. A compelling advantage of
fast scanning is that the total sample illumination of
80 MHz scanning is maintained and the signal gain is
still obtained. The recording time can be further reduced by the factor given by the signal gain, i.e., by
150–300 times compared to the scheme used in this
work.
Powerful approaches exist to improve the axial resolution as well: the implementation of STED in a
4Pi-microscope [16.7,9,23] or the additional application
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Fig. 16.5a–f Imaging neurofilaments in human neuroblastoma Contrary to the confocal (a), the STED (d) recording
displays details < 30 nm, as highlighted by the comparison of image subregions shown in (b) and (e) bordered by dashed
lines in (a) and (d). ((b) and (c)) Subregion after linear deconvolution. Note that the deconvolved confocal image (b) does
not yield a substantial gain in information. (f) Profiles of raw data demonstrate the ability of (undeconvolved) STED data

to reveal object structures that are far below the wavelength of light.

of a h STED (r) with strong values above and beneath the
focal plane [16.8]. The first alternative involves the addition of the aperture of two opposing lenses, whereas the
latter can be realized in a single lens. In fact, h STED (r)
functions have been described which improved the axial resolution of a single lens by a factor of about six. As
two STED pulses of different structure can be applied
simultaneously (within the lifetime of the fluorescent
state) the spot can be squeezed both axially and laterally
at the same time.
It is important to emphasize that STED is only one
possible avenue for attaining resolution enhancement
using the concept of the optical switching of fluorescent markers labeling the sample [16.17, 18, 24–26].

The concept of STED microscopy can be generalized
to the concept of reversible saturable optical fluorescence transitions (RESOLFT), which can be applied to
any switchable fluorescent marker such as the family
of fluorescent proteins [16.26]. Moreover, the excitation
and reversible-quenching illumination patterns need not
be pointwise. As long as the quenching light distribution
features locations of zero intensity, the region of fluorescence can be reduced to subdiffraction dimensions
according to the square-root law for resolution enhancement derived for STED. Much remains to be done in the
field of biological imaging, and developments will no
doubt progress quickly in the coming years as the utility
of this technique is realized.
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Ultrafast THz

Ultrafast THz photonics describes the union of optical
and ultrafast laser capability, for which the elementary excitation is the photon, with electronics to achieve
frequency performance and bandwidths extending well
into the THz frequency range. Optoelectronics, which
is a subﬁeld of photonics, has demonstrated the capa-
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(THz-TDS) which is described in detail. The combination of THz-TDS with THz beams will be shown to
have some powerful advantages compared to traditional c.w. spectroscopy. The efficacy of THz-TDS
is demonstrated by the presented characterizations
of water vapor, flames, sapphire, high-resistivity
silicon, n and p-type semiconductors, normal and
high Tc superconductors, molecular vapors and
liquids.

bility to create and to measure electrical signals that
are much faster than those produced and measured by
any other method. The subpicosecond electrical pulses
produced optoelectronically are more than ten times
faster than today’s most advanced transistors, which
have switching times on the order of 10 ps. The genera-
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Ultrafast THz photonics the topic of this chapter
describes the union of optical and ultrafast laser
capability with electronics to achieve frequency
performance and bandwidths extending well into
the THz frequency range. With the demonstrated
capability to create and to measure subpicosecond
electrical signals that are much faster than those
produced and measured by any other method, THz
photonics will help determine the direction for
the development of new materials and ultra high
performance technologies of the future.
In the Guided-Wave THz Photonics Section
the generation, measurement and applications of
these very short electrical pulses are described.
They can be used as probes for short electrical
pulse studies and the consequent characterization of transmission lines is described, including
the measurement of Cherenkov radiation. The performance of transmission lines is compared with
metal THz waveguides, whose characterization is
also presented. Results for superconducting transmission lines and dielectric THz waveguides are
given.
In the Freely Propagating Wave THz Photonics Section recent work demonstrating the
generation of freely propagating THz radiation
(1 THz = 33.3 cm−1 = 4.1 meV) via material and electronic excitation by ultrashort laser pulses is
presented. The generation of short pulses of THz
radiation, by the passage of a short optical pulse
through a nonlinear optical material, is also described. A cw photomixer capable of producing
tunable radiation by beating together two laser
beams is presented. The most developed THz
application is THz time-domain spectroscopy
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tion of short electrical pulses via optical methods has for
some time been accomplished by shorting photoconductive gaps with very short laser pulses [17.1]. The same
optical methods can measure the generated electrical
pulses by sampling techniques. An alternate measurement approach has been to use the electrooptic effect in
a crystal [17.2, 3]. In this case, the ﬁeld of the electrical
pulse is sampled through the rotation of the polarization
of the short optical sampling pulse. Both the photoconductive and polarization rotation techniques have been
extended into the subpicosecond regime [17.2–11].
Given the capability of generating and measuring
these very short electrical pulses, they can be used as
probes for short electrical pulse studies. For example, the
study of the propagation of such pulses on transmission
line structures is an important concern for future ultrahigh-performance VLSI (very large scale integration)
technologies. In addition to the considerable amount
of work that has been done with these short pulses to
understand the high-frequency behavior of transmission line structures, they are now being put to use in
other areas as well. Because these pulses are much
faster than the fastest transistors, they provide a powerful means of studying their switching transients. They
can be used to directly measure the impulse response
of ultra-high-performance silicon and gallium-arsenide
devices [17.7–9, 12–19]. They can be used to evaluate
the high-frequency behavior of semiconductor package
connectors essential to future generations of computers.
In summary, optoelectronic techniques are providing the
capability to generate and measure electrical signals in
the subpicosecond regime. This optoelectronic capability provides a tool to better understand the properties of
existing materials and the components of existing highperformance VSLI technologies. Clearly, this capability
will help determine the direction for the development of
new materials and ultra-high-performance technologies
of the future.
Recently, there has been a great deal of work demonstrating the generation of THz radiation (1 THz =
33.3 cm−1 = 4.1 meV) via material and electronic excitation by ultrafast laser pulses. Modern integrated circuit
techniques have made possible the precise fabrication of
micron-sized dipoles, which when photoconductively
driven by fs laser pulses, can radiate well into the
THz regime [17.20–22]. An alternative and complimentary approach has been to extend radio and microwave
techniques into the THz regime through the use of optoelectronic antennas [17.23–32]. The generation of short
pulses of THz radiation, by the passage of a short optical pulse through a nonlinear optical material, was

demonstrated many years ago [17.33]. A related source
is based on the emission of an electromagnetic shock
wave due to a volume dipole distribution moving faster
than the phase velocity, i. e., electrooptic Cherenkov radiation[17.34, 35]. THz radiation has been generated
by photoconductively driving the surface ﬁeld of semiconductors [17.36, 37] and the intrinsic region of large
aperture silicon p-i-n diodes [17.38] with ultrafast laser
pulses. A cw photomixer capable of producing tunable
radiation has been demonstrated by beating together two
laser beams with frequencies above the band gap of
a semiconductor [17.39–43].
One type of these sources is based on an optical-type
approach, whereby a transient point source of THz radiation is located at the focus of a dielectric collimating
lens, followed by an additional paraboloidal focusing
and collimating mirror [17.21, 22, 29, 31, 44]. This type
of source produces well collimated beams of THz radiation. Matched to an identical receiver, the resulting
system has extremely high collection efﬁciency, a time
resolution of less than 150 fs and a frequency range from
0.2 THz to more than 5 THz. This optoelectronic THz
system is presently one of the most highly developed and
will be the one described in most detail in this chapter,
although the alternative systems will also be presented.
Applications of THz optoelectronic systems include
THz imaging[17.45–47], THz ranging[17.48, 49] and
THz time-domain spectroscopy (THz-TDS) [17.50–52].
Presently, THz-TDS is the most developed and has
been shown to be the technique of choice for many research measurements. Consequently, THz-TDS will be
the major application described in this article, by means
of selected examples of signiﬁcant measurements. The
THz-TDS technique measures two electromagnetic
pulse shapes, the input pulse and the propagated pulse,
which has changed shape due to its passage through
the sample under study. Consequently, via numerical
Fourier analyses of the input and propagated pulses, the
frequency-dependent absorption and dispersion of the
sample can be obtained. The useful frequency range
of the method is determined by the initial pulse duration and the time resolution of the detection process.
Therefore, with each reduction in the generated electromagnetic pulse width, and/or the time resolution
of detection, there is a corresponding increase in the
available frequency range.
The combination of THz-TDS with THz beams
will be shown to have some powerful advantages compared to traditional continuous wave (cw) spectroscopy.
Firstly, the coherent detection of the THz radiation is
extremely sensitive. In terms of average power this
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sensitivity exceeds that of the incoherent liquid-heliumcooled bolometers, by more than 1000 times [17.53].
Secondly, because of the gated and coherent detection,
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the thermal background, which plagues traditional measurements in this frequency range, is observationally
absent [17.53–56].

17.1 Guided-Wave THz Photonics
17.1.1 Subpicosecond Electrical Pulses
A typical experimental arrangement for the photoconductive generation and measurement of the subpicosecond electrical pulses is shown pictorially in Figs.
17.1 and 17.2 [17.5, 6]. The pulses are generated on
a transmission line structure consisting of two parallel
aluminium lines of micron dimensions on a thin silicon
layer. As indicated in the diagram, an incoming laser
beam consisting of a continuous stream of 0.1 ps (or
less) ultrafast light pulses at a repetition rate of typically 100 MHz is divided into two synchronized beams
P1 and P2, by a partially transparent mirror. Because
the beams follow different paths, the relative timing between P1 and P2 can be precisely adjusted by movement
of the prism: 0.15 mm corresponds to 1 ps. The initial
(excitation) light pulse P1 strikes the photoconductive
substrate (silicon) between the two aluminium lines,
shorting them for a fraction of a ps and creating electrical
pulses that travel in both directions on the transmission
line. The sampling light pulse P2 drives the photoconductive gap at the detection electrode, sampling the
electrical pulse as it propagates down the transmission
line. The electrical pulse is characterized by measuring the collected electrical charge as a function of the
time delay between P1 and P2. Representative electrical pulses measured in this way are shown in Fig. 17.3,
where the ps time scale of the phenomena is indicated.

Transmission line
Beam splitter

Sampling pulse
2
(P2)

Laser beam

1
Initial pulse
(P1)

Fig. 17.1 Experimental arrangement for the optoelectronic generation and measurement of subpicosecond electrical pulses
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In this section we will initially present an overview
of experimental efforts to obtain a THz ultra-wideband
transmission channel. The importance of ultrafast optoelectronics will be shown to be paramount in this
effort, whereby the combination of optics, ultrafast
laser pulses and electronics has enabled bandwidth
and performance increases of as much as 100 times
when compared to purely electronic techniques. We
will describe in detail how subpicosecond electrical
pulses are generated and detected using the photoconductive and electrooptic approaches and go on to
discuss how such pulses can be used to study the highfrequency behavior of transmission line structures. The
importance of complete characterization of transmission lines and waveguides will be illustrated by select
examples, where the characterization was achieved by
THz time-domain spectroscopy. For these characterizations it was imperative that single-mode excitation
and propagation was achieved. Sliding contact excitation of coplanar transmission lines will be shown to
be such a single-mode excitation method. For the THz
waveguide investigations, quasioptical coupling techniques were shown to be capable of exciting only a single
mode of both metal and dielectric waveguides, even
though the many THz bandwidth of the incoming pulse
covered as much as 30 waveguide modes. Applications to the study of materials and devices will also
be mentioned.
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17.1.3 Generation and Measurement
of the Pulses

a)

Exciting
beam P1

Sampling
beam P2

“Sliding contact”

b)

Detection
Silicon

Aluminium

Sapphire

Fig. 17.2 (a) Experimental geometry, (b) cross section of

SOS wafer

17.1.2 Sample Fabrication
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The aluminium transmission line structures are fabricated using techniques similar to those used to form the
interconnect wiring on semiconductor logic and memory
chips. The starting substrate is a commercially available insulating silicon-on-sapphire (SOS) wafer with
a 0.5 µm layer of pure undoped silicon epitaxially grown
on top, as shown in the cross section in Fig. 17.2b. Typical linewidths are in the range of 0.5–10.0 µm. The
metal thickness is in the range of 0.2–1.0 µm, and
the length of the line structures varies from 5–25 mm.
Numerous contact pads are fabricated along with the
line structures to permit attachment of leads. Many
different line dimensions and geometries can be fabricated simultaneously on a single 76 mm diameter wafer,
since the area occupied by a single line structure is
very small compared to the total surface area of the
wafer.
At room temperature there are very few free electrons or holes in the silicon layer, and it behaves like
an insulator. When an area of the ﬁlm is struck by
an ultrafast 0.1 ps laser pulse, a large number of photocarriers, electrons and holes, are generated almost
instantaneously, rendering the area conductive for some
length of time thereafter. This time can be made very
short by bombarding the ﬁlm with high-energy oxygen
ions to produce crystal damage throughout the 0.5 µm
thick silicon layer [17.57].

Once fabrication is complete, chips with one or more
transmission line structures are cut from the wafer. The
chip to be measured is mounted on a ﬁxture and wire
bond connections are made to the contact pads to allow
biasing of the transmission line at a voltage V, typically
a few volts, and collection of the charge transferred to
the detection electrode. The sample is then positioned
on an optical table together with the laser, and the beams
P1 and P2 are carefully aligned so as to strike the sample
as shown in Figs. 17.1 and 17.2. The spot size of the laser
is typically 5 µm.
The optoelectronic method of generation of the ultrafast electrical pulses is more precisely illustrated in
Fig. 17.2a. This electrical arrangement was driven by
70 fs ultrafast optical laser pulses from a compensated,
colliding-pulse, passively mode-locked dye laser producing pulses at a 100 MHz repetition rate. During
operation, the P1 pulses short the transmission line by
producing carriers in the silicon. These carriers are then
trapped (disappear) in less than 600 fs [17.57]. The light
pulses essentially turn on and off; they act as a very
fast switch. When off, the resistance of the switch is
many MΩ, but when on, its resistance is on the order
of 1 kΩ. This transient shorting of the line produces
an approximately 0.5 ps electrical pulse, which propagates down the transmission line. The generated pulses
are measured by the P2 sampling pulses at the detection gap. As the electrical pulse traverses the line
adjacent to the detection gap a voltage appears across
this gap. If this gap is then photoconductively connected
to the line by the P2 pulse, current will ﬂow during
the time of this connection. The amount of collected
charge will be proportional to the voltage across the
gap during the sampling interval. Consequently, the collected charge is measured against the relative time delay
between the P1 and P2 pulses, which is mechanically
scanned by moving an air-spaced retro-reﬂector with
a computer-controlled stepper motor.
This sampling technique enables measurements
down to the subpicosecond regime even though the wires
bonded to the chip are low-frequency connections. All
of the important time information is contained in the
relative time delay between the two laser beams, which
can be controlled with great precision. Because the excitation and sampling pulses come at a rate of one every
10 ns, while the relative timing between P1 and P2 is typically swept at a rate of 0.1 ps/s, the consequent slowly
varying current reading represents an average of a large
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number (109 ) of identical events. Although the generated
electrical pulses reﬂect off the end of the transmission
line and then echo back and forth on the line, the 10 ns
between events allows time for about 100 reﬂections for
complete dissipation due to resistive losses. Thus, the
system is electrically quiet prior to being excited with
each P1 pulse.
For the generated pulse shown in Fig. 17.3a, the
excitation site was very close to the sampling gap so
that propagation effects were absent. This measurement illustrates the exceptionally clean pulses and high
signal-to-noise ratios that can be obtained with this
technique. This short electrical pulse had an amplitude of about 10 mV, and a measured half-width of
less than 1 ps. The same pulse is shown on a 10× expanded scale, where the signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) of
500 : 1 (in a single scan) can be seen. In Fig. 17.3b, the
a)
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Fig. 17.3 (a) Measured ultrafast electrical pulse (lower
trace), 10× expanded scale (upper trace). (b) Amplitude
spectrum of (a)

Another measurement technique known as electrooptic
sampling[17.2,3,7–12], can measure repetitive electrical
transients with subpicosecond resolution and microvolt
sensitivity. The technique is based on an electric ﬁeld
coupling between the electrooptic “sampling gate” and
the circuit under evaluation and does not require that
charge be removed from the circuit. Consequently, electrooptic sampling is a minimally interfering technique
that, in certain conﬁgurations, can sample electrical
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signals with micron spatial resolution without making
physical contact.
In the example presented in Fig. 17.4, electrooptic
sampling was used to measure an electrical transient
on a coplanar transmission line generated by photoconductively shorting a 50 µm gap biased at 50 V with
the excitation pulse [17.8]. The Cr:GaAs and LiTaO3
crystals were mounted side by side on a glass plate
and were ground and polished together to a thickness
of 500 µm in order for later fabrication. The transmission line was made by evaporating 0.5 µm of aluminium
onto the smooth surface and then using standard photolithographic techniques to deﬁne the pattern. The
measured 460 fs rise time (10% to 90%) is shown
in Fig. 17.4b for which the 50 µm excitation gap was
located 200 µm from the sampling point. The probe
beam was aligned perpendicularly to the substrate and
was focused to a 11 µm diameter between the two
50 µm wide lines separated from each other by 50 µm.
The amplitude of the switched signal was 30 mV; the
good signal-to-noise ratio indicates the sensitivity of the
technique.
Electrooptic sampling reached the impressive combination of a demonstrated rise time of 290 fs and
a 40 µm square footprint in the 1 THz bandwidth probestation developed by Valdmanis [17.9]. In other work,
a 260 fs rise time electrical transient was measured using
electrooptic sampling with a thin lithium tantalate crystal plate overlying a coplanar transmission line [17.10].
An impressive rise time of 150 fs has been demonstrated
using a combination of photoconductive excitation and
electrooptic sampling together with the total internal reﬂection probe [17.11]. Using the approach of [17.12]
for GaAs circuitry, the chip itself can be used as the
nonlinear crystal.

17.1.5 THz Shockwave Generation
on Nonlinear Transmission Lines
The phenomenon of shockwave generation on a fully
distributed nonlinear transmission line (NLTL) was ﬁrst
discussed by Landauer [17.59] with respect to its use
as a parametric ampliﬁer. The shockwave properties
were later more fully analyzed [17.60] and the case of
periodically loaded [17.61] NLTLs were discussed. Previous studies [17.62] have demonstrated the generation
of 3.5 ps shockwaves on a GaAs NLTL having Schottky
diodes with uniform doping. In this section the fabrication and results from NLTLs with hyperabrupt varactor
diodes will be discussed [17.58]. The increased capacitance variation in hyperabrupt diodes permits using
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Fig. 17.5 (a) Photomicrograph of part of a hyperabruptdiode nonlinear transmission line showing the taper
between the larger-scale and ﬁnal small-scale sections.
(b) A 2.5 ps measured fall time shockwave generated on
an NLTL with a 25 dBm, 10 GHz sinusoidal input. In the
insert, the full 100 ps period saw tooth waveform is shown.
(Adapted from [17.58])

lower loss NLTL designs, that result in a shockwave with
higher amplitude and decreased fall time.
The monolithic GaAs NLTL circuit consists of
a high-impedance coplanar waveguide (CPW) transmission line with characteristic impedance Z 1 that is
periodically loaded at spacing τ (in units of time), by
Schottky varactor diodes, producing a synthetic transmission line whose propagation velocity is voltage
dependent. Several variations of this mixed structure
(Fig. 17.5a) having different numbers of large-scale
diodes were fabricated with a minimum feature size of
2 µm on GaAs molecular beam epitaxy material with
a total active layer thickness of 0.3 µm and a 1.0 µm
buried n+ layer (6 × 1018/cm3 doping) for the diode
cathode connection.
As a negative-going input voltage transition, with
initial voltage Vh , ﬁnal voltage Vf , and initial fall
time tin , propagates along the line, the fall time will
decrease with distance due to the differential group
delay, ∆t = t(Vh ) − t(Vf ), along the wavefront. As the
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Fig. 17.6 An 880 fs measured-fall-time shockwave gener-

ated on a nonlinear transmission line and measured by an
on-chip diode sampler at T = 77 K. The inset is a quarter
period of the waveform. (Adapted from [17.63])

17.1.6 Transmission Line Theory
We will now discuss some general aspects of transmission line theory in the quasistatic limit for which the
wavelengths involved are large compared to the transverse dimensions of the line [17.64, 65]. For this case
the number of transverse electromagnetic (TEM) modes
is one less than the number of metal lines making up the
transmission line. Consequently, a two line transmission
line has a single propagating TEM mode, for which the
electric ﬁeld distribution (shown in Fig. 17.7) is the same
as for the static case when the lines are equally and oppositely charged. Any pulse propagating on this line can
be described mathematically as a Fourier sum of single
frequency components, all with this same TEM modal
distribution.
Consideration of the sliding contact excitation site
shows that, to ﬁrst order, charge is simply transferred
from one line to the other creating a symmetrical ﬁeld
distribution with respect to the two lines. During the excitation process a current ﬂow is induced between the
lines. Localized charge accumulations of opposite sign
build up on the segments of the two metal lines under
the laser excitation spot, creating a dipolar ﬁeld distribution similar to that illustrated in Fig. 17.7 and thereby
efﬁciently coupling the sliding contact excitation to the
TEM mode.
A most important feature of coplanar transmission
lines (of negligible thickness) on an inﬁnite dielectric
half-space is that for a constant voltage between the two
conducting lines, the electric ﬁeld lines are the same as
for the lines immersed in free space. This result is due
to the geometric symmetry with respect to the dielectric
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fall time decreases, dispersion arising from the varactor
cutoff frequency and the periodic-line cutoff frequency
competes with the compression arising from the voltagedependent propagation velocity. An asymptotic ﬁnal
fall time tmin is reached, at which point the fall time
compression per line section is equal to the fall time
broadening per section so that the resulting shockwave
then propagates unchanged.
The circuit performance was evaluated by direct
electrooptic (EO) sampling[17.12] of the voltage waveforms launched onto the line through microwave wafer
probes. Figure 17.5b shows a measured waveform for
25 dBm sine wave excitation of a NLTL consisting of
30 large diodes and 40 small diodes with a measured
∆t = 49 ps and a total length of 7.8 mm. The 10 GHz
input had a 10–90% fall time of 30 ps, while the output shock wave had a measured 2.5 ps fall time. The
shock amplitude was determined to be about 6 V by calibration of the optical signal to a reference electrical
signal.
The ﬁrst subpicosecond shockwaves generated and
measured by entirely electronic means are shown in
Fig. 17.6 [17.63]. This measurement was performed
with a monolithic NLTL/sampler chip. At room temperature, an approximately 1 V, 1.8 ps fall time was observed
with less than 20 fs of jitter for a 25 dBm, 6.56 GHz
input. The packaged assembly was then lowered into
a dewar ﬂask of liquid nitrogen. Steady improvement in
both amplitude and fall time was noted until the packaged circuit was completely immersed, resulting in the
minimum fall time of 880 fs with a 3.5 V amplitude.

The liquid nitrogen did not signiﬁcantly load the circuits
because of its relatively low permittivity εr = 1.4.
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boundary and is a consequence of the fact that no electric
ﬁeld lines cross this boundary.
For this simple situation, it has been shown that the
phase velocity is given by
vp = c {2/[ε(ω) + 1]}1/2 .

(17.1)

If we deﬁne the effective index n e = c/vp , the expression
for the group velocity becomes
vg = c/[n e + ω( dn e / dω)] .

(17.2)

The power absorption coefﬁcient α for the transmission line can be written as the sum of the absorption due
to the metal lines αml and that due to the dielectric αdl :
α = αml + αdl .

(17.3)

The dielectric loss of the line can be written in the very
general form for guided waves
αdl = f f αd vgd /vg ,

(17.4)
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where the ﬁlling factor f f is deﬁned as the ratio of the
energy per unit length in the dielectric to the total energy
per unit length on the coplanar line; αd is the power
absorption coefﬁcient in the bulk dielectric and vgd is
the group velocity in the dielectric. For the simple case
of the coplanar waveguide with the same ﬁeld pattern in
the air and in the dielectric, f f is given by f f = ε/(1 + ε);
vgd = c/ε1/2 , and αdl is evaluated to be
αdl = αd [ε/(2 + 2ε)]1/2 .

(17.5)

17.1.7 THz-TDS Characterization
of Transmission Lines
The powerful technique of THz time-domain spectroscopy (THz-TDS) is especially appropriate for
characterizing dielectrics, ultra-wideband transmission
lines and waveguides [17.52, 66]. With this technique,
two electromagnetic pulse shapes are measured, the input pulse and the propagated pulse, which has changed
shape due to its passage through the sample under study.
Consequently, via Fourier analyses of the input and propagated pulses, the frequency dependent absorption and
dispersion of the sample can be obtained.
The subpicosecond electrical pulses generated on
coplanar transmission lines can be used for THz-TDS
characterization of the transmission line itself. For the
layout shown in Figs. 17.1 and 17.2, the point at which
the pulse is generated can be moved with respect to the
detection electrode by repositioning the exciting laser

beam. This separation can be continuously adjusted and
is the equivalent of a “sliding contact.” For THz-TDS
studies it is important that the pulses propagate as
a single mode of excitation on the transmission line. This
feature is enabled due to the micron-sized dimensions
of the coplanar line and to the sliding contact method
of excitation, [17.5], which matches the TEM transverse
electromagnetic mode of the transmission line. Thus, as
the ultrafast electrical pulse propagates down the transmission line, its pulse shape will only change due to the
frequency dependent electrical and magnetic properties
of the transmission line, e.g., the metal of the line and
the dielectric substrate and radiation processes. Consequently, via THz-TDS, the absorption and dispersion vs.
frequency of the line can be obtained [17.67].
The performance of lithographically deﬁned planar transmission lines will be shown to be limited by
the resistive loss of the metal lines, Cherenkov radiation loss from the propagating pulse, and absorption by
the underlying dielectric. Typically, for THz bandwidth
pulses, Cherenkov radiation is the dominant loss process, which can be so severe that after propagating only
1 mm, power at 0.8 THz is reduced to 1/e of its original value. Various techniques have been demonstrated
to reduce this radiation. The most straight-forward approach, which is compatible with VLSI processing, is
to reduce line dimensions (linewidths and separations)
to below 1 µm. However, for such dimensions resistive
loss of the lines restricts the bandwidth. Normal superconductors can solve this problem for low frequency
applications typically up to a band gap frequency of
0.7 THz, above which the line shows severe loss. As an
added beneﬁt, cryogenic temperatures usually lower the
THz absorption loss of crystalline substrates. To achieve
high-frequency response with submicron linewidths, the
high-Tc superconductors with band gaps above 15 THz
appear as a possible solution. Early attempts to achieve
THz bandwidths with high-Tc transmission lines were
limited by the extremely high absorptive loss of the lattice matched YSZ substrate [17.68]. Later investigations
used lattice matched lanthanum aluminate substrates
with much lower loss and achieved signiﬁcantly lower
propagation loss up to 1 THz at cryogenic temperatures
for a high-Tc coplanar transmission line compared to
an identical transmission line with gold lines [17.69].
However, a more recent investigation of high-Tc coplanar transmission lines fabricated on a lattice matched
MgO substrate gave the disappointing result that at 77 K
the attenuation was higher for the high-Tc line than for
an identical gold line [17.70]. This situation must be resolved if high-Tc lines are going to realize their promise
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Fig. 17.8 The Cherenkov cone in the dielectric half-space

as the future material for the VLSI interconnect with
dimensions below 1 µm and with THz bandwidths.

Fig. 17.9 (a) Measured initial pulse. (b) Measured pulse
after 6 mm propagation. (c) Amplitude spectrum of pulse
(dots) compared to propagated pulse (squares). (d) Experimental amplitude absorption coefﬁcient (dots) compared
with theory. (Adapted from [17.71])
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Cherenkov Radiation
By studying the frequency dependent loss on an Al
transmission line on SOS, where the coplanar lines
were separated by 15 µm, a powerful radiation process
was observed due to a type of Cherenkov radiation [17.71]. When charges move faster than the phase
velocity for electromagnetic radiation in a material,
Cherenkov radiation is emitted as an electromagnetic
shock wave [17.72]. The initial analysis of this effect was
for electric monopoles, but the physical picture holds
true for higher-order moments as well. The electrical pulses were produced by transferring approximately
2000 electrons between the two lines at the generation
site. Consequently, two dipoles with charges of 1000 e
and separations of 15 µm move down opposite directions of the line at the measured group velocity of c/2.45,
signiﬁcantly faster than the phase velocity of approximately c/3.3 for THz radiation in sapphire. Thus, in the
dielectric, the situation shown in Fig. 17.8 occurs, which
generates radiation of an electromagnetic shock wave in
the form of a Cherenkov-type cone.
THz-TDS measurements have characterized this loss
process, which is so severe that after propagating only
1 mm the power at 0.8 THz is reduced to 1/ e of its
original value. Previous frequency domain studies have
calculated the radiative loss for single-frequency transmission on coplanar metal lines on dielectrics [17.73].
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These results have been conﬁrmed by experimental
measurements up to 1 GHz [17.73], where the radiation
loss is only 10−9 of that presented here. The observed
frequency-dependent absorption remains in good agreement with this calculation, even though the THz-TDS
measurement extends up to 1 THz. At these high frequencies, the time-domain Cherenkov picture provides
a simple intuitive description of the generation of the
electromagnetic shock wave and of the radiation process associated with the propagating ultrafast electrical
pulse.
In Fig. 17.9a, the measured initial subpicosecond
electrical pulse is shown [17.71]. In this case, the spatial separation between the exciting and sampling beams
was approximately 50 µm, while the laser spot diameters
were 15 µm. When the sliding contact was moved 6 mm
from the optical sampling gap the pulse propagation effects shown in Fig. 17.9b were observed. The Fourier
analyses of these pulses are shown in Fig. 17.9c, where
it is seen that the amplitude spectrum of the initial pulse
extends beyond 1 THz and that the transmitted pulse has
suffered a signiﬁcant frequency-dependent loss. From
these spectra it is straight-forward to obtain the absorption coefﬁcient as a function of frequency, as shown
in Fig. 17.9d.
Evaluating the predicted loss (“absorption”) for
these conditions [17.71,73,74], the amplitude absorption
coefﬁcient is obtained as α = (0.4 mm−1 ) f 3 , where f is
the frequency in THz. This result should be compared
with the measurements in Fig. 17.9d. The solid line ﬁt
to the data in Fig. 17.9d is given by the relationship
α = (0.2 mm−1 ) f 1/2 + (0.65 mm−1 ) f 3 . The ﬁrst term
gives the frequency-dependent loss due to the resistive
skin effect for the Al lines, while the second term with
the f 3 dependence describes the loss due to the radiation.
The measured loss due to the radiation is approximately
1.5 times the calculated value. This good agreement, and
especially the cubic-frequency dependence, deﬁnitely
conﬁrms the nature of the effect.
Methods to Eliminate Cherenkov Radiation
from Transmission Lines
The Cherenkov radiation loss has been eliminated by the
use of silicon-on-insulator materials with a microstrip
geometry [17.75] and thin-ﬁlm microstrip lines [17.76],
but the total observed loss owing to the dielectric
and the metal was still approximately the same as for
the coplanar transmission line. A variety of transmission line structures have been designed to reduce the
permittivity mismatch responsible for the Cherenkov radiation [17.77–80]. The ideal transmission line would
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Fig. 17.10 (a) Three line coplanar transmission line. The
aluminium lines are 4 µm wide separated by 15 µm.
Quadrupole electrical pulses are generated with bias Q,
dipole pulses with bias D. (b) Measured power absorption
coefﬁcient compared to theory (Q) quadrupole (odd mode)
and (D) dipole even mode pulses. (Adapted from [17.74])

have no substrate/superstrate mismatch. Along these
lines, coplanar air transmission (CAT) lines have been
fabricated [17.77]; these coplanar striplines are edge
supported by a 200 nm layer of SiO2 on GaAs. The
GaAs below the transmission line is etched away leaving the striplines supported in free space. Rise times as
short as 0.8 ps after a propagation length of 2.8 mm were
obtained [17.77]. Coplanar striplines have also been fabricated on low permittivity substrates and membranes,
on the order of microns thick, demonstrating signiﬁcantly reduced loss and higher bandwidths [17.78–80].
A new approach to the reduction of radiative loss
from transmission lines has been demonstrated [17.74].
Instead of reducing the permittivity mismatch, the mode
characteristics of a three line stripline were utilized to
generate a quadrupole electrical pulse with signiﬁcantly
reduced loss and dispersion compared to that of the
dipole pulse. As shown in Fig. 17.10a, through appro-
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Superconducting Transmission Lines
One of the early applications of THz-TDS was the
study of superconducting niobium metal lines [17.81].
Niobium has a superconducting transition temperature
of 9.4 K and was cooled in a cryostat to temperatures in
the range of 2–8 K. The cryostat had optical windows
that allowed for the laser beams to pass through. For the
experiment, the same pattern was fabricated in niobium
metal on an SOS wafer, which was then ion implanted
as before.
With the exciting beam striking very close to the
detection electrode, the results are much the same
as for aluminium at room temperature. Above the
superconducting transition temperature Tc = 9.4 K for
niobium, the propagated pulse was severely broadened by the highly resistive Nb transmission line.
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priate bias of the striplines, either the even mode, where
the electric ﬁelds are parallel between each gap with
a dipole ﬁeld pattern, or the odd mode, which has the
antiparallel electric ﬁelds in the gaps with a quadrupole
ﬁeld pattern, can be exclusively excited.
Using THz-TDS analysis, the amplitude absorption
coefﬁcient α( f ) for the quadrupole pulse and dipole
pulse are shown in Fig. 17.10b. The absorption for the
quadrupole is dramatically reduced over that of the
dipole; at 0.8 THz a factor of two difference between
the two coefﬁcients is observed. Both curves are ﬁt with
the relationship α( f ) = Ares f 1/2 + Arad f 3 , where the
resistive Ares and the radiative Arad loss coefﬁcients
are adjustable parameters. For the dipole pulse Ares is
6 cm−1 , compared to 7 cm−1 for the quadrupole. For
the dipole pulse, the strong f 3 dependence is seen
with a radiative coefﬁcient Arad = 32 cm−1 , whereas
the quadrupole pulse has the much smaller coefﬁcient Arad = 3 cm−1 . This order of magnitude reduction
clearly demonstrates that the radiative loss for an electric quadrupole pulse is signiﬁcantly less than that of
a dipole pulse. It is instructive to compare the measured Arad = 32 cm−1 for the 30 µm-sized dipole with
that expected from the measurements of Fig. 17.9, where
Arad = 6.5 cm−1 for a 15 µm dipole. Because the radiation loss is proportional to the square of this length,
Fig. 17.9 would predict an Arad = 28 cm−1 for a 30 µmsized dipole in good agreement with observation.
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Figure 17.11a shows the pulse shape at 2.5 K and 0.5 mm
from the point of excitation. The pulse broadens with
propagation and develops a distinct oscillation at the
leading edge, as shown in Fig. 17.11b. This oscillatory
behavior is characteristic of a superconductor. While
a superconductor has no losses at low frequencies, it has
signiﬁcant loss at and above the superconducting gap
frequency, corresponding to the energy with which pairs
of electrons are bound in the superconducting state. For
niobium at 2.6 K this onset is at about 0.7 THz, which is
close to the oscillation frequency shown in Fig. 17.11b.
When the input and propagated pulses are frequency
analyzed, the absorption coefﬁcient has a sharp step
at 0.7 THz, corresponding to the superconducting band
gap. This result clearly identiﬁes the band gap and illustrates the power of the method. The fact that for
frequencies above the band gap, the line behaves as
a normal metal has the important technical implication
that ordinary superconducting lines cannot be used to
propagate 1 ps pulses.

17.1.8 Guided-Wave THz-TDS
Characterization of Dielectrics

Part D 17.1

The frequency-dependent dielectric properties of a material may be measured by placing the material on the
transmission line and into the ﬁeld lines of the propagating pulses. For a typical line composed of 5 µm lines
separated by 10 µm, this requires that the material be
brought within several microns of the line. For paths several mm long, this is not an easy task. An optoelectronic
test that indicates the quality of the optical contact is the
measured group velocity vg of the pulse in the section of
the transmission line covered by the dielectric sample.
With no sample in place for an SOS chip vg = c/2.45.
The expression for the group velocity is easily generalized to the two dielectric case as vg = c/[2/(ε1 + ε2 )]1/2 ,
where ε1 refers to the substrate and ε2 refers to the dielectric under study. Consequently, with typical high
dielectric constant (ε2 = 10) samples vg should be approximately c/3. An estimate of the contact with the
transmission line is given by a comparison between this
calculated value and the measured value. The result can
be used to estimate a “ﬁlling factor” for the absorption
measurement.
An early example of a THz-TDS measurement of
a material brought into contact with the transmission
line was the observation of some magnetic resonances
in erbium iron garnet (ErIG)[17.82]. It is of interest to
note here that the interaction is with the magnetic ﬁeld of
the propagating electrical pulse in contrast to the usual
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Fig. 17.12 (a) Electrical pulses after 4 mm propagation on
the line covered with EIG powder. (b) Spectrum of propa-

gated pulse with and without ErIG. (Adapted from [17.82])

case where it is the electric ﬁeld responsible for the observed effects. For this study, an approximately 3 mm
section of the line was covered with ﬁne garnet powder. When the ultrafast pulse was propagated through
this powder a new dramatic oscillatory time dependence
was observed on the output pulse shown in Fig. 17.12a.
When this output pulse was frequency analyzed, two
well-deﬁned absorption lines appeared as shown in
Fig. 17.12b. The line at 10 cm−1 had been measured
earlier by more traditional spectroscopic techniques and
identiﬁed as the exchange resonance [17.83], while the
line at 4 cm−1 had previously not been observed. Earlier
measurements using YbIG showed a line at 3 cm−1 due
to the ferrimagnetic resonance [17.84]. By extrapolating
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these results to ErIG, the newly observed line appears to
be the corresponding ferrimagnetic resonance.

17.1.9 THz Waveguides

guides would also make excellent low-volume sample
cells for high-pressure, long-path spectroscopic measurements of toxic or reactive gases and liquids. THz
waveguides could enable the observation of nonlinear effects with relatively modest powers, due to the
small diameters combined with the long-path, low-loss
propagation.
In addition to the above possibilities, THz pulses
propagating in the TEM mode open the door to other
new research applications. The metal plates could be
easily coated with ﬁlms of other metals and alloys to
measure their conductivities. Superconducting plates
could be easily characterized. Shorter length waveguides
could be constructed of highly doped semiconductors
that are typically opaque to THz radiation, thereby enabling the measurement of their frequency-dependent
complex conductivity. Simple thin ﬁlms, more complex
Langmuir–Blodgett ﬁlms, and conducting polymers
could coat the waveguide and be characterized by
THz-TDS. A unique application for high-power TEM
THz pulses would be the study of nonlinear pulse
propagation, demonstrating nonlinear coherent effects
of samples ﬁlling the space between the metal plates.
Here, for the ﬁrst time, a THz pulse can maintain its
spatial focus for arbitrarily long paths without temporal
broadening, thereby enormously increasing the effects
of nonlinear interactions. This situation is similar to the
nonlinear enhancement obtained with optical ﬁbers.
Dielectric waveguides do not have the sharp lowfrequency cutoff of metal waveguides and thereby
extend the low-frequency limit. The initial demonstration [17.87] used single crystal sapphire ﬁbers and
achieved single HE11 mode propagation with large GVD
caused by the extent of the fringing ﬁelds increasing with
wavelength. The waveguide absorption was that of bulk
sapphire. Given a suitable low loss dielectric, such as
high-resistivity silicon with a power absorption coefﬁcient of less than 0.05 cm−1 , dielectric waveguides could
have much less absorption than metal waveguides. Such
dielectric single-mode THz waveguides would have the
promise of an extremely low-loss, ﬂexible interconnect
and communications channel, with advantages similar
to that of single-mode optical ﬁber.
Planar dielectric waveguides appear to be especially
well adapted for the proposed THz-TDS characterization of surface layers, due to the extensive fringing ﬁelds
of the propagating THz waves outside the waveguide.
For guided wave propagation there is an enormous increase in sensitivity to a thin sample layer, compared to
a simple reﬂection or transmission. Appropriate easily
applied samples would include adsorbed molecules, sur-
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THz waveguides have been recently demonstrated to
be an alternative to transmission lines [17.85–90]. For
bandwidths up to 3.5 THz the attenuation coefﬁcient of
metal waveguides has been shown to be less than 1/10
that of lithographically deﬁned transmission lines on
dielectric substrates. Within the passband of the waveguide, the measured power coupling into the waveguide
was typically 40% of the incoming THz power. Although
these waveguides should be quite useful for narrow band
or THz-TDS applications, they have very high group
velocity dispersion (GVD), which precludes subpicosecond pulse propagation. For the single conductor circular
and rectangular metal waveguides the excessive THz
pulse broadening is caused by the extreme GVD near
the cutoff frequency. This pulse broadening would not
occur for the TEM modes of a two-wire coplanar line,
a coaxial line, or a parallel-plate metal waveguide, that
do not have a cutoff frequency. The group and phase velocities of such TEM modes are determined solely by the
surrounding dielectric. Quasioptic coupling techniques
are not effective for the complex ﬁeld patterns of the
TEM mode of the two-wire coplanar line or the coaxial
line, but are effective for the simple ﬁeld pattern of the
TEM mode of the parallel-plate metal waveguide.
Recent experiments have shown efﬁcient quasioptic
coupling of freely propagating subpicosecond pulses of
THz radiation into a parallel-plate metal waveguide and
the subsequent low-loss, single TEM mode propagation
exhibiting negligible GVD [17.89, 90]. Consequently,
the ideal THz interconnect [17.66], capable of propagating subpicosecond pulses with minimal loss and no
distortion, has been realized.
A promising application of THz metal waveguides
appears to be surface-speciﬁc frequency-dependent absorption measurements using THz-TDS. For an air-ﬁlled
waveguide, the observed frequency-dependent absorption coefﬁcient determines the frequency-dependent
conductivity, which is difﬁcult to obtain by other techniques. Long-path surface-speciﬁc measurements of
molecular adsorption to the metal waveguide walls is
another area of promise. From experimental measurements made on the absorption of water, we believe that
for similar polar molecules, THz-TDS has the sensitivity
to characterize the absorption of nanogram quantities of
samples of toxic or precious gases contained in a tubular,
single conductor THz waveguide. Such enclosed wave-
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Fig. 17.13 (a) Field absorption and (b) phase and group ve-

locities for the coupled three modes in a 240 µm diameter
stainless steel waveguide. (Adapted from [17.86])

face layers, thin ﬁlms, Langmuir–Blodgett ﬁlms, ﬁlms
of metals, alloys, and conducting polymers.
Metal Waveguides
Experimental investigations using quasioptical methods
to efﬁciently couple freely propagating subpicosecond
pulses of THz radiation into single-conductor, submillimeter metal waveguides and to consequently measure
the transmitted pulses from these waveguides have been
recently reported [17.85, 86]. Dispersive propagation
with low-loss over the frequency band from 0.65 to
3.5 THz was observed with frequency dependent group
velocities vg ranging from c/4 to c and phase velocities
vp from 4c to c, where (vg vp = c2 ). Even though the input spectrum overlapped the cutoff frequencies of more
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Fig. 17.14 (a) Schematic diagram of the optoelectronic

THz-TDS system incorporating quasioptical coupling to
the THz waveguide. (b) Measured reference THz pulse.
(c) Relative amplitude spectrum of the reference pulse
compared to that of the transmitted pulse. (Adapted from
[17.85])

than 25 waveguide modes, the linearly polarized incoming THz pulses only signiﬁcantly coupled into the TE11 ,
TM11 and the TE12 modes for observations using 24 mm
long and 4 mm long stainless steel (SS) tubes with inside diameters of 240 µm and 280 µm, respectively. As
shown in Fig. 17.13 [17.91–93], at 1 THz the power
absorption coefﬁcient for the dominant TE11 mode is
α = 0.7 cm−1 for a 240 µm diameter. The SS waveguide
is approximately 1/10 of the loss compared to lithographically deﬁned coplanar transmission lines [17.66].
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Fig. 17.15 (a) Measured THz pulse (dots) transmitted through

a 4 mm long, 280 µm diameter stainless-steel (SS) waveguide. The
inset shows the THz pulse on an expanded time scale. (b) Amplitude
spectrum (dots) of the measured transmitted pulse from (a). The inset shows the amplitude spectrum on an expanded frequency scale.
The solid curves are from theory. (Adapted from [17.85])

plitude spectrum E out (ω, z) and is compared favorably
with the experiment in Fig. 17.15a.
TEM THz Parallel-Plate Metal Waveguide
In the initial observation [17.89] shown in Fig. 17.16,
a freely propagating beam of 0.3 ps FWHM THz pulses
was efﬁciently coupled into a parallel-plate copper
waveguide (with a plate separation of 108 µm), and low-

Part D 17.1

The experimental setup for THz waveguides is
similar to that of the optoelectronic THz beam system described in the next section, except that at the
beam waist centered between the two parabolic reﬂectors a lens–waveguide–lens system is placed as shown
in Fig. 17.14a. For the waveguide system the silicon
lens focuses the THz beam to a frequency-independent
1/e-waist diameter of approximately 200 µm, which is
coupled into and propagated through the waveguide and
is coupled out with the second silicon lens. The reference
THz pulse is measured by removing the waveguide and
then moving the two silicon lenses to their common focus (the confocal position). Such a reference THz pulse
is shown in Fig. 17.14b, where the corresponding amplitude spectrum shown Fig. 17.14c extends from 0.1 THz
to 4 THz.
The observed transmitted signal from the 24 mm
long waveguide dramatically demonstrated the strong
group velocity dispersion of the waveguide [17.85, 86].
The 1 ps input pulse was stretched to about 70 ps, with
the high frequencies arriving earlier in time corresponding to negative chirp. The transmitted pulse from a 4 mm
long waveguide displays comparatively less cumulative
dispersion in Fig. 17.15a (dots). The pulse is spread over
30 ps and shows fewer oscillations. The spectrum of this
pulse, Fig. 17.15b (dots), shows the lowest frequency
cutoff at about 0.65 THz, which is also calculated to be
0.65 THz for the TE11 mode. The comparison of the
relative amplitude spectrum of this pulse with that of
the reference pulse in Fig. 17.14c, where they both have
the same normalization, illustrates the excellent amplitude coupling of the freely propagating THz pulse into
the waveguide. Multimode interference was observed to
be stronger in the shorter waveguide, starting at about
1.3 THz. The dominant TE11 mode has a cutoff frequency of 0.65 THz (77%); the coupled TM11 mode
has a cutoff at 1.31 THz (20%), and the weakly TE12
coupled mode has a cutoff at 1.81 THz (3%). The percent of the total coupled power into each mode is in
parentheses.
Using the spectrum of the reference pulse, the output spectrum from the 4 mm waveguide was calculated
including the three coupled modes, their respective
complex amplitude coupling, as well as their frequencydependent complex propagation vectors, obtainable as
from Fig. 17.13. This calculation overlays as the solid
line the measured spectra in Fig. 17.15b; good agreement is obtained for the interference oscillations and
the other features of the spectra. The calculated timedomain output pulse (solid line) is given by the inverse
Fourier transform of the calculated complex output am-
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loss, single TEM mode undistorted pulse propagation
was observed within the bandwidth from 0.1–4 THz for
a length of 24.4 mm. The experimental setup incorporated planocylindrical lenses to couple the energy into
and out of the guide. The lens at the input of the guide
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Fig. 17.17 (a) Reference pulse and propagated pulse
through (b) the 125 mm long and (c) 250 mm long waveguide. (d) Amplitude spectra of the isolated pulses.

(Adapted from [17.90])
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Fig. 17.18 The experimental values (dots) compared to the-

ory (solid line) for the amplitude attenuation constant α.
(Adapted from [17.90])

Dielectric Waveguides
An alternative approach to low-loss, guided wave, THz
propagation would be to use dielectric waveguides. Such
waveguides do not have the sharp low-frequency cut-

off of metal waveguides and would thereby extend the
low-frequency limit. Dielectric waveguide propagation
of subpicosecond THz pulses (in single-crystal sapphire
ﬁbers) has now been achieved [17.87]. An incident THz
pulse of approximately 0.6 ps duration was observed
to undergo considerable reshaping due to the absorptive and dispersive waveguide propagation, resulting in
transmitted chirped pulse durations of 10–30 ps. Good
agreement between theory and experiment was obtained
by analyzing the propagation in terms of the single HE11
waveguide mode.
The THz dielectric waveguide work has been extended to planar waveguides based on ﬁlms, such as
high-density polyethylene. This material has low THz
absorption and gives very low-loss propagation. Dispersive, low-loss propagation was observed for 2 cm
wide by 150 µm thick ribbon waveguides made of highdensity polyethylene (HDPE) [17.88]. The large GVD
caused extensive THz pulse reshaping and broadening,
resulting in positively chirped output pulses. The measured propagated THz pulse through a 10 mm long HDPE
waveguide broadened to over 15 ps and showed strong
reshaping indicating a frequency chirp. In contrast, the
corresponding amplitude spectrum shows much less
change. The reference pulse was a half-cycle pulse with
a peak to peak pulse width of less than 1 ps; its amplitude spectrum extended from 0.1 to about 3 THz. The
amplitude spectrum of the propagated pulses, compared
to the spectrum of the reference pulse, clearly exhibits
efﬁcient wave-guiding characteristics.
This study demonstrated the feasibility of the
plastic ribbon waveguide as a low-loss, single-mode
transmission channel for the THz region, capable
of utilizing efﬁcient quasioptic coupling. Ultralow
loss lines are possible by reducing the thickness
of the ribbon such that most of the guided wave
energy propagates outside the core region. The performance could be further enhanced by the use of
a very low-loss material, such as high-resistivity silicon with a power absorption coefﬁcient of much
less than 0.05 cm−1 up to 2 THz [17.51]. Consequently, dielectric waveguides could have much less
absorption than metal waveguides. Due to the ability to change the group velocity dispersion (GVD) by
changing the thickness of the ribbon waveguide, largefrequency regions with essentially no GVD can be
obtained.
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is used to focus the beam only along one dimension
producing an approximately Gaussian beam having an
elliptic cross-section with a frequency-independent 1/ eamplitude minor axis of 200 µm at the beam waist, where
the entrance face of the guide is located. An identical
arrangement is used at the output face.
A more recent demonstration [17.90] is shown in
Fig. 17.17, where the FWHM was 0.22 ps for the input reference pulse, 0.25 ps for the output pulse after
L = 125 mm of TEM propagation, and 0.39 ps for the
output pulse after L = 250 mm of TEM propagation.
Characteristic of TEM propagation, the output pulses
exhibit no dispersive pulse broadening [17.89, 90]. The
minimal broadening of the output pulses is due to
the relative loss in the high-frequency content as seen
in the amplitude spectra. As shown in Fig. 17.17d,
the FWHM of the amplitude spectra are 1.62 THz,
1.14 THz, and 0.74 THz for the reference, L = 125 mm,
and L = 250 mm pulses, respectively. The smoothness
of the output spectra revealing no low-frequency cutoff, conﬁrms single TEM mode propagation [17.85–90].
The associated low loss for this TEM propagation is
presented in Fig. 17.18, which gives the measured amplitude attenuation constant compared with theory.
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17.2 Freely Propagating Wave THz Photonics
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Recently, there has been a great deal of work demonstrating the generation of THz radiation via material
and electronic excitation by ultrafast laser pulses.
Modern integrated circuit techniques have made possible the precise fabrication of micron-sized dipoles,
which when photoconductively driven by fs laser pulses
can radiate well into the THz regime [17.20–22].
An alternative and complimentary approach has been
to extend radio and microwave techniques into the
THz regime through the use of optoelectronic antennas [17.23–30, 32]. The generation of short pulses of
THz radiation by the passage of a short optical pulse
through a nonlinear optical material was demonstrated
many years ago [17.33]. A related source is based on
the emission of an electromagnetic shock wave due
to a volume dipole distribution moving faster than the
phase velocity, i. e., the electrooptic Cherenkov radiation [17.34, 35], and the electromagnetic shock wave
radiated by a surface-dipole distribution propagating
faster than the phase velocity [17.71]. THz radiation has
been generated by photoconductively driving the surface ﬁeld of semiconductors [17.36,37] and the intrinsic
region of large aperture silicon p-i-n diodes [17.20]
with ultrafast laser pulses. A quite efﬁcient source of
broadband THz radiation involves the generation of
photocarriers in trap-enhanced electric ﬁelds with ultrafast laser pulses [17.44, 94]. A cw photomixer capable
of producing tunable radiation has been demonstrated
by beating together two laser beams with frequencies
above the band gap of a semiconductor [17.39–43].
Some of these sources are based on an optical type
approach whereby a transient point source of THz radiation is located at the focus of a dielectric collimating
lens, followed by an additional paraboloidal focusing
and collimating mirror [17.21, 22, 29, 31, 95]. Although
this system will be the one described in most detail, alternative approaches will also be presented. One of the
most useful versions of the system is based on repetitive,
subpicosecond optical excitation of a Hertzian dipole antenna imbedded in a charged coplanar transmission line
structure [17.21, 22, 29, 31, 95]. The burst of radiation
emitted by the resulting transient dipole is collimated
by a THz optical system into a diffraction-limited beam
and focused onto a similar receiver structure, where it
induces a transient voltage and is detected. The THz optical system gives exceptionally tight coupling between
the transmitter and receiver, while the excellent focusing
properties preserves the subpicosecond time dependence
of the source.

The combination of THz optics with the synchronously-gated, optoelectronic detection process has
exceptional sensitivity for repetitively pulsed beams of
THz radiation. Via two stages of collimation, a THz
beam with a frequency-independent divergence is obtained from the THz transmitter. The THz receiver with
identical optical properties collects essentially all of this
beam. The resulting tightly coupled system of the THz
transmitter and receiver can give strong reception of the
transmitted pulses of THz radiation after many meters of
propagation. Another reason for the exceptional sensitivity is that the THz receiver is gated. The gating window
of approximately 0.6 ps is determined by the laser pulse
width and the carrier lifetime in ion-implanted siliconon-sapphire (SOS). Thus, the noise in the comparatively
long time interval (10 ns) between the repetitive THz
pulses is not seen by the receiver. A ﬁnal important
feature of the detection method is that it is a coherent
process; the electric ﬁeld of a repetitive pulse of THz
radiation is directly measured. Because a repetitive signal is synchronously detected, the total charge (current)
from the signal increases linearly with the number of
sampling pulses, while the charge (current) from noise
increases only as the square root of the number of pulses.

17.2.1 An Optoelectronic THz Beam System
This section describes the optoelectronic generation
and detection of freely-propagating femtosecond pulses
of THz electromagnetic radiation. Via optoelectronic
excitation, a transient point source of THz radiation
is generated at the focus of a dielectric collimating
lens, followed by an additional paraboloidal focusing
and collimating mirror. This source produces wellcollimated beams of subpicosecond pulses of THz
radiation. Matched to an identical receiver, the resulting
system has extremely high collection efﬁciency. With
a demonstrated signal-to-noise ratio of 1000, a time resolution of less than 150 fs, and a frequency range from
0.2 THz to more than 6 THz, the performance of this optoelectronic THz system is limited only by the ballistic
acceleration of the photocarriers.
The setup used to generate and detect beams of short
pulses of THz radiation is presented in Fig. 17.19. For
this example, the transmitting and receiving antennas
are identical, each consisting of the antenna imbedded in
a coplanar transmission [17.31], as shown in Fig. 17.19a.
The antenna is fabricated on an ion-implanted SOS
wafer.
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beam diameters (10–70 mm) proportional to the wavelength. Thereafter, all of the frequencies propagated with
the same 25 mrad divergence. After a typical 50 cm propagation distance this THz beam is detected by the THz
receiver, where the paraboloidal mirror focuses the beam
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The Experimental Setup
The 20 µm wide antenna structure is located in the
middle of a 20 mm long coplanar transmission line consisting of two parallel 10 µm wide, 1 µm thick, 5 Ω/mm,
aluminium lines separated from each other by 30 µm.
In the initial demonstration of this system a collidingpulse mode-locked (CPM) dye laser, produced 623 nm,
70 fs pulses at a 100 MHz repetition rate in a beam with
10 mW average power. The 5 mW excitation beam was
focused onto the 5 µm wide photoconductive silicon
gap between the two antenna arms. The 70 fs laser creation of photocarriers causes subpicosecond changes in
the conductivity of the antenna gap. When a dc bias
voltage of typically 10 V is applied to the transmitting antenna, these changes in conductivity result in
pulses of electrical current through the antenna and
consequently bursts of electromagnetic radiation are
produced. A large fraction of this radiation is emitted
into the sapphire substrate in a cone normal to the interface with the radiation pattern presented in [17.95].
The radiation is then collected and collimated by a dielectric lens attached to the backside (sapphire side)
of the SOS wafer [17.31]. The dielectric lenses were
made of high-resistivity (10 kΩ cm) crystalline silicon
with a measured absorption of less than 0.05 cm−1 in
the presented frequency range [17.51]. The silicon lens
is a truncated sphere with a 10 mm diameter and a focal point located at the antenna gap when attached to
the back side of the chip. As shown in Fig. 17.19b, after
collimation by the silicon lens, the beam diffracts and
propagates to a paraboloidal mirror, where the THz radiation is recollimated into a highly directional beam, with
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Fig. 17.20 (a) THz pulse measured to 35 ps. (b) Ampli-
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Fig. 17.19 (a) Ultrafast dipolar antenna. (b) THz transmitter
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100. (Adapted from [17.31])
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onto a silicon lens, which focuses it onto a SOS antenna
chip, similar to the one used in the emission process.
The electric ﬁeld of the focused incoming THz radiation induces a transient bias voltage across the 5 µm
gap between the two arms of this receiving antenna, directly connected to a low-noise current ampliﬁer. The
amplitude and time-dependence of this transient voltage
is obtained by measuring the collected charge (average
current) versus the time delay between the THz pulses
and the delayed CPM laser pulses in the 5 mW detection
beam. These pulses synchronously gate the receiver, by
driving the photoconductive switch deﬁned by the 5 µm
antenna gap.

Part D 17.2

Measurements of Signal-to-Noise Ratio
An early time-resolved measurement [17.31] is shown
in Fig. 17.20a. The clean pulse shape is a result of
the fast action of the photoconductive switch at the
antenna gap, the broadband response of the ultrafast
antennas, the broadband THz optical transfer function
of the lenses and paraboloidal mirrors, and the very
low absorption and dispersion of the silicon lenses. The
measured pulse width of 0.54 ps (FWHM) is only an
upper limit to the true pulse width, because no deconvolution has been applied to the measurement to take out
the response time of the antenna gap. This time-response
will be determined in the next section of this article. In
Fig. 17.20b, the Fourier transform of the measured signal (Fig. 17.20a) is shown to stretch from about 0.1 to
2.0 THz. This only represents a lower limit to the true
extent of the emitted radiation as it contains the frequency response of the receiver. At the low-frequency
end, the efﬁciency of both the emitter and receiver has
been shown to be proportional to the length of the antenna, i. e., proportional to the separation between the
two lines of the coplanar transmission line. For extremely low frequencies the size of the paraboloidal
mirrors will also limit the efﬁciency. For the highfrequency limit the efﬁciency of the antenna is strongly
reduced when half the wavelength (in the dielectric) of
the emitted radiation is no longer small compared to the
antenna length. The high-frequency part of the spectrum
is also limited by the ﬁnite rise time of the current transient and the non-ideal imaging properties of the THz
optics.
In Fig. 17.20c the time-resolved signal is shown on
a vertical scale expanded by a factor of 100. The structure
observable after the main pulse is reproducible and is
due to reﬂections of the electrical pulse on the transmission line, reﬂections of the THz pulse from the various
dielectric interfaces, and absorption and dispersion of
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Fig. 17.21 Measured THz pulse to 27.5 ps with a 100 000

times reduction (compared to Fig. 17.20a) of the THz beam
power. (Adapted from [17.31])

residual water vapor. The signal-to-noise ratio in this
4 min scan is more than 10 000 : 1. Another 4 min scan
is shown in Fig. 17.21, for which the intensity of the excitation laser beam was reduced to only 15 µW from the
5 mW normally used. The consequent 320-fold reduction in photocurrent indicates a reduction in the power
of the THz beam by the factor 1/100 000. However,
despite this enormous reduction in power, the peak amplitude is still more than 30 times larger than the rms
noise. Based on previous calculations [17.31], the average power in the THz beam during this measurement was
about 10−13 W. If the power of the THz beam were even
further reduced, the detection limit of the THz receiver
would be reached at 10−16 W, for a signal-to-noise-ratio
of unity and a 125 ms integration time. Because the
generation and detection of the THz (far-infrared) radiation is coherent, the THz receiver is approximately
1000 times more sensitive than an incoherent helium
cooled bolometer [17.53].
The Semiconductor Time-Dependent
Response Function
In the small antenna limit corresponding to the Hertzian
dipole, the generated radiation ﬁeld is proportional to
the time-derivative of the current pulse, which is mainly
determined by the intrinsic response of the semiconductor itself. The intrinsic time-domain response function
will now be derived for a semiconductor described by
the simple Drude formalism. The free carriers are considered as classical point charges subject to random
collisions, for which the collision damping is independent of the carrier energy. The frequency-dependent
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complex conductivity σ(ω) is given by
σ(ω) = σdc

iΓ
,
ω + iΓ

(17.6)

where Γ = 1/τ is the damping rate and τ is the average collision time. The dc conductivity is given by
σdc = eµdc N, where e is the electron charge, µdc is the
dc mobility and N is the carrier number density. According to Drude, µdc = e/(m ∗ Γ ), where m ∗ is the effective
mass. This relationship (17.6) is in good agreement with
recent time-domain spectroscopy measurements [17.31]
on lightly doped silicon from low frequencies to beyond 2 THz. The following procedure is similar to that
of [17.96]. It is helpful to recast the formalism into
a frequency-dependent mobility as
µ(ω) = µdc

iΓ
.
ω + iΓ

(17.7)

t
J(t) = eE

  

µ t − t  N t  dt  ,

where I(t  ) is the normalized intensity envelope function of the laser pulse, A is a constant giving the
conversion to absorbed photons/volume and Rc is the
response function describing the decay of the photogenerated carriers. By deﬁning a new photocurrent response
function jpc (t − t  ), we can rewrite (17.10) to become
t
J(t) =

for positive t ∗ = (t − t  ) and shown to vanish for negative t ∗ . In the short-pulse limit of the ultrafast excitation
pulses, the time dependence of the photocurrent J(t)
is approximately equal to that of the photocurrent response function jpc (t ∗ ) for positive t ∗ . For a long carrier
lifetime, the time dependence of jpc (t ∗ ) is described by
a simple exponential rise with a rise time on the order of
τ = 1/Γ , which is equal to 270 fs and 150 fs for the electrons and holes, respectively, in lightly doped silicon as
previously measured [17.97, 98]. As these results show,

(17.8)
Relative amplitude
1.0

which vanishes for negative (t − t  ).
In order to facilitate the understanding of the photoconductive switch it is useful to rewrite the basic
equation (17.8) in the equivalent form,

0.4

−∞

(17.11)

where jpc (t − t  ) is obtained by evaluating (17.10)
with a delta function δ(t  ) laser pulse. Assuming
the causal function Rc (t  − t  ) = exp[−(t  − t  )/τc ], describing a simple exponential decay of the carriers with
the carrier lifetime τc (signiﬁcantly longer than the average collision time τ) for positive (t  − t  ) and vanishing
for negative (t  − t  ), and that µ(t − t  ) is given by the
Drude response of (17.9), the causal response function
jpc (t ∗ ) is then evaluated to be

µdc eE AΓ  −t ∗ /τc
∗
e
jpc (t ∗ ) =
− e−t /τ
(17.12)
Γ − 1/τc

where µ(t − t  ) is the time-domain response function for
the mobility. This function is determined by the inverse
transform of the frequency-dependent mobility to be the
causal function



µ t − t  = µdc Γ e−Γ (t−t )
(17.9)

J(t) = eE A


  
jpc t − t  I t  dt  ,

−∞

−∞

t



µ t − t

t 

−∞
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Rc t  − t  I t  dt  dt  , Fig. 17.22 Calculated photoconductive response function to
(17.10)
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This relationship shows the fundamental limit to the
frequency response of the photoconductive switch. It
is important to note that at high frequencies compared to Γ , the imaginary part dominates and falls
off with frequency as 1/ω. Surprisingly, this allows
useful material response to reach up to tens of THz.
For example if τ = 200 fs, Γ /2π = 0.8 THz and the response at 8 THz is 0.10 that at low frequencies, similarly,
the response at 16 THz is 0.05 that at low frequencies. The dc current density is given by Jdc = σdc E,
or equivalently Jdc = eEµdc N, where E is a constant
electric ﬁeld. Because of the linearity of the current
in N, for a time-dependent carrier density N(t), the
time-dependent current density can be written as

17.2 Freely Propagating Wave THz Photonics
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the material response can be slow compared to the duration of the ultrafast laser excitation pulses, which can
be as short as 10 fs, but is more typically on the order of
60 fs.
The time-dependent response function described by
(17.12) is displayed in Fig. 17.22 for the two cases:
τ = 270 fs and τc = ∞, and τ = 270 fs and τc = 600 fs.
The result for inﬁnite carrier lifetime has the following
intuitive interpretation. After the instantaneous creation
of carriers, the initial current and mobility are zero. The
carriers then accelerate ballistically, as determined by
the applied electric ﬁeld, their charge and effective mass.
This acceleration continues for a time approximately
equal to the scattering time τ, after which the velocity
and current equilibrate to their steady-state value. This
discussion will now be shown to accurately describe
the mathematical dependence of (17.12). With τc = ∞,
(17.12) is equal to


∗
(17.13)
jpc (t ∗ ) = µdc eE A 1 − e−t /τ
which, for times that are short compared to τ, reduces
to
∗

∗

jpc (t ) = µdc eE At /τ .

(17.14)
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Remembering that for Drude theory µdc =
(17.14) is equivalent to
jpc (t ∗ ) = Aet ∗ (eE/m ∗ )

e/(m ∗ Γ ),
(17.15)

which describes the ballistic acceleration eE/m ∗ .
Measurements
of the Time-Dependent Response Function
Here the performance of a new type photoconductive
receiver with a measured response exceeding 6 THz is
described and analyzed by the above Drude [17.99].
This receiver used a prototype composite optoelectronic
chip shown in Fig. 17.23. By using an identical receiver
in a high-performance optoelectronic THz beam system as the transmitter, we were able to characterize the
receiver with exceptional precision. The antenna structure, used for both the transmitter and receiver, is the
same as shown in Fig. 17.19a, but with the reduced size
of two parallel 5 µm wide lines separated from each
Ion-implated Polysilicon
Thermal oxide
High-resistivity 10 kΩ cm
silicon substrate

Fig. 17.23 Cross section of the composite chip
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Fig. 17.24 (a) THz pulse measured by the ultrafast receiver. (b) Measured THz pulse on an expanded time scale
(adapted from [17.99])

other by 10 µm. A colliding-pulse mode-locked (CPM)
dye laser provided the 5 mW focused beams of 623 nm,
80 fs excitation and sampling pulses. Excellent agreement with the Drude theory model was obtained for the
photoconductive response.
Using this receiver, a source spectrum was measured
with a FWHM bandwidth almost twice as broad as the
initial experimental characterization of a similar system
using SOS chips [17.96]. The improved performance
was due to the following changes. Firstly, the positions
of the paraboloidal mirrors were set to have a unity transfer function for the THz radiation [17.100]. Secondly,
exceptional care was taken to match the foci of the silicon lenses to the antenna positions. For on-axis focusing,
a series of observations were made using lenses of the
same curvature, but with thicknesses varying in steps
of 50 µm. In the plane of the chip, the position of the
focus was adjusted to ±20 µm. Thirdly, the new composite chip was used to eliminate the absorption of the
incoming THz radiation by the sapphire substrate of the
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Fig. 17.25 (a) The numerical Fourier transform of
Fig. 17.24a, equal to the receiver power spectrum. (b) Comparison of the calculated receiver amplitude spectrum
(dashed line) with the measured amplitude spectrum
(square root of (a)) (adapted from [17.99])

previously used SOS detection chip. The 0.5 µm thick
active layer of LPCVD polysilicon of the composite chip
was annealed at 1000 ◦ C for 1 h in a nitrogen atmosphere
and was later implanted with 200 keV and 100 keV oxygen ions both at a dose of 1013/cm2 . The underlying
0.7 µm thick thermal oxide layer was grown on a high
resistivity silicon substrate.
The THz pulse measured with the ultrafast receiver
is shown in Fig. 17.24a. The fall-time (90–10%) from
the peak of the pulse to the minimum is only 127 fs,
as shown in the expanded view of Fig. 17.24b. This
exceptional time resolution demonstrates that a photoconductive receiver can be much faster than is generally
realized [17.99], but is consistent with the earlier prediction (for SOS chips) of a 150 fs time resolution [17.96].
The numerical Fourier transform of this pulse peaks at
approximately 0.5 THz and extends to 6 THz, as shown
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Time (ps)

Fig. 17.26 (a) Calculated current pulse (11 ps timescale)
in semiconductor and antenna. (b) Time derivative of the

current pulse

in Fig. 17.25a. Because the measured spectrum is the
product of the identical transmitter and receiver amplitude spectra, the receiver amplitude spectrum shown in
Fig. 17.25b is simply the square root of the measured
spectrum of Fig. 17.25a.
The theoretical understanding of the above results
will now be presented. Because of the extremely fast
electrical response, the current in the ultrafast antenna
follows the current J(t) in the semiconductor, where J(t)
is determined by the convolution of the photoconductive
response function and the 80 fs (FWHM) sech2 -shaped
laser driving pulse. Following the proceeding theoretical
procedure, the response function is derived from simple
Drude theory with a scattering time of 120 fs and a carrier
lifetime of 600 fs.
The time-domain response function jpc (t ∗ ) is assumed to be given by (17.12). This response function
is then convolved with the laser pulse, as prescribed by
(17.11). Using the above parameters the calculated shape
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of the current pulse in the photoconductive switch and
the Hertzian dipole antenna is presented in Fig. 17.26a.
The time derivative of this pulse is given in Fig. 17.26b,
where an extremely fast transient, corresponding to the
rising edge of the current pulse, is seen. Quantitative
evaluation of this time-derivative shows that the Hertzian
dipole antenna generates a 150 fs FWHM pulse of THz
radiation. Conversely, by the reciprocity principle, 150 fs
is also the time resolution of the photoconductive receiver. The numerical Fourier transform of Fig. 17.26b
is the predicted amplitude spectrum of the transmitter. In Fig. 17.25b, this spectrum is compared with the
measured amplitude spectrum of the receiver. The excellent agreement with experiment shows that, to a very
good approximation, the semiconductor response follows Drude theory and that the resulting response time
is limited by the ballistic acceleration of the photocarriers. As expected, the calculated amplitude spectrum falls
off faster than the intrinsic material response of µ(ω)
deﬁned by (17.7), due to the 80 fs optical pulsewidth
compared to the delta function response.
It has also been shown that the 10 µm long antenna imbedded in the coplanar transmission line has
electrical properties much faster than the semiconductor itself. Consequently, the performance is completely
determined (and limited) by the intrinsic response time
of the semiconductor.

its) with a cylindrical lens to produce a highly elliptical
focus to minimize saturation and material damage.
A Bell Labs group [17.101], using a ﬁeld-singularity
emitter and a 50 µm dipole receiver antenna fabricated
on low-temperature (LT) GaAs, has observed signal
strengths of more than 100 times larger than typical
results using GaAs or SOS transmitters, and SOS receivers. Although their THz conversion efﬁciency was
essentially the same as for the GaAs TEF transmitter, the increase in THz power and S/N for the Bell
Labs work were obtained by driving the LT-GaAs transmitter and the LT-GaAs receiver with optical powers
almost an order of magnitude above the allowable operating power levels of the above-described GaAs and
SOS transmitter and receiver chips. As shown by this
example and earlier work, LT-GaAs has signiﬁcant potential to extend both the output power and frequency
response of photoconductive switches, transmitters and
receivers, due to its high resistivity, high carrier mobility
and short carrier lifetime [17.41–43,102–107]. LT-GaAs
is much more resistant to optical breakdown than GaAs
and is also more resistant to electrical breakdown. In
addition, the carrier lifetime can be controlled by annealing temperature and can be made to be lower than
300 fs [17.106, 107]. Currently, the main problem preventing widespread utilization of LT-GaAs is that the
commercial LT-GaAs wafer cost is about ﬁve times that
of either GaAs or SOS.

17.2.2 Other THz Transmitters
Because essentially all of the existing and proposed
THz applications are constrained by the limiting S/N
ratio, any improvement in S/N would provide faster
data acquisition rates and would improve the quality
of the experimental comparisons. Large increases in
S/N would make new applications possible. The most
important approach to increase S/N is to increase the
transmitter power, while at the same time maintaining or extending the THz bandwidth. This has become
particularly appropriate because typical, ultrafast Tisapphire mode-locked lasers can produce 500 mW of
beam power, compared to the previously used CPM
lasers, which produced only on the order of 20 mW of
beam power. For example, the GaAs TEF transmitter
chip [17.44, 94, 100] (described below) is limited by optical damage to GaAs to a maximum average laser power
of only 20 mW in the ultrafast Ti-sapphire driving laser
pulse stream. A THz research group at the University of
Bath (UK) has attained a 100-fold increase in transmitter
power levels from the GaAs TEF chip by focusing a more
powerful laser beam (well above the usual operating lim-

GaAs Trap Enhanced Field (TEF) THz Source
A different type of high-performance optoelectronic
source chip [17.44] is shown in Fig. 17.27d. The
simple coplanar transmission line structure consists
of two 10 µm wide metal lines separated by 80 µm
fabricated on semi-insulating GaAs. Irradiating the
metal-semiconductor interface (edge) of the positively
biased line with focused ultrafast laser pulses produces
synchronous bursts of THz radiation. This occurs because each laser pulse creates a spot of photocarriers
in a region of extremely high electric ﬁeld, called the
trap-enhanced ﬁeld [17.94]. In the initial demonstration
of this source, a CPM dye laser provided 60 fs excitation pulses with an average power of 5 mW at 5 µm
diameter excitation spot. This GaAs trap-enhanced ﬁeld
(TEF) source chip is completely compatible with the
previously described optoelectronic THz beam system.
However, this chip is limited only to the transmitter,
because of its long carrier lifetime.
The measured THz pulse emitted from the laser excited GaAs TEF source chip with +60 V bias across the
transmission line is shown in Fig. 17.27a, and on an ex-
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Fig. 17.28 (a) Measured THz pulse. (b) Amplitude spectrum of the THz pulse

panded time scale in Fig. 17.27b. The measured pulse
width with no deconvolution is seen to be 380 fs. At the
time these results were obtained [17.44], they were the
shortest directly measured THz pulses; the dip on the
falling edge was the sharpest feature ever observed with
an ion-implanted detector and indicated a response time
faster than 190 fs. The amplitude spectrum (numerical
Fourier transform) of the pulse extends beyond 3 THz,
as presented in Fig. 17.27c. The sharp line structure is
due to residual water vapor present in the system.
The GaAs TEF source remains one of the most efﬁcient THz sources today and is the main THz transmitter
chip used by the Oklahoma State University Ultrafast
THz Research Group. In Fig. 17.28a we show a recent
THz pulse measurement using the same type of GaAs
Fig. 17.27 (a) Measured THz pulse to 70 ps. (b) Measured
THz pulse on an expanded 10 ps time scale. (c) Amplitude
spectrum to 3.5 THz of the THz pulse. (d) Source chip

conﬁguration used to generate the freely propagating pulses
of THz radiation. (Adapted from [17.44])
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Fig. 17.29 (a) Schematic diagram of the large-aperture planar photoconductor. (b) Measured THz pulse. (c) Amplitude

spectrum of the THz pulse. (Adapted from [17.108])
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TEF transmitter chip shown in Fig. 17.27d together with
a low-noise, ion-implanted SOS receiver chip with the
same antenna pattern as Fig. 17.19a, but with two parallel 5 µm wide lines separated from each other by 10 µm.

Large Aperture Planar Photoconductor
In contrast to the Hertzian dipoles and micron-sized
transmitter antennas described above, a THz transmitter approach based on large planar photoconductive
apertures on the semiconductor surface has been demonstrated [17.108], as illustrated in Fig. 17.29. Here the
biasing electrodes are separated by many millimeters
and the bias voltages can be many kilovolts. The spot
illuminated by the ultrafast exciting laser pulses is
many millimeters in diameter, equivalent to many wavelengths of the radiated THz signal. For the experiment
described by Fig. 17.29 the optical driving beam had
a 4 mm diameter, and the photoconductive material was
ion-implanted SOS. The CPM dye laser provided 75 fs
pulses at 625 nm at a repetition rate of 100 MHz with
approximately 10 mW of average optical power in the
pump beam and 5 mW in the probe beam. The resulting
radiated THz pulse was detected with a 100 µm photoconductive dipole antenna on SOS at the focus of a 3 mm
sapphire ball lens.
The detected THz pulse is shown in Fig. 17.29b,
and the corresponding amplitude spectrum is shown in
Fig. 17.29c. The detector was placed 7 mm from the
transmitter and was aligned in the specular direction
for maximum signal. When the distance between the
THz transmitter and detector was increased, the signal
decreased as the inverse of the separation, and the pulse
shape changed from the unipolar shape of Fig. 17.29b to
a bipolar shape. The important possibility demonstrated
by this experiment is the ability to scale up the optical
power to very high levels, and thereby obtain very high
power beams of THz pulses.
This possibility was realized in the later experimental demonstration of the scaling of these THz pulses to
high energy (0.8 µJ), while maintaining both high band-
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Fig. 17.30 (a) The interferometer. (b) The interferogram

obtained by measuring the total THz energy as a function
of delay in one arm of the interferometer. The left inset is
the spectrum of the THz pulses obtained from the interferogram. The right inset indicates the asymmetric THz pulse
shape. (Adapted from [17.109])

width and short pulse duration (450 fs) [17.109]. This
work achieved focused peak THz ﬁelds greater than
150 kV/cm. Such high-power THz pulses can be used
for nonlinear quasioptics, multiphoton spectroscopy and
ionization. An important feature of these THz pulses is
the large asymmetry of at least 5 : 1 in the magnitude of
the positive and negative components. Thus, to a reasonable theoretical approximation, these pulses can be considered to be half-cycle pulses, a situation very important
to their utilization to ionize Rydberg atoms [17.110].
The GaAs wafers used to generate the high-power
THz pulses were illuminated at normal incidence by
120 fs, 770 nm pulses from a Ti:sapphire chirped-pulse
ampliﬁer system, while a pulsed electric ﬁeld was
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Fig. 17.31 (a) Electromagnetic beams generated from the
semiconductor surface. (b) Measured THz pulse. (c) Transmitted THz pulse amplitude as a function of the incident
angle. (Adapted from [17.36])
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applied across the surface [17.109]. The aluminium
electrodes, separated from each other by 1 cm, were connected to the GaAs surface with silver paint. Although
THz radiation was observed in both the transmitted
and reﬂected directions, only the transmitted radiation
was used. The THz pulse energy was measured both
with a helium cooled bolometer and a room-temperature
pyroelectric detector.
The power spectrum of the generated THz pulses
was obtained by Fourier transform spectroscopy using
the interferometer shown in Fig. 17.30a. Typical interferograms measured with the bolometer were 600 fs wide,
as shown in Fig. 17.30b, independent of the driving laser
intensity, laser polarization, and bias ﬁeld. The Fourier
transform of the interferogram yields the spectral width
of 1 THz as shown in the inset of Fig. 17.30b.
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High-Surface Field Photoconductors
Another photoconductive THz source that has found signiﬁcant use and interest requires no external bias voltage
and no lithography, because it uses the static internal
ﬁeld at the semiconductor surface, which is perpendicular to the surface [17.36]. Consequently, when such
a bare semiconductor wafer is illuminated by femtosecond optical pulses, THz pulses are emitted from the
surface in the form of freely propagating electromagnetic beams in the inward and outward directions. The
amplitude and phase of the radiated THz pulse depend
on the carrier mobility, and the strength, direction and
polarity of the internal ﬁeld.
Figure 17.31a shows the semiconductor illuminated
by an unfocused optical beam together with the reﬂected
optical beam and the consequent outward THz radiation
and transmitted THz radiation. The CPM dye laser produced 2 nJ, 70 fs, 720 nm output pulses at a 100 MHz
repetition rate. The CPM optical beam was split into two
beams (30 and 70%), where the stronger excitation beam
was modulated by a mechanical chopper at 2 kHz. The
weaker sampling beam passed through a variable time
delay and was used to gate a dipole antenna ﬁtted with
a sapphire lens for detection of the radiated THz pulse.
Figure 17.31b shows a THz pulse from semi-insulating
InP, detected by the dipole antenna in the outward direction (45◦ relative to the normal) with a 4 mm diameter
laser excitation beam. The measured time response is
limited by the dipole detector, which has an optimum frequency of 0.6 THz. The transmitted THz pulse through
a 0.4 mm thick semi-insulating InP wafer was measured
as a function of the angle of incidence of the excitation beam, by rotation of the wafer. These results are
shown in Fig. 17.31c and indicate that the direction of

current ﬂow is along the direction of the surface ﬁeld
perpendicular to the wafer surface. Using this surface
ﬁeld technique, THz radiation pulses were generated
from InP, GaAs, GaSb, InSb, CdTe, CdSe, and Ge, but
not from Si [17.36]. Semi-insulating InP showed the
strongest THz radiation; the radiation strength of 100
InP is 2.5 times larger than 111 InP.
It was demonstrated some time ago that the application of an external magnetic ﬁeld could enhance the THz
pulse generation from the surface ﬁeld [17.111, 112].
Renewed interest in this effect was stimulated by claims
that very large enhancements in the average-power of
the THz pulse generation result with the application
of a large magnetic ﬁeld [17.113]. Although later investigations showed that these claims were overstated
by approximately 100 times, many investigations were
performed to characterize all the attributes of the enhancement effect [17.114–116].
Recently, a relatively simple explanation of the
B ﬁeld enhancement has been provided by two
groups [17.117, 118]. Firstly, the application of the
B ﬁeld does not increase the transient dipole responsible for the THz radiation. Secondly, the transient dipole
and the consequent radiation pattern are reoriented by
the B ﬁeld, with respect to the surface boundaries of
the semiconductor crystal. This reorientation of the
radiation pattern can dramatically increase the output
coupling from the crystal to free space. The coupling
problem is quite important because of the high index of
refraction of the crystal, which can lead to trapping of
the THz radiation in the crystal.
Tunable cw THz Generation by PhotoMixing
A cw photomixer capable of producing tunable radiation can be realized by beating together two laser
beams with frequencies above the band gap of a semiconductor [17.39, 40]. Depending upon the generated
photocarrier lifetimes and the techniques used to couple
out the generated radiation, this method can produce tunable THz radiation at the difference frequency between
the two lasers [17.41–43]. The experimental demonstration of cw coherent output over the frequency range from
0.2 to 3.8 THz utilized a low-temperature-grown GaAs
(LTG-GaAs, more commonly designated as LT-GaAs)
photomixer [17.41–43]. The advantages of LT-GaAs are
its short photocarrier lifetime, determined to be 0.27 ps,
and the high electrical breakdown ﬁeld. As shown in the
inset of Fig. 17.32a, the LT-GaAs wafer was fabricated
with a pattern of interdigitated electrodes covering an
area of 20 × 20 µm and connected to opposite 20 × 20 µm
bonding pads. After electron-beam lithography, the pads
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Fig. 17.32 (a) Three-turn self-complimentary spiral antenna. The inset shows an expanded view of the interdigitatedelectrode photomixer structure. (b) Experimental setup for the LT-GaAs photomixer. (c) Measured output power from the

photomixer. (Adapted from [17.43])

were connected to a three-turn self-complimentary spiral antenna shown in Fig. 17.32a, for which the low
frequencies radiate from the outer extent of the spiral
and the high frequencies from the inner extent. For the
inner radius (40 µm) and outer radius (1.8 mm) of the
actual antenna, the operating range was estimated to
be approximately 60 GHz to 1.0 THz. The photomixer
was characterized by the setup shown in Fig. 17.32b,
for which the tunable optical pump power was provided
by two Ti:Al2 O3 lasers operating near 780 nm and with
25 mW in each laser beam. The photocurrent generates
THz radiation at the tunable difference frequency between the two lasers from the antenna with a bias voltage
of 25 V. The emitted radiation propagates predominantly
into the GaAs substrate and then into a high-resistivity
silicon lens in contact with the backside of the substrate.
The THz output beam from the lens is subsequently fo-

cused by a plastic lens onto a liquid-helium-cooled Si
bolometer. The measured THz output power is shown in
Fig. 17.32c.
Electrooptic THz Generation
The generation of pulses of THz (far-infrared radiation)
by the passage of a short optical pulse through a nonlinear optical material was demonstrated many years
ago [17.33]. For this pioneering experiment 2 ps optical
pulses from a mode-locked Nd:glass laser were focused
onto and transmitted through millimeter-thick LiNbO3
crystals. The resulting THz radiation was split into two
beams. One beam was used for spectral analysis by either
a Michelson or a Fabry–Perot interferometer; the other
beam was used for normalization. Both beams were separately detected by two n-type InSb (Putley) detectors
at 1.5 K in a magnetic ﬁeld of 5.4 kG. The resultant
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signals were displayed on an oscilloscope. An example
of these early results is shown by the measured farinfrared power spectrum in Fig. 17.33. The experimental
points were obtained from the Michelson interferogram
and the solid curve is from a theoretical calculation assuming Gaussian laser pulses with a 1.8 ps pulse width.
The spectrum can be understood as a product of (1) the
spectral content of the mode-locked pulses, (2) a radiation efﬁciency curve, and (3) a phase-matching curve
centered at zero frequency.
The propagation of fs optical pulses in electrooptic
materials is also accompanied by the radiation of an extremely fast electromagnetic transient [17.34, 119, 120].
This phenomenon, arising from the inverse electrooptic
effect, produces a Cherenkov cone of pulsed radiation
having a duration of approximately one cycle and a frequency in the THz range. Although closely resembling
classical Cherenkov radiation from relativistic charged
particles in dielectric media, it is due to a nonlinear op-
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Fig. 17.34 (a) Schematic of the experiment used to generate

and detect short bursts of Cherenkov THz radiation from fs
optical pulses in lithium tantalate. The Cherenkov radiation
cone propagates away from the “pump” pulse in a direction θc determined by the ratio of the low-frequency phase
velocity (c/6.53) to the optical group velocity (c/2.33).
(b) Measured electric ﬁeld (solid line) of the THz transient
compared with theory (dashed line). (c) Amplitude spectra of the experimental (solid line) and theoretical (dashed
line) waveforms of (b). (Adapted from [17.119])
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tical effect. The charge state of the effective source is
neutral, being an extended dipole moment, rather than
a point charge; the velocity of the source signiﬁcantly
exceeds the radiation velocity. This situation, indicated
in Fig. 17.34a, produces the characteristic Cherenkov
conical shock wave. Because the spatial extent of the
radiation source is proportional to the intensity envelope of the optical pulse, the radiation ﬁeld depends on
both the time duration and the beam waist of the optical
pulse.
As indicated in Fig. 17.34a, two optical pulses were
used, one to generate the radiation ﬁeld, and the other to
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Fig. 17.35 (a) Absorbance of lithium tantalate. (b) Index of

refraction. The dots are the measurements and the solid lines
are the results of ﬁtting the experimental points to a classical
single-oscillator model. (Adapted from [17.121])

detect it. The 100 fs, 625 nm optical pulses were obtained
from a CPM mode-locked dye laser, with a relatively low
pulse energy of 0.1 nJ at a repetition rate of 150 MHz.
The conﬁguration of Fig. 17.34a uses electrooptic sampling [17.2, 3, 7–12] to measure the small birefringence
produced by the electric ﬁeld of the radiation pulse.
A unique feature of the experiment is the automatic synchronism of the velocities of the radiation ﬁeld and the
probing pulse. As indicated in Fig. 17.34a, the probing
pulse “surfs” along the Cherenkov wavefront enabling
it to measure the electric ﬁeld at a stationary point in
the waveform by integrating the birefringence along the
entire path through the crystal. To obtain the measured
waveform, the timing of the probing pulse was slowly
swept relative to the generating pulse by a computer controlled variable path length. The measured Cherenkov
waveform shown in Fig. 17.34b is extremely fast and approximates a single cycle of frequency of 1.5 THz. The
corresponding amplitude spectrum of this waveform is
shown in Fig. 17.34c.
The coherent nature of the detection process enables
the measurement of the far-infrared properties of materials by observing the change in the waveform due to their
dispersion and absorption. Since the time reference is accurately known, phase information is measured as well,
and consequently both the real and the imaginary parts
of the dielectric function can be obtained [17.121, 122].
Such measurements of the absorption and index of
refraction of lithium tantalate are presented below in
Fig. 17.35 [17.121].
When a semiconductor is illuminated by an ultrafast laser pulse the sample can emit a THz radiation
pulse, as shown in Fig. 17.31. This radiation can be
due to the acceleration of the photocarriers in the surface ﬁeld and for some semiconductors can be also
due to optical rectiﬁcation. It is possible to distinguish
between the two processes by directing the incoming
light beam at normal incidence to the semiconductor
surface. For this case, the radiation from the photocarriers is not coupled out of the semiconductor, and
the observed THz pulse radiated in the forward direction is due only to the optical rectiﬁcation effect.
This situation is demonstrated by the results shown in
Fig. 17.36 [17.123]. For these results, the mode-locked
Ti:sapphire laser illuminating the 111 GaAs sample
had output pulse energies greater than 10 nJ, pulse durations of less than 200 fs and a repetition rate of 76 MHz.
The laser beam was split into two parts by a beam splitter with a 0.05/0.95 reﬂection/transmission ratio. The
stronger optical beam passed through a variable time
delay stage and illuminated the semiconductor sam-
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Fig. 17.36 (a) THz radiation from 111-oriented GaAs

with normal (center trace) and ±50◦ (upper and lower
traces) optical incident angles. (b) Emitted THz pulses
with incident photon energies of 1.49 eV and 1.43 eV.
(c) Generated THz pulse amplitude versus crystal azimuth
angle. The open and solid circles are the experimental
data at the two photon energies 1.43 eV and 1.53 eV, respectively. The solid lines are from theory. (Adapted from
[17.123])
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Fig. 17.37 (a) Power spectrum of the far-infrared THz emission obtained at normal incidence through the GaAs sample,
as measured by the HgCdTe detector. (b) THz pulse electric ﬁeld deduced from the spectrum assuming a negligible
dispersion in the thin sample. (Adapted from [17.124])

ple with a spot diameter of approximately 6 mm. The
weaker optical beam, typically < 20 mW was used for
optical gating a photoconducting 50 µm dipole antenna
for detection of the emitted THz pulse.
The optical rectiﬁcation signal was observed to
change dramatically when the laser energy was tuned
near the GaAs band gap. A more than 100-fold increase
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Fig. 17.38 (a) Schematic diagram of the experimental
setup. (b) Measured THz pulse. (c) Amplitude spectrum

of the measured THz pulse. (Adapted from [17.125])

axis of the 110 ZnTe sampling crystal. A 5 µm thick
pellicle beam splitter in the THz beam line enabled the
co-propagation of the optical probe and the THz beams
through the sampling crystal. The probe beam was optic-
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in the signal was measured when the laser energy was
tuned from 1.40 to 1.46 eV. The peak signal is reached
when the laser energy is just above the band gap. As
proof of the nonlinear nature of the effect, the THz
signal was measured as a function crystal orientation
with respect to the polarization of the laser beam and
the expected threefold rotation symmetry was observed
as shown in Fig. 17.36c. This work demonstrates the
importance of optical rectiﬁcation as a source of very
short THz pulses, whose pulse widths are fundamentally
limited only by the driving laser pulse width [17.123].
In another demonstration of optical rectiﬁcation of
ultrafast laser pulses by GaAs, coherent far-infrared
THz pulses were generated with a measured spectrum
extending from 7 to 15 µm [17.124]. A Ti:sapphire
laser, delivering 10–15 fs pulses at a 100 MHz repetition rate, was focused at normal incidence to a spot size
of typically 20 µm diameter using a spherical mirror
onto a 0.1 mm thick 1, 1, 0 GaAs plate. The resultant THz emission in the forward direction (transmitted
through the sample) was directed onto a nitrogen-cooled
HgCdTe detector sensitive to wavelengths up to 15 µm.
A maximum THz power of 30 nW was measured for
an incident laser power of 175 mW. The far-infrared
THz spectra were obtained using a modiﬁed Michelson interferometer setup, synchronous detection, and
numerical Fourier transforms. Figure 17.37a presents
the THz power spectrum obtained for the generated
THz pulse. The observed strong cutoff at 15 µm originates from the drop off of the spectral sensitivity.
Figure 17.37b shows the electric ﬁeld amplitude constructed from the spectrum of Fig. 17.37a, assuming
a constant spectral phase. This work demonstrated that
single-cycle THz generation can be extended to the
near-infrared [17.124].
Using optical rectiﬁcation and electrooptic sampling
in 110 ZnTe for both the generation and coherent detection of freely propagating pulses of THz
radiation, a wideband coherent THz-TDS system has
been demonstrated [17.125], as shown in Fig. 17.38a.
A mode-locked Ti-sapphire laser producing 130 fs
pulses at 800 nm with a 76 MHz repetition rate was used
to generate and detect the THz pulses. The 2 mm diameter pump beam, with an average power of 350 mW, was
chopped and drove a 0.9 mm thick 110 ZnTe crystal at
normal incidence. The pump beam was polarized at an
angle of 60◦ to the 110 crystallographic direction in order to maximize the nonlinear response. The generated
THz pulse was incident on an identical ZnTe crystal,
after passage through a blocking Teﬂon ﬁlter. The incoming THz ﬁeld was polarized parallel to the 001
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Fig. 17.39 (a) Schematic diagram of the experimental setup
(C: compensator; P: polarizer; L: lens; BS: pellicle beam
splitter). (b) Measured THz pulse with a 150 µm thick
GaP crystal. Inset: noise level at the ﬁrst 0.6 ps. (c) Amplitude spectrum of the measured THz pulse. (Adapted from
[17.126])

ally biased at the quarter wave point by a Soleil–Babinet
compensator and a crossed polarizer arrangement was
used to improve the sensitivity.
The measured 270 fs (FWHM) THz electric ﬁeld
pulse is shown in Fig. 17.38b. The small oscillations

after the main peak were due, in part, to the free induction decay of the ambient water vapor excited by
passage of the THz beam. In this geometry, both beams
underwent multiple internal reﬂections within the sampling crystal, which were excluded from the data. The
amplitude spectrum of the temporal waveform shown
in Fig. 17.38c, demonstrates the wideband capability of
the system. For this experiment the coherence length
decreased rapidly beyond 2 THz due to the THz crystal
dispersion.
Another all-optical THz generation and detection system with a bandwidth of 7 THz has been
reported [17.126], as shown in Fig. 17.39a. The ultrabroadband THz radiation was generated via optical
rectiﬁcation from 110 oriented GaAs, and coherently detected via free-space electrooptic sampling using
a 150 µm thick, 110 GaP crystal. The Ti:sapphire laser
source had an output power of up to 2 W and a minimum pulse width of 45 fs. An uncoated 2 µm thick
pellicle beam splitter, transparent to the THz beam was
used to reﬂect about 50% of the optical probe beam
collinearly along the THz beam into the GaP sensor.
An optical chopper modulated the pump laser beam at
1.5 kHz for phase sensitive detection by a lock-in ampliﬁer. Excess common-mode laser noise was effectively
canceled by using a pair of identical photodetectors in
a balanced detection scheme, so that the detection is primarily shot-noise limited. The laser pump beam with an
average power of 1.5 W and 50 fs pulses was focused
at normal incidence with a 25 cm focal length lens onto
a 110 oriented GaAs crystal directly attached to the
ﬂat surface of a 12 mm diameter silicon collimating lens.
The peak intensity at the emitter was about 1 GW/cm2 ,
limited by optical damage to the emitter surface.
Figure 17.39b displays the measured THz pulse.
After an average of four consecutive scans, the peakto-peak noise ﬂoor ∆I/I was below 10−8 as shown
in the inset. The measured 185 fs THz pulse width
(FWHM) was the shortest directly measured pulse duration at that time. The corresponding Fourier transform
in Fig. 17.39c shows a 3 dB bandwidth of 3.6 THz with
the upper frequency response reaching 7 THz.

17.2.3 Other THz Receivers
The bandwidth of the photoconductive THz receiver is
limited most fundamentally by the ballistic acceleration of the generated carriers. In addition, the antenna
response can be another limitation. An attractive alternative is based on electrooptic detection, where the receiver
response is determined by the very fast electronic nonlin-
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earity. Consequently, the THz receiver bandwidth could
in principle be extended to tens of THz.
Electrooptic Detection
The ﬁrst two demonstrations of electrooptic detection
of freely propagating THz radiation were submitted for
publication within a few days of each other [17.127,
128]. The Columbia group [17.128] used a 10 µm thick

poled polymer ﬁlm in their electrooptic sampling
element and achieved an approximate 1 ps time resolution with a signal-to-noise ratio of 10. The RPI
group [17.127] used a 500 µm thick LiNbO3 crystal as
their nonlinear element also achieving an approximate
1 ps rise time with a S/N = 10. These initial observations have been markedly improved upon by the same
groups, as illustrated by their complete electrooptic THz
systems shown in Figs. 17.38 and 17.39. Electrooptic
(EO) detection of pulses of THz radiation [17.126, 129]
has now demonstrated impressive bandwidths out to
70 THz [17.130]. However, as shown by the recent
THz-TDS characterization of the important EO crystal
ZnTe [17.131] and another THz-TDS characterization
of other EO crystals [17.132], the EO technique is
constrained by the THz absorption of the EO crystal,
group-velocity matching between the measured THz
pulse and the optical probing pulse, and the frequencydependent nonlinearity [17.130,131,133]. This situation
requires very thin EO crystals to obtain high-frequency
response, concomitant with a reduction in S/N.
An example of these considerations is shown in
Fig. 17.40, which describes the THz receiver of the system indicated in Fig. 17.39. Figure 17.40a shows the
calculated frequency-dependent efﬁciency of the electrooptic THz measurement as a function of the GaP
crystal thickness. The experimentally measured THz
pulses using crystals of different thicknesses are shown
in Fig. 17.40b and the corresponding amplitude spectra
are shown in Fig. 17.40c.
A very high bandwidth, completely electrooptic
system is shown in Fig. 17.41. Here, the measured
frequency response extends to 37 THz. For these results the 12 fs Ti:sapphire laser delivered an average
power of nearly 500 mW at 800 nm. A 0.45 mm thick
110 oriented GaAs wafer was used as the emitter
and a 30 µm thick 110 oriented ZnTe crystal as the
electrooptic receiver. A laser power of 350 mW was focused on the GaAs emitter by a gold-coated off-axis
parabolic mirror with a 5 cm effective focal length. The
resultant THz pulse generated by optical rectiﬁcation
in GaAs was collimated and then focused by the offaxis paraboloidal mirrors. The measured THz pulse is
shown in Fig. 17.41b, where the shortest period of oscillation is 31 fs. Figure 17.41c shows the measurement
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Fig. 17.40 (a) Calculated frequency response of GaP sensors with different thickness. (b) Measured THz pulses with
2.57 mm, 300 µm, and 150 µm thick 110 GaP detector.
(c) Amplitude spectra of measured THz pulses. (Adapted
from [17.126])
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Fig. 17.41 (a) Schematic diagram of experimental setup.
(b) Measured THz pulse. (c) THz pulse with a longer scan.
(d) Amplitude spectrum of the THz pulse. (Adapted from
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on a longer time scan, and Fig. 17.41d shows the corresponding amplitude spectrum. The highest frequency
response reaches to 37 THz. The strong absorption between 5 and 10 THz was caused by the Restrahlen
bands of ZnTe and GaAs. The dip around 17 THz was
explained in terms of velocity mismatching.
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THz Pulses
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Interferometric Techniques
Using Power Detection
An alternative method of source characterization is
shown in Fig. 17.30a, which bypasses the problems of
receiver bandwidth, and is based on far-infrared interferometric techniques using a power detector. This
approach was ﬁrst demonstrated for THz radiation
sources [17.134] by measuring autocorrelation signals with a full-width-at-half-maximum (FWHM) of
230 fs for the THz radiation pulse from laser created
carriers accelerated by the surface ﬁeld of a photoconductive semiconductor. This approach used a single
THz radiation source, illuminated by a 10 Hz repetition rate, ampliﬁed, 100 fs pulses from a CPM dye
laser, together with a Martin–Puplett interferometer
and a liquid-helium cooled bolometer. A different interferometric approach, using unampliﬁed, 100 MHz
repetition rate, CPM dye laser pulse excitation of
a two-source interferometer has since been demonstrated [17.100]. Via this approach, together with
fast, scanning-delay-line averaging, orders of magnitude improvements in the signal-to-noise ratio of
the measured interferograms were obtained. Using
this method, the THz radiation source described
in Fig. 17.27d was shown to produce radiation to
6 THz. In addition, a 230 fs FWHM autocorrelation
signal and an average power of 30 nW for 4 mW
of laser excitation power were measured for this
source [17.100]. Other work has used interferometric techniques together with incoherent bolometric
detection to study THz emission from cold plasma
oscillations [17.135].
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The combination of the THz-TDS technique with THz
beams has some powerful advantages compared to traditional cw spectroscopy. Firstly, the coherent detection
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of the time scan. However, the fact that THz-TDS scans
a delay line with a well collimated optical beam does
present some experimental advantages. Although for
now FTS is superior, being above 4 THz (133 cm−1 ), the
limited power of the radiation sources and the problems
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of the far-infrared radiation is extremely sensitive. Although the energy per THz pulse is very low (0.1 fJ),
the 100 MHz repetition rate and the coherent detection
measures the electric ﬁeld of the propagated pulse with
a S/N ratio of about 10 000 for an integration time of
125 ms [17.31]. In terms of average power this sensitivity exceeds that of liquid-helium-cooled bolometers,
by more than 1000 times [17.53]. Secondly, because
of the gated and coherent detection, the thermal background, which plagues traditional measurements in this
frequency range, is observationally absent. Comparing
time-domain spectroscopy with Fourier-transform spectroscopy (FTS), it should be clear that the frequency
resolution of the two techniques are similar, as they are
both based on a scanning delay line, where to ﬁrst order
the frequency resolution is determined by the reciprocal
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Fig. 17.42 (a) Measured freely propagating THz beam in

pure nitrogen. Inset shows pulse on an expanded time scale.
(b) Measured THz pulse with 1.5 Torr of water vapor in the

enclosure. Inset shows pulse on a 20× expanded vertical
scale. (Adapted from [17.50])
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Fig. 17.43 (a) Amplitude spectra of Figs. 17.42a,b. (b) Amplitude absorption coefﬁcient obtained from (a). (c) Relative
phase of the spectral components of (a). (Adapted from
[17.50])
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with the thermal background favor THz-TDS below
4 THz.
We will now describe several different measurement types that illustrate the generality and usefulness
of THz-TDS.
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THz-TDS Characterization of Water Vapor
The ﬁrst THz-TDS measurements with the now standard THz optoelectronic system shown in Fig. 17.19
was the characterization of water vapor from 0.25 THz
to 1.5 THz, for which the cross-sections of the nine
strongest lines were measured with the best accuracy
to date [17.50]. For these early measurements 30 µm
long source and detector antennas on ion-implanted
SOS substrates were used together with MgO [17.68]
lenses instead of the currently used, more optimal highresistivity silicon [17.51]. Figure 17.42a displays the
detected THz radiation pulses after propagating through
pure nitrogen. This measurement was made in a single
10 min scan of the 200 ps relative time delay between the
excitation and detection pulses. When 1.5 Torr of water vapor, corresponding to 8% humidity at 20.5 ◦ C, was
added to the enclosure, the transmitted pulse changed
to that shown in Fig. 17.42b. The additional fast oscillations are caused by the combined action of the dispersion
and absorption of the water vapor lines. The slower and
more erratic variations seen in Figs. 17.42a,b result from
reﬂections of the main pulse. They are reproducible and
divide out in the data analysis. The inset shows the data
on a 20× expanded vertical scale. Here, the oscillations
are seen to decay approximately exponentially with an
average coherent relaxation time T2 .
The amplitude spectra of Figs. 17.42a,b are compared in Fig. 17.43a, where the strong water absorption
lines are clearly observable. The additional structure on

Flat mirror
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burner

Airtight
enclosure

Water cooling

Detection
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Fig. 17.44 Experimental schematic of the THz-TDS setup and the

ﬂat ﬂame burner. (Adapted from [17.55])

both spectra is not noise but results from spurious reﬂections of the main pulse. At each line the measured
frequency with an estimated error of ± 0.001 THz and,
in parentheses, the literature value are indicated. The
corresponding absorption coefﬁcients are displayed in
Fig. 17.43b as the negative of the natural logarithm of
the ratio of the two amplitude spectra in Fig. 17.43a. Because the electric ﬁeld is directly measured, the relative
phase shift between the two spectra is also obtained as
plotted in Fig. 17.43c, without the need for the Kramers–
Kronig relations. As expected for a Lorentzian line, the
magnitude of the jump in phase, experienced at each
resonance, equals the peak absorption.
THz-TDS Characterization of Flames
(Hot Water Vapor)
The ﬁrst comprehensive THz (far infrared) absorption measurement of ﬂames, covering the region
from 0.2 to 2.65 THz (7–88 cm−1 ) has been accomplished by THz-TDS [17.54]. Such measurements
have not been possible with the alternative method
of Fourier-transform spectroscopy, because the incoherent bolometric (liquid-helium cooled) detection is
overwhelmed by the copious amounts of far-infrared radiation emitted by ﬂames. In contrast, the THz-TDS
system is blind this incoherent thermal radiation. For
ﬂames, many of the expected constituents, H2 O, CO,
OH, NO, and NO2 , have permanent electric-dipole
moments and can thereby be simultaneously probed
by THz-TDS with approximately 2 GHz spectral resolution. In this THz-TDS observation of a premixed
propane–air ﬂame, a large number of absorption lines
were initially identiﬁed as those of water, CH, and
NH3 [17.54]. The ﬂame temperature of 1300 K was
determined by comparing the relative strengths of the
water-vapor lines. It was later shown that, except for
the one remaining line at 2.865 THz, all of the observed
THz spectral, absorption lines in the propane–air ﬂame
are from water vapor, and that previously unidentiﬁed
lines in the ﬂame are due to pure rotational transitions in the ν2 (010) vibrational state of hot water
vapor [17.55].
Later, via THz-TDS and a propane–air ﬂame, measurements of the collisionally broadened pure rotational
linewidths of water vapor at high temperatures were
performed [17.56]. More than 40 rotational lines were
observed in the ground and ν2 = 1 vibrational levels over
the spectral bandwidth from 1 to 2.5 THz (33–83 cm−1 ).
The measured linewidths agree in magnitude with calculated values at the measured temperature of 1490 K;
however, contrary to predictions, a pronounced energy
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propane–air ﬂame. The inset shows the THz pulse in more
detail. (b) Close-up of the region before the arrival of the
THz pulse both with and without the ﬂame. (c) Amplitude spectrum of the transmitted THz pulse. (Adapted from
[17.55])
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dependence was observed. No temperature shift of line
centers was observed, and line strengths were in reasonable agreement with tabulated values. The demonstrated
ability of THz-TDS to measure linewidths of pure rotational transitions in hot samples can be extended to other
samples and gas mixtures. Dopants can be added to the
incoming fuel stream to look for important free radicals,
transient species and reactants.

The experimental conﬁguration used in this investigation is shown in Fig. 17.44. The path length through
the ﬂame was 20.7 cm, and the premixed ﬂame was
supported on a 24.8 cm × 17.8 cm sintered bronze watercooled burner. The burner assembly was enclosed to
prevent contamination from room air. The THz transmitter and receiver were enclosed in separate chambers
isolated from the burner. The THz beam was coupled
into the burner enclosure through 100 µm thick quartz
windows fused to 5 cm diameter quartz tubes, permitting
the windows to be inserted directly into the ﬂame.
A representative measurement of the ﬂame is shown
in Fig. 17.45a; the inset shows the main THz pulse in
detail. As illustrated in Fig. 17.45b, there was no increase in background noise with the ﬂame on. Despite
the high temperature within the ﬂame, the gated coherent detection and the small acceptance of the THz optics
are effective in blocking the incoherent THz radiation
that is incident upon the receiver. The normalized amplitude spectrum of the pulse in Fig. 17.45a is shown
in Fig. 17.45c. The 0.75 THz oscillatory structure in the
spectrum is due to etalon effects of the 100 µm thick
quartz windows. The power absorption spectrum, measured by taking the ratio of an average of three scans with
the 1 : 30 propane–air ﬂame on to that with the ﬂame off
and the burner enclosure purged with dry air, is shown
in Fig. 17.46. The measurements ﬁt the calculated line
positions to an accuracy of 1 GHz. Twenty-two rotational absorption lines in the ν2 band were observed;
the measured strengths and linewidths agree well with
calculations.
THz-TDS Characterization of Sapphire
and Silicon
The early THz-TDS measurements [17.51] on single
crystal sapphire and silicon were motivated at that time
by the need to ﬁnd the best material for THz lenses in
contact with the emitting and detecting chips. The available published data were inadequate for this. Absorption
of the THz radiation by the lens material (initially sapphire) imposed an upper limit on the bandwidth of the
entire system. The use of silicon lenses, inspired by these
measurements of unusually low absorption and dispersion, immediately increased the system bandwidth from
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Fig. 17.46 Measured (dots) power absorption coefﬁcient of hot water vapor compared with that calculated for the

vibrational ground state (solid curves) and the ﬁrst ν2 vibrational state (solid curves offset by 0.01). The single unidentiﬁed
line is indicated by the arrow. (Adapted from [17.55])

2 to 3 THz and gave smoother THz pulses with less
ringing structure.
The single crystal sapphire sample was a polished,
57 mm diameter disc, 9.589 mm thick, and with the
c-axis in the plane of the disc. A typical THz input
pulse incident upon the sample is shown in Fig. 17.47a,
and the output pulse (normalized to the input pulse) after
propagation through the sample is shown in Fig. 17.47b
for which the c-axis of the crystal was perpendicular to
the polarization. The reduction in amplitude is due to the
reﬂective loss at both surfaces and to the absorption during passage through the sapphire. The pulse at 73.4 ps
delay is the ordinary pulse, while the smaller pulse at
85.1 ps delay is the extraordinary pulse. The ratio of the
peak of the ordinary pulse to that of the extraordinary
pulse is approximately 25 : 1 and gives the polarization
sensitivity of the system. In terms of amplitude, the polarization ratio of the generated THz beam is 5 : 1. The
11.8 ps separation between the two pulses is a measure
of the birefringence of sapphire and, neglecting the correction to group velocity due to dispersion, directly gives

the difference in the index of refraction between the extraordinary and ordinary ray to be n o = 0.37 compared
to the literature value of 0.34 [17.136, 137]. When a full
frequency analysis is performed, excellent agreement is
obtained with the literature value. The 73.4 ps time delay of the ordinary pulse with respect to the 7.1 ps time
delay of the pulse with no sample in place gives the ordinary index of refraction n o = 3.07 in agreement with
the literature value [17.136–138]. The absorption coefﬁcient versus frequency determined from these pulses
is shown in Fig. 17.48a. Here, we see a monotonic increase in absorption with increasing frequency with the
expected quadratic dependence. Due to excessive attenuation caused by the sample being too thick for the
weak higher frequency components, the data is considered to be accurate only up to 1.75 THz. Some of the
previous work [17.136–138] has been indicated on the
curve, and shows rough agreement (within a factor of 2)
with the THz-TDS measurement. The relative phases of
the Fourier components determine the index of refraction versus frequency as presented in Fig. 17.48b, which
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Fig. 17.47 (a) Measured input THz pulse. (b) Meas-

0.1

ured THz pulse transmitted through the sapphire crystal.
(Adapted from [17.51])
0

compares reasonably well with the indicated earlier
results [17.136–138].
Crystalline silicon is optically isotropic eliminating
concern about the polarization of the incident THz beam
and crystal orientation. Although there is signiﬁcant literature concerning the far-infrared properties of silicon
below 2 THz there are noteworthy discrepancies among
the published data with variations in the measured absorption coefﬁcients of up to 10 times. The main reason
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Fig. 17.48a–d THz-TDS measurements of crystalline sap-

phire and silicon. The circles are the data of [17.136, 137];
the asterisks are data from [17.138]. (a) Power absorption coefﬁcient (ordinary ray) of sapphire. (b) Index of
refraction (ordinary ray) of sapphire. (c) Power absorption
coefﬁcient of high-resistivity silicon. (d) Index of refraction
of high-resistivity silicon. (Adapted from [17.51])
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for this confusion is that below 2 THz the results are extremely sensitive to the presence of carriers. THz-TDS
measurements [17.97, 98] have shown that for 1 Ω cm,
n-type silicon the peak absorption is 100 cm−1 , and that
for 10 Ω cm, n-type, the absorption is 12 cm−1 . Extrapolating these values to 100 Ω cm, α = 1 cm−1 , at 1 kΩ cm,
α = 0.1 cm−1 , and at 10 kΩ cm, α = 0.01 cm−1 . Consequently, unless high-purity, high-resistivity material is
used, what is measured is not the properties of the intrinsic semiconductor but that of the carriers due to residual
impurities. This problem is most prevalent in the earlier
work on silicon with resistivities of 10 Ω cm [17.136] to
100 Ω cm [17.138].
The above TDS measurements were made on
a 50 mm diameter, 20.046 mm thick single crystal of
high-resistivity (greater than 10 kΩ cm), ﬂoat-zone silicon. For this material an unprecedented transparency
was measured together with a remarkably ﬂat dispersion curve. Throughout the range from low frequencies
up to 2 THz the measured absorption coefﬁcient is less
than 0.05 cm−1 , while the index of refraction changes
by less than 0.001.
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THz-TDS Characterization of n-Type
and p-Type Silicon
A THz-TDS measurement of device-grade, doped
silicon wafers [17.97, 98] showed that the frequencydependent absorption and dispersion were completely
due to the carriers and not to the host crystal.
Consequently, the complex conductance could be characterized over the widest frequency range to date. The
samples used were a 283 µm thick wafer of 1.15 Ω cm;
n-type and a 258 µm thick wafer of 0.92 Ω cm p-type silicon. The measured absorptions shown in Fig. 17.49a are
more than 2000 times greater than that of the host crystal.
The clear difference between the n- and p-type material
is due to the different dynamic behavior of the electrons and holes. For these measurements the oscillations
due to the etalon effects of the sample geometry have
been removed numerically. As shown in Fig. 17.49b,
the index of refraction is strongly frequency dependent.
The agreement with the Drude theory (solid line) is
exceptional.
As the THz optical properties of the samples are essentially completely determined by the carrier dynamics,
Fig. 17.49a–d THz-TDS results for 1.15 Ω cm, n-type
(dots) and 0.92 Ω cm, p-type (circles) silicon. (a) Power absorption. (b) Index of refraction. (c) Real part of the electric
conductivity. (d) Imaginary part of the electric conductivity.

(Adapted from [17.97, 98])
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and p-type (open circles) silicon compared with ﬁve alternative theories. (a) Power absorption coefﬁcient. (b) Index
of refraction. (c) Real part of the conductivity. (d) Imaginary
part of the conductivity. (Adapted from [17.139])

the complex electric conductivity of the doped silicon
has also been measured independently of conduction
theory and relying on only very general assumptions [17.97, 98]. The electric conductivity is obtained
(without any ﬁtting parameters) from the data of Figs.
17.49a and 17.49b; the real part of the conductivity is shown in Fig. 17.49c and the imaginary part
in Fig. 17.49d. The extrapolated dc conductivities are
0.89 Ω cm for the p-type material and 1.13 Ω cm for
the n-type, compared to the directly measured values of
0.92 Ω cm (p-type) and 1.15 Ω cm (n-type).
The ﬁnal agreement with Drude theory (solid line)
is quite acceptable with the two Drude parameters, the
plasma angular frequency ωp and the damping rate Γ ,
determined within 5% accuracy from the ﬁts to the
data. For 0.92 Ω cm p-type silicon ωp /2π = 1.75 THz
and Γ /2π = 1.51 THz, while for 1.15 Ω cm n-type silicon ωp /2π = 1.01 THz and Γ /2π = 0.64 THz. The
measured damping rates and the known effective
carrier masses [17.97, 98], determine mobilities of
1680 cm2 /V s for the electrons and 500 cm2 /V s for the
holes. The measured plasma frequencies and effective
carrier masses determine the carrier number densities of
1.4 × 1016 cm−3 for the p-type and 3.3 × 1015 cm−3 for
n-type silicon.
More recent deﬁnitive THz-TDS measurements of
the complex conductivity σ(ω) from dc to 2.5 THz on
doped silicon have been recently performed [17.139],
as displayed in Fig. 17.50. Compared to the above earlier experimental studies of doped silicon [17.97, 98],
these new results have sufﬁcient frequency range and
precision to test alternative theories [17.140–143] for
the conductivity. However, for both n-type and p-type
silicon and over a measured range of more than two
orders of magnitude of the carrier density N, agreement was not found with any standard theory, including
Drude, lattice-scattering and impurity-scattering theories [17.97, 98, 140–143]. For the ﬁrst time, a modiﬁed
σ(ω) of Drude theory to include the Cole–Davidson
(C–D) fractional exponent β [17.144], achieved an
exceptional ﬁt to all of the measurements. This ﬁrst application of a C–D type distribution [17.144] to ﬁt σ(ω)
of well-ordered crystalline semiconductors extends the
demonstrated frequency range of this type distribution
by more than three orders of magnitude and demon-
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strates that fractal conductivity is not just found in
disordered material. A later THz-TDS characterization
of a very low carrier density sample of n-type neutrondoped ﬂoat zone silicon obtained an excellent ﬁt with the
complex conductivity described by the C–D distribution
with β = 0.83 [17.145].
THz-TDS Characterization
of n-Type Gallium Nitride
The THz-TDS characterization of the complex electric
conductivity and dielectric response of n-type GaN over
the frequency range from 0.1 to 4.0 THz has recently
a) Power absorption (cm–1)
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Fig. 17.51a–c THz-TDS measurements of GaN (open circles) compared with Drude model (solid lines). (a) Power
absorption coefﬁcient α; (b) real part of refractive index n r ;
(c) Complex electric conductivity σr and σi . (Adapted from
[17.146])

been performed [17.146]. The measured conductivity is
well ﬁt by the simple Drude model.
The GaN sample was an unintentionally doped,
n-type, 5 mm × 5 mm × 180 µm freestanding crystalline
plate. Originally grown on c-plane sapphire by the
hydride-vapor-phase epitaxy technique (HVPE), the
GaN layer was removed from the sapphire substrate by
laser liftoff [17.147, 148]. The c-axis is perpendicular to
the main planes of the sample. The sample was attached
to a thin brass plate and centered over a 4 mm diameter hole in the plate, which deﬁnes the optical aperture.
Another identical clear hole is used to take reference
signal designated as the input pulse. For this measurement the standard THz-TDS system was realigned into
a 4 f confocal geometry that enabled excellent beam
coupling between the THz transmitter and receiver. In
order to compress the THz beam to a diameter comparable to the size of the GaN sample while preserving
the low-frequency components, a pair of 25 mm focal
length, high-resistivity, silicon lenses, separated by the
confocal distance of 50 mm, were placed on the axis of
the THz beam between the two paraboloidal mirrors. As
a result, midway between the two lenses, a frequency
independent 2.8 mm diameter THz beam waist was obtained, on which the 4 mm sample clear aperture was
centered.
The resulting measured power absorption coefﬁcient
of the sample is shown in Fig. 17.51a, and the measured index of refraction in Fig. 17.51b, as the open
circles. The real and imaginary conductivity shown in
Fig. 17.51c were obtained from the experimentally determined α and n curves shown in Figs. 17.51a and
17.51b.
The measured absorption, index of refraction and
complex conductivity were then theoretically ﬁt using
the simple Drude model [17.97, 98]. Three parameters were used to obtain a good ﬁt to the experimental
data: ωp /2π = 1.82 THz, Γ /2π = 0.81 THz and the real
part of dielectric constant Re(εd ) = 9.4. Given the reduced mass m ∗ = 0.22 m 0 for electrons in GaN [17.149],
these parameters correspond to a number density of
N = 0.91 × 1016/cm3 and a mobility µ = 1570 cm2/V s.
In Fig. 17.51a, the material absorption of intrinsic GaN,
is responsible for the difference between the Drude ﬁtting curve and the measurement of power absorption at
frequencies higher than 2 THz.
THz-TDS Characterization of Normal
and High-Tc Superconducting Films
An important subject area is the complex conductivity
of normal metal, and normal and high-Tc superconduct-
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THz-TDS Characterization of High-Tc Substrates,
Nonlinear Crystals and Polymers
The THz transparency of the underlying dielectric
substrate is essential to realize the goal of a highspeed coplanar transmission line capable of transmitting
a subpicosecond electrical pulse a distance on the order of 10 mm. These considerations become especially
important with respect to the realization of a highbandwidth coplanar transmission line fabricated out
of the new high-Tc superconducting materials. The
THz-TDS characterization at both room temperature
and 85 K of three dielectric substrates used with high-Tc
coplanar transmission lines, namely, magnesium oxide,
yttria-stabilized zirconia (YSZ), and lanthanum aluminate provided limits on the realizable bandwidths
obtainable [17.68]. More recent measurements have
characterized another high-Tc substrate [17.166].
Although ZnTe has been the primary EO detection
crystal, and even though detailed simulations have been
compared with experimental results, the frequency dependent absorption and dispersion of ZnTe had not been
measured. Recently, via THz-TDS, extensive meas-
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urements of the index of refraction and absorption
of ZnTe from low frequencies to 4.5 THz were performed [17.131]. In contrast to what has been previously
assumed, it was found that the absorption below 4.5 THz
is not dominated by the strong TO-phonon line at
5.3 THz, but instead the measured absorption shows
several new phonon lines. In fact, below 3.5 THz no signiﬁcant absorption from the low frequency wing of the
TO-phonon line was observed. However, as previously
expected, the behavior of the index of refraction is dominated by the TO-phonon resonance. Another group has
reported the THz-TDS characterization of the important electrooptic crystals: LiNbO3 , LiTaO3 , ZnTe and
CdTe [17.132]. This same group has more recently reported the THz-TDS characterization of the nonlinear
organic crystal DAST [17.167].
THz-TDS Characterization of Molecular Vapors
Early studies of coherent transients excited by THz
pulses involved the use of THz-TDS techniques with
N2 O vapor [17.168, 169] and methyl chloride vapor [17.170]. Using a subpicosecond pulse of THz
radiation to excite the vapor, the subsequent emission
from the vapor of coherent THz pulse trains extending as long as 1 ns was observed. THz-TDS, rotational
line-shape investigations have been performed to gain
insight into the actual collision process [17.171–173],
by measuring the far-wing absorption line proﬁle of
ensembles of collision broadened ground state rotational lines of methyl halide vapors out to more than
200 linewidths from resonance, corresponding to frequency offsets as much as 5× the resonant frequency.
These observations extend from the regime of the van
Vleck–Weisskopf theory to the regime of the Lorentz
theory. These measurements have experimentally established the new molecular response theory, which
explicitly includes the molecular orientation time during
a collision [17.173].
More recent work has studied collision induced
tunneling in the methyl halides [17.172] and ammonia [17.174]. In other work the use of THz-TDS for
gas sensing has been presented and discussed [17.175,
176]. A gas ﬁlter correlation instrument for the THz
monitoring has been developed [17.177], and an
all electronic THz absorption spectrometer has been
demonstrated [17.178].

17.2.5 THz-TDS of Liquids
The efﬁcacy of THz-TDS measurements on liquids
has been demonstrated in a series of measurements
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ing ﬁlms. Here, the large dynamic range of the THz
systems is the key to transmission measurements with
extremely large attenuations from low frequencies up to
approximately 6 THz. Consequently, thicker ﬁlms can
be measured and thereby results are obtained which
are closer to the desired bulk properties of these materials. With THz-TDS it becomes possible to measure, by
non-contact means, the complex conductivities of normal metal and superconducting ﬁlms. It is to be noted
that the THz beams are easily focused to millimeter
and even submillimeter spot sizes and thereby can be
passed through the windows of optical dewars capable
of cooling to cryogenic temperatures.
Direct measurements of the energy gap of normal superconductors have been performed on thin
ﬁlms of niobium [17.150] and lead [17.151]. In the
early investigations of high-Tc ﬁlms, the complex conductivity [17.152] and the real and imaginary parts
of the surface impedance [17.153] were measured in
both the normal and superconducting states. In another
work [17.154], where the real and imaginary parts of
the sub-bandgap conductivity σ of YBa2 Cu3 O7 ﬁlms
were directly measured in the frequency range from 0.45
to 2.4 THz (15–80 cm−1 ), a peak was observed in the
real part σ1 similar to the coherence peak expected in
an s-wave BCS superconductor. More recent measurements have extended both the accuracy and frequency
range of these measurements [17.155–165].
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of the absorption and index of refraction of acetone [17.179],acetonitrile [17.179, 180], liquid ammonia
[17.181], benzene [17.182, 183], carbon tetrachloride
[17.182, 184], cyclohexane [17.182], ethanol [17.181],
methanol [17.179, 181], 1-propanol [17.181], water [17.179, 181, 185–188], and heavy water [17.188].
In addition, nonaqueous mixtures of dipolar liquids
have been characterized [17.189], as well as solvated
a)

HCl [17.190], and mixtures of water with acetone, acetonitrile, and methanol [17.179]. The obtained spectra
typically covered the region from 0.1 to 2 THz, where the
dielectric response of the nonpolar liquids is dominated
by collision-induced dipole moments. The complex dielectric behavior of liquids in the THz region is different
for polar and nonpolar molecules. The absorption in po-
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Fig. 17.52 (a) Schematic diagram of the photomixer spectrometer (BS: beam splitter, PBS: polarizer beam splitter, CFP:
confocal Fabry–Perot, HWP: half-wave plate). (b) Survey scan of SO2 near the r Q8 subbranch. (c) High-resolution scan
of r Q8 subbranch head. (Adapted from [17.191])
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lar molecules is due to the electronic interaction of the
incoming ﬁeld with the molecular permanent dipole moments. The dipoles are aligned by the incoming THz
ﬁeld, while at the same time this alignment is opposed
by collision processes. The collision induced relaxation
of the polarization has a time constant in the picosecond range, ideal for the THz probing pulses. The much
smaller absorption of nonpolar molecules originates in
the transient dipole moments induced by collisions in
the liquid. The complex dielectric constant can be measured by THz-TDS for both types of liquid samples and
useful information thereby obtained.

17.2.6 cw THz Photomixing Spectroscopy

essary to compensate for the laser amplitude ﬂuctuations
and for the strong fringes due to standing waves between the source and detector and within the detector
dewar. The schematic of the entire system is shown
in Fig. 17.52a. The generated THz radiation traverses
a 50 cm sample vapor cell using Teﬂon lenses as windows, from which it is detected by a Si-composite
bolometer operated at T = 4.2 K. All of the obtained
spectra were normalized against laser amplitude ﬂuctuations by dividing the bolometer signal from the THz
radiation by the product of the incident laser powers.
The instrument was used to obtain SO2 selfbroadening coefﬁcients for pure rotational transitions
in several Q branches. Figure 17.52b shows a 45 GHz
scan of the SO2 (P = 41 Pa) r Qs subbranch region near
865 GHZ normalized to an empty cell trace, each
recorded in 5 min with 6000 sample points. Since each
point represented 7.5 MHz, it was necessary to pressure
broaden the lines slightly to increase the instrumental
response because of the 40 ms lock-in time constant.
The Doppler width for SO2 at this frequency is only
1.3 MHz FWHM. Along the zero transmission baseline,
the detector noise level in this trace when the lasers
are blocked is also shown. The r Qs subbranch head is
shown expanded in Fig. 17.52c at lower pressure and
with a slower scan rate. A turn around is observed at
J = 14, whose spacing from the J = 13 line of approximately 2.5 MHz is clearly resolved with the instrumental
linewidth of 2 MHz.
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A tunable cw far-infrared (THz) differencefrequency spectrometer has been developed and
demonstrated by mixing two single-mode visible dye
lasers separated by THz frequencies in an ultra-highspeed photoconductor [17.191]. The photomixer device
was fabricated with submicron interdigital electrodes
driving a broadband spiral antenna on epitaxial lowtemperature-grown GaAs [17.41–43]. The coherent
far-infrared radiation was coupled out the backside of
the GaAs substrate using an aplanatic Si lens and was
detected by a Si-composite bolometer at T = 4.2 K. Usable S/N ratios were obtained for radiation from 0.1 to
1.0 THz, using two 584 nm dye lasers. The instrumental linewidth was about 2 MHz, limited by the frequency
jitter of the dye lasers. Baseline normalization was nec-
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18. X-Ray Optics

Due to the weak interaction of hard X rays with
matter it is generally difficult to manipulate X rays
by optical components. As a result, there have
been many complementary approaches to making
X-ray optics, exploiting refraction, reflection, and
diffraction of X-rays by matter. In this chapter, we
describe the physics that underly X-ray optics and
explain the work principles and performances of
a variety of X-ray optics, including refractive X-ray
lenses, reflective optics, such as mirrors and wave-

18.2 X-Ray Optical Components..................... 1156
18.2.1 Refractive Optics .......................... 1156
18.2.2 Reflective Optics........................... 1158
18.2.3 Diffractive Optics .......................... 1159
References .................................................. 1162
guides, and diffractive optics, such as multilayer
and crystal optics and Fresnel zone plates.

ing number of applications, requiring both imaging and
focusing optics. The most important X-ray optics are
reviewed in this chapter (Sect. 18.2).
For imaging, i. e., in full-field microscopy, Fresnel
zone plates and refractive X-ray lenses are most commonly used. They are used as objective lens, generating
a magnified image of the specimen on the detector. In
this way, spatial resolutions in the range of 100 nm
and below can be achieved. The key strength of this
type of microscopy is the large penetration depth of
hard X-rays in matter, which allows one to image the
interior of an object without destructive sample preparation. By combining this technique with tomography,
the three-dimensional inner structure of an object can be
reconstructed at high spatial resolution.
Scanning microscopy, on the other hand, allows
one to perform with high spatial resolution hard X-ray
analytical techniques, such as diffraction, fluorescence
analysis, or absorption spectroscopy, that yield the local (nano-)structure, the elemental composition, or the
chemical state of an element in the sample, respectively. When combined with tomography, spectroscopic
information from inside a specimen can be obtained.
The small beam for these scanning techniques is often
generated by means of an X-ray optic, such as zone
plates, refractive lenses, or curved total reflection or
multilayer mirrors. Currently, all these optical schemes
are capable of generating intensive beams with a lateral extension well below 100 nm at third-generation
synchrotron radiation sources. In addition to scanning
microscopy applications, the small beam can also be
used as a small source for magnified projection mi-
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In the last 10 years outstanding progress has been made
in X-ray optics. This development has been triggered
by the availability of high-brilliance synchrotron radiation sources. Well-known optical schemes have been
improved and new ones have been invented. Important
fields of application for these optics are collimation and
focusing, both at laboratory and synchrotron radiation
sources, and hard X-ray microscopy, which is a growing
field mainly at synchrotron radiation sources.
Although there is a large variety of X-ray optics with
very different designs, they are all based on the same
physical principles, i. e., elastic scattering of X-rays in
matter. Refractive X-ray lenses make use of refraction
inside the lens material, while mirror optics, capillaries, and waveguides use total external reflection, closely
related to the refraction inside the optic’s material.
Diffractive optics, such as Fresnel zone plates, make
use of attenuation and refraction to reduce and shift the
amplitudes of the X-rays to generate a desired interference pattern, e.g., a small focal spot in the focal plane.
Multilayer or crystal optics exploit Bragg reflection to
focus X-rays. These physical mechanisms that underlie
X-ray optics are reviewed in Sect. 18.1.
At laboratory X-ray sources, e.g., X-ray tubes, X-ray
optics are mostly used to capture the radiation from
a large solid angle and concentrate it either on the sample or on a detector. For this purpose very efficient optics
are required that capture a large solid angle, such as for
example polycapillary, multilayer or crystal optics. At
modern synchrotron radiation sources, hard X-ray microscopy has developed quickly over the past decade.
Both full-field and scanning techniques find a grow-

18.1 Interaction of X-Rays
with Matter ......................................... 1154
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croscopy. This scheme is recently used in full-field
microscopy to obtain magnified high-resolution images
of a specimen using Kirkpatrick–Baez mirrors or waveguides.
Currently, all X-ray optics are technology limited
in their performance, but significant technological ad-

vances have been made, approaching physical limits.
Recently, these limits have been addressed theoretically
for several X-ray optics, such as waveguides, refractive lenses, and Fresnel zone plates. While beams in the
range from 1–10 nm are conceivable with ideal optics,
atomic resolution, e.g., at 1 Å seems to be out of reach.

18.1 Interaction of X-Rays with Matter
A hard X-ray photon interacts with an atom mainly
through scattering at its electrons or by absorption. Scattering can be both elastic or inelastic. In the cases of
inelastic scattering, also called Compton scattering, and
photoabsorption the photon is lost for image formation,
while elastic scattering is responsible for refractive and
diffractive effects.
The refraction of hard X-rays in matter is typically
expressed by the index of refraction given in the form
n = 1 − δ + iβ,

(18.1)
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where δ describes the deviation of the real part of the refractive index from unity and is referred to as the index
of refraction decrement. As (18.1) suggests (with positive δ), the refractive index of hard X-rays in matter is
smaller than unity, i. e., the vacuum is X-ray optically
denser than matter. Figure 18.1b illustrates this effect
as compared to the refraction of visible light in glass
(Fig. 18.1a).
For a given atomic species, δ is given by [18.2]
Na
Z + f  (E)
δ=
r0 λ2 ρ
,
(18.2)
2π
A
where Na is Avogadro’s constant, r0 is the classical electron radius, λ and E are the wavelength and energy of

the X-rays, respectively, ρ is the mass density of the material, Z + f  (E) is the real part of its atomic form factor
in the forward direction, and A is the material’s atomic
mass. Figure 18.2a shows δ/ρ for different materials as
a function of X-ray energy. Away from absorption edges,
f  (E) is small and δ is proportional to λ2 ∼ E −2 and ρ.
Since Z/A does not vary much between most elements,
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δ/ρ varies very little as a function of the atomic species
away from absorption edges. As compared to that of visible light in glass, the refraction of hard X-rays is several
orders of magnitude weaker. While δ/ρ is of the order
of 10−6 cm3 /g for hard X-rays between 10 and 20 keV
(Fig. 18.2a), that of visible light in glass is about −δ/ρ
≈ 0.2 cm3 /g.
Due to this extremely small refraction, the reflectivity at a surface or interface is extremely low. Therefore,
there are no mirrors for hard X-rays reflecting at large angles. However, when an X-ray beam impinges on a plane
interface between vacuum (or air) and a medium of index
n under a sufficiently small angle θ1 , it is totally reflected
(Fig. 18.1c). This total external reflection occurs for θ1
smaller than the critical angle for total reflection θc ,
i. e.,
√
θ1 < θc = 2δ.
(18.3)
For hard X-rays, this angle lies below about 0.5 degrees
for all materials. In other words, total reflection occurs
only at grazing incidence.
The imaginary part β of the refractive index in (18.1)
describes the attenuation of X-rays in matter and is
related to the linear attenuation coefficient µ by
µλ
.
β=
(18.4)
4π
Lambert-Beer’s law
I(z) = I0 · e−µz

(18.5)
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be as small as µ silica ≈ 10−7 cm−1 for pure silica used
for fiber optics [18.3].
In the general case, elastic scattering contributes little to the attenuation of the transmitted beam. In some
cases, however, when for example a Bragg reflection
is excited in a crystalline material, elastic scattering can
significantly attenuate the transmitted beam. In that case,
the X-ray beam can be efficiently diffracted away from
the forward and into another direction. Figure 18.3 illustrates this situation, in which the scattered amplitudes
from a large number of atoms interfere constructively.
This is the case when the path length difference 2d sin θ
between amplitudes reflected from neighboring lattice
planes is an integer multiple m of the wavelength λ of
the X-rays, i. e.,
mλ = 2d sin θ.

(18.6)

While elastic scattering preserves the wave number (k =
2π/λ), the wave vector changes its direction
k = k + G,

(18.7)

where G = mG 0 is the reciprocal space vector associated with the lattice planes and the reflection order m
(Fig. 18.3). For arbitrary alignment of a monocrystalline
sample in a monochromatic beam, this virtually never
occurs. However, some X-ray optics, such as crystal or
multilayer optics, exploit this effect to monochromatize
and focus the X-rays.
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describes the transmitted intensity I(z) through a homogeneous piece of material of thickness z, given an
incident intensity I0 . The linear attenuation coefficient
µ is the inverse of the characteristic length of this
exponential decay.
β and µ include photoabsorption as well as the attenuation of the incident beam by elastic (Rayleigh) and
inelastic (Compton) scattering. The dependence of µ/ρ
on the X-ray energy is shown in Fig. 18.2b. At low energies, photoabsorption τ dominates µ/ρ. As opposed
to refraction, photoabsorption is strongly dependent on
the atomic number. Between absorption edges it scales
approximately like τ ∼ Z 3 /E 3 . With increasing X-ray
energy, Compton scattering contributes increasingly to
µ/ρ. Compton scattering is only weakly dependent on
the atomic species and limits the mass attenuation coefficient from below to about µ/ρ > 0.1 cm2 /g in the
energy range from a few keV to several hundred keV.
As a consequence, there is no material that is as transparent for hard X-rays as is glass for visible light. For
comparison, the attenuation of visible light in glass can

18.1 Interaction of X-Rays with Matter
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18.2 X-Ray Optical Components
A large number of X-ray optical components are described in literature. One reason for this is the difficulty
in manipulating X-rays due to their weak interaction
with matter. There have been many complementary
approaches to this problem, but none has proven significantly superior to the others. Indeed, as technology
advances, approaching the physical limits, the performances of different optics become very similar. In this
chapter, the most common X-ray optics are described.

18.2.1 Refractive Optics
Rotationally Parabolic Refractive X-ray Lenses
While refractive optics are most common for visible
light, the interplay between weak refraction and relatively strong absorption inside the lens material makes
the design of refractive lenses for hard X-rays difficult
(Sect. 18.1). For instance, at 45◦ , the angular deviation
of the refracted beam is δ, which is typically of the order of 10−6 rad, compared to some 17 degrees for visible
a)

d
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R

2R0
l

b)

Fig. 18.4 (a) Parabolic refractive X-ray lenses. A large
number of individual lenses are stacked behind each other
to form a refractive X-ray lens. (b) Partially assembled
parabolic refractive X-ray lens made of beryllium

light at an air–glass interface. From the discovery of Xrays to the 1990s it was therefore believed that refractive
lenses for hard X-rays could not be made [18.4–7]. In
1996 it was first demonstrated experimentally that refractive lenses can be fabricated and work despite this
weak refraction and relatively strong absorption [18.8].
Since then, a variety of refractive X-ray lenses have been
designed [18.9–18].
As the refractive index of hard X-rays is smaller
than one (n < 1) in any lens material, a focusing lens
has to have a concave shape (Fig. 18.4a), and since the
refraction of hard X-rays in matter is about six orders of
magnitude weaker than that of visible light in glass, the
effective lens curvature must be accordingly stronger.
For example, a biconvex lens for visible light with a radius of curvature of R = 1 m for both surfaces has a focal
length of about f = R/2(n − 1) ≈ 1 m. A single X-ray
lens with the same focal distance would need to have
a radius of curvature R in the micrometer range. It is
difficult to fabricate such a lens, in particular with a sufficiently large aperture. This difficulty can be overcome
by making the radius of curvature R of an individual lens
larger and compensating the lack of refraction by stacking many of these lenses behind each other, as shown in
Fig. 18.4a.
As the radius of curvature R has to be as small
as possible to limit the number of single lenses, the
spherical-lens approximation that is successfully applied
in visible light optics does not apply to most X-ray lens
designs. It would limit the aperture 2R0 of the lens to be
much smaller than the radius of curvature R (Fig. 18.4a).
To avoid spherical aberration and to allow for apertures
that are as large as possible, the lens surfaces have to
have a parabolic shape [18.9, 10, 15]. In the paraxial approximation this is the optimal aspherical lens shape.
For parabolic lenses the aperture 2R0 can be chosen
independently of the radius of curvature R Fig. 18.4a.
Attenuation inside the lens is significant for all lens
materials (Sect. 18.1), as there is no material that is as
transparent in the hard X-ray range as glass is for visible
light. Besides a reduction of the transmitted radiation,
the attenuation inside the lens material reduces the aperture of the lens, since the thicker material in the outer
parts of the lens (Fig. 18.4a) absorbs the X-rays more
strongly than the thin material on the optical axis. In
order to optimize the transmission and aperture it is
thus important to choose the lens material carefully. As
µ/ρ increases strongly with increasing atomic number
Z (µ/ρ ∼ Z 3 ), atomic species with low Z, such as Li,
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synchrotron radiation, chromatic effects are irrelevant.
There are, however, also many experiments which require a broad X-ray spectrum or scanning the energy
while keeping the focus unchanged. If the energy range
is sufficiently small, a slight defocusing of the lenses
can be tolerated in some cases [18.21]. In others, one
should resort to genuinely achromatic optics, such as
total reflection mirrors (Sect. 18.2.2).
Nanofocusing Refractive X-Ray Lenses
To generate beams with a lateral extension well below
one micrometer, the geometric image of the source must
be made sufficiently small. This is possible by reducing
the focal length f of a refractive lens, thus increasing
the demagnification ratio. In addition, the diffraction
limit decreases with decreasing focal length for refractive lenses. As it is difficult to reduce the focal length
of the rotationally parabolic lenses to well below 0.3 m,
a)

Single
lens

NFL

100 µm
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Be, B, C, and compounds thereof, are good lens materials [18.8, 10]. In addition, the lenses should be made
as thin as possible, reducing the distance d (Fig. 18.4a)
between the apices of the parabolas to a minimum.
Ideal for imaging applications, in particular in X-ray
microscopy, are rotationally parabolic lenses. At Aachen
University, they are made by embossing the lens shape
from both sides into the lens material, such as beryllium
or aluminium. For the current lens design, the radius of
curvature is R = 200 µm and the aperture 2R0 ≈ 1 mm.
Typical focal distances lie in the range 0.3–10 m, depending on the application. Figure 18.4b shows a partly
assembled beryllium lens. A single lens is held and centered by a hard metal ring of well-defined diameter.
These coin-like single lenses are stacked along two parallel polished shafts to align their optical axes. In this design, the number of lenses can be adjusted starting from
a single lens up to 300 lenses in one stack, allowing one
to control the optical properties, e.g., focal length, within
a wide range in a large energy interval (5 to > 100 keV).
The lens is kept in an inert gas atmosphere to avoid
corrosion of the beryllium in the intensive X-ray beam.
As the attenuation increases towards the outer parts
of the lens, the rays passing the lens in these parts do
not contribute as much to the image as those traveling
through the lens close to the optical axis. Therefore,
the effective aperture Deff describing diffraction at the
lens is smaller than the geometric aperture 2R0 . It
typically lies in the range of a few hundred micrometers. Attenuation inside the lens material also reduces
the transmission T p of the optic. Details about these
quantities can be found in [18.10, 19].
These optics are ideal for imaging applications with
hard X-rays above 5 keV, such as hard X-ray microscopy. They are free of spherical aberration. 100 nm
spatial resolution has been achieved with beryllium
lenses at 12 keV in an X-ray microscope [18.20]. Potentially, the diffraction limit of these optics can be pushed
to below 50 nm. The lenses can be used to generate
a small and intensive microbeam, by imaging the X-ray
source onto the sample in a strongly reducing geometry.
Besides for X-ray microscopy, these optics are commonly used for beam conditioning at third-generation
synchrotron radiation sources, since they can withstand
the high heat load of modern undulator sources and
match their beam size very well. In addition, they find
wide application in scanning microscopy, where they are
used to generate intensive hard X-ray microbeams.
According to (18.2) the refractive index depends on
the X-ray energy, leading to chromatic aberration. For
the many experiments carried out with monochromatic
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Pinhole

Sample

Horizontally
focusing lens

Vertically
focusing lens
100 mm

Fig. 18.5 (a) Scanning electron micrograph of nanofocus-

ing lenses. A single lens and a nanofocusing lens are
outlined by dark shaded areas. (b) Nanoprobe setup: the
X-ray beam is focused onto the sample by two crossed
nanofocusing lenses
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a new type of parabolic lenses with extremely short focal
distance was developed [18.22].
In order to achieve focal length in the centimeter
range at hard-X-ray energies, the radii of curvature of
the individual single lenses (cf. Fig. 18.5a) need to be in
the range of a few micrometers. This can for example
be achieved with nanofabrication techniques for planar lenses, such as those shown in Fig. 18.5a. They are
made of silicon by electron-beam lithography and subsequent deep reactive-ion etching. These planar structures
only focus in one dimension. Thus, in order to obtain a point focus, two such lenses with appropriate
focal lengths need to be crossed. Figure 18.5b shows
a nanoprobe setup based on two crossed nanofocusing lenses (NFLs). With this setup, hard-X-ray beams
down to about 50× 50 nm2 have been generated at
the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF)
in Grenoble, France [18.23].
With optimized parameters, these optics are expected to generate beams with a lateral size between
10 and 20 nm. This is a physical limit for the given lens
design. There are more-complicated lens designs that
will in principle allow one to overcome this limit and
focus hard X-rays down to below 5 nm [18.24].

18.2.2 Reflective Optics
Mirrors
The reflectivity of a surface or interface is negligible for
large angles. Only in grazing incidence below the critical
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a)
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Fig. 18.6 (a) Elliptical mirror for focusing form point to point.
(b) Parabolic mirror to collimate the beam from a point source
Pair of mirrors
in KB geometry

Focus

Source

Fig. 18.7 Kirkpatrick–Baez focusing geometry: focusing from point

to point using two crossed elliptical mirrors

angle of total external reflection θ c are high reflectivities possible (Sect. 18.1). This makes X-ray mirrors and
capillaries very slender, i. e., much longer than wide. According to (18.2) and (18.3) θc depends mainly on the
X-ray wavelength λ and on the density ρ of the mirror
material. The higher the X-ray energy (E = hc/λ) the
smaller the critical angle θc . In order to have sufficiently
large reflection angles, materials with high density, such
as palladium or platinum, are often used.
Two effects reduce the ability of a mirror to reflect Xrays without losses: absorption and surface roughness.
X-rays penetrate into the mirror surface to a depth of
a few nanometers. Here, they are partially absorbed,
so that just below the critical angle the reflectivity is
often far below 50%. For heavy elements and just above
absorption edges this is particularly strong.
The second detrimental effect to the reflectivity
is surface roughness. Due to the short wavelength of
hard X-rays roughness brings the reflection amplitudes
of a photon in the different areas inside each Fresnel zone out of phase, so that the total amplitude
and hence the reflectivity are reduced. For high-quality
mirror optics, the surface roughness must be in the
0.1 nm range. This effect and the high requirements on
form fidelity make X-ray mirrors very expensive optical
components.
For a given grazing incidence geometry with reflection angle θ1 , total-reflection mirrors reflect X-rays up
to the energy where θ1 = θc . They act like a low-pass filter for X-rays and are therefore often used to remove the
high-energy content from the beam. In conjunction with
a crystal monochromator, this allows one to strongly reduce higher harmonic radiation [m ≥ 2 in (18.6)] and
generate a clean monochromatic beam.
To focus or collimate X-rays, mirrors can be curved.
To focus the X-rays, i. e., to image the source from point
to point, the mirror surface needs have ellipsoidal shape
(Fig. 18.6a). For collimation, i. e., generating a parallel
X-ray beam, the mirror surface needs to be parabolic
(Fig. 18.6b). To achieve focusing or parallelization in
two dimensions with a single reflection, the mirror must
have the shape of an ellipsoid or paraboloid of rotation,
respectively. Due to the very small reflection angle, this
rotational body is very elongated (needle-like) having
extremely different curvatures in the sagittal and meridional direction. Since such a mirror is extremely difficult
to fabricate with high accuracy, there are only a few realizations. These optics are also referred to as elliptical
or parabolic monocapillaries.
To avoid strong sagittal curvature, two reflections from flat mirrors are often used to obtain two-
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dimensional focusing. Figure 18.7 illustrates this
scheme, which was first described by Kirkpatrick
and Baez in 1948 [18.25]. Today, this technique is
widespread as a focusing optic for scanning microscopy
at synchrotron radiation sources. While it is relatively
difficult to align, it has the great advantage of being
achromatic for X-rays below a critical energy given
by the maximal angle of incidence. This makes these
optics particularly useful for white-beam microdiffraction techniques [18.26] and for absorption spectroscopy
studies.
Today, these mirrors can be fabricated with extremely small surface roughness and excellent form
fidelity, generating hard X-ray beams with a lateral size
as small as 30 nm [18.27]. Since the reflection angles
are limited by θc , the numerical aperture and thus the
diffraction-limited focus size is limited, too. It is expected that beam sizes down to below 20 nm can be
reached with total reflection mirrors. One way to overcome this limit is to use multilayer mirrors (Sect. 18.2.3)
or use more-complicated multiple-reflection schemes.
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Fig. 18.8 X-ray waveguide. (a) The X-rays are coupled into the
waveguide through the cap layer. (b) Focused X-rays are directly

coupled into the waveguide

emerging from its exit. At the exit, the beam size is comparable to the dimensions of the waveguide. Recently,
a beam with lateral dimensions of 25 nm × 45 nm was
generated [18.29]. This beam can be used for projection
microscopy and has a high degree of lateral coherence.
If a single mode is excited inside the waveguide, the exiting beam is perfectly coherent. This can be exploited
for coherent imaging experiments and holography. The
smallest size that X-rays can be confined to by waveguides is also limited by total-reflection effects and is
expected to lie slightly below 10 nm [18.31]. Until now,
these components are in the stage of development and
have not yet found widespread application.

18.2.3 Diffractive Optics
Multilayer Optics
Multilayer optics consist of a series of alternating layers
of high- and low-density materials. Figure 18.9a shows
a multilayer made of 75 double layers of Ni and B4 C.
Figure 18.9b shows the operating principle of these optics: the X-rays impinging at the angle θ are reflected
from the multilayer if the Bragg condition (18.6) for the
multilayer is fulfilled, i. e., the path-length difference
marked in dark brown in Fig. 18.9b is an integer multiple of the wavelength λ. Here, d is the period of the
multilayer, which can be chosen freely and typically lies
in the range from about 2 to 20 nm, and the resulting
Bragg angles lie in the range of degrees for hard X-rays.
The reflectivity can be close to one (70 to 90%) for hard
X-rays. It depends on the number of layers and the difference in electron density between the two multilayer
materials. As for total-reflection mirrors, the reflectivity
is also deteriorated by attenuation inside the optic and
by roughness of the interfaces.
Similar to crystal optics, multilayers can be used to
monochromatize the X-ray beam. The monochromaticity and the angular acceptance depend on the number of
periods that contribute to the reflection. This number is
either limited by the total number of periods N in the
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Waveguides
Another optical component which is based on total reflection and which has been developed recently are
X-rays waveguides. They consist of a substrate made
of a material with high density (e.g., nickel), a lightelement (e.g., carbon) layer on top of it and a cap layer
made of a dense material again (Fig. 18.8). The middle
layer is the guiding layer, which is typically a few tens
of nm thick. The X-rays are confined inside the waveguide by total external reflection at the side walls defined
by the denser materials. The device works in analogy to
a waveguide for microwaves.
There are two ways to couple X-rays into a waveguide. A well-collimated plane wave can be coupled
into the waveguide through the thin cap layer [18.28]
or a focused beam can be directly coupled into the
waveguide from the side [18.29], as shown in Fig. 18.8a
and b, respectively. Only those modes that survive by
constructive interference can propagate in the waveguide. Depending on the illumination, different modes
can be systematically excited, corresponding to different standing waves in the transverse direction. The first
waveguides were planar structures, confining the beam
only in one direction. Today, using nanofabrication techniques, two-dimensionally confining wave guides can be
made [18.29].
Waveguides are mostly used for two types of applications: to illuminate a sample confined inside the
waveguide [18.30] or to generate a very fine beam that is
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Fig. 18.9 (a) High-resolution transmission electron micrograph of a multilayer optic consisting of N = 100 double
layers of Ni and C. The lattice spacing is d = 3.2 nm. The
inset shows the electron diffraction pattern from the structure. The clear diffraction peaks along the line through the
center of the diffraction pattern and normal to the multilayer
stack illustrate the high degree of periodicity. (b) Schematic
drawing of a multilayer optic. The X-rays are reflected from
the multilayer if the Bragg condition (18.6) is fulfilled, i. e.
the dark brown segment of the lower optical path is an
integer multiple of the X-ray wavelength λ

stack or by the extinction length inside the multilayer.
A detailed description of the reflectivity of multilayer
systems can be found in [18.32].
To use these optics to focus or collimate the X-ray
beam in the geometries shown in Fig. 18.10, the spacing
d of the multilayer needs to be adapted to the reflection
angle that varies along the optic. Such laterally graded
multilayers were first introduced by Schuster and Göbel to capture a large solid angle from an X-ray tube
and collimate it for diffraction experiments [18.33, 34].
A variety of optics exist today that either focus or
collimate the beam from an X-ray tube. Since the reflection angles are larger than in the total-reflection case
(Sect. 18.2.2) there are sagittally curved elliptical and
parabolic mirrors in addition to double-bounce systems
of Kirkpatrick–Baez (KB) type.

For scanning microscopy, curved multilayer systems
in the KB geometry are used with great success, generating very intensive nanobeams down to well below
100 nm [18.35, 36]. These optics have the advantage
that they moderately monochromatize the beam at the
same time. In this way, an additional crystal monochromator can be avoided. This can be advantageous for
experiments that do not require a high degree of
monochromatization, since the larger energy band pass
leads to a higher flux. Due to the relatively large reflection angles, the numerical aperture of these optics can be
relatively large. Ultimately, diffraction-limited foci well
below 10 nm are conceivable for this type of optic.
The flexibility in the choice of the lattice parameters and its variation over the mirror open possibilities
that cannot be realized with crystal optics. Besides lateral grading of the multilayers, depth grading can also be
useful, e.g., to tailor the angular acceptance and energy
bandwidth of the device. As there are some applications of these optics in conjunction with laboratory X-ray
tubes, there is a larger market for these optics, and they
are available from a number of laboratories and commercial companies. Multilayers are also of great importance
in the extreme ultraviolet (EUV) range, where they are
used in lithographic steppers.
Crystal Optics
The main field of application of crystal optics is
monochromatization of X-rays using Bragg reflection
(Sect. 18.1). Depending on the crystal, crystal cut, reflection, and the arrangement of different crystals, relative
energy bandwidths ∆E/E from about 10−3 to 10−7
can be reached, finding wide application at nearly every
beam line at synchrotron radiation sources. High energy
resolutions are needed in particular in inelastic X-ray
scattering and nuclear resonance scattering.
Besides pure monochromatization, crystal optics can
also be used to focus X-rays from point to point. As
one cannot adjust the d-spacing for varying reflection
angles as for multilayer optics (Fig. 18.10) a geometry
in which the reflection angle is constant and equal to the
Bragg angle θB for every point on the optic has to be
used. Figure 18.11 shows a bent crystal in the Johann
geometry. In the Johann geometry, the Bragg planes are
parallel to the crystal’s surface. The meridional bending
radius Rh is twice the radius of the so-called Rowland
circle (Fig. 18.11). To focus also out of plane, the crystal
has to be sagittally bent as well. In that direction the
bending radius is Rv = Rh sin2 θB (Fig. 18.11). Both the
source and the focus lie on the Rowland circle, forming
an isosceles triangle with the crystal.
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Fig. 18.10 (a) Elliptical graded multilayer for focusing. (b) Parabolic graded multilayer for focusing and collimation. The

period d changes as a function of position on the optic, locally adjusting the Bragg angle to the angle of reflection
a)

èB



b)

r2 r
1



Rv
Rh

Source

Focus
Rowland circle

Fig. 18.11 Focusing with a bent crystal optic in the Johann
geometry. The source and focus position lie on the Rowland
circle

Fresnel Zone Plates
The most important diffractive optical components are
Fresnel zone plates. They have found very widespread
applications, particularly at energies below a few keV,
like for example in the water window. As a genuine
imaging optic, they can be used as objective lens in

full-field microscopy and to generate a small focus for
scanning microscopy.
Fresnel zone plates consist in their simplest form
of a set of alternating transparent and opaque rings
(Fig. 18.12), so-called zones, with an optical path difference of λ/2 between neighboring zones. The amplitudes
of all transparent zones superpose constructively when
the radii of all zones are given by

n 2 λ2
rn = nλ f +
, n = 0, 1, 2, . . . ,
(18.8)
4
where the even zones are transparent and odd zones are
opaque. Here, f is the focal length of the optic for a given
wavelength λ. In first diffraction order, the zone plate is
most efficient, and about 10% of the radiation falling
onto its aperture can be focused into this diffraction
order. The spatial resolution depends on the numerical
aperture NA = rn / f and is in this case given by
λ
= 1.22∆rn ,
(18.9)
dt = 1.22
2NA
which is approximately equal to the width of the outermost zone ∆rn . The factor 1.22 comes from the
Rayleigh criterion for the spatial resolution of a circular optic [18.37]. This means that the spatial resolution
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For larger and larger crystals, the surface deviates increasingly from the Rowland circle. To fulfill the Bragg
condition strictly in that case, the crystal needs to be cut
to follow the Rowland circle when bent. This is called
the Johannson geometry, which is very difficult to realize
and is therefore not used very often.
The bending of the crystal optic has to be very
accurate in order to stay within the width of the
Bragg reflection over the whole surface. In addition,
the crystal must not be damaged. As this bending procedure is difficult, these optics are not very
widespread.

Fig. 18.12 Fresnel zone plate. (a) Schematic diagram, (b) Scanning
electron microscope (SEM) image
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corresponds to that of the smallest features in the zone
plate. For increasing X-ray energy, it becomes increasingly difficult to make a zone plate with opaque zones.
Therefore, this type of optic is mostly used in the soft-Xray regime, in particular in the so-called water window
between the absorption edges of carbon and oxygen. As
the opaque zones become more transparent, the zone
plate loses its efficiency.
For harder X-rays one therefore pursues another
scheme. Rather than blanking out the amplitudes of odd
zones, one can shift them by π, adding to the constructive interference in the focus. Such phase zone plates are
much more efficient than zone plates with opaque zones
and have an optimal efficiency of about 40%. Despite
this new scheme, the zones still need to have a thickness in the micrometer range for hard X-rays around
10 keV. To reach high spatial resolution efficiently the
fabrication of very thin but high zone plate structures is
required. While there have been tremendous improvements over the last view years, it is still a challenge to
make these structures. However, there are several institutions and commercial sources for these optics. Another
phase-shifting optic is a Bragg–Fresnel optic, in which
the Fresnel zones are etched into a single crystal surface [18.38]. Tuned to Bragg condition, the X-rays are

diffracted from different heights inside the zone plate
structure. Refraction introduces the desired phase shift
between the even and odd zones.
Currently, in the soft-X-ray range, zone plates
with spatial resolution down to 15 nm have been
made [18.39]. In the hard X-ray range, the high aspect ratio of the outermost zones currently limits the
spatial resolution to about 50 nm [18.40, 41]. For such
a high-resolution zone plate, the aperture is typically in
the range of a couple of hundred microns and is made
of several hundred zones.
As the aspect ratio increases with decreasing outermost zone width, the thin object approximation for the
Fresnel zone plates becomes less appropriate. Propagation effects inside the zone plate structure need to be
taken into account. It was shown theoretically that the
zones of a zone plate need to be tilted to fulfill a local Bragg condition in order not to lose their focusing
efficiency for smaller outermost zone widths [18.42].
While these structures are even more difficult to fabricate, they are predicted to be able to generate focal
sizes down to 1 nm and below [18.43]. These structures
are currently approximated by so-called multilayer Laue
lenses [18.44–46]. Focusing down to below 20 nm has
been demonstrated with these devices.
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19. Radiation and Optics in the Atmosphere

This chapter describes the fundamentals of radiation transport in general and in the Earth’s
atmosphere. The role of atmospheric aerosol and
clouds are discussed and the connections between
radiation and climate are described. Finally, natural optical phenomena of the atmosphere are
discussed.
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There are a multitude of processes in which electromagnetic radiation interacts with the atmosphere:

•

•

•
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•

Absorption, i. e. radiation is removed from the radiation field and converted into some other form of
energy, e.g. heat. Absorption can be due to molecules
in the atmosphere (such as ozone, oxygen, or water
vapor) or aerosols (such as soot), absorption of solar
energy in the atmosphere is an important process in
the climate system of the Earth.
Elastic scattering, which – seen from an individual
photon – changes its direction of propagation, but
not its energy (and hence wavelength or ‘color’).
Scattering can be due to molecules (Rayleigh scattering) or aerosol particles (Mie scattering) present
in the air.
Inelastic scattering where, as for elastic scattering, the direction of a photon is changed but

where its energy is also changed. Inelastic scattering by molecules is called Raman scattering,
where the energy of the scattered photon can
be reduced at the expense of energy transferred
to the scattering molecule (Stokes scattering).
Likewise, energy can be transferred from the (thermally excited) molecules to the photon (anti-Stokes
scattering).
Thermal emission from air molecules and aerosol
particles. The emission at any given wavelength cannot exceed the Planck function (or emission from
a black body) for the temperature of the atmosphere, thus noticeable thermal emission only takes
place at infrared wavelengths longer than several
micrometers. Due to Kirchhoff’s law only absorbing gases (such as CO2 , H2 O, O3 , but not the
main components of air N2 , O2 , Ar), can emit
radiation.
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•

Aerosol fluorescence. Excitation of molecules
within aerosol particles by radiation can result in

(broad band) fluorescence; this process will not be
further discussed here.

19.1 Radiation Transport in the Earth’s Atmosphere
In the following we introduce the basic quantities pertinent to the propagation of radiation in the atmosphere
and discuss the fundamental laws governing radiation
transport in absorbing and scattering media, i. e. the
atmosphere.

19.1.1 Basic Quantities Related
to Radiation Transport
A light source will emit a certain amount W of energy
in the form of radiation.
1. The radiant flux Φ is defined as the radiation energy W per unit time (regardless of the direction in
which it is emitted):


dW
radiated energy
Ws
=
=W
Φ=
time interval
dt
s
(19.1)

2. The irradiance B is defined as the radiant flux Φ
received by an (‘illuminated’) area Ae :
 
Φ
W
;
B=
(19.2)
Ae
m2
3. The radiation intensity is (Ω = solid angle):
Φ
[W/sr] ;
Ω
4. The radiance is (As = radiating area):


Φ
W
.
F=
Ω As
m2 sr
I=

(19.3)

(19.4)
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(All areas are assumed to be oriented perpendicular
to the direction of propagation of the radiation.)

19.1.2 Absorption Processes
Radiation is absorbed by molecules in the atmosphere
(such as ozone, oxygen, or water vapor), aerosol (such
as soot) or liquid and solid water particles (cloud
droplets (ice crystals)). Absorption of solar ultraviolet (UV) radiation at wavelengths below about 300 nm
by atmospheric O2 and O3 is important for life on
Earth.

19.1.3 Rayleigh Scattering
Elastic scattering (i. e. scattering without change of the
photon energy) by air molecules is called Rayleigh scattering. While this is not an absorption process, light
scattered out of the probing light beam will normally
not reach the detector, thus for narrow beams it is justified to treat Rayleigh scattering as an absorption process.
The Rayleigh scattering cross section σR (λ) (in cm2 ) is
given by [19.1]:

2
24π 3 n 0 (λ)2 − 1
σR (λ) = 4 2 
 FK (λ)
λ Nair n 0 (λ)2 + 2 2
≈

2
8π 3 
n 0 (λ)2 − 1 FK (λ) ,
4
2
3λ Nair

(19.5)

where: λ denotes the wavelength, n 0 (λ) is the real part of
the wavelength-dependent index of refraction of air, Nair
is the number density of air (e.g. 2.4 × 1019 molec/cm3
at 20 ◦ C, 1 atm), FK (λ) ≈ 1.061 is a correction for
anisotropy (polarisability of air molecules).
Note that n 0 (λ)2 − 1 ≈ 2[n 0 (λ) − 1] ∝ Nair , since
n 0 ≈ 1 [in fact n 0 (550 nm) = 1.000293], and
n 0 − 1 ∝ Nair , thus σR (λ) is essentially independent
of Nair . On that basis a simplified expression for the
Rayleigh scattering cross section (in cm2 ) is given by
Nicolet [19.2]
σR (λ) ≈

4.02 × 10−28
λ4+x

(19.6)

with
x = 0.04
for λ > 0.55 µm ,
x = 0.389λ + 0.09426/λ − 0.3328
for 0.2 µm < λ < 0.55 µm .
For these simple estimates the Rayleigh scattering
cross section can be written as
σR (λ) ≈ σR0 λ−4


σ R0 ≈ 4.4 × 10−16 cm2 nm4 for air .

(19.7)
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Fig. 19.1 Polar diagram of the Rayleigh scattering phase

function Φ(ϑ) for unpolarized incident light (dashed line,
normalized to 2). The contribution of light polarized parallel to the scattering plane shows the sin2 ϑ  dependence
of a Hertz dipole (dotted line, normalized to 1), with
ϑ  = π/2 − ϑ being the angle between dipole axis and the
Poynting vector of the incident radiation, while the contribution of light polarized perpendicular to the scattering
plane (drawn line, normalized to 1) is independent of ϑ.
(plot by F. Filsinger)

The extinction coefficient due to Rayleigh scattering
εR (λ) is then given by
εR (λ) = σR (λ)Nair .

(19.8)

The Rayleigh scattering phase function (see
Fig. 19.1) is given by

Φ(cos ϑ) = 0.7629(0.9324 + cos2 ϑ) .

(19.10)

19.1.4 Raman Scattering
While Raman (and Mie) scattering can be regarded as
elastic scattering processes, where no energy is transferred between the scattering particle and the photon,
inelastic scattering occurs, if the scattering particle (i. e.
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molecule) changes its state of excitation during the scattering process. A part of the photons energy is then
passed from the photon to the molecule (Stokes lines,
∆J = +2, S-branch) or vice versa (anti-Stokes, ∆J = 2,
O-branch). The term rotational Raman scattering (RRS)
is used if only the rotational excitation is affected
(∆v = 0). If the vibrational state also changes, the term
(rotational-) vibrational Raman scattering (VRS) is used
(∆v = ±1). Only discrete amounts of energy given by
the difference between the discrete excitation states can
be absorbed/emitted. For air (O2 and N2 ) RRS frequency
shifts of up to ±200 cm−1 occur, for VRS a vibrational
shift of ±2331 cm−1 for nitrogen and ±1555 cm−1 for
oxygen has to be added. The VRS is one order of magnitude weaker than the RRS, and RRS is roughly one
magnitude weaker than Rayleigh scattering.
In the following we give a quantitative description of
rotational- and vibrational-Raman scattering by O2 and
N2 [19.4–7]. The scattered power density Iv,J→v ,J  in
[W/m2 ] scattered into the full solid angle 4π involving
a transition (v, J → v , J  ) is given by [19.8]:
Iv,J→v ,J 
= I0 σv,J→v ,J  L Nair g J (2J + 1)

1 −E(v,J )/kT
e
,
Z
(19.11)

where I0 is the incident power density, Nair is the number
of molecules in the scattering volume, L is the length
of the volume and g J is the statistical weight factor
of the initial rotational state due to the nuclear spin;
J and v are the rotational and vibrational quantum numbers, respectively. The factor (2J + 1) accounts for the
degeneracy due to the magnetic quantum numbers while
exp[−E(v, J )/kT ] accounts for the population of the
initial state of the molecule at temperature T . The state
sum Z is given by the product of the rotational state
sum Z rot and the vibrational state sum Z vib . The absolute cross section in (19.11) is given by σv,J→v ,J  , which
can be obtained by integration of the differential cross
section dσv,J→v ,J  / dΩ over the entire solid angle Ω.
Note that the term differential refers to the solid angle.
The energy of the molecule is characterized by the vibrational (v) and rotational (J) quantum numbers and
given by
E(v, J ) = E vib (v) + E rot (J )


1
+ hcBJ(J + 1) ,
= hcν̃ v +
2

(19.12)

assuming no coupling between rotation and vibration,
B is the rotational constant and ν̃ is the wave number in
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3
(19.9)
Φ(cos ϑ) = (1 + cos2 ϑ) .
4
Taking the anisotropy of the polarisability into account
the above equations becomes [19.3]:

19.1 Radiation Transport in the Earth’s Atmosphere
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cm−1 of the ground state vibration. Allowed transitions
are, in that approximation, ∆J = 0, ±2 resulting in the
Q-, O- and S-branches and ∆v = 0, ±1 for vibrational
transitions. Due to the temperatures in the Earth’s atmosphere only the ground vibrational state is occupied
significantly, thus leading only to Stokes transitions of
the vibrational states.
Polarization Properties of Vibrational Raman
Scattered Light and Line Filling in
The polarization properties of isotropic and anisotropic
component of Raman scattered light are described
by (19.13), respectively:

Iparallel
6 + cos2 Θ
,
(anisotropic) =
Iperp
7
Iparallel
(isotropic) = cos2 Θ ,
Iperp

(19.13)
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where the terms parallel and perpendicular refer to the
plane defined by the sun, the scattering point and the observer. Thus only the isotropic part leads to enhanced
polarization of scattered light, especially at large scattering angles (≈ solar zenith angle (SZA)). Since the
Q-branch of the vibrational band of the Raman-scattered
light consists of an isotropic fraction, this will lead to
an enhanced degree of polarization in the centre of
a Fraunhofer line. But due to the small cross section
of vibrational Raman scattering, this enhancement is
very small (e.g. ∼
= 0.3% for the Ca–I line at 422.7 nm
and a resolution of 0.01 nm) and occurs only at large
scattering angles. Thus the observed high degrees of
polarization at small solar zenith angles cannot be attributed to vibrational Raman scattering [19.9].
Due to the relative small cross section of vibrational–
rotational Raman scattering the additional filling in of
Fraunhofer or terrestrial absorption lines is around 10%
of the filling in due to rotational Raman scattering
(see Table 19.1).

19.1.5 Mie Scattering
Mie scattering is (after [19.10]) defined as the interaction of light with (particulate) matter of dimensions
comparable to the wavelength of the incident radiation.
It can be regarded as the radiation resulting from a large
number of coherently excited elementary emitters (i. e.
molecules) in a particle. Since the linear dimension of
the particle is comparable to the wavelength of the radiation, interference effects occur. The most noticeable
difference compared to Rayleigh scattering is the usu-

Table 19.1 Comparison of the total cross section for the

different scattering types for 770 nm, 273 K
Scattering type

Cross section (cm2 )

Ratio (%)

Rayleigh
O2 RRS
N2 RRS
Air RRS
VRS

1.156 × 10−27
7.10 × 10−29
2.94 × 10−29
3.82 × 10−29
−

100
6.1
2.5
3.3
0.1

ally much weaker wavelength dependence (see below)
and a strong dominance of the forward direction in the
scattered light. The calculation of the Mie scattering
cross section can be very complicated (involving summing over slowly converging series), even for spherical
particles, but even more so for particles of arbitrary
shape. However, the Mie theory (for spherical particles)
is well-developed and a number of numerical models
exist to calculate scattering phase functions and extinction coefficients for given aerosol types and particle
size distributions see Figs. 19.2, 19.17 [19.11, 12]. The
computational effort is substantially reduced by the introduction of an analytical expression for the scattering
phase function, which only depends on a few observable
parameters. Most common is the Henyey–Greenstein
parameterization:


1 − g2
Φ(cos ϑ) =
,
(19.14)
4π(1 + g2 − 2g cos θ)3/2
which only depends on the asymmetry factor g (average
cosine of the scattering function):
1

g = cos θ =

1
2

P(cos θ) cos θ d cos θ

(19.15)

−1

see e.g. [19.11]. For isotropic scattering [Φ(cos θ) =
const] the asymmetry factor g = 0 while for a tropospheric aerosol a typical value might be as large as
g ≈ 10.
Tropospheric aerosol is either emitted from the surface (e.g. sea salt, mineral dust, biomass burning) or
forms in the gas phase by condensation of chemically
formed hygroscopic species (primarily sulphates, nitrates, or oxidized organic material). The aerosol load
of the atmosphere, i. e. particle number density and size
distribution, depends on the aerosol origin and history.
Parameters for typical aerosol scenarios (urban, rural,
maritime, background) can be found in the database for
the radiative transfer model LOWTRAN [19.13], which
includes the extinction coefficients and the asymmetry
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factors as well as their spectral dependence. Another
important aspect is Mie scattering by cloud particles.
A radiative transfer model including all cloud effects
known to date was, e.g., developed by Funk [19.14].
Mie scattering is only partly an absorption process,
but by similar arguments as in the case of Rayleigh
scattering, for narrow beams it can be treated as an
absorption process with an extinction coefficient of
εM (λ) = εM0 λ−α

19.2 The Radiation Transport Equation
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0.86 µm
0.67 µm
0.44 µm

0.25
0.2
0.15

reff = 9 µm
σeff = 0.02

0.1
0.05
0

(19.16)

with the Angström exponent α being inversely related
to the mean aerosol particle radius. Typically α is found
to be in the range 0.5–2.5 with an average value of
α = 1.3 [19.15, 16]. For the ideal case of an exponential
aerosol size distribution:
∆N
= r −(ν+1) .
∆r
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σeff = 0.10

0.15
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The Angström exponent is related to the Junge index ν by ν = α + 2 [19.17]. Thus an Angström exponent
of 1.3 would correspond to a Junge index of 3.3.
In summary a more comprehensive description of
atmospheric extinction (in the presence of a single trace
gas species and neglecting Raman scattering) can be
expressed as:
I(λ) = I0 (λ) exp − L[σ(λ)c + εR (λ) + εM (λ)] .
(19.17)

Typical extinction coefficients due to Rayleigh and
Mie scattering at 300 nm are 1.3 × 10−6 cm−1 and
1–10 × 10−6 cm−1 , respectively.
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Fig. 19.2 Polarized Mie scattering phase function as
a function of scattering angle for cloud droplet having
a lognormal particle size distribution with an effective radius reff = 9 µm. Upper panel: phase function as a function
of wavelength with fixed σeff = 0.02 effective size variance; lower panel: as a function of effective size variance
(courtesy of Bréon and Goloub, 2003)

19.2 The Radiation Transport Equation

19.2.1 Sink Terms (Extinction)
First we consider the radiant flux Φ per unit space
angle Ω and wavelength λ i. e., the incoming intensity Iλ (19.3) which is attenuated within the distance

ds by absorption and scattering. As before we refer to
the absorption (a) and scattering (s) coefficients with
εa = Nσa (λ) and εs = Nσs (λ), respectively, with N being the number of absorber or scatterers per volume and
σi (λ) being absorption or scattering cross sections. Both
processes are commonly referred to as extinction. Accordingly, we obtain the following continuity equation
for the incoming intensity traversing the distance ds
dIλ = −[εa (λ) + εs (λ)]Iλ ds
= −[σa (λ) + σs (λ)]n Iλ ds ,

(19.18)

where εa is the absorption coefficient, εs is the scattering
coefficient, σa (λ) is the absorption cross section of the
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In this section we present the basic equations describing
the radiation transport (RT) in absorbing and scattering
media as described by the above elementary processes.
In physical notation the RT equation is a continuity
equation with corresponding source and sink terms
(Fig. 19.3); these source and sink terms are assumed
to be linear in the radiant flux Φ, intensity I, or radiance F (19.1, 19.3, 19.4).
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which we integrate over all angles weighted with the
incoming intensity Is∗ , λ(θ ∗ , ϕ∗ )

Direction of primary beam
Iλ

π 2π

φ*

dIs∗ (λ) = εs (λ) ds

Iλ(θ*φ*)
θ*

I ∗ (λ, θ ∗ , ϕ∗ )
0

A
ds

θ
Iλ–dleλ

φ

0

S(θ ∗ , ϕ∗ ) ∗
dϕ sin θ ∗ dθ ∗
×
(19.20)
4π
to obtain the intensity added to the outgoing intensity dIs∗ .
d⍀
d2Φ5λ(θφ)

Thermal Emission
Finally the intensity due to thermal emission dIth (λ, T )
by the volume element ( dV = A ds) is added to the
outgoing intensity

dIth (λ, T ) = εa (λ)Ip (λ, T ) ds = εa (λ)Fp (λ, T )A ds

+dlθλ

(19.21)

where, as before, K a denotes the absorption coefficient
and FP (λ, T ) denotes the Planck function

+dlth, λ

2hc2
dλ
.
(19.22)
hc/λkT
5
−1
λ e
Combining the above source and sink terms we obtain
the radiation transport equation (19.23):
dI(λ)
ds
= −[εa (λ) + εs (λ)]I(λ) + εa (λ)IP (λ, T ) + εs (λ)
dFP (λ, T ) =

Fig. 19.3 Schematic drawing of the continuity equation

for radiative transfer. The continuity assumes linearity
of processes in the intensity Iλ . When passing through
a distance ds the incoming radiation Iλ is attenuated by extinction (absorption and scattering), I e,λ . The source term
∗ from
for the outgoing light is the scattered light dIs,λ
∗
∗
∗
the space angles θ and ϕ and thermal radiation dIth,λ
(courtesy of Rödel, 1999)

π 2π

I ∗ (λ, θ ∗ , ϕ∗ )

×
0

absorber (molecule), σs (λ) is the scattering cross section of the absorber (molecule), and n is the number of
absorbers per unit volume.

19.2.2 Source Terms
(Scattering and Thermal Emission)
Part D 19.2

In the gas phase there are two sources of radiation: thermal emission and scattering, i. e. the radiation removed
from the primary beam due to scattering (19.18) reappears as a radiation source.
Scattering
Evidently, the outgoing light receives some intensity
∗ , by scattering from all space angles θ ∗ and ϕ∗ . We
dIs,λ
introduce a dimensionless scattering function S(θ ∗ , ϕ∗ )

4π dσs (λ)
Sλ (θ, ϕ) =
σs dΩ

(19.19)

S(θ ∗ , ϕ∗ ) ∗
dϕ sin θ ∗ dθ ∗
4π

0

(19.23)

19.2.3 Simplification of the Radiation
Transport Equation
Frequently simplifications of the radiation transport
equation are possible, if only partial systems are of
interest.
For instance at short wavelengths (UV, visible) the
Planck term can usually be neglected:
dI(λ)
= − [εa (λ) + εs (λ)]I(λ) + εs (λ)
ds
π 2π

F(λ, θ, ϕ)

×
0

S(θ, ϕ)
dϕ sin θ dθ .
4π

0

(19.24)

If thermal radiation (from the atmosphere) is of interest
due to its long wavelength, Rayleigh and Mie scattering
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(by aerosol particles and cloud droplets) can frequently
be neglected
dI(λ)
= εa (λ)[AFP (λ, T ) − I(λ)] .
ds

(19.25)

With the definition of the optical density dτ = εa (λ) ds
and after division by A the above equation becomes
dF(λ)
= FP (λ, T ) − F(λ) .
dτ

(19.26)

This latter equation is also known as the Schwarzschild
equation.

19.2.4 Light Attenuation
in the Atmosphere
When considering the question of the attenuation of radiation in the atmosphere, two (extreme) cases can be
distinguished, as illustrated in Fig. 19.4: wide beams
(WB, as e.g. the illumination of the Earth’s atmosphere
by the sun) and narrow beams (NB, as e.g. the light
WB

19.2 The Radiation Transport Equation
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beam emitted by a searchlight-type differential optical
absorption spectroscopy (DOAS) light source).
Wide Beams (WB) in the Atmosphere:
The Two-Stream Model
In the following we consider the transport of solar radiation in the atmosphere. Compared to the general form of
the radiation transport equation (19.23) the problem is
simplified by assuming a flat, horizontally homogeneous
and infinite atmosphere. Therefore only the vertical (z)
component of the radiance has to be considered.
When radiation enters the atmosphere from above,
its vertical component is counted as ‘downwelling radiation’ F↓ (λ, z); upon interaction with atmospheric
constituents (gases or aerosol) this radiation is either absorbed or scattered (Fig. 19.5). These extinction
processes reduce the amount of downwelling radiation (according to (19.17) where the extension of
the light path for non-vertical rays has to be taken
into account). While the absorbed radiation causes
no further problems, the scattered radiation appears
as a source term, which is split into two parts (taking the phase function into account): A downwelling
part, which adds to F↓ (λ, z) and an upwelling part,
which is added to a second, upwelling radiation flux
F↑ (λ, z). Thermal emission adds to both, F↓ (λ, z) and
F↑ (λ, z). For practical calculation the atmosphere is divided into layers of thickness dz, which change the

NB

F↑(λ, zl)

e.g., the illumination of the Earth’s atmosphere by the sun,
and Narrow Beams (NB, bottom) as, e.g., the light beam
emitted by a searchlight-type light source. In the NB case
the probability of a photon being scattered back into the
beam after being scattered out of the beam is generally
negligible, therefore extinction can be treated like absorption. In the case of a WB the lateral (i. e. perpendicular
to the propagation of the incident radiation flux) radiation
flux can be neglected. Therefore the scattering has only the
effect of reflecting some of the incoming light, as can be
calculated by, e.g., a two-stream model (see above)

F↓(λ, z)

Fig. 19.5 The two-stream model. In a horizontally homogeneous atmosphere radiation transport can be represented
by just two ‘streams of radiation’, the downwelling flux and
the upwelling flux
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Fig. 19.4 Difference between Wide Beams (WB, top) as,
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radiance F traversing it by dF. The net radiance is
composed of both components (up- and downwelling
radiances)
Fn (λ, z) = F↑ (λ, z) − F↓ (λ, z) .

(19.27)

Narrow Beams (NB) in the Atmosphere
In the case of a WB the lateral (i. e. perpendicular to the
propagation of the incident radiation flux) radiation flux
can be neglected. Therefore the scattering has only the
effect of reflecting some of the incoming light, as can be
calculated by e.g. a two-stream model (see above).
In contrast, in the case of narrow beams the probability of a photon being scattered back into the beam
after being scattered out of the beam is generally negligible (Fig. 19.4), therefore extinction can be treated as
absorption.

The attenuation of a light beam by extinction due
to atmospheric constituents is in principle described
by (19.17). For practical purposes of measurements in
the atmosphere, however, (19.17) is oversimplified in
that it neglects the presence of other causes of light
extinction, including absorption by other molecules
present in the atmosphere.
In the natural atmosphere many different molecular species will absorb light. Equation (19.17) must
therefore be further extended to
I(λ)



= I0 (λ) exp − L{Σ[σi (λ)ci ] + εR (λ) + εM (λ)} ,
(19.28)

where σi (λ) and ci denote the absorption cross
section and the concentration of the i-th species,
respectively.

19.3 Aerosols and Clouds
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Aerosols are a natural constituent of the Earth’s atmosphere and their origin is mostly natural, although lately
the anthropogenic contribution is increasing. An aerosol
is defined as a stable suspension of particles, liquid or
solid, in a carrier gas like atmospheric air. Therefore
dust, haze, smoke, smog, fog, mist, and clouds can be
considered to be specific aerosol types. The total mass of
natural aerosols was found be four times larger than due
to human activity in 1968, and by the year 2000 the anthropogenic contribution is estimated to have doubled.
According to Junge and Manson [19.18], aerosols can
be classified by sizes: particles with diameters below 0.1 mm are named Aitken particles, while those
with sizes between 0.1–1 mm are “large” particles, and
those larger than 1 mm are called “giant” particles. The
aerosols may also be classified according to their origin
into marine, continental, rural, remote, background, and
urban aerosol, where each category has different characteristics like chemical composition, size distribution,
shapes and so on. Aitken nuclei, i. e. the smallest atmospheric aerosol particles, are naturally produced from
supersaturated vapors by a process called gas-to-particle
conversion (GPC), often in connection with photochemical reactions between gas-phase constituents (Fig. 19.6).
Anthropogenic activities such as combustion and industrial processes increasingly lead to the release of aerosol
particles, or precursor gases from which aerosol particles
are formed, into the atmosphere. Large aerosol particles
can be produced by combustion processes and other an-

thropogenic or natural processes (e.g. the coagulation
of smaller Aitken nuclei). Natural sources for giant particles are bulk-to-particle conversion (BPC) processes
like sea-salt aerosol production, or desert dust mobilization, while human activity contributes, for example
through emission from industries, mining, biomass and
wood burning, and agricultural dust generation.
In the atmosphere, typical particle number concentration decreases with increasing particle size since
Aitken particles are newly produced; they subsequently
coagulate and form fewer larger particles. Accordingly
Aitken particles usually dominate the total number
of particles in an air sample, but their contribution
to the total aerosol volume is small, whilst an increasing contribution is due to the large and giant
particles. Conversely, Aitken particles often dominate
the surface available for heterogeneous reactions. For
particles with sizes ranging from a few nanometers up
to tens of micrometers typical number concentrations
can be coarsely specified. For example, typical aerosol
numbers are: 1) ≈ 1.4 × 104 cm−3 at the (continental)
ground level total concentrations, 2) ≈ 6 × 102 cm−3 in
remote continental regions, 3) 105 cm−3 in large cities,
4) ≈ 3 × 104 cm−3 in small towns, 5) ≈ 5 × 102 cm−3
over remote oceans, 6) ≈ 50 cm−3 in the clean Arctic, and 7) even lower in the remote Antarctica. The
vertical aerosol profiles (in number of particles per cubic centimeter of air) frequently show an exponential
decay for the lowest 6 km of the atmosphere. Above
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Fig. 19.6 Aerosol-related processes in the atmosphere involving particle formation, processes altering particle character-

istics, and removal from the atmosphere

effects in atmospheric photochemistry are most noticeably in: 1) the heterogeneous processing of longer-lived
and ozone-friendly halogen species (ClONO2 , HCl,
BrONO2 ,. . . ) into ozone-harmful halogen oxides (ClO,
BrO) on polar stratospheric cloud particles, which is
a major reason for the formation of the Antarctic
ozone hole, 2) uptake of acids (e.g., H2 SO4 , HNO3 ,
HCl, HBr,. . . ) and of N2 O5 on the stratospheric or
tropospheric aerosols and cloud particles, 3) in the heterogeneous conversion of SO2 into H2 SO4 , or NO3 and
N2 O5 into HNO3 and 4) the uptake of species such as
NH3 HNO3 , or NH4 HSO4 into atmospheric aerosols and
cloud particles. Eventually when these particles grow
large enough (> some µm), the respective gases attached or solved inside are efficiently washed out from
the atmosphere.
Aerosols and clouds also have a large effect on
the radiative budget of the atmosphere, primarily by
increasing the scattering of the incoming solar and
outgoing thermal radiation. Clouds affect radiation
both through their three-dimensional geometry and
the amount, size and nature of the hydrometeors
which they contain. In climate models these properties translate into cloud cover at different levels, cloud
water content (for liquid water and ice) and cloud
droplet (or crystal) equivalent radius. The interaction
of clouds and radiation also involves other parameters (asymmetry factor of the Mie diffusion) which
depend on cloud composition, and most notably on their
phase.
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this level, background tropospheric aerosol concentrations (in the Aitken mode) are around 200–300 particles
per cm3 . Above the tropopause up to around 30 km, the
total number concentration decreases again to a minimum below 1–10 cm−3 particles in volcanically quiet
periods and 1000 cm−3 after major volcanic eruptions.
At any time, about 50% of the globe is cloud
covered. Atmospheric clouds are volumes of watersupersaturated air containing hydrometeors, which
are microscopic objects (e.g. aerosol particles, cloud
droplets, ice and snow crystals) as well as macroscopic
objects (snowflakes, graupel grains, raindrops, and hailstones). The individual cloud particles have sizes with
radii ranging from 0.001 mm to several hundreds of
micrometers, or even centimeters, as in the case of
hailstones.
Atmospheric clouds can be classified into four major
categories: 1) low-level cloud in the lower troposphere
(< 2.5 km), 2) middle-level clouds in the middle troposphere (2.5–8 km), 3) higher clouds in the upper
troposphere (8–15 km), and 4) middle (stratospheric)
and upper (mesospheric) atmospheric clouds, which
themselves form 11 major subgroups (1.1 cumulus,
1.2 stratocumulus, 1.3 stratus, 2.1 altocumulus, 2.2 altostratus, 2.3 nimbostratus, 3.1 cirrus and cirrostratus,
3.2 cirrocumulus, 3.3 cumulonimbus, 4.1 polar stratospheric clouds, and 4.2 noctilucent clouds) of some 100
different cloud types in total.
Both aerosols and clouds have a considerable impact on atmospheric photochemistry and radiation. Their
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In effect, the occurrence of aerosols and clouds increases the planetary albedo A of the solar short-wave
(SW) radiation, and thus lead to a net cooling of the
Earth. Conversely clouds, and to a much lesser degree
aerosols, increase the infrared albedo B of the atmosphere and thus increase the downwelling atmospheric
long-wave (LW) radiation which increases the surface

temperature. The subtle balance between cloud impact
on the SW and terrestrial long-wave radiation altered by
a change in any of the aforementioned parameters, the
dependence of the radiation budget on altitude at which
clouds occur and the solar inclination (latitude and season) make clouds the most sensitive factors to affect the
global climate in both directions (cooling/warming).

19.4 Radiation and Climate
The atmospheric radiation budget largely determines the
Earth’s climate. Evidently the incoming solar or shortwave (SW) radiation shining on the globe has to be
balanced by the outgoing long-wave (LW) radiation.
This thermal equilibrium between incoming SW and
outgoing LW radiation and can be simply expressed
by
S0 (1 − A)/4 = ε(1 − B)σ Ts4

(19.29)

where S0 is the solar constant (1370 W/m2 ), A is the
terrestrial SW albedo (0.298), the factor 4 coming from
geometric considerations, ε is the LW emissivity (0.96),
B is the atmospheric LW albedo (0.34), σ is Boltzmann’s constant (5.67 × 10−8 W/m2 /K), and Ts is the
average temperature (Ts = 286 K) of the Earth’s surface. It thus becomes clear that the globe’s surface
temperature Ts is given by a delicate balance of the
parameters S0 , A, and B. In geological and historic

Table 19.2 Compendium of change in recognized periods in climate change and changes in the solar constant S0
Time scale/period

Cause

Change in solar constant
S0

Observation/problem

4.5 Ga

Secular trend in solar output

Secular 25 –30% increase

‘Faint Sun problem’, i. e. liquid H2 O
should not have been there, but was
present since 4 Ga before present

450 ka

Change in orbital eccentricity ∆ε = 0.06

< 0.7 W/m2
(Milankovitch)

Change in ice volume, ∆18 O/16 O in
H2 O and CaCO3 in foraminifera

100 ka

Change in orbital eccentricity ∆ε = 0.06

< 0.7 W/m2
(Milankovitch)

Change in ice volume, ∆18 O/16 O in
H2 O and CaCO3 in foraminifera

41 ka

Change in obliquity (axial tilt) due to Earth and
Jupiter’s orbital plane tilt

June insulation changed
by 25% at 80◦ N, no net
change on annual S0
(Milankovitch)
June insulation changed by
100 W/m2 at 60◦ N, no net
change on annual S0
(Milankovitch)

Change in ice volume, ∆18 O/16 O in
H2 O and CaCO3 in foraminifera

23 ka

Change in ice volume, ∆18 O/16 O in
H2 O and CaCO3 in foraminifera
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1.5 ka

Unclear whether cause is
solar, ‘eigenmode’ of the
climate system?

14 C and 10 Be variation in oceanic
sediments, 14 C variation in tree
rings

210a (Suess)
148a, and 88a
(Gleisberg) cycles
22a

Unclear whether cause is
solar, ‘eigenmode’ of the
climate system?
Sun spot ‘overtone’, eigenmode in solar magnetic
field oscillation
Sun spot ‘overtone’, eigenmode in solar magnetic
field oscillation
Sun rotation period

14 C variation in tree rings, 14 C
10 Be variation ice cores,

11a (Schwabe 1843)

4w (27d)

∆S0 ≈ 1.5 W/m2 ,
UV radiation changes by
0.37– 0.6%

and

Change in atmospheric circulation?

Change in atmospheric circulation?

Small

?
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Fig. 19.7a–c Schematic overview of the SW (left part) and
LW (right part) radiative transfer in the atmosphere; upper
panel: (a) incoming solar SW and outgoing LW terrestrial
spectrum, (b) atmospheric absorption from individual gases
at ground level (total atmosphere) and (c) at 11 km

times, the solar constant is known to have varied on
different timescales, mostly given by changes in the
Earth’s orbital parameters, as suggested by Milankovitch
in 1941 [19.19] and solar activity (Table 19.2), causing
well recognized and significant effects on the Earth’s
climate. In this context, most notable is that the size
∆S0 of any of the known processes listed in Table 19.2
has not been sufficiently large to be held solely responsible for documented ∆Ts changes, which were
inferred to be as large as some 10 ◦ C. Therefore, it
is well accepted that the global climate system amplifies external disturbances (forcing) through interacting
complicated positive and negative feedback cycles (Table 19.2).
Another factor important for Ts is of course the
magnitude and variability of the SW albedo A (19.35).
This is largely influenced by the amount of cloud and
the abundance of atmospheric aerosol; the latter is either due to increasing directly back reflection of SW
radiation to space, or by altering the cloud particle formation processes, a process called the indirect aerosol
effect [19.20, 21]. In the recent past changes in the
global albedo due to increasing atmospheric aerosol
abundances, mostly particles containing sulphuric acid
has been well recognized and held partly responsible
for lower global Ts between the late 1940s to late
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1970s [19.20]. Changing global cloud cover is also likely
to have occurred in the past. In the tropics, which are
a particularly sensitive region for the global energy budget, the cloud cover appears to be highly variable on
timescales ranging from days to decades. Accordingly,
satellite-based cloud cover records that began in the late

The global mean radiative forcing of the climate system for the year 2000, relative to 1750
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Fig. 19.8 External factors which force climate change (adopted from IPCC, 2001)
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1970s are still insufficiently long to establish unambiguously an observation-based relation between a changing
A and Ts [19.22].
The atmospheric LW albedo B is responsible for
the greenhouse effect of the atmosphere. If B were
zero, then according to (19.35), Ts would be 255 K,
clearly cooler than the habitable Earth is able to provide
(Ts = 287 K). The value of B is due to the combined action of the most important atmospheric greenhouse gases
H2 O, CO2 , CH4 , O3 , N2 O, and many others, mostly
man-made, trace molecules [19.20]. It appears that, even
though each greenhouse gas has its own specific spectrum, they combine in a way that only a small fraction
of the outgoing LW radiation is not absorbed in the
atmosphere, i. e., radiation in the atmospheric window
(8–14 µm) (Fig. 19.7).

In 1896, the atmospheric greenhouse effect of CO2
was already recognized by S. Arrhenius. Accordingly
it is undisputed in the scientific community that rising
atmospheric CO2 concentrations affect the atmospheric
LW budget and thus Ts . Radiative transfer calculations
show that the CO2 increase from preindustrial 280 ppm
to presently 370 ppm alone gives rise to a present radiative forcing of 1.4 W/m2 and for all greenhouse
gases of 2.4 W/m2 ([19.20], Fig. 19.8). Naively adding
the respective radiative forcing in (19.18) leads to
a ∆Ts = +0.7 K, precisely the value that is reported
for the global average temperature rise in the past
150 y [19.20]. However, due to the complicated interactions in the climate system, it is disputed how the
global climate system is and will react in detail to future
man-induced LW radiative forcing.

19.5 Applied Radiation Transport:
Remote Sensing of Atmospheric Properties
19.5.1 Trace Gases
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Measurements of trace gas concentrations (and other
quantities such as aerosol distribution or the intensity
of the radiation field in the atmosphere) are the experimental prerequisites for the understanding of the
physico-chemical processes in the Earth’s atmosphere.
At the same time the determination of trace gas concentrations in the atmosphere constitutes a challenge
for the analytical techniques employed in several respects: It is well known (e.g. Perner et al. [19.23])
that species (such as OH radicals) present at mixing
rations ranging from as low as 0.1 ppt (one ppt corresponds to a mixing ratio of 10−12 , equivalent to about
2.4 × 107 molecules/cm3 ) to several ppb (1 ppb corresponds to a mixing ratio of 10−9 ) can have a significant
influence on the chemical processes in the atmosphere.
Thus, detection limits from below 0.1 ppt to the ppb
range are required, depending on the application. On the
other hand, measurement techniques must be specific,
i. e. the result of the measurement of a particular species
should neither be positively nor negatively influenced
by any other trace species simultaneously present in the
probed volume of air. Given the large number of different molecules present at the ppt and ppb level, even in
clean air, meeting this requirement is also not trivial.
Presently many highly sophisticated techniques for
the measurement of atmospheric trace species are in use.
Among these, spectroscopic techniques [19.24,25] offer

a series of unique advantages including high (i. e. pptlevel in many cases) sensitivity, very specific detection
of a given molecule, inherent calibration, and wall-free
operation. These properties, in combination, are difficult to obtain in techniques based on other principles.
Here we describe a particular technique, differential optical absorption spectroscopy (DOAS), which has been
successfully used in atmospheric measurements for several decades now, while new applications continue to be
introduced.

19.5.2 The Fundamentals of DOAS
The DOAS technique [19.26, 27] makes use of the
structured absorption of trace gases. Typically spectra
are recorded which encompass several hundred spectral channels. Evaluation is done by fitting the spectral
structure of the trace gases, thus making use of all the
spectral information. DOAS has proven to be particularly useful for the determination of the concentration
of unstable species such as free radicals or nitrous acid.
In addition, the abundance of aromatic species can be
determined at high sensitivity (see below). DOAS, like
all spectroscopic techniques, relies on the absorption of
electromagnetic radiation by matter. Quantitatively the
absorption of radiation is expressed by the Lambert–
Beers law:
I(λ) = I0 (λ) exp[−Lσ(λ)c] ,

(19.30)
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where I(λ) is the intensity after passing through a layer
of thickness L, while I0 (λ) denotes the initial intensity emitted by the light source. The species to be
measured is present at the concentration (number density) Nc . The quantity σ(λ) denotes the absorption cross
section at the wavelength λ; it is a characteristic property of any species. The absorption cross section σ(λ)
can be measured in the laboratory, while the determination of the light path length L is trivial in the case of
the arrangement of an artificial light source and detector (Fig. 19.9, arrangement a). Once those quantities are
known, the trace gas concentration c can be calculated
from the measured ratio I0 (λ)/I(λ). In contrast to laboratory spectroscopy, the true intensity I0 (λ), as would
be received from the light source in the absence of any
absorption, is usually difficult to determine when measurements are made in the open atmosphere or in smog
chambers. The solution lies in measuring the so-called
differential absorption. This quantity can be defined as
the part of the total absorption of any molecule rapidly
varying with wavelength and is readily observable, as
will be shown below. Accordingly, the absorption cross
section of a given molecule (numbered i) can be split
into two portions:
σi (λ) = σi0 (λ) + σi (λ) ,

(19.31)

where σi0 (λ) varies only slowly with the wavelength λ,
for instance describing a general slope, while σi (λ)
a)
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shows rapid variations with λ, for instance due to an absorption line. The meaning of rapid and slow (or rather
smooth and structured) variation of the absorption cross
section as a function of wavelength is, of course, a question of the observed wavelength interval and the width
of the absorption bands to be detected. Note that extinction due to Rayleigh and Mie scattering can be assumed
to be slowly varying with λ. Thus (19.30) becomes


I(λ) = I0 (λ) exp −LΣ σi (λ)Nci


× exp − L{Σ[σi0 (λ)ci ] + εR (λ) + εM (λ)}
(19.32)
× A(λ) ,
where the first exponential function describes the effect of the structured, differential absorption of trace
species, while the second exponential constitutes the
slowly varying absorption of atmospheric trace gases as
well as the influence of Mie and Rayleigh scattering described by the extinction coefficients εR (λ) and εM (λ),
respectively. The attenuation factor A(λ) describes the
(slow) wavelength-dependent transmission of the optical
system used. Thus we can define a quantity I0 as the
intensity in the absence of differential absorption:
I0 (λ)
= I0 (λ) × A(λ)


× exp − L{Σ[σi0 (λ)Nci ] + εR (λ) + εM (λ)} .
(19.33)

c)
DOAS 2
I0

I
Detector
Pollution
Plume

b)

Detector
Retroreflector
arrays

Fig. 19.9a–c The active DOAS principle can be applied in several light-path arrangements and observation modes using

artificial light sources such as arc lamps or incandescent lamps in a searchlight-type arrangement, or lasers. The lightpath-averaged trace gas concentration is determined in the ‘traditional’ setup (a). In situ concentrations are measured with
multiple reflection cells (b). The new ‘tomographic’ arrangement (c) employing many DOAS light paths allows mapping
of (two- or three-dimensional) trace gas distributions
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Fortunately the effect of slowly varying absorbers, i. e.
the exponential in (19.33), can be removed by high-pass
filtering the spectral data, thus only the first exponential function in (19.32) remains, which is essentially
Lambert–Beers law [(19.30) for more than one absorber]. It should be noted that the length of the light
path is more difficult to determine – or might actually
not have a precise meaning – in applications where direct or scattered sunlight is used (arrangements d, e, and
f and Fig. 19.11), in this case the column density S of
the trace gas
∞

S=

Nc (l) dl

(19.34)

0

can still be determined. In the case of a constant trace
gas concentration Nc0 (l) = c0 along a path length L the
column density simply becomes S = Nc0 L.
In order to obtain sufficient sensitivity, light-path
lengths L of the order of several 100 m to several 1000 m
are usually required. For measurements in the free atmosphere, assuming the arrangement a in Fig. 19.9, the
trace gas concentration is averaged over the whole length
of the light path, which makes the measurement less
susceptible to local emissions. On the other hand measurements must frequently be made in a small volume
(e.g. in photo-reactors); in these cases multi-reflection
d)

f)

Detector

e)
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Detector

Fig. 19.10d–f The passive DOAS technique can be applied in sev-

eral light path arrangements and observation modes using natural
light sources such as sunlight or moonlight. The zenith scattered
light (ZSL-DOAS) set-up (d) is most suited for the determination
of stratospheric species, while the Multi-AXis (MAX-DOAS) arrangement (e) provides highly sensitive trace gas measurements in
the atmospheric boundary layer. Direct sunlight observation of trace
gases from balloon platforms (f) allows the determination of trace
gas profiles in the atmosphere

systems can be used to fold the light path into a small volume [19.28]. An example of detection limits attainable
with multi-reflection systems is given in Table 19.3.

19.5.3 Variations of DOAS
The DOAS technique can be adapted to a large variety
of measurement tasks; as a consequence there are many
variants of the DOAS technique in use. These can be
grouped into active techniques, which employ their own
light sources (e.g. Xe-arc lamps or incandescent lamps),
and passive techniques, which rely natural light sources
(e.g. sunlight, moonshine or starlight).
The most common active DOAS light-path arrangements include (Fig. 19.9):
a) The traditional active long-path systems (usually
folded once);
b) Active systems using multi-reflection cells (e.g.
white cells);
c) Recently the first tomographic systems allowed the
determination of 3-D trace gas distributions by
multiple-beam active DOAS.
The most common passive DOAS light path arrangements include (Fig. 19.10):
d) Zenith scattered light (ZSL)-DOAS is well-suited to
study stratospheric trace gases. For instance a global
network of ZSL-DOAS instruments continuously
watches the distribution of stratospheric species (e.g.
O3 , NO2 , BrO, OClO).
e) Multi-AXis (MAX)-DOAS allows determination of
trace gases and their vertical distribution in e.g.
the atmospheric boundary layer or the detection of
plumes from cities, stacks, or volcanoes. In addition Airborne Multi-AXis (AMAX)-DOAS is a new
technique for application from aircraft.
f) Direct sunlight observation of trace gases from balloon platforms allows the determination of trace gas
profiles.
An extremely important, new application is satelliteborne DOAS, pioneered by the GOME and SCIAMACHY instruments [19.29, 30] that allow observation
of global stratospheric and tropospheric trace gas distributions (Fig. 19.11):
g) The most basic observation geometry is the nadir
view. Here, sunlight backscattered from the Earth
and its atmosphere is analyzed by DOAS to yield
trace gas slant column densities. Ideally all light
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recorded by the satellite spectrometer traversed the
atmosphere twice.
h) Satellites also allow the observation of scattered
sunlight in a limb-viewing geometry. This allows
the determination of trace gas profiles (although
generally only for the stratosphere).
i) Occultation (sunset, sunrise or starlight) measurements from satellites are an attractive possibility.
In addition it is now possible to determine the photon
path-length distribution in clouds by ground-based observation of O2 and O4 bands. Here effectively DOAS is
reversed: instead of the usual configuration where an unknown concentration is measured while the length of the
light path is (at least approximately) known, the photon
path-lengths are determined by observing the absorption
due to an absorber with known concentration, such as
oxygen (O2 ) or oxygen dimers (O4 ).

19.5.4 Atmospheric Aerosols
The atmospheric aerosol concentration is frequently
monitored by light detection and ranging (LIDAR)
instruments operated from the ground, aircrafts, or satellites [19.32]. In their most basic configuration they
measure the ratio of total extinction due to Mie and

g)
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h)

i)
Sciamachy

Fig. 19.11g–i Satellite-based DOAS has become an important tech-

nique for probing the atmospheric composition on a global scale.
The most basic observation geometry is the nadir view (g), here
sunlight backscattered from the Earth and its atmosphere is analyzed by DOAS to yield trace gas slant-column densities. Ideally all
light recorded by the satellite spectrometer traversed the atmosphere
twice. Satellites also allow the observation of scattered sunlight in a
limb-viewing geometry (h). This allows the determination of trace
gas profiles (although generally only for the stratosphere). Occultation (sunset, sunrise or starlight) measurements (i) from satellite
are another attractive possibility to determine trace gas vertical
profiles

Table 19.3 Selection of species of atmospheric relevance measurable by DOAS and detection limits. Differential absorption cross-sections and corresponding detection limits (assuming 32 passes in a multi-reflection cell with a 8 m base path)
for a series of species to be investigated by DOAS in the Valencia smog chamber. A dielectric mirror coating or DOAS measurements in the open atmosphere would allow longer light paths, resulting in correspondingly improved detection limits
Species

Wavelength
of prominent
band (nm)

Differential abs. cross
section (σi )
(10−20 cm2 /molec.)

Detection limit
L = (40 − 8) × 8 m = 256 m
(ppt)

280

350

200

BrO

328

1040

80

IO

427

1700

50

SO2

300

68

1000

NO2

430

17

2700

HONO

352

41

2000

O3

282

10

8000

Glyoxalb

ca. 470

≈ 10

≈ 8000

Benzene

253

200a

400

Toluene

267

200a

400

Phenol

275

3700a

20

Xylenes

260–272

≈ 100a

≈ 800

Benzaldehyde

285

a

500a

160
b

data from Trost et al. 1997, R. Volkamer, personal communication 2000 from [19.31]
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Fig. 19.12 Schematic setup of the DLR-Oberpfaffenhofen
aircraft-borne LIDAR system (OLEX). APD: avalanche
photo diode; PM: photomultiplier (courtesy G. Ehret/DLR
Oberpfaffenhofen)
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The Ozone Lidar EXperiment (OLEX) LIDAR is
used as an aerosol and ozone LIDAR (Fig. 19.12). The
system consists of two laser transmitters: 1) a Nd:YAG
laser operating at a repetition rate of 10 Hz in the fundamental, second harmonic, and third harmonic with
output energies of 200 mJ at 1064 nm, 120 mJ at 532 nm,
and 180 mJ at 355 nm, and 2) a XeCl laser operating at
10 Hz, emitting 200 mJ at 308 nm. The receiver system
is based on a 35 cm Cassegrain telescope with a field
of view (FOV) of 1 mrad and a focal length of 500 cm.
The system uses five detection channels: one channel
for 1064 nm, two channels for 532 nm in two polarization planes, one channel for 355 nm, and one for 308 nm.
The 308 and 355 nm channels are specifically dedicated
to ozone profiling in the stratosphere, while the other
wavelengths are used for aerosol and cloud monitoring.
The acquisition electronics can acquire each single signature, with the lasers firing at a 50 Hz repetition rate,
and the aerosol distributions measured by the system
are available in real time. The total weight of the system is about 270 kg and the total power consumption
above 1.6 kW.
In the present example, the OLEX LIDAR was
assembled on board the DLR-Falcon aircraft in a downlooking mode that enabled aerosol backscattering
measurements below the aircraft cruise altitude. On
24 September 1999, a flight was undertaken leading from
Oberpfaffenhofen near Munich to the Adriatic Sea. The
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Fig. 19.13 Tropospheric aerosol distribution recorded by OLEX at λ = 1024 nm during a flight of the Falcon aircraft from

Oberpfaffenhofen to the Adriatic Sea on 24 September 1999. The color codes qualitatively indicates the aerosol concentration
with the large aerosol concentrations given in yellow and the small in blue color
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19.5.5 Determination of the Distribution
of Solar Photon Path Lengths
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Fig. 19.14 Measured and modeled oxygen A-band spectrum (up-

per panel), inferred residual spectrum (middle panel) and inferred
photon PDF for the observation between 12:32 and 12:33 UT over
Cabauw/NL on 23 September 2001. The black vertical line indicates the optical path for the direct sunlight. Photon path lengths are
given in units of vertical atmosphere (VOD) or air mass (AM)

storm Cb (cumulus nimbus) clouds, average photon path
lengths of up to 100 km have been observed, while for
Sc (stratus clouds) typically photon paths are 50–100%
larger than for the direct and slant path of the sun’s
rays. Moreover, it appears that even though the spatial distribution of cloud droplets is inhomogeneous
with the moments of the density behaving like multifractals, photon PDFs tend to be mono-fractals, mostly
due to the so-called radiative smoothing of optically
thick clouds [19.39].
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A novel application of differential optical absorption
spectroscopy (DOAS) is the measurements of pathlength distributions of solar photons (photon PDF)
transmitted to the ground [19.34–38]. The knowledge
of a photon PDFs is of primary interest in the cloudy
atmospheric radiative transfer, atmospheric absorption
of solar radiation energy and thus for climate. The
method relies on the analysis of highly resolved oxygen A-band (762–775 nm) spectra (Fig. 19.14) observed
with a telescope with a small field of view (1◦ ) in
zenith-scattered sky light. It uses the fact that solar photons are randomly scattered by molecules, aerosols and
cloud droplet during their atmospheric transport. Since
a fraction of the solar photons become absorbed in the atmosphere, largely depending on the atmospheric opacity
for a given wavelength, for each wavelength solar photons travel on different average, long distances in the
atmosphere. Spectral intervals with a largely changing
atmospheric opacity but known absorber concentration
and spectroscopic constants, such as that given by the
oxygen A-band, thus contain information on the photon PDFs. Recent studies have been showing that the
atmospheric photon PDFs are highly correlating with
the total amount of liquid water in the atmosphere, the
spatial arrangement of clouds, cloud inhomogeneity and
solar illumination [19.34–38]. For example, for thunder-
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main scientific objective was to investigate the spatial
distribution of made-made aerosols emitted from traffic,
industry and house burning into the lower troposphere.
The major detected features were inhomogeneously
aerosol-loaded air masses located in the alpine mountain
valleys and the fairly uniform planetary boundary layer (PBL) stretching over the whole alpine
ridge (Fig. 19.13). Both aerosol layers nicely mark
the vertical layering of a vertically layered lower
troposphere typical for a high-pressure system at midlatitudes in fall. Another interesting feature was the
structure of the planetary boundary layer (PBL) located
over the Adriatic Sea (≈ 2000 m above sea level), which
overlaid a very thin marine boundary layer (250–300 m
above sea level). This feature resulted from an advection
of polluted PBL air masses originating from the North
Italian Apennines and the Po Basin by synoptic westerly
winds [19.33].
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19.6 Optical Phenomena in the Atmosphere
Phenomena based on atmospheric optics can be observed nearly every day and everywhere. Examples are
rainbows, halos, mirages, coronas, glories, the colors of
the sky, sunsets and twilight phenomena, green flashes,
noctilucent clouds, polar lights, and many more. All
these different phenomena are due to interaction of light
with matter present in the atmosphere (Fig. 19.15).
In the following, a brief survey of light scattering by
molecules and particles with regard to optical phenomena in the atmosphere will be given. More details on
light scattering by particles can be found in a number of
monographs [19.40–43]. Several books have focussed
on one or more optical phenomena (e.g. [19.44–54]).
Some older original publications are available as a collection of articles [19.55] and the proceedings of the
regular conferences on atmospheric optics have been
published in special issues of the journals of the Optical
Society of America [19.56–63], most of them recently
put together on a CD-ROM [19.64]. Several videos and
movies deal with selected phenomena [19.65–69], some
articles focus on connections to the fine arts [19.70–73],
a number of books focus on simple experiments as well
as observations [19.74,75] and a number of internet sites
with a lot of material are also available, Table 19.4.

Absorption
Scattering
Reflection
Refraction
Diffraction
Emission

of light from
sun, moon
by / from
of light from

water droplets
ice crystals
dendrites
dust particles
electrons
atoms
molecules
ions

Fig. 19.15 Possible interaction processes of light with constituents of air

19.6.1 Characteristics of Light Scattering
by Molecules and Particles
Nearly all optical phenomena in the atmosphere are
due to light scattering – mostly sunlight and sometimes moonlight – with the constituents of air. In the
following, a brief general survey of light scattering processes in the atmosphere will be given. Consequences
for various optical phenomena of the atmosphere will be
systematically discussed in the respective sections according to the constituents of the air that are responsible
(Table 19.5).

Table 19.4 List of internet sites on atmospheric optics
1.

http://www.polarimage.fi (Images of many phenomena)

2.

http://www.atoptics.co.uk (Images and simulations)

3.

http://www.engl.paraselene.de (Images)

4.

http://www.philiplaven.com (Images and simulations)

5.

http://www.funet.fi/pub/astro/html/eng/obs/meteoptic/links.html (Finnish amateur observer site)

6.

http://www.ursa.fi/english.html (Finnish astronomical association)

7.

http://www.meteoros.de (German halo observer network)

8.

http://mintaka.sdsu.edu/GF/ (Green flashes)

9.

http://thunder.msfc.nasa.gov (Nasa lightning page)
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10. http://www.fma-research.com/ (Lightning, in particular sprites)
11. http://www.sel.noaa.gov/ (Space weather)
12. http://www.spaceweather.com/ (Space weather)
13. http://sunearth.gsfc.nasa.gov/ (Nasa Sun Earth connection, outreach)
14. http://www.mreclipse.com/ (Eclipses)
15. http://www.geo.mtu.edu/weather/aurora/ (Auroras)
16. http://www.exploratorium.edu/auroras/index.html (Auroras)
17. http://www.amsmeteors.org/ (American meteor society)
18. http://www.imo.net/ (International meteor organization)
19. http://liftoff.msfc.nasa.gov/academy/space/solarsystem/meteors/Showers.html (Meteor showers, Nasa)
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Table 19.5 Classification of optical phenomena of the atmosphere. Depending on the homogeneity of the air, different

light interaction processes correspond to various phenomena, which are indicated by examples

1. Pure homogeneous air

•
•

refraction ⇒ mirages, shape changes of sun/moon at horizon Sect. 19.6.2
scattering ⇒ blue sky Sect. 19.6.3

2. Inhomogenous atmosphere: Air plus water droplets

•
•
•

refraction and reflection ⇒ rainbows Sect. 19.6.4
forward scattering/diffraction ⇒ coronas Sect. 19.6.5
backward scattering/diffraction ⇒ glories Sect. 19.6.5

3. Inhomogenous atmosphere: Air plus ice crystals

•
•

refraction and reflection ⇒ halos Sect. 19.6.6
forward scattering/diffraction ⇒ coronas Sect. 19.6.5

4. Inhomogenous atmosphere: Air plus aerosols

•
•
•

absorption, scattering ⇒ sky colors Sect. 19.6.7
absorption, scattering ⇒ visibility Sect. 19.6.8
forward scattering/diffraction ⇒ coronas Sect. 19.6.5

5. Ionized air

•
•

ionization/excitation by solar wind, emission ⇒ auroras Sect. 19.6.9
ionization/excitation by discharges, emission ⇒ lightning Sect. 19.6.9

Molecular Scattering
For pure air, scatterers are mostly N2 and O2 molecules,
the greenhouse gases CO2 and H2 O as well as some
traces of other gases such as Ar [19.76]. These scatterers are all much smaller than the wavelength of visible
light and one speaks of a molecular atmosphere [19.77].
The vertical distribution of the gaseous components of
air follows the barometric formula with a scaling height
of about 8 km. The scattering of sunlight from the bound
electrons of atoms/molecules is usually called Rayleigh
scattering [19.1, 78, 79]. (For historical notes on the
problem of the blue sky, see [19.80].)
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Scattering from Particles
Normal air usually also contains a variety of different
particles, the most predominant being water droplets,
ice crystals and snow flakes (dendrites). The size of the
water droplets ranges from several micrometers (cloud
droplets) to well above 1 mm (raindrops); ice crystals
are very often of hexagonal symmetry with sizes on the
order of 10–100 µm.
In addition, the atmosphere also contains other liquid
and solid particles called aerosols [19.20, 76, 81, 82].
These include many types of particles from dust, oil
droplets from forest fires, volcanic ashes as well as

anthropogenic droplets/particles with an enormous variety in composition. Typical aerosol particles have size
distributions in the range 0.1–10 µm with an average
around 1 µm (e.g. [19.83]). The vertical distribution of
the particle components of air may also be described by
some kind of exponential formula [19.77], however, the
scaling height of 1–2 km is much smaller than that for
molecules.
The scattering of light from particles in these size
ranges differs dramatically from molecular scattering,
since the particle size is comparable to or larger than the
wavelength of the light. Since atoms/molecules within
particles are very close to each other, they are excited
coherently, i. e. the total scattering from all molecules
within a particle is quite different from the sum of the
scattering of all individual molecules within the particle.
In 1908, G. Mie gave the solution of classical electrodynamics for the simplest case, referring to spherical
shapes of the particles [19.10]. Henceforth, this type of
light scattering from particles is mostly known as Mie
scattering. This name is sometimes also used for extensions to nonspherical particle shapes. For nonabsorbing
particles, which are small compared to the wavelength,
the Mie scattering gives the same results as Rayleigh
scattering. In the general case, however, it shows pro-
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nounced differences regarding wavelength dependence,
angular dependence, degree of polarization of the scattered radiation as well as scattering cross section per
molecule [19.40–42, 77].
Comparison of Rayleigh and Mie Scattering
Wavelength Dependence. Figure 19.16 gives a sche-

matic example of the scattering of light by water
molecules as well as water droplets of, say, 10 µm.
Whereas molecules or very small particles scatter light
mostly according to the inverse fourth power of wave-

length, scattering from water droplets is essentially
independent of wavelength.
Angular Dependence. Figure 19.17 gives a schematic
overview of how the angular dependence of scattering
changes with particle size. Molecules scatter unpolarized light nearly isotropically (see also Fig. 19.1)
whereas large particles scatter rather asymmetrically
in the forward direction. For a given particle size, the
scattering also depends on wavelength.
Degree of Polarization. For Rayleigh scattering, and as-

Relative scattering signal
1
Water droplets

Water molecules
0
400

500

600

700
800
Wavelength (nm)

Fig. 19.16 Schematic wavelength dependence for light
scattering from water molecules and water droplets of, e.g.,
10 µm size

Rayleigh scattering

suming perfectly spherical air molecules, light scattered
at an angle of 90◦ would be perfectly polarized [19.84].
However, air molecules already show an anisotropy, reducing the polarization to only about 94% [19.77, 79].
For larger particles, the degree of polarization varies
considerably as a function of scattering angle for
fixed size. These patterns, however, strongly depend
on size [19.40, 41, 77]. In addition, the degree of polarization at a fixed angle varies as a function of
wavelength.
Scattering Cross Section per Molecule:. The enormous
differences between incoherent and coherent scattering
become apparent when comparing light scattering from
isolated molecules to those of the same molecules within
a particle, e.g. water molecules within a water droplet
or a raindrop [19.77]. For example, the scattering per
molecule that belongs to a cloud droplet of 1 µm is
about 109 times larger than scattering by an isolated
water molecule and still a factor of about 100 larger
than a molecules in a 1 mm raindrop.

Single and Multiple Scattering, Optical Mean
Free Path and Air Mass
Light from the sun (or moon) has to traverse the atmosphere before reaching the eye of an earthbound
observer. It is attenuated by scattering and absorption,
depending on the number of scatterers present in the line
of sight. If absorption can be neglected, one may use the
scattering coefficient

Φ ⱕ λ/50
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Φ  λ/4

Φ  5λ

βS = Nσ ,

Mie scattering

Fig. 19.17 Schematic overview of the angular dependence
of light scattering from molecules and very small particles
(Rayleigh scattering) to larger particles (Mie scattering)

(19.35)

where N is the number of scatterers per unit volume and
σ is the extinction cross section, 1/βS defines the scattering mean free path, i. e. the average distance a photon
has to travel before being scattered. (If absorption is
included, an additional absorption coefficient βA is introduced and βS will be replaced by β = βS + βA .) Using
βS , one may define the optical thickness τ between two
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points A and B of the atmosphere as
0.4

B

τ=

βS (x) dx .
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Normal optical thickness
Molecular atmosphere

(19.36)

0.3

A

The optical thickness is a measure of the physical thickness in units of the scattering mean free path. For light
along a radial path, i. e. coming from the zenith, the
amount of air to be traversed is least and one refers to
the normal optical thickness, which is also called the
optical depth. For a pure molecular atmosphere, this is
depicted in Fig. 19.18. In the visible spectral range, its
values are small compared with unity, hence, a photon
is unlikely to be scattered more than once, i. e. single
scattering predominates.
The amount of air to be traversed by light, the so
called air mass, depends on the sun’s elevation. Air mass
(AM) is defined to be unity for the light source in the
zenith. It increases for smaller sun elevation angles. As
a matter of fact, it is the optical thickness, relative to
its zenith value. The exact value depends on the surface
pressure. At 5◦ elevation (85◦ zenith angle) its value is
about 10 and it ultimately reaches a value of about 40
at grazing incidence [19.51, 77, 85, 86], i. e. for the case
of sunrise or sunset. In this case, the light must pass
about 40 times the amount of air compared to the case
of the zenith.
Combining the air mass with the normal optical
thickness gives the optical thickness for arbitrary sun
elevation. Since AM reaches large values, optical thicknesses may become large compared with unity, i. e.
multiple scattering events become likely for low sun
elevations.

19.6.2 Mirages

0.1
0.0

400

500

600

700
800
Wavelength in nm

Fig. 19.18 Normal optical thickness of a purely molecular
atmosphere (data from [19.3])

discussed. Scattering effects by particles are neglected
here.
In homogeneous media, the forward propagation of
light is expressed in terms of the refractive index n
(for tables of n [19.3]). n depends on temperature T
(in K), pressure p (in mbar) and humidity. Equation (19.37) [19.87] gives an approximation for n of
dry air
n = 1+

77.6 p
× 10−6 .
T

(19.37)

For example, T = 300 K and p = 1030 mbar yields
n ≈ 1.000266. Increasing the air temperature by 40 K
(e.g., air directly above the ground which is heated
by the sun) gives n ≈ 1.000235 (for humid air, the
numbers only change slightly). These small changes of
∆n ≈ 3 × 10−5 are responsible for all kinds of mirages.
The most simple mirage effect is known from astronomy: if an observer looks at an object in the sky
at a certain altitude, the actual position of the object is
lower in the sky. This is due to the refraction of light
upon propagation in the atmosphere with a gradient in n
giving rise to curved light paths.
At the zenith, the deviation is zero, at 45◦ zenith
distance it amounts to 1 (1 minute of an arc) increasing
to more than 38 at an angle of 90◦ . This has to be
compared with the angular size of the sun or moon,
which is about 30 , i. e. half a degree. Since the refraction
is only about 28 at a zenith distance of 89.5◦ , the sun
or the moon in an otherwise undisturbed atmosphere
(no inversion layers) will thus be flattened [19.47], see
also [19.88–92].
Mirages are images of objects which may be seen
in addition to the real objects. They can be seen whenever there are temperature differences in the atmosphere,
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Mirages are due to the propagation of light waves in air
that has gradients in the index of refraction [19.44–48,
51]. In general, light which is propagating in clear air
(no particles) is partly scattered according to Rayleigh
scattering, while the rest propagates undisturbed in the
forward direction. The scattered light consists of sideways scattering and forward scattering, the latter being
in phase with the incident light. As a consequence, light
in clear air is slightly weakened by sideways scattering,
the forward-propagating light being the superposition
of the incident light and the forward-scattered light.
The weakening due to sideways scattering will be
discussed below (blue sky). Here, the phenomena associated with the forward-propagating light will be

0.2
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Fig. 19.19 Inferior mirage: a palm tree scatters sunlight in

all directions. The atmosphere is heated close to the ground.
Therefore the index of refraction is smaller there, giving rise
to curved light paths. Direct and refracted light can enter
the eye of an observer, which is interpreted as an object on
top of an inverted image (after [19.48])

Part D 19.6

which give rise to unusual gradients in the index of refraction. Similarly to astronomical refraction, gradients
in n give rise to curved light paths. If warm air is above
the ground, n is smaller close to the ground than above
it. This leads to inferior mirages like the well-known
wet streets on hot summer days. The formation of inferior mirages is illustrated in Fig. 19.19. A prominent
feature of a mirage is the so-called vanishing line of the
object [19.48]. Light below certain object points has no
chance whatsoever to reach the eye of the observer, i. e.
parts of the object cannot be seen, irrespective of the
direction into which the light is scattered.
In the case of an inversion layer in the atmosphere,
the air at a given height is warmer than below, which
may give rise to superior mirages. Similarly to inferior mirages, the propagation of light with curved paths
in this case can give rise to multiple images on top of
the object. In nature, combinations of inferior and superior mirages may occur. Also, heated vertical walls may
result in lateral mirages.
The angular size of mirages is usually about
0.5–1.0◦ . For observations, binoculars and cameras with

telephoto lenses are used. The mirages are often distorted and flicker due to local density fluctuations in the
air.
Theoretical progress in understanding mirages came
with the computer. The propagation of light rays in
a given atmosphere, defined by the vertically varying
index of refraction n(z), is computed theoretically using
ray-tracing methods. The various methods [19.93–96]
differ by their choice of geometry and n(z). Such simulations prove very helpful in understanding the general
characteristics of mirages, like e.g. so-called mock mirages [19.97, 98].
Recent research has explained many unusual mirage
phenomena quantitatively, including long-range mirages
like the Novaya–Zemlya effect from atmospheric ducting [19.99–102] and small-scale movements seen within
superior mirages when atmospheric gravity (buoyancy)
waves are present [19.103, 104].
Superior mirages seen over large distances
(70–100 km) can result from fairly complex atmospheric temperature profiles [19.95]. Also, the origin
of double inferior mirages as well as unusual horizontal
stripes in inferior mirages has been analyzed theoretically [19.96]. Very recently, focus had been on very
precise measurements and comparison to modeled astronomical refraction of the setting sun [19.105, 106] and
the occurrence of very bright superior mirages [19.107].
In addition to analysis of observations and theoretical models, inferior mirages and superior mirages
with multiple images may also be studied quantitatively or as demonstration experiments in the
laboratory [19.65, 108–112].

19.6.3 Clear Sky:
Blue Color and Polarization
Light scattering in pure gases is due to the electrons
in atoms and molecules. As a result, the scattered light
intensity varies approximately as 1/λ4 (Fig. 19.16), i. e.,
red light is scattered much less than blue light [19.1, 78,
79]. When looking at the daylight sky illuminated by the
sun one mostly sees scattered light and, hence, a blue
sky (In Sect. 19.6, the qualitative term intensity which is
often not properly defined (see [19.113]), does usually
mean either radiance, given in W/m2 sr, or spectrally
resolved radiance in W/m2 sr nm).
The scattered light is strongly polarized at a scattering angle of 90◦ [19.84]. Concerning the whole
sky, the polarization varies and also has neutral points,
named after Arago and Babinet [19.44, 46, 51]. In reality, even if very clean air is used, the maximum degree
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of polarization is about 94%, see Sect. 19.6.1. The atmosphere usually also contains an appreciable number of
particles, which show Mie scattering with different angular polarization dependencies. In addition, there may
be contributions of multiply scattered light as well as
backscattering from the surface of the Earth. Overall, the
degree of polarization typically reaches values around
80%. Obviously, this depends on the concentration of
particles and is thus related to the transmission of the
atmosphere [19.114]. More details on scattering effects
and recent research will be given in Sect. 19.6.7.
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Fig. 19.20 Simple explanation of a rainbow from a single raindrop

in terms of geometrical optics. Parallel light rays, characterized by
the impact parameter b, are scattered due to refraction, internal
reflection and refraction (for clarity other light paths are omitted).
The scattering angle δ as a function of b exhibits a shallow minimum,
i. e. many incoming light rays with different values of b will be
scattered in the same direction

rection. As a consequence, an observer who is looking
at a cloud of raindrops that is illuminated from the back
by sunlight, will observe a bow of angular size 42◦
(Fig. 19.21).
The rainbow angle, i. e. the minimum of δ in the plot
of Fig. 19.20, can be easily calculated (e.g. [19.47,121])
with geometrical optics by finding the minimum of the
scattering angle δ(αinc ) with respect to the angle of incidence αinc of the light rays onto the droplet. Assuming
n air ≈ 1 one finds for the primary bow
δ(αinc ) = 2αinc − 4αrefr + π ,
cos αinc =

n2 − 1
.
3

with
(19.38)
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Rainbows are due to scattering of sunlight from raindrops in the atmosphere [19.43–48,51]. The drops are in
the size range between 10 µm (white fogbow/cloud bow)
and several millimeters. One usually assumes spherical
droplets, however, drop shapes may vary depending on
size [19.115, 116] or they may even oscillate [19.117].
Drop formation and size distributions have been extensively studied [19.118]. The effect of nonsphericity on
rainbow phenomena is discussed, e.g., in [19.119, 120].
The observed bows are mostly due to single scattering events. Hence, the complex problem of light
scattering from millions of raindrops in a rain shower
can be reduced to the scattering of sunlight from a single
raindrop. Since raindrops are large compared to the
wavelength of light, geometrical optics already gives
a rough description. Figure 19.20 depicts a single raindrop and parallel light rays from the sun.
The rays are characterized by their impact parameter b. Each ray is reflected and refracted upon hitting
an interface between air and water. For clarity, only
the light paths that give rise to the primary rainbow
are sketched. They are defined by refraction into the
droplet, internal reflection and refraction back into the
air. Similarly higher-order rainbows may be constructed
by allowing for multiple internal reflections. The central ray (1) is not deflected by the refractions and exits
at a scattering angle of 180◦ with respect to the incident ray. Ray number (2) suffers a scattering angle of
about 170◦ and so on. For increasing impact parameter the scattering angle δ decreases until a minimum is
reached at an impact parameter of about 0.86 R (ray 7).
The flatness of this shallow minimum (Fig. 19.20) at
an angle of about 138◦ is responsible for the fact that
much more light is scattered into this direction – geometrically along the surface of a cone – than in others,
since many incoming light rays of slightly differing
impact parameters will emerge in the same output di-
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From sun

From sun
42 °

138 °

42 °

Antisolar point

Fig. 19.21 Observation of a rainbow. Each raindrop scatters light preferably in a cone of the rainbow angle. Hence,
an observer will see more light when looking in the direction of the surface of a cone that is centered in a droplet.
The whole rainbow is due to millions of drops, the effect of which is an observable bright feature, geometrically
on the surface of another cone centered in the eye of the observer and making an angle of 42◦ with regard to
the antisolar point (after [19.48]). Its surface touches the surfaces of the scattered light cones of each individual
droplet
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Here αrefr denotes the angle of the refracted ray
within the raindrop and n is the index of refraction
of water. For n = 1.33, Snell’s law gives a scattering angle of δ(αinc ) = 137.5◦ . Due to dispersion
(n 650 nm = 1.331, n 400 nm = 1.343) the rainbow angles
depend on wavelength. Taking into account the finite
size of the sun of about 0.5◦ one finds an angular
width of about 2.2◦ for the primary bow. The analysis is easily extended to higher-order rainbows [19.47],
most of which may, however, only be observed in the
laboratory [19.110, 122–125].
Several rainbow features can only be explained
by wave optics. Light from the rainbow is appreciably polarized perpendicular to the plane of incidence,
since the angle of incidence for the internal reflection
is close to the Brewster angle [19.126]. Also, careful
measurements showed that the light intensity shows an
interference pattern, named after Airy [19.50, 127, 128],
which differs markedly from the prediction of geometrical optics (Fig. 19.22).
Until the beginning of the 20th century, wave optics features were computed using Airy’s theory, which
gives reasonable results for droplet sizes down to 10 µm;
for smaller sizes, it fails. Improvements came with

Mie theory [19.10, 40, 41], however, its numerical solutions in terms of scattering efficiencies as a function
of angle for size distributions of the droplets and finite angular size of the solar disk had to wait for the
development of computers. Similarly, Debye developed
Intensity of scattered light

Geometrical optics

Wave optics

Rainbow angle

Scattering angle

Fig. 19.22 Differences between the theories of Descartes
and Airy for the scattered light intensity of raindrops
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Fig. 19.23 Angular distribution of blue light scattered by water
droplets with mean radii ranging from 2 µm and 8 µm (fog and cloud
droplets) to 200 µm (small raindrops) (computation by E. Tränkle)

light [19.138, 139]. Even infrared rainbows have been
detected [19.140].
In addition to analysis of observations and theoretical models, rainbow phenomena may also be studied
in the laboratory either for quantitative comparison to
theory or just as demonstration experiments using either
single droplets or cylinders of water or other materials [19.109, 110, 122–124, 136, 141, 142].
Present investigations of rainbow phenomena deal,
e.g., with experiments on higher-order rainbows
from acoustically levitated water drops [19.143] or
cylinders [19.144,145] and total internal reflection rainbows [19.146] as well as new simulations of rainbows
and fogbows [19.147, 148].

19.6.5 Coronas, Iridescence and Glories
The forward and backward scattering of small water
droplets can also give rise to very distinct features [19.43, 44, 47, 48, 51]. First, colored concentric
rings, called coronas, around the sun or the moon with
angular distances up to, e.g., 15◦ may be observed, when
looking through thin clouds. The middle whitish part
around the light source is often called an aureole. If,
second, colorful clouds are observed at larger distances
from the sun (up to 45◦ ), one usually speaks of cloud
iridescence. Third, backscattering that leads to colorful
concentric rings at angles close to 180◦ with respect to
the light source are called glories. Figure 19.24 gives an
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a tool of how to decompose the partial wave amplitudes for scattering of a plane wave into individual
contributions of certain types. This later led to the complex angular-momentum theory [19.129]. Application
of the mathematics of catastrophe theory to light scattering showed that the rainbow is a manifestation of the
so-called fold caustic [19.130].
Here, results of the full electrodynamic treatment,
i. e. Mie theory, are presented [19.40, 41, 131–133]. Figure 19.23 depicts results for monochromatic blue light
of λ = 450 nm, scattered by a lognormal distribution of
water droplets with mean radii ranging from 2 µm to
200 µm. The full width at half maximum of the size
distribution is 10% of the mean radius.
Obviously, large droplets show Airy rings at the rainbow angles. For other wavelengths, these curves would
be slightly shifted due to dispersion. The overlapping
of the interference rings for all wavelengths leads to
so-called supernumerary arcs (e.g. [19.134, 135]). Decreasing the droplet size leads to a broadening of the
rainbows due to diffraction. In this case, the overlapping
of all wavelengths leads to a white rainbow, also called
a fog bow. If the size becomes too small, no rainbows
are observable. The other features in Fig. 19.23 will be
discussed in Sect. 19.6.5.
There are many other interesting features of rainbows. For example the first-order rainbow often visually
appears brighter at the base of the bow than at the top of
the bow. This is due to the fact that, in a rain shower, raindrops are distorted in shape to oblate spheroids. Light
reaching an observer from the base of a rainbow traverses a water droplet in the horizontal plane where the
droplet cross section is circular. In contrast, light from
the top of the rainbow traverses the water droplet in
the vertical plane where the droplet cross section is elliptical. Since the scattered light intensity due to the
internal reflection is less in the elliptical cross section
than that in the circular cross section the base of the
rainbow is brighter than the top of the bow (the longer
optical path from the top may also lead to increased
extinction).
Similar explanations [19.136] are possible for other
features such as, e.g., that the supernumeraries of the
first-order rainbow often appear most vividly at the top
of the bow or that supernumeraries of the second-order
rainbow are almost never seen. Also, the effects of the
electric fields [19.137] and acoustic forces accompanying thunderstorms can have observable consequences
on rainbows [19.117]. Visibility and general brightness
of rainbows depend on multiply scattered and absorbed
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Fig. 19.24 Overview of geometries of light-scattering phe-

nomena from a water droplet

overview of the light-scattering geometries of rainbows,
coronas and glories due to water droplets.
Coronas
In its most spectacular form, coronas can be observed
as a concentric series of three or four brilliantly colored
rings around the sun or moon. In its simplest form, the
corona is just represented by the aureole, which is a white
disk near the sun or moon bordered by a bluish ring and
terminated by a reddish-brown band.
Coronas are easily explained using Mie theory [19.149, 150]. Coronas occur as strong forwardscattering phenomena (Fig. 19.23) for very small nearly
monodisperse sizes of typically about 10 µm. More simply, coronas are treated as diffraction phenomena by
water droplets. The first minimum for light of wavelength λ diffracted by a circular aperture of diameter
2R = D is given by

D sin φ = 1.22λ .

(19.39)
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For droplets of nearly uniform size, the diffraction angles φ obviously depend on wavelength, giving rise
to rather pure perceived colors of the coronas. In this
case, the average droplet size may be estimated from the
angular size of the rings from (19.39). To obtain the approximate angle for the red band of the solar corona,
it is customary to use λ = 570 nm in (19.39) since the
positions of the red bands are believed to correspond
to the minima for green light [19.151]. (Alternatively to
570 nm, 490 nm has been proposed [19.152].) For example, 2R = 10 µm gives φ ≈ 4◦ . (Note that there will be
deviations between the correct Mie theory and diffraction theory for droplets with sizes of 10 µm and below.)
A much better way to judge droplet sizes is to fit the col-

ored rings of computer simulations to those of photos of
natural observations [19.150].
An aureole may be produced by relatively large
particles that tightly compress the rings, or by the presence of a broad particle size distribution that causes the
colored rings to overlap.
Simple diffraction theory has problems for drops
with sizes only slightly greater than the incident wavelength. In this case, Mie theory must be applied, since
the amplitudes of the diffracted and transmitted light are
comparable in the forward-scattering direction, leading
to interference between the two components that can
significantly alter the scattering pattern.
The nature of the cloud particles that cause coronas has been the subject of controversy [19.152, 153].
Observations of some coronas due to very high clouds
suggested that not only supercooled spherical cloud
droplets, but also ice crystals may be responsible for
coronas. However, ice crystals can assume a variety of shapes and orientations that should not give
very pure coronal colors. The issue was settled by
experiments which simultaneously used polarization
LIDAR data as well as photographic evidence of
coronas to demonstrate that cirrus clouds composed
of hexagonal ice crystals with particle sizes ranging from 12 to 30 µm (which is unusually small for
most cirrus clouds) can generate multiple-ringed colored coronas [19.152]. Later the study also included
aircraft probes of the particles [19.153]. In one case
a weak corona and a halo display (see below) of
the hexagonal crystals were observed simultaneously
within the same cloud. This is possible, since laboratory experiments indicate a lower limit of about 20 µm
for the sizes of ice crystals that can produce halo
effects.
Some while ago, it was also noted that coronas need
not be spherical. Elliptical coronas have been reported
at special times in early summer. They were explained
as diffraction phenomena from nonspherical birch and
pine pollen grains [19.154–156]. Also, split coronas due
to local variations of droplet size or changes between
water and ice have been observed [19.157]. Recently,
new simulations have been reported [19.158]. Special
coronas, called Bishop’s rings, can be produced by volcanic ashes, as has been reported after the explosion of
Krakatau in 1883.
Iridescence
Cloud iridescence is a brilliant display, which occurs
quite often when appropriate thin clouds are close to
the sun or moon or if edges of thick clouds happen to
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have rather monodisperse droplets. Iridescence is also
observed, though more rarely, at much larger angular
separation from the sun of up to 45◦ and it may be
easily observed and analyzed within contrails [19.151].
If interpreted using diffraction, like coronas, the drop
sizes 2R are in the range 2–4 µm. These sizes are indeed
quite rare, though possible near the edges of growing or
evaporating clouds.
Whereas, coronas are generally observed at smaller
angles for mostly monodisperse droplet populations
with sizes of about 10 µm, iridescence usually occurs
at larger angles and requires cloud droplet sizes on the
order of a few microns in diameter with broad size
distributions. These conditions are often found in the
vicinity of the visible cloud margin where there is also
a sharp gradient of the drop sizes. Thus, coronas and
iridescence appear to require quite different cloud microphysical conditions to be present, and should also
be most frequently observed in different angular regions [19.151]. Recent studies deal with coronas and
iridescence in mountain wave clouds [19.157] as well as
rare iridescence cases in cirrus clouds [19.159, 160].
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Glories are present in Fig. 19.23 as oscillatory structures
in the angular range from about 160 to 180◦ for droplets
of 4 and 16 µm size. The more uniform the droplet size,
the more rings may be observed.
Knowing from coronas that colorful rings may also
be produced by fairly monodisperse assemblies of ice
crystals and even tree pollen, one may ask whether the
glories that are often observed from airplane windows
may also be due to ice crystals in high-altitude cirrus
clouds.
From the above interpretation of Mie theory, the
glory is due to circumferential, i. e., surface-wave ray
paths which are unique to spheres. Glories are, hence,
produced by spherical scatterers. Based on photographic
evidence, it was therefore investigated [19.164] whether
glories may be also due to spherical or near-spherical
ice crystals? In conclusion it was found that ice grows in
amorphous and presumably spherical shapes only at unlikely frigid temperatures. Recent studies have, however,
suggested that small near-spherical ice particles (diameters ranging from 9 to 15 µm) can sometimes, though
very rarely, occur near the tops or along the margins of
some ice clouds, and these may give rise to observable
glories. Very recently, new simulations for glories were
reported [19.147, 165, 166].

19.6.6 Halos
Halos are caused by the refraction and/or reflection of
sunlight by ice crystals in the atmosphere [19.43–48,51,
52, 66, 167]. They can already be understood in terms
of geometrical optics. Ice crystals that cause good halo
displays are usually hexagonal plate or column crystals
with sizes in the range of 20–100 µm [19.168]. Such
crystals form very often, depending on the temperature
and the amount of water vapor in the air [19.169]. Good
documentation with micrographs can be found in the
literature [19.52, 170].
A great number of different halos may be observed
in nature and in the laboratory since there is an enormous variety of possible types of ray paths through the
crystals and crystals may have different orientations in
the air.
The most simple halos are parhelia, also called
sun dogs, which are often observed in cirrus clouds
(and sometimes in contrails [19.171]). They are due to
oriented plate crystals, i. e. crystals falling with their
principal axes vertical. This orientation mode is often
possible and is, e.g., similar to movements of leaves (or
sky divers), which maximize their air resistance as they
fall [19.118]. If light rays from the sun enter a prism face
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Glories
The colored rings of glories, sometimes also called spectre of the Brocken are observed in a backscattering
geometry, if sunlight illuminates fog or clouds with very
small water droplets. Nowadays, observations can be
performed easily when flying in airplanes and observing
the shadow of the plane on nearby clouds.
Early interpretations could not use Mie theory (since
computers were not available), but tried to understand
the phenomenon in simpler terms. The assumption of
diffraction of reflected light by the droplets (diffraction
from circular apertures) did not work, since intensities
and angular distances of the pattern are different. However, diffraction from circular rings could explain the
phenomenon [19.40, 161]. For this to happen, glories
must be due to light entering the raindrops at grazing incidence (this interpretation was later supported by Mie
theory [19.162]). Then, the scattered light is more or
less exiting at the opposite side of a droplet, i. e. at scattering angles of 180◦ . In terms of geometrical optics,
this is not possible, however, wave theory allows for
surface waves at the boundary. In the backward direction, all contributions interfere constructively to produce
the glory. These model assumptions were supported by
experiments with microscopic water droplets supported
by submicroscopic spider webs [19.163]. Later on, this
model was further developed very successfully [19.129].
Nowadays, glories are explained by using Mie theory.
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Fig. 19.25 Ray paths within hexagonal ice crystals (n = 1.31) show

an angle of minimum deviation of 22◦ . For clarity, other light paths
are omitted

of a crystal and exit an alternate prism face, the situation
corresponds to refraction from a 60◦ prism. The scattering angle as a function of angle of incidence shows
a flat minimum (Fig. 19.25) that is at a scattering angle
of 22◦ for ice crystals with n = 1.31. Similarly to the explanation of the rainbow, more light is deflected in this
direction. Therefore an observer looking at the sun or
the moon through a thin cirrus cloud will see more light
at an angular distance of 22◦ from the light source. For
randomly oriented crystals, the resulting display will be
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Fig. 19.26 A schematic survey of some halos which may be

observed (1: 22◦ halo, 2: parhelia, 3: 46◦ halo, 4: sun pillar,
5: parhelic circle, 6: circumscribed halo, 7: circumzenithal
arc). These displays all depend on sun elevation

a circular halo, centered at the light source, for oriented
crystals, light will be deflected to both sides of the light
source, giving rise to parhelia. The color of the parhelia,
reddish towards the sun and bluish tails at the outside,
is due to dispersion, i. e. different minimum deviation
angles for the various wavelengths.
Similarly, other halos, often referred to as arcs, are
due to other ray paths. A very brief survey of some
common halos (today, more than 40 different types are
known) is shown in Fig. 19.26. The circumzenith arc
(No. 7 in Fig. 19.26) is due to rays which enter the top
basal face and exit a prism face of crystals with vertical
symmetry axis. For random orientation, ray paths which
refer to such a 90◦ prism lead to circular halos of 46◦
(No. 3 in Fig. 19.26). Pure reflection halos – not colored,
since refraction does not contribute – are e.g. sun pillars (No. 4 in Fig. 19.26). They arise when sunlight is
reflected at grazing incidence from the horizontal faces
of plate crystals oriented with their axes vertical. Similarly oriented crystals also give rise to the parhelic circle
(No. 5 in Fig. 19.26), which is due to reflected sunlight
from crystal faces lying in the vertical plane.
Singly oriented column crystals – column crystals
with axes horizontal but otherwise unconstrained – give
rise to the upper and lower tangent arcs. Much more
rarely, column crystals orient with two prism faces horizontal. Crystals having these Parry orientations give rise
to Parry arcs. Still other crystal orientation modes are
possible. Furthermore, crystals occasionally have pyramidal faces that produce halos at other angular distances,
referred to as odd-radius halos.
The modern theory of halos started in the 17th century [19.44, 172]. In recent decades, enormous progress
has been made. This is due to computer techniques, the
application of more traditional, conceptual mathematics [19.173], experiments which collected atmospheric
ice crystals during observation of halo displays in cold
climates, and to dedicated observers who have documented many new halos.
Probably the biggest step was made by the introduction of computer simulations which allow the
computation of complex halos from many different types
of crystal shapes, sizes and orientation. They gave a lot
of new information, especially regarding intensity variations within a given halo [19.48,174,175]. Various arcs
could be directly related to the crystals and the ray paths
that were producing them. The theoretical displays could
be easily compared with photographs or drawings of real
halo displays.
Many excellent displays were documented by
Finnish or German observer networks ([19.176], see
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also Table 19.4) and scientists in Antarctica [19.52].
Computer simulations were also used to explain old
documented displays dating back to the 18th century [19.177]. Analysis of halos also include polarization
effects, started by systematic studies in the seventies [19.53,178]. Halo polarimetric studies should allow
the detection and identification of birefringent crystals
in extraterrestrial atmospheres [19.179–181]. Very recently, the focus had been on comparison of observations
with the simulation of halo polarization profiles, the size
and shape of the crystals in the model being based on
sampled ice crystals [19.182].
Halo phenomena have also been studied in the laboratory for quantitative comparison to theory and as
demonstration experiments using prisms or hexagons
made of glass, lucite or other materials [19.43, 66, 109,
110, 112].

19.6.7 The Color of the Sun and Sky

Table 19.6 Transmission of a molecular atmosphere

0◦ )

or close
(h = 0) for sun in zenith (AM = 1: ϕ =
to the horizon (AM = 10: ϕ = 85◦ , AM = 38: ϕ = 90◦ ),
T (ϕ = 0◦ ) after [19.3]
λ(nm)

T (AM = 1)

T (AM = 10)

T (AM = 38)

630
530
430

0.945
0.892
0.764

0.625
0.320
0.068

0.117
0.013
0.000036
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to [19.86, 114]
T (ϕ, h) = T (0, h)AM(ϕ,h)

(19.40)

Results for the transmission of red (λ = 630 nm),
green (λ = 530 nm) and blue (λ = 430 nm) light for
a molecular atmosphere and AM = 1, (ϕ = 0◦ , zenith),
AM = 10 (ϕ ≈ 85◦ ) and AM = 38 (ϕ = 90◦ , horizon)
are given in Table 19.6.
Whereas the zenith sun is still regarded as white, the
sun’s spectrum near the horizon is drastically changed in
favor of red and green light. Above the horizon, yellow
colors may be observed and close to the horizon, red
dominates. Since, simultaneously, the radiance of the
sun decreases drastically, the brightness also decreases
with ϕ. Naked-eye observations are, however, still not
possible in very clear air even if h = 0 (sea level). In
general, however, haze due to water vapor and aerosols
leads to additional weakening.
Aerosols are very important for optical variations
within the atmosphere [19.15,16]. The difference of observations and theoretical spectra, including selective
absorption of molecules within the air, is attributed to
aerosols [19.114].
Extraordinary color changes of the sun can sometimes occur, if clouds of nearly uniformly sized particles
are present in the line of sight. For example, the forest
fires in Canada in 1950 ejected large numbers of oil
droplets in the air. These were transported over long
distances and led to blue sun observations even in Edinburgh [19.74,184]. Similar events may be due to volcanic
eruptions.
Sky Colors
Obviously, sky colors are due to many factors [19.43–
49, 51]. A simple qualitative explanation of typical sky
colors at sunset can be given according to Fig. 19.27.

Line of sight
Horizon
Observer

Fig. 19.27 Geometry for qualitative explanation of sky colors after sunset (see text for details)
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The Color of the Sun
Light scattering in the atmosphere is responsible for the
color of the sun or moon, as perceived by earthbound
observers. Outside the atmosphere, solar irradiation has
a very broad spectrum, ranging from UV to the deep
infrared [19.183]. Neglecting processes in the sun’s atmosphere, it more or less resembles the emission of
a black body of about 5900 K. This radiation is interpreted as white by human eyes (the exact color may be
computed from spectra according to color metric formulae, see e.g. [19.76]). In the Earth’s atmosphere, the
radiation is absorbed and scattered. Compared to the
outside spectrum, the irradiation curve is lowered and
shows characteristic absorption features, mostly from
H2 O, CO2 and oxygen (see Fig. 19.7).
Color changes occur depending on air mass, i. e.
sun elevation. Starting with a purely nonabsorbing molecular atmosphere, atmospheric transmission has been
computed for air mass AM = 1 [19.3]. Therefrom the
transmission at arbitrary zenith angles ϕ and starting
at height h of an observer may be computed according
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The sun has just set, i. e. it is below the horizon. Sunlight still illuminates portions of the atmosphere. The
color that an observer perceives in a given direction is
due to contributions of scattered and attenuated light
along a line of sight in the respective direction. In simple terms, the amount of radiation entering the observers
eye depends on, first, the light path through the atmosphere before scattering, second, the height of the
scattering event, which determines the density of scatterers, third, the scattering angle, and fourth, the optical
thickness along the line of sight, i. e. the attenuation due
to scattering and/or absorption. The subtle interplay of
these four parameters determines the spectrum of light
reaching the eye of an observer and hence the perceived
color.
Different locations along the line of sight will contribute to the scattered light with varying intensity as
well as spectral composition. The light beam most distant from the Earth will reach the line of sight, nearly
unattenuated, and a broad spectrum is available for scattering. Due to the large height, only a small amount
of radiation is scattered towards the observer, with blue
dominating. This light is further attenuated before reaching the observer. The final spectral composition of the
light depends on the optical thickness that must be traversed. However, blue is most strongly attenuated, i. e.
overall this light will not contribute much and will not
dominate the color. The closer the light passes to the
ground, the more its spectrum is shifted towards the red.
Although less light will intersect the line of sight compared to the large height rays, it will contribute more,
since it interacts at lower heights, i. e. with a much
larger density of scatterers. Taking into account the further shift of the scattered light spectrum towards the
red due to scattering along the line of sight shows that
the sky color will be dominated by yellowish and red
colors.
The brightness and color of the clear sky has also
been investigated for various zenith angles ϕ [19.185].
For high sun elevations, the zenith sky of a pure Rayleigh
atmosphere is blue (as observed for clear air), however,
it would turn yellowish after sunset. This is in contrast
to the observed blue color. The solution of this puzzle are the Chappuis absorption bands of ozone in the
wavelength range between 500 and 700 nm. For high
sun elevations, the ozone absorption contribution to sky
light is small compared to Rayleigh scattering whereas
it dominates for very low sun elevations.
Aerosols within the atmosphere are usually not
distributed homogeneously, but in the form of ac-

cumulations, carried by the wind, thus undergoing
constant qualitative changes, including condensation
processes [19.114]. As a consequence, the extinction coefficient for various atmospheric compositions, e.g., for
different types of clouds, and low- or high-altitude haze
varies considerably [19.76]. For simplicity, let us now
assume just a single aerosol layer. Its influence on sky
colors is simply to intensify the red and yellow colors
in the forward direction. This is due to the fact that the
scattering angles are rather small and that aerosol particles show very strong forward scattering, compared to
Rayleigh scattering (Fig. 19.17).
Similar qualitative arguments may also be applied to
the phenomenon of the so-called blue mountains. During the day, the sky is illuminated by the sun. If the
line of sight to a distant mountain is close to the horizon, the radiation entering the eye of an observer is
due to two contributions. First, it consists of the light
originally scattered by the mountain towards the observer. This light is attenuated due to scattering along
the line of sight. Second, the observer will see sunlight
that is scattered by the air along the line of sight. This
air light will be blue in a Rayleigh atmosphere. Observing a scenery with mountains at various distances will
change the amount of the two contributions: the more
distant, the smaller the first will be and the more important the second contribution (see the discussion on
visibility in Sect. 19.6.8). As a consequence, distant objects will appear to have a faint blue color [19.45, 51].
This scheme can be used to get a measure for the
thickness of the atmosphere [19.186].
Very often, one observes that sky light close to the
horizon is whitish. This can be understood in a similar
way. Since no objects except the sky are observed, the
first contribution from the above argument vanishes and
only air light has to be considered. Sunlight which is
scattered in a length interval close to the observer contributes a large amount of blue light due to Rayleigh
scattering at low heights above the ground. Light which
is scattered at larger distances from the observer is scattered at larger heights, i. e. contributes smaller amounts
of predominantly blue light. In addition this light is attenuated and spectrally modified by additional scattering
along the line of sight. As a result, light which originates
far from the observer contributes small amounts of multiply scattered mostly red light. All contributions along
the line of sight add up to give an overall white color.
Since light from distant portions will cease to contribute
if scattered out of the line of sight, the overall brightness
has a limit [19.45, 51, 77].
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19.6.8 Clouds and Visibility
Clouds
Clouds are visible aggregates of water droplets or ice
crystals, suspended in the air and grown around condensation nuclei [19.118]. Fog or clouds have droplet
sizes around or above 10 µm, with densities ranging
from 10 to 1000 droplets/cm3 . On average we will assume 300 droplets/cm3 [19.203]. Droplets of 5–10 µm
radius will then correspond to volume fractions f of
about 10−7 –10−6 .
Clouds exhibit several optical phenomena, the most
obvious being their white color, but certain types of
clouds show particular phenomena. Cirrus and cirrustratus clouds may give rise to coronas, iridescence
and halos, contrails of aircraft engines are cirrus-like
trails of condensed vapor with characteristics similar
to cirrus clouds, and cumulonimbus clouds relate to
thunderstorms, i. e. lightning. Here, the color of clouds,
their absorption and extinction will be briefly discussed.
The effect of photon path length distributions within
clouds is discussed in the contribution of U. Platt and
K. Pfeilsticker (Sect. 19.5.5).
If illuminated by white light, clouds appear white
(lower brightness is often interpreted as grey or dark).
Since water droplets are mostly nonabsorbing in the
visible, the color must be due to scattering. Scattering of
light from monodisperse water droplets of about 10 µm
shows Ripple structures (Fig. 19.16) [19.40,41], for size
distributions this is washed out and scattering is mostly
independent of wavelength in the visible spectral range.
Although this is a sufficient condition for clouds to be
white, it is not necessary [19.204]. As a matter of fact,
a suspension of Rayleigh scatterers (such as fat droplets
in milk), i. e. selective scatterers, also give a white color
due to multiple scattering.
The criterion for multiple scattering to take place is
that the optical thickness τ is large compared to unity.
A molecular atmosphere had τ < 1, therefore the explanation of the blue sky needs only single scattering
events. For clouds, τ for a distance x can be estimated by the following argument: within clouds, the
extinction coefficient is more or less constant, hence
τ = βx. The extinction coefficient β can be estimated
from Mie theory calculations. Droplets of about 10 µm
in diameter have extinction cross sections of about
twice the geometrical cross section (this is the extinction paradox, [19.41]), i. e. of the order of 10−6 cm2 .
For concentrations of 300/cm3 , this leads to extinction
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Observations from Mauna Loa of the polarization
and color ratio during twilight often show deviations
from the clear-sky average. These were attributed to
cloud or haze shadow effects and the importance of
stratospheric dust layers was emphasized [19.187].
Stratospheric dust clouds from volcanic eruptions do
strongly affect the degree of polarization of sky light
and also shift the positions of neutral points by more
than 15◦ [19.188]. Such investigations strongly profit
from the development of LIDAR systems and the
respective theories of backscattering from small particles [19.189–192].
Modern experiments simultaneously measure the
sky light radiance distribution at three wavelengths,
the degree of polarization, and the plane of polarization [19.193]. Recently, the color coordinates of sky
light have been investigated, showing that sky light
colors have a wide range of chromaticity curves, depending strongly on location. Sometimes difficulties
arise in separating luminance changes from chromaticity changes [19.194]. Astonishingly, clear daytime skies
show a local maximum of radiance near the astronomical
horizon. Its angular width and elevation vary with the
solar elevation, azimuth relative to the sun, and aerosol
optical depth. This is understood in terms of secondorder scattering processes [19.195].
When the sun is seen through thin clouds, it usually
has a sharp edge, but occasionally is fuzzy. This is due to
certain clouds with ranges of cloud optical thicknesses
depending on the cloud particle sizes [19.196].
Present investigations of sky light deal, e.g., with
digital imaging of clear-sky polarization [19.197], twilight modeling [19.198] as well as color and luminance
asymmetries in clear [19.199] and overcast [19.200]
skies. Sky light measurements have also been reported
for Mars, based on data from the Viking and Pathfinder
missions. The Martian atmosphere has a high dustparticle content resulting in very high sky brightness and
the sky colors vary strongly with the angular position of
the sun [19.201].
Theoretical modeling of atmospheric extinction
greatly profited from computer technology. Nowadays,
the transmission of the atmosphere is modeled by extensive databases. The most prominent of these are the
HITRAN and LOWTRAN databases [19.76, 202]. In
particular, the LOWTRAN program calculates the transmission spectrum for molecular absorption, Rayleigh
scattering and aerosol extinction at a moderate resolution
of 20 cm−1 .
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coefficients β of the order of 0.05 m−1 . A very simple estimate [19.77] can also be made by starting from
β = Nσ and substituting the number density N by the
volume fraction f ≈ N∅3 and the cross section by approximately the geometrical cross section σ ≈ ∅2 to
find
β ≈ f/∅

(19.41)

= 10−6

for f
and 10-µm particles, this also gives the
order of 0.1/m.
Hence, a cloud of several meters thickness corresponds to the optical thickness of the whole normal
atmosphere. The transmission is given by T = e−βx
and for β = 0.05 m−1 a distance of 20 m leads to τ = 1
(T = 1/ e), x = 100 m to τ = 5 (T ≈ 7 × 10−3 ), and
x = 200 m to τ = 10 (T ≈ 5 × 10−5 ), which is sufficient
to obscure the disk of the sun [19.77]. Low transmission automatically leads to high reflection, i. e. thick
clouds have a high albedo which explains the bright
white color observed from airplanes above clouds. In
conclusion, multiple scattering dominates for any cloud
that is optically thick and composed of nearly nonabsorbing particles; upon illumination by white light it
will look white. The color of clouds may change during
sunrise and sunset if spectrally filtered light illuminates
the clouds, giving rise to spectacular sceneries.
The very small transmission of sunlight through
thick clouds also accounts for the fact that the bases
of such clouds are usually very dark. If droplets near the
base grow to form raindrops, the extinction coefficient
changes. The volume fraction stays about the same, but
raindrops have a size of, say, 1 mm, hence β in a rain
shower is about a factor 100 smaller than within the
clouds. This explains, why it is easily possible to look
through very heavy rainfalls.
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Visibility
Visibility is a measure of how far one can see through the
air. Even in the clearest air – assuming that no aerosol
particles are present and that one is not restricted by the
Earth’s curvature – the horizontal visibility is limited to
a few hundred kilometers. This is due to the scattering

and absorption of the components of the air (vertically,
the atmosphere is optically much thinner, hence we may
see the stars at night). In meteorology, visibility refers to
the observation of distant dark objects against a bright
background, usually the sky. The basis for a theoretical
derivation [19.77,205–209] is the contrast ratio C, giving
the normalized difference between the background intensity of the object and the intensity of the air light from
the line of sight. One finds for the resulting maximum
distance D
D = − ln(C)/β ,

(19.42)

where β is the scattering coefficient. The sensitivity of
the human eye has a maximum at λ = 555 nm, therefore
one usually evaluates (19.42) for green light. D then
just depends on the threshold contrast C, i. e. the lowest
visual brightness contrast, a person can see. It is common
to assume C = 0.02 although it varies from individual
to individual. This gives D = 3.912/β. Values of D for
various β are shown in Table 19.7. Obviously, there is
an enormous range of distances from several meters in
dense fog to several hundred kilometers in very clear air.
Hence, the visibility is an indicator of the aerosol and/or
water droplet content.

19.6.9 Miscellaneous
There is a great number of other optical phenomena
associated with the atmosphere. In the following, these
will be very briefly described and references will be
given.
Green flashes or green suns are phenomena when
either the last rays at sunset or the first rays at sunrise
look green or when, at low sun elevations, the upper rim
of the sun looks green. In the first case, just a very small
portion of the sun is above the horizon, in the second
case, the sun’s disk is usually highly distorted due to
mirage effects. The explanations of these phenomena
require refraction and the scattering of the sunlight as
well as mirage effects [19.103, 210, 211].
Noctilucent clouds are blue, white or silvery looking
clouds within the stratosphere at heights of about 80 km

Table 19.7 Typical values for visibility in molecular atmosphere and examples if aerosols (natural/anthropogenic) and

water droplets are present
Molecular atmosphere
Some particles
Many particles
Thick fog

β

D

0.013 km−1
0.050 km−1
0.500 km−1
0.050 m−1

300 km
80 km
8 km
80 m

Extremely excellent visibility
Excellent visibility
Poor visibility
Extremely poor visibility
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which can still be illuminated by sunlight 1–2 h after
sunset [19.212–214]. They often show wavelike features
with wavelengths in the range from 1–100 km.
Interesting colorful phenomena may be observed
during eclipses. For example, the colors and brightness
of lunar eclipses are directly related to the scattering of sunlight within the Earth’s atmosphere [19.215,
216]. Other examples include polarization of sky
light [19.217,218], twilight phenomena [19.219], and illuminance measurements [19.220] during solar eclipses.
Shadows are regions in space that are shielded
from light. They give rise to very prominent daily-life
phenomena in atmospheric optics such as the crepuscular rays, sometimes called sun beams or shadow
beams [19.45,48,51,221] or the fact that mountain shadows are always triangular, irrespective of the contour of
the mountain [19.222, 223].
A very personal experience, based on our visual system, is the so-called moon illusion, i. e. the fact that
the sun or the moon looks much bigger near the horizon than when it is higher in the sky [19.224, 225]. This
phenomenon is not reproduced on photos.
In addition to phenomena with external light sources
such as the sun, moon or stars, a number of optical phenomena in the atmosphere produce light. The
most well known are auroras, multicolored, diffuse and
slowly moving lights, usually seen only in high altitudes
against the clear dark night sky. They are due to air
molecules and atoms, which are excited by collisions
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with electrons from the solar wind [19.51, 226, 227].
At times of increased solar activity, they may also
be observed at low latitudes. These events are accurately predictable, since the solar wind needs time to
reach the Earth (see the websites on space weather
in Table 19.4).
Lightning, one of the most common and spectacular
natural phenomena, is due to electric charging effects in
thunderstorm clouds. The exact microphysical processes
that are responsible for the charging are still under dispute [19.228–230]. Recent research has revealed a whole
new class of phenomena: lightning-related transient luminous events (TLE), including sprites, blue jets, elves,
trolls etc. [19.231]. These TLE extend from the top
of thunderclouds at heights of up to 100 km and raise
serious questions about possible hazards for aerospace
operations. In addition, promising efforts are under way
concerning lightning protection by initiation of the discharge using intense femtosecond lasers [19.232].
Meteors are sometimes faint, sometimes brilliant
streaks of light with luminous trails in the night sky.
Meteor incorporates all phenomena when a cosmic particle enters the atmosphere. Outside the atmosphere, they
are called meteoroids and, if they reach ground, meteorites. The visual effects are due to heating of particles
in the atmosphere due to frictional forces. Small particles heat up until they evaporate. Thereby, they collide
with air molecules and ionize a channel of air. Light is
then emitted upon recombination [19.233, 234].
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20. Holography and Optical Storage

Various approaches to increasing the areal density
of optical storage systems are introduced. Next, the
advantages of and approaches to volume optical
recording that are currently under consideration for
future generations of optical storage systems are
presented. The state of the art as well as physical
and technical attempts to realize holographic data
storage are discussed in detail.
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The term holography is composed of the Greek
words holos (= whole) and graphein (= to record,
to write), and thus summarizes the key aspects of
its underlying principle: recording the complete
wavefront of an object, i. e., its intensity as well as
its phase. Interference and diffraction phenomena
are employed to record and retrieve the full
information, a technique pioneered by Dennis
Gabor in 1948. He was honored with the Nobel
prize in Physics in 1971, reflecting the general
impact of holography on modern physics.
Holography plays an essential role in today’s
science and industry. Relevant applications making use of its principle have been developed,
including three-dimensional (3-D) displays and
holographic cameras, interferometers for nondestructive material analysis, archival data storage
systems, diffractive optical systems, and embossed
display holograms for security features. The success of holography was made possible in particular
by the availability of coherent laser-light sources.
In the meantime holography has even been performed using microwaves, neutrons, electrons,
X-rays, and acoustic waves.
The first part of this chapter is devoted to
holography itself. It provides an introduction to
the historical development and reviews the principle of wavefront reconstruction. This section also
includes an overview of hologram classification,
recording/read-out geometries, holographic techniques and recording materials. Special emphasis
is given to explaining the principles of some of the
most important holographic applications, finishing
with a brief insight into a few of the latest discoveries making use of Gabor’s principle, such as holographic scattering and neutron diffractive optics.
The second part of this chapter addresses
trends in optical storage, focussing on holographic
data storage. It highlights different approaches to
achieving increased optical storage density. This
section also discusses the historical development
of optical storage, the need for increased storage densities (and hence storage capacities) and
the role of optical storage systems in today’s life.
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20.1 Introduction and History
In May 1948 Dennis Gabor (Fig. 20.1) introduced the
principle of wavefront reconstruction in the scientific
journal Nature [20.1]. In the frame of his one-page contribution “A new microscopic principle” he discussed the
high-resolution visualization of microscopic objects and
emphasized the impact of his idea for the improvement of
electron microscopes. The word holography, as his principle was designated shortly thereafter, is a compound
of the Greek words  (holos = whole) and 
(graphein = to record, to write) and summarizes the key
aspects of Gabor’s principle: the recording of the complete/overall wavefront from an object, i. e., recording
of the object within all three dimensions. Holography
is therefore a serious extension of photography, which
is limited to the recording of the projected image of
three-dimensional objects. In standard photography, the
intensities/amplitudes of the wavefront of the object are

Fig. 20.1 Dennis Gabor

(1900–1979, born in Budapest, Hungary), Nobel Prize
Laureate 1971 (from [20.10])

recorded without the appertaining phase information.
Photography does not include the depth information,
i. e., a look around the object is not possible. In holography, viewing the reconstructed image is identical to the
observation of the real wavefront of the object. Within ge-

Table 20.1 Important milestones during the first decades of holography (After [20.7])
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1948
1962
1963
1965
1965
1967
1967
1967
1968
1974
1968
1971
1971
1972
1975
1976
1976
1983

Dennis Gabor
Emmett Leith and Juris Upatnieks
Yuri N. Denisyuk
N. L. Hartmann
Robert Powell and Karl Stetson
Shankoff and Pennington
World Book Encyclopedia Science Yearbook
Larry Siebert
Stephen A. Benton
Michael Foster
Cranbrook Academy of Art in Michigan
Lloyd Cross
Dennis Gabor
Lloyd Cross
Rich Rallison
Victor Komar
New York
MasterCard International, Inc.

A new microscopic principle
Invention of the off-axis technique
White-light reflection hologram
Off-axis recording geometry for reflection holograms
First paper on holographic interferometry
Dichromatic gelatin for hologram recording
First mass-distributed hologram
First hologram of a person by pulsed laser light
White-light transmission holography
Embossing technique for mass production of holograms
First holographic art exhibition
San Francisco School of Holography
Nobel prize
Invention of the integral hologram
First production of glass sandwich dichromate holograms
Prototype for a projected holographic movie
Foundation of the Museum of Holography
First use of hologram technology in bank card security

[20.1]
[20.2]
[20.3]
[20.4]
[20.5]
[20.6]
[20.7]
[20.8]
[20.9]
[20.7]

[20.10]

[20.11]

Holography and Optical Storage

ometrical limits the object can be observed from various
perspectives and it is possible to look behind the object.
Holography uses the interference phenomenon for
recording both the amplitude and the phase information. The first holograms were realized by Gabor with
the light of a mercury-arc lamp, that hence contained
distortions and an extraneous twin image. The further
history of holography is punctuated by the development of coherent laser-light sources in the 1960s, the
real success of holography being initiated in 1962: Emmett Leith and Juris Upatnieks read Gabor’s paper and
“simply out of curiosity” they adapted Gabor’s principle to an off-axis geometry that they borrowed from
their work on side-reading radar. The result was the first
laser transmission hologram of three-dimensional objects (a toy train and bird) [20.2, 12, 13]. At the same
time Yuri N. Denisyuk combined holography with the
findings of Gabriel Lippmann on natural color photography [20.14] and produced a white-light reflection
hologram [20.3]. For the first time, a hologram could
be reconstructed using the light from an ordinary incan-
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descent light bulb. In 1965 the patent for the off-axis
recording geometry for reflection holograms was issued to N. Hartmann [20.4] – a technique that emerged
as a standard in holographic recording. The invention
was due to at least three teams of co-workers: E. Leith,
J. Upatnieks, A. Kozma, J. Marks, and N. Massey (University of Michigan); G. Stroke, A. Labeyrie (University
of Michigan) with K. Pennington and L. Lin (Bell Labs);
C. Schwartz and N. Hartmann (Batelle Memorial Institute). Table 20.1 gives an overview of the impressive
milestones within the first decades of the history of
holography. A recent review of the history of holography is given in [20.15]. Nowadays, holography touches
many fields of our everyday life including arts, archeology, health and medicine, biotechnology, advertising
and communication. Gabor’s principle continues to be
a topic of research and potentially will open up novel
perspectives, e.g., in optical data storage (cf. Sect. 20.5).
The impact of this invention was honored with the Nobel
prize in 1971 [20.10]. Dennis Gabor died on February
8, 1979.

20.2 Principles of Holography
20.2.1 Recording of Holograms
and Wavefront Reconstruction
The holographic principle makes use of the interference phenomenon, as interference allows the transfer
Reference wave

a)

Holographic plate

of the phase information of a wavefront into an intensity pattern. Recording both the amplitude and phase of
the wavefront of an object, i. e. recording a hologram,
is performed by interference of a reference wave with
complex amplitude R and a coherent signal wave S using
Reference wave

b)
Object

R

Holographic plate
R

S

S

Mirror
Object
wave

Laser

Reconstructed
object wave

Lens
Laser

Fig. 20.2 (a) Recording a hologram and (b) wavefront reconstruction. The intensity pattern from the interfering reference

R and signal S waves is recorded by the holographic plate thus representing a hologram. A complete reconstruction of
the signal wave S appears by light diffraction if the hologram is exposed to the reference wave only
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Mirror
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a holographic plate Fig. 20.2. For the sake of simplicity we do not consider vectorial properties of the waves
at the moment. The wavefront of the object is reconstructed by light diffraction if the hologram is exposed
only to the reference wave.
The simplest hologram is formed by the interference of two plane waves with non-collinear propagation
directions. In this case a pattern with sinusoidally modulated amplitude is recorded on the holographic plate,
i. e., an elementary holographic grating. Exposure of
this grating to the reference wave leads to diffraction
along the former direction of the signal wave. Thus the
wavefront of the plane signal wave is reconstructed.
More complex wavefronts are reconstructed in an
analogous way. Let us consider the reference and signal waves with complex amplitudes R and S. Then the
intensity I of the interference pattern can be expressed
by
I ∝ |R + S|2 = |R|2 + |S|2 + R∗ S + RS∗ ,

(20.1)

where ∗ denotes the complex conjugate. Exposing a photochromic film (such as a holographic plate) to the
interference pattern, the absorption coefficient and hence
the transmission T will become spatially modulated. In
the case of a linear response of the film to intensity, i. e.,
T = T0 − ∆TI, the illumination of the holographic plate
with the reference wave results in the reconstructed wave


RT = R T0 − ∆T (|R|2 + |S|2 + R∗ S + RS∗ ) .
(20.2)
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Here, T0 is the transmission prior to illumination and
∆T is a parameter that characterizes the photosensitivity of the film. The important term in (20.2) is
∆TRR∗ S = ∆T |R|2 S. The factor ∆T |R|2 is constant
and phase independent, but the signal wave S is completely revealed with amplitude and phase. The other
terms in (20.2) describe the transmitted reference wave
and further diffracted waves. Separation of these particular waves from each other can be established by
choosing a proper recording geometry (spatial separation via off-axis geometry, cf. Sect. 20.2.3).
The amplitude and phase information of the recorded
object is stored in each singular point of the holographic
plate, representing the particular viewpoint onto the object. Thus the lateral dimension of the holographic plate
is the limit for the visual angle onto the recorded object.
Reconstruction is even possible by exposure of only
a small part of the hologram with the reference wave.
In summary, the holographic principle only requires
a source of coherent waves, an object, and a photosensitive medium with sufficient spatial resolution. It is worth

noting that there is no restriction on the nature of the radiation or its wavelength and thus any (partially) coherent
wave can be applied, such as electrons, neutrons, X-rays,
microwaves, photons and acoustic waves. All of these
have been utilized for holographic recording within the
last decades. As for the variety of waves, the spectrum
of photosensitive media for hologram recording is rather
broad and ranges from photochromic films, 3 He detectors (neutrons) to germanium detectors or avalanche
photodiodes (X-rays).

20.2.2 Classification Scheme
The fundamental principle of recording and reconstructing an object wave can be realized in a great deal of
variants, predetermined by the available recording materials, the optical setups (geometries) or techniques
for recording and read out, etc. Therefore one could
classify holograms, e.g., with respect to the recording scheme, the read-out configuration or the hologram
properties [20.16]. The classification scheme suggested
in this section primarily considers the reconstruction
properties of the particular holograms. We note that
such properties are closely associated with the geometrical schemes for recording (Sect. 20.2.3) and/or the
type of holographic recording medium (Sect. 20.2.5),
introduced later in this chapter.
The first step in hologram classification is to distinguish between phase or amplitude, thin or thick,
transmission or reflection and static or dynamic holograms (see Fig. 20.3). Note, that the combination of
these particular types yields a precise designation as well
as sufficient information about the hologram. Our previous example from Sect. 20.2.1 is a static thick amplitude
transmission hologram.
Furthermore, the particular recording and reconstruction properties are considered, which expands the
variety of hologram types. Among these are: rainbow holograms, polarization holograms, holographic
Transmission
Transmission
Reflection
Reflection

Phase
Phase
Amplitude
Amplitude
Hologram
Thin
Thin
Thick
Thick

Static
Static
Dynamic
Dynamic

Fig. 20.3 Holograms are primarily classified as phase or
amplitude, thin or thick, transmission or reflection and static
or dynamic holograms
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stereograms, composite holograms, multiplexed holograms (Sect. 20.2.4), Fresnel holograms, Fraunhofer
holograms, Fourier holograms, image-plane holograms,
and embossed holograms. The corresponding hologram
properties will be presented in the following sections.
Phase and Amplitude Holograms
In Sect. 20.2.1 we assumed that the recording process
results in a spatial modulation of the transmission of
the holographic plate. The diffracted reference wave
is then affected in its amplitude. Thus the hologram
commonly is called an amplitude or absorption hologram. Figure 20.4 shows the microscopic structure of an
amplitude hologram. In other photosensitive media the
refractive index or the thickness is changed upon illumination with light. In this case the phase of the reference
wave is affected during diffraction, i. e., reconstruction
of the object wave. Therefore this type of hologram
is called a phase hologram. Usually the latter is more
favorable, because the intensity of the reconstructing
reference wave is not damped by material absorption,
so that holograms with considerable thickness can be
recorded.
Thin and Thick Holograms
Taking into account the effective hologram thickness
and the amplitude of the absorption or phase modulation, holograms can be classified as thin or thick. Note,
that effective thickness deff of the hologram has to be
distinguished from the thickness of the medium d in
which the hologram is recorded. They are related by
deff ≤ d. The case deff = d is valid for non-absorbing media and diameters of reference and signal waves much
larger than d. A rough rule of thumb defines holograms
with a thickness of about the light wavelength or less
as thin holograms. However, a sharp boundary does not
exist and only the extremal cases are unambiguously
defined [20.18]. For thick holograms it is mandatory to
fulfill the Bragg condition for reconstruction:

sK = kS − kR or
sλ = 2Λ sin θB .

(20.3)
(20.4)

Fig. 20.4 Hologram microstructure of a diffuse object

(After [20.17])

Λ = 2π/|K | to reconstruct the hologram efficiently. At
the same time, higher diffraction orders (s > 1) are depleted; they are a characteristic property only for thin
holograms. The Bragg condition is illustrated by a wavevector diagram in (Fig. 20.5a). The sharpness of the
Bragg condition is inversely proportional to the dimensions of the grating. Assuming a symmetric geometry,
i. e., K ⊥ N̂, and a grating with thickness d yields an
uncertainty of the Bragg condition of 2π/d. This region is indicated by the shaded area in Fig. 20.5. As
long as the Bragg mismatch vector δk resides within this
area, Bragg diffraction can be observed (Fig. 20.5b). The
modulus of the mismatch is proportional to the angular
and wavelength mismatch (∆θ and ∆λ). By this means,
an angular accuracy to reconstruct a thick hologram can
be in the region of less than 0.001◦ , a fact that is utilized
for angular and wavelength multiplexing (Sect. 20.2.4).
Transmission and Reflection Holograms
The classification into transmission and reflection holograms takes the direction of the wave vectors of the
reference and reconstructed signal wave with respect to
the holographic medium into account. This is schematically illustrated in Fig. 20.6 for two extremal cases.
A transmission hologram is characterized by the fact that
both reference and signal wave are transmitted through
the hologram, i. e., the signal wave is reconstructed by
forward diffraction processes. For reflection holograms
only the reference wave is transmitted. Thus, the latter is
realized if the sign of the dot product between the surface
normal vector N̂ and the wave vectors kR and kS , respectively, differ. Reflection holograms require recording
media with thicknesses much larger than the grating
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The Bragg condition is a result of energy and momentum
conservation. Here, K is the grating vector of the elementary grating, kS,R are the wave vectors of the signal
and reference wave, respectively, and s is the diffraction order. Equation (20.4) is a scalar version of (20.3)
for the particular case that the grating vector is perpendicular to the surface normal vector N̂. Equation (20.4)
imposes a strict relation on the wavelength λ, the angle
of incidence (Bragg angle θB ) and the grating spacing

30µm
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Fig. 20.6 Directions of the wave vectors of the reference

and signal waves with respect to the holographic recording
medium for (a) a transmission hologram, and (b) a reflection
hologram
kR
∆θ

0

Fig. 20.5 Wave vector diagram: energy and momentum
conservation in reciprocal space. (a) Exact Bragg matching.
(b) Slight angular mismatch, |δk| < 2π/d. Reconstruction
with lower efficiency is still possible as long as the Bragg
mismatch vector δk ends within the grey area
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spacing. Hence they usually represent thick reflection
holograms. A benefit of a thick reflection hologram or
white-light reflection hologram is its high wavelength
selectivity, which acts as a narrow-band wavelength filter for the reference light and allows reconstruction with
white-light sources.

Static and Dynamic Holograms
Holograms that do not affect the reference and signal waves during recording, e.g., in holographic media
that require further (chemical) processing, are called
static holograms. In contrast an interaction between the
recorded hologram and the recording beams leads to
dynamic holograms: the recording beams themselves coherently diffract from the hologram and thus influence
their own light modulation. Obviously, this feedback
subsequently leads to changes of the hologram. This
nonlinear dynamic interaction can result in an amplification of weak signal beams. As a consequence the
contrast ratio of the interference pattern and thus of the
hologram is a function of the material thickness. The
ratio might be enhanced, e.g., as a function of the propagation coordinate in transmission holograms. Further
coupling between the recorded hologram and the incoming interference pattern is shown to result in light
amplification [20.19], which has been successfully applied for image [20.20] or signal amplification [20.21].

Holography and Optical Storage

Rainbow Holograms
The invention of rainbow holograms stems from Benton [20.9, 22], allowing the reconstruction of bright,
sharp monochromatic images from transmission holograms with white light. For this purpose the hologram
information is reduced by losing the vertical parallax, which is an unimportant feature of holography, as
three-dimensional viewing depends essentially on the
horizontal parallax. Rainbow holograms are produced
by copying a transmission hologram (Sect. 20.2.4) in
which the area illuminated by the reference wave is
strongly reduced with a horizontal slit. As a result, reconstruction of a rainbow hologram with white light splits
the image in the vertical plane to form a continuous (rainbow) spectrum. Thus the reconstructed image can be
observed at any part of the spectrum in the corresponding
color.
Polarization Holograms
The holographic principle demands reconstruction of the
complete object wavefront, usually of its amplitude and
phase distribution. However, the object may additionally
influence the polarization field of the wavefront, e.g., the
electric field vector is influenced by reflection processes
on specular surfaces. Polarization holograms allow the
reconstruction of the polarization field of the signal wave
as well and endow the holographic medium with specific recording and reconstruction properties. According
to Table 20.2 we distinguish between the materials by
their property to record and/or to reconstruct the polarization field. The type I and III media are obviously not
suited for recording polarization holograms, although
type I is applied to record and reconstruct standard holograms, i. e., phase and amplitude of wavefronts. Type III
holograms are of interest, since the reconstructed polarization field is a fingerprint of the material properties
and can thus be used to analyze the recording medium.
A sensitivity to light polarization is known in various media, e.g., media with photoinduced dichroism or
photoinduced birefringence (type I, type III) [20.23,24].

Record
Type I
Type II
Type III

Reconstruct
×

×
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Recording and reconstruction of polarization holograms
was further shown in photorefractive electro-optic crystals such as iron-doped LiNbO3 [20.25], where the
photovoltaic tensor provides the reconstruction of the
polarization field (type I, type II and type III). In recent decades further photosensitive materials have been
discovered that allow efficient type II recording of the
polarization field, among them crystals with a center of
inversion [20.26] (Sect. 20.2.5).
Holographic Stereograms
and Composite Holograms
Holographic stereograms are recorded by photographing the object from various perspectives in the first step
and subsequent holographic recording of the particular
photographs at corresponding positions of the stereogram in the second step [20.27, 28]. The advantage of
holographic stereograms is that coherent laser light is not
required for the primary recording process, and thus it is
even possible to record large objects or living subjects.
Each hologram reconstructs a two-dimensional photographic image of the object with a particular perspective
defined by the spatial position on the stereogram. Obviously, the resolution of the vertical and horizontal
parallax depends on the dimension and shape of the
particular hologram (slides or frames [20.29]). Modified recording techniques even allow reconstruction with
white light [20.30].
Composite holograms are made up from a multitude
of single holograms, which – in contrast to holographic
stereograms – reconstruct a three-dimensional image of
the object from different perspectives [20.31]. This allows one to reconstruct a 360◦ view of the object at
the expense of losing vertical parallax and strong object
distortions when the image is viewed with both eyes.
Fresnel Holograms, Fraunhofer Holograms
If the object is placed a short distance from the hologram,
the wavefront is described by Fresnel’s approximation to
the Fresnel–Kirchhoff diffraction integral [20.32]. This
type of near-field holograms is called a Fresnel hologram. Each particular point of the image is associated
with an emerging spherical wave and the hologram resembles the complex wave interference pattern. Thus
each particular point of the hologram can be addressed
by a reference wave to reconstruct the complete image but is limited to the corresponding perspective.
Fraunhofer holograms are generated if the Fraunhofer
diffraction pattern is recorded, which appears with small
objects that are placed in the far-field. In this case the
recorded wavefront is proportional to the Fourier trans-
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Table 20.2 Type I media allow only recording of the light
polarization. Type II media allow both recording and reconstructing the polarization field. Type III media superimpose
a material-specific polarization field to the reconstructed
wavefront
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form of the spatial amplitude distribution of the object.
Fraunhofer holograms can be applied to inline holography (Sect. 20.2.3), circumventing the usual problem
associated with the presence of the conjugate image.
As early as 1963 Fraunhofer holography was applied to
visualize distributions of aerosol particles [20.33].
Fourier Holograms, Image-Plane Holograms
Recording the Fourier transform of the complex amplitude of the object and reference waves [20.34] yields
Fourier holograms. Recording can be performed, for
example, by using a lens in the optical path. Fourier
holograms offer the useful property that the reconstructed image does not move when the hologram is
translated in its own plane, owing to a general property
of Fourier transforms [20.35]. In image-plane holograms the real image of the object instead of the object
itself is recorded [20.36–38]. This can be done, for
example, by imaging the object onto the holographic
medium with a lens. Thus each point of the object directly relates to a single point of the hologram, i. e.,
the object information is not distributed over the entire
hologram. Image-plane holograms are highly sensitive
to mechanical defects.
Embossed Holograms
Holograms can be embossed onto various substrate materials by a stamp that carries the inverse hologram
as a surface relief. Embossed holograms are usually
generated in four steps:

•
•
•
•

A hologram is copied to a photoresist (Sect. 20.2.5),
so that the fringe pattern appears as a spatial relief
structure.
A metallic stamping master with the inverted
relief structure, commonly called the shim, is
made by electrolytic processing of the photoresist.
This metal stamp is embossed onto a substrate, e.g.,
a thermoplast material, under heat and pressure.
The embossed hologram results by coating the substrate relief with a thin silver layer and subsequent
hardening by electron beams.

20.2.3 Recording Geometries
Transmission, 90◦ and Reflection Geometry
Recording geometries are classified according to the directions of the reference and signal beam, and thus of
the grating vector, with respect to the surface normal
of the medium. Three principal geometries are distinguished: transmission geometry, reflection geometry and
90◦ geometry, as schematically shown in Fig. 20.7. In
the transmission geometry (Fig. 20.7a) the reference and
signal waves enter the holographic recording material
through the same entrance face. The resulting interference pattern is characterized by the grating vector K ,
which is perpendicular to this surface normal in the symmetric case (K ⊥ N̂). In order to obtain high diffraction
efficiency combined with sharp angular selectivity it is
favorable to utilize thick storage media and large Bragg
angles.
In reflection geometry (Fig. 20.7b) the beams enter the holographic material from opposite faces of the
medium, so that in the symmetric case the grating vector is parallel to the surface normal (K  N̂). Note, that
the Bragg condition in the form of (20.4) is only valid
for the particular case of transmission geometry in the
symmetric case (K ⊥ N̂) [20.39]. The reflection geometry provides optimal Bragg selectivity for wavelength
multiplexing (Sect. 20.2.4), especially for θB = 0◦ . The
thickness of the holographic recording medium enhances the selectivity. The angular range that can be
used in the different geometries is reduced by the refractive indices of the storage medium. This reduction can
be important for materials with high refractive indices.
In the 90◦ geometry (Fig. 20.7c) the two beams enter the holographic recording medium via two mutually
orthogonal faces. Usually θB = 0 is chosen, so that the
angle between the grating vector and the surface normal
is 45◦ . In this geometry the storage medium has a cubic
shape. The highest angular selectivity is realized, and
in addition the medium is thick enough to obtain efficient gratings with a high selectivity due to the beam
diameters.
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Inline Off-Axis Geometries
A recording geometry is designated as inline if the
The required minimum spatial resolution of 200 lines/mm wave vectors of the reference and signal wave are
ensures sufficient quality in reconstructing the signal collinear (Fig. 20.8). The inline transmission geometry
wave. Nearly any condensed material can be applied as (or Gabor geometry) was introduced by Gabor when
a substrate for the production of embossed holograms, recording his first holograms [20.1]. The requirements
which are profitable in high volumes. Embossed holo- on the coherence length of the recording waves and
grams are therefore of interest in commercial industries the spatial resolution of the holographic medium are
and as security features (Sect. 20.3.6).
low. These obvious advantages are accompanied by the
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Fig. 20.7 Principal geometries for hologram recording.
(a) Transmission geometry: reference and signal beams

disadvantage that the image and reference waves are reconstructed in the same propagation direction, leading
to an overlap of various images. The inline geometry
is still popular for recording of white-light reflection
holograms (Lippmann–Bragg geometry or Denisyuk geometry), because only a few optical components – at
least a laser and a lens for beam expansion – are required
in addition to a transparent thick holographic medium.
The off-axis geometry introduced by Leith and Upatnieks was enabled after coherent laser systems became
available. It spatially separates reference and signal
beam, both in recording and reconstruction. An off-axis
transmission geometry is sketched in Fig. 20.2 and can be
applied to the recording of reflection holograms as well.
360◦ Geometry, Edge-Lit Geometry
The recording of a hologram in a 360◦ geometry was
first demonstrated in 1965 [20.40] and allows one to

Part D 20.2

penetrate the holographic recording medium through the
same entrance face. In the symmetric case, the grating vector is perpendicular to the surface normal N̂ of the medium.
(b) Reflection geometry: reference and signal beams enter the holographic recording medium through opposite
entrance faces. In the symmetric case, the grating vector
is parallel to the surface normal. (c) 90◦ geometry: reference and signal beams enter the holographic recording
medium through two mutually orthogonal entrance faces,
usually with a crossing angle of 90◦ and θB = 0. The grating vector encloses an angle of 45◦ with the surfaces of the
medium

Fig. 20.8 (a) Inline transmission geometry (or Gabor
geometry), (b) Inline reflection geometry (or Lippmann–
Bragg geometry or Denisyuk geometry). hp: holographic
plate
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reconstruct the complete object information from any
perspective [20.41] (also called full-view holograms).
For recording and reconstruction, a cylindrical holographic film that surrounds the object is used. The
expanded reference wave propagates along the symmetry axis, thus illuminating both the film and the
object. Edge-lit holograms [20.42] are recorded with
an expanded reference wave entering at one edge of
the holographic medium, thus illuminating the entire
photosensitive area. An advantage of this geometry is
the opportunity to reconstruct the image using a point
source, e.g., a laser diode, integrated at the hologram
edge. Thus a space-consuming expansion of the reconstruction wave is superfluous and edge-lit holograms are
well-suited for compact, portable holographic displays.

viously recorded hologram (shift multiplexing [20.49]),
i. e., phase and spatial shift are further Bragg selective
measures. As early as 1962 Denisyuk [20.3, 50] and van
Heerden [20.51] discussed the possibility of using the
high selectivity of the Bragg condition for volume data
storage in order to obtain extremely high data storage
a)
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20.2.4 Holography Techniques
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Hologram Multiplexing
The Bragg condition is of utmost importance in holography as it allows the superimposition of a multitude
of holograms in the same volume element of the
holographic medium. The number (#) of holograms
superimposed in the same volume element of the
holographic recording material is limited by the decrease of the efficiency of the particular hologram,
η ∼ 1/#2 [20.43]. Figure 20.9a shows schematically the
concept of hologram multiplexing using the example of
angular multiplexing [20.44, 45]. Each recorded grating vector occupies a certain volume in the reciprocal
space that is inversely proportional to the corresponding
grating dimensions (see Sect. 20.2.2). This is equivalent to saying that Bragg diffraction will occur as long
as the mismatch is confined within this volume. Three
elementary holographic gratings characterized by their
grating vectors K 1,2,3 are recorded (multiplexed) within
the same volume element. The recording waves embrace
the same angle, i. e., the grating spacing is constant, but
vary in their Bragg angle θ1,2,3 . The definition of Bragg
angle is adopted from [20.39]. The holograms are reconstructed, completely unaffected from each other, if
the angular mismatch ∆θB for reconstruction of the particular hologram exceeds a certain value |δk|, which is
represented by the shaded area.
In an analogous way the Bragg condition allows
wavelength multiplexing [20.45–47]. Here holograms
are recorded with different writing wavelengths (cf.
Fig. 20.9b). Other techniques tune the phases of the
reference wave separately for each hologram (phasecoded multiplexing [20.48]) or shift the spatial position
of the interfering beams slightly with respect to the pre-

0
^
N

Fig. 20.9 The shaded area, proportional to (dl)−1 (see

Sect. 20.2.2), represents the region in reciprocal space, that
is occupied by a particular recorded grating. Thus, grating
vectors with overlapping areas would produce cross-talk.
(a) Angular multiplexing. (b) Wavelength multiplexing
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densities. The high Bragg selectivity further provides
a high diffraction efficiency [20.39, 52], the suppression
of the conjugated image [20.53], the reconstruction of
holograms with white light [20.37,54] and the recording
of multicolor holograms (color holography) [20.55,56].
A second class of multiplexing methods takes the
recording geometry and the properties of the recording material into account and is not based on the Bragg
selectivity. Such fractal methods [20.57] can therefore
be applied to thin holograms as well. As an example
holograms can be recorded within different volume elements of the holographic medium without affecting each
other (spatial multiplexing [20.58, 59]). Other methods
include out-of-plane angular multiplexing [20.60–62],
peristrophic multiplexing [20.63] and out-of-plane shift
multiplexing [20.64]. In addition, the combination of
different multiplexing techniques greatly enhances the
number of superimposed holograms and has successfully been shown to have a high impact on holographic
data storage [20.62, 65–71].
Copying Holograms
White-light reflection holograms are usually produced
by a direct copy from a transmission hologram, called
the transmission master hologram. In the copying process the real image is generated from the master and can
thus be used as a signal wave to record a copy in reflection geometry. As a result the initial virtual image of
the master is reconstructed from the copy. This process
offers some unique advantages: (a) a multitude of identical white-light reflection holograms can be fabricated
without the presence of the original object, (b) the reconstructed object of the master hologram can be placed
before, in, and behind the plane of the hologram copy,
(c) the copying process does not require the high mechanical stability of the optical setup in a contact copy,
i. e. the master and hologram copy are next to each other,
and (d) the contrast ratio between the signal and reference wave can be adjusted and thus optimized. However,
interference due to reflected waves between the master and copy, mechanical deformations of the master or
copy and the presence of higher diffraction orders by reconstructing the master may result in unwanted image
distortions, such as Talbot fringes.
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vision (TV) holography or electro-holography [20.72].
The recording geometry for digital holography is limited by the low spatial resolution of the photosensitive
digital array. Recording in the off-axis geometry with
a standard array resolution of about 100 lines/mm limits the maximum angle between the reference and
signal waves to a few degrees. Thus, only small
objects at large distances can be recorded [20.73] encouraging the development of concepts to overcome
this limitations, such as phase-shifting digital holography [20.74].
Digital holography further allows the reconstruction
of digitally recorded fringe patterns by optoelectronic
devices, i. e., by sending the information of the fringe
pattern to a computer-addressable array such as a spatial
light modulator (SLM). The SLM pixels manipulate the
phase or amplitude of transmitted (or reflected) waves
and hence it is possible to reconstruct the spatial distribution of the phase or amplitude of the signal wave.
Such digital holograms offer several advantages, as the
fringe pattern sent to the SLM can be manipulated digitally and actively. This allows, e.g., the suppression of
the annoying twin and conjugate images by digital filtering or switching between different fringe patterns. The
latter is useful for active optics or real-time holographic
displays. Digital holograms are finally limited by the
spatial resolution and the particular modulation depth
of the phase or amplitude of the computer-addressable
array. The field of applications for digital holograms
is of increasing importance for computer-generated or
synthetic fringe patterns and will be presented in more
detail in Sect. 20.3.5.

20.2.5 Holographic Recording Materials
Holographic recording with high contrast of the reconstructed waves requires a photosensitive recording
material with an optical resolution down to a light
wavelength of ≈ 0.2 µm (= 5000 lines/mm), i. e., more
than a factor of 5–10 better than photographic films.
Besides the optical resolution a linear photosensitive
response (linear transfer characteristic), low noise from
background scattering, the possibilities to reuse the holographic recording material as well as to record phase
and/or amplitude holograms are key characteristics of
a recording material. The properties of holographic
recording materials have been of interest from the beginning of holography and a first review appeared as
early as 1977 [20.75, 76]. At present the variety of holographic recording materials basically can be classified
into reversible and irreversible media, see Table 20.3.
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Digital Holography
An interference pattern of wavefronts can be recorded
digitally by using computer-addressable photosensitive detectors with sufficient spatial resolution, such
as charge-coupled devices (CCDs). This opens up the
field of digital holography, sometimes also called tele-
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Table 20.3 Some of the common reversible and irreversible holographic recording materials. Still, photographic emulsions
and hardened dichromated gelatin [20.6] are the most convenient and widely used materials for display holograms, whereas
photoresists are ideal for the production of nickel masters for embossed holograms (cf. Sect. 20.2.2). Photochromic
materials keep their importance for holographic interferometry (cf. Sect. 20.3.3) and high storage densities in holographic
data storage is based on thick volume phase holograms recorded in photorefractive crystals (Sect. 5.9.3)
Reversible media

Irreversible media
(+) chemical processing

(−) chemical processing

Electro-optic crystalsa

Photographic emulsionsa,b

Photopolymersa

Photochromic crystalsb

Dichromated gelatina

Chalkogenide glassesa,b

Unconventional photorefractive

mediaa

Photoresists,

Photolacquera

Polymer-dispersed liquid crystalsa

Photo-thermoplasticsa
Photodichroismb
a
b

Recording of phase holograms
Recording of amplitude holograms

In recent years the variety of holographic recording
media has been extended to new classes of materials. The
search for alternatives was in particular triggered by the
development of applications such as holographic data
storage (Sect. 20.5). At present there is pronounced scientific interest in reversible high-efficient materials with
fast response or long-term properties. In the course of
this research a new class of materials became apparent,
characterized by their unique photosensitive behavior,
despite the fact that the physical origin for their photosensitivity is completely different [20.77–80]. These are
centrosymmetric crystals, so that the linear electro-optic
effect is forbidden by symmetry. Photorefraction and
photochromism were discovered, e.g., in centrosymmetric molecular crystals [20.81] where the photosensitivity
originates from photoinduced generation of long-lived
metastable electronic states. Here, the unique properties

Na2(NP)

CdF2: Ga, Y

GGG: Ca

are: highly efficient recording of polarization holograms,
a photoreversible recording process, and the possibility to tune the spectral range of photosensitivity and
the storage time over a wide range simply by material design. Further promising candidates from this new
group of holographic recording materials are photorefractive garnets, e.g. Gd3 Ga5 O12 [20.82] (Fig. 20.10).
Another novel, fascinating type of holographic materials
is a composite of liquid crystals and polymers, so-called
polymer-dispersed liquid crystals. The initial stage is
a homogeneous solution, that is a mixture of mesogenic
molecules and photosensitive monomers. Upon holographic exposure, a photopolymerization reaction takes
place more rapidly in the bright regions of the optical interference pattern and consequently the monomers
diffuse to these regions while the liquid-crystalline
molecules congregate in the dark regions [20.83]. The

TGG: Ce

PDLC
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Fig. 20.10 Representatives of novel photorefractive materials: Na2 [Fe(CN)5 NO] × 2H2 O(Na2 [NP]), (courtesy of Theo
Woike, Institute of Mineralogy and Geochemistry, University of Cologne, Germany), CdF2 : Ga, Y (courtesy of Institute
of Crystallography of Russian Academy of Sciences, Moscow, Russia), Gd3 Ga5 O12 : Ca (GGG:Ca, courtesy of László
Kovács, Research Institute for Solid State Physics and Optics, Hungarian Academy of Sciences, Budapest, Hungary),
Tb3 Ga5 O12 : Ce (TGG:Ce, courtesy of Lothar Ackermann, FEE, Idar-Oberstein, Germany), and a polymer-dispersed
liquid crystal (PDLC) between glass substrates
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advantages over other holographic media are the large
amplitudes of the light-induced change of the refrac-

20.3 Applications of Holography
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tive index, and the ability to tune this amplitude using
external electric fields [20.84, 85].

20.3 Applications of Holography
of photonic crystals [20.84, 100, 101] or self-adaptive
intra-cavity holography in lasers [20.102, 103], which
mean that holography remains an exciting field in optics.
In the following we present some selected impressive
applications – beyond the field of science – to give an
insight into this broad spectrum of applied holography:
holographic data storage, holography in archaeology,
holographic interferometry, holography in medicine and
biology, applications of computer-generated holograms,
holograms as security features, holographic scattering
for material analysis, atomic-resolution holography and
neutron optics.

20.3.1 Holographic Data Storage
The application of holography for optical data storage
was introduced by van Heerden in 1963 [20.51]. He discussed the recording of multiple holograms within the
same volume element, which was successfully demonstrated by Leith using a photographic plate as the storage
medium three years later [20.45]. High-density recording using the angular multiplexing technique was not
applied to holographic data storage until 1973 [20.104].
Today, after 40 years, a holographic data storage
system is still not commercially available. Most of
the technological components that are necessary for
such a system, such as, e.g., the laser, camera, and
two-dimensional liquid-crystal display (SLM), were
available in the past, with breakthroughs in specification and cost being achieved in recent years. However,
the search for a holographic storage material fulfilling all the application requirements is still in progress,
since holographic storage demands unique specifications such as high light sensitivity and nearly no light
absorption. Today we find a multitude of development
platforms that have been built in the last four decades.
They prove the principles and demonstrate the different ways to store a large amount of data at a sufficient
high rate [20.105–108]. An insight into holographic data
storage is given in [20.109, 110] and Sect. 20.5.

20.3.2 Holography in Archaeology
Holography is ideal for archival recording not only
of digital data but also of any valuable or fragile,
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From the beginning, Gabor’s principle of wavefront reconstruction primarily was applied in the field of wave
optics. Gabor himself emphasized the possibility to enhance the optical resolution in electron microscopy by
holography, which was finally demonstrated, but not until 1990 [20.86]. It is therefore not surprising that the first
dominant applications of holography were in the field
of high-resolution three-dimensional displays. This initiated the entry of holography into the fields of arts and
commerce, accompanied by great interest from the film
industry and the military. The first museum for holography opened its doors already in 1976 in New York
City.
Holographic interferometry developed as a further key application for holography, as was already
recognized in 1965 [20.5]. The technique allows the visualization of object deformations and movements with
a resolution down to the order of the light wavelength
– even in real time. Holographic interferometry has had
a great impact in object recognition, which has only recently attracted interest since it was adapted to work
with digital holography [20.87].
Wavefront reconstruction with computer-generated
holograms has driven the important field of diffractive
optics in applied holography. Today it is possible to
generate any phase and intensity wavefront distribution
using synthetic holograms. In this way, beams can be
deflected, focused or shaped with high precision and
velocity, which is a basic property for a lot of other
common optical applications, such as optical switches
and filters in optical telecommunication.
During recent decades holography has been applied with microwaves, neutrons, electrons [20.88–91],
X-rays [20.92–94], and acoustic waves. The latter, e.g.,
finds its applications in nondestructive material testing,
in medicine for diagnostic purposes, in ultrasound microscopy, in seismology or in underwater positioning.
In contrast, microwave holography has had its impact
in understanding the important microwave techniques
such as radar, doppler radar, antennae with synthetic
apertures, etc. [20.95].
At present the field of applications is still growing and new discoveries in the field of holography
are currently being recognized, such as secondharmonic holography [20.96–99], holographic creation
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analogue three-dimensional objects, such as museum
artifacts. The technique is of increasing significance in
the field of archaeology, as it allows the production of
true replicas of the original for distribution throughout
the world [20.111, 112]. In particular color holography is applied to achieve optimum results, as shown
in Fig. 20.11 [20.113, 114]. Besides presentation or display purposes, objects can seldom be studied in places
remote from the museum and this makes it possible to
compare and even to assembly pieces excavated from
different places in the world.

20.3.3 Holographic Interferometry
The principle of holographic interferometry with its
broad variety of applications is already a key topic of
several books [20.115–118]. The technique was first discovered in 1965 [20.5, 119–123] and is also referred to
as hologram interferometry or holometry. In the following we introduce three of the basic inventions of
holographic interferometry: double-exposure, real-time,
and time-average interferometry.
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Double-Exposure Interferometry
The technique of double-exposure interferometry is
applied to visualize and/or to determine object deformations or dilatations down to the scale of the light
wavelength [20.124–127]. The object is holographically
recorded twice, before and after the object deformation
or dilatation. Thus the hologram reconstructs two signal waves at the same time and a fringe pattern results
by signal wave interference. The fringe pattern is correlated to the phase differences of the object wavefronts
between the two exposures. Holographic interferometry
is advantageous when compared with non-holographic
techniques, since it allows the visualization of changes
in the object’s wavefront arising at two different times.
The heterodyne technique was the first automated analysis in holographic interferometry with sufficiently high
precision [20.128–130]. Two reference waves of slightly
different frequencies are used for hologram recording.
In this way, each pixel of the reconstructed image is
time-dependent and can be monitored by photodiodes.
As a result the resolution in the object’s wavefront distortion is less than 1 nm. However, the analysis of the
fringe pattern is ambiguous when the scale of object
deformation exceeds the light wavelength because of
the phase-shift periodicity of modulo 2π in the fringe
pattern. This problem is solved in part by the phaseshift technique. Here, two reference waves of the same
wavelength but at different recording angles are used

Fig. 20.11 Hologram of a plate of clay with cuneiform

writings exhibited in a museum in Nicosia (Cyprus). As
the hologram reconstructs the three-dimensional object
information it is possible to decipher the cuneiform writings, which contain important information in their relief
structure. (Photo courtesy of G. von Bally, Laboratory of
Biophysics, University of Münster, Germany)

for recording and reconstruction [20.131–133]. Thus the
intensity of the fringe pattern is a function of both the
object’s wavefront distortion and the phase difference
between the two reference waves. Impressing an external phase shift on one of the reference beams during
reconstruction, the intensity of any object point oscillates modulo 2π as a function of the external phase
shift. The phase distortion of the object wavefront is then
equal to the phase difference between the reference and
reconstruction waves, both of which are automatically
determined with high precision.
Real-Time Interferometry
The optical principle of real-time interferometry [20.134] is equivalent to double-exposure interferometry, but allows the determination of the kinetics of
phase distortion of the object’s wavefront. The hologram is recorded only once in a holographic recording
material and is reconstructed within the same optical
setup. Thus, the reconstructed signal wave interferes
with the object wave itself and any distortion of the
object’s wavefront is immediately visualized by a corresponding fringe pattern in the reconstructed image. In
this way, deformations or dilatations of the object can be
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investigated with respect to the holographically recorded
object wave in real time, i. e., the reconstructed signal
wave of the hologram acts as the initial measure.
Time-Average Interferometry
Linear or harmonic oscillations are visualized with
time-average interferometry [20.136,137], as shown for
a violin at various frequencies in Fig. 20.12. The key
idea is that the contrast of the hologram is reduced by
moving objects, i. e., the recorded amplitude of the phase
or amplitude modulation decreases due to movement of
the interference pattern during the recording process.
This feature is a disadvantage in holography as it requires extremely high mechanical stability of the optical
setup (less than λ/10) during holographic recording.
However, in the case of linear or harmonic oscillations,
the intensity of the reconstructed image is shown to
follow a Bessel function, so that it is a function of
the phase amplitude of the periodic object deformation.
Thus it is possible to visualize amplitudes of oscillating
membranes with high precision. In order to overcome
the problem of the mechanical stability of the optical
setup due to mechanical coupling with the oscillating
objects, real-time time-average interferometry is commonly applied, including a phase-shift technique for the
reference beam [20.138, 139]. A hologram of the unexcited object is recorded and the method of real-time
interferometry is used to visualize the oscillation amplitudes. Stroboscopic reconstruction [20.140–142] with
the same frequency as the object oscillation can also
be applied to visualize object deformations restricted to
single frequencies.

20.3.4 Holography in Medicine and Biology

600 Hz

820 Hz

Fig. 20.12 Reconstructed double-exposed hologram of resonant
eigenmodes of a violin at (a) 465 Hz, (b) 600 Hz, and (c) 820 Hz.
The brightest areas indicate oscillation nodes. (After [20.135])

of the cumbersome equipment of conventional holography was overcome by migrating from analog to digital
recording [20.147] using numerical reconstruction, enabling morphology studies of cavities and tissues even
at the cellular level.
Holography is applied as a nondestructive optical
technique to image the properties of biological objects and tissues and to detect abnormalities such as
tumors. In medicine, holographic interferometry in its
different variants is the method of choice to perform
in situ and even in vivo detection of tissue. Phaseshifting holographic interferometry was demonstrated
to work for breast-cancer detection [20.148] by using
mild pressure stressing of the breast and pulsed laser
light. Pulsed digital holography has also been employed
as a noninvasive technique to measure the elasticity of
biological tissues, e.g., a human hand, pig tissue or human tumors in gel, by exciting them by short-shock
mechanical pulses prior to recording phase-difference
maps [20.149, 150].
Imaging an object located below the flesh of a human being, i. e., recording a hologram through a living
person, has been performed by using a low-intensity
continuous-wave laser [20.151] and the principle of
first-arriving light [20.152]. Digital holography has been
applied as a gating method, which allows a rapid succession of holograms to be made, thus increasing the
signal-to-noise ratio.
True three-dimensional representation (holographic
display) is another facet of the use of holography in cardiology, where the third dimension might be an electric
potential, time or any other variable of interest [20.153].
Standard medical imaging techniques such as magnetic resonance imaging or computerized tomography
provide two-dimensional transect images of the organ
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The fields of medicine and biology have impressively
demonstrated how different holographic inventions,
such as holographic interferometry and digital holography, can be applied together to give powerful results,
and how the life sciences already make extensive use of
holography.
Endoscopic holography was the first important medical application of holography. This method combines the
advantages of endoscopic intra-cavity observation with
holography, and thus offers the physician new in situ diagnostic capabilities. Recording of a hologram with the
use of a single fiber for both the signal and the reference beam was demonstrated as early as 1976 [20.143].
Further improvements used fiber bundles [20.144] and
gradient-index optical imaging systems [20.145] or even
combined with an articulated arm [20.146]. The problem

465 Hz
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or object to be examined. Employing digital holography a three-dimensional hologram can be obtained,
which considerably facilitates the interpretation of the
data [20.154, 155]. Utilizing a photorefractive film in
conjunction with digital Fourier holography, it has been
demonstrated that abnormalities detected in mammography, which usually vary in size, can be picked out
according to their size and then visualized with high
resolution down to about 10 µm [20.156].
Digital holographic microscopy is a useful noninvasive method for the visualization of transparent objects,
e.g., living cells or tumors with high accuracy. In contrast to phase-contrast microscopy it provides a full-field,
high-resolution amplitude measurement and even detects the quantitative distribution of the optical path
length created by the specimen. Therefore information
on the morphology and the refractive-index pattern can
be gained, which allows sub-wavelength axial accuracy [20.157, 158].

20.3.5 Diffractive Optics with
Computer-Generated Holograms
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Since the early days of holography the generation of
holograms by means of simply computing the interference pattern has attracted attention [20.159–162] and
is still one of the fastest developing topics in holography. The main advantage is that the object only has
to be known in mathematical terms and does not need
to exist physically. Starting with one-bit holograms
drawn by plotters, which were photographically reduced
and recorded on a film, computer-generated holograms
(CGHs) have developed greatly with increasing computing power and the availability of high-resolution
eight-bit spatial light modulators (SLM) with refresh
rates of up to 1 kHz [20.163, 164].
Various applications making use of CGHs have been
realized, in particular as device for beam steering and
manipulation, i. e., as computer-generated holographic
optical elements. CGHs are employed as so-called laser
tweezers, i. e., tools for micromanipulation of particles
in both physics [20.165, 166] and life sciences [20.167],
using the principle of optical trapping [20.168]. Another fascinating application is the realization of
non-diffracting beams by means of CGH [20.169]. Contrary to standard Gaussian beams, a fundamental Bessel
beam does not undergo diffraction, i. e., the transverse
optical intensity distribution does not change during
propagation [20.170]. Optical phase singularities can be
created with CGHs, calculated by the interference between a plane wave and superposition of the TEM10 and

TEM01 Gauss–Hermite optical-resonator modes (hybrid
doughnut mode) [20.171]. Moreover, CGHs are utilized
for quality control of optical systems, e.g., for the characterization of aberrations. In particular, the assembly
and adjustment of multicomponent optical systems can
be monitored [20.172].

20.3.6 Security Aspects of Holography
A valuable, practical and widespread application of
holography is its use for authentication or security
devices. Holograms on credit cards, banknotes and
identity documents are state of the art today, see
e.g. [20.173, 174]. However, the impact of holography
as a security feature becomes much more impressive, e.g., in optical data transmission. Data must not
only be transferred in a fast but also a secure way,
which is realized using holographic encryption. Benefits of this technique over others are that optical
processing provides the maximum number of degrees
of freedom and that optical encryption is ideal for information stored in holographic media. One promising
approach is to process data using a double-random phase
encryption technique [20.175] and record them as a digital hologram [20.176]. Sophisticated geometries and
elaborate techniques such as phase-shifting interferometry [20.177] allow fast and secure encryption/decryption
using electronic, optoelectronic or even all-optical approaches. The latter is inexpensive in time, whereas pure
electronic decryption requires a huge computer load.
Further possibilities are orthogonal phase-coded multiplexing with a random phase mask in the reference-beam
path [20.178], fabrication of CGHs using incoherent
multiplexing (synthetic double-exposure) by electronbeam lithography [20.179], or encrypted optical storage
in a photorefractive crystal using angular multiplexing [20.180]. Besides its other advantages over standard
methods holography provides the unique possibility
of watermarking three-dimensional objects [20.181],
again employing phase-shifting interferometry and digital holography.

20.3.7 Holographic Scattering
for Material Analysis
Light scattering in holographic recording materials is
a disadvantage for wavefront reconstruction as it generates a serious scattering background in the reconstructed
image and thus strongly affects the signal-to-noise ratio.
Scattering in holographic recording materials with nonlinear response to intensity shows up as a bright intensity
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Fig. 20.13 Far-field nonlinear holographic light scattering
as observed in various recording materials in the steady
state. (a) Holographic scattering ring in Na2 [Fe(CN)5 NO] ×
2H2 O: the scattered light is orthogonally polarized to the
incident pump beam polarization. The diameter of the ring
depends on the birefringence [20.189], (b) photoinduced
light scattering in Sr0.61 Ba0.39 Nb2 O6 : Ce : the scattering
lobe is directed antiparallel to the orientation of the polar
c-axis [20.183], (c) beam fanning in LiTaO3 : Fe : the two
scattering lobes are directed parallel to the polar c-axis
[20.190]. One lobe shows higher intensity which indicates
the orientation of the spontaneous polarization

distribution with a characteristic shape. The scattering
appears over a wide apex angle and is a function of the
exposure. At present such scattering phenomena have
gained considerable interest in the scientific field of optical nonlinearities [20.182]: besides investigations of
their physical origin, holographic scattering phenomena are useful for material analysis [20.183]. It has been
demonstrated that holographic scattering can be applied
as a nondestructive contact-free optical method, e.g.,
to investigate phase transitions [20.184, 185] and ferroelectric properties [20.186, 187]. Figure 20.13 shows
the example of a far-field steady-state scattering pattern observed in three different holographic recording
materials. The diameter of the ring in Fig. 20.13a allows the determination of the birefringence [20.188].
Photoinduced light scattering in Sr0.61 Ba0.39 Nb2 O6 : Ce
(SBN:Ce, Fig. 20.13b) and LiTaO3 (Fig. 20.13c) can be
used to determine the direction of the polar c-axis. In
SBN:Ce, the scattering lobe is oriented in a direction
antiparallel to the polar axis.

The key technique for the determination of atomic
and molecular structures, in particular for investigations
of crystallographic structures, has been diffraction for
a long time. However, this method is not a true physical
solution, as it only yields information about the intensi-

ties and not about the amplitudes of the diffracted waves.
Holography, on the other hand, is known to overcome
this obstacle by recording the interference pattern of the
reference and object waves. However, its spatial resolution is limited by the wavelength of radiation and also
by the resolution of the recording medium. The first limitation is lifted simply by using electrons, high-energy
electromagnetic waves (X-rays, γ -rays) or neutrons with
wavelengths in the range of Å for holographic recording. To overcome the second limitation Szöke proposed
a scheme to study the atomic order of solids by employing atomic-resolution holography [20.191], an idea that
was first experimentally demonstrated by using electrons [20.192]. In this experiment a 3-D reconstruction
of the relative positions of atoms was performed by
evaluating the angular distributions of the scattering
intensities. The intensity patterns are formed by interference between electrons that are emitted from a source
atom and reach the detector either directly (reference
wave) or after scattering from neighboring atoms (object wave). This is called the inside-source concept,
where a point-like source is produced inside the investigated material. The inverse scheme exchanges the role
of the source and detector (inside detector), i. e., the interference pattern of the incident and scattered waves is
investigated using a point-like detector in the material
(see [20.193, 194] and Fig. 1 in [20.195]).
Several experimental approaches for atomicresolution holography have been demonstrated, employing electrons, positrons [20.196, 197], X-rays, γ -rays,
and neutrons, each of them characterized by its specific interaction with matter. Therefore, electrons and
positrons are mostly used for investigating the structure
of surfaces because of their low penetration depth. Xrays are sensitive to the electronic properties, whereas
with neutrons the nuclear structure is probed.
Various mechanisms of electron emission from a localized atomic source have been utilized, e.g., Kikuchi
scattering [20.192], the photoelectric effect [20.198–
200], low-energy electron diffraction [20.196, 201,
202] or Auger-electron diffraction [20.203]. Atomicresolution X-ray holography was first performed by
using fluorescent X-radiation [20.204], later by employing a multi-energy inverse mode [20.195] or
a combination of these [20.205, 206]; γ -ray holography was experimentally demonstrated using the example
of an 57 Fe film in the inverse scheme [20.207]. Only
recently an advanced γ -ray holography technique has
been developed that allows the distinction between
atoms of the same kind that occupy inequivalent crystallographic sites, a task where X-rays and neutrons
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failed. Here, coherent effects in the Mößbauer nuclear
absorption are utilized, which provide local spectroscopic information [20.208]. The latest development
is atomic-resolution neutron holography, suggested by
Cser et al. [20.194] and subsequently realized in both
experimental schemes, the inside source [20.209, 210]
and inside detector arrangement [20.211].
Still there is a steady improvement of the evaluation techniques, e.g., complex γ - or X-ray holography
to remove the disturbing twin image without making
measurements too time consuming [20.212, 213].

20.3.9 Neutron Diffractive Optics
In 1990 it was demonstrated that a holographically
recorded refractive-index pattern could be reconstructed
not only with light but also with cold neutrons [20.214].
Obviously, the illumination induced refractive-index
changes for both light and neutrons. In analogy to light
optics this phenomenon was called the photo-neutronrefractive effect [20.215]. The efficient diffraction of
cold neutrons from light-induced gratings was a huge
step in the development of neutron diffractive optics by
means of optical holography, as such methods were not
previously possible. For thermal neutrons (with wavelengths in the sub-nanometer range) single crystals are
usually used as diffractive optics, for ultra-cold neutrons
(with wavelengths of about 5 nm and more) mechanically ruled gratings are used. The method of preparing
gratings by means of light optical holography closed
the gap between these two approaches. Nowadays, mirrors and beam splitters can be produced, culminating
in the successful setup of an interferometer for cold
neutrons [20.216,217]. In Fig. 20.14a the angular dependence of the diffraction efficiency for a holographically
prepared volume grating that acts almost like a mirror
is shown. Figure 20.14b depicts the results of an interferometric measurement utilizing three holographically
prepared thick diffraction gratings as beam splitters and
a mirror. The interferometer may be regarded as one of
the most useful neutron optical devices as it provides information about the wave function, i. e., amplitude and
phase, in contrast to standard scattering or diffraction
techniques where only the intensity is measured. The
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Fig. 20.14 (a) Diffraction efficiency for neutrons with
2.6 nm wavelength. (b) Interference fringes obtained by introducing a phase difference between two partially coherent
neutron beams. Squares and triangles show the measured
intensity of the output beams as a function of the phase
shift. Wavelength 2 nm

principal future application of such an instrument could
be the investigation of mesoscopic structures and their
kinetics in the fields of condensed-matter physics and
engineering, chemistry, and biology. A recent review
on neutron optics with gratings employing the photoneutron-refractive effect and light optical holography is
given in [20.218].
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20.4 Summary and Outlook
There is no doubt that holography is an important field in
optics and one of the key inventions of the 20th century.

It is stressed that the idea of Dennis Gabor could not have
its full impact until the development of light sources with
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sufficient coherence – nearly 20 years after discovery.
Obviously, Gabor was quite ahead of his time when
inventing holography.
Holography offers a multitude of applications in
various fields of our life. Now, new developments are
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making use of the wavefront reconstruction principle.
As it will probably have an increasing influence on our
life, the history of holography will continue to be an
exciting journey.

20.5 Optical Data Storage
After the correction of vision with glasses, contact lenses
or reshaping of the cornea, and after the recording of
still and moving images on film or electronic cameras, the most pervasive application of optics in our
daily life is optical data storage: the storage and retrieval of data using optics close to the diffraction limit
and a miniature solid-state laser, all realized at very
affordable prices.
The distribution of audio information on a removable disk – sound stored as modulations in a flat surface
– has had a long and successful track record. At first,
analog signals were imprinted on shellac and then later
vinyl platters. However, recently sound has been almost
exclusively distributed as and replayed from digitally encoded data, molded into the surface of compact polymer
disks. This migration was driven by consumer demand
for higher fidelity, i. e., higher bandwidth in recording,
replication and playback, which in turn required dramatic increases in the amount of stored information. At
first the diameter of the disk was increased, but this soon
reached its practical limit. With a mechanical stylus,
higher areal storage density increased the susceptibility to wear and tear, which forced a transition from
mechanical detection to a noncontact optical scheme.
In the form of the read-only compact disk (CD),
optical data storage became the dominant distribution
vehicle for music (CD) and later for computer software
with the CD read-only memory (CD-ROM) [20.225,
226]. With the ferocious appetite of consumers for ever

more information at ever higher data rates, the CD and
the CD-ROM have undergone a metamorphosis into the
digital versatile disk (DVD) [20.227]. The DVD standard offers higher areal density per layer, and with as
many as four layers of prerecorded information, can provide sufficient read-out bandwidth and capacity for the
distribution of several hours worth of high-quality compressed video. Since its introduction into the market,
DVD devices have reportedly experienced the fastest
growth of quarterly sales and market penetration of
any consumer electronics technology ever, as of the last
quarter of 2002. But with the advent of high-definition
television (HDTV), even higher data rates and capacity
will be needed, requiring yet another increase in areal
density. Such increases have motivated several proposed
next-generation formats, including the BluRay optical
disk format. Table 20.4 compares the pertinent characteristics of the CD, DVD and the proposed BluRay
formats, highlighting the significant technical progress
that has been made.
In addition to this distribution of prerecorded content
on removable and interchangeable media, the desire of
consumers to record information by and for themselves
has been an important economic and technical driver.
The wax-coated drum of Edison, with analog information engraved with a vibrating needle, has given way
to the CD and DVD burner, with carefully modulated
and interleaved digital data imprinted with a flashing
laser beam. Recordable optical disks rely on using high

Table 20.4 Comparison between CD, DVD, and the proposed BluRay format [20.219–224]
DVD

BluRay

0.65 GB
780 nm
0.45
16 000 /in.
0.833–0.972 µm
0.39 Gb/sq.in.
1.2 m/s
1.47 Mb/s

4.7 GB
650 nm
0.6
34 000 /in.
0.4–0.44 µm
2.77 Gb/sq.in.
3.49– 3.84 m/s
11.08 Mb/s

23.3, 25, or 27 GB
405 nm
0.85
79 000 /in.
0.138– 0.16 µm
13.7, 14.7, or 15.9 Gb/sq.in.
4.55 –5.28 m/s
36 Mb/s
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Laser wavelength
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Minimum length pit (∼ 2–3 bits)
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Reference velocity
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laser power to write marks that low laser power can still
read. The high laser power must modify the local optical
properties of the recording medium to provide a significant change of signal; conversely, the low read-out
power must not affect the properties of the media so as
to protect any recorded data. Processes such as ablation
of a dye layer are irreversible and thus are well suited
for write-once, read-many times (WORM) applications.
The prevalent implementation of this technique is the
CD-R: WORM media with a form factor and functionality nearly identical to a CD or CD-ROM once it has
been recorded. Other recording processes – foremost
the change between amorphous and crystalline structure in a thin metal, semiconductor or alloy film – can
be reversible and allow erasable or rewritable (R/W)
media. For these types of media, the thermal characteristics are as important as the optical parameters. One
has to ensure that, after short transient heating with the
tightly focussed laser, each very small spot will cool fast
enough to quench the film rapidly into an amorphous
phase. On the other hand, the same R/W medium must
cool slowly after a large area is uniformly illuminated,
allowing recrystallization of the film and erasure of previously recorded data. The issues of optical, thermal
and device engineering for WORM and R/W recording are extremely complex and go beyond the scope of
this brief summary. Details can be found, for example,
in [20.226].
In addition to the pervasive 120 mm-diameter
CD/DVD disk, many other disk diameters have been
used. One early niche application was the laser disk, used
for the distribution of high-quality prerecorded movies
before DVD-level areal densities and data compression
were available. For high-end data storage applications,
diameters of 5.25 , 12 and up to 14 have been commonly used to increase the capacity per platter up to
200 GB. Smaller disks for small-form-factor, portable
consumer electronics devices are becoming increasingly
popular. Examples are MP3 players, digital still and
digital video cameras using optical disk media with
diameters as small as 1 .
The facts that the optical recording media are removable, have high storage capacity and a relatively
low price also make them a prime candidate for massive
data warehouses. Jukeboxes for home audio and video
applications allow a home user to have all the multimedia content that they own at their fingertips. In a similar
fashion, commercial data libraries and warehouses use
data silos with robotics and industrial-strength CD-R
recorders and CD-ROM players to provide massive
amounts of near-line storage at low cost.

Optical read out of cheaply replicated, injectionmolded CDs, CD-ROMs, and the rapidly emerging
DVD disks has clearly come to dominate multimedia content and software distribution. On the other
hand, general-purpose read–write information storage is
still the exclusive domain of magnetic recording. Magnetic recording in the form of hard disk drives delivers
higher areal densities, higher data rates and faster access
times than optical storage, while supporting millions
of write/erase cycles and many years of retention time
at very competitive cost. To obtain these high performance characteristics, the removability offered by the
once ubiquitous floppy disk had to be sacrificed. Thus
the key advantages of optical recording are clearly the
removability and interchangeability of the media, as well
as the parallel replication of prerecorded disks in seconds
via injection molding. Optical recording on WORM media, typically in the form of burning a CD-R, plays an
important role as inexpensive backup for data stored on
magnetic disks, and is trying to compete with magnetic
tapes for archival data storage in large libraries. Attempts
to bring a commercially viable optical tape technology
to market have not succeeded to date [20.228].
In 1997, 2000 and again in 2003, the National Storage Industry Consortium (NSIC) convened meetings of
50 leading industry experts to develop three comprehensive optical disk storage roadmaps [20.219–221]. These
roadmaps summarized the anticipated component, system and market development. While the overall trends
were predicted correctly, technical and economic challenges considerably slowed down the actual pace of
development.
Key drivers for future developments were expected
to be the rapid expansion of the Internet and the emergence of HDTV, with both calling for higher bandwidth
and storage capacity. The Internet has expanded, but
high-speed broadband service to the home is not yet
pervasive. Standards issues, broadcaster resistance and
concern about copyright management have delayed the
advent of HDTV. At the same time, the pervasive use of
computers and storage in consumer electronics devices
(and eventually common household appliances) is requiring more storage in smaller form factors. Thus all of
these requirements are still driving optical data storage
to reach ever higher storage densities [20.219–221].
The remainder of this article highlights different approaches towards achieving this goal of increased optical
storage density, either by increasing the density at the
surface of an optical recording material, or by utilizing
the unique capability of optics to access the volume of
suitable media.
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20.6 Approaches to Increased Areal Density
For many years, the demands for better data storage
have been met by evolutionary advances: increases in
the areal density and other performance specifications
of magnetic and optical recording devices. The areal
density of hard disks has been growing continuously
through more than seven orders of magnitude over the
last 50 years, but during the last five years the growth accelerated to a compounded annual growth rate of slightly
more than 100%. Optical storage, with a much shorter
track record, has increased in storage density by a factor of five from the original CD standard to the DVD
format, and another factor of five to the proposed nextgeneration BluRay format (Table 20.4). The reason for
this dramatic difference between the increase of aerial
densities for magnetic and optical recording is that optical data storage has specialized on applications that
require removability of the optical recording media.
Since high-performance magnetic recording does not
support removability, hard drives need not work with the
media of previous generations. Thus the only standards
to satisfy are those on data input/output and form factor, which has encouraged strong technical competition
and resulted in tremendous progress. Optical storage,
however, is dominated by removable, interchangeable
media with backward compatibility. This compatibility facilitates the introduction of each new generation
of technology in the market, due to the large existing
base of recorded material, but forces a time-consuming
standards process for each higher-density generation.

NA

Still, optical storage has substantial potential as
a storage technology. While the limits of magnetic
recording are still being debated [20.229], the limits
of conventional optical recording are well understood [20.219–221]. Current optical storage technology
is already working close to the optical diffraction limit.
However, significant future increases in density are possible by taking advantage of the wavelength and/or
numerical-aperture dependence of the diffraction limit,
or by going beyond it with near-field techniques. In
addition, if the signal/noise ratio is sufficient then grayscale techniques allow the storage of more than one bit
per location [20.230].
The diameter of the diffraction-limited spot is directly proportional to the laser wavelength λ and
inversely proportional to the numerical aperture (NA)
of the imaging lens (Fig. 20.15). The area A of the
spot is then proportional to the square of these parameters [20.231]


λ 2
A∼
,
(20.5)
NA
and the resulting maximum areal density is simply the
inverse of this area times b, the number of bits per spot,


NA 2
.
(20.6)
D ∼b
λ
As described in Table 20.4, the differences in capacity
and data rate between the CD, DVD and BluRay formats
is a clear consequence of reducing the diffraction-limited
spot size of the focus at the medium. Other factors were
also involved in the density improvement found in the
newer standards – such as stronger modulation coding,
signal processing, error correction, and more aggressive
tolerancing – but it is unclear how much more improvement could be extracted from these areas in future optical
disk standards.

20.6.1 Short-Wavelength Lasers

Fig. 20.15 Conventional optical storage uses a tightly focussed laser beam to access individual bits in a single
layer
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Spot-size

Early optical storage products used infrared wavelengths
between 830 nm and 780 nm, simply because these were
the only diode lasers available with the reliability, optical power, quantities and cost that the industry required
for a consumer product. As the development from CD to
DVD to BluRay highlights, the obvious path to further
increases in storage density has been the development
of suitable short-wavelength lasers. While blue lasers
have been used in laboratories around the world for
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high-density recording studies, they have yet to show
up in consumers products. Instead of leapfrogging from
800 nm to 400 nm lasers (using GaN) and thus immediately quadrupling the storage density, the development
has been gradual. Magneto-optical (MO) drives employ visible wavelengths of 650–685 nm, while DVDs
rely on 635–650 nm lasers [20.219]. Continued advances to even shorter wavelength have been made
with novel diode laser materials and concepts. Progress
with prototypes of green ZnSe lasers at 490 nm has
been substantial and blue GaN lasers with wavelength
as short as 375 nm have been explored [20.219]. The
NSIC roadmaps predicted the general availability of optical storage products with these short-wavelength lasers
around 2002 [20.219, 220]. That this has not occurred
reflects both technical difficulties in fabricating cheap,
long-lifetime blue lasers as well as economic reality:
HDTV and broadband Internet, the applications that
were to drive the need for this technology, are penetrating
the market much more slowly than expected. However,
other promising evolutionary approaches might provide
significant improvements in areal storage density while
the performance, lifetime, and cost of blue laser diodes
slowly improve.

20.6.2 Increased Numerical Aperture
Instead of reducing the laser wavelength, a corresponding increase in numerical aperture can achieve the same
increase in areal density. The increase in density when
making the transition from CD to DVD was partially
due to an increase in NA. There are, however, practical
limits to the increase in NA, such as manufacturing tolerances for diffraction-limited optics. The key issue here
is depth of focus, δ, which is directly proportional to the
wavelength, but inversely proportional to the square of
the numerical aperture [20.231]:
δ∼

λ
.
NA2

(20.7)
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To maximize density, the data layer of the media should be as close as possible to the focus of
a diffraction-limited read-out beam. Inevitably, manufacturing tolerances on the drive and media make a fast
focusing servo essential. For ultimate performance, even
dual-stage servos with multiple lenses are being considered. Obviously, these issues become more difficult as
the optical depth of focus decreases. Smaller depth of
focus requires that the thickness of the cover layer over
the recorded data (which takes up some of the working
distance of the optics and forces correction for spheri-

Fig. 20.16 A solid-immersion lens (SIL) can increase the

effective NA beyond 1.0, further increasing density but
requiring evanescent coupling between the SIL and disk

cal aberration) decreases, and indeed the BluRay format
calls for a cover layer only 100 µm thick [20.224].
Although the maximum NA in air is 1.0, microscopists have long improved their resolution beyond
this by using oil-immersion objective lenses. Rather
than coating optical disks with oil, however, numerical apertures greater than 1 can similarly be attained
by bringing a solid-immersion lens into close proximity of the disk media [20.232], as shown in Fig. 20.16.
If the gap between the bottom of the lens and the
media is smaller than the light wavelength, then evanescent coupling of light across this gap illuminates
a subwavelength-diameter spot on the media. Similar
to the read–write head in magnetic recording, it is possible to fly a solid immersion lens on an air bearing over
the media [20.232]. This approach to high storage density, while pursued aggressively for several years, has
yet to deliver a successful commercial storage product.
In addition, because of the susceptibility of this tiny air
gap to external contaminants on the disk, such near-field
approaches would seemingly have to sacrifice media
removability: one of the very advantages that optical
storage has historically had to offer.

20.6.3 Magnetic Super-resolution
In magnetooptic recording, another interesting effect can
be utilized to increase the resolution. In this technology,
bits are stored by heating a magnetic film locally with
a laser in the presence of an externally applied magnetic
field (Fig. 20.17). In the portions of the film that exceed
the Curie temperature, the local magnetization will orient with the applied field. This magnetization change is
then sensed optically by detecting the slight rotation of
the polarization due to the Faraday effect [20.231]. Here,
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Fig. 20.17 Magneto-optical storage uses a tightly focussed
laser beam to record bits, using local heating of a magnetic film above its Curie temperature in the presence of an
external magnetic field

thermal diffusion processes rather than optics can dominate the resolution. A short exposure with a laser beam
of nonuniform spatial profile, such as a simple Gaussian beam, can produce a temperature distribution that
exceeds the Curie temperature only for a brief time, and
only in the very center of the beam. Subsequent heat diffusion away from the spot quickly brings the temperature
below the Curie point, resulting in magnetic reversal in
an area of sub-optical-wavelength dimensions, including
marks as small as 100 nm [20.233].
However, such marks must still be optically detected. With dozens of such marks within the diameter
of each focussed spot, deconvolving each mark individually from the aggregate optical signal would be
quite challenging. An elegant technique called magnetic
super-resolution (MSR) can overcome this read-out
problem using the highly nonlinear behavior of thermal
diffusion [20.233]. The MSR technique adds a magnetooptic read-out layer above the magnetic storage layer.
For read out of a particular sub-wavelength spot, this
top layer is briefly heated with a laser just as in the
recording process described above: the power density in
the center of the beam barely exceeds the Curie temperature. As above, the magnetization of the hot spot orients

Storage
layer

Fig. 20.18 Magnetic super-resolution uses two layers, with
the heat from the laser spot transferring just the bits of
interest from the bottom storage layer into the top read-out
layer

with the applied field, which in this case is the field due
to the recorded bit in the lower layer. The surrounding
area of the upper layer does not reach the Curie point
and is not affected. After the magnetization at that location has been revealed, the read-out layer contains only
the sub-resolution spot with reversed magnetization surrounded by a magnetically homogeneous background
(Fig. 20.18). This sub-resolution spot can then be optically detected with sufficient signal/noise ratio, despite
the much larger diameter of the focussed laser beam.
Magnetic super resolution is, therefore, a near-field technique, where the aperture is created in close proximity
to the recording layer by illuminating a cover layer with
a suitable laser.
Taking advantage of similar magnetic multilayer
techniques that have been recently introduced to increase
the areal density of conventional magnetic recording,
further increases in optical storage density are possible
by introducing additional layers for magnetic amplification (magnetically amplified magneto-optic system or
MAMMOS [20.234]).

20.7 Volumetric Optical Recording
volume of a medium – not just on its surface – offers an
intriguing high-capacity alternative.
Three-dimensional optical storage literally opens up
another dimension to increase the capacity of storage
media. In principle, a volume element with the dimensions of the wavelength should suffice to store one
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Both magnetic and conventional optical data storage
technologies, where individual bits are stored as distinct
magnetic or optical changes on the surface of a recording medium, are approaching physical limits beyond
which individual bits may be too small or too difficult
to store and retrieve. Storing information throughout the
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bit. The volumetric density that can be achieved in the
diffraction limit would then scale with 1/λ3 . Trade-offs
between density and data rate make it possible, at least
in principle, to forgo some of this density to obtain blistering data rates. Some of the techniques that have been
proposed do not require mechanical motion, enabling
access times in the range of tens of microseconds, albeit
to a small storage volume with moderate capacity.

20.7.1 Volumetric Addressing Techniques
Several approaches for volumetric optical data storage have been explored. These can be distinguished
by the method used to address the stored data. Some
of the techniques simply extend the multilayer nature
of conventional optical storage already begun with the
two-layer DVD standard, while others take advantage
of the 3-D character of optics. The techniques described
here are:

•
•
•
•
•

Adjusting focus to access data on a particular layer;
Using an interferometer (sensing differences in path
length) to address a layer;
Addressing a particular point, line, or plane in
a medium by intersecting two laser beams;
Using material with extremely narrow spectral sensitivities to address data; and
Addressing data by the spacing and direction of interference fringes, known as K-vector or holographic
addressing

20.7.2 Addressing by Depth of Focus
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Depth of focus, a phenomenon familiar to anyone that
has used a microscope, is already an integral part of the
current DVD standard. To increase the capacity per disk
over the single-layer limit of 4.7 GB per disk [20.235],
the standard can double this capacity with two data
layers, or quadruple it with a two-sided, two-layer-perside option (the disk must be flipped to access data
with a single objective, or a second optical pick-up is
required to address both sides of such a data carrier
simultaneously).
Using depth of focus has the clear advantage of being similar to existing CD and DVD technology, and
it could possibly be compatible with the large installed
base of optical storage devices. As shown in Fig. 20.19,
the key disadvantage is that the individual layers must be
widely separated to avoid crosstalk errors on read out,
or tracking problems with the focus servo. The required
diffraction-limited performance is difficult to accom-

Fig. 20.19 The effective optical areal density can be in-

creased by using depth of focus to access multiple bit layers
within a disk

plish over a sizable depth range, limiting the maximum
number of layers.
One way to improve this is to use fluorescence for
read out: since the light from a mark is now incoherent,
the effects of interference and scattered light can be reduced and a higher signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) obtained.
These reduced noise effects trade off with the omnidirectional output of the fluorescence from the illuminated
voxel (volumetric pixel).
Multilayer fluorescent disks (MFD) employ media
with many (10 to possibly as many as 100) layers [20.236]. Each layer contains pits or grooves filled
with fluorescent material, which absorbs the incident
laser light and re-emits incoherent red-shifted fluorescent light. Portions of the disk manufacturing process
are similar to CD/DVD fabrication: a mastering process
(here for each individual layer) followed by replication
via hot embossing or stamping. The pits are filled with
fluorescent dyes – which require appropriate absorption/emission spectra, high conversion efficiency, short
time response, and high saturation levels – and then the
layer substrates are bonded together. Such ROM media fluorescent dyes are under development, as well as
WORM media based on thermal bleaching and multiphoton processes for red and green light [20.236].
Reversible photochromic material have been demonstrated in the lab.
MFD drives are similar to CD/DVD drives with differences in the optical head: dichroic mirrors and filters
to separate the fluorescent signal light from the excitation light, optics for spherical aberration correction, and
a more sensitive detector. Tracking and focusing tech-
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niques are similar to other optical disks, with additional
electronics and possibly data encoding needed to find
and maintain focus on the different layers. A ROM system with more than 20 layers has been demonstrated
at CD density (650 nm-wavelength semiconductor laser,
1 mW in the reading spot, three-spot tracking, astigmatic
focusing) [20.236]. The SNR for the experimental disk
was better than 30 dB (1.5 MHz bandwidth) [20.236].
In addition, optical cards with 10-layer media and
1 micron-sized marks have been demonstrated. CCD
read out was used, image processing was applied to
read data. This could lead to MFD-ROM systems
with 10–20 layers at DVD density (approximately
50–100 GB per disk), and optical ROM cards with 1 GB
capacity, followed later by WORM versions of these devices [20.236]. As with CDs and DVDs, the advent of
blue lasers would be expected to support an increase
in capacity by a factor of four, although this would require the dye chemistry to be re-engineered to these
wavelengths.

20.7.3 Two-Photon Absorption
for Addressing of a Bit Cell
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Addressing beam

Data beam

Fig. 20.20 Orthogonal beams can write and read data

in parallel into a three-dimensional volume, using twophoton fluorescence at the intersection of the beams
(After [20.237])

limited performance for sub-micron-sized marks more
difficult to obtain.
Even so, effective areal densities greater than
100 Gb/in2 would appear achievable by using many
layers with relatively large marks (i. e., greater than
1 µm). Once written, the marks (or columns or pages)
may be nondestructively read by the two-photon fluorescence. Demonstrated capabilities include the recording
and reading of media with more than 100 data layers,
recording tracks of 2 × 2 µm2 data marks, and the construction of several proof-of-principle portable read-out
systems [20.237, 240, 241].
This two-photon 3-D optical storage technology
seeks to provide disk drive systems with high capacity (100–500 GB/disk) and high data rates (1–10 Gb/s)
using inexpensive, easily manufactured, and long-lived
plastic media. The drive technologies are potentially
backward compatible with conventional DVD media.
The media will be removable and offers the possibility
of wide wavelength and mechanical tolerances in drives
for near-line/online servers.
Efficient two-photon absorption recording requires
moderate average laser power (50 mW) but high peak
intensity at the focused spot (on the order of GW/cm2 ),
necessitating the use of a pulsed laser source for recording. Suitable diode-pumped solid-state pulsed lasers are
available, albeit at a significant price and size disadvantage as compared to semiconductor laser diodes.
These laser requirements remain the largest risk to this
approach.

20.7.4 Interferometry
Taking advantage of a relatively short coherence length
and variable path difference between two laser beams,
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Another means of limiting the interaction volume of
the addressing beam in the medium is by using twophoton absorption, which scales with the square of
the beam intensity. This effectively shortens and narrows the focus volume where the intensity is sufficient
for writing. These approaches often require femtosecond lasers with high peak intensities, but could enable
media with hundreds of layers allowing capacities approaching 1 terabyte per disk. Here the media is initially
homogeneous (not layered), with two-photon effects
used to either initiate or quench fluorescence at each
voxel [20.238,239]. Confocal microscopy has been used
to detect extremely small marks in initial studies, but it
is unclear whether such an approach would work on
a rapidly spinning disk.
Further gains in depth resolution can be realized by
crossing two laser beams of the same or different wavelength, using two-photon absorption to initiate a change
of the media’s optical properties only in the commonly illuminated volume [20.237, 240], as shown in
Fig. 20.20. Here just one volume element within a larger
block of recording media can be selected for recording
or read out without affecting adjacent volume elements,
thus avoiding inter-track and inter-layer interference.
Extensions of this technique use columns or sheets of
light to address a large number of volume elements
in parallel, although these extensions make diffraction-

20.7 Volumetric Optical Recording
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one can obtain constructive interference somewhere
along the path of a collimated laser beam to address
volume elements throughout the depth of the media [20.242]. While similar to the conventional depth
of focus approach, it is different enough to be not easily compatible with CD or DVD. Interferometric optical
storage would have the advantage of diffraction-limited
performance throughout thick media, and that it is similar to optical coherence domain reflectometry, widely
explored as a method for imaging through thick biological samples [20.243]. While simple in concept, it
does require interferometric stability and has not been
explored in detail for data storage.

20.7.5 Persistent Spectral Hole Burning
(PSHB)
Spectral hole burning uses media that can support
dopants with extremely selective spectral response
(Fig. 20.21). Accessing this narrow spectral response
requires a tunable narrow-band laser, which tends to be
a complex and expensive light source. Thus high storage
densities and storage volumes are essential to amortize
the cost of this light source over a large storage capacity.
Unfortunately, these very high densities are currently
only possible at cryogenic temperatures, adding additional complexity and cost. However, the latency and the
data transfer rates that could theoretically be achieved
by this technique are superior, allowing spectral hole
burning to play in the memory as well as in the storage
arena.
Several groups have been pursuing variations of
spectral hole burning for data storage and memory
applications [20.244, 245]. PSHB can alternatively be
Absorption
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ωL

Frequency

Fig. 20.21 After illumination with a narrow-band laser at
ωL , a persistent and very narrow spectral hole has been
burned into the absorption spectrum

addressed using time-domain interference techniques,
in which holograms laid down in frequency spectrum allow time sequences to be replayed as photon
echoes [20.246, 247]. Both time- and spectral-access alternatives support spatial multiplexing across numerous
locations, and would support the prospect of combining
this technique with the spatial holographic techniques to
be described below. Crosstalk and distortions between
spectral channels, and photon flux are typically the important limiting factors. Time-domain access relieves
the requirement for laser tunability, although the laser
source does still need to be narrow band and extremely
stable. It can also enable content addressability (accessing data by its correlation or similarity with search data).
However, efficient time-domain addressing schemes are
yet to be developed and random access to data is difficult to provide, with first-in first-out (FIFO) being the
standard.
Tunable solid-state narrow-band lasers are currently
being developed both for these PSHB applications as
well as for telecommunications applications. Depending
on the choice of PSHB medium, the required frequency
tuning range spans either 10 GHz (0.25 Å at about
750 nm), 200 GHz (15 Å at 1500 nm) or 2 THz (30 Å
at 650 nm). None of these tuning ranges is extremely
difficult – although mode hopping can be problematic
– but opto-mechanical approaches would sacrifice one
of the key features of spectrally sensitive storage: rapid
random access.

20.7.6 Holographic Storage
Holographic data storage is a volumetric approach
which, although conceived decades ago, has made recent progress toward practicality with the appearance
of lower-cost enabling technologies, significant results
from long-standing research efforts, and progress in
holographic recording materials [20.248, 249].
A hologram preserves both the phase and amplitude of an optical wavefront of interest – called the
object beam – by recording the optical interference pattern between it and a second coherent optical beam (the
reference beam). Figure 20.22a shows this process. The
reference beam is designed to be simple to reproduce at
a later stage, such as a simple collimated plane wave.
These interference fringes are recorded if the two beams
have been overlapped within a suitable photosensitive
media. The bright and dark variations of the interference pattern create chemical and/or physical changes in
the media, preserving a replica of the interference pattern
as a change in absorption, refractive index or thickness.
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Fig. 20.22 How to record and read data using holograms. (a) Holographic storage of a single data bit. The spherical
wave from a single pixel interferes with a coherent plane wave in the reference beam. The resulting interference pattern
changes the refractive properties of the photosensitive medium. (b) The hologram is read out using the original reference
beam, which is diffracted by the stored interference pattern to reconstruct the original spherical wavefront. An image
of this beam can be formed on a single detector pixel, resulting in the retrieval of a single bit. (c) The hologram can
also be read out by illuminating it with a counter-propagating (or phase-conjugate) reference beam, which reconstructs
a phase-conjugate copy of the original object beam. This beam returns to its original point of origin, where the bit value
can be read without requiring a high-quality imaging system [20.251–255]. (d) A third way to retrieve data involves
illuminating it with a diverging object beam, which reconstructs the original plane-wave reference beam. This beam
can be focused onto a detector and provides an optical measurement of the correlation between the stored data and the
illuminating object beam [20.250, 256]. This technique can allow one to search the stored data according to its content,
rather than according to its address [20.257–259]. (After [20.260])

ogy until the development of the laser in the 1960s. The
resulting rapid development of holography for displaying 3-D images led researchers to realize that holograms
could also store data at a volumetric density of as much
as 1/λ3 [20.261]. In contrast to conventional data storage, where each bit of data is assigned to a particular
location within the storage volume or upon the storage
surface, holographic storage distributes data throughout
a volume in a delocalized way. Data are transferred to
and from the storage material as 2-D images composed
of thousands of pixels, with each pixel representing a single bit of information. No one location in the crystal is
responsible for storing that one bit; each is distributed
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When the recording is illuminated by a read-out beam
that is similar to the original reference beam, some of
the light is diffracted to reconstruct a weak copy of
the object beam (Fig. 20.22b). If the object beam originally came from a 3-D object, then the reconstructed
hologram makes a virtual image of the 3-D object reappear [20.250]. Interestingly, a backward-propagating or
phase-conjugate reference wave, illuminating the stored
grating from the back side, reconstructs an object wave
that also propagates backward toward its original source
(Fig. 20.22c), creating a real but pseudoscopic image.
Although holography was conceived in the late
1940s, it was not considered a potential storage technol-
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Fig. 20.23 Data are imprinted onto the object beam by shining the
light through a pixelated input device called a spatial light modulator. A pair of lenses image the data through the storage material
onto a pixelated detector array, such as a charge-coupled device
(CCD). A reference beam intersects the object beam in the storage
material, allowing the holograms to be stored and retrieved later.
(After [20.260])
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throughout the associated recorded interference fringes.
The direction and spacing of those particular fringes
ensures that light arrives at a particular photodetector
(within the large detector array) only when a particular
read-out beam is incident.
The 1/λ3 theoretical density limit can thus be intuitively understood as a crosstalk limit forced by
diffraction. Given that each reconstructed object beam
must pass through an aperture A to reach a detector array, then√two sets of fringes that differ in direction by less
than λ/ A will be indistinguishable due to diffraction.
Given that the contributions of the fringe spacings will
be integrated over a thickness of L, two sets of fringes
that differ in spacing by less than λ/L cannot be individually reconstructed. So roughly L/λ data pages of A/λ2
pixels each can be holographically stored within a volume V = AL. While this simple argument ignores the
role of the bulk index of refraction (as well as real-world
media and noise issues), 1/λ3 would be impressive density performance, corresponding (for green light) to the
storage of 1 terabyte of data in a cubic centimeter.
Since each data page is retrieved by an array of photodetectors in parallel (Fig. 20.23), rather than bit-by-bit,
the holographic scheme promises fast read-out rates as
well as high density [20.249, 260, 262–265], because
laser beams can potentially be moved rapidly without
inertia, unlike the actuators in disk drives. With the inherent parallelism of its page-wise storage and retrieval,
a very large compound data rate could be reached by

having a large number of relatively slow (and therefore
cheap) parallel channels. If a thousand holograms, each
containing a million pixels, could be retrieved every second, for instance, then the output data rate would reach
1 Gb/s.
Despite this attractive potential and fairly impressive
early progress [20.266, 267], holographic storage has
been – for nearly four decades – an intriguing but elusive
alternative to conventional data storage techniques. With
the recent availability of relatively low-cost components, such as liquid-crystal displays as input devices and
camera chips from electronic cameras and camcorders
for detector arrays, interest in commercializing holographic storage efforts was rekindled. Recently, largely
as part of an effort that was sponsored by the United
States Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency
(DARPA), members of the holographic data storage
systems (HDSS) consortium were able to demonstrate
impressive performance with experimental platforms: at
the IBM Almaden Research Center a data density of
250 Gb/in2 was achieved [20.268]; at Stanford University a data rate of 10 Gb/s was reached for the read out
of holographic data [20.269], and a team at the Rockwell
Science Center demonstrated access times on the order
of 10 microseconds [20.270]. Each of these demonstrations were the product of extensive studies of recording
physics, systems trade-offs, signal processing, and coding techniques. These experiments also showed that it
will be difficult, but not impossible, to obtain a combination of all three desirable performance characteristics
in one hardware platform.
A rather unique feature of holographic data storage is associative retrieval, or content-addressable data
storage [20.258]. If a partial or search data pattern is
imprinted on the object beam, illuminating the stored
holograms reconstructs all of the reference beams, each
weighted by the similarity between the search pattern
and the content of their particular data page. By determining, for example, which reference beam has the
highest intensity, the closest match to the search pattern
can be found without initially knowing its address.

20.7.7 Holographic Multiplexing
If a hologram is recorded in a thin material – as on many
credit cards – the read-out beam can differ in angle or
wavelength from the reference beam used for recording the image; the scene will still appear. However, if
the hologram is recorded in a thick material, the reconstructed object beam will only appear when the read-out
beam is nearly identical to the original reference beam.
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ing [20.275, 276] is widely investigated because spatial
light modulators could be used to apply these phases
rapidly without mechanical motion. One issue is the
need for low phase error (both random and deterministic [20.277, 278]) in these devices; another is the impact
of grating degeneracy on any phase codes arranged in a
2-D pattern, a consideration that is unfortunately often
overlooked.
Another improvement upon angle multiplexing
actually exploits this grating degeneracy. Although holographic data pages do not disappear when changing the
incidence angle out of plane, they are displaced on the
detector array as the diffracted beam moves to remain
in the plane formed by the incident beam and the grating vector. Once the data page slides completely off the
detector array, the same Bragg angle can be used to
store a second hologram. This is referred to as fractal
multiplexing, because one backs off from (A/λ)2 pixels per page to some fractal dimension (say, (A/λ)2−x ),
allowing an increase in the number of stored pages
to (L/λ) × (A/λ)x [20.279]. Using a combination of
angle and fractal multiplexing, as many as 10 000 holograms have been stored in a 1 cm3 volume [20.280,281].
Techniques analogous to angle and fractal multiplexing,
called shift and peristrophic multiplexing, have been developed for multiplexing holograms in thin disks and are
described later.

20.7.8 Media
Media for holographic storage has long been one of
the primary focus points for researchers in this field.
There are two major classes of holographic storage
media: write-once media, typically to be used as thin
(0.2–2 mm) disks and accessed through disk rotation
or translation; and read–write media, typically kept
stationary and accessed by beam steering.

20.7.9 Write-Once Read-Many
A material that permanently stores volume holograms
must generally support some irreversible photochemical reaction or photophysical process, triggered by the
bright regions of the optical interference pattern, that
then leads to changes in index of refraction or absorption. For example, a photopolymer material (as its name
would suggest) polymerizes in response to optical illumination: material diffuses from darker to brighter
regions so that short monomer chains can bind together to form long molecular chains [20.282–286].
Because this diffusion process can be phototriggered,
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For any read-out beam, some of the incident optical power is diffracted by the recorded hologram to
create a diffracted wavefront. In a thick hologram, this
diffracted wavefront accumulates energy from throughout the thickness of the storage material. The Bragg
condition applies when the diffracted wavefront is momentum matched to the read-out beam and grating. For
holographic media that record an exact copy of the interference fringes, this occurs when the read-out beam
is identical in wavelength and incidence angle to the
original recording beam. Away from this condition, the
discrepancy between the wavefront that would be momentum matched (to the read-out light and the grating)
and the wavefront that can actually propagate (the closest solution of the wave equation) represents a phase
error. Thus the wavefront diffracted by the front portion
of the hologram, after propagating through most of the
thick material, finds itself out-of-phase with the wavefront diffracted by the rear portions of the hologram.
The integration of this phase error over the thickness
of the volume hologram creates Bragg selectivity: the
hologram disappears as the angle or wavelength is tuned
away from the Bragg condition.
As the material becomes thicker, accessing a stored
volume hologram requires tight tolerances on the stability and repeatability of the wavelength and the angle
provided by the laser and read-out optics. However,
Bragg selectivity also opens up a tremendous opportunity: a small storage volume can now store multiple
superimposed holograms, each distributed throughout
the entire volume yet selectively accessible with its original reference beam. Any particular data page can then
be read out independently by illuminating the stored
gratings with the reference wave that was used to store
that particular page. The theoretical limits for the storage density of this technique are around tens of terabits
per cubic centimeter [20.248, 249].
Several different techniques [20.271] have been developed to define a set of suitable reference beams. It
has already been implied that tuning the incidence angle [20.272, 273] or wavelength [20.274] will multiplex
holograms. The former has been used much more than
the latter, simply because rotating a mirror through large
angles has been easier to implement than rapidly – and
widely – tunable lasers.
Instead of recording one hologram per incidence angle, it is possible to use all the incidence angles for
each hologram, imposing a unique phase on each of
these beamlets individually. The number of holograms
that can be superimposed depends on the number of
orthogonal phase codes. Such phase-code multiplex-
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sensitivities can be made high enough to support holographic recording with single short pulses [20.287].
While high sensitivity is desirable in a commercial application, so that holograms can be rapidly recorded
with a cheap, low-power laser, high sensitivity can also
cause problems. For instance, some of the media volume may be inadvertently affected by partial exposure
as nearby spots are recorded, forcing either a reduction
in sensitivity or in areal density (e.g. guard bands). In
contrast to photopolymers, the illuminated molecules in
a so-called direct-write or photochromic material undergo a local change in their absorption or index of
refraction, driven by photochemistry or photoinduced
molecular reconfiguration. Examples include photoaddressable polymers [20.288], and binding of absorbers
to polymer hosts (such as phenanthraquinone (PQ) to
polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) [20.289]).
Both types of materials are inexpensive to make
in bulk, but both can have problems reproducing the
object beam faithfully. Photopolymers tend to shrink
during recording, distorting the reconstructed pixelated
images [20.290]. Direct-write media respond both to
the rapid variations of the interference pattern encoded
with data and to long-range brightness variations across
the illuminated spot. Such effects also distort the reconstructed data pages. These problems can be minimized
by careful system design, such as signal-processing
techniques that can compensate for shifted and distorted data pages [20.291,292], and optical illumination
systems that deliver beams with extremely uniform
brightness [20.293].
Although problems with shrinkage, scattering and
dynamic range remain, recent developments in these
write-once materials have overcome previous difficulties
with poor optical quality and excessive absorption and
led to fairly thick samples (0.5–1 mm). Together with
recently developed multiplexing techniques that use
peristrophic beam rotation [20.294], spherical [20.295]
or randomly speckled [20.296] reference beams to
increase the number of holograms that can be superimposed in thin media, these developments have brought
write-once read-many holographic storage systems to
the stage where several commercialization efforts are
underway.
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20.7.10 Read–Write
In contrast to the organic WORM media, most erasable
holographic materials tend to be inorganic photorefractive crystals doped with transition metals or rare-earth
ions [20.297–300]. These crystals are often available in

centimeter-thick samples and include lithium niobate,
strontium barium niobate, and barium titanate, doped
with iron, cerium, manganese or other dopants.
For details on these materials please see Sect. 20.5
on photorefractive crystals by Buse and Krätzig.
Before discussing the important issue of volatility
in photorefractive crystals, we describe some alternative read–write holographic storage media. These
include photorefractive polymers [20.301–304], bacteriorhodopsin [20.305–307], and the DX center in
semiconductor materials [20.308]. These materials are
difficult to obtain in the thicknesses that would be
required for competitive capacities, and also have
their own idiosyncrasies. While photorefractive polymers can achieve large index changes very rapidly
and provide many avenues for tuning through constituent substitutions, they require large voltages to
create the orientational analogue of the electro-optic
effect and tend to have fairly short dark lifetimes
(seconds to minutes) [20.301–304]. Bacteriorhodopsin
can be tuned by genetic and chemical modifications [20.305, 307] and does not require an external
electric field. However, volatility and dynamic range
are serious issues [20.306, 307], and the required operating wavelengths tend to be tightly tied to the protein’s
innate photocycle [20.305–307]. Essentially, bacteriorhodopsin acts much like a write-once direct-write
saturable material, where readout fills in the holograms.
By completing the photocycle with a second wavelength,
holograms are erased and new ones can be written
in the photosensitive molecules reset to their initial
state. Finally, at low temperatures (< 150 K), the persistent photoconductivity exhibited by the DX center in
semiconductors offers an opportunity for writing strong
phase holograms [20.308]. Photoexcited electrons persist in the conduction band without decaying, leading to
large index changes. This DX-center material also acts
as a saturable material. Here, raising the temperature
erases the holograms, since the photoelectrons now have
enough thermal energy to make it back to the original
ground state [20.308].

20.7.11 Nonvolatile Read–Write Storage
Unfortunately, the ability of a photorefractive material
to erase through charge re-excitation also results in the
undesired erasure of stored holograms during any subsequent optical exposure. This means that holograms
erase while other holograms are being recorded, and
worse still, while any of the holograms superimposed
within that same volume are being read out. In addit-
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of 1/λ3 [20.321,322]. These systems issues grow worse
as the ratio between the two wavelengths grows larger;
but given the broad absorption spectra in these crystals,
significant changes in absorption require large (∼ 50%)
changes in wavelength.
A fourth method for achieving nonvolatile storage in
photorefractive materials is by recording at a wavelength
of light which is only absorbed by the crystal in the
presence of an additional gating beam of different wavelength [20.323–327]. This additional beam is present
only during recording and is switched off while the information is read out, allowing the data to be retrieved
without erasure. The recorded interference fringes thus
remain Bragg-matched to the read-out wavelength, and
both read-out and diffracted wavefronts experience low
absorption losses.
Conventional photorefractive materials can be optimized for this gated, two-color recording process
by changing the way in which they are fabricated or
by adding multiple dopants. For instance, the twocolor response of lithium niobate can be enhanced by
changing the ratio of lithium to niobium in the compound [20.324], or by doping it with both manganese
and iron atoms [20.325]. Gated, two-color photorefractive materials have received much attention in the past
few years, leading to improvements in both the sensitivity and dynamic range of the materials (increasing both
the speed with which data can be written and the capacity) [20.324, 325, 327]. Further improvements, however,
will be needed before prototypes can be built.

20.7.12 Phase-Conjugate Read Out
for Read–Write Systems
Recent experimental demonstrations of holographic data
storage have concentrated on demonstrating high density and fast read out. High areal density can be achieved
in holographic data storage by carefully balancing interpixel crosstalk (introduced by the small aperture through
which each data page is focused) against the loss of signal associated with recording multiple holograms. For
instance, an equivalent areal density of 394 bits/µm2
(80 × larger than single-layer DVD) was recently demonstrated [20.268]. (The equivalent volumetric density was
1.1% of 1/λ3 ). Conversely, fast read-out rates can be
attained by reading out large data pages in rapid succession. An optical read-out rate of 10 Gbits/s at moderate
density (∼ 10 bits/µm2 ) was recently demonstrated, and
a full system read-out rate of 1 Gbit shown (including
the camera and decoding hardware) [20.328]. Both of
the demonstrations reached these specifications by com-
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ion, there is gradual erasure in the dark through thermal
excitation [20.309, 310].
These erasure effects can be counteracted during
recording by carefully scheduled the sequence of exposures, to ensure that the final diffraction efficiencies will
be equal [20.256,311]. The first holograms are recorded
to somewhat higher diffraction efficiencies with longer
exposures, so that as subsequent holograms are recorded
and these first ones decay, all final diffraction efficiencies
are equal [20.311]. As a result of the recording schedule,
the effect of erasure is mitigated at some small cost in
effective recording rate. (Recording schedules are also
used in write-once media, to compensate for changes in
sensitivity as a function of recording exposure [20.312].
This can include any pre-exposure required before the
material begins to change its index of refraction.)
The more crucial issue is erasure of the stored
holograms during read out. With some photorefractive
crystals, stored holograms can be fixed – made semipermanent and resistant to erasure during read out –
by separate thermal [20.313–317] or electronic [20.318,
319] processes. Unfortunately, these fixing processes
affect all the stored holograms within a volume simultaneously, only preserve a fraction of the original grating
strength, and tend to be slow and cumbersome. For instance, it is not clear how to thermally fix holograms in
one sub-volume while not affecting holograms in any of
the immediately neighboring sub-volumes.
Another proposed solution to the volatility problem is periodic copying and refreshing of the pixelated
data pages [20.320]. Here the data pages are read out
periodically and rewritten into the memory. Most of
the experimentally demonstrated schemes have involved
methods to reinforce the original hologram, but copying the data page into a separate storage location should
also work. The problems with all of these is their complexity, the possibility of loss of data fidelity in all the
copying and re-copying, and the reduced performance
from having the system inaccessible to user-generated
read and write commands during the refresh operations.
A third approach to nonvolatile holographic storage
is to read the hologram with a wavelength different to
that used for recording [20.321, 322]. The idea is that if
the absorption at this new read-out wavelength is much
lower, the erasure will take place much more slowly. The
systems problem with this is that not all of the spatial
frequencies in the hologram will be Bragg-matched simultaneously, and there will be a trade-off between how
much of the page will be visible, whether the pixels in
the page will land where they are supposed to, and how
hard one can push towards the theoretical density limit
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bining large megapixel data pages of 1024 × 1024 pixels
with the short focal length optics needed for high density.
However, extending read–write holographic storage
to high capacity without sacrificing fast access means
that this same high density must be achieved at many
storage locations without moving the storage media.
The demands this would impose upon optical imaging
performance are quite severe – thus the further improvements in capacity that could be achieved by simply
designing better lenses would be limited to commercially uninteresting values. However, several researchers
have long proposed bypassing these imaging constraints
with phase-conjugate read out [20.251–254], as shown
in Fig. 20.24. Once a hologram is recorded, the wavefront reconstructed by a phase-conjugate read-out beam
will retrace the path of the incoming object beam in
reverse, canceling out any accumulated phase errors
from lens aberrations or material imperfections. This
allows data pages to be retrieved with high fidelity using
image confinement in fiber-type media [20.251, 252],
an inexpensive lens, or even without imaging lenses
for an extremely compact system [20.253, 254]. However, many pairs of phase-conjugate reference beams are
needed to read the many different holograms recorded
within the same volume – and maintaining these beams
over long periods of time would be impossible from
a practical point of view.
One solution to this problem is to separate the
phase-conjugation and hologram storage processes into
two successive steps with a buffer hologram [20.255].
Holograms can then easily be multiplexed at a large
number of separate storage locations using only one
SLM and one detector array. With gated, two-color
media, the long-term storage material does not absorb
the information-bearing beam until the gating light is
present [20.255]. With the phase-conjugate read-out,
total internal reflection could be used to confine the
image-bearing beam within a small cross section without sacrificing the ability to retrieve this image at the
detector array [20.251, 252, 255]. Such a system only
requires a single pair of phase-conjugate beams, generated either by carefully alignment or with a self-pumped
phase-conjugate mirror [20.255].
A second proposed solution to phase-conjugate read
out is to attain high capacity from multiple compact
modules, each created by attaching an SLM, a detector array, and the storage media directly to a pair of
beam splitters [20.253]. The phase-conjugate readout
allows the whole system to remain extremely compact,
and density can be further augmented by increasing the
page size. It has been shown that phase-conjugate read

Reference beam
(read-out)

SLM

Storage material

Object
beam
Reference
beam
(writing)
Detector
array

Fig. 20.24 By adding a counter-propagating readout beam,

a phase-conjugate object beam can be reconstructed which
retraces the original path of the object beam in reverse.
Proper placement of a polarizing beam splitter and detector array can allow high-fidelity data retrieval without
expensive imaging optics

out can retrieve pages with pixel pitches as small as
1 µm [20.329]. This approach has the advantage that the
object beam need not be confined with total internal reflection because it is never allowed to propagate far from
the SLM. But it does require inexpensive components,
since the capacity per set of components is relatively low.
Both the compact and buffer-enable phase-conjugate
systems still require a low-power and convenient method
for supplying thousands of unique reference beams to
hundreds or thousands of spatial locations, using either
micromechanical mirrors, liquid-crystal beam steerers,
individually addressable lasers, or wavelength-tunable
lasers.
The successful use of phase-conjugation in holographic storage should enable compact and affordable
high-capacity systems, with only a moderate increase in
the overall system complexity. Obviously, such systems
still await a recording material that supports both read–
write access and nonvolatile storage [20.325, 326, 330].
Even so, there remain other serious issues that must be
addressed before commercialization. Thermal stability
must be good lest the interference patterns change spacing and orientation as the media expands or contracts
with temperature. Good mechanical and laser stability
are also required (the media and interference fringes
must not move during exposures, and motion afterwards
can cause the reconstructed optical signals to veer away
from their assigned detector pixels). Fortunately, the stability during recording will become easier to attain as
exposure times decrease through improvements in material sensitivity and increases in available laser power.
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Despite all of the techniques for removing and suppressing volatility, it is unlikely that any read–write
holographic storage material will be truly nonvolatile:
most likely the data will slowly fade over several
months or years due to thermal effects (slow excitation from electron traps, diffusion of compensating ions)
or through residual absorption. So while blocks of read–
write media may be removable from the read–write head
(which enables something like a petabyte jukebox), the
media will probably need to remain within the jukebox
so that data can be periodically refreshed.

20.7.13 Write-Once Systems
Using Spinning Disks

in the imaging system, the object beam should enter
the holographic disk media at normal incidence. As this
must be done with a short-working-distance optical system, the delivery of writing and reading beams around
these imaging optics (without increasing the scatter
into them) is further complicated. Although a read-only
transmission-geometry head can avoid passing the reference beam past input optics, transmission geometry
implies that the read head is split into two parts on either side of the rotating disk (and both sides must be
carefully aligned).
Several novel multiplexing methods have been developed to allow holograms to be superimposed very
densely, even in thin disks. High density can be reached
with peristrophic multiplexing, at the cost of a fairly
complicated read head that rotates the reference beam
around the normal to the disk surface [20.294]. In contrast, by using either a spherical [20.295] or a randomly
speckled [20.296] reference beam, the motion of the
spinning disk can allow the reference beam to reconstruct stored holograms selectively with an extremely
simple read heads. If this shift multiplexing is done
with a spherical reference beam, then holograms can
be packed densely along one line (i. e., along the track),
but only sparsely along the orthogonal direction (tracks
must be widely spaced) [20.295]. Speckle-shift, or correlation, multiplexing using a random phase plate or
diffuser [20.296] can allow dense packing in both radial and along-track dimensions, but this advantage does
not come for free. Essentially, the size of the random
speckles determines the disk motion needed to make
each hologram disappear through destructive interference [20.296]. This should be small to maximize density,
but not as small as the innate disk wobble and jitter of an
inexpensive disk and spindle. On the other hand, the destructive interference depends on the number of random
speckles that are spatially integrated as the reconstructed
hologram transits the thickness of the disk. So while
smaller speckle lead to better inter-page crosstalk SNR,
they also make the read-out conditions so selective that
holograms might not be reliably found with inexpensive
components. Another consideration is any noise from
gratings and index changes recorded into the highly sensitive WORM recording media by the speckle pattern
itself.
These systems difficulties do not prevent one from
building systems that can write and read holograms on
spinning disks – several working demonstrations have
been shown [20.332, 333]. For instance, Orlov et al.,
working at Stanford on the final systems demonstrator for the DARPA-sponsored holographic data storage
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In contrast to read–write holographic systems, progress
in write-once materials research (especially photopolymers [20.285,286,331]) has brought write-once systems
to the stage where prototypes for the first holographic
storage products are being developed.
Beyond the problems of perfecting the media (in
characteristics such as dynamic range, scatter, sensitivity, shelf-life before and after recording, and thermal
expansion properties) are the systems engineering issues of building robust holographic data storage devices
around a spinning disk format. What makes this even
more challenging is that the obvious application areas (low-cost data archiving, possible next-generation
distribution format for data and multimedia) call for
inexpensive and robust disk readers (as well as cheap
media). The first systems problem is the interplay between high rotation speed (needed for low latency)
and the need for a high-power, compact pulsed laser
to read and write with single pulses. And then there
are the difficulties of getting the pulse to the right
spot (tracking, focusing, synchronizing pulses to disk
rotation), and getting the reconstructed data page to
the detector array (compensating for tracking, tilt, disk
jitter). Zhou et al. have demonstrated tracking for lowdensity holographic disks [20.332]. They showed both
tracking and tilt compensation: the former by measuring the data page rotation to synchronize the beam
shutter (on a continuous wave (CW) laser), and the
latter by tuning the reference beam angle so that data
pages landed squarely on the pixelated detector array [20.332].
To reach high density, the reference beam must cover
a wide spread of incidence angles, so good antireflection coatings are essential to keep power from being lost
in Fresnel reflections (and this increases media cost).
To get the best density while suppressing aberrations
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systems (HDSS) program, built a system capable of
10 Gbit/s optical read out, and 1 Gbit/s end-to-end electronic read out, at greater than DVD areal densities
on a disk spinning at > 300 rpm [20.328]. The spindle
was so accurate that holograms could be incrementally
recorded over several rotations (i. e., the accuracy and
repeatability were at interferometric levels). However,
any commercial product will need to use much smaller
and cheaper components, without sacrificing the high
density, the fast read-out rate, and the ability to robustly
write and read holograms on the fly.
An alternate approach to wavelength multiplexing is
to use micro-holograms [20.335,336]. Here each microhologram occupies a few square microns of surface area,
and can either extend throughout the thickness of the
disk or exist in one of several thick layers. Multiple bits
of data are written at each micro-hologram by means
of reflection gratings, which can be read out by active
wavelength multiplexing (laser light scanned across the
appropriate spectral band) [20.335], wavelength multiplexing (white light in, colored light out containing
data) [20.336] or by angle multiplexing [20.335]. The
beams are confined either by the focussed beam itself
within a thin film [20.335], or by a micro-fiber within
the material [20.336].

20.7.14 Content-Addressable Storage
With a conventional memory or data storage device,
a user must supply an address at which the desired data
is located. In volume holographic data storage, this implies that the data – which were once imprinted on an
object beam and stored within the volume – can be read
a)

out later by illuminating the volume with the correct
addressing reference beam (Figs. 20.15a and 20.15b).
However, this hologram can also be illuminated by
the object beam (Fig. 20.15d), reconstructing all of the
angle-multiplexed reference beams that were used to
record data pages into the volume (Fig. 20.25). The
amount of power diffracted into each output beam is
proportional to the similarity between the input data
page being displayed on the spatial light modulator and
the stored data page. The set of output beams can be
focused onto a detector array, so that each beam forms
its own correlation peak. The stored pages that match
the input page can be identified by setting a threshold
on the detected optical signal. If the patterns that make
up these pages correspond to the various data fields of
a database, and if each stored page represents a data
record, then this optical correlation process can be used
to compare an entire digital database against the search
argument simultaneously.
This search parallelism gives content-addressable
holographic data storage an inherent speed advantage
over a conventional serial search. This is particularly true
for searches on complex queries through large databases,
where an index for every possible search query becomes
untenable. For example, it would take a conventional
software-based search ≈ 40 s to go through one million
records, each containing 1 kB of data, if this gigabyte of
data has to be pulled off a hard drive for each search.
Connecting a gigabyte of dynamic random-access memory (DRAM) to a 1 GHz microprocessor could reduce
this search time to ≈ 1 s. In comparison, an appropriately designed holographic system could search the
same records in about 1 millisecond. Spatial light modb)

Storage
material

SLM
(input
data)

Correlation
detector

Reference
beam

Reconstructed
reference beams

Search
data
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Fig. 20.25 (a) After multiple holograms are stored, each with a structured data page modulated onto the object beam
and the reference beam introduced at a unique angle, then (b) illuminating the stored holograms with a new data-bearing
object beam (the search data page) will reconstruct all of those reference beams in parallel. The optical power in each is
proportional to the 2-D cross-correlation between the search page and the associated stored page, making it possible to
search an entire database with a single optical exposure. (After [20.258, 334])
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ulators capable of 10 kHz frame rates (e.g., one search
every 100 µs) are also becoming commercially available, although the potential performance speed of such
a holographic content-addressable memory depends on
having sufficient hologram output power (diffraction efficiency times read-out power) as well as on the requisite
modulator speed.
The key to the massive parallelism is to arrange multiple storage volumes, which can each store around 1000
holograms, along the path of the data-bearing object
beam [20.334]. As the optically encoded search beam
passes through each sub-volume, a small amount of
power diffracts from the holograms that are significantly
similar to the search information [20.258,334]. By using
one photodetector per hologram, millions of analog similarity metrics could be measured simultaneously. Exact
matches to a query [20.257–259], or records that are just
similar to a query [20.258, 334, 337] could be identified.
However, since the detected analog result of each
correlation is subject to random noise, it is possible that
database records which sufficiently match the search
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argument may be overlooked in favor of records that
almost sufficiently match it. Fortunately, a hybrid system can combine the speed advantage of the holographic
content-addressable memory with the digital precision
of serial electronics [20.258, 334]. By passing both
matching and near-matching records from the holographic front-end to a subsequent electronic processor,
the probability of overlooking even one matching record
can be made arbitrarily low (< 10−12 ) while retaining
much of the speed advantage [20.258]. Given sufficient
signal-to-noise ratio and a spatial light modulator of
merely 1 kHz frame rate, a database of 1 million onekilobyte records could be searched in less than 0.5% of
the time required by a 1 GHz microprocessor connected
to 10 GB of DRAM.
If the ability to search thousands or millions of holograms in parallel can be demonstrated and a suitable
nonvolatile holographic recording media developed,
volume holographic content-addressable data storage
could be an attractive method for rapidly searching vast
databases with complex queries.

20.8 Conclusion
The evolutionary approaches that are based on current
technologies and have the potential to be forward compatible – such as the use of depth of focus – have the
lowest risks in terms of media, storage device and cost.
However, the benefits for potential density gains are
also limited, especially if the key features of optical data
storage – removability and interchangeability – are to be
retained. And the window of opportunity for becoming
a viable storage technology is closing.
On the other hand, the revolutionary approaches
promise much higher densities at substantially higher
risk. Some of this risk arises because laboratory development tends to demonstrate features individually,
avoiding effects which only show up when performance
is pushed across-the-board. For instance, as density and
data rates increase, maintaining an acceptable signalto-noise ratio and accessing each desired record without

crosstalk become severe concerns that cannot be considered independently. However, some of the more exotic
techniques have additional attributes that may make
them advantageous for niche applications.
These revolutionary approaches are several years
away from product prototypes. Issues here are mainly
the need for better media, and the relatively high complexity and cost of the drive. Applications that take
advantage of some of the unique properties will in all
likelihood be targeted by first product designs. Whether
revolutionary optical storage technologies will be able
to become mainstream, or whether conventional optical disk storage will continue to evolve, will depend on
both technical feasibility and commercial viability. The
demand is there, but the jury is still out on the best approach to meet the ferocious appetite of the information
age.
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Laser Safety
After a short introduction on current applications
of lasers at the beginning of this chapter, Sect. 21.1
gives some historical remarks on laser safety.
In Sect. 21.2 biological interactions and the
effects of laser radiation on human tissue are described. Absorption, penetration and transmission
of optical radiation are dealt with in detail. The
wavelength-dependent transmission through the
eye from the cornea to the retina and the role of
the pigment epithelium as a selectively absorbing layer are illustrated quantitatively. The optical
gain as a result of the focusing capability of the
eye is demonstrated together with the increase
of irradiance on the retina relative to the power
density of the laser beam in front of the eye.
State-of-the-art descriptions of photochemical,
photothermal and photoionizing effects on biological tissue in general are given and the effects
of laser radiation, especially on the various parts
of the eye, are described. Retinal and non-retinal
injuries of the eye are analyzed and illustrated. In
addition, injuries to the skin are shown.
The topic of Sect. 21.3 is maximum permissible
exposure. Its relevance to the prevention of shortand long-term effects is described and some remarks on safety or reduction factors are made.
The relationship between radiant exposure and
irradiance is derived and its general perspective
to maximum power values and exposure duration is demonstrated. For the eye, the influence of
physiological factors such as eye movements is discussed in more detail for the case of a continuous
wave exposure from a point-source. In addition,
the concept of an angular subtense to describe
the irradiation from an extended optical source is
analyzed. Furthermore, recently achieved results
are described which show that the strong belief in
aversion responses and especially in the blink reflex as a reliable physiological reaction is no longer
valid, since no more than about 20% of people
perform a blink reflex and even less avert the head.
International standards and regulations
on laser safety worldwide are summarized in
Sect. 21.4.
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Laser classes are described in Sect. 21.5 of this
chapter according to the classification scheme of
the international standard IEC 60825-1. The meanings of accessible emission limits and time base
are explained. A comprehensive description of the
various laser classes is given and valuable hints
about dealing with each laser class are also described. It is shown how the nominal ocular hazard
distance might be calculated from given data.
In Sect. 21.6 protective measures are described.
As is usually the case technical and engineering
measures rank more highly than administrative
and personal protective measures. The protective
measures are assigned to the respective laser
classes. In addition the role of a laser safety officer
is described.
In Sect. 21.7 special recommendations for the
most hazardous situations are given and common
unsafe procedures are listed. Finally a special topic
deals with laser pointers.
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Lasers are used in various applications in industry, science, and medicine, for materials processing, distance
measurement, alignment, industrial and medical heat
treatment etc. In addition, there is increasing public use
in the entertainment field and for simple laser pointers.
The laser is often hidden in a protective enclosure
and the laser beam is not visible like in an optical fiber
communication system, compact disc (CD) player, laser
printer, to name but a few. In other applications, such
as diagnostic devices, laser endoscopes, or devices for
cutting, welding and soldering, the laser beam irradiates
a target either to measure levels of some substance or to
treat a material. The objective is to deliver enough energy
to heat or even vaporize the respective material, while
the construction of the laser product and the mode of operation ensure that no harmful laser radiation can escape
from the laser device or laser product. In some cases so
much optical radiation, i. e. laser radiation and/or secondary and collateral optical radiation, can be scattered
or produced during material processing procedures, that
adverse health effects cannot be completely excluded.

Normally, lasers used in industrial applications are
not a source of special health concern under normal operating conditions, but the situation may be completely
different during maintenance or service, where the laser
beam is freely accessible and a potentially hazardous situation might arise if the necessary safety measures are
not in place.
Special care has to be taken in research and development laboratories, where the open beam is accessible
and intrabeam viewing (direct viewing into the beam)
may involuntarily happen.
Since there are a large number of devices where
lasers are incorporated and since the wavelengths cover
the whole optical spectrum, and the power ranges from
few micro- or milliwatts to petawatts, various hazardous situations have to be considered in laser safety.
In addition not only continuous wave (CW) lasers but
also pulsed ones are in use, even in the femtosecond range, i. e. a few mW/cm2 as well as power
densities such as 1021 W/cm2 are achieved in special
cases.

21.1 Historical Remarks
Due to the fact that the first laser, which had originally been named an optical maser by Th. Maiman
in 1960, emitted a red beam at 694.3 nm in a pulsed
mode [21.1] and the first He–Ne lasers emitted in the
near-infrared [21.2] or at 632.8 nm, experience was limited to a few special laser types and their corresponding
wavelengths in the beginning of the laser era.
Initially, only common-sense safety guidelines could
be developed based on a qualitative understanding of the
interactions. There was no quantitative understanding at
that time.
A dramatic change was observed when ion lasers,
such as the argon-ion laser, became commercially available in 1966 and output powers of a few watts became
available in science, medicine and entertainment in the
subsequent years.
The recommended corneal exposure levels, mainly
given for the ruby-laser wavelength varied at that time
between 6.8 × 10−4 mW/cm2 to 1 mW/cm2 , i. e. a factor
of about 1 500 [21.3]. Less-conservative laser safety factors were used as more biological data became available;
this tendency toward an increase in the recommended
safe exposure levels was quite different to that for other
physical or chemical agents.
The increasing number of laser users, the spread of
laser applications into new fields, and the lack of ade-

quate measures for protection resulted in an increasing
number of accidents in these early years. Damage to the
eyes was noted relatively often, whereas injuries to the
skin, such as burning or even charring, occurred very seldom, since powerful infrared lasers such as the Nd:YAG
or CO2 laser at 1.064 µm and 10.6 µm, respectively,
were not as widespread at that time.
The increasing number of laser accidents prompted
the establishment of a conference dealing with the topic
of laser accidents and how to prevent them; laser safety
has been regarded as an integral part of laser application
development since then.
The fact that there has never been a single organization that had the competence or legislative power
to establish an applicable system of safety procedures,
rules and protective measures worldwide, to be respected
by all laser users irrespective of their geographic location or national affiliation, resulted in many different
systems of regulations and recommendations.
One of the first supranational recommendations was
published in 1982 by the World Health Organization
(WHO) as the Environmental Health Criteria [21.4].
Since optical radiation is normally defined in the
wavelength range from 100 nm to 1 mm the same is
true for laser radiation, i. e. a very large range of laser
wavelengths has to be taken into account. In addition,
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categorized into as many as seven different laser classes
in order to take account of the various parameters of
emitted radiation and the associated hazard level.
In order to protect against adverse health effects of
exposure to laser radiation, so-called exposure limits
(ELs) or maximum permissible exposure values (MPEs)
have been introduced, based on the best available scientific and experimental knowledge and have been adapted
whenever new experience justified a change of the former values.

21.2 Biological Interactions and Effects
21.2.1 Fundamental Interactions
Laser radiation might hit every site on the surface of
a human being. Due to their anatomical and optical characteristics, the eyes are most vulnerable to laser radiation
from about 400 nm to about 1400 nm, i. e. covering the
visible and the near-infrared regions of the optical spectrum, where optical radiation is transmitted from the
cornea to the retina Fig. 21.1.
The eye is divided into two parts: the front or anterior chamber, which is bounded by the cornea, the iris,
and the lens; and the back or posterior eye ball, which
is bounded by the retina and contains the gel-like vitreous humour (vitreous body). If we look in the direction
of the laser beam shown in Fig. 21.1 into the eye with an
ophthalmoscope we will see an image of the ocular fundus. It looks reddish, but the prominent retinal vessels
can be clearly seen. Other distinctive features are the
whitish optic disc (blind spot), and the fovea. The fovea
is a small depression in the retinal surface that may be
more highly pigmented than the surrounding retina and
is the area of most acute vision. The fovea is the center of the macula. The macula is responsible for detailed
and color vision.
The retina consists of several layers of nerve cells
(horizontal, bipolar, amacrine and ganglion cells) that
cover the photosensitive rods and cones; i. e. light falling
on the retinal surface has to pass through the different
layers of cells before it reaches the photoreceptors. Underneath the layer of rods and cones is a layer called
the retinal pigment epithelium (RPE), which contains
a brownish black pigment called retinal melanin, and
beneath this is a layer of fine blood vessels, the choriocapillaris. The final absorbing layer is the choroid, which
contains both pigmented cells and blood vessels. The
outside of the eye ball is called the sclera Fig. 21.1.

The eyes and the skin are the organs that are most
susceptible to potential damage from laser radiation.
The degree of interaction between laser radiation and
biological tissue is determined mainly by its optical characteristics. Only the laser radiation that is transmitted
through the respective surface and not reflected can interact with the tissue structures. Since the tissue consists
of various substructures and components such as vessels, cells, membranes, and proteins, the inhomogeneous
materials mainly demonstrate Mie scattering, since the
components and areas are larger than the respective laser
wavelength.
Some of the photons are scattered hundreds or even
thousands of times per centimeter, but the most important fundamental interaction is absorption. Only in this
case is the energy carried by the photons transformed
into other kinds of energy, namely the excitation of
Sclera
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Fig. 21.1 Schematic drawing of the human eye with the standardized
pupil diameter
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lasers might be used as a continuous-wave emitter or
in a pulsed mode with pulse durations from milliseconds to a few femtoseconds. Simultaneously there exists
a huge range of power and/or energy densities that can
be achieved with the various laser types. This fact clearly
shows that it is not possible to allocate a laser to either
a safe or to an unsafe group of products.
Therefore more than two so-called laser classes have
been used from the very beginning in international, regional and national standards. Today laser products are
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atoms and the vibration of molecules. This increases
the heat content of the respective tissue volume.
Normally the interaction of laser radiation with biological tissue can be described as a function of the
irradiance, given in units of W/m2 or radiant exposure
in J/m2 .
Irradiance and radiant exposure correspond to the
power and energy density and describe the power of
a laser beam at a given position in space at a given
time; the exposure duration is one of the most relevant
quantities describing the extent of a biological effect.
Comparing the interaction of laser radiation and
organic material with inorganic material, the main difference is given by the fact that specific processes may
happen in a living tissue as a result of the time course
of the interaction where destructive and repair processes
have to be taken into account, i. e. the result of laser
irradiation is not only dependent on the physical parameters of the laser beam but on biological capabilities and
characteristics as well.
The reflection from a light-colored surface is normally much larger than from a dark-pigmented one,
especially in the visible part of the optical spectrum.
Between 400 nm and 1400 nm a lot of photons are
backscattered from the biological tissue, i. e. generalized reflection coefficients as large as about 50% are
possible. In the case that only absorption takes place
á absorption
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Fig. 21.2 Absorption of water and hemoglobin as a function of
wavelength

the power density or irradiance E(z) decreases exponentially according to the Lambert–Beer law
E(z) = E 0 exp(−αz) ,

(21.1)

where α is the absorption coefficient of the respective
medium given in cm−1 , E 0 is the irradiance just below
the tissue surface (incident irradiance), and z denotes the
optical axis (direction of the laser beam).
From (21.1) the depth of penetration z 0 can be
derived as
1
z0 = ,
(21.2)
α
i. e. the laser beam penetrates a less-absorptive tissue
more than a translucent or opaque material. In human
tissue the absorption is determined by the components
of the corresponding structures.
Absorption and Penetration Depth of Water
Since many parts of the human body contain a lot of water, the wavelength dependence of absorption in water,
which is shown in Fig. 21.2, determines the absorption
characteristics of tissue with a high water content.
In this graph the increase of absorption in the ultraviolet due to the excitation of the constituent atoms
can be clearly seen. In addition the infrared spectrum
is a fingerprint of the fundamental valence vibrations at
about 6 µm and 3 µm, and of the respective overtones
(second harmonics and above) at shorter wavelength.
The decreased strength of absorption of the harmonics, which normally decreases by a factor of about 10
between orders of harmonics, can be seen in Fig. 21.2.
In addition to the absorption coefficient of water,
that of hemoglobin is shown in Fig. 21.2. The absorption of the red chromophore of blood fills the gap in the
water absorption to a certain extent, i. e. in human tissue both components normally have to be considered in
calculations.
With respect to (21.2) the penetration depth in water,
where the irradiance decreases to 1/e of the amount at
the surface, might be calculated from Fig. 21.2 and is
shown in Fig. 21.3.
Transmission and Absorption of the Human Eye
Since the human eye has a thickness of about 25 mm
between the surface of the cornea and the retina, and
since the ocular media, especially the anterior chamber
and the vitreous body (cf. Fig. 21.1) might be considered from optical data to be like water, it can be seen
from Fig. 21.3 that optical radiation between UV-A and
about 1500 nm reaches the retina. Due to the fact that the
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Due to the special characteristics of a laser beam, namely
that it is:

•
•
•

monochromatic,
coherent (capable of interference), and
directional (laser generally radiate in a narrow
beam),

a 60 W laser with a 4 mm-diameter beam produces about
480 000 mW/cm2 on a surface 1.0 m away, whereas
a conventional 60 W light bulb (with a theoretical efficiency of 100%) produces only about 0.5 mW/cm2 at
the same distance. For comparison the irradiance of the
sun is about 100 mW/cm2 .
Laser radiation is distinguished from most other
known kinds of radiation by its beam collimation. Considering the capability of the human eye to focus the
beam onto the retina, a laser beam with a power density
of about 1 mW/cm2 in the plane of the pupil or at the
cornea might be transformed into an irradiance of up to
500 W/cm2 due to the optical gain in irradiance from the
cornea to the retina. This characteristic has to be taken
into account in the wavelength region of 400–1400 nm.
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cornea and the lens show some absorption in the ultraviolet the range of ocular transmission is given, as shown
in Fig. 21.4, as 400–1400 nm.
In addition to the ocular transmission, Fig. 21.4
shows the wavelength-dependent absorption of the retinal pigment epithelium, which is anatomically located
between the retina and the choroid. To estimate the
most hazardous wavelength region both curves for transmission T and absorption A in Fig. 21.4 have to be
multiplied to give the actual percentage of optical radiation that is absorbed in the most sensitive layer of the
human eye [21.6]. The product TA may be thought of as
the action spectrum for retinal injury.
Since the eyes are the doors to the brain, function
as the gateway to the optical environment, and possess
the capability to focus optical radiation onto a relatively
small spot on the retina, which in correct vision is located
in the fovea Fig. 21.1, the irradiance is increased by
a factor of about 500,000. This optical gain is equivalent
to the quotient of the area of the beam at the front of the
eye to the small spot on the retina. Since the pupil limits
the extension of the beam Fig. 21.1 the ratio is given by


largest diameter of the pupil 2
smallest spot on the retina


7 mm 2
≈
≈ 500 000
(21.3)
10 µm
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Kr.Line
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800
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0
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Fig. 21.4 Transmission T of the eye from the cornea to the retina and

absorption A of the retinal pigment epithelium (RPE) as a function
of wavelength λ0 [21.5]

Due to the fact that the transmission is nonzero in this
wavelength region, it is often called the retinal hazard
region, but wavelengths outside this band should not be
described as eye-safe, since other parts of the eye are
vulnerable to shorter or longer wavelengths and adverse
health effects may happen there.
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The most likely effect of intercepting a laser beam
with the eye is a thermal burn that destroys the retinal tissue. Since retinal tissue does not regenerate, the damage
is permanent.
In addition to the absorption of water, other chromophores have important characteristics for eye and
skin. Figure 21.5 compares the penetration depth of
water, hemoglobin and melanin.
Photochemical, Photothermal and
Photoionizing Effects
In general the irradiance or radiant exposure can result in a large spectrum of biological effects, which
can be divided into photochemical, photothermal and
photoionizing effects.
The irradiance or power density is the radiant power
incident per unit area upon a surface expressed in watts
per square meter (W/m2 ) and the radiant exposure or
energy density is the time integral of the irradiance,
expressed in joules per square meter (J/m2 ). In some
cases the radiance is used to describe the respective
bioeffect. The radiance is the radiant flux or power output
per unit solid angle per unit area, expressed in watts per
square meter per steradian (Wm−2 sr−1 ).
The irradiance E is given as

dP
in W/m2
dA
and the radiant exposure H
E =

(21.4)

t
E(t) · dt in J/m2

H =

(21.5)

0

where dP is the power expressed in watts [W], dA is
the surface in square meters [m2 ], and t is the time or
duration of the exposure, expressed in seconds [s].

Values of E(t), E and/or H come from measurements, or may be calculated from data provided by the
manufacturer of the laser product.
Irradiances up to 1 W/cm2 normally result in
reversible processes such as photostimulation or photochemical reactions in the skin, especially for exposure
durations longer than 1 s. However, there exist photochemical reactions at higher irradiances that may also
result in permanent damage. Photochemical reactions
generally follow the law of Bunsen and Roscoe, and for
exposure durations of the order of 1–3 h or less (where
repair mechanisms come into play), the threshold expressed as a radiant exposure is constant over a wide
range of exposure durations.
At higher irradiances between about 10 W/cm2 and
5
10 W/cm2 in the millisecond regime up to a few
seconds the biological tissue becomes heated and denaturation, i. e. coagulation of proteins, results in cell
necrosis (cell death). If a temperature level of 100 ◦ C is
achieved, vaporization of cell substances such as water
happens.
At even higher irradiances up to about 1010 W/cm2
and exposure durations as short as microseconds and
somewhat shorter, as in the case of Q-switched pulses,
so-called nonthermal effects are initiated. These result
in the ablation of superficial layers of the tissue caused
by mechanical disruption, where only a minimal temperature rise can be measured in the circumference of
the irradiated area and the respective necrotic zones extend only some micrometers, i. e. are comparable to the
cell dimensions.
In the case of very short exposure durations at power
densities/irradiances up to 1012 W/cm2 so-called optical breakdown happens. The electrical field amplitudes
might have values of 1–100 MV/cm, which is comparable to the atomic or intramolecular Coulomb field, and
therefore a microplasma is created, resulting in an ionizing effect. The rapid expansion of this plasma results
in a shockwave and has the capability to destroy even
the hardest substances in the human body.
If a photoacoustic effect occurs in the eye a shockwave in the retinal tissue is induced that causes a rupture
of the tissue. This damage is permanent, as with a retinal burn. Acoustic damage is actually more destructive
than a thermal burn. Acoustic damage usually affects
a greater area of the retina, and the threshold energy for
this effect is substantially lower. Table 21.1 summarizes
these various effects.
All these effects are used in various medical treatments for the benefit of patients. In this case the
application of laser radiation is under medical super-
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Effect
Photochemical
Biostimulation

t = 10–1000 s
≤ 100 mW
≤ 50 mW/cm2

Photothermal

Photoionizing

Hyperthermia
Coagulation
Carbonization
Vaporization
t = 1 ms–1 s
1–100 W
1–100 W/cm2

Ablation
Disruption
Fragmentation
t = 10 ps–10 µs

vision and control, whereas involuntary exposure can
result in a hazardous situation and/or damage of the respective tissue. This can be very dramatic if the eyes are
involved and therefore maximum permissible exposure
limits have been established, based on the best available
knowledge of these effects as a function of irradiance,
radiant exposure, exposure duration, wavelength, size of
the irradiated area etc.

21.2.2 Effects of Laser Radiation
on the Eye and Skin
Since laser radiation might be generated at nearly every
wavelength in the range between 100 nm and 1 mm, various effects have to be considered as a result of acute or
chronic exposure. Table 21.2 gives an overview of the
various processes and effects that might predominantly
happen in these wavelength regions in the eyes or skin,
since these organs are the most susceptible to damage
by laser radiation.
The anatomical and physiological characteristics of
the eye result in the most dangerous wavelength region
of 400–1400 nm, where transmission of laser radiation
from the cornea to the retina occurs, as can be seen
in Fig. 21.4.
In this case most of the optical energy is absorbed
by the photopigments (chromophores) of the retinal pigment epithelium, which has a layer thickness of about
10 µm, whereas not more than about 15% of the incident

Table 21.2 Effects of laser radiation as a function of wavelength region in the eye and skin
Wavelength region (nm)

Eye

Skin

UV-C: 100 nm to 280 nm

Photokeratitis (corneal inflammation;
cornea surface absorbs all)
Photoconjunctivitis

Erythema (reddening of the skin)
Pre-carcinoma

UV-B: 280 nm to 315 nm

Photokeratitis
Photoconjunctivitis
Cataractogenesis
(cataract formation)

Increased pigmentation
Enhanced skinphotoaging
(accelerated skin aging)
Erythema
Oedema
Pre-carcinoma
Carcinoma (skin cancer)

UV-A: 315 nm to 400 nm

Cataract formation (lens is principal
absorber)

Acute pigmentation
Enhanced skinphotoaging
Skin burns
Carcinoma (skin cancer)

VIS: 400 nm to 700 nm

Photochemical and photothermal damage
to the retina

Photosensitive reactions
(photosensitization)
Skin burns
(reddening of skin, blisters, charring)

IR-A: 700 nm to 1400 nm

Cataract formation from heating proteins
in the lens
Photothermal retinal damage

Skin burns (reddening of skin, blisters,
charring, damage to underlying organs)

IR-B: 1400 nm to 3000 nm

Cataract formation (corneal or lenticular
opacities)
Photothermal damage (burns) to the cornea

Oedema of the skin
Skin burns

IR-C: 3000 nm to 1 mm

Photothermal damage of the cornea

Skin burns
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laser radiation is absorbed in the chromophores located
in the cones and/or rods. As a result thermal damage is
initiated in the RPE, but extends to the receptor cells in
the retina and may, in addition, destroy the neuroretina,
which contains horizontal, bipolar and amacrine cells
and finally projects onto the ganglion cells. Hazardous
irradiation in the human eye can extend as far as the
choroid.
Retinal Injuries
Photothermal damage might appear as a minimal lesion,
where only a few receptor cells are destroyed, but at
higher optical energy values much larger, permanent destruction may happen. A mild burn on the retina appears
yellow or grey, and a white patch is produced at greater
power. A lesion which is only visible as a slight discoloration is a threshold lesion. If a victim is looking
directly into the beam (intrabeam viewing), he might receive a foveal burn, i. e. his center of vision is destroyed.
If this region is damaged, the effect may appear initially
as a blurred white spot obscuring the central area of vision; however, within two or more weeks, it may change
to a black spot. Ultimately, the victim may cease to be
aware of this blind spot (scotoma) during normal vision.
However, it can be revealed immediately on looking at
an empty visual scene such as a blank sheet of white paper. Figure 21.6 shows two examples of retinal injuries
from a visible laser beam.
A burn in the peripheral retina may only cause
a small scotoma, which may not be detected subjectively
or even during a systematic eye examination.
Photoacoustic retinal damage may be associated
with an audible pop at the time of exposure. Visual disorientation due to retinal damage may not be apparent
to the victim until considerable thermal damage has occurred. Hole burning and bleeding might also happen
with sufficiently high power levels, i. e. in addition to
field defects, hemorrhage and debris projected into the
vitreous humor can permanently impair vision.
a)

This kind of injury will be clearly noticed by the
victim, whereas smaller retinal lesions might not even
be recognized and can barely be found in a routine
ophthalmoscopic inspection.
Exposure to a visible laser beam can be detected
by the bright color flash of the emitted wavelength and
an afterimage of its complementary color, e.g., a green
532 nm laser light would normally produce a green flash
followed by a red afterimage.
Since laser radiation at wavelengths above about
700 nm is invisible to the human eye, near-infrared radiation has to be regarded as particularly hazardous
and might result in serious injuries. Exposure to the
Q-switched Nd:YAG laser beam (1064 nm) is especially
hazardous and may initially go undetected because the
beam is invisible and the retina lacks pain sensory
nerves. At these longer wavelengths photothermal effects still dominate for exposure durations in excess of
10 s, which is important when using near-infrared lasers
in the CW mode.
The real extension of a retinal injury is very often not apparent directly after the laser irradiation, but
several hours later. This is related to time-dependent processes that are incurred with thermal damage such that
inflammation and repair processes have to be taken into
account.
At lower irradiance values chronic injuries may result from laser radiation in the wavelength region of
400–600 nm, when the respective exposure duration is
long enough, i. e. several seconds or more [21.7]. The explanation of such effects is given by a photochemically
initiated process, which is not connected to a measurable temperature increase of the tissue. However a small
temperature rise in the retina appears to be synergistic
with the photochemical effect. Photoretinitis is one of
these special radiation-induced effects, which may even
result in blindness, i. e. due to the photochemical processes the respective photoreceptors are no longer able
to fulfill their normal functions.

b)

Fig. 21.6a,b Photothermal retinal le-

sions from a visible laser beam;
(a) small lesion of about 150 µm,
(b) lesion diameter about 500 µm

(different magnifications)
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Non-retinal Injuries
In addition to retinal injuries, hazards are also possible in
the ultraviolet and the mid- and far-infrared spectrum to
the anterior parts of the eye, i. e. the cornea, conjunctiva
and the lens.
Similar to the photochemically induced, so-called
athermal retinal injuries, photokeratitis and photoconjunctivitis, which are inflammations of the cornea and
the conjunctiva, respectively, are both wavelength dependent and can be described by their respective action
spectra. This is a characteristic of all photochemical
effects, which show a relatively strong wavelength dependence and a maximum sensitivity.
In the UV-A part of the spectrum, the intensities or
exposure durations required to produce photokeratitis or
erythema are much greater than for so-called actinic UV
radiation (UV-B and UV-C). The cornea and the skin are
nearly as sensitive in the actinic UV region, but corneal
damage is more painful.
In addition to these photochemical effects, lenticular cataracts may be formed by ultraviolet [21.8] and
infrared radiation.
Exposure to the invisible carbon-dioxide laser beam
(10 600 nm) can be detected by a burning pain at the site
of exposure on the cornea or conjunctiva. A corneal burn
may be manifested as a surface irregularity or a white
opacity Fig. 21.8. If the lesion is minor, i. e. restricted
to the outer cellular layer, then it will heal and disappear within about 48 hours. Deeper burns may cause
permanent damage.

Fig. 21.7 Damage

of the eye with
a Nd:YAG laser
(deep coagulation of the
anterior parts; illumination with
and scattering of
an aimed He–Ne
laser beam)

Fig. 21.8 Damage
of the eye with
a CO2 laser with
the mode pattern visible on
the cornea

Figure 21.7 shows an example of a 1 s exposure with
a 100 W Nd:YAG laser (1.064 µm) of an animal eye in
a laboratory trial, where it can be seen that even the anterior parts of the eye are destroyed by coagulation. Retinal
damage was not the goal of this special investigation, but
has certainly happened due to the high transmission at
this wavelength and the focusing capabilities of the eye.
In Fig. 21.8 the damaging capability of a short exposure
(about 0.5 s) of a 60 W CO2 laser of the cornea is illustrated, where even the mode pattern of the laser beam
can be seen.
Injuries to the Skin
In contrast to eye injuries any damage to the skin is of
minor importance as far as skin burns are concerned,
although even third-degree burns might not be completely excluded at higher laser power levels. Injury to
the skin normally results from temperatures exceeding
45–60 ◦ C, but this value is also time dependent.
Special care has to be taken if ultraviolet radiation is
present, since erythema (skin reddening resulting from
vasodilatation), oedema (swelling) and even carcinoma
might result from acute (short-term) or chronic (longterm) exposure, respectively.
Ultraviolet radiation may not only arise from UV
lasers, such as e.g. excimer lasers, but from so-called
secondary optical radiation, which comes from various material processing applications like cutting and
welding with high-power Nd:YAG or CO2 lasers. Concerning its biological effect, it is not important whether
it is a coherent or incoherent radiation which interacts with biological tissue, but this characteristic clearly
determines the smallest spot on the retina.
Exposure of the skin to high-power laser beams (1 W
or more) can cause burns. At the sub-five-watt level, the
heat from the laser beam will cause a flinch reaction before any serious damage occurs. The sensation is similar
to touching any hot object, you tend to pull your hand
away or drop it before any major damage occurs. With
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Damaging effects can also be the direct result of specific molecular absorption of a given light. Rather than
releasing the energy, however, the species undergoes
a chemical reaction that is unique to its excited state.
This is what is known as the photochemical effect.
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Fig. 21.9 Surface reactions (top) and penetration depth (below) of various laser beams (left to right: CO2 , Nd:YAG,
and argon-ion laser), beam diameter: about 4 mm, tissue:
liver

higher-power lasers, a burn can occur even though the
flinch reaction may rapidly pull the affected skin out of
the beam. These burns can be quite painful as the affected skin can be cooked, and forms a hard lesion that
takes considerable time to heal.
Figure 21.9 shows examples of tissue reactions and
penetration depth achieved with an argon-ion laser,
a CO2 and a Nd:YAG laser. As can clearly be seen

the penetration depth is largest for near-infrared wavelengths, as might be explained from Figs. 21.4 and
21.5, whereas due to the high absorption in water or
hemoglobin the penetration depth is low with the CO2
(10.6 µm) and argon-ion (450–515 nm) lasers.
In addition to incoherent optical radiation other secondary effects have to be taken into account when lasers
are applied. To name but a few, the respective hazards
might arise from electrical currents and high voltages,
electromagnetic high-frequency fields, optical pump radiation, X-rays, explosive atmospheres, inflammable
materials, toxic and infectious or even carcinogenic
liquids or solid materials.
The various so-called secondary physical and
chemical agents associated with laser products and applications must be regarded in the risk assessment or
analysis and shall be restricted to a given limit of
exposure or dose.

21.3 Maximum Permissible Exposure
21.3.1 Threshold values and ED-50
In order to protect human beings from any hazardous
laser radiation, maximum permissible exposure (MPE)
values have been established. The MPEs represent that
level of laser radiation to which, under normal circumstances, persons may be exposed without suffering
adverse effects. The MPE levels represent the maximum
level to which the eye or skin can be exposed without consequential injury immediately or after a long
time and are related to the wavelength of the radiation, the pulse duration or exposure duration, the tissue
at risk and, for visible and near-infrared radiation at
400–1400 nm, the size of the retinal image.
Whereas these MPEs were very conservative at
the beginning many values were increased in later
years due to improved investigation methods and moresophisticated models taking into account the various
effects as a function of wavelength and exposure duration.
Since in many cases there is no distinct threshold
value for humans the MPEs have been derived from experimental results on different animal species. Therefore
a certain degree of uncertainty exists as far as extrapo-

lations from animal experiments to effects in humans
have to be made. However all currently available scientific knowledge indicates that the respective exposure
limits (ELs) provide a safe level of protection against
known biological laser radiation effects.
By agreement, the MPEs have mainly been established at 1/10 of the so-called ED-50 value (effective
dose 50%), which is the value of irradiance or radiant
exposure where an ophthalmoscopically visible lesion
exists in 50% of the irradiated cases. The ED-50 is also
often referred as the threshold. Since the slope of the
probit curve is relatively steep it might be expected that
at 10% of the ED-50 no harmful effects can be found and
therefore the MPE values include a safety or reduction
factor.
Not only individual susceptibility but biological and
biophysical variables affect the data and therefore it is
not possible to define a single safety or reduction factor
between the threshold of an injury (observed effect) and
the exposure limit.
As has been shown in different laboratory studies
microscopically visible injuries usually appeared at between 25% and 50% of ED-50, but never at values less
than 10% [21.9]. A safety or reduction factor of about 2
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On the other hand intrabeam exposure situations seldom
last more than 100 s. However, situations where longterm scattered or diffusely reflected laser radiation is
present should be included in a risk analysis, especially
in the case of occupational exposure.

21.3.2 MPE Values for the Eye
MPE values are given for the cornea and for the skin. The
values for the cornea have been derived for worst-case
situations, i. e. a pupil diameter of 7 mm and a stable
image of the respective laser beam on the retina. Since
these conditions might happen very seldom, e.g. with an
anesthetized eye, the MPE values for the eye implicitly
include an additional safety factor.
The pupillary aperture averages the radiant exposure
and the irradiance. For many years a 7 mm aperture,
corresponding to the dark-adapted, maximal, dilated
pupil, has been standard. This is equivalent to a worstcase situation. The risk does not decrease proportionally
with decreasing pupillary area when a point source is
viewed [21.10]. In the visible and near-infrared region,
since laser radiation is focused on the retina, it does
not matter whether the laser beam is 1 mm or 2 mm in
diameter when it enters the pupil. Ultimately all the optical power/energy is concentrated into approximately
the same spot on the retina.
Based on diffraction theory a retinal image diameter
of about 3–6 µm would be expected, but the human eye
is not such a good optical device and therefore a minimal
image size of about 25 µm has been chosen for safety
considerations, although somewhat smaller spots have
been reported.
Point Sources and Eye Movements
In the case of CW exposure, physiological factors have
to be taken into account whenever exposure situations
are analyzed. Pupillary activity (pupillary reflex), eye
movements (saccades, micro-saccades, drift, tremor),
breathing, heart beat, blood flow and other bodily movements are the physiological factors that influence the
exposure duration, being greatest for point sources and
least for large, extended sources. On the other hand the
person’s visual task is also governed by visual fixations,
i. e. there are periods when the retina fixes an object
only on the fovea. The fixation time is normally about
200–400 ms, but depending on the level of processing or
cognition, longer times might not be excluded. The eye
movement studies of Ness et al. [21.10] clearly showed
that the retinal image can remain remarkably still for
a few seconds. It turned out in investigations that cor-
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in the UV and 5–10 in the visible part of the spectrum
is used for most corneal and retinal effects [21.9].
MPE values should be used as guides in the control
of exposures, and should not be regarded as precisely
defined dividing lines between safe and dangerous levels. In any case, exposure to laser radiation should be as
low as possible.
The extent of injury varies considerably with wavelength and therefore it is necessary to adjust the exposure
limits and the MPEs for different wavelengths, but in
a simple manner, i. e. by correction factors given as
straight lines (potential functions or constants) in a logarithmic illustration. For example, this factor increases
from 1 to 5 as the wavelength increases from 700 nm to
1050 nm. As a consequence of the increased absorption
of laser radiation in the ocular media (Fig. 21.4) another
factor has been introduced in the MPEs, which increases
from 1 to 8 in the wavelength region between 1150 nm
and 1200 nm.
At exposure durations exceeding about 10 s the difference between the ocular exposure limits for shorter
wavelengths, i. e. below about 500 nm, and longer ones,
increases with greater exposure durations since shortwavelength visible laser radiation causes predominantly
photochemical retinal injuries, i. e. the MPEs are much
lower for longer exposure durations at shorter wavelengths.
Since exposure limits are based on experimental
results and on understanding of the possible photochemical, photothermal, photomechanical and photoionizing
interactions with biological tissues that should not cause
adverse effects, it can easily be understood that there
was and still is a lack of accurate data for some wavelengths, exposure durations, beam parameters and so
on. Therefore worst-case exposure conditions have been
assumed.
In addition, new and improved data have shown that
some of the earlier exposure limits had over-conservative
safety factors and revised exposure limits have been
recommended.
One could certainly follow the contours of the experimentally achieved bioeffect threshold curves, as far
as they exist, resulting in more gradual exposure limit
curves, but up to now step functions and simple mathematical functions have been used for the MPE values.
MPE values were derived to preclude not only acute
effects but delayed adverse effects too. Since to date
only limited data are available for chronic, long-term,
exposures, delayed effects might not be completely excluded. Until now no MPE values have been given for
extremely long exposures, i. e. more than eight hours.

21.3 Maximum Permissible Exposure
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rection factors for eye movements were only important
for viewing conditions longer than 10 s [21.9].
It has been shown that the expected image diameter
of about 25 µm, which is equivalent to an angular subtense (visual angle) α of 1.5 mrad for an object of 150 µm
at a distance of 100 mm, which is taken as a very conservative minimal distance of accommodation, and is
given by the focal length of 17 mm, is blurred due to
eye movements to a diameter of about 50 µm within an
exposure duration of 250 ms for unrestrained head viewing, to 75 µm for 10 s, and that it is rare to achieve an
illuminated zone as small as 135 µm for 100 s [21.10].
As is stated in a revision of the laser guidelines
given by the International Commission on Non-ionizing
Radiation Protection (ICNIRP) [21.11] the earlier recommendations of the exposure limits have not been
changed as far as exposure durations between 1 ns and
10 s are regarded, but due to the fact that the image
is blurred by physiological reactions like various eye
and body movements, the safety factor is further increased. On the other hand the MPEs for longer exposure
duration, i. e. longer than 10 s, have been increased,
especially from 2001.
The accumulated radiant exposure in the retinal image area directly predicts the extent and position of
photochemical retinal injury such as photoretinitis, i. e.
fixation and eye movement studies have permitted the
determination of the so-called blue-light hazard exposure limits. It is important to note that thermal retinal
injury thresholds decrease for increasing retinal image
or spot size due to radial heat flow during and after
exposure.
Due to the influence of eye movements, the photothermal exposure limit is given as a constant irradiance
of 1 mW/cm2 for point sources (i. e. α ≤ 1.5 mrad) in
the visible part of the spectrum for exposure durations
longer than 10 s. For longer exposure durations the photochemical exposure limit becomes the important part,
especially below 500 nm.
It has been shown by modeling the exposure situation
for longer exposure durations, taking into account experimentally achieved data relating to eye movements, that
thermal damage of the retina is not possible with a laser
beam power of 0.4 mW at the 632.8 nm wavelength of
a He–Ne laser, which is equivalent to an irradiance of
1 mW/cm2 through a 7 mm pupil [21.12].
With the same model and a higher absorption in the
green–blue part of the spectrum (cf. Fig. 21.4) it can be
shown that a beam power of 5 mW can be sufficient to
increase the retinal temperature by about 18 K, and can
therefore result in protein denaturation, i. e. coagulation

of the area on the retina. It should be taken into account that most of the thermal denaturation of proteins
(coagulation) occurs after the pulse, which means that
the geometry of the retinal exposure influences the lesion size. Radial heat flow is responsible for a relatively
strong dependence of retinal injury on retinal image or
spot size [21.13].
In addition long-term irradiation with wavelengths
shorter than about 500 nm can result in predominant photochemical damage of the retina. This is the main reason
that exposure limits are lower for shorter wavelengths
for longer exposures.
Extended Sources
In order to take into account that there is a difference
concerning the image size and the dynamics of the thermal processes, an additional factor has been included in
the MPE values. This is important for extended optical
sources. Such cases might happen when diffuse surface
reflections, transmission through a diffusing translucent
material or e.g. laser-diode arrays have to be treated in
safety considerations. Due to the optical imaging relationships for extended sources in the 400–1400 nm
wavelength region the correction factor increases from
1 for point sources and collimated beams up to 100/1.5
for a maximum angular subtense of 100 mrad, equivalent
to a retinal image diameter of 1.7 mm. If the extension
of the respective source is larger than 10 mm no further
increase of the MPE values occurs.
For collimated beams (focus or “focal point” at infinity) and point sources the angular subtense, i. e. the
visual angle subtended by a circular source at a distance of e.g. 100 mm at the eye is denoted by α. If the
value of α is greater than αmin = 1.5 mrad, so-called
extended-source conditions apply. The angle α should
not be confused with the beam divergence, which is
a characteristic of the laser. The beam divergence is the
far-field plane angle of the cone defined by the beam
diameter, and the beam diameter at a point in space is
the diameter of the smallest circle that contains a certain amount of the total laser power (or energy). For
the purpose of standards dealing with laser safety the
percentage is taken to be 63%. In the case of a Gaussian beam, 63% corresponds to a diameter where the
irradiance (radiant exposure) falls to 1/e of its central peak value. It should be borne in mind that the
beam diameter is very often taken in textbooks at the
point where the intensity, i. e. the power density, falls
to 1/e2 . In this case the amount of power/energy passing through an aperture with such a diameter would be
about 86%. The relationship between both diameters is
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21.3.3 MPEs given as Radiant Exposure
and Irradiance
As an example the MPE values for the radiant exposure HMPE and the irradiance E MPE are given for the
wavelength region 400–700 nm as [21.11]
HMPE = 18t 0.75 CE in J/m2

(21.6)

and
HMPE
= 18t −0.25 CE in W/m2 , (21.7)
t
where CE = α/αmin for αmin = 1.5 mrad ≤ α ≤ αmax =
100 mrad and t is the exposure duration.
Because the thermal injury threshold, expressed as
the radiant power entering the eye, decreases as the exposure duration raised to the −0.25 power, moderate
increases in the exposed retinal area will compensate
for the increased risk for longer viewing duration. A reduction of e.g. only 44% results in a tenfold increase in
the exposure duration. On the other hand doubling the
optical power and therefore the irradiance requires that
the exposure duration is decreased by a factor of 16, i. e.
only 6.25% of the former value are allowed, in order to
stay below the MPE-value.
From (21.6) and (21.7) the maximum optical power
PMPE can be calculated as
π
PMPE = E MPE A = E MPE dp2 ≈ 0.7t −0.25 in mW ,
4
E MPE =

(21.8)

where the diameter dp of the pupil has to be taken
as 7 mm according to IEC 60825-1 [21.14] and t is
measured in seconds.
Table 21.3 shows some examples of maximum
power and the corresponding maximum exposure duration t ≈ 0.23/P 4 derived from (21.8).
A pupil size of 7 mm is certainly unrealistically large
for longer exposure durations since the pupillary reflex,
which decreases the pupil diameter with a velocity of
some millimeters per second and starts after a latency
period of 0.3–1 s, limits the incident optical power in
the case of beams with a somewhat larger diameter. In
addition, it is conservatively assumed that the retinal
thermal injury threshold varies inversely with the retinal
spot size.
For photochemically induced retinal injury such a relationship does not exist, but the threshold values are
wavelength- and dose (i. e. radiant exposure)-dependent,
i. e. the photochemical thresholds expressed as irradiances decrease inversely with lengthening exposure
duration.
Outside the retinal hazard region, i. e. below 400 nm
and above 1400 nm, the source size is not important

Table 21.3 Maximum power PMPE and exposure duration t (examples given for point sources and collimated beams,

i. e. CE = 1)

PMPE /mW
t/ms

0.39

0.5

0.6

0.7

10 000

3 700

1 800

1 000

1.0
250

2.0
15

4.0
1

5.0
0.37
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√
simply a factor of 2 in the case of a Gaussian beam
(TEM00 or fundamental mode), i. e. the diameter corresponding to a decrease to 1/e2 of the maximum value
is larger by this factor compared to the diameter used in
safety standards.
The consideration of image size in the exposure limits is done by applying another correction factor, which is
related to the angular subtense. This simplifies the MPE
values, since the point-source exposure limits simply
have to be multiplied by this factor to yield the linearly
increased extended-source exposure limits, i. e. limits
applicable to extended sources are based on the intrabeam viewing exposure limits modified by a correction
factor α/αmin .
For biological effects, the irradiance or radiant exposure on the retina is important. These two quantities
are directly proportional to the radiance or integrated
radiance of the optical source, which are inherent characteristics of the source. This means that the energy
entering the eye increases as the square of the diameter of the retinal image when an extended source
is viewed [21.5]. Because of heat dissipation by the
choroidal blood flow this image-size dependence fails
above about 100 mrad, which is equivalent to an image
size of 1.7 mm.
For visual angles subtending the source that exceed 100 mrad the exposure limits increase as the
square of the angle or can be expressed as a constant
radiance.
Based on many years of experience in laser safety it
is important to recognize that almost all hazardous ocular
exposure conditions occur for intrabeam point-source
or collimated-beam conditions. Extended sources very
seldom pose a realistic hazard, but nevertheless should
be treated with care, in order not to exceed the respective
MPEs.

21.3 Maximum Permissible Exposure
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Table 21.4 Laser classes according to IEC 60825-1 and additional advice for safety

Class 1
The accessible laser radiation is non-hazardous under all reasonable foreseeable conditions. These conditions
are kept during the intended use. Class 1 lasers do not emit harmful levels of radiation.
Although neither photochemical nor photothermal damage is possible it might not be excluded that glare,
dazzling and reduction in color vision due to afterimages might happen, especially when the emitted power is
close to the upper limit of this laser class.
Class 1M
The accessible laser radiation is restricted to the wavelength region between 302.5 nm and 4000 nm, since this
is the preferred range, where optical instruments are used.
The accessible laser radiation does not pose any hazard for the eyes as far as the beam diameter is not decreased
by optical instruments like eye-loupes, lenses, or telescopes.
As long as no optical instrument that decreases the beam diameter is used the hazard is similar to the one in class
1. However, the use of optically collecting instruments might result in hazards comparable to those for classes
3R or 3B.
The optical power is limited to class 3B.
Class 2
The accessible laser radiation is restricted to the visible part of the optical spectrum, i. e. 400 nm to 700 nm. The
laser radiation is non-hazardous for short-term exposure (up to 0.25 s), even for the eyes.
Additional radiation outside the visible spectrum has to fulfill the conditions of class 1.
Since the eyes are not in danger as far as accidental and short-term exposure is regarded, laser products of class 2
may be applied without any additional protective measures if it is ensured that neither a deliberate intrabeam
viewing of more than 0.25 s nor a repeated intrabeam viewing into a specular reflected laser beam could happen.
However, it should be taken into account that neither the blink reflex nor aversion responses limit the exposure
duration to 0.25 s, as is stated in IEC 60825-1, since these physiological reactions do not occur to a high enough
degree. It has been shown in a recent study that the frequency of the blink reflex is less than about 20% and
aversion responses occur even less frequent [21.15–18].
These findings do not state that class 2 laser are no longer safe, but that users of such lasers should be instructed
to perform active protective reactions, i. e. close the eyes actively and avert the head in the case of intrabeam
viewing. These measures can increase the safety of laser class 2 sufficiently and prevent a violation of the MPE
values.
It is believed that it is possible to stare long enough into a class 2 laser to cause damage to the eye.
In the case of continuous-wave (CW) operation, i. e. for emission durations longer than 0.25 s, the optical power
is limited to 1 mW, as far as collimated beams or point sources are considered. For extended sources the power
might be increased by a correction factor depending on the angular subtense up to a maximum of about 66.7 mW.
Class 2M
The accessible laser radiation is restricted to the visible optical spectrum (400–700 nm) and does not pose any
hazard to the eyes as long as the beam diameter is not decreased by optical instruments such as eye-loupes,
lenses, or telescopes.
Additional radiation outside the visible spectrum has to fulfill the conditions of class 1M.
As long as no optical instruments that decrease the beam diameter are used the hazard is similar to that in
class 2. Therefore the same recommendations are valid for this class. In addition the use of optical collecting
instruments might result in hazards comparable to those for classes 3R or 3B.
The optical power is limited to class 3B.
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Class 3R
The accessible laser radiation is between 302.5 nm and 106 nm (1 mm) and might be hazardous for the eyes.
Laser products belonging to this class are potentially dangerous, but the risk of eye damage is less than for class
3B due to the fact that the AELs are restricted to a much lower level.
The optical power or energy is a maximum of five times the accessible emission limit (AEL) of class 2 between
400 nm and 700 nm and five times the AEL of class 1 for all other wavelengths.
In the case of CW operation the optical power is limited to 5 mW for collimated beams and point sources
between 400 nm and 700 nm.
Due to the fact that the maximum power is not large compared to class 3B minor protective measures and safety
requirements have to be fulfilled. However, anyhow laser belonging to this class should be treated with care
since a fivefold exceeding of the MPE could result in minimal but nevertheless persistent defects on the retina.
This is especially important to consider since aversion responses including the blink reflex might not limit the
exposure duration as required in the visible part of the optical spectrum.
Class 3A
In the former edition of the international standard IEC 60825-1 this class was used for laser products that did
not pose a hazard either for short-term exposure up to 0.25 s in the visible part of the spectrum or for long-term
exposure at all other wavelengths, as long as no optical instruments capable of reducing the beam diameter were
used.
This laser class is not hazardous when viewed momentarily with the naked eye, but poses severe eye hazards
when viewed through optical instruments (e.g., microscopes and binoculars).
This special class has a double limit; first a power ceiling of 5 mW in the visible part of the optical spectrum
and simultaneously a 25 W/m2 limit, to restrict the power entering a 7 mm pupil to 1 mW. This particular class
has resulted in quite a lot of trouble, mainly due to the fact that some standards never incorporated these double
limits. In addition instead of class 3A these laser products are labeled class IIIA, IIIa or 3a, which resulted
in many mistakes. Moreover, due to national regulations many imported laser products have been classified
incorrectly, e.g. a class IIIA laser product according to the ANSI standard has to be classified as a 3B product
wherever the EN 60825-1 standard is applied and the manufacturer requirements according to this standard have
to be fulfilled. In addition the user has to be familiar with the different demands concerning class 3B instead of
class IIIA, which should not be confused with class 3A. In some cases there was a difference in labeling for class
IIIA, i. e. if the power density did not exceed 2.5 mW/cm2 a caution label was used and if E > 2.5 mW/cm2
a danger label was used.
The misunderstanding arising from this situation has been overcome with the introduction of the new class
3R, where reduced requirements have to be fulfilled, but a certain risk, although not very high, does exist,
especially for worst-case conditions, such as the adjustment and alignment of the beam in intrabeam viewing
and accommodation of the eyes.
Voluntarily staring into the beam would increase the risk of retinal eye damage; therefore care has to be taken
when the MPE values are exceeded.
Class 3B
The accessible laser radiation is hazardous for the eyes and often even for the skin. Intrabeam viewing is
especially dangerous.
The classification of laser products into this class is based on the conditions that a reflection of a beam from
a perfect diffuse reflector might be safely viewed from a distance of 13 cm for a 10 s period. However, diffuse
reflection seldom exists and instead partially direct reflections should be considered in a risk assessment,
especially when the maximum power of 500 mW in this laser class is used.
Even active aversion responses including active closure of the eyes are not sufficient to protect against laser
radiation from such a laser.
In addition to the fact that the MPE values of the eye are exceeded the same is true in general for the skin too.
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Class 4
The accessible laser radiation is very dangerous for the eyes and dangerous for the skin. Even diffuse scattered
laser radiation might be hazardous.
In addition this laser radiation can result in fire and explosion.
Lasers belonging to this class are regarded as high-power lasers, where the power or energy exceeds the AELs
of class 3B.
The laser radiation of class 4 laser products is so intense that damage can be expected for all kinds of exposure
of the eyes or the skin.
Special care has to be taken concerning fire and explosion hazards.

and therefore the exposure limits are given without
a correction factor based on the angular subtense.
In addition to alterations in the exposure limits for
exposure duration above 10 s, exposure limits for pulse
durations between 1 ns and 100 fs are recommended in
the revised exposure limit guidelines [21.9]. The main
reasons for this are that the corresponding data have
not appeared to be consistent until recently and that
the underlying damage mechanisms for sub-nanosecond
laser-induced injury have not been well understood.
The development of exposure limits for very short
laser pulses has been very difficult because of the
different mechanisms involved. It was found that the
damage produced by nonlinear effects does not follow
the same relationship with wavelength, pulse duration,
and retinal image size as thresholds from thermochemical (photothermal) and thermoacoustic injury or damage
mechanisms [21.19,20]. In addition self-focusing of the
ocular media further concentrates incident laser energy
and increases the retinal radiant exposure.
For many years the ICNIRP has published guidelines on limits of exposure to laser radiation [21.9, 11],
which have become part of various laser-safety standards. In the ICNIRP guidelines recommendations are
given that have been accepted in various standards,
concerning the treatment of single-pulse laser exposure and exposure of the eye to any continuous-wave
laser [21.11].
Aversion Responses Including the Blink Reflex;
Active Protective Reactions
For exposure of the eye to a CW laser an aversion response time of 0.25 s is recommended as an adequate
hazard criterion, if purposeful staring into a visible laser
beam is neither intended nor anticipated. A maximum
exposure duration of 10 s is recommended for hazard
analysis for either unintended or purposeful viewing

conditions for ocular exposures of the eyes in the nearinfrared. These two recommendations are based on
expected natural behavior.
There was a strong belief in aversion responses and
especially in the blink reflex as a reliable physiological reaction if a bright light is viewed. A laser source
certainly represents a very bright light. For example a
1 mW laser has a luminance (brightness) that exceeds
even the luminance of the sun at noon. However, as has
been shown in recent investigations, a class 2 laser is not
sufficient to stimulate more than about 20% of people
to perform a blink reflex [21.21,22]. Aversion responses
such as head and body movements are even less frequent and therefore active protective measures such as
those given in the adapted recommendations for class 2
and 2M (Table 21.4) are strongly recommended to prevent any hazard that might result from omission of the
expected natural physiological behavior and prolonged
exposure.
Non-Visible Laser Radiation
and Repetitively Pulsed Lasers
A duration of 10 s is regarded as a sufficient for nearinfrared exposure situations, since in this case eye
movements will provide a natural physiological exposure limitation and thus eliminate the need to consider
exposure durations greater than 10 s. Unusual situations, where even longer exposure durations have to be
taken into account, should be treated in a special hazard
analysis.
In the case of repetitive laser exposures UV and
non-UV lasers are treated differently. For UV lasers the
exposure dose is additive regardless of the repetition
rate, whereas for visible and infrared laser the exposure
limit per pulse for repetitively pulsed intrabeam viewing must be reduced by a correction factor of N −0.25 ,
where N is the number of pulses, i. e. the product of the
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for separate MPEs for the general population compared
to occupational exposure as is the case for electromagnetic fields with frequencies below 300 GHz. Exposure
limit values or maximum exposure limits are limits on
exposure to laser radiation that are based directly on established health effects and biological considerations.
Compliance with these limits will ensure that people exposed to artificial sources of laser radiation are protected
against all known adverse health effects.
Exposure levels below the MPE should not result
in adverse health effects, since the exposure limits
incorporate the knowledge of scientific research and
practical experience, based upon the best available
information.

21.4 International Standards and Regulations
In the USA, the manufacturer of a laser product has
to fulfill the legal requirements given in the Food and
Drug Administration/Center for Devices and Radiological Health (FDA/CDRH) regulation 21CFR1040.10
[21.23], i. e. by the federal government, while the establishment of standards for laser users is left to the
individual states.
The federal government of the USA has established
requirements covering the manufacture in or import into
the USA of any product containing lasers. These regulations provide for product classification and require
certain product features and labels in accordance with
the product class. The categories utilized are classes I,
IIa, II, IIIa, IIIb, and IV, corresponding to increasing
levels of hazard.
Standards exist on an international, regional and
national basis. As far as laser safety is regarded the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) published
a first standard in 1984. This standard IEC 825 [21.24]
has been updated or amended several times and has
been valid in its current edition since 2001 as IEC
60825-1 [21.14]. A second edition of this international
laser safety standard will be published in 2007.
Since many national standard organizations are
members of the IEC this standard is accepted as a horizontal product safety standard by many countries around
the world. Due to various agreements this international
standard is transferred into regional ones, such as the
European standard EN 60825-1, which is published
by the Commission Européenne Normalisation Electrotechnique (CENELEC) for its member states. All
national standards based on regional ones such as the

European Normalization (EN) standards must only be
translated into the language of the respective country,
i. e. alterations or modifications are not allowed. This
results in national editions of the fundamental laser
safety standard such as DIN EN 60825-1 in Germany,
BS EN 60825-1 in the UK, and AF EN 60825-1 in
France.
One important disparity between the CDRH requirements and the IEC standard reflects the fact that the IEC
is not an enforcement body but only publishes standards
written by expert committees. Implementation and enforcement depend on the laws and regulations of the
individual nations.
The European standard EN 60825-1, which is
equivalent today to IEC 60825-1, applies throughout
the European Union (EU) and the European Free Trade
Association (EFTA) countries and became increasingly
important as it is referred to as a harmonized standard
in the official journal of the EU under the Low-Voltage
Directive.
However, in addition to the international standard IEC 60825 other standardizing organizations have
developed their own standards dealing with laser products and laser safety. For a long time the standard
ANSI Z136.1 [21.25, 26], which is edited by the American National Standards Institute (ANSI), has been
a competitor on a standardization market place. The
ANSI standard provides guidance for the safe use of
lasers and laser systems for four laser classes, i. e. 1,
2, 3 and 4, where the medium-power lasers are divided
into two subclasses, 3a and 3b. For the purpose of the
ANSI standard, laser products which have been classi-
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pulse repetition frequency (PRF) and the total exposure
duration (e.g. 0.25 s or 10 s).
The thermal repetitive-pulse exposure obeys what
is referred to as the additivity rule where the net effect
is modified by the described correction factor [21.11].
This reduces the exposure limit for a single pulse in
a train of pulses. However, if multiple pulses exist within
a shorter duration than a wavelength-dependent minimal
time, e.g. 18 µs for 400–1050 nm, the pulses are treated
like a single pulse.
Although there is some lack of knowledge in special exposure situations, current knowledge of bioeffects
from the last 40 years seems to be sufficient to establish
guidelines for exposure limits. There is no special need

21.4 International Standards and Regulations
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fied earlier than 2000 as class IIa under the federal laser
product performance standard should be treated the same
as class 1. Due to a laser notice [21.27] published by
the CDRH/FDA there is now a relatively wide-reaching
agreement between IEC 60825-1 and ANSI Z136.1. In
addition ANSI Z136.1 includes an appendix where harmonization with the IEC 60825-1 is described in more
detail and some differences are stressed.
Since standards are being developed as a marketregulating or supporting element in many cases, national
and/or regional divergence is sometimes economically
explainable, but for laser safety in general, a consistent
and widely agreed level should exist. This is currently
the case.

In addition to the general product safety standard
IEC 60825-1 other safety requirements are specified in
other relevant standards, e.g. for medical lasers [21.28],
information technology or machinery [21.29].
For the safety of optical-fiber communication systems the standard IEC 60825-2 [21.30] provides
guidance concerning products that enable laser radiation
including light-emitting diode (LED) radiation for communications applications. Another part of IEC 60825
describes laser guards [21.31]. IEC 60825-12 is one
of the youngest standards of the IEC 60825 series and
describes the safety with free-space optical communication systems [21.32]. In total, 15 parts of IEC 60825 are
currently published or exist as drafts.

21.5 Laser Hazard Categories and Laser Classes
Three aspects of the use of lasers need to be taken into
account in the evaluation of the possible hazards and in
the application of control measures:

•
•
•

the capability of the laser or laser system to injure
people. This includes any consideration of human
access to the main exit port or any subsidiary port,
the environment in which the laser is used, and
the level of training of the personnel who operate the
laser or who may be exposed to its radiation.

The practical means for evaluation and control of laser
radiation hazards is to classify laser products according
to their relative hazard potential, and then to specify appropriate controls for each class. The use of the
classification system will, in most cases, preclude any requirement for radiometric measurements by the user. In
many cases it is therefore unnecessary to make use of the
MPEs directly. The experience from laser use in industrial, scientific and medical applications has permitted
the development of a system of laser hazard categories.
Laser products are assigned, therefore, to different
laser classes. This should aid the user in hazard evaluation of the laser and provide the necessary information
concerning protective and control measures. Thus the
classification of laser products is based on the increasing degree of hazard or risk posed by the laser product.
Currently there exist seven classes, namely 1, 1M, 2,
2M, 3R, 3B, and 4 in IEC 60825-1. In addition, the laser
class 3A exists, but new laser products are no longer
classified into this special category.
One of the main objects of the international standard
IEC 60825-1 is to protect persons from laser radiation

in the wavelength range 180 nm to 1 mm by indicating
safe working levels of laser radiation and by introducing
a system of classification of lasers and laser products
according to their degree of hazard. In addition, requirements for both user and manufacturer to establish
procedures and supply information are laid down so that
proper precautions can be adopted. To ensure adequate
warning to individuals of hazards associated with accessible radiation from laser products, signs, labels and
instructions have to be used.
The increasing classification number applies not
only to an increasing hazard, i. e. the capability to cause
an injury, but to more protective measures as well, which
form the requirements to be specified by the manufacturer and used by the user. The manufacturer is required
to perform the classification and to label the laser product
accordingly.

21.5.1 Accessible Emission Limits
The classification of laser products is based on so-called
accessible emission limits (AEL), i. e. maximal power or
energy values. The respective values are given in tables
for the different laser classes in the product standard
IEC 60825-1.
The determination and derivation of the AELs, although generally based upon the MPEs, necessitated
a risk analysis and determination of reasonably foreseeable exposure conditions.
A main characteristic of the AELs is that the respective MPEs, which are valid for the time base of
30 000 s or 100 s, are not exceeded for laser class 1. The
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21.5.2 Description of the Laser Classes
The classes can be described as in Table 21.4. Besides
the definitions in IEC 60825-1 some additional advice
is given in order to improve the safety of working with
lasers considering the latest findings, particularly for
low-power lasers.
The maximum power of a laser product belonging to
class 1M or 2M is limited to the AEL of class 3B. When
the exposure with optical instruments is unlikely, the use
of class 1M and 2M lasers does represent a small risk,
but if it is reasonably foreseeable that optical instruments
might be used, controls and restrictions are required.
One of the main reasons to alter the former classification system has been that LED products have
been included in the scope of the international standard IEC 60825-1 whenever the word laser is used. The
newly defined measurement conditions for classes 1M
and 2M had the effect that fewer LED products were
classified at unrealistically high levels, e.g. 3B. In the
meantime is was decided to remove LEDs from the scope
of IEC 60825-1 in the second edition, which will be
published in 2007 and to treat most of them as lamps according to the Commission International de l’Eclairage

(CIE) standard S009 [21.33]. An international dual-logo
standard IEC 62471/CIE S009:2002 currently exists as
a first edition (2006-07) on photobiological safety of
lamps and lamp systems [21.34].
Risk Analysis
In order to perform a risk analysis and to classify a laser
product the characteristics of the laser itself and its applications must be known. This means that the following
data in particular should be available:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

wavelength,
mode of operation [continuous wave (CW), single
pulsed, Q-switched, repetitively pulsed (scanning),
mode locked, very short pulses (femtosecond laser)],
optical power (W) or optical energy (J or J/pulse),
pulse duration,
pulse repetition frequency (PRF),
beam diameter,
beam divergence,
mode profile.

It is worth mentioning that for safety calculations the
beam diameter and the beam divergence are taken at the
1/e decrease of the irradiance and not at 1/e2 , which
means that the corresponding
values according to the
√
standard are a factor of 2 less.
Beam divergence
and Nominal Ocular Hazard Distance
The beam produced by a laser does spread according
to its divergence, which is the rate at which the beam
spreads. The laser radiation covers a continually larger
area as it travels away from the laser product. This angle
is measured in radians or milliradians and is usually very
small compared to the beam from other light sources.
A typical divergence value for a laser is 1 milliradian
(1 mrad). This means that the beam spreads such that its
spot increases in diameter at a rate of 1 mm for every
1 m (1000 mm) from the laser.
Because the beam spreads at a fixed and measurable
angle, the diameter of the beam can be determined at
any desired distance from the laser. To approximate the
beam size (diameter D) for long distances z one can use
a linear equation:

D = (divergence angle) · (range) + a = Θz + a ,
(21.9)

where z is the distance (range), θ is the divergence angle,
and a is the diameter of the beam at the aperture of the
laser product.
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AELs of class 1 are simply derived by multiplication of
the respective MPEs by the area of the averaging aperture as specified, e.g. 7 mm in the case of visible laser
radiation. The time base of 30 000 s is used when intentional or deliberate and long-term exposure is intended,
whereas 100 s is used when unintentional exposure is
expected. However, in the case of ultraviolet radiation
30 000 s always has to be used, since this shorter optical
radiation shows dose-related effects.
The classification of a laser product has to be done
by the manufacturer for normal use and maintenance
under reasonable, foreseeable so-called single-fault conditions.
Maintenance implies tasks which are necessary to
ensure routine performance of the laser, i. e. maintenance might be done by the laser user. This includes
tasks such as cleaning and replenishing of expendables.
Beam access is usually not required. This should not
be confused with service, which is performed less frequently and usually requires beam access, e.g. to replace
resonator mirrors or to repair components of the laser
product.
The AEL for class 2 is derived by assuming an exposure duration of 0.25 s, i. e. the time base for class 2, and
multiplying the MPE for 0.25 s for visible laser radiation
by the area of a 7 mm aperture.

21.5 Laser Hazard Categories and Laser Classes
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When estimating the situation near the laser aperture,
i. e. in the so-called near field the following equation has
to be used:
D = [(Θz)2 + (a)2 ]1/2 .

(21.10)

From (21.9) the nominal ocular hazard distance (NOHD)
can be calculated as

1  2
D −a
(21.11)
z = NOHD ≥
Θ

and together with (21.8)

1
4P
NOHD ≥
−a
Θ
π E MPE

(21.12)

is obtained. This equation might be used to estimate
the safe distance from a given laser source with a given
optical power and beam divergence for the respective
MPE value.

21.6 Protective Measures
The majority of injuries involve the eye and, to a lesser
extent, the skin. The injuries occur mainly during alignment procedures, or because protective eyewear is either
inappropriate or not used.
In order to reduce the possibility of injury by minimizing unnecessary accessible radiation and to give
improved control of the laser radiation hazards through
protective features and provide safe usage of laser products by specifying user control measures IEC 60825-1
has been published.
Laser products require certain built-in safety features, depending on the class to which they have been
assigned by the manufacturer.
Usually technical and engineering protective measures shall be applied to protect against hazardous laser
radiation. The trivial and most effective solution is total
enclosure of the laser (encapsulation) and of all accessible beam paths. If this is not possible partial beam
enclosure or restricted access to beam paths, and administrative controls have to be applied whenever possible
instead of using personal protective equipment (PPE)
such as laser eye protectors (laser safety goggles).
The safest laser products rely upon engineered safety
features. Technical measures might be divided into such
measures that are part of the laser product itself or that
have to be installed as a consequence of the degree
of hazard of the respective laser product. For example
safety interlocks can isolate the laser if anyone enters an
area of high risk.

with interlocks, master switch, key control, viewing
portals/display screens, safe collecting optics, and enclosed or encapsulated open beam paths are all types
of engineering controls. In addition a remote interlock
connector, beam-stop attenuator, activation warning systems, a controlled area where the nominal hazard zone
(NHZ) has to be determined are required. Equipment labels and area posting are required or recommended for
class 3B and class 4 lasers.
For more-specific and detailed information on manufacturing requirements the standard is obligatory. The
warning labels for class 2, 3R (in the wavelength
range 400–1400 nm) or 4 read as follows according to
IEC 60825-1:
LASER RADIATION
DO NOT STARE INTO BEAM
CLASS 2 LASER PRODUCT
LASER RADIATION
AVOID DIRECT EYE EXPOSURE
CLASS 3R LASER PRODUCT
or
LASER RADIATION
AVOID EYE OR SKIN EXPOSURE TO
DIRECT OR SCATTERED RADIATION
CLASS 4 LASER PRODUCT
The laser hazard symbol, the safety alert symbol
and information carried by the sign are different in
IEC 60825-1 and ANSI Z136.1.

21.6.1 Technical and Engineering Measures
21.6.2 Administrative Measures
Table 21.5 gives an overview of technical and engineering measures as a function of the laser class
and degree of hazard, whereas Table 21.6 gives some
information concerning administrative measures. Protective housings with interlocks, service access panel

Administrative measures are an important backup for
technical measures and controls. Administrative controls might be given by written standard operating
procedures (SOP), maintenance and service procedures,
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21.6 Protective Measures

Measure

1

1M

2

2M

Walls
Shielding

3R

3B

4

Matt, light, diffuse reflecting
High absorption for the laser wavelength and effective against
secondary radiation
Labeling of the boundaries/limits

Nominal ocular
hazard distance
(NOHD)
Beam warning;
emission warning

Optical or acoustiOptical or acoustical at the entrance,
cal at the entrance;
on top of the laser product
on top of the laser
product; only for
non-visible radiation
Dependent on the product specific risk analysis
Class 1 should be the goal
Designed to prevent removal of the panel; reliable implementation
Necessary if class 3B or 4 are embedded
At the door contact or connection of an
emergency stop
Limited subgroup of people;
remove key when laser is not used
Install laser filter; AEL of class 1/1M must not be exceeded
Scan failure shall not cause laser product to exceed its classification
Required
Warning label/hazard symbol and required wording on explanatory label
wording
Specified wording required
Operation manuals must specify product classification and contain instructions for safe use

Emergency switch
Protective housing
Safety interlock
Remote control
Key-switch,
key control
Viewing optics
Scanning
Class label
Aperture label
User information

Table 21.6 Administrative measures for the different laser classes. These are examples according to accident insurance

at the workplace in Germany only; different regulations may be valid at other countries, institutions etc.
Measure

1

Advice

Required when a laser class 3R, 3B
or 4 is embedded
In general not required

LSO (laser safety
officer)
NOHD
NHZ (nominal
hazard zone)
Laser protective
filters
Special training
Beam paths

1M

2

2M

3R

3B

4

Registration of the laser product
Required∗ ; written appointment

In general not required, labeling
necessary if the beam belongs to class 2
or 2M and passes the working place
Not required as long as intrabeam
viewing is not mandatory
Not
required

Determination of the boundaries/limits; eventually for
a limited duration; movable shielding during maintenance;
the area must be posted with appropriate warning signs
Required** if engineering and administrative procedures
are not practicable; ambient luminance should eventually
be increased
Required; written confirmation; at least annually
Block the beam at the end of its path; avoid specular reflections

* According to IEC 60825-1 an LSO is not required for class 3R laser products for visible emission
**According to IEC 60825-1 eye protection is not required for class 3R; ANSI Z136.1 requires an LSO for embedded class 3a too
if service is performed
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output emission limitations, education and training, authorized personnel, controlled access and a limit on the
number of spectators to name but a few. Lights and notices should warn people when they approach a laser
hazard zone.
Laser Safety Officer
According to IEC 60825-1 the presence of a laser safety
officer (LSO) is not required when working with lasers
classified less than class 3B. But since class 3R has
been part of the former class 3B up to 2001 the requirement is still valid according to the regulations applicable
in Germany as far as occupational laser safety is concerned [21.35, 36]. This is especially justified since the
MPEs might be exceeded working with class 3R lasers
and the LSO is a person who is aware of the safe working
practices with these laser products. The special responsibility of the LSO may be regulated according to national
regulations. In some countries the LSO is an adviser or
consultant only, in others it is a certified person, i. e. one
who is knowledgeable in the evaluation and control of
laser hazards and has responsibility for oversight of the
control of laser hazards.
Training and Education
Training and education is certainly one of the most important things which has to be done in advance of using
certain lasers. Operation of class 1M and class 2M laser
products where there is a possibility to use optical instruments, class 3R, class 3B and class 4 laser products, can
represent a hazard not only to the user but also to other
people over a considerable distance. Because of this hazard potential, only persons who have received training
to an appropriate level should be placed in control of
such systems. The training, which may be given by the
manufacturer or supplier of the laser product, the laser
safety officer, or by an approved external organization,
should include, but is not limited to:

•
•
•
•
•

Familiarization with system operating procedures
the proper use of hazard control procedures, warning
signs, etc.
the need for personnel protection
accident reporting procedures
bioeffects of the laser beam upon the eye and the
skin

21.6.3 Personal Protective Equipment
Last but not least, protective equipment may be used to
prevent hazardous situations or even damage to the eyes.

This PPE should be in compliance with the respective
standards. In Europe PPE have to meet the essential
safety requirements stated in a directive of the European
Economic Community (EEC)/EU and must be labeled
with a conformité Européenne (CE) mark.
Concerning the adequate PPE, i. e. laser safety goggles, one has to determine wavelength and maximum
viewing duration. The maximum irradiance or radiant
exposure is calculated and from this data an adequate
level of protection is chosen.
In general the following should be considered when
specifying suitable protective eyewear:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Wavelength of operation
radiant exposure or irradiance
MPE value(s)
level of protection/optical density of eyewear at laser
output wavelength
visible-light transmission requirements
resistance or radiant exposure or irradiance, at which
damage to eyewear occurs
need for prescription glasses
comfort and ventilation
degradation or modification of absorbing media,
even if temporary or transient,
strength of materials (resistance to shock),
peripheral vision requirement
any relevant national regulations.

Protective eyewear should be comfortable to wear, provide as wide a field of view as possible, maintain a close
fit while still providing adequate ventilation to avoid
problems of misting up and provide adequate visual
transmittance. Care should be taken to avoid, as far as
possible, the use of flat reflecting surfaces which might
cause hazardous specular reflections. It is important that
the frame and any side-pieces should give equivalent
protection to that afforded by the lens(es)/filters. In addition all laser eye-protectors shall be clearly labeled
with information adequate to ensure the proper choice
of eyewear with particular lasers.

21.6.4 Beyond Optical Hazards
In some laser applications, mainly with class 4 laser
products, in addition to optical hazards, control measures
can be necessary for electrical and fire hazards, X-rays,
noise, and airborne contaminants.
Most lasers utilize high voltages that can be lethal.
Some lasers require hazardous or toxic substances to
operate (i. e., chemical dye, excimer lasers). The solvents used in dye lasers are flammable. High-voltage
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21.6.5 Future Regulations
The current edition of the international standard
IEC 60825-1 includes a detailed user’s guide to administrative regulations and controls. However, guidelines
for users in standards are only informative and not normative, since it is the right of the various countries to set
local regulations according to the given laws, decrees
and regulations etc.
In the European Union a Directive of the European
Parliament and of the Council on the minimum health
and safety requirements regarding the exposure of workers to the risks arising from physical agents (artificial
optical radiation) has been published as the 19th directive within the remit of article 16(1) of directive
89/391/EEC [21.37]. Member states of the European
Union shall bring into force the laws, regulations and
administrative provisions necessary to comply with the
Directive 2006/25/EC by 27 April 2010.
It is one of the main goals under the treaty of the
council of the EU, by means of directives, to adopt
minimum requirements for encouraging improvements,
especially in the working environment, to guarantee
a better level of protection of the health and safety
of workers. This will be done by the introduction of
minimum health and safety requirements regarding the

exposure of workers to the risks caused by physical
agents; in this case by artificial optical radiation, which
includes laser radiation.
The directive lays down minimum requirements,
thus giving member states of the EU the option of maintaining or adopting more-stringent provisions for the
protection of workers, in particular the fixing of lower
exposure limit values. Adherence to the exposure limit
values should provide a high level of protection as regards the health effects that may result from exposure to
optical radiation.
Since the exposure limits in the European directive
are in agreement with the given values in the ICNIRP
guidelines it might be expected that there is no strong influence as far as current regional laser safety regulations
in Europe are affected. In order to facilitate implementation of the Directive 2006/25/EC the Commision shall
draw up a practical guide to the articles dealing with
the determination of exposure and assessment of risks
as well as provisions aimed at avoiding or reducing
risks.
Laser safety is treated in several textbooks, handbooks and publications of various institutions. In
addition to the international, regional and national standards, more-detailed information on laser safety in
general can be found in a recent publication [21.38],
but nevertheless even more historical texts should be
regarded as a source of information, especially if background knowledge is needed [21.39, 40]. Laser safety is
dealt with on many Internet web-sites, but many of these
need a thorough update.

21.7 Special Recommendations
Up to now the number of accidents is low relative to the
number of applications of lasers worldwide. However,
nevertheless there is a risk, especially during situations
such as beam alignment and working with high-power
lasers, where even reflected beams might be hazardous.
The most dangerous situations and causes of ocular
beam accidents besides exposure during alignment are
misaligned optics, lack of training, improper restoration, intentional intrabeam viewing, use of multiple
wavelengths, and last but not least when PPE are not
utilized.
Laser types such as ruby, argon ion, krypton ion,
dye, He:Cd, SHG–Nd:YAG (second-harmonic generated, so-called green-lasers at 532 nm), He:Ne and many
diode lasers (semiconductor lasers) all belong to lasers

whose beam will be focused on the retina due to the
fact that the ocular media are transparent. The same is
true for Nd:YAG too, but in this case the beam is nonvisible, which enhances the risk. This is especially true
for Q-switched Nd:YAG lasers, which have caused a lot
of ocular incidents. In nearly all cases eye protection
normally available was not worn in ocular incidents.
However, even with laser safety goggles one cannot be sure of being adequately protected, since there
exist a lot of eye protectors that do not guarantee the
resistance against a laser beam stated in the European
standard EN 207 [21.41], rather they are rated according
to optical density only. This is an important characteristic of safety goggles, but might not be sufficient
for high-power laser radiation. The European standard
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pulses or flash lamps may cause ignition. Flammable
materials may be ignited by direct beams or specular reflections from high-power continuous wave (CW)
infrared lasers.
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ensures not only a specified safety level for the laser eyeprotector but resistance against damaging laser radiation
of 10 s.
In addition to laser eye-protectors laser adjustment
eye-protectors are used, especially during adjustments.
Laser adjustment eye-protectors according to the relevant European standard [21.42] reduce the incident laser
radiation to a value according to class 2 conditions, i. e.
the safety is based on short-term exposure, and the blink
reflex has been chosen as an argument. Due to the new
findings laser adjustment eye-protectors should be used
with care in order not to trust in this expected physiological reaction, but to perform active protective reactions
(e.g. close the eyes and turn the head away) in case of
intrabeam viewing with this kind of goggles.

a power of more than 10 mW have been found. It is
therefore wise that some countries have restricted the
sale or use of laser pointers above class 2 in order to
increase safety against retinal injury. In addition even
green class 1 laser pointers could do the job, since the
photopic brightness is much higher compared to red
laser-diode pointers.

Laser Pointers
It is not possible to close this chapter without the following remarks on the special topic of laser pointers.
On the subject of laser pointers ICNIRP states that
“based upon current medical knowledge a 5 mW laser
is incapable of producing a permanent retinal thermal
injury for a momentary (0.25 s) exposure under ideal
optical conditions of exposure” [21.43]. In addition it is
said: “Although an unintentional momentary intrabeam
viewing will not produce a permanent retinal injury, it
is theoretically possible to produce retinal photocoagulation in an eye with perfectly clear ocular media by
staring at a collimated 5 mW laser beam for more than
10 s” [21.43, 44]. According to the ICNIRP one is assured that “in adults, the pupillary, blink, and aversion
responses terminate accidental laser pointer exposures
in less than 0.25 s”. This clearly says that there is no
realistic risk for permanent eye damage from a laser
pointer, but at least on that score the statement is wrong
as has been shown in lab and field trials with more than
1500 volunteers [21.22], since the frequency of aversion
responses including the blink reflex is less than 20%. It
cannot be denied that physiological eye movements exist as have been described above, but nonetheless one
should avoid shining a laser pointer into anyone’s eye
and it should be common sense not to stare into the
beam of a laser pointer. Any person engaging in a trial
to find out whether there is a risk or not could end up
with a small but permanent eye injury. This is especially
worthy of note since laser pointers are mass-produced
devices where quality control is not a particular feature, which is supported by the fact that specimens with

•

Hazardous Situations
The following list contains some reasons for hazardous
situations and common unsafe practices that are causes
of preventable laser accidents:

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

High retinal irradiance results when the beam is focused by the lens of the eye to create an extremely
high retinal hazard risk for visible and near-infrared
lasers
low beam divergence resulting in a large intrabeam
hazard distance
not wearing protective eyewear during alignment
procedures
not wearing protective eyewear in the laser control
area
available eye protection not used
wearing the wrong eyewear
misaligned optics and upwardly directed beams
equipment malfunction
improper methods of handling high voltage
intentional exposure of unprotected personnel
bypassing of interlocks, door and laser housing
insertion of reflective materials into beam paths
lack of pre-planning
turning on power supply accidentally
operating unfamiliar equipment
lack of protection from non-beam hazards
high irradiance at the focal point of an external lens
creating greater skin hazard risk

In order to prevent laser accidents it is highly recommended to use the lowest possible or practical power,
especially during alignments. It is recommended that
the plane of the laser beam be above or below the level
of a seated or standing person.
Perhaps the most important recommendation is
never to aim a laser beam at a person, especially not
at a person’s eye. As quickly as it takes to blink – spontaneously or voluntarily – a laser beam can severely
damage the eye. Though these injuries are relatively
rare, they are permanent and can be avoided.

Laser Safety
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– right (rcp) 19
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clock transition 861, 862
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cloud optics 1195
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conduction band (CB) 695
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confocal microscopy 1229
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cross section 586
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crystal optics 1160
CTE (coefficient of thermal
expansion) 301
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539
cutoff frequency 520
CVD (chemical vapor deposition)
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CW-OPO (continuous-wave optical
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– theory 374
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coefficient of thermal expansion
(CTE) 301
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coherent radiation 583, 1013
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dye laser 1120
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DBR (distributed Bragg reflector)
703
DBR laser 712
DCF (dispersion-compensating fiber)
481
decay length 1081
defect mode 467
degenerate four-wave mixing
(DFWM) 169, 194
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Denisyuk geometry 1213
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multiplexing (DWDM) 307, 446,
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DFG (difference-frequency
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difference frequency 1126
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difference-frequency mixing (DFM)
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140
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– loss 600
– numerical implementation 135,
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– point spread function 132
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125
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– transfer function of free space 125
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420
diffractive optics 1217, 1220
diffusion current 339, 514
digital holography 1215
digital versatile disk (DVD) 1223
diode laser pumping 588
diode pumping 637
dioptrics 5
dipolar field distribution 1105
dipole 265
– matrix 591
Dirac δ function 591

direct laser acceleration (DLA)
839
directionality 590
directly pumped Pr3+ lasers 624
direct-write 1234
discharge
– microwave 574
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discharge lamp 568, 572
– color rendering 572
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– low-pressure mercury 568
– luminous efficiencies 572
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disk manufacturing process 1228
dispersion 948
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– management 948
– relation 253, 257
dispersion-compensating fiber (DCF)
481
dispersive prism 604
dispersive pulse broadening 1115
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1042
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703
distributed feedback (DFB) 470,
605, 702, 781
divalent rare-earth ions 621
divergence angle 12
diverging lens 446
DOE (diffractive optical element)
420
DOM (dissolved organic matter)
1042
donor state 467
Doppler broadening 22, 594, 735
Doppler effect 849
DOS (density of states) 464
double heterostructure 696
double Rayleigh scattering (DRS)
488
double resonance 1011
double-balanced mixer 847
double-exposure interferometry
1218
– heterodyne technique 1218
– phase-shift technique 1218
double-heterostructured microcavity
468
doubly resonant OPO configurations
(DRO) 791
drift photocurrent 514
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ECDL (extended-cavity diode lasers)
852
eclipse 1197
EDFA (erbium-doped fiber
amplifiers) 480
edge-lit hologram 1214
EEDF (electron energy distribution
function) 732
EFDA (Er-doped fiber amplifiers)
614
effective areal density 1229
effective dose ED-50 1260
effective medium theory (EMT)
428, 433
effective refractive index 725
EFS (equi-frequency surface) 469
eidola 4
eigenfrequency 736
eigenfunction (electronic wave
function) 724
eigenfunction (photon wave function)
725
eigenvalue (effective refractive index)
725
eigenvalue (quantized energy level)
724

eikonal equation 34, 35
– limitations 36
Einstein coefficients 270
EL (electroluminescence) 17, 334,
574
EL (exposure limit) 1253
ELA (excimer laser annealing) 772
electric
– displacement 88, 250
– energy density 90
– field 250
– polarization 95, 96
– vector 88
electric dipole 1080
– transition 591
electrical
– fixing 345
electric-dipole allowed 591
electro-holography 1215
electroluminescence (EL) 17, 334,
574
– direct 575
– indirect 575
electromagnetic (EM) 584
electromagnetic compatibility (EMC)
740
electromagnetic wave 90
electron accelerator 113
electron energy distribution function
(EEDF) 732
electron wavelength 724
electron-beam lithography 1086
electronic band structure 725
electronic Kerr effect 971
electronic wave function
(eigenfunction) 724
electrooptic (EO)
– detection 1133
– effect 278, 1100
– modulator (EOM) 434, 847, 852
– sampling 1103, 1105
– shutter 608
electrowetting on dielectrics (EWOD)
451
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1208
ellipsometry 200, 1009
elliptic polarization 105
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elliptically graded multilayer 1161
EM (electromagnetic) 584
embossed hologram 1209, 1212
EMC (electromagnetic compatibility)
740
emerald 678
emission 269

– cross section 269
– lifetime 270, 617
– quantum efficiency 687
EMT (effective medium theory)
428, 433
end pumping 638
endomicroscopy 447
endoscope 445
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endoscopy 447
energy level diagrams of RE3+ 616
energy transfer 1081
energy transport 20, 253
energy utilization factor 607
engineering controls 1270
engineering measures 1271
enhanced light–matter interaction
468
entangled light 28
entrance pupil 60
entrance window 61
envelope 938
– function 940
environmental health criteria 1252
ENVISAT 1041
EOM (electrooptic modulator) 434,
847, 852
equi-frequency surface (EFS) 469
Er lasers at 1.5 µm 652
Er3+ lasers 630
Er3+ -doped Yb3+ 657
Er-based upconversion laser 630
erbium iron garnet 1110
erbium-doped fiber amplifier (EDFA)
480
erbium-doped fiber laser 659
Er-doped fiber amplifier (EFDA)
614
error function (erf) 22
error signal for frequency control
848
ESA (excited-state absorption)
618–620, 630, 675, 678, 679, 685,
690, 691, 694
ESRF (European Synchrotron
Radiation Facility) 1158
ethanol 1144
Euler equation 94
European directive 1273
European Synchrotron Radiation
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EUV (extreme ultraviolet) 55, 775,
1160
evanescent wave 102, 124, 1080
EWOD (electrowetting on dielectrics)
451
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configurations) 791
DRS (double Rayleigh scattering)
488
Drude 1118
– theory 1118
DVD (digital versatile disk) 1223
DWDM (dense wavelength division
multiplexing) 307, 446, 492
DX center 1234
dye laser 777
– chief misgiving 780
– continuous-wave 779
– DFB waveguide 782
– end-pumped 779
– flashlamp-pumped 777
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782
– single-mode operation 779
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excess noise factor 508, 534
excimer laser annealing (ELA) 772
excited-state absorption (ESA)
618–620, 630, 675, 678, 679, 685,
690, 691, 694
exciton–polariton 1081
exit pupil 60, 415
exit window 61
experimentum crucis 5
exposure limit (EL) 1253
extended source 1262
extended-cavity diode lasers (ECDL)
852
external cavity diode laser (ECDL)
809
extinction coefficient 258
extraordinary axis 263
extraordinary waves 608
extreme ultraviolet (EUV) 55, 775,
1160
eye 77
eye movements 1262
eye-safety considerations 1048
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F number 76
Fabry–Pérot resonator 597
Faraday rotator (FR) 847
far-field fluorescence 1094
far-field microscopy 1092
far-infrared gas laser 746
fast switch 1102
FBG (fiber Bragg grating) 482
FDPM (frequency-domain phase
measurement) 975
FDTD (finite-difference time domain)
178, 1081
Fe2+ laser 692
feedback control 955
FEL (free-electron laser) 814
– applications 816
– radiative instability 814
– resonance wavelength 814
– user facility 816
femtosecond laser 863
fiber Bragg grating (FBG) 482
fiber laser 719
field angle 61
field effect transistor (FET) 532
field of view (FOV) 403, 414
field stop 61, 415
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figure of merit (FOM) 311, 787,
806, 1084

finite-difference time domain (FDTD)
178, 1081
first Born approximation 277
first-harmonic detection 863
first-in first-out (FIFO) 1230
first-order correlation function
25
flames 1136
FLASH (free-electron-laser in
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flint glass 258
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– sunlight-induced 1044
fluorescent lamp 568
fluorescent marker 1094
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FM mode locking 612
focal length 45, 52, 399, 401, 403
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focal point 45
focal ratio 399, 401
focal-plane resolution 1094
focus
– intensity distribution 129
– point spread function 132
– polarization effects 138
FOM (figure of merit) 311, 787,
806, 1084
Fourier analyses 939, 1100
Fourier hologram 1209, 1212
Fourier sum 1105
Fourier transform 1132
– plane 952
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Fourier-transform pulse shaper
955
Fourier-transform-limited pulse 943
four-level laser 587, 606
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– scheme 602
four-wave mixing (FWM) 160, 173,
492
FOV (field of view) 403, 414
fovea 1253
FR (Faraday rotator) 847
fractal method 1215
fractal multiplexing method 1215
Franck–Condon principle 1085
Fraunhofer diffraction 126, 129
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– numerical implementation 137

Fraunhofer hologram 1209, 1211
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equation 600
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free space propagation 152
free-electron laser (FEL) 814
free-electron-laser in Hamburg
(FLASH) 818
free-flowing jet 779
freely propagating wave THz
photonics 1116
free-running laser 610
free-space propagation 596, 597
frequency 1141
frequency comb 959
frequency comb generator
864
frequency cutoff 1113
frequency doubling 219, 462, 614,
837, 964, 1015
frequency modulation 436
frequency reproducibility
845
frequency uncertainty 845
frequency-domain phase
measurement (FDPM)
975
frequency-resolved optical gating
(FROG) 971
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– formula 251, 256
– hologram 1209, 1211
– Kirchhoff diffraction 126
– lens 320
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– zone plate 1153, 1161
– zone plate (FZP) 420
– zone plate lens 331
Fresnel diffraction 126, 127
– Fourier domain 128
– numerical implementation 137
fringe visibility 23
FROG (frequency-resolved optical
gating) 971
– technique 973
– traces 971
full width at half maximum (FWHM)
591, 938, 1091
full-view hologram 1214
fundamental infrared (IR) 801
FWHM (full width at half maximum)
591, 938, 1091
FWM (four-wave mixing) 160, 173,
492
FZP (Fresnel zone plate) 331, 420,
1153, 1161
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GTI (Gires–Tournois interferometer)
953
guided mode 465
guided-wave THz photonics
1101
guided-wave THz-TDS 1110
GVD (group velocity dispersion)
186, 468, 478, 948, 1111, 1113
GVD (zero-group-velocity
dispersion) 189
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half-wave voltage 436
halo 1191–1193
– computer simulation 1192
– survey 1192
halophosphate phosphors 569
harmonic frequency chain 863
harmonic mode-locking 612
HAYABUSA 1039
HCl 1144
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1115
HDSS (holographic data storage
systems) 1232
HDTV (high-definition television)
1223
heavy water 1144
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helium 732
– cooled bolometer 1118
Helmholtz equation 99, 725
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– beams 597
– modes 150
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generation) 822
HID (high-intensity discharge) lamp
567, 571
hierarchy 1088
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high-definition television (HDTV)
1223
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1115
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GaAs 344, 1126, 1132
GaAs TEF transmitter chip 1122
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source 1122
Gabor geometry 1212
GAC (grating assisted coupler)
718
gain
– coefficient curves 656
– coupled (GC) 712
– coupling 714
– photoconductor 508, 510
– phototransistor 537
– PMT 548
GaP 1132
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gas in scattering media absorption
spectroscopy (GASMAS) 1046
gas laser 604, 726, 735, 746, 764,
768, 841
– CO2 laser 726
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– HeNe 756, 855
– ion 746
GaSb 1126
GASMAS (gas in scattering media
absorption spectroscopy) 1046
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Gaussian beam 11, 143, 595
– ABCD matrix law 152
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– beam waist 145
– far field angle 146
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– fundamental mode 144, 145
– Hermite polynomials 149
– higher order modes 147, 150
– propagation 146, 152
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– Rayleigh length 146
– transformation at a lens 151
Gaussian function 591
Gaussian line shape 22
GC (gain-coupled) 712
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GDD (group delay dispersion) 948
Ge 1126
generalized ray tracing 67
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(GCF) 412

geometrical optics 33
– energy conservation 38
– limitations 34
geoscience laser altimeter system
(GLAS) 1039
ghost reflection 399
Gires–Tournois interferometer (GTI)
953
GLAS (geoscience laser altimeter
system) 1039
glass 657
– optic design 320
glass–ceramics
– properties 301
glasses 250–314
– colored 290
– dielectric properties 303
– doped 261, 312, 315
– fiber 662
– halide 314
– laser 293
– multicomponent 269
– nonlinear 267, 308
– optical 249, 258
– oxide 313
– power 295
– properties 288
– systems 284
global minimum 404
global warming 1036
glory 1189–1191
GLS (sulfide glasses GaLaS) 650
Gouy phase shift 596
gradient index (GRIN) 440
grating 110, 745
– assisted coupler (GAC) 718
– compressor 950
– degeneracy 1233
– equation 56
– period Λ 702
– stretcher 950
grating-eliminated no-nonsense
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laser light E-fields
(GRENOUILLE) 975
green flash 1196
Green’s function 1081
GRIN (gradient index) 36, 440
ground-state absorption (GSA) 617,
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group delay dispersion (GDD) 948
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186, 468, 478, 948, 1111, 1113
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high-order-harmonic generation
(HHG) 822
high-power laser 602
high-resolution three-dimensional
display 1217
Hoegh’s meniscus 54
Hohlraumstrahlung 12
holey fiber 464
hologram interferometry
1218
hologram multiplexing 1214
– angular 1214
– phase-coded 1214
– shift 1214
– wavelength 1214
hologram recording 1207
holographic
– addressing 1228
– display 1219
– encryption 1220
– interferometry 1217, 1218
– material 1216
– plate 1208
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material 1216
– scattering 1221
– sensitivity 342
– stereogram 1209, 1211
– storage media 1233
holographic data storage (HDSS)
1217, 1230, 1232
holometry 1218
HOMO (highest occupied molecular
orbital) 334
homogeneous broadening 22, 591,
593
homogeneous dielectrics 90
horizontal cavity laser 702
HR (highly reflecting) 719
human eye 1253
Husimi 970
Huygens–Fresnel principle
125
Huygens–Fresnel–Kirchhoff kernel
600
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hybrid system 420
hydrogen 733

I
IAD (ion-assisted deposition) 322,
381
IBAD (ion-beam-assisted deposition)
381
IBS (ion-beam sputtering) 384
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ICP (inductively coupled plasma)
456
IL (interference lithography) 431
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illuminated objects 411
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Conferences) 1033
image-plane hologram 1209, 1212
imaging condition 46
imaging equation 50
immersion lens 1226
impulse response 125
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– efficiency 565
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– lifetime 565
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incoherent light sources 566
incoherent radiation 17, 565–581,
1259
index of refraction 1139
index of refraction decrement 1154
indication of dispersion 283
indicator lights 576
indium–tin oxide (ITO) 328, 579
inductively coupled plasma (ICP)
456
inferior mirage 1186
inhomogeneous broadening 591
inhomogeneous mechanism 594
inhomogeneous plane wave 101
inhomogeneously broadened 22
injection moulding 320
inline geometry 1212
InP 1126
InSb 1126
integrated optical circuit 471
integrated optical modulator 435
intensity autocorrelation 964
intensity cross-correlation 965
interaction time 862
inter-band transition 719
inter-combination transition 859
interconfigurational 4f–5d transition
617
interconnection 1088
interference 108
– between spherical and plane waves
116
– equation for scalar waves 115
– examples 118
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– fringes 111

– lithography (IL) 431
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112
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111
– of plane waves 108
– of scalar waves 115
– polarization dependence 111
– visibility 111
interferogram 118
interferometric autocorrelation 966
interferometric optical storage 1230
interferometry 119
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intra-band transition 719
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ion exchange 443
ion-assisted deposition (IAD) 322,
381
ion-beam sputtering (IBS) 384
ion-beam-assisted deposition (IBAD)
381
ionization spectroscopy 995
IR (fundamental infrared) 801
iridescence 1189–1191
irradiance 7, 8, 1256, 1263
ITO (indium–tin oxide) 328, 579
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Johannson geometry 1161
joint time–frequency methods 968
Jones
– calculus 18, 106
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– vector 19, 107

K
Kerr effect 435
Kerr-lens mode locking
Kirkpatrick–Baez (KB)
KNbO3 344
Kramers–Kronig relation
KTa0.52 Nb0.48 O3 (KTN)
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– phosphors 576
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line broadening 735
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(LOQC) 1076
linear phase locking 610
linear polarization 105
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liquid crystal 265, 327, 458, 1216
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liquid phase epitaxy (LPE) 461, 708
liquid-crystal spatial light modulator
(LC-SLM) 956
LiTaO3 344, 1143
LiTaO3 crystals 1104
lithium niobate 344
lithium tantalate 344
– crystal plate 1104
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852, 853
LMJ (laser megajoule) 830
local minimum 404
logarithmic loss 589, 601, 603
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114, 139
longitudinal magnification 51
longitudinal mode 595, 960
longitudinal relaxation time 1025
longitudinal spatial hole burning
(LSHB) 713
long-lifetime blue emitter 336
LOQC (linear optics quantum
computing) 1076
Lorentz gauge 10
Lorentz theory 1143
Lorentzian function 591
Lorentzian line shape 15, 22
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Lambert–Beer law 259, 1254
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large effective area (LEAF) 481
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1124
laser 604, 726, 735, 746, 764, 768,
841
– cavity 595, 598
– classes 1264, 1269
– CO2 726
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– dye 777
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– induced breakdown spectroscopy
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– induced damage thresholds (LIDT)
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– ion 746
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– parameters 617
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– principle 584
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– pumping 588
– rate equations 602
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– safety officer (LSO) 1270, 1272
– semiconductor 695
– solid-state 614–695
– stabilization 852
– threshold 618, 619
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– ultraviolet 764
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838
laser adjustment eye-protectors
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lateral magnification 45, 51
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law of refraction 38, 39
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LCoS (liquid crystal on silicon) 432
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LC-SLM (liquid-crystal spatial light
modulator) 956
LD (laser diode) 852
lead 1143
LEAF (large effective area) 481
leaky mode 470
LED (light-emitting diode) 470,
575, 1269
left-handed (LH) material 469
lens
– array 448
– equation 50
– fabricating LC array 332
– Fresnel zone plate 331
– PDLC Fresnel 331
– prototype 320
LIBS (laser-induced breakdown
spectroscopy) 1031, 1046
LIDAR
– hydrocarbon measurements 1037
– nitrogen oxide measurements
1039
– ship-borne applications 1035
LIDAR (light detection and ranging)
652, 1029
LIDT (laser-induced damage
thresholds) 389
LIF (laser-induced fluorescence)
1031
lifetime 586
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light conversion 569
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575
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low-loss cavities 602
LPCVD (low-pressure chemical
vapor deposition) 385
LPE (liquid phase epitaxy) 461, 708
LSHB (longitudinal spatial hole
burning) 713
LSO (laser safety officer) 1270,
1272
luminance 7, 8
luminescent 15
– material 569
– polymer 336
luminous
– efficiency 570
– energy 8
– energy density 8
– exitance 8
– flux 7
– intensity 7, 8
– power 8
LUMO (lowest unoccupied molecular
orbital) 334
LWFA (laser wakefield acceleration)
838
Lyot stop 415

M
M number 342
Mach–Zehnder interferometer 119,
438
Mach–Zehnder type switch 471
macroscopic photonic device 1084
magnetic
– actuator 457
– energy density 90
– field 250
– induction 88
– permeability 89, 97
– resonance 1110
– super-resolution (MSR) 1227
– susceptibility 96
– vector 88
magnetically amplified magneto-optic
system (MAMMOS) 1227
magnetization 95, 97
– density 250
magnetooptical storage 1227
magnetooptical trap (MOT) 862
magnification 401
magnifier 82
maintenance 1269
MAMMOS (magnetically amplified
magnetooptic system) 1227
manufacturing cost 320
marginal 401

Martin–Puplett interferometer 1134
master hologram 1215
mastering process 1228
master-oscillator power-amplifier
(MOPA) 799
material equations 95
– in linear and isotropic materials
97
– in linear and nonmagnetic materials
97
matter–wave interferometer 859
maximum permissible exposure
(MPE) 1253, 1260
maximum power 1263
Maxwell column 19
Maxwell equations 10, 88, 250, 262
– continuity equation 88
– energy conservation 89
– energy conservation in dielectrics
89
– in homogeneous dielectrics 90
– in isotropic and linear materials
34, 98
– material equations 34, 95
– time-independent form 34
– transition to geometrical optics
34
MCP (microchannel plate) 548
MCP (multichannel plate) 963
MCVD (modified chemical vapor
deposition) 473, 649
mercury discharge lamp
– efficiency 568
– low-pressure 568
mercury monitoring 1037
meridional plane 40
meridional rays 40
metal halide lamps
– halide cycle 573
– improved color stability 574
metal waveguides 1112
metal–insulator–semiconductor
(MIS) 505, 539
metallic photonic crystal (MPC)
466
metalorganic molecules 1085
metal–oxide–semiconductor (MOS)
539
metal–semiconductor–metal (MSM)
photodiode 532
meteor 1197
methanol 1144
methyl chloride 1143
methyl methacrylate (MMA) 781
– dye-doped copolymers 781
MFD (mode field diameter) 477

MFD (multilayer fluorescent disks)
1228
MI (modulation instability) 186
microcavity 467
microchannel plate (MCP) 548
microchip laser 604
microdisk laser 720
micro-electromechanical systems
(MEMS) 453, 457
micro-hologram 1238
microlaser 593
micromechanical sacrificial layer
technology 724
micro-mirror array 957
microphonic noise 507
microscope 82, 83
– eyepiece 83
– numerical aperture 83
– objective 83
mid-infrared 726
Mie scattering 273, 1183, 1184
mirage 1185
mirror 1116
– material 1158
– Mo 352
– silicon carbide 353
MIS
(metal–insulator–semiconductor)
505, 539
MMA (methyl methacrylate)
781
Mn5+ lasers 690
mobile laser radar 1034
mode field diameter (MFD) 477
mode indices 595
mode locker 609
mode locking 959
– colliding-pulse 779
mode selection 605
mode volume 602
mode-locked laser 610
modified chemical vapor deposition
(MCVD) 473, 649
modified poly (methyl methacrylate)
(MPMMA) 781
modulation frequencies 716
modulation instability (MI) 186
modulation transfer function (MTF)
400, 403, 560
molecular atmosphere
– transmission 1193
molecular vapor 1143
momentum 21
monochromatic aberration 71
monochromaticity 589
moon illusion 1197
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N
NA (numerical aperture) 60, 446,
1161
nabla operator 88
nanobeam 1160
nanofocusing lenses (NFL) 1157,
1158
nanoimprinting 1088
nanooptics 1079
nanoparticles 217, 1030, 1094
nanophotonic
– device 1082
– switch 1083, 1084
– technology 1086
nanophotonics 1079
nanotechnology 471
NAS copolymer 318
National Ignition Facility (NIF)
830
National Storage Industry
Consortium (NSIC) 1224
natural broadening 593

NCPM (noncritical phase matching)
459, 788
Nd laser 636
Nd:Y3 Al5 O12 (Nd-doped yttrium
aluminum garnet) 614
nearly index-matched (NIM) 424
negative refraction 466
NEP (noise equivalent power) 509
– ADP 535
– BLIP 509
– photoconductor 511
– photodiode 519
– phototransistor 538
– PMT 548
– thermocouple 550
neutron diffractive optics 1222
Newton equation 50
NFL (nanofocusing lens) 1157,
1158
NGL (next-generation lithography)
775
Ni2+ laser 690
NIF (National Ignition Facility) 830
NIM (nearly index-matched) 424
niobium 1109
nitrogen 731
NLSE (nonlinear Schrödinger
equation) 166
NLSG (nonlinear signal generator)
964
NLTL (nonlinear transmission lines)
1104
noctilucent cloud 1196
nodal points 45, 47, 48
NOHD (nominal ocular hazard
distance) 1270
noise
– 1/ f 507, 518
– CCD 545
– CMOS 546
– current 508
– equivalent power (NEP) 509
– flicker 507
– generation–recombination 507,
511
– Johnson 506, 511, 518
– Nyquist 506
– photography 559
– photon (quantum) 506
– power 506
– shot 506
nominal ocular hazard distance
(NOHD) 1270
nonadiabatic process 1085
nonclassical light 27
noncollinear 1014

noncritical phase matching (NCPM)
459, 788
nonlinear crystals 1143
nonlinear mechanisms 267
nonlinear optical materials 265
nonlinear optics 96, 157
nonlinear Schrödinger equation
(NLSE) 166
nonlinear signal generator (NLSG)
964
nonlinear transmission lines (NLTL)
1104
nonradiative decay 585, 594, 675,
679, 686, 691, 694
nonresonant interaction 1082
NOT gates 1083
NSIC (National Storage Industry
Consortium) 1224
n-type 1140
number operator 14
number states 28
numerical aperture (NA) 60, 446,
1161
numerical implementation of
diffraction effects 135, 139
n-wave mixing 266

O
object recognition 1217
OCT (optical coherence tomography)
445, 448
off-axis geometry 1213
Öffner telescope 952
OFHC (oxygen-free
high-conductivity) 734
OFI (optical-field ionization) 821
OLED (organic light emitting
devices) 773
– kinds of failure 337
– reduction of brightness 337
OLED (organic light emitting diode)
579
on vision 4
one-center model 340
OP (oriented-patterned) 460
OPA (optical parametric amplifier)
209
OPCPA (optical chirped pulse
amplification) 800, 832
OPD (optical path difference) 91,
134
open circuit voltage 515
open optical resonator 590
OPG (optical parametric generation)
462, 786, 807
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MOPA (master-oscillator
power-amplifier) 799
MOS (metal–oxide–semiconductor)
539
– accumulation mode 540
– depletion mode 540
– flat-band condition 539
– inversion mode 541
MOT (magnetooptical trap) 862
MPC (metallic photonic crystal)
466
MPE (maximum permissible
exposure) 1253, 1260, 1263
MPMMA (modified poly (methyl
methacrylate)) 781
MSR (magnetic super-resolution)
1227
MTF (modulation transfer function)
400, 403, 560
– testing 322
Mueller calculus 18, 19
multichannel plate (MCP) 963
multilayer fluorescent disk (MFD)
1228
multilayer optic 1160
multilevel grating 423
multiphoton excitation 448
multiple scattering 273, 1195
multiplexed hologram 1209
multiplexing 1233
multiplexing of holograms 341
multi-refraction 469
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OPL (optical path length) 442, 949
OPO (optical parametric oscillator)
209, 459, 780, 785, 864, 1033
OPS (optically pumped
semiconductor lasers) 625
optic design 320
optical
– amplifier 586
– anisotropy 262
– areal density 1228
– axis 40
– chirped pulse amplification
(OPCPA) 832
– communication systems 332, 446,
478, 857, 1268
– confinement 696
– data storage 142, 214, 281, 539,
614, 701, 1205, 1217, 1230
– design 61, 410, 442, 1003
– disk storage roadmaps 1224
– double resonance 1012
– fiber 1084
– filter 721
– gain 701
– imaging 40
– nanofountain 1085, 1088
– near field 1080, 1084
– near field interaction 1082
– parametric amplifier (OPA) 209
– parametric chirped pulse
amplification (OPCPA) 800
– parametric generation (OPG) 462,
786, 807
– parametric oscillator (OPO) 209,
459, 780, 785, 864, 1033
– path difference (OPD) 91, 134
– path length (OPL) 442, 949
– poling 265
– pumping 1011
– ray 35
– rectification 1129
– sensing 448
– signal-to-noise ratio (OSNR)
486
– solid 281
– storage 1088
– storage products 1225
– thickness 721, 1184, 1185
– transfer function (OTF) 1095
optical chopper 1132
optical component
– polymer 322
optical-field ionization (OFI) 821
optically pumped semiconductor
lasers (OPS) 625
optics 4

optoelectronic THz beam 1113
– system 1100, 1116
optoelectronic antenna 1100
optoelectronics 1099
optogalvanic spectroscopy 994
optothermal expansion coefficient
426
ordinary axis 263
ordinary waves 608
organic LED 579
organic light emitting device (OLED)
773
organic photoconductor 578
organically modified silicates
(ORMOSIL) 781
oriented-patterned (OP) 460
orthogonality condition 35
OSNR (optical signal-to-noise ratio)
486
OTF (optical transfer function)
1095
out-of-plane angular multiplexing
1215
out-of-plane shift multiplexing
1215
output coupler 585, 589
output coupling efficiency 603
outside vapor deposition (OVD)
473
oxygen-free high-conductivity
(OFHC) 734

P
PA (photon avalanche) 625, 633
parabolic mirror 1158
paraboloidal 1116
paraxial 401
– approximation 151
– geometrical optics 39
– Helmholtz equation 144, 145
paraxial matrix theory 42
– 3 × 3 matrices 57
– plane parallel plate 43
– refraction at plane surface 42
– sign conventions 43
– thin prism 58
– transfer matrix 42
paraxial ray 40
– definition 41
– diffraction grating 56
– tracing 40
paraxial wave equation 595
parhelia 1191, 1192
partial reflector 589
passive loss 619

passive mode locking 613
Paul trap (RF ion trap) 861
PB (photonic band) 464
PBG (photonic bandgap) 464
PBS (photonic band structure) 464,
725
PBS (polarizing beam splitter) 847
PC (photonic crystal) 463, 725
PC (Pockels cell) 608, 1014
PC (polycarbonate) 318, 320, 426
PC slab 463
PCB (printed circuit board) 772
PCF (photonic-crystal fiber) 173,
463
PD (photodetector) 847
PDH frequency stabilization
technique 847
PDLC (polymer dispersed liquid
crystal) 330, 1216
PDMS (polydimethylsiloxane) 454
PECVD (plasma-enhanced chemical
vapor deposition) 385
PEDT/PSS
(polyethylenedioxythiophene/
polystyrylsulfonat) 335
penetration depth 1256
periodically poled LiNbO3 (PPLN)
462, 793
periodically poled potassium titanyl
phosphate (PPKTP) 462
peristrophic multiplexing 1215
personal protective equipment (PPE)
1272
PESRO (pump-enhanced SRO) 791
phase 1208
– error 1236
– hologram 1208, 1209
– matching 975
– modulation function 947
– retrieval 978
– shifting interferometry 121
– unwrapping algorithms 122
– velocity 18, 91, 254
phase-coded multiplexing 1214,
1233
phase-modulation technique 846
phase-shifting digital holography
1215
phenanthraquinone (PQ) 1234
phonon-coupled device 1083
photoacoustic effect 1256
photocarrier 1102, 1116
photochemical 1257
– effect 1259
– reaction 1256
– vapor deposition 1085
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photon
– avalanche (PA) 625, 633
– density 9
– dynamics 607
– energy 6
– flux (power) 9
– helicity 20
– intensity 9
– irradiance 9
– number 9
– radiance 9
– spin 20
– units 6
– wave functions (eigenfunctions)
725
– wavelength 724
photon statistics 507, 558, 602
photo-neutron-refractive effect
1222
photonic band (PB) 464
photonic band structure (PBS) 464,
725
photonic bandgap (PBG) 464
photonic bandgap fiber 464
photonic crystal (PC) 463, 725
photonic device 1079
photonic-crystal fiber (PCF) 173,
463
photonic-crystal slab 463
photon-limited performance 509
photopolymers 1234
photorecording 249
photorefractive crystal 339
photoresist 1086
photothermal effect 1257
phototransistor 537
– bipolar 537
– darlington 538
– FET 538
photovoltaic detector 505
physical thickness 721
physical vapor deposition (PVD)
379
PICVD (plasma impulse chemical
vapor deposition) 385
piezoelectric transducer (PZT) 852
piezooptic effect 279
pixelation 334
PL (photoluminescence) 17, 334
planar dielectric waveguides 1111
plane parallel 597
plane wave 11, 37, 92
– in homogeneous dielectrics 91
– in homogeneous materials 101
– orthogonality condition 91
– time-harmonic plane wave 93

plane–concave lens 54
plane–convex lens 54
plane-parallel resonator 597
plane-wave expansion 464
planocylindrical lens 1114
plasma 1141
plasma impulse chemical vapor
deposition (PICVD) 385
plasma-enhanced chemical vapor
deposition (PECVD) 385
plasmon polariton band 466
plastic lens 322
– coating 322
– scratch resistant 322
plastic optic
– design 320
– manufacturing processes 319
– optical tolerance 322
– production volume 321
– prototyping 320
– series production 322
plastic ribbon waveguide 1115
PLD (pulsed laser deposition) 386
pleximid 320
PMD (polarization mode dispersion)
477
PMMA (polymethyl methacrylate)
318, 426, 1234
PMMA (rhodamine-doped) 780
PMT (photomultiplier tube) 505
PMT (photomultiplier) 547
PNLC (polymer network liquid
crystal) 330
Pockels cell (PC) 608, 1014
Pockels effect 278, 435
Poincaré sphere 19, 105
point spread function (PSF) 132,
406, 442, 1091
point-defect lasers 470
Poisson distribution 26
polarimetry 1009
polarizability 252
polarization 6, 18, 93, 102
– circular 105
– complex representation 106
– density 250
– doughnut mode 138
– elliptic 105
– gate (PG) FROG 971
– half-wave plate 108
– hologram 1208, 1211
– influence to energy density near
focus 138
– Jones calculus 106
– Jones matrix 107
– Jones vector 107
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photochromism 280
photoconductive
– detector 505
– excitation 1104
– gain 507
– receiver 1121
– switch 1119, 1122
photoconductor 510
photocurrent 1119
photodetector (PD) 847
photodiode 512
– array 555
– back-illuminated 515
– binary 522
– breakdown voltage 517
– color-sensitive 527
– fast-response 524
– front-illuminated 513
– generation current 518
– ideality factor 517
– photocurrent 514
– pin 515
– position-sensitive 526
– quaternary 523
– recombination current 517
– responsivity 521
– series resistance 517
– shunt resistance 517
– silicon 521
– ternary 523
– tunneling current 518
photoelectric effect 505
photoelectron 234
photoemissive detector 505, 546,
547
photogeneration rate 514
photographic emulsion 505
photography 77, 505, 555
– black and white 555
– color 556
– contrast 559
– detective quantum efficiency 560
– detective quantum efficiency
558
– optical density 558
– reciprocity law 559
– resolution 560
– spectral sensitivity 558
photoionizing 1257
photolithography 1086
photoluminescence (PL)
17, 334
photomask 1086
photometric units 6
photomixing 1126
photomultiplier (PMT) 505, 547
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– linear 105
– mode dispersion (PMD) 477
– modulation 783, 957
– of sky light 1186, 1187
– quarter-wave plate 107
– radially 138
– ray tracing 35, 67
– shaping 957
– states 105
– Stokes parameters 105
– TE and TM components 108
polarization spectroscopy 1006
polarization-labeled interference
versus wavelength for only a glint
(POLLIWOG) 978
polarizer 106, 107, 331, 432, 449,
468, 604, 762, 956, 971, 1006,
1125
polarizing beam splitter (PBS) 847
pollutant gases 1036
(poly-)styrene 318
polycarbonate (PC) 318, 320, 426
polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) 454
polyethylene 1115
polyethylenedioxythiophene/
polystyrylsulfonat (PEDT/PSS)
335
polymer 1143
– dispersed liquid crystal (PDLC)
330
– dye-doped 780
– LEDs 579
– network liquid crystal (PNLC)
330
polymer-dispersed liquid crystal
(PDLC) 1216
polymeric multilayer devices 335
polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA)
318, 426, 1234
poly-para-phenylenevinylene (PPV)
334, 336
polystyrene (PS) 426
population inversion 584, 587, 602
potassium niobate 344
power plants 1037
power spectrum density (PSD) 940
power transport 20
Poynting vector 89, 92, 95, 253
PPE (personal protective equipment)
1272
PPKTP (periodically poled potassium
titanyl phosphate) 462
PPLN (periodically poled LiNbO3 )
793
PPLN (periodically poled lithium
niobate crystal) 459

PPLN (periodically poled lithium
niobate) 462
PPV (poly-para-phenylenevinylene)
334, 336
PQ (phenanthraquinone) 1234
Pr3+ (4f2 ) 620
Pr3+ lasers 623
Pr3+ ,Yb3+ -doped ZBLAN fiber
636
pressure broadening 735
principal
– foci 45
– planes 45
– points 45, 46, 48
– ray 61
printed circuit board (PCB) 772
prism compressor 949
production process stability 322
projected solid angle (PSA) 412
projectile 5
projection-operator 1081
propagating light-coupled device
1084
propagation kernel 600
PS (polystyrene) 426
PSA (projected solid angle) 412
PSD (power spectrum density) 940
PSF (point spread function) 132,
406, 442
PSF (point-spread function) 1091
p-type 1140
pulse characterization 962
pulse duration measurement 962
pulse shaping 952–958
pulse width modulator (PWM) 755
pulsed laser deposition (PLD) 386
pump frequency 588
pump-enhanced SRO (PESRO)
791
pumping process 587, 588
pupil aberration 416
pupils 60
push–pull configuration 438
PVD (physical vapor deposition)
379
PWM (pulse width modulator) 755
PZT (piezoelectric transducer) 852

Q
Q-switching 606
quadratic phase 943
quadrature squeezed 28
quadrupole electrical pulse 1108
qualitative innovation 1082
quantitative innovation 1082

quantized energy levels (eigenvalues)
724
quantum beat spectroscopy
1023
quantum cascade lasers (QCL)
802
quantum dot (QD) 470, 697, 700,
1083
quantum dot fields 725
quantum efficiency 508, 528, 603,
618
– CCD 545
– CMOS 546
– external 510
– photodiode 516
– schottky barrier photodiode 531
quantum electronics 724
quantum field theory 13
quantum noise limit of detection
508
quantum nondemolition (QND)
1070
quantum photonics 724
quantum well (QW) 470, 697
quantum well infrared photodetector
(QWIP) 527
quantum wire 700
quantum-dot infrared photodetector
(QDIP) 529
quarter-wave optical thickness
(QWOT) 375
quarter-wave plate (QWP) 19
quartz 946
quasicrystal (QC) 464, 466
quasi-phase matching (QPM) 459,
789, 805
quasistatic limit 1105
quasi-three-level lasers 588
QWIP (quantum well infrared
photodetectors) 527

R
R/W (rewritable) 1224
radiance 7, 8
radiant
– energy 8
– energy density 8
– exitance 8
– exposure 1256, 1263
– flux (power) 8
– intensity 8
radiation 13
radiation laws 16
radio frequency (RF) 608, 957
radiometric units 6
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real exciton–polariton 1082
real focus 52
real-time interferometry 1218
real-time time-average interferometry
1219
receiver 1122
receiving telescope 1033
recording geometry 1212
recording medium 1227
red, green and blue (RGB) 576
reference phase 978
reflection 251
– amplitude 1208
– hologram 1208, 1209
– phase 1208
– thick 1208
– thin 1208
reflectivity 251
refraction 251, 255
– at tilted plane surface 57
refractive index 90, 254
– complex representation 100
– contrast 720
relative dispersion slope (RDS) 481
relaxation oscillations 603
remote cleaning 1046
repetitive laser exposure 1266
residual amplitude modulation
(RAM) 848
RESOLFT (reversible saturable
optical fluorescence transitions)
1097
resonance frequency 595, 599
resonator 584, 597, 598, 724
– plane-parallel 598
– spherical two-mirror 598
– unidirectional ring 598
– unstable 598
resonator for photon waves
725
response function 1119
response time 343
responsivity 508
– blackbody 508
– bolometer 553
– photoconductor 510
– photodiode 516
– photoemissive detector 547
– pyroelectric detectors 550
– QWIP 528
– thermocouple 550
retinal hazard region 1255
retinal pigment epithelium (RPE)
1253
reverse aperture stop 414
reverse ray trace 414

reversible saturable optical
fluorescence transitions
(RESOLFT) 1097
rewritable (R/W) 1224
RF (radio frequency) 608, 957
RF ion trap (Paul trap) 861
RFA (Raman fiber amplifier) 484
RGB (red, green and blue) 576
rhodamine 6G 777
rhodamine-doped (PMMA) 780
ridge-waveguide lasers 706
RIE (reactive-ion etching) 456
rigorous coupled wave analysis
(RCWA) 429
ring laser 720, 779
– resonator 598, 612
risk analysis 1269
RLVIP (reactive low-voltage ion
plating) 381
rotating disc electrodes (RDE) 776
rotational energy level 729
rotational lines 1136
round-trip gain 589
round-trip matrix 599
Rowland circle 1160
RPE (retinal pigment epithelium)
1253, 1255
ruby 677
ruby laser 584
Runge–Kutta method 442

S
safety factor 1260
sagittal plane 40
sagittal ray 40
sampled grating (SG) 718
sampling technique 1100
sapphire 946, 1137, 1139
– fiber 1111
SAR (synthetic-aperture radar)
1044
SASE (self-amplified spontaneous
emission) 816
saturable absorber 609
saturation 587
– factor 1093
– intensity 609, 731
– spectroscopy 1004, 1008
SBN (Sr0.61 Ba0.39 Nb2 O6 ) 344
SBS (stimulated Brillouin scattering)
489
scalar wave 115
scattering
– aerosol 1183
– coherent 273
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rainbow 1187–1189
– Airy theory 1188
– angle 1187
– hologram 1208, 1211
– Mie theory 1189
– observation 1188
RAM (residual amplitude
modulation) 848
Raman fiber amplifier (RFA) 484
Raman LIDAR 1036
Raman scattering 209
Raman spectroscopy 193, 755,
1028
Raman-induced Kerr effect (RIKE)
198
Ramsey–Bordé matter–wave
interferometer 859
rare-earth ions 615
rate-equation model 602
ray aberration 40, 68
ray equation 35
– GRIN materials 36
– homogeneous materials 36
ray tracing 35, 40, 61, 442
– coordinate transformation 64
– description of a ray 63
– differential ray tracing 67
– law of reflection 66
– law of refraction 66
– non–sequential 67
– optical path length 65
– point of intersection with a surface
63
– polarization ray tracing 35
– principle 61
– ray aberrations 68
– surface normal 65
– wave aberration 68
Rayleigh range 12, 596
Rayleigh scattering 1183, 1184
Rayleigh–Sommerfeld diffraction
125
rcp (right circularly polarized) 19
RCWA (rigorous coupled wave
analysis) 429
RDE (rotating disc electrodes) 776
RDS (relative dispersion slope) 481
reactive low-voltage ion plating
(RLVIP) 381
reactive-ion etching (RIE) 456
read-out beam 1226
read-out layer 1227
read–write
– holographic systems 1237
– storage 1234
– systems 1235
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– cross section (differential) 272
– mean free path 1184
– Mie 273
– molecular 1183, 1186
– multiple 273
– single 273
scattering spectroscopy 211, 216
Schawlow–Townes formula 605
Schottky barrier photodiode 530
Schottky diode 1104
Schrödinger equation 724
scotoma 1258
SCP (stretcher–compressor pair)
828
secondary effect 1260
secondary spectrum 422
second-harmonic generation (SHG)
158, 266, 459, 468, 786, 971
second-order coherence 25
second-order correlation function
25
second-order dispersion 948
section on an object 412
security aspects of holography 1220
Seidel aberration 69
self phase modulation (SPM) 489
self-amplified spontaneous emission
(SASE) 816
self-diffraction (SD) FROG 972
self-focusing 613
self-modulated laser wakefield
acceleration (SM-LWFA) 839
self-organized deposition 1087
self-phase modulation (SPM) 160,
173, 233, 939
self-referencing of the frequency
comb 864
Sellmeier coefficients 258
Sellmeier equation 946
semiconductor (SC) 308
semiconductor LED
– inorganic 575
semiconductor optical amplifier
(SOA) 484
semiconductor-fiber laser 719
semiinsulating 698
sensitivity 509
sequential two-photon absorption
(STPA) 630
series production ofplastics optics
322
servo gain 851
SF10 glass 946
SFG (sum-frequency generation)
160, 462
SFM (sum-frequency mixing) 786

shadow 1197
shearing interferometers 119
SHG (second-harmonic generation)
158, 459, 468, 786
shift multiplexing 1214
shock wave 1107
Shockley equation 513
short circuit current 515
short-range LIDAR 1046
short-time Fourier transform (STFT)
969
shrink rate 321
SI (spectral interferometry) 975
SI (Système International) 7
side-looking airborne radar (SLAR)
1044
side-mode suppression ratio (SMSR)
710
side-of-the-fringe stabilization 845
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) 508,
1228
– APD 535
– photoconductor 511
– photodiode 519
– photography 559
– PMT 548
SIL (solid-immersion lens) 1226
silicon 1137, 1140
silicon carbide mirror 353
silicon p-i-n diode 1116
silicon-on-insulator (SOI) 525
silicon-on-insulator materials 1108
silicon-on-sapphire (SOS) 1102
simulacra 4
sine condition 70
single scattering 273
single sided exponential 944
single-atom manipulation 1088
single-cavity prototype mould 320
single-mode fiber (SMF) 447
single-mode optical fiber 1111
single-shot autocorrelator 965
singly resonant OPO (SRO) 791
sinusoidal phase modulation 947
size-control 1088
size-dependent optical absorption
1087
slab waveguide (WG) 466
SLAR (side-looking airborne radar)
1044
slope efficiency 618
slowly varying envelope
approximation (SVEA) 161, 174
small group velocity 468
small-molecule LEDs 579
small-signal gain 730

SMF (single-mode fiber) 447
Smith–Purcel effect 471
SM-LWFA (self-modulated laser
wakefield acceleration) 839
SMSR (side-mode suppression ratio)
710
Snell’s law 38, 39, 251, 257, 402
SO2 1145
SOA (semiconductor optical
amplifier) 484
sodium lamp
– low-pressure 570
– luminous efficiency 570
soft X-ray (XUV) 822
SOI (silicon-on-insulator) 525
Soleil–Babinet compensator 1132
sol-gel
– dye laser 781
– materials 781
– silica 781
solid-immersion lens (SIL) 1226
solid-state dye laser (SSDL) 780,
784
– two-photon-pumped 784
solid-state lamps 574
solid-state laser 594, 615
soliton self-frequency shift (SSFS)
189
sonogram 975
sonoluminescence 17
SOS (silicon-on-sapphire) 1102
source
– black-body 24
– chaotic 24
– coherent 24
– thermal 24
space-charge fields 339
space-charge region 512
spatial
– coherence 589
– frequency 124
– light modulator 1215
– multiplexing 1215
spatially coherent 23
spatial–spectral interference (SSI)
975, 978
SPC techniques 322
SPDC (spontaneous parametric
down-conversion) 1077
spectral
– brilliance 9
– density of frequency noise 842
– hole burning 1230
– intensity profile 943
– interferometry (SI) 975
– irradiance 9
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storage capacity 343
storage density 1226
STPA (sequential two-photon
absorption) 630
stratospheric ozone layer 1039
stray light 399, 411
– analysis 410, 411
streak camera 963
Strehl ratio 132
stretcher–compressor pair (SCP)
828
strontium-barium niobate 344
STRUT (temporally resolved
upconversion technique) 975
subdiffraction resolution 1093
sub-Poissonian photon statistics
26
subwavelength structured elements
427
sulfide glasses GaLaS (GLS) 650
sulphur dioxide 1037
sum-frequency generation (SFG)
160, 462
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